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2 George V Alphabetical Index to Sessional Papers. A. 1912

See also Numerical liist, Page 9.

ALPHABETICAT. INDEX

TO THE

SESSIONAL PAPERS
OF THE

PARLIAMENT OF CANADA

FIKST SESSION, TWELFTH PARLIAMENT, 1912.

A
Accidents on Railways 114

114u
" " 114b

102

Adulteration of Food 14

Agriculture:— 15

Dairy and Cold Storage 15a

Veterinary Director General, 1910. . . . 15b

" " " "
1911.. .. 15c

Annuities—Government Statement of

business done year ending ilarch 31,

1911 44

Annuities—Government, Number of Lec-

turers appointed upon the subject of. 44a

Annuitants, and parties having mai'.e

payments, &c 44b

Annuities Branch, Govt., Report of a

Committee of the Privy Council, re

transfer of 67

Anglo-Canadian Chemical Co., corres-

pondence between, and Department of

Inland Revueue 139

.Appointments made, dissolution of last

Parliament, and resignation of Laurier

ildnistry, &c 70

Appointments made in Departments of

Public Works and Post Office since Oc-

tober 7, 1911, Outside and Inside Ser-

vice 70a

-Appointments of Commissioners re Unit-

ed States and Canada Boundary
Waters Tieaty 119

22370—1

A
Assistance to Provincial Railways and
Public Works by Federal Government. 120

.Ashe, Earl, claim for damages by fire

from locomotive on I.C.R 115

.Auditor General 1

Aurora, report re proposed erection of a

public building at 6?.i

.Australia, Trade arrangements between
Canada and 71

.Awarding of contract for building of

Hudson's Bay Railway 'la

B
Baldwin, Eugene, dismissal from Cus-

toms Service, Quebec' 79c

Berthier en Haut, purchase and repair of

Post Office at 154

Binks, ilr., promotion as Supt. of Dead
Letter Office 1.38

Blind River Post Office, Province of On-

tario, change of name of 150

Bohan, John W., Customs Officer, Bath,

N.B,, dismissal of 79o

Bonds and Securities registered since

last return. November 29, 1910 49

Boots and Shoes, quantity of, imported

into Canada since March 1, 1908 81

Boulay, H., report of, against W. Roy,

employee on I.C.R,, in 19(M 97

Boundaries of Province of Manitoba, ex-

tension of, &c no
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B
Boundaries of Provinces of Manitoba

and Saskatchewan, correspondence with

Government re 110a

Boundaries of Province of Ontario, ex-

tension of, &o llOo

Boundaries of the Province of Quebec,

correspondence re extension of, &o. ... 94

Boundary Waters Treaty between Can-

ada and United States, appointment

of Commissioners under 119

Bourque, Geoffrey, accident incurred by,

in yard of I.C.R., 1911 102

Branch Lines Railways:—

Tenders for construction line of Rail-

way from Esfmere to Baddeck, NS. 100

Tenders for construction line of Rail-

way from Estmere to Baddeck, N.S. 100a

Tenders for construction of line of

Railway by I.C.R. between Sunny-

brae and Guysborough, N.S llOb

Breakwater, re the building of. at Port

Richmond, N.S 129

Breakwater, re the building of, at Chas.

Forest's Cove, N.S 129a

British Canadian Loan and Investment

Co., statement of affairs of 131

Brotherhood Unions of I.C.R. , agreement

between and the Government since 1898. 69

Burrard Power Co., H. M. The King vs.

Case of 1*7

C

Cablegrams relating to reduced rates of

transmission 59

Canadian-Australian Trade, Return re,.. 71

Canal Statistics , 20a

Cement purchased for different works by
Government, or MoutreaJ Harbour
Commission 85

Central Station, City of Quebec, expro-

priation of property of Messrs. Tur-

geon and Gunn for 117

Car Ferry Service between Province of

Prince Ldward Island and the Main-

land 95, 95a, 95b

Census of Canada, Fifth A
Census, taking of in City of Regina.. .. 73

Chartered Banks 6

Chief Astronomer 25a

Charles Forest's Cove, building of break-

water at 129a

Civil Service:—

List 30

Appointments and Promotions, Com-
missioner's Annual Report 31

Insurance Act, &c iS

R«tiring allowances and Superannua-
tion. Statement of il

O
Coal Dust -Anthracite. 4c., quantity im-

ported into Montreal in 1911 80

Cold Storage establishments in each city

of Canada, showing number of 146

Commissioners, names of, appointed un-

der Inquiries Act 155

Commissioners appointed to investigate

matters on Transcontinental Railway
between Winnipeg and Moncton 65a

Commissioners to inquire into Govern-

ment Departments, Order in Council
»•« 65

Commission for demarcation of the Meri-
dian of Hist Degree. West Longitude. . 86

Commission appointed to inquire into

matters appertaining to the Farmers'
Bank 65b

Commission of Conservation, Report of,

for year ending March 31, 1911 47

Combines Investigation Act, proceedings

under 86a

Criminal Statistics 17

Customs Annual Report 11

Customs TarriS, change in re twine
used in heading of Lobster Traps.. .. 98

D
Dismissals:

—

From Moosejaw Land Office of John
Rutherford 79

Capt. Peter Decoste from Dredge
'Cape Breton' 79a

Roder'k Sutherland, caretaker pub-
lic building, at Canso, N.S.. .. 79b

Mr. Eugene Baldwin from Customs
Service at Coaticook, Que 79c

Mederic Picotte as Messenger of the

House of Commons 79d

Wm. A. Hattie from position of

Preventive Officer at Mulgrave.

N.S 79e

R. Leithaad, &c.. employees of I.C.H. 79/

Jos. Veniot, checker on I.C.R.. .. 79^

John Connolly, of New Glasgow, In-

spector of Fuel on I.C.R T9h

S. N. Ferguson, Preventive Officer

at Oyster Ponds, Guysborough,
N.S 79i

F. J. Veniot, Collector of Customs
at Bathurst, N.B 79/

Luke Day, Department of Public

Works, North Sydney, N.S 79lfe

Geo. T. Harbour, Supt. of Deep
Water Wharf at Gas=p^, Que.. .. 791

D. McDonald, Esq., M.D., of Bad-

deck, C.B 79m
Geo. Cavanagh, New Glasgow, N.S. 79n

John W. Bohan, Bath. N.B 79o

2
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D

Dismissals

—

Continued.

Hector Hamel, Montreal Custom
House "9p

Lyman C. Smith, Oshawa, Ont. . . 79q

Michel Campeau, Postal Station,

Montreal 79r

R. McAdam, Fishery Officer for An-

tigonish Co., N.S, 79s

Fishery Guardians in County of

Guysborough, N.S 79f

Edwd. Kelly from position of en-

gineer at Reduction Works, Can-

so, N.S 79u

David S. Hendsbee from position of

weigher at Reduction Works,
Canso, N.S 79w

Anson Shelters at St. Armond Sta-

tion, County of Missisquoi .. .. T9w

Proposed of John Park, Postmaster

at Orangeville, Ont 79x

Jas. McPhee as Customs Officer at

West Bay, N.S 79y

Allan Kennedy, Telegraph Repairer,

Inverness Co., N.S 792

Wenceslaus Lebel, of Kamouraska,

Customs Department 79aa

Thos. Hale, ' Labour Gezette,'

Westville, Nora Scotia 79bb

Wm. A. Gerrior, Larry's River,

N.S., Customs Department . . . . 79cc

August Hil>ert as Postmaster, St.

Paschal, Kamouraska Co., Que.. 79dd

Luo Lizotte, Postmaster, St. Pa-

combe, Kamouraska Co., Que. .. 79ee

Capt. Alex. Roberts, Postmaster,

Canso. N.S 79//

In 1896 of H. St. Amour, Postmas-

ter of St. Amour, Co. of Pres-

cott 79gg

W. H. Harris, Postmaster at White
Head, N.S ~9hh

Jas. McGrath, Postmaster at As-

pen 79ii

Louis Gerard, Postmaster at Ste.

Angele de Merci, Rimouski Co. 79;j

On May 1, 1903. of John Fraser,

Postmaster at Stellarton, N.S... 79fcfc

John M. Rodgers, Postmaster at

East Ron an Valley, N.S 79U

Eugene Guimond, Postmaster at

Ste. Angele, Co. of Rimouski.. .. 79mm
Charges against Dugald R. Boyle,

Fishery Officer at West Ariohat,

N.S 79nn

Charges against Dr. J. R. McLeod,

Port Physician, Port Hawkes-
bury, N.S 79oo

22S70—IJ

D
Dismissals

—

Continued.

Th^ophile Morioe, Officer over de-

livery of Coal, I.C.R., at Rivifere

du Loup 79pp
Charges received by P. 0. Dcpt. re

the Postmaster at Glenelg, N.S.. 79qq
Charges against Jas. A. Matheson,

I.C.R., Trackman, Meadowville. . 79;r

D. McFarlane, Postmaster at S. W.
Margaree, N.S 79ss

Postmaster at Rathburn, Co. of

Ontario, and change of P.O.. .. 79tt

John McLeod, Postmaster at Den-
mark, Colchester, N.S 79i(u

Doue, Daoust, Postmaster at Alfred,
County Prescott 79t,c

Thos. Dionne and Miss Sanidon, of

Cacouna Post Office ~9ww
Postmaster of St. Anaclet, Co. of

Rimouski 79^^
Resignation of Donald E. McLean,
late Postmaster, Inverness, N.S. 79yy

Number of Postmasters removed
from office in County of Sheflord,

since Oct. 1, 1911 7922

Charges against Arthur Brymer,
Fishery Officer at L'Ardoise, N.S. 79aao

Charges against Lawrence G.Power,
Supt. Lobster Hatchery at Ari-

chat, N.S .. 79bbb
Joachim Godbout, Lighthouse Keep-
er at St. Laurent 79ccc

Investigation against P. L. St.

Pierre, Postmaster at St. Paul
d'Abbotsford 79ddd

Dr. H. Dupre as Postmaster of St.

Hebert, Co. of Richelieu 79eee

Showing number of dismissals in

Post Office Deipartment since Oc-

tober 1, 1911 79///

Madam, the widow of Antoine S;.

Martin, as Postmistress 79ggg
Jos. Moreau as Postmaster, at St.

Germain, Kamouraska 79hhh
Geo. Bourgoin, Statistician on La-

chine Canal 79ui

Louis Deschesne, an employee of

the Marine Department 79;73

Charges aginst A. E. Hatfield, Fish-

ery Overseer for County of Yar-

mouth, N.S 79fcfcfr

Mr. J. C. Dauphinais as Postmas-

ter at Sorel 79^1

Jos. Clonthier, Postmaster at St.

Adolphe de Dudwell 79mmm
Dairy and Cold Storage 15a

Destructive and Pest Act, Regulations

under 5-3
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Decoste, Capt. Peter, dismissal of, from

Dredge ' Cape Breton' 79a

Deep-Sea Fishermen, expenditure re.

Bounty to 58

Dog-Fish Scrap, relating to price of,

from March 31, 1911 109

Dominion Police, average number of men

on, for year 1911 60

Dominion Lands Survey Act, Orders in

Council in accordance with 55

Dominion Lands Act, chap. 30, Statutes

of Canada. 1908, Orders in Council re,

published in 'Canada Gazette' 55a

Dominion Lands Act, chap. 20, Statutes

of Canada, 1908, Orders in C<iuncil re

disposal of lands within 40-mile Rail-

way Belt in British Columbia 55b

Dominion Lands Act, chap. 20, Statutes

of Canada, 1908, Supplementary Re-

turn re 55c

Dominion Lands Survey Act, Supplemen-

tary Return, Orders in Council re.. .. 55d

Duchemin, H. B., date of appointment

to investigate complaints re Govern-

ment Officials lis

Duchemin, H. B., Report of charges made

by, against W. W. Gray 9"a

Duty payable in respect to Jute Clo-.h,

Traction Engines, &c Ul

Duties on Lumber, Documents in connec-

tion with enforcement of 66

Extension of Boundaries of Province of

Manitoba, and other matters re 110

Extension of Boundaries of Province of

Quebec, Correspondence re. &c 94

F
Farmers' Bank, Copies of Petitions re-

lating to, 4c 65c

Farmers' Bank, Commission appointed

to inquire into matters relating to.. 6ob

Farm L,abourers and Domestic Servants
placed from 1907 to 1912 87

Fidelity Trust Co. of Montreal, Incor-

poration and operation of 116

Fifth Census of Canada A
Fifth Joint Report of Commissioners re

demarcation of Meridian 140° W. L.. 86

Fish Trap License!*, against issuing of,

to Capt. John H. Thorburn 106

Fish Trap, removal of, at or near Mc-
Xutt's Island, Harbour of Shelbonrne,

X.S 106a

Fishing in fresh water lakes of Domin-
ion, Lease giving exclusive rights to.. 123,i

Fishery Guardians, County of Gnysbor-
ough, X.S., re dismissal of 79f

Fishery Act, prosecutions under, against

J. McCabe, D. Porter, and others.

County of Pictou, N.S 89

Forget, A. E., Messrs, &c., Return show-

ing dates presented by 92

' Forbes Sterilizers,' Memo, re use of, in

House of Commons and Government
Departments 112

Election, Return of Twelfth General,

for House of Commons, 1911.. IS

Elections, Bye, Return of for (Twelfth

Parliament) House of Commons . . . . ISii

Election General, 1911, Resume of . . . . 152

Enquiry into loss of horse killed on Dal-

housie Branch, I.C.R 114

Erection of an Armoury at Sarnia,

Ont., Reports relating to 93

Estmere to Baddeck, Tenders for con-

struction of line of railway from,

&c 100,

Estimates

" Supplementary, March 31, 1912.

Expenditure for printing Pamphlets re

Immigration
Experimental Farms
Exipropriation of properties of Messrs.

Turgeon and Gunn, Quebec

External Affairs

lOOn

3

3n

3b

4

5

64

IG

117

29b

4

Geographic Board 21a

Geological Survey 26

Governor General's Warrants issued

since last Session 39

Governor General, Commission issued to

present, instructions, &c 83

Government Annuities, Statement busi-

ness done year ending March 31 44

Gray, TV. W., Report of H. H. Duchemin
against 97a

Harbour Commissioners (Marine) 23

Hawkes, Arthur, re appointment of, as

Commissioner of Immigration 64a

Homestead Inspectors, how many em-

ployed in Prov. of Saskatchewan, 1911. 88

House of Commons, Messengers, total

number, i'C; also total number re-

lieved from service, ic 74

Hudson's Bay Railway, and relating to

the navigating of the Hudson's S:raits. 101a
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I

Immigration, Expenditure printing pam-
phlet re promotion of 61

Immigration, Relating to appointment of

Arthnr Hawkes, Comrais?ioner for.. .. 6ia

Immigration purposes. Amount expended

for. by Dominion Government, for past

ten years 64^

Imperial Defence, Correspondence be-

tween Imperial and Canadian Govern-

ments, re 77

Indians Affairs 27

Industrial Disputes 36a

Inland Revenue 12

Inland Revenue Part II (Weights and

treasures) 13

Inland Revenue Part III (Adulteration

of Food) U
Intercolonial Ry.. Agreements between

men of, and Brotherhood Unions.. .. 69

Interior, Report of Dept. of 2.t

Interior. Dept. of. Copies of Orders in

Council under a Re-clution of House

of Commons 5"

In'-ernal Economy Commission, Report

of, for preceding year to

Inefficient Posatl Delivery Service at

Rothesay, N.B 124

Insurance, Report of Superintendent of. 8

Insurance. .Abstract Statement of 9

Irrigation Act, Regulations and forms

prescribed 54

J
Justice Report W
Jute Cloth, Traction Engines, &c., re, to

any change in duty, &c Ill

K
Keewatin Territory, Separate School Sys-

tem in 137

King vs. Burrard Power Co., Return re. 146

La Soeiete Co-operative do La Vallee de

Yamaska, Tobacco Growers of, papers

referring to 126

Labour Report 36

Lacoste, Sir A., Ouimet, Hon., and

Doherty, C. J., Hon., Superannuation

of.. 91

Lands sold by C.P.R. during year end-

ing 1st Oct., 1911 68

Lands sold by C.P.R., year ended Oct. 1,

1911 ('Irrigation Block') 68a

Lands sold by C.P.R. in Alberta, year

ended Oct. 1. 1911 686

Lavoie, Absolom, of Amqui, accidentally

killed on I.C.R. at Metis, Rimouski
Co.. mi lUa

Lease to Whaling Companies for whale
fishing on the coast of British Colum-
bia 12.3

Lease giving exclusive rights to fishing

in fresh water lakes of the Dominion. 123a

I,<»tters Patent relating to the Governor
General of Canada 83

T.iouor brought from any place outside

Canada into the Territories 78

Library, Joint Commit' fe. Report of. .. 33

Library, Joint Committee, further Re-

port of 33t

T.Tans. various, made by Government of

Canada since year 1900 145

Lobster Traps, Return re temporary

change in Tariffs on twine used in.. .. 98

Lumber Duties on. Circulars, Instruc-

tions re. addressed to Collectors of Cus-

toms. 1911 66

Mc

:\rc.\ulay, Angus A., claim for damages,

fire from locomotive in P. E. Island... 115a

McCabe. John, and others. Prosecutions

under the Fishery Act against S9

M
M.idore. Alex., Accident sustained by,

on I.C.R 114

ilagdalen Islands, News sent to, by

'Wireless Telegraph,' &c 133

Mails, Contracts for carrying of, be-

tween Scott Junction and Station, Co.

of Beauce, Cancellation of 134

Mails, Contracts for carrying of, be-

tween River John Ry. Station and Pos'

Office, Cancellation of 134n

Mails, Contracts for carrying of, Ije-

tween Stellarton Station and Post

Office. Cancellation of 13U)

Mails, Contracts for conveyance in which

cancellation was made from Oct., 1911.

Feb.. 1912 1^"^

Mails between England, France and Can-

ada. Contrac»^s re carriage of, between

Steamship Co.s and Govt, of Canadi. Ill

Mail Bags, amount paid since Oct. 1-5.

1911, for making and repairing 153

Mail Routes, rural, established by pre-

sent Government 1-43

Manitoba. Printing and Distribnion of

Voters' Lists of. at last General Elec-

tion 103

Manitoba, Extension of boundaries of,

and matters re division of Keewatin. 110

Manitoba and Saskatchewan, Corres^nd-

enie with Government re boundarie-. 110a
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M
Marine and Fisheriee (Marine) 21

(Fisheries) 22

Marriage Act, ' An Act to amend the/

Return re 108

Marriage Act, Return concerning Peti-

tions. Memorials, 4c., re passing of tlie

'Ne Temere* 108a

Meat Trusts, Concerning methods and

operations of 61

Meridian Hist Degree, West Longitude,

Report re demiarcation of 86

Messengers of the House of Commons re-

lieved from service, &c 74

Militia Council, Report of 35

Militia, Regulations and General Orders
promulgated by 46a

Metapedia Waterworks Co., Claim of,

against I.C.R 130

Miscellaneous TJnforseen Expenditure,

from Apri 11, 1911, to Nov. 16, 1911 .. 42

Money paid by Dominion Government to

Railways in Manitoba, Alberta. &c.. .. 726

Moosejaw, Documents re the appoint-

ment of a Post Office Inspector at.. .. 136

Moosejaw, Tenders in connection with

public building at 62

Morine, A. B., G. N. Ducharme and R.

S. Lake, appointment of, as Commis-
sioners re Government Departments.. 65

N
National Battlefields Commission, Re.,

ceipts and Expenditures of 50

Naturalization, Uniformity of, passage

of legislation relating to 76

Naval Service, Report of .. .. 38

Naval Service, Order in Council as to

extra pay of officers and men 40

Naval Service, allowance in lieu of lodg-

ing, provisions, ic 40o

Naval Service, regulations re distinguish-

ing flag and pendants flown by ships

of Royal Navy 40b

Naval Service, gratuities to widows of

seamen killed on duty 40c

Naval Service of Canada, Ojrrespondence

connected in any way with 40d

Naval Service, rates of pay and allow-

ances for Bandsmen in Ro.val Cana-

dian Navy 40a

Naval Service, Naval Reserve Lands,
Transfer of, by Imperial Govt, to Dom-
inion Govt 40/,

Naval Service, pay for Bandsmen in

Royal Canadian Navy 4017'

Naval Service, Transfer of certain Naval
Reserve Lands by Imperial Govt.. .. 40h

N
Naval Service, Memorandum of Admiral
Kingsmill re Navy 40i

Negotiations for Reciprocity Treaty be-

tneen Canada and United States.. .. 82

Newfoundland, Contracts for conveyance
of Mails between Canada and Ill

O
Ontario, Return re extension of bound-
aries of, and division of District of

Keewatin: jiofa

Order in Council appointing Commis-
sioners to inquire into Depts. of Govt. 65

Order in Council re an ' Act to amend
tile Marriage Act' 108

Order in Council, pay for Bandsmen in

Canadian Navy lOg

Ordinances of Yukon Territory in year
1911 75

Otawa Improvement Commission, Re-
ceipts and Expenditures of 51

Ottawa, Respecting work done for im-

provement and beautifying of 51a

Ottawa Improvement Commission, Work
done by, for year ending March 31,

1911 51b

P
Parcel Post Convention between Canada
and France, Papers connected with.... 135

Paris Exposition, Stateinent of expenses

incurred for, in 1900 63

Pelagic Sealing, Treaty re, &c., between

Great Britain, United States and
Russia 84

Persons appointed to positions with the

Government between dissolution and
Sept. 21, 1911 70

Port Dover Harbour, Norfolk Co., On-
tario, Relating to improvement of.. 127a, 127b

Postmaster General, Report of 24

Powassan, Change of Postmaster at, l)e-

tween Jan. 1, 1906. and Jan. 1, 1912.. 142

Prosecutions under Fishery Aot against

John McCabe and others 89

Provident Trust Co., of Montreal, Incor-

poration and operation 118

Provincial Railways and Public Works,
Assistance to, by Federal Government. 120

Public Accounts, Report of 2

Public Printing and Stationery, Report

of 32

Public Works, Re.port of Dept. of 19

Q
Quantity of Anthracite, Ac, Coal im-

ported into Montreal in year 1911.. .. 80

Quantity of Boots and Shoes imported

into Canada, from March 1, 190S.. .. 81

6
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Q
I,Quarantine Station on Lawlor's Island. 99

Ouebec, Province of. Correspondence re

extension of boundaries of 94

Quebec Bridge, Report, &c., of the

Board of Engineers for the construc-

tion of IW
Queen's Hotel Co., Ltd.. Correspondence

and documents in the case 122

B
Railways:

—

Railways and Canals 20

Statistics (Canal) 20a

(Railways) 20b

Commissioners 29c

Telephone Statistics 20d

Express Statistics 20c

Papers re that portion of, between

Hillsborough and Albert Co., N.B... 72

Papers re awarding of contract build-

ing Hudson's Bay Ry., &c 72a

In Alberta, Manitoba, &c.. Money paid

by Dominion Government to 72b

Transcontinental, Correspondence re

connecting Montreal with 72<'

Trascontinental Ry. Station at Quebec,

Papers re awarding of contract of.. 72d

Transcontinental, Statement showing

work done on Eastern Division of, to

Dec. 31, 1911 72e

Report A. E. Doucet, Dist. Engineer,

Sec. B. Trans. Ry. re selection of

railway station sites 72/

Writings made or given by Board of

Nat. Trans. Ry., from appt. of R. W.
Leonard 72g

Interim Report Commissioners of Nat.

Trans. Ry 72/i

Commission Transcontinental, Report
of 37

Transcontinental, Construction of, be-

tween Moncton and Winnipeg, Ap-

pointment of Commission re 65

Names of all appt. to service of I.C.R.,

in City of St. John, N.B 107

Provincial and other Public Works,
Assistance to, by Federal Govt 120

Reciprocity Treaty between Canada and
United States, Negotiations for.. .. 82, 82a

Regina, Memorials re taking of Census

in 73

Rex versus Sheldon and others, papers

and documents in the case 121

Richmond Port, N.S., Building of a

breakwater at 129

River John Railway Station, re con-

tract between Post Office and IZia

Rooky Mountain Park .ict. Orders in

Council passed concerning .Wt

li—

i

7

R
Rothesay, N.B., inefficient Postal Service

at 124

Royal North West Mounted Police, Re-

port re 28

Royal North West Mounted Police, term
of service, pay, &c., of. Extract from
Minutes of Treasury Board 128

Roval Society of Canada, Statement of

affairs of 52

Rural Mail Routes, established by the

present Government 143

Rutherford, John, removal from Moose-

jaw Land Office 79

St.

St. John Ry. Co. to lay rails across

tracks of I.C.R 96, 96a

St. John and Quebec Ry. Co., -Agreement

between H. M. The King and Ry. Co.. 125

St. John Valley Ry. Co., Building of,

from St. John to Grand Falls, N.B. .. 113

St. Laurent, Xavier, re killing of horse

belonging to. on Dalhousie Branch,

I.C.R 114b

S
Salmon, Papers relating to negotiations

afieoting the exportation of 148

Sarnia, Proposed Winter Harbour at.. 127
" Erection of an Armoury at. . . . 93

Secretary of State, Report of 29

Separate School System, Petitions pray-

ing for such in Keewatin Ter. to Govt. 137

Scott Junction, Cancellation of mail con-

tract between Station and 134

Shareholders in Banks, List of 6

Shipping, Foreign, engaged in Coastwise

Trade in Canada 144

Shipping, List of 21b

Smith, Lyman C, Customs Collector at

Oshawa, Dismissal of 79q

Steamboat Inspection, Report re 23a

Stellarton Station, Contract service be-

tween Post Office and 134b

Sterilizers, showing what Government
Buildings are equipped with 112

Stream Measurements, Report of pro-

gress of, for calendar year 1910.

Strike existing, and in the past on G. T.

Ry. west of Winnipeg, relating to.. .. 140

Sutherland, Roderick, dismissal of.. .. 796

Superannuations and Retiring .-iUowan-

ces. Statement of, re Civil Service.. .. 41

Superannuation of Judges, Sir Alex. La-

coste, Hon. J. A. Ouimet, 4o., &c.. .. 91

Superintendent of Insurance, Report of.. 8

Sunnybrae and Guysborough, construc-

tion of certain Branch Lines of I.C.R.

between 100b
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T

Tender of the McDiarmid Co., Ltd.,

construction of Moo?eja-w buildingsi.. .. 62

Tender for construction of line of

Railway from Est mere to Baddeck,

N.S 100

Tender for construction of proposed line

from Estmere to Baddeck, N.S lOOo

Tolls on Canals, abolition or regulation

of. as per Order in Council 105

Topographical Survey 25b

Tracadie Koad Pos* Office, complaints,

charges, &c., relating to 132

Trade and Commerce, 10, 10a, lOh, 10c,

lOd, lOe, 10/

Trade Arrangements between Canada
and Australia 71

Trade Arrangements with the British

West Indies, i-c 71a

Trade Unions, re, under ' An Act res-

pecting ' 48

Transfer of certain Naval Reserve Lands
by Imperial Govt 40h

Treaty re Boundary Waters between

Canada and United States 119

Treasury Board, E.\tract from Minntes

of meeting of Jan. 22, 1912 90

Turgeon, F., and F. Gnnn, expropriation

of property in City of Qiieb?c 117

U
Unclaimed Balances 7

X^Bpaid Dividends 7

V
Veniot, P. J., Collector of Customs,

Bathurst, N.B., re dismissal of 79;

Veterinary Director General, 1910 .. .. 15b

1911 .... 15c

Voters' Lists of Province Manitoba at

last elections, printing and distribu-

tion 108

W
Weights and Measures IS

Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. Co., cor-

respondence between Govt. Ac, and.. 101

West Indies, Trade arrangements with.. 71o

Whaling Companies, Lease to, for Whale
fishing on coast of B.C 123

Wholesale Prices in Canada, 1911, Re-

port Dept. of Labour on 151



See also Alphabetical List, Page I.

LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS

Arranged in Numerical Order, with their titles at full length; the dates when Ordered

and when Presented to the Houses of Parliament; the Nam&s of the Senator or

Member who moved for each Session-al Paper, and whether it is ordered to ie

Prirded or Not Printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME A.

Fifth Census of Canada, 1911. Areas and population by provinces, districts and sub-
dricts. Vol. I.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 1.

(This volume is bound in two parts.)

1. Report of the Auditor General for the year ended 31st March, 1911. Volume 1, Parts A
to P, and Vol. 2, Parts Q to T. Presented 10th January. 1912, by Hon. Mr. White.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 2.

2. Public Accounts of Canada, for the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1911. Presented by

Hon. Mr. White, November 20, 1911.. ..Printed jar distribution and sessional papers.

3. Estimates for fiscal year ended 31st March, 1911. Presented 29th November, 1911, by
Hon. Mr. White Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

3a. Estimates for the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1913. Presented 10th January, 1912,

by Hon. Mr. White Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

3b. Supplementary Estimates for the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1912. Presented 13th

March, 1912, by Hon. Mr. White. .Prtnfed for both distribution and sessional papers.

4. Supplementary Estimates for the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1913. Presented by Hon.
Mr. White, 26th March, 1912 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

5. Further Supplementary Estimates for fiscal year ending 31st March, 1912. Presented

by Hon. Mr. White, 26th March, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

6. List of Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada for year ended

31st De<;ember, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. White.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 3.

7. Report on dividends remaining unpaid, unclaimed balances and unpaid drafts and bills

of exchange in Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada for five years and up-

wards prior to 31st December, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

9
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CONTENTS OF VOITTME 4.

8. Report of the Superintendent of Insurance for year ended, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr.

White, 20th November, 1911 Printed for distribution and setsiona\ papers.

9. Abstract of Statements of Insurance Companies in Canada for the year ended 1911. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. White Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 5.

10. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended 31st March,

1911. (Part I.—Canadian Trade). Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, 23rd February,

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

lOo. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the year ended 31st March,

1911. (Part II.—Canadian Trade with (1) France, (2) Germany, (3) United Kingdom,

and (4) United States). Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, 10th January, 1912.

Printed for distributio.t and sessional papers.

10ft. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended 3l8t

March, 1911. (Part III.—Canadian Trade). Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, 25th

March, 1912 Printed for distribution and se.'isional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLTIME 6.

lOc. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended Slst

March, 1911. (Part IV.—Miscellaneous Information). Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster,

7th February, 1912 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

lOd. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended 31st

March, 1911. (Part V.—Grain Statistics, &c.) Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

lOe. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended 31st

March, 1911. (Part VI.—Subsidized Steamship Services). Presented by Hon. Mr.

Foster, 1st April, 1912 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

10/. Report of Trade and Commerce for fiscal year ended 31st March, 1911. (Part VII.

—

Trade of Foreign Countries, Treaties and Conventions). Presented by Hon. Mr.

Foster Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7.

11. Report of the Department of Customs for the year ended 31st March, 1911. Presented

by Hon. Mr. Roche, 10th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8.

12. Reports, Returns and Statistics of the Inland Revenue for the Dominion of Canada,
for the year ended 31st March, 1911. (Excise, Part I). Presented by Hon. Mr. Nantel,

30th November, 1911 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

13. Report Department of Inland Revenue. (Part II.—Inspection of Weights and Measures,

Gas and Electric Eight). Presented by Hon. Mr. Nantel, 30th November, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessioAal papers.

14. Reports, Returns and Statistics of the Inland Revenues for the Dominion of Canada,
for the year ended 31st March, 1911. Part III.—Adulteration of Food. Presented

by Hon. Mr. Nantel, 11th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

10
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME ^—Continued.

15. Report of the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended

3)st March. 1911. Presented hy Hon. Mr. Burrell, 1st Decemher, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

15a. Report of the Dairy and Cold Storage Commissioner for the fiscal year ending 1911.

Presented by Hsn. Mr. Burrell Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 9.

15b. Report of the Veterinary Director General and Live Stock Commissioner, J. G.

Rutherford, for the year ending 1910. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

15c Report of the Veterinary Director General and Live Stock Commissioner for the year

ending 31st March, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, 1st December, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 10.

16. Report of the Director and Officers of the Experimental Farms for year ending 31st

March, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, 1st December, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

17. Criminal Statistics for the year ended 1910. Presented by Hon. Mr. Doherty.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 11.

18. Return of the Twelfth General Election for the House of Commons, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

18a. Return of By-Elections (Twelfth Parliament) for the House of Commons, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 12.

19. Report of the Minister of Public Works, for the fiscal period ended 31st March, 1911.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Monk, 1st December, 1911. Vols. I and II.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 13.

20. Report of the Department of Railways and Canals for fiscal year, 1st April, 1910 to 31st

March, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 12th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

ZOa. Canal Statistics for season of navigation of 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20b. Railway Statistics of the Dominion of Canada for the year ended 30th June, 1911. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 1st February, 1912.

Printed for distribution and session&l papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 14.

20c. Sixth Report of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, for the year ending

31st March, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 29th March, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

11
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME U—Continued.

ZOd. Telephone Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1911.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 8th March, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20e. Express Statistics of the Dominion of Canada for the year ended 30th June. 1911.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, 8th March, 1912.

Printed for distrihttiion and sessional papers.

21. Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, for the year ending 31st December,
1911. (Marine). Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 22nd January, 1912.

Printed for dixfribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 15.

21a. Tenth Report of the Geographic Board of Canada, for year ending 30th June. 1911.

.\Uo .Appendix Handbook of Indians of Canada.
Printed fur diilribiition and sessional papers.

21b. List of Shipping issued by Department of Marine and Fisheries. Vessels in registry

books of Canada, for year 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 16.

22. Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, 1911. (Fisheries). Presented by

Hon. Mr. Hazen, 12th January, 1912.

Printed fur distribution and ses'iioni.l puperi.

23. Supplement to the Forty-fonrth Annual Report of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries for the year ending 31st December, 1910—Marine—Report of the Harbour
Commissioners for Montreal, Quebec, &c. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 22nd

•lannary, 1912 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

23a. Report of the Chairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection for the fiscal year 1911.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, 22nd January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 17.

24. Report of the Postmaster General for the year ended 3Ist March, 1911. Presented by

Hon. Mr. Pelletier, 24th November, 1911.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

25. Report of the Department of the Interior, for the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1911.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Rogers, 12th January, 1912.

Printed for distrihiilion and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 18.

(This volume is bound in two parts.)

25n. Rejjort of Chief Astronomer, Department of the Tnterior. for year ending 31st March.
1910. Vol. II. and IIII.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

25n. Report of Chief Astronomer, Pepartment of the Interior, for year ending 31st March,
1911 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 19.

25b. Annual Report of the Topographical Surveys Branch, Department of the Interior,

1910-11 Printed for distribution and sessional p per:.

25d. Report of progress of stream measurements for the calendar year 1910.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

12
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 19—Continued.

26. Summary Report of the Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines, for calendar

year 1911 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

26a. Summary fieport of the Mines Branch Department of Mines, for the calendar year
1910. Presented by Hon. Mr. Nautel, 11th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 20.

27. Report of the Department of Indian Affairb for the year ended 31st March, 1911. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Rogers, 11th January, 1912.

Printed for distribtition and sessional papers.

28. Report of the Northwest Mounted Police, for year 1911. Presented by Rt. Hon. Mr.
Borden, 10th January, 1912 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 21.

29. Report of the Secretary of State of Canada for year ended 31st March, 1911. Pre-

sented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 30th November, 1911

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

29b. Report of the Secretary of State for External Afiairs for the fiscal year ended 31st

March, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 11th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers

30. Civil Service List of Canada, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 30th March, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 22.

31. Report of the Civil Service Commission of Canada for the period from 1st September

to 31st August, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 12th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

32. Annual Report of the Department of Public Printing and Stationery for the year

ended 31st March, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, 6th March, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

33. Report of the Joint Librarians of Parliament for the year 1911. Presented by Hon.
The Speaker, 16th November, 1911 Printed for sessional papers.

33a. Report of the Joint Committee Library of Parliament for year 1911. Presented by

Hon.i The Speaker, 18th March, 1912 Printed for sessional papers.

34. Report of the Minister of Justice as to Penitentiaries in Canada for fiscal year ended

31st March, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Doherty, 10th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

35. Report of the Militia Council for the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1911. Presented

by Hon. Mr. Hughes, 8th February, 1912.

Printed for distribiiti-in and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 23.

36. Report of the Department of Labour for year ending 31st March, 1911. Presented by
Hon. Mr. Crothers, 12th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

36a. Fourth Report of Proceedings under the Industrial Disputes Investigation Act, 1907.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, 12th January. 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessioni^l papers.

36c. Report of proceedings under the Combines Investigation Act, for the year ended 31st

March, 1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, 10th January, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers

13
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 2Z—Continued.
37. Eeport of the Transcontinental Railway Commission for year ending 31st March, 1911.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane.. ..Presented for distribution and sessional papers.

38. Report of the Department of the Kaval Service, foi the fiscal year ending 31st March,
1911. Presented 10th January, 1912, by Hon. Mr. Hazen.

Printed for distribtttion and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 24.

39. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since the last Session of Parliament

on account of 1911-12. Presented 20th Kovember, 1911. by Hon. Mr. White.

-Vot printed.

40. Copy of Order in Council, dated 7th August, 1911, re "Extra Pay of Officers, and Men
serving in the Naval Service of Canada."

Copy of Order in Council, dated 10th .August, 1911, re "Payment to Ministers of

Religion of various denominations for religious ministration to Officers and Men
belonging to the Kaval Feces of Canada."

Copy of Order in Council, dated 18th October, 1911, re "Regulations for the entry

of Naval Cadets for the Naval Service."

Copy of Order in Council, dated 2oth October, 1911, re "Regulations for Courts

Martial." Presented 20th November, 1911, by Hon. Mr. Hazen .Yot printed.

40o. Copy of Order in CounoU, dated 7th August, 1911, re "Consolidated Allowance in lieu

of Lodging, Provisions, Fuel, Light, &c., for the Naval Service of Canada." Pre-

sented 29th November, 1911 by Hon. Mr. Hazen Xot printed.

40b. Copy of Order in Council, No. P.C. 2843, dated 16th December, 1911—"Eegulationa re

Distinguishing Flag and Pendants to be flown by the Ships of the Royal Canadian
Navy." Presented 1st January, 1912, by Hon. Mr. Hazen .Yot printed.

40c. Copy of Order in Council, dated 27th January, 1912, re Gratuities to Widows of

Seamen, killed on duty. Presented 8th February, by Hon. Mr. Hazen.. -Vot printed.

40d. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor Gen^ral of the 29th Nov-

ember, 1911, for a copy of all Correspondence between His Majesty's Government io

Canada and His Majesty's Government in Kngland, subsequent to the last Imperial

Conference, concerning the Naval Service of Canada, or in any way connected with it.

Presented 15th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieux.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

40e. Copy of Order in Council P.C, 16/168, dated 27th January, 1912, re Daily Rates of

Pay and allowances for Bandsmen in the Royal Canadian Navy.

—

{Senate).

Jiot printed.

40/. Copy of Order in Council No. P.C. 186, 30th January, 1912, re transfer of certain

Naval Reserve Lands by the Imperial Government to the Dominion Government and
the reservation of the same for Naval and Military purposes.

—

(Senate.)..Not printed.

40(;. Copy of Order in Council P.C, 16/168 dated 27th January, 1912, re Daily Rates of Pay
and Allowances for Bandsmen in the Royal Canadian Navy. Presented 27 February,

1912, by Hon. Mr. Hazen Not printed.

40/«. Copy of Order in Council No. P.C. 196, dated' 30th January, 1912. re transfer of certain

Naval Reserve Lands by the Imperial Government to tha Dominion Government and
the reservation of the same for Naval and Military purposes. Presented 27th Feb
ruary, 1912, by Hon. Mr. Hazen Not printed.

40i. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of the memor-
andum of Admiral Kingsmill, dated 9th October, 1911, referred to by the Minister

of Marine and Fisheries in answer to a question put to him on the 15th January,

1912. Presented, 11th March, 1912, by Hon. Mr. Hazen .Yof printed.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 24r-Contmued.

41. Statement of Superannuation and Retiring Allowances in the Civil Service during the

year ended 31st December, 1911, showing name, rank, salary, service, allowance and

cause of retirement of each person superannuated or retired; also, whether vacancy

filled by promotion or by new appointment, and salary of any new appointee. Pre-

sented 20th November, 1911, by Hon. Mr. White Not printed.

42. Statement of Expenditure on account of "Miscellaneous Unforeseen Expenses," from

the 1st April. 1911, to the 16th Xovember. 1911, in accordance wlch the Appropriation

Act of 1911. Presented 20th November, 1911, by Hon. Mr. White Not printed.

43. Civil Service Insurance Act. Statement concerning. Presented 20th November, 1912.

Not printed.

44. Return, in pursuance of Section 16 of the Government Annuities Act, 1908, containing

Statement of the business done during the fiscal year ending 31st March, 1911. Pre-

sented 2l8t November, 1911, by Hon. Mr. Foster Not printed.

44a. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated 8th February, showing:— 1. The number of

persons who have been appointed to the position of lecturers upon the subject of

Annuities under chapter 5, 7-8 Edward VII, "An Act to authorize the issue of Govern-

ment Annuities for Old Age and Amendments thereto." 2. The names of such

lecturers, the amount of salary paid to each, of travelling expenses or payments for

any other service rendered in connection therewith. 3. The number of clerks and

others employed in connection with the organization and putting into force the pro

visions of the Annuities Act ; and the salaries and wages paid to each one so employed.

i. The total expense incurred in the organization of Annuities Branch of the Pub-
lic Service, to the end of December, 1911.

—

(Senate) Not printed.

44b. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated 6th February, 1912, showing:—1. The number
of annuitants and parties having made payments on account of purchase of same up
to the 1st February, 1912. 2. The amount of money paid in to the same date. 3. The
number of contracts for annuities entered into in each month from the 1st January,

1911, to the 1st February, 1912. i. The number of letters received by the officials in

charge of the Annuities Branch during same period?

—

(The Senate.).. ..Not printed.

45. Report of the proceedings for the preceding year of the Commisioners of Internal

Economy of the House of Commons, pursuant to Rule 9. Presented 24th November,

1911, by Hon. The Speaker Not printed.

46. Copies of General Orders promulgated to the Militia for the period between 1st Novem-
ber, 1910, and 2nd November, 1911, inclusive. Presented 24th November, 1911, by Hon.
Mr. Hughes Not printed.

47. Report of the Commission of Conservation on the Water-Powers of Canada. Presented
28th November, 1911, by Hon. Mr. Burrell Not printed.

48. Return respecting Trade Unions under Chap. 125, R.S.C., 1906. Presented 30th Novem-
ber, 1911, by Hon. Mr. Roche Not printed.

49. Detailed statement of all bonds or securities registered in the Department of the Secre-

tary of State of Canada, since last return {29th November, 1910), submitted to the

Parliament of Canada, under Section 32 of Chap. 19, R.S.C., 1906. Presented 30th

November, 1911.—Hon. Mr. Roche Not printed.

50. Statement of Receipts and Expenditures of the National Battlefields Commission to

31st March, 1911. Presented 30th November, 1911.—Hon. Mr. White.

Printed for sessional papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 24—Conimued.

51. Statements of Receipts and Expenditures of tlie Ottawa Improvement Commission to

31st March, 1911. Presented 30tli November, 1911.—Hon. Mr. White Not printed.

51a. Return respecting work done by Ottawa Improvement Commission for beautifying of

Ottawa.—(Sir Wilfrid Laurier.) Presented 22nd February, 1912.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

516. Report of the Ottawa Improvement Commission for the fiscal year ending 31st March,
1911. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, 18th March, 1912 Not printed.

52. Statement of the affairs of the Royal Society of Canada, for the year ended 30th April,

1911. Presented 30th November, 1911.—ifon. Mr. White Not printed.

53. Regulations under "The Destructive Insect and Pest Act."

—

{For distribution). Pre-

sented 1st December, 1911.— Hon. Mr. Burrill

trinted fur distribution and sessional papers.

54. Return of Orders in Council passed regulations and forms prescribed between the 1st

October, 1910, and 30th September, 1911, in accordance with the provisions of Section

57 of the Irrigation Act, Chapter 61 Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906. Presented Ist

December, 1911.—Hon. Mr. Foster Not printed.

55. Return of Orders in Council passed between the Ibt of October, 1910, and the 3Ist July,

1911, in accordance with the provisions of Section 5 of the Dominion Lands Survey

Act, Chapter 21, 7-8 Edward VII. Presented 1st December, 1911.—Hon. Mr. Foster.

Not printed.

55a. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette,

between 1st October, 1910, and 31st July, 1911, in accordance with the proTisions of

Section 77 of the Dominion Lands Act, Chapter 20 of the Statutes of Canada, 1908.

Presented 1st December, 1911.—Hon. Mr. Foster Not printed.

55b. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette and

in the British Columbia Gazette, between 1st October, 1910, and 31st July, 1911, in

accordance with provisions of Sub-section (d) of Section 38 of the regulations for the

survey, administration, disposal and management of'Dominion Lands within the 40-

mile Railway Belt in the Province of British Columbia. Presented 1st December,

1911.—Hon. Mr. Foster JVot printed.

55c. Supplementary Return of Certain Orders in Council in accordance with the provisions

of Section 77 of the Dominion Lands Act, Chapter 20 of the Statutes of Canada, 1908.—

(Senate.) Not printed.

55d. Supplementary Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada
Gazette, between 1st August, 1911, and 15th November, 1911, in accordance with the

provisions of Section 77 of the Dominion Lands Act, Chapter 20 of the Statutes of

Canada, 1908. Presented 7th February, 1912 Not printed.

56. Return of Orders in Council passed between the 1st October, 1910, and the 30th Septem-

ber, 1911, in accordance with the provisions of the Forest Reserve Act, Section 19, of

Chapter 10, 1-2 George V. Presented 1st December, 1911.

—

Eon. Mr. Foster.

Not printed.

36 I. Ixeturn of Orders in Council passed between the 1st Oeeober, 1910, and the SOth Septem-

ber, 1911, in accordance with the provisions of the Rocty Mountain Park Act,

Section 5 of Chapter 60, Revised Statutes of Canada. Presented 1st December. 1911.

—Bon. Mr. Foster ..Not printed.

IG
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 24r-Cciitinue(L

57. Eeturn (in so far as the Department of the Interior is concerned) of Copies of all

Orders in Council, plans, papers, and correspondence \rhich are required to be pre-

sented to the House of Commons, under a Eesolution passed on 20th February, 1882.

since the date of the last return, under such Resolution. Presented 5th December,

1911.—Hon. .1/r. Rogers Not printed.

58. Statement of Expenditure as bounty to deep-sea fishermen for the year 1910-11, pur-

suant to Chapter 46 of the Revised Statutes of Canada, 1906, intituled: "An Act to

encourage the development of the Sea Fisheries and the building of Fishing Vessels."

Presented 5th December, 1911.—Hon. Mr. Eazen Not printed.

59. Communication from the Right Honourable Baron Strathcona and Mount Royal,

G.C.M.G., &c., on the subject of cheaper transmission of press cablegrams, &r.—
'.Sessional papers). Presented 7th December, 1911.

—

Hon. Mr. Borden.

Printed for sessional papers.

60. Report of the Commissioner, Dominion Police Force, for the year 1911. Presented 10th

January, 1912.—Hon. Mr. Doherty -Yot printed.

61. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th February, 1911, showing all Statutes,

regulations, reports and proceedings in the coxirts of the TJnit^S States or in the

counts of any of the respective States, and all other documents, papers and informa-

tion of every kind touching or concerning the methods and operations of the meit

trust and other trusts and combines in the United States, and touching the results

both to the producer and to the consumer of such methods and operations, including

all departmental proceedings and reports and other proceedings and reports of the

Government of the Tjnite<l States or of any department thereof with respect to the

matters aforesaid, and in general all available information in respect to the oper-

ations of such trusts and combines in the United States. Presented, 10th January,

1912.

—

Mr. Meighen Printed for sessional papers.

62. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 29th November, 1911, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams, and other documents in connection with the acceptance of a tender

of the McDiarmid Company. Limited, for the construction of the Moosejaw public

building, and the cessation of all construction thereof. Presented 10th January,

1912.—-Vr. Knoules Not printed.

62a. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th November, 1911, for a copy of all papers,

telegrams, reports and other documents in connection with the proposed erection of

a public building in the town of Aurora. Presented 10th January, 1912.

—

Mr. Arm-
strong (York) Not printed.

63. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th December, 1911, for a detailed statement

of the expenses incurred and paid for the Exposition at Paris in 1900, under the title

of payments of the Coloni.il Committee for space, &c., .$87,000 (See report of the

.\uditor General, 1899,D—15). Presented 10th January, 1912.—Af'-. Paquet.

Not printed.

64. Return to an Order of the House of the 6th December, 1911, showing the expenditure

for printing pamphlets, circulars and literature with a view to promoting immigra-

tion to Canada during each of the years from and including 1900 to 1911; and the

expenditure in the interests of each province for printing pamphlets, circulars and

literature entirely devoted to each province during each of the years from and includ-

ing the year 1900 to 1911: and also, whether the printing was done by contract or

under what arrangement and the rate charged. Presented 10th January, 1912.

—

Mr.

Sutherland .Yot printed.

i>23T0—
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64o. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the SOth Novem-

ber, 1911, for a copy of all Orders in Council and other papers relating to the apijoint-

ment of Arthur Hawkes as a special commissioner in the immigration branch of the

Interior Department. Presented 10th January. 1912.—jUr. Oliver Not printed.

65. Certified copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His

Royal Highness the Governor General on the 21st December, 1911, appointing

Messieurs Alfred Bishop Morine, Guillaume Narcise Ducharme and Richard Stuart

Lake, a Royal Commission to investigate and inquire into the operation of the various

departments of the government, with a view to securing increased eflSciency and a

more thorough organization and co-ordination in the said departments. Presented

10th January, 1912.—Bt. Bon. Mr. Borden Not printed.

65. Certified copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His

Royal Highness the Governor General on the 29th January, 1912, relative to the

appointment of two commissioners, namely: Mr. F. C. Gutelius, C.E., of Montreal,

and Mr. George Lynch Staunton, K.C., of Hamilton, to investigate all matters bear-

ing on the actual construction of the National Transcontinental Railway between

Moncton and Winnipeg. Presented 6th February, 1912.—Hon. ilr. Cochrane.

Not printed.

65b. Certified copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His

Royal Highness the Governor General on the 12th February, 1912, appointing the

Hon. Sir William Ralph Meredith, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas Division of

the High Court of Justice of Ontario, a commissioner to inquire into all the circum-

stances connected with the organization, management, operation and failure of the

Farmer's Bank of Canada. Presented 13th February, 1912.—Hon. Mr. White.

Not printed.

66. Return to an Order of the House of the SOth November, 1911, for a copy of all papers,

telegrams, reports and other documents in connection with the interpretation and

enforcement of the duties on lumber, together with a copy of all instructions or

other communications addressed by circular or otherwise to Collectors of Customs,

and a copy of any minute or minutes or rulings or decisions of the Board of Customs

during the year 1911. Presented 10th January, 1912.

—

Mr. Knoirles Not printed.

67. Certified copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His

Royal Highness the Governor General on the 21st November, 1911, providing for the

transfer of the Government Annuities Branch from the Department of Trade and

Commerce to the Post Office Department. Presented lOth January, 1912.

—

Bon. Mr.

Pelletier Not printed.

68. Return relating to lands sold by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company daring the

year which ended the 1st October, 1911. Presented 11th January, 1912.—Hon. Mr.

Rogers Not printed.

68o. Return under the provisions of Section 8 of 49 Victoria, Chapter 9, being a list of

lands in the "Irrigation Block" of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in the

province of Alberta, sold by that company during the year which ended on the 1st

October, 1911. Presented 13th March, 1912 Not printed.

68b. Return under the provisions of Section 8 of 49 Victoria, Chapter 9, being a list of

lands in the province of Alberta, sold by the Canadian Pacific Railway . Company

during the year which ended on the 1st October, 1911. Presented 13th March, 1912.

Not printed.
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69. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1911, for a copy of all agree-

ments between the Minister of Railways of Canada and any of the Brotherhood

Unions or organizations of the employees of the Interclonial Railway since 1898. Pre-

sented 15th January, 1912.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

70. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th November, 1911, showing:— 1. What per-

sons were appointed to positions in the several departments between the date of tlie

dissolution of the last parliament and the 31st September last. 2. On whose recom-

mendation such appointments were made, and the salary attached to each position.

3. What appointments were made in the several departments between the 21st day of

September last and tlie date of the resignation of the Laurier Ministry, on whose

recommendation in each case and the salary of each appointee. Presented 15th Jan-

uary, 1912.

—

Mr. Edwards Not printed.

70a. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a Return showing

how many appointments have been made in the Department of Public Works and

Post Office since the 7th day of October, 1911, in the inside service, and in the outside

service respectively. Presented 12th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

71. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 30th Novem-
ber, 1911, for a copy of all documents, &c., necessary to bring up to date the state-

ment regarding the matters covered by Sessional Paper 109 of the Session of 1910-11

in reference to Canadian-Australain Trade.

—

Mr. Ames.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

171a. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th January, 1912, for a copy of all papers

and correspondence relating to the negotiations that have been opened by the govern-

ment for improved trade arrangements with the British West Indies and British

Guiana. Presented 26th January, 1912.

—

Mr. Murphy.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

72. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 29th Novem-
ber, 1911, for a copy of all correspondence consisting of letters or telegrams, between

the Salisbury and Harvey Railway Company or any officer thereof or any person,

and the Minister of Railways or any other member of the government or any other

person, and the Minister of Railways and Canals, relating to the re-opening of that

portion of the railway of the said company between Hillsborough and Albert, and

the supplying of rails and other materials for the purpose of repairing and improv-

ing the same, and also, of any Orders in Council, agreements and other documents
relating thereto. Presented 15th January, 1912.

—

Mr. Pugsley Not printed.

72o. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th Decem-

ber, 1911, for a copy of all papers, correspondence and Orders in Council in connec-

tion with the awarding of the contract for the building of the Hudson Bay Railway,

and of all orders suspending work on the same. Presented 15th January, 1912.

—

Mr.
Neely Not printed.

72b. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th November, 1911, for a statement showing
the amount of money paid by the Dominion Government to each of the railways in

the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia and in the

Northwest Territories by way of subsidies, and adding thereto the value of lands

given as subsidies on the basis of one dollar per acre. Presented 15th January, 1912.—

Mr. McCraney Not printed.
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72c. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness tlie Governor General 30tli November,

1911, for a copy of all Orders in Council, petitions, telegrams, letters, agreements,

correspondence and all other documents generally in connection with the proposed

branch lino or lines of railway to connect Montreal with the National Transcontin-

ental Railway. Presented 15th January, 1912.

—

Mr. Lnpointe (Mnvireal)

Not printed.

72(i. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th Decem-

ber, 1911, for a copy of all papers, correspondence and Orders in Council in connection

with the awarding of the contract for the building of the Transcontinental Railway

Station at Quebec, and all orders suspending work on the same. Presented 15th

January, 1912.—.Sir Wilfrid Latirier Not printed.

72e. Statement of work done on the National Transcontinental Railway—Eastern Division

—to 31st December, 1911, and estimate of cost of completion. I'resented 16th Feb-

ruary, 1912

—

Hon. Mr. Cochrane Not printed.

72/. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments and of all the correspondence exchanged between A. E. Doucet, district engi-

neer, on district B of the Transcontinental Railway, and of all other persons, relating

to the selection of sites for railway stations in the parishes of iSt. Damien and St..

Cajetan d'Armagh, in the county of Bellechasse. Presented, 18th March, 1912.—Hon.

Mr. Cochrane Not printed.

720. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 31st Jan-

uary, 1912, for a copy of all minutes of proceedings, records, orders, instructions or

other writings made and had, or given or authorized to be made, had or given by

the Board of National Transcontinental Railway Commissioners, from the date of the

appointment of Mr. R. W. Leonard, as a member of the said Board and chairman

thereof, to the present date; also of all letters, telegrams, instructions or other docu-

ments made or had or passed, since the said appointment, by and between the Min-

ister of Railways and Canals, or other members of the government, or by any person

by authority of the government, and the said Chairman of the Board of National

Transcontinental Railway Commissioners, or the Secretary of said Board; also of

any Orders in Council relating to the appointment of an asistant chairman or an

assistant to the chairman of said Board, together with a copy of all letters, papers,

instructions or documents relating thereto; as well as a statement of all payments of

monies in the way of salaries or compensation made to the incumbent of the office of

assistant chairman or assistant to the chairman of said Board, and of all papers,

letters or instructions made, written or received by the said minister or the said

chairman, relating to or in any way connected with the payment or authorization

of said salary or compensation. Presented 20th March, 1912.—Hon. Mr. Cochrane.

Not printed.

7Zh. Interim Report of the Commissioners of the Transcontinental Railway, being for the

nine months ended 31st December, 1911. Presented 22nd March. 1912, by Hon. Mr.

Cochrane Not printed.

73. Return to an Order of the House of Commons of the 29th November, 1911 (so far as

the Department of Agriculture is concerned), for a copy of all letters, telegrams,

memorials, resolutions and other documents in the hands of the government, or any

department thereof, in connection with the taking of the census in the city of

Regina, and all complaints and protests in connection with the same; also, all

departmental instructions, memoranda, reports and other documents. Presented 15th

January, 1912.—Mr. Knoules Not printed.
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74. Return showing:—1. The number of messengers in the House of Commons during the

last session of the last parliament. 2. The names of the said messengers and the

dates of their respective appointments. 3. The number of these messengers who have

been relieved from service, their names, nt whose request, for what reasons

and on what date. 4. By whom have they been replaced. 5. Where are the resi-

dences of the new messengers and by whom were they recomm->nded. 6. How many
French Canadians hve been dismissed nd by whom have they been replaced. Pre-

sented 17th January, 1912.

—

Eon. ilr. Speaker Not printed.

75. Ordinances of the Yukon Territory passed by the Yukon Council in the year 1911. Pre-

sented 17th January, 1912, by Hon. Mr. Koche Not printed.

76. Keturn to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th Decem-

ber, 1911, for a copy of all correspondence with and from the Secretary of State for

the Colonies, or other minister of the Imperial government, in relation to the passage

of legislation providing for uniformity in naturalization throughout the empire since

the sittings of the Imperial Conference in June last. Presented 19th January, 1912.

—

Mr. ilacdotiaid Not printed.

77. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the "th Decem-

ber, 1910, for a copy of the Report of the Imperial Defence Committee of the Privy

Council in England concerning the defence of the empire, communicated to the Can-
i diau Gvivernmeut, and of the despatches and correspondence exchanged between the

Imperial and the Canadian Governments relating to the said report. Presented 22nd

January, 1912.

—

Hon. Mr. Monk Not printed.

78. Return called for by Section 88 of Chapter 62, R.S.C., requiring that the Minister of

the Interior shall lay before parliament, each year, a Return of liquor brought from
any place out of Canada into the Territories, by special permission in writing of the

Commissioner of the Northwest Territories. Presented 22nd January, 1912.

—

Hon.
Mr. Rogers Not printed.

79. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

resolutions, telegrams and other communications or memorials in connection with

the removal from the Moosejaw Land Office, of John Rutherford, lands agent, and

the appointment (either temporary or permanent) of a new incumbent of the office.

Presented 2.3rd January, 1912.—J/r. Knovrles Not printed.

79a. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, reports, papers and correspondence, petitions or memoranda presented to

the Govevnment. or the Departnunt of Public Works, or any official thereof, in con-

nection with the dismissal of Captain Peter Decoste from the dredge Cape Breton.

Presented 26th January, 1912.—Afr. Chisfio/m (Antigonish) Not printed.

79b. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of all petitions,

letters, telegrams and other documents in the possession of the Department of Public

Works relating to the dismissal of Roderick Sutherland, caretaker of the public

building at Canso, Nova Scotia. Presented 26th January, 1912.

—

Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed.

79c. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

reports or other documents, relating to the removal from office of Mr. Eugene Bald-

win, late of the Customs Service at Coaticook, Quebec. Presented 30th January, 1912.

—Mr. McLean (Halifax) Not printed.
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79d. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, petitions, reports, recommendations, declarations, proceedings of

inquiry and all other documents relating to the dismissal of Medric Picotte as mess-

enger of the House of Commons and the appointment of his successor, Henry Coffin.

Presented 7th February, 1912.—Mr. Seguiii Not printed.

79e. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 5th Feb-

ruary, 1912, for a copy of all letters, complaints, charges, telegrams, petitions,

memorials. Orders in Council or other documents in the possession or under control

of the government, relating to the dismissal of William A. Hattie, from the position

of Preventive Officer at Mulgrave, Nova Scotia, and relating to the appointment of

a man to fill the vacancy caused by such dismissal. Presented 12th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

79/. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

complaints, telegrams, evidence, reports, or other papers, relating to charges against

Robert Leithead, James Blair, Duncan Gillis and Calvin McKenzie, all employees of

the Intercolonial Railway in the county of Pictou, for partizanship and to the inves-

tigation of said charges. Presented 14th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Macdonald..Not printed.

79s. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th January, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and all other documents, and of all complaints and charges, in any way relat-

ing to the suspension of Joseph Venoit, checker on the Intercolonial Railway at

Pictou, Nova Scotia. Presented 14th February, 1912.—ifr. Macdonald...\ot printed.

79h. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

letters, and other documents relating to complaints against John Connolly, of New
Glasgow, coal inspector, for partizanship, the evidence taken in the investigation

before H. P. Duchemin, and all other papers in connection therewith. Presented

l4th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Macdonald 2Vof printed.

Y9i. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions, complaints, charges or other documents in the possession of the

Department of Customs relating to the dismissal of S. M. Ferguson, Preventive Officer

at Oyster Ponds, county of Guysborough, Nova Scotia, and relating to an appointment

of a man to fill the vacancy cause by such dismissal. Presented 19th February, 1912.

—Mr. Sinclair .Yof printed.

79;. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all corres-

pondence, letters, telegrams or other documents relating to the dismissal of P. J.

Veniot, Collector of Custotms at Bathurst, New Brunswick, and the appointment

either permanent or temporary of his successor. Presented 19th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

79k. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions, charges, complaints, reports and other documents relating to

the dismissal of Luke Day, (of the Department of Public Works), of North Sydney,

Cape Breton. Presented 19th February, 1912.—Jfr. McKenzie Not printed.

79/. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all corres-

pondence addressed to the Minister of^ Public Works in connection with the dismissal

of George T. Harbour, superintendent of the work at the deep water wharf at Gasp£.

Presented 22nd February, 1912.—Afr. temieux Not printed.
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79m. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 19J2, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions, charges, complaints, reports and other documents relating to the

dismissal of D. McDonald, Esquire, M.U. (of the Department of Indian Affairs), of

Baddeck, Cape Breton. Presented 26th February, 1912.

—

Mr. ilcKenzie. .Not printed.

7Bn. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a copy of all corres-

pondence, petitions, requests, complaints, or other documents in the possession of the

government, or any department thereof, relating to the dismissal of George Cavanagh

from the Customs Service at New Glasgow, Nova Scotia. Presented 27th February,

1912.—Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

79o. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th February, 1912, for a copy of all charges,

letters and documents of every kind with respect to the dismissal of John W. Bohan
from the position of Preventive Customs Officer at Bath, in the county of Carleton,

province of New Brunswick ; also, a copy of all references for an investigation on any
charges, if any, and a copy of all evidence adduced thereat, together with the recom-

mendation of the official making such investigations. Presented 27th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

79p. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters, documents, &c., relating to the dismisasl of Hector Hamel, assistant

appraiser at the Montreal Custom House; and also, relating to his subsequent

appointment as preventive officer. Presented 27th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieiix.

Not printed.

79q. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 12th Feb-

ruary, 1912, for a copy of all letters, telegrams, petitions, charges, complaints. Orders

in Council, reports or other documents in the possession of the Department of Cus-

toms relating to the dismissal of Lyman C. Smith from the Customs Collectorship at

Oshawa, Ontario. Presented 27th February, 1912.—Mr. Sinclair Nut printed.

79r. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of the petitions

forwarded to the Minister of Public Works praying for the dismissal of Michael Cam-

peau, and the appointment of Honore Paquette, as caretaker of the Postal Station in

Laurier Ward, Montreal. Presented 1st March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieux.. ..Not printed.

79s. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, telegrams, requests, reports, recommendations and correspondence,

regarding the removal or dismissal of Alexander R. McAdam, Fishery Officer for the

county of Antigonish, and the appointment of a success<jr to him Presented 4th

March, 1912.—Mr. Cliisholm {.4ntigonish) Not printed.

79t. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

correspondence, petitions, recommendations, complaints and other documents in the

possession of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, relating to the dismissal of

Fishery Guardians in the county of Guysborough, Nova Scotia. Presented 4th March,

1912.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

79u. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, petitions, complaints, charges, or other documents in the possession of the

Department of Marine and Fisheries, relating to the dismissal of Edward Kelly from

the position of engineer at the Reduction Works at Canso, Nova Scotia. Presented

4th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.
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79r. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a copy of all corres-

pondence, petitions, complaints, charges or other documents in the possession of the

Marine and Fisheries Department relating to the dismissal of David S. Hendsbee

from the position of weigher at the Reduction AYorks at Canso, Nova Scotia. Pre-

sented 4th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Sinclair Sot printed.

79if. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, requests, reports, recommendations and evidence taken under investi-

gation by Dr. Shurtleff, relating to the dismissal of Anson Sheltus, of St. Armand
Station, county of Missisquoi, a Preventive Officer of the Customs Department. Pre-

sented 5th March, 1912.—3fr. Kay Not printed.

79x. Return to an Order of the Senate dated the 30th January, 1912, calling for copies of

all letters, papers or other documents in the hands of the government relating to the

proposed removal of John Park, postmaster at Orangeville, Ontario.

—

(Senate.)

79;/. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letter.s, requests, reports, telegrams, recommendation and memoranda relating

to the dismissal of James McPhee as Customs Officer at West Bay, Nova Scotia, and

the appointment of a successor. Presented 6th March, 1912.

—

ilr. Chisholm {Inver-

ness) Not printed.

79r. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 19!2, for a copy of all docu-
ments, letters, requests, reports, recommendations and memoranda relating to the

dismissal of Allan Kennedy as General Government Telegraph Repairer, Inverness

county, and the appointment of his successor. Presented 7th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Chis-

holm (Inverness) Not printed.

79aa. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, requests, reports and recommendations relating to the dismissal of

Wenceslas Lebel, of Kamouraska, as preventive officer of the Customs Department.

Presented 12th March, 1912.—Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed.

79hb. Return to an Order of the House of the •1th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

complaints, charges and other documents connected with or giving any information

as to the discharge of Thomas Hale, of Westville, Nova Scotia, as correspondent for

the Labour Gazctti\ I'resented 12th March, 1912.—Mr. Macdonald.. ..Not printed.

79cc. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, charges, complaints and other documents in the possession of the govern-

ment or any department thereof, relating to the dismissal of William A. Gerrior,

customs preventive officer at Larry's River, N.S., and to the appointment of his

successor. Presented 22nd March, 1912.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

77dd. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, requests, reports and recommendations relating to the dismissal of

Auguste Hibert as postmaster at St. Pascal, county of Kamouraska. Presented 19th

March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed.

79ee. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, requests, reports and recommendations relating to the dismissal of

Luc Lizotte as postmaster at St. Pacome, county of Kamouraska. Presented 19th

March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed.

79//. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a copy of all cor-

respondence, petitions, complaints or other dcuments in the possession of the Post

Office Department, relating to the dismissal of Captain Alex. Roberts, postmaster at

Canso, N.S., and the appointment of his successor. Presented 19th March, 1912.

—

Jfr. Sinclair Not printed.
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79gg. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, re^jorts, letters, complaints, Ac, relating to the dismissal in 1896, of H. St.

Amour, postmaster at St. Amour, county of Prescott, and the appointment of his

suicessor. Presented 19th March, 1912.—Mr. Proulx Not printed.

79/1/1. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions, complaints or other documents relating to the dismissal of W.
H. Harris, postmaster, at White Head, N.S., and relating to the appointment of his

successor. Presented 19th March, 1912.—M?-. Sinclair Not printed.

79ii. Beturn to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions, charges, complaints, reports and other documents in the posses-

sion of the Post Office Department relating to the proposed dismissal of James
McGrath, postmaster at Aspen, Nova Scotia. Presented 19th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Sin-

clair Not printed.

79jj. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, papers, petitions, letters, &c., relating to the dismissal of Louis Girard, post-

master at Ste. Anglele de Merici, county of Rimouski, and relating to the appoint-

ment of his successor. Presented 19th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lapointe (_Kamouraska).

Not printed.

79l<k. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

reports or other documents relating to the removal from office on 1st May, 1903, of

John Fraser. postmaster of Stellarton, Nova Scotia. Presented 19th March, 1912.—

Mr. l^acdonald Not printed.

79//. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 17th Jan-

uary, 1912, for a copy of all petitions, requests, letters, recommendations. Orders in

Council or other papers or documents in the possession or under the control of the

Honourable the Postmaster General or the Post Office Department, relating to the

dismissal of John M. Rogers, postmaster at East Roman Valley, N.S. Presented 19th

March, 1912.

—

Mr. Sinclair ' Not printed.

79mm. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all cor-

respondence and papers in connection with the appointment and subsequent dismissal

of Eugene Guimond, as postmaster at St. Angele, county of Rimousti. Presented 20th

March, 1912.—3/r. temieux Not printed.

79nn. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th February, 1912, for a copy of all charges

made against Dougald R. Boyle, officer at West Arichat, Nova Scotia, and of all cor-

respondence and telegrams between the Department of Marine and Fisheries or any

official thereof and any other person in relation thereto. Presented 21st March, 1912.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

79oo. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th February, 1912, for a copy of all charges

made against Dr. J. R. McLeod, port physician at Port Hawkesbury, N.S., the evi-

dence taken before H. P. Duchemin in support of such charges, and his report on the

same, and of all correspondence and telegrams between the said H. P. Duchemin and

the Department of Marine and Fisheries or any official thereof in relation thereto.

Presented 21st March, 1912.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

79pp. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1912, for a copy of all documents,

correspondence, inquiries, accusations, petitions and reports in the Department of

Railways and Canals, referring to the dismissal of Mr. Theophile Morice, an officer

over the delivery of the coal of the Intercolonial Railway at Riviere du Loup. Pre

sented 21st March, 1912.—.Mr. Gauvreau Not printed.
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79qq. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

requests, petitions, telegrams, complaints or charges received by the Post Office De-

partment since 10th October, 1911, relating to the postmaster at Glenelg, N.S. Pre-

sented 22nd March, 1912.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

79'r. Kelurn to an Order of the House of the 18th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, complaints and other documents, relating to charge:) against Jas. W.
Mathcson, I.C.R. trackman at Meadowville, Pictou county, N.S., of the evidence taken

and other proceedings of the investigation held on said charges, the reports thereon

and of all representations in regard to the case from the Brotherhood of Trackmen.

Presented 22nd March, 1912.—Mr. Macdoiiald Not printed.

79ss. Return to au Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912. for a copy of all letters,

petitions, reports, charges or other documents in the possession of the Post Office

Department relating to the dismissal of J.D. McFarlane, postmaster at Southwest

MM.!.':iree, Nova Scotia, and the appointment of his successor. Presented 22nd March,

1912.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

79t(. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1912, for a copy of all papers

and correspondence in connection with the removal of the postmaster at Rathburn,

township of Mara, county of Ontario, and the change of the location of the post office

at said point. Presented 22nd March, 1911.—Mr. Pardee Not printed.

79hu. Return to an Order of the House of the 6th March, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

complaints, letters and other documents connected with or relating to the dismissal

of .Tohn McLeod as postmaster at Denmark, Colchester county, N.S., and the appoint-

ment or suggested appointment of D. McLeod to the vacancy. Presented 22nd March,

1912—Mr. Macdonald.. iVof printed.

79t'D. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, requests, reports and recommendations in the possession of the Post

Office Department, relating to the dismissal of Dou6 Daoust, postmaster at Alfred,

county of Prescott, and the appointment of his successor. Presented 22nd March,

1912.

—

Mr. Proulx Not printed.

79ww. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of sU docu-

ments, papers, inquiries, letters, &c., relating to the dismissal of Thomas Dionne, as

postmaster of Cacouna, also the dismissal of Miss Saindon, of Cacouna, and the rein-

stallation of the said Thomas Dionne in the post office at Cacouna. Presented 22nd

March, 1912.

—

Mr. Gauvreau Not printed.

79a;a-. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, papers, petitions, recommendations, &c., relating to the request that was

made to the Post Office Department for the dismissal of the postmaster at St.

Anaclet, county of Rimouski. Presented 22nd March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lapointe {Katnour-

a.<!lia) Not printed.

79yy. Return to an Order of the House of the 13th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

papers, documents, memoranda, telegrams and correspondence relating to the resign-

ation of Donald E. McLean, late postmaster at Inverness, N.S. Presented 25th March,

1912.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

79jz. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a Return showing

the number of postmasters removed from office in Shefiord county since the 1st Octo-

ber, 1911 ; their names, post office addresses, dates of dismissal, reasons therefor, name

of complainant in each case, names of new postmaster appointed to replace them;
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the charges laid against the dismissed postmasters, and whether charges -were inves-

tigated before their removal from office; dates of different investigations, by whom
held and was the accused postmaster present at said investigations in each case;

names of any other postmasters in said county who may have charges laid against

them; their names, offices, names of complainants in each case and nature of the

complaints; will charges be investigated before the accused postmasters are removed
from office; application made for these offices and name of applicant in each case. Pre-

sented 25th March, 1912.—iHr. Boivin \ot printed.

79oaa. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1912, for a copy of all charges

against Arthur Brymer, fishery officer at L'Ardoise, N.S., and of all telegrams and

other communications between the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, or any other

officer of his department, and any other persons having reference to the same and

in relation to the appointment of his successor. Presented 25th March, 1912.

—

Mr.
Kyte Not printed.

79bi)b. Eeturn to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1912, for a copy of all charges

against Lawrence G. Power, Superintendent of the Lobster Hatchery at Arichat,

N.S., and of all letters, telegrams and other communications between the Minister of

Marine and Fisheries or any officer in his department, and any other person, having

reference to the same and in relation to the appointment of his successor. Pre-

sented 25th March, 1912.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

79ccc. Return to an Order of the House of the 13th March, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

corrspondence, telegrams, &c., concerning the dismissal of Joachim Godbout, light-

house keeper at St. Laurent, Isle of Orleans, county of Montmorency. Presented

25th March, 1912.—If r. Lemieux Not printed.

79ddd. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all papers

and other documents concerning the proposed investigation against P. L. St. Pierre,

postmaster at St. Paul d'Abbottsford, county of Rouville, Que. Presented 27th

March, 1912.—Afr. Lemieux Not printed.

79eee. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

requests, complaints, depositions, reports of innuiry and of every other document in

the possession of the Post Office Department relating to the dismissal of Doctor H.

Dupre as postmaster of St. Robert, county of Richelieu, and to the appointment of a

new postmaster. Presented 27th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Cardin Not printed.

79///. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a tabulated state-

ment showing the number of dismissals in the Post Office Department since the first

day of October, 1911, in the nine provinces of the Dominion. Also, the names of the

postmasters so dismissed, the locality, the cause of dismissal, the names of the peti-

tioners praying for such dismissal in each case, and the names of the petitioners

opposing said dismissals. Presented 27th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieux. ..Not printed.

79ggg. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

requests, complaints, depositions, reports of inquiry, and of every other document in

the possession of the Post Office Department relating to the dismissal of Madam, the

widow of Antoine St. Martin, as postmistress at St. Louis de Bonsecours, county of

Richelieu, and to the appointment of a new postmaster. Presented 27th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Cardin Not printed.

79hhh. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th January, 1912, for a copy of all cor-

respondence, documents, recommendations and reports respecting the dismissal of

Joseph Moreau, as postmaster at St. Germain, Kamouraska, in the year 1905. Pre-

sented 27th March, 1912.—3fr. Lapointe Not printed.
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79'ni. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 20th March, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

telegrams, letters, petitions and affidavits, relating to the dismissal of George Bour-

goin, employed as statistician on the Lachine canal, also of all letters exchanged

between the Minister of Public Works and the Minister of Railways and Canals con-

cerning said dismissal. Presented 28th March, 1912.^J/r. Lemieux.. ..Not printed.

79;';;. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, requests, reports and recommendations relating to the dismissal of

Louis Dechesne, an employee of the Marino Department, on the river Quelle wharf,

county of Kamouraska. Presented 29th March, 1912.—Mr. Lapointe.. ..Not printed.

79kkk. Return to an Order of the House of the 18th March, 1912, for a copy of all charges

against A. M. Hatfield, fishery overseer of the county of Yarmouth, N.S., and of all

letters, telegrams, and any other communications between the Minister of Marine

and Fisheries or any officer of his department, and any other person, having refer-

ence to the same, in relation to the appointment of Mr. Hatfield's successor. Pre-

sented 30th March, 1912.—Mr. Law Not printed.

79111. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

requests, complaints, depositions, reports of inquiry and every other document what-

soever, relating to the dismissal of Mr. J. O. Dauphinais as postmaster of Sorel,

county of Richelieu, and also of all letters, requests or other documents relating to

the appointment of the new postmaster at Sorel. Presented 30th March, 1912.

—

Mr.
Cardin Not printed.

79intnm. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th March, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, letters, papers, requests, inquiries and reports respecting the dismissal of Mr.

Joseph Cloutier, postmaster of St. Adolphe de Dudswell. Presented 30th March, 1912.

—Mr. Tobin Not printed.

SO. llctvirn to an Order of the House of the ITth January, 1912, showing:—1. The quantity

in tons of anthracite dust and Culm coal imported into Montreal during the year

1911. 2. The quantities of the same imported into other ports of the province of

Quebec during the year 1911. 3. The duty collected on this prodact, if any, under the

ruling of the Customs Department; the rate of duty and amount collected. 4. The

value of said product as imported and entered at Montreal and the other ports. 5.

The quantity in tons and the value of bituminous slack coal imported during the

year 1911 into the port of Montreal and the various other ports, respectively, in the

province of Quebec, and the duty collected thereon. Presented 25th January, 1912.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

81. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1912, showing the quantities, the

different kinds as far as practicable, and prices of all boots and shoes imported into

Canada during each of the fiscal years ending respectively 31st March, 1908, 1909 and

1910, together with the several countries from which the same were imported, giving

tlie quantities, &c., from each country for each year. Presented 2nd February, 1912.—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

82. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 24th January,

1912, for a copy of all the correspondence between the Prime Minister of Canada, or

any member of the Government, and Messieurs Fielding and Paterson, during the

time the latter gentlemen were in Washington last year, on the subject of the negotia-

tions for a Reciprocity Treaty between Canada and the United States. Presented 2nd

February, 1912—Mr. Bradbury Printed for distribution and sessional papers.
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82a. Beturn to an Address to His Eoyal Highness the Governor General of the 24th Jan-

uary, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence from the 1st day of .Tanuary, 1910, to the

1st October, 1911, between the Eight Honourable James Bryce, British Ambassador at

Washington, and the Govirnment of Canada, or any member thereof with reference to

the negotiations for Reciprocity Treaty between Canada and the United States. Pre-

sented February, 1912.—Jfr. Bradbury.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

83. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 31st January,

1912, for a copy of the letters patent relating to the otEce of Governor General of Can-

ada, of the Commission issued to the present Governor General, and of the instruc-

tions accompanying the same. Presented 2nd February, 1912.

—

Mr. Macdonald.

Printed for sessiontkl papers.

84. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 22nd Jan-

uary, 1912, for a copy of the treaty between Great Britain, the United States and

Russia for the suspension of pelagic sealing, and all correspondence regarding the

same from the initial negotiations to the present day. Presented 5th February, 1912.

—Sir Wilfrid Laurier Printed for sessional papers.

85. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, showing whether the gov-

ernment or the Montreal Harbour Commission purchased any cement for its different

works, from the 1st January, 1905, to the 21st September, 1911; if so, from whom pur-

chased; the price paid, and were tenders called for before purchasing. Presented

5th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Boiilay Not printed

86. Copy Fifth Report of the Commission for the Demarcation of the Meridian of the 141st

Degree of West Longitude.

—

{Senate) Printed for sessional papers.

87. Return to an order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, showing:—1. How many
farm labourers and domestic servants have been placed by each employment agent in

Eastern Canada, or whom a commission has been paid, during each of the years 1907,

1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, and up to date in the month of January, 1912. 2. The total

amount of commission paid to each of such agents in each of the years mentioned,

and the counties and provinces in which they are located. Presented 5th February,

1912.—Jfr. Sutherland ot printed.

88. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, showing how many home-

stead inspectors were employed in the province of Saskatchewan by the Department

of the Interior on 1st October, 1911, and what were their names ; names of any of these

inspectors who have been dismissed from office; reasons for dismissal; names of per-

sons appointed to the positions so vacanted, giving their previous occupations, respecti-

vely. Presented Sth February, 1912.

—

Mr. Thotnpson Not printed.

89. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams and other documents relative to prosecutions under the Fishery

Act against John McCabe, David Porter, Joseph Foster and Duncan Murray, in the

county of Pictou; and also, relating to a suit of Porter vs. Murray in the County

Court of District No. 5, Nova Scotia, and the connection of the department with the

same. Presented 9th February, 1912.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

90. Copy P.O. 19/168 certified extract from the minutes of a meeting of the Treasury Board,

held on the 22nd January, 1912, approved by His Royal Highness the Governor Gen-
eral in Council on the 27th January, 1912.

—

(Senate) Not printed.
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91. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General on the 5th Feb-

ruary, 1912, for a copy of all papers, letters. Orders in Council and other documents

respecting the superannuation of the Honourable Judges Sir Alexandre Lacoste, J. A.

Onimet and C. J. Doherty. Presented 9th February, 1912.—Mr. Ethier.

Not printed.

92. Return showing certain dates returned to Senate by Messrs. A. E. Forget, &c.—i,Senate).

Not printed.

93. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

correspondence, reports or other documents relating to the erection of an armoury

at the town of Sarnia, Ontario. Presented 13th February, 1912.—Mr. Pardee.

Not printed.

94. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 22nd Jan-

uary, IH12, for a copy of all correspondence between the Gfovernment of Canada and

the Government of the province of Quebec, with regard to the extension of the bound-

aries of the said province. Presented 13th February, 1912.

—

Sir ]Vilfrid Laurier.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

95. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1912, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, representations, estimates, letters, telegrams and other documents received by

the Rigiit Honourable Prime Minister, or by any member of the Government, in any

way relating to the subject of a car ferry service between the province of Prince

Edward Island and the mainland, across the Straits of Northumberland, and the

widening of the gauge of the Prince Edward Island Railway ; and also, as to the esti-

mated cost of all such work. Presented 13th February, 1912.—Mr. Emmerson.
Not printed.

95o. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House, of the 29th January, 1912, for a

copy of all correspondence, representations, estimates, letters, telegrams and other

documents received by the Right Honourable Prime Minister, or by any member of

the Government, in any way relating to the subject of a car ferry service between the

province of Prince Edward Island and the mainland, across the Straits of Northum-

berland, and the widening of the gauge of the Prince Edward Island Railway and

also as to the estimated cost of all such work. Presented 7th March, 1912.—Mr.

Emmerson Not printed.

95b. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, or other documents containing applications or requests for the establish-

ment of a car ferry service between Prince Edward Island and the mainland and of

all correspondence, telegrams, reports, survey, and other documents showing the cost

of the same, and of widening the gauge of the Prince Edward Island Railway; together

with all other information available as to the desirability or necessity of said pro-

jects. Presented 7th March, 1912.—3/r. Pardee Not printed.

96. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of all corres-

pondence between the Department of Railways and Canals, or any official thereof,

and the Saint John Railway Company, or the municipality of the city and county of

St. John, on the subject of the granting of permission to the Saint John Railway

Company, to lay its rails across the track of the Intercolonial Railway at or near

the Haymarket Square in the city of St. John. Presented 13th February, 1912.—Mr.

Pugsley ^o* printed.
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96a. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy

of all correspondence between the Department of Railways and Canals, or any official

thereof, and the Saint John Railway Company, or the municipality of the city and

county of St. John, on the subject of the granting of permission to the Saint John

Railway Company, to lay its rails across the track of the Intercolonial Railway at or

near the Haymartet Square in the city of St. John, New Brunswick. Presented 14th

February, 1912.

—

Mr. Piigsley Nof printed.

97. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

reports, correspondence and messages respecting a report made in 1904 by H. Bonlay

of Sayabec, against William Roy, sectionman at Amqui, Intercolonial Railway, and

of all that has been subsequently done to give eSect to that report. Presented 14th

February, 1912.—Mr. Boulay Not printed.

97o. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

papers, charges, affidavits and other documents relating to a charge against W. W.
Gray, coal inspector of the Intercolonial Railway at Westville, Nova Scotia, and of

all evidence, documents, reports, or ot'her papers connected with the investigation of

said charge by H. P. Duchemin. Presented 14th February, 1912.—Mr. Macdonald.

Not printed.

98. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters, recommendations, ministerial instructions, and any other document, from the

Department of Customs relating to a temporary change in the customs tariffs upon

the twine used in the headings of lobster traps. Presented 15th February, 1912.—

Mr. McLean Not printed.

99. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

memorials, resolutions and letters received from boards of trade, officials or individ-

uals during the years 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, respecting the location of a quaran-

tine or inspecting station on Lawlor's Island, Halifax harbour, accompanied by a

chart. Presented 16th February, 1912.—Mr. McLean Not printed.

lOO. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 5th February,

1912, for a copy of all papers, correspondence and Orders in Council, relating to or in

any way connected with the surveying and calling for tenders for the construction

of the line of railway from Estmere to Baddeck, in the county of Victoria. Pre-

sented 16th February, 1912.

—

Mr. McKemie Not printed.

lOOa. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 22nd Jan-

uary, 1912, for a copy of all papers, correspondence, and other Orders in Council in

connection with the calling for tenders for the construction of the proposed branch

line of railway from Estmere to Baddeck, in the county of Victoria, or bearing upon

the reason why none of all said tenders were not accepted. Presented -16th February,

1912.

—

Mr. McLean Not printed.

100b. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters, con-

tracts, memoranda, or notice cancelling contracts, and of all other papers and docu-

ments in the possession of "^he Department of Railways and Canals, bearing date

after 1st January, 1911, relating to the construction of certain branch lines of the

Intercolonial Railway between Sunny Brie and Guysborough and Country Harbour,

and between Dartmouth and Dean Settlement, in the province of Nova Scotia. Pre-

sented 21st March, 1912.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.
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101. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 15th .Tan-

uary, 1912, for a copy of Orders in Council and all correspondence between the

Government and the Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway Company and its successor

the Winnipeg Great Northern Railway, relative to tho proposed route of said Rail-

way to Hudson's Bay, with all accompanying plans and reports; also a copy of all

correspondence relative to the offer of Milburn and Company, Steamship owners, of

England, said to have been made to the Government through the said Railway Com-
pany to place a line of their steamships on the route between Hudson's Bay and

England on the completion of said Railway, and the further offer by the said Mil-

burn and Company to place one of their Baltic steamships at the disposal of the

Government for the purpose of making a practical test of the navigability of the

route for commercial purposes. Presented 16th February, 1912. —Mr. Aikins.

.Not printed.

101a. Keturn to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all reports,

surveys, plans and maps made or prepared during the year 1911 or this year, in

respect of or in connection with the Hudson Bay Railway or the suggested ports at

Nelson or Churchill on the Hudson Bay, or relating to the navigation of the Hndson
straits. Presented 4th March, 1912.—ifr. .-likens.

Printed for distribvtion and sessional papers.

102. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of the inquiry

made by the Railway Department respecting the accident incurred by Goflrey

Bourque, of Lac au Saumon, in the yard of the Intercolonial Railway at Campbell-

ton, in the month of November or December, 1911 ; also, for all papers and correspon-

dence exchanged since on this subject. Presented 16th February, 1912.

—

^fr. Bnvlay.

Not printed.

103. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th February, 1912, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, letters, telegrams, &c., between the King's Printer, the Superintendent of

Printing, and the King's Printers' Representatives in Winnipeg, regarding the print-

ing and distribution of the Voters' Lists of the province of Manitoba at the last

general elections. Presented 19th February, 1912.—.If r. Staple's Not printed.

104. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th .Tanuary, 1912, for a copy of the Report

cf tho Poard of Engineers appointed for the reconstruction of the Quebec bridge, and

of the plans and specifications prepared by them; of all notices calling for tenders:

of all tenders received ; of the report of the Board on the same, collectively or individ-

ually, to the Minister of Railways; of the report of the said minister for the accept-

ance of tenders, and any Orders in Council awarding contracts for the building of

the said bridge. Presented 19th February, 1912.-^ir Wilfrid Lanrier.

Printed for sessional papers.

105. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 12th

February, 1912, for a copy of all Orders in Council passed during the last ten years

relating to the abolition or regulation of tolls on canals. Presented 19th February,

1912—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

106. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 1912, for a copy of all petitions,

letters and memorials received by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries since the

first day of October, 1911, protesting against the issuing of a fish-trap license to Cap-

tain John T. Thorburn, Sand Point, county of Shelburne, Nova Scotia. Presented

22nd February, 1912.—3fr. Law Not printed.

106a. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated 22nd March, 1912, for the production of all

petitions and corresjiondence in relation to the removal of a fish trap at or near

McNntts Island, in the harbour of Shelburne.— (5p»i<i/f) Not printed.^
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107. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated 15th February, 1912, showing the names, posi-

tion and pay of all persons appointed to the Intercolonial Railway service in the city

of St. John, New Brunswick, from 1st September, 1907, to 1st March, 1911.

—

{Senate).

Not printed,

108. Certified copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His

Royal Highness the Governor General on the 22nd February, 1912, referring certain

questions to the Supreme Court of Canada in respect to Bill No. 3, of the First Ses-

sion of the Twelfth Parliament of Canada, intituled: "An Act to amend the Marriage

Act." Presented 23ar February, 1912.—Hon. Mr. Doherfy. .Printed for sesional papers.

108n. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, memorials or other documents received by the Prime Minister or any other

member of the government, relating to the passage of a federal marriage law or legis-

lation in regard to the so-called efiect of the Ne Temere Decree. Presented 25th March,

1912.

—

Mr. Macdonald Printed for sessional papers.

109. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

letters, recommendations, petitions, ministerial instructions and other documents in

' the possession of the Department of Marine and Fisheries relating to the price from

Slst March, 1911, of Dog Fish scrap. Presented 23rd February, 1912.—Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed.

110. Return to an Address of His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 5th Feb-

ruary, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence, memorials or communications of any

kind between the government of the province of Ontario and the Dominion Govern-

ment since 1st January, 1908, respecting the extension of the boundaries of the prov-

ince of Manitoba or tlie division of the Territory of Keewatin. Presented 23rd

February, 1912 Not printed.

110a. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th Decem-

ber, 1911, for a copy of all papers, letters, telegrams, memoranda or correspondence

of any kind had between the Dominion Government and the governments of Manitoba

and Saskatchewan, or with the Government of Ontario, as to the settlement of the

boundaries of said respective provinces ; and also, of any agreement or memo, con-

taining any terms of settlement of the questions relating to the boundaries of said

provinces or any part thereof; and also, of any documents, letters or representations

made to the Federal Government by any person or persons relative to said settlement

or the questions involved therein. Presented 2Gth February, 1912.

—

Mr. Macdonald.

Printed for sessional papers.

110b. Return to an Address of His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 5th Feb-

ruary, 1912. for a copy of all correspondence, memorials or communications of any
kind between the Government of the province of Ontario and the Dominion Govern-

ment since Ist January, 1908, respecting the extension of the boundaries of the prov-

ince of Manitoba or the division of the territory of Keewatin. Presented 26th Feb-

ruary, 1912.

—

Mr. Meighen Printed for sessional papers.

111. Return to an Address of the Senate, dated 24th January, 1912, for copies of the con-

tracts betweetn the Government of Canada, and the various steamship companies for

the carriage of the mails between England, France and Canada, and all the correspond-

ence relating thereto since the first of January, 1909; also, the agreements, if any, for

the carriage of mails via New York. Further, any contracts, subsidy agreements,

&c., for the conveyance of mail between Canada and Newfoundland, and the corre-

spondence relating thereto since the first of January, 1909.

—

(Senate).

Printed for sessional papers.
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112. Memorandum of the Chief Architect to the Deputy Minister of the Department of

Public Works relative to the "Forbes Sterilizers" in>use in the House of Commons
and several departments. Presented 26th February. 1912 Not printed.

113. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all reports,

correspondence and papers relating to the building of the Saint John Valley Railn-ay

from Saint John to Grand Falls, New Brunswick. Presented 27th February, 1912.—

ilr. Michaud Not printed.

114. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th February, 1912, for a copy of all docu-

ments, papers, correspondence, inquiries, evidences, reports, &c., relating to an acci-

dent sustained by Alphonse Madore, employed on the Intercolonial at Ste. Flavie, in

1888 Or 1889, and to the settling of the claim then made by the said Alphonse Madore
to the Department of Railways and Canals. Presented 27th February, 1912.—Jfr.

Lapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed.

114a. Retnrn to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1912, for a copy of all inquiries,

correspondence whatsoever relating to the death of the late Absolon Lavoie, of

Amqui, accidentally killed on the Intercolonial Railway at Metis, county of RimousVi,

during the summer of 1911. Presented 18th March, 1912.—If r. Roulay..Not printed.

114b. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1912, for a copy of all i>apers,

documents, letters, Ac, connected with an inquiry made by the Intercolonial author-

ities on the loss of a horse killed on the Dalhousie branch, belonging to Mr. Xavier

St. Laurent, of Cansapscal since 1905. Presented 26th March, 1912.—Mr. Lapointe

(Kamouraska) Not printed.

116. Return to an Order of the House of the 81st January, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

statements, letters, telegrams, statement of claim and application, minutes of the

evidence taken on any investigation held, with all reports thereon, and all other

documents in any way relating to a claim of Earl Ash, for damages caused by and

resulting from the destruction by fire of property owned, occupied and passessed by

the claimant, alleged to have been caused by fire and sparks from a locomotive of the

Intercolonial Railway of Canada, and operated by said railway. Presented 27th

February. 1912.

—

Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

115(1. Return (o an Ordor of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

evidence taken under investigation by Superintendent Sharp, reports and other docu-

ments connected with a cl.nim for damages occasioned by fire to the property of

Angus J. McAulay, of Tracadie. Prince Edward Island, on the 16th day of July, 1911.

Presented 1st March, 1912—Jfr. Mncdonald Not printed.

116. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Gth February, 1912, for a copy of all papers.

documents, 4c., concerning the incorporation and operations of the Fidelity Trust

Company of Montreal. Presented 28th March, 1912.—Mr. ^fcKen^ie Not printed.

117. Return to an Order of the Senate, dated the 31st January, 1912, for copies of Acts,

documents, correspondence, Ac, concerning the expropriation of the properties of F.

Turgeon and F. Gnnn, in the city of Quebec for the purpose of a Central station.

—

(Senate) Not printed.

118. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all papers

and correspondence relating to the incorporation and operations of The Provident

Trust Company, of Montreal. Presented 1st March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieux.

Not printed.
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119. Return to an Address to His Royal Highuess the Governor General of the 10th Jan-

uary, 1912, for a oopy of all Orders or Minutes of Council relating to the appointment

of commissioners under the treaty with the United States relating to boundary
waters, and questions arising along the boundary between Canada and the United

States, signed at Wshington, Uth January, 1909; together with a copy of all despatches,

letters and telegrams between the Governor General, or the Government of Canada,

or any member thereof, and the British ambassador at Washington, or the British

Government, or any member thereof, upon tliat subject; and also, of all letters and

telegrams between any member or department of the government and Sir George

Gibbons, Mr. Aim6 Geofirion and Mr. Alexander Barnhill, or either of them, relating

to their appointment as such commissioners. Presented 1st March, 1912.

—

Mr.
Pugsley Printed for sessional papers.

180. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 29th Novem-
ber, 1911, for a copy of all correspondence since the first of July, 1896, to the present

date, between the Government of Canada and the governments of the several prov-

inces on the subject of assistance to provincial railways and other provincial public

works. Presented 1st March, 1912.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier.. Printed for sessional papers.

121. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all papers

and documents in the case of Rex vs. Sheldon and others. Presented oth March.
1912.—Mr. McKemie Not printed.

122. Return to an order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all papers,

correspondence and documents in connection with the case of D. Raymond, petitioner,

the Queen's Hotel Company, Limited, respondent, and Guillaume Narcisse Ducharme
and others, party defendants. Presented 5th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieux.

Not printed.

123. Return to an Order of the Senate dated 9th February, 1912, showing the terms of lease

to the whaling company or companies for whale fishing on the coast of British Colum-
bia, giving the extent of sea over which exclusive rights are given, rent paid, and
restriction as to close season, and all other particulars relating to this subject.

—

{Senate) Not printed.

123a. Return to an Address of the Senate dated 9th February, 1912, for a return showing

the term of lease by the government to a company giving rights to exclusive fishing

in the fresh water lakes of the Dominion; with all conditions as to time, rent, sub-

letting and close season, and any other information relating to this subject.—

(Senate) Not printed.

124. Return to an Address of the Senate, dated 22nd February, 1912, for all correspondence

respecting the inefficient postal delivery service at Rothesay, N.B.^(5enate).

Not printed.

126. Laid before the House, by command of His Royal Highness the Governor General,—
Copy of agreement between His Majesty the King on behalf of the Dominion of

Canada, His Majesty on behalf of the province of New Brunswick, and

the Saint John and Quebec Railway Company, for the leasing under terms and con-

ditions specified, of the line of railway when completed, of the company, between

Grand Falls and Saint John, N.B. Presented 11th March, 1912 Not printed.

126. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, or a copy of all corre-

spondence and papers referring to the granting of special aid to the tobacco growers

of La Societe Co-operative de la- Vallee de Tamaska. Presented 13th March, 1912.—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.
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127. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

coriespondence, reports or other documents relating to the proposed winter harbour

at Sarnia, Ontario. Presented ISth March, 1912.—3fr. Pardee Not printed.

127a. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all reports,

petitions and correspondence in the possession of the Department of Public Works,
relating to the improvement of Port Dover harbour, in Norfolk county, Ontario;

together with all papers or documents relating to the connection of the Grand Trunk
Railway Company therewith. Presented 29th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Charlton.

Not printed.

127b. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a

copy of all reports, petition.s and correspondence in the possession of the Department

of Public Works, relating to the improvement of Port Dover harbour, in Norfolk

county, Ontario, together with all papers or documents relating to the connection of

the Grand Trunk Railway Company therewith. Presented 1st April, 1912.—ifr.

Charlton IVot printed.

128. Certified extract from the Minutes of a meeting of the Treasury Board held on the 4th

March, 1912, approved by His Royal Highness the Governor General in Council on

the 9th March, 1912, respecting the term of service and pay of the constables of the

Royal Northwest Mounted Police. Presented 13th March, 1912 Not printed.

129. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all reports,

correspondence and papers, relating to the building of a breakwater at Port Rich-

mond, Nova Scotia. Presented Uth March, 1912.—3fr. Kyte Not printed.

129a. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all reports,

correspondence and papers relating to the building of a breakwater at Charles Forests

Cove, Richmond county. Nova Scotia. Presented 18th March, 1912.—Mr. Kyte.

Not printed.

130. Return to and Order of the House of the 4th March, 1912, for a copy of all correspon-

dence between the Intercolonial authorities, the Minister of Railways and the Depart-

ment of Justice, and all other persons, relating to a claim of the Metapedia Water-

works Company against the Intercolonial, including therein all plans, designs, in-

quiries, evidences and other reports concerning this matter ; also a copy of all plans,

designs, notices and correspondence between the Intercolonial authorities and M. P.

Laberge, the Dominion Lumber Company and John Fenderson & Co., relating to the

placing of an aqueduct pipe on the land No. 170 of the cadastre of St. Pierre du Lac.

Presentd 15th March, 1912.—iUr. Boulay Not printd.

131. Statement of the affairs of the British Loan and Investment Company, as on the 31st

December, 1911. Presented 18th March, 1912 Not printed.

132. Return to an Order of the House of the 6th March, 1912, for a copy of all letters, com-

plaints, charges, and other papers and documents in the possession of the Post Office

Department relating to Tracadie Road Post Office, Guysborough, N.S. Presented 19th

March, 1912.—ifr. Sinclair iVot printed.

133. Return to an Order of the House of the 6th March, 1912, for a copy of the news sent

up to date to Magdalen Island by the weekly correspondent appointed by the Post-

master General ; also for a copy of the instructions given said correspondent at the

time of his appointment. Presented 19th March, 1912.—Mr. Lemieux.. ..Not printed.
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134. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions, reports and documents relating to the notice of cancellation of

mail contract between Scott Junction and the station in the county of Beauce. Pre-

sented 19th March, 1912.—Mr. lUland Not printed.

134a. Return to au Order of the House of the 31st January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, correspondence, reports and other documents in relation to the mail eon-

tract between River John Railway station and the post office, and between Rirer John
and Hodson, respectively, since 1st October, 1911, and as to the cancellation of the
contract for said service with Logan and the making of a contract for the same
with one Gannon. Presented 19th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

1346. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, reports and other documents in relation to the mail contract service

between Stellarton station and the post office since 1st October, 1911, and as to the

cancellation of the contract for said service with the present contractor. Presented

I9th March, I912.--Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

134c. Return to an Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a return show-

ing all the contracts for the conveyance of His Majesty's mails, in which notice of

cancellation has been given under the terms of the said contract, between 10th

October, 1911, and 1st February, 1912, and also the name and address of each con-

tractor and the amount of each contract. Presented 27th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieux.

Not printed.

135. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 17th Jan-

uary, 1912, for a copy of the Parcel Post Convention between Canada and France, and
all papers connected therewith. Presented 19th March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieux.

Not printed.

136. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, reports, recommendations applications and other documents, relating to

the appointment of a post office inspector at Moosejaw, Saskatchewan. Presented 19th

March, 1912.—Ifr. Knowles Not printed.

137. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General, on the 4th March.

1912, for a copy of all letters, telegrams and petitions, sent to the Government, or any

of His Majesty's ministers, praying for the establishment of a separate school system

in the Keewatin Territory. Presented 20th March, 1912.—Mr. Lemieux. ..Not printed.

138. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 28th Feb-

ruary, 1912, for a copy of all papers, recommendations to Council, Orders in Coun-

cil, or any other papers in connection with or having reference to the promotion of

Mr. Binks to be Superintendent of the Dead Letter Office. Presented 28th March,

1912.—Mr. Henderson Not printed.

139. Return dated 12th March, 1912, for a copy of all correspondence between the Anglo-

Canadian Chemical Company, and the Department of the Inland Revenue from 1st

of January, 1911, to date.—(Senate) Not printed.

140. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1912, for a copy of all papers

on file with the Government and of all letters, telegrams and correspondence between

the Labour Department and the Board of Conciliation in relation to the strike now

and for some time past existing on the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway west of Win-

nipeg. Presented 21st March, 1912.—Mr MacNutt Not printed.
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141. Ketuin to au Order of tbo House of tlio 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all rulings

or decisious made by the Minister of Customs, or the Tarifl Board of the Department
of Customs, since the 10th of October last, in reference to the duty payable in respect

to Jute cloth, traction engines and partially dressed lumber, respectively; and like-

wise in reference to any other articles imported into Canada concerning which there
has been any change in the rate of duty exacted at any time since the said date, as

compared to the rate of duty exacted on such articles respectively immediately prior

to said date. Presented 21st March, 1912.—i/r. Turriff Xol printnl.

142. Return to au Order of the House of the 5th February, 1912, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions or other papers relating to any change or proposed change of

postmasters at Powassan between 1st .Tanuary, 1906, and 1st January, 1912. Presented

22nd March, 1912.—A/r. Arthurs Not printed.

143. Return to an Order of the House of the 13th March, 1912, for a return showing the

rural mail routes established by the present Government; the number of requests

received by the Post Office Department for the establishment of rural mail routes;

the number of applications granted; the number not granted, and the reasons there-

for. Presented 22nd March, 1912.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

144. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 12th Feb-

ruary, 1912, for a copy of all Orders in Council, petitions and memorials, passed or

received by the Goverument of Canada, respectively, since Ise July, 1908, relating to

foreign shippings engaged in the coastwise trade in Canada; and also a copy of all

corrospondeuce between the Government or any departments thereof and any person,

company or corporation relating to the same. Presented 25th March, 1912.—ilfr.

Kyte Not printed.

145. Return to an Order of the 2Gth February, 1912, for a return showing the various loans

made by the Government of Canada since the year 1900; the periods for which they

were made; where contracted; rate of interest; commissions paid and to whom; net

proceeds per cent of each loan; will future loans be asked for by public tender, if so

where? Presented 25th March, 1912.—Mr. Lapointe (Montreal) Not printed.

146. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a return showing the

number and capacity of cold storage establishments in each of the principal cities

of Canada ; the kind and quantity, approximate value of food stuff and [iioduce con-

tained in each of these establishments, during the months of November and Decem-

ber, 1911, and January, 1912. Presented 25th March, 1912.—Mr. Verville.

Not printed.

147. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of the Judgment

of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the case of the Kmg vs. The Bur-

rard Power Company, and of all Orders in Council for the transmission^to the gov-

ernment of the province of British Columbia of the administration of all water

rights in the Railway Belt; together with f copy of all correspondence between the

Government of British Columbia and the Government of Canada with regard to the

same. Presented 25th March, 1912.—5ir W. Laurier JVof printed.

148. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 26th Feb-

ruary, 1912, for a copy of all letters, documents and memoranda from the govern-

ment of British Columbia, and all other papers relating to negotiations afiecting the

exportation of salmon, the boat rating in canneries, the system of issuing licenses

and the restriction of licenses to Asiatics in the province of British Columbia, and all

Orders in Council made in regard to any of these matters since 1st October, 1911.

Presented 25th March, 1912.—Mr. Macdonald Not printed.
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149. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1912, for a return showing the

aate of the appointment of Mr. H. P. Duchemin to inrestigate complaints against

gorernment oiEcials in Nova Scotia; the remuneration he is to receive for his ser-

vices, the daily allowance specified for his travelling and living expenses, full detail

of his remuneration and expenses, the amount paid him so far ; any account or state-

ment presented which has not been paid, the gross amounts for which accounts have

been paid. The names of any other parties conducting investigations in Nova Scotia,

their remuneration, the number of the commissioners appointed in all the provinces

by the present government or any department, to investigate charges of political par-

tisanship on the part of officials, their names and addresses, and the dates of appoint-

ment and remuneration, including allowance for expenses. Presented 27th March,
1912.—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

150. Return to an Order of the House of tlie tth March, 1912, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, requests, memoranda, ministerial or departmental instructions in the posses-

sion of the Government or any department thereof, relating to the alleged change of

name of Blind River Post Office, in the province of Ontario. Presented 2.5th March,

1912.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

151. Report from the Department of Labour on Wholesale Prices in Canada, 1911. - Pre-

sented 28th March, 1912.

—

Hon. Mr. Crothers Not printed.

152. Resume of General Elections, 1911. Presented 30th March, 1912 Not printed.

153. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th February, 1912, for a return showing the

amount paid since 15th October, 1911, for making and repairing mail bags, and for

the metal parts thereof including locks; the names and addresses of the companies,

firms and individuals to whom payment has been made, and the amount in each case.

Presented 29th March, 1912.—Mr. Kay Not printed.

154. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th January, 1912, for a copy of all documents

relating to the purchase and repair of the post office at Berthier-en-haut. Presented

1st April, 1912.—Mr. Barette Not printed.

155. Names of Commissioners appointed under 'Inquiries Act."

—

(Senate). ..Not printed.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology^

Boston, Mass., April 30, 1910,

W. F. King, Esq., C.M.G., B.A., LL.D.,

Commissioner for Canadn, Interiiatioiiiil Boundary Surveys,

Ottawa.

SiK,—I have the honour to submit the following report on the Geolo^sy of

the mountains crossed by the international boundary at the Forty-ninth Parallel,

The report is based on field-work carried on during the seasons of 1901 to 1906,

inclusive. To yourself, under whose direction the whole work has been done and

from whom I have received help in many ways, I beg to tender my sincere

thanks.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

REGIXALD A. DALY.
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43. Looking southeast along summit of Skagit range from ridge north of Depot
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44. A.—Carboniferous limestone, summit of McGuire mountain.

B.—Rugged topography at the Boundary, east of Chilliwack lake, and north

of Glacier Peak.
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46. Summit of the Skagit range.
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49. Profile cross-section of the Cordillera at the Forty-ninth Parallel, showing
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50. Glaciated valley of Starvation creek. Clarka range.

51. Head-wall of glacial cirque, summit of Clarke range.

52. Winged-out moraine at mouth of Starvation creek canyon, in Flathead

valley.

53. A.—Hajiging valley of Phillips creek, cascading into Kootenay river valley

near Gateway.

B.—Drumloidal deposit and water-filled glacial kettle in thick drift of the

Rocky Mountain Trench (Tobacco Plains).

54. Tandem cirque-lake^ near summit of Xelson range, seven miles north of

Boundary line.

55. Looking east across the Columbia river to Boundary Town, lying in the old

gravel-floored bed of the Pend d'Oreille river.

56. Abandoned channel of the Pend d'Oreille river at Boundary Town.
57. Winter-talus ridge on southern wall of glacial cirque, Okanagan range.

58. Wooded boulder-moraine forming dam at lower end of Chilliwack lake.

59. Looking np CTiilliwack lake from point near its outlet.
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B.—Detailed section in the sands and gTavels of the Pleistocene deposit

represented in A.
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62. A.—Photograph showing relatively rapid erosive effects of glacierlets with
very small accumulators (snow-fields).

B.—Small glacier deepening cirque, about seven thousand feet above sea.

03. Lower Okanagan valley and Osoyoos lake.

(!1. Looking southeast across Starvation creek caiivon.

11."). Compound alluvial cone at Midway.
60. Accordant summit levels in the Selkirk range.

67. Plateau-like surface of Remmel batholith.

68. Plateau-like surface of unroofed Similkameen batholith.

69. Meadow and park near tree-line about six thousand feet above sea-level,

Bonnington range.

70. A.—Coarse felsenmeer in massive grit of the Wolf formation.

B.—Coarse felsenmeer in quartzitc of the Ripple formation.

71. A.—Looking south along ridge between Middle and Slesse creeks, Skagit
range.

B.—Southern slope of Jfount Ripple, Selkirk range.

72. (Sheet No. 18), in Part III (with maps).
A.—Typical view in Clarke range.

B.—Summit of the Nelson range (Selkirk system).

C.—^Nelson range, looking west from summit ridge north of Dewdney trail.

73. (Sheet No. 19). in Part III (with piaps'.
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CHAPTER I.

rNTRODUCTION.

Area Covered.—In 1901 the writer was commissioned by the Canadian

Minister of the Interior to undertake the geological examination of the mountains

crossed by the Boundary Line between Canada and the United States, at the

Forty-ninth Parallel. Field work was begun in July of that year and continued

through the different summer seasons to and including that of 1906. During

tbe summer of 1901 ree«nnai-sance surveys on the American side of the same

line were led by Messrs. Bailey Willis, F. Leslie Eansome, and George Otis

Smith, members of the United States Geological Survey. IJfo further geological

work in connection with the Boundary survey was carried on by the United

States Government, and the map sheets prepared by the United States topo-

graphers were placed at the disposal of the writer as geologist (for Canada) to

the International Boundary Commi-sion. The present report represents the

principal results of the study made during the six field seasons.

The geological examination covered a belt along the Forty-ninth Parallel,

from the Strait of Georgia to the Great Plains. The belt is 400 miles long and

varies from 5 to 10 miles in width, with a total area of about 2,500 square miles.

Its width was controlled, in part, by that of the map sheets prepared by the topo-

graphers of the Commission parties ; in part, by the necessity of depending on the

trails which those parties built into the Boundary belt. As a rule, this moun-
tainous belt is heavily wooded and, without trails, is almost inaccessible to

pack-animals. During the first three seasons accurate topographic maps on the

required scale were not available, and in 1902 and 1903 the writer used, as

topographic base, an enlarged copy of the West Kootenay sheet of the Canadian
Geological Survey. In that relatively accessible part of the Boundary belt

(from Grand Forks to Porthill, eighty miles to the eastward) it was found
possible to cover a zone ten miles in width.

Conditions of 'Worh in the Field.—Xo geologically trained assistant was
employed in any part of the field. The work was, therefore, slow. Each
traverse generally meant a more or less taxing mountain climb through brush
or brule. The geology could not be worked out in the detail which this moun-
tain belt deserves. For long stretches the rock exposures were found to be
poor. Such was the case for the heavily drift-covered mountains between
Osoyoos lake and Christina lake, and, again, for nearly all of the 60-mile sec-

tion between the two crossings of the Kootenay river, at Gateway and Porthill.

Some confidence is felt in the maps aud structure sections of the Rocky
^Jountains proper (from Waterton lake to Gateway), of part of the Selkirk

25a—Vol. ii—
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inmntain system (from the svmimit to the Cohimbia river), and of the Okana-
gan and Hozomeen ranges of the Cascade mountain system. Elsewhere, the

maps and sections, in their rigid lithography, suggest more certainty as to the

run of contacts and as to underground structures than the writer actually feels.

As a whole, the results lie half-way between those of a reconnaissance survey
srd those of a detailed survey.

One of the leading difficulties felt by all workers in this part of the Cordil-

itra is the remarkable lack of fossils in the sedimentary rocks. The writer has

been able to discover but few fossiliferous horizons additional to the small

number already known to Canadian and United States geologists. Many of the

correlations offered in the following report are to be regarded as strictly tenta-

tive and should not be quoted without reference to the many qualifications noted
in the miming text.

Some large proportion of the inaccuracy in maps and sections is due to the

fact that for half of the field seasons the writer was provided either with no
topographic map or merely with the four-miles-to-one-inch West Kootenay
reconnaissance sheet of the Canadian Geological Survey. This sheet is excellent

for its purpose, but was manifestly not intended for the use of the structural

geologist, whose topographic-map scale should be at least one mile to one inch

in the Selkirk and Columbia mountain systems. First in 1904, the writer was
able to use copies of the manuscript Boundary Commission plane-table maps,

on the scale of 1 : 63,360. Sheets 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, and 14 were constructed

on that basis and are superior in accuracy of geological information to the

other sheets. Between the Gulf of Georgia and the western limit of sheet 17

the Boundary line crosses a continuous thick deposit of Pleistocene gravels and
sands. No other formation is there exposed in the five-mile belt and the broad

plain is not represented in the maps.

Acknowledgments.—The writer was efficiently aided in the physical work of

c^.rrying on the survey, during five seasons, by Mr. Fred. Nelmes of Chilliwaek,

British Columbia. His faithfulness in many a tedious place was worthy of his

sterling work as a mountaineer. During the season of 1903 the writer was

similarly assisted in able manner by Mr. A. G. Lang, of Waneta, British Col-

umbia. In the field many courtesies and much help were extended by Mr. J.

J. McArthur, chief topographer for the Canadian branch of the Boundary

Commission; by Mr. E. C. Barnard, chief topographer for the United States

branch, and by his colleagues.

In the office work the writer was aided by many members of the Geological

Survey of Canada, and owes much to the personal encouragement of Honour-

able Clifford Sifton, Minister of the Interior, during the progress of the survey.

In numberless ways the work was forwarded by the able and most generous

help of the Canadian Commissioner, Dr. W. E. King, to whom the writer owes

the greatest debt of acknowledgment. Professor D. P. Penhallow of McGill

University has made thorough study of the collections of fossil plants. The
collections of fossil animal remains were, with much generosity, carefully
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studied and determined by Drs. T. W. Stanton, G. H. Girty, and C. D. WalcotS

of the United States Geological Survey, and by Dr. H. M. Ami, of the Geological

Survey of Canada. Professor M. Dittrich, of Heidelberar, Germany, and Mr.

M. r. Connor, of the Canadian Department of Mines, performed valued service

in making the large number of chemical analyses noted in the report. The
d.-aughting has been performed with zeal and care by Mr. Louis Gauthier, of

the Chief Astronomer's oiEce at Ottawa, and by C. 0. Senecal and his assistants

of the (Jeological Survey. A number of professional geologists have discussed

thecTctieal matters and thus markedly assisted in the composition of the report.

To each of these gentlemen the writer tenders his thanks for all their kind and

efficient help. Equally sincere thanks are due to the president and corporation

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who for more than two years have

granted every available facility for the preparation of this report.

Special mention at this place may also be made of the fact that chapter

XIV is largely a direct quotation from Mr. R. W. Brock's report on the

Geology of the Boundary Creek Mining District.^ The corres]x>nding part of

sheet Xo. 10 has been compiled from the map accompanying Mr. Brock's report.

In view of the care spent on this part of the Boundary belt by this able investi-

gator, it seemed inadvisable to spend much of the limited time allotted to the

transmontane section on the Boundary Creek district. Accordingly, the present

writer made no more than a couple of rapid east-west traverses across the

district, corroborating, so far, the accuracy of Mr. Brock's mapping in a par-

ticularly difficult terrane.

Professor Penhallow's paper on the collection of fossil plants forms an

appendix to the present report.

Colleciions.—During the survey 1,52.5 numbered specimens, with many
duplicates, were collected. Each of the localities, whence the specimens chemi-

cally analysed were taken, is noted on the map sheets with a small cross and

the collection number. Some 960 thin sections of the rocks were prepared and

studied. Sixty reck analyses and one feldspar analysis were made for the report.

Thirteen hundred photographs were taken by the writer, besides which many
hundreds of others were taken by the photo-topographic parties operating for

the Canadian branch of the Boundary Commission.

Previous Puhlications hy the writer on the Forty-ninth Parallel Geology.—
After each field season a brief account of the ground covered was published either

ill the summary report of the Director of the Geological Survey of Canada or

~in the annual report of the Chief Astronomer of Canada. As the work pro-

gressed it was thought advisable to publish separate papers on certain general

and theciretical problems, which had arisen during the survey of the Boundary
belt. The list of these papers, some of which, in more or less amplified form,

form parts of this report, is as follows:

—

I E. W. Brock, Aimual Eeport, Geological Survey of Canada, Vol. 15, 1902-3, Part
A. pp. 98 to 105.

25a—Vol. ii—IJ
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1. The Geology of the Region adjoininfr the Western Part of the Intor-

i.ctional Boundary: Summary Report of Geological Survey Department of

Ci-nada for 1901, in Annual Report, vol. 14, 1902, Part A, pp. 39-51.

2. Geology of the Western Part of tho International Boundary ('49th

Parallel) : Summary Report Geological Survey Department of Canada, for the
year 1902, in Annual Report, vol. 15, Ottawa, 190:5, Part A, pp. 130-147.

3. The Mechanics of Igneous Intrusion : Amer. Jour. Science, vol. 15, 1903,

rp. 269-298.
^

4. The Mechanics of Igneous Intrusion (Second Paper) : ibid., vol. 16, 1903,

pp 107-126.

5. Geology of the International Boundary : Summary Rep. Geol. Survey
Dtpartment of Canada for 100.3. in Annual Report, vol. 16, Ottawa, 1904, Part
A, pp. 91-100.

6. Geology of the International Boundary: Summary Rep. Geol. Survey
I'epartment of Canada for 1904, Ottawa, 1905, pp. 91-100.

7. The Accordance of Summit Levels among Alpine Mountains; the Fact
and its Significance: Jour. Geology, vol. 13, 1905, pp. 105-125.

8. The Secondary Origin of Certain Granites: Amer. Jour. Science, vol.

20. 1905, pp. 185-216.

9. The Classification of Igneous Intrusive Bodies: Jour. Geology, vol. 13,

1905, pp. 485-508.

10. Report on Field Operations in the Geology of the Mountains crossed by
the International Boundary (40th Parallel) : (1) in Report of Chief Astro-

nomer for Canada for 1905, Ottawa, 1906, pp. 278-283; (2) in Rep. of Chief

Astronomer for Canada for 1906, Ottawa. 1907, pp. 133-135.

11. The Nomenclature of the North American Cordillera between the 47th

and 53rd Parallels of Latitude: Geographical Journal, vol. 27. .Tune. 1906, pp.

586-606.

12. Abyssal Igneous Injection as a Causal Condition and as an Effect of

Mo, ntain Building: Amer. Jour. Science, vol. 22, Sept.. 1906, pp. 195-216.

13. The Differentiation of a Secondary Magina through Gravitative Ad-
justment : Festschrift zum siebzigsten Geburtstage von Harry Rosenbusch. Stutt-

gart. Germany, 1906, pp. 203-233.

14. The Okanagan Composite Batholith of the Cascade Mountain System:

Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 17. 1906, pp. 329-376.

15. The Limeless Ocean of pre-Cambrian Time: Amer. Jour. Science, vol.

23, Feb., 1907, pp. 93-115.

16. The Mechanics of Igneous' Intrusion (Third Paper) : Amer. Jour.

Science, vol. 26, July, 1908, pp. 17-50.

17. The Origin of Augite Andesite and of Related Ultra-basic Rocks

:

Jour. Geology, vol. 16, 1908, pp. 401-420.

18. First Calcareous Fossils and the Evolution of the Limestones : Bull.

Geol. Soc America, vol. 20, 1909, pp. 153-170.

19. Average Chemical Composition of Igneous-rock Types : Proceedings

Amer. Acad. Arts and Sciences, vol. 45, January, 1910, pp. 211-240.
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20. Origin of the Alkaline Rocks: Bull. Geol. See. America, vol. 21, 1910,

pp. 87-118.

Earlier Worh on the Oeology of the Forty-ninih Parallel.—The British and

United States governments attached geologists to the parties of the first Inter-

iv.tional Boundary Commission appointed (1857-61) to mark the Forty-ninth

Parallel across the Cordillera. The geologist. George Gibbs, traversed the

Ecundary belt for the United States government and published his results in

the third and fourth volumes of the Journal of the American Geographical

Society, Xew York, 1873-7-4. The late Hilary Bauerman was the geologist for

Ihu British government. His brief report was not published until 1884, when,

fit the suggestion of George M. Dawson, it appeared as a part of the Report of

Progress of the Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada for 1882-3-4,

Fart B, Ottawa, 1884.

Dawson himself entered the same transmontane belt at its eastern end
during hi^ work as geologist to the British North American Boundary Commis-
*ion. His report published in 1875, at Montreal, bears the title ' Rejwrt on the

geology and resources of the region in the vicinity of the forty-ninth parallel

from the Lake of the Woods to the Rocky Mountains.' Since then Dawson
continued his memorable reconnaissance of British Columbia and, in the Bouii-

dtry belt, was accompanied or followed by McConnell, McEvoy, Brock. Leach,

Y:ung, LeRoy, Camfell, and other members of the Geological Survey of Canada.

On the United States side of the line many other workers have similarly

added to our knowledge of the formations crosed by the Forty-ninth Parallel,

tl.ough comparatively few of them, other than those already mentioned, have
actually reached the Boundary line in their detailed work. Reference to the

publications on British Columbia, Alberta, Montana, Idaho, and Washington
geology can be readily found in the bibliographic bulletins of the United States

Geological Survey and in the general index to the reports of the Geological

Survey of Canada (published in 1908). Special note should be made of the

papers published by the American geologists attached to the present Boundary
Commission, namely:

—

Stratigraphy and structure, Lewis and Livingston ranges, Montana: by
Bailey Willis : Bull. Geol. Soc. America. Vol. 13, 1902, pp. 305-352.

A geological reconnaissance across the Cascade range near the Forty-ninth
Parallel: by George Otis Smith and Frank C. Calkins, Bull. 235, U.S. Geol.

Survey, 1904.

Continuation of the Forty-ninth Parallel Section.—Mr. Charles H. Clapp
is now employed by the Canadian Geological Survey on a structural study of

Vancouver island, and it is hoped that materials will soon be in hand for a
continuation of the Forty-ninth Parallel section across to the ojien Pacific.

General Sketch of the Suhject Matter.—The 400-mile section crosses the

grain of the Cordillera and accordingly includes a high proportion of all the

Cordilleran formations to be encountered in these latitudes. The structtira!
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complexity, like the stratigraphic complexity, is near its maximum for the givea
area in such a straight cross-section. A preliminary sketch of the different

geological provinces traversed by the Boundary belt will aid the reader in under-

fctpndiug and grouping the mass of observations to be detailed.

In the first approach, the Cordillera at the Fort.v-ninth Parallel may be

regarded as divisible into great zones. These are called the Eastern Geo-
Bynelinal Belt and the Western Geosynolinal Belt. The two overlap in the

vicinity of the Columbia river. From the summit of 1he Selkirk range, just

east of that river, to the Great Plains, sedimentary forbiations are dominant
and are almost entirely included in one huge structure, hereafter named the

Eocky Mountain Geosynclinal Prism (or simply Geosynclinal). The prism

extends from Alaska, through the Great Basin, to Arizona. These rocks are

£(. nearly unfossiliferous that their correlation with the standard systems is a

matter of difficulty. Reasons will be shown for the belief that the whole con-

formable group ranges in age from the Mississippian to a great unoonformit.v

8t the base of the Belt terrane, or Beltian system, as recently named by Wal-
cctt.* Near the western crossing of the Kootenay river, the prism rests on an
elder group of metamorphic rocks, here called the Priest River terrane. Tho
basement on which the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal rests is nowhere else

exposed on the Forty-ninth Parallel.

Younger and much more local geosynclinal prisms, of Cretaceous and Ter-

tirry dates, have been laid down on the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal along

its eastern border, in Alberta, Montana, and farther south. None of these

younger prisms of great thickness is represented in the section at the Inter-

national Boundary, but it is convenient to refer to the whole compound belt of

heavy sedimentation under the one name, the Eastern Geosynclinal Belt.

Similarly, the dominant sedimentarie? west of the Columbia river, of

Pennsylvanian, Triassic, and Cretaceous age, have been accumulated in great

thicknesses. The Pennsylvanian strata have been recognized at many points,

from Alaska to Southern California, and it appears probable that late Paleozoic

sedimentation on a geosynclinal scale took place throughout that long stretch.

More local Mesozoic and Tertiary geosynclinals were imposed upon the Pacific

border of the pri^m developed in the Pennsylvanian period. Rocks apparently

representing this older group of deposits crop out at intervals all the way from
the Columbia river to the Gulf of Georgia. A part of one of these Mesozoic

prisms was found in an enormously thick mass of Cretaceous strata largely

composing the Pasayten mountain range between the Pasayten and Skagit

rivers. A thick Triassic series is known on Vancouver island and forms part

of the western slope of the Skagit mountain range, which lies between

the Skagit river and the Strait of Georgia. The edge of the Tertiary

geosynclinal composed of the Puget beds is, apparently, represented in the

Fraser valley. To the entire composite mass of post-Mississippian sediments

occurring in the western half of the Cordillera, the name Western Geosynclinal

Belt may be given.

• C. n. Walcott. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. 53, No. 5, 1908, p. 169.
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The Eastern Geosynclinal Belt is characterized by open folds, fault-blocks,

tind overthrusts, with but moderate regional metamorphism and quite sub-

ordinate igneous action. The Western Belt is characterized by close folding,

rnashing, strong regional metamorphism, and by both batholithic intrusion and

volcanic action on a grand scale. From the western crossing of the Kootenay
river to the Kettle river at Grand Forks the section crosses the West Kootenay

Batholithic province, which is partly overlapped by the Eossland Volcanic

province. West of Grand Forks is the Midway Volcanic province. The Okana-

gan (eastern) division of the Cascade mountain system is composed of the

Okanagan Composite Batholith, and the heart of the Skagit range is made up
of the Skagit Composite Batholith.

These various geological province.; are treated in the order of succession

83 they are encountered in passing from east to west. Numberless problems

have arisen during the progress of the work. Special studies have been made
on the relations and origin of the igneous rocks, which occur in the section on
a scale not often surpassed in other mountain chains.

A chapter on the nomenclature of the Cordilleran ranges at the Interna-

tional Boundary illustrates the need of a systematic attack on the difficult

problem of names. The long discussed but ever new question as to the origin

of limestone and dolomite, coupled with that as to the cause of the rarity of

fossils in pre-Silurian sediments, has prompted a theoretical chapter which,

like the chapter on nomenclature, has already in largest part been published.

Other subjects, including glaeiation and physiography, were more inevitably to

be considered and need no special introduction at this place.
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CHAPTER II.

SYNOPSIS OF THE EEPORT.

For the convenience of tlie reader a brief abstract of eaob of the following

chapters is here offered. As a rule, the petrography, which forms a large part

of each systematic section dealing with the rock formation?, is not summar-

ized.

Chapter III.—The necessity of subdividing the western mountain chain

of North America into relatively small orographic units is felt by the naturalist

.vho covers any large section of these mountains and then attempts to describe

the results of his observations. Such subdivision for a belt lying between the

Forty-seventh and Fifty-tliird parallels of latitude is suggested.

For scientific writing the well recognized name ' Cordillera of North
America,' with the alternative, ' Pacific Mountain System of North America,'

is preferred for the chain as a whole. The many other alternative names for

file chain are listed.

The existing nomenclature for the ranges crossed by the Forty-ninth Paral-

lel is inadequate and to some extent in confusion. An amplified nomenclature,

based as far as seemed possible on prevailing usage, is ofFered. The main
principle adopted is that of existing topographic relations, largely irrespective

of the genetic history or rock composition of the different ranges. Specifically,

the lines of delineation are the axes of the greater valleys and ' trenches ' in

the mountain complex. The Rocky Mountain Trench, the Pureell Trench, the

Selkirk Valley, and the Lower Okanagan Valley represent partial boundaries of

the Rocky Mountain system, and the Pureell. Selkirk. Columbia, and Cascade

Mountain systems at the Forty-ninth Parallel. The suggested subdivisions of

these systems for the region adjacent to the International Boundary include

the Lewis, Clarice, MacDonald. Galton, Flathead, McGillivrati. Yahk. Moyie,

Cabinet, Nelson, Slocan, Bonnington, Valhalla, Pend D'Oreille, Priest, Eanihsu,
Rossland, Christina, Midway, Colville, Sans Poll. Okanagan, Hozomeen, and
Skagit ranges or groups.

A small area of the Belt of Interior Plateaus is also represented in the

Boundary line section. In the preceding list the names in italics are proposed

^.y the present writer. The others date from the expeditions of Palliser, Daw-
son, Willis, Smith, Calkins, and MacDonald. The subdivision is illustrated with

sketch maps.

Chapter IV.—The geological description begins with an account of the

Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal Prism, of which nearly all the mountains
between the Great Plains and the summit of the Selkirks are composed. Chap-

9
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ler IV. discusses the stratigraphy and structure of the Clarke range (Livings-

tc>n range of Willis), the most easterly of the mountains covered by the survey.

Willis' results on the succession of formations were confirmed by detailed study.

The oldest formations in this part of the Rocky Mountain system are the Altyn
iind Waterton magnesian limestones and dolomite?. The former is believed to

be considerably thicker than the minimum estimate given by Willis, in whose

traverse the lower part of the Altyn formation was not visible. The base of

the Waterton formation is concealed. At Waterton lake a boring has located the

plane of the Lewis overthrust at a depth of about 1,500 feet below the lake-level.

At that level the bit of the machine entered soft shaly rocks assigned to the

Cretaceous.

The fossil Bellina danal was found in the Altyn formation. No other

determinable fossils were found in this range, the sediment^ of which were

assigned by Willis to the Belt terrane of the Algonkian. They are here alluded

to as the Lewis series. At the Flathead river, a local fresh-water, fossiliferous

deposit of clays and sands—the Kishenehn formation—occurs; it is assigned

to the Miocene.

The Clarke range forms a dissected broad syncline, which is accidented

with a few faults and secondary warps. The valley of the North Fork of the

Flathead river is an eroded graben or fault-trough. The range has been moved
eastward at least eight miles along the great Lewis thrust. The writer favours

the view that this thrust, as well as nearly all the other deformation represented

in the range, dates from the close of the Laramie, but this has not been finally

proved.

Ch.\pter V.—Continuing westward, the older members of the geosyuclinal.

a^l unfossiliferous, were found to make up the greater part of the MacDonald
and Galton ranges. The lithology has, however, changed and in some cases

new names are given to the constituent formations. The whole conformable

group, corresponding to the Lewis series, is called the Galton series.

On the east and west sides of the Galton-MacDonald mountain group down-
favlted blocks of fossiliferous limestone, \ipper Devonian to Mississippian in

fige, make contact with some of the lowest members of the much older Galton

series.

The dominant structural unit of the twin ranges is the fault-block.

Chapter XI.—West of the Rocky Mountain Trench the geosynclinal rapidly

Rfsumes a lithologieal character markedly different from that found in the four

ranges just mentioned. The Purcell system is largely composed of massive

quartzites and metargillites, forming the Purcell series, which is the more
silicious equivalent of the dominantly argiOaceous and calcareous or dolomitic

sediments of the Lewis and Galton series. The Purcell series is of much more
homogeneous composition than the other two series.

An interbedded volcanic formation, of the fissure-eruption type, has been

followed from the Great Plains to the summit of the McGillivray range, where

the lava is thicke-t. It is named the Purcell Lava. A special feature of the
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Purcell system is the presence of thick sills of a peculiar hornblende gabbro.

These eruptive formations are described in later chapters.

The Purcell system is also characterized by numerous examples of block-

faulting, though the ITcGillivray range shows a broad anticline and syncline.

Chapter VII.—At the Purcell Trench the continuity of the geosynclinal

mass is effectively broken. From the alluviated floor of the trench to a line

about sixteen miles farther west the rocks chiefly belong to the older Priest

River terrane, on which the geosynclinal was deposited. At the summit of the

Nelson range the nearly entire thickness of the geosynclinal is exposed, the

prism having here been upturned to a vertical position. Its sedimentary mem-
bers are heterogeneous, including conglomerates, grits, coarse and fine sand-

stone (quartzites). and metargillites. A very thick volcanic formation, older

than the Purcell Lava, is interbedded. A great unconformity at the base of the

geosynclinal is exposed. The name Summit series is given to the whole con-

formable group of formations, from the basal unconformity to the horizon

corresponding to the youngest member of the Purcell series. West of the great

mcnocline the Summit series makes an apparently conformable contact with

a younger metamorphosed mass of sediments named the Pend D'Oreille group.

West of that contact the Eoeky Mountain Geosynclinal rocks do not reappear

in the Boundary section.

Chapter YIH.—In -this chapter the detailed description of the Selkirk

geology is interrupted, and the correlation of the Lewis, Galton, Purcell, and

Summit series is discussed. The systematic variation iu the lithology of the

geosynclinal, as it is crossed from east to west, is noted in some detail, and the

conclusion is drawn that the source of the clastic materials lay to the westward,

probably not far from the present location of the Columbia river. Xotes on the

metamorphi?m of the prism and on its average specific gravity are entered.

The lithological correlation of the geosynclinal with the Cambrian forma-

tions described by MeConnell and Walcott on the Canadian Pacific railway ia

then discussed. The result is to point to the probability that the geosynclinal

at the International Boundary is largely Cambrian in age, though its basal

members belong to pre-Olenellus horizons (Beltian of Walcott). Similar

correlation with sections described in Montana and Idaho suggests a similar

conclusion as to the age of the sediments in the four Boundary series, and it

is held that a considerable thickness of the ' Belt terrane ' is possibly, if not

probably, of Middle and Lower Cambrian age.

The chapter closes with an outline of the argument that the eastern half of

the Cordillera, from Alaska to Arizona and including the Great Basin of the

United States, has been the scene of specially heavy sedimentation during the

Beltian, Lower Cambrian, and Middle Cambrian periods. The lower part of the

Eocky Mountain Geosynclinal, as defined, has an axial trend faithfully parallel

to the main Cordilleran axis of the present day. This geosynclinal suffered a

local deformation during an early Middle Cambrian period, and, at the Middle

Cambrian Flatl^ead stage, was generally depressed. The. area of sedimentation
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was thus enlarged and deposition was generally continuous throughout the Cor-
fljlleriin belt until near the close of the !Mississippian. Upon the Paleozoic beds
tnick Cretaceous and Tertiary prisms of sediment were locally laid down. Those
local geosynclinals and the master Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal compose the

Eastern Geosynclinal Belt of the Cordillera.

CiiAPTKR IX.—Returning to the systematic description of the rocks, the

importai:t Purcell Lava formation is here considered. Its characters in the

McGillivray, Gallon, Clarke, and Lewis ranges are outlined. Certain associated

dikes and sills are described and the relation of this fissure-eruption to the thick

sills of the Tahk and Moyie ranges is discussed.

Chapter X.—The intrusive gabhro sills of the Purcell mountain system
have already been described in preliminary papers. The matter of the=e pub-

lications, together with some new material, i? presented in chapter X. It is

largely petrographic. A g^roup of the most important intrusive bodies dis-

covered has been given the name, iloyie sills. It illustrates the ability of some
very thick niagmatic sheets to assimilate their country-rocks—qiiartzites in the

case of the ^loyie sills. The proofs of this are discussed in detail, and similnr

cares are briefly compared. The principle of gravitative differentiation of

magmas is evident in all the eases.

Ch.^pter XL—The sedimentary rocks of the Xelson range, other than those

of the Summit series and some others intercalated in the Beaver Mountain
volcanic formation, include: the Kitchener quartzite, a small outlier of which

seems to be represented along the western edge of the Purcell Trench; the P;iest

River terrane; and the Pend D'Oreille group.

The pre-Cambrian Priest River terrane. the olde-t rock-group identified

in the Boundai-y section, is composed of micaceous schists, quartzites, quartz

schists, dolomites, and metamorpho=ed greenstones, arranged in meridional

bonds, but so complex in structure a^ to defy all attempts at deciphering their

true relation to one another. The petrography of the difFerent bands is des-

cribed, r.nd a note is added on the correlation of the terrane with others found

in the Cordillera north and south of the Boundary line.

The Pend D"Oreille group is divided into the Pend D'Oreille limestone and

the Pend D'Oreille schist. As exposed in the Boundary belt, these rocks occur

in the batholithic province of West Kootenay, a fact which helps to explain the

heavy metamorphism of this group. The lime-tone is locally unfossiliferous

and. with some doubt, i^ correlated with the similar marbles of definitely Ciiv-

boniferous age at Rossland. The schistose division includes phyUite, sheared

quartzite. amphibolite, and massive greenstone, which are intimately associated

with the limestone and are therefore tentatively referred to the upper Paleozoic.

Then follows a brief analysis of the structure of the Nelson range (Selkirk

system). The Purcell Trench is located at the Forty-ninth Parallel on a fault

trough representing great vertical displacement. Horizontal shifts and a power-

ful overthrust. with rotation of the thrust-plane, are among the more important

structural elements in this area of strong deformation.
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Chapter XII.—The Priest River terrane, tbe formations of the Summit
series, and the Pend D'Oreille group are cut by batholiths, stocks, and dikes of

igneous rocks of varied nature. Chapter XII is largely devoted to the petro-

graphy of these eruptive bodies as exposed in the Selkirk range. In addition,

c;.'itain minette dikes of the Rossland mountains, being closely related to others

oicurring in the Selkirks, are described in this chapter. A thoroughly abnormal

'granite.' probably a hybrid rock, cuts the Kitchener quartzite at the edge of

the Kootenay river alluvium. A tentative correlation of all the formations

c imposing- the Selkirk mountains within the Boundary belt i? given in tabular

form.

Ch.\pter Xin.—Though the Ros?land mountain group is a small sub-

division, the ten-mile belt crossing it shows an extensive variety of formations,

chiefly igneous. Fossiliferous Carboniferous limestones, and Cretaceous (?)

shales occur near Rossland ; and conglomerate bearing fossil leaves (Cretaceous

or Tertiary in age) was found on Sophie mountain. The areally important

formations include the Rossland and Beaver Mountain groups, (latites, ande-

sites, and basalts), the Trail bath^lith (granodiorite), the Coryell batholith

(syenite), the Rossland monzonite. and the stocks of Sheppard granite. A
peculiar "' olivine syenite." occurring also in the Bonning'ton range, and a dike

of the rare petrographic type, missourite, are described. The structural and

time relations of the formations are discussed.

Chapter XIV.—Between Christina lake and Midway the bed-rocks form a

complex, which is very similar to that in the Rossland mountains. The Chris-

tina range is chiefly composed of plutonic rocks, which include the gneissic

granite (sheared granodiorite) of the Cascade batholith and the aplitic granite

of the Smelter stock. The origin of the banding in the batholith is briefly dis-

cussed and a lateral-secretion hypothesis favoured.

Across the north fork of the Kettle river the formations have been studied

in detail by Mr. R. W. Brock, from whose report liberal quotations are made.
For purposes of convenience in later correlation? the present writer gives special

names to two of the formations described by Mr. Brock. These new names are

:

Attwood series, and Phoenix Volcanic group. The usual tentative correlation

t.ible is appended.

Chapter XV.—Just east of Midway the section enters the Midway volcanic

province, representing thick Tertiary lavas and pyroclastic dep<Dsits. West of

the volcanic mass is a broad band of metamorphosed Paleozoic sediments extend-

ing to the Osoyoos batholith. This chapter describes the two provinces, the

Midway province demanding the greater detail of statement. The Paleozoic

s'^diments, with included greenstone and basic schists of igneous origin, are

i.iimed the Anarchist series. This series i- unfossiliferous, but on lithological

grounds, is correlated with the Cache Creek series and other upper Paleozoic

groups described north and south of the Boundary. Unconformable upon it is

Trie fossiliferous (Oligocene) Kettle River formation, composed of conglomerates,

Si'ndstone-, and shales. These sediments are conformably overlain by thick
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masses of basalts and andesites. Younger than any of these formations is aa
alkaline suite of extrusive and intrusive masses. These intrusions include dikes
and irregular injected bodies (chonoliths). Ehomb-porphyry and pulaskite por-
phyry are the intrusive types. A less crystalline rhomb-porphyry, alkaline
trachyte, and 'shackanite,' an analcitic lava, are the extrusive types. Various
pre-Tertiary intrusive? are also described.

Ch.\pter XVI.—The Okanagan Composite Batholith extends from the

eastern slope of Osoyoos Lake valley to the Pasayten river, where it is covered
by unconformable Cretaceous rocks forming the Pasayten series. The com-
ponent batholiths and stocks, with their country-rocks, are described. The
whole body is by far the largest continuous mass of plutonic rock in the
Boundary belt. The petrographic types represented have wide range of com-
position, and the dates of eruption vary from late Paleozoic to the late Tertiary
or the Pleistocene. A general idea of the order of eruption and nature of the

different bodies may be quickly obtained by an inspection of the general table

of contents under ' Chapter XVI '. The reader is also directed to the summary
at the end of the chapter itself.

Chapter XVII.—The Hozomeen range forms a distinct geological province,

being principally made vp of an extremely thick geosynclinal mass, the Pasayten
scrie-. Its arkose, conglomerate, sandstone, and shale were deposited in a

local, rapidly deepening downwarp of Cretaceous date. An important deposit of

cndesitic breccia forms the basal member of the series and lies on the eroded

surface of the Remmel batholith at the Pasayten river. The Cretaceous rocks

are fossiliferous at various horizons. They compose a faulted and otherwise

deformed monocline with westward dips steepening toward the west. At Light-

ning creek canyon a great fault brings the youngest Cretaceous beds into contact

v;ith the much older Hozomeen series, which is tentatively correlated with the

Anarchist, Attwood, Pend D'Oreille, and Cache Creek series.

Intrusive bodies with the relations of stocks, dikes, and chonoliths cut the

Pasayten series. Special attention is paid to the Castle Peak granodiorite stock,

since its structural relations are clearer than those of any other great intrusive

mass in the Boundary belt. The evidences of its downward enlargement and of

its having -replaced or absorbed the Cretaceous sediments are believed to be

clear.

Ch.\pter XVm.—West of the Skagit river, which is located on another

master fault, the Hozomeen series is again represented in small patches. On
the Pacific slope of the Skagit range a thick body of argillit*. sandstone, and

limestone, with a heavy mass of interbedded volcanics, is fossiliferous (upper

Carboniferous) and under the name Chilliwack series is correlated with the

ITczomeen series. So far as known, these are the oldest rocks locally developed

in the Skagit range. Fossiliferous Triassic argillite, included in the Cultus

formation, was found near Cultus lake. A thick mass of sandstone, etc., to the

s.-Lithward is called the Tamihy series. It is unfossiliferous as yet, but on lith-

ological grc'unds is correlated with the Cretaceous Pasayten series farther east.
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On Sumas mountain coal-bearing, obscurely fossiliferous sandstones and con-

glomerates are included in tbe Huntingdon formation, whicli is probably equival-

ent to tbe Eocene Puget beds of Washington. A very thick volcanic pile

(Oligocene?) occurs on the eastern slope and is called the Skagit Volcanic

formation.

Rocks assigned to the Hozomeen series are cut by tbe Custer gneissic bath-

olith (sheared granodiorite), outcropping at the summit of the Skagit range. It

is possibly of Jurassic age. It is cut by the Tertiary Chilliwack batholith of

granodiorite, which is genetically connected with a hatholithic mass named the

Slesse diorite. Other intrusive masses are also described. The chapter closes

with notes on correlation and on the structure of the Skagit range.

Chapter SIX.—Deals with the correlation of all the bed-rock formations

encountered in the Boundary section between the Purcell Trench and the Strait

of Georgia, the approximate limits of the Western Geosynclinal Belt at the

Boundary line. The correlation of the Forty-ninth Parallel rocks with those

describ«'d in sections ranging from Alaska to California is then briefly discussed

and thrown into tabular form. A summary history of the Western Belt of the

Cordillera closes the chapter.

Chapter XX.—Having described the many formations in the Boundary

section, an attempt is here made to summarize the geological history of the

Cordillera of the Forty-ninth Parallel. That necessarily brief statement i3

followed by a note on the theory of mountain-building.

Chapter XXI.—This chapter gives a sketch of the observations made on

tiie glacial geology of the section. The limits of the great Cordilleran ice-cap

at the Forty-ninth Parallel, as to ground-plan and depth, are noted. The two
double rows of valley glaciers draining the Rocky Mountains and the Cascade

system during the Pleistocene are described. The glaciation of each range is

then considered, beginning with the Clarke range on the east. The resume of

the chapter is to be found at its closing page.

Chapter XXH.—Discusses certain of the physiographic problems connect-

ed with the section. A note on the origin of the master valleys is followed by
a division of the Boundary zone into physiographic provinces, listed in a table.

A running account of the morphology of the successive provinces, beginning

with the Front range synclinal area, is accompanied by a theoretical discussion

of the question as to Tertiary peneplanation of the Front ranges and of the

Cascade mountains. The cause for the accordance of summit levels in alpine

mountains (large extracts from a preliminary paper on that subject) is con-

sidered. The chapter closes with a statement of general conclusions on the

physiographic development of the Cordillera of the Forty-ninth Parallel.

Chapter XXiil.—Is a theoretical chapter dealing primarily with the

explanation of the fact that fossils are relatively rare in pre-Ordovician forma-

tions, and of the related fact that the great majority of those fossils are not

calcareous like most of the post-Cambrian fossil remains. The favoured explana-
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tii.n was given in two preliminary papers and tlie argument as a whole is here

presented for the first time. A summary on this highly complex subject is given

in the chapter. The origin of the thousan^l^ of feet of limestone and dolomite

found in the Rocky Mountain geosynclinal and in the Priest River terrane is

attributed to direct chemical precipitation on the floor of the open ocean. Statis-

tics show that the limestones of the earlier geological periods were originally

iijore magnesian than those of the later periods. This evolution of the limestones

is paralleled with a chemical evolution of the ocean.

Chapter XXIV.—Is an introduction to a general theory of the igneous

rocks, the statement of which occupies the rest of the report. The Mode classifica-

tion is preferred and a table showing the average chemical composition of each

rock type is inserted. Magmatic heat in the earth is believed to be chiefly a

primitive inheritance, though some of it is due to radioactivity. The argument
for a general basaltic magma (perhaps highly rigid at the depth of the sub-

stratum) is presented, and is followed by the argument for a primary acid shell

at the earth's surface. All igneous action is preceded by abyssal injection,

whereby the basalt of the subrtratum mechanically displaces the lower part of

the earth's crust and rises to an average level which is at moderate depth below

t}ife surface. A note on the essential mechanism of central-eruption volcanoes

as distinct from fissure-eruption volcanoes closes the chapter.

Ch.u»ter XXV.—Discus -es the classification of igneous intrusive bodies.

The favoured primary division is into injected and subjacent bodies, the former

group being largely satellitie to the subjacent masses, which are incomparably

the more important as to volume.

Chapter XXVI.—The genetic problem of the eruptive rocks is, at its heart,

also the problem of the batholith. This chapter discusses the proce-ses by which

batholiths are believed to have been formed. Their typical field and chemical

relations are sketched. The older hypotheses as to the methods of intrusion

are compared with the stoping-abyssal injection hypothesis. Abyssal assimila-

tion of sunken roof-blocks is a prominent element in the favoured explanation

cf batholithic magmas. The chapter is largely a reprint of three preliminary

papers, the matter of which is here systematically assembled.

Chapter XXVII.—Considers briefly certain points in the wide subject of

magmatic differentiation. The dominating control of gravity is emphasized.

Chapter XXVIII.—The principles stated in the last four chapters are

htre applied to a genetic classification of magmas, and then to rocks actually

found in the Forty-ninth Parallel section. The rock families specially discussed

are the granites, granodiorites, diorite-. andesites. gabbros. basalts, comple-

mentary dikes, pegmatites, and the alkaline types, including the syenites.
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CHAPTER III.

NOMENCLATUKE OF THE MOUXTAIX EAXGES CROSSED BY THE
FORTY-NIXTH PARALLEL.

INTRODUCTIOX .\XD OUTLINE.

Althougli the section corered by the Boundary Commission does

not extend to Vancouver island, it is about as long as the longest

line of cross-section of the entire Himalayan group of ranges from
peninsular India to the Tibetan plateau. If the whole of Vancouver island were

included in the Forty-ninth Parallel section, it would be nearly one hundred
juiles longer than any section-line crossing the Himalayan complex at right

angles. Plate 2 shows the reliefs of Himalayas and Alps at their broadest as com-
pared with the partial section of the North American chain covered by the

Boundary Commission. The great size of the North American chain is further

indicated by a comparison of areas. The chain of the Himalaya?, using that

term in its larger sense, covers about 300,000 square miles; the Alps of Europe
from Nice to Vienna, not more than 70,000 square miles; the Andes, about

1,000,000 square miles; and the western chain of North America, over 2..300,000

square miles. (See also Plate 3.)

The vast mountain region crossed by the International Boundary between

Canada and the United States ha? always been very sparsely inhabited. In the

cicgraphic features it is generally complicated, often to the uttermost. Its

exploration is only well begun. There are thus excellent reasons why the moun-
Ir.in units of this region are so inadequately named and systematized in geogra-

phical works, whether issued as official Government reports, as educational text-

bf oks or atlases, or as popular records of travel. Yet, whether he will or not.

tie explorer responsible for a report on any part of this region must confront the

question of names. He returns from his rugged field, and, to tell of his findings,

must use common nouns to indicate what kinds of land-relief he has found, and
proper names to aid in individualizing and locating those reliefs in the huge
backbone of the continent.

This duty has fallen to the writer in the ta?k of reporting on the geology

of the mountains crossed by the Forty-ninth Parallel. Though the same trans-

inontane section has been described by the geologists attached to the IS.^T-fll

Commission, though it occurs along the most thickly settled part of British

Columbia, and though it is nowhere very far from the lines of two transcon-

tinental railroads, a complete and systematic grouping of the mountains on the

Boundary has never been made. The difficulty of supplying the lack was felt by

25a—Vol. ii—
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the writer in the first of the six seasons devoted to the geology of the Boundary,
but the difficulty was more fully realized as the confusion of the nomenclature
already in vogue became apparent.

It is manifest that any attempt to develop a constructive view of the
Boundary mountains should be founded as far as possible upon established units

already understood and named. The literature has, therefore, been carefully

ser.rched to furnish this required foundation. The result has shown a truly
surprising variety of usages in names and in concepts of the topography. The
Course of compilation inevitably led to the study of the nomenclature of western
ranges even far away from the Forty-ninth Parallel of latitude. Examples of

the differences of usage are recorded in the first part of this chapter.

The record may serve in some degree to illustrate the need of a consistent

scheme of nomenclature, possibly to suggest partial grounds on which uniformity
may some day be established.

Tlie second part of this chapter is concerned with a brief account of the
nomenclature that seems most appropriate for the ranges crossed by the
International Boundary.

DIFFERENT NOMENCL.^TURES IN USE.

The search for the variations of nomenclature was made both

among authorities responsible on the ground of priority and among
authorities influential as standard compilers from original sources. For
the present purpose of indicating the lack of uniformity and the confusion

into which the great mass of the people may be led by consulting existing works
of reference, it is not sufficient to record names found only in Government map
or careful scientific monograph. Perhaps more important still in this connection

is the record to be made from standard atlases, from school geographies, and
from standard influential guide-books. In reality, it has required the examin-

ation of but a very limited number of each kind of authoritative works to point

the moral. With few exceptions the only works consulted were printed in the

English language.

Dm:RSE NAMING OF THE WESTERN JIOUNTAIN REGION AS A WHOLE.

The question of the best general title for the western mountains may be con-

sidered as trite by those who do not feel the immediate need of its solution in their

professional work. The writer by no means believes it to be trite, as he now comple-

tely realizes the wide latitude in naming among the recent influential publications

dealing with North American geography. It is scarcely to the credit of our

geographical societies and alpine clubs that they will publish at length the state-

ment of one traveller, that he found mosquitoes in Newfoundland, of another

tiat his hotel accommodation in Manila was bad, and leave undiscussed the

suggestive paper of Prof. Russell and his correspondents on the names of the

larger geographical features of North America.* There would be no advantage

•Bull. Geog. Society of Philadelphia, 1899, Vol. 2, p. 55.
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to the European geographers if the Alps masqueraded under a dozen different

general titles dependent on the personal tastes of individual writers on those

mountains.

It is well known that one of the first designations of the entire mountain
group lying between the Pacific and the Great Plains was due to Humboldt.

His "Cordilleras of the Andes ' extended from Cape Horn to the mouth of the

Mackenzie river. Humboldt occasionally used the singular form ' Cordillera of

the Andes ' for the same concept. In view of the general restriction of the

term ' Andes ' to the mountains of South America, Whitney, in 1868, proposed

that the name ' Cordilleras,' with variants, ' Cordilleran System ' and ' Cordil-

1< ran Region,' be retained to designate the North American equivalent of the

Aides. This name was adopted in the United States census reports for 1870 and

1880, and by a great number of expert geologists and geographers since 1868.

In process of time, however, the singular form, ' Cordillera ' and variants,

became used in the same sense. In one of these forms the Humboldt root word
vith Whitney's definition has entered many atlases. It appears on numberless

pages of high-class Government reports, geographical, geological, and natural

history memoirs, and of such works as Baedeker's ' Guide-book to the United

States,' Stanford's ' Compendium of Geography,' etc.

The time-honoured, erroneous, similarly inclusive name ' Kocky Mountain,'

with variants, ' Eocky Mountain System,' 'Rocky Mountain Belt,' etc., has,

however, held the dominant place in the popular usage. Its inappropriateness

for the heavily wooded Canadian mountains west of the Front ranges is abun-

dantly evident. For the United States, Clarence King wrote a generation

azo:

—

' The greatest looseness prevails in regard to the nomenclature of all

the general divisions of the western mountains. For the very system itself

there is as yet only a partial acceptance of that general name Cordilleras,

which Humboldt applied to the whole series of chains that border the

Pacific front of the two Americas. In current literature, geology being no

exception, there is an unfortunate tendency to apply the name Rocky moun-
tains to the system at large. So loose and meaningless a name is bad

enough when restricted to its legitimate region, the eastern bordering chain

of the system, but when spread westward over the Great Basin and the

Sierra Xevada, it is simply abominable."*

The following table summarizes the above-mentioned variants along with

others more recently introduced, and still other general names now only of

historical interest. The name; of prominent authorities and the leading dates

when they have published the respective titles are also entered in the table.

The authority for some of the older names is Whitney's work on the United

St.-.tes, published in Boston, 1889.

Mountains of the Bright Stones General use, end of eighteenth century.

Shining Mountains Morse, Universal Geography, 1802.

•U.S. Oeol. Exploration, 40th Parallel, Systematic Geologv, 1878, p. .5.

25a—Vol. ii—2J
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Slcney or Stony Mountaius
Columbian- (sic) Mountains
Cliippcwayan Mountains
Tlie Cordilleras of the Andes (in part)

The Cordillera of the Andes (in part)

The Cordilleras

The Cordillera

The Western Cordillera of Xorth
America

The Cordilleras of North America
The Cordilleran Region

The Cordilleran System

The Cordillera System
T'le Cordillera Belt

Tl:e Pacific Cordillera

The Cordilleran Plateau

T!ic Cordillera of the Rocky Mountains
Tie Rocky Mountain System

The Rocky ^fountain Region

The Rocky Mountain Belt

The Rocky Mountains
The Pacific Mountains

The Western Highland

Tlie Rocky Mountniu Highland

The Western Plateau

2 GEORGE v., A. 1912

Arrowsmith, 1795; President Jefferson.

Tardieu, 1820.

Iliiiton, 1834.

Humbo!dt, 1808.

Humboldt, 1808.

Whitney, 1868; many authors since.

G. M. Dawson. 18^; Gannett, 1398;

Rand-McNally, 1905.

J. D. Dana, 1S74, 1S80.

Hayden, 1883; Leconte, 1892.

Whitney, 1868 ; Hayden, 1833 ; Shaler,

1S91.

Whitney, ISGS; King. 1878; Baedeker.

1893.

Hayden, 1883.

G. if. Dawson. 1379: Rand-McXally,

1902.

Evssell, 1899, 1904.

Hayden, 1883. ^

J. D. Dana, 1895.

Leconte, 1892; Hcilprin. 1399; many
others.

Powell, 1875: G. .M. Dawson. 1890;

Gannett, 1899.

Rjind-McNally. 1902.

Lewis and Clarke; popular.

Russell, 1899, 1904; Powell, 1899.

Baedeker, 1893 ; Keith Johnston Atlas,

1898; Davis, 1S99.

Frye, 1895, 1904.

English Imperial Atlas, 1892.

In most technical writings, of both governmental and private origin, the

suggestion of Whitney has been followed with varying fidelity during the last

forty-four years. It is clear that the inherent connotation of ' Cordilleras ' is

different from that of ' Cordillera.' The one emphasizes the compound nature

of the orographic unit; the other, the singular form of the word, emphasizes the

organic union of members. Hayden used both forms of the word. In recent

years there has been a rather widespread adoption of the term in the singular

number. In 1874, J. D. Dana proposed that the great mountain systems of

Korth America be referred to as the ' Western Cordillera ' and the ' Eastern

Coidillera,' the latter thus synonymous with what is now commonly called the

Appalachian system. Russell, in 1399. proposed ' Pacific Cordillera ' and
' Atlantic Cordillera ' with respectively the same significancf. TJsag* has.
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however, declared that there is but one Cordillera in Xorth America. The
expression ' Pacific Cordillera ' is, according to such established aisage, redun-

dant. ' The Cordillera of North America,' ' The Cordilleran system,' ' The Cor-

dilleran R-gion," or, with the proper context, simply ' The Cordillera," seem to

be to-day the best variants on the Humboldt root-word.

The fine, dignified quality of the word, convenient in adjective form as in

nc'un form, its unequivocal meaning and its really widespread use in. atlas and

nonograph make ' Cordillera ' incomparably the best term for technical and

even for the more serious popular works. In fact, there seems to be no good

rtason why the name should not be entered in elementary school atlases. The

objection that the word is likely to be mispronounced by teacher or scliolar

nould equally exclude "Himalaya' and 'Appalachian' from school-books. In

teaching or learning what is meant by ' the Cordillera," the teacher or scholar

would incidentally learn so much Spanish. If, in the future, this should be

deemed an intolerable nuisance, speakers in English could, in their licensed

way, throw the accent back to the second syllable and avoid the unscholarly

danger. The second objection that a Cordillera is hereby made to include the

extensive plateaus of Utah and Arizona or the great intermontane basins of the

United States is more serious. It will, however, hardly displace the word from
its present technical use as designating a single earth-feature ruggedly moun-
tainous as a whole, but bearing subordinate local details of form and structure

not truly mountainous. If this objection be regarded as invalid by advanced
scientific workers, it will have still less weight for popular or educational use.

The ordinary connotation of the term ' highland " makes it unsuitable as

part of the name indicating the world's vastest mountain group. Like Powell's

jw.me ' Stony Mountains,' suggested for the majestic Front ranges north of

the Union Pacific Railroad, ' highland ' is ' belittling.' To most readers it

would inevitably suggest Scotland's relief. If the word be raised to the dignity

proposed in ' Western Highland ' or ' Rocky Mountain Highland,' the writer

on the natural features of the Cordillera runs the risk of ambiguity in employ-
ing the indispensable common noun • highland," while ueaiiug with local pro-

blems of geology, geography, or natural history.

For popular use, the best title alternative with ' Cordillera ' is, in the

writer's opinion. ' The Pacific Mountain System.' It is suggested by Russell's
' The Pacific Mountains.' The addition of the world ' system ' .cms advisable

at stating the unity of the whole group. The proposal of J. D. Dana to restrict

tl^e common noun ' system ' to mean merely the group of ranges formed in a

sii gle geosyncline has to face overwhelming objections. The usage of genera-
tions is against it; the difficulty of actually applying it in nature is. perhaps,

yet more surely fatal to the idea.

The restriction of the titles 'Pacific Ranges' (Hayden), 'Pacific Moun-
tains ' (Powell in his earlier use of that term ; he later applied it to the

whole Cordillera), and 'Pacific Mountain System' (A. C. Spencer and A. II.

Brooks) to the relatively narrow mountain belt lying between the ocean and the

so-called ' Interior Plateau ' of the Cordillera, seems particularly unfortunate.
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If there is one grand generalization pos-ible about the entire Cordillera, it is

that the Cordillera is, both genetically and geographically, a Pacific feature of

the globe. The Eocky Mountain ranges proper, the Selkirks, and the Bitterroots

bear the marks of interaction of Pacific basin and continental plateau as plainly

•£ do the Sierra Nevada, the Coast ranges, or the St. Elias range. The large

view of the Cordillera assuredly claims the word ' Pacific ' for its own. anJ
cannot allow in logic that ' Pacific Mountain System ' shall mean anything

less than the entire group of mountains. The artificial nature of the narrower

definition would be equally manifest if it were applied to a topographic or

genetic uliit forming a relatively small part of the Andes along the immediate
shrre-line of South America. The Andes mountains form the Pacific mountain
system of South America as the whole North American Cordillera forms the

true Pacific mountain system of North America.

Yet the term ' system ' is itself so elastic that it is fitly applied to a sub-

division of the Cordillera. For example, the Rocky Mountain System
expresses an unusually convenient grouping of the northern ranges in Alaska,

and of the eastern ranges of the Cordillera in Canada and the United States.

Popular, as well as scientific, usage has once for all recognized the propriety of

there being in name, as well as in fact, system within system in the grouping of

mountain?.

DIVERSE NAMING OF RANGES CROSSED BY THE FORTY-NINTH PARALLEL.

There is a double difficulty in describing the mountains along the Inter-

national Boundary. The same range may bear different names with different

authorities, or may be differently delimited by different authorities. Some
examples chosen from recent atlases and texts will illustrate this point.

1. Cascade range (also called Cascade chain or Cascade mountain chain),

according to different authorities :

—

(a) Extends from Mount Shasta into the Yukon territory;

(6) Extends from Mount Shasta to the British Columbia boundary;
(c) Extends from Mount Shasta to the Eraser river, and east of it to

the Thompson river;

(rf) Forms the extreme northern part of the British Columbia Coast

range north of Lynn canal, the real Cascades being mapped as

the 'Coast Eange ' (Johnson's Cyelopa?dia).

2. Coast range of British Columbia, also called the ' Alpes de Colombie

'

(Atlas Vidal-Lablache) and ' See Alpen ' (Stieler's Handatlas, which con-

tinues the ' Cascaden Kette ' across the Fraser river). See also usages under
' Cascade Range.'

3. Selkirk mountains, according to different authorities:

—

(o) Lie west of Kootenay lake, entirely in Canada, or extending into

the Fnited States;

(6) Lie west of Kootenay lake, and entirely in Canada, or extendingf

into the United States;
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(c) Extend on both sides of Kootenay lake, but entirely in Canada;
(d) Do not extend south of the northern extremity of Kootenay lake;

(e) Contrary to all of the above-mentioned usages, extend across the

Columbia river north-westward to Quesnel lake in 53° N. lat.

(Brownlee's Map, 1893).

4. Purcell range, according to different authorities

—

(o) A local rangelet in the West Kootenay district, British Columbia;

(&) Includes all the mountains between Kootenay lake and the Eocky
Mountains proper, entirely in Canada;

(c) Includes the same mountains as under (?*), but extends into the

United States as far as the great loop of the Kootenay river.

5. Bitterroot mountains (also spelled ' Bitter Boot ') used

—

(o) In the larger sense of most maps; or

(ft) In a much narrower sense, a small range overlooking the Bitterroot

river (Lindgren).

6. Eoclcy Mountains or Rochy Mountain system, also called the Front range,

and Laramide range; often alternative for 'Cordillera.'

7. Gold range of British Columbia, a name applied to a local range crossed

by the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway, and west of the Columbia
river; also applied to a much greater group, including the Selkirk, Purcell,

Columbia, Cariboo, and Omineca ranges (Gold ranges, an alternative form of

ibe title in this latter meaning).

The confusion of the nomenclature is aggravated in the case of certain

atlases,' which in different map-sheets give different titles to the same range.

Thus, on one map of the new Eand-McNally ' Indexed Atlas of the World,'

the western mainland member of the Cordillera in British Columbia is

correctly named the Coast range and, on another sheet, incorrectly named the

Cascade range. The same indefensible carelessness even appears in certain

Canadian school atlases. In the Kand-McNally map of British Columbia,

the Selkirks are represented as ending on the south at the head of Kootenay
lake, and are continued to the eastward of that lake by the ' Dog Tooth Moun-
tains.' the latter name being little familiar to the people of British Columbia.

In the general map of the United States published in the same Atlas, the

Selkirks are represented as quite defined to the westward of Kootenay lake.

The area thus inconsistently mapped has a width equal to the average width

of the Alps.

ADOPTED PHINCIPLE OF NOMENCLATURE FOR THE BOUNDARY MOUNTAINS.

On the line of the Forty-ninth Parallel, the Cordillera has already assumed
what may be called its British Columbia habit as contrasted with its Fortieth Paral-

lel habit. The division of the whole into orographic units is relatively simple

in Colorado, Utah, Nevada, and California, where the building and erosion

of the Cordillera have resulted in a comparatively clear-cut separation of the
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cumponent ranges by broad intermontane plains of mountain waste, or of lava

filling vast structural troughs or basins. Nothing quite comparable is to be

seen anywhere in the Canadian portion of the Cordillera. Near the latitude

of Spokane, the whole mighty group of ranges is marshalled into a solid phalanx

of closely set mountains which sweep on in substantial unitj- north-westward

through Yukon territory into Alaska. The area of British Columbia alone

would enclose twenty-four Switzerlands. For purposes of exposition this moun-
tain sea mu^;t be divided and subdivided. How shall it be done?

The remarkable insight and generalizing power of the pioneer in British

Columbia geology, G. M. Dawson, early supplied what seem to be the only

fruitful principles. His cla-sification applies chiefly to southern British Col-

umbia, but it is probable that its principles must be extended throughout the

Canadian Cordillera. In 1879 Dawson announced the possibility of a natural

division of the mountains between the Forty-ninth and Fifty-fifth parallels into

throe broad belts paralleling the coast.

The middle belt, the ' Interior Plateau,' afterwards described in some detail,

has the special style of topography characteristic of closely folded mountains

once reduced by denudation to mere rolling hills or an imperfect plain, since

uplifted and cut to pieces by streams. In other words, the Interior Plateau is,

by Dawson's definition, an uplifted, dissected peneplain, a region of plateaus

and hills remnant from the old surface of denudation. Yet Dawson himself

concluded that, while many of these tabular reliefs may be correlated into the

ancient facet of denudation, other similar reliefs in the belt are structural,

and due, namely, to the erosion of wide, flat-lying lava flows that flooded the

country after the peneplanation. Another and simpler explanation of the topo-

graphy makes the lava flooding anterior to peneplanation. Still, a third history

may, on further investigation, turn out to be the true one. At the present time

it is impossible to decide between the rival views.

A safer definition of the region is purely topographic: it may thus be

called the Belt of Interior Plateaus, or, briefly, the Interior Plateaus. (Plate 3.)

This slight change in Dawson's name lays stress upon the individual tabular

reliefs so characteristic of the region. These reliefs are facts; the peneplain and
the involved assumption that the myriad individual reliefs belong to a physio-

graphic unit, a single uplifted peneplain, are matters of theory. The pluralizing

of the word ' plateau ' in the title not only changes the emphasis, but. in so

doing, restores the term to its more advisable definition of a tabular relief

bounded by strong downward slopes. The Interior Plateau as defined by Daw-
son is bounded on all sides by the strong upward slopes of the enveloping

mountain ranges.

The belt of Interior Plateaus having thus been differentiated on special

grounds, we may pass to the subdivision of the remaining two parts of the

British Columbia complex. Those two belts separated by the plateau belt are

rugged, often alpine, and, as a rule, do not show tabular reliefs. Present

knowledge of the vast field cannot provide a rational treatment of these moun-
tains rigidly on the basis of either rock composition or structural axes or
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geological history. It is possible, if not imleed probable, that the ranges imme-
diately lounding the belt of Interior Plateaus have had a common history with

it; they certainly incltide the same rock formations as occur in the interior

plateaus. If the peneplain theory be finally accepted for the latter, it may
ultimately prove best to treat the Coa~t range and other ranges in terms of the

same theory. The only feasible scheme of subdivision at the present day must
be based on topography only.

ilere hypsonietry will not serve alone; the ranges of summit altitudes is too

slight, their variation too unsystematic, for that. Dawson found that continuity

of crest-lines and the position of the greater erosion valleys formed the most
available basis of classification. As field work progresses in British Columbia,

it becomes more and more certain that this double principle is the best that

could be devised for present use. Many of the larger valleys are undoubtedly

located on structural breaks, but it is evident that the strength of most of the

valleys is the more direct result of fluviatile and glacial erosion. Owing to the

peculiarly complicated rearrangements in the drainage of the Cordillera,

\vhether due to glacial, volcanic, or crustal disturbauces, or to spontaneous river

adjustments, the valleys of British Columbia are in size very often quite out of

relation to their respective streams. For example, the longest depression in the

whole Cordillera is occupied bj- relatively small streams, the headwaters of the

Kootenay, Columbia. Eraser, etc. Each of the rivers named, in its powerful

lower course, flows through narrow canyons. Erosion-troughs rather than rivers

have, therefore, been selected by Dawson and other explorers as the natural

lines of demarcation between most of the constituent ranges of the Cordillera

in these latitudes. The procedure is not new, but it is noteworthy as the most
wholesale application of the principle on record. It stands in contrast to the

more structural treatment, not only possible, but enforced by t^ie orographic

conditions in the United States.

In the course of his own work, the writer has become convinced of the

permanent value of Dawson's early and consistently held general view of the

British Columbia mountains. But there has arisen the necessity of extending

it to cover the Boundary mountains which, for the most part unvisited, were
left unnamed by Dawson. The task of systematizing them is simple only in

the stretch from the Great Plains to the Kootenay river at Tobacco Plains,

a width of abcut seventy-five miles. The remainder, or five-sixth=, of the Cor-
dillera on the international line is not generally grouped into organic units at

all ; or, where so grouped, the names of the groups are not universally accepted.

In attempting to supply this lack of system, the writer's aim has been to develop

a system of grouping and nomenclature largely founded on names and concepts

alreadv in use. but not generally applied to the mountains so far south as the

Boundary.

TRENCHES AND GREATER VALLEYS.

A point of departure is readily found. Within the Cordillera on the

Forty-ninth Parallel, there are four principal longitudinal valleys whicli

serve as convenient lateral boundaries for leading members of the system.
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(Plate 3.) The whole valley occupied at the Boundary by the Kootenay
river is the easternmost and much the longest. It is a part of a single

Cordilleran feature easily the most useful in delimiting the Canadian
ranges. From Flathead lake to the Liard river, a distance of about 800 miles,

this feature has the form of a narrow, wonderfully straight depression lying

between the Rocky Mountain system and all the rest of the Cordillera. Unique
among all the mountain-features of the globe for its remarkable persistence,

this depression is in turn occupied by the headwaters of the Flathead, Kootenay,
Columbia, Canoe, Frnser, Parsnip, Finlay, and Kachika rivers, and is therefore

not fairly to be called a valley. It may for present purposes be referred to as

the ' Rocky Mountain Trench.' The term ' trench ' throughout this report

means a long, narrow, intermontane depression occupied by two or more streams

(whether expanded into lakes or not) alternately draining the depression in

opposite directions. An analogy is found in a military trench run through a

hilly country. (See Plate 4.)

The first-rank valley next in order on the west is also occupied at the

Boundary by the Kootenay river, returning into Canada from its great bend
at Jennings, Montana. This valley begins on the south near Bonner's Ferry,

Idaho, and is continued north of Kootenay lake by the valley of the Duncan
river. Recently, Wheeler has shown that the singular 40-mile trough occupied

by Beaver river, which enters the Columbia river at the Canadian Pacific rail-

way, is precisely en axe with the Duncan river vaOey.* The whole string of

valleys from Bonner's Ferry to the mouth of the Beaver, a distance of approxi-

mately 200 miles, forms a topographic unit that may be called the ' Purcell

Trench.' (Plate 5.)

The third of the first-rank valleys is drained southward by the Columbia
river, expanded upstream to form the long Arrow lakes. At its northern extrem-

ity near the Fifty-second Parallel of latitude, this valley is confluent with the

Rocky Mountain Trench. The southern termination of the valley regarded as a

primary limit for these mountain ranges occurs about sixty miles south of the

Forty-ninth Parallel, where the Columbia enters the vast lava plain of Wash-
ington. To distinguish this orographic part of the whole Columbia valley

between the points just defined, it may be called the ' Selkirk Valley.'

A glance at the map will show that the two primary trenches and the

Selkirk Valley are in simple mnemonic relation to three principal mountain

divisions of the Cordillera. They lie respectively to the westward of the Rocky
Mountain system, the Purcell range, and the Selkirk system.

The fourth of the first-rank valleys carries the south-flowing Okanagan
river, with its various upstream expansions, including Osoyoos and Okanagan
lakes. The latter lies wholly within the belt of Interior Plateaus, a primary

Cordilleran division. Important as Okanagan lake is, no one has yet suggested

that the plateau belt itself be subdivided into named portions separated by the

lake. It appears, on the other hand, wiser to recognize in the nomenclature

• A. O. Wheeler. The Selkirk Range, Gov't Printing Bureau, Ottawa, map in Vol.
2, ino.i.
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the essential unity of the belt. The southern portion of the Okanagau valley

stretching from the mouth of the Similkameen river to the influence with the

Columbia, has, however, a decided function in separating the Cascade range

from the very different mountains east of the Okanagan river. This portion

may be called the Lower Okanagan valley.

SUBDniSIOX OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN SYSTEM.

The Rocky Mountain system, where it crosses the Forty-ninth Parallel, is

very definitely bounded: on the east, by the great plains; on the west, by the

Rotky Mountain Trench. (Plate 4.) This great element of the Cordillera is

itself so vast that, for the purpose of presenting the facts of its stratigraphy

and general geological history, the system must be subdivided into convenient

units. By a kind of international co-operation this is being accomplished.

In Dawson's reconnaissance map of the Rockies, published in 1886, he
designates as the ' Livingstone Range ' the long Front range stretching from
the Highwood river at 50° 25' IN'. Lat. southerly to the North Kootenay Pass
at 49° 35' N. Lat. On the west it is bounded, for many miles, by the straight

valley of the Livingstone river and, in general, by the low mountainous area

covered by the Crowsnest Cretaceous trough. The name had appeared in

Arrowsmith's map of 1862, and in Palliser's of 1863, but Dawson gave the

range its first definition.* Sixteen years later Willis made his admirable recon-

naissance of a part of northwestern Montana and proposed that the ' Living-

ston Range ' be considered as extending across the International Boundary as

far as Lake McDonald.f There are, however, certain objections to making this

change of definition. These may be briefly stated.

The crests of the Livingstone range, as delimited by Dawson, are composed
almost entirely of Devono-Carboniferous limestones. Midway in the range-

axis these rocks are interrupted, for a distance of about two miles, by a trans-

verse band of Cretaceous beds, but this local variation in geologic structure

involves no marked break in the line of crests. On the other hand, Dawson's
map and accompanying text indicate clearly that the range unit ends a few
miles north of the North Kootenay Pa^s. At that point a broad area of Cre-
taceous rocks squarely truncates the Devono-Carboniferous limestone and
forms comparatively low mountains of the foothills type. The independent
rangelet of which Turtle mountain is a part, is also composed of the Devono-
Carboniferous limestone and is in a similar manner cut off by the zone of

Cretaceous hills. The zone is fully twelve miles broad on the line of the axis

of the Livingstone range as mapped by Dawson. On the south of the zone,

lofty mountains of the Front range type are again to be found and these con-

tinue in strength to and beyond the International Boundary. The rocks com-
posing these mountains south of the broad, transverse Cretaceous belt are,

however, not of Devono-Carboniferous age but belong to a much older Cambrian
series underlain by conformable pre-Cambrian strata.

• Annual Report, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1885, Part B. p. 80.
t Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 312.
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It is thus seen that the Cretaceous zone at the North Kootenay Pass mak(>s

a tomplete structural and topographic break in the Front range <if the Kookiof.

To the north of the zone Dawson's Livingstone range forms a well-defined unit,

its summits being composed of the later Paleozoic limestone. To the south

of the zone the Front range, al-o rugged and in strong topographic contract

to tlie Cretaceous hills, is essentially composed of quartzites, argillites, and
magncsian limestones of pre-Cambrian and earliest Paleozoic age. It seems,

therefore, inappropriate to extend the Livingstone range any farther south than

the North Kootenay Pass.

From that Pass south to McDonald lake in Montana the great range
lying between the Flathead and the Great Plains in Canada and between the

Flathead and the Lewis rr.nge on the American side of the International

Boundary, needs a special name. Such a name has not hitherto been suggested.

To supply the need the title ' Clarke range ' may be proposed. The name is

taken from that of the colleague of Meriwether Lewis who led the famous
Lewis and Clarke expedition into the region in 1806. This splendid range is

worthy of the able explorer and his memory is worthy of the range. The new
designation for these mountains is in simple mnemonic relation to the name
of the adjacent Lewis range, a name which is oificially recognized by the United
States Geological Sui-vey.* (See Figure 1.)

Aft€r a review of the topographic and geologic relations Mr. Willis has

expressed his own belief that the proposed change of nomenclature is advisable.

In a letter to the writer he states:

' I took the name of Livingstone range from a Canadian map with-

out particularly investigating the topography north of the boundary. It

sufficed for my study at the time to know that there was a range in the

United States which was in alignment with one called the Livingstone

range in Canada
' Your proposition to give a distinct name to the range in the United

States is, I think, fully justified, and the one you select is a most happy
counterpart to the name Lewis. I should be glad to have you publish tlie

nomenclature as you suggest, namely, giving to the range west of the

Lewis range, from McDonald lake northward to the Kootenay Pass, the

name of Clarke range.'

On the Canadian side of the Boundary for a distance of thirty miles tlie

Clarke range is the Front range. Just north of the Boundary line it runs

behind, to the westward of. the equally important member of the system, called

the ' Lewis range ' by Willis. At the Forty-ninth Parallel the wide valley

occupied by Waterton lake and its affluent. Little Kootna creek, forms a

definite boundary between the Clarke and Lewis ranges, which, further south,

are separated by the head-waters of ilcDonald creek. According to Willis,

the Lewis range extends southeastward almost to latitude 46° 45'. On the

nortli it ends in Sheep mountain, a couple of miles beyond the Intenuitionnl

• See Chief Mountain sheet of the Topographic Atlas, U.S. Geol. Survey.
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line. Dawson gave the name ' Wilson range ' to a limited group of mountains

in which Sheep mountain occurs. However, the title ' Lewis range ' is to bo

a permanent feature of geographical nomenclature in Montana and must include

the Wilson range, which is but a part of a whole first recognized in the scientific

exploration of ifontana. (Figure 1.)

West of the Flathead river and east of the Kootenay river, Dawson (follow-

ing Palliser) recognized two distinct ranges as including the mountains along

the Forty-ninth Parallel. On his 1SS6 map the more easterly range bears the

name ' MacDonald range ', the other bearing the name ' Galton range.' These
ranges are separated, for a part of their length, by the straight valley of Wig-
ivam river. Willis appreciated the undoubted fact that the Galton range

continues, with relatively unbroken crest-continuity far to the south of the

Boundary line. In his 1902 map of northwest Montana, this range is repre-

sented as extending to the main Flathead river at Columbia Falls, the south-

western and western limit being fixed at the valleys of Stillwater creek. Tobacco
river, and Kootenay river; and the northeastern limit in Montana being fixed

at the valley of the North Fork of the Flathead river. Between the North
Fork and the Wigwam the mountains are not named on Willis' map, but, .

.ipparently, were considered by him to belong to Dawson's ' MacDonald range.'

In this view the MacDonald range is limited on the south by the strong trans-

verse valley of Yakinikak creek. According to Dawson's map the northern

limit of the Galton range seems to have been fixed at the Elk river and the

northern limit of the MacDonald range at the Cretaceous area along the North
Kootenay Pass.

Combining the views of Dawson and Willis we have a convenient subdivi-

sion of the western haK of the Eocky Mountain system at the Forty-ninth

Parallel into the two ranges, the Galton and the MacDonald, each of which,

according to the law of crest-continuity, is a fairly distinct unit.

The sketch-map of Figure 1 illustrates the conclusions reached by the

writer as to the most desirable topographic subdivision of this part of the Eocky
Mountain system. It is very possible that further mapping of the region may
show the necessity of modifying this orographic scheme. In its present form

it will be found useful for the purposes of this report and seems to have the

advantage of meeting the views of the few trained observers who have pene-

trated these mountains.

PURCELL MOUNTAIN- STSTEM AND ITS SUBDmSIOX.

Westward from Tobacco Plains, on the Forty-ninth Parallel, we cross, in

:he air-line, sixty miles of ridges belonging to a range unit which is almost as

systematic as the great group on the east. (Plate 4 and Figure 2.) The crests

of this second group are in unbroken continuity irom the wide southern loop

of the Kootenay river at Jennings to the angle where the Purcell Trench is

confluent with the Eocky Mountain Trench. Throughout this area the drainage

is quite evenly divided by the easterly and westerly facing slopes of the unit-
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Figure 2.—Diagrammatic map showing subdivision of the Parcel! Jlouutain System
at the Forty-ninth Parallel.

relief. This strong and extensive range has, in its northern part, been gene-

rally regarded as part of the Selkirk Mountain group. The middle and

southern part, though broader and including most of the area, has, as a whole,

never been authoritatively placed in the Selkirk system. Palliser gave the name
' Purcell Eange ' to a single component of the unit, namely, the group of

summits lying between Findlay creek and St. Mary river. Dawson extended

the name to cover all the mountains between Kootenay lake and the Rocky
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Mountain Trench, these- mountains forming the ' Purcell division of the Selkirk

system'; but he did not fix either a northern or a southern limit to the group

so named.

The same usage appear? in the maps an'l texts of most geographers pub-

lishing during the last twenty-five years. It was officially adopted by the

Canadian Geologioal Survey, and by the British Columbia Government (1S97).

It appears in the general geological map of the Dominion, edited by Selwyn
and Dawson, and issued by the survey in 1884. The name was accordingly

entered in most of the American and European atlases of the world. For some
unknown reason, the second edition of the official geological map of the Domin-
ion (1901) represents the Purcells as constituting merely Palliser's original

small group of summits, and this tradition has been followed in the new general

map of the Dominion issued by the Canadian Department of the Interior

(1902). Both official and general previous usages conflict with this quite recent

official return to Palliser's mapping. In reality, the Palliser usage is not

familiar to the people of British Columbia: it is subject to the eritici-=m that

the rangelet mapped by Palliser is not defined on the west by natural limits.

The lack of definition in Palliser's exploratory sketch-mapping is such that it

may even be doubted that Dawson really broke the law of priority in giving

'Purcell range' its broader meaning. The name is practically useless if it

be not so extended. The long-established tradition of the influential atlases

following the lead of Dawson makes it expedient to use the title in the broader

meaning.

The question remains as to the northern and southern limits of the Purcell

range. As a result of compiling all the available information, the writer has

concluded that the range has no natural boundary to the northward, short of

the confluence of the Purcell and Rocky Mountain trenches. The conclusion

has been strikingly corroborated by the detailed studies of Wheeler along

Beaver river. There is, similarly, no natural boundary on the south, short of

the great bend of the Kootenay river in Montana. However vaguely supported

by definite knowledge of the field, the latter conclusion has been anticipated

by the editors of the Centur.v Dictionary Atlas (map of irontanaV of the

Enc.vclorelia Americana (maps of British Columbia, Montana, and Canada),

of Bartholomew's English Imperial Atlas, of Keith Johnson's Royal Atlas,

and of Stieler's Handatlas. Maps occurring in all of these works represent

the Purcell range as continuing southward into the United States as far as the

Kootenay river. So far as known to the writer, there is no popular or official

de-ignation for the mountains lying between that river and the Canadian
Boundary. The Cabinet mountains lie entirely south of the Kootenay river.

The first attempt on the part of the United States Geological Survey to

name, in published form, the natural subdivisions of this extensive group of

mountains wa- made in 1906. In Bulletin No. 285, published in that year and
bearing the title ' Contributions to Economic Geology. 1905.' an outline man of

northern Idaho and northwestern Montana was issued in connection with Mr. D.
F. MacDonald's report on mineral resources of the district (page 42). On this
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map all the area enclosed between the International line and the Kootenay

river as it swings through the great bend between Gateway and Porthill is

shown a? occupied by the ' Loop mountains.' That subdivision lying to the

west of the Moyie river is mapped as the ' Moyie range'; a middle subdivision

lying between the Moyie river and the Yahk river is mapped as the 'Yaak

range'; an eastern division, lying to the eastward of the Yahk river is mapped
as the ' Purcell range.'

No discussion of this scheme of nomenclature is given in MacDonald's

paper, -which was apparently written about the time when the preliminary

paper of the present writer was in preparation. The name for the eastern

subdivision of the Loop mountains was evidently given in the belief that the

local Purcell range, as mapped by Palliser and Dawson, should be extended

southward across the Boundary. A serious objection to this proposal is that

the unit mapped by Palliser as the ' Purcell range ' is, at the south, cut sharply

ofi by the strong transverse valley of St. Mary river and by the wide plains

about Cranbrook, nearly forty miles north of the Boundary line. If, then,

it were thought expedient to limit the name ' Purcell ' to an elementary range

unit, as suggested though not enforced in Palliser's map, it is hardly possible

to carry the Purcell range south of St. Mary river. On the other hand, we
have seen that some official usage and the usage of several influential atlases

have familiarized us with the idea of giving the old name ' Purcell range ' to

the entire mountain group occupying the area between the Rocky Mountain
Trench and the Purcell Trench. This view implies that the rangelet limited

on the east by the local mountain wall seen by Palliser as he looked across

the Rocky Mountain Trench and mapped as belonging to the ' Purcell range,'

should receive a special definition and a special name as soon as its extent

as an orographic individual is known through actual mapping.

The general name ' Loop mountains ' was presumably suggested by the

loop of the Kootenay river, which bounds the whole group on the south. This

great bend in the river is so remarkable a feature that the name is certainly

appropriate on the United States side of the Boundary line. It is, however,

true that four-fifths of the area and five-sixths of the length of the orographic

imit involved, lie to the north of the Boundary and in no immediate relation

to the bond of the Kootenay. For the greater part of the imit the name ' Loop
mountains ' is not appropriate. It is clear that the political boundary should,

ideally, have no influence in fixing the general name. Systematic orography,

supplemented b.y priority of usage, seem to declare for the older general name
' Purcell range ' for the mountains considered, whether north or south of the

line.*

In summary, then, the great range unit here called the Purcell range is

bounded by the Rocky Mountain Trench, the Purcell Trench, and the portion

of the Kootenay valley stretching from Jennings, Montana, to Bonner's Ferry,

Idaho.

* Since the last paragraphs were written. Calkins has published Bulletin 3&4 of the
United States Geological Survey, in which (Plate I) the "Loop mountains" are re-named
the "Purcell mountains."

25a—
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In the present report MacDonald's name ' lloyie range ' will be used to

include all the mountains bounded by the Purcell Trench and by the strong

valleys of the !Moyie and Goat rivers. Similarly the name ' Yahk range ' will

be used with limits as follows: on the west and north by the Moyie river; on
the south, by the Kootenay; on the east, by the Yahk river from source to

mouth. The largest subdivision, the eastern one, will here be called the ilc-

Gillivray range, a title taken from one of the earliest names of the Kootenay
river.* This range is bounded on the east by the Rocky Mountain Trench;
on the south, by the loop of the Kootenay river; on the west, by the Yahk river

and the Moyie lakes; on the north, by the Cranbrook plains. (Plate 6.) This

three-membered part of the Purcell system is there marked off by two hu^e
trenches and by deep and wide transverse notches, faithfully followed by the

two transmontane railroads, the Canadian Pacific and the Great Northern.

(Figure 2.)

SELKIRK MOUNTAIN SYSTEM AND ITS SUBDIVISION.

The Selkirk Mountain system next on the west likewise forms a range

unit considerably longer than the area generally ascribed to the Selkirk group.

(Plate 3.) On principles similar to those adopted for the Purcell range, the

Selkirk system may be defined as bounded on the east by the Purcell Trench;

on the north and northeast by a portion of the Eocky Mountain Trench ; on

the west by the Selkirk Valley; on the south by the Columbia lava plain, Pend
D'Oreille lake, and a short unnamed trench extending from that lake to the

Purcell Trench at Bonner's Ferry. For a short stretch the Selkirk system is

apparently confluent with the Coeur D'Alene mountains, though a short trench

followed by the Great Northern railway may separate them. This extension

of the Selkirks across the Boundary has already been indicated on maps of the

Encyclopedia Americana, Stieler's Handatlas, and the Vidal-Lablache atlas.

The whole mountain complex embracing the Purcell range and Selkirk

system, as just defined, may be viewed in another way. The Purcell range is

thereby considered as part of the Selkirk system, and that division of the whole
lying to the westward of the Purcell Trench, might be called the Selkirk range.

The Selkirk system would thus include the Selkirk range and tlie Purcell range.

As already noted, Dawson seems to have adopted this alternative view. An
objection to it is the chance for confusion in using ' Selkirk ' to mean now a

component range, now the inclusive system. In favour of Dawson's view is

the fact that in rock composition, structural axes, and geological history, the

mountains lying between the Rocky Mountain Trench and the Selkirk Valley

form part of a natural unit. On the other hand, the Selkirk range is, struc-

turally and lithologically, as closely allied to the Columbia system as to the

Purcell range; the Purcell range is, lithologically and historically, as closely

allied to the Rocky Mountain system as to the Selkirk range. The practicable

orographic classification, being based upon erosion troughs, recognizes the

• In J. Arrowsmith's map of British Columbia in British Government Sessional
Papers relative to the affairs of British Columbia 1S^9.
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dominant importance of the Purcell Trench. That superb feature of the Cor-

dillera cleaves the mountains in so thoroughgoing a manner that a logical

grouping must regard the PurceU range as a member co-ordinate with the

Selkirk range.

In the map the latter division is called the Selkirk system, because it

includes subordinate ranges. If, for purposes of exposition, this compre-

hensive character is not rixed for emphasis, the same Cordilleran member may
be called the ' Selkirk range." Similarly, when the Purcell range is, in the

future, subdivided into its orographic units, it may bear the name ' Purcell

system.' ' Cascade range ' and ' Cascade system,' ' Coast range ' and ' Coast

system,' for example, may be profitably employed with the same distinctions.

In all these cases it is a matter of emphasis.

The value of this distinction in cormnou nouns, the great orographic

significance of the Purcell Trench, and the weight of much authority in previous

usages have caused the writer to suggest that the whole Purcell range be con-

sidered as co-ordinate with, and not part of, the Selkirk system.

No systematic subdivision of the system has ever been attempt-ed. In

discussing the geology of the system at the Boundary line there will be found

to be much advantage in recognizing its subdivision into units of more con-

venient size. A tentative scheme will therefore be proposed.

Just north of the Forty-ninth Parallel a strong, though subordinate trench

runs meridionally al^ng the middle part of the system. This trench is occupied

by the main Salmon river and by Cottonwood creek, which enters the West
Arm of Kootenay lake at Nelson. It divides the system into two broad ranges,

both of which are cut off on the north by the transverse valley enclosing the

West Arm and the outletting Kootenay river. The eastern range, for which
the name ' Nelson range ' is proposed (from the name of the chief town of the

district), is bounded on the east by the Purcell Trench and on the south by a

trench occupied by Boundary creek. Monk creek, and the South Fork of the

Salmon river. The western range may be called the ' Bennington range,' from
the well-known falls which break the current of the Kootenay river. The
Eouthern limit of this range is the Pend D'Oreille valley; the western limit,

tie Selkirk Valley. (Figure 3.)

In the preliminary paper the Slocan mountain group was stated to be
' separated off definitely by the Slocan Trench, which is a longitudinal depres-

sion occupied by Slocan river, Slocan lake, and the creek valley mouthing at

Nakusp, on Arrow lake.' The definition was framed partly on the ground that

this mountain group includes the valley of little Slocan river. On maturer

consideration the writer wishes to recall this definition and to propose the

name, ' Slocan mountains ' for the group east of Slocan river and Slocan lake.

The group west of the Slocan valley should probably have the name ' Valhalla

mountains,' which was entered by Dawson, in 1890, on his ' Reconnaissance

map of a portion of the West Kootanie District, British Columbia,' as the

litle for the complex of high peaks west of Slocan lake.

£'.5a—.3*
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Figure 3.—Diagrammatic map showing sublivision of t'le Selkirk Mountain Systimit tho

Forty-ninth Parallel.
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The mountain group lying southwest of the Pend D'Oreille river was called

in the preliminary paper, the Pend D'Oreille mountains. It may further

be proposed that the two groups separated by Priest River valley be named the

Kaniksu range (on the west) and the Priest range (on the east). 'Kaniksu' is

the old Indian name for Priest lake. Though these names may not prove finally

satisfactory, the writer believes that the naming of these groujjs in an authori-

tative and systematic manner would be a geographic gain. In passing, the

question may be raised as to the advisability of regarding the mountains lying

between Priest river, Pend D'Oreille lake, and the Kootenay river, as part of

the Cabinet mountain range. The bulk of the Cabinet range, as now generally

recognized, lies to the southeast of the strong trench running from Bonner's

Ferry to Sandpoint. To the writer it seems both easy and expedient to consider

this trench as bounding the Cabinets on the northwest and the distinct range,

hitherto unnamed, on the southeast. The limits of the latter range are: Bound-

ary creek on the north. Priest river valley on the west, the Purcell Trench

on the east, and the Bonner's Ferry-Pend D'Oreille trench on the south and

southeast.

COLUilBU MOUXT.MX SYSTEM .\XD ITS SUBDIVISION'.

The principal range unit adjoining the Selkirk system on the west is here

ca'led the Columbia system. (Plate 3.) It is definitely limited on the east by

the Selkirk Valley and by a part of the Rocky Mountain Trench, the latter

truncating the northern end of the Columbia system as it does the Selkirk and

Purcell groups. On the south the Columbia system is limited by the Columbia

lava plain. On the west the limit is determined by the lower Okauagan valley,

and, to the northward, less well by the eastern edge of the belt of Interior

Plateaus. That edge may be located for about thirty miles in the line of the

main Kettle river valley. Xorth of the main line of the Canadian Pacific rail-

way, the belt of Interior Plateaus seems to reach, but not cross, Adams lake and

Adams river. Still farther north, the western limit of the Columbia system is

fixed by a trench occupied by the headwaters of the I^forth Thompson river, and

by an affluent of the Canoe river. IN^orthwest of this trench begins the great

system including the Cariboo mountains.

Apparentl.v the first official (Governmental) name for the mountains

explored on the Canadian Pacific railway line west of the Columbia river was
' Gold Range."* The group so named extends from the latitude of Shuswap
lake to the narrows between the Arrow lakes. This usage has been adhered

to by the Government of British Columbia.f In r874, the Dominion Depart-

ment of Railways and Canals introduced the name ' Columbia range ' for the

much larger mountain group including the ' Gold range,' and extending from

• Map of British Columbia, compi'led under the direction of the Hon. J. W. Trutch,
Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works and Surveyor-General. Victoria, 1871.

t Map of the province of British Columbia, compiled by J. H. Brownlee by direc-
tion of the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Worts. Victoria, 1S93.
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the headwaters of the North Thompson river southward to Lower Arrow lake4

This usage was confirmed hy Selwyn and Dawson, each in tujn Director of the

Geological Survey of Canada. § Nevf-rUieless, the new general map of Canada
issued by the Department of the Interior at Ottawa (1902) gives the name
' Gold range ' to this larger group. The extension of the limits of the Gold
range is a departure from the official tradition of both the provincial and
Dominion governments. It appears best to hold the name ' Gold range ' to its

original designation of a local mountain group, and retain the title ' Columbia
range ' with a broader meaning.

For the immense Cordilleran imit stretching from end to end of the Selkirk

Valley, and bounded on the east by the Columbia river, there is no question

that the name ' Columbia range ' is more significant and appropriate tlian the

name ' Gold range.' The latter name has a special disadvantage worthy of

note. Although Dawson, in his later writings, used the name ' Gold range
'

in its original sense of a local mountain group, be as often used ' Gold range

'

or 'Gold ranges' to include the Selkirk, Pureell, 'Columbia', Cariboo, and

Omineca ranges. This inconsistent usage robs the title ' Gold range ' of even

that modicum of value which it has as an alternative for the more significant

title. As already stated, the name ' Columbia range,' with its comprehensive

meaning, has the priority.

The extension of the apposite title, 'Columbia range' (with variant

'Columbia system'), to cover the larger area described in the foregoing para-

graphs is. it is true, not according to tradition, but, as in the ease of the Selkirk

system and Pureell range, the widening of the meaning is justified by the lack

of definition as to the true areal extent of the ' Columbia range ' in its original

use, and is enforced by the fact of crest continuity within a fairly well delimited
belt of the Cordillera.

The southern third of the Cohmibia system is characterized by compara-
tively low mountains, which in rock composition are allied both to the northern

part of the system and to the belt of the Interior Plateaus. These southern

mountains commonly show uniformity in summit levels; yet there are no

remnant plateaus or very few of them, and it is advisable to regard these

mountains as forming a group distinct from the Interior Plateaus. A con-

venient name for part of the group, ' Colville mountains,' was given as early

as 1859-60 by the members of the Palliser expedition. In the preliminary

papier it was proposed that the Colville group should inclnde the mountains
lying between the two forks of the Kettle river as well as all the part of the Col-

umbia system south of the river. Further study and the test of actual convenience
in description have since suggested the expediency of recognizing the moun-
tains between the two forks of the Kettle river as forming an independent

subdivision, and to tbem the name ' Midway mountains ' is given. Further-

t S. Fleming. Exploratory Survey, Canadian PaciBc Railway report, Ottawa, 1874,
Map-sheet, No. 8.

§ Forest Map of British Columbia, published bv G. M. Dawson in Report of
Progress. Geol. Surv. of Cauada, 1879-80.
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Figure 4.- -Dia£rrauimatic map sliowing subdi\n3ion of the Columbia Mountain System
at the Forty-ninth Parallel.

more, the Borth-south trencli occupied by the Sans Foil river, Curlew lake, and
Curlew creek, divides the mountains south of the line into two distinct parts.

To the eastern part, which is that nearer the site of old Fort Colville, the name
'Colville mountains' may be restricted; while the western division, bounded

by the Kettle river, the Sans Poil-Curlew trench, the Columbia river, and the

Okanagan river, may be called the ' Sans Foil mountains.' (Figure 4.)
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Another important, thoujrh small, natural sulxlivisiou of the system is

limited on the north, east, and south by the Selkirk Valley; on the west, by the

kwer Kettle valley, and by a short trench running from Lower Arrow lake to

Christina lake and the Kettle river at Cascade. This group may be calle<l

the Rossland mountains. (Plate 3.)

Again for convenience, the mountains occurring between Christina lake

end the North Fork of Kettle river will be referred to as the Christina range.

(Figure 4.)

The more northerly jiart of the Columbia system is yet too imperfectly

known to permit of subdivision in a systematic way.

BELT OF INTERIOR PLATE.\IS.

As we have seen, the belt of Interior Plateaus is of primary importance

iu the systematic orography of the Cordillera. (Plate 6.) It is difficult of

delimitation. On nearly all of its boundaries the belt fades graduall,v into the

loftier, more rugged ranges encircling it. Its limits have been compiled

and drawn on the map (Plate 3.) after a study of Dawson's numerous
reports of exploration. The limits are to be regarded as only appro.ximate.

The plateau character is obscure at the Forty-ninth Parallel, but the

roughly tabular form and considerable area of Anarchist mountain, imme-
diately east of Osoyoos lake, seem to warrant the slight extension of the belt

across the International line. The soiithernmost limit of the belt is an irregular

line following—(1) the main Kettle river valley; (2) a quite subordinate trench

occupied by Myer's creek and Autoine creek, in the state of Washington: (3)

a part of the lower Okanagan valley; and (-1) the Similkameen-Tulameen
valley.

CASC.\DE MOUXTAIX SYSTEM AND ITS SUBDIVISIOX,

Usage, both official and popular, has gone far toward finally establishing

the nomenclature for the immense ranges lying west of the Columbia lava

plain, Midway mountains, and belt of Interior Plateaus. The Cascade range

is now defined on the principle of continuity of crests, not on the basis of

rock-composition. At the cascading rapids of the Columbia river the range is a

warped lava plateau; in northern Washington it is an alpine complex of schists,

sediments, granites, etc. In British Columbia, Dawson adopted the name ' Coast

range ' to enforce the view that the granite-schist British Columbia moun-
tains on the seaboard should be distinguished from the lava-built Cascades, as

originall.v named, at the Columbia river. It has, however, become more and

more evident, as the study of the Cordillera progresses, that rock-composition

can never rival crest continuity as a primar.v principle in grouping the western

mountains. Meanwhile, the name ' Coast range ' has survived, and is, in fact,

the only name officially approved by the Geographic board of Canada for any

principal division of the Cordillera
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Dawson did not fix a southern limit for the Coast range. General usage

has not fixed the northern limit of the Cascade range. The solution of the

problem is obvious if the principle of limiting nnits by master valleys and
trenches be applied. The Fraser river valley clearly supplies the required

boundary between the two ranges. There seems to be no other simple adjust-

ment of the two usages, which undoubtedly sprang up because of the existence

of a political boundary at the Forty-ninth Parallel. It is important to note

that the delimitation here advocated is not new, since it apjiears on two of the

earliest official maps of British Columbia—those accompanying the 1859

British Blue Books, entitled ' Papers relative to the affairs of British Columbia.'

The remaining boundaries of the Cascade and Coast ranges, as well as the

boundaries of the Olympics and of the Vancouver range, are at once derived

from the map, and need no verbal description. These natural boundaries seem
in large part to be located along structural depressions, and belong, therefore,

to a type unusual in the Canadian Cordillera.

The subdivision of the system where it crosses the Forty-ninth Parallel

has already been recognized by Bauernian and, more in detail, by Smith and

Calkins.* With these authors the present writer is in accord on the matter

and a quotation from the report of Smith and Calkins will suffice to indicate

such subdivision as seems necessary for the present report.

' In northern Washington, where the Cascade mountains are so prom-

inently developed, the range is apparently a complex one and should be

subdivided. This was recognized by GiSbs, who described the range as

forking and the main portion or ' true Cascades ' crossing the Skagit where
that river turns west, while the ' eastern Cascades ' lie to the ea-t. Bauer-

man, geologist to the British commission, recognized three divisions, and

as his subdivision is evidently based upon the general features of the relief

it will be adopted here. To the eastern portion of the Cascades, extending

from mount Chopaka to the valley of Pasayten river, the name of Okanagan
mountains is given, following Bauerman. To the middle portion, includ-

ing the main divide between the Pasayten, which belongs to the Columbia

drainage, and the Skagit, which flows into Puget sound, Bauerman gave

the name Hozomeen range, taken from the high peak near the boundary.

For the western division the name Skagit mountains is proposed, from the

river which drains a large portion of this mountain mass, and also cuts

across its southern continuation. It will be noted that the north-south

valleys of the Pasayten and the Skagit form the division lines between these

three subranges, which farther south coalesce somewhat so as to make
subdivision les? necessary.

' The Okanagan mountains form the divide between the streams flow-

ing north into the Similkameen and thence into the Okanagan and those

flowing south into the Methow drainage. In detail this divide is exceedingly

irregular, but the range has a general northeast-southwest trend, joining

• (}. O. Smith and F. C. Calkins, Bull. 235, V. S. Geol. Survey. 1904, p. U.
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the main divide of the Cascades in the vicinity of Barron. The highest

peaks, such as Chopaka, Cathedral. Remtnel, and Bighorn, have a nearly

uniform elevation of 8,000 to 8,500 feet and commonly are extremely

rugged. Over the larger portion of this area the heights are above 7,000

feet, and below this are the deeply cut valleys.'

The respective east and west limits of the three ranges are clearly and

definitely fixed by the longitudinal valleys of the Similkamcen, Pasayten, and

Skagit rivei-s, and by the partially filled depression of the Strait of Georgia.

The northern and southern limits cannot at present be determined; that further

step may be made when, in the future, the cartography of the rugged system

is completed. (Plate 3.)

SUMMARY.

The writer keenly feels the responsibility of suggesting many of the

changes and additions proposed in the cartography of this large section

of the Cordillera. The attempt to describe the geology of the Boundary belt

without some kind of systematic orography ou which to hang the many facts of

Siiatial relation, is truly the making of bricks without straw. The scheme

outlined above has thus developed out of a clear necessity.

The orography of the International Boundary cannot profitably be treated

without reference to longitudinal Cordilleran elements, often running many
hundreds of miles to northward and southward of the Boundary. For this

reason the accompanying map is made to cover all of the Cordillera lying

1 etween the forty-seventh and fifty-third parallels of latitude. (Plate 3.)

The term? ' range ' and ' system ' are used in their common elastic mean-
ing's, with ' system ' more comprehensive than 'range.' The Cordilleran

system, or Cordillera, includes the Eocky Mountain system, the Selkirk system,

etc. The Cascade range includes the Okanagan range, Skagit range, etc. A
system may include among its subdivisions a mountain group without a decid-

edly elongated ground-plan; thus the Columbia system includes the Eossland

mountains. But both ' range ' and ' system,' used with their respective broader

or narrower meanings, involve the elongation of ground-plan and a correspond-

ing alignment of mountain crests. The great weight of popular and official

usage seems to render it inadvisable to attempt any more systematic organiza-

tion of the common nouns in this case. It has been found almost, if not quite,

as difficult to organize the proper names in an ideal manner.

The basis of mountain grouping is purely topographical, and is, in the

main, founded on established usage. A primary grouping recognizes within

tlie Cordilleran body two relatively low areas, characterized by tabular reliefs,

accompanied by rounded reliefs, generally accordant in altitude with the

plateaus. These two areas are the belt of Interior Plateaus in British

Columbia and the Columbia lava plain of the United States. The remainder

of the Cordillera—ridged, peaked, often alpine—is divided into systems, ranges,

and more cquiaxial groups, either by ' trenches,' by master valleys, or, excep-

tionally, by structural depressions.
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The Cascade range, the Olympic mountains, the Vancouver range, and the

Coast range of British Columbia, with their continuations north and south,

compose what may be called the Coastal system. All the ranges east of the

Eocky Mountain Trench, with their orographic continuations north and south,

constitute the Eocky Mountain system. The Columbia lava plain and the belt

of Interior Plateaus form the third and fourth subdivisions. A fifth more or

less natural group, yet lacking a name, includes the Bitterroot, Clearwater,

Coeur D'Alene, Cabinet, Flathead, Mission, and Purcell ranges, the composite

Selkirk system, and the composite Columbia system, with the unnamed system

including the Cariboo mountains.
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CHAPTER IV.

STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE OF THE CLARKE RANGE.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN OEOSYNCLINAL PBISM.

One of the least expected results of the Boundary survey consists in the

discovery that almost all of the mountains traversed by the Commission map
between the Great Plains and the summit of the Selkirk range—an air-line

distance of one hundred and fifty miles—are composed of a single group of

conformable strata. There rocks are as yet largely unfossiliferous but all of

them are believed to be of pre-Devonian age. For the most part they are water-

laid, -well-bedded sediments but contain one important sheet of extrusive lava

which extends quite across the whole Rocky Mountain system and the eastern

part of the Purcell system. Though the sedimentary group is a unit, it has

been found that noteworthy lithological differences appear in the rocks as they

are followed along the Boundary line from the Front ranges westward. These

differences are due to gradual changes of composition and no two complete

sections taken five miles apart on an east-west line would be identical. Never-
theless it has been found possible to relate all the essential features of these

varying strata to four standard or type sections.

The most easterly type section was made in the Clarke range. It agrees very

closely with the section already described by Willis from the Lewis range at

localities lying on the tectonic strike from the localities specially studied in

the Clarke range by the present writer. The rocks thus found to compose both

the Lewis and Clarke ranges belong to what may be called the Lewis series.

The type section constructed from traverses made in the Galton and Mac-
Donald ranges include strata which are here grouped as the Galton series. The
equivalents of the same series compose the entire Purcell mountain system at

the Forty-ninth Parallel and belong to a sedimentary group which may be called

the Purcell series. The fourth type section was constructed from magnificent

exposures occurring in the eastern half of the Selkirk mountain system. This
assemblage of beds will be referred to as the Summit series. The name is taken
from Summit creek along which a great part of the series is exposed; the creek

was itself named from the fact that it heads on the water-divide of the Selkirks.

Analogy with the other three series names suggests ' Selkirk series ' for this

fourth group of strata, but that designation has already been used by Dawson
for the related but lithologically distinct group described in his traverse on
the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway.

4Y
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The retention of the?e four series names implies some slight tax on the

memory but that drawback is much more than offset by the ease of prasping

and systematizing the many petrographic and stratigraphic facts which must
be reviewed before the constitution of the great geoiynclinal prism is under-

stood. In view of the general lack of fossils throughout the belt, the differ-

entiation and correlation of the beds must be based on lithologieal properties.

The following description of each series inchides a statement of the facts on

which i-; founded the writer's belief in the integrity of the whole sedimentary

field, one huge sedimentary prism constituting the staple rocks in the eastern

third of the Cordillera at the Forty-ninth Parallel. The summary of the

individual facts, as they are clustered in describing the four series, will further

well illustrate the systematic variation in the geosynclinal jirism as it is crossed

from east to west.

In each type section the formations will be considered in their natural

order, beginning with the oldest. The description will, in each case, be made
concisely and will be shorn of many items of fact which do not appear of

importance in the larger stratigraphic problem. The Purcell Lava formation

will 1 e treated in chapter IX.

The description of the four type series will be found nearly to cover the

stratigraphy of the different ranges from the Lewis on the east to the Yahk on

the west. In the Galton and MacDonald ranges there are bodies of fossilifer-

ous Devonian and Mississippian limestone which are properly parts of the

prism, but, having generally been eroded away, now form only quite subordinate

masses within the Boundary belt. These will be described in connection with

the account of the Galton series. The only other bed-rock sedimentary forma-

tion occurring between the Great Plains at Waterton lake an.l the Purcell

Trench at Porthill is a thick but local deposit of Tertiary fresh-water clays

and sands flooring the Flathead valley. This occurrence will be noted in con-

nection with the stratigraphic description of the Clarke and Lewis ranges.

The stratigraphy of the Selkirk system is much more highly composite than

any of the eastern ranges; its description will, therefore, be detailed only so

far as the Summit series and the underlying terrane are concerned, and will

then be interrupted by a chapter giving the results of correlating study on this

gigantic stratified unit, the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal.*

As an aid to clearness it may be noted, in anticipation of a later

chapter, that the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal includes all the sedimen-

tary formations from the base of the Belt (pre-Olenellus) terrane up to and

including the !Missi?sippian formation, as these beds are developed in the

eastern half of the Cordillera. The Lewis, Galton, and Purcell series represent

only a part of the whole prism, in each case the youngest exposed bed being

• Following Dana (Manual of Geology, 4th edition, p. 380) the writer distinguishes

the geosyncline, the large-scale down-warp of the earth's surface, from the load of

eedimente which may accumulate on the down-warped area. In the present report the

load of sediments will be referred to as a "geosynclinal prism" or, more briefly, as a

"geosynclinal."
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not far from an Upper Cambrian horizon, and the oldest exposed bed being

located well above the base of the Belt terrane. The Summit series includes

the entire Belt terrane and a vast thickness of conformably overlying strata

which may represent the whole Paleozoic succession up to and including the

Silurian. Overlying the Summit series, apparently conformably, is a very

thick and massive limestone which is probably Carboniferous but may, in its

lower part, belong to the Devonian. In other words, it seems possible that the

complete gecsjuelinnl prism is represented in the exposures of the Boundary
belt where it passes through the southern Selkirks. The name ' Summit series

'

refers only to the unfossiliferous formation making up the lower and greater

part of the prism in this mountain system.

LEWIS SERIES.

The writer has carefully studied the Lewis series only within the limits

of the Clarke range. Since the Commission map extends but a mile or two

to the eastward of the summit monument, a close mapping of the different

formations between that monument and Waterton lake was not feasible. In

this stretch of fifteen miles the field work was confined to the measurement of

a few sections. These, however, occurred in areas of unusually complete rock-

exposure and much light on the composition of the lower one-third of the series

was derived from their examination. In the Lpwis range the writer had no
opportunity for close work and his experience there was limited to rapid

traverses from Waterton lake to Chief mountain and thence, by way of Altyn
and the Swift Current Pass, to Belton, Montana.

Limited as that opportunity was, it sufficed to corroborate the belief

—

already reached after reading Willis' paper on the ' Lewis and Livingston
Ranges '—that the stratified sequence in the Lewis range is essentially identical

with that in the Clarke range. It will, in fact, appear in the following account

that the columnar section constructed by the writer from data obtained wholly

within the Clarke range, matches well, member for member, with Willis'

columnar section derived almost entirely from observations m the Lewis range.

Partly in order to emphasize this identity the name 'Lewis serie, ' has been
selected to Cflver the whole group of strata in the Clarke range—the group now
to be described. (See Plate 7.)

Beginning at the top the formations included in the Lewis series have
been listed in the order of the following table:

formation. Thickness in feet- Dominant roclcs.

Top, erosion surface.

Kintla 860+ Argillite.
Sheppard €00 Silicious dolomite.
Purcell Lav.i 280 Altered basalt.
Siyeh 4,100 Magnesian liniestoiie and metargillite.
Grinnell 1,600 Metargillite.
Appekunny 2,600 Metargillite.
Altyn 3,500 Silicious dolomite.
Waterton 200+ Silicious dolomite.

13,720

Base concealed.
23a

—

i
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Excepting the Purcell Lava these rocks -will be described in the present

chapter. The volcanic formations of the range are described in chapter IX.

WATERTOX FORMATION.

The lowest member of the Lewis series as exposed within the Boundary

belt was seen at only one locality—at the clifF over which the waters of Oil

creek (Cameron Falls brook of the older maps) tumble from the hanging valley

of Oil creek into Waterton lake (Plate S). This member may be called the

ANGE

Miles

FiGlBE 5.—Diagrammatic map showing iKjsition of the .Structure-section (See Fig. 6)

east of the Rocky Jlountain Summit.

Waterton dolomite. At the cascade it is seen to be conformably overlain by

the Altyn limestone. From the sharp bend below Oil City the creek faithfully

follows the axis of a strong anticline which pitches gently northward. As one

descends the creek he also descends in the stratified rock-series, and at Cameron

Falls walks upon the Waterton dolomite, the visible core of the anticline. The
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section of the dolomite is incomplete; with all its typical characters it dis-

appears, to the eastward, beneath the stream gravels and glacial deposits

surrounding the lake. (Figures 5 and 6.)

Throughout its whole observed thickness of 200 feet the formation consists

of an exceptionally strong and massive, dark gray carbonate rock, weathering

dark gray to brownish gray and sometimes buff. In the field the rock has a

most deceptive resemblance to a homogeneous, thick-bedded argillite. It effer-

vesces but slightly in cold dilute acid, and the essential carbonate character

Figure 7.—Diagrammatic drawing from thin section of Waterton dolo
mite, .^ihowin^ middle part of a lense of orthoclase in interlocking
granules. Rhomlx)hedra of dolomite are embedded in the anhedral
dolomite which forms most of the rock. The cleavages shown in the
carbonate are diagrammatic only and in reality are seldom visible.

The black spou represent carbonaceous matter. Highly magnified ;

diameter of circle 15 mm.

was not -uspected until the more careful laboratory stvidy was put on the rock.

The thin section showed immediately that it is largely composed of carbonate

grains. Their size is very small, the diameters steadily averaging about 002
mm., with a few grains reaching twice or. thrice that diameter. These grains

are sometimes knit together in a thorough, interlocking manner but more often
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show a tendency to assume the rhombohedral form, the habit characteristic of

the grains iu true dolomite-.

In many of the laminae of the rock (0-2 mm. to 1 mm. in thickness) the

minute rhombohedra are embedded in a compound, colourless to pale-brownisli

base. It is composed in part of very minute, anhedral grains of glass-clear

substance. These range in diameter from 001 mm. to 0-05 mm. A few of

them are undoubtedly quartz; the great majority have the single and double

refraction of orthoclase. In addition to the rhombohedra of carbonate, the base

is charged with abundant black, opaque dust. The particles of the du-t average

under 0-01 mm. in diameter. Since the rock decolourizes before the blow-pipe

it seems clear that the dust is largely carbon, though hematite and probably

magnetite are also represented in some amount.

Some laminae of the rock are seen to be specially charged with roundish

clumps and lenses of minute orthoclase crystals. (Figure 7.) These are inter-

locked and in all of three thin sections made from two different hand-speci-

mens, show no trace of a clastic origin. They give the writer the impression

of having been introduced and crystallized from solution, or at least segregated

in their present positions from the general mass of the rock. The few quartz

grains interlock with the orthoclase and are just as clearly not of clastic origin.

Professor M. Dittrich analyzed a typical ?peeimen of the rock, (Xo. 1338)

with the r^ult shown in Col. 1 of the following table. The extraordinary

abundance of potash prompted a second determination of the alkalies in the

same rock-fragment; this time the potash showed 6-12 per cent and the soda,

0-25 per cent. A different fragment of the same large hand-specimen gave

ilr. M. F. Connor 5-54 (also 5-71) per cent of potash and 0-24 (also O-IS) per

cent of soda. The average of all four determinations is entered in Col. 2, the

other oxides being given in the amounts -hown in Professor Dittrich's total

analysis. Col. 3 shows the molecular proportions corresponding to Col. 2.

Analysis of the Waterton dolomite.

1. 2. 3.
Mol.

SiO. 3046 30-46 -508

Al-O, 6-?6 6-86 -O&S

Fe.Os 4-53 4-53 -028

Feb 1S9 1-89 -026

MgO 1007 1007 -202

CaO 16-02 16-02 -286

Na^O -87 -38 -006

K.0 5-71 5-77 -062

HjO. at 110°C -11 -11

H,0, above 110°C 1-31 1-31

COj 22-55 22-55 -513

100-38 99-95

Sp.gr 2-749

Imsol. in hydrochloric acid 42-80%
Soluble in hydrochloric acid:

FeoOj 4-91

ALbj 2-03

CaO 16-23

MgO 9-69
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The average analysis of Col. 2 has been calculated, on the assumption that

the alkalies are referable to the orthoclase and albite molecules and the iron

oxides to magnetite. All of the lime is referred to the carbonate. The result,

noted below, is probably not far from representing the actual composition of

the rock.

Orthoclase 34.47

Albite 314
Quartz 6-00

Maguetife. S-26

Magnesium carbonate .. Sll"
Calcium carbonate 28-60

99-61

Half of the rock is composed of the two carbonates, in which the ratio of Ca
to Mg is 1-87: 1, indicating but a very slight excess of calcium over that found

in nomial dolomite. The remainder is chiefly silicious, especially feldspathic

matter. The rock is apparently unique among analyzed dolomitic sediments in

showing such a high percentage of potash. This alkali is without doubt contained

in the orthoclase, which is probably somewhat sodiferous. The concentration of

so much of this feldspar in a dolomitic sediment is hard to understand. If the

microscopic relations permitted the view that the orthoclase, like the feldspars

of the Altyn beds, were of clastic origin and derived from a granitic terrane,

one would still be at a loss to understand the relative poverty in quartz. The
suggestion due to optical study, that the feldspathic material has really been

introduced in solution offers obvious difficulties but seems to be a more pro-

mising hypothesis to explain the presence of most of the feldspar. This more

probable view itself suffers from the doubt arising from the fact that the rock

(?how3 no evidence of having been recrystallized or notably metamorphosed, as

we might expect if it had been penetrated by solutions to the extent demanded.

A third hypothesis, that, under special conditions, the potash was introduced

into the original carbonate mud in the foi-m of the soluble aluminate of

potassium, which during burial and liihifaction, reacted with dissolved silica

in the mud-water to form orthoclase, is perhaps worthy of mention; but it faces

the obvious objection that no conditions in nature are known by which the

aluminate is formed from the potassium salts in sea-water. Another sugges-

tion may be drawn from the fact that isomorphous mixtures of calcium and

potassium carbonates can be prepared in the laboratory. If such isomorphic

mixture were thrown down from the sea-water of the Waterton time, the one

constituent of the orthoclase would be added to the mud but the presence of

alumina in its exact proportion to potash (and soda) would be hard to explain.

Finally, as suggested to the writer by Professor C. H. Warren, the presence of

so much alkali may possibly be due to the original precipitation of glauconite in

the mud, in which the feldspar was formed by recrystallization under peculiar

conditions. In view of its obvious difficulties the problem of this extraordinary

rock must be left unsolved.
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The carbon dioxide shows some deficiency if, as seems necessary, practical-

ly all of the magnesia and lime are to be referred to the normal carbonate

forms. From the fact that a similar deficiency is found in all of the analyzed

carbonate rocks from the overlying Altyn, Siyeh, and Sheppard formations, it

is reasonable to suppose that it is not due to the neeessai-y error? of analysis.

In all these cases the deficiency may be hypothetically explained by the presence

of small amounts of hydromagnosite, (MgCOJj Mg (OH), + 3 H,0. The large

proportion of water expelled above 110° C. might also be referred in large part

to the basic carbonate. It is thus possible to conceive that from five to seven

per cent of the rock is made iip of that substance.

The specific gravities of three type specimens of the impure dolomite were

found to be respectively, 2-749, 2-777, and 2-782; the average is 2-769. These

values show that magnesia must be high in all three specimens.

Though the dolomite occurs in massive plates from six to eight feet thick,

and though it is highly homogeneous from top to bottom of the section at

Cameron Falls, yet a close inspection of the ledges shows that the rock is made
up of a vast number of thin, often paper-thin, beds. Scores or hundreds of

such laminae can be counted in a single hand-specimen of the massive dolo-

mite. Their surfaces are generally parallel, and cross-bedding, ripple-marks,

or other evidences of shallow-water deposition are absent. The character of the

rock, on the other hand, indicates that the carbonate was deposited quietly,

rer;istently, on a sea-floor not agitated by waves or strong currents nor receiv-

ing coarse detritus from the lands. The minute beddinar and the exceeding

fineness of grain, point to an origin in chemical precipitation. The presence of

the carbonaceous dust suggests that the precipitation took place in the presence

of decaying animal matter and that the dolomite is thus analogous to the

chemically precipitated, powdery limestone now forming in the deeper parts

of the Black Sea. The theoretical questions regarding this and the other

carbonate rocks of the geosynclinal prism will be discussed in chapter XXLLL.
The Western Coal and Oil Company have made a boring a few hundred

yards from Cameron Falls and in the middle of the Oil creek anticline. The
log shows that the bore-hole penetrates 1,500 feet of hard limestones inter-

stratified with subordinate beds of quartzite and silicious argillite (metargillite).

AU these rocks are fine-grained and, so far as one may judge from the drillings,

many are similar to common phases of the Waterton formation. The beds all

seem to underlie the visible Waterton dolomite conformably. We have, there-

fore, in addition to the exposed members of the Lewis series, at least 1,500

feet of still older beds which should be considered as belonging to the series.

Until these strata are actually studied at surface outcrops they cannot be

described adequately and for the present report, the Lewis series is considered

as extending downward only to the bottom bed of the Waterton formation

where it crops out at the cascade.

At the depth of about 1,600 feet the bit of the boring machine passed from
the hard limestones into soft shales which persisted to the lower end of the bore-

bole about 2,000 feet from the surface. These shales are referred to tbs
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Crttaceou-. In other won!-;, tlie < 1 lost sodimoDtary beils visible in tlie Kocky
mountains at the Forty-ninth Parallel here overlie one of the youngest forma-
tions of the region. The relation is plainly one of overthrusting, which will be

discussed in the section devoted to the structure of the Clarke range.

ALTYX FORMATION.

General Description.—The Altyn formation, immediately overlying the

Waterton dolomite, was so named by Willis, who described it from a typical

section near the village of Altyn, Montana, fifteen miles south of the Boundary
line.

The Altyn is not exposed within that part of the Clarke range which is

covered by the Commissi( n map. The writer studied the formation chiefly in

a fine secti'>n on Oil creek and thus on the Atlantic side of the Great Divide.

The exposures are there excellent for the greater thickness of the formation.

In this section the eroded edges of 3,000 feet of Altyn strata can be seen on

the long ridge running southwestwaid from the bend in Oil creek two miles

below Oil City (Figure 6). At least 500 feet of additional, basal beds are

exposed along the lower course of the creek and it is these which have been

referred to as conformabl.v overlying the Waterton dolomite.

Calcium and magnesium carbonate are the dominant constituents of the

formation. With these are mixed grains of quartz and feldspar in highly varia-

ble proportion. The rock types thus include arenaceous magnesian limestones,

dolomitic sandstones, dolomitic grits, and pure dolomites, named in the order of

relative importance. The character of the bedding and tie colours of the rocks

were often found to vary in sympathy with the rock composition. On this

threefold basis the thick formation as exposed along Oil creek, has been sub-

divided, though only aj^proximately, as follows:

Columnar section of the Altyn formation, showing thiclcnesses.

Top, conformable base of the Appetunny formation.

—Medium-bedded, light gray, sandy, magnesian limestone, weathering gen-
erally pale buff or, more rarely, strong brownish buff; a few inter-
beds of magnesian limestone.

Thin-bedded, light gri.y and greenish gray magnesian limestone, weather-
ing buff; subordinate interbeds of sandy limestone.

Massive, homogeneous, light gray, sandy limestone, weathering yellowish
whit©; in some horizons bearing cherty nodules and large, irre-
gularlv concentric silicioue concretions.

Thin-bedded, buff-weathering magnesian limestone.

Massive, highly arenaceous or gritty, gray magnesian limestone, weather-
ing white or very pale buff.

Thin-bedded, relatively friable, gray or greenish gray magnesian lime-
etone, weathering buff or yellowish white.

Light gray, thick-bedded, sandy and gritty magnesian limestone, weather-
ing pale buff; occasional thin intercalations of thin-bedded mag-
nesian limestones bearing cherty nodules and silicious concentric
concretions.

conformable top of Waterton formation.

a 300 feet,
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The total thickness of the Altyu as shown in this Oil creek section is

much greater than that seen farther south by Willis (1,400 feet). The diiiereuce

is not to be explained by overfolding or overtlrrusting. Individual beds and
group:, of beds are, it is true, considerably crumpled, especially in the lower

part of the section; but the average southwesterly dip of about 30° is preserved

throughout. The evidence of original conformity from top to bottom seems

as clear.

Litaologically, the sediments here differ from those described by Willis

in carrying a notable proportion of rounded grains of quartz and feldspar.

The sandy and gritty strata occur chiefly in the middle of the section, there

totalling nearly 1,000 feet in thickness. It is thus convenient to recognize a

tripartite division of the Altyn as exposed along the International Boundary :—
An upper member (a and h) of thin-bedded, silicious dolomite 1,250 feet

thick; a middle member of thick-bedded, massive arenaceous dolomite and

ealcareo-magnesian sandstones (c,d and e), 1,350 feet thick; and a lowest mem-
ber of generally thin-bedded, silicious dolomite (f and g), at least 900 feet

tliick, containing sandy beds toward the ha e. Nowhere in the formation were

there found sun-cracks, rill-marks, ripple-marks or any other indication thai

the sediments were laid down in very shallow water or on a bottom laid bare

between tides.

A visit was paid to Chief mountain and to the original locality at Altyn,

Montana, where the rocks were found to correspond to Willis' description

except in being often distinctly arenaceous. Willis' brief summary of the facts

observed by him reads as follows:

—

'Lime-tone of which two members are distinguished; an upper mem-
ber of argillaceous, ferruginous limestone, yellow, terra-cotta, brown, and
garnet red, very thin-bedded; thickness, about 600 feet: well exposed in

summit of Chief mountain; and a lower member of massive limestone,

grayish llue, heavy-be Ided, somewhat siliciou=, with many flattened con-

cretions, rarely but definitely fossiliferous ; thickness, about SOO feet; type

locality, basal cliffs of Appekunny mountain^, north of Altyn, Swift

Current valley.'"

As the formation is followed southeastward the uppei'mo-t member shows

a decided darkening of tint—to terra-cotta, red, and brown of various deep

shades, which then dominate the lighter buff colour characteristic of that mem-
ber at the Boundary. It seems clear that the whole of the lowest member and
part of the middle member of the Altyn at the Boundary are not exposed in

the sections studied by Willis. On the whole the field relations in the Oil

creek section are more favourable to giving one an accurate idea of the whole

Altyn formation than are the field relations at either Ctief mountain or at

Altyn itself.

As already noted, this great formation is heterogeneous but every bed of

it seems to carry a notable percentage of carbonates. The cement of even the

*Bull. Gcol. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 317.
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most sandy and gritty layers is dolomitic. Hand-specimens representing the

principal phase; were collected; each of them has a cement soluble in hot
hydrochloric acid. The weathered surfaces of the arenaceous beds are always
roughened by the clastic grains of quartz and feldspar standing out above the

carbonate, the constituent more soluble in rain-water and soil-water. None of

tlie many specimens collected shows other than the feeblest efiCervescence with
coM, dilute acid. The specific gravity of thirteen si)ecimen? ranges from
2-638 in the most silicious phase, to 2-814 in the least silicious phase. The
average for all thirteen is 2-76.3. These facts, together with the character-

istic bufF tint of the beds on weathered surfaces, of themselves indicated that

the formation is throughout highly magnesian. That conclusion has been

greatly strengthened by the chemical analysis of three specimens which
respectively represent the staple rock-types in the lower, middle, and upper
members of the formation. The analyses will be described in connection with

the microscopic petrography of the three members.

Lower Division.—Thin sections from the dominant rock of the lowest

members, a very homogeneous, compact, thin-bedded limestone, show that the

carbonate occurs in ths form of an exceedingly fine-textured aggregate of

closely packed, anhedral, colourless grains averaging from 0-01 mm. or less

to 0-02 mm. in diameter. The largest of the grains may run up to 003 mm.
in diameter. A very few minute, angular grains of quartz and unstriated

feldspar, and some dust-like, black particles (probably both magnetite and
carbon) are embedded in the mass. The bedding is well marked in ledge or

hand-specimen but is yet more conspicuous under the microscope. The lamina;

are bounded by sensibly plane surfaces, affording in section parallel lines

often only 0-2 mm. apart. This bedding lamination is brought out rather by
small differences of grain among the layers than by admixture of material

other than carbonate.

The specimen chemically analyzed has the microscopic characters

just outlined. It was collected at the 5,050-foot contour on the spur running
southwe-tward from the right-angled bend in Oil creek on the south side of the

creek and about one mile below Oil City. The analysis made by Professor

Dittrich (specimen No. 1322) showed weight percentages as follows :

—

Analysis of type specimen, lower Altyn formation.

SiO,
AlA
Fe,0,
FeO
MgO
CaO
Na,0
K,0
HjO at 110°C.. ..

H.0 above 110°C.
CO

Sp. gr.
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A second analysis gave the proportions of the oxides entering into solution

in hydrochloric acid and also the percentage of insoluble matter, as follows :—

•

Insoluble in hydrochloric acid 16-02%
Soluble in hydrochloric acid:

FejOs 1-70

AUO3 -37

CaO 2516
MgO 16-83

In the soluble portion CaO: MgO = 25-16: 16-83 = 1-495: 1, a ratio only

vei-y slightly higher than the ratio for true dolomite, namely, 1-4:1. The
carbon dioxide required to satisfy those bases is 38-28 per cent, which is close

to the percentage actually found.

Considering that the alkalies belong to the feldspars and the iron oxides

to magnetite, the proportions of the various constituents have been calcu-

lated to be:

—

Calcium carbonate 44-9

Magnesium .carbonate 35-3

(Juartz 8-0

Orthoelase molecule 5-€

Albite molecule 2-6

Magnetite 1-J

Remainder 2-2

100-0

As in the case of the Watertou dolomite it is difficult to understand the

high proportion of combined water. It may occur with the silica alone or it

may occur in a hydrous silicate of magnesium. About 80 per cent of the

rock is composed of carbonates in the form of true dolomite.

Middle Division.—A specimen characteristic of the middle member (zone

e), though not of its most sandy part, was collected at the low cliffs four

liundred yards east of the derrick at Oil City.

This rock on the fresh fracture has the typical pale gray colour of the forma-

tion and weathers whitish to pale buff. On the weathered surface the glassy wind-

worn or water-worn, rounded to subangular quartz and feldspar grains stand

out like white currants in a flour paste. The grains are of varying size up to

0-3 mm. in diameter, averaging about 0-2 mm. The quartz grains are the

more abundant. The feldspar is chiefly a fresh and characteristic microper-

thite, with orthoelase in more subordinate amount. No soda-lime feldspar could

be demonstrated. In this analyzed specimen as in the majority of the thin

sections from all three members of the formation, round grains of chalcedonic

or cherty silica, with diameters also averaging 0-2 mm., occur in considerable

number. These small bodies are probably of elastic origin. Oolite grains with

poorly developed concentric and radial structure are likewise rather abundant
in both the analyzed specimens and others. Dr. H. M. Ami has noted that

some of these grains have a certain resemblance to radiolaria, but regards their

inorganic, concretionary origin as more probable.
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All of these various bodies are embedded in a carbonate base which in all

es ential respects is similar to that found in the dolomite of the lower member.
The carbonate again forms a compact acgregate of anhedral grains, varying
from 0-01 mm. or less to 0025 mm. in diameter, avcraginjr about 0015 mm.

The total analysis of the specimen (No. 1320) afforded Professor Dittrich
the following result:

—

Analysis of type specimen, middle Aliyn formation.

SiO
AlA
FeA
Feb notdet
MgO.
CaO
Xa„0
K.6
H.,0 at nO°C.. ..

H-O above UO^C.
CO,
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Microscopically this phase i3 like the one just described but is yet more
strongly charged with water-worn, eminently clastic grains of quartz and feld-

spar. The latter stand out conspicuously on the weathered surface; they vary

from 0-25 mm. to 1-0 mm. in diameter.

In this section the feldspars were determined as microperthite, microcline.

orthoelase, and very rare plagioclase. One grain of the latter, showing both

Carlsbad and albite twinning was found to be probably andesine, near AbjAn..

A few oolite-like grains of carbonate 0-5 mm. or less in diameter, a number
of round grains of chert, and a very few small specks of magnetite complete

the list of materials other than the general carbonate base. In grain and

structure the base is practically identical with that of the specimens above

described.

Professor Dittrich has analyzed the rock (specimen No. 1-326) with result

as here noted:

—

Analysis of type specimen, upper Altyn formation.
Mol.

SiO, 25-50 -437
AI3O, 2-25 -023
Fe,Oj .62 -004
FeO • -38 -005
MgO 14-77 -369
CaO 21-60 -387
Na,0 .86 -014
K,0 1-27 .013
H.O at 110°C -12
H,0 above 110°C .42 -023
CO2 3203 -729

99-87

Sp gr 2-768

Insoluble in hydrochloric acid 29-31%
Soluble in hydrochloric acid :

•

F«,0, .95

AlA .19
CaO 21-92
MgO 14-29

The fact that sensibly all the lime is soluble shows that basic plagioclase can
be present only in extremely small amount. The ratio of CaO to MgO in the

soluble portion is 1-534:1, showing that here too the calcium carbonate is but
slightly in excess of the proportion required for true dolomite.

The approximate mineral composition of the rock has been calculated with
the following result:

—

Calcium carbonate 39-1
Magnesium carbonate 30-0
Quartz and chert I4.7
Orthoclase molecule 7.2
Albite molecule 7.3
Magnetite .9

Remainder .3

100-0
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Comparison and Conclusions.—Comparing the three analyzed specimens

with all the others collected from the Altyn, as well as with the rock-ledges

encountered during the different traverses, it appears probable that the average
rock of the whole 3,500 feet of beds is composed of about 75 per cent of pure
dolomite, about 4 per cent of free calcium carbonate, about 10 per cent of

quartz and chert, and about 10 per cent of microperthite, orthoclase (with

microcline), plagioclase (only a trace), magnetite, kaolin, and carbonaceous

dust, with, possibly, a small proportion of hydrous magnesium silicate. No
beds of pure calcium carbonate could be found anywhere in the section, nor

any beds of ideally pure dolomite. Even in the most compact specimens

examined a notable percentage of clastic quartz and feldspar never failed.

Though these rocks are thus impure, like the Waterton formation, they may
conveniently be referred to as dolomites.

One of the most noteworthy facts concerning all these beds, including

both the Altyn and Waterton, is the constant size of grain in the dolomitic

base. (Figure 8.) The minute anhedra of carbonate everywhere range from
0-005 mm. to O-O-S mm. in diameter, with an average diameter a little under

002 mm. This is true, no matter what may be the size of the clastic quartz

or feldspar. The quartz grains vary from scarcely discernible specks to small

pebbles 5-0 mm. or more in diameter. As regards the relative amounts and
individual size of these silicious materials, the Altyn formation is quite variable

in composition. But its essential base of dolomite is remarkably unifonn in

grain and in composition.

This contrast between carbonate base and enclosed clastic materials is

worthy of close attention. The quartz grains in different phases of the forma-

tion vary from those as small as the average grain of dolomite to those several

million times greater in volume, while through all the thousands of feet of

strata, the grain of the dolomite itself is rigidly held below an extremely low

limit. In most of the slides the quartz and feldspar fragments are thus gigantic,

compared to the granular elements of the base and. in most cases, there are

very few silicious grains giving the full transition in size between the sand

grains and the carbonate grains. Such transitions are to be seen but, as a rule,

most of the silicious gTains are enormously bigger than the carbonate grains.

This steady contrast of size suggests very strongly that the mode of deposition

of the quartz and feldspar grains was quite different from that of the enclosing

carbonate. The former were unquestionably rolled and rounded by wind-action

or under water and were then deposited from water-currents as mechanical

precipitates.

The purity and homogeneity of the carbonate base, its remarkably fine

grain, and its perfectly regular microscopic lamination of bedding all point

to an origin in chemical precipitation. The sea-water must have been free

from mud, the shores furnishing pure sand to the undertow and marine cur-

rents of the time. If the carbonate were the result of the mechanical breaking

up of shells, coral reefs or older limestones, we should inevitably expect the

detrital grains of carbonate to be much larger, or at least muvh more variable in
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size than the actual particles. There must have been changes of sea level or

of depth of water, or changes in both during the accumulation of these 3,500

feet of sediment. It is virtually inconeeivabje that, throughout such changes,

the size of carbonate particles broken off from either shells or bed-rock and
brought hither by currents, should always average from 001 to 002 mm. in

Figure 8.— Diagrammatic drawing from thin section of typical sandy
dolomite of the Altyn formation. Round (wind-blown ? ) grains of
quartz (clear white) and much less abundant raicroperthitic feldspar
(transverse lines) drawn to scale. The dots represent, on the same
scale, the size of the extremely minute carbonate granules com-
posing the matri.x of the rock. Diameter of circle 4 5 mm.

diameter and never reach diameters above 0-05 mm. or thereabouts. If the

carbon'ate base were of detrital origin one should expect to find variations in

its grain as he approached or receded from the source of detrital supply. Siich

variation is not to be found at any of the sections yet studied in the Altyn
formation. So far as the pre-Altyn rocks are known there seems to have been
in the adjacent Cordilleran region no magnesian limestones of anything like

the volume required to furnish, from their mechanical disintegration, the

material for the thousands of cubic mile? of carbonate represented in the Altyn.

The same may be said of the pre-Altyn formations underlying the Great
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Plains, for we doubtless have in tlie cores of the Belt mountains and Black

Hills uplifts, average samples of such rocks as were washed by the sea waves

during Altyn time. "

In some thin sections the carbonate is often balled up in spherical or

spheroidal bodies, averaging from 0-25 mm. to 0-5 mm. in diameter. These

sometimes have an obscure concentric structure, recalling oolite grains. More

rarely an imperfect radial arrangement of the minute granules making up

each spheroid, is discernible. In all of the obsen^od cases these granules accord

in size with tho;e making up the general base of the rock. Certain of the

spheroidal bodies recall the ' coccoliths ' such as are precipitated by the action

of decomposing albumen on the calcium sulphate of sea water.* There is no

evidence that they are foraminiferal tests.

Often associated with these carbonate concretions are fairly abundant

spheroids of cherty matter, averaging about 0-2.5 mm. in diameter. These may
be due to the silicification (replacement) of the carbonate spheroids, or they

may also be due to direct chemical precipitation from sea-water. The former

interpretation seems the more probable, therewith correlating these microscopic

bodies to the manifestly secondary, large nodules of chert found at many
horizons in the fonnation.

The field and laboratory studies of the Altyn rocks seem, thus, to show

that the dolomites and the carbonate base of the subordinate sandy beds are

alike the product of chemical precipitation from sea-water. The same may
be said of the massive, underlying Waterton dolomite as above described.

The cause of the precipitation will be more fully discussed in chapter

XXIII. on the theory of limestones. For the present it suffices to state, that

the cause may possibly be found in the bacterial decay of animal remains on

the sea-bottom. The ammonium carbonate generated during such decay reacts

on the calcium and magnesium salts dissolved in sea-water, throwing down

calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate. The strong content of carbon-

aceous matter in the Waterton dolomite and it? occasional occurrence in certain

phases of the Altyn formation, may represent the residue of animal carcases.

Si>ecial note should be taken of the nature of the clastic feldspar. It is

always remarkably fresh and is mostly a mieroperthite with typical characters.

In view of the unusual nature of this dominant feldspar, it may be used as a

sort of fossil in correlating the formation. On stratigraphic grounds it was

concluded in the field that the Altyn formation is the equivalent of a part of

the Crcston formation in the Purcell range and of tlie Wolf grit and associated

members of the Summit series in the Selkirks. The discovery that this special

and far from common feldspar is an abundant constituent in all these forma-

tions to a degree corroborates this correlation.

The wonderful freshness of the feldspars suggests that these clastic frag-

ments were derived from a terrane nndergoing mechanical rather than chemical

disintegiation. One naturally thinks of an arid climate as supplying the

• G. Steinmann, Berichte der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft, FreiburR i.B., Band
4. 1889. p. 288.
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necessary condition and recalls the observation of McGoe, who describes parts

of the Gulf of California as being floored with quartz and fresh feldspar sand

washed into the Gulf, during the cloud-burst seasons, from the adjacent arid

land.*

In no ca'e is there any evidence of pronounced nietamorphism of the sedi-

ment. The tendency of nietamorphism would be rapidly to increase the grain

of the rock and to obliterate the delicate structure of bedding. The persistence

of the extremely fine grain and of t'lin bedding seems to show that we have

the sediment scarcely more changed from its original state than was necessi-

tated in the act of consolidation.

Fossils.—Very abundant chitinous or caleareo-chitinous plates or films of

highly irregular forms were found at a horizon about 975 feet below the top

of the Altyn formation. These were seen at only one locality, namely, on the

back of the ridge south of Oil City, at a level barometrically determined to be

6,875 feet above sea. In the well exposed ledges at that point thousands of the

fragments can be readily laid bare by splitting the thin-bedded, silieious dolo-

mite in which they occur. At least 200 feet of the series is, at intervals,

•characterized by the fragments. In spite of the formless nature of the frag-

ments they were at once suspected to be of organic origin and to belong to the

pre-Cambrian genus, BeUina, described by Walcott as occurring in the Greyson

shales of the Belt mountains in Montana.f A collection of the fragments

was sent to Dr. Walcott, who kindly determined them to have the essential

features of Beltina danal. The resemlblance of the material to that collected

fit Deep creek in the Belt mountains extended even to the character of the

Tock. No other species were difcovered among the fragments nor did the

formation prove fossiliferous elsewhere. At several horizons but particularly

in the lowest member of the Altyn, large concentric concretions suggesting

Cryptozoon were found but no evidence of their being of organic origin has

been forthcoming.

The Beltina horizon at Oil City must be close to that which had been

found by Weller at Api>ekunny mountain, near Altyn. Reporting on his col-

lection Dr. Walcott wrote:

—

' The mode of occurrence of the material is similar to that found in the

Greyson shales of the Algonkian in the Belt mountains, Montana. Hun-
dreds of broken fragments of the carapace of the crustaceans are distributed

unevenly through the rock. Occasionally a segment or fragment of what

appears to be one of the appendages is sufficiently well preserved to identify

it.'t

The repeated occurrence of the Beltina bed at three widely separated locali-

ties shows their very considerable importance as a horizon-marker in this little

Itnown part of the Cordillera. The fossils themselves have intrinsic interest

in representing one of the oldest species yet described.

• W. J. MoGee, Science, Vol. i, '896, p. 962.

t C. D. Walcott. Bull. Geol. Soe. Amerdoa, Vol. 10. 1899, pp. 201 and 23.5.

t Bull. Geol. Soc. Amei ifa. Vol. 13. 1902, n. 317.

25a—

5
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Appekunxv Foumatiun.

Tile formation immediately and conformably overlying the Altyn limestone
has been named the ' Appckunny argillite ' by Willis. Ilis original description

applies to these rocks as they crop out in the Boundary belt and it may be

quoted in full:

—

' The AppeUuiiny argillite is a mass of highly siliciouo argillaceous

sediment approximately 2,000 feet in thickness. Being in general of a

dark-gray colour, it is very distinct between the yellow limestones below

and the red argillites above. The ma'^s is very thin-bedded, the layers

varying from a quarter of an inoh to two foot in thickness. Variation is fre-

quent from greenish-black argillaceous beds to those which arc reddish and
whitish. There are several definite horizons of whitish (juartzit/C from 1.')

to 20 feet thick. The strata are frequently ripple-niarkcd, and occasionally

coarse-grained, but nov^here conglomeratic. An excellent section of these

gray beds is exposed in the northeastern spur of Appekunny mountain,
from which the name is taken, but the strata are so generally bared in the

cliffs throughout the Lewis and Livingston [Clarke] ranges that they may
be examined with equal advantage almost anywhere in the mountains.

' The Appekunny argillite occurs everywhere above the Altyn lime-

stone along the eastern front of the Lewis range from Saint Mary lakes

to Waterton lake and beyond both northward and southward. It also

appears at the western base of the Livingston range above Flathead valley

and is there the lowest member of the series seen from Kintla lakes soutU-

ward to McDonald lake.'*

At the eastern end of the South Kooteiiay pass the lower part of the Appe-

kunny includes a 75-foot band of thin-bedded magnesian limestone which i.s

identical with the staple rock of the Upiser Altyn. Several other bands, each

a few feet in thickness, are dolomitic sandstones and grits, quite similar to the

beds of the Middle Altyn. The two great formations are thus transitional

into each other. On the other hand, the top of the Api>ekunny is rather sharply

marked off from the overlying Grinnell red beds.

The formation as a whole is not exposed in any one section within the belt

covered by the Commission map. The best exposures studied occur on the

southern slope of King Edward peak and on the mountain slopes north and

south of Lower Kintla lake. A complete section was found on the ridge south

of Oil City, and thus outside the area of the Commission map. The total

thickness in these sections was estimated to be 2,C00 feet.

The dominant rock of the Appekunny is gray or greenish-gray and silicious,

weathering lighter gray or more rarely light greenish-gray or light rusty brown.

The content of silica is often so great that the rock might well be called an

impure quartzite. As 7ioted in Willis" description the thin-bedded 'argillite' is

often interleaved with more massive strata of gray, whitish, and rusty-weathering

• B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soo. America, Vol. 13, 1902. p. 322.
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quartzitic sandstone. All these rocks are very liai-d, and were it not for thf!

lissility incident to thin bedding, the forninticn would he exceptionally resistant

to the forces of weathering.

The alternation of the quartzites and more argillaceous beds

is so common and the graduation of the one rock-type into the other

is throughout so persistent that it has proved impossible to make a useful

minute subdivision of the formation. In the section at King Edward peak the

uppermost 200 feet are very thick-bedded and are composed chiefly of typical

quartzite. In the sections between Oil City and the north end of Waterton

lake at least 100 feet of blackish, red, and reddish gray shaly beds are inter-

bedded with the magnesian limestones and -andstonc? ;it tW base of the forma-

tion. Xone of these types was noted in sections farther west, and, in its

lower part at least, the formation >eems to become more dolomitic or more
ferruginous as it is followed eastward. Sun-cracks and ripple-marks, especially

the former, were seen at many horizons from top to bottom of the Appekunny.
!N^o fosfils have yet been found in it.

Collecting all the information derived from the Boundary belt, a composite

columnar seetinn of the formation as exixjsed in the Clarke range, has been

constructed and may be described in the form of the following table:

—

(^ohiiniiar section of Appekunnii formation.

Top, conformable ba,-e of the Griunell formation.

200 feet.—Thick-bedded quartzite with sulxirdinate iuterbeds of gray and rusty metar-
gillite.

2.025 " Light gray to rather dark gray (dominant) silicious metargillite and quart-
zite, weathering gray and rusty-gray, thin-bedded ; many relatively mas-
sive beds of whitish and rusty quartzite occur among the staple thin
beds of the rapidly alternating metargillite and quartzite; sun-crack*
and ripple-marks common.

'5 " Thin to medium-bedded, buff-weathering silicious dolomite.
300 " Highly variegpted, gray, green, reddish, and black metargillite and quart-

zite, weathering in tone^ of brown, red, and gray ; a few interbeds of
bnfi dolomitic sandstone and grit ; sun-cracks and ripple-marks.

2,600 feet.

Base, conformable top of the Altyn formation.

Thin .'^?ctions of typical phases have been examined microscopically. They
revealed an even higher percentage of free quartz than was in the field sus-

pected to characterize the rock. This mineral occurs in very minute angular

individuals from 0005 mm. or less to 0-03 mm. in diameter, with an average

diameter of about 0-01 mm. No certain trace of an originally clastic form was
anywhere observed. The quartz is intimately intermixed and interlocked with a

nearly colourless to pale-greonish mineral, wliich, on account of the extremely

small dimensions of its individuals, is difficult to determine. The single refrac-

tion is notably higher than that of quartz; the birefringence is apparently low
but, in reality, may be high, the common low polarization tint* being due either

to the section's passing across the optic axes or to superposition of differently

2.Sa—51 *
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orientated crystals in the exceedingly fine-grained rock, ilany fine shreds mid
thin scales of similar material with needle-like cross-sections, have all the

optical characteristics of sericite, and it seems highly probable that it i« this

mineral which forms the base of the dominant rock.

A whole thin section may, then, be made up of a homogeneous, intimate

mixture of quartz and sericite with accessory grains of iron oxide; or, as is

more commonly the case, the slide shows a well-defined banding representing
original bedding. In the latter type of section the bedding is marked by alter-

nation of more quartzose and more sericitic material or, yet more clearly, by
long lines of limonitic and carbonaceous particle^. A few grains of ilmonite

or magrnetite seem never to fail, but no other accessories, such as feldspars, have
been observed. The specific gravity of four specimens, taken to represent the

average types of these quartz-sericite rocks and thus the greater volume of the

whole formation, varies from 2-70S to 2-760, with a mean value of 2-740.

This comparatively high density shows that the sericite is fairly abundant.

The almost complete reerystallization of the original rock is evidenced in

the intimate interlocking of the quartz and micaceous mineral and in the

entire absence of amorphous argillaceous matter. The sericite is slightly more
developed in the bedding plane than elsewhere, thus somewhat aiding the fis-

sility of the rock in those planes. On the other hand, many scales of this

mineral have their longer diameters developed at high angles to the bedding

planes. Rarely is there a marked sheen on any surface of a hand specimen,

nor has true schistosity been developed except in a few very local areas. The
reerystallization of the typical rock is clearly the result of slow molecular

rearrangement incident to age-long deep burial without true dynamic mcta-

morphism.

Although evident only after microscopic study, this change is so pronounced

that it is scarcely correct to speak of the normal yjhase of the Appekunny
as an argillite at all. It is as much a crystalline rock as is a granitoid gneiss.

We shall see that the same difficulty of nomenclature adheres to the description

of many thousands of feet *of beds, in each of the Lewis, Gallon, and Summit
series. It is convenient to have a term to represent these argillites, recrystal-

lized, yet neither hornfelses (due to contact metamorphism), nor true mica

slates or schists (due to dynamic metamorphism with development of notable

cleavage or schistosity, generally cutting across bedding planes). For such once-

argillaceous rocks, recrystallized merely by deep burial the name ' metargillite

'

will be used in the present report.

The meaning of the term may be made clear through a comparison with

the names now in general use for pelitic rocks. An unconsolidated pelite is

a clay or mud. If consolidated but not extensively recrystallized, it is an

argillita A thin-bedded, unaltered argillite which readily splits along the bed-

ding planes because those are planes of original weakness, is a shale. If recrys-

tallized during dynamic metamorphism only to the extent that easy cleavage

following the planes of similarly orientated microscopic mica plates is developed,

the rock is a slate. If an argillite becomes phanerocrystalline and foliated
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through dynamic metamorphism, it is a quartz-mica schist or a quartz-feldspar

schist or gneiss. If an argillite has been more or less completely recrystallized

by thermal action on igneous contacts it is a hornfels. If, finally, an argillite

retaining the bedding structure has been essentially recrystallized by deep

burial and without being affected by direct magmatic influence or by the

notable development of cleavage or sciistosity, it may be called metargillite.

At no point within the Boundary belt was true argillite (shale or slate)

found in the Appekunny formation. Everywhere the once-pelitic phases belong

to the metargillite type as just defined. On the mountain slopes running up
eastward from the Flathead valley both metargillite and quartzite have been

siieared and cleaved, the former giving local phases of slaty metargillite. The
crystallinitv never rises to the degree of true mica schist.

Grinnell Formation.

The Grinnell formation was named by Willis and described by him thus:

—

' A mass of red rocks of predominantly shaly argillaceous character

is termed the Grinnell argillite from its characteristic occurrence with a

thickness of about 1,800 feet in mount GrinneU. These beds are generally

ripple-marked, exhibit mud-cracks and the irregular surfaces of shallow

water deposits. They appear to vary considerably in thickness, the max-
imum measurement having been obtained in the typical locality, while

elsewhere to the north and northwest not more than 1,000 feet were found.

It is possible that more detailed stratigraphic study may develop the fact

that the Grinnell and Appekunny argillites are reaUy phases of one great

formation, and that the line of distinction between them is one diagonal

to the stratification. The physical characters of the rocks closely resemble

those of the Chemung and Catskill of New York, and it is desirable

initially to recognize the possibility of their having similar interrelations.

' The Grinnell argillite outcrops continuously along the eastern side

of Lewis range and its spurs, occurring above the Appekunny argillite and
dipping under the crest of the range at the heads of the great amphi-

theaters tributary to Swift Current valley. About the sources of the

Kennedy creeks it forms the ridge which divides them from Belly river.

Mount Eobertson is a characteristic pyramidal summit composed of these

red argillites. The formation occurs in its proper stratigraphic position

between the forks of Belly river and west of that stream in the Mount
Wihon range of the Canadian geologists, the northernmost extremity of

the Lewis range; and it dips westward under the valley of Little Kootna
creek and Waterton lake. On the western side of Livingston [Clarke]

range the Grinnell argillite was recognized as a more silicious, less con-

spicuously rod or shaly division of the system, occurring about Upper
Kintla lake.'*

• B. Willie, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 322.
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'I'ho iyj ftuitioii is admirably cxposei' on tlie southwes't side of King Edward
Peak, which overlooks the Flathoad valley about three miles north of the

Boundary line.

Tn this section the total thickness is 1,600 feet, distributed as follows

:

Columnar .scrlioii of (Irliinell formaHoii.

Top, conformable base of the Siyeh formation.

355 feet.—Thin-bedded, red metargillite with intercalations of red, quartzitic sand-
stone.

20 " Flow of basic, amygdaloidal lava.
7.5 " Thin-beddetl. red metargillite.

lOO " Thick-bedded, gray metargillitic quartzite, weathering light rusty brown.
1,050 " Thin-bedded, red to re<ldish gray metargillite and quartzitic sandstone.

1,600 feet.

Base, conformable top of the Appekunny formation.

Suu-cracks and ripple-marks are couunon in all the sedimentary members.
In a section on Oil creek the ripples at one horizon measured from four to

twelve inches from crest to crest, indicating^ currents of great jjower, such as

the heavy tidal rips occurring in the Bay of Fundy and other estuaries of the

present day. If these ripples were caused by wind-wave current, the waves
must have been of very large dimensions.

Under the inieroscope the sandstone specimens are seen to be composeil

essentially of rounded quartz grains, averaging 0-25 mm. in diameter. Many
of the grains are secondarily enlarged and to such an extent that the rock has

the fracture and the strength of true quartzite. A small amount of amorphous,

apparently argillaceous matter, tinted with the red oxide of iron, forms the

rest of the cement. 2^o feldspar was seen in this section.

The metargillites are made up of a very compact mass of sericite. quartz,

chlorite, and abundant iron oxide. In one thin section minute crystals of a

pale brownish carbonate, probably dolomite, are distributed through the mass.

The carbonate seem also to be an original constituent and may have been

•chemically precipitated along with the mechanically deposited mud, the domin-

ant original component of these beds.

The specific gravity of a type specimen of the red quartzite is 2-678. The
specitic gravities of two specimens of the metargillite are 2-7-1:0 and 2-757. The
average for the whole formation is about 2-725.

The amygdaloid is a dark green-gray, compact rock, which both macroscopic-

ally and microscopically, is similar to non-porphyritic phases of the overlying

Purcell lava (described in chapter IX). It is much altered, but minute, thin

tabular crystals of labradorite with the same abundance and mutual arrange-

ment whicli this essential mineral has in the Purcell formation amygdaloid, stili

represent the original microphenocrysts. The base was once glassy but is now
mainly composed of the usual secondary chlorite, quartz, and calcite. Xumerous
small crystals of original ilmenite are now represented only by ii-ieudoniorphs of
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yellowish leucoxene. The pores of the rock seem to be entirely filled with deep
green chlorite. The rock is too greatly altered to afford a useful analysis luit

it is evidently a common type of basaltic Invn.

SiVKii Formation.

In Willis' original description of the ' Algonkiau " rocks of the Lewis
range, the following concise account of the Siyeh formation occurs:

'Next above the Grinaell argillite is a conspicuous formation, the

Siyeh limestone, which rests upon the red shales with a sharp plane of

distinction, but apparently conformably. The Siyeh is in general au

exceedingly massive limestone, heavily bedded in courses 2 to 6 feet thick

like masonry. Occasionally it assumes slabby forms and contains argillace-

ous layers. It is dark blue or grayish, weathering buff, and is so jointed

as to develop large rectangular blocks and cliffs of extraordinary height

and steepness. Its thickness, as determined in the nearly vertical cliff of

mount Siyeh, ig about 4,000 feot.

' This limestone offers certain phases of internal structure which ma.y

be interpreted as results of conditions of sedimentation or as effects oF

much later deformation. Some layers exhibit calcareous parts separated by

thin argillaceous bands, which wind up and down across the general bedding
and along it in a manner suggestive of the architectural ornament known
as a fret. It is conceived that the effect might be due to concretionary

growths in the limestone, either during or after deposition, or to horizontal

compression of the stratum in which the forms occur. Other strata con-

sist of fragments of calcareous rock from minute bits up to a few inches

in diameter, but always thin, constituting a breccia in a crystalline limy

cement. Again, other strata consist of alternating flatfish masses of

calcareous and femiginous composition, which rest one upon another like

cards inclined at angles of 30 to 45 degrees to the major bedding. At times

the lamination is so minute as to yield a kind of limestone schist. These
internal structures suggest much compression, but the apparent effects are

limited by undisturbed bedding planes, and it is possible that the peculiar-

ities are due to development of concretions and to breaking up of a super-

ficial hard layer on the limestone ooze during deposition of the beds.

Walcott has described similar structure as intraformational conglomerates.
' The Si.veh limestone forms the mass of Mount Siyeh, at the head of

Canyon creek, a tributary which enters Swift Current at Altyn from the

south. It constitutes the upper part of all the principal summits of Lewis

range north of Mount Siyeh, including Mounts Gould, Wilbur, Merritt,

and Cleveland. It extends beyond Waterton lake westward into the

Livingston [Clarke] range and forms the massive peaks between Waterton

and North Fork drainage lines. Above Upper Kintla lake it is sculpture^!

in the splendid heights of Kintla peak and the T^oundiry mountains.'*

•B. Willis Bull Geol. Soc. America, Vol. l.^, 1903. p. 323.
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The Siyeh is the great cliff-maker of the Front ranges. Quite apart from

the fact that it is capped by the resistant Piirccll Lava, the limestone is itself

strong enough to stand up iu precipices thousands of feet in height. (Plate 9.)

Among the many admirable exposures one of the best within the Boundary belt

is that at the head of Starvation creek canyon: this section is typical of the

formation as it occurs in both the Clarke and Lewis ranges.

The formation is notably homogeneous for hundreds of feet together; yet,

as shown in the columnar section, it is divided into five zones of contrasted

lithologieal character.

Columnar section of Siyeh formation.

Top, base of the Purcell Lava.

150 feet.—Medium to thin-bedded, reddish metargillite with subordinate, thin inter-
beds of bufi-weathering, inagneeian metarRillites; enn-cracks. rain-prints
and ripple-marks abundant.

950 " Gray and greenish, thin-bedded, often calcareo-magnesian metargillites

;

weathering bufi (dominant), fawn, and gray; sun-cracks, rain-prints and
ripple-marks common.

100 " Gray, concretionary, silicious and non-magnesian limestone weathering
light gray, with a five-foot band of bufi-weathering dolomite at thirty
feet from the top.

2,000 " Massive, thick-bedded, dark gray or dark bluish gray, impure magnesian
limestone, weathering bufi; thin interbeds of dolomitic metargillite,

weathering buff, and a few thin beds of gray sandstone. Molar-tooth
structure characteristic of limce^tone; metargillites bear sun-cracks and,
rarely, obscure ripple-marks.

900 " Thin to thick-bedded, light to dark gray and greenish gray calcareo-mag-
nesian metargillites and quartzites, weathering fawn and bufi, with
a few interbeds of bufi-weathering dolomite without molar-tooth
structure.

4,100 feet.
Base, top of the Grinnell formation.

Notwithstanding their lithologieal variations, the strata form a natural

unit; the peculiar bufi tint of the weathered surface contrasting with the deep

browns and blacks of the Purcell Lava and with the strong purplish red of the

Grinnell formation below, is a common feature for most of the strata in the

Siyeh. The uppermost beds weather reddish but they are so intimately inter-

leaved with buff-weathering strata that a clean-cut separation of the red beds

is impossible. It has thus appeared best to follow Willis in including all the

strata between the Grinnell and the Purcell Lava under the one formation

name. It is, on the whole, a single magnesian group. A second general charac-

teristic is the massiveness of the beds. This is most prominent in the 2,000

feet of dolomite and limestone composing the middle part of the formation.

The table and Willis' statement afford a sufficient general description of

the strata in this section. There are, however, certain structures in the buff

magnesian limestone and the thick band of gray limestone which merit special

notice. At the outcrop of the buff rock the observer's eye is struck with a

repeated colour variation in the rock. The cause is speedily apparent- The

calcareous constituent of the rock is seen to be segregated, sometimes irregul-



Plate 9.

25a-

Mount Thomiison, seen across I'pper Kintla Lake : summit 5,500 feet above lake.
lUustJatts massive character of Siyeh formation,

-vol, ii— p. 72.
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:\rly, sometimes systematically. The bufi-tinted (weatiiered) general surface

of the ledge is thus variegated with many small masses of pure light gray to

bluish gray limestone. These masses are in the form of roundish nodules and

l^encils, flat lenses, or irregular stringers of no definite shajje. They are essen-

tially e-omposed of pure calcite; they effervesce violently ivith cold dilute acid.

As in so many dolomites the calcareous segregation is often quite unsystematic.

liGCRE 9.—Section showing common phase of the molar-tooth structure in theSiyeh
formation. The calcitic segregations are lenticular and stand peri^endicular to

the ]ilane of stratification, as shown by the metargillitic interbeds (M). The
middle layer of limestone is two feet thick. Locality, north fork of the Yahk
River.

but, on the average, it is definitely related to the two master planes of structure

in the limestone. Where the rock is uncleaved, the bedding-plane has been

selected as the favoured locus of growth of the segregation. The stratification

may thus be marked by many small, independent lenses of lime carbonate com-
pletely surrounded by the magnesian matrix. There is transition between such

isolated lenses and entire, uninterrupted beds of gray limestone conformably

intercalated in the buS magnesian rock. Such beds may in many cases be due
to original sedimentation.

The conclusion that the lime-carbonate lenses, pencils, and irregular bodies,

and even some of the continuous bed-like masses, are diie to secondary segrega-

tion within the dolomite, is clearly upheld by the relation of ^another kind of

lime-carbonate partings. These were long ago observed by Bauerman and later

by Willis. In Inralitirs where the dolomite has been specially nipped and
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squeezed or soitiewliat slieared, a cleavage was developeil. Siiioe the dip ol" tlie

bedding is generally low, this cleavage runs at high angles to the plane of

stratification. The cleavage planes have permitted easy passage to circvdating

waters. Owing to their activity, there lias been a wholesale segregation of the

more soluble lime-carbonate in the cleavages which have been thereby healed so as

to restore much of tlie rock's original strength. In regions of formerly strong

lateral presstire the rock is now converttHl into a laminated rock composed of

thin, alternating, more or less continuous layers of pure lime-carbonate. These
layers are highly inclined to the stratiticiition planes and often run piiiallel ti>

cleavage planes in argillites above and below the limestone and, like those

planes, may be crumpled. (Plate 10 and Figure 9.) That the gray caJcareoiis

partings are due to secondary chemical deposition is shown also by the fact

that where the original rock was argillaceous or sandy, these impurities remain

entirely within the magnesian parts of the rock. On a weatherea suriace the

latter may be quite gritty to the feel while the lime-carbonate partings are

smooth and marble-like.

Bauerman described this rock as ' an impure limestone, in which the

carbonate of lime is intermingled with argillaceous patches in folds resembling
the markings in the molar tooth of an elephant.'* This appearance is most
striking on the weathered ledges, tlie stringers of the more soluble, gray calcite

locating numerous channels and pits which are separated by the brownish, pro-

jecting ribs of the more resistant magnesian and silicious parts.

Using Bauerman's simile, the structure may be called the ' molar-tooth

'

structure, whereby will be understootl, in general, the internal modification of

the original limestone by the secondary segregation of the calcium-carbonate.

The term will also be used for the very common case where the weathered

surfaces do not show the chance imitation of a worn molar-tooth ; the last is

best shown in the cleaved phases. The name is thus conveniently generalized

as it may then be applied to the concretionary limestone even when cleavage

has not been developed. The structure is of importance as an aid in the

recognition of the Siyeh formation over great distances.

Under the microscope the contrast between the c»\lcitic and magnesian
parts of the molar-tooth rock is marked. The ealcite, light gray in the hand-
specimen, is colourless in thin section. It forms a compact aggregate of poly-

gonal, sometimes interlocking grains varying in diameter from 0005 mm. to

002 mm. and averaging about 0-01 mm. Very seldom, if ever, do these grains

show the rhombohedral or other crystal form. A few minute cubes of pyrite

are embedded in the mosaic, but, otherwise, the lenses and stringers are made
np of practically pure carbonate.

The buff-weathering, main part of the rock is sharply distinguishable

under the microscope. It has a decided, pale yellowish-gray colour and a

mixed composition. Anhedra and rhombohedra of carbonate, which is doubt-

less high enough in magnesia to be called dolomite, form more than half of the

• Report of Progress. Geol. Xat. Hist. Survev of Canada, for tlie vears 1882-3-4. Pt.
B, p. i26.



Plate 10.

Sheared [ihase at Siytli liiuLstunt, CUike Range. Light parts highly magiiesiau ; dark parts
nearly pure calcium carbonate. Three-fourths natural size.

':r^^m^.

Shear*-
1
ptii" t : : n,;: . l.-nse (weathered) in Kitchener formation, .a V ...___ 1. lUiistrates

molar-toutli structurf ; sunken parts, calcium carbonate, and projecting ribs, silicions

niagnesian limestone. Two-thirds natural size.

25a— vol. ii— p. 74.
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volume. The rhouibohedral and >ubrhombohedral crystals average about rtOl

mm. in diameter. They are embedded in a base which is partly composed of

numerous anhedral granules of the same carbonate but of much smaller size,

with diameters varying: from 0-001 mm. or less to 0-005 mm. A few minute
angular grains of quartz and feldspar and a few dust-like particles of carbon

and pyrite are associated with the carbonate. The remainder of the base is a

colourless, amorphous to subcrystalline cement whose diagnosis is extremely diffi-

cult. Its single refraction is low and its double refraction either nil or extremely

faint. These properties are like those noted for the silicious base of the Altyn
dolomite. The chemical analysis shows a content of silica and alumina con-

siderably in excess of the amounts required for the little clastic quartz and
feldspar in the rock. It thus appears that the cement carries both silica and
alumina, and it must carry the combined water. True argillaceous matter

may be pre;eut, as well as amorphous and chalcedonic silica. In none of the

thin sections could sericite be detected.

The specific gravity of six type specimens varies from 2-657 to 2-760, with

an average of 2-702. These low values indicate the impurity of the carbonate.

The lightening of the rock must, in largest amount, be attributed to the cement

of the magne-ian part.

Owing to the extensive and highly irregular rearrangement of the car-

bonates in the molar-tooth rock it is not easy to secure a sjiecimen which shall

faithfully represent its average c-omposition. A specimen approximating to

this ideal was taken from the clifFs of Sawtooth ridge, 1-5 miles east of Lower
Ivintla lake, ilaterial from this specimen was so selecte<l as to contain

magnesian base and ealcitic segregation in about their average proportions in

nature, and the powdered mixture (specimen Xo. 1306) was analyzed by Pro-

fessor Dittrich. The result is as follows:

Anahisii of Siiieh impure lime-ifoix'.

Mol.

SiO 33-5S -593

Al-0 3-40 -033

FelO, l-^« I*!"

FeO: -.ST -012

MgO 10-09 -2.i2

CaO 19-72 -3i2

Xa..O -51 -008

KoO 1-21 -013

H'.0 at 110°C -n
HlO above nO°C 2-93 .163

C." -03

CO., 23-80 -.541

99-87

Sp. gr 2-741

I'ortion insoluble in hydrochloric acid 40-69%
Portion soluble in hvdrochlorio iicld-

FeO, ". 2-17

.\i:0 1-87

CaO 19-76

MsO 8-9-5
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This analysis cannot be calculated quite as readily as those of the Altyn

dolomites; the alkalies are here not assignable with certainty to definite feld-

spars. For tlie purpose of comparison, however, the same method of calculation

has been applied here, giving a ' norm ' wherein the soda is assigned to the albite

molecule and the potash to the orthoclase molecule, just as the alkalies are

assigned in calculating the ' norms ' of igneous rocks. The carbonates have been

calculated directly from the analysis of the solulble portion. The results are given

in the following table, which shows the ' mode ' for the rock as far as the car-

bonates are concerned, the other constituents being more arbitrarily treated:

Calcium carbonate 35-3
Magneeinm carbonate 18-8

Silica 28-0
Orthoclase molecule 7-2

.41bite molecule 4-2

Magnetite 2-6

Remainder 3-9

1000

The proportions of the carbonates correspond to 41-2 per cent of normal

dolomite and 12-9 -per cent of free calcium carbonate.

This excess of calcium carbonate is probably not due to its having been

introduced into the molar-tooth rock from other beds. The magnesian portions

of the molar-tooth rock effervesce somewhat with cold, dilute acid; it seems
simplest to believe that the c.alcium carbonate was there originally in excess

and dates from the time of the deposition of the sediment. The two carbonates

together are seen to make up about 54 per cent of the rock.

The high percentage of water (above 110°C) is of interest as showing that

this metamorphie agent, even at the present time, is enclosed in sufficient

amount to explain the solutional effects illustrated in the molar-tooth structure.

The content of carbon, low as it is, is partly responsible for the normally dark

tint of the fresh rock.

Different as the Siyeh dolomite limestone and the Altyn dolomite are in

field-habit, the two types are yet similar in several important respects. In each

the carbonate base has a remarkably fine and homogeneous grain, with no

suggestion in either case that the carbonate is of clastic origin. In each case

the dolomitic grains tend to assume the rhombohedral form. Their average

diameter is sensibly identical in size with that of the average calcite grains

composing the lenses, pencils, and stringers of the molar-tooth rock. This

average diameter is also practically equivalent to that characterizing the gran-

ules which compose each of the egg-like bodies forming occasional thin beds

of oolite in the Siyeh and neighbouring formations. There is no doubt of the

chemical origin of the latter, nor can there be doubt that the calcitic partings

of the molar-tooth limestone were gradually crystallized out from water solu-

tions. It wovdd seem next to incredible that these three associated rocks,

characterized by the same average size of constituent carbonate particles, could

have in two cases an origin in chemical precipitation and. in the third, an
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origin in the deposition of land detritus ou the sea-floor. A study of all the

available facts has, thus, forced the writer to the belief that the huge Siyeh and

Altyn formations are chiefly the product of long continued throwing down of

calcium and magnesium carbonate from sea-water, from which there was a

likewise slow depofitiou of silicious muddy matter brought from the lands.

The molar-tooth structure of the Siyeh is secondary and was developed after

burial.

Sheppard Fokmation.

General Description.—Conformably overlying the Purcell Lava in the

Clarke and Lewis ranges is a group of strata which has been named the
' Sheppard quartzite ' by Willis. He speaks of it as belonging to a

' distinctly sandy phase of deposition a quartzite which is

very roughly estimated to have a thickness of 700 feet. It forms the crest

of Lewis range in the vicinity of ilount Cleveland and Sheppard Glacier

between Belly river and Flattop mountain [type locality]. It has not been

studied in detail but is recognized as a distinct division of the series.'*

The lithological character of the beds occurring in the Boundary sections

and equivalent to the strata at Willis' type locality diSers somewhat from the

character stated in his brief description. This lack of accordance may jwssibly

he expl-ained through actual differences in the beds as they are encountered

at different points along the axis of the Clarke range. It may be noted, how-

ever, that the present writer, during a rapid traverse across the Lewis range

via the Swift Current Pass, found that there the beds of the Sheppard forma-

tion are extremely like those studied in the Boundary belt. The staple rock

of the Sheppard is not easy to diagnose in the field. It was only after micro-

scopic study that one could be sure of the true nature of the sediment. Its

colour, compactness, and general habit are those of an impure, flaggy quartzite.

The thin section shows that the rock is largely composed of carbonate (dolom-

ite) and that quartz occurs as mimite grains rather evenly distributed through

the mass of carbonate. The staple rock of the Sheppard is, thus, in the

Boundary belt and probably also farther south, a silicious dolomite or dolomitic

quartzite. More typical quartzite occurs as a subordinate constituent of the

formation, as shown in the following columnar section of the formation where

exposed just north of the Boundary monument on the Great Divide:

—

Columnar section of Sheppard formation.

Top, conformable base of Kiutla formatiou.

580 feet.—Thin-bedded, light gray, highly silicious dolomites, weathering buff—

a

homogeneous member occasionally concretionary; some of the more
silicious beds Tporoxima-inij magnesian quxiti^ice.

20 " Keddish, interbedded quartzite and silicious argillite.

600 feet.

Base, conformable top of Purcell Lava.

•B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 324.
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>\t the head of Stnn-iitioii .•iin.voii tlic .-^pctinii is slifrlitly flifferent:

—

Top, conformablp base of Kintla formation.

500 feet.—The staple, thin-bi'dded, buff-weatherinR silicions dolomite.
35 " Basic, amjgdaloidal liva.

50 " Medium to thin-bpdde<l reddish and gray, interbeddcd sandstone and
argillites, with thin intercalations of buff-weatherinj; dolomitic rock.

585 feet.

Base, conformable top of Purcell Lava.

Of the two columnar sections the former is to be regarded as the more

typical for the Boundary belt. The intercalated bed of lava represents a quite

local outflow, not found in sections a few miles to the eastward, nor anywhere

in the Galton range.

The basal red beds of the formation are similar in character to the upi>er-

most strata of the Siyeh fonnation and are like common phases of the Kintla.

Ripple-marks and esiiecially sun-cracks are common here as in all other strata

below the base of the Kintla formation.

Under the microscope the most conunon rock of tlie .Shejipard is seen to be

a highly impure, very finely granular, homogeneous mass of carbonate. It occurs

in the form of pale brownish grains, varying from 0-00.5 mm. or less to 0-03 mm.
in diameter and averaging about 0-02 mm. The larger grains often show

rhombohedral outlines. These are enclosed in a fine-grained base of anhedral

carbonate grains, quartz, sericite, and probably feldspar fragments of minute

size. Along with these fairly determinable constituents the base carries a con-

siderable amount of colourless, nearly isotropic material, which seems to be

identical with the cement found in the Siyeh limestone and certain phases of

the Altyn dolomite. As in the latter rocks, this material must carry much of

the combined water, which here fomis nearly two per cent of the whole rock.

The specific gravity of the dominant phase, as represented in three fresli

si^ecimens, ranges from 2-695 to 2-785.

A type-specimen (No. i:!01) collected at the head of Starvation (re<k, has

been anal.rzed by Professor Bittrich, with result as follows:

Analysis of Sheppanl iniptire dolomUo.

Mc.I.

SiO 24-61 i\0
.41,6. 6-81 -067

Fe.O, -58 OOt

Feb. 2-01 •028

MgO 13-.-?t -•iSl

CaO 19-U -342

.Va.O -62 -nift

K..6 2-07 -022

HlO at lin°C -24

n^Oabove 110°C l-7« -098

CO. 2K-S!) -fi.iti

lOOlO

Si.. K.-
2-9
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Portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid 32-23%
Portion soluble in hvdrochloric acid;

Fe.Os ." ". 2-36
Al,03 2-29
CaO 18-86
MgO 12-96

The carbonates could be rather closely calculated if it were known
how much of the ferrous iron is present in the sideritic molecule. Since the

carbon dioxide is no more than sufficient to satisfy the lime and magnesia of

the soluble ixjrtion, it is probable that iron carbonate is present in but very

small amount. A definite assigmnent of the alkalies is here impossible. The
soda is arbitrarily assigned to the albite molecule, althougli it is possible that

paragonite is present. A partial calculation yields the following result:

Calcium carbonate 33-7
Magnesium carbonate 27-2

Albite moleculi- 5-2

Pree silica 12-0+
;?ericite, potash feldspar, iron oxide, etc 21-9-

100-0

The ratio of CaO to ilgO in the soluble portion is 1-45.5:1, a value very

close to that in normal dolomite.

Dolomite forms about 61 per cent of this specimen. Probably nowhere
in the formation does it form more than 75 per cent of any bed. The percent-

age in the more silicious beds may run far below 40 per cent, as shown by the

specific gravity, 2-6-')0, of one freJi spe<-imen.

Inasmuch as the mineral dolomite dominates over the free quartz, the

staple rock of the fonnation may be classified as a highly silicious dolomite.

Chemically this rock notably resembles the Siyeh magnesian limestone and the

Altyn dolomite. Also important are the similarities of structure and size of

grain, implying like conditions of origin for the essential carbonates.

Interbedded Lara.—The amygdaloidal lava bed near the base of the fonna-

tion is similar in composition to the Purcell Lava and doubtless represents a

local, somewhat later flow from the same basaltic magma. This lava is vesicular

throughout, much more so than the PurceU Lava. The vesicles are, as usual,

particularly large and numerous near the upi^er surface of the flow. The larger

ones approach 1 cm. in diameter. In the highly vesic\ilar phase the vesicles

average about 2 mm. in diameter and compose from one-quarter to one-third

of the rock's wjiole volume. The vesicles are generally completely filled with

well crystallized calcite, less often with granular or radially crystallized quartz,

and a few are filled with both calcite and quartz. There is nothing speciall.v

noteworthy concerning the silicious amygdules, but the large majority of the

pure-^'^lcite amygdules present a remarkable phenomenon which, so far as

known to the writer, has not been described in petrographie literature.

In the highly vesicidar phase of the lava the calcite of many associated

amygdules is all rigidly orientated so that there is simultaneous reflection of

light from a cleavage-surface in each exposed amygdule. Careful examination
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has showed, in fact, that the calcite of many hundreds of amygdules together

composes a sinalo crj-stallographic individual. The appearance of such an

interrupted individual is very similar to that of a coarsely poiiiilitic structure

in a plutonic rock. There is, of course, nothing mnrc than an analogy between

the two oases, since the calcite crystallized from infiltrating water, but the

parall<'l will serve, perhaps, to make the phenomenon better understood by the

Figure 10. —Diagrammatic drawing to scale, from thin section of

ainygdaloidal basalt in the Sheppaid formation, Clarke Range. The
section shows twenty-four vesicles tilled with calcite. The uniform
orientation of the calcite is shown by the parallelism of cleavages (and
by simultaneous extinction under crossed nicols). The basaltic ma-
trix in which the amygdules lie (diabasic and very fine-grained) left

blank. Diameter of circle 20 mm.

reader. The poikilitic calcite crystals are often of great size, diameters of 10

cm. (about 4 inches) being observed; in. such cases the fillings of several

thousand vesicles compose a single crystal of glassy calcite. The average

crystal is about .5 em. in diameter. These large cr;s"stals never appear to

possess crystal outlines but lock together irregularly or are bounded by quartz

amygdules and non-vesicular parts of the ro 'c. (Figure 10.)

The nature of the process by which the :\rbonate was thus crystallized

offers an interesting problem, as yet unsolved. M'o^t of the amygdules show
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no intercommunication either to tlie \iiiaided eye or uuder the microscope.

The water from which the calcite was precipitated undoubtedly entered each

vesicle through openings in the walls but such openings must have been

generally of subcapillary size. It is difficult to imagine the play of forces or

the history of the crystallization which grouped the calcite molecules in one

amygdule so as to give its filling a common erystallographic axis with hundreds

of neighbouring amygdules. It looks as if the force of crj-stallization had oper-

ated directly through the rock wall of each vesicle.

KiNTL.\ Formation.

In the field the Kintla formation is a conspicuous element of the Lewis

series. Stratigraphically the highest known member of the series, the Kintla

commonly occurs on the higher summits and thus above tree-line. The fine

exposures and a striking deep red colour, contrasting with the bright bufF beds

of the Sheppard, render the argillite visible for many miles. Beautiful colour

effects in the rugged Lewis and Clarke ranges are controlled by the rich tints

of the argillite as it lies in place on the mountain-crests or, by its streaming

talus, lends broad slashes of colour to the lower slopes.

The best studied sections in the Boundary belt are both north of the

Boundary line; one at the head of Kintla creek canyon, the other at the head
of Starvation creek. The rocks in the former section have been described by

Willis, to whom we owe the name of the formation :

—

' The highest beds of the ancient sequence of strata found in this part

of the range are deep red argillaceous quartzites and silicious shales, with

marked white quart.zites and occasional calcareous beds. They are named
the Kintla formation from their occurrence in mountains on the 49th

parallel, northeast of Upper Kintla lake. They also form conspicuous

peaks west of Little Kootna creek. The Kintla formation closely resembles

the Grinnell. and represents a recurrence of conditions favourable to

deposition of extremely muddy, ferruginous sediment. The presence of

casts of salt crystals is apparently significant of aridity, as the red char-

acter is of subaerial oxidation. The formation has an observed thickness

of 800 feet, but no overlying rocks were found. Its total thickness is not

known, and the series remains incomplete.'*

To WiUis' account the following details may be added for this section.

The basal member is sixty feet thick, consisting of red, sandy argillite inter-

stratified with thin beds of bright gray silicious and magnesian limestone and

magnesian quartzite, each type weathering buff. These interbeds are identical

in character with the principal phase of the Sheppard, showing that the two

formations are dovetailed together. Overlying these red beds is a forty-foot

flow of basic vesicular lava, lithologicallv similar to both the Purc^ll Lava and

*B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soc. America. Vol. 1.3, 1902, p. S^

35a—
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Ui tlie sheet occurring in the Sheppard. Though this lava be<i of the Kintla

has been traced t^ix iiiilos to the westward, it is known to have formed but a

single, local outflow of magma, lacking the singular )>i'r<istence of the Purcell

Lava.

Above the lava, in the Kintla formation, i-; a thickn<"ss of 300 feet of

mixed beds:—dominant thin-bedded and purplish sandstone and argillite, in

which are intercalated thin beds of light gray silicified (cherty) oolite, weath-

ering buff; and thin beds of grayish white compact maj-ncsian sandstone also

weathering buff. About 100 feet above the lava there are two conspicuous beds

of gray concretionary limestone which weathers gray. Like the oolitic dolomite

these gray bands have their complete homologues in the upiier part of the Siyeh

formation. Above the 300-foot band of variegated sediments the section dis-

closed 460 feet of more homogeneous bright red to brownish and purplish thin-

bedded argillite and sandstone; the dominant rock is argillite.

As noted by Willis, erosion has removed an unknown portion of these

sediments and 820 feet is, therefore, a minimum estimate of their thickness.

The section at the head of Starvation creek canyon, six miles to the west-north-

west, afforded only 610 feet of strata in addition to the forty-foot sheet of

amygdaloid. In tliat section the basal sixty-foot variegated argillite is reduced

to ten feet of reddish-brown quart^ite. The succession is similar to that of

the type section but the gray limestone bands were not found and the oolitic

structure was not observed in the magnesian interbeds.

The columnar section for the type locality may be noted :

—

Columnar section of Kintla formation.

Top, erosion-surface.

•460 feet.—Relatively homogeneous, thin-l)edded, bright red, purplish and brownish red argillite and
subordinate quartzitic sandstone.

300 11 Heterogeneous, thin-betlded, red argillite (dominant) and sandstone, gray and brownish
sandstone, magnesian, oolitic limestone and gray concretionary limestone.

40 •• .\mygdaloid.
60 " Thin-bedded red argillite, with thin intercalations of magnesian quartzite.

860 feet.

Base, conformable top of Sheppard formation.

A special feature of the argillites is the great abundance of casts of salt-

crystals described by Dawson and Willis. The casts represent both complete

cubes and the hopper shape of skeleton crystals. (Plate 11.) The cubes are of

all sizes up to those 4 em. or more in diameter. Eipple-marks and sun-cracks,

especially the latter, are likewise very abundant. Thin-bedding and minute

jointing have rendered tie argillites highly fissile: the mountain peaks com-

posed of this formation are usually covered with a fine-textured, creeping fels-

senmeer which often, over large areas, completely covers the ledges of rock in

place.



Plate 11.

Casts of salt-crystals in Kintia argillite ; about two-thirds natural size.

25a—vol. ii—p. 82.
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The specific gravity of three specimen's of the argillite ranges from 2-616 to

2-097, averaging 2-652. The average for the whole formation (including the

dolomitic interbeds (2-743) and the amygdaloid (ca. 2-900) is about 2-675.

Thin sections from different specimens of the argillite show, under the

microscope, differences of grain but, in other respects, are similar. Angular,

sherdy grains of clear quartz and of notably fresh microcline and microperthite,

cloudy orthoclase, and a little indeterminable plagioelase lie embedded in an
abundant cement of apparently true argillaceous matter, reddened with much
hematite. Grains of magnetite and apatite, probably of clastic origin, are

present. Ragged foils and shreds of sericite developed in the bedding-planes,

and secondarj' kaolin represent some recrystallization, but the rock must be

regarded as a true argillite. In none of the thin sections does it show the

amount of recrystallization seen in the older, more deeply buried metargillites.

In one section, minute, pale brown grains of carbonate, probably dolomite or

ferrodolomite, are distributed as in the Grinnell metargillite.

The recurrence of the special feldspar, microperthite. in the Kintla sedi-

ments—a constituent which is found in most of the clastic beds through the

whole Lewis series—shows that probably one great crystalline terrane furnished

the detritus during the dejMsition of the series. The great freshness of the

feldspars in most of the beds suggests that the erosion of that terrane and the

process of sedimentation were rapid. One may well suspect also that the

climate in which disintegration overtook chemical weathering was an arid

climate. This suspicion is strengthened by the discovery of abundant cast^= of

salt-crystals in the Kintla rocks. Barrell has shown reasons for believing that

the Kintla rocks were laid down under continental conditions, as subaerial

deposits.* For this one formation the writer can quit* agree with the view,

but he believes that the Sheppard and all the underlying formations, excepting,

possibly, a limited thicknes> of Grinnell and Appekunny beds, were laid down
on the sea-floc>r.

ABSENCE OF TRIASSIC AND .TURASSIC FORMATIONS.

No strata referable to the pre-Cretaceous Mesozoic occur within the

Boundary belt either in the Clarke range or in any of the other ranges between

the Great Plains and the Columbia river. In his reconnaissance of 1875

Dawson assigned the red beds of the Kintla formation to the Triassic, basing

his correlation on the lithological similarity of the ai-gillite-sandstone to the

Triassic of the states farther south, and on the belief that the imderlying

Siyeh limestone is of Carboniferous age.f Willis has concluded that the

Kintla formation is much older than the Triassic and, as indicated, the present

writer agrees in assigning a pre-Devonian age to the formation.:):

*J. Barrell, Journal of Geology, Vol. 14, 1906. p. 553.

to. M. Dawson, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 12, 1901, p. 74, where further refer-
ence,*.

:B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 325.

25a—6i V
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CRETACEOUS FORMATIONS OF THE GREAT PLAINS AT THE FOETY-
NINTH PARALLEL.

The writer has made no special study of the Cretaceous formations over

which the eastern part, if not all, of the Lewis range and the eastern part of

tlie Clarke range have been thrust. These rocks crop out nowhere within the

area covered by the detailed survey and they were only cursorily examined

during a rapid traverse to Chief mountain. The reconnaissance of Willis and

Weller has yielded useful results, which may be described by full quotation

from Willis' paper:*

' Cretaceous strata are but poorly exposed along the eastern base of

Lewis range, although they form the subterrane beneath hundreds of

square miles of the plains. The mantle of drift is widespread and often

thick, and outcrops of rock in place are limited to occasional freshly

scoured gullies or ledges of sandstone along hilltops. Such outcrops were

noted, however, in traversing the plains from Cutbank river to Saint Marj-

lake, and others were found about the mountain slopes west of Saint Mary
lakes, up Swift Current valley, on Kennedy creek, about Chief mountain,

and on Belly river. Weller collected fossils sufficient to determine three

horizons, namely, Dakota, Benton, and Laramie, and through the light

thrown by fossils on their relations these occasional Cretaceous outcrops

become interesting as elements of a structure which they do not suffice

to make clear. Their di'trihution is such that the Dakota and Benton,

while occupying normal relations one to another, are apparently above

the Laramie. The significance of this from the point of view of structure

is discussed under that head.
' No occurrences of rocks of Cretaceous age were observed west of the

Front range of the Rockies, and it is probable that there are none south

of the Crowsnest coalfields.

' Dakota.—Arenaceous and argillaceous shales and sandstones of

Dakota age occur on North fork of Kennedy creek near its junction with

South fork, 5J miles east by south from Chief mountain, at an elevation

of 4,800 feet. The exposures constitute a bluil 30 feet high, near the top

of which are layers bearing fossil plants and freshwater shells. A collec-

tion of leaves, though l)adly broken up in transit, wa.s examined by Mr.

Knowlton, who report^ Ficus proteoides ( ?) Lesq., Magnolia hovlayava

Lesq., Liquidamba integrifolins Lesq., Liquidamha ohtusilobatum Lesq..

Diospyro rotundifolia Lesq., Phyllites rhomhoideus Lesq. " The above

species." says Knowlton. " are all characteristic Dakota group forms, and

the beds at this locality are referred without hesitation to thi=: age." The

strike of the-e Dakota beds is nearly north and south and they dip at a

low angle, —10 degrees westward.

'Benton.—Dark bluish-black to leaden gray shales constitute the mass'

of Cretaceous rocks west of Saint Mary lakes. With them are associated

• B. Willis, Stratigraphv and Structure, Lewis and Livingston Ranges, Montana

;

Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 1.^. 1902, pp. 315 and 326.
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thin beds of limestone and ferruginous sandstone. Weller's collections from
outcrop; north of lower Sherburne lake in Swift Current valley, and from
Southern slopes of Chief mountain, were submitted to Mr. Stanton, who
identifies Inoceramus lahiaius Schlotheim, PrionotropU sp., Ostrea con-

yesta Conrad ( ?), Camptonectes sp., Scaphites veniricosus Meek and Hay-
den, Anomia sp., Tellina sp. Among these the Inoceramus, Prionotropis,

and Scaphites are classed as characteristic Benton forms.

The topographic relations of the Dakota outcrop on Kennedy creek

and the highest Benton outcrops under Chief mountain are such that if

the beds were strictly horizontal the thickness of Cretaceous rocks would
be 2,700 feet. As there is a slight dip from the former beneath the latter,

this may be increased to 3,500 feet or more. It is, however, possible that

the overthrusts which traverse the Algonkian are paralleled by others in

the apparently undisturbed Cretaceous beds, and, if so, no estimate of thick-

ness can be based on the meagre data now available.

' Just northeast of the northern end of Lower Saint Mary lake Weller

collected from a gray sandstone and according to Stanton's determination

obtained Inoceramus sp.. possibly young of /. lihialus, Mactra emmonsi
Meek (?), Tellina modesta Meek, Donax cuneata Stanton, Oorbula sp.,

Turritella sp., and Lunatia sp. Of these Stanton says :
" Although the

evidence of these fossils is not absolutely conclusive as to the horizon, it

is probable that they are from the Benton or at least from some horizon

within the Colorado group."

' Laramie.—Ten miles east of Lower Saint Mary lake, on the middle
fork of Milk river, occur outcrops of thin-bedded and cross-bedded gray

sandstone and arenaceous shale. Some of the layers contain scattered and
fragmentary plant remains. Others are barren of fossils. Certain ones

are composed of oyster shells. In a section measuring 70 feet Weller

found five oyster beds, from which he collected Ostrea glabra Meek and
Hayden, Corhicula occidentalis Meek and Hayden, and small specimens of

an undetermined Melania, which may be the young of M. wyomingensis

Meek. The Ostrea of the highest stratum is said by Stanton to approach

more nearly to 0. subtrigonaUs Evans and Shumard. These are all classed

as belonging to the Laramie fauna.'

In his summary of the geology of the Rocky ifountain region in Canada,
Dawson writes:

—

' The aggregate thickness of the Upper Cretaceous in the southern

part of the Laramide range—Front range—(including the lower portion of

the Laramie, which may be regarded as Cretaceous) is found to be about

10,000 feet. It is unnecessary, however, to do more than allude to this

section here, as it is more properly to be regarded as the western margin
of the Cretaceous of the plains than as characteristic of the Cordilleran

region."*

•G. M. Dawson, Bull. Geol. Sec. Amprica, Vol. 12, 1901, page 78.
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Fifty miles north-northwest of the Boundary section through the Clarke

range, the Livingstone range is adjoined on the west by the well known Crowsnest

geosynclinal, containing from 12,000 to 13,000 feet of Cretaceous rocks, with

possibly some conformable Jurassic beds at the base of the series.f This

intermont development of the Cretaceous has no equivalent at the Forty-ninth

Parallel unless it be represented in deeply buried strata beneath the Miocene
of the Flathead fault-trough now to be described. Elsewhere in the Boundary
belt the pre-Mcsozoic terrane of the Front ranges is nowhere seen to be overlain

by the Cretaceous, though it underlies the planes of the Lewis thrust and other

contemporaneous major thrusts of the region. (See page 90.)

In the Little Belt mountains of Montana the Cretaceous beds lie conform-

ably upon the thin Ellis formation which is assigned to the Jurassic. The Ellis

formation in turn rests with apparent conformity iipon Mississippian

group of strata.:}: The relations are similar to those which obtain at the Crows-

nest Pass section, to which reference has been made. A hundred miles farther

north, at Moose mountain, and again at the Lake Minnewanka section, DowHug
has recently found the conformable Cretaceous-Jurassic series resting directly

upon the Mississippian limestone.§ At the latter point and at many others

McConnell and Dawson have described the Cretaceous as lying, always with

apparent conformity, upon the Carboniferous formation. These occurrences on

both sides of the Boundary line, comparatively near to it, and all located on

the line of strike of the Front ranges at the Forty-ninth Parallel, make it

highly probable that the same general relation holds within the Boundary belt

or its immediate, eastward extension. It will be noted that the Jurassic beds

ore generally of no great thickness and there is no certainty that they are repre-

sented in the Boimdary line section at any point. If they are absent the Cre-

taceous may be regarded as resting on an erosion-surface terminating the

Carboniferous limestone; it is further probable that the Carboniferous beds were

little, if any, folded before the Cretaceous beds were deposited. The pre-Creta-

ceous erosion of these Paleozoic rocks at the Forty-ninth Parallel seems, then,

to have followed a gentle, broad upwarp of the eastern part of the Cordillera.

KISHENEHN FORMATION.

The floor of the wide Flathead trough at the Boundary line is generally

covered with glacial drift of extraordinary thickness and continuity. In the

northern half of the five-mile belt the river has cut through the drift sheet.

The bed-rock thus exposed may be seen at intervals in the low blufFs extending

about three miles northward from the Boundary slash. Throughout that

stretch the bed-rock belongs to a Tertiary fresh-water deposit which is not known
to have an exact stratigraphic equivalent anywhere else in the area covered by

t .T. McKvoy, .Annual K-eport, Canadian Geological Survey for 1900, Vol. 13. Ottawa,
1903, page HO v.

I W. H. Weed, Little Belt Mountains folio. U. S. Geol. Survey.
5 D. B. Howling, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 17, 190fi. p. 295.
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the Commission. The exposures are here fairly good but are not extensive

enough to show the full thickness or relations of the formation. (Plate 12.)

The rocks consist ehieily of light to rather dark bluish-gray, often sandy,

clays. In these there are numerous interbeds of hardened, light-gray sandstone,

varying from two inches to a foot in thickness. The sandstone is very often

characteristically nodular, with many concretions. A few seamlets of lignite up

to 2 mm. in thickness and a few small, woody stems were observed in the clays.

The latter are usually very homogeneous and have the look of lake deposits.

At the river not more than 250 feet of different beds were actually seen,

but it is probable that the total thickness represented in this section exceeds

500 feet. Ten miles down the Flathead valley, near the mouth of Ivintla creek,

the Kintla Lake Oil Company has drilled through 700 feet of soft ' shales ' and

sandstones bearing at intervals thin seams of coal. It is likely that these

rocks form the southern continuation of the sediments at the Boundary line.

Otherwise there is at present no hint as to the full extension of the lake beds.

Both clays and sandstones are at several horizons moderately fo=siliferous.

The fossils consist of small and extremely fragile shells. These have been

examined by Dr. T. W. Stanton, who reported the collection to

' consist entirely of fresh-water shells belonging to the genera Sphae-

rium, Valvata ( ?), Physa, Planorbis, and Limn»a. Similar forms occur

as early as the Fort Union, now regarded as earliest Eocene, but there

is nothing in the fossils themselves to prevent their reference to a much
later horizon in the Tertiary, because they all belong to modern types

that have persisted to the present day, though it should be stated that their

nearest known relatives among the western fossil species are in the Eocene.'

Dr. Stanton lists the species as follows:

—

Sphaeriian sp. Related to Sphaerium s-uhellipticum, M. and H.
Valvata (?) sp. Resembles Valvata subumhilicata M. and 11.

Physa sp.

Planorbis sp. Related to Plaiwrhis convolutus M. and H.
Limnwa sp.

For convenience this group of Tertiary beds may be called the Kishenehn
formation, the name being taken from that of the neighbouring creek. The
same formation had been discovered near the mouth of the Kishenehn by
Dawson who, in 1885, wrote:

—

' Tertiary rocks resembling those assigned to the Miocene in the central

plateau region of British Columbia, were met with in one or two small

exposures in the bed and banks of the river, but poorly displayed and much
disturbed by slides. They consist, so far as seen, of hard pale clays and
sandy clays. It is probable that they underlie a considerable part of the

width of this great flat-bottomed valley, though their extension to the north

and south is quite indeterminate.'*

' G. M. Dawson, Ann. Report, Geol. Surv,, Canada, 1885, Part B, p. 52.
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In his reconnaissance of 1901 Willis tncoiintiTed the formation which he

described in the following words :

—

' On the North fork of the Flathead there are, as already statetl, bluffs

of clay with interbedded sandstones and lignites, in which no fossils were

found. Details of constitution are summarized in the tabular statement

of formations. The materials, degree of induration, and the ligrnitic con-

dition of the carbonaceous deposits serve to indicate that they may be

of Miocene or Pliocene age, as are beds near Missoula, which they resemble.

The?e deposits are called lake beds because they are very distinctly and
evenly stratified. They consist of fine sediment such as would settle from

quiet water only, and they occur in a valley of such moderate width between

mountains of such height that no simple condition of alluvial accumulation

seems appropriate. It is possible that the lake was at times shallow like

a flooded river. It is probable that it was some time reduced to the pro-

portions of a river. It is certain that during considerable intervals some
areas were marshes; but, admitting that a lake may pass through various

phases of depth and extent, the term lake beds best describes these depo-

sits.'*

At the Boundary line the dip is 18° to the eastward. Farther north the

attitude is fairly constant in all the exposures, with strike north and south and

dip, 40-45° east. The formation has evidently been disturbed by a strong

orogenic force. The date of this particular phase of mountain-building cannot

yet be fixed with certainty. It is pre-Glacial and po>t-Laramie. With some

probability it may be referred to a mid-Tertiary stage, during which, according

t.i Willis and Peale, crustal deformation took place in ^[ontana.

It would be a matter of considerable interest to know the nature of the

t.rrane underlying the lake beds. The fact that the drill at the Kintla creek

oil-prospect struck continuous limestone at the depth of 1,290 feet suggests

either that the lake beds lie directly on the Carboniferous or pre-Cambrian.

or else, that only a very small thickness of Mesozoic strata (presumably Cre-

taceous) intervene between the lake beds and the pre-Mesozoie formations

beneath the floor of the valley. This point will be considered again in connec-

tion with the dynamic history of the Rocky Mountains at the Forty-ninth

Parallel.

POST-MIOCENE FORMATIONS OF THE GREAT PLAINS.

For the sake of completeness Willis' brief statement of the occurrence

and nature of the youngest geological formations found on the plains in the

immediate vicinity of the Boundary belt, may be given in summary. On pages

328 to 330 of his paper he gives some details concerning a Pliocene or early

Pleistocene gravel fan to which the name ' Kennedy gravels ' has been given.

B. Willie, BuU. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 327
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For the purpose of this report, however, it will be expedient to reduce the sum-

mary of his findings to the table of formations given on page 315.*

iVnstMii rfnitlnPMfal
( Characterized by boulders of granitic, giieissoid, and otheraasteui continental

Laurentide rocks ; fonnsamoraine across Saint Marv and
I

°™^-
y Belly valleys and beyond.

Ij'Distingiiished by absence of Laurentide rock.s ; composed of
Valley glacier drift. I Algonkian sedimentary and igneous rocks in heterogeneous

^ I association as till and stratified drift.

I'
Type locality—a gravel mesa, elevation 5,800 feet, 5 miles

j

east of Chief mountain, north of Kennedy creek, and 900
I

feet above it ; characterized by water-«orn material of local
Pleistocene Kennedy high level

-|
origin, Al-^onkian rocks up to two feet in diameter ; average

or Pliocene. gravels.
j

coai-se stuff under one foot, much of it i; to 6 inches ; dist-

!
inguished by absence of glacial striae, by stratification, and

I, by altitude above present stream channels.

The reader is referred to the fuller account of the Kennedy gravels, which

the present writer has not specially studied except on the line of a single tra-

verse. The view of Salisbury, quoted by Willis, that 'the high-level quartzite

gravels on the plains east of the mountains are believed to be deposits made
by streams at the close of the first epoch of baseleveling recorded in the pre-

sent topograiihy,' seems to be scarcely supported by the evidence of the gravels

themselves, unless it is meant that uplift occurred at the close of the epoch.

It is highly improbable that wide-spread clastic material of such coarseness could

be formed during the closing stnges of aa erosion-cycle.

STRUCTURE.

FOLDS .\ND F.\ULTS.

On referring to map sheet No. 1, and especially to the general sec-

tion, it will be seen that the Clarke range forms a great syncline which

is accidented with a few faults and secondary warps. The eastern

limb of the master fold shows the entire succession of rocks from the

Waterton dolomite to the Kintla argillite. Every member of the Lewis series

is thus exposed, in its regular order, in the huge monocline stretching from the

elbow of Oil creek (Cameron Falls brook) to the summit lake at the head of

the creek. The dip slowly flattens from an angle of 30° in the Altyn formation

to approximate horlzontality at the water-divide of the range. The western

limb of the syncline displays the comijlete series from the Kintla formation

down nearly to the base of the Appeknnny formation. The dips in the lower

members there average about 20° to the northeast ; those of the higher members,

between upper Kintla lake and the Great Divide range from 3° to 5° with

variable strike.

At both sides of the master syncline the strata are rather sharpl.y flexed

down. There results, on the east, the narrow Cameron Falls (Oil creek) anti-

cline, which plunges toward the northwest at a low angle. On the western

side the down-warped strata are very poorly exposed but it is probable that the

' B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soc, America, Vol. 13, 1902.
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observed down-flexuie of the Appekunny at Starvation creek is but an inci-

dental result of a great normal fault or system of normal faults which limits

the Flathead valley on the east. In this view the writer's observations agree

with those of Willis, who states that the structural relations at the western

side of the main syncline ' are those of a normal fault of great displacement,

and downthrow on the west. From the topographic relations the position of

this normal fault is inferred to lie along the base of the Livingston [Clarke]

range, the downthrown block underlying Flathead valley.'*

The axis of the Akamina creek valley is located on a flat syncline, with

an axial trend parallel to those of the main syncline and the Cameron Falls

anticline, namely, northwest-southeast.

Normal faults are rare and none, except the Xorth Fork fault, shows strong

displacement. The attitudes of the beds to north and south of the Ivintla

lakes suggest a fault following the axi^- of tlie valley, with downthrow on the

north. The movement was slight but apparently sufficed to locate the erosion

channel of which the present valley is the greatly enlarged descendant. A
second, neighbouring fault has brought the red Grinnell beds down into con-

tact with the lower beds of the Appekunny, indicating a moderate throw on the

east of the fault.

GREAT LEWIS OVERTHRUST.

The most important structural feature of the range is a great

thrust by which the eastern part of the main syncline, together with

the Mt. Wilson (Lewis range) block, has been driven eastward or north-

eastward over the Cretaceous formations of the plains. The nature and relations

of this thrust are quite similar to those described by McConnell at the Bow
Eiver pass and Devils lake, 150 statute miles to the north-northwest, and to

those worked out by Willis at Chief mountain and elsewhere in Alontana.f The
proof that the thrust-plane extends to Waterton lake suggests the possibility

that the one great dislocation extends from 4S° 30' K Lat. to at least 51° 30'

N. Lat. (See Figure 6.)

The demonstration that the thrust-plane passes under the Clarke range

is not as full as that adduced by Willis for the Lewis range. In the more
westerly range the natural rock exposures in the Boundary belt are not of

themselves sufficient to show the fact. The reason for believing that at least

the eastern part of the Clarke range block has actually overriden the plains

strata is found in the log of the deep boring made by the Western Oil and

Coal Company at Cameron Falls, on the west side of Waterton lake. At that

point the drill penetrated 1,500 feet of silicious dolomites which, as above noted

(page 55
~), form the downward extension of the Lewis series. At that depth

the drill suddenly entered soft shale which continued for another 400 feet,

•B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 13. 1902, n. .144.

tR. G. MoConnell, Ann. Eep. Geol. Survey of Canada for 1886, Part D, p. 31 : B,
Willis, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902. p. 331 ; D. B. Dowlin?. Bull. Geol. Soc.
America, Vol. 17, 1906. p. 296.



Plate 13.

Hpad of Lower Kintla Lake. Cliff composed of Appekunnv and overlying Grinnell forma-
tions. The small cleared patch acro.«s the lake, on the e.xtreme left, is the site of
petroleum prospect with showings of oil and with steady blow of natural gas

"' "—p. 90.25a—vol. ii-
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when the work was stopped, and the bore-hole, for the time at least, abandoned.
These shales have been examined by Mr. T. Deui>, of the Canadian Department
of Mines, and by the writer; the material proved to have the habit of typical

Cretaceous, probably Benton, sediments. Their colour, softness, and carbona-

ceous character are quite different from those characterizing any phase of the

Lewis series; on the other hand the shales are sensibly identical with fossili-

ferous Cretaceous beds occurring below the thrust-plane at Chief mountain.

IIow much farther west the thrust has caused the superposition of the

Belt terrane on the Cretaceous can only be conjectured. It is not impossible

that the entire Clarke range in this region represents a gigantic block loosed

from its ancient foundations, like the Mt. Wilson or Chief mountain massifs,

and bodily forced over the Cretaceous or Carboniferous formations. In that

case the thrust would have driven the block at least forty miles across country.

Such a speculation is of some interest in giving one explanation of the emana-
tion of gas and petroleum in the Flathead valley and in the heart of the Belt-

Cambrian rocks at lower Kintla lake. (Plate 13.) These hydrocarbons would
thus be considered as originating in the Carboniferous limestone or in the

Cretaceous sediments underlying the thrust-plane. Since the Carboniferous

limestone is highly bituminous, that formation would naturally offer an original

source for the oil and gas.

On the other hand, a seccjnd hypothesis may be framed, whereby the seep-

ages in the Flathead valley are thought to originate in the Carboniferous

limestone which was faulted down during the formation of the Tertiary fault-

trough, while the seepages at Kintla lake are interpreted as emanations from
Carboniferous limestone locally underthrust on the west side of the main
syncline of the Clarke range. On this view the Waterton lake thrust need not

extend much farther west than the lake itself.

Or, thirdly, one might conceive that the hydrocarbons originated directly

in the Beltian rocks themselves (see page 53), so that the existence of the seepages

would have no direct bearing on, or afiord no proof of, any large-scale thrust-

plane beneath the western slope of the range. There is as yet no decisive

evidence forcing a choice among these three hypotheses. The known extent of

the bodily movement represented in the Waterton lake thrust is, at a minimum,
about eight miles, as measured on the perpendicular to the line tangent to

Chief mountain and tbe outpost mountains of the Clarke range. The move-
ment has probably been ten miles or more and may be as much as forty miles.

The thrust proved at Waterton lake is doubtless a northern continuation

of the ' Lewis thrust ' described by Willis as explaining the pecijliar relations

of pre-Cambrian and Cretaceous at Chief mountain and southward. Willis

has, in fact, stated that he has traced the outcrop of the thrust surface around

Mt. Wilson to Waterton lake. He concludes that ' according to these observa-

tions, the relation of the Lewis and Livingston [Clarke] ranges, en echelon at

the 49th parallel, is an effect of stei>likp though very gentle flexure in the
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JEult-surface of the Lewis thrust.'* For his discussion of this and related points

the reader is referred to his paper.

Willis also gives a d-etailed account of the interestiug structural effects

wrought in the overriding block, particularly as illustrated in Chief mountain.

Similar evidences of the mighty force involved were observed by the present

writer on the Canadian side of the Boundary. As in the case of the Altyn

strata on Chief mountain the Appekunny beds north of Pass creek were seen

to be separated by flat-lying, heavily slickened surfaces, showing the existence

of minor thrusts with movement from west to east. At Chief mountain the

writer had opportunity of seeing the truly spectacular effects on the overriden

Benton shales.

Willis has formulated a hypothesis according to which the existing structure

of the Clarke and Lewis ranges is attributed to two distinct periods of erogenic

movement. A summary of the hypothesis as it relates to the dating of the Lewis

thrust may be given in his own words:

—

' Along the eastern base of the Rocky mountains in general the facts

of structure express the action of a co^lpres^ive stress, the Cretaceous and

older strata being folded. The post-Cretaceous effects are commonly attri-

buted to a single episode of compression ; in what follows they are assigned

to two episodes, at least for the particular district under discussion.

' The first episode of compression began at some date not closely

determinable, but which may be placed not earlier than Laramie time,

nor later than early Tertiary. It is possible that flexure went on during

Laramie deposition. It is also possible that it did not begin till after that

deposition was completed. The distinction is not important to the present

thesis. Flexure in its early stages was an effect involving relatively great

stress, as the nearly flat Algonkian strata were exceedingly inflexible. It

is probable that folds developed slowly. As the Laramie sea was shallow

and was succeeded by emergence of the area, the anticlines were s\ibject

to erosion, whether they developed earlier or later, and the synelines received

their waste either as sediments beneath marine waters or in estuaries or in

lakes or as valley deposits.

' The effect which for a time satisfied the compressive stress was one

of moderate folding. The succeeding condition was one of quiescence and

it endured long enough for the planation of Cretaceous rocks to the

Blackfoot peneplain. The name Blackfoot may be extended to the topo-

graphic cycle ending in the development of the plain. The Blackfoot

cycle cannot be accurately dated b.\ any evidence now available. It was

post-Laramie and probably earlier than the orogenic movements which,

in Montana, gave rise to ranges and lake basins. The latter having yielded

Miocene vertebrates, the movement may be placed in mid-Tertiary. That

it was preceded by the Blackfoot cycle is an inference based on general

observations of an extensive peneplain over the summits of the Rockies

•B. Willis, Bull. Owl. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 333.
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of western Montana and Idaho, observations which leave no doubt in the

writer's mind of the existence of such a peneplain, but which do not suffice

positively to identify it as the Blackfoot plain. On the probability of that

identification the Blackfoot cycle may be placed in early Tertiary time.

'At the close of the Blackfoot cycle the topographic features of the

region under discussion were the peneplain on Cretaceous rocks and low

hilly, past-mature relief on Algonkian rocks, such as is now presented by

the summit hills of eastern Flattop

'Among the effects of folding and erosion, at the close of the Black-

foot c,ycle was the exposure of the edges of some Algonkian strata as out-

crops; being gently inclined westward, these beds had probably wide extent

underground. They were relatively ^^tiff and lay with one edge free. Under
these conditions, supposing that a compressive stress again became effec-

tive, a part at least of the Algonkian beds were so placed that the.v met but

slight resistance in their tendenc.v to yield by moving forward. So far as

they were unopposed, or not sufficiently opposed to check and fold them,

they did ride forward. That part which was thus overthrust separated

from that which was not in general along bed-ding planes near the base of a

particularly rigid stratum, such as the Altyn limestone. The Siyeh lime-

stone, the Carboniferous limestone, or other stiff formation may else-

where be found to have determined the thrust surface within the old rocks.'*

Willis then concludes this postulated history by noting the geological date

deduced for the Lewis thrust and directly associated movements. He also

briefly states the alternative view that the folding and thrusting were products

of a single period of deformation. He writes

:

' On the hypothesis of a single episode of compression, from which

resulted all the phenomena of folding and thrusting in Cretaceous and
Algonkian rocks in the district, the Lewis thrust and the associated struc-

ture^ must be assigned to a date closely following the Laramie deposition.

The growth of the Front ranges and the development of the Blacltfoot

plain must be placed later, and the expression of the Lewis thrust must be

considered subordinate at the surface to these later effects of orogeny

and erosion.

' On the other hand, on the hypothesis of two episodes of compression.

separated by the Blackfoot cycle, the Lewis thrust must result from the

second episode, and falls probably in mid-Tertiary. Its orogenic effect*

are then dominant in the Front ranges, and the ph.vsiographie history is

to be read in terms of structure as well as of erosion.

' It is concluded that the date of the Lewis thrust may be placed in

either late Cretaceous or mid-Tertiary time, and the principal criteria for

determining which date is correct are to be found in the relations of struc-

ture to physiography.'+

• B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 13, 1902. p.

t Ibid, p. 343.
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Tliough inclined to lavour the two-episode hypothesis Willis was careful

to leave the question open. The problem is complicated by the apparent neces-

sity of believing that, at a late Paleozoic (post-Mississippian) stage the whole

Pureel]-Ro:-ky Mountain province was broadly upwarped. forming a gcanticlinal

area, from which the sea was excluded during the Triassic and Jurassic periods.

There thus seems to be a possibility that the structural condition for the Lewis

thrust—an antecedent flexure near the site of the present frontal escarpment

of the Rockies—was established long before the Laramie or the Cretaceous

I>eriod. To the present writer the view that the post-Cretaceous movements all

belonged to a single orogenic episode has the merit of simplicity and does not

seem to be contravened by any known fact. Moreover, one obsen-ation in the

field seems to indicate directly that great thrusts were developed in the Clarke

range either during the main post-Laramie folding, or at any rate, before that

folding was completed.

This partial evidence is illustrated in the structure section of Figure Ci

and map sheet No. 1. It will be obser\-ed that a heavy wedge of Siyeh lime-

stone has been pushed eastward along a nearly horizontal thrust-plane, which

has truncated a thick mass of the Altyn beds. The wedge has penetrated the

overlying Appekunny beds, crumpling, mashing, and forcing them aside like

an enormous plowshare. An inspection of the whole section seems to warrant

the conclusion that this thrust which forced the younger Siyeh limestone into

contact with the older Altyn and lower Appekunny heds, must have antedated

the development of the Cameron Falls anticline in its present >^tructural form.

It is hard to believe that the limestone wedge was driven downwards to an

actually lower level. A more reasonable view is that the Altyn-Appekunny

beds on the eastern side of the present fold were formerly faulted or bent

upwards so as to feel the thrust of the still flat-lying Siyeh limestone on the

west. After the wedge was intruded and by the continuance of the same com-

pressive stress, the whole series was flexed so as to show the existing anticlinal

structure. On the probable suppo-ition that this thrust and the Lewis thr\ist

were contemporaneous, it follows that the latter was also cmtemporaneous

with an early stage in the main folding of the Clarke range.

At other points in the Clarke range as well as in the Galton-Macdonald

mountain group the geosynclinal rocks luiderwent a powerful compression

before they were folded at all. At these localities the dip of the bedding is

20° or more, while marked slaty cleavage has been developed with its plane

characteristically perpendicular to the bedding-plane. It seems most probable

that this cleavage was the product of a compressive force which was directed

along the bedding-planes and had developed the cleavage before significant

upturning occurred. This phase of tangential compression may be that in

which the great Siyeh wedge was thnist into the Appekunny nietargillites and

in which the much greater I^ewis thrust wa« formed. Most of the folding may
have been produced as a slightly later expres-ion of the same but somewhat

intensified, tangential force. On this view bcth tlmist and fold belong to one-

orogen'c episode.
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Neither of the two hypotheses can as yet be proved. It remains for future

students of the Front ranges to find the true solution to the dynamin probleiTi.

The question is important since it deeply affects our understanding of the later

geological history of the Clarke. Lewi-, and several adjacent ranges of the

Kncky Mountain system.
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CHAPTER V.

STRATIGRAPHY AXD STRUCTURE OF THE
GALTOX RANGES.

MACDONALD AND

GALTON SERIES.

From the Flathead river to the Kootenay river at Gateway the mountains

are principally composed of the Galton series, the westward extension of the

same stratified series that form, the peaks and massifs of the Clarke and Lewis

ranges. Two of the formations described as constituting the Lewis series

—

the Altyn and Siyeh-—are very clearly represented on the west side of the Flat-

head and, in the following account of the Galton series, vrill bear the original

names given by Willis. The other stratitied members of the Galton series are

related to the corresponding members of the Lewis series but are stamped with

distinctly individual characters, and merit special names which will be employ-

ed in order to emphasize the contrasts between the two series. The columnar

section for the strata actually visible in the Galton range has been supple-

mented at its base by the addition of formational units which crop out only

in the MacDonald range.

The two groups of strata are so similar lithologically that the description

of the Galton series scarcely needs great detail. Many features are simply

repetitions of those already described for the Lewis series.

The Galton series includes the formations noted in the following table.

t'ormafion. i'hickness in feet- Dominant rocks.

Top, erosion surface.

Roosville 600-1- Metargillite.
Phillips 550 Metargillite.
Gatenav 2,025 Metargillite and quartzite.
PurceU'Lava 310 Altered basalt.

Siyeh 4,000 Magnesian limestone and metargillite.
Wigwam 1.200 Sandstone and metargillite.
MacDonald 2,350 Metargillite.

Hefty 775 Sandstone and quartzite.

Altyn 650-h Silicious dolomite.

12,460

Base concealed.

At the summit of the ilcGillivray range heavy blocks of Mississippian

limestone have been faulted into contact with the older members of the Galton

series. Neither top nor bottom of the limestone is exposed in the Boundary

belt. It is certainly younger than the uppermost bed of the Galton series, but

it is not known whether the relation was that of original conformity. The

maximum thickness of the exposed limestone seems to be about 2,800 feet.

25a—vol. ii—
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On tlie eastern edge of Tnbaceo Plains a smaller block of Devonian lime-

stone and dolomitic quartzite, estimated to show a thickness of 1,600 feet, has
been faulted down into contact with the Gateway formation. Its relation to

the Galton series could net be directly observed. As elsewhere in this part of

the Cordillera the limestone doubtless passed gradually upwards into the

Mississippian limestone but no rock of that age was determined on the west
side of the range.

AlTYK rORM.\TION.

The oldest formation exposed in the ilacDonald range where crossed by
the Boundary belt consists of strata essentially similar in stratigraphic relations

and in composition to the uppermost member of the Altyn formation of the

Lewis series. The identity is so complete that the same name may well be

used for these rocks of the MacDonald range. Though not exposed in the

Galton range at the Boundai-y, the equivalents of the same strata unquestion-

ably underlie the surface rocks of that range as well.

West of the Flathead the Altyn crops out at only two localities within

the Boundary belt On the ridge overlooking the Flathead from the west and

culminating in lit. Hefty, the triangulation peak, this formation forms part

of a block faulted into contact with Carboniferous limestone. Just south of

the Boundary monument on the ridge, a thickness of 650 feet was measured
for the Alt.vn but the base was not seen, the lower beds having been faulted

away, out of sight. The second locality is that at a box-canyon six miles due

west of the Hefty ridge; there, only 120 feet of the uppermost beds are exposed.

The Altyn formation in the MacDonald range consists of a succession of

fairly homogeneoiis but very thin-bedded, silicious dolomites. The rock is

always compact and relatively hard, yet very fissile on account of the thin

bedding. The layers vary from 1 cm. to 10 cm. in thickness. When fresh it

is slightly gray or greenish gray; it weathers buff and bright brownish yellow.

Quite subordinate are more massive beds (three to five feet thick) of gray,

calcareous quartzite. Towards the top, thin intercalations of red calcareous

sandstone and argillite indicate transition to the Hefty formation above. Cer-

tain of the magnesian limestone beds are somewhat argillaceous and then

commonly bear sun-cracks.

Microscopic and chemical analysis of the dominant rock, the silicious

dolomite, shows that it is similar to the principal phase of the upper Altyn in

the Lewis and Clarke ranges. The main mass of the rock is a very -compact

carbonate, occurring in grains from 0-005 mm. to 003 mm. Angular particles

of quartz, averaging 0-02 mm. in diameter, are accessory constituents which,

in certain layers, may become quite abundant. This quartz was probably in

part of clastic origin but some of it may have been due to the recrystallization

of colloidal silica. When the carbonate is in contact with quartz, the former

often shows clean-cut, rhombohedral outlines.

I
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Minute angular particles of orthoclase or microcline and of microperthite

are other, probably ori^nal, elastic accessories. A few small sbreddy foils of

sericitic mica are rare metamorphic constituent?.

The high specific gravity of the dominant phase (2-716—2-816) immedi-

ately suggests that it is highly magnesian. An analysis of a type specimen

(No. 1270) from the box-canyon above mentioned has been made by Professor

Dittrich :—

Analysis of upper AUyn impure dolomite.
'

Mol.
SiO,. 26-07 -435

ALD, 3-92 -038

Fe-'Os 2-08 -013

FeO 2-68 -037

MgO 12-99 -325

CaO 19-58 -349

Na„0 1-W -017

K,0 1-40 -015

H'.O at llO^C -04

H.O above IKIM: 1-52 -OSS

CO... 29-H -663

100-46

Sp.gr 2-816

Insoluble in hydrochloric acid 30-80%
Soluble in hydrochloric acid:

FeA *-25

Al^Oa 2-17

CaO 19-38

MgO 12-69

In this case, the relative quantities of the different components may be

roughly calculated. The proportions are approximately as follows:

—

Calcium carbonate 34-6

Magnesium carbonate 26-7

Free silica 15-0

Albite molecule 9-0

Soruite and potash feldspar, about 9-7

Remainder (pyrite, limonite, etc.) about 5-0

1000

It is, however, possible that the mica bears some of the soda and that

paragonite itself may be present. If so, the foregoing calculation would be

manifestly incorrect. In any case the carbonates compose rather more than

60 per cent of the rock. The ratio CaO : MgO is 1-527:1 and thus not far from

the theoretical ratio in pure dolomite. In all essential respects this sediment

is like that of the type of Upper Altyn in the Clarke range except in the higher

proportion of quartz and silicate material in the Galton series type. In each

case the rock is a silicious dolomite.

Hefty Formation.

In the MacDonald range the Altyn formation is conformably overlain by

a group of strata which are exposed at the same two localities where the Altyn

2.')a—vol. ii
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was seen in the Bouudiiiy bull. I'roiu its occurrence at Mount Hefty, this

assemblage of beds lias been named the Hefty formation. The full thickness,

estimated at 775 feet, was measured at both localities. In both eases the

exposures are good. On the whole the formation is homogeneous and, as with

the associated Altyn, iiseful subdivision did not seem possible in the field.

The staple rock of the formation is a heavily bedded, red or reddish gray,

fine-grained sandstone. As a rule, it is not metamorphosed to the condition of

true quartzite. Its mass is interrupted by thin beds of red shale and by rarer,

light greenish-gray, brown-weathering quartzites. Occasionally the sandstone

is somewhat calcareous. While the group of beds is generally red. this colour,

being mixed with gray, is not so striking as in the case of the overlying

Wigwam formation. Sun-cracks and ripple-mai-ks are common at various hori-

zons. A further general characteristic of ledges and hand-specimen is the

relatively abundant development of metamorphic sericitic mica in the bedding

planes.

The formation passes upward with some abruptness, into the MacDonald
sandstone. As already noted, there is some dovetailing with the nnderlying

Altyn.

Under the microscope tlie dominant sandstone is seen to be composed of

rounded grains of quartz and less abundant feldspar, with a compound cement

of angular quartz and feldspar fragments, carbonate ( probably dolomite or

magnesian ferrocalcite), and a small amount of iron ore. As a rule the quartz

is glass-clear and uncrushed; occasionally the grains show enlargement by the

familiar addition of silioa, crystallographically orientated. The feldspars are

again microperthite, microcline, orthoclase, and plagioclase (probably andesine")

named approximately in the order of their relative abundance. As a rule

the sections show the occurrence of well-rounded grains of cherty silica.

The clastic grains vary from 0-1 mm. to 0-6 mm. in diameter, averaging about

0-2 mm. The rock is thus a typical fine-grained feldspathic sandstone, some-

times calcareous and always more or less ferruginous.

The subordinate, argillaceous interbeds of this formation are usually in a

more visibly metamorphosed condition, and recall the type phases of the

Appekuniiy formation. The alteration (again by d«>p burial, not by moun-
tain-building thrust) approaches the degree of true metargillite but it cannot

be said that amorphous matter is entirely replaced. Grains of carbonate (pro-

bably dolomitic) are practically constant accessories, a* they are in the more
sandy phases.

From its position and its petrographic nature we may conclude that the

Hefty formation i* the coarser-grained equivalent of the lower Appekuniiy in

the Lewis series, especially of its variegated basal beds as exposed at the eastern

end of South Kootenay Pass.

The average specific gravity of seven hand-specimens of the sandstone is

2-646, and of three hand-specimens of the more argillaceou- phase is 2-743.

The average specifle gravity for the whole formation is about "2fi!',"i.
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MacDonald Formation.

Above the Hefty formation in the conformable Galton series is a thick

division of beds which betoken the long continued deposition of rather uniform
sediment. Since these rocks underlie an extensive surface in the MacDonald
range, they have been grouped under the name of the MacDonald formation.

Good exposures are found among the ridges overlooking the Wig-wam river.

The whole thickness was, however, not ob.ierved in any section traversed within

the Boundary belt. The estimated total, 2,350 feet, is doubtless not quite accurate

but the error is believed not to be great.

The formation is notably liomogeneous, so far as the main lithological

features are concerned. It was found in the field that a subdivision into three

members could be recognized with advantage. This subdivision is based largely

on difierenees in the colours of weathering, rather than on any fundamental

differences of composition or origin. The lowest member, 550 feet thick,

weathers characteristically light brown or brownish gray; the middle member,
1,100 feet thick, weathers light gray, and the top member, TOO feet thick,

weathers light brown or buff, though a few beds weather gray.

The principal rock type throughout the formation is a highly silicious

argillite or metargillite, quite similar to the standard phase of the Appekunny.
The colour of the fresh rock is a light gray, or more commonly, light greenish-

gray. The bedding is usually thin but becomes more massive in the lowest

member of the formation. Sun-cracks and ripple-marks, especially the former,

are abundant in many horizons ranging from summit to base. The top member
carries some thin intercalations of red, sandy, or argillaceous strata, indicating

a transition to the overlying Wig-wam formation. Along with these there occur

a few dolomitic lenses, rarely over six inches thick, which bear a number of

flattened concretions. The concretions range up to a foot in gi-eatest diameter.

They are composed of alternating concentric layers of different carbonates.

The bulk of each concretion 'appears to be a ferruginous dolomite forming
layers from one-eighth to one-quarter inch in thickness. These are separated

by much thinner laminae of nearly pure calcite which, on the weathering of the

rock, is dissolved away at a more rapid rate than the dolomite. At first sight

the weathered section of one of the concretions suggests Cryptozoon or other

possibly organic form, but tlie writer believes that the organic appearance is

deceptive and that the structure is due to a physical and chemic-al rearrange-

ment in magnesian limestone, analogous to that causing the molar-tooth struc-

ture of the Siyeli limestone.

About 500 feet above the base of the middle member a thin (two-inch)

but remarkably persistent layer of gray (brown-weathering) somewhat mag-
nesian oolite was seen in several traverses separated by distances of from two
to eight miles. The spherical grains have the usual concentric and radial

structure and average about 1 mm. in diameter. They are cemented by calcite

and infiltrated quartz. Some of the quartz present is probably of clastic origin

as it is associated with grains of microcline. A variable proportion of a grain
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is commonly seon, under the microscope, to be replaced by qxiartz in fine mosaic.

A less common result of metamorphism is the generation of small but beauti-

fully crystallized, idiomorphic plagioclase feldspars. Usually not more than

one of the>e new crystals is developed in one of the ' eggs.' Optical tests se«m

to show that the feldspar is not the expected pure lime feldspar but the sodifer-

ous labradorite, with possibly tlie more basic bytownite sometimes developed.

About 100 feet above the oolitic bed a similarly persistent zone of red

shale, about 60 feet thick was observed on the ridge of Mt. Hefty and at the

Boundary line on the high ridge immediately east of Wigwam river.

Much the greater volume of the formation, practically all of it except

the relatively insignificant intercalations just noted, is made up of the silicious

metargillite, which merits a few words of detailed description.

The micrc«eope shows that the rock was originally a typical argillaceous

sediment. More than half of it was clayey matter, in which small, angular

grains of clastic quartz, niicroclinc, mieroperthite, and plagioclase were

embedded. In its present condition the rock carries a highly variable amount
of sericite, chlorite, and cryptocrystalline silica. There are. thus, all transi-

tions from partially recrystallized argillite to true metargillite. The specific

gravity correspondingly varies, from values as low as SffST to those as high as

2-754, the latter representing practically complete crystallinity with abundant

sericite developed. The average specific gravity of seven selected specimens

is 2-722.

In several of the thin sections grains of carbonate, causing liberal efferves-

cence with cold dilute acid, are to be seen distributed through the silicious

matrix. From the fact that a half dozen or more of these grains (calcite,

siderite, or ankerite?) extinguish together on rotation between crossed nicols,

it may be concluded that they are of secondary origin, and, like the sericite,

crystallized after burial of the sediment. At the same time there is no reason

to doubt that the material of the carbonate was a component of the original

mud.
Professor Dittrich has chemically analyzed one of the least recrystallized

phases. The specimen CSo. 1250) was collected at the top of the 6.700-foot

summit about 2,300 yards soiithwest of the Boundary monument at "Wigwam
river. The analysis yielded the following proportions :

—

Analysis of type specimen, MacDonald formaiion.

SiO, 08-37

Al.O, 7-02

Fe.0 4-41

FeO S-99

MgO 4-41

CaO 3-89

Na-O -87

K,0 1-34

HjO at nO°C -25

H.O above llO-C 3-60

CO: 1-91

100-06

Sp.gr 2-687
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Insoluble in liydroohloric acid 74-08%
Soluble in hydrochloric acid:

Fe^Os 6-62
AlA 5-96
CaO 2-70
MgO 3-6*

The strong ' deficit " in c ai-lo'i tlijxiJe aiul t'le gre;it abundance of combined
water leads one to siispeet that the magnesium may be present in the form of

the basic carbonate or in the form of a hydrous magnesium silicate, or possibly

in both forms. The analysis evidently does not lend itself to useful calcul-

ation. The rock has the chemical composition of a somewhat dolomitic argillite,

which is high in silica and iron oxides, and low in alumina.

Wigwam Formation.

The !MaoDouald formation is succeeded above by the Wigwam formation,

named from the river which receives part of the drainage of these mountains.

On reference to the map sheet, it will be seen that a band of rocks referred to

the subdivision follows a long, high ridge running south from the Boundary line

at a point half-way between the Kootenay and Flathead rivers. A second

extensive, though less perfect exposure of the Wigwam occurs about six miles

to the eastward. Elsewhere in the belt these rocks have either been eroded away
or lie buried beneath the Siyeh formation. The total thickness was measured

in the more westerly band and was found to be about 1,200 feet.

The Wigwam formation consists of a mass of fairly homogeneous red or

brownish-red sandstones, interrupted by partings of red, silicious metargillitc.

Though the bedding is generally thin, the sandstones are often united into platy

aggregates one to three or more feet in thickness. A few gray or brown-rusty

tnetargillite beds and some red gritty layers form subordinate intercalations.

Throughout the formation sun-cracked and ripple-marked, sometimes cross-

bedded, horizons occur. A few markings, interpreted as annelide burrows,

were seen, but no more useful fossils were discovered. These red beds are rather

sharply defined against the gray or light brownish strata of the overlying Siyeh,

which is, however, perfectly conformable. As already noted, the Wigwam
and MacDonald rocks are dovetailed together through interbedding.

The principal phase of the formation is a fine-grained sandstone, charged

with a variable amount of ferruginous and once-argillaceous cement. Its

essential constituents are quartz, in rounded and angular grains; abundant

subangular grains of orthoclase, microperthite, microcline, and plagioelase

• (near andesine AbAuj) ; and generally-rounded grains of a ferruginous chert.

The iron ore, probably hematite, is relatively abundant; it is finely divided and

generally opaque. Kaolin and sericite are extensively developed. A few

clastic zircon* were observed under the microscope. The sericite is especially

developed in the non-argillaceous beds and in the bedding planes. Rarely the

grains of quartz show enlargement with new silica. On the whole the rock

preserves the eminently elastic structure of true sandstone and it cannot fairly

be called a quartzite. On the other hand, the never-failing generation of
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sericitic mica on the bedding planes, through static raetamorphism. >how5 that

the rock has suffered some change. It may, for conrenience, be called meta-
sandstone. From that type all transitions to true metargillite are represented
in the formation.

The specific gravity of the metasandstone varies from 3-619 to 2-653,

averaging about 2-634; the sjjceific gravity of a typical specimen of raetar-

gillite is 2-711. The average for the formation as a whole is about 2-65.

The Wigwam formation is evidently the western equivalent of the Grinnell

formation of the Clarke and Lewis ranges. It differs from the Grinnell in the

possession of coarser grain, in the greater predominance of sandstone, and in

its smaller thickness.

SiYEH Formation.

The general equivalence of the Galton and Lewis series is, lithologically,

most evident in the thick formations respectively overlying the Wigwam and
Grinnell bed:^. The similarities of age. composition, structure, and origin are

so manifest in the field that the same name is here adopted for the formation
as in the Clarke-Lewis sections. The principal petrographic difference is found
in the greater prominence of argillaceous matter in the Siyeh of the Galton
range. The total thickness is estimated, with low limits of error, at 4.000 feet.

This corresponds well with the thickness of 4.100 feet yet more closely deter-

mined among the better exposures of the eastern ranges.

ilore or less complete sections of the Siyeh occur within the Boundary
belt, on the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountain Trench. Others were studied

along the head-waters of Phillips creek and of Wigwam river. A composite
columnar section was constructed, showing the information derived from seven

traverses, spaced several miles apart. It was found that, notwithstanding the

great thickness of the formation, there are few lithological horizon-markers.

The columnar section resolved itself into the following relatively simple

scheme :

—

Columnar Section of Siyeh Formation.

Top, conformable base of Purcell Lava.

1,200 feet.—Chiefly gray and greenish gray, medium to thin-bedded, silicious, often
dolomitic metargillite weathering light brown and buff. At the top
some 250 feet of the beds have a general reddish cast, owing to abun-
dant intercalations of red-gray, ripple-marked sandstone. Between
400 feet and 700 feet from the top, several beds of light gray lime-
stone, weathering gray to whitish, occur; the thickest of these, 25 feet
thick and about 600 feet from the top of the formation, was followed
for several miles in the Galton range. Sun-cracks are abundant at
many horizons in the metargillite.

2,000 " Dark gray, argillaceous magnesian limestone or dolomite, in massive
beds with typical molar-tooth structure. Occasional intercalations of
metargillite. The lower part of the member is more silicious than the
average rock. Most of the beds weather brown or buff, a few weather-
ing reddish. The individual beds vary in thickness from a fraction

of an inch to two feet or more, but generally they are grouped or
cemenied together in massive plates three to fen feet in tnickness.



Plate 14.

Cliff in Siyeli limestonp, sliuwing molar-tooth structure : a( cascade in Phillips

Creek, eastern edge of Tobacco Plains. Hammer fiiurteen inches long.

Concretion in dolomite ; lower part of Gateway formation, Galton Range,
of concretion shown. One-half natural size.

25a— vol. ii— p. 104.
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800 feet.—Kocks like those of tlie upper division but without red beds or gray lime-
stone; chiefly medium-bedded to thin-bedded green and greenish-gray,
highly silicious, eometimes dolomitic metargillite, weathering light
brown and, less often, gray. Many sun-cracfce and some ripple-marks
occur at various horizons.

4,000 feet.

Base, conformable top of the Wigwam formation.

The strong chemical contrast between the middle member and either of

the other two members might suggest the inadvisahility of grouping all those

rocks in one formation. The grouping has been made partly in the interests of

correlation, partly on the ground that throughout the whole 4,000 feet of thick-

ness the strata show nearly uniform compactness and character of bedding and

fairly constant colour in both fresh and weathered phases, so that, in the field,

it is not easy to distinguish the metargillite from the often highly argillaceous

limestone.

There is nothing specially novel in the detailed characters of the upper

and lower members but certain noteworthy conclusions follow from the facts

derived from the microscopic and chemical examination of the limestone in

the middle member. A close study has been made of type specimens collected

on the spur just we!t of the cascade on Phillips creek, near Koosville post

office. In colour, character of bedding, and other microscopic character, these

rocks are essentially similar to the typical Siyeh limestone of the Clarke and

Lewis ranges. They show the molar-tooth structure in notable perfection.

(Plate 14, A). Xot only the calcitic lenses and pencils but also the buff-weather-

ing magnesian parts effervesce with cold dilute acid.

The calcitic partings have microscopic characters identical with those of

the partings in the molar-tooth rock of the Clarke range; each is made up of

aggregated granules of calcium carbonate averaging 0-02 mm. in diameter.

Scarcely a grain of another substance is to be seen in these parts of the thin

sections.

The magnesian parts are, on the other hand, quite highly composite. The
pale brownish, often rhombohedral crystals of dolomite or magnesian calcite

are distributed through an abundant matrix of quartz, feldspar, sericite, chlorite,

and a thin cloud of black dust-particles, partly magnetite and partly carbon.

The rhombohedral grains average about 0-02 mm. in diameter; the anhedral

carbonate grains may be considerably smaller. The grain of the matrix is very

fine, tlie quartz particles not surpassing the carbonate grains in average size.

The feldspars are too small for specific determination and are recognized as

such by their polarization tints, checked by the chemical analysis of the rock.

Sericite (abo paragonite?) is relatively abundant. Original argillaceous

material cannot be demonstrated in the thin section ; its recrystallization in

the form of sericite, chlorite, quartz, iron ore, and possibly feldspar seems to

be nearly perfect.

A large, characteristic specimen (No. 1221) of the molar-tooth rock, which
was collected just west of the Phillips creek cascade near Roosville post office,

was selected for chemical analysis. The difficulty of securing material carry-
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ing an average proportion of the calcitic lenses was again felt here, as it was
in selecting material for the analysis of the Siyeh rock of the Lewis series.

It was found that in spite of all care different powders intended to represent

the average gave different analytical results. Two total analyses of such

powders (A and B) were made by Professor Dittrich, who also determined the

portions of A soluble and insoluble in acid. The mean of A and B, shown in

the following table, is doubtless the average chemical composition of the rock

more nearly than either A or B.

Analyses of type specimen, Siyeh formation.

SiO,
AIjO,
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These figures cannot, of course, represent the actual composition or "' mode

'

oi the rock excepting as regards the carbonates. The calculation has some
value, however, in facilitating the chemical comparison of the molar-tooth

rock in the Galton series with that in the Lewis series. A reference to the table,

col. 2, showing the ' norm ' of the latter rock, indicates how nearly equivalent

the two rocks are in chemical composition. In both cases we are dealing with

8 silicious, strongly dolomitie limestone of peculiar history and structure.

In analysis B an appreciable amount of carbon was determined: here

again the carbonaceous matter largely controls the dark tint of the fresh molar-

tooth rrck, which decolourizes before the blow-pipe.

The specific gravity of three specimens of the molar-tooth rock varies from
2.670 to 2.T4S; that of four specimens of the metargillites in the formation,

from 2fi30 to 2-739. The average of all seven specimens is 2-700.

Gatewat Formatiox.

A striking difference in the lithological character of the Lewis and Galton

series is to be found in the nature of the beds conformably overlying the

Pureell Lava in the respective ranges. We have seen that, in the Clarke and
Lewis range=, the Sheppard formation, occupying this position, is a homogene-
ous silicious dolomite and that it is overlain by the red beds of the Kintla.

In the Galton range the beds intervening between the Pureell Lava and the

red beds, equivalent to the Kintla, have a much greater total thickness than
the Sheppard and a quite different composition. These strata are well exposed

on the heights east of Gateway and overlooking Tobacco Plains; they may be

grouped under the name. Gateway formation. Its total thickness was found to

be about 2,025 feet. It includes two members of unequal strength.

The lower member resting immediately upon the Pureell Lava contains

beds which at once suggest possible identity of origin with the Sheppard. This

correlation is so important that a specially detailed columnar section of the

member is here noted. It was made on the basis of- field sections along good
exposures north of Phillips creek.

Columnar section of Gateway forma,tion (lower part).

Top, base of 1,850-foot member.
5 feet.—Massive, Hght gray dolomite, weathering bnfi and brown.
i " Massive, light gray qnartzite.
6 " Light grav magnesian and ferruginous limestone, weathering rustv brown.
10 " Thin-bedded, light gray qnartzite.
6 " Highly silicious, gray metargillite.
4 " Thin-bedded, gray dolomite weathering bufi.

20 " Til ick-bedded, hard, light gray, often cross-bedded and rippfe-marked
Quartzitic sandstone.

20 " Thin-bedded, concretionary, light gray dolomite, weathering strong bufE and
brown.

50 " Massive, dark gray, coarse, feldepathic sandstone, bearing locally lenses of
grit and fine conglomerate one to two feet thick.

125 feet.

Base, conformable top of Pureell Lava
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Apart from the concretions found in certain layers, the limestones are in

many respoets similar to the staple phase of the Sheppard formation. The
high specific gravity of some specimens, 2-826 to 2-871, shows that they are

very high in magnesia or iron and probably approximate ideal, though some-
what ferruginous dolomite. In any case all the carbonate bands are rich in

magnesia.

The concretionary structure noted in the thickest dolomitic stratum is a

constant feature but is not always typically developed. Though the con-

cretionary masses strongly resemble t.vpe specimens of Cryptozoon, there seems

to be no reason to regard them as of other than inorganic, niotamori)hic origin.

They arc spheroids or ellipsoids compose! of dolomite in concentric layers

separated by thin laminae of ehcrty silica- The diameter of the bodies varies

from a few inches to a foot or more. (Plate 14. B.) Similar, though smaller con-

cretions were found in the basal hods of the Shcppai'd formation in the Clarke

range.

The upper member was estimated to be 1850 feet thick. It is a fairly

homogeneous mass of thin-bedded, highly silicious metargillite, interstratified

with subordinate, more or less sericitic metasandstone. On a fresh fracture both

rock types are generally light gray or greenish gray, the metargillite naturally

being of somewhat darker tint. The weathered surface may be gray, brownish

gray, rarely red or reddish brown. The member is more feirruginous toward

the top. Eipple-marks, rill-marks, sun-cracks, and easts of salt-crystals up to

2 em. or more in diameter, are all exceedingly common throughout this member.
The salt-crystal casts were not found in the lower member.

Under the microscope these rocks show great similaritj' to the chief phases

of the ilacDcnald formation. In all the slides, though especially in the more

quartzitic types, feldspar is seen to be present. Orthoclase, microperthite, and

plagioclase (probably andesine) form a considerable percentage of the clastic

grains. A few broken zircons and tourmaline crystals were observed. Sericite,

chlorite, and secondary quartz have replaced the original argillaceous matter.

The specific gravity of seven type spccinicns varies from 2-043 to 2-701, with

an average of 2-676. The average for the formation as a whole is about 2-680.

The stratigraphic position, chemical composition, and occasional concre-

tionary structure of the lower, dolomitic member are features directly correlat-

ing that member with the Sheppard formation of the eastern ranges; the

Sheppard thus thins rather rapidly to the westward. The thick upper member
of the Gateway carrying abundant salt-crystal casts, is almost certainly of

contemporaneous origin with the lower part of the Kintla and, like the Kintla,

was doubtless deposited as a continental deposit in an arid climate.

Phillips Formation-.

The Gateway beds are specially ferruginous toward the top, where they

gradually pass into a still more ferruginous mass of sediments. From its

occurrence on two summits about two miles north of Phillips creek, this assem-
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blage of strata may be called the Piiillips formation. The exposures are not

extensive and the formation crops out nowhere else in the Boundary belt.

Two difl'erent traverses covered the formation; on both occasions, because

of bad weather, the writer was not able to make a thorough examination of these

beds. The essential facts of the lithology were obtained but it is not known
whether these strata or those of the overlying Eoosville formation are fossili-

ferous.

The Phillips consists, for the most part, of about 550 feet of dark, purplish

or brownish red, fine-grained to compact metai'gillite and metasandstone in

alternating thin beds. At the base three massive beds of gray quartzitic sand-

stone, respectively four, ten, and twenty feet thick, are intercalated. Sun-cracks

and ripple-marks are again plentiful. No salt crystal easts were found, though
they might, on more prolonged search, be found. Under the microscope, speci-

mens of the red rocks proved to be always highly silicious. Small subangular

to angular grains of quartz, orthoclase. microperthite, plagioclase, and
cherty silica lie embedded in a variable base of serieitic mica and fine grains

of magnetite and hematite. The mica is, as usual in the series, abundantly
developed in the plane= of bedding. According to the abundance of the once-

argillaceous material, the rock may be classed as a metargillite or metasandstone.

The total thickness of the formation is about equally divided between these

two rock-types.

The specific gravities of three specimens were found to be 2-652, 2-674. and
2-721. Their average, 2-6S3, is about the average for the formation as a whole.

The general composition, colour, and field relations of the PhiUips are so

similar to those of the upper part of the Kintla fonnatiou that one can hardly

doubt that the two are in the main, stratigraphic equivalents. The chief litho-

logical difference is -^hat the Phillips appears to be slightly the more silicious

and coarser grained of the two. It may be noted that neither in the Gateway
nor in Phillips was any contemporaneous lava discovered.

Eoosville Formatiox.

The Phillips formation is conformably overlain by the Eoosville, the highest

recognized member of the Galton series. The name is derived from the post

office recently opened on Phillips creek. The Eoosville outcrops at only one
point within the area covered by the Commission map. It there forms the

summit of a peak lying three miles east-northeast of Phillips creek cascade

at the junction of the creek canyon with the great Kootenay trough. Erosion
has removed the upper part of the formation, of which only about 600 feet

of beds now remain. How much greater the total thickness may be is not

known.

The formation as exposed at this one locality is essentially made up of

thin-bedded, light green, light gray, and greenish gray silicious metargillite

bearing thin, more quartzitic, interbeds. The colours of weathering are light

gray or brownish gray. Sun-cracks and ripple-marks are common. In field
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habit and most lithological details the dominant phase of the EoosviUe is very

similar to that dominant phase of the Gateway formation. It seems, however,

that casts of salt-crystah are wanting in the younger formation. The metar-

gillite is composed of angular quartz and feldspar grains (averaging only 0-02

mm. in diameter) in an abundant matrix of serieite, chlorite, iron ore, and
possibly, in some beds, a little of the original argillaceous matter. The feldspars

again include orthoclase, microperthite, and plagioclase. Bedding planes are

well marked by glinting sericite in the form of innumerable minute foils and

-hreds.

Thus, at the top of the Galton series as at the bottom, static metamor-

phism has effectually changed the original clayey sediments into nearly or quite

holocrystalline rocks. The mica foils developed in the Hefty or MacDonald
strata are, at many horizons, larger than the micas characteristic of the Koos-

ville, Phillips, or Gateway, and the top members of the series may have retained

a greater quantity of original argillaceous matter. In these two respects the

older formations have, through deeper burial, suffered a slightly more advanced

metamorphism than the beds lying seven to ten thousand feet higher in the

series. Nevertheless, the evidence is clear that the Koosville formation, like

the Kintla of the Lewis series, has been buried beneath many thousands of

feet of still younger strata, doubtless including the heavy Devonian and Car-

boniferous limestones; to that ancient burial the development of the metargilli-

tic facies of the Roosville beds is due.

The specific gravity of a type specimen from the metargillite is 2-730.

A somewhat weathered hand-specimen gave 2-675. The average for the forma-

tion is probably about 2-710.

The RoosviUe has yielded no fossils. The formation appears to be younger

than any beds belonging to the Lewis series as above described. It may prove

to be- equivalent to an upper division of the Kintla which is not exposed in the

Boundary belt, or may represent the westward extension of a distinct forma-

tion.

DEVONIAN FORMATION IN THE GALTON RANGE.

DESCRIPTION".

At the eastern edge of the drift-covered Tobacco Plains (115°

3' W. Long.), a block of fossiliferous Devonian limestone has been faulted

down into contact with the Gateway formation. On the west and south the

limestone is covered by drift and alluvium. The main fault which limits the

block on the east can be rather sharply located, the strikes of the limestone

and Gateway metargillite being nearly at right angles to each other. This fault

is marked on the map sheet, where it wiU be seen to run roughly parallel to

other faults that are responsible for the local graben character of the Rocky

Moimtain Trench. The limestone is itself affected by numerous minor slips,

60 that it is impossible to be certain of the thickness. In general, the block
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is monoelinal, with an average northeasterly dip of about 45 degrees. The
apparent thickness of all the strata is approximately 1,600 feet. Of this total

300 feet represents dolomitic quartzite. occurring at the base of the section.

The quartzite is white to cream-coloured on the fresh fracture, weatliering

yellowish or buff. Its beds are generally thick and massive. It bears no observed

fossils other than a few markings like annelide borings.

Conformably overlying the quartzite is the very massive limestone, which

rarely shows bedding planes. This rock is usually fetid or bituminous on the

fresh fracture. It weathers from the normal dark gray tint to a much lighter

'one. Chert}- nodules up to three or four inches in diameter, are common in

certain horizons.

FOSSILS.

Just above the contact with the underlying quartzite a collection

of fossils, bearing the station number 1217 on its latels, was made. These

were determined by Dr. II. M. Ami. who-e notes are here entered in full:—

*

'Station No. 1217.—^Boundary monument at eastern edge of the Tobacco Plains.

In a dark gray, impure crinoidal and at times semi-crystalline limestone.

Age: Upper Devonian.

Formation : Jefferson limestone.

Genera and species:

1. Crinoidal columns.

2. Productella suhaculeata.

3. Schizophoria striatula.

4. Athyris vittata.

5. Athyris vittata, a narrower and more tumid fomi.

6. Athyris vittata, fimbriate form.

7. Athyris parvula, Whiteaves, or allied species.

8. Ath'yris aff. coloradoensis, probably a new species.

9. Athyris.

10. Trematospira (?) sp. No species of this genus has as yet been
obtained from these limestones in Montana.

11. Pugnax pugnus, a small diminutive form.

12. Spirifer whitneyi, compare Hall's Spirifer ivhitneyi (Spirifer

animascensis)

.

13. Spirifer disjunctus, var. animascensis. A specimen with high

area and fine plication on the costae, high and twisted beak.

Resembles a form from S. W. Colorado.

•Both the writer and Dr. Ami are under special obligation to Dr. G. H. Girty and
to Dr. E. M. Kindle of the United States Geological Survey for valuable aid in deter-
mining the material of these collections; also for excellent opjKirtunities for Dr. Ami
to compare the Canadian forms with specimens from various localities south of th«
International Boundary.
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14. Spirifer utahensh. Shows a plication in the sinus. Ventral valve
with twisted beak. This is the only specimen found of Spirifer
utahensis in Dr. Daly's collections. This is eminently character-
istic and abundant in the Jefferson limestone of the United States.

15. Camarotoechin, sp.

16. Pleurotomaria, (probably a Liospira or allied form), flat-valved.

17. Gasteropod.

18. Aviculoid ( ?) shell, too imperfect for identification.

19. Orlhoceras, sp. Portion of shell representing' some twenty septa

of a test rapidly increasing toward the aperture.'

About 800 feet higher iip in the apparent monocline other fossils, taken at

station Xo. 1218, are named by Dr. Ami as follows:

—

' Station No. 1218.—150 yards north of Boundary line, eastern edge of the

Tobacco Plains.

A dark gray coralline limestone; very similar to the characteristic rock of

the Jefferson limestone of Montana. The identical association of forms and
the general physical properties of the limestones of British Columbia and
Montana are remarkable and leave no doubt as to the identity of the horizons.

Age: Upper Devonian.

Formation: Jefferson limestone.

Genera and species:

1. Slromafoporoids. Exhibit concentric laminic, cf. ^4. variolare; large

and small masses.

2. Favosites, sp. A forni very close to, if not identical with, F.

limitan's, Eominger.

3. Favosites, sp. A form consisting of much larger fronds and smaller

corallite; than those of last species. (New species?)

4. Favosites, sp. Cf. F. Ii7nifaris, Rominger.

5. Brachiopod. ribbed; too imperfect for identification.,

6. Athyris, sp. Cf. A. parvuJa. very obscure example of what appears

to be this species.

7. Athyris. Small species resembling A. parvula W.
8. Spirifer englemani. The same form occur-? also in Montana.

9. Spirifer. Cf. S. arqentarius. The radiating lines which are pro-

minent on the fold constitute a rather distinctive feature in

this species.'

The quartzite is tentatively assigned to the Devonian. Mississippian

horizons are possibly represented in the fault-block, for the collection of fossils

has been by no means exhaustive. The greater part of the limestone is to be

correlated with the Jefferson limestone of Montana.
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PALEOZOIC LIMESTONES OF THE MACDONALD RANGE.

DESCRIPTION.

With reference to the fault troughs respectively occupied by the Kootenay

river (at Gateway) and the Flathead river, the Galt^n-MacDonald

mountain system is a compound horst. We have seen that the Devonian

limestone at Tobacco Plains now stands at a common level with strata as old

as the base of the Siyeh. Much greater displacements at the western side of

the Flathead trough have dropped Devonian and Mississippian limestones down
into contact with the oldest members of the Gaiton series, including the Altyn

formation. The result of this faulting is jseculiar, since a long, slab-like block

of Altyn, Hefty, and MacDonald beds is bounded on both sides by Mississippian

limestone. The younger, fossiliferous limestones form two masses separated by

the slab and may be referred to as the Western and Eastern blocks.

The western block is well exposed only at comparatively few points; else-

where it is covered by heavy fore-t. The bounding faults are, therefore, mapped
only approximately. This limestone is dark bluish-gray, weathering light gray

to whitish. It is massive, rarely showing stratification planes ; fetid under

the hammer; semi-crystalline, with the larger ealcite crystals blackened by

films of bituminous matter. In one shear-zone the normal colour is changed

to yellowish gray or brown. At other outcrops the fresh limestone is crystal-

line and white; the bituminous matter has there been distilled out.

The rarity of visible bedding-planes makes it impossible to make certain

as to the attitudes assumed by the limestone throughout the block. The best

exposures along the Commission trail, where it threads the canyon at the

Boundary line, show a horizontal position, but farther to the northwest probable

dips of about 30° to the southwest were observed. It is likely that the western

block is compound and bears numerous local faults and shear-zones.

A few fossils were found at a cascade just south of the Commission trail

at 114° 38' W. Long., and 400 yards south of the Boundary slash (Station jSTo.

127S). Dr. Ami identified these as including a species of Menophyllum and

an Athyroid form. The rock elsewhere bears crinoid stems. The horizon could

not be determined but it is ' presumably upper Mississippian.'

The eastern block is composed of both Devonian and Mississippian lime-

stones which are greatly broken by step-faults. In the field no lithological

distinction could be made between the two limestones. Wherever fossils

occurred the rock was massive, crinoidal, bituminous, and gray, corresponding

in all respects to staple phases of the western block and of the limestone at

Tobacco Plains. The proved Devonian beds, however, are specially rich in

cherty nodules and are often mottled with irregular magnesian and dolomitic

parts.

At the edge of the Flathead valley drift cover, 5,000-foot contour, and

1,000 yards north of the Boundary line, some 500 feet of unfossiliferous, pinkish-

gray, sandy beds were noted. These are generally magnesian and include thin

len=es of gTit containing small, black pebbles of argillite. Cross-bedding was
2.Ja—vol. ii—

^
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seeu in the more quartzose layers. As a rule these beds, like the main lime-

stone, were fetid under the hammer. A strong denvage affects them, with

strike N. 12° W. and dip, 75—80° E.; it suggests local faulting parallel to the

trend of the Flathead valley.

On the slope immediately above the reddish zone the normal gray, massive

limestone begins and continues westward to the great fault whore the limestone

and the MacDonald metargillite make contact. In that traverse the dip

gradually steepens to a maximum of about 40° or more, to the south-westward.

At the 6,500-foot contour and one-half mile north of the Boundary line, the dip

abruptly changes to 55° S.W., with strike N. 55° W. The change of dip takes

place at a meridional belt of intense shearing, where, for fifty feet across the

belt, the limestone is a white, brecciated marble. East of this shear-belt the

fossils collected are ilississippian in age; west of it the fossils are Devonian.

The shear-belt seems, thus, to mark the outcrop of a strong fault along which

the Mississippian limestone has been dropped down, relatively to the Devonian

on the west.

That traverse is probably typical of a number which might be made across

the eastern block. The relations are those of step-faulted blocks with down-

throw to the east. Further remarks made on page 117 as to +he local structures

should be added to this brief account. Since the distribution and throws of the

various faults are unknown, it is not possible to state the true thicknesses of

the fossiliferous limestones. Either the Devonian or the Mississippian lime-

stone is certainly many hundreds of feet in thicluiess; their combined thickness

must be well over 1,000 feet.

Xeither top nor bottom of the series has been discovered in the Boundary
belt. In the Takinikak valley, about five miles south of the Boundary line, in

this same mountain range, Willis found a small mass of limestone c^irrying

numerous fossik of the Saint Louis horizon of the Mississippian. He writes

that the limestone

—

' Is without upper stratigraphic limit, but rests conformably on a

quartzite, which is unconformable on A\lgonkiau strata. The quartzite

is about 25 feet thick, and it and the limestone lie in a nearly horizontal

position. The name Yakinikak is here applied to the limestone, exclusive

of the quartzite, which may elsewhere develop independent importance. . .

Its [the limestone's] occurrence on Takinikak creek is apparently due to

down-faulting, as it lies at a comparatively low level among mountains

composed of the Algonkian argillites. Its presence in this locality, taken

in connection with other occurrences north and south, may be considered

evidence of the former extension of the tipper Hississippian limestone over

the entire region. The absence of earlier Mississippian strata is significant

of an unusual overlap.'*

If this Takinikak limestone were deposited unconformably upon the Gallon

(' Algonkian ') series, there must have been strong deformation and extensive

•B. Willis, Bull. Gecl. Soe. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 325.
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local erosion beforehand, for the Devonian limestone is represented in great

thickness only three or four miles to the north. Many observations indicate

^'ith some certainty that such erogenic movements in this part of the Cordilleran
• region have not intervened between the deposition of the Jefferson limestone

and the upper Mississippian limestone. Some other than Willis' interpretation

of the Yakinikak contact seems legitimate, if not necessary. The writer knows
of no facts which involve any notable erosion unconformity between the

Devonian or Carboniferous sediments and the Cambrian-Beltian series of

southeastern British Columbia or of Montana northwest of the Belt mountains
and the Helena district.

FOSSILS.

The Devonian fossils were all found along- the western edge of the eastern

block. The exact localities and the faunal lists prepared by Dr. H. M. Ami,
are here given.

Station No. 1£76.—At 114° 38' W. Long.; seven miles west of the Flathead

river, and two miles and a half north of Boundary (6,400-foot contour) ; close

to great fault mapped.

In a dark gray, impure, dislocated limestone, weathering peppery-gray,

yellowish-gray, or buff; fractured and reeemented, more or less altered by

pressure. Surface marked by pitted structure in uniformly shallow rounded
depressions, or cavities, in which a layer of calcareous (?) matter appears,

as a thin lining on the inner wall.

Age: Devonian.

Formaiion: JefFer-on limestone in the upper part of the Devonian system.

Genera and species:

1. Clioiietes (?) sp. An imperfectly preserved specimen not recogniz-

able. Crushed valve showing punctate structure.

2. Atrypa aspera. One specimen and two small fragments of' this

species characterize these limestones.

3. Splrifer enghmani. Exfoliated specimen in a block of limestone.

Another individual, partially exfoliated, represents one of the

mucronate types of Spirifer englemani with a high hinge area,

and resembles very closely the Spirifer englemani from the

Jefferson limestone of Utah, Montana, and Nevada as repre-

sented in the collections of the TT. S. Geological Survey obtained

by Dr. E. M. Kindle.

Station No. 1277.—Five hundred yards southeast of station No. 1276, and
close to great fault.

The fossils occur in a dark, fractured and reeemented limestone, weather-

ing peppery-gray; calcite veins prevalent.

Age: Upper Devonian.

Formation: Jefferson limestone.

25a—vol. ii—8i
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Genera and species:

1. Sponge-like organism. Long, slender cylindneal stem-like rod; or

spicules (?) Hyalostelia (?).

2. Favosites sp. Compare Favosites limitaris, Rominper.

3. Cladopora, one specimen.

4. Atrypa aspera, Schlothurm.

Station No. 1290.—Xear meridian of 114° 33' W. Long.; four miles west

of the Flathead river, and one-half mile north of the Boundary line; 6,500-foot

contour.

A limestone weathering rusty or brownish-yellow: specimens of fossils

silicified.

Age: Upper Devonian.

Formation: Jefferson limestone.

Genera and species:

1. Zaphrentis (?) sp.

2. Atrypa reticularis, Linnaeus.

3. Atrypa aspera, Schlothurm.

The Mississippian fossils of the eastern block are listed, with locality

indications, by Dr. Ami, as follows :—

-

Station No. 1285.—At 114° 32' 30" W. Long.; two and a half miles west of

Flathead river, and one-half mile north of the Boundary line ; 5,500-foot contour.

Age: Upper Mississippian.

Fonn-ation : Madison limestone.

Genera and species:

1. Lithostrotion, sp.

2. Syringopora, sp.

3. Zaphrentis, sp.

4. Menophyllum, sp.

5. Stenopora.
,

6. Monticuloporoid.

7. Composita, sp., aff. Composita trinuclea.

S. (?) Beticularia, sp.

9. Producta cora.

10. Productus, sp. : compare P. giganteus. Exliibits sculpture similar

to that in English specimens.

11. Camarotcechia, sp.

12. Spirifer, sp. ; aff. S. KeoTcuh.

13. Spirifer leidyi, or a very closely allied species, agreeing with Xar-

wood and Pratten's description in nearly every detail. Middle

rib and sinus does not always extend to beak. Sometimes thre<?

ribs of sinus equal; at other times one larger and two smaller,

etc
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14. Cliotliyridina hirsuta. Specimens large and lamellose. Ragged

edg'e of lamellae like spines in previously described specimens.

See also Athyris hirsuta. Hall; figs. l'S-21 (Spergen Hill), and

PI. 6, Vol. 1, Bull. No. .3, Amer. Museum of Natural History.

Station No. 1B87.—Three hundred yards west of station No. 1285; 5,800-

foot contour.

Age: Probably upper ilississippian.

Genera and species:

1. Lithostroiion, sp.

2. Syringopora, sp.

3. Menopliyllum, sp.

STKUCTUEE OF THE GALTON- MACDONALD MOUJsTAIN SYSTEM.

The geosyncHnal rocks between the Flathead and the Eocky Mountain
Trench at the Forty-ninth Parallel are very miieh more deformed than are those

of the Clarke range or the Lewis range. The exceedingly inflexible nature of the

rocks has prevented the development of systematic folds; the structure all across

the Galton-MacDonald system is almost entirely determined by faulting. At
least twelve major fault-blocks are represented in the map sheets as occurring

in the five-mile belt where it crosses the two ranges. Within the belt the dips

range from 0° to 90°, averaging about 30°.

The most easterly and the most westerly blocks contain, respectively. Car-

boniferous and Devonian limestones which, excepting the Kishenehn lake beds,

are the youngest bed-rock formations in the Rocky Mountain system at this

latitude. These particular blocks are of special interest since they clearly

show the magnitude of the displacements to which the Flathead trough and
the Eocky Mountain Trench owe their origin. The Carboniferous limestone

on the west side of the Flathead is on the same level with strata on the east

side, belonging to the lower Appekunny. One may fairly estimate that a net

displacement of at least 15,000 feet or possibly 20.000 feet is here indicated.

The western part of the Clarke range has been lifted nearly or quite three

miles higher than the most easterly block of the MacDonald range. The latter

block is downthrown by an even greater amount with respect to the block next

on the west. The Carboniferous limestone at the Flathead valley is, in fact,

the visible upfier portion of a broad block or series of parallel blocks which have
been dropped a minimum of about three miles below the adjacent blocks of the

Clarke and MacDonald ranges. The Flathead trough is thus structurally a

typical fault-trough or "' graben.' It is also highly probable that the depression

has always been a graben in a topographic sense. It has been partially fiUed

with lake beds and has been deformed by the folding of those beds but there is

no evidence that the initial trough form was ever quite destroyed.

It will be observed from the map sheet that the Carboniferous limestone of

the MacDonald range occurs in two different fault-blocks separated by a
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narrow, slab-like block of strata ranging in age from the Altyn to the Mac-
Donald inclusive. It i-; not easy to understand the conditions under which

this narrow slab, conii)osed of the oldest sediments in tlie range, can

make contact on each side with the youngest formation of the range. Two
hypotheses are conceivable. According to the first the relations were established

by simple normal faulting whereby the Carboniferous blocks were dropped

down. According to the second hyi)0thesis one ina.v postulate a local overtbrust

of the oldo^r rocks upon the Carboniferous, followed by normal faulting which

dropped the Altyn-MacDnnald block dciwu into the Carboniferous limestone.

This second view would naturally correlate with the speculation that the whole

Clarke range has been thrust over Carboniferous or Cretaceous formations.

Extreme as this idea may be, the known facts do not e.\clude it and the two

hypothetical alternatives are still open. It may be noted that the outcrops of

the fault ])lanes on the east side of the Altyn-^lacDonald slab have been drawn

with con~iilerable contidence. • The fault line on t le western side was not so

readily plotted in the field, but it is believed to be uia]>pf(l with api>ro.xiniate

accuracy.

in four or more leading cases the faul > jines have been shown as following

stream courses among these mountains. The local valley of Wigwam river ha?

been determined in position by a break which has strangl.v afFected the dips of

the MacDonald formation on either side of the river.

The five most westerly blocks of the Gallon range show a progressive down-

dropping of blocks from east to west, witi the re-ult that the ^facDonald.

Siyeh, Purcell, Gateway, and Devonian-limestone formations are successively

in lateral contact. The equivalence of level between the Devonian limestone

at Tobacco Plains and the lower MacDonald beds along the Wigwam show^

that the net relative displacement of the two blocks has lieen at lea~t 10,000

feet and may have been several thousand feet greater. We are therefore pre-

pared to find that the Rocky ^Mountain Trench at the Forty-ninth Parallel ha?

been located on a zone of strong faulting. This conclusion will be noted a.gain,

in the next chapter, on the Purcell mountain system.

The relation of the Devonian and Carboniferous formations to the older

geosynclinal prism has been discussed in connection with the stratigraphy of

the younger limestone-. The Boundary belt has furnished very little informa-

tion on this subject.
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CHAPTER VI.

STEATIGEAPHT AND STRUCTUEE OF THE PUECELL MOUNTAIN
SYSTEM.

PURCELL SERIES.

A^ one leaves the Eocky Mountain system and crosses the wide master

trench to study the composition of the Purcell system along the Forty-ninth

Parallel, he enters a much more difficult field. Between Gateway and Porthill

the mountains seldom rise above tree-line and the forest cap is, throughout
the stretch, of unusual density and continuity. Notwithstanding the steepness

of the mountain slopes the timber generally stands thick upon them. Beneath
the -trees a heavy growth of brush and generally, a discouragingly thick layer

of moss and humus, form an impenetrable cover over most of the bed-rock on
the Boundary b«lt. During many traverses made during the season of 1904

outcrops absolutely failed for a mile, or even for several miles, at a time.

Field work was further rendered unsatisfactory during that extraordinarily

dry season on account of the thick smoke which hung over the mountains. For
one period of seven weeks the smoke was dense enough to interfere seriously

with the work of discovering outcrops.

In the Pureells the stratigraphic conclusions were rendered all the more
delicate because of the remarkable uniformity of the sedimentary formations.

It was found that much the greater part of the belt is underlain by the strati-

graphic equivalent of the Galton and Lewis series. This equivalent has been

named the Purcell series. Very seldom is there represented among its members
anything like the lively contrasts existing, for example, between the Kintla

and Sheppard formations, between the Siyeh and Grinnell. between the Appe-

kunuy and Altyn, or between the respective pairs of formations in the Galton

series. For thousands of feet together the strata of the Purcell series exhibit

a homogeneity that is bound to excite wonder in the mind of the geologist.

In the Moyie and Yahk ranges not a single stratum of marked individuality

has been discovered which is proved to persist throughout the ranges. In none
of the three ranges has any formation yielded fossils. This failure of well

defined horizon-markers in a region of considerable structural complexity is,

perhaps, the greatest of the difiiculties that confront the geologist in the

Pureells.

For these reasons the writer has not felt justified in attempting to des-

cribe the Purcell series in the detail which is warranted in the case of the

formations composing the Galton or Lewis series. It has seemed safer to

expre-5 the stratigi-aphy of the Purcell mountains in terms of three very thick,

119
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conformable sedimentary fonnations, each of which, on account of its homo-
geneity, as yet defies profitable systematic analysis into subdivisions of more

usual thickness. Even these grand divisions of the thick series, called the

Creston, Eatchener, and Moyie formations, are not always with ease separable

from one another in the field. All are highly silicious in character; all are

fine-grained to compact in texture; all show phases which are indistinguishable

in the hand fpecimen or in the ledge. The three formations are. in fact,

separated on the ground of comparatively subordinate lithological diflferences,

such as colours of fresh fracture and weathered surface.

Microscopically and chemically the immensely thick Creston and Kitchener

formations are proved to be almost identical in constitution. A prevailing and

clearly minor difference between them, con^^isting in the fact that the Kitchener

is the more ferruginous of the two formations, has been used as a principal means

of distinguishing these two parts of the series in the field. In addition, the

Kitchener is thinner-bedded than the Creston. With such criteria merely, it is

clear that the mapping of these formations in the fault-riven mountain masses

is a delicate matter. The geological boundaries as shown on the map sheets

are thus to be considered as drawn, in many instances, with more doubt than

is the case with the sheets located east of Gateway.

Two of the sedimentary formations have been named after stations on

the Canadian Pacific railway; the third, the Moyie formation is so called

after the river of that name. Their e-tiniated thickness and general composi-

tion are noted in the following table:

formation. Thickness in feet. Dominant rocks.

Top, erosion surface.

Movie 3,400+ MetargUlite.
Pufcell Lava 465 Altered basalt.

Kitchener 7,400 Quartzite.

Creston 9,o00-H Quartzite.

20,765+
Base concealed.

Creston Formation.

General description.—The lowest member of the Purcell series and the old-

est formation seen in the Boundary belt within the entire Purcell mountain

system has been named the Creston formation. Its best exposures include the

one in and east of the lofty McKim cliff four miles from Porthill ; a less com-

plete one on the slope immediately east of the Moyie river; and, finally, the

most favourable one of all, on the two sides of the wide valley occupied by the

east fork of the Tahk river. In each of these exposures the formation pre-

serves nearly constant characters to the lowest bed visible; it is thus highly

probable that this gigantic sedimentary formation is, as a whole, yet thicker

than the total mass actually measured in the field.

In different sections among the fault-blocks characteristic of the Purcell

mountain system, estimates of from 6,000 to 9,900 feet were obtained for the-
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whole thickness locally observed. The hig-hest figure refers to the remarkably
extensive outcrop of the Creston rocks at the YaKk river. High as the estimate

appears, a minimum thickness of 9,500 feet is assigned to the formation. The
estimate is the result of two complete traverses run across the great monocline
at this locality.

It cannot be denied that there may be some duplication in this particular

section, but, on the other hand, the writer, after careful study in the field,

found not the least hint of duplication. Similarly, in each of a half-dozen

other sections in as many different fault-blocks, as much as 5,000 to 7,000 feet

of the upturned Creston quartzite were measured without any clue to repetition

of the beds. In several fault-blocks the strata stand nearly vertical and errors

of mensuration were reduced to a minimum. At McKim cliff, about 3,000

feet of nearly horizontal, typical Creston are exposed to one sweep of the eye,

with neither the summit or base of the formation to be found at that locality.

A further indication that the Purcell series, of which the Creston makes
up nearly one-half, is enormously thick, is derivable from McEvoy's recon-

naissance map of the East Kootenay District.* The map shows that at least

3,000 square miles of the Purcell mountain system north of the Boundary is

almost continuously underlain by a silicious series evidently equivalent to that

cropping out at the Forty-ninth Parallel. The continuity of the colour repre-

senting the series on the map is broken only by patches of gabbroid intrusions

doubtless similar to the intrusions so plentifully found in the Boundary belt.

When it is remembered that the rocks of the large area in East Kootenay are

much faulted and otherwise disturbed so as to present all angles of dip even
to verticality, we see certain proof that these conformable strnta must have
very great total thickness. This conclusion may be corroborated by information
won from even the fleeting glance one can give to the rocks that are visible

from the railway train on the stretch from Cranbrook to Kootenay Landing.
In minor degree the estimated thickness of the formation may vary according
to the somewhat arbitrary position assigned at each exposure to the upper limit

of the Creston. In every case the formation gTadually becomes more ferrugi-

nous and thus passes slowly into the overiying Kitchener. The doubtful inter-

mediate band of strata often totals several hundred feet in thickness. The
top of the Creston has been generally fixed within the band where the thinner

bedding as well as the rusty character of the Kitchener becomes pronounced
in the quartzitie strata.

In conclusion, then, the writer believes it to be best to trust the minimum
estimate of 9,500 feet for the Creston as embodying the net balance of pro-

babilities derived from the field study. It may be addfd that, in the opinion

of the writer, this vast thickness for a single formation is not to he explained

as only the apparent thickness of beds deposited in fore-set bedding as a sub-

marine delta. The recent emphasis of geologists on this source of error in

measuring the actual thickness of a elastic formation is certainly justified.

• Accompanying Part A, Ann. Rep. Geol. Surv., Canada, Vol. 12, 1899.
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In the present case, howevur, tho criteria of inclined fore-set bedding, in con-

trast to practically horizontal bedding on a subsiding, flat sea-floor, do

not j-eem to be matched by the facts. The prevalence of sun-cracks, ripple-

marks and other shallow-water markings in the perfectly conformable Kitchener
and Moyie formations, as well as in the Creston formation in less degree,

appears to show that the sea bottom and the bedding planes of the sands and
muds were nearly level throughout the deposition of the Purcell series.

The Creston formation is no more extraordinary for immense thickness

than it is for its woiuiprful homogeneity in any one section. There is a signal

absence of well-marked lithological horizon-markers. The nearest parallel

to this homogeneity among the Boundarj- formations is that afforded by the

basal arkose member of the Cretaceous section at the Pasayten river. The lack

of strong horizon-markers is not to be explained by the lack of sufficient out-

crops ; the frequent recurrence of the Creston roek>; among the fault-blocks,

coupled with the excellence of exposure for portions of the formation in each

large outcrop, render it improbable that important bands of rock other than

the staple quartzite have been overlooked in the Boundary belt. The forest

cap interferes much more with determinations of total thickness and of the

larger structural features such as faults and folds, than with the study of the

details of composition. Neither in slide rock nor in gravels of the canyon-

streams of the areas mapped, as underlain by the Creston, was any other rock

discovered in large amount than those which are the dominant components of

the Creston quartzite as hereafter described.

"Wliile relative homogeneity characterizes the formation from top to bottom

at any one exposure, noteworthy changes in its constitution were observed as the

Boundary belt was traversed from west to east. The Creston as outcropping

in the Moyie range and western half of the Yahk range thus stands in a certain

lithological contrast to the same formation where it crops out farther east.

For the understanding of this important fact it is convenient to recognize two

different phases of the formation in the Purcell mountain system—a- western

and an eastern phase.

Western Phase.—At McKim cliff and in the outcrops immediately east of

the crest the material was largely gathered for the following description of

the Creston formation in a typical section representing the western phase.

In the cliff itself the staple rock is a very hard and tough quartzite, break-

ing with a sonorous, almost metallic ring. The individual beds vary from a

few inches to twenty-five feet or more in thickness, averaging perhaps three

feet. Very often the more massive plates are seamed with thin dark-gray

laminae of once-argillaceous quartzite or metargillite, but true shale or slate was

never seen in this part of the section. For 2.500 feet measured vertically up

the cliff the quartzite, which dips 3°-10° eastward, is specially massive, giving

the effect of superb cyclopean masonry, broken horizontally b.v widely spaced

bedding-planes and broken vertically only by master joints. Toward the top

of the cliff the rock is somewhat thinner-bedded, but is still a strong, typical

quartzite.
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The dominant colour on fresli fractures is throughout gray or greenish-

srriiy, weathering- to a somewhat lighter tint of nearly pure gray. A few white
or grayish-white beds occur irregularly through the formation and, also rarely

greenish-gray beds weathered light rusty-brown or reddish-brown, so as to

resemble typical Kitchener quartzite.

Heavier beds characterize the formation where its upper part crops out

just east of the cliff. That seems to be the rule for the quartzite generally as

it is exposed in the Purcell range; the bedding is thick and massive in the top

and bottom divisions and thinner-bedded in the middle division of the strata.

The exposures, however, are nowhere continuous enough to allow of a trust

worthy estimate of the relative strength of these three divisions.

The sediment sometimes, though quite rarely, shows cross-bedding.

Sun-cracks, rill-marks, ripple-marks, and annelide burrows were not identified in

a single case among the strata exposed on ITcKim cliff. Elsewhere within the

Boundary belt these markings were found; rarely in the dominant quartzite,

but more particularly in the metargillitic horizons.

Already in the hand-specimens numerous glints of light from non-mica-

ceous particles suggest that the rock is highly feldspathie. At the same time it

is seen t'lat the general greenish tint of the quartzite is due to disseminated

minute plates and shreddy foils of mica. These observations are confirmed by

microscopic examination. Interlocking quartz, feldspar, and mica are seen to

be the essential constituents. Each of these minerals is glass-clear in the fresli

specimens. Orthoelase, microcline, mieropei-thite, oligoclase, and probably

albite make up the lis*- of feldspars. Of these o'-thoclase and microperthite are

the most abundant, though it is not certain that, in any specimen, the other

feldspars of the list are ab-ent. The mica includes both highly pleochroic

biotiite and muscovite, the latter being either well developed in plates or in

the typical shreds of sericite. In some specimens the biotite is the more abund-

ant of the two micas hut in others it becomes siibordiuate lO muscovite and
may disapjiear altogether.

Other constituents are very subordinate; they include rare anhedra of

titanite, titaniferous magnetite, pyrite, epidote and zoisite.

The quartz and feldspar grains vary from 0-02 mm. to 0-2 mm. in diameter,

averaging perhajjs 0.06 or 008 mm. The lengths of the mica scales are usually

not much greater. Though few direct traces of clastic form are left among
the minerals, it is probable that these dimensions represent approximately the

size of the original grains. The texture of the quartzite is thus, -quite fine in

the type si>ecimens as, indeed, throughout all the exposures; in all the thousand?

of feet of thickness no conglomeratic, gritty, or even very coarse sandy bed

was seen.

It is an open question, perhaps, whether this rock should be called .i

quartzite if by that term we mean an indurated sandstone. The averasre

quartz gTain is much too small to have formed originally a true sand. In fact

the average grain of the rock is not more than one one-thousandth as largp

as the average gi-ain of typical beach sand. The name ' quartzite', adopted
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by McEvoy, Dawson, and others for these rock?, has been retained because of

the chemical composition and tough, massive field habit of the beds selected a8

the types of the formation. To the writer a distinct genetic problem remains.

One cannot easily understand the conditions under which such an immense

accumulation of fine quartz and feldspar particles has been made. The purely

argillaceous material must have been quite subordinate through thousands of

feet of the Creston formation. The question arises as to the mechanism by

which residual clay has b-een thus separated from the more silicious matter.

Such separation is very rare, if not unknown, in the muds now accumulating

on the ocean-floor. The writer has failed to find in the ' Challenger ' report on

the deep-sea deposits an account of any mud which chemically or mineralc-

gically matches the Creston type of deposit. The ' Blue Muds ' of the report

furnish the nearest parallels and yet show vital contrasts. This problem of

genesis applies also to the rock forming the type of the Kitchener quartzito*

The micas and the accessories are chiefly the result of the crystallization

of a smaU original admixture of micaceous, argillaceous, and ferruginous

material in the sandy sediment. It is probable that most of the quartz and

of the feldspars represent clastic material cemented together by secondary

growths of the original crystal fragments. One of the plagioclases, referred

with some doubt to albite, may be of metamorphic origin. The metamorphism

which led to the crystallization or recrystaUization was, almost without doubt,

not dynamic but static in nature. As in the case of the metargillites of the

Lewis and Galton series, these effects have resulted from deep burial with

consequent increase of temperature and pressure.

Professor Dittrich's analysis of a typical specimen (Xo. 1125") of the homo-

geneous quartzite from ilcKim cliff gave the following result

—

• While this chapter was goins thronRh the press the writer had opportunity to
study the Shuswap terrane, from which the clastic materials of the Creston, Kitchener,
and other formations composing the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal were derived. Great
thicknesses of phyllites, chlorite schists, green schists, greenstones, and fine-grained

mica schists were found in this pre-Beltian terrane as exposed at the Shuswap lakes.

In general these rocks are abundantly charged with secondary quartz developed in

minute individual crystals (anhedra). During the secular weathering of such rocks
the more soluble micas, chlorite, talc, uralite, etc., would be leached out and the more
resistant quartz and alkaline feldspar would be washed out to sea. The writer is

inclined to credit this explanation of the silicious muds which have been consolidated

to form the thick, very dense quartzites of the Cambrian and Beltian formations. The
rich .content of microcline and microperthite repeatedly emphasized in the descrip-

tions of the latter can be explained as due to the weathering and washing of the
millions of aplite and pegmatite dikes and sills cutting the Shuswap sediments and
green schists. These injections are associated with large batholiths of likewise pre-

Beltian granite; its debris is also represented in the Eo'^kv Mountain Geosynclinal.
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Analysis of Cresfon quarizite, Western Phase.
Mol.

SiOj 82-10 1-368

TiOj -40 -005

AljOj 8-86 -OS?

I'eA -49 -003

FeO 1-38 -019

MnO -03

MgO -56 -014

CaO -82 -014

Na.0 2-51 -040

K.0 2-41 -026

h;0 at 110°C -05

HjO above 11 0°C -37 -OEO

P.O. -01

100-02

Sp.gr 2-681

Assigning all of the soda to the albite molecule, one half of the lime to the

anorthite, the other half of it to titanite, apatite, epidote. and zoisite, the

weight percentages of the constituent minerals have been roughly calculated

as follows :

—

Quartz 58

Albite molecule 21

Orthoclase molecule 9

Anorthite molecule 2

Micas, ca 7

Accessories 3

100

It is quite possible that a considerable fraction of the soda should be

assigned to the sericite and even that paragonite itself is present. However,

from microscopic evidence it is probable that the soda-feldspar molecule is the

principal source of this alkali. The mineral percentages are, therefore, believed

to be nearly enough accurate to give a fair idea of the composition of the

average quartzite. It is clearly a quite highly feldspathic sediment.

The only notable variation from this average composition of the typical

quartzite is found in the thin, darker, more micaceous and ferruginous laminae

which often interrupt the dominant light gray quartzite. These laminje. vary-

ing from a centimetre or less to several centimetres in thickness, often have
the habit of metargillite, but usually they are so acid as to rank among' the

impure quartzites.

The specific gravity of the analyzed specimen, 2-681, is near the average

for the staple, light gray rock. The average for ten specimens typical of the

whole western pha-e is 2 -698.

The monotony of the western phase is seldom broken bj- the appearance
of any lithological novelties.

At a few horizons the micaceous material of the rock is segregated into

flattened spheroidal or more irregularly shaped, concretionary masses of all

sizes up to a foot or more in width. The greatest diameter of the concretion
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nlmost invariably lies in the plane of bwlding. Tin- heart of eadi segregation

ir especially rich in hintite and sericitic miiscovite. Their main mass is com-
posed of a grayish-white, granular base of interlocking grains of quartz and
fubordinate feldspar, in which are embedded abundant, conspicuous foils of

black biotite 5 mm. or more in diameter, and many highly poikilitic red

garnets, with large anhedra of titanite. The material of the dark-coloured

minerals has plainly migrated inward from t'lo surrouinlliig rock-umss. for

each segregation is enclosed in a white, decolourized shell of quartzite, consist-

ing of nearly pure quartz and feldspar. In each of the larger segregations

the mica and garnet are not regularly distributed with reference to the

periphery but occur in numerous small clumpy aggregates w'ithin the main
body of the segregation. In some of the smaller segregations the micas are

more evenly distributed, in a manner similar to that observed in concretions

in the Kitchener quartzite.

At a few other horizons the feldspathic quartzite is spangled with large

biotite foils up to 1 cm. in diameter. These cut acres > the bedding plane at

all angles. The cause of their growth and of their restriction to a very limited

number of strata in the great, apparently homogeneous series is not under-

stood. Xeitlier special dynamic metaniorphism nor the thermal metamorphism
of igneous intrusives were feasible explanations for the spangled quartzite at

the localities where it was actually discovered. As a rule the Creston quartzite

is not cleaved, but in the fault-block at the Moyie river there is a distinct

cleavage crossing the bedding planes at relatively low angles. In this case

sericite is developed in the secondary planes as well as along the bedding.

Eastern Phase.—The western phase just described characterizes the forma-

tion as it crops out in the Boundary belt between Porthill and the Moyie river.

Eastward of the river the Creston gradually assumes the features which are

normal to the eastern phase. The latter is typically developed at the Yahk
river, where the formation finally disappears beneath younger rocks.

The most important lithological contra-ts with the western phase consist

in :—first, a decided decrease in the average thickness of the beds, often leading

to a fine lamination at many horizons: secondly, a pronounced increase in the

amount of argillaceous matter which here forms many distinct beds and also

occurs as a notable impurity in the still dominant quartzite; and thirdly, the

appearance of calcium and magnesium carbonates as subordinate elements in

both the quartzite and the more argillaceous strata. The increase of the

carbonate manifests itself in the rock-ledges, which, on account of the special

solubility of the carbonates, present, to sight and touch, a characteristic rough-

ness on weathered surfaces. In general, the calcium carbonate seems to be in

some excess over the mag-nesian carbonate, as shown by a certain amount of

effer\-eseenee with cold dilute acid.

In order to obtain a definite idea as to the composition of the eastern

phase, type specimens were collected at the Yahk river section and have been

studied microscopically. One of these specimens, taken from a large outcrop
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on the Commission trail, about one thousand yards west of the main fork of

the river, has been chemically analyzed. Its description will serve to show

the general nature of the typical calcareous part of the formation.

On the fresh fracture the rock is light gray, compact, and thin-hedded, though
platy because of the cementation of many laminae of varying composition.

The weathered surface is generally of a still paler gray colour, but for a depth

of one or two millimetres below the surface there is usually a shell of altered

rock of a brown or bufi colour. The decolourization at the surface is doubtless

an effect of leaching by vegetable acids.

Tinder the microscope the rock is seen to be composed of carbonates,

quartz, feldspar, sericitic mica, a little green biotite, and small grains of

limonitized iron ore. These constituents are named in the order of decreasing

abundance. The carbonate grains vary from 0-01 mm. or less to 0-0-3 mm. in

diameter and average about 0-02 mm. They never appear to hsve rhom-

bohedral development. The quartz and feldspar grains which are, doubtless,

in largest part of clastic origin, vary from 0-02 mm. to 0-1 mm. or more in

diameter, averaging about 0-06 mm. The dominant mica, sericite. is not dis-

tributed uniformly but is most abundant in rather sharply defined laminse of

specially fine grain. Such laminse were evidently more purely argillaceous

than the remainder of the rock. No true argillaceous material can be dis-

cerned in thin section; the sediment has been very largely recrystallized and
its insoluble base is a metargillite.

The percentages in Professor Dittrich's chemical analysis (specimen No.

1179) are not very different from those roughly deduced from microscopic

study :

—

Analysis of type specimen, Creston formation, Eastern Phase.

SiO
AI.O3
Fe-.O,

Feb
MgO
CaO
Xa^O ,

KjO
H.O at 110°C.. ..

H,0 above 110°C.
CO,
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potash to the orthoelase molecule, the iron oxides to magnetite, and the residual

silica to quartz, the following ' norm ' has been calculated for the rock :

—

Quartz 25-5
Albite molecule 23-0
Orthoelase molecule 8-3

Anorthite molecule 10-5
Magnetite 2-5

Calcium carbonate 23-0
Magnesium carbonata 5-6

Kemainder 2-2

1000

In general this ' norm ' is not far from representing the actual mineralo-

gical composition of the rock. The unexpected abundance of the soda again

raises the suspicion, here as in the study of the analyzed western phase, that

paragonite is really present; how far the 'norm' deviates from the 'mode' in

this respect cannot be declared.

Chemically and mineralogically the rock has certain features of each

of the three different types :—a feldspathic quartzite like the type of the western

phase of the Creston formation ; a metargillite like that dominant in the Mac-
Donald or Appekunny formations; and a magnesian limestone. The size of

grain of the carbonate is close to that characterizing the AltjTi dolomite and

other carbonate-bearing members of the Galton and Lewis series. This eastern

phase may thus be a rock-type transitional between the western phase and the

rocks composing the Waterton, Altyn, and Appekunny formations.

Kitchener Form.^tion.

At all the localities where the two formations have been seen in contact,

the Creston passes quite gradually into the conformably overlying Kitchener

formation. The change from one to the other is so gradual, and the lithologieal

differences between the two are of so low an order that, as already noted, the

mapping of these formations offered considerable difficulty at many points in

the Boundary belt. Much additional field work and the discovery of more
favourable sections will be necessary before the Kitchener formation can be

described in detail.

It is convenient and instructive to group the facts known about the

Kitchener into a statement regarding both a western and an eastern phase.

Where outcropping in the Moyie and Tahk ranges, the dominant rock belongs

to the wertern phase; the western slope of the McGillivray range bears thick

masses of strata belonging to the eastern i^ha^e. Finally, on the eastern slope

of the McGillivray range, the eastern phase of the Kitchener was found to be

so far changed as to be, for hundreds of feet together, indistinguishable from

the Siyeh foimation. So, in fact, the rocks of the McGillivray range, have

been mapped with the express recognition of the stratigraphic equivalence

between the Siyeh and the main mass of the Kitchener. (See map she<?ts Nos.

3 and 4.)
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Western Ph<ise.—The thickness of the formation, as exposed in the Moyie

and Tahk ranges was roughly measured at two sections nearly along the Bound-

ary slash on the two sides of the Moyie river. One measurement gave approxi-

mately 8,000 feet; the other, 7,400 feet. In neither case was the hase or top

of the formation actually visible. In a section still farther we^t both base and

top can be found in a nearly complete section of the Purcell series, but the

poor exposures in the dense forest cap there conspire with the difBculties of

mensuration, in an area of variable dips, to prevent a trustworthy measure-

ment of total thickness. This third section has, however, offered sufficient data

to render it probable that in the two former sections we have nearly the whole

thickness represented. The smaller of the two estimates, 7,400 feet, was won
from the structurally very favourable section in the fault-bloclv bearing the

great Moyie sills at the Boundary line and immediately west of those sills. It is

possible, however, that even this lower estimate is too high and that the true

thickness might be more accurately placed at 7,000 feet. It appears certain

only that the Kitchener in this area cannot be less than 6,500 feet thick or

much more than 8,000 feet thick. For the present the original estimate of

7,400 feet may be accepted with the understanding that it may be several

hundreds of feet too great.

The dominant rock of the western phase is to be classed as a notably

uniform quartzite. The bedding is, on the average, considerably thinner

than in the typical Creston quartzite. Individual strata range from

a minute fraction of an inch to six feet or more in thickness. A
few whitish beds, up to twenty feet thick, were observed at various horizons,

but they are rare. The average thickness of the individual bed seems to be

.about three inches. As in the Creston formation, many of the thinner strata

may be grouped into strong, non-fissile plates several feet thick. The rock is

regularly gray or greenish-gray on the fresh fracture, this tint being normally

-darker than that of fresh Creston quartzite. The weathered surface is strong

rusty-brown, in characteristic contrast to the older quartzite. Cross-bedding,

ripple-marks, and sun-cracks were seen at various horizons in both the quartzite

and interhedded metargillite, but these features are not so common as in the

•overlying Moyie formation.

Microscopic study shows that from 50 to 75 or SO per cent of the dominant

quartzite is composed of grains of glassy quartz. The other essential constitu-

ents are the feldspars, including sodiferous orthoelase, mieroperthite, and pro-

bably untwinned albite; a variable but g^enerally abundant quantity of sericite,

Ijiotite, and possibly paragonite. Secondary epidote and kaolin, along with

magnetite, pyrite, zircon, and apatite grains are minor constituents. The rusty

colour of the rock is due, not so m\ich to the alteration of magnetite or pyrite

as to the freeing of iron oxide from the weathering micas. The essential con-

stituents are interlocked after the same thorough fashion observed in thin

sections of the Creston quartzite. The grain of the rock is always fine, the

rfiverage diameters of the quartz individuals varying, in different specimens

25a—vol ii—
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from 003 mm. to 0-3 mm., with an approxiiiiatL' averagu of not muru than
0-1 mm.

Mr. M. F. Connor made the following: analysis of a typical specimen (No.
1135) of the quartzite, taken near tlie Boundary monument on the isolated
mountain immediately west of the Moyie river:

—

Analysis of Kilcheiier quarlzile.

Mol.

1. la. 2.

SiU. Ttino 1-282 VG-8i
TiO.. .35 .imt
AljOj U-25 -111 11.76
Fe.O, .69 -Oftt .55
FeO 304 -042 2-88
MnO -02 .... tr
MgO l-Ol .025 1-39
CaO -88 .016 .70
Na^-0 3-28 -053 2-57
KjO 1-36 -015 1-62
H2O at nO°C .20 .. \

H.O above ]10°C ^ 1-20 -067 [ 1-87
CO2 tr. ....)
l\0, .15 .001

100-33 100-18
Sp. gr 2-680

The oxide proportions correspond to about 52 per cent of free quartz. It

is difficult to calculate for the other constituents, largely because the exact

distribution of the alkalies is not known. If all the soda be assigned to the

nlbite molecule, this feldspar would make \\\> nearly 28 per cent of the rock.

From the great excef^s of alumina, over that required to form the normal feld-

spar molecules from all of the potash, soda, and lime present, it appears

almost certainly necessary to believe that the paragonite molecule is repre-

sented in relatively large amount. The excess of altimina, a notable fraction

of the very high soda and a fraction of the high combined water can all be

satisfactorily assigned on that supposition. Whether the paragonite exists in

the free state or is in isomorphic mixture with the analogous potash molecule

of sericite, cannot be readily determined. The excess of soda over potash is

also characteristic of the two type analyses of the Creston formation ; all three

analyses are thus in contrast to the average analysis of sandstones or argillitic

rocks generally, in which potash is certainly the moi« abundant oxide of the

two. The microscopic evidence is against the view that tlie dominance of the

soda is due to a corresponding abundance of albite or other plagioclase. It

may be added that the analysis was most carefully made, a second complete

determination of the alkalies agreeing very closely with the first.

The hypothe-is that much of the mica- is paragonite or a highly paragon-

itic muscovite, renders the analysis more clearly understood, but it complicates

the calculation. Assigning ten molecules of potash to orthoclase, five mole-

cules to ^ericite, ton molecules of lime to anorthite and six to epidnte—propor-
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tions which are probably not grossly astray—the leading- constituents have

been roughly calculated as follows:

—

Quartz >2n
Albite 23-0

Paragouite 7-0

Orthoclase 5-5

Sericite -l-O

Auorthite 3'0

Epidot© 10
Magnetite, titanite, etc i-5

100-0

Obviously these proportions are only approximate, but tLwiy wiU serve to

give a better conception of the rock than if no estimate of relative quantities

were made. In the discussion of the Moyie sills (chapter X) this analysis is

of primary importance, and it will be seen that even this estimate of weight

percentages is of value in the discussion. The analysis illustrates a general

characteristic of the Kitchener quartzite,—that it is highly feldspathic and is

rich in the alkalies, especially soda. The rock is chemically very similar to

pre-Cambrian graywacke from Wisconsin (analysis of col. 2 in the preceding

table).*

It should be noted that this description of the typical quartzite differs, in

several essentials, from its preliminary description, given on pages 189-90 of

the writer's paper on ' The Secondary Origin of Certain Granites,' published

in the American Journal of Science, Vol. 20, 1905. At the time of writing

that paper no chemical analysis of the rock was available nor was an adequate

number of thin sections at hand for the proper diagnosis of the rock. The
general lack of twinning among' the feldspar grains led the writer to the

belief that orthoclase was the prevailing feldspar. The careful study of a larger

number of thin sections, following the receipt of Mr. Connor's results, per-

mitted the correction of the error in a second brief account of the quartzite,

published in the Rosenbusch Festschrift, 1906, p. 224.

A prevailing characteristic of the formation is an abundant interbedding

of silicious metargillite in thin intercalations. Compared to the quartzite,

these are typically of a darker gray colour on the fresh fracture and weather

to a yet stronger brown than belongs to the weathered quartzite. Minute, often

interlocking grains of glassy quartz and clear or dusty feldspar are essential

constituents but they are subordinate to the now very abundant micas, both

biotite and sericite (or paragonite?). These dark interbeds simply represent

the more argillaceous phase of the same sediment which now forms the micace-

ous, feldspathic quartzite. There is no trace of original ela.yey matter and the

interbeds may be classed with the typical metargillites.

Both slaty cleavage and true schistosity are notably lacking throughout

nearly the whole extent of the exposed Kitchener. Here again there can be

little doubt that the complete crystallization of these ancient shales has been

•W. S. Bayley, Bull. 150, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1898, p. 87.

2.'')a—vol. ii
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brought about merely as a consequeiw'e of deep burial and without the help

of tangential pressure or ordinary dynamic nietamorphism. All transitions

exist in the ledge or even in a single hand-specimen between the metargillite

and the feldspathio quartzite. For this reason alone it would be difficult 1o

form an accurate conception of the average composition of this western phase

of the Kitchener. It is certainly less silicious and more micaceous than the Cres-

ton. Possibly one-third of the thickness is made up of silicious metargillite; the

remainder, of the quartzite with its own subordinate admixture of once-

argillaceous and feldspathic material with the essential quartz.

The average specific gravity of three type specimens of the quartzite is

2-705; that of three type specimens of the silicious metargillite is 2-738. The
average for the whole western phase, estimated on the above-mentioned quan-

titative ratio of the two types in the formation, is about 2-716.

Variations on this relativel.v simple scheme of composition are extremel.v

rare throughout the thousands of feet of beds composing the western phase.

In a very few thin strata the quartzite is spangled with large plates of biotitc,

each about 1 cm. in diameter. As in similar beds of the Creston these foils

run at all angles through the rock; they appear to be simply greatly enlarged

equivalents of the staple biotite individuals of the normal rock.

At a few other horizons, especially toward the top of the formation, the quart-

zite contains conspicuous round, blackish concretions somewhat flattened in

the planes of bedding. They measure from two to three inches or more in

greatest diameter. With the microscope the concretions are seen to be com-

posed of quartz and feldspar grains cemented by abundant biotite and linionite

with a small amount of serieitic mica. The feldspars are iisually glassy and

belong to the usual species, orthoclase, microperthite, and a well-twinned

plagioclase, probably andesine. These minerals and the quartz occur in grains

from 0-04 mm. to 0-3 mm. in diameter and thus of the average size character-

istic of the interlocked essential minerals of the enclosing quartzite. The most

noteworthy feature is the plainly clastic form of all these grains of quartz and

feldspar. Most of them are angular but the largest quartzes are often dis-

tinctly rounded. There is no sign of secondary enlargement. We appear to

have, then, in the heart of these concretions the only surviving relics of the

original clastic form. The destruction of the clastic outlines through static

metamorphism has teen arrested through the secretion of the mica and iron

ore in which the quartz and feldspars now lie. The-e clastic grains are

separated from the metamorphosed substance of the enclosing sandstone, and,

ai a rule, are separated from each other.

Easiem Phase.—In the heart of the Yahk range, for a distance of twelve

miles, measured along the Boundary line, the Kitchener formation appears to

have been completely eroded away, the mountains there being composed of the

underlying Creston and of heavy masses of intrusive gabbro. To the westward

of this area the Kitchener steadily preserves the lithological habit which has

j»ist been described. The first outcrops of the Kitchener on the eastern side of
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the area already shows signs of systematic variation in the staple rock-types.

As the section is carried farther eastward the changes become more and more
marked, until, in the angle between the two forks of the Yahk river, the forma-

tion has attained what may be called its eastern phase.

In the meantime the total thiclaiess seems to diminish so that at the Yahk
river, where the top and base are both represented, the Kitchener measures
not more than 6,200 feet in thickness. As with the western phase the passage

to the underlying and overlying formations is not abrupt and it is impossible

to be certain of an exact figure. In any case the thickness is believed to be

close to 6,000 feet at the Yahk river.

Along the west fork of the river great thicknesses of the strata assigned

to this phase of the Kitchener are still so similar to the rocks of the western

pha=e that there can be no reasonable doubt that it is the one great formation

reappearing on the eastern side of the twelve-mile interval. This view was
corroborated by finding these beds developed in their proper relations to the

typical Moyie and Creston formations.

The chief differences between the eastern and western phases are two in

number. Though the feldspathic quartzite still persists, its vertical continuity

is yet more signally broken by intercalations of metargillite which gradually

increase in importance as the sections lead eastward. At the same time a wholly

new ingredient or pair of ingredients appears in the formation. Many beds

of the metargillite and even some of the more quartzitic facies betray an acces-

sory amount of calcium carbonate which causes effervescence on the application

of cold dilute acid to the specimens. Magnesium carbonate is present but, as

in the Creston formation, is not so abundant as the calcium carbonate.

Finally, on the ridge running south from the Boundary line along the right

bank of the west fork of the Yahk river, strong interbeds of somewhat silicious,

magnesian limestone with typical molar-tooth structure occur among the still

dominant quartzites and metargillites. The exposures are nowhere all that

could be desired but there seems to be no doubt that at this locality, the car-

bonate rock forms several beds. As the section is carried eastward, these beds

increase rapidly both in number and thickness, with a simultaneous decrease

in the amount of more purely silicious strata.

About halfway between the two main forks of the Yahk and three thousand

yards north of the Boundary line, a thick bed of molar-tooth limestone, which

crops out again at the line, has afforded the specimen illustrated in Plate 10.

This bed is, microscopically, at any rate, a good type of the molar-tooth rock

so characteristic of the Siyeh formation. Along the Commission trail on the

west slope of the McGillivray range, several hundred feet of this more or less

impvire limestone are well exposed at several points.

Finally, the character of the Kitchener strata still further eastward has

become so far modified that the molar-tooth limestone and highly calcareous

metargillites must total 1,000 feet or more at the Kootenay river opposite

Gateway.
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In fact it became strongly suspected toward tlie close of the season of UKH.
that a large part of the Kitchener quartzite is the strrtigraphic equivalent of

the Sij-eh formation of the Rocky Mountains proper. This suspicion was raised

to a practical certainty when, in the following year, the succession and charac-

ters of the (lalton series were marked out. So dear were the field evidences of

the eciuivalence that that part of the Kitchener formation which covers the

ea-tern twelve miles of the B(uunlary helt in the Pnrcell ranjip could be

coloured in the map sheet as belonging to the more closely defined Siyeh
formation, rather than to the more extensive division, the Kitchener quartzite.

It was further deduced from a review of all the sections in the Pnrcell range,

that the top of the Kitchener formation coincides, in stratigraphic position,

iilmost precisely with the base of the Purcell lava formation.

Since the eastern phase stands al>out midway, litliologieally. between the

already described western phase and the Siyeh formation of the Galton range,

there is no special need of describing the eastern phase in detail. A thin

section of the molar-tooth limestone at the West Fork locality was specially

studied for purposes of comparison with the Siyeh limestone. The limestone

is here a light to medium gray or brownish gray, compact rock, weathering

bufF and interrupted by the usual irregular partings, lenses, stringers, or round,

eye-like masses of much less magTicsian. light-gray, compact limestone, weather-
ing gray or, rarely, pale buif-gray.

The bnff-weathering main part of the rock effervesces to some extent but

is clearly magnesian and silicious; the gray partings effervesce violently and
seem to be nearly pure calcite. The diameters of the carbonate grains in the

magnesian part vary from 0-02 to 01 mm. with an average of perhaps 0-06 or

007 mm. They enclose a notable amount of clastic quartz, orthoclase. micro-

perthite, and an indeterminable plagioclase. in grains averaging less thnu 0-1

iiim. in diameter. The carbonate grains have the characteristic rhombohedral

development seen in the Siyeh and Altyn limestones and often show clean-cut

crystal outlines.

The gray calcite partings are extremely uniform in character and lack

any significant admixture of silicious particles. The diameter of the calcite

grains steadily averages O-OM mm: they are usually allotriomorphic. Here agaiii

the evidence of the thin section corroborates the field evidence that the calcitic

partings are segregations or secretions, formed after the limestone was well

buried. The systematic lamination of the specimen illustrated in Plate 10, B, is

clearly due to segregation of the calcium carbonate along shearing planes. In
the average esse, the secretion seems to have accompanied a contraction of the

magnesian portion of the rock, possibly occasioned by the dehydration of the

original sediment.

It should be noted, further, that the grain of this rock is very similar to

that found for the magnesian limestones of the Galton and Lewis series, an

important point to which attention will be directed in the section on the origin

of these limestones.

The average specific gravity of thirteen specimens of the limestone (range.
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2-658— 2-773) is 2 710. This value intlicates the .admixture of the less dense
quartz and feldspars in the limestone- The average specitie gravity of the wholo
eastern phase is about 2-700.

MoYiE Formation.

The youngest member of the Purcell series is exposed on the western

slope of the lloyie river valley, -where it crosses the Boundary line, and again
on a strong meridional ridge immediately east of the Yahk river at the same
line. In both cases the exposed top of the formation is an erosion surface.

At the Yahk river section the base is cut off by a major fault. The thickness

of the formation as a whole cannot, therefore, be stated. At the Moyie river a

maximmn thickness of 2,200 feet was observed; at the Yahk river the estimates

varied from 3,100 feet to 3,700 feet. The safest of the larger estimates may
be placed at about 3,400 feet, which is a minimum thickness.

The formation is here considered as including, at the sunmiit, the Yahk
quartzite, which was proposed as a formation,al name in the summary report

for 190-1. On later study of the sections it has appeared advisable to withdraw
the name ' Yahk quartzite ' from the list of Boundary foiinations. The rocks

to which it refers crop out only at one iilace in the belt; in composition they

are rather closely allied to the overlying beds; thirdly, they are not specially

well exposed, are warped and broken, and are limited above by an erosion

surface, so that, clearly, the whole thickness cannot be found in the Boundary
belt.

The upper 400 feet of the Moyie formation as redefined are chiefly composed

of whitish and gray quartzites, with metargillitic intercalations. The lower

3,000 feet form a somewhat heterogeneous assemblage of argillites, metargil-

lites, and impure quai-tzitic or eherty rock in rapidly alternating beds. The
strata are, on the average, much thinner than those of the underlying forma-

tions, running from a small fraction of an inch to a couple of feet in thick-

ness. Though many of the thinner laminse are often aggregated in plates six

inches thick or more, these rocks are of a decidedly fissile habit.

The argillites are often true shales, but probably most of the beds must
be referred to true metargillite. Their colour varies from light gray to very

dark gray or black; the colours of weathering are brown and gray. At the

Moyie river locality several hundred feet of the shales occurring at the base

of the formation are sandy and have a dark purplish-red colour, owing to a

special content of oxide of iron. A few, very thin (1 to 2 mm. thick) layers

of red hematite were observed in these purplish strata. The latter merge

gradually into the underlying conformable Kitchener formation. The inter-

bedded quartzites are always very fine-grained or compact, of a light gray

colour on fresh fractures and gray, brown, and light buff on weathered surfaces.

Many of the quartzites are argillaeeous. Some of the beds are charged with a

variable amotmt of calcium and magnesium carbonates, which were also found,

bj- tests in the laboratory, to characterize specimens of the gray shales. The
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distribution of the carbonate-bearing strata is rather general but thoy are

probably most numerous in the lower part of the formation. Pure limestone

or dolomite was nowhere found.

vSun-cracks are extremely abundant throughout the formation and ripple-

marks are not uncommon. No casts of salt-crystals were observed in any
section. The very different looking cuboidal casts of weathered-out pyrites

occur at several horizons.

The specific gravity of eight typical specimens, ranged from 2-567 for thp

shales to 2-735 for the dolomitic quartzite?. The average of all is 2-676, which
is not far from the average for the whole formation.

The stratigraphic relation of this formation to the Kitchener suggests at

onc« that it may be the equivalent of the Gateway, Phillips, and Roosville

formations of the Galton range. The writer believes such to be the fact.

There is a close lithological similarity, especially between the Gateway and
Moyie formations, not only in composition and general habit, including thin-

bedding and colours, but as well in the persistence of shallow-water features

through the beds. The apparert absence of salt-crystal cast-s, so characteristic

of the Gateway and Kintla formations, does not appear to be of vital signifi-

cation in the correlation, for obviously the conditions for the development of

a supersaturated brine would not extend over an unlimited area of contempor-

aneous sedimentation. The deposition of the Moyie sediments may well have
taken place in open-sea water. Some of the calcareo-magnesian quartzites

and argillites have close resemblance to the impure Sheppard dolomite, the

equivalent, in the Clarke and Lewis range?, of the lower Gateway formation.

With longer study of the known outcrops of the Moyie formation and.

above all, with the discovery of more favourable exposures, it may be possible

in the future to subdivide this group of beds; at present, it seems best to

recognize only the one inclusive formation name for the sediments overlying

the Kitchener in the Moyie and Talik ranges.

Gateway Formatios in the McGiLLnRAV Range.

In the McGillivray range the conditions for immediate correlation with

the Galton series are more favourable. The peaks of the highest ridges in the

Boundary belt are almost all composed of the Purcell Lava formation, which,

as we shall see, is the most perfect horizon-marker in the Rocky Moxmtain

section-. At the summit of the McGillivray range this lava formation has

been warped into a broken, north-pitching syncline. Considerably more than a

thousand feet of thin-bedded, sun-cracked and much rijjiple-marked strata

conformably overlie the lava.

The base of this group is formed of beds unquestionably equivalent to those

in the lowest Gateway, while the main mass is lithologicall.v transitional

between the upper 1,850 feet of the Gateway strata and the more heterogeneous

Moyie strata. The closer affinities of these strata at the summit of the range

are distinctly with the Gateway formation and its colour has accordingly been



Plate 15.

Liinonitized. simple and twinned crystals of pyrite, from Gateway formation
at summit of McGillivray range. Two-thirds natural size.

'"i

Similar pyrite crystals in raetargillitic matrix. Same locality. Two-thirds natural size.

25a—vo\ ii— p. 13f».
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used in. mapping the rocks overlying the Pureell lava in the McGillivray range.

Erosion has there, within the Boundary belt, removed the equivalents of the

Phillips and Eoosville formations.

These Gateway beds are so similar in composition and habit to those across

the Kootenay and already described that a special account of the former is not

necessary. They are marked by an unusual wealth of ripple-marks and anne-

lide trails and borings. Several beds of ferruginous and metargillitic quartzite,

occurring some 300 feet above the Pureell Lava, carry remarkably large and

perfect cubes of more or less limonitized pyrite. These range from 1 cm. to

4 cm. or more in diameter and form most consiiieuous elements of the rock.

(Plate 15.) They often form simple interpenetration twins. The crystals

feem to have grown in the original mud either before or during the period of

its consolidation. On any other supposition it would be difficult to under-

stand how space was made for their growth; the lamination of the rock imme-
diately surrounding each crystal is usually quite undisturbed and not crinkled

or bowed around the crystal.

The specific gravity of eight hand-specimens, representing types for the

whole Gateway formation in the McGillivray range, varies from 2.-646 to 2-74Y,

averaging 2 -GST.

STRUCTUEE OF THE PUECELL MOUNTAIN SYSTEM.

As already remarked there are special physical difficulties in the way of

discovering the structure of the Pureell system at the Forty-ninth Parallel;

hence the details of structure are not as well understood as are the structures

in the eastern ranges. Enough facts are in hand, however, to show that the

Pureell system is, like the Galton-MacDonald mountain group, chiefly com-

posed of great monoclinal fault-blocks. Of these twelve have been determined

without much residual doubt. Most of them are found in the Tahk and Moyie

ranges. The McGillivray range shows a tendency towards the structure of

terranes characterized by open folds.

Between Gateway and the sununit the Kitchener (Siyeh) and Pureell

Lava beds are warped into a broad, unsymmetrical anticline. The dips average
35° N.E. on tie eastern limb, a steepness of dip which would rapidly carry the

top of the entire Pureell series of sediments far below the level of the Devonian

limestone at Tobacco Plains. The distance between the limestone and the

most easterly of the outcrops (Pureell Lava) across the drift-covered Pureell

Trench is eight miles. We can only conjecture the structures beneath the drift

cover. Those actually visible indicate that the Rocky Mountain Trench is, at

the Boundary line, located on a zone of combined faulting and down-flexure.

In all probability the faulting has had the dominant control in locating the

trench.

The western limb of the broad anticline shows northwesterly dips of 15°

to 20°. The convergence of strike lines on the two limbs shows that the fold

pitches gently to the north.
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The anticline is succeeded on the west hy the summit syncline which also

pitches north at a low angle. Like the anticline this fold shows numerous
local warps and, on the south, it is truncated hy a strong east-west fault shown
on the map sheet. The western limb of the syncline shows a section through
nearly the entire Piireell series. Two miles east of the main fork of the Tahk
river the Creston beds have a sharp reversal of dips, indicating an anticline

broken by a longitudinal, north-south fault. Tiie i'ahk river is located in the

heart of this anticline. It may have been originally placed on the line of fault,

from which position the river has since slipped down tre dip an average

distance of two miles. To the west of the main fork of the river the dip.*

gradually change from an average of 45° W. to horizontality. and in the inter-

val, a sreat part of the Creston formation, the whole of the Kitchener and some
;J,000 feet of the Moyie formation are exposed in succession.

On the ridge overlooking the west fork of the river on the east, the dips

in the Moyie beds again become easterly, showing a narrow Byncline which is

here only visible in this formation. Exactly on the line of the west fork the

Moyie strata are dropped down into contact with a gabbro sill which is intrusive

into the Kitchener formation. This west fork fault is remarkably straight in

the six miles through which, with unusual certainty, the outcrop of the fault

could be followed. The downthrow is. of course, on the east and may measure
more than 2,000 feet.

From the west fork of the Tahk to Porthill nearly all suggestion of folding

is wanting and the relations are those of many fault-blocks. The dips are

highly variable, values from 5° to S0° or more being recorded. The dips are

generally much the higher in the narrower blocks. Here as in the Galton-

MacDonald system the fault-planes usually trend towards the north-northwest

and their dips seem invariably to approach verticality.

The faults mapped between the west fork of the Talik and the Moyie
river are among the most obscurely exposed of all. Others not shown on the

map sheet may be responsible for the duplication of the great gabbro sills in

this part of the Boundary belt. !Mueh additional time and labour must be

expended before the full structure of this part of the belt will be declared. The
two blocks immediately east of the Moyie river ai'e shown as separated by a

reversed fault along which the Crestoni quartzite has been driven up on the

back of the likewise steeply dipping and apparently underlying Kitchener

quartzite. A second interpretation is open, whereby the two formations are

regarded a? in normal contact but both overturned to the west.

The plane of the main fault at the ifoyie river is nowhere exposed but the

relations of dip and strike are such as to leave no doubt as to the nature of the

displacement. The downthrow is to the west and is very great, probably

approaching 8,000, if not 10,000 feet.

The fault running along the western base of the isolated mountain bearinjr

the Moyie sills is also believed to be mapped correctly. The downthrow is again

to the west but the displacement is probably no more than a couple of thriisand

feet.
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From that point to the Kooteiiay river the faults shown on the map and

section are not so certainly placed. The master-fault following the base of

ilcKim cliff has not been directly observed but is postulated because of the

fact that the gi-eat sill of gabbro on the west is underlain by rusty quartzite

which is believed to belong to the Kitchener formation. If this be the correct

interpretation the Purcell Trench is located along a displacement by which
the Kitchener formation has been dropped down into lateral contact with strata

uear the base of the Creston quartzite as defined in this report. The total

displacement of the fault or faults east of Porthill and west of the summit of

McKim cliff would thus approach 10,000 feet. The geology of the Selkirk:

range shows, however, that the zone in which the trench lies has been the scene

of still more profound faulting; the evidence is siimmarized in the next

chapter.

The rocks of the Purcell mountain system have transmitted thrusts of

enormous power and have been vigourously upturned at many points. Yet
those rocks bear few traces of shearing, cleaving, or dynamic mctamorphism.

Only in one narrow zone at the Moyie river is cleavage notably developed and
that structure is only conspicuous on the weathered ledges. This general

failure of metamorphic structures in rocks which have undergone at least once

the severe pressures of extensive mountain-building, is amply accounted for by

the exceeding strength of the sediments. That strength is in part exjilained

by the homogeneity of the formations and in part by their thorough welding

by deep burial and static metamorphism during- the immense interval between

their deposition and deformation. To the inherent strength of the sedimentary

prism has been added the reinforcement by the thick sills which formed so many
new, relatively inflexible ribs m the whole mass. Where massive homogeneous

quartzite and gabbro predominated (Yabk and Moyie ranges), folding is

almost entirely absent and the erogenic pressures produced monoclinal blocks.

Farther east, where relatively thin-bedded argillites entered the formation in

greater number and where the gabbro sills were not intruded (McGilllvray

range), the mountain-building produced broad folds rather than upturned

fault-blocks. Xevertheless, the rooks of the Purcell series seem everywhere to

have much greater average strength than have geosynclinal sediments generally.

Note added during reading of proo/.—Mr. S. J. Schofield has recently shown that
a thick, ferruginous quartzite-metargillite series, named the Aldridge formation,
underlies the Creston quartzite. It api>ears probable that the Aldridge is represented
in some of the fault-blocks mapped west of the Tahk river. The writer now (1912)

suspects that the succession in the sediments immediately east of the Moyie river is

normal and that the reversed fault there mapped does not exist. If so, the "over-
thrust" block of rusty quartzite really belongs to the Aldridge formation and not to

the closely similar Kitchener formation.





Plate V,.

Exposure of the ma.s:?ive Irene conglomerate in head -wall of Glacial cirque ; one mile north
of Boundary line and two miles west of Priest River. The cliff is eleven hundred
feet in height.
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CHAPTER VII.

STRATIGRAPHY OF THE SELKIRK MOimTAIN SYSTEM (IN PART).

SUMMIT SERIES.

Excluding the igneous rocks, the principal formations encountered iu the

Nelson range within the ten-mile helt may be grouped in three divisions. The
rocks belonging to the oldest division, called the Priest River terrane, are found

only on the eastern slojw of the range. The rocks of the youngest division

are confined to the western side of the range and to the valley of the Pend
D'Oreille river, to and slightly beyond its confluence with the Columbia.

This younger principal division may be called the Pend D'Oreille

group. Lying' between these two divisions both geographically and
stratigraphically, is the Summit series, a large part of which is the equivalent

of the whole Purcell series. The present chapter is devoted to a summary
description of the Summit series. It will be followed by a chapter of the corre-

lation of all four of the great series so far discussed, and then the systematic

account of the formations occurring in the Selkirks at the Boundary will be

resumed.

In order to facilitate a rapid understanding of the Summit series a tabular

view of the formations is here presented:

—

formation. Thickness in feet. Dominant rocks.

Top. erosion surface?

Lone Star 2,000+ Phyllite and quartzite.
Beehive 7,000 Quartzite.
Ripple 1,650 Quartzite.
Dewdney 2,000 Quartzite, with conglomerate.
Wolf 2,900 Silicious grit, sandstone, and conglomerate.
Monk 5,500 Quartzite, phyllite, and conglomerate.
Irene Volcanics 6,006 Effusive greenstones.

Irene Conglomerate .. .. 5,000-1- Conglom«rat«.

32,050-1-

Base, unconformity with Priest River terrane.

Irene Conglomerate Formation.

The basal member of the Summit series is a conglomerate, outcropping

on the summit and slopes of Irene mountain. It has, accordingly, been named
the Irene Conglomerate formation. Excellent exposures are numerous along

the outcrop from the Interuational line to the Bayonne batholith, eight miles

distant. (Plate 16.) The most instructive section was found on the long

141
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vidge running in an easterly direction from the triangulation station south of

Monk creek on the Canadian side to the steep slope immediately overlooking

Prie-t river ca))yon.

Tlirough interbedding the conglomerate is transitional into the overlying

Irene Volcanic formation; the base of the conglomerate marks a profound

unconformity with the much older Priest River terrane. The width of the con-

glomerate belt, measured on the map, is about 1-5 miles. Everywhere the rock

shows evidence of exceedingly intense crushing and shearing. The true bedding

is thus masked by schistosity, especially in the coarser and move homogeneous

phases of the ancient gravel. The two structures were sometimes found in

the same ledge and then usually had the same strike but differed in dip from

ten to thirty degrees. The average strike of the bedding, to the southward

of the Dewdney trail is about N. 3° E.; its average dip is at least 60°. In

spite of the obvious difficulties of mensiiration the minimum thickness of the

formation must be placed at a very high figure. The apparent thickness bai-^ed

on the average dip is nearly 8,000 feet. Since the beds of conglomerate were

probably not laid down horizontally but were built out in imbricate fashion

on a sloping sea-bottom, this estimate must be corrected by some, as yet

unknown, amount. To what extent the bedding was originally inclined is a

problem which, on aceoimt of the heavy subsequent metamorphism of the forma-

tion, it is doubtlea-; iniix)ssible to solve in the area so far studied. Allowing

for a strongly inclined deposition a conservative minimum estimate of the

total thickness, an estimate based on three complete sections, is 5,000 feet; it

should, perhaps, be many hundreds of feet greater.

Coarse conglomerate is the highly dominant constituent of the formation.

It ow-urs in well-knit, very ma-ssive beds of squeezed pebbles, which, as a rule,

were well water-worn when they finall.y came to rest in their respective beds.

The pebbles range in size from coarse sand-grains to bouldery masses a foot or

more in diameter. ^lore than one-half of them are composed of gray vitreous

or micaceous quartzite or of white sugary quartz. Xext to them in abundance

are pale gray or white compact pebbles of dolomite-marble (specific gravity

2-833— 2-875), often silicious to some extent. A few pebbles of phyllitic

slate and, yet more rarely, pebbles of a biotite granite may also be seen. The

top-most beds bear small angular fragments of altered porphyrite and diabase

which seem to have been direc-tl.v derived from the contemporaneous,

locally intorbedded lavas and tuffs of the Irene Vok-anic formation. Some of

the larger, bouldery masses of the qnartzites and especially of the dolomites,

are subangular and apparently were not long rolled on a beach.

The majority of the ]x>bbles have been deforme<l in the crush of mountain-

building. They are commonly flattened into lenses much longer than the

original pebbles. The mashing is wonderfully illustrated in the case of small

pebbles examined microscopically in thin section. A notable biproduet of this

metamorphism of the dolomitie pebbles is the common generation of many
glass-clear, -twinned crystals of basic plagioclase (probably acid bytownite)

cmong the grains of carbonate.
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The cement of the conglomerate is usually in large amount and rather

uniform throughout the formation. Originally it must have been of the nature
of a graywacke or very muddy sand. In its present condition it is a schistose,

crystalline mass of various shades in gray and greenish-gray. Clastic grains

of quartz of all sizes up to one or two millimetres in diameter, and very much
rarer grains of orthoclase lie embedded in an extremely abundant tine-grained

matrix of sericitic muscovite, biotite, and chlorite. The foils of mica are

specially developed in the planes of sehistosity. Grains of magnetite, leucoxene

and pyrite are constant subordinate accessories, while anhedra and minute
idiomorphic crystals of titanite are often veiy abundant in thin sections.

Irregular or roughly rhombohedral, secondary ci'ystals of calcium carbonate

(probably somewhat magnesian), a millimetre or less in diameter, seldom fail

to appear in the sections. They sometimes, tliough not always, enclose quartz

and the micas poikilitically. Quite often the clastic quartz grains show the

familiar proofs of secondaiy enlargement.

The mass of the conglomerate may be interrupted by lenses of metamor-
jshosed sandstones and pelites a few inches to several feet in thickness. These
rocks have been metamorphosed to phyllitic schists of composition practically

identical with that of the conglomerate cement.

The specific gravity of five type specimens of the conglomerate ranges from
.2-680 to 2-753. Their average, 2-732, is believed to be nearly the average for

the whole, fairly homogeneous formation.

After field and laboratory study of these rocks there can be little doubt

as to the origin of some of the clastic materials. The colour, composition,

and general fiold habit of the quartzite. phyllite, and dolomite pebbles clearly

show their derivation from the underlying Priest Eiver terrane. Nevertheless,

the writer has not found a single pebble of the spangled quartz-mica schists so

abundant in that terrane and, in general, the lai'ger quartzite pebbles show a

massiveness or lack of sehistosity, which is more marked than that expected

if they were derived from the Priest River terrane in its present lithological

condition. It seems necessary to conclude that a large proportion of the meta-

morphi?m suffered by the older terrane, including the growth of the biotite

spangles and some of the intense shearing and sericitization of the quartzitos.

has affected the terrane since the Irene conglomerate was rolled on the ancient

beaches. One may naturally hold that the metamorphisni of the Priest Kiver

terrane occurred simultaneovisly with the mashing and partial recrystallization

of the Irene conglomerate as younger and older formations were upturned

together. Even in the conglomerate there is striking proof of immense tangen-

tial pressure and crushing such as is nowhere given in the Purcell, Galton, or

Lewis series of formations.

Since most of the material for the conglomerate was won from the older

terrane, which in this region is not known to contain pre-Irene acid

plutonic masses on any lai'ge scale, it is not surprising that neither the cement

of the conglomerate nor the phyllitic interbed'^ are highly feldspathie. It is

flear, on the other hand, that the feldspathie grits and sandstones of the over-
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lying members of the Suuunit series, must have been formed from the ruins

of coarse-firained, granitic rocks wliich, in post-Irene time, became exposed

to erosion within this region. Tliis contrast between the lower and upper

formations of the series is particularly noteworthy in the case of the absence

of clastic microperthite in the conglomerate, while that mineral is a prominent

clastic component of the Wolf grit and still younger members of the Summit
series. From the fact that this peculiar feldspar occurs in the oldest exposed

beds of the Lewis, Galton, and Purcell series, there is already good presumptive

evidence that the Irene conglomerate has no stratigraphic equivalent in the

eastern series. There is abundant corroboration of this view in the general

stratigraphy, as will be noted in the section on correlation.

Irene Volcanic Formation.

The Irene conglomerate is conformably overlain by a great mass of lava

flows which, for a thickness of a hundred feet or more, are interbedded with the

conglomerate. These lavas crop out along the western slopes of Irene moun-

tain, and they may be grouped under the name of the Irene Volcanic formation.

As with all the other members of the Summit series, the band of lavas may
be followed from the Boundary line northward across nearly the whole width

of the ten-mile belt. The northern extremity of the band occurs at the cross-

cutting contact of the Bayonne granite batholith. Complete sections were

measured on the Dewdney trail, on Irene mountain, and on the ridge south

of Monk creek. The best exposures of the formation as a whole were found

in the last mentioned section.

The formation chiefly consists of a large number of thick basic lava flows,

in which a few subordinate layers of basic tuff, a thick band of conglomerate-

breccia, and a strong bed of dolomite are intercalated.

Like the conglomerate and the overlying Monk schists the whole mass has

been greatly altered by dynamic metamorphism, with a general development of

marked schistosity. The massiveness of the flows and the prevalence of this

secondary structure render it often impossible to determine true dip at even

extensive outcrops. Nevertheless, the attitude of the original layering has

been discovered at so many horizons that an important generalization can be

made.—the dip of bedding is always steep, varying from 70° E. to 70°

W., vnth strikes varying from N. 7° E. to K 30° E. Bedding and schistosity

planes are in most cases nearly or quite coincident. The outcrop of the forma-

tion averages nearly 1-5 miles in width. Assuming an average dip of only 70°

and considering the structure of the band as monocliual throughout, the thick-

ness of the formation is at least 6,000 feet. High as this figure is, it must be

regarded as the smallest allowable estimate. Extensive duplication of the beds

by folding or faulting within the area is highly improbable. The bed of con-

glomerate-breccia was followed for at least eight miles, through which distance

it preserved its thickness, high dip, and proper horizon below the base of the

Monk formation. The breccia and the associated dolomite are conspicuous
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members and could scarcely escape detection if tliey were repeated in the

various sections, especially in the one traversed on the nearly treeless ridge

south of ilonk creek. The total thickness is, then, taken to be at least G,000

feet; it may be 7,000 feet or more.

The rocks composing the Irene Volcanic formation, as it crops out in the

Boundary 1 elt have been grouped in divisions as here shown:

—

Columnar section of Irene Volcanic formation.

Top, conformable base of Monk formation.

50 feet.—Greenstone schist, a crushed basic amygdaloid.
200 " Angular conglomerate or breccia with phyllitic ce^ment.

1,710 " Greenstone schist with a few thin hands of phyllite toward the top.
40 " Gray to white, fine-grained dolomite.

4.000-^" Sheared and greatly altered basaltic and andesitic lavas =largely greenstone
schist.

6.000±feet.
Base, conformable top of Irene Volcanic formation.

The great bulk of the formation is composed of a notably uniform type

of highly altered andesitic lava, now typical greenstone. It is a dark green

or greenish gray, compact, schistose rock, in which, as a role, there is scarcely

a trace of the minerals originally crystallized out of the magma. A large pro-

portion of the greenstone is amygdaloidal, the amygdules (composed of calcite

or, much more rarely, of quartz) being mashed out into thin lenses parallel to

the pronounced schistosity. While the greenstone has been essentially derived

from surface lava flows, it is usually impossible to disting-uish the limits of

any one flow. The difficulty of doing this is evidently due in part to the

intense mashing and metamorphism of the lavas. It appears probable that,

while the great mass was accumulated by many successive flows, each flow was

of considerable thickness.

From the study of over twenty-five thin sections cut from as many typical

and relatively unweathered specimens, it has been found that throughout the

entire thickness, the rock has a very homogeneous character. It is a confused,

felted mass of uralite, chlorite, epidote, quartz, calcite, limonite, sericite, saus-

surite, and often biotite, with which pyrite, magnetite, and ilmenite (generally

altered to leucoxene) regularly form accessories in variable amount.

For several thin sections this list exhausts the list of constituents; in

their corresponding rocks metamorphism has evidently been thorough.

Excepting possibly the iron ores, the only original magmatic constituent

is plagioclase, which with surprising regularity is represented in most of the

sections only by a few, highly altered, broken crystals. The form and relations

of these crystals show that they generally formed phenocrysts in the original

lava, which had an abundant glassy or microcrystalline base. An exceptional

holocrystalline, ophitic, fine-grained phase was found near the base of the

formation on the ridge just north of the Boundary line. In two thin seetioni~

of this phase the plagioclase is better preserved and gave in the zone of

25a—vol. ii—10
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t-ymmetiy a maximum extinction of 20°; it appears thus, to be an acid labra-

dorite. The phenocrysts of the porphyritic phases, though singularly hard to

diagnose, seem to be of nearly the same species of feldspar. In not a single slide

was there found the slightest trace of other phenocrysts. Even pseudomorphs
of such possible original phenocrysts as pyroxene or amphibole entirely fail.

Judging from the nature of the secondary minerals, the original lava was in all

probability a rather basic andesite or andesitic basalt.

Some of the fine-grained, non-amygdaloida! greenstone may, at certain

points in the field section, belong to dikes or sheets of the lava cutting slightly

older flows. Largely on account of the profound metamorphism it has proved

as yet impracticable to distinguish such possible intrusives in the field. They
can, however, in any case, form but a small part of tlie whole mass.

The microscopic character of the long list of secondary minerals shows
thorough banality and needs no special description.

The specific gravity of eleven type specimens ranged from 2-791 to 3-096,

with an average of 2 919, which cannot be far from the average for all the

greenstone.

About 2,000 feet below the top of the formation the greenstone is inter-

rupted by a forty-foot interbed of compact, somewhat sheared, gray limestone

weathering light yellowish or buff. Under the microscope the rock is seen

'

to be a remarkably homogeneous granular aggregate of carbonate grains

without other visible impurity than a little granular quartz occupying narrow.

microscopic veinlets, cutting the rock proper. The carbonate grains are anhed-

ral, roundish, and of nearly uniform size, averaging 0-015 mm. in diameter.

The rock effervesces very slightly with cold dilute acid. The specific gravity

is 2-853, indicating a nearly pure dolomite. The purity of this carbonate mass.

coupled with its fineness and uniformity of grain, strongly suggests a chemical

origin for the rock. It should be noted that the average size of the carbonate

grains is very similar to the average size of the grain in the Altyn, Siyeh.

Sheppard, and other magnesian formations of the eastern series.

The 200-foot breccia-conglomerate occurring near the top of this formation

is of special value as a horizon-marker. Because of its high angle of dip and

because of its power of resistance to tlie processes of general erosion, the con-

glomerate often projects in strong peaks or ridges above the surrounding green-

stone. Fine exposures were found on the summits north of ilonk creek and on

the long northern slope of Summit creek valley. (Plate 72, B and C.) From
the Boundary line to Summit creek this conspicuous rock-bed is always practically

vertical and runs in a remarkably straight line, bearing a few degrees east of

north. Throughout that stretch there seems to be no possibility of any impor-

tant amount of dip-faulting in the Summit series as a whole. The persistence

of this clastic bed, both in strike and dip, and its steady parallelism to the

boundaries of the other nearly vertical members of the Summit series out-

cropping in this area, testify to the conformity of the whole Irene volcanic

formation with the Irene conglomerate, and with the !Monk and younger fornu>-

tions. Had it not been for the discovery of this band of conglomerate, the
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writer would not have the actual, strong belief that the volcanics form a part

of one enormous, conformably bedded group upturned in a gigantic monocline.

Not only the structural relations but, as well, the composition of the breccia

illustrates the propriety of regarding both it and the underlying and overlying

greenstone as members of this conformable group. The rock is a very massive

grouping of angular to subangular, very rarely rounded, fragments of dolomite-

marble and of quartzites, embedded in an abundant phyllitic matrix.

The dolomite is compact and white, weathering the usual buff colour. It

is silieious, caiTying considerable clastic quartz which is strained and crushed.

The specific gravity of a typical fragment is 2-804. Many fragments are

highly pisolitic or coarsely oolitic, with grains of excellent concentric structure

and of diameters from 1 mm. to 4 mm. The largest dolomite fragment seen

was quite angular and measured seven feet by four feet by three feet.

The greatly sheared matrix is composed essentially of serieite and quarts,

the latter often showing typical water-worn outlines. Small rounded grains

of dolomite also appear in the thin section. The matrix is a carbonate-bearing

phyllite, derived from a clay or mud. No trace of volcanic ash was seen in

hand-specimen or in thin section. Notwithstanding the intimate field asso-

ciation with true lavas, the whole 200-foot bed must be regarded as a water-

laid, though not well sorted, angular conglomerate. Its detrital materials

doubtless originated from the Priest River terrane. The specific gravity of

a large type specimen of the breccia is 2 -824.

Except for the relatively great abundance of dolomitic material both in

the matrix and bouldery fragments of the breccia, the whole rook is extremely

similar to coarser phases of the Irene conglomerate. The chief essential

difference is that the latter has suffered yet more intense mashing than the

200-foot band, which, before the upturning, lay 6,000 feet or more nearer the

earth's surface than the basal conglomerate. The amount of shearing and
metamorphism in the 200-foot band is intermediate between that shown in the

basal conglomerate and that in the similar conglomerate beds of the Monk
formation overlying the volcanics. This appears to mean that shearing and
recrystallization in similar rocks of the series have, as might be expected,

progressed in direct proportion to the depth of their burial.

Monk Formation.

The formation immediately overlying the Irene volcanics is, of all the mem-
bers of the Summit series, by far the most poorly exposed. Only two complete

sections, furnishing even tolerable exposures, appear in the Boundary belt.

One of the?e was crossed on the summits just north of Monk creek but it could

not be used as a basis for a description of the typical formation, because most
of the beds are there signally metamorphosed by adjacent batholithic granite.

The following notes on the formation express the facts which were gathered

chiefly on a traverse between Monk creek and the Boimdary line along the top

of the ridge running east-southeast from Mt. Ripple. TTnfortunately, that ridge

25a—vol. ii—lOJ
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13 heavilj- timbered through most of its cxtont. Blank-; of three huudn-ii

feet or mjore occur at several points within the section. The composition anil

other salient features of the foi-mation are, therefore, not known with anythin<^'

like the certainty that attaches to the other members of the Summit series.

This group of sediments underlying the Wolf grit and resting on the

Irene voleanlcs, may be called the "Monk formation, after the name of the creek

which outs across its outcrop. The total thickness is very great; a minimiim
of 5,500 feet is estimated. There is also considerable heterogeneity in the ma>s.

Nevertheless, it is considered advisable to group all these beds luider the one

formation name. The definite naming of the lithological sxibdivisions is not

warranted until better exposures are found than those so far studied.

The subdivision shown in the following columnar section is to be con-

sidered as decidedly crude. The thickness of some of the members could only

be conjectured, since the outcrops in such cases were discontinuous and quite

insufficient to give assured conclusions as to the compositioB of the covered

beds. The estimates then given were partly based on the character of the
' wash ' and even that was often thoroughly buried under the dense forest

cap. When, in the future, this mass of strata is stratigraphieally well worked

out, it will doubtless be profitable to recognize by distinctive names certain iif

the subdivisions ; the name ' Monk formation ' may then be restricted to the

most important member recognized in the re-esamination. The columnar section

for the formation may be tentatively described as follows:

—

Columnar section of Monk formation.

Z(yn^9. Tk irkncss.

Top, conformable base of Wolf forinatioii.

a 120 feet. — Sericite-qtiartz schist.

h i 50 li Quartz grit, little sheared.
(J.50 .. Sericite-quartz schist.

d 20 .. Coarse grit, little sheared.

^ 1000+

M

Sericite-quartz schist, sometimes cyanitic.

f 600+ 1. Dark gray slate and phyllite.

(I 1300+" Chiefly sericite-quartz schist with interbeds of sheared grit and
conglomerate ; poor exposure.

h ."'SO .. Sheared quartz conglomerate.

i 700+ " Chiefly sericite-quartz schist and sheareu quartzite ; poor expos-
ure.

J 60+M Schistose conglomerate.
k 250 .. Phyllite.

1 200±.. Phyllitic slate.

5500±"

Base, conformable top of Irene Volcanic formation.

As a rule it is very difficult to determine the attitude of the bedding, so

effectually is that structure masked by the never-failing schistosity. The most

of the readings of true dip were obtained at the contacts of the grits and

conglomerates with the schists. At such points the average strike was about

N. 10° E. and the dip from 75° W. to 90°. The corresponding readings for

schistosity gave, on the average, nearly the same strike, with dip ranging from

79° W. to 55° E., averaging nearly vertical. However, at one locality the

bedding and schistosity of a slate-phyllite phase, though holding the regional
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strike. Is. 12° E., gave, respectively, 30° E. and 55" E. for the dips. There

is evidently some crumpling, especially in the fine-grained phases, but on the-

whole, schistosity and bedding seem to be very nearly coincident throughout

the formation; their planes are seldom far from the vertical.

The natural suspicion that so great a thickness of fairly homogeneous,

>chistose rocks might he, in part, explained by duplication was not strengthened

by the data secured during four different traverses over the section. The poor-

ness of the exposure makes it unsafe to exclude the possibility that there is

duplication, but the fact that the band of rocks belonging to this formation

conserves its width as it is followed from the Boundary line northward for

six or more miles, afford; some evidence against the idea of repetition of beds.

If the faulting or folding had repeated these particular beds to any great

extent, we should expect the beds of the conformable Monk grit and Irene

Volcanic formation to show strong local deviation from the regional strike.

On the contrary, the contact-lines of these formations run remarkably straight

for the whole six miles across a very mountainous area. The simplest, as well

as the most probable, conclusion is that these three great formations all belong

to one conformable series locally upturned in a single monocline and that in

no one of them has there been duplication by either folding or faulting.

The greater part of the formation is composed of quartz and sericite in

variable proportion. The original composition of the dominant fine-grained

rocks ranged from compact quartz sandstone to argillite. For hundreds of

feet together in each of zones c, d, g, and i, the beds are made up of sheared

sericitic. light greenish-gray quartzite. This phase alternates with darker

greenish-gray, highly fissile schist in which metamorphic mica (sericite and, much
less abundantly, biotite) equals or dominates the quartz in amount. Within

these limits there is great uniformity in the formation except for the occur-

rence of the gritty or conglomerate zones. The usual accessories, magnetite,

pyrite, chlorite, etc., are present but are always quantitatively unimportant.

Feldspar has not been observed and if, as is probable, it was originally acces-

sory in the quartzitic phases, it has itself been sericitized. The monotony in

the mineralogical composition of these schistose rocks is known to be broken

only in zone e. where well crystallized cyanite in simple twins, has developed

in some abundance.

Zones h, d, h, and j, totalling about 700 feet in thickness, are made up of

detrital materials which are fairly uniform in composition though not in grain.

Zone j is a greatly mashed gray conglomerate with pebbles of quartzite and

black slate, pressed or drawn out into lenses up to four or five inches in length.

Pebbles of dolomite were not seen but this rock is very similar to common
phases of the Irene conglomerate. The matrix of the pebbles is again phyllitie.

Zone ^ is a conglomerate of the same t.vpe, though bearing sandy and gritty

phases which are strongly feldspathic. A thin section from a coarse arenace-

ous specimen showed that glassy quartz, much typical microperthite, ortho-

elase, basic andesine. some microdine in a cement of shreddy muscovite, and

a little chlorite formed the principal constituents. Euhedra of magnetite and
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much limoiiite dissemiuated through the cement, are the usual subordinate

minerals. The clastic grains, large or small, are characteristically angular and
the rock as a whole, may be classed as a metarkose. Many of the quartz grains,

though several millimetres in diameter, are fragments of single crystals, show-
ing that their source was doubtless a very coarse granite.

Zones h and d are in composition sinjply finer-grained, gritty equivalents

of zones h and j. The former zones seem to be more massive than the latter

and less sheared or mashed. Nevertheless, the thin sections are replete with

evidences of the great stresses which have operated on all these rocks. The
quartz grains and pebbles always show undulatory extinction or granulation.

Owing to this minute Assuring and the resulting partial decomposition of light

reflected from the interiors of the glassy grains, the quartz is commonly opales-

cent in bluish tones which are sometimes quite deep and pure.

The average specific gravity of two specimens of the conglomerate-sand-

stone zones is 2.640. The average of four specimens of the schists is 2-717.

Allowing for the relative thickness of these rock-types, the average specific

gravity of the whole formation may be placed at about 2-705.

Wolf Formation.

Zone a of the Monk formation is conformably overlain by a mass of very

heavily bedded sandstones, grits, and fine-grained conglomerates, which in all

essential respects are identical in character with the coarser-grained phases of

the Monk formation. On account of its thickness and conspicuous nature this

mass has been distinguished by a special name, the Wolf formation.

Its exposures are unusually perfect in the broad band crossing the ten-mile

belt from Mt. Ripple northward to the headwaters of Wolf creek. The out-

crops are especially extensive along the Dewdney trail at the summit of the

range and, again, on the south-eastern flank of Mt. Eipple. At the last named
locality the beds stand vertical or nearly vertical and there the formation can

be best studied. Some uncertainty must attach to measurements of thickness,

for this formation passes very gradually into the overlying Dewdney quartzite

and in none of the sections is the actual base exposed. At the ilt. Ripple

section the total thickness was measured at 2,900 feet and this seems to be

steadily held throughout the Boundary belt.

The formation is more massive than any other sedimentary member of the

Summit series; where most massive it consists chiefly of a feldspathic quartz

grit or conglomerate which, for fifty or more feet of thickness at a time, shows

no conspicuous plane of bedding. In the lower two-thirds of the formation and

much oftener in the upper one-third, the grit or conglomerate is interrupted

by thin beds of metamorphosed, more or less argillaceous sandstone. Practi-

cally without exception the beds are of a medium gray or, less commonly,

greenish-gray colour on fresh fractures and weather a pure gray or brownish

gray.

The larger pebbles of the conglomerate are composed of vitreous quartz:

sugary, gray or white quartzite; much more rarely, dark gray to blackish
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slate. The,y may be as mucli as four or five centimetres in diameter but the

average diameter is under one centimetre. Many are well-rounded but most

•were subangular at the time of deposition. Occasional phases show some flat-

tening of the pebbles by erogenic pressure, though the degree of shearins and

Figure 11.—Drawing from thin section of metamorphosed argillaceous
sand-stone, AVolf formation. Large grains are quartz e.xcept the
partly shaded one in soutiiwest quadrant (microperthite). Quartz
shows cataclastic structure and some secondary enlargement.
Ground*mass of quartz and sericitic mica. See te.vt. Diameter of

circle, 5 mm

mashing never, even distantly, approaches that represented in the Irene con-

glomerate or in the lower zones of the Monk formation. Here, again, many
of the pebbles (some as large as 5 mm. or more in diameter) are made up of

fragments of single quartz crystals, apparently indicating the great coarseness

of the granitic rock which furnished this immense body of silicious detritus.

The single-crystal pebbles, as well as others of compound and granular texture,

are greatly strained, with the result that they are often of the peculiarl.y rich

blue or gray-blue opalescent colour noted in the Monk conglomerates.
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Though much fewer in number than the quartz pebbles, angular fragments

of feldspar are seldom wanting from the conglomerates and coarser grit beds.

The microscope shows them to be orthoclase (or microcline), microperthite, and

basic andesine, named in their apparent order of importance. Where the feld-

spars are specially abundant, the grit has the look of a metarkose. The feld-

spar is usually more or less kaolinized or sericitized. Slate fragments are

always relatively rare and probably never make up more than five per cent of

the whole number in any one bed.

The cement of the conglomerate and grit is a variable mass of sericite,

and fine-granular quartz, with which minute foils of biotite may be associated;

magnetite forms a never failing though not abundant accessory; chlorite,

zoisite, tourmaline, and sillimanite are other constituents, always in small

amounts.

From the conglomeratic phases there are all transitions to the only less

important interbedded sandstones and metamorphosed sandy argillites. The
sandstone may, in fact, be regarded as but finer-grained equivalents of the con-

glomerate, while the altered argillites are more highly micaceous, compact

analogues to the cement of .the conglomerate. Feldspar grains appear to be

very rare in these finer-grained phases. The well water-worn grains often

afford beautiful examples of secondary enlargement whereby these rocks

have become very strong and resistant both to the hammer and the weather.

Where the rock is fractured, the surface of fracture, as in a true quartzite,

passes indifferently through quartz grain and cement. The minute mica plates

and shreds strongly tend to be developed in jjlanes of schistosity. These planes

pass clear through the clastic grains of quartz in such a way that a large grain

is flanked by two swarms of similarly orientated mica-foils, as shown in the

accompanying Figure 11. Thus, the micas as a rule do not wrap around the

clastic grains but are grouped in straight lines or zones which are cut off

sharply by the grains. It is clear that in this case the schistosity produced

b.v the common orientation of the micas is not due either to shearing of the

rock or to the rotation of pre-existing sericite and biotite but is due to the

crystallization of these minerals with their cleavages lying perpendicular to

the direction of a compressive force.

The schistosity is almost always parallel to the bedding. Part of the

metamorphism may have taken place after the old sediments were turned up

on edge. However, the fact that the flat-lying sandstones and argillites of the

Lewis, Galton, and Purcell series show similar fissility and recrystallization.

seems to indicate that most of the recrystallization of the Wolf and overlying

formations was completed before the iipturning. In the present case tangential

force simply completed a process which had been nearly finished under con-

ditions of static metamorphism.
The microscope shows that the feldspar of the coarser sandstones is char-

acteristically microperthite or microcline. Orthoclase and plagioclase are very

rare and generally seem to fail altogether. The microperthite, like the micas

(sericite and biotite) and much of the quartz, shows evidence of having de-
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veloped during the recrystallization of the rock. As in so many other phases of

the geosynclinal sediments, the abundance of this feldspar, which is so rare in

normal saudstone, is an interesting problem.

That much of the microperthite is of metamoi-phic origin is suggested,

not only by the microscopic relations, but also by the fact that this feldspar

has been formed in special abundance and in clearly non-clastic forms within

the metamorphic collars developed in the Wolf and Monk sediments where
they are cut by intrusive granite. Nevertheless some of the microperthite has

the outlines and relations of clastic grains similar to those found so abundantly

in the sandy dolomites of the Lewis series, where there is little chance that

the feldspar is of metamorphic origin.

The specific gravity of the conglomerate-grit phases varies from 2-630

to 2-683; that of the more micaceous, sandy, and argillaceous phases, from
2-729 to 2-895. The average of twenty specimens selected to represent the

whole formation, is 2-720.

Dewdney Formation.

By insensible gradations the WoK formation passes into the conformably

overlying Dewdney formation. The plane separating them is thus an arbitrary

one. In its typical development, however, the younger formation, while chemi-

cally very similar to the older, is finer-grained and thinner-bedded—a banded
quartzite. Excellent exposures through its whole thickness appear on both

sides of the Dewdney trail, from which the formation has been named. Other
complete sections were measured ou traverses southeast and south of Mt.

Ripple. The thickness seems to be tolerably constant throughottt the Boundary
belt. At the trail the following section was roughly measured :

—

Columnar section of Dewdney formation.

Top, conformable base of Kipple formation.

.375 feet.—Medium to thick-bedded banded quartzite.
30 " Coarse conglomerate.

120 " Banded quartzite.
225 " Coarse conglomerate.

1,250 " Thick-bedded, banded qua'-tzite.

2,000 " Base, conformable top of Wolf formation.

The formation consists, in the main, of light gray and greenish-gray

quartzite, well and rather uniformly banded. Interbedded with the quartzite

are subordinate dark greenish-gray strata which were originally argillaceous,

but are now felted aggregates of quartz, feldspar, biotite, sericite, and iron

oxide. These rocks generally weather gray and only rarely brown. Thick

bedding is the rule, each of the massive plates averaging three feet more or

less in thickness. They are composed either of single strata of quartzite, or

of well-knit composite masses of highly indurat-ed sandstone and silicious

metargillite in alternating layers.
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The steady occurrence of tte dark-coloured, once-argillaceous beds in the

sandstone suggested the name ' Lower Banded Quartzite ' as an early designa-

tion for the formation in the field notes. The analogous name ' Upper Banded
Quartzite ' was similarly used for the Beehive quartzite which likewise shows

marked alternation of dark and light silicious beds.

The quartzite is similar in composition to the fine-grained phases of the

Wolf formation and needs no detailed description. The light-tinted, often

ripple-marked beds are almost entirely made up of thoroughly interlocked

quartz grains, between which a few sericite foils may be seen. These beds are,

iis a rule, apparently very poor in feldspathic material, though it must be said

that the specimens collected are too few to afiord complete microscopic

evidence on this jsoint. The darker bands, which vary from a fraction of an

inch to several inches in thickness, are charged with some biotite as well as

with the dominant serieite, while the accessory magnetite grains are abundant.

The conglomerate interbeds persist, with nearly constant thickness across

the entire ten-mile belt. Throughout that long distance they stand almost

exactly vertical and parallel to the banding of the quartzite. The exposures

are often very tine (Plate 19). From the higher peaks the dark bands of the

conglomerate can be followed with the eye for miles. The vertical dip explains

the extraordinary straightness of the mapped outcrop of the formation as it

traverses mountain and deep canyon alike. At several localities the lobbies

of the 225-foot band are arranged in layers making angles of from 5° to 12°

with the contact planes of the band, clearly showing the imbricated, fore-set

bedding of the old beach.

The pebbles are water-worn ; the diameters are of all lengths up to one

foot, averaging three inches. They consist of glassy quartz, gray or greenish

quartz schist and, rarely, black slate. The schistose dark green-gray

cement is highly variable in constitution. Quartz grains and a few grains of

altered feldspar are subordinate clastic ingredients: most of the cement is

composed of serieite, biotite. chlorite, and accessory magnetite. One deep-

green, compact specimen, without visible pebbles of any kind, proved on micro-

scopic examination to be made up almost entirely of felted chlorite in which

minute, angular, accessory grains of quarts could be seen.

On the southeast slope of Mt. Ripple the alumino-magnesian cement has

been rather thoroughly recrystallized so as now to be a mass of intimately

interlocking anhedra of cordierite, 0-2 to 0-4 mm. in diameter. This mineral

encloses swarms of minute serieite foils and magnetite grains. Small lenticular

areas of granular quartz here and there occur in the thin section. The develop-

ment of cordierite at this point, three miles from the nearest intrusive granite,

would hardly have been anticipated. It is probably the result of thermal meta-

morphism by the underlying batholithic magma, of which the granite stock at

the Dewdney trail was a constituent part.

The composition of these cjjnglomerates is, on the whole, like that of most

of the conglomerates in the Wolf, Monk, and Irene formations; the younger

beds are, however, much less sheared and schistose than the older ones.



Plate 17

Ripple-maiks in Ripple quartzite ; positives. S\miinit of Mount Ripple Dark [latches

are lichens. Hammer is two feet Ijng.

Ripple-uiarks in Ripple quartzite ; negatives (casts). Same locality and scale.
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Plate 18,

Negatives of ripple-marks in q\iartzite. Summit of Mount Ripple. Hammer two feet long.
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The specific gravity of the conglomerate averages about 2-700; that of the

quartzite and metargillite 3-670, and that of the whole formation about 2-675.

Ripple Formation.

Wherever the Dewdney formation crops out within the Boundary belt,

it is conformably overlain by a heavily bedded mass of white quartzite which
forms the summit of Mt. Kipple and has therefore been named the Eipple
formation. Three complete sections were measured on as many ridge-summits
lying between Wolf creek and the Boundary line. The whole massive formation
is unusually resistant to the weather and its vertical strata compose some of

the highest summits in the region; such outcrops are very favourable to study.

The thickness seems to remain fairly constant at all the localities examined,
the average of the measurements giving 1,650 feet as the most probable value

for this region.

The Ripple formation consists of a remarkably uniform, hard, very heavily

plated quartzite, breaking with a sonorous metallic ring under the hammer.
There are practically no interbeds of other material. The dominant colour of

the rock is white, but iiesh-pink and light yellowish tones are common. The
general colour of the weathered surfaces, including joints, is a bright buff-

yellow which is characteristically decolourized to snow-white through the agency
of lichens and other plants. The effects of these colours among the extensive

felsenmeers above the forest-cap are as beautiful as they are striking. (Plates

17, 18 and, 71 B.)

A principal feature of the quartzite is the occurrence of extremely well-

preserved ripple-marks at various horizons. On Mt. Ripple itself these mark-
ings are exposed in a truly spectacular fashion. In bed after bed for a thick-

ness of several hundred feet together the surfaces of the old sand were moulded
into typical ripples of higlily varied orientation (Plate 18). As exposed on
bedding-planes these marks are to-day apparently as sharply marked as they

were when each bed was just covered by the next wash of sand. Whole cliffs

are ornamented with the strong ridges and troughs of the ripples themselves

or with their negative impressions. Occasionally a slab of the frost-riven rock

shows the compound ripple pattern of pits and mounds where the same sand

layer was subject to two succeeding currents setting from different directions.

Sometimes the quartzite is fissile along the planes of such rippled beds, only a

centimetre or so thick, but as a rule, the rock breaks out in large, massively

constructed slabs a half metre to a metre or more in thickness. In the task of

reducing the peaks formed of this stubborn rock, the frost uses joint-planes

rather than bedding-planes. (Plates 70, B and 71, B.)

The quartzite is extremely simple in composition. Under the microscope it

is seen to be essentially made up of subangular, or much more rarely, rounded

grains of glassy quartz from 01 to 0-4 mm. in diameter. These are cemented

by yet more granular quartz and some accessory shreds of serieite. The quartz

grains are usually strained, if not actually fractured. Probably more than 90
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per cent, by weight, of the average rock is quartz. Not a grain of feldspar was
f-eeu ill thin section and there is a singular lack of the accessories found in the

surrounding formations. This quartzite is clearly the most highly silicious

member of the Summit series.

The specific gravities of two type specimens were found to be respectively,

2-655 and 2-661 ; their average, 3-658, is very close to the average for the whole

formation.

Beehive Formation.

The Eipple quartzite passes with some abruptness into the conformably

overlying Beehive formation, so named after its typical occurrence on Beehive

mountain north of Lost creek. Of this formation two complete sections and
four other partial sections were traversed. The best exposures within the belt

were found on Beehive mountain and on the ridge overlooking, from the north,

the south fork of the Salmon river.

The formation is heterogeneous, yet the recurrence of a rusty-weathering,

quartzitic rock-type is so constant tliroughout the whole mass that it has seemed

expedient to include many thousands of feet of these beds under one forma-

tional name. The total thickness is only roughly estimated but it is believed

to be 7,000 feet at a minimum. At Beehive mountain itself there are over 9,000

feet of these strata well exposed, but at that section, there is possibly some
repetition of beds by overthrusting. As with the majority of the members of

the Summit series, suitable horizon-markers for a definite and workable sub-

division of the huge sedimentary mass, are very rare. On the western slope

of Beehive mountain a 50-foot bed of limestone is included in the field section

and will be noted in the columnar section of the formation, but it was not

seen outcropping at other localities so as to be a really serviceable horizon-

marker.

A further difiiculty in giving a precise lithological description of the forma-

tion consists in the relatively high dynamic metaniorphism which has affected

the mass, especially in the upper part. The only tolerably good exposure of

that part, within the belt, occurs on the western slope of Beehive mountain.

This section was studied in bad weather and hut a very limited time ceuld

be devoted to it, although it is the locality most favourable to the discovery

of the principal facts concerning the upper one-third of the formation. At
this locality there is apparent conformity with the Lone Star schists, but there

is a chance that the appearance is due to the intense mashing which charac-

terizes this local area, a dynamic effect whereby the conformity of the schistose

structures in the two formations simulates conformity in the dips and strikes

of the true bedding-planes. This question of conformity or non-conformity

between the Lone Star and Beehive formations cannot he solved with informa-

tion now at hand.

A compilation of the facts derived from the six field-sections led to the

following columnar section. It will le understood that it cannot pretend to a

high degree of accuracy.
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Cnhimiiar section of Beehive formation.

Top, base of Lone Star schist formation.

2,850 feet.—Thin-bedded, variegated (green, gray, brown, red and whitish) phyllite,

silicious metargillite and quartzite; weathering rusty-brown; ripple-
marks.

50 " Thin-bedded, light gray limestone, weathering gray.
270 " Light green-gray sericite-quartz schist.

1,500 " Thin-bedded, greenish, silicious metargillite and interbedded quartzite;
weathering brown; ripple-marks.

30 " Bed of massiye white quartzite.
180 " Thin-bedded, light greenish-gray, silicious metargillite, weathering light

rusty brown.
120 " Massive, hard, bluish gray quartzite, weathering brown.

2,000 " Thin to medium-bedded, "light greenish gray quartzite, weathering rusty
brown, with thin, though numerous interbeds of dark greenish silicious
metargillite, weathering dark brown or brown-gray. Ripple-marks,
sun-cracks and annelide trails are plentiful. One hundred and seventy-
five feet from the top, a bed of magnetite mixed with lenses of magneti-
tiferous quartzite ; this bed from two inches to eight feet thick.

7,000 feet.

Base, conformable top of Ripple formation.

Ripple-aud rill-marks, sun-cracks, and, less often, annelide trails and bor-

ings are common at many horizons.

The bed of magnetite, noted in the lowest member was found in the course

of three difierent traverses, two of which were seven miles apart; the bed is

notably persistent, but as yet does not promise a commercial quantity of iron

ore. The maximum thickness of the magnetite was found on the summit of

the ridige, 2,000 yards northeast of the Boundary monument at the south fork

of the Salmon river.

Apparently at tlie same horizon a similar though much thinner (two-inch)

zone of crystallized, granular magnetite was found on the ridge north of Lost

creek and on the line of strike from the former locality.

Under the microscope the quartzites are seen to be composed of the usual

clastic grains of quartz, often secondarily enlarged and regularly cemented by
infiltrated silica and by subordinate sericite. Unfortunately, no specimen was
collected from the feldspathic phases, so that the species of feldspars have not
been determined. The clastic quartz grains average about 0-3 mm. in diameter.

The metargillites of the lower members are yet more compact masses of quartz,

chlorite and sericite, with accessory biotite and magnetite: the micaeeon?

minerals, though all of metamorphic origrin, lie with their basal planes parallel

to the bedding, so that the metargillitic character is typically represented.

Higher up in the sections, where true dynamic metamorphism has locally

affected the beds, the metargillites are largely replaced by phyllites. On the

ridge running eastward from Lost mountain, the phyllites (probably because

of the influence of the Lost Creek granite magma) are charged with numerous
crystals of andalusite and with much metamorphic biotite. Southeast of Bee-

hive mountain similar, undoubtedly themial, metamorphism has developed

much cyanite in small crystals disseminated through the phyllitic beds.
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In general, the once-argillaceous material, now crystallized as sericite,

chlorite, biotite, magnetite, etc., grows more abundant toward the top of the

Beehive formation, which is there also somewhat thinner-bedded than in the

lower, more quartzitic members.

The average specific gravity of ten selected specimens, 2-717, is believed

to be near the average for the whole formation.

Lone Star Formation.

The Beehive formation at its upper limit merges gradually into a division

of sedimentary rocks which, everywhere in the ten-mile Boundary belt, have

been so much disordered and metamorphosed that it has proved quite impossi-

ble to declare their exact thickness or their relation to the younger Paleozoic

formations in contact with them. There is apparent conformity not only with

the Beehive formation below but also with the Pend D'OreiUe schistose sedi-

ments and limestones, strata which are believed to be mainly of Upper Pale-

ozoic age. All of these formations have, however, suffered complete metamor-

phism, crumpling, faulting, and mashing, in consequence of which the apparent

conformity may not exist. For the present, the schistose sediments immediately

contacting with the Beehive quartzites are regarded as the youngest rocks in

the Selkirk range which can, with any safety, be considered to be part of the

conformable Summit series. This uppermost member is very roughly estimated

as 2,000 feet in thickness and is given the name, Lone Star formation, so

called from its exposure on the eastern slope of Lone Star mountain.

The formation consists principally of dark-gray or greenish-gray, often

carbonaceous phyllite, along with some lighter tinted, greenish sericite-quartz

schist and thin interbeds of light-gray quartzite. The dominant phyllite some-

times, though rarely, passes into true slate in which the well developed cleavage

cuts across the bedding-planes. As a rule, the bedding is very obscure and the

schistose structure is the dominant one. In nearly all the sections these schists,

like the conformable Beehive quartzites, dip to the eastward at high angles,

showing that the great monocline in which the Summit series has been studied,

is overturned to the westward.

The extreme metamorphism of the Lone Star formation is due partly to

the original nature of the sediments, which were specially liable to alteration

in erogenic crush, and largely, also, to the vicinity of intrusive granites and

other igneous masses. It is unfortunate for the study of this upper part of the

Summit series at the Forty-ninth Parallel that it is thxis exposed only at the

eastern edge of one of the greatest fields of intrusive rocks in the Cordillera.

One must look to the other sections, particularly to those farther south, for a

more satisfactory diagnosis of the Summit series in its relation to younger

formations. Four miles east of the Salmon river the Lone Star schists dip

under the Pend D'Oreille schists and therewith the entire series disappears

from sight, so that no rocks referable to the great Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal

prism are to be found in any part of the Boundary belt to the westward.
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The Lone Star schists were traversed during bad weather at tlie close of

the season of 1902, when, as yet, the existence of the Summit series monocline

just described was unsuspected. No later opportunity was afforded for revisit-

ing the few sections in which the schists are exposed in tli6 belt. For these

reasons the collection of specimens and of field data is especially meagre for

the formation. The foregoing brief and very general account is all that is

warranted from the writer's limited knowledge of these rocks.
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CHAPTER VIII.

COKRELATION OF FORilATIONS IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
GEOSTNCLINAL.

CORRELATIOX ALONG THE FORTY-NKTH PARALLEL.

The stratigraphic equivalence of respective formations in the Lewis, Galton,

Purcell, and Summit series is indicated in Table I. and in the plate bearing

their columnar sections. This correlation is based on lithological similarities

of individual members. Confidence in the general correlation is greatly

strengthened by the fact that the lithological succession in one series is matched

more or less closely by a similar lithological succession in all the other series.

Table I.

—

Correlation of the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal rocls.

Sr>rMIT SER7KS.

Conformity with Upper
Paleozoic?

PURCELL SERIES,

WESTERN PHASE.
Galtox series.

Erosion surface. Erosion surface.

Lewis serie.s.

Erosion surface.

Lone Star, 2000'+ JMoyie, 3400'+ Roos%'ille, 600' +
Phyllite and quartzite. Metargillite, with^ Metargillite %vith quart-

quart zite and
shale.

zite.

Phillips, 550'

Metargillite with quart-
zite.

Gateway, 2025'

Metargillite with quart-
zite and dolomite.

Kintla, 860'

Argillite.sandstone and
dolomitic limestone.

Sheppard, 600'

Silicious dolomite, with
quartzite and argil-

lite.

Purcell Lava, 465' Purcell Lava, 310' Purcell Lava, 200'

Beehive. TCKK)'

Quartzite with metar-
gillite and phyllite.

Kitchener, 7400'

Quartzite, with me
targillite.

Ripple. 16511'

Quartzite.

Siyeh, 4000'

Dolomitic limestone,
with much metargil-
lite and some quart
zite.

Siyeh, 4100'

Dolomitic limestone,
with much metargil-
lite and a little quart-
zite. •

Wigwam, 1200'

Sandstone, with metar-
gillite.

MacDonald, upper part,
700'

Metargillite.

Grinnell, 1600'

Metargillite.with quart-
zite.
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Table I.— Correlation of the Roclcy Mountain Geosynclinal rocks—Con.

SCMMIT SERIES.
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particular horizon-marker is evident. The mountains covering at least three

thousand square miles show, at frequent intervals, the outcrops of the lava.

No other horizon is more competent to demonstrate the stratigraphic equiva-

lence of the Lewis, Galton, and Pureell series in their respective upper por-

tions.

The correlation of the three eastern series is further facilitated by the

occurrence, in all three, of magnesian strata characterized by the peculiar

molar-tooth structure, which becomes prominent at a horizon about a thousand
feet or more below the Pureell Lava. This structure is dominant in the Siyeh
dolomite, a formation unmistakably recognized in the Galton series (with

about the same thickness as in the Lewis series) where the Siyeh forma-
tion was first described. The molar-tooth rock with all its typical features

also occurs in the eastern half of the Boundary belt crossing the PurceU
range. In that region the rock occurs in the form of relatively thin

strata that interrupt the staple silicious sedimentaries of the Kitchener quartz-

ite. The recurrence of such a highly special structure and the fact that the

Kitchener quartzite and the Siyeh formation in the Galton and Lewis ranges

are capped by conformable and contemporaneous flows of the Pureell Lava,

are principal indications that the Siyeh formation must be correlated with the

upper part of the thick Kitchener formation.

The equivalence of most of the members of the Lewis and Galton series

is otherwise very manifest in the field. The thin-bedded, silicious dolomite

of the upper Altyn on Oil creek is well matched in its leading lithological

characters as well as in stratigraphic position by the thin-bedded, dolomitic

quartzite and dolomite of the upper Altyn on Mt. Hefty and at other points

in the Galton range. The reddish-brown beds of the Hefty formation match
the lowermost, rusty beds of the Api)ekunny. The greater part of the Appek-
unny formation is almost identical in composition with the middle member of

the MacDonald formation. The 1,580 feet of Grinnell red argillites and sand-

stones correspond to the 1,200 feet of red argillites and sandstones in the Wig-
wam formation and the rusty-brown and reddish beds of the upper member of the
MacDonald. The homogeneous, dolomitic quartzite of the Sheppard formation
is, in part, paralleled by similar strata in the lowermost 125 feet of the Gateway
formation. The red argillites and sandstones of the Kintla match the red

sandstones and argillites of the Phillips. Abundant casts of salt-crystals,

sun-cracks and ripple-marks, showing special conditions of origin, are charac-

teristic of the Gateway, Phillips, and Kintla beds at many horizons in each
formation, and are also to be found in the red argillitic beds of the Sheppard
formation. In the Lewis and Clarke ranges at the Boundary, erosion has

destroyed the equivalent of the Eoosville formation, if beds of that age were
ever laid down in the region east of the Flathead river. Half of the upper
Altyn beds, the whole of the middle and lower Altyn, and the Waterton argil-

lite are not represented in the Galton section, because neither upturning or
erosion has exposed these older rocks in the Galton range.

25a—vol. ii—Hi
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The great homogeneity of the three huge formations in the Purcell range
has rendered it as yet impossible to correlate in detail the 2ii,000 feet of strata

there erposed with the well-marked members of either the Galton or Lewis series.

As already noted, the fortunate exposure of the Purcell Lava eonformably
overlying the Kitchener quartzite in its typical, eastern phase, affords an invalu-

able datum-plane.

The Moyie aigillite-sandstone formation is regarded as the equivalent of

the whole Gatcway-Phillips-Roosville group as well as of the Sheppard-Kintla

group, though it is probable that the Moyie formation is stratigraphically a

larger unit than the Sheppard and Kintla combined.

Apart from the occurrence of lenses or tongues of molar-tooth limestone in

the upper Kitchener, there is no indisputable field evidence as to the exact

relation of the Kitchener to the variegated rocks of the two eastern series.

A probable but tentative correlation may be based on the fact that the Kitchener

quartzite is typically ferruginous. The strata of the Galton series are domin-

antly ferruginous down to the base of the upper ilacDonald; the strata of the

Lewis series are dominantly ferruginous down to the base of the Grinnell.

As illustrated by Table I. and Plate 20. the base of the Kitchener is accordingly

correlated with these two horizons, while the top is definitely fixed at the

Purcell Lava.

The Creston quartzite was, in the field, differentiated from the Kitchener

quartzite by the non-ferruginous character and lower stratigraphic position

of the older formation. The gi'ay quartzit^-s and argillites of the Appekimny
and MacDonald correspond, even in details of colour, composition, ripple-

markings, etc., to the top beds of the Creston quartzite. The reddish beds of the

Heifty and lowermost Appekunny are not paralleled, so far as known, by reddish

beds in tlie Creston, but may be equated with the somewhat rusty-brown strata

which occasionally occur in the Creston at horizons 1,500 feet or more below

its summit. Similarly, there is no evident lithological equivalent of the Altyn

anywhere within the Creston as exposed in the Boundary belt.

The perfect conformity within each of the three great series is, however,

a strong argument for. considering even the strongly contrasting Altyn dolomite

and Creston quartzite as stratigraphic equivalents. The massive Waterton

dolomite is similar in field-habit to certain part^ of the eastern phase of the

Creston in the Purcell range. The vigorous upturning of the fault-blocks

in that range has occasioned the exposure of a specially great thickness of

beds filling the ancient geosynclinal ; the lower one-half of tlie Creston forma-

tion as exixised in the Boundary belt seems to be older than the oldest beds

exposed in the Galton, Clarke, or Lewis ranges in the same belt.

The lithological contrasts between the different members of the Summit
series when compared with the members of the Purcell series, is almost as

great as the contrasts existing between the Lewis and Purcell formations.

Moreover, in the correlation of the western series we have no datum-plane

of absolute contemp<iraneity such as the Purcell Lava affords in the eastern

part of the wide geosynclinal.
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Nevertheless, in the Summit series there is a very thick group of ferru-

ginous, silicious sediments conformably overlying a yet thicker group of gray

silicious sediments not specially ferruginous. The former group, the Beehive
quartzite (7,000 feet thick), relatively thin-bedded, ripple-marked, and charged

with thin interbeds of dark gray to brown argillite, is essentially similar to the

Kitchener quartzite (7,400 feet thick), and are so shown in the correlation table

and Plate 20. Plate 21 probably errs in correlating the Dewdney with the

Kitchener; thus representing the writer's early view, abandoned since this dia-

gram was drawn.

The Lone Star schists are to be correlated with the IToyie formation.

Immediately beneath the Beehive quartzite is the remarkably rippled, white

Eipple quartzite (1,650 feet thick), succeeded below by the gray Dewdney
quartzite (2,000 feet thick), the gray Wolf grit and the huge mass of gray

and greenish-gray Monk argillites, sandstones and interbedded conglomerates.

Many of the quartzite beds of this huge group of gray-tinted sediments cannot,

in ledge or hand-specimen, be distinguished from the dominant Creston

quartzite.

In favour of correlating the Creston quartzite with these formations, exclud-

ing the Eipple quartzite, is the fact that the Dewdney, Wolf and Monk formations

are, like the Creston, composed of dominant quartz, with which much essential

feldspar is usually mixed. In both the Pureell (Kitchener and Creston) and

Summit series (Beehive to WoK inclusive), this feldspar is very commonly
microperthite. finely lamellated in normal fashion. The recurrence of this

feldspar, here essential yet so uncommon in such thick sedimentary masses,

gives excellent corroboration of the conclusion arrived at iu the field that

within the Summit series, the equivalent of the Creston quartzite includes the

relatively non-ferruginous formations below the Eipple quartzite. The feldspar

is a kind of fossil. The base of this group, equivalent to the Creston as

exposed in the Boundary belt, probably occurs some 2,500 feet below the summit
of the Monk formation.

The equivalents of the lower and greater part of the Monk formation of

the great Irene Volcanic formation and of the thick basal Irene conglomerate

have nowhere, within the Pureell or Eocky Mountain systems, been thrust up
to view in the Boundary belt.

If the foregoing correlation is correct, the monocline of the Selkirk range

furnishes a key to the stratigraphy of the whole geosynclinal. The base of the

geosynclinal prism is seen at the unconformable contact of the Priest Eiver

schists on Monk creek. The uppermost beds of the prism have, in all the

eastern mountain ranges, been eroded away as a result of the repeated orogenic

uplifts which have occurred since Cambrian time. In the Selkirks the whole

prism may be i-epresented, but the extreme ma.shing and metamorphism of the

upper beds have made their stratigraphic relations at the Forty-ninth Parallel

very obscure.
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SYSTEMATIC \ARIAT10X IN ROCK-CHARACTEK OF THE GEOSYNCLINAL AT THE FORTY-

NINTH PARALLEL.

A Study of the correlation plate (Plate 20) and the foregoing descrip-

tions show that all four of the sedimentary series fit into a single scheme
of rock-genesis. Distance from the ancient shore-line, off which the many beds

were deposited, is the main key to the scheme. It is about 120 miles from the

thick monoclinal section of the Simimit series in the Selkirks to the spectacular

monoclinal section of the Lewis series on Oil creek in the Clarke range. The
east and west line joining the two monoclines is not only transverse to the

existing mountain ranges but is also the line of cross-section through what
seems to be the thickest part of the great stratified prism. In the western mono-
cline the sediments are largely littoral deposits,—coarse and fine conglomerates,

coarse grits and coarse and fine sandstones. In the eastern monocline the sedi-

ments are those characteristic not so much of very deep water as of mere
distance from the immediate shore-line, the home of turbulent waves, strong

wave-erosion, and powerful transportation of coarse detritus. The members
of the Galton and Purcell series represent the expected transitional formations

between the two extremes.

In general the prism is lithologically homogeneous in its middle part and

highly heterogeneous in the zone of shore-deposits, and also highly hetero-

geneous in tlie eastern end of the section, far from the old shore-line.

An estimate has been made of the relative proportions of conglomerate,

grit, sandstone, argillite (metargillite), and limestones occurring in each

member of the four series. The results of the estimate have been tabulated as

follows ;

—
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Table II.

—

Showing general Uthological character of the four standard sections

in the RocTcy Mountain Geosynclinal.
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Expressed in percentages the proportions of the different kinds of sedi-

ments, rated according to thickness, are:

—

Rocks

Conglomerate . .

.

Grit
Sandstone
Argillite ca
Carbonate rocks

Summit
Series.

%

24-5
9-2

501
IB 18
002

1000

Purcell I Galton
iLe„.:g Series

Series. I
Series. IA^«»8 oenes

%

00

26 8
52 1

21 1

100 1000 100

The corresponding percentages for the respective parts of each series which
are stratigraphic equivalents of the vrhole Galton series (the least complete

section of the four) are approximately as follows:

—
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Table III.

—

SJiowing composition of equivalent formations.
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In both series of analyses the absolute amount of each oxide, except CaO,
MgO, and CO,, varies almost in simple inverse proportion to the quantity of
(calcium and magnesium) carbonate which enters into the different rocks. It is to

be noted, however, that in the non-carbonate portion of each rock, the iron oxides
increase as the contfut of carbonate incr<>ases. The non-carbonate portions

liave been caliulated to 100. The new percentages of the iron oxides in the

respective rocks are noted in the following table:

—

Fe,0, FeO
Kitchener, western phase -69 301
Siyeh, Gallon series 2-71 1-67

Siyeh, Lewis series 3-30 2-60

Creston, western phase -49 1-38

Creston, eastern phase 2-43 1-37

Upper Altyn, Galton series 5-44 7-00

Altyn, Lewis series 3-20 1-70

The fact expressed in the table goes far to explain the much stronger

rusty or buff tint of the weathered rock throughout the Galton and Lewis series,

as compared with that of the equivalent strata in the Purcell or Summit series.

Under weathering- conditions the carbonate of the eastern rocks is dissolved

out, leaving the more insoluble, ferruginous material in the weathered crust.

The pigmentation of the buff-weathering dolomites is, in part, also probably

due to the presence of a small amount of the siderite molecule in the carbonate.

At many horizons the non-doloniitic sediments likewise tend to become

more ferruginous in direct proportion to their respective distances from
the old shore-line in the west. Thus, the deep-red metargillites and quartzites

of the Kintla and Grinnell formations are connected, through the transitional

Phillips and Wigwam formations, with the rusty-brown Moyie metargillite

and Kitchener quartzite, both of which are much less charged with iron com-
pounds. In their respective series, 550 feet of Phillips red beds (Galton series)

correspond to the 800 feet of Kintla red beds (Lewis series) ; similarly, 1,200

feet of Wigwam red beds (Galton series) correspond to over 1.500 feet of

Grinnell red beds (Lewis series). The Kintla and Phillips together form a sub-

prism of red rocks which feathers out to nothing somewhere about the medial

line of the Purcell range. The Grinnell and Wigwam form a second sub-prism

of red rocks which also runs to a feather-edge in the Purcells. The uppermost

beds of the Siyeh formation redden strongly as the sections are followed

eastward from the Yahk river. Finally, the equivalents of the gray to

rusty-gray upper strata of the Creston are dark reddish-brown in the Hefty

sandstone of the Galton ran^e and are either deep red shales and sandstones

or buff-weathering, impure limestones in the lowermost Appekunny.

It is clear that the great g'eosynclinal prism is a very heterogeneous body.

It is composed of a large number of formerly horizontal sub-prisms of stratified

rock. These are intimately dove-tailed together and some of the sub-prisms

have complicated multiple edges. As a rule these edges are not sharp, since

the rock of one prism merges gradually into the contemporaneous material

of a sub-orism of a different rock type.
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For example, the Moyie-Gateway sandstone sub-prism thins rapidly east-

ward and does not appear at all in the Clarke and Lewis ranges, its place being

taken by the contemporaneous Sheppard masnesian quartzite and the red rocks

of the Kintla. The thick magnesian limestone of the middle Siyeh thins toward

the westward, being dovetailed first into argillite and then, farther westward,

into sandstone, both of which rocks are contemporaneous with the limestone.

The limestone in its most westerly outcrops oex;urs in the form of several thin

"tongues running out westward from the main limestone sub-prism into the

Kitchener quartzite. The sub-prisms of red beds have already been described.

The thick sub-prism of silicious and magnesian limestone composing the Altyn

thins out somewhere between the Talik river and the Wigwam river, being

Teplaced on the westward by the contemporaneous Creston quartzite. The
great lenses of Dewdney conglomerate and Wolf grit similarly, but more
rapidly, thin out to the eastward and are replaced by homogeneous Creston

quartzite.

The lithological variations in the geosynclinal as a whole, when considered

in transverse section, are relatively rapid, distances of only fifty or a hundred
miles corresponding to profound differences of composition in contemporaneous

strata. The persistence of the lithological units along the X.W.-S.E. axis of

the geosynclinal seem to be much more pronounced than in the transverse

section established on the Boundary line. Yet the work of McConnell and
Dawson north of the line and of several American geologists, particularly

Walcott, Willis, Lindgren, Ransome. Calkins, and MacDonald. all working in

Idaho and ilontana, shows that, even along the Cordilleran axis, there is con-

siderable lithological variation among contemporaneous beds of the geosyn-

clinal.

The maps and sections accompanying this report represent the outcrop

and relations of lithological individuals. If sufficient paleontological evidence

to date the strata of all the series in an actual time-scale ever be secured, and
the same Boundary belt be mapped to show the outcrops of strictly contempo-
raneous formations, that map would have a very different look from the one
here presented.

METAMORPHISM OF THE GEOSYXCUX.\L PRISM.

One of the most notable features of the Monk formation (Sum-
mit series) as it crops out in the Monk creek section, is the pro-

nounced increase of metamorphic effects over those witnessed in the

overlying and similarly upturned sediments. Slaty cleavage and true

schistosity are inconspicuous structures in the Wolf, Eipple, and Beehive
formations but are regularly recurring structures at most horizons of the Monk,
Irene Volcanic, and Irene conglomerate formations. The development of these

secondary structures on so great a scale is doubtless related to the original

depths of burial of the lowest three members of the Summit series. Before
the series was flexed up, the beds of the Monk formation lay blanketed beneath
at least 15,000 to 20,000 feet of the overlying conformable beds; it is very
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possible that several thousand foet of A\\\ .voiing:er rocks were piled upon the

Lone Star formation. Assuming- the present normal temperature gradient of

about 1° C. per 100 feet of descent, the Honk and Irene formations must have
had original temperatures ranging from 150° to 300° or more Centigrade.

It is evident that rock-shearing and the formation of new, nietamorphic
minerals under the tremendous tangential stresses of mountain building, were
greatly facilitated by the?e relatively high degrees of heating. One can hardly

wonder that every member of the Monk formation and almost every foot of the

Irene formations, show some schistosity. In the Monk formation the increase of

shearing with depth of original burial is well shown in the conglomeratic hands,

b, d, h and /. The conglomerate of members h and d is identical in appearance
with the conglomerate bands of the overlying, relatively unsheared Dewdney
formation. On the other hand, the pebbles of members h and j show strong

pressure-flattening or stretching, like that characterizing tne basal Irene

conglomerate.

Analogous relations were observed in the Purcell series. While the IMoyie,

Kitchener, and upper part of the Creston quartzite seldom showed schistosity

even when strongly deformed, the lowest beds of the Creston often displayed

a tendency toward the development of sericitic schists where deformed to about

the same extent. This parallel behaviour of the Summit and Purcell series under
similar dynamic stress favours, though of course not compelling, the correla-

tion of the two series as parts of one huge sedimentary prism.

In general, it may be stated that, from the summit of the Selkirks to the

Great Plains on the forty-ninth Parallel, the sediments of the Rocky Mountain
Geosynclinal to a depth of about 20.000 feet below the top of the Carboniferous

limestone, show few traces of what is ordinarily called dynamic metamorphism.

This does not mean that the strata have not been strongly upturned, for at

many points they approach or reach verticality. Within that 20,000-foot zone

the sediments have been thoroughly indurated and very largely recrystallized,

but almost entirely through static metamorphism (,Belastungsmetamorphismus) ;

the recrystallization seems to have been essentially completed before the prism

was folded and faulted. Below the 20,000-foot zone the rocks were at such

temperatures and pressures that, when deformation began, shearing and true

dynamic metamorphism with the creation of schistose structures, were the rule.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE GEOSYNCLIXAL PRISM.

During the laboratory study of the rock collections, specific gravity deter-

minations of the stratified rocks were often found to be desirable. The pur-

poses of the determinations were so various and the number of specimens

handled so considerable that it involved but little extra time and labour to make
a fairly complete set of determinations for the t.^i^ieal. fresh specimens col-

lected between Waterton lake and the summit of the Selkirk range. The result

has been to give a tolerable idea of the average specific gravity of the difFerent

formations composing each series.
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Weighting each value according to the thickness of the corresponding

formation, the average specific gravity of each of the four gTeat series has

been calculated. The final result affords a fair estimate of the actual densit.v

of the Eocky Mountain, Purcell, and Selkirk ranges where these mountains,

as at the Forty-ninth Parallel, are almost entirely composed of the pre-Silurian

geosynclinal rocks.

On account of the thorough induration and compactness of nearly all the

specimens, the usual trouble arising from included air has not been seriousl,y

felt. Other sources of observational error were partly obviated bv the use of

selected, whole hand-specimens (200 to 1,000 grams in weight), whereby rather

reliable averages for the formations were secured.

The following tables embody the principal results :

—

Table Y.—Showing the calculated average densities of the four series, including

the interhedded lavas.
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Table V. gives actual densities in a part of the Cordilleran region and
may possibly be of some vahie in discussions of pendulum observations or of

other geophysical problems as they may be concerned with this region in the

future.

The averages of Table VT. express the range of densities in a typical,

thoroughly consolidated (statically metamorphosc-d) geosynclinal prism.

Table VII. indicates the approximate density relations of the Galton series,

the least completely exposed series from the prism, to those of the equivalent
strata of the other three series. The average densities of the two western
equivalents are sensibly the same as that of the Galton series. On account of

the extensive development of dolomite in the Lewis series, its average density

is, as was to be expected, considerably higher than that of any other of the

series.

CORRELATIOX OF THE FOUR BOLXDARY SERIES WITH THE CaSTLE MOUXTAIX-BOW^
Rn'ER (Cambrian) Group.

During the course of the field work in 1905 it gradually became suspected

that the as yet unfossiliferous Siyeh limestone is the stratigraphic equivalent

of the Cambrian Castle Mountain limestone of McConnell's well-known section

on the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway. This suspicion was
strengthened in the course of a brief examination of the rocks at and east of

Mt. Stephen in the autumn of that year. The importance of the correlation

prompted a second and longer field-study which might, to some extent, supple-

ment McConnell's all-too-brief report on the great section. Toward the close

of the season of 1906 the writer accordingly spent five days in working over

the type sections on the northeast and southwest sides of the Bow river valley.

The time available was too limited to secure a detailed columnar section of

the group; .vet the field evidence was clearly in favour of the correlation of the

Siyeh and Castle Mountain formations.

The principal information was obtained from two partial sections, the one

running northeastward from Eldon station to the 9,800-foot, imnamed summit
northwest of Castle mountain; the second, running westward from Lake Louise

chalet to the base of Popes Peak. Combining the results of the two traverses,

the following succession was established:

Top, erosion surface.

3,500 feet.—Impure magneeian limestone with thin interbeds of shaly metargillite.

1,500 " Quartzite in thin to thick beds.
1,2004- " Fine-grained conglomerate, grit and quartzitic sandstone.

Base concealed.

Reference to the published report and. afterwards, personal consultation

with Mr. McConnell, gave assurance that the limestone typically represented

the Castle Mountain formation in its lower part, while the quartzites. conglom-

erate, and grit as typically represented the Bow River formation in its upper

part.
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In the section northeast of Eldon the Bow River rocks are not well exposed

but the limestone shows about 3,500 feet of its thickness. The dip averages

25° northeast. At its base the limestone is rather massive and is composed of

firmly knit, thin beds of alternating:, gray-weathering and light brown to buff

weathering, impure carbonate. The gray layers carry little magnesium car-

bonate, but the brown-buff layers are dolomitic. The thickness of these layers

runs from a fraction of an inch to two inches. About 1,000 feet above the base

a band, 100 feet or more in thickness, is exceptional in being thin-bedded and

easily cleaved but it preserves the buff weather-tint and a dolomitic composi-

tion. Similar thin zones occur both above and below this band. In general,

however, the limestone is not only thick-platy in structure as in the coursing

of heavy masonry, but, like the Siyeh limestone, shows a rather uniform, bufi

to brown weathering tint and high content of magnesium carbonate. Both

phases of the fresh limestone are normally rather dark-gray or bluish-gray.

The rock is often arenaceous or argillaceous; the weathered surface is rough-

ened very often, through the projection of the sand-grains. The unequal dis-

tribution of carbonate and impurity renders the surface characteristically

pitted.

In a specially argillaceous bed at the top of the 100-foot, thin-bedded lime-

stone band, fossils, chiefly trilobite fragments of apparently Middle Cambrian
age were discovered. Middle Cambrian fossils were also found at the base of

the whole limestone formation.

The likewise excellent section above Laggan, thirteen miles to the north-

westward and across Bow river valley, disclosed practically identical features

in the limestone. The lower beds, which were found to crop out at Lake Agnes
afforded fragments of indeterminable trilobites and crustacean tracks.

Perhaps the most significant fact derived from the section is that the lime-

stone very often possesses the typical molar-tooth structure so characteristic of

the Siyeh limestone. (Plate 22).

This structure is not well developed in any part of the Eldon section but

it was again seen in the limestone at Mt. Stephen and at several other points

along the railroad, where the line cuts across outcrops of the Castle Mountain
formation. As in the Siyeh limestone the molar-tooth structure seems to be

best developed where the rock has been locally cleaved or cracked by erogenic

stress.

The thick quartzite underlying the limestone is well exposed at the Laggan
section. It is a thick-bedded formation, heavy plates of quartzite alternating

with subordinate, thin, fissile intercalations of silicious metargillite. The
general colour of the quartzite on a fresh fracture is pale reddish to reddish-

gray; the colours of the weathered rock are in general, rusty-brown and red

but vary through white, pale gray, pale red, pink, brown, purple, and.

toward the top of the formation, deep maroon-red. The argillaceous interbeds

are dark-gray or greenish, weathering greenish or grayish-brown. Cross-

bedding, ripple-marks, annelide trails, and borings are all common. The litho-

logiical similarity of the lighter tinted and thicker beds to the Ripple quartzite
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of the Summit series was marked, and even more striking was the likeness of

the reddish beds to standard pliases of the Wigwam formation of the Gallon

series and the Grinnell formation of the Lewis series. No fossils were dis-

covered in the quartzite.

The Bow Eiver conglomerate and grit were also best seen in the Laggan
section. Only 1,200 feet of these rocks appear, the base being here hidden

beneath the Glacial gravels of the Bow valley. All stages of transition are

represented between the conglomerate with well-rounded pebble? an inch or

less in diameter, to a quartzitic sandstone of medium grain. The abundant

and heavy beds of grit represent the rock of intermediate grain. These three

sedimentary types occur in alternation through the whole 1,200 feet, though

the conglomerate lenses seem most common toward the top. All the strata

belong to one great lithologieal individual of heterogeneous grain but rather

constant chemical composition. The conglomerate is made up of glassy, white,

or bluish, often opalescent quartz pebbles with subordinate, large rounded
grains of feldspar. These fragments are all cemented in a silicious matrix,

itself feldspathic to some extent. The grits and sandstones are but finer grained

phases of the same silicious, sedimentary material. In composition and the

gray and greenish colours of fresh and weathered surfaces, the conglomerate

and grit can hardly he distinguished from staple phases of the Wolf grit of

the southern Selkirks. The similarity even extends to such a detail as the

changeable tints of the opalescent quartz j^ebbles and grains. No fossils were

found in this division of the Bow River formation, though it was apparently

within this subdivision that Dawson found Lower Cambrian fossils at Ver-

milion Pass.

Jt would be highly desirable to have studied in. the field the Bow River

beds below the conglomerate-grit member and also the upper part of the Castle

Mountain formation, but sufficient time for this could not be spared out of the

field season. Yet it is believed—and Mr. ilcConnell. to whom the field data and

typical specimens were submitted, agrees in the belief—that sufficient evidence

has already been secured to suggest the stratigraphic relation of the Castle

Mountain-Bow River group to the old sedimentary prism traversed at the

Forty-ninth Parallel.

The suggested correlation is as follows. The lower 4,000 feet or more of the

Castle Mountain limestone is stratigraphically equivalent to the Siyeh formation

and thus to the larger part of the Kitchener quartzite, and, again, to the larger

part of the Beehive quartzite. The 1.500-foot quartzite immediately under-

lying the Castle Mountain limestone is the equivalent of the Grinnell and

Wigwam formations, of the lowest beds of the Kitchener quartzite, and of the

Ripple quartzite. The Bow River conglomerate-grit member at the base of the

Laggan section is equivalent to the Dewdney quartzite and upper part of the

Wolf grit formation in the southern Selkirks.

Since the foregoing i^aragraphs were written, Walcott has made a detailed

study of the Castle Mountain group. His results corroborate McConnell's

stratigraphy and show yet more precisely the range of the Upper, Middle, and
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Lower Cambrian horizons in the great series.* Fossils were obtained iu suffi-

cient abundance to show that the base of the massive dolomitic limestone is

the plane separating the Middle Cambrian from the Lower Cambrian in the

region. McConnell's early view of the correlation is, therefore, finally estab-

lished. It follows that, if the Siyeh formation and Castle Mountain dolomite

are synchronous deposits, a critical horizon in the Forty-ninth Parallel series

has been somewhat definitely fixed. Walcott also found Lower Cambrian fossils

in the Lake Louise formation, at a zone about 3,000 feet below the top of the

Bow Eiver group.

Summary.—^The evidences for the correlation may be restated in summary
form.

In composition, iu colours of fresh and weathered surfaces, in character

of bedding and general influence on mountain forms, the Siyeh and Castle

Mountain limestones are almost identical. The similarity is specially marked
in the occurrence of the higlily peculiar molar-tooth structure in both lime-

stones. The correlation on these grounds is strengthened through the strong

improbability that two magnesian limestones of such immense thickness and

of similar characters should have been deposited so near together as these Bow
Eiver and Boundary line sections and yet be of widely different dates of forma-

tion. The discovery of fossiliferous Castle Mountain limestone in large devel-

opment at iSTyaek creek, only ten or fifteen miles from Siyeh mountain itself,

rendei'S this improbability all the more convincing.§

The Siyeh limestone in the Galton, Clarke, and Lewis ranges is underlain

by red quartzitie sandstones which correspond in essential features to the

quartzite at the top of the Bow River formation. Certain whitish and massive

beds in this quartzite also strongly recall the Hippie quartzite of the Summit
series, a formation which, on independent grounds, has been correlated with

the Wigwam and Grinnell formations.

Finally, the Bow River conglomerate is as strikingly similar to the Monk
grit of the Summit series as the Castle Mountain limestone is like the Siyeh.

Also on independent grounds the Wolf grit has been correlated with the Appe-

kxinny quartzite-metargillite which underlies the Grinnell and thus belongs to

a stratigraphic horizon below the 1,500-foot Bow Eiver quartzite at Laggan
and Eldon.

Not only are there close similarities of lithological detail between, the

northern and southern rock-groups; the succession of formations is alike. The

differences between the successive members of the two sections is due simply

to the expected differences subsisting between contemporaneoiis sediments laid

down in the one sea-basin. The Castle Mountain-Bow River group of strata

is, in a sense, a composite of the entire pre-Silurian geosynclinal as exposed

at the Forty-ninth Parallel. The Castle Mountain formation has its nearest

lithological equivalent in the extreme eastern. Lewis series at the Boundary

• C. D. Walcott, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collectioxis, Vol. 53, No. 1804, 1908, p.

1 and Xo. 1812, 1908, p. 167.

§ Cf. C. D. Walcott. Bull. Geol. Soc, America, Vol. 17, 1906, p. 13.

2.-)a—vol. ii—12
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line. The Bow River grit and conglomerate, where examined, have features
identical with those of the Wolf formation in the extreme western. Summit
series at the Boundary. The Bow River quartzite, where examined, has features
like both the Ripple quartzite of the Selkirks and the equivalent Wigwam sand-

stone of the Galton range.

The systematic position of the Sheppard and Kintla formations, as of

their respective equivalents, the Gateway, Phillips and Roosville formations

of the Galton series, the Moyie formation of the Purcell series, and the Lone
Star formation of the Summit series, is not apparent from their lithological

comparison with the rocks of McConnell's section.

All of these Forty-ninth Parallel formations are unfossiliferous and their

conditions of deposition (chiefly subaerial or in shallow water) were markedly

different from those under which the upper beds of the Castle Mountain series

(dolomitic limestones) were laid down.

A further clue to the correlation has been found in the fact that, in the

Belt mountains and to the westward, the equivalent of the Siyeh formation

(Marsh-Helena beds) is, over large areas, conformably overlain by the fossil-

iferous. Middle Cambrian Flathead sandstone. This sandstone is often coarse,

little metamorphosed, and clearly shows its origin as a sandy deposit on the

floor of a transgressing sea.§ This genetic feature seems to be well matched

in the character of the massive, coarse sandstone beds occurring at the base of

the Gateway formation, immediately above the (Purcell) lava-cap of the Siyeh.

The lithological resemblance, coupled with the similar stratigraphic relations

to the common (Siyeh, Marsh-Helena) horizon, suggests that the lower beds of

the Lone Star, Moyie, Gateway, and Sheppard formations are, respectively,

equivalents of the Flathead sandstone and are thus of Middle Cambrian age.

Since the Flathead horizon is well below the recognized top of the Middle

Cambrian, since the succeeding Middle Cambrian time was long enough for the

deposition of at least 1,500 feet of limestone in the area of the Canadian

Pacific section, and since there is jierfect conformity in all four of the Forty-

ninth Parallel series above the Siyeh or its equivalent, it seems probable that

the argillites and dolomites overlying the Siyeh or its equivalent are all or

nearly all of Middle Cambrian age.

The foregoing tentative correlations are expressed in Cols. 1, 2, 7, 8, 10

and 12 of Table VIII.

§C. D. Walcott. Bull Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 10, 1899, p. 209.
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Correlation with the Belt Terrane.*

Earlier Views on the Belt Terrane.—To one acquainted with the geological

literature of the Cordillera, the writer's foregoing correlation is obviously quite

different from that adopted by the United States Geological Survey for these

old formations as exposed in tlie United States. By the present official views of

that survey, (1) the whole of the Belt Mountains series which underlies the

Flathead sandstone (the Belt terrane) is referred to the pre-Cambrian (pre-

Olenellus) or latest 'Algonkian'; and (2) the whole of the Lewis series as

described by Willis is considered as belonging to the same terrane and to the

same age.

A brief history of the explorations on which these conclusions are based,

is given by Walcott in his paper on ' Pre-Cambrian Fossiliferous Formations.'t

To facilitate the present discussion it is advisable to review the history at

least so far as to show the divergence of views on the correlation.

In 1875 Dawson had incorrectly referred the Siyeli formation to the

Carboniferous, but later he stated the possibility that the Siyeh limestone is

the equivalent of MeConnell's Castle Mountain limestone. He referred all the

underlying formations as far as the upper Altyn, to the Cambrian.:}:

In 18S3 Davis made several sections through the Belt terrane rocks and
referred them provisionally to the Lower Cambrian, though without fossil

evidence.§

The nest year Peale sectioned 2,300 feet of the terrane, then called the

East Gallatin group, and, referred the whole series to the Cambrian.**

In 1893 he published a second account of the terrane, calling it the ' Belt
formation.' A significant paragraph may be quoted:

' There is no doubt that after the Belt formation was deposited there

was an orographic movement by which the Archean area of nearly the

entire region represented on our map south of the Gallatin and Three
Forks was submerged just prior to the beginning of the Cambrian, before

the Flathead quartzite was deposited. Whether this movement occurred

immediately after the laying down of the BeJt beds or after an interval

is of course the question to be decided, and the decision cannot be posi-

tively reached with the meagre data now at hand. I am inclined to think
that the subsidence of the Archean continent (or possibly islands) began
with the first accumulation of the sediments that formed the lower portion

of these beds and was coincident with their deposition throughout the

• Recently Walcott has used the adjective "Beltian," a systemic form, to designate
the " Belt terrane " of earlier pnblications. (C. D. Walcott, Smithsonian Misc. Col-
lections, Vol. 53, 1908, p. 169).

tC D. Walcott. Bull. G©ol. Soc. America. Vol. 10, 1899, p. 201.

t G. M. Dawson, Report on the Geology and Resources of the Region in the
vicinity of the Forty-ninth Parallel, 1875, p. 74; Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 12, 1901,
p. 68: cf. Ann. Report, Geol. Surv. of Canada for 1885, p. 39B and 50-51B.

§ W. M. Davis, Tenth Census report. Vol. 15 on Mining Industries, 1886, pp. 697-
702.

•* A. 0. Peale, 6th Ann. Report, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1885, p. 50.

25a—vol. ii—12}
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entire period. It may have been succeeded by an emergence of the land

area for a brief period, but the probability is that the interruption to the

downward movement, if it occurred, was slight. Next, the widespread pre-

Gambrian subsidence preceding the formation of the Flathead quartzite

took place, and the Cambrian sea covered large areas that had hitherto

been above the sea level. There is a marked diiferenee in the character

of the bods of the two groups. Little, if any, induration is seen in the

ilathead formation, while the Belt beds are so altered in most cases as to

resemble the metamorphic rocks which underlie them, and from the break-

ing- down of which they were derived. Notwithstanding the metamorphism,

there is no mistaking their sedimentary character.'!

In 1896 Pcale summarized his not conclusion regarding the correlation in

the following words

:

'It is possible that further investigation may result in the reference

of this formation to the lower part of the Cambrian. At present, however,

it is referred provisionally to the Algonkian.'*

Weed, Iddings, and Pirsson in several publications issued between the years

1894 and 1899. refer the terrane to the Algonkian, though Weed and Pirsson,

after close study of the Castle Mountain (Montana) mining district, wrote:

' Both the character of the sediments and their position beneath the

beds of Middle Cambrian age indicate their similarity to the Bow Eiver

beds of the Canadian geologists, in which Lower Cambrian fossils are

found. It has, however, been decided to class the beds as Algonkian.'!

In 1898 Walcott made a general study of the terrane as exposed in the

Big Belt and Little Belt mountains and in the Helena district. He writes:

—

' The results of my investigation were the discovery of a great strati-

graphic unconformity between the Cambrian and the Belt formations;

that the Belt terrane was divisible into several formations, and that fossils

occurred in the Greyson shales nearly 7,000 feet beneath the highest beds

of the Belt terrane.':}:

Waleott"s columnar section of the terrane is that given in Col. 9, of

Table VIII.

In 1902 Willis stated in the following words his correlation of the Lewis

series as exposed in the Clarke and Lewis ranges

:

' The oldest formation of the series, the Altyn limestone, is assigned

to the Algonkian period on the basis of fossils discovered by Weller in its

characteristic occurrence at the foot of Appekunny mountain near Altyn,

Montana. These fossils are fragments of very thin shells of crustaceans

[chiefly Belfina danail The fossiliferous strata of the Belt

t A. C. Peak, Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey, No. 110, 1893, p. 19.

• Three Forks Folio, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1896. p. 2,

§ Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv.. No. 139, 1896, p. 139.

JC. D. Walcott, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 10, 1899, p. 204.
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formation in the Belt range are separated from the Cambrian by 7,700

feet of sediments and an extensive unconformity. In the Front range of

the Rockies 10,700 feet of apparently conformable strata overlie the fossili-

ferous bed, and it is possible that the plane of division between the Algon-

kian and Cambrian as determined by paleontologic evidence will be found
in this great series. In the upper part of the Siyeh limestone near the

head of Mineral creek, Weller found some indistinct forms which he con-

siders as possibly to be parts of crustaceans. Walcott expresses a similar

view, saying:
'
" Mv. Weller's suggestion that the fragments possibly represent crusta-

cean remains appears to be the most plausible. If from a Devonian horizon

they would suggest the genus Licas, or some of its subgenera. It is a case

where more material is needed in order to arrive at any definite conclu-

sion."
'

In his paper on ' Algonkian Formations of Northwestern Montana ' Wal-
cott refers the entire Lewis series and its equivalents to the pre-Cambrian
(Algonkian) system.f In this conclusion he has been followed by Calkins,

Eansome, MacDouald, and Lindgren, all working on the western phase of the

Belt terrane in Idaho.§ The same view has governed the compiling of the
geological map of North America which was prepared for the session of the
International Geological Congress held at Mexico City in 1906; the large area

of ' Neo-Algoiikian ' shown in the States of Montana and Idaho represents the

Belt terrane.

As one of Walcott's last (1906) papers on this stibject shows the trend of

opinion among the United States geologists, the more important parts of his

table of equivalents has been reproduced in Table IX. of the present report.

•B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soe. America, Vol. 13, 1902, p. 317.

t C. D. Walcott, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 17. 1906, p. 17.

§ W. Lindgren, U.S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper, No. 27. 1904. p. 16.

F. L. Ransome, U.S. Geol. Surv., Bull. No. 260, 1904, p. 277.

D. F. MacDonald, U.S. Geol. Surv., Bull. 285, 1906, p. 43.

F. C. Calkins, U.S. Geol. Surv. Bull. 384, 1909, p. 27
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Table IX.

—

Showing Walcotl's correlations in the 'Belt Terrane.'

Bklt Mts.,
Montana.

-Cambriiiu,
(Flathead ss)

Unconformity.

Marsh, 800'

-Mehna, calcareous,

2,400'

Empire, GOO' +
Spokane, 1,500' +
Oreyson, 3,000' +

Aienaceous, 5,100'

Lewis and
Clabke ranges,

Montana.

Camp Greek,
Mission banck,

Montana.

No superjacent
strata.

Kintla,
Sheppard,
Quartzites, 1,200'

Cambrian,
Unconformity.

la, arenaceous
v<ray, 1,762'

2a, calcareous and
arenaceous,
1,560'

Siijeh,

Limestone, 4,000'

lfew!and,

Calcareous,2,200' +

Chamberlain,
Silicious, 1,500'

Neihart, TOC

Unconformity.

Archean.

Total, 12,000'

Orinnell,
Appekunny,
Silicious, 3,800'

Altyn,
Calcareous' and
silicious, 700'

Base concealed.

Total, 9,700'

3a. to 3g.
Arenaceous,
mostly reddish,
4,491'

. to 7e.

Arenaceous, red
and gray, 3,887'

(198' of li. near
summit.)

Blackfoot,

Calcareous and
silicious, 4,805'

CCEDR d'AlENE
District, Idaho.

No superjacent
strata.

Striped Pcak,2,(m'

Ravalli, silicious

and arenaceous,
purple, greenish
and grav beds.
8,255'

Base concealed.

Total, 24,770'

WaUare,
Calcareous and
silicious, 5,000' +

Burke—St. Rcflis,

Silicious and are*

naceous, purple,
greenish and
gray beds, 8,000'

purcell k.\nge,
Idaho-Bkit.
CuLDMBIA.

No superjacent
strata.

Mopie,
Metar^Uite and
quartzite, 3,500'

Kitchtner,

Quartzite, 7,400'

Prichard,
Banded, dark
blue gray, hlue'Creston,
black and gray, Quartzite, 9,500' +
silicious series.

10,000'

Base concealed.
Total, 25,000'

Base concealed.

Total, 20, 4

W
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A more recent table of correlation has been published by Calkins, who
has similarly equated the Kitchener \^'ith the Kavalli and Burke horizons;

Wallace and Blackfoot with Newland and Altyn.* The present writer has not

been able to agree with these correlations. As stated in his summary report

for 1905, the Kitchener quartzite passes into, and is the equivalent of the Siyeh

limestone; and part of the Creston quartzite is equivalent to the Appekunny
metargillite. In 1907 the writer came to suspect that the Blackfoot limestone

is the equivalent of the Siyeh limestone, and the next year Walcott proved

this to be the case.f It seems necessary, therefore, to make significant alter-

ations in Calkins' table. His " Newland ' limestone in the Philipsburg and

Cabinet Eange districts, if the equivalent of the Blackfoot limestone, as he

states, must belong to the Siyeh horizon. The other members of each strati-

graphic column must be correspondingly shifted. These changes are noted in

the general table VIII. Though it may be at fault in details, that table is

believed to express the main relations subsisting among the different sections

in the ' Belt terrane.' Walcott's discovery of the equivalence of the Blackfoot

and Siyeh limestones has clearly simplified the whole stratigraphic situation

in Montana and Idaho.

Evidence of Fossils.—The principal difficulty in the correlation with

recognized systems is, of course, the rarity of fossils which can in any sense

determine horizons. The only well characterized fossil horizons yet found in

the Belt terrane as defined by Walcott, occur in the lower part of the Greyson

shales of the Belt mountains and in the upper part of the Altyn formation in

the Lewis range. These two horizons may well be practically contemporaneous,

as they occur in similar stratigraphic relations and both carry the abundant

species, Beltina danai. Ifeither that species nor any of the associated obscure

organisms can directly date the horizon, which has never been found in

undoubted association with the Olenellus zone or other general horizon of the

Cambrian. So far as purely paleontological evidence is concerned, it is quite

within the bounds of possibility that the Beltina horizon is really a lower phase

of the Lower Cambrian. Olenellus zone, or is but slightly older than that zone.

No organic remains giving decisive indications of age have been found in

the overlying Sixikane, Empire, Helena, and Marsh formations of the Belt

mountains or in the equivalents of these, either at the Forty-ninth Parallel or

in the thick deposits of Idaho and western Montana.
Walcott recognizes the Cambrian-Ordovician equivalent of McConnell's

Castle Mountain group as occurring near Belton, Montana, and at Nyack creek,

Montana.§ At these localities, massive bluish and greenish limestones bearing,

a species of Raphistoma and a Stroniatoporoid form, were found in great

development. As shown by Plate 6 of Walcott's paper, the field-habit of these

limestones is extremely similar to that of the Siyeh limestone at Mt. Siyeh,

• F. C. Calkins, Bnll. No. 3W and Professional Paper No. 62, U.S. Geological
Survey, 19C9 and 1908.

t Information supplied by letter.

§ Bnll. Geol. Soc. America, Vol 17, 1906, pp. 12, 19, 22.
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which is less than 15 miles distant from the Xyaek creek locality. It is

difficult to avoid the suspicion that these Castle ilountiun limestones are, in

truth, identical with the Siyeh limestone, in which, therefore, iliddle Cambrian
fossils may at some future time be discovered. Walcott has, however, come to

a quite different view. lie writes :

' The series of limestones at the head of Nyack creek, illustrated by
plate 6, are of Cambrian or Ordoviciau age, as indicated by frafrments

of fossils that I found in them. I do not think the Siyeh limestone is to

be correlated with them, nor with the Castle ifountain limestones of

McConnell.':}:

Walcott's latest correlation paper for this region contains a section on the

Dearborn river, which carries both Middle and Lower Cambrian fossils.+t The
fossiliferous rocks are quite confonnable and show a thickness of 2,205 feet;

they are chiefly massive or thin-bedded limestones (described as weathering

yellow to buff at some horizons), with interbedded shales. The description of

the rocks is of essentially the same quality as that which must be applied to

the Siyeh formation. Only a few miles away another section of somewhat
similar beds, with, however, dominant argillites, had been measured by Walcott,

and the whole referred to the Algonkian as part of the ' Belt terrane.'* No
statement is given as to the precise relation of these two sections except the

following (page 203 of the 1908 paper) :

' Beneath the Cambrian sandstone the Empire shales of the Belt

Terrane of the Algonkian occur with apparently the same strike and dii)

as the base of the sandstone. Traced on the strike, however, they appear to-

be unconformably beneath the sandstone.'

If the apparent unconformity should be explained in the manner suggested

(on a later page) by the present writer, it follows from these studies at Dear-

born river that the Empire shale is either Lower Cambrian or is not signifi-

cantly older than the Lower Cambrian. In favour of the writer's view is the

fact that these Dearborn river sections occur at points more than 100 miles

distant from the old shore-line zone of the Belt mountains, that is, at such a

part of the geosynclinal downwarp where the Lower Cambrian beds should be
expected to appear in fairly full development.

We have, therefore, at Nyack creek, Belton, and the Dearborn river, three

localities where fossiliferous Cambrian formations lie, respectively, side by
side with typical members of the ' Belt terrane,' -At one or more of these points

some geologist may be fortunate enough to find the paleontological evidence

which will, at no distant day, fix the position of the Belt terrane among the-

standard geological systems.!

tBuU. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 17, 1906, p. 19,

tt C. D. Walcott, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 53, 1908, p. 200.

*C. D. Walcott, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 17, 1906, p. 8.

t In this connection it is of interest to note that, as reported bv Wood in 1S92, "in
the vicinity of Missoula, a few fossils -nere obtained in the silicioiis limestone (dolo-
mite) and identified by Mr. Charles Schucliert as Obolella." The relation of this for-
mation to the Belt terrane is not stated. Herbert Wood, Amer. Jour., Sci., 3rd ser.^
Vol. U. 1892, p. 401.
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The argument that the Lewis, Galton, and equivalent series should be

referred to the pre-Cambrian because they are almost or quite unfossiliferous

is a dangerous one. Most of the known Cambrian strata of the world are quite

unfossiliferous, as far as present knowledge goes. They have been assigned

to this system because a few, generally very thin interbeds bear determinable

index species. Even in the Mount Bosworth section of British Columbia, one

of the most highly fossiliferous among Cambrian series, Waleott found no traces

of life in 1,S55 feet of continuous strata.* The famous Ogygopsis shale at

Mt. Stephen is clearly a lens. It peters out rather rapidly and is not repre-

sented in either the lit. BoswQrth section or at Castle mountain. Except for

a few worm borings, a massive dolomitic limestone totalling 1,680 feet in

thickness, at Mt. Stephen, is unfossiliferous.f A thousand feet of the calcareous

l^ounan formation of Walcott"s Blacksmith Fork section in Utah is as poor in

organic remains. Why interbeds similar to the Ogygopsis shale fail to appear

in the Forty-ninth Parallel section is not apparent. BarreU has suggested a

continental origin for much of the Belt terrane sediment, but we have seen

that this is true of probably but a small part of the series. That chitinous

fossils are relatively abundant at Mount Stephen and very rare in contempor-

aneous marine sediments one hundred miles away is not more difficult to under-

stand than that chitinous fossils often occur in the Cambrian and generally

do not occur in equally unmetamorphosed pre-Olenellus strata. The one
contrast means conditions different in space: the other, conditions different

in time. In each case explanation is needed. While awaiting complete explana-

tion we must regard this negative character of the 'Belt terrane' as of little

'lirect value in correlation.

Relative Induration and Meiamorphism of the Belt Terrane and Flathead

Formation.—One of Peale's arguments for the Algonkian age of the Belt terrane

is noted in the first of the foregoing quotations from his writings. The point

consists in the recognition of a much greater degree of metamorphism in the

Belt teirane rocks as compared with the ' little, if any, induration ' of the

Flathead sandstone.

The weight of this argument is considerably lessened by reason of the fact

that the Belt terrane where exposed in other regions, is often little folded or

sheared and is scarcely at all affected by dynamic metamorphism. Its rocks

have truly been well indurated and largely recrystallized under deep-burial

conditions, but such alteration by static metamorphism is not of itself evidence

of great difference of age between older underlying beds and the younger beds

of a rock group. McConnell and Waleott have proved that the Cambrian period

was long enough for the accumulation of 11,500 feet of strata, chiefly the

slowly deposited limestone, in the Mt. Bosworth district of British Columbia.^

In the same period of time, shales, sandstones, and subordinate limestones

might have elsewhere accumulated to even greater thicknesses. It is reasonable

•C. D. Waleott, Smithsonian Misc. Collections, Vol. 53, No. 1812, 190S, p. 208.

tC. D. Waleott, Canadian Alpine Journal, Vol. 1, 1908, p. 233.

:Cf. C. D. Waleott, Smithsonian Misc. Colleetions, Vol. 53, No. 1S04, 1908, p. 2.
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to expect that the lower part of such a colossal deposit would show more
induration tlian the upper part.

Microscopic examination nf many specimens has, in fact, showed that in

each of the Forty-ninth Parallel series, static metamorphism has operated much
more strongly in the older formations than in the younger, quite conformable

ones. This rule is, however, not absolute. Many of the Grinnell beds still

largely preserve their original clastic structure, while the overlying argillaceous

beds of the Siyeh are now typical metargillite. In the field these Grinnell strata

look as young as the Carboniferous shales in the mountains farther north.

The writer was much struck with the relatively slight induration of the

sandstones at the base of the Moyie and Gateway formations. Yet there can

be little doubt that they are, respectively, thoroughly conformable to the

Kitchener and Siyeh formations and, with these, make a mass of continuous

sedimentation. These particular sandstones are just those which the writer

has, on other grounds, correlated with the Flathead sandstone. In all these

cases the relative lack of metamorphism is to be attributed more to the peculiar

nature of the sandstone than to any great difference of age between each sand-

stone lens and the immediately underlying beds.

It appears fair to conclude that the criterion of relative induration does

not imply a great erosion-gap between the Belt terrane and tlie Middle Cambrian

sandstone.

Evidence of Unconformity.—The one controlling principle used in referring

the Belt terrane to the pre-C;imbrian consists in postulating a strong uncon-

formity between the Middle Cambrian Flathead sandstone and the entire series

below the top of the Marsh shale, the uppermost member of the terrane at the

original localities. The unconformity is believed by Walcott and his colleagues

to be similar to that found between the Middle Cambrian Tonto sandstone and

the tilted Chuar series in the Grand canyon of the Colorado. In his original

announcement of the westward extension of the unconformity beyond the

region where Peale had first suspected its existence. Walcott wrote as follows:

—

' The unconformity now known proves that in late Algonkian time

an orographic movement raised the indurated sediments of the Belt terrane

above sealevel, that folding of the Belt rocks formed ridges of considerable

elevation, and that areal (sic) erosion and the Cambrian sea cut away

in places from 3,000 to 4,000 feet of the upper formations of the Belt

terrane before the sands that now form the middle Cambrian sandstones

were deposited.'*

In one of his later publications Walcott states that :

—

* One hundred miles farther north the section appears to be conformable

from the Ordovieian down through the Middle Cambrian and the Lower

Cambrian of the Bow Eiver series, and not to reach down to the Algonkian

•C. n Walcott, Bull. Geol. Boc. America, Vol. 10, 1899, p. 213.
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as it occurs in Montana, the Bow Eiver series being the sediment deposited,

in part, at least, in the erosion interval between the Algonkian and the

Middle Cambrian.'t

In another place he writes:

—

' Absence of Lower Cambrian rocks and fauna is accounted for by

the fact that that portion of the continent now covered by the Belt and

associated middle and upper Cambrian rocks was a land surface during

lower Cambrian time.'t

The detailed work of Weed and Pirsson resulted in tie definite conclusion

that during: the deposition of the Belt terrane, there was a land area covering

the region north of Neihart in the Little Belt mountain district. While the

Belt beds were being laid down the pre-Belt rocks were reduced to a nearly

level plain. In Flathead time there was a submergence of the old peneplained

surface, with a resulting overlap of the sandstone and shale upon the pre-Belt

formations.* Similarly, during most or all of the Belt terrane period there

seems to have been land in the southern and eastern parts of the Livingston

folio area in Montana (see folio) ; in the area covered by the Yellowstone

National Park** ; in the Absaroka quadrangle (see folio) ; in the Black HiUs
area of South Dakota and Wyomingft; in the Bighorn mountains and vicinity.§

There thus seems to be little doubt that the Belt terrane sediments were

in part supplied by the erosion of a large land area covering South Dakota,

Wyoming, and eastern Montana. In part they were supplied from the moun-
tainous pre-Cambrian land of western Idaho, Washington, and Oregon. In
other words, the rocks of the Belt terrane were laid down in the relation of a

iypical geosynclinal prism elongated in a meridional sense between the two

land areas. The unconformity postulated by Waleott and his colleagues has

been deduced from a study of the eastern shore-zone of the ancient gulf or

sea.

The irregidarities of such a coast line, coupled, it may be, with minor oscil-

lations of level, would necessarily involve maximum variations of thickness

in the different sedimentary lenses of the geosynclinal. The lenses must thin

to nothing either at the actual shore-line, on the rims of off-shore depressions,

or at the outer edge of the coastal shelf which was swept by waves and currents

during a long period of stationary sealevel. The resulting irregularities of

deposition are homologous to those observed in the section of a river delta

which has grown out into sea or lake; those irregularities are necessarily most
pronounced near the shore. The failure of individual members of the Belt

terrane to appear beneath the Flathead sandstones cannot, therefore, be directly

t Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 17, 1906, p. 16.

t Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 10, 1899, p. 210.
• U.S. Geol. Surv., Little Belt Moimtains folio, 1899, and Fort Benton folio, 1899.
** See Yellowstone Park folio and U.S. Geol. Surv., Monograph 32, part 2, 1899.

ft See the various United States government publications on the Black Hills.

5 See the Hartville, Aladdin, and Sundance folios a903-5> of tbe U.S. Geol. Sur-
vey; also N. H. Darton's Geology of the Bighorn Mountains, Piof. Paper, No. .51, 1906.
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taken to mean an erosion unconfonnity or structural unconformity of the

Belt aud Flathead beds by the amount of missing strata at any one or more
localities.

The section which, according to Walcott, most clearly shows the extent

of the unconformity is that running eastward through the Spokane Hills. In

the diagram illustrating the relationships there, the Middle Cambrian beds are

represented by Walcott as conformably overlying the Helena formation both

at Helena and near White's canyon in the Belt mountains uplift.* These

two localities are twenty-four miles apart. Nearly midway between them, at

the Spokane Hills, the Middle Cambrian is represented as again conformable

on the Belt beds but this time resting on the Spokane shales. Thus fully 3,000

feet of strata, the thickness of the Helena and Empire formations, are con-

sidered as lacking beneath the Middle Cambrian at the Spokane Hills.

The text accompanying the diagram does not state whether the fossiliferous

Cambrian at the Spokane Hills is the stratigraphic equivalent of the Flathead

sandstone. Mr. Walcott has, by letter, very kindly informed the writer that

the Middle Cambrian beds at the Spokane Hills are not only faunally but litho-

logically the equivalent of the Flathead. There thus seems to be an actual

failure of at least 3,000 feet of Belt beds at the Spokane Hills. Whether the

failure is due to a lack of original deposition or to the erosion of a local

iipwarp of the Belt beds is apparently not an ea?y question to decide. Walcott

has taken the latter view for this locality. On the other hand, he himself

writes, concerning somewhat similar relations about the town of Xeihart:

—

' Whether the shore-line conditions, which are known to have existed

near Neihart during the period when the Belt terrane was formed, causing

a wedging out of the beds to the north, so that the Cambrian rests on

difierent horizons at this locality, or whether pre-Cambrian erosion was

extensive enough to pare down the exposed edges of the beds, is not certain

from the evidence, though the latter view seenis improbable.'t

All workers on these Montana rocks have observed that, wherever the

Flathead sandstone is seen in contact with Belt formations, no important

angular discordance of dip can be seen. Such slight discordances as have been

described and figured by Walcott in his 1899 paper, can be explained either

by slight, perhaps submarine, erosion of the older surface, or by local and

very gentle warping of the surface just before the Flathead subsidence.

As early pointed out by Peale, Flathead time saw a general, rapid, but

not very pronounced subsidence of the western Montana region. A large

supply of quartzose debris was thus brought from the drowning land and depos-

ited alike over Archean schists and the various lenses of the geosynclinal. In

this way a fairly homogeneous formation was spread over a sedimentary mass

which, in the nature of the ease, must have been composed of many and varied

lenses all of which petered out toward mainland, island, or shallow.

• See C. D. Walcott, Ball. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 10, 1899, p. 211.

+ Ibid, p. 210.
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In brief, it seems to the writer that the facts so far recorded do imply

a sedimentary overlap of the Flathead but not a great structural unconformity,

or even erosion unconformity, which is general at the base of the sandstone.

Considering the size of tbe area, the observed minute discordances of dip can-

not be used safely as positive evidence. The observed failure of beds at certain

points can be explained by original wedging-oiit or by the quite moderate

erosion of local upwarps just before tbe Flathead subsidence. It must be

remembered that Middle Cambrian time was exceedingly long. It sufficed for

the deposition of 5,000 feet of limestone in the Canadian Eocky mountains
at tie localities recently studied by Walcott.* During tlie deposition of such

a slowly accumulated sediment, there was evidently plenty of time for local

upheavals, considerable erosion, and renewed subsidence along tlie border of

the Cambrian sea. It took only a portion of Pliocene time (next to the Pleis-

tocene, probably the shortest of all the major divisions of geological time) to

form 5,S0O feet of sediments represented in the Merced series of California,

a series which itself rests on a Pliocene land-surface.f

S^immary of Oonclusions.—In view of tbe foregoing conclusions the writer

does not believe that the pre-Canibriau age of tbe upper part of the Belt terrane

as defined by Walcott, is proved; and regards the Helena-Siyeh formation as

probably Middle Cambrian, somewhat older than the Flathead sandstone. On
the supposition that the Lewis series and the original Belt terrane have been

correctly correlated, that ten-ane as far down as the upper part of the Greyson
shale is tentatively considered to be of Middle and Lower Cambrian age. From
the lower part of the Greyson shale to the base of the Xeihart formation the

beds are correlated as pre-Cambrian (pre-Olenellus) but conformable to beds

equivalent to the Olenellus zone elsewhere. The name ' Belt terrane ' (or

Walcott's 'Beltian'), for the remainder of this report, is restricted to this

pre-Cambrian portion of the great geosynclinal prism.

Table VIII. presents a resume of the writer's tentative correlation of the

Forty-ninth Parallel series with the formations described to the south of the

Boundary line.

The Coeur D'Alene series has been tied on to the Purcell and Summit
series through lithological resemblances. Calkins has traced the Prichard
formation northward, where he found it to pass into the Creston quartzite:

we have seen that the Creston is the off-shore equivalent of the Wolf and Monk
formations. The special white colour and massive appearance of the Eevett
quartzite are duplicated in the Ripple quartzite, the two doubtless repre-

senting another definite common horizon for the two series. Both series are,

in the table, tied on to the Lewis series and thus indirectly to the more fossili-

ferous series on the line of the Canadian Pacific railway.

The table embodies, with some modifications, the correlation of the Lewis
series. Belt series, and the Camp Creek-BlacHoot-Ravalli gTOup. as suggested

• C. D. Walcott, Smithfoniau Misc. Collections, Vol. 53, No. 1804. 1908, p. 2.

tCf. A. C. Lawson, Bull. Department of Geology, University of California, Vol. 1,

1893, p. 142.
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by Walcott* The whole Pnrcell series as shown in Table IX. is certainly

placed by Walcott much too low in the peologneal scale. His reason for making
that particular correlation was probably in part due to the following statement
of the present writer's in his sunuiiary report for 1904 (p. 97) :

—

' The nearest relatives of the Creston and Kitchener quartzites in the

Rockies are respectively the two thick members of the Altyn limestone

delimited by Mr. Bailey Willis, who, in the year 1901, carried out a recon-

naissance survey of the Boundary belt on the Montana side.'

The expression ' the nearest relatives ' should have been ' the nearest

lithological relatives,' as the intention was to note the lithological relations

of the Pnrcell and Lewis series, rather than to imply equivalence of age among
individual members. As a matter of fact the Altyn formation is believed to be

the stratigraphic equivalent of a part of the Creston quartzite. On the other

hand, we have seen that the facts point towards the correlation of the Kitchener

quartzite with the Siyeh and Grinnell foi-mations of the Lewis series.

The somewhat elaborate correlation Table VIIL is intended to illus-

trate a suggestion rather than a proof. The unfossiliferous rocks of the

Forty-ninth Parallel were approached by Dawson, McEvoy and others from

the north, where lithologically similar formations bear Cambrian fossils; and,

somewhat naturally, regarded the thick quartzites. etc., to the south as probably

Cambrian. The United States geologists have as naturally refused to place

the nearly unfossiliferous Belt terrane in the same part of the geological column
as the formations of TJtali and Nevada, where Cambrian fossils are not rare.

The present writer has had to rely chiefly on lithological characters in making
correlation and his tentative conclusion may be ultimately proved to illustrate

once again the danger of using this criterion. It is certain, however, that the

pre-Cambrian age of the Belt terrane is not proved, and we are yet at the stage

where all reasonable correlations should be fully stated and carefully examined.

By the writer's suggested view the Eastern half of the Cordillera carries

a simple Paleozoic-Beltian geosynelinal prism which is only locally interrupted

by unconformities. The pre-Ordovician thickness of this prism has an observed

maximum of about 30,000 feet. According to the view of Walcott and his

former colleagues in the Ignited States Geological Survey, the Eastern belt

of the Cordillera carries what may be called a compoimd geosynelinal prism,

made up of a pre-Cambrian series reaching observed thickness of about 30,000

feet, separated by a strong erosion unconformity from a Cambrian series reach-

ing a maximum observed thickness of at least 20,000 feet. The pre-Ordovician

sedimentarie^, excluding sucli huge series as those represented in the Priest

River terrane, the Cherry Creek beds of the Belt mountains, the Red Creek

quartzite of the tJinta mountains, etc., are thus credited with some 50,000

feet of maximum thickness.

By the writer's view the Eastern Cordilleran belt (including the Great

Basin), from the Yukon boundary to northern Arizona, was the scene of

• Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 17, 1906, p. 18.
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generally uninterrupted sedimentation through Cambrian time. Walcott's

correlation involves the conclusion that a very large area included within

southern British Columbia and Alberta, much of Idaho and of western Montana,

represents more or less continuous land (Belt terrane), separating the Cambrian

basin of the Canadian Rockies from the Cambrian basin of Utah and Nevada.

These fundamentally different conceptions are important not merely in strati-

graphy ; they should be in the mind of anyone who attempts to decipher the

conditions under which erogenic forces built the ranges of the Great Basin

and the Front ranges of Montana and Alberta.

Correlation with Dawson's Selkirk axd Adams Lake Series.

Shortly before his death George M. Dawson read before the Geological

Society of America a paper summarizing his views regarding the geology of

the Canadian Cordillera.* It is fortunate for the science that lie was enabled

to complete this able review of his discoveries during a quarter of a century

of nearly continuous exploration in the mountains. In the -delicate and

principal matter of correlation no other person could have so authoritatively

digested Dawson's numerous reports along with the others published before the

year 1900. The reader of his summary will note how Dawson used his accus-

tomed scientific caution in making correlations among the older rocks of

British Columbia. In so brief a review of a vast area it was inevitable that

all of his doubts and qualifications could not be expressed. Still more in his

original government report* he shows how other interpretations might be

deduced as fiehl work progressed. Somewhat different correlations are, in fact,

suggested by the field data at the Forty-ninth Parallel. The present writer

believes that the lithology of those sections as described, is sufficiently similar

to that of the Forty-ninth Parallel formations to warrant certain tentative

correlations within the Selkirk mountain system. Where all is so difficult in

the study of these unfossilifercus groups of strata, it is well to entertain all

possible views of the relations until accumulating facts shall narrow down the

alternatives.

Dawson had found in the Selkirk range and the " Gold ranges ' (the

Columbia system of the present report) three thick groups of rocks, which
he named the 'Xisconlith series,' the 'Selkirk series,' and the 'Adams Lake
series.' All three were referred to the Cambrian and each series was regarded

by Dawson as a stratigraphic equivalent of some part of the Castle Mountain-
Bow Eiver group of the Rocky Mountain range. For the purposes of the

present discussion no briefer, more accurate way of presenting Dawson's salient

conclusions concerning these series can be devised than to quote his own
summary in full. He wrote :

—

' Passing now to the next mountain system, to the southwest of the

Laramide range and parallel with it—the Gold ranges—we find in the

•G. M. Dawson, Bull. Geo]. Soc. America, Vol. 12, 1901, pp. 57-92.
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Selkirk mountains a great thickness of rocks that have not yet yielded

any fossils, but appear to represent, more or less exactly, the Cambrian
of our typical section. Kesting on the Arehean rocks of the Shuswap
series is an estimated volume of 15,000 feet of dark gray or blackish

argillite schists or phyllites, usually calcareous, and toward the base with
one or more beds of nearly pure limestone and a considerable thickness

of gray flaggy quartzites. To these, where first defined in the vicinity of

the Shuswap lakes, the name Nisconlith series has been applied. The
rocks vary a good deal in different areas, and on Great Shuswap lake are

often locally represented by a cousiderablo thickness of blackish flaggy

limestone. In other portions of their extent dark-gray quartzites or gray-

wackes are notably abundant. Their colour is almost evei-ywhere due to

carbonaceous matter, probably often graphitic, and the abundance of carbon

in them must be regarded as a somewliat notable and characteristic feature.

These beds have also been recognized in the southern part of the West
Kootenay district and in the western portion of the Interior plateau of

British Columbia.
' The Nisconlith series is believed, from its stratigraphical position and

because of its lithological similarity, to represent in a general way the

Bow River series of the adjacent and parallel Laramide range, but there

is reason to think that its uppsr limit is somewhat below that assigned

on lithological grounds to the Bow River series.

' Conformably overlying the Xisconlith in the Selkirk mountains, and
blending with it at the junction to some extent, is the Selkirk series, with

an estimated thickness of 2.5,000 feet, consisting, where not rendered

micaceous by pressure, of gray and greenish-gray schists and quartzites,

sometimes with conglomerates and occasional intercalations of blackish

argillites like those of the Nisconlith. These rocks are evidently in the

main equivalent to the Castle ^Mountain group, representing that group

as affected by the further and nearly complete substitution of clastic

materials for the limestones of its eastern development.
' In the vicinity of Shuswap lakes and on the western border of the

Interior plateau, the Veds overlying the Nisconlith and there occupying

the place of the Selkirk series are found to still further change their

character. These rocks have been named the Adams Lake series. They
consist chiefly of green and gray chloritic, feldspathic, sericitic, and some-

times nacreous schists, greenish colours preponderating in the lower and
gray in the upper parts of the section. Silicious conglomerates are but

rarely seen, and on following the series be.vond the flexures of the moxmtain
region it is found to be represented by volcanic agglomerates and ash-beds,

with diabases and other effusive rocks, into which the passage may be

traced by easy gradations. The best sections are found where these

materials have been almost completely foliated and much altered by dyna-

mic metamorphism, but the approximate thickness of this series is again

about 25,000 feet.
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' The upper part of the Cambrian system, above the Bow River and

Nisconlith series, may thus be said to be represented chiefly by limestones

in the eastern part of the Laramide range, calc-schists in the western part

of the same range, quartzites, graywackes, and conglomerates in the

Selkirk mountains, and by volcanic materials still further to the west.

It is believed that a gradual passage exists from one to another of these

zones, and that the finer ashy materials of volcanic origin have extended

in appreciable qiiantity eastward to what is now the continental watershed

in the Laramide rang«. I^o contemporaneous volcanic materials have,

however, been observed in the underlying Bow Eiver or Nisconlith series.'*

The writer bas studied Dawson's original reports with a view to understand

the grounds of the correlations mentioned in the foregoing quotation. Unfor-

tunately the arduous and rapid nature of bis reconnaissance surveys prevented

Dawson from constructing columnar sections in detail sufficient to make inten-

sive lithological comparisons possible. Xevertheless, the more detailed facts

certainly seem to wan-ant the belief that the Selkirk series is, in the main,

equivalent to the Summit series of the Forty-ninth Parallel section and to

the Castle Mountain-Bow River gToup of McConnell's section.

On the other hand, any satisfactory conclusion as to the relation of the

Kisconlith-Adams Lake terrane to the formations mapped at the International

Boundary could not be reached without further field-work. Since the forward-

ing of the original manuscript of this report for publication, the writer has

spent a season in the principal area, along the main line of the Canadian

Pacific railway, where Dawson studied these old rocks. At tbe time of the

present writing (Xovember, 1911), the results of that season's work are not

fully compikd, but certain of them, bearing on the question of correlation, are

already in shape for definite statement.

The writer has been forced to diffec from Dawson in several important

conclusions. The evidences in each case are necessarily too detailed to be

stated in the present report, wherein the writer's relevant conclusions only will

be briefly noted, as follows :

—

1. Tlie ' Niseonlith ' series of the Selkirks, as sectioned by Dawson between

Albert Canyon station and Glacier House, represents the northern continuation

of the Beltian (Belt terrane) rocks at the Forty-ninth Parallel, and conformably

underlies the thick quartzites of the Selkirk series, which are probably of

Cambrian age. The writer believes that these ' Xisconlith ' rocks of the Selkirk

mountains should logically be included in the Selkirk series.

2. The ' Nisconlith ' series of the Shuswap lakes area is an entirely

different, pre-Cambrian and pre-Beltian, group of sediments, which underlie

the ' Nisconlith ' of the Selkirks unconfomiably.

• Ibid. pp. 66-7. In the second volume of the same bulletins (1891), p. 165, Daw-
son treats the Selkirk section at greater length, ffiving a structure-section and table of

correlations. He attributes nearly 40,000 feet of thickness to the Cambrian alone.

25a—vol. ii—1-3
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3. The Adams Lake volcanic serias eonformably overlies the thick lime-

stones of the ' Ni-^eonlith " scries in the Shnswap lake* area and is likewise

of pre-Beltian age.

4. The ' Shuswap series' of the Shuswap lakes rcjiicin is not a distinct

gneissic group uneonformably nndcrlyingr the ' Niseonlith ' series, but repre-

sents a facies of the ' Xisconlith " series of the same reg;ion. where the latter has

been specially metamorphosed. This nietamorphism is thermal and is largely

due to batholithic intrusion. The batholiths are pre-Beltian in age.

.5. Tn many essential re.-ipccts the lithology of the Priest River terrane

corresponds with that of the ' Niseonlith '-Adams Lake group of the Rhuswap
lakes. In a general way those two pre-Beltian groups may be tentatively

correlated.

The correlations suggested by the new facts are summarized in Table X.

T.VBLE X.

—

Correlation irith Canadian- Pacific Enihraii Section.

Selkirk r.\nc.e, 49th
Par.\llkl.

Summit Series:

Lone Star .

Beehive . .

.

Ripple
Dewdney
Wolf, upper part

.

Wolf, lower part
Monk
Irene Volcanics . .

.

Irene Conglomerate

Unconformity

Priest River Terrane

Western part '.

OF Columbia
range; Interior

Plateaus.

Selkirk range .\t Rocky Mountain
MAIS LINK OK RANGE ; Bow RiVER
Can. Pac. Rv. section.

1 Selkiric Series, upper Castle Mountn i

n

) part. Series, lower part.

Age.

Middle Cam-
brian.

Sellcirk Series, middle'Boic Hirer Series, Lower Cam-
part. upper part. brian.

Selkirk Series, lower Bow River Series,

Unconformity .

Adams Lake
Scries ; Niscon-
lith Scries (of

Dawson);SAi(S-
wap 'Series (of

Dawson).

part ("Nisconlith"
of Daw.son).

Unconformity .

Granite batholith
cutting schists of

Dawson's "Niscon
lith of Shu.swap
Lakes area "'.

lower part.

.\(je of Belt ter-

rane as defined
in present re-

port.

Pre-Beltian.
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Eastern Geostnclixal Belt of the Coudii.lera.

Ill the final g^ueralization regarding a niountain-ehain. namely, the theory

of its origin, it is of first importance to include a definite conception of the

geosyuclinal sedimentary prism or prisms out of which the rock folds of that

chain have been made. For the eastern half of the jSTorth American Cordillera

the complex orogenic history must be discussed in terms of at least three periods

of specially important g'eosynclinal sedimentation. As Dana long ago pointed

f'ut, the principal period is that of the deposition of the stratified series from the

Cambrian (and conformable pre-OIenellus) system to the ilississippian system

inclusive. For this huge aecunuilation of clastic and chemical deposits the

present writer has proposed the name " Kocky Mountain Geosyuclinal ' ; the

down-warped surface of the pre-Cambrian on which the prism, rests may be

said, for distinction, to form the ' Eocky Mountain Geosyncline.'

In northern Alaska, northeastern ^Uaska, eastern Yukon, eastern British

Columbia, Alberta, Montana and central Utah, the Rocky Moimtains. in the

common and narrower sense of the term, are chiefly or largely composed of rocks

forming part of this prism. So far the proposed name is appropriate. In Colorado
the Rocky Mountains are isriucipally composed of other ten'anes, so that the

folded and faulted rocks of the prism constitute the ranges of the Great Basin,

all of which lie well back of the front range of the Rockies proper. For this

part of the Cordillera the proposed name is not fitting, except as the prism
is, by its name, located alongside the local range of the true Rocky Mountains.
However, the fact that by far the greatest part of the Rocky Mountain chain

(proper) is actually made of the rocks of this prism, has impelled the writer

to suggest the name chosen. Dana has offered the name ' Rocky Mountain
geosynclines ' for the post-Cretaceous down-warps affecting a local part of the

Cordillera, namely, that in the Wasatch-Green river region.* For the student

of continental geology this name seems hardly appropriate; the larger part of

the Eocky Mountain group has not beeu affected b.v down-warps of this date,

ai least to the extent demanding the formation of thick prisms of sediment.

In any case the main uplift of the Rockies proper has not been due to the

generation of Tertiary geosynclinals but has rather been one of the causes of

their subsequent formation.

During the other two periods of heavy sedimentation, the resulting geosyn-
clinals were incomparably smaller and all of more local nature than the
enormous mass of strata upon the back of which, and from the substance of
which, these younger prisms were made. The latter include the Cretaceous
geosynclinal of the Crowsnest district in Canada as well as that in Colorado

;

also the Eocene geosynclinals of the great down-warps north and south of the
Uinta mountains.

With the Cretaceous and Eocene geosynclinals we are not now engaged,
but they are mentioned in this place in order to indicate once more the advis-

ability of having a convenient name for the eastern half of the Cordillera which

'J. D. Dana, Manual of Geologv, -ith edition, 189.i, p. 365.

25a—vol. ii—13*
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has been built so largely of the rocks laid down in these three periods. For

use in the present report this part of the Cordillera will he called the ' Eastern

Geosynclinal Belt.' In a later chapter details will he given which tend to

corroborate the prevailing view that the western part of the Cordillera, from

Alaska to southern California at least, is a second vast unit deeply contrasted

in composition and history with the Eastern Belt. One result of the correla-

tions so far made is to give some indication of the approximate line which

mav be taken as separating the Eastern belt from the ' Western Geosynclinal

Beit.'

Axis of the Eocky !Moixtaix GeosynxlCval.

If the foregoing correlations of the formations in the Forty-ninth Parallel

section be justified, it seems possible to determine, in a very general way, the

thickness and extent of the geosynclinal which was accumulated during the

time elapsing between the deposition of the oldest beds of the Belt terrane and

the deposition of the Upper Cambrian formations. Since these older rocks,

where developed in the heart of the gtosyneline, rival or surpass in thickness

the whole of later Paleozoic formations in the same area, the delimitation of

the pre-Upper Cambrian sediments effectively locates the main axis of the

Eocky Mountain geosyncline. (Figure 12, page 202.)

Needless to say, the field evidence is far too incomplete to permit of any-

thing like an accurate picture of the ancient down-warp or of its sedimentary

filling. Nevertheless, the materials are already in hand to warrant a sub-

stantial corroboration of the view of J. D. Dana. G. M. Dawson, and others,

that the Eocky ^Motmtain system has been built up through the upturning of

a vast geosynclinal lens whose main axis lay to the eastward of an Archean

protaxis in the Cordillera : and, secondly, that the geosynclinal axis lay parallel

to the general axis of the present Cordillera.

In tlie eastern part of the Selkirk range at the Forty-ninth Parallel the

thickness of all the conformable pre-Uppor Cambrian beds, excluding the

6,000 feet of Irene volcanics is about 26,000 feet. The character of these sedi-

ments show that their material was in largest part derived from the rapidly

eroded lands lying to the westward. The old shore-line, or rather zone of

shore-lines, was probably located not far from the crossing of the Columbia

river at the International Boundary. As yet the only other columnar section

of these Cambrian-Belt rocks which includes their base, has been constructed

from outcrops observed in the Belt mountains 350 miles to the eastward, where

the whole thickness is 12.000 feet. Not far to the eastward of this section

there was land during the deposition of the Belt. Lower Cambrian, and some

of the Middle Cambrian beds; during the Middle Cambrian much of this

eastern land area was itself transgressed by a wide shallow sea. Between the

Belt Mountains section and the Selkirk (Boundary") section, a great thick-

ness of Belt-Cambrian beds, considerably excelling 20.000 feet, was laid down

in apparently perfect continuity .
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The observations of Dawsou, ilcConnell, and McEvoy serve to warrant

the belief that the western rim of the geosynelinal may be traced through the

whole length of British Columbia to the Sixtieth Parallel of latitude. The study

of British Colum:bia geology impresses one, however, with the difficulty of

locating this rim with precision. For hundreds of square miles together the

beds of the geosynelinal are either buried out of sight by younger formations

or have been replaced by batholithic intrusions on a gigantic scale. Even

where, in many places, the Belt-Cambrian rocks are exposed, they have been

so metamorphosed by crushing and by thermal action that the true nature and

relation of the beds is very obscure. In each one of the following cases, there-

fore, the location of the rim of the geosynelinal is to be considered as only

approximate. Euture investigation may show that errors as great as fifty

miles in longitude may have been made in these locations. The scale of the

geosyncline is, however, so great that the main conch:sions regarding the posi-

tion and extent of the huge down-warp and of its sedimentary filling are con-

sidered as approximately correct.

At the Canadian Pacific railway section Dawson himself placed the western

rim of the geosynelinal within the area occupied by the present Columbia

system.
' In the earlier series of deposits assigned to the Cambrian, we dis-

cover evidence of a more or less continuous land area occupying the

position of the Gold ranges and their northern representatives and aligned

in a general northwesterly direction. The Archean rocks were here

undergoing denudation, and it is along this axis that they are still chiefly

exiwsed, for although they may at more than one time have been

entirely buried beneath accumulating strata, they have been brought to

the surface again by succeeding uplifts and renewed denudation. We
find here, in effect, an Archean axis or geanticline that constitutes, I

believe, the key to the structure of this entire region of the Cordillera.

To the east of it lies the Laramide geosyncline (with the conception of

which Dana has familiarized us), on the west another and wider geosyn-

cline, to which more detailed allusion wiU be made later.

' Conglomerates in the Bow River series indicate sea margins on the

east side of this old land, but these are not a marked feature in the

Nisconlith. or corresponding series on its western side. Fossils have so

far been discovered only in the upper part of the Bow River series, but
the prevalence of carbonaceous and calcareous material (particularly in

the Nisconlith) appears to indicate the 'abundant presence of organisms of

some kind at this time.
' Although no evidence has been found of any great physical break,

the conditions indicated by the upper half of the Cambrian are very

different from those of the lower. Volcanic materials, due to local erup-

tions, were accumulated in great mass in the region bordering on the

Archean axis to the west, while on the east materials of this kind appear

to be mingled with the preponderant shore deposits of that side of the
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Arehean land, and to enter sparingly into the composition of the generally

calcareous sediments lying still farther eastward. Where' these sediments
now appear, in the eastern part of the Laramide range they are chieHy

limestone, indicating marine deposition at a considerable distance from
any land.'*

McEvoy has described the Bow River series as occurring in the moun-
tains just east of the Rocky Mountain Trench at the divide between the Canoe
and Fraser rivers, latitude 53° north.** He maps the Shuswap (Arehean)
serie- on the west of the great trench, showing a spatial relation between the

Cambrian-Belt rocks to the Arehean which is similar to that which Dawson
had discerned farther south. On this ground and allowing for some overlap

to the westward, the rim of the geosyncline may be provisionally placed some
distance to the west of the Rocky ilountain Trench in latitude 53° north.

According to Dawson a parallel relation exists between the Bow River
(Misinchinca schists) and the Arehean on tlie Parsnip river, which also flows

in the Rocky Mountain Trench.t Again, the zone of old shore-lines off which
these Cambrian-Belt sediments were deposited, may be placed, here at 55°

north latitude, to the westward of the trench. How far to the westward of the

Parsnip river it should be placed it is now impossible to state but probably

not more than fifty miles.

McConnell found the Bow River-Castle ^Mountain rocks on the east side

of the Rocky Mountain Trench at the Fiulay river 57° 30' north latitude.

He also discovered crystalline rocks, referred to the Arehean on the west side

of the trench. The relatively small thickness of the Bow River (4,000 feet)

and its conglomeratic character point once more to proximity to the old shore-

line zone. The zone probably lay not many miles to the westward of the

trench.J Dawson and McConnell have followed the continuation of the Castle

Mountain series to the Kachika and Liard rivers at 60° north latitude. They
also describe a large area of Arehean to the westward and it is not improbable

Miat the rim of the geosyncline here lay west of the Kachika river.§

The enormous length and singular straightness of the Rock.y Mountain
Trench suggests that it is a line of dislocation. Detailed study at the Forty-

ninth Parallel and at a few other points to the north corroborate this idea.

It is, therefore, probable that the occurrence of Arehean and Bow River-Castle

Mountain rocks, respectively on the west and east sides of the trench, may
simply show that the uplift has been greater on the west side of the line of

dislocation and that erosion has removed the sedimentary veneer on that

uplifted side, while it has not beeii able to destroy the veneer on the eastern,

down-thrown side. This conclusion is undoubtedl.v just, and it is certain that

•G. M. Dawson, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 12, 1901, p. 84.

".T. McEvov, Ann. Report, Geol. Surv. Canada, Vol. 11. 1900. Part D.
t Report of Progress, Geol. Sur. of Can., 1879-80, Part B, p. 108.

JR. G. McConnell. Ann. Report Geol. Surv. Canada, Vol. 7. 1894, Pt. C.
i) R. G. McConnell, Ann. Report, Geol. Surv. Canada, Vol. 4, 1888-9, Pt. D. pp,

13-14; and G. M. Dawson. Ann. Ronort Geol. Surv. Canada, Vol. 3, 1887-8, Pt. B, pp.
31-4.
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the prejent line of contact between the Archeaii and the later terrane is not

itself the old shore-line. A careful study of the reports cited, has, however,

caused the writer to believe that, in general, the zone of shore-lines probably

lay not more than two or three score of miles to the southwestward of the

trench.

From at least 60'" nortb latitude to about 52° north latitude the western

rim of the geosyncliue ran roughly parallel to the course of the present Rocky

Monntain Trench. It is a question worthy of investigation whether there is

a genetic connection between the trench and this zone of shore-lines. Was the

line of dislocation established where it is because of the contrast of rigidity

between the strong rocks of the pre-Beltian and the weaker rocks of the geosyn-

cliue? At the Forty-ninth Parallel the trench is at least 100 miles from the

zone of old shore-lines; it is possible that the specially thick and rigid Cr«ston

and Kitchener quartzites functioned in the same way as the pre-Beltian rocks in

locating this main line of dislocation at the western edge of the weaker rocks

of the geosyncline, thus controlling the divergence of the shorc-liue zone and

the trench near the great bend of the Columbia river.

Not far north of the Sixtieth Parallel the Castle Mountain-Bow River group

of rocks disappears under newer formations and, as yet, the geosyncliue cannot

be traced farther northwestward.

Nowhere on tlie Canadian side has the eastern rim of the geosyncline been

discovered. The cover of Upper Paleozoic and Jlesozoic formations will appar-

ently always forbid its discovery in Alberta and farther north. In the accom-

panying map (Figure 12) the eastern rim of the Belt-Cambrian portion of the

Rocky Mountain geosyncline is sketched in hypothetically. Its position is

marked almost wholly on the supposition that the width of tfae geosyncline

remains fairly constant from the Forty-ninth Parallel northward. The notable

constancy in the lithological character and the great total thickness of the geosyn-

clinal beds where studied in the mountain belt from ^Montana to Yukon Terri-

tory, lends some colour to the supposition. That the geosynclinal holds its

width to 62° 30' north latitude is rendered almost certain by ilcConnell's dis-

covery of Castle Mountain dolomites and limestones on the ilackenzie river,

seventy miles below Fort Simpson.*

In borings made b5' Baron von Hammersteiu at the Athabaska river near

Fort McMurray. granitic and gnei-ssic rocks, probably referable to the Archean,

were encountered at the depth of 1,000 feet, the overlying rock being Devonian
limestone. The Belt-Cambrian rocks seem thus, to be lacking at this point,

where their absence is possibly due to non-deposition.

Southward from the International Boundary the geosyncline can be traced

with greater confidence. Like the Summit series of the southern Selkirks, the

Coeur d'Alene series, described by Messrs. Calkins. Ransome, and MacDonald,
and the equivalent Lolo series studied by Lindgren in sections farther south

• K. G^ McCoiHiell. Ann. Report Geol. Purv Canada. Vol. 4, 1888-9, Pt. D, p. 89 and
map.
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in Idaho, both include thick members which were deposited at no great dis-

tance from shore.**

The land in both cases lay to the westward and in both districts, rocks of
Archcan habit are well developed to the westward of the areas occupied by the
Belt-Cambrian rocks. The western rim of the geosynelinal as representing the

zone of old shore-lines may here be tentatively fixed at about 118° west
longitude.

The heavy lava blanket of southern Idaho and southeastern Oregon
effectually precludes the discovery of either the rocks or the relations of the
early Paleozoic or pie-Paleozoic terranes. There is little doubt, however, that
the great geosynelinal once stretched far to the southward and probably with-
out serious interruption, into Nevada. The geologists of the Fortieth Parallel
survey showed that a great thickness of conformable Cambrian and pre-Cam-
brian beds were deposited over the area of what is now the Great Basin of
Utah and iSTevada. Hague agrees with King that the bulk of tlie detrital

material in these deposits was washed out from a zone of shore-lines, located
on the Fortieth Parallel near the meridian of 117° SC, west longitude. For
the Belt-Cambrian rocks King places the shore-line zone at 116° .30'. west
longitude.! In the Eureka district Hague found 6,250 feet of pre-Upper Cam-
brian strata which represent only the upper part of the geosynelinal, as the
base was everywhere concealed.:}:

In the Wasatch, Walcott describes more than 11,000 feet of beds conform-
able to overlying strata bearing the Olenellus zone.* The Uinta quartzite

formation, 12,000 + feet thick, underlies the iliddle Cambrian Lodore shales

quite conformably. Being unfossiliferous, the quartzite is referred to the pre-

Cambrian. The lithology is very similar to that of the Purcell series and it is

noteworthy that sheets of contemporary lava, analogous to the Purcell Lava,
occur in the Uinta quartzite.§

In all of these standard sections of the Great Basin geosyncline, the litho-

logical character of the sediments corresponds well with that of the many sec-

tions now run through the geosyncline near the Forty-ninth Parallel. There
is every probability that these northern and southern sections include different

parts of the same great unit, the Rocky Mountain Geosynelinal, which thus

extended, without sensible interruption, from the Fortieth Parallel to and
beyond the Sixtieth Parallel of latitude.

•*U.S. Geol. Surr. Bull. No. 260, 1905, p. 274; Bull. No. 285, 1906, p. 41; and Prof.
Paper No. 27, 1904, p. IG.

t C. King—Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel—Systematic Geology,
Vol. 1, 1S78, p. 534, and map, p. 127 ; A. Hague, Geology of the Eureka District, Mono-
graph 20, U.S,.Jleol. Survey, 1892, p. 175.—The more recent discovery of Lower Cam-
brian formations in the White Mountain range of eastern California, shows that, for
at least part of Belt-Cambrian time, the shore-line must have been situated west of the
limit set by King.—cf. C. D. Walcott, Araer. Jour, of Science, 3rd ser.. Vol. 49, 1895,

p. 141.

: Op. cit. p. 13.

•C. D. Walcott, Tenth Annual Report, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1890, p. 550.

§ F. B. Weeks, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 18, 1907, p. 434.
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How tnucli farther southward the geosynoline stretched is not easy to

declare, even in the tentative way held advisable for the extent of the geosyn-

oline as just outlined. There is something to be said for the correlation of the

Chuar series of Arizona with the lower part of the Belt-Cambrian group but in

that southern region the history of the geosyncline was complicated by orogenic

upturning, erosion, and subsidence, all of these afEectiug the strata older than

the Middle Cambrian Tonto sandstone. Just before Tonto time, therefore,

the geosynclinal sedimentation seems to have been, for a certain period, largely

or wholly inteniipted in the latitude of northern Arizona. During the earlier

period we must believe, on the hypothesis that the Chuar series and Belt

terranes are, at least in part, stratigraphic equivalents, that the geosynclinal

extended still farther southward, perhaps into Mexico.

In southwestern Colorado, Cross and his colleagues of the United States

Geological Survey have discovered a remarkable series of sections in ' Algou-

kian ' rocks, unconformably underlying the apparently Middle Cambrian
Ignacio quartzite of the region.* As now understood, the older rock series con-

sists of at least 8,000 feet of exceptionally massive quartzite with argillitic inter-

beds (the whole called the Uncompahgre formation), conformably overlaying the

Vallecito conglomerate, 1,000 feet thick, which in turn rests on the Irving green-

stone, believed to be over 10,000 feet thick. The relation of the greenstone and

conglomerate are obscure but an unconformity is postulated by the authors of the

reports on the Xeedle Mountains district. The evidence for this unconformity

largely consists in the fact that the conglomerate is composed of pebbles

derived from the greenstone. Neither that fact nor any other of those in favour

of the unconformity's existence can be regarded as showing a great period of

time as elapsing between the effusion of the lavas now represented in the Irving

greenstone, nor do the authors of the Needle Mountains folio state that "there

has been any considerable time-gap at this horizon.

The importance of the series in the present connection is that it seems to

correspond well with the basalt members of the Belt terrane as represented

in the Summit series of the Selkirk mountains. The Irving: greenstone is

certainly lithologically very sijnilar to the Irene volcanics of the Boundary
section, and it bears the same relation to the Priest River terrane as the Irving

greenstone bears to the Archean schists of Colorado, except that the equivalent

of the Irene conglomerate is not directly apparent in the Colorado section.

The Vallecito conglomerate and Uncompahgre formation match well with the

Monk formation, as well as with the lower part of the massive Creston quart-

zite of the Pureell range. The question arises as to whether we have in this

Colorado section the southern part of the great Belt-terrane geosynclinal and,

in fact, the base of it near its thickest section. The relation of the Uncom-
pahgre formation to the Middle Cambrian Ignacio quartzite is like that of the

Chuar-Unkar series to the Middle Cambrian Tonto sandstone of the Grand
Canyon section. The correlation of all of these with the conformable series at

• W. Cross, E. Hawe, J. D. Irving, and W. H. Emmons in the Needle Mountains
folio, 1905; and W. Cross, E. Howe and F. L. Ransorae in the Silverton folio, 1905.
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Figure 12.— Di;igraniniatic map sliouinp api iroximate position of the Rocky Mountain
Geosynclinal prism in its older (Beltian, Lower Cambrian, and lower Middle
Cambrian-pre-r'lathead) phase.
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the Forty-ninth Parallel means, in the writer's view, that the pre-Tonto antl

pre-Ignaeio deformation affeeted the larger part of the southern end of the

Kocky Mountain Geosyuelinal while the greater, northern part was not essenti-

ally affeeted by this phase of deformation.

King's sections and context in the Fortieth Parallel stirvey reixirts clearly

show that the Belt-Camhrian geosynclinal was bounded on the east by land or

by marine shallows in the vicinity of the meridian of 110° west longitude at

the Uinta mountains.* This eastern rim of the geosj'nclinal seems- to be the

western edge of an extensive land mass stretching from the Belt mountains

southward, as already described.

In the latitude of the Uinta mountains the width of the Belt-Cambrian

geosyncline was about 375 miles; in the latitude of the Belt mountains it was

about 300 miles; its average width in the United States seems to have been

about 350 miles. In southern British Columbia and Alberta the width of the

exposed part of the geosynclinal is not more than 150 miles; at the Mackenzie

river the exposed part is about 225 miles wide. At both ends of the Canadian

portion of the geosynclinal and in all the stretch between, the actual width

was doubtless everywhere over 200 miles and, as noted above, is provisionally

assig-ned a magnitude similar to that observed in the United States. The
observed length of the geosyncline is 1,500 miles, and there are reasons for

believing- that this huge sedimentary prism was yet longer, extending, at the

north, into Yukon Territory and at the south, into Arizona. The map. Fig. 12,

illustrates the fact, important to the theory of mountain-building, that the

axis of this old geosyncline ran faithfully parallel to the general axis of the

present Cordillera.

The foregoing summary of many facts recently determined in Montana.

Idaho, and at the International Boundary, thus serves to confirm the view of

Dana, Dawson, King, and others concerning the existence of thick sedimentary

prisms, of which the Koeky Mountains of Canada and the United States, as

well as the ranges of the Great Basin, are largely composed. The present com-
pilation is intended principally to enforce the writer's l>elief that the Canadian

geosynclinal and the Fortieth Parallel geosynclinal are but parts of the same
thing. The great ' Belt terrane ' of Walcott is regarded by the writer as an

integral part of this immense sedimentary unit, being the stratigraphic equival-

ent of the Bow River-Castle Mountain series in the north, and of the con-

formable series below the Upper Cambrian in the Wasatch, Eureka, and other

districts of the Great Basin.

Upper Paleozoic Portion of the Rocky Mouxt.^ix Geosynclinal.

We have seen that formations younger than the Middle Cambrian com-

pose but an insignificant fraction of the mountains crossed by the International

Boundary between the Great Plains and the summit of the Selkirk range.

*See especially analvtical map and section facing p. 127 in King's Svstejuatic
Geology, 1878.
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There can be little doubt, however, that the Devonian and Carboniferous beds

once covered the Cambrian rocks through all, or nearly all, of this distance.

The minimum thickness given to the younger formations—2,000 =t feet—is

s-ueh that we may well believe that the original thickness of the Devonian and
Carboniferous combined was, at the Forty-ninth Parallel, of the same order as

that determined by McConnell for the c-ontemporaneous strata on the Canadian
Pacific railway (main line) section. In the vicinity of Banff he found excellent

exposures, giving a total thickness of 6,600 feet. From that section northward
through all British Columbia and Yukon, and on to northern Alaska, this

wonderfully persistent group of rocks may be followed; such breaks as occur in

the outcrops through the long traverse are nowhere sufficient to make us doubt
that these later Paleozoic strata retain much of their great thickness all the

way to Arctic waters.

In the Little Belt mountains 2,425 feet of beds referred to the Devonian
and Mississippian are recorded in the text of the Little Belt Mountains folio

(by W. H. Weed). At Mt. Dearborn, Montana, Walcott found more than
?,000 feet of Carboniferous limestone.* The Eureka district affords 11,000 feet

of contemporaneous rocks, largely limestone.§ In the Brsbee district of

Arizona, Ransome found about 1,000 feet of such rocks.f

In all of the sections above-mentioned there seems to be perfect conformity

between the Devonian and Carboniferous, except possibly in parts of Alaska.

In the Grand Canyon (Arizona) section about 1,000 feet of Devonian and
Mississippian are represented, with an unconformity between them, just as

the same region shows unconformity between the Middle Cambrian Tonto
formation and the underlying Chuar series, both of which are conceivably

of Cambrian age.

In the Black Hills of Dakota and in Wyoming the Devonian is wanting

and the Mississippian is very thin, though its occurrence there is significant.

Without going into the details of the many other measured sections on the

American side of the Boundary line, the writer will state his belief that the

facts of Cordiller;iu geology show t'.ie Devonian and Mississippian formations

to form an organic part of the Eocky Mountain Geosynclinal from one end of

it to the otlxer, thus once covering practically the entire area of the Eastern

Geosynclinal Belt. The Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal was somewhat wider

during the Devonian than in the long period represented by the Lower Cam-
brian and the Belt terrane. The Mississippian represents a still wider trans-

gression of the sea beyond the earlier limits of the down-warp. This early

Carboniferous transgression was analogous to that of the ^fiddle Cambrian

(Flathead time). The former was so extensive as to make it very diiBcult, if

not impossible, to draw even a rough map of the geosynclinal area for the

period. For orogenic theory this partial and irregular drowning of the old

•C. D. Walcott, Smithsonian Misc. Collections, No. 1812, 1908, p. 200.

§ A. Hague, Geology of the Eureka District, Monograph 20. U.S. Geol. Survey,
^^^<f2, p. 13.

t F. L. Ransome, Bisbee folio, U.S. Geol. Survey.
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lauds to east and west during the Devonian or Mississippian periods, is not of

primary importance. The fact seems certain that the heaviest sedimentation of

those periods took place in the axial region of the ancient Cambrian down-

warp. The late Paleozoic (pre-Penn?ylvanian) deposition, irregular as it may
have been, thus tended to complete the one massive prism out of which the

Rocky Mountains and the Great Basin ranges were later to be formed. The
southern part of the geosynelinal, that sectioned at the Fortieth Parallel of

latitude, for example, shows that the down-warping persisted into Pennsyl-

vanian time, but for the most part the Eastern Geosynelinal Belt of the Cordil-

lera seems to have been out of water during the Pennsylvanian.

The records of the east and west transgressions of the sea during the

Devonian and Carboniferous periods tend, therefore, in a measure to obscure

the real situation of the sedimentary prism which was the essential antecedent

to the building of the Eocky Mountains of Alaska, Canada, and Montana, as

well as the ranges of the Great Basin. The western limit of the pre-Devonian

members of that prism is approximately the zone of shore-lines which has been

traced from southern California to the Yukon bovmdary. The zone may be

considered as including the rather indefinite line or limit separating the Eastern

Geosynelinal Belt of the Cordillera from the Western Geosynelinal Belt. That

line was, of course, neither straight nor smoothly cun-ed. Bays of tlie Cam-
brian sea must have reached well into the western land on the west and we
have already seen that that land was extensively transgressed in the time

when the Rocky Mountain Geosynelinal, the essential sedimentary member of

the Eastern Belt, was being completed.* On the other hand, when the condi-

tions were reversed and the Eastern Belt, after upheaval, furnished detritus

out of which the geosynclinals of the Western Belt were constnicted there were

deep bays running eastward into the land, and on the Fortieth Parallel, the

Eastern Belt was entirely covered by the sea. In spite of all these complica-

tions the division of the Cordillera into the two great belts tends to aid one in

the attempt to understand the true history of the Cordillera north of the

Mexican boundary. The division is made at the behest of dynamic geology,

not at that of paleogeography nor paleontology; in those groups of studies the

suggested division and nomenclature would probably have little value and
might even lead to confusion. In a word, the division is warranted only for

the geologist who is bent on locating geosynclinals, not shore-lines. The full

conception of the profound contrasts otherwise existing between the two belts

is not possible until a review is made of the diastrophic, igneous, and erosional

history of the Western Belt.

* The discovery of Silurian and Devonian sediments in the Taylorsville district of
California, and again at one point in southwestern Alaska suggests that the Early
Paleozoic land mass of the Western Cordilleran Belt may have been locally interrupted
by straits connecting the marine area of the Rocky Mountain Geosyncline with the open
Pacific.
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CHAPTER IX.

PURCELL LAVA FORMATION AXD ASSOCIATED IXTRUSIVES.

rXTRODUCTION.

Many of the higher peaks in the four ranges of the Rocky Mountain

system, as well as in the MeGillivray range, owe their special heights

to the strength of the Pureell Lava, which is even more resistant to the forces

of weathering than the massive Siyeh formation underlying'. As above noted,

this lava formation is the faitliful friend of the stratigrapher throughout

eighty miles of the traiismontane section at the Forty-ninth Parallel. Its dis-

covery in the ilcGillivray range is a fact of the first importance, since its

presence and relations have removed the last doubt as to the equivalence of the

Siyeh formation with the main body of the Kitchener. Therein we have a

main link in the correlation of the staple sedimentary rocks occurring in the

eastern third (150 miles) of the whole structure-section from the Pacific to the

Great Plains. The lava formation thus deserves a somewhat detailed descrip-

tion. For convenience certain associated dikes and ilows will be treated in the

present section, which is to deal with the stratigraphy and petrography of the

Pureell formation proper.

PURCELL L.WA OF THE JICGILLIVR.W R.VXGE.

The formation is displayed with unusual perfection in three diSerent areas

within the MeGillivray range. The most westerly of these occurs at the strong

meridional ridge situated about sis miles east of the main Tahk river valley

at the Boundary line. The great sheet there dips east-northeast at angles

varying from 42° to 50°. It also caps the ridge, three to five miles farther

eastward, where it reappears in the eastern limb of the broken and pitching

syncline at the summit of the range. Here the dip is from 20° to 28° north-

westerly. The third area of the lava as mapped is a small one, situated at the

edge of the drift-eovered flat of the Kootenay river valley, where the dip is .35°

to the northeast and represents the attitude appropriate to the eastern limb of

the broad anticline that forms the main structural element in the Kootenay
slope of the MeGillivray range.

These localities were those at which the writer first encountered the

formation. Since it has its maxinuim known thickness in the MeGillivray

division of the Pureell mountain system, the formation has been called the
' Pureell Lava.'

One or more of the important vents must have be«n situated not many
miles from the western line of outcrops in this range. The lava seems never

207
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to have extended as much as nine miles to the westward of these outcrops, for

at that distance the Moyie formation (equivalent to the Gateway) rests directly

upon the Kitchener (equivalent, in its upper part, to the Siyeh). Such rela-

tions, coupled with the fact that the lava thickens between the western summits
of the Galton range and the summit of the McGillivray range, seems to indi-

cate pretty clearly that the greater flows were supplied from vents located near

the present summit of the McGillivray range and not far from the Forty-ninth

Parallel. One vent seems to be represented in a long', 50-foot dike which cuts

the upper beds of the Kitchener formation in a meridional direction, at a point

just north of the Boundary line and about 600 yards west of the most westerly

band of the lava. In the Galton, Clarke, and T^wis ranges the Puroell lava

seems to have issued, in like manner, from local vents, some of which are dikes

cutting the underlying Siyeh formation and can be examined in the mountain-

walls of all three range?. Everywhere the lava was emitted in true fissure-

eruptions, which were vigorous and wide-spread while they lasted but were not

of long duration. The immediate association of dolomites and metargiUites

both above and below the lava in the Rocky Mountains and the perfect con-

formity of these sediments with the lava flows suggest that the eruptions took

place on the sea-floor.

One of the best sections of the formation as exposed in the McGillivray

range, occurs at the summit of the 6,583-foot mountain, situated 2,000 yards

north of the Boundary line and five miles east of the main fork of the Yahk
river. The total thickness is there 465 feet. At the base forty feet of mottled,

breeciated lava (zone a) lies directly on the Kitchener (Siyeh) metargiUites.

This member has, in field appearance, much resemblance to a true tuff or ash-

bed and so it was described in the field notes. The microscope has shown, how-

ever, that the apparently fragmental masses of porphyrite are cemented in

part by an altered glass, bearing feldspar microlites in rough fluidal arrange-

ment. In other parts the cement has the composition of metargillite. The

•writer has concluded that this lowest member is not a product of volcanic

explosion but the thick lower shell of a heavy mass of lava which flowed out

over the old muds; as it ran, the mass froze and decrepitated, incorporating

some of the mud in its progress.

The zone of overridden block lava is covered by a ten-foot layer (zone h)

of compact, slightly vesicular lava of similar composition and of a texture

like that of ordinary basalt. This zone also belongs to the chilled, though here

not breeciated, lower part of the main flow and passes gradually upward into a

massive, eminently porphyritic, non-vesicular phase, 200 feet thick (zone c).

Zone c is similarly transitional into the fourth phase, which consists of 220

feet of massive, highly aniygdaloidal lava devoid of macroscopic phennerysts

(zone d).

The lava of zones a and b is a dark gray-green rock, originally a basic

glass ehargied with numerous microphenoerysts of labradorite near Ab. An,.

These are usually between 0-5 mm. and 8 mm. in length. Octahedra of

magnetite represent the only other primary constituent, unless some of the



Plate 23.

Porphyiitic phase of the Purcell Lava: from suininit of the Mcilillivray

Range. Three-fourths natural size.

Quartz amyprdule in tlie Purcell Lava. The auiygdule, tubular in form and here si.K

inches long, is partly weathered out of its rooky matrix. A i»art of it, of unknown
length, has been lost during the weathering of the lava. About one-half natural size.

25a—yol. ii—p. 208.
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isotropic base is glass. Oth)erwi3e the rock is composed of very abundant

chlorite and limonite, with some calcite and secondary quartz. The last is

always in surprisingly small amount in the base, though the decomposition of

the rock is profound. The pores are filled with quartz, chlorite, and opal.

The non-vesicular zone c is also of a gray-green colour. It is conspicuous

by reason of the relatively great size of its abundant feldspar p'.ienocrysts.

(Plate 2.8). These range from one to three centimetres in length, by one to

two millimetres in width. In the freshest specimens the phenocrysts have a

dull lustre and brownish or greenish colour, both being due to the advanced

alteratiun of the mineral. The feldspar is a plagioelase twinned polysyntheti-

cally after the albite law; it proved to be a labradorite near Ab, An,. Under
the microscope the crystals w^re seen to be filled with swarms of minute,

secondary foils of sericitic habit but indeterminable (hydrargdllite ?) . These

large crystals are embedded in a base which again shows evidence of thorough

decomposition, with the formation of much chlorite, much leucoxene, and the

same colourless to pale greenish micaceous mineral found in the altered pheno-

crysts. In this mass there occur fairly numerous microlites of labradorite

(also near Ab^Auj), one millimetre or less in length. The specific gravities of

two of the freshest and most typical specimens are 2-835 and 2-792. Notwith-
standing the profound alteration of the rock it was thought that chemical
analysis would throw light on its original character. Professor Dittrich has
accordingly analyzed the freshest of the collected specimens (No. 1202). It

was obtained on the high eastern ridge of the McGillivray range at a point
about one mile south of the Boundary line. His results are as follows:

—

Analysis of Purcell Lava (Zone c.)
'

SiOj 41.50
TiO, 3-33
AJjO-j 17,09
FeA 3-31
FeO 10-08 '

'

MnO trace.
MgO 12.74*
CaO 0-97*
Na-0 2-84
K;0 0-22
H;0 at nO°C 0-21
H;0 above 110°C 6-99
CO; Done.
PsO, 1-08

100-36

Sp.gr 2-792

The analysis evidently does not leuj itself to profitable calculation. Ir>

spite of the very great alteration, however, the rock is pretty clearly a basalt.

•A second determination of CaO gave 0-S9 per cent; a third gave 1-0] pei cent,
with MgO 12-57 per cent.

25a—vol. ii—14
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The rock of zone d (150 feet thick) shows an occasional large phenocryst
of labradorite, but usually it is a blackish green, compact, homogeneous mass,

bearing numerous am^ygdules of all sizes up to 8 centimetres in length. The
amygdules, often orientated roughly parallel to the surface of the lava flow,

are composed of infiltrated quartz or chlorite, or both; sometimes green biotite

replaces some of the chlorite. In thin section the only original constituents

are octahedra of magnetite and a plagioclase. The latter in individuals rang-

ing from 0-5 mm. or less to 1 mm. in length, has a maximum extinction of 19°

or 20° and seems to be acid labradorite, as in the underlying rocks. The char-

acteristic arrangement of the abundant plagioclase crystals is that of a typical

diabase. The interspaces are entirely filled with pale green chlorite and the

original grains of magnetite, along with leucoxene and a little limonite. It

seems impossible to say whether the chlorite has been derived from a pyroxene

or from a glass. The habit of the rock is that of an ordinary basalt. Its

specific gravity varies from 2-909 to 3-078; the average of three specimens is

3-000.

In zone d numerous, though small, angular fragments of quartzite and
metamorphosed argillite, studded with numerous conspicuous octahedra of

magnetite, were observed.

At the top of zone <^ is a conformable bed of argillite a few inches thick.

The lava (C5 feet thick) overlying this sediment belongs to a second period of

extrusion closely following the former one.

In view of all the facts it seems certain that the whole 465 feet of lava

represented in the section represent a single chemical type. It is highly pro-

bable that the lower 400 feet belong to one great flow and that the high vesicul-

arity of zone d, the conspicuously poiphyritic character of zone c, and the

special features of zones a and h are all the results of different conditions of

cooling in that thick flow.

The columnar section of the formation in this section is. therefore, as

follows

:

Top, conformable base of Gateway (Moyie) formation.

Second lava-flow: /• 65 feet—amygdaloidal lava poor in phenocrysts.
Inter-bed: f- i inches—argillite.

/ (I. 150 feet—amypdaloidal lava poor in phenocrysts.

r^- . 1 a ' <• 200 " highly porphvritic, non-vesicnlar lava.
First lava-flow: w jg ,. compact lava."

\ a. 40 " brecciated ' aa ' lava.

Total lava 465 feet.

Base, conformable top of Kitchener (Siyeh) formation.

On examining the sections of t:ie formation farther east it was found

that the four lava phases just described were not regularly represented. On
the summit twelve miles west of Gateway the striking porphyritic phase is

almost entirely replaced by the amygdaloid of zone d in the type section, while
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zone a is only about twenty feet thick near the summit monument. Zone a

includes blocks of quartzite and metargillite, the>e rocks being torn and

i^livered as if the s-ediments were scarcely consolidated when tliey were over-

ridden by the flood of lava. At this section, with the exception of the twenty

feet of brecciated lava, the whole formation, again nearly 500 feet thick, is

made up of the deep gray-green amygdaloid. The reason for the non-appear-

ance of the porphyritie phase in this well-exposed section is not apparent.

On the east-west ridge two and a half miles south-southeast of the monu-

ment, the porphyritie zone reappears at its proper place in the section though

it is not so thick as in the type section. ISTo argillitic beds here break the

continuity of the lava. The most easterly exposure of the Purcell Lava in the

McGillivray range is that at the Kootenay Eiver flats. There the section

showed three memibers with approximate thickness as follows:—

Top, erosion sii.-face.

300-1- feet—blackish-green amygdaloid.
140 " porphyritie lava with large phenocrysts of labradorite.
15 " brecciated lower-contact zone.

Total.. 455+ feet.

Base, conformable Siyeh metargillite.

About 220 feet below the base a second sheet of highly scoriaceous amyg-

daloid, fifty feet thick, is conformably intercalated in the Siyeh strata. This

lava corresponds in all respects with the uppermost member of the Purcell Lava

proper. It occurs nowhere else in the Boundary sections and must have been

a quite local flow.

To north and south of the summit monument a twenty-foot flow of

rhyolite lies interbedded with the Gateway metargillites. Its base is at a hori-

zon about fifty feet above the top of the Purcell amygdaloid. This occurrence

of acid lava is unique in the range and has no known parallel in the Galton

or Clarke ranges. It can be easily studied at the 6,400-foot contour on the

main Commission trail, a balf-mile north of the nionimient. The rock is a

greenish-gray, slightly vesicular lava, bearing abundant phenocrysts of quartz

and feldspar, from 1 mm, to 5 mm. in diameter; no dark-coloured mineral is

macrosQopically visible.

The thin section shows that the phenocrystic feldspar includes orthoclase

(often microperthitic in look) and acid oligoclase. Like the quartz these are

idiomorphic. A few small, deep yellow crystals of allanite are accessory. The

feldspars are greatly kaolinized. The ground-mass was probably once mostly

glass but is now completely devitrified. It is a very pale greenish mass of

secondary material enclosing minute feldspar crystals and rounded quartzes,

with apatite and altered ilmenite (leucoxene), Eutile needles have developed

in the alteration of the ore. The main part of the gTound-mass always polarizes,

at least faintly. Most of it consists of quartz and a secondary, micaceous

mineral, probably sericite, whose abundance seems to explain the relatively high

specific gravity of the rock ('2.'r?>5"). The small steam-vesicles ai-e filled with

quai-tz and caleite,

2.Ta—vol. ii—14i
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At the lower cont-act tliis lava flow, like the predt lin-ic' flow, lia* ruptured.

shredded, and balled up the uii<lerlj-ing argillite which was dearly unconsoli-

dated at the time of the eruption.

DIKES AND SILLS LV THE MCGILLIVRAY R.VXGE.

The fifty-foot dike already noted as cutting the Kitchener beds on the

f>.583-foot summit merits description, since it is regarded as probably one

feeder of the fissure eruption. The dike is vertical and strikes north 10° east.

It has a marked zone of chilling on each wall.

In the chilled zones, acid labradorite, arranged as in diabase, is the only

primary essential present. The interspaces are filled with a confused mass of

chlorite, calcite, yellow epidote, kaolin, muscovite (the last occasionally in

large, distinctive foils), and linionite, with a little secondary quartz. Abundant
ilmenite or titaniferous magnetite is the one original accessory. The specific

gravity of the freshest-looking sixeimen, taken three feet from the dike contact,

is 2-860.

From its general habit, uiineralogical composition, and mode of alteration,

this chilled, fine-grained phase of the dike is almost certainly a much changed

diabase. Except for the s-ize of grain and lack of vesicularity it is lithologi-

cally identical with the diabafe phase of the Pureell Lava.

The main body of the dike is composed of a medium-grained gabbroid

rock which is similar to the chilled phase in all essential respect? except in its

coarseness of grain and in the occurrence of chlorite pseudomorphs with the

forms of long prisms of amphibole. The latter mineral was an original con-

stituent but has been completely altered. Other chlorite has resulted from the

likewise complete alteration of interstitial pyroxene which seems to have

accompanied the amphibole and labradorite in the list of primary constituents.

The main body of this dike had thus originally the comixisition and structure

of a hornblende gabbro, tran-itional to hornblende diabase. The specific gravity

of one specimen is 2-853.

Two sills, respectively three and four feet thick, cut the sediments imme-

diately east of the dike, from which they are probably offshoots.

At the head of the broad gulch, a mile farther west, the Conmiission trail

crosses a second, thirty-foot, vertical dike, striking X. 30" W. The microscope

has corroborated the impression won from the macroscopic appearance that

this dike is of essentially the same composition as the first and may also repre-

sent the filling of a fissure whence issued part of the Pureell Lava flood.

PURCELL LAVA IN THE GALTOX RAXGE.

The Pureell formation reappears on the eastern side of the Kootenay valley

and, as shown in the map sheet, crops out very liberally. Complete sections

were made at ten different points, at each of which the thickness was found to

be close to 400 feet. The section most favourable for the analysis of the for-
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mation was seen across the north slope of Phillips ereek valley, about three

miles above the cascade. The field study gave the following result :

—

Top, conformable base of Gateway formation.

d. 60 feet—greeuish-black amygdaloid.
c. 40 " ooarse basic bretcia.
h. 2C0 " greenish-black amygdaloid with occasional large phenocrysts of labra-

dorite.
II. 90 " porphyritic, uon-resioilar, with abundant large pheuocrysts of labra-

dorite.

380 fe«t. Base, conformable top of Siyeh formation.

Mineralogically and chemically th€se rocks are similar to the correspond-

ing phases of the formation in the lIcGillivray range. Zone c appears to be

a true explosion-breccia but is apparently of quite local extent. In the other

sections it is replacetl by an approximately equal thickness of the black amyg-
daloid. The conspicuous porphyritic phase is also replaced by the amygdaloid

in several sections made on the Kootenay valley slope, north and south of

Phillips creek. In each of these latter sections the formation is very homo-
geneous and massive, as if formed of a single great flow. The intercalation

of tuffaceous rock in zone c seems to show that zone d belongs to a later flow

distinct from that represented in zone h. There is no plane of separation

between zones a and h, which merge gradually into each other, being probably

phases of one erupted mass.

At the summit of the Galton range the formation is cut off by a master

fault. To the east of the fault the lava has been completely eroded away and
it does not appear on the map of the belt covering the eastern half of the

Galton range and the whole of the MacDonald range.

PURCELL LAVA DJ THE CLARKE RAXGE.

The most westerly outcrop of the lava in the Clarke range occurs at the

head of Starvation creek, twenty-seven miles east of the summit fault of the

Galton range. From that point to the lake at the eastern extremity of the Com-
mission map the formation forms a conspicuous featvire of the cliffs. From a

commanding point it can be seen contouring the mountains through several

miles of continuous exposure. In all, the Boundary map has twenty-five miles

of this outcrop. It rigidly preserves its conformable position between the Siyeh

and Sheppard formations and steadily holds a thickness of about 260 feet.

As in the western ranges it is, on account of its hardness, a strong cliff-maker,

often forming unsealeable precipices at cirque or canyon.

Wherever examined the whole formation is a homogeneous, dark greenish-

gray to blackish amygdaloid, scoriaceous and of typical ropy structure at the

upper contact. White amygdules of quartz and ealcite are there abundant

and often reach great size, even to six or eight inches in length. (Plate 23.)

The porphyritic phase and breccia of the western ranges are not associated with the
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amygdaloid; in one tield section a phase suggesting rolled-in lava-crust forms

a local variation.

As in the other ranges, care was taken to secure the freshest possible

specimens but here also the microscope displayed profound alteration in them
all. The dominant constituent is again labradorite (Ab.An,), with the usual

diabasic arrangement. Abundant chlorite, calcite, kaolin, and limonite, with
magnetite in laths and octahedra and many narrow prisms of apatite as the

two surviving original, accessories, fill the spaces between the idiomorphio

feldspars. The rock is almost certainly a greatly altered basalt with diabasic

structure. The specific gravities of two typical specimens are 2-828 and 2-846.

Lithologically similar lavas have been described in the accounts of the

Grinnell, Sheppard, and Kintla formations, in which flows have been locally

interbedded.

DIKES .\XD SILLS' IX THE CL.\RKE R.\XGE.

At the western end of the Sawtooth ridge, north of Lower Kintla lake and
at the 7,000-foot contour, the Appekunuy and Grinnell beds are respectively

cut by two vertical dikes running northwest-southeast. Each dike is about

twenty feet wide. Lithologically, even to microscopic details, these intrusives

are not to be distinguished from the diabasic phase of the lava just described;

the dikes were, most probably, feeders of the extrusive mass.

To north, south, and cast of Upjx'r Kintlf. lake a persistent intrusive sill.

averaging forty feet in thickness, cuts the Si.veh formation at a nearly constant

horizon, about 1,200 feet below the base of the Purcell Lava. !Macroscopically,

the rock of the sill is a deep greenish-gray, fine-grained trap like that of the

two dikes. The thin section shows the rock is relatively fresh. Its essential

constituents are diopsidic augite. labradorite. and green hornblende. The
original accessories are micropegmatite (of quartz and orthoelase) ; much mag-
netite in octahedra. laths, and skeleton crystals; apatite, titanite, pyrite, and

interstitial quarts. Yellow epidote, chlorite, zoisite. limonite, and a little

calcite are secondai-y products. The feldspar is decidedly subordinate to the

bisilicates in amount. Like the hornblende it is idiomorphic. The augite

apparently occurs in two generations; a small iiroportiou of it is crystallized

in stout idiomorphic prisms up to 0-6 mm. in length, while most of it is in

anhedral grains 0-1 nan. or less in diameter. The feldspars and hornblende

prisms average about 0-2 ram. in length or less, and are enclosed in a inesostasis

of granular augite, micropegmatite, and quartz. The structure is transitional

between that of a diabase and a gabbro with a stronger tendency to the gabbroid.

The specific gravity of a type specimen is 3-057.

In chemical composition, in the dominance of the bisilicates, in structure,

in the character of accessories, including the micropegmatite intergrowth.

and in specific gravity, this rock closely resembles the staple phase of the much
greater sills in the Moyie and Yahk ranges. The principal mineralogical differ-

ence consists in the fact that here the bisilicate is mostly augite. while, in the

thick western sills, it seems to be entirely amphibole of the same habit as in this

sill.
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At the same time tliere are many points of lithological resemblance between

the Kintla canyon silf and the amygdaloid of the Purcell formation. It is

clear that the extremely abundant chlorite of the amygdaloid could have been

derived from a dominant original pyroxene identical with that in the under-

lying sill. The feldspars of sill and lava seem to be of exactly the same species,

while the list of important accessories, excepting the mieropegmatite and quartz,

is common to both. The existing differences in mineralogical and chemical

composition are to be explained by the contrasted conditions of crystallization,

as well as by a slight acidification of the sill magma. Tbe latter was thrust

into a zone of silicious metargillites ; a relatively slight absorption of the

invaded rock would lead to the generation of interstitial quartz and mieropeg-

matite, as in the Moyie and other of the western sills. The significance of these

parallels will be noted in the discussion of the latter intrusives. At present

it may suffice to observe that the Kintla canyon sill seems to belong to the

same eruptive period as the Purcell Lava and that both are probably contempor-

aneous with the great sills west of the Tahk river.

Another sill, fifty feet thick, cuts the Siyeh formation on the eastern slope

of the Clarke range. It is well exposed on both sides of Oil creek, about two

miles upstream from the derricks at Oil City. The intrusive has split a zone

of silicious metargillites at a horizon roughly estimated to be 1,000 feet above

the base of the Siyeh.

The rock is essentially a fine-grained duplicate of the Kintla canyon sill-

rock but there is here a considerably greater amount of freely crystallized

sodiferous, microperthitic orthoolase, which replaces some of the labradorite

and becomes a major constituent. Mieropegmatite is an abundant interstitial

accessory. The rock is badly altered with the generation of epidote, chlorite,

kaolin, sericite, saussurite, and limonite, but it is certain that at least half the

volume of the rock was originally composed of bisilicate. Through most of

the sill the same green, idiomorphieally developed hornblende which was found
in the Kintla canyon sill, is an abundant essential along with the colourless

p.ugite.

A specimen taken at a point five feet from the upper contact and thus
representing the contact-zones, bears no hornblende, but the bisilicate is entirely

augite, crystallized, as usual, in apparently two generations. The hornblende,

here, as in the other sill, has every evidence of being a primary constituent.

It seems to have been able to crystallize only in the interior part of the sill,

while augite monopolized the contact zones. These contrasted, augitic and
hornblendic, phases of the sill are homologous to the similar phases found in the
fifty-foot dike near the summit of the McGillivray range. This dike has been
noted as most probably one feeder of the Purcell Lava flood. The specific

gravity of the augitic phase is 3-003; that of the normal hornblende-bearing
phase, 3 -048. These values further show the similarity of this sill to the
Kintla canyon sill (sp. gr., 3-057).
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PURCELL LAVA AND ASSOaATED IXTRUSIVES IN THE LEWIS RANGE.

The most easterly exisosiuvs of the hiva. yet described, are those found in

the Lewis range by Willis and Finlay.* Finlay's account of the formation
shows the close parallel between the relations of extrusive and intrusive phase*

of the rock in this range and their relations in the Clarke and McGillivray
ranges. His descriptive note may be quoted in full :—

•

' The igneous roeks of the Siyeh limestone are two^an intrusive

diorite and an extrusive diabase.
' Diorite.—On Mount Gould and on Mounts Grinnell, Wilbur, and

Robertson there is found a band of diorite 60 to 100 feet thick. Near the

upper and lower surfaces this intrusive sheet was chilled and is fine-

grained. In the center the texture is medium or fine-grained. Several

dikes which have acted as conduits for the molten rock are exposed in the

region near Swift Current pass. One of these extends across the cirque

occupied by the Siyeh glacier and runs vertically up the amphitheatral

walls. It is 150 feet in width. A second dike, vertical and 30 feet wide,,

comes in beside the Sheppard glacier. Along the trail to the east of Swift

Current pass the diorite sheet breaks across the Siyeh argillite and runs
upward as a dike for 500 feet. It then resumes its horizontal position as

an intercalated sheet between the beds of argillite. As a dike it skips

for 600 feet across the strata on Mount Cleveland.
' Under the microscope the diorite is found to contain abundant plagio-

clase, with small amounts of another feldspar, much weathered, which does-

not show twinning. This mineral is closely intergrown with quartz.

Brown hornblende is the principal dark silicate. The plagioclase has an

extinction angle high enough for labradorite. but it gives no definite clue

as to its exact basicity. No section of a fresh piece twinned on the albite

and Carlsbad laws at the same time could be observed. The quartz is not

present in sufficient amounts to make advisable the name quartz-diorite

for the rock. The small patches of biotite originally present are entirely

altered to chlorite. Pyrrhotite is occasionally met with, apatite occurs

in crystals of unusual length, and magnetite in lath-shaped pieces is

common.
'Diabase.—In the field this rock is always much weathered, presenting

a dull green colour by reason of the secondary chlorite which it contains.

It is a typical altered diabase. Exposures are found near the top of Mount
Grinnell, where the thickness of the sheet is 42 feet, and on Sheppard
mountain opposite Mount Flattop. Here the extrusive character of the
flow is well shown, for its upper surface is ropy and vesicular, with amyg-
daloidal cavities containing calcite. Its place is at the top of the Siyeh

formation, 600 feet above the sheet of diorite. with heavy bedded ferru-

ginous sandstone and green argillite immediately below and above it

•G. I. Finlay. Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 13. 1902, p. 349.
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respectively. Tlie argillite lias filled iu the irregularities of the upper surface

of the diabase. Five dikes of the same rock, genetically connected with

it, were observed on Flattop. They contain inclusions of the argillite,

and range from an inch to six feet in width. They are nearly verticaL

' Under the microscope the rock is seen to be made up principally of

augite and plagioelase, arranged in such a manner as to give the normal

diabase structure. The plagioelase is idiomorphic in long, slender laths.

It has the habit of labradorite, but no material was studied which offered

data for its accurate determination. The extinction angle is high. The

augite is much more abundant than the feldspar. It is an allotriomorphic

mineral, red4)rown when fresh, but frequently entirely gone over to chlorite.

The small amount of olivine originally present in the rock is now altered

to serpentine and chlorite. Besides the chlorite, which is the chief altera-

tion product, resulting from the plagioelase as well as from the augite

and olivine, much secondary calcite has been derived from the feldspar.

Apatite is found and titaniferous magnetite, in grains and definite

crystals, is abundant. The medium texture of the diabase is fairly uni-

form throughout the flow.'

The present writer had an opportunity of studying both the intrusive and

extrusive types as they occur near the summit on the Swift Current Pass trail.

At the upper edge of ' Granite Park,' on the western side of the divide (see

Chief Mountain Quadrangle sheet, IT. S. Geological Survey), the Purcell

tormation is represented by two contiguous flows resting on the Siyeh metar-

gillite and overlain by typical Sheppard beds. The lower flo v is forty feet

thick. Its upper surface, as noted by Finlay, is ropy. This structure passes

beneath into a pronounced pillowy structure, which, in plac •-. characterizes

most of the thickness of the lava sheet. The pillows are gener.iUy quite roimd
and of spheroidal form. They range from a foot or less to two or three feet

in greatest diameter. No sign of the variolitic composition so common in

pillow-lavas could be detected. The interstices between the pillows are filled

either with chert, or, more commonly, with an obscure, breccia-like mass of

aphanitic material whose microscopic characters are those of palagonite. This
material bears a few minute crystals of feldspar but is chiefly composed of

finely divided chlorite, quartz, calcite, and abundant yellowish-brown isotropic

substance like sideromelane. The whole seems to form a greatly altered basaltic

glass.

The pillows themselves and the non-pillowy parts of the flow are composed
of the same type of vesicular microporphyritic, occasionally diabasic basalt
that makes up the upper flow. This is eighteen feet thick and lies immediately
upon the ropy surface of the forty-foot flow. The latter is without the pillow

structure Vut is massive like the normal Purcell amygdaloid. Microscopic
evidence shows that the rock is of the chemical type recognized in all the
occurrences of the lava in the western ranges.

The writer's examination of the sill (50-70 feet thick) and dike (50 feet
th-c'k) noted by Finlay as outcropping to the east of the Swift Current Pass,
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led to similar results except that the untwinued feldspar, which is present in

large amount, has been determined as orthodase, probably bearing soda. The
other constituents, both primary and secondary, are the same as in the Oil

creek and Kintla canyon sill?. Augite is as important as the hornblende and
micrMpegmatite is again a prominent accessory.

On account of the striking predominance of the bisilicates compared to

the feldspar, this rock can scarcely be called a true diorite. Its systematic

position is better recognized by calling it a somewhat acidified, abnormal gabbro.

It constitutes both the sill and the dike at the Swift Current Pass. The specific

gravity of a typical specimen from the dike is 3-055, a value almost identical

with those found for the Kintla canyon and Oil creek sills.

RELATIOX OF THE SILLS .\XD DIKES TO THE PURCELL EXTRUSrVE.

The Kintla canyon sill and dikes crop out twelve miles or more to the west

of the Oil creek sill, while the Swift Current Pass locality is about twenty miles

from either of the other two. Thus, at each of three v.idely distributed localities,

we have a constant association of an extrusive basaltic lava resting on the top

bed of the Siyeh formation and an intrusive gabbroid sill-rock thrust into the

Siyeh itself. Though the vertical dikes, either feeding the visible sills or appar-

ently independent of them, are relatively numerous in the Siyeh, no dike or sill

has yet been observed in the admirably exposed Sheppard formation. These facts,

of themselves, afford good presumptive evidence that the Purcell Lava proper is

genetically connected with the sills and dikes. This conclusion is amply corro-

borated by microscopic study, which, even in face of the great alteration of all

the rocks, goes to show an essential identity of the principal minerals respec-

tively occurring in intrusive and extrusive.

The main difference of chemical composition consists in the presence of the

silica and potash represented in the primary orthoclase, micropegmatite, and

quartz which are so abundant in the sills while entirely absent in the surface

flows. The marked rarity of secondary quartz in the altered lava seems to

indicate that these acid materials were not originally dissolved in the glassy

base of the amygdaloids. Neither quartz nor orthoclase were appreciable con-

stituents of the holoerystalline phases of the lava. It appears, therefore, highly

probable that they enter into the composition of the intrusives because of a

special modification of the magma when in purely intrusive relation. The
simplest cause for the appearance of the acid constituents is to be found in

the absorption of a small amount of the invaded metargillites along the contact-

surfaces, and this the writer believes to be the true cause. If the sills had been

considerably thicker, their greater heat-supply would have led to yet more
pronounced acidification; as in the case of the Moyie sills (described in the

following chapter), a facies of granitic acidity might have been developed,

preferably at the top of such a sill.

On the other hand, the amygdaloid was not so acidified because of the

manifest speed with wliich the extrusive magma must have passed through the
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dike fissures to form the highly fluid and henee widespread floods of lava.

In its rapid mounting there was not time enough for the basic magma to

dissolve an appreciable amount from the walls of the fissures. The Purcell

Lava is, in this view, to be considered as representing the pure, original magma
that, at the end of Siyeh time, underlay the Rocky Mountain and Purcell

mountain system at the Forty-ninth Parallel. Some of the feeding dikes are

composed of the same material, chemically considered, while others, like the

sills, are made of the magma -which has been enriched in silica and potash by

slight but appreciable assimilation of the invaded quartzitic and metargillitic

strata.* The uniformity of the extrusive lava through the ninety miles of

distance between the Swift Current Pass and summit of the McGillivray range,

is matched by the uniformity in the lithology of the intrusive bodies wherever

discovered in the Clarke and Lewis ranges.

The further correlation of these sills, dikes and flows with the huge sills

of the Moyie and Talik ranges will be discussed in chapter X.

SUMMARY.

The variations in thickness, field-habit and associations of the Purcell Lava

may be conveniently shown in the form of the following table:—

PuR-ell Range.
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pillow-structure observed in the Lewis range, and the extraordinary size of the
feldspar phenocrysts in the porphyritic phases. The individual flows were
generally of great thickness, reaching as much as 400 feet.

From the close association with Imsaltic dikes and sills cutting iho Siyeh
(Kitchener) formation, it is believed that the feeders of the fissure eruptions

can be actually seen. The eruptions began at the close of Siyeh time b\it were
intermittently continued through the Sheppard and early Kintla times. Fol-

lowing the correlation of the preceding chapter, all of this vuleanism falls

-within the Middle Cambrian period ; the Purcell Lava proper, underlying the

equivalent of the Flathead sandstone, seems to belong to a period of crustal

fissuring which accompanied the widespread Middle Cambrian subsidence.
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CHAPTER X.

INTRUSIVE SILLS OF THE PURCELL MOUNTAIN SYSTEM.

INTRODUCTION.

Withiu the area of the Boundary belt -n-here it crosses the Yahk and Moyie

ranges, no extrusive lava was anywhere observed, but intrusive basic masses

were found in large development. On the map they form twenty-four bands,

covering in all about one-sixth of the area between the Kootenay river at

Porthill and the main fork of the Yahk. One of them is a true

dike; a second is either a dike or a sill; the other twenty-two

bands are aU more or less certainly to be» classified as sills. All the

bodies are intrusive into either the Kitchener or Creston quartzites, and, as

noted below, are referred to the Middle Cambrian period. No one of this group

of intrusive?, so far as known, cuts the Moyie formation.

The exposure of the igneous bodies has become possible through extensive

block faulting and upturning, followed by erosion. The faulting has repeated

the outcrops at several points, so that the number of different bodies is less

than the number of igneous bands shown on the map. On account of the

uuusual continuity of the forest cover, obscuring the field relations, and also

because of the general lack of easily recognized horizon-markers in the invaded

quartzites, it has been impossible to determine the actual amount of this repeti-

tion of outcrops tlirough faulting. Its occurrence in certain localities is

hypothetieally indicated in the general structure section. The rarity of dikes

is probably only app.irent. If the overwhelming forest-cap were removed froni

these ranges, dikes in considerable nximber might be displayed. The sills are,

en the average, so large that they were discovered even under the peculiarly

difficult field conditions of these mountains. At the same time, the mapping
of several of the igneous bands, especially in the eastern half of the Yahk
range, must be regarded as merely approximate.

The sills vary in thickness from fifty feet to about 1,000 feet. The thickest

of these is one of a genetically related group of five adjacent sills which are

distinguished by peculiar composition and history and may be conveniently

referred to as the Moyie sills. Several of the bodies are from 200 to 5(X> feet

in thickness. The dip varies from about 5° to 90°, averaging perhaps 40'.

In general, it is a simple matter to locate both top and bottom of each intrusive

sheet. On reference to the maps it will be seen that most of the bands hold
their respective widths for several tuiles. lu no cass was it possible, owing
to the conditions of field work, to follow a sill far beyond the limits of the

Boundary belt, but, from the fact that the bodies hold nearly uniform thicknesses

221
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nil across the bolt, it is believed that the true sill form, rather tlian the oushion
form of the laccolith, is characteristic of all the intrusions which follow bedding
planes. The large irregular igneous mass whose western contact crosses the
Boundary line at a point seven miles east of the Moyie river, is, in part, a
cross-cutting body; its north-south arms are in sill relation, while the east-west
band seems to be in the form of a huge dike.

TTSUAL COMPOSITION OF THE INTRUSIVES.

Throughout both mountain ranges the main mass of each intrusive body is

composed of a notably uniform type of rock, llacroscopically, the type has
the habit of a dark greenish-gray hornblende gabbro of medium grain. Already
in the hand-specimen it can be seen that hornblende and feldspar are the essen-

tial constituents and that the former dominates in quantity. Occasional glints

of light from accessory pyrrhotite may be observed. The hornblende forms
elongated prisms from 1 mm. to 3 mm. or more in length. They generally

lack the usnally high lustre of tfie amphiboles occurring in plutonic rocks. The
whitish feldspars and the accessories together form a kind of cement for these

prisms. The principal variations in macroscopic character are due either to

the local coarsening of grain, as so commonly seen in gabbros, or to a likewise

frequent, local development of a phase richer in hornblende and poorer in

feldspar than the type. In the latter case the rock becomes almost peridotitic

in look.

On examination of the rock in thin sections the list of constituents is

enlarged by the addition of titanite, ilmenite or titaniferous magnetite, pyrrho-

tite, apatite, rare zircons, and never-failing, though variable amounts of acces-

sory, interstitial quartz. Accessory biotite-and orthoelase were found in many
S]>eeimens.

The amphibole was found to have characters which changed rather regu-

larly with the freshness of the rock. In the freshest si>ecimens it was a compact,

strongly pleoehroic mineral with the following scheme of absorption:

—

Parallel to 2i—light yellowish-green.
"

1>—strong olive green.
" c—deep bluish-green.

b>c>a
In specimens w-hich appear to have been slightly altered, the hornblende

is still compact but the colours are considerably paler, so as to give the mineral

the look of actinolite. A further stage of alteration is represented in a fibrous

phase of the amphibole, suggesting uralite in colour and other essential respects.

This tibrous amphibole is so common in the slides that it was at first believed

that it might be secondary after a pyroxene. A close study of a large number
of thin sections has, however, led to the conclusion that the fibrous amphibole

is really secondary after the compact form. All stages of transition can be

found between the two, and the fibrous type has demonstrably grown at the
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expense of the otlier, which has heen simultaneously deeolourized. ISTo trace

of any pyroxene or of pseudoniorphs of pyroxene has been discovered in any

slide. Many of the sliced specimens are so fresh, as shown by the preservation

of the essential minerals as well as of biotite, that the pyroxene must be dis-

coverable if it had ever entered into the composition of the rock at the time

of crystallization from the magma. Another hypothesis, that some of the

fibrous liornblende has resulted from the speedy alteration of originally crystal-

lized pyroxene, tJirough the influence of magmatic vapours which acted long

before the rock was exposed to ordinary weathering, cannot be excluded. So

far, however, the positive microscopic evidence declares in favour of the first

view. Similar cases of the derivation of fibrous amphibole from compact amphi-

bole through metasomatic changes are described by Zirkel.*

The hornblende is, in the prismatic zone, idiomorphic against the feldspar;

it fails to show good terminal planes. The ends of the crystals characteristically

run out into narrow forked blades. The extinction on (010) averages about
13° 30'; that on (110), about 14°. In phases of the rock where quartz is an

abundant accessory, the amphibole is often highly poikilitic, the prisms being

charged with swarms of minute droplets of quartz. For the purpose of finding

the optical orientation the attempt was made to produce etch-figures on the

more likely looking specimens of the amphibole but, on account of the poikilitic

and blady character of the amphibole, the attempt was not successful.

From the chemical and quantitative analyses of the type rock, a rough
calculation of the chemical composition of the hornblende gave the following

proportions :

—

SiO 49-8

AljO, 5-2

Fe,0 5-2

Feb 121
MuO -2

MgO 15-3

CaO 11-9

99-7

The estimate is crude but it shows that the amphibole is a common horn-

blende high in silica, iron, magnesia, and lime, but low in alumina.

The feldspar is plagioclase, always well twinned on the albite law and

often on the Carlsbad law. Many individuals extinguish with angles referring

them to labradorite, A\ An,; some have the extinction angles appropriate to

basic bytownite; a very few others are zoned, with anorthite in the cores and

andesine in the outermost shell. The average composition of the plagioclase

in the normal rock is near that of the basic labradorite, Abj An..

MagTietite, titanite, pyrrhotite, and apatite are all present but are strik-

ingly rare in most of the slides. Their forms and relations are those normal

' F. Zirkel, Lehrbuch der Petrograpbie, Vol. 1, 1893, p. 325.
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to gaI)l)ros. The quartz often bears many fluid inclusions. Chlorite, epidote,

leucoxeue, and a little caleite arc rare secondary minerals.

Professor Dittrich has analyzed a specimen of the fresh sill-rock from a

point situated about nine miles east of the Moyie river and 1-5 miles north of

the Boundary line. This specimen (No. 1153) represents the principal rock

type of most of the sills. The analysis resulted as follows:

—

Analysis of domimint gabhroid type in Ihe Purcell sills.

Mol.

SiOs 51-92 .865

TiO, -83 -010

AUO, 14-13 -137

Fe^O, 2-97 -019

FeO 6-92 -0%
MnO -U -001

MgO 8-22 -205

CaO 11-53 -205

Na,0 1-38 -023

K,0 -47 -005

H.O at 110°C -10

H.O above 110°C' 1-07

P.O. -04

CO, -06

99-78

Sp. gr (corrected value) 2-990

A fairly accurate optical determination of the weight percentages among
the principal mineral constituents (Rosiwal method) gave the result:

Hornblende 58-7

Labradorite 34-8

Quartz 4-0

Titanite and magnetite 1-4

niotite -9

.4patite -2

1000

The comparative poverty in alumina and the high acidity are evidently

related to the composition of the hornblende, which has been estimated as

above. In some respects the analysis recalls the diorites but both the magnesia

End lime, as well as the amount of femic material in the rock, are too high for

that class. It seems best, for the present, to place this type among the horn-

blende gabbros, although it is to be regarded as an abnormal variety in that

class.

The standard mineral composition or ' norm ' of the Norm classification

was calculated to be :

—
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Quartz 6-78

Orthoclase 2 78

Albite 11-53

Anorthite 30-86

Diopside 21-07

Hypersthene 19-44

Ilmenite 1-52

Magnetite *-*l

H,0 and CO 1-23

99-62

Accordingly, in this method of classification, the type belongs to the pre-

-sodic siibrang of the percalcic rang, in the order, vaalare, of the salfemane

class. The ratio of Q to F in the norm is very close to that which would place

the rock ill the order, gallare.

VARIATIONS FROM THE NORMAL, COMPOSITION.

Variations from this gabbro type are very common in most of the sills.

These generally consist in an increase of quartz and biotite, along with the

appearance of orthoclase, which is crystallized either independently or in the

form of micrographic intergrowth with quartz. As these constituents increase

in amount, the hornblende seems to preserve its usual characters, but the

plagioclase shows a strong tendency toward assuming the zoned structure; the

cores average basic labradorite, Ab^ An^, and the outermost shells average

andesine. near Ab, An.. When the quartz and micropegmatite become
especially abundant, the plagioclase averages acid andesine or basic oligoclase.

In several thin sections the plagioclase is seen to be mostly replaced by ortho-

clase and quartz, which, witlf the still dominant hornblendes, form the essential

substance of the rock.

These changes in composition, indicating that the sill-rock has become
more acid, are always most notable along the contacts and especially along the

upper contacts. A good illustration of the acidification along the upper con-

tact occurs in a well exposed sill outcropping in the band that runs south from
the Boundary line at a point nine miles east of the Moyie river. This sill is

about 500 feet thick. A specimen (No. 1") taken twenty feet from the lower

contact is unusually rich in hornblende but bears much quartz and orthoclase

along with the subordinate essential, acid andesine. It carries no biotite nor
micropegmatite but orthoclase dominates over the plagioclase. Specimen No.
2, taken seventy-five feet from the lower contact, is a very similar rock in which
the plagioclase is an unzoned labradorite somewhat subordinate to the ortho-

clase in amount. Specimen No. -3, taken fifteen feet from the upper contact,

is gabbroid in look, though lighter in colour than either No. 1 or No. 2. It

is essentially composed of hornblende, quartz, orthoclase, and basic andesine,

named in the order of decreasing abundance. The accessories include micro-

pegmatite and much biotite, the latter in small, disseminated foils. The
essentials are all poikilitic with mutual interpenetrations and enclosures. The
structure is quite confused.

25a—vol. ii—15
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All three specimens are very fresh and their densities clearly indicate the

acidification along the upper contact. The respective specific gravities are:

—

No. 3, 15 feet below upper contact 2-983

No. 2, 425 " " " • 3-0O1

No. 1, 480 " " " " 3072

Lower contact, 500 feet below upper contact.

MOYIE SILLS.

Of all the intrusions those outcropping on the isolated ' Moyie Mountain,'

immediately west of the Moyie river at the Boundary line, show the most

remarkable variations in composition. (Figures 13 and 14; Plate 25.)

Some years ago the writer published two papers detailing the petro-

graphy of the more important phases of these sills.* The description

was based on field work during only a few days in the season

of 1904. The importance of this particular section was not fuUy appar-

ent until the field season was over and the rock collection had been micro-

scopically studied. If time could have been spared during the continued recon-

naissance of the Boundary belt, the writer would have early made a second

visit to the Moyie sills to test the conclusions of the 1904 season regarding field

relations. Unfortunately, no such opportunity for additional personal field

work became available. In 1905 an untrained assistant was sent to the locality,

and he collected new petrographic material at points along the Boundary slash,

as designated by the writer. The character of the specimens thus added to

the material in hand seemed to corroborate the general conclusions of the

writer and the two publications above mentioned were issued.

Thus, in 1905 and 1906. the writer believed fliat the intrusive rocks occur-

ring on the western slope of Mojie mountain together form a single sill about

2,600 feet in thickness. Such was his belief at the time when the present

report was sent in for publication. In 1910, Mr. Stuart J. Schofield was

commissioned by the Director of the Dominion Geological Survey to make
a geological study of the Purcell range. At the writer's request, Mr. Schofield

examined the section of Moyie mountain at the Boundary slash. He found

that the igneous rocks of the western slope really compose three sills, separated

by Kitchener quartzite. He also found two thinner sills on the eastern slope

of the mountain and in the same Boundary-line section, an area which the

writer was not able to traverse in 1904. In 1911 Mr. Schofield guided the writer

to his various contacts, all of which were seen to be correctly located in his

profile of the mountain. Eecent forest fires had cleared the exposures somewhat

since 1904 and there can now be little doubt as to the structural relations here-

after describeil. The writer's sincere thanks are due to Mr. Schofield for his

careful, efficient field-work on this problem.

The relations are, therefore, more complex than was formerly believed by

the writer. However, it may be stated well in advance that the theoretical con-

• American Journal of Science, Vol. 20, 1905, p. 185; Festschrift zum siebzigsten

Geburtfitage von Harry Rosenbusch, Stuttgart, 190G, p. 203.
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elusions published in 1905 and 1906 as a result of a study of the ' Moyie Sill

'

are essentially strengthened by the new facts of structure. Gravitative differ-

entiation is illustrated not once but thrice, that is, in each of the sills occurring

en the western slope of the mountain. It is illustrated a fourth time in the

more important of the two sills on the eastern slope.

Figure 13. Locality map of the Moyie sills, showing in solid black
the parts best exposed. The straight line in the middle of

the map represents the Boundary line ; the other straight
lines represent the approximate outcrops of major faults. The
block between the faults includes Moyie moimtaiu. Contour
interval is 500 feet. Scale, 1 : 68,000.

For convenience, the five sills of Moyie mountain will be distinguished

by the letters. A, B, C, D, and E, named in stratigraphic order, with A the

highest, E the lowest in the series. (See Figures 13, 14 and 15). Of these sills,

C, D, and E correspond to the whole ' Moyie sill ' of the 1905 and 1906 papers.

Of the five sills, B is the only one with a sensibly homogeneous composi-

tion. Each of the other four presents phasal variations of notable character.

25a—vol. ii—15i
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With tlie aildition of one type, the list of rock varieties recognised in the early-

publications will serve for all the bodies to be described. The dei=cription of

the individual sills may be anticipated by an account of all the phases,

MOYie MOUNTAIN

Figure 14.—Section of Moyie mountain .and the Moyie sills, along the International
Boundary line. Sills in solid black. Bedding-planes of the quartzite and fault-

planes shewn.

beginning with the most acid one. a granite, and ending with the most basic

and ferromagnesian one, a nietagabbro or abnormal hornblende gabbro. The
following account of petrogrnpliy and theory will largely consist of a revised

edition of that contained in the 1905 and 1906 papers.

ABNORMAL BIOTITE fiRAMTE.

In sills A, C, and D the intrusive rock fonns distinctly acid zones. The
chief constituent is a biotite granite. This is a gray rock, much lighter in tint

than the deep green ga.bbro (Plate 24). The grain varies from quite fine to

medium. Very often roundish grains of bluish, opalescent quartz interrupt the

continuity of the rock. These are considered to be of exotic origin as they were

seen to graduate in size into larger blocks of quartzite (xenoliths) shattered

from the sill-contacts.

To show the average composition of the granite, and the approximate

limits of its lithologieal variation, fresh specimens, taken from sill C at three

points in the section following the wagon-road, west of the mountain, will be

described. They were collected at respectively 15, 40, and 50 feet from the

upper contact with the quartzite.

The specimen taken at a point 15 feet from the contact, and representing

what may be called Phase 1, has the macroscopic appearance of a finely granular

gray granite. In thin section it is seen to be a micropegmatite with a hypidio-

morphic granular structure sporadically developed in many parts of the section.

The crystallization is confused and does not show the regular sequence of true

granites. The essential constituents are quartz, micropegmatite. niicroperthile,

orthoclase, oligoclase-andesine and biotite; the accessories include titaniferous

magnetite, a little titanite, and minute acieular crystals of apatite and rarer

zircons. The characters of all these minerals are those nonnally belonging to



Plate 24.

Seconda.ry granite of the Moyie sill C, tifty feet fioni up|)er contact. Xatural size

25a— vol. ii—p. 22«.
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common granites. The chemical analysis of the rock shows the mica to be •

magnesian.

A striking feature of thii, as of the other phases of the acid rock, is the

advanced alteration of the feldspars which are usually filled with dust-like

aggregates of epidote, kaolin and muscovite. This alteration is believed to be

due to magmatic after-action, probably the result of the expulsion of vapours

during the solidification of the underlying gabbro.

The calculation of the quantitative mineralogical composition of the rock

has been attempted by the Eosiwal method. In the process the secondary pro-

ducts were neglected and the feldspars were arbitrarily regarded as fresh. The
inaccuracy of the result is manifest but it does not affect the value of the com-
parison among all the phases of the sill. Especially between the gabbro and

the acid zone the contrasts of quality emerge with the same clearness and
certainty as characterize the related contrasts established in the chemical

analyses.

The total chemical analysis by Prof. Dittrich of this Phase 1 (specimen No.
1137) is here given:

Analysis of Granite (Phase 1) of Moiiie Sills.

Mol.
SiO 71-69 M95
TiO -59 -005

ALd, 13-29 'ISO

Fe-Oj -83 -005

Feb 4-23 -058

MnO -09 .001

MgO 1-28 .033

CaO 1-66 -030

Na-0 2.18 -040

K,0 2-37 025
H,0 at 110° C -14

HjO above 110°C 1-31

P.O -07

CO, -13

160-16

Sp. gr (corrected value). 2-733

This rock is clearly an unusual type of biotite granite. The most evident"

peculiarity is the low total for the alkalies; it accords with the relatively small

proportion of feldspar present. Notwithstanding the abundance of free quartz,

the silica percentage is kept low by the comparative richness in biotite and by

the magmatic alteration of the rock. The estimate of the mineralogical com-

position gave the following result in weight percentages :

—

Quartz 41-6

Sodiferous orthoclase 32-5

Biotite 15-2

Muscovite 4-6

Microperthite 3-9

Oligoclase 1-0

Magnetite I'O

Apatite "2

100-0
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In the Norm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic subrang, teha-

mose, of the domalkalic rang, alsbaehase, of the order, eoliimbare, and the

persalane class. The norm has been calculated as follows :

—

Quartz 4814
Orthoclae© 13-90

Albite 20-96

Anorthite 7-23

Comndnm 3-98

Hypersthene ^ 9-27

Magnetite 1-16

Ilmenite 1-21

H,0 and CO, 1-58

99-43

The second analyzed specimen of the biotite granite, Phase 2, is that

collected at the point 40 feet from the upper contact of sill C. It is closely

allied in composition to the phase just described and is chiefly distinguished

from the latter by a coarser grain and a different structure, ilieroscopic

examination shows this rock to be cugranitic (hypidiomorpliic-granular'). with

small isolated areas of the micrographic intergrowth of quartz and feldspar.

The constituents are nearly the same as in Phase 1. Here, however, muscovite

is an accessory so rare as not to enter the table of quantitative mineral propor-

tions. True soda-orthoclase replaces nearly all the mieroperthite of the niicro-

pegmatitic faciei. Calcitc enters the list of constituents; it may be in part of

primary origin.

The chemical analysis by Prof. Dittrich of Phase 2 (specimen No. 1138) is

as follows :—

Analysis of Granite (Phase 2) of Mopie Sills.

Mol.

SiO, 72-42 1-307
TiO. ^8 -009

AlA 10-47 -103

Fe,0, -83 -005

FeO 5-50 -076

MnO -16 -003

MgO -41 -010

CaO 2-53 -015

Na,0 1-93 -031

K,0 2-94 -031

H,0 at nO°C -06

H.0 above 110°C 1-11

P.O, -11 -001

CO, -61 -Oil

99-76

Sp.gr 2.728

The corresponding mineral composition in weight percentages was roughly

determined by optical means, thus :—
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Quartz ^60
Soda-orthoclase 29-1

Biotite -iS-O

Oligoclase '. 1'5

Magnetite •
'5

Apatite '5

Cakite •*

1000

The high proportion of quartz, the very low percentages of the alkalies,

yet lower than in Phase 1, and the low percentage of alumina indicate that

we have here again, as in Phase 1, a quite abnormal kind of granite.

In the Norm classification this rock belongs to the sodipotassic subrang of

the domalkalic rang of the order, hispanare, in the dosalane class, Tvith the

following- norm:

—

Quartz 42-30

Orthoclase 17-24

Albite 16-24

Anorthite 7-78

Corundum 1-30

Hypersthene 9"45

Ilmenite 1-36

Magnetite 1-16

Apatite -31

Calcite 1-40

H,0 117

99-71

N^either rang nor subrang has yet received a distinct name in the system.

Phase 3, collected at the point 50 feet from the upper sill-contact, is

unusually quartzose. It has nearly the same qualitative composition as Phase
2 but the structure is more like that of Phase 1, being essentially that of a

rather coarse-grained mieropegmatite. The optical method gave the following

weight percentages for the different constituents :

—

Quartz 57.I
Sodiferous orthoclase iM.9
Biotite 8-9

Muscovite 3.2

Calcite 2-5

Magnetite 1-9

Oligoclase 1-5

100-0

It is clear that there is notable Viiriation in the composition of the biotite-

granite zone as represented in Phases 1, 2, and 3. The apparently regular
increase in acidity in the zone from above downwards is fortuitous. The zone
is in reality irregularly streaked in many such phases, carrying variable pro-

portions of the mineral and oxide constituents. Whatever the cause, the
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magma was not homogeneous at the time of its solidification. To that fact is

doubtless to be related the confused, rapid crystallization of the essential

mineral constituents.

ABNORMAL HORXBLENDE-BIOTITE GRANITE,

The biotite granite of sill C graduates downward into a rock of similar

habit, with hornblende added to the list of essential constituents (Phase 4).

The amphibole resembles that of the unaltered gabbro of the Purcell sills.

The structure of this hornblende-biotite granite changes rapidly and appar-

ently irregularly from the micrographic to the hypidiomorphic-granular. The
top zone of sill D is composed of the same rock type. No chemical analysis

has been made of it. The specific gravity of a specimen from sill C is 2-765,

being slightly greater than the average for the overlying biotite granite.

KTERMEDUTE ROCK TYPE.

Underlying the hornblende-biotite granite in both sill C and sill D, and
underlying the biotite granite in sill A, are zones composed of a rock which
combines features of granite and gabbro (Phase 5). It is, in fact, a rock

directly transitional into the dominant gabbro of the Purcell sills. A specimen
illustrating this intermediate rock was collected at a point 200 feet below the

upper contact of siU C, and has been analyzed.

Macroscopically this phase is much like the usual gabbro of the sills. It

is a dark, greenish-gray, granular rock of basic habit. Its essential minerals are

hornblende, biotite, and andesine; the accessories, quartz, orthoclase, titanite,

titaniferous magnetite and apatite. The secondary minerals are zoisite, kaolin

and epidote. The structure of the rock is in general the hypidiomorphic-granular,

but local areas of micropegmatite are common in the section.

The total analysis of this phase (specimen No. 1140) by Prof. Dittrich gave
the following result:

—

Analysis of Intermediate Bock (Phase 5) of Moyie Sills.

Mol.

SiO, 52-63 .877

TiO, -62 -008

AUO, 16-76 -165

Fe,Oj 2-86 -018

FeO 10-74 -149

MnO -38 -006

MkO 4-33 -108

CaO 6-17 -110

Na,0 1-41 -023

K,0 2-29 -024

H,0 at IWC -12

H,0 above 110°C 117
P,0. -33 -002.

CO, -10

99-91

Sp. gr (corrected value). 2-9>l
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The quantitative mineral composition by weight percentages was deter-

mined (orthoelase not separately estimated but included in the andesine)

thus :

—

Hornblende 49-*

Biotite 22-0

Andesine 16-5

Quartz 11-7

Apatite -^

Magnetite •!

100-0

The abundant biotite and quartz go far to explain the differences between

the chemical analysis here and that of the normal gabbro. It also appears

from the analysis that the hornblende is here unusually aluminous. Chemically

considered this intermediate rock has its nearest relatives among the diorites;

yet the low feldspar content forbids our placing this rock variety in that family.

Like both the gabbro and the granite it is an anomalous type.

In the Norm classification the intermediate rock appears in the as yet

unnamed sodipotassie subrang of bandase, the docalcic rang of the dosalane

order, austrare, with the following norm :

—

Quartz 9-72

Orthoelase 13-34

Albite. 12-05

Anort.hite 28-63

Corundum 1-53

Hypersthene 26-51

Ilmenite 1-22

Magnetite 4-18

Apatite -62

H2O and COj 1-39

99-19

At the perpendicular distance of 200 feet from the lower contact of sill E,

another specimen of the intermediate rock was collected. It gave the following

weight percentages (mode) :

—

Hornblende 42-9

Qnartz 22-8

Andesine 18-5
Biotite 6-6

Sodiferous orthoelase 5-5

Titanite • 3-7
It

1000

ABNORMAL HORNBLENDE GABBRO.

The whole of sill B, and the lower part of each of sills C, D, and E are

all constituted of dark, heavy gabbro (Phase 6), which is either sensibly like

the usual gabbro of the thinner Puroell sills, or differs from it in unessential
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details. The foregoing de=eriptioa of the usual gabbro will suffice, also, for

most of the femic rock in these Moyie sills.

Yet microscopic and chemical study of the lower internal zone of contact

of sill E, shows that here the rock is not quite the same as the usual gabbro.

This Phase 7 was collected at a point 30 feet perpendicularly from the lower

surface of contact. In macroscopic appearance and internal structure it is

not markedly different from the usual gabbro. The essential minerals are horn-

blende and labradorite; the accessories, quartz, potash feldspar, titanite, mag-
netite. Zoisite, kaolin, and much chlorite are the secondary constituents.

Chemical analysis of Phase 7 (specimen No. 1143) by Prof. Dittrich gave

the following result :

—

Analysis of Gahbro (Phase 7) of Moyie SilU.

Mol.

SiO, 52-94 -882

TiO -73 009

A1,0, 14-22 -139

Fe,0, 2-08 -013

FeO 8-11 -113

MnO -35 -005

MgO 6-99 -175

CaO 10-92 -195

Na,0 1-40 -023

K,0 -49 -005

H5O at 110°C -12

H,0 above 110°C 1-56

P.Oj .. -08 -001

99-99

Sp. gr 2-980

The corresponding mineral composition in weight percentages is roughly

as follows

:

Hornblende 54-8

Labradorite 25-6

Chlorite H-O
Quartz 0'3

Titanite 2-0

Magnetite » "3

1000

On account of some alteration in the rock, it was found difficult to dis

tinguish with certainty the small amount of alkaline feldspar; which has,

accordingly, been entered in the total for labradorite.
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The calculated norm is

:

Quartz 8-40

Orthoolase 2-78

Albite 1205
Anorthite 30-86

Hypersthene 21-18

Diopside 18-40

Magnetite 3-02

Ilmenite 1-36

Apatite -31

Water 1-68

100-04

This rock belongs to the presodie subrang of the as yet unnamed docalcic

rang of the salfemane order, vaalare.

RESUME OF PETROGR.\PHY.

As a convenient summary, the mineralogical and chemical analyses of the

different phases have been assembled in Tables XI and XII.

Table XI.

—

Weight percentages of minerals as determined hy the Bosiwal method.
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Table XIT.—Chemical analyses of Phases of the Moyie Sills.
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Table XIII.

—

Showing Columnar Section through the Moyie Sills.

Sills, thick-
nesses in

feet.
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Below sill B is a 550-foot band of quartzito with strike N. 25° W. and dip

65° E.N.E.

Sill C, about 530 feet thick, is well exposed in the Boundary-line section

as well as in that on the wagon road north-northwest of the summit of the

mountain, where three of the analyzed specimens were collected. This body is

the most striking of all in its evidence of gravitativc differentiation. The 80-

foot zone of biotite granite at the top passes gradually into the underlying

110-foot zone of hornblende-biotite granite, which, in turn, merges into the

60-foot zone of intermediate rock overlying the 280-foot zone of the usual

Purcell gabbro at the bottom of the sill.

Between sills C and D comes a band of quartzite with strike N. i»° W..

dip 60° E.N.E.

Sill D is poorly exposed but seems to be largely composed of the usual

gabbro. overlain by successive zones of intermediate rock and hornblende-

biotite granite. The outcrops do not suffice to show the exact thickness of any

of these zones, but it seemed clear in the field that the total thickness of the

two more acid zones was little more than 100 feet.

Between sills D and E is a band of quartzite, estimated as about 750 feet

in thickness; its strike is N. 30° W. and dip 60° E.N.E.

Sill E. The lower part of sill E is well exxwsed a few hundred yards south

of the Boundary slash, but its contact with the overlying quartzite was nowhere

discovered. As already noted, the existence of that layer of quartzite was not

even suspected in 1904, as it was entirely covered by talus along the line of

traverse then followed by the writer. It then seemed most probable that the

gabbro masses exposed at the top and bottom of the great talus slope formed

parts of a single sill. For 100 feet or more from its lower contact the rock of

sill E is practically the usual gabbro of the Purcell sills. That zone is overlain

by a zone of intermediate rock, the top of which has not been discovered. The
two zones show a gradual transition into each other.

ORIGIN OF THE .\CID PHASES.

Preferi'ed Explanation.—Among all the conceived hypothese? as to the

origin of the acid zones, the writer has been forced to retain one as the best

qualified to elucidate the facts concerning the Moyie sills. More important

still, this hypothesis, better than any of the others, affords a coherent, fruitful,

and, it seems, satisfactory explanation of similar occun-ences in other parts

of the world. It will be presented in some detail, since it is believed that these

sills, and similar ones in Minnesota and Ontario represent gigantic natural

experiments bearing on the genetic problem of granites and allied rocks in

general. The view adopted includes what has been called ' the assimilation-

differentiation theory.' The acid zone is thereby conceived as due to the diges-

tion and assimilation of the acid sediments, together with the segregation of

most of the assimilated material along the upper contact.
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Flat Position of Qiiartzite at Epoch of Intrusion.—Since the granopbyre-

granite zone of sill C is known to have a tolerably constant thickness through-

out an exposure of at least three miles along the outcrop, the hypothesis

involves the assumption that that sill and the adjacent ones lay much more
nearly horizontal at the time of intrusion than they do now. This assumption

is favoured by all the pertinent facts determined during field work, though it

cannot be claimed that they furnish absolute proof.

In the first place, it is probable that the majority of the faulting and
upturning suffered by the Purcell sedimentary series was brought about at one

erogenic period. The intrusive sills are themselves profoundly faulted and

their outcrops are repeated by faulting in such a way as to indicate throws of

thousands of feet. If this extensive disturbance of the sills had followed their

intrusion, which itself followed earlier important dislocations of the intruded
sediments, we might reasonably expect that the detailed structures of the twice-

faulted sediments would show some evidence of the history. As a matter of fact,

the cleavage often fully developed in the quartzites apparently belongs to one

erogenic period and to one only. It was developed after the intrusion of the

sills, for the gabbro itself is occasionally cleaved with its planes of cleavage

parallel to those in the adjacent quartzites. The sediments must, of course,

have been slightly disturbed as the intrusive bodies were injected, but true
mountain-building seems to have been postponed until long after the solidifica-

tion of the magmas. The repetition of sill outcrops by faulting is most easily

understood if it be believed that the dips have been greatly i icreased by the

relatively late disturbance. If the strata had been well faulted, tilted, and
cleaved before the intrusions took place, the injected bodies should show much
greater irregularity of form than they now actually show, most of them would
be in the relation of dikes or chonoliths (injected bodies of irregular form),

following faults and other secondary planes of weakness, rather • than in the

relation of sills following bedding-planes.

A second argument is to be derived from the fact that sills and dikes of

hornblendic gabbro, mineralogically and chemically very similar to these sills

of the Tahk and Moyie ranges, cut the Kitchener formation and equivalent
Siyeh formation of the McGillivray, Clarke, and Lewis ranges at horizons

immediately below the' Purcell Lava, and, almost without question, represent
feeders or offshoots of the magma represented in the widespread lava flood.

That these eastern dikes and sills do thus represent the contemporaneous intru-

sive facies of the lava is suggested, as above remarked, not only by the litholo-

gical consanguinity, but also by the fact that none of the formations overlying
the Purcell Lava horizon, i.e., the Sheppard, Kintla, Gateway, Phillips, Roos-
ville, or Moyie, is known to have been cut by dikes or sills which are younger
than the older beds of the Kintla formation. Granting, further, the contem-
poraneity of all these Purcell mountain-system sills with the (Middle Cam-
brian?) Purcell Lava, which is rigidly conformable to the geosynclinal sedi-

ments, it follows that the intrusions took place when the strata lay flat and, in

the eastern ranges, were covered at the end of Kitchener (Siyeh) time, by the
great flows of the extrusive, post-Siyeh lava.
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Evidently neither of these two arguments is quite conclusive, but the
balance of probabilities is certainly on the side of the belief that the strata cut

by the Purcell sills lay nearly horizontal as the thick bodies were injected. In
view of the perfect conformity of the Moyie and Kitchener formations (both

laid down in shallow water) it appears probable that the surface of the Kitch-

ener formation was not elevated through the full 2,000 feet represented in the

total thickness of the Moyie sills; it seems more likely that the beds underlying

the sill-horizon were down-warped nearly or quite 2,000 feet, so a? to make room
for the sill magma.

Siiperfusion of Sill Magma.—The hypothesis carries the second assumption

that the gabbroid magma was, at the time of intrusion, hot enough and fluid

enough to permit of the solution of a considerable body of quartzite and the

diffusion of the dissolved material to the upper contact. The assumption is

supported by the discovery of the great horizontal extent and uniform thick-

ness of the intrusive bodies; if the magmatic viscosity had been high, each

body would have probably assumed the true cushion shape of the typical

laccolith. The extreme fluidity of the Purcell Lava is proved by the great

distances to which its flows ran before solidifying. If the Moyie and other sills

were but the contemporaneous intrusive facies of tlie same lava, tlie intrusive

magma must have been highly fluid. Its temperature was at least slightly

higher than that of the extrusive and therefore somewhat chilled lava; and,

secondly, the pressure of the few thousand feet of overlying Kitchener beds

could raise the solidifying point only to an insignificant extent (probably less

than 5° C). From a study of the grain in the Moyie sills. Lane has calculated

that the magma, when injected, must have been considerably superheated, and

therefore quite fluid.*

Finally, whatever theory of the acid zones be adopted—whether that of

pure differentiation, of asfimilation, or of both—the fact is clear, from the

foregoing lithological description, that the diffusion of silieious material

through the gabbro actually occurred on a large scale and that this diffusion

could not have taken place unless the original magma were possessed of a high

degree of fluidity.

Chemical Comparison of Granite and Intruded Sediment.—A third, even

more clearly indispensable condition of the hypothesis relates (<-> the composi-

tion of the invaded sediments. One of the most noteworthy features of the

huge series of conformable strata in the Creston-Kitchener series in this

particular district is the marvellous homogeneity of the whole group. As
already indicated, even the division into the two great subgroups. Treston and

Kitchener, is founded on merely subordinate details of composition. Hence
it is that the study of comparatively few type specimens can give a very

tolerable idea of the average constitution of the quartzites. For convenience

a brief description of both Creston and Kitchener specimens analyzed will be

here repeated. Single beds typical of the Creston occur interleaved in the

• A. C' Lans, Jour. Canadian Mining Institute, Vol. 9, 1906.
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Kitchener and occasionally rusty beds are intercalated in the Creston series.

In both series the average rock is a quartzite, always micaceous and often

decidedly feldspathic. Many of the strata above and below the Moyie sills have

a composition essentially identical with that of typical Creston quartzite.

Hence the chemical analysis of this latter rock partly shows the constitution

of the sedimentary group invaded by the gabbro. From Mr. Schofield's descrip-

tion, the underlying Aldridge quartzite seems to be like the Kitchener.

Professor Dittrich has analyzed such a type specimen collected several

miles to the westward of the Moyie river. It is very hard, light gray,

fine-grained to compact, and breaks with a subconchoidal fracture and sonor-

ous ring under the hammer. The hand-specimen shows glints of light reflected

from the cleavage-faces of minute feldspars scattered through the dominant
quartz. A faint greenish hue is given to the rock by the disseminated mica.

This rook occurs in great thick-platy outcrops, the individual beds running

from a metre to three metres or more in thickness. Occasionally a notable

increase in 'dark mica and iron ore is seen in thin, darker-coloured intercala-

tions of silicious metargillite.

In thin section this characteristic Creston quartzite is found to be chiefly

composed of quartz, feldspar, and mica, all interlocking in the manner usual

with such old sandstones. The clastic form of the mineral grains has been

largely lost through static metamorphism. The feldspars are orthoclase, micro-

filine, microperthite, oligoclase, and probably albite. The mica is biotite and
muscovite (possibly paragonite), the latter either well developed in plates or

occurring with shreddy, sericitic habit. The biotite is the more abundant of

the two micas. Subordinate constituents are titanite in anhedra, with less

abundant titaniferous magnetite and a few grains of epidote and zoisite.

The chemical analysis (Table XIV.. Col. 1) shows a notably high propor-

tion of alkalies, and therewith the importance of the feldspathic constituents,

especially of the albite molecule, which alone holds about 15 per cent of the
silica in combination.

Table XIV.

—

Analyses of Sill Granite and Invaded Sediments.

1.

SiOi 8210
TiOz «)
ALO3 8-86

Fe..O -49

Feb .... 1-38

MnO -03

MgO -56

CaO -82

SrO
NajO 2-51

K,0 2-41

H,Oatll0°C -05

H,0 above 110°C -37

COj
PA w

10002

2.
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1. Type specimen of Creston quartzite. Analyst: Prof. Dittrieli.

2. Type specimen of Kitchener quartzite. Analyst; Mr. Connor.

3. Specimen of Kitchener quartzite from contact zone, Moyie sill C.

Analyst: Prof. Dittrieh.

4. Average of analyses 1 antl 2.

5. Average of two analyses of biotite granite in the Moyie sills.

Mr. Connor has analyzed a sioecimen collected as a type of the Kitchener

quartzite itself. It was taken from a point about 400 feet measured jjerpen-

dieularly from the upper contact of the Moyie sill C, and this specimen repre-

sents what appears to be the average quartzite above, below, and between the

sills. It is rather thin-bedded, the thin individual strata licing grouped in

strong, thick plates sometimes rivalling in massiveness the beds of the Creston

quartzite.

The thin section discloses a fine-grained interlocking aggregate of quartz

grains cemented with abundant grains of feldspar and mica. The feldspar

is so far altered to kaolin and other secondary products that it is most difficult

of accurate determination. Only one or two small grains exhibit polysynthetic

twinning and the preliminary study referred practically all the feldspar to the

potash group. Mr. Connor's analysis shows conclusively, however, that soda

feldspar is really dominant. The analysis was most carefully performed, the

second complete determination of the alkalies agreeing very closely with the

first. Supplementary optical study of the rock has pointed to the probability

that pure albite, as well as highly sodiferous orthoclase. is present. Quartz

makes up, by weight, 50 to 60 per cent of the rock, and feldspar from 25 to

40 per cent. Biotite both fresh and chloritized is the chief mica; serieite is

here quite rare. Colourless epidote is the principal accessory; titanite. magne-

tite, apatite, a few zircons and pyrite crystals are the remaining constituents.

The analysis is given in Table XW, Col. 2. Column 4 of the same table

shows the average of Cols. 1 and 2 and may be taken as nearly representing the

average chemical composition of the quartzite invaded by the Moyie sills.

This average is to be compared with that of the two analyses of the biotite

granite of the sills, represented in Col. 5. The general similarity of the two
averages is manifest. There is clear chemical proof that the greater propor-

tion of the elements in the granite could have been derived directly by fusion

of the quartzite.

The conviction as to such a secondary origin fo'r the granite has been

enforced by an examination of the exomorphie contact-zone at the tipper limit

of sill C. For the i^erpendicular distance of at least 60 feet fiom the upper

surface of contact, the quartzite has been intensely metamorpha=ed. The rock

is here vitreous, lightened in colour-tint, and exceedingly hard. Under the

microscope the clastic structure is seen to have totally disappeared. Recrys-

tallization is the rule. It takes the form of poikilitic or micrographie inter-

growth of quartz with various feldspars, along with the development of abund-

ant well crystallized biotite and (less) muscovite. The feldspar is chiefly micro-

perthite and orthoclase, the latter often, perhaps always, sodiferous. Albite in
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independent, twinned grains of small size seems certainly determined by vari-

ous optical tests. Innumerable, minute grains of zoisite and epidote occur as

dust clouding the feldspars, nideropegmatitic intergrowths, and even the quartz.

Scattered anhedra of magnetite and small crystals of anatase and apatite are

rather rare constituents.

The chemical analysis of this highly metamorphosed quartzite is entered

in Col. 3, Table XIV. In the preliminary study of the sill it was considered

as probable that the quartzite had been somewhat feldspathized during the

metamorphism, but the critical analyses seem hardly to bear out any certain

conclusion on that point. The analysis shows that in several respects the

metamorphosed rock is intemiediate iu composition between the granite of

the sill and the unaltered quartzite. However, there is a perfectly sharp line of

contact between the granite and this metamorphosed zone of the quartzite. The

former rock has been in complete fusion j the latter rock still preserves its bedded

structure.

The net result of the foregoing miueralogical and chemical comparisons

afiords good grounds for believing that the striking similarity of granite and

quartzite is really due to a kind of consanguinity; that the igneous rock is

.'Jue to the fusion of the sediment.

Comparison with Other Sills in the Purcell Range.—The assimilation theory

assumes sufficient heat to perform the work of fusion. It is, hence, an indication

of great value that there is some acidification of the respective upper-contact

zones in all of eight different sill-outcrops optically studied in the 60-mile stretch

from Porthill to Gateway: yet that this acidification is, in general, in a direct pro-

portion to the thickness of the sills. The closely associated Moyie sills A, B, C,

and D together have about three times the thickness of any other of the

intrusive bodies. Presumably, therefore, the total store of heat in tlie Moyie
group was a local maximum aud the capacity for energetic contact-action was
there much the largest. As a matter of fact, the Moyie sills are the only sills

bearing the truly granitic phase. The other sills are also somewhat more acid

at their upper coutacts than at their respective lower contacts, but the rock

throughout is of gabbroid habit. The acidification in these cases has, as we
have seen, led to the development of abundant interstitial and poikilitic quartz,

abundant biotite, and less abundant alkaline feldspar in the hornblende-plagio-

elase rock. The rock of the acidified zones is here very similar to, if not
identical with, the intemiediate rock of the Moyie sills. The acidification is

relatively slight because these sills have been more rapidly chilled than the

huge Moyie complex. This point is based on deductive reasoning but it is no
less positively in favour of the assimilation theory than the testimony of

chemical comparison between the acid zone and the sediments.

Evidence of Xenoliths.—There is, finally, direct field evidence that the

gabbro has actually digested some of the quartzite. Along both the lower and
upper contacts and, less often, within the main mass of the sill, fragments of

the quartzite are to be found. These roeks have, as a rule, sharp contacts with
2-,A—ro\. ii—16*
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the gabbro, but, none the less, they have the appearance of having suffered

loss of volume through the solvent action of the magma.
In some of the other sills the blocks are yet more numerous and many of

them are surrounded by shells of mixed material such as would result from the

solution of the quartzite in the basic magma. Since the blocks were suspended
in a magma of different density and since the product of solution was not
diffused away, the viscosity of tlie magma must have been high. Under these

special circumstances, it is not surprising that a limited amount of solution

•was possible, even though the viscosity of the pure gabbro was relatively high.

On the one hand, the very strong contrast in the ionic composition of solvent

and substance dissolved, implies a specially great lowering of the melting point.

On the other hand, the original water of the sedimentary rock would facilitate

solution even at the comparatively low temperature of 1000° 0. or less, at

which the nearly anhydrous gabbro became toughly viscous in cooling.

Hybrid Rock.—A special instance was studied, optically and chemically,

in connection with material collected in one of the sills at a point on the main
Commission trail which is six miles up stream from the Boundary slash on the

west fork of the Tahk river and two miles north of the Boundary line. The
sill rock there forms low knobs on each side of the trail. Scores of gray,

angular quartzite blocks, surrounded by the gabbro, can be seen on the glaciated

ledges.

One of these, measuring perhaps 100 cubic feet in volume, is enclosed in a

shell a foot or two thick, composed of the solutional mixture. The quartzite

has been completely recrystallized, with the development of large, poikilitic

quartzes, as in the case of the quartzite metamorphosed on the main contact

of the Moyie sill C (analysis in Col. 3, Table XIV.). Abundant, minute granules

of epidote were also developed. Recrystallized orthoclase (probably sodiferous)

and a little oligoclase are accessory constituents; no biotite could be found.

The original sediment must have been composed of nearly pure quartz and
seems to have been far less feldspathic than the strata cut by the Moyie sills.

A certain amount of osmotic action has taken place, for the quartzite is

shot through with narrow, greenish-black prisms of hornblende, 10 to 20 mm.
in length. This exotic hornblende has the optical properties of that in the

normal gabbro. It is specially abundant near the surface of the block which

is, however, sharply marked off from the shell of mixed material. Titanite and
apatite in notable amounts have also been introduced into the body of the

inclusion.

The shell of mixed material consists of a coarse aggregate of deep green

hornblende in prisms 10 to 40 mm. long, and poikilitic quartz, which encloses

much granular epidote, titanite, apatite, a little ilmenite, and abundant.

minute prisms of the amphibole. No feldspar whatever is apparent in thin

section.

An analysis of this mixed material (specimen No. 1164) gave Professor

Dittrich the following result :

—
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Analysis of liyhrid rock in gabbro sill.

SiO 5i02
TiO, 1.95

AI,0, 1208
FejOa 685
FeO 5-61

MnO -09

MgO 2-82

CaO li-63

SrO tr.

Na^O -60

K.O -U
H.0 at nO°C -06

H,0 above 110°C -62

PA '
-21

CO, 19

99-87

Sp. gr 3141

The alkalies appear to belong, wholly or in largest part, to the hornblende;

the alumina, ferric iron, and lime to the epidote and hornblende. The epidote

has all the appearance of a primary mineral. In any ease it has not been

derived through ordinary weathering, for the rock is strikingly fresh.

The composition of the shell is evidently anomalous and represents a

double effect. On the one side, the abundant quartz and probably part of the

alkaline constituent in the hornblende represent material dissolved from the

block; on the other side, the special abundance of the amphibole, to the appar-

ently entire exclusion of soda-lime feldspar, shows that the block formed a

centre around which the amphibole, as one of the earliest minerals in the magma
to crystallize, segregated.- As the amphibole substance was osmotically trans-

ferred into the quartzite block, so the quartz substance was diffused outward

into the magma. The shell has clearly not the composition expected through

the mere solution of the quartzite; the actual composition has also been con-

trolled by the concentration of the basic hornblendic material around a foreign

body. The latter may have acted after the manner of the crystal introduced

by the chemist into a saturated solution so as to produce crystallization through
' inoculation.'

In other words, magmatic assimilation and differentiation are both illus-

trated in the history of this shell of mixed material about the quartzite block.

It is, nevertheless, certain that the sill magma as a whole was acidified by the

solution of this block and still more by the solution of others now invisible

because completely dissolved.

The phenomenon of the partial digestion of xenoliths is quite familiar at

intrusive contacts; its significance is only properly appreciated if one remem-
bers that the visible effects of digestion have but a small ratio to the total

solvent effects wrought by the magma in its earlier, more energetic, because
hotter, condition. It is not a violent assumption to consider that many
quartzite blocks have thus been completely digested in the original gabbro
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magma. The product of this digestion is not now evenly disseminated through

the crystallized gabbro, which, except near its npper and lower contacts, is very

nearly identical iu composition with the unacidified gabbro occurring elsewhere

in the district. No conclusion seems more probable than that the material of

the dissolved blocks is now for the most part resident in the acid zone at the

upper contact. The same view holds for the perhaps much more voluminous

material dissolved by the magma at the main contacts themselves. The excess

of acid material at the lower contact was held there because of the viscosity

of the magma in its final, cooling stage. For the greater bulk of the digested

material there has been, it appears, a vertical transfer upwards, a continuous

cleansing of the foreign material from the basic magma.

Assimilation at Deeper Levels.—Another cause of acidification is to be

sought in the conditions of sill-injeetiun. In the Purcell range, as generally

throughout the world, channels (dike-fissures) through which the magmas have

been forced into the greater sill chambers, are relatively narrow as compared

with the thickness of the respective sills. In most cases the feeding fissures

seem also to be few in number for each sill. The magma must pass through

such a fissure during a considerable period of time in order to form the

enormous bulk of a first-class sill. At that stage the magma is at its hottest

and it is being moved rapidly past the country rock. The effect is analogous

to that of stirring a mixture of salt and water; solution is stimulated by the

movement. The original magma is thus converted into a syntectic magma,

with greater or less chemical contrast to the original.

Such a case may be represented iu the great sill in Kew Jersey, which

outcrops for a distance of more than a hundred miles. Lewis has shown that

its rock is chiefly a quartz diabase.* Since the sill-rock shows chilled contacts,

it appears probable that its magma after reaching the sill-chamber, was too cool

to accomplish much solution on roof or floor, though some xenolithic material

(sandstone) may have been dissolved. The special composition and structure

of the Xew Jersey sill can be explained as that of a syntectic of primary

basaltic magma, which dissolved a small proportion of the acid rocks (sand-

stones and pre-Cambrian crystallines) forming the walls of the feeding fissures.

Though the temperature of this sill was too low for much evident solution of

the sill's floor and roof, it was high enough, and the sill magma therefore fluid

enough, to permit of the remarkable gravitative differentiation described by

Lewis.

Some acidification of the Purecll gabbro may, thus, have occurred in its

long passage through the thick lower quartzites and other sediments of the

Purcell series. Nevertheless, the great chemical similarity between the hiotite

granite and the average quartzite strongly suggests that the assimilation iu the

Moyie-sill magma chiefly occurred in the quartzite formation, and not in the

underlying pre-Cambrian formations of differing composition.

•J. V. Lewis, Annual Report, State GeelngUt of New .Jersey. 1907, p. 99.
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Assimilation through Magmatic Vapours.—Again, the influence of mag-

matic water and otber vajwurs must be given due weight. The quartzites

to-day are not entirely dry rocks. They must have been moister in that early

time when the intrusions occurred. From heated roof and floor of each sill,

and from each heated xenolith, water vapour must have been injected and forced

into the sill magma. The volatile matter contained in assimilated sediment

must similarly enter the magma. A large part of such vapour would rise to

the roof, and there aid in the solution of the quartzite. Such resurgent vapour

must not only lower the solution-point (of temperature) for the roof-rock j it

must also specially metamorphose the sediment outside of the magma chamber.

It is a fact that the quartzite above each sill seems to be more thoroughly

crystallized than the quartzite below the sill.

Summary of the Arguments for Assimilation.—The facts and deductions

bearing on the subject are so numerous that it will be convenient to review

them in brief statement. The writer's belief in the principle of assimilation

as a partial explanation for the acid zones in the Moyie sills is founded on the

following considerations :

—

1. The strong mineralogical and chemical similarity between the biotite

granite and the invaded quartzite.

2. The existence of solution aureoles about the visible xenoliths of quartzite.

3. The field evidences of superfusion in the sill gabbro.

4. The relation between sill-thickness (heat supply) and degree of acidifi-

cation.

5. The necessary recognition of various loci of solution in the sill, namely,

at roof and floor, at xenolith contacts, and in the feeding channels below the

sills. Resurgent and juvenile vapours, collected at the roof, must tend to

hasten solution in that place specially.

6. The fact that differentiation may partially mask the direct evidence of

assimilation.

7. The existence of many other sills and sill-like intrusions showing similar

or analogous relations of gabbroid magma to sediments. Some of these eases

will be listed after the nature of the differentiating process at the Moyie sills

has been sketched.

S. The inadequacy of the hypothesis that the various phases of the sills

are due only to the pure and simple differentiation of a primary earth-magma.
This point is implied in the foregoing argument: it was briefly discussed in

the writer's 1905 paper.

Gravitative Differentiation.—Inspection of Table SIII. and of Figure 15

will lead to the conviction that, in sills C, D, and E, the igneous rock is strati-

fied. In each of these instances the specific gravity increases from top to bottom
of the sill. The same is true of sill A, with the exception of the shell of gab-

broid rock next the roof and overlying the biotite granite. An explanation for

this exceptional arrangement of zones has been given in the preceding descrip-
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tion of sill A. The zonal character of the four individual sills is clearly due to

gravitative adjustment.

The same principle has probably controlled the rough system implied iu the

succession of average rock-densities of sills D, C, and A, as illustrated in the

following table:—

Sill. Approximate mean densities.

A 2-83

C 2-91

D 2-98

The layer of quartzite separating sills C and D is only 75 feet thick. It

is entirely jwssible that this layer is wedge-shaped, or else was penetrated by

one or more connecting dikes. By such means B and C might have been in

magmatic communication. We may imagine a partial differentiation within

this larger chamber, whereby sill C became more acid, on the average, than

sill D. Continued differentiation by gravity, within the partially separated

masses C and D, led to the observable stratification of each. It is not impos-

sible that all four sills were similarly connected in a common (sill-like) magma
chamber, from which each visible sill was a kind of great, flat apophysis.

On the other hand, these sills may not have been of exactly contemporaneous

intrusion. A large part of the magma now represented in the rock of sill A
may have formerly rested in the chamber of sill B. Since then, after partial

differentiation, that part of the magma may have broken through the roof of

chamber B to the new horizon now occupied by sill A, where continued differ-

entiation produced the actual zonal arrangement. Similarly, sills A, B and C
may have been apophysal from the great sill D. One cause for such successive

injections may be found in the enormous gas-pressure generated by the assimi-

lation of moist quartzite—a tension amply sufficient, under certain conditions,

to fissure the roof of the slightly older chamber and cause the rise of the

magma to the higher horizons of the existing upper sills. (See Figure 16.)

In spite of the relative complexity of the whole system, we may conclude
that gravitative differentiation is clearly the dominant process in developing

the zonal structures of the lloyie sill group.

It is hardly necessary to dwell on the chemical side of the differentiation.

It was probably founded on the limited raiscibility of gabbro and secondary
magma at the low temperature immediately preceding crystallization. The
magma was not quite the chemical equivalent of the invaded sediments. Each
of the two granite types contains more ferrous iron and lime than the average

quartzite. The hornblende-bearing granite is clearly more ferromagnesian and
calcic than the sediment. However, the total volume of the gabbro in the sill

system is so great that its average original composition was not essentially

affected through the transfer of the extra lime, iron oxides, and magnesia' to

the granite zones.

Similar and Analogcms Cases.—The writer's explanation of the Moyie sills-

has been greatly strengthened by the discovery of similar features in other
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thick basic sills cutting silicious sediments. More indirect corroboration is

offered in certain eases where large basic injections have become differentiated

by gravity, apparently after the absorption of considerable limestone.

OUARTZITE

OUARTZriE

tininite ^^;.

OUARTZITE

OUARTZITE

OUARTZITE

OUARTZITE

Acidified
tbbrtJ OaMfro

Figure 10. Diagram illustratiog tlie hypothesiB that the partially differentiated

syntactic magma of a thick sill may break through tiie roof and form.
at stratigrapnically liigher horizons, several thinner sills ilitfeiing in

composition among themselves. Some later differentiation in the derived
sills is assumed. Tlie original sill is shown in the drawing on the left :

the derived sills and the remnant of the original sill are shown in the
drawing on the right. The channels (dikes) connecting the sills are not
indicated.

Direct parallels to the Moyie sills have already been noted as occurring

in the Purcell range to the east of the Moyie river. Schofield has found many
other stratified sills in the same range north of the Boundai-y belt.* At Sud-

bury, Ontario; at Pigeon Point, at Governor's Island, and at Spar, Jarvis, and

Victoria islands, and other localities in Minnesota, and among the Logan sills

on Lake Superior the same general association of gabbroid-granitic magmas
and quartzose sediments occurs. These instances were cited in the writer's

1905 paper, where a rather full summary of the facts concerning Pigeon Point

and Sudbury intrusives was given. There, and still better in the original

memoirs of Bayley, Barlow, and Coleman, the reader will find evidence of the

extreme similarity of these cases to that of the Moyie sills. Many other examples

have been described in late years, but it is hardly appropriate or necessary to

note them individually in the present report.

• S. J. Schofield, Summary Report of the Director, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1909.

p. 136, and 1910, p. 131.
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Likewise significant is the analogy of the Movie sills to several igneous

masses which have cut thick limestones and have then undergone differentiation

liy gravity.

Tlie well known laccoliths of Square Butte and Shonkin Sag, in Montana,

have been ably described by Weed and Pirsson.* In a later, independent publi-

cation. Pirsson has described the differentiation as due to the combined effect

of fractional crystallization, convection currents, and gravity.f In the present

writers opinion, thermal convection must be of infinitesimal strength in such

bodies and lie cannot find adequate explanation of the shonkinite and other

basic phases of these sills in fractional crystallization. On tte other hand,

the writer finds most satisfaction in the view that the leucite-basalt porphyry

of Shonkin Sag. occurring at top and bottom of the laccolith, represents the

quickly chilled magma originally injected into the chamber. The syenite and

the shonkinite are the two poles of a gravitative differentiation of the remaining

leucite-basalt magma, wliich, in the heart of the mass, remained fluid long

enough for splitting. The segregation of the two polar magmas is of a kind

suggesting limited miscibility between them. The leucite-basalt can be

explained as itself a differentiate from basaltic magma which had dissolved

a moderate amount of the thick pre-Tertiary limestones traversed by the mag-
matic feeder of this laccolith. A. similar explanation may be applied to Square

Butte.

Tyrrell has described another noteworthy analogy in the Lugar siU of

Scotland, where the alkaline pole is teschenite overlying the femic pole, a

picrite. This sill is injected into the Millstone Grit; its feeder doubtless tra-

versed the underlying Carboniferous limestones and perhaps absorbed them

in some measure. Tyrrell explains the differentiation of the Lugar sill in

essentially the same way as that outlined by the present writer for the Shonkin

Sag laccolith.:}:

Shand has recently described a large laccolith near Loch Borolan, Scotland,

in which quartz syenite (specific gravity 2-635) overlies quartz-free syenite

(specific gravity 2-65), which in turn overlies nephelite syenite (specific

gravity 2-67), and 'ledmorite' (specific gravity 2-74— 2-78). This mass
cle^irly cuts thick Cambrian limestone and other sediments. Shand attri-

butes the layered condition of the laccolith to differentiation under gravity.?

He makes no statement as to the origin of the magma thus differentiated.

On account of its ' desilicated ' character, the present writer is inclined to sus-

pect its derivation from a basalt-limestone syntectic.

Finally, the thick sill described by Xoble as cutting the shales in the

Colorado canyon is worthy of special emphasis in the present connection.** The

• W. H. Weed and L. V. Pirsson, American Jonrnal of Science, Vol. 11, 1901, p. 1.

and Fort Benton Folio, U.S. •Geological Survey, 1899.

tli. V. Pirsson, Bulletin 237, U. S. Geological Survey, 1906, p. 42.

t G. W. Tvrrell, Transactions of the Geol. Societv of Glasgow. Vol. 13, part .?,

1909. p. 298.

5 S. J. Shand, Transactions of the Geol. Societv of Edinburgh, Vol. 9, 1910, p. 376.
'• L. F. Xoble, American Journal of Science, Vol. 29. 1910, p. 517,
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main mass of this intrusive is oliviue diabase. Towards its upper contact the

diabase appears to grade into a pink rock, which proved to be a hornblende
syenite. The syenite makes a sharp contact witli the argillites at the roof

of the sill. The floor rock is also an argillite. The feeding channel or channels

must have traversed the calcareous shale, limestone, and jasper of the lower
Unkar series. Noble does not discuss the genesis of the syenite. Is this rock
not a gravity differentiate from a syntectic of the various sediments dissolved

in diabase magma? Since the argillites are dominant, one must expect for

the differentiate a degree of acidity intermediate between that of the lighter

differentiate in a Moyie sill which has assimilated quartzite, and that of the

lighter differentiate in a sill which assimilated limestone. This expectation

seems to be matched by fact.

In these and other cases which might be cited, the chemical composition

of each lighter, salic pole in differentiated sills varies with the chemical com-
position of the invaded sediments. Herein rests a powerful argument favour-

ing the secondary origin of the respective salic or alkalic magmas. As indicated

in each instance, the intrusive mass is stratified in the way demanded by the

theory of gravitative differentiation in a syntectic.

GENERAL CONCLUSION AND APPLICATION.

The remaining paragraphs of this chapter are devoted to the broader bearing
of the main conclusions regarding the Moyie sills. The statement is almost
identical with that already published in the writer's 1905 and 1906 papers, but
a few changes have been made in the form of presentation.

Sooner or later exjjerience must teach every careful field student of igneous

rocks the truth of the principle of magmatic differentiation. That principle

is, indeed, so generally accepted by petrologists that it may be considered as a

permanent acquisiticn in the theory of their science. Yet it is a long step

from the recognition of the doctrine to its application to the origin of igneous

rocks as actually found in the earth's crust. The principle becomes really

fruitful, in fact becomes first completely ^lnde^stood and realized, when certain

chief problems have been solved.

Among those problems there are naturally thi-ee that are fundamental.
Only after Ihey are solved has petrology done that which it has set out to

do, namely, determine, under the difficult conditions of earth study, the true

nature and genesis of rocks. The first, insistent question is, in every case, what
was the magmatic mixture or matrix from which the material of the existing

rock-mass or rock-masses was produced through differentiation ? The second

question is, how far did the differentiating process operate? The third insistent

question is, what was the process of differentiation itself?

All three problems are interdependent and involve a study in structural

geology. They cannot be solved simply by acquiring even the fullest informa-

tion to be derived from single plutonic contacts, nor, as a rule, from such as

may be derived from entire giound-plan contact lines. On the other hand,.
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it is necessary that, more or less completely, tlie petrologist shall know his

magma chamber as the chemist or metallurgist knows his crucible. No student

of fused slags can obtain safe results from the profoundest examination of

merely one surface or one section of the fused product. He must think in

three dimensions. In the same way, the petrologist attempting to unravel the

complex history of a magma chamber, should, ideally, know its general shape,

size, and contents, as well as the method by which the chamber has been opened

within the earth's crust. Until these conditions are fulfilled his problem of

rock-genesis through magroatie difEerentiatlon remains wholly or in part

unsolved.

The geologist knows how hard those conditions are. He is dependent upon

erosion's rendering his contact accessible; yet erosion destroys surfaces of

contact. He can find no bottom to the chamber of stock or of batholith, though

large-scale differentiation is most commonly evinced in stocks and batholiths.

It is not to be wondered at that, notwithstanding the great number of des-

cribed instances of magmatic differentiation, the phenomenon itself is so little

understood or that the origin of the igneous rocks is still shrouded in the mists

of hypothesis. In view of the diiEculties surrounding the study, the discovery

of single cases where the requisite field conditions are tolerably well fulfilled,

merits special statement. Descriptions of bodies differentiated in chambers

of known form are in the highest degree rare. Nevertheless, it is precisely in

the light of these rare cases that the laws of differentiation can be most intelli-

gently discussed.

Such instances are discussed in this chapter, in which have been described

exceptionally clear examples of differentiation within magmatic chambers, the

crystallized contents of which can now be examined from top to bottom. The
form and geological relations of the chambers are sufficiently well determined

to serve for the discussion of the magmatic problem. The general nature of

the magma whence differentiation has evolved the existing igneous rocks is

believed to be deducible from the field and chemical relations in each case.

The compound magmas were themselves derived, owing their composition to

the digestion or solution of acid sedimentary rocks in original gabbro magmas.
Finally, the facts seem indi-putable as to the nature of the method by which

the differentiation took place. The actual segregation of the sub-magmas
appears to have been directed by gravity, producing simple stratification in the

chambers. In each sill the less dense sub-magma of splitting overlies the

denser sub-magma of splitting.

In almost every case the opponents of the assimilation theory have treated

of the assimilation as essentially a static phenomenon. Each interpretation

of field facts has been phrased in terms of magmatic differentiation versus

magmatic assimilation as explaining the eruptive rocks actually seen on the

contacts discussed. Nothing seems more probable, however, than that such
rocks are often to be referred to the compound process of assimilation accom-
panied and followed by differentiation. The chemical composition of an intru-

sive rock at a contact of magmatic assimilation is thus not simply the direct
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product of digestion. It is a net result of rearrangements brought about in

the compound magma of assimilation. In the magma, intrusion currents and

the currents set up by the sinking or rising of xenoliths must take a part in

destroying any simple relation between the chemical constitutions of the intru-

sive and invaded formation. Still more effective may be the laws of differen-

tiation in a magma made heterogeneous by the absorption of foreign material

which is itseK generally heterogeneous. The formation of eutectic mixtures,

the development of density stratification, and other causes for the chemical

and physical resorting of materials in the new magma ought certainly to be

regarded as of powerful effect in the same sense.

A second fundamental principle has, as a rule, been disregarded in the

discussions on magmatic assimilation. If differentiation of the compound

mag-ma has taken place so as to produce within the magma chamb<-v layers

of magma of different density, the lightest at the top, the heaviest at the

bottom, the actual chemical composition of the resulting rock at any contact

will depend directly on the magmatic stratum rather than on the composition

of the adjacent country-rocks.

In the foregoing discussion the secondary origin of some granites has

been deduced from the study of intrusive sills or sheets; but it is evidently

by no means necessary that the igneous rock body should have the sill form.

The wider and more important question is immediately at hand—does the

assimilation-differentiation theory apply to truly abyssal contacts? Do the

granites of stocks and batholilhs sometimes originate in a manner similar or

analogous to that just outlined for the fills?

General reasons affording affirmative answers to these questions are noted

in chapter XXVI.
Gabbro and granophyre are often characteristically associated at various

localities in the British Islands as in other parts of the world.f The field rela-

tions are there not so simple as in the case of the iloyie sills, for example,

but otherwise the recurrence of many common features among all these rock-

associations suggests the possibility of extending the assimilation-differentia-

tion theory to all the granophyres. Harker's excellent memoir on the gabbro

and granophyre of the Carrockfell District, England, shows remarkable

parallels between his ' laccolite ' i-ocks and those of Minnesota and Ontario^

At Carrock Fell there is again a commonly occurring transition from the

granophyre to true granite, and again the granophyre is a peripheral phase.

Still larger bodies of gabbro, digesting acid sediments yet more energetically

than in the intrusive sheets, and at still greater depth, would yield a thoroughly

granular acid rock as the product of that absorption with the consequent

differentiation.

The difficulty of discussing these questions is largely owing to the absence

of accessible lower contacts in the average granite body. All the more valuable

t See A. Geikie, Ancient Volcanows of Great Britain. 1897.

I Quart. Journal Geol. Soc, Vol. 50, 1894, p. 311 and Vol. 51, 1895, p. 125.
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must be the information derived from intrusive sills. The comparative rarity

of such rock-relations as are described in this chapter does not at all indicate

the exceptional nature of the petrogenic events signalized in the Moyie, Pigeon
Point, or Sudbury intrusives. It is manifest that extensive assimilation and
differentiation can only take place in sills when the sills are thick, well buried,

and originally of high temperature. All these conditions apply to each case

cited in this chapter. The phenomena described are relatively rare largely

because thich basic sills cutting acid sediments are comparatively rare.

On the other hand, there are good reasons for believing that a subcrustal

gabbroid magma, actually or potentially fluid, is general all around the earth;

and secondly, that the overlying solid rocks are, on the average, gneisses and

other crystalline schists, and sediments more acid than gabbro. Through local,

though widespread and profound, assimilation of those acid terranes by the

gabbro, accompanied and followed by differentiation, the batholithic granites

may in large part have been derived. True batholiths of gabbro are rare,

perhaps because batholithic intrusion is always dependent on assimilation.

The argument necessarily extends still farther. It is not logical to restrict

the assimilation-differentiation theory to the granites. For example, the prepar-

ation of the magmas from which the alkaline rocks have crystallized, may have

been similarly affected by the local assimilation of special rock-formations.

See chapter XXVIII.
The officers of the Minnesota Geological Survey have shown that the same

magma represented in the soda granite and granophyre of Pigeon Point forms

both dikes and amygdaloidal surface flows.* The assimilation-differentiation

theory is evidently as applicable to lavas as to intrusive bodies. But demon-

stration of the truth or error of the theoiy will doubtless be found in the study

of intrusive igneous bodies rather than in the study of volcanoes either ancient

or modern.

Finally, the fact of ' consanguinity ' among the igneous rocks of a petro-

grapbical province may be due as much to assimilation as to differentiation.

* N. H. Winchell, Final Rep. Minn. Geol. Surv., Tol. 4. 1899, pp. 519-22. Tlie Duluth
gabbro and tlie broad fringe of red rock (partlv extrusive) on the southeast, together
seem to form a gigantic replica of the Pigeon t'oint intrusive!
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CHAPTER XI.

STEATIGKAPHY AKD STEUCTUKE OF THE SELKIRK MOUXTAIX
SYSTEM (RESUMED).

Betvveen the Pv.rcell Trench and the Selkirk Vallev (Columbia river) the

-ten-mile belt includes stratified rocks belonging to four groups in addition to

those forming the Summit series. (Maps iSTo. 6, 7, and 8). These other groups

have been named the Priest River terrane, the Pend D'Oreille group, the

Kitchener quartzite, and the Beaver Mountain group. The first two groups

rival the Summit series in areal importance within the Boundary belt. The
Kitchener quartzite and the Beaver Mountain group cover but small patches

and their description can be given in few words. The Beaver Mountain sedi-

ments are intimately associated with basic volcanic rocks which in turn are

involved with the Rossland Volcanic group. Their description is best post-

poned to chapter XIII, in which the igneous rocks of the Rossland mountains

are discussed.

Kitchener Forsiatiox.

Along the western edge of the Kootenay river alluvium and north of the

Eykert granite opposite Porthill, the foot-hills are composed of unfossiliferous

quartzite and iuterbedded metargillite, which in lithological characters are

essentially like the Kitchener strata across the river. These beds are appar-

ently not metamorphosed in any sense different from that which is true of the

unfolded Kitchener quartzite of the Purcell mountains; that is. one misses in

them tte evidences of great djTiamic metamorphism, intense mashing, and
recrystallization observed in the neighbouring Priest River terrane and the

evidences of likewise intense contact metamorphism which has affected the

Priest River rocks in the batholithic aureoles farther west. The relative lack

of dynamic metamorphism is quite striking and largely on that account the

writer has separated these rocks from the Priest River terrane, postulating a

master fault of great throw on the west side of the Purcell Trench. This fault

is thus considered as bringing into contact a very old member of the Priest

River terrane (Belt G) and the quartzite which is tentatively correlated with

the Kitchener formation. The down-throw is on the east (see map), and may
be as much as 30,000 feet.

On account of the great structural importance of this correlation a detailed

study of the sediments west of the alluvial flat of the Kootenay is imperative.

While in the field the writer was not entirely conscious of the importance of the

lithological comparison, for at that time the existence of the Kitchener forma-

2oa—vol. ii—1"
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tion itself was iiukiiown and was not determined until tho eamp had bf>eii

moved ninny miles to the eastward. Since then no favourable opport\inity has

arisen by which the study of this quartzite could b« <v\iitinued in the field. It

is now only known that, throughout most of the meridional belt of the Kitch-

ener quartzite as mapped on the west side of the Kootenay, the rocks are indis-

tinguishable from types of the Kit<'hener strata collected at the ifoyie river.

The staple rock is a greenish pray quartzite. weathering brownish. T'nder the

microscope the dominant quartz is seen to be regularly associated with small

grains of microijerthite and orthoelase, with generally a little plagioclase, a

few zircons, and pyrite crystals. There is always mica present, generally

colourless and sericitic, though minute biotites are seemingly never absent.

Where the quartzite is cleaved, as it is at certain points north of Corn creek,

the micas are specially developed in the cleavage planes. The metargillitic

interbeds have not been microscopically examined but they api^ear to be com-

posed of the same materials as the metargillites of the Kitchener formation.

It is equally true that this local quartzite-metargillite series is lithologically

similar to the Beehive formation as developed on the summit of the range.

This is, of course, natural if the writer is correct in correlating the Kitchener

and Beehive quart^ites.

At Summit creek and north of it for a half-mile the quartzite is extremely

massive and of a gray colour when fresh, and very often grayish to light brown-

ish-gray when weathered; it is possible that here we have a large outcrop of the

Creston formation underlying the Kitchener. There is so little certainty of

this, however, that the colour representing the Kitchener on the map has been

extended northward across Summit creek.

North of Summit creek the strike averages about N. 16° E.. and the dip is

about vertical. The same strike (dip observed at 60° E.) is preserved fairly

well for a couple of miles south of the creek when it abruptly changes to N. 22° W.
then to N. 90° E., becoming highly variable in a locality of structural turmoil.

A half-mile farther south the strike is N. 45° E., and the average dip about 50°

S. E. This general attitude of the beds was observed at several points south

of Corn creek. On the whole it must be said that the strike of the quartzite

!? distinctly transverse to the trend of the Purcell Trench.

The western limit of the quartzite is shown on the map only approximately.

For the reason already noted, the amount of structural and areal work done

in the field was insufficient to show that limit and therewith the exact place of

the postulated master fault. Few points in the structure section along the

Forty-ninth Parallel are more important than this one and it is especially here

that further and more detailed work is needed.

Priest Eiver Tekraxe.

It has already been noted that the basal conglomerate of the Summit scries

rests unconformably on older rocks outcropping at. and to the eastward of, the

head-waters of Priest river. The name 'Priest River terrane' may be appro-



Pl,.\TK 2«.

Lojking eastw.u-d over the heavily wu:>tled mountains t^omposed of the Priest River
Terrane ; Nelson Range. (ilaoial lakes (rook-basins) in Irene Conglomeiate
formation.

25a— vol. ii--p. 238.
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priately given to this whole group as exposed in the southern Selkirks at the

Boundary. It appears to be the oldest series anywhere exposed on the Forty-

ninth Parallel. The group is of sedimentary- origin hut has been largely recry-

stallized. It is as yet entirely unfossiliferous. Its stratigraphic relation to

the Summit series leaves no room for doubt that the Priest River terrane i<

both pre-Cambrian and pre-Beltian in age.

Exposures and Conditions of Study.—Within the 10-mile Boundary belt

where it crosses the Selkirk range, this old terrane covers about one hundred

square miles. Such an area would seem sufficient to afford leading data as to

the composition and structure of the series. Tet a comparatively long and

certainly arduous field attack on the area has been exceedingly unsatisfactory

in its results. The difficulties of geological exploration in this area are unsur-

passed in the entire Boundary section. The intense metaniorphism of the series

in almost every part, and its structural complexity would alone render the

solution of the main geological problems as difficult as in most typical Archean

terranes. The strong relief of the country and. above all, the heavy and con-

tinuous forest cap add special physical troubles in a field where the geologist's

mental troubles in interpretation are already of the first order. (Plate 26.) With
wearisome repetition outcrops failed at critical localities. For a mile or two

together the sections were often left quite blank where fallen timber, deep moss.

or humus effectually covered the rock ledges; so complete was this cover of

vegetation that even the ' wash,' frost-riven from the ledges, was invisible for

long stretches.

Under these conditions it has proved impossible to treat the Priest Rivor

terrane in anything like as satisfactory a manner as would be desirable. Though
its rocks are almost entirely of clearly sedimentary origin, not the slightest

clue was discovered as to the succession of beds. Neither top nor bottom, nor

certain indication of relative ages among individual members has yet been

iletemiiiied. Four, more or less complete, traver'es. besides several shorter

ones, were run across the area, and a tolerable idea of the lithological nature

of the series was obtained. The map and section as well as the following des-

cription of the series, indicate that the characters of the rock-members and the

attitudes of the beds are not favourable to the discernment of stratigraphic

sequence. It has thus seemed best to map the series on a purely lithological

basis.

Compiling the data won from the several traverses it appears that the rocks

of the terrane may be grouped into seven irregular belts which will be hence-

forth referred to by the letters A to G. In general they run meridionally and

follow, more or less faithfully, the strike of the bedding planes, which appear

usually to lie parallel to the planes of schistosity. Belts A, B, G, D, and E
have been most fully investigated. The relative inaccessibility of the area

covered by belts F and G has caused the information concerning them to be

very scant. Along the northern edge of the Boundary belt all the belts exposed

show specially complicated features as a result of the intrusion of the great

25a—vol. ii—17A
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Bayonne batliolith. Peripheral schistosity nnd cleavage and a very intense

degree of recrystal'lization have been developed about that batholith.

B<'lts F and G are also much disturbed and altered in the vicinity of the

Kykert granite batholith in the southeastern corner of the area. The eastern

limit of belt occurs at a master fault, along: which quartzites referred to the

Kitchener formation have been dropped down into contact with the pre-Cam-
•brian schists.

Petrography of Belt A.—South of Summit creek the Irene conglomerate
directly overlies belt .-1. This is a heterogeneous group of rocks, including

iiotite, chlorite, and sericite schists; sheared, compact quartzites; and dolo-

mites. The micaceous sc'iists occupy most of the belt; serieitic quartzites are

next most abundant; the dolomites occur as thin bands intercalated in schist

iind quartzite.

The schists vary in c-olour from light to dark greenish gray, according to

the nature and abundance of the essential micaceous mineral, sericite, biotite,

•or chlorite. They are often interrupted by veinlets of quartz and of dolomite

lying in tho =chistosity planes. In certain phases crystals of dolomite occur

in individuals or groups disseminated through the schist. Rock types transi-

tional between the true schists and impure dolomite are found. On the west

*ide of the trail at Copper Camp the dark iihyllitic schist is abumlantly charged

with single crystals and small clumps of a light brown ferruginous carbonate

which is probably ankerite. The rock has, in consequence, a pseudo-porphy-

ritic appearance.

The quartzitic bands sometimes run over a hundred feet in thickness.

They are always sheared, with an abundant development of sericite in the

shearing planes. At several localities the quartzites, like the schists, are

tnagnesian to some extent. Thoy thus pass over into the dolomites which have

the habit of compact, more or less silicious, marbles. On fresh fractures the

dolomites range in colour from white to a delicate pinkish-brown, weathering

to a light though decided buff tint. The expos.ures of the dolomites in belt A
are very poor but it appears that no one bed measures much over fifty feet in

thickness.

Throughout most of the belt the strike of both bedding and schistosity

averages a few degre9s west of north and seems to cut the plane of uncon-

formity with the Summit series at angles varying from 10° to 25°. The dip is

generally nearly vertical but angles of 75° to 80° to the eastward are not

uncommon. About one mile south of the Dewdney trail the belt is broken by

a strong transverse fault along which, as shown in the map, the block to the

south has been displaced westward with respect to the block on the north.

Within the northern block the belt rapidly narrows down as if there it had

been cut away during the erosion preceding the deposition of the Irene con-

glomerate. In this short tongue of belt A the strike averages about N. 30° E.

;

the dip about 75° northwest.

Large quartz veins, usually lying in the planes of schistosity are common
an the schists. One of these veins, from 15 to 20 feet in thickness, and well
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exposed in a high elifi occur? at a meadow on the divide between Priest river

and a small fork of Summit creek. Fifty feet to the eastward of this vein are

TWO narrow sill-like injections of minette. This association of vein and erup-

tive prompted the assay of the quartz for values in the precious metals. The
result was negative.

The dolomites of the belt characteristically bear isolated crystals and small

pockets of galena and chalcopyrite. and some active prospecting of these rocks

has taken place at the forks of Priest river. The sulphides arc reported to carry

both silver and gold, but so far no workable lode has been discovered. The
pockets of galena form the principal ' ore ' of the prospect-dumps but the small

size and rarity of the pockets—clumps of crystals only a few inches in diameter

at most—have led to the abandonment of the claims, which certainly seem to

have no commercial value.

The intrusive rocks occurring in belt A will be described in the section

on the igneous bodies of the Selkirks.

Petrography of Belt B.—The next belt to the east is, so far as lithological

types are concerned, very similar to belt A; the chief contrast between the two
lies in the ditlerent proportions of these types in the belts. Belt B bears thick

and persistent bands of dolomite alternating with quartzites and phyllitic and

coarser mica schists. The best exposures were seen on the divide between

Priest river and Summit creek, to the northwestward of Xorth Star mountain.

A tolerably complete section of the belt was there made.

At the northwest end of this section the western limit of belt B occurs at

a bed of silicious dolomite, one hundred feet in tliickness. This dolomite is

white to bluish white on the fresh fracture but weathers buff-yellow. Though
generally massive, it is greatly cracked and shattered, the cracks being filled

with vein-quartz which ramifies in all directions through the rock. The strike

is N. 9° E.; the dip is practically vertical.

That limestone is followed on the east by 110 feet of biotite schist, whicb
in turn is succeeded by about 300 feet of thinly laminated, schistose silicious

dolomite of colour and composition like the first limestone. This rock too is

highly charged with narrow, irregular veiulets of white guart-z. The strike is

here north and south; the dip, about 65° E. This second limestone is succeeded

on the southeast by a 150-foot band of dark, glpssy biotite-sericite schist with
its planes of sehistosity striking north and south and dipping 70° E. It is

followed by 95 feet of white dolomitic quartzite (weathering yellowisli) with
conformable attitude. The quartzite is succeeded by a thick band of light to-

dark greenish gray phyllitic mica schist. The observed width of this band was
1,400 feet across the strike, which runs IST. 10° E. The dip is 85° E. On its

eastern limit this schist is in contact with a band of dolomitic quartzite of

which the thickness measured 340 feet. Here too this rock type is white on
the fresh fracture and weathers buff-yellow. The staple dolomitic quartzite

is interlaminated with thin beds of nearly pure dolomite and others of nearly-

pure white-weathering quartzite. The strike is N. 5° E. ; the dip, 85° E.
Next to that band, on the east, comes a conformable band of phyllite, followed
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by another band of dolomite, which is very similar to the first dolomite occur-

ring at the western end of the section. The dolomite 'here is about 450 feet

thick.

The specimen of this dolomite (No. 886) is fairly typical not only of the

whole band but also of the whole proup of carbonate bands occurrinfr in the

Priest River terrane. It has, accordingly, been selected for chemical analysis.

On the fresh fracture the rock varies in <'olour from white to pale blue and

weathers rather uniformly brownish yellow or buff. It is transect(xl by numer-

ous veinlets of white quartz and by others of very compact dolomite. Other-

wise the rock is a very homogeneous, fine-grained, marble-like mass of carbonate,

which in the ledge shows no appreciable impurity. The specifie gravity is

2-822, corresponding to normal dolomite pretty closely.

The analysis by Professor Dittrieli. afforded the following result :

—

Analysis of dolomiie, Piiesi River terrane.

Uol.

SiO. 5-84 -097

A1,0, -80 008

FcjOj -79 005

FeO -16 -002

MffO 19-38 -485

CaO 28-31 .506

Na,a -2" -004

K.O -09 -001

H,0 at n0°C -03

H/O above 110°C -63 -035

CO, *3-»5 -990

99-85

Sp. gr 2-822

Portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid, 5-96%

Under the microscope the carbonate is seen to occur in the form of a

granular aggregate, the grains being of rather uniform size and averaging

about 0-08 mm. in diameter. They never show the rhombohedral outlines so

common in the dolomites of the Lewis and Gallon series. This difference may
be easily explained by the fact that all of the Priest River dolomites have been

thoroughly recrystallized and riow have the structure of true marble, while the

younger dolomites seem to have preserved their original sedimentary structure

more or less perfectly. The granular dolomite of the thin section is inter-

rupted by a few small grains of glass-clear quartz and feldspar. The visible

quantity of these impurities matches well the portion of the rock found to be

insoluble in hydrocliloric acid. About 04 per cent of the rock by weight is

made up of the carbonate, which. PS shown by the ratio, CaO: ifgO (l-4fi:l), is

almost ideal dolomite.

It happens that a small veinlet of carbonate, cross-cutting tiie main mass

of the rock, appears in the thin section studied. This veinlet is about 1 ram.

in diameter. Throughout its visible extent its grains average about 0-03 mm.
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in diameter or seasibly equal to the average diameter of the grains iu the

Waterton, Altyn, Siyeh, and Sheppard dolomites. Here as there we have a

steady persistence in the size of grain which diaracterizfs the chemically pre-

cipitated carbonate.

The strike and dip of the 450-foot band of dolomite was, on account of the

massiveness of the rock, not readily determined but, as usual in the zone, the

former was a few degrees east of north, while the dip seemed to be nearly

vertical.

East of the analyzed dolomite, outcrops were few for about 400 feet of

cross-section but that stretch seems to be underlain by dolomitic chlorite schist

and phyllitic mica scliist. Immediately to the eastward and just at tlie western

base of North Star peak, a 200-foot, nearly vertical, band of sheared dirty-

white dolomite, weathering yellow, forms the most easterly part of belt B.

The strike of the band and of its schistosity planes is about N. 5° £.; the dip

averages S0° E.

A review of the field-notes suggests that belt B may constitute a closely

appressed fold, the erosion of which has produced a duplication of the three dolo-

mitic bands on the two sides of the belt. However, the very considerable differ-

ences of thickness between the respective bands thus supposed to be duplicated, are

so great that one cannot be sure of the postulated repetition. In any case, there

is no evidence in this section as to whether the fold is an anticline or a syncline.

In no other part of belt B could this point be settled. In the general structure

section, therefore, no attempt is made to show the true relations in the great

monocline. It has seemed better to illustrate simply the empirical facts of

field observation rather than to attempt the i>rojection of folds which, under the

circumstances, could be nothing else than fanciful.

Belt B is, thus, composed of both mica schists and dolomites. In that

belt the carbonate rocks are relatively more abundant than in any other belt in

the Priest River terrane. The persistence of the dolomites along the strike,

their nearly vertical dip, the notable straightness of each bed and of the entire

belt across Xorth Star mountain, and the general parallelism of belts A and B
to the band of Irene conglomerate, would, at first sight, suggest that at least

the upper part of the Priest River series is conformable to the overlying
Summit series. It is believed, however, as noted elsewhere, that this general

parallelism of belts A and B to the band of Irene conglomerate is partly an
incidental result of the strong upturning and mashing which have forced
the two unconformable series into positions of apparent conformity. Six miles
north of the Boundary, belt B has been brdken by the same fault which offset

belt --1 a mile or more south of Summit creek. At the creek itself the dolomites
and schists of belt B are entirely cut off by a second fault (see map) so
that these rocks are replaced, north of the Dewdney trail, by the sheared quart-
zites characteristic of belt C

The dolomitic bands of belt B, like those of belt A, carry small bunches
of galena and occasional crystals of copper pyrites. ^STeither of these ores
where they have been actually prospected, as at the claims of ' Copper Camp,'
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occurs in masses of workable size. No reliable information was obtained on

the ground as to tbe values found in assayed specimens of the sulphides, but

the material collected from the prospect-dumps nowhere suggested the possi-

bility of a high-grade property. On the other hand, the small size and com-

parative rarity of the bunches of ore shows that no known claim in the 'camp'

can prove successful as a low-grade mine.

Petrography of Belt C.—In width, length, and axial trend, belt C is very

similar to belts A and B. In composition C is, in some respects, like A but
does not seem to bear any dolomitic bands. The most complete section across

belt C was made at the summit of North Star mountain. Elsewhere in the

belt, exposures are very poor and it is very possible that the boundary lines,

especially that on the eastern side, are drawn too straight. This third belt is

composed essentially of well and thinly foliated phyllites. chlorite-sericite

schists, and phyllitic biotite-sericite schists, all tending toward a dark greenish

gray colour. Within these staple rocks there occur strong bands of a very

dark gray intensely sheared quartzite. The quartzite bears abundant little

foils of sericite and biotite, di?seminated in planes of schistosity. The inter-

locking, metamorphic quartz grains are fuU of opaque black dust which may
be driven off before the blow-pipe and is probably carbon in graphitic or other

form. This carbonaceous matter is abundant and explains the dark colour of

the rock in ledge or hand-specimen. A few sheared quartz pebbles were found

in the phyllite on North Star mountain near the western limit of the belt.

Wherever outcrops were found in the belt the attitude of the planes of

schistosity corresponds well to the average attitude in belts A and B. Through

most of the belt the strike varies from N. 7° E. to N. 10° W. ; the dip averages

about 75° E. At one locality near the summit of North Star mountain, the

(lip of the schistosity plane was 75° E. Such discordance appears, however,

to be local and, in general, the planes of bedding and schistosity may be nearly

coincident. The schists do uot extend beyond the Dewdney trail and seem to

be cut off by the same transverse fault which has been postulated to explain

the failure of belt B north of the trail and so marked on the map.

Petrography of Belt D.—The fourth belt is dominantly quartzitic. The
quartzite is normally more or less sheared. Both biotite and sericite are largely

developed, in fact never failing entirely in this metamorphosed sedimentary.

Within the quartzite beds are numerous, though thin intercalations of sericitic

and chloritic schists along with beds of dolomite. The quartzites are of com-

pact texture and vary in colour from white to pale greenish-gray, weathering

white or buff. They are often charged with accessory grains of carbonate,

which qualitative analysis shows to be probably typical dolomite. The same

mineral is also an abundant accessory in the chlorite and biotitic schists. The

study of thin sections seems to show that much, perhaps all. of the chlorite

found in the schists is secondary after biotite and after the rather rare garnets

which sometimes apjiear among the accessories.
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At Sutninit creek and north of it, the i-ocks of the belt have been pro-

foundly metamorphosed by the Bayonne granodiorite intrusion. The effects

are most notable in the schistose bands. In them the small shreds and foils

of serieite, chlorite and biotite are replaced by felted aggregates of large biotite

and muscovite foils. The resulting: coarse-grained mica schist bears a most

striking contrast to the more phyllitic schists far from the batholithic contact.

Though the recrystallization by contact-action is so pronounced, the original

banding or bedding is as fully marked as in the staple phases of these old

sedimentaries. The thin bands of coarse schist are sharply marked off from

the enclosing quartzite, which, though it bears disseminated plates of biotite

and muscovite of relatively large size, is still a true hard quartzite. Occasion-

ally minute, deeply coloured tourmalines are seen under the microscope to be

distributed through the quartzose matrix. Feldspars are characteristically

absent, or at leaat, are indeterminable in the normal schist and quartzite, but

both plagioclase and orthoclase are recognizable in considerable amounts in

the schists and q\iartzites of the t'lermally metamorphosed part of the belt. It

is not possible to attribute their presence with certainty to feldspabhization

by the granitic magma, however probable it may seem from the field relations-

of the feldspar-bearing' phase.

Strong contact-metamorphisni is visible for at least two miles from the

granite contact. The great width of the metamorphic coUar as illustrated in

belts D, E and G indicate the probability that the contact-surface of the granite

liody plunges under the rocks at and south of Summit creek. The vertical dis-

tance between the granite and the rocks exposed in the depths of the canyon

at the creek is probably less than two miles. (See Figure 19.)

The best exposures of the belt were found on the ridge running southeast

from North Star mountain. There the strike of the bedding, the planes of

whieh usually coincide with the schistosity planes, varied from N. 25° W. to

X.—and—S., the dip varies from 75° E. to 70° W., with the average about 85°

E. The nearly vertical dip and meridional strike persist for a distance of some

six miles north of the Boundary line; but along Summit creek the strike has

swung around, so as to run, on the average, about N. 40° E. near belt C and

gradually approaching N. 65° E. as the eastern limit of quartzites on the

Dewdney trail is approached. Throughout the whole width of the belt on the

Dewdney trail, the strike thus follows very closely the general contact-line of

the Bayonne granite; the relation affords an excellent illustration of the

development of peripheral cleavage about a batholith. The dip of the banding
(bedding) in the schist-quartzite along this contact collar seems to coincide

generally with the dip of the schistosity. It averages about 60° to the north-

west, but is highly variable, as expected in a belt of rocks energetically dis-

placed and mashed during batholithic intrusion.

Petrography of Belt E.—Belt E is composed of a group of acid sediments

even more intensely metamorphosed than those of belt D. The dominant type

is a highly serieitic schist in which large biotite foils have been extensively
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developed along the planes of schistosity. (Plate 27, Fig. B.) The general

ground-mass of the rock is, as a rule, a light to medium-tinted greenish-gray,

silvery, glittering felt of quartz and abundant serieite. Sprinkled through the

felt are the round or hexagonal biotite plates, which range from 1 mm. to 3 mm.
in diameter. The biotite is highly lustrous, and, on account of its darker

colour, stands out prominently on the surface of the rock. This special pseudo-

phenocrystic development of biotite is characteristic of the whole belt and.

while occasionally seen in narrow bands of belt D, is not an essential feature

of any other than belt E. For this reason it may be called the belt of ' spangled

schists.'

Along with the biotite spangles there are often many pale-reddish anhedral

garnets also developed in the planes of schistosity. The serieite is commonly

replaced by well characterized museovite of the ordinary type, though it never

takes on the size of the biotite spangles. Around the large biotites and the

garnets the small shreds of serieite and quartz grains are often seen under the

microscope to be arranged in concentric layers; this relation is the familiar

one to be observed so often in garnetiferous schists. A little magnetite, a few

zircons and needles of rutile form the accessories of the schist.

There are all stages of transition between the typical spangled schist and

sheared quartzite, which is always sericitic and commonly speckled with minute

dots of dark biotite. These quartzites are similar to those characteristic of

both belt D and belt F.

Near the divide between Summit creek and the north fork of Corn creek

the spangled schists enclose a band of common amphibolite about one hundred

feet in apparent thickness. This is evidently a sheared and highly metamor-

phosed basic igneous rock, probably of intrusive origin. A second sill-like

intrusion of much altered basic rock (now a hornblende-chlorite schist), with

an exposed width of ten feet, was found on the ridge about a mile and a half

E. N. E. of North Star mountain. With these exceptions belt E is a fairly

homogeneous body of acid, sedimentary rock wholly metamorphosed.

The schistosity planes usually strike parallel to the boundaries of the belt

as laid down on the map; the dip is always very high, varying from 90° to

"5° E. It is apparently more characteristic of this belt than of any of the

others that the attitude of the Ijedding is highly discordant with that of the

schistosity. The two planes were often seen, in the same ledge, to cut each

other at angles of from 60 to 80 degrees. Unfortunately the exposures were

not sufficiently numerous to enable the writer to determine even the main facts

concerning the true position of the bedding planes throughout the belt. It is

only known that these rocks are often greatly cnmipled and that the folds

and crinkles are crossed indifferently by the master-structure. Considering the

intense metamorphism, the bedding is well preserved and is represented by

good contrasts of colour between the lighter tinte<l, more quartzitic layers and

the darker, more micaceous layers once rich in argillaceous material. (Plate

27, B).

The spangled schists were followed from the Boundary line to the ridge



Plate 27

A. Contrast of normal sericite schist of Monk formation (left; and cuntact-nietanior])lK>sed
equivalent in aureok of sumnjit granite stock, a coarse-grainPtl, glittering muscovite
schist (right). The sericite schist specimen shows dark patches of surface stain.
One- half natural size.

B. Spangled, garnetiferous schist characteristic of Belt PJ of Priest River Terrane.
Banding represents original he Iding of a silicious argillite. Three-fourths
natuial size.

25a—vol. ii— p. 2Ci;.
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just south of Summit creek. There belt E has already passed into the collar

of contact metamorphism belonging to the Bayonne batholith. On the Dewdney

trail all trace of the normal spangled schist is lost and the rocks which appear

to represent it are relatively very coarse-grained, crinkled muscovite-biotite

schist, alternating with micaceous quartzite. So complete is the recrystalliza-

tion that it has proved impossible to separate the contact-metamorphosed part

of belt E from the similarly altered schists of belt 0. For this reason belt E
is, in the map, represented as ending in an arbitrary' line drawn to indicate

the northernmost limit of the schist which actually shows the spangling with

biotite. From near the Kootenay river flat to a point four miles up Summit
creek, the coarse, glittering micii schists with their quartzitic intercalations

represent the utmost crystallinito»- and a very striking parallel to typical mica

schists in the great pre-Cambrian field of eastern Canada. This spectacular

exomorphic collar is more than two miles wide as measured outward from the

Bayonne granite. Within the collar the schists are powerfully crumpled and

the strike of both schistosity and bedding has been forced around so as to be

sensibly parallel to the contact-line of the Bayonne granite. The dip averaged

about 75° to the north but is quite variable.

Peirographij of Belt F.—East of the zone of spangled schist good outcrops

are specially rare for several miles. These sections were run across belt F but,

on account of the heavy forest cover, the information was but meagre. The
net result of these traverses went to show that the zone is, like belt D, com-

posed of sheared quartzite with subordinate interbeds of mica schist. The
quartzite is here usually much more schistose than that in belt D and is chiefly

a true quartz schist. Sericite or well developed muscovite, biotite, and chlorite,

all in minute foils giving by reflexion point-like scintles of light from the planes

of schistosity, are the micaceous minerals formed by the dynamic metamorph-

ism. The intercalated mica schists are much like those of belts -4. to D, but

almost never show the biotite spangles characteristic of the rocks of belt E.

In both the quartz schists and the mica schists there is, close to the Rykert

granite, an increase in the size of the mica foils and usually some development

of reddish garnets. These features are regarded as due to special contact-

metamoiijhism. A band of garnet-beajing amphibolite, 125 feet wide, and
apparently following the bedding-planes of the schistose quartzite near the

Kykert granite, is another example of greatly metamorphosed basic intrusives

in the Priest Eiver terrane.

Peripheral schistosity was developed in the belt by the Rykert granite

intrusion. On tlie north slope of Boundary creek near the contact, the strike

of bedding and schistosity was observed to run from N. 25° E. to N. 45° E.,

with dips varying from 30° to 45° N. W.
On the top of the ridge and a mile from the contact the average strike is

about N. 30° W. and the dip varies from 75° E. N. E. to 75° W. S. W. Farther

west the dip is northerly and flattens to 20° or less. Toward the western limit

of belt F, on the .-^ame ridge, the strike is about N. 25° E. and the dip nearly

Tcrtical. In all these cases the strike and dip refer to the banding of the
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qaartz schist-mica schist scries; this liaiuling seems iiiuloubtcfll.v to represent

original bedding. The schistosity is for the most part apparently coincident

'vitli it

It looks as if the roclcs of this belt lying: to the west of the Eykert granite

form an appressed and greatly crumpled syncline but, in view of the scanty

iVld data, no great confidence can be felt in this interpretation.

Petrography of Belt G.—The most easterly of the seven belts is even more
obscure as to its detailed structure than the other belts. Belt G lies between the

Bayonne and Rykert granite batholiths which have conspired to perfect the

metamorphism begun by the crush of earlier mountain-building pressures.

Half-way between the two batholiths and from four to five miles from either,

the rocks have the peculiar habit of micaceous contact-hornfelses. Intense
crumpling of the sedimeutaries in the zone has been brought about by a combina-
tion of the strong orogenic pressure which has aflfected all the belts, and of the

outward pressures exerted during the forceful intrusion of the batholiths. The
structural problem of the belt is further rendered difiicult by the rarity of good
bed-rock exposures.

The belt is essentially composed of glittering coarse to medium-grained

mica schists. These vary in colour from light to dai-k greenish-gray and dark

rusty brown. The average phase is distinctly more ferruginous than the staple

schists of any of the other six belts. As a rule the schists are well banded,

much after the fashion of the spangled schists of belt E.

It is believed that the bands represent the true bedding. The original

sediments were doubtless chiefly argillites more or less rich in silica, with

subordinate thin interbeds of sandstone. Their existing metamorphic equiva-

lents are muscovite-biotite schists carrying variable and often important

amounts of red garnet, yellow epidote, and tourmaline. The muscovite is some-

times sericite but generally occurs in the form of the usual foils of relatively

large size.

As already noted, the northern part of the belt along Summit creek includes

schists which form the probable extension of belt E into the exomorphic collar

of the Bayonne batholith. All across belt G, at the creek, the strike is a little

north of east and thus roughly parallel to the contact-line of the batholith.

It is possible that similar peripheral schistosity was developed in belt G north

of the Eykert granite but this point could not be determined in the time that

could be allotted to the area. Elsewhere in belt G the average strike of the

banding varies from N. 25° E. to X. 45° E. The dips are exceedingly variable,

those observed ranging from 70° N.W., through verticality, to 50° S.E.

Thicknesses and Struxture in the Priest River TerraM.—With the exception

of a few relatively unimportant bands of amphibolite, the whole of the Priest

River terrane is composed of originally sedimentary roeks. The list of these

include argillites, argillaceous sandstones, highly silicious sandstones, dolomitio

sandstones and argillites, and dolomites. All these rocks are tremendously

sheared and metamorishosed, so t lat not a single ledge observed in the field
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nor a single one of about one luimlrod specimens, more closely studied in the

laboratory, is without abundant signs of crushing or, at least, reerystallization.

The carbonate rocks occur in belts A, B, and C, but are chiefly concentrated

in belt B. In the section crossing that belt, northwest of North Star mountain,

the six great beds of the dolomitic marbles aggregate about 1,500 feet in thick-

ness. If the three beds outcropping on the western side of the belt are but

duplications of the three beds outcropping on the eastern side, and, if half the

mean of the thickness be assumed as indicating the real thickness of the three

beds, this would total 750 feet. In belts A and there must be at least 250

feet of highly magnesian rock additional. The writer believes, in fact, that

1,000 feet represen-ts the minimum thickness of the total dolomitic rock as

exposed in this arfa of the Priest Eiver terrane.

Most of belts A and C and a large part of B are composed of rather homo-

geneous niica schists, including great masses of phyllite and chloritic schist.

It is possible that belt B represents a duplication of .1; with this assumption

a very rough estimate of the minimum total thickness of the argillaceous strata

corresponding to these schists is 5,000 feet.

The thicknesses of the dominant quartzites of belts D and F, which are

lithologically very similar, are extremely difiicult to estimate but it is believed

that at least 6,000 feet of different bods must be represented. The total appar-

ent thickness of the spangled schist is over 6,000 feet and an estimate of 3,000

feet, based on the possibilily that belt E coincides with a simple closed verticnl

fold, seems to be a safe minimum estimate for the thickness of the spangled

schist. Belt G consists of mica schists which in several respects are very .

similar to the schists of belts A, B and C, yet no dolomites have been found

in belt G and it would be unsafe to correlate the strata of belt G with those of

any of the western zones. In any case, it appears that at least 3,000 feet of

reciystallized strata, not appearing in any of the members estimated above,

must be added to complete the total of strata exposed in the area.

It thus seems likely that this total is, at the minimum, 18,000 feet. Even
that estimate is large in absolute measure but the total number of feet is but

a relatively small fraction of the apparent thickness of the -whole series. Eough
as the estimate is, it indicates tlie fact, amply demonstrated by the field obser-

vations, that this old series is of great thickness even when compared with the

more certain minimum totals: for the neighbouring Summit and Purcell series.

At one stage in the work of interpreting the terrane it was postulated that

at least part of belts -D^i?,i^, and G really form part of the Cambrian-Beltian

series, being thus equivalent to the quartzitic and argillaceous phases of the

Summit and Purcell groups. A careful study of the fidd data and of the col-

lection of specimens has, however, led the writer to believe that this supposition

is inadmissible. Quite apart from the thermal action of the Eykert and Bayonne
batholiths, the whole Priest River terrane is intensely metamorphosed, to a

degree never seen in the Purcell series and only rarely, and then but locally,

observed in the Summit series. Moreover, the detailed composition of none

of the belts agrees with any similarly thick portion of the Summit or Purcell
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jnries. Lastly, it may l>o noted, as good evidence, that the huge basal conglo-

merate of the Summit series contains myriads of pehhles manifestly derived

from ledges quite similar in composition to those of belts A, B, C, D, F, and
G. Since the strikes and dips of the Irene conglomerate are nearly or quite

parallel to those in belt A of the older terrane, one might doubt the existence

of the unconformity at the base of the conglomerate, were it not especially for

the similarity of the dolomitie pebbles in the conglomerate to the dolomitic

bands in the Priest River series. Largely for this reason a pre-Beltian age

is ascribed to all the schistose rocks (not intrusive") situated, within the

Boundary belt, between the Irene cong-lomerate and the down-faulted Kitchener

quartzite at the western edge of the Kootenay River alluvium. This great Priest

River group presents a structural problem as yet quite unsolved.

Correlation.—It is, of course, too early to attempt a fixed correlation of the

Priest River terrane witli the other pre-Oambrian torranes of the Cordillera,

but it is not without interest to observe that in various regions there are thick

masses of ancient sedimentaries whicli appear to correspond both lithologically

and in stratigraphic relations to the Priest River terrane as exposed along the

Boundaiy line. A few references to typical sections in the Belt mountains

of Montana, the Black Hills of South Dakota and adjoining portions of Wyom-
ing, the Fortieth Parallel region, and the sections worked out by Dawson on

the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway, may be useful as showing the

places where possible equivalents of the Priest River terrane may be sought.

In the Three Forks, Montana, folio of the United States Geological Survey

(1896) Peale describes the ' Cherry Creek beds ' as a series of mica-schists,

quartzites, gneisses, and marbles or crystalline limestones. These beds are

highly inclined, apparently conformable to one another, and, notwithstanding

the obscurity of the folding, are known to total thousands of feet in thickness

(at least 7,000 feet shown in columnar section'). The series is lying ' probably '

unconformably upion ' Archean gneisses ' and is unconformably underlain by

the Belt terrane, i.e., by equivalents of the lower members oi the Rocky Mountain
Geosynclinal prism as just described in this report.

In the Hartville, Wyoming, folio (1903). W. S. T. Smith and N. II. Darton

describe, under the name of the ' Whalen group' a series of schists, gneisses,

quartzites, and limestones, which are said to resemble closely the ' Algonkian

'

rocks of the Black Hills. These rocks have high or even vertical dips. They
appear to resemble also the pre-Cambrian schists of the area covered by the

Sundance. Wyoming, folio, which are unconformably overlain by the Middle

Cambrian Deadwood formation. The Algonkian rocks of the Black Hills

have not been adequately described but include garnetiferous and other mica

schists, graphitic schist, ferruginous quartzite and aniphibolite.* These meta-

morphosed rocks, with high dips, lie unconformably beneath the Middle Cam-
brian overlapping strata.

•T. A. Ja«gar, jr.. Prof. Paper Xo. 26, U.S. Gcol. Survey, 1904. p. at.

See also Newton and Jenney's Report on the Geology and Resources of the Black
Hills of Dakota, Washington, 1880, p. 5«.
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ilacDonald mentions an important grovip of metamoi-phosed and higlily

eryistalline sediments, now schists, outcropping along the west shore of Cceur

d'Alene hike.§ This locality is about 120 miles due south of the area of the

Priest River terrane as mapped for the present report. It seems possible that

the one terrane is a continuation of the other.

King recognized a greatly deformed series of slates, quartzites, limestones.

dolomites, mica schists, and hornblende schists in the ' Ajchean ' division of

the rocks encountered during the Fortieth Parallel survey.f Farther south

the quartzites and micaceous schists of the Vishnu group in the Grand
Canyon section represent other pre-Cambrian sediments which have suffered,

apparently, about the same measure of deformation and metamorphism as those

characterizing the Priest Eiver terrane.

In British Columbia, north of the Boundary belt, it is fully as difficult

as in the cases already noted, to correlate with confidence. Among the des-

cribed rock-groups, the nearest approach, lithologically, to the Priest River

terrane is the Nisconlith series of Dawson, as exposed around the Shuswap

lakes.:}: This series is made up of calcareous or graphitic mica schists, fla^y,

often dark-coloured limestones, gray and blackish quartzites in apparent con-

formity. The series appears to lie conformably beneath the Adams Lake

series and both are placed in the Cambrian, the Nisconlith overlying the truly

Archean Shuswap series of gneisses, etc. All three series are quite unfossiJi-

ferous and the present writer suspects that the correlation of the Xiseonlith

with the Priest River terrane is at least as justifiable as that with the Cam-
brian of the Front ranges.

The foregoing brief statement of the constitution and relations of the

various groups indicates lines of thought in the future correlation of the ancient

formations of the Cordillera, rather than any definite view as to the correlation.

One thing is certain, however; the Cordillera is at many points underlain by

very thick and important groups of sediments which are not only pre-Cambrian

but also pre-Beltian in age. It is possible if not, indeed, probable that the

total thicknesses of these stratified rocks rival those of the pre-Cambrian

terranes in the Great Lakes r^ion of Canada and the United States, as well

as tho-e of the vast formations of Finland.

Pexd D'Oreille Group.

General Descriptien.—^Between the western limit of the Summit series

monocline and the southeastern edge of the great central volcanic field, an

area of about sixty square miles of the ten-mile belt is underlain by a thick

group of unfossiliferous, heavily metamorphosed sediments. A considerable

§ D. F. MacDonald, Bull. 285. U.S. Geol. Surver. 1906, n. 42.

t R«port, Vol. 1, Systematic Geology, 1878, p. 532

+ G. M. Dawson, Explanatory notes to Shuswap sheet, Geological Survey of Can-
ada, 1898. For further references see Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 12. 1901, p. 66.

Since this report went to press, the writer has proved the pre-Beltian age of the Niscon-
lith of the Shnswap district.
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part of the season of 1902 was spout in tlieir study but the results were, in

many essential respects, very meagre. These rocks occur in one of the Cordil-

leraii zones of u:aximum orogenic shearing and mashing, with complete
recrystallization. Xumberless oruniplings, overturuiugs and faultings

characterize the region, which, as already noted, has been the scene of repeated

igneous injections in the form of dikes> sills, stocks, and batholiths. Again and
again the legion has been buried deeply in volcanic ejectniiienta. In spite of

prolonged erosion these volcanics still cover hundreds of square miles and
conceal many desired facts concerning the sedimentary rocks. To siich prin-

cipal difficulties in analyzing the complex assemblage of strata along the Pend
D'Oreille river there was added that common disadvantage of the geologist

on the Forty-ninth Parallel, the dense evergreen forest with its deep mat of

brush and fallen timber. (Plate 28.)

At the time of the writer's exploration, the Commission trail on the south

side of the Pend D'Oreille river, had not been cut. The crossing of this

dangerous river above Waneta was effected only once; hence relatively little

is known of the rocks and structures on the left bank of the river. In that

part of the belt, outcrops of rock are relatively few. Attention was therefore

concentrated on the strip of altered sediments lying between the river and the

Kossland-Volcanic terrane to the north.

The ancient Priest River rocks themselves are scarcely more baffling in

structural analysis than are these much younger schists along the Pend
D'Oreille. Their clean-ciit mapping, their order of superposition and tlie

determination of thickness could not be thoroughly worked out. Nearly all

that is possible, as a result of the reconnaissance in 1902, is to give a general

qualitative description of the nietaniorphose<l sediments. They are conveniently

referred to in the present report, under the name, Pend D'Oreille Group;

the wild canyon of the Pend D'Oreille river in the lower twenty miles of its

course has been excavated in the rocks of this group. Their distribution in the

Boundary belt is shown on the map though not with entire accuracy,

for it is extremely difficult if not impossible with existing exposures, to separate,

in several areas, the rocks of the group from the younger members of the

Summit series or from the old, schistose phases of the Eossland volcanics.

The group may be divided into two parts, the Pend I>"Oreille

schists (including greenstone and amphibolite, as well as phyllite and

quartzite), and the Pend D'Oreille marbles. They are primarily not strati-

graphic subdivisions so much as purely lithological onos. It was found imprac-

ticable to use the limestones as definite horizon-markers and equally impossible

to be sure of the relative ages of the limestones and their non-calcareous

associates. Several of the larger bodies of limestone seem to form gigantic,

isolated pods which liave teen squeezed, like a truly plastic substance, through

the schists^ to accumulate locally and with exaggerated thickness in these great

masses. On this view the limestone pods are, in part, exotic—they might bo

called non-igneous iutrusives—with reference to the enclosing schists. In

any case, it has api^eared unsafe to use the few legible records of original
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l>edcling- in s^chist or marble, as indicating- itlie real stratigraphie relations in

any dttail. A columnar section is as yet impossible. The brief description

of a few typical traverses may suffice to show the general characters of the rocks.

Area East of Salmon River.—One of the most continuous exposures of the

group was found on the top of the broad ridgo running westward from Lone

Star mountain. East of that peak the schist is in contact with the Lone Star

formation, but, as indicated above, the relation between the two formations is

very obscure. A special reason for the uncertainty as to the true relation is

found in the existence of the wide break in the section, caused by the intrusion

of the Lost Creek granite.

From the bottom of the col between Beehive and Lone Star mountains

westward to the Salmon river, the dominant rock is a typical carbonaceous

phyllite. It is a very dark gray or greenish-gray to black rock, highly schistose,

and generally with few certain traces of ithe original bedding. For hundreds

of yards together along the ridge this greatly crumpled schist shows marked

homogeneity, bvit, in places, it passes into an abundant schistose, likewise car-

bonaceous quartzLte. Both these phases may be calcareous and carry accessory

tremolite and epidote as metamorphic products, along with the quartz, sericite,

and carbon dust. The schists are often pj-ritized to some extent and in many
parts, bear numerous veins of mineralized quartz. Biotite is very often developed

as an abundant accessory constituent of the schists. Strain-slip schistosity

with the resulting crinkly rock-surface is well developed at many points.

On the top of Lone Star mountain a pod of banded, white and bluish

marble is intercalated in the phyllite-quartzite. The limestone is enormously

crumpled and mashed, so that it is impossible to determine its thickness. Its

average dip seems to be 30° to the east. A mile west of Lone Star peak a

much larger intercalation of banded, dark gray and bluish-white marble crosses

the ridge. It can be followed continuously on a band of fairly constant width

from Lost oreek to, and beyond, Sheep creek on the north. The continuity

suggests that this band represents a sedimentary member which retains nearly

its original thickness and has not been seriously thinned or thickened by
erogenic shearing. In this view the thickness must be at least 2,000 feet, for

the true dip is 70° and is against the mountain slope, while the width of the

l)and is nearly half a mile.

This limestone, like all the others found in the area now described, is a

true marble, fine-grained and completely recrystallized. None of the limestones

of the group seems to be magnesian to any great extent; all the specimens col-

lected effervesce violently with cold, dilute acid. Occasionally flattened grains

of quartz appear in thin sections and, more rarely, minute crystals of basic

plagioclase, probably anorthite, lie scattered through the thin section. Chert

nodules or beds were never seen in any of the marbles. In one bed on the south

side of Salmon river, concretions of finely granular quartz of the size of

large peas, are embedded in calcite. Excepting these accidental ingredients

the marbles are to be regarded as composed of notably pure cr.^^ium carbonate.

2.5a—vol. ii—18
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A strong cataclastic structure was microscopically observed to Ix- a general

feature of the marble.

It is impossible effectively to distinguish the true sti-atigraphic positions

of all the marble bands in the area, or to be sure of tlieir correlation among
themselves. They are, therefore, maixjicd \inder the coniimou name, ' Pend
D'Oreille limestone.'

Between the mapped nionzonite stock and tl.? Salmon river Hat the quartz-

ite-phyllite bears one or more strong intercalatio.is of amphibolite, composed of

dark olive-green hornblende, quartz, and highly granulated residual individuals

of basic plagioelase. Other intercalations of amphibolite and hornblende schist

were observed on Lost creek just above its confluence with Lime creek, and on

the Salmon river below Roseleaf creek.

Throughout the four-mile section the dips of the schistosity planes are

generally high (40" to 75°) to the eastward, though they are, of course, often

reversed in the nvmierous crumples affecting the schists. The banding of the

limestones and their planes of contact with the schist were usually seen to dip

eastward at similarly high angles. The attitude of the bedding-planes cannot

be taken as directly indicating the succession from older to younger in this

sedimentary monocline; there is every possibility that the whole group has

been overturned along with the apjjarently conformable Lone Star and Beehive
members of the Summit series. In favour of this conception is the fact that

a massive limestone of great thickness, of similar lithological characters, and
lying nearly flat, overlies a thick series of phyllitic and quartzitic rocks between

Roseleaf creek and the Pend D'Oreille river. This limestone covers at least

five square miles and dips from 10° to 30° south; it is highly improbable that

so large a mass has been overturned. The underlyinp schists are in the main
like those exposed in Lone Star mountain. The tentative conclusion has

thus been reached that the schistose rocks composing the Lone Star section

from the western contact of the Lone Star schist to the eastern contact of the

great limestone band all underlie that limestone and, with it, have been over-

thrown so as now apparently to overlie the limestone. On the same tentative

basis these older schistose sediments may be set down as totalling at least

3.500 feet in thickness.

The large body of marble situated at the confluence of Lost creek and the

south fork of the Salmon river is probably the down faulted equivalent of the

2,000-foot band of limestone above described. If so, the phyllites and quart^ites

lying to the westward of that band' may be wholly or in part of the same age

as the schists lying to the eastward of the band. In this Lone Star-Salmon

river section, therefore, one cannot be sure that there are any sediments

younger than the great limestone. Unfortunately, no other area in the Boun-

dary belt has afforded any more certain help in carrying the stratigraphic

succession higher or completing the columnar section for this region. It is

probable that the micaceous schists exposed in Sheep Creek valley for three

miles from its intersection with Salmon river, are younger than the great

limestone, but the exposures are mnch too imperfect to warrant a definite

conclusion on the point.
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Area West of Salmon River.—Dark ^-eenish, or dark gray to black phyllite,

alternating with blackish quartzite, is the domiuant rock on both banks of the

Pend D'Oreille, from its confluence with the Salmon to its mouth at Waneta.

The schists esclose lenses of white to gray marble, varying from ten feet or

less to 200 feet or more in thickness. Near the Columbia and especially on

the west side of that river, the pi yllites and quartzites are associated with

very abundant, thick masses (^fi 'greenstone and altered basic breccias, so that

it there becomes very difficult 'V'J> separate the Pend D'Oreille group from the

younger Eossland Volcanic group.

Lithologically. there is a great similarity between the respectively dominant

rock types on both sides of the Salmon but it is also clearly impossible to

develop a useful columnar section of these metamorphosed sediments along the

lower Pend D'Oreille. The great limestone is not represented. It is, however,

probable that most of the phyllite and quartzite is the equivalent of the

rocks tentatively regarded as stratigrraphieally underlying tlie great limestone

on the Lone Star ridge. They are iineonformably overlain by the Rossland

lavas as developed east of Sayward. Between Nine-Mile and Twelve-ilile creeks

a strong and persistent band of silicious limestone is intercalated in the phyl-

lites; it is truncated at each end by the overlapping lavas in such a way as to

illustrate the unconformity. (See map.)

The structure of this area is fully as complex as that east of the Salmon.

The schists are well exposed for miles in the canyon of the Pend D'Oreille,

where the dips and strikes of the schistosity planes were seen to shift every few
hundred feet. On the average the strike runs a little north of east, so that the

river section is not favourable to the discernment of the field relations.

Xumerous acid and basic intrusions have also affected the structural relations.

As a negative result of the field work among the schists it may be stated

that the leading problems regarding their age, their subdivision into recogniz-

able members, and their thickness must apparently be solved outside the ten-

mile belt. It is most probable that, if ever found, the key to these secrets will

be disclosed on the United States side of the Boundary line. In the present

report the whole assemblage of phyllites. quartzites. traps, and limestones is

included under the name, Pend D'Oreille group. Its minimum thickness is

believed to be 5,500 feet.

Correlatwn.—The marbles and schists themselves carry no fossils, so far

as known, but a hint as to their age is found in the fact that lithologically

similar marbles bearing a Carboniferous species were found by McConnell and
tiy the writer in the Eossland district.* In central Idaho, eighty to one hundred
miles to the southeast of the Boundary section at the Pend D'Oreille, Lindgren
has found closely allied rocks at several, rather widely separated localities, and •

at most of them some of the rocks bear Carboniferous fossiLs.1- His description

• Cf. R. 6. McConnell. Explanatory not^s to Trail sh«*t issued bv the Geological
Survey of Canada, 1897.

t W. Lindgren, 20th. Annual Report, T'.S. Geol. Survey, Part 3, pp. 86-90, 1900.

25a—vol. ii—184
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of the Wood River series in liis report will be fouiul to mateh fairly well with
the account of the Pend D'Oreille group just given.

About one hundred niiks to the northward aiid north-northwestward of the
Boundary section at the Pend D'Oreille are considerable areas of stratified

rocks referred by Brock to the Cache Creek series or to the Slocau series whicJi

he regards as probably equivalent to the Cache Creek.J In that region the

Cache Creek series is made up of 'dark argillites, greywacke>. quartzites and
limestone, with some eruptive material': the description of the Slocau series

is in similar terms. In the Kamloops district, still farther northwestward, the
Cache Creek beds are well exposed and there they have been studied in some
detail by Dawson. His summary statement of their succession is as follows:

—

' The lower division consists of argillites, generally as slates or schists,

cherty quartzites or hornstones, volcanic materials with serpentine and
interstratified limestones. The volcanic materials are most abundant in tho

upper part of this division, largely constituting it. The minimum volume
of the strata of this division is about 6,500 feet. The upper division, or

Marble Canyon limestones, consists almost entirely ot massive limestones,

but with occasional intercalations of rocks similar to those characterizing

the lower part. Its volume is about 3,000 feet.

' Tlie total thickness of the group in this region would therefore bi?

about 9,500 feet, and this is regarded as a minimum. The argillites are

generally dark, often black, and the so-called oherty quartzites are probabl.v

often silicified argillites. The volcanic members are usually much decom-

posed diabases or diabase-porphyrites, both eSusive and fragmeiital, and
have frequently been rendered more or less schistose by pressure.'*

Much of the Cache Creek series is fossiliferous and definitely Carboni-

ferous (Pennsylvanian). but Dawson points out that the lower beds may include

formations somewhat older than the Carboniferous. He emphasizes, after

many years of experience, the great constancy of the series from the Yukon
boundary of British Columbia southward throughout the length of British

Columbia.

In view of these various facts it seems to be the best working hypothesis

that these greatly metamorphosed rocks of the Pend D'Oreille group roughly

correspond to the Cache Creek series and that they are in large part of Car-

boniferous age. The lower schists may include sediments of any age from the

Carboniferous to the Silurian inclusive. There is no evidence of unconformity

with tlie Summit series; the Pend D'Oreille schists seem, on the other hand,

to pass gradually into the underlying Lone Star schists. Because of the special

local intensity of thennal and dynamic metamorphism it must be long before

the correlation of the Pend D'Oreille group is anything other than hypothesis.

Yet, as in so many cases, the tentative correlation seems to be better than none,

X R. W. Brock. Explanatory notes to West Kootenay sheet, issued by tho Geo-
logical Surtey of Canada, 1902.

•G. M. Dawson. Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 12, 1901. p. 70.
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for even in its upsetting, the future observer's eye will be sharpened for the

essential faot?.

SuMirARY ox THE STRUCTURE OF THE NeLSOX RaXGE.

The structural geology of the Nelson range where crossed by the ten-mile-

belt naturally involves a study of three different types of areal geology, corres-

ponding respectively to the Priest River terrane, the rocks of the Summit series,

and the large bodies of batholithic granite.

The obscurity of relations among the old sediments of the Priest River

terrane has been described in the account of the different zones (belts) of the

terrane. Schistosity and bedding often coincide. Both sets of planes are

highly inclined, with dips averaging about 75° to the eastward. Quite vertical

dips are very common in the southern half of the belt. In the northern half

the Priest River rocks have been intensely crumpled by the intrusion of the

Bayonne batholith, giving local dips at all angles and in all directions, with

average northwesterly to north-northwesterly dips of about 70°. The original

dips due to tangential pressure have likewise been greatly modified by the

intrusion of the Rykert granite batholith. The failure to find recognizable

folds in the terrane has already been suiRciently noted. South of Summit creek,

zones A, B and G have been affected by a strong horizontal shift (a fault in

which there has been horizontal movement of one block past the other). At

the creek the three zones appear to be cut off entirely by a fault which is entered

on the map. A less important break cuts off zone B near the Boundary

line. With these exceptions the writer has failed to find structural elements

which can be definitely mapped.

On Map No. 6 a long band of Kitchener quartzite is shown along

the western edge of the Kootenay river delta between the Rykert mountain

granite and the mouth of Summit Creek canyon. The quartzite is referred

to the Kitchener formation on lithological grounds and there are many points

of resemblance to the Beehive quartzite. The microscope shows that microper-

thite is a relatively abundant constituent of all three quartzitos while the felds-

pathic material of the qiiartzites belonging to the Priest River terrane is quite

different. In other respects also this quartzite along the river alluvium

corresponds well with the Kitchener formation in essential features. Though

the brushy slopes to the westward have not been thoroughly explored it appears

safe to postulate a great north-northwest fault on which these Kitchener beds

have been dropped down into contact -nith the Priest River terrane. This

fault is shown on the map. Its exact course is represented only approximately

;

further field-work is imperative before greater precision may be attained. The

fact remains, however, that this quartzite, which has thua been correlated with

the Kitchener and the equivalent Beehive quartzite, has been downthrown

through a vertical distance equal to the whole thickness of the Summit series

below the Beehive formation plus an unknown thickness of the Priest River

terrane. The downthrow may measure 20,000 to 30.000 feet.
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Horizontal and Vertical Scales.

Figure 17.—East-west section on ridge north of Lost Creek, Nelson Range ; showing
duplication of beds by thrust, the plane of which has Wen rotated.

y
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Figure 18.— Diagram showing stage of development of the tlirust

illustrated in Figure 17.
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On both sides of the Parcell Trench, therefore, we have evidence of huge
displacements which have given this part of the Kootenay valley the character

of a fault-trough. The down-faulted block or blocks have, of course, lost much
substance through erosion but it seems most probable that the trench was
located in a constructional depression due to faulting.

Another of the primary structural features of the Nelson range is the

unconformity at the base of the Irene conglomerate. The existence of the

unconformity is not conspicuously shown by contrasts of attitude between the

conglomerate and the older sediments. In fact, as above noted, the strike and
dip of the eonalomerate and of zone A are often closely similar. The evidence

is more fully derived from (1) the much stronger metamorphism of the Priest

River terrane; (2) the abundant pebbles of Priest River rocks in the conglo-

merate; and (3) the truncation of zones A, B and C by the lower-contact plane

of the conglomerate. The Nelson range covers the only part of the Boundary
belt where the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal is sounded to its full depth.

Within the great Summit series monocline itself one of the most conspi-

cuous structural complications is the horizontal shift mapped as crossing the

divide between Monk creek and the south fork of the Salmon river. In the

field the effects of the shift are spectacularly clear. The almost vertical forma-

tions have been dislocated by a movement of about a mile along the vertical

west-northwest plane of shifting. The relative displacement is that whicJi

would have been produced if the southern block had moved westward through

that distance. The outcrop of the shift-plane could be readily followed for

four miles; its continuation westward across the southern slope of Lost moun-
tain is less evident in the field but seems competent to explain the relations of

the Pend D'Oreille limestones and schists to the quartzites on Lost mountain.
A second horizontal shift, not so evident, is mapped just south of Smumit creek.

About three miles west of the main divide of the range the upper beds

of the Summit series are duplicated for a great thickness by a powerful thrust.

This thrust is among the most remarkable elements in the anatomy of the

range. (Figures IT and 18.) The plane of the thrust is stratigraphieally located

in or very near the 225-foot band of conglomerate in the Dewdney formation.

The conglomerate has apparently acted as a local plane of weakness. Along
that plane the entire overlying part of the Summit series has been driven
eastward and has then been pushed up on the back of the Lone Star schists.

Either during the thrusting, or, less probably, afterwards, the overridden and
overriding blocks together with the thrust-plane have been rotated so as now to

stand almost perfectly vertical or to show a slight overturning to the westward.

As a result the observer traversing the ridges on either side of Summit creek

will, on going westward, pass over the Dewdney beds, then the Ripple, Beehive,

and Lone Star in reg-ular order, and will then, after crossing the thrust-plane,

pass over the upper Dewdney, the Ripple. Beehive, and Lone Star formations

once more. These relations are illustrated in Map 7 and in Figure IT. They are

specially clear on the high, nearly treeless ridges north and south of Summit
creek. The extreme northern and southern extensions of the thrust-plane are
not so well exposed and the mapping is there somewhat tentative.
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It is scarcely necessary to roinark tluit the f-traiglitness of the bands of

colour corresponding on the map to the Sunuiiit series formations, is controlled

by a structural necessity, namely, the nearly or quite vertical dip which is

general throughout the greater part of the monocline. The thrust-plane just

described must similarly be nearly vertical. Decj) as the canyons are. the out-

crops of the different formations deviate but little fi-om the straight line

where the bands cross the canyons.

West of Beehive mountain the Pcnd D'Oreille series is so thoroughly

disordered that the structure section in this part could be represented only in

a schematic way. The same procedure is necessary for the continuation of

these rocks across the Salmon river.

Finally, in the Kelson range section we find the outposts of the army of

granitic intrusives which cut the stratified rocks of the Cordillera at intervals

all the way fn>m the Purcell Trench to the Pacific ocean. In general the

sediments of that greater part of the Boundary belt are much younger than

the rocks of the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal; but, because of the inherent

weakness of the younger sediments, because of the intrusion of many
batholiths, and probably also because of a greater intensity of the orogenie

forces in the western half of the Cordillera, these sediments are generally more

metamorphosed than those of the old-er prism. Just east of the Salmon river

the Summit series plunges under the Pend D'Oreille group of schists and

marbles and the still younger Eossland volcanics. never to reappear in the

sections farther west.

The iNTelson range is the greatly worn product of the mightiest crustal

upturning on the Forty-ninth Parallel; beside the range is the Purcell Trench,

the eroded representative of one of the deepest structural depressions of the

Cordillera.
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CHAPTER XII.

INTRUSIVE ROCKS OF THE SELKIRK MOUNTAIN SYSTEM.

From the Great Plains to the Piircell Trench the igneous-rock geology of the

Boundary section shows relative simplicity. It has centred principally around

the discussion of the Purcell Lava formation and the basic sills and dikes of the

Purcell mountain system. Crossing the trench westward we enter a region where

igneous rocks become areally important and, because of their petrographical

variety and complicated relations, deserve considerable attention. All the rest of

the Boundary belt, from the Purcell Trench to the Eraser flats at the Pacific may
be described as an igneous-rock field. It is not always possible to treat of the

many intrusive and extrusive bodies in groups corresponding to the various

mountain ranges crossed by that long belt. In somes cases the igneous-rook

bodies are crossed by the master valleys which have been taken as the convenient

lines of separation between the ranges. This is true of several of the igneous-

rock units which, in part, make up the Selkirk system at the Forty-ninth Parallel.

It happens that the larger areas covered by these bodies occur in the adjacent

Rossland mountain group of the Columbia system, and it is appropriate to discuss

such areas in the following chapter devoted to the geology of the Rossland moun-
tains. In that chapter will, then, be described the formations which have been

mapped under the names ' Rossland Volcanic group,' ' Beaver Mountain Volcanic

group,' 'Trail batholith,' ' Sheppard granite,' and 'Porphyritic olivine syenite.'

(Maps No. 7 and 8.)

In the present chapter there will be noted in some detail two granitic bodies,

named the Rykert and Bayonne batholiths; several stocks which appear to be
satellitic to the Bayonne batholith; a sill or dike of very abnormal hornblende
granite which cuts the Kitchener quartzite near Corn creek; sills and dikes of

metamorphosed basic intrusives cutting the Priest River terrane; numerous
lamprophyric dikes and sills and other basic intrusions, together with a few acid

dikes and sills cutting the younger sedimentary formations as vsell as the Priest

River terrane; and a boss of monzonite near the main fork of the Salmon river.

No attempt will be made to describe these bodies rigidly in their order of age or

geographical arrangement, though the usual procedure of taking them up in the

order from east to west will be followed. The difficult problem of their succes-

sion in geological time will be discussed in a following section.

The Irene Volcanic formation has already been described in its natural place
as a member of the Summit series. Further reference to it is unnecessary except
in the general summary on the igneous rocks of the Selkirks.

281
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Metamorphosed Basic- Intiusivks ix the Priest Rrer Terrane.

Various belts of the Priest Kiver sedimentaries enclose narrow dikes and
sills of basic igneous rocks and one or two basic bodies of larger size. With few
exceptions these are poorly exposed and the intrusives are enormously altered.

It is, therefore, impossible to give a satisfactory account of the intrusives either

as to the field relations of several of the bodies or as to the original nature of the

magmas whence they have been derived.

The largest of the bodies outcrops for a distance of several hundred yards
on the trail running from Boundary lake to Summit creek and at a distance of

about 2,000 yards west of the top of North Star mountain. This body is at least

500 feet broad. Whether it is a great dike or sill or an irregular intrusion could

not be determined. The rock is a dark green, tine-grained, highly schistose trap.

Labradorite in small broken individuals is apparently the only primary mineral
remaining after the profound metamorphism that the rock has undergone. Most
of it is now a mass of chlorite, uralite, epidote, secondary quartz, leucoxcne, and
pyrite. The original structure seems to have been the hypidiomorphic-granular.

The rock was doubtless a gabbro, now altered to a ehlorite-uralite-labradorite

schist or greenstone.

A ten-foot sill-like intrusion of a somewhat similar rock was found in belt

E where it crosses the main fork of Corn creek.

Just below the lower contact of the Irene conglomerate on Summit creek,

belt A of the Priest River terrane is cut by a relatively uncrushed horuMendite,

occurring as a sill three feet in thickness. The essential amphibole has nearly

the same optical properties as the hornblende of the Purcell sill gabbros. Feld-

spar is absent. Magnetite and apatite are the observed accessories. Chlorite,

quartz, and a little carbonate are secondary products. A larger sill-like body, at

least 100 feet thick, cuts the quartzites of belt D at the junction of the North

Fork and main fork of Summit creek. This rock bears much quartz, orthoclase,

iind some indeterminable plagioclase, along w ith the dominant green hornblende.

Its composition and habit recall the acidified hornblende gabbro of the Purcell

sills.

A quarter of a mile from the Kykert granite contact the schists of belt F are

cut by a 125-foot sill of originally basic igneous rock which is now a dark green

amphibolite, composed essentially of green hornblende, quartz, and basic plagio-

clase (labradorite to bytownite) along with much accessory orthoclase and red

garnet. This sill has been squeezed to a highly schistose condition and thor-

oughly metamorphosed during the intrusion of the Eykert granite.

Beyond the fact that these intrusives cut the Priest River sedimentaries,

there is little direct evidence as to their age. The thoroughness of their dynamic

metamorphism indicates a pre-Tertiary age, while the lithological similarity of

the gabbroid bodies to the gabbro of the Purcell sills suggests the possibility that

the former may also be as old as the Middle Cambrian, to which the Purcell sills

have been tentatively referred. Some of these intrusives may represent the deep-

seated phase of the yet older Irene volcanics. In any case the impression won

in the field was that the chlorite-uralite schist, the amphibolite. and the sheared

hornblende gabbro are of much older date than any other of the igneous bodies
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ocfurrino; in this part of the Selkirk?. The isolated peridotitic sill, honiblendite,

may be of the same general date as the schistose derivatives of the gabbro or may
be younger.

Abnormal Graxitk L\TKrsi\E into the Kitchexer Quartzite.

At the edge of the Kootenay river alluvial flat and 2,000 yards south of

Corn creek, the down-faulted Kitchener quartzite is cut by a peculiar granular

rock exposed in the form of a band about 600 feet wide and elongated in the

strike of the invaded quartzite. The igneous mass seems to be in sill-relation

to the sedimentaries, although the exposures are not sufficient to cause certainty

on that point. The dip of the adjacent Quartzite is 60° to the southeastward;

if the intrusive body is a sill its thickness is nearly 50O feet.

The igneous rock is dark bluish-gray, medium-grained, and has the habit

of a quartz diorite. In the hand-specimen idiomorphic, lustrous black prisms

of hornblende up to 5 mm. in length are very abundant; these are often arranged

with a rough fluidal alignment. Quartz is easily recognized as, a dominant

constituent; feldspar is as clearly subordinate.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to be very fresh, though slightly

strained, with possibly some granulation in places. The observed amount of

deformation is not sufficient to explain the rough parallelism of the hornblende

prisms, which is apparently a primary feature established during the crystal-

lization of the magma. The essential and accessory constituents are here

listed in their order of quantitative importance (by weight) as determined by
the Rosiwal method :

—

Quartz 41-3

Hornblende 33i
Orthoclase 19-2

Garnet 2-S

Magnetite 2-1

Epidote .6

Apatite .5

Zircon .1

100-0

The hornblende is highly pleochroic. with unusually beautiful tints:

—

a—Light yellowish green.

b—Very deep olive green.

C—Bottle green with pronounced bluish tinge.

Absorption very strong: b>C>a.

The extinction on (010) is about 11° 15'; that on (110), about 13°, as

average of eight ii:easnrements on cleavage pieces. Etch-figures on (110) show
that c lies in the obtuse angle ji in Tschermak's orientation of amphibole, and
also that the hornblende is rich in alumina. The hornblende is quite idiomor-
phic in the prismatic zone but the prisms are seldom, if ever, terminated by
crystal faces. They lie in a mesostasis of quartz and feldspar and have suffered
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somewhat by resorption carried on by this acid matrix in the late mag-
matic period. The hornblende seems also to be truly poikilitio. through the

inclusion of minute droplets or microlites of quartz and feldspar. The feldspar
is either a sodiferous orthoclase or its chemical equivalent, a poorly developed
microperthite. Not a certain trace of soda-lime feldspar could be seen. The
surprisingly abundant quartz occurs as glassy-clear, granular ag:jrregat«s. The
garnet is, in thin section, of a very pale pink colour and is probably a common
iron-lime variety.

The garnet is idiomorphic ag-ainst the hornblende. The order of crystal-

lization seems to be: zircon, apatite, and magnetite; followed by garnet; then,

in order, hornblende, orthoclase-microperthite, and quartz.

Calculation shows that the rock must carry about 6S per cent of silica,

not more than 8 or 9 per cent of alumina, and not more than about 5 per cent

of alkalies. The specific gravity of a typical hand-specimen is 2 -894.

The presence of essential quartz and orthoclase would place this rock

among the granites, but it is clearly an aberrant type in that family. It

may be questioned that it is advisable to risk overweighting the granite family

by including this rock within it, but no other place is offered to it in the prevail-

ing Mode classiticatiori. Its abnormal composition may be due to some assim-

ilation of the quartzite. There are many points of similarity between this

rock and certain phases of the Purcell sills across the river and it is quite

possible that the abnormal granite is the result of the solution of the quartzite

in an original hornblende gabbro magma. The quartzite is here very poor in

feldspathic and micaceous constituents; hence, possibly, the absence of biotitc,

which is so universal a constituent in the acidified phases of the Purcell sills.

This abnormal hornblende granite is tentativel.y correlated with the

Purcell sills. Though little more crushed than those fills, it may also be

possible to credit a correlation with the sheared basic intrusives found in the

Priest Eiver terrane ; for the deformation of the latter must have taken place

at a depth several miles greater than that at which the intrusives cutting the

much yoimger Kitchener formation began to feel the post-Paleozoic erogenic

stresses. The higher temperatures and pressures of the more deeply buried

massive rocks at the time of deformation would seem to be amply sufficient

to explain such differential metamorphic effect.

Rykert Granite Batholith,

This granite, as shown on the map, covers some fifteen square miles

of the Boundary belt north of the line ; it extends in a broad band southward for

an unknown distance into Washington and Idaho and the whole body is, doubt-

less, of batholithic size. It has intrusive relations to the Priest Eiver terrane,

as shown b,v numerous apophyses, and by the development of a metamorphic

aureole about the granite. On the eastern side of the batholith the Kootenay

river alluvium conceals the bed-rock relations, but the granite is probably there
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Sheared phase uf the Kykirt giaiiitc , .show iiig cuuuuuluitiun of the femic elements

of the rook (middle zone). Natural size.

Massive phase of tlie Rykert granite, showing large phenocry^ts of alkaline feldspar.'
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in contact « ith the Kitchener ( ?) quartzite which have been faulted down
against it. This faulting is believed to be of later date than the intrusion of

the granite; no apophyses were found in the quartzite.

Lithologically and structurally the batholith is unique in the whole

Boundary belt, although in both respects this granite is paralleled by many intru-

sive bodies both in Idaho and in British Columbia. The rock is distinguished

by a very coarse grain and commonly by an unusually perfect gneissic struc-

ture due to crush-metamorphism. (Plate oO.) The colour is a light gray to a

light pinkish-gray. In the ledge and hand specimen the most conspicuous ele-

ments are large phenocrysts of alkaline feldspar, and, less commonly, of acid

plagioclase; these are embedded in a coarse matrix of quartz, feldspar, and

biotite. The phenocrysts range from 2 cm. to 8 cm. in length. In the less

crushed rock they are subidiomorphic and lie with their longer axes parallel.

recalling a true Huidal structure. Such phenocrysts lie sensibly parallel to the

planes of crush-schistosity. Generally, however, the crushing has been so intense

that the phenocrysts are now lenticular and more or less rounded. In this case

they stand out as " eyes ' and, while the core of each crystal still holds its glassy

lustre and recognizable cleavages, the outer shell of the crystal, for a depth of

one to two millimetres, is opaque-white and lustreless, owing to the peri-

pheral granulation of the phenocrysts. A third and very common phase consists

of zones from a few inches to fifty feet or more wide, in which the crushing has

developed a medium to coarse grained, equigranular biotite-gneiss or muscovite-

biotite gneiss. This gneiss is devoid of phenocrysts, probably for the reason that

these have been completely merged with their ground-mass through excessive

granulation in zones of maximum shear. Of the three phases the augengneiss is

the most abundant.

The planes of schistosity of the granite have a fairly constant attitude with

a strike varying from X. 30' W. to X. 10° W., and dips varying from 60° W. to

75° E. The average attitude is about: strike, N. 15° W., and dip, 80° W. The
gneissic bands are very seldom, if ever, crumpled, but continue nearly vertical

through thousands of feet of depth in the mass.

The apophyses of the batholith are often coarsely pegmatitic. They are often

greatly faulted, distorted or pulled out into discontinuous pods, showing that the

country-rock about the intrusive has shared in the energetic deformation of the

batholithic body. It is possible that the deforming stresses were at work before

the granite had thoroughly solidified, thus explaining the apparent flow-structure

in certain phases of the batholith; but most of the deformation must have

followed the crystallization of the ground-mass, the minerals of which are so

greatly strained or granulated.

Under the microscope the phenocrysts are seen to be chiefly orthoclase or

microcline, more rarely acid oligoclase, near Ab, An^. The ground-mass is com-

posed of quartz, orthoclase, oligoclase, microcline, microperthite, biotite, and

muscovite with a little accessory magnetite, apatite and titanite. All of

these minerals are more or less bent or fractured. The crushing has been

so intense that it is now impossible to state the original diameters of the

ground-mass essentials, though the average for the quartz and feldspars
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must liave been several millimetres. It is likewise difiBcult to be certain of the

exact nature of the original feldspars. Microcline, microperthite, and niusco-

vite are all more abundant in the phase of greatest crushing, and are probably in

the main of metamorphie origin. Some part of their volume may thus represent

the product of changes wrought in the somewhat sodifprous orthoclase. The
soda-potash intergrovrtbs of the microperthite have not, as a rule, the regularity

of form characteristic of this feldspar when crystallized directly from an alkaline

magma. In the present ease the albitic material ha? been segregated in irregular

lentieules and stringers which seem to represent fractures in the original ortho-

clase. A little of the nniscovite may be a primary accessory of the rock, for it

then occurs in parallel intergrowths with the undoubtedly primary biotite.

It may be noted that the accessories, apatite, magnetite, and titanite, are

either entirely absent or exceedingly rare in the zones of specially intense shear-

ing and crushing; their removal seems to be one of the results of the meta-

morpliism. In several thin sections prisms of allanite were noted and, in one

slide, a little fluorite: these minerals should, probably, be added to the list of

primary accessories.

All phases are generally very fresh and the secondary products, kaolin,

chlorite, and sericite, are unimportant. The observation was made in the field

that the rock of the zones of maximum shearing and crushing is very consider-

ably tougher under the hammer than the coarser porphyritic granite and augen-

gTieiss alongside. In the bed of Boundary creek the former rock stands out in

long ridges or riffles, between which the softer granite has been eroded by the

sluicing waters of the creek. Tliis contrast of strength shows that the batholith

lay deeply buried at the time of its shearing so that the crush-zones underwent

cementation, which made them actually stronger than the rock more closely

resembling the original granite.

The specific gravities of typical specimens from the batholith vars- from

2.640 to 2-677. with an average for five specimens of 2-658.

A large type specimen, collected at a point on the Boundary creek wagon-

road, about two milea from the ferry at the eastern end of the road, has been

analyzed by Mr. Connor. The large phcnocrysts are here generally micro-

cline, although a few, twinned on the Carlsbad and albit« laws, are acid oligo-

clase near AbjAn,. The essentials of the coarse ground-mass are quartz,

mierocline, orthoclase (sometimes obscurely microperthitic), oligoclase averag-

ing apparently Ab. An,, muscovite and biotite. The accessories are the same

as those noted in the foregoing description of the average rook. A trace of

secondary calcite was observed in the thin section.

The analysis of this sijecimen (Xo. 962) resulted as follows (Table XVII..

Col. 1) :—
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Table XTII.—Anahjses of Eijl-erf granite a.nd related roch.

1. la. 2.

Mol.

SiO 70-78 1-180 72-07

TiO. -20 -003 -16

Al.d, 15-72 -154 15-51

FeA -36 -003 -31

FeO 1-61 -022 1-01

MnO -03 .... tr.

MgO -4fi -Oil -35

CaO 1-92 -034 1-93

SrO tr

BaO -01

Na-0 3-48 -056 402
K.0 5-23 -055 409
H.O at 11«°C -10 .... -08

H.O above 110°C -25 .... -30

P.Os -26 -002 -11

100-41 99-89

Sp.gr.. 2-654

The calculated norm is.:

—

Quartz 25-38

Orthoclase 30-58

Albite 29-34

Anorthite 8-90

Corundum 1*12

Hypersthene 3'21

Ilmenite -^
Mn<;netite -70

Apatite '62

Water -35

100-66

The mode (Roslwal method") is approximately :

—

Quartz 35-5

Orthoclase and miciocline of phenocrysts 15-0

Orthoclase and niicrocline of ground-mass 17-5

Oligoclase of phenocrysts 3-0

Oligoclas* of ground-mafs 17-7

Muscovite 6-5

Biotite 3-0

Magnetite -6

Apatite -4

Zircon "-1

Kaolin, caloite -5

1000

Accoi'ding to the Norm classification

subrang, toscanose of the domalkalic rang'

brittanare.

the rock enters the sodipotassic

toscanase, in the per.salane order
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About 200 miles to tlie south-foiitheiistwsird a luij;e batholith of n somewhat

similar granite has been described by Lindgren. The two batholiths have been

tentatively correlated by the present writer. The correlation is based entirely

on petrographieal likenesses; it is thus important to review in actual quotation

the principal facts and conclusions reached by Lindgren:

—

• Granitic rocks prevail in the Bitterroot range and in the Clearwater

mountains, and form a central mass of vast extent, bounded in the four

corners of the region covered by this reconnaissance by smaller areas of

different sedimentary series. To the north of this region the extent of the

granite is not well known. But as the granite is absent in the Coeur

d'Alene section it is probable that the main area does not continue far

north of Lolo ridge except as detached masses. Southward this granite

continues through all of centra! Idaho as a broad belt, and finally disap-

I)ears below the sediments of Snake River valley. It does not reach Snake
river at any place between Huntington and Lewiston. It forms on the

whole an elongated area 300 miles from north to south and 50 to 100 miles

from east to west, constituting one of the largest granitic batholiths of

this continent.

' On the whole, this extensive area of granite shows great constancy

in its petrographic character. It is a normal granular rock sometimes

roughly porphyritic by the development of large orthocl'ase crystals up to

3 cm. in diameter. The colour is almost alwajns light gray, the outcrops

assuming a yellowish-gray colour, which in glaciated districts changes to

a brilliant white or light-gray tone. Biotite is always present in small

foils, and over large areas muscovite also enters into the composition
;
quartz

is abundant in medium-size grains, while the feldspars are represented by

both orthoolase and oligoclase, the latter usually in large quantities. Per-

thite is also frequently encountered, and more rarely microcline. The rock

contains far tco much oligoclase to be classed as a normal granite and

should be rather characterized as a quartz-monzonite. Modifications more
closely allied to pranodiorite, diorite, and granite occur in subordinate

quantity.

' The granite is typically developed near the head of Mill creek,

Bitterroot range, where it is a light-gray, medium-grained rock, with small

foils of biotite and a little muscovite. A few larger crystals of orthoclase

reach one-half inch in length. Under the microscope the rock shows much
quartz, a little normal orthoclase, and many large grains of microperthite.

An acidic oligoclase with very narrow striations is very abund'aiit. Biotite

and muscovite occur in scattered straight foils. Few accessories except

zircon and apatite were noted, though titanite occurs abundantly in basic

concretions in the same granite. The structure is typically granitic; the

oligoclase is in part idiomorphic and sometimes included in the perthite.'*

• W. Lindgren. Prof. Paper No. 27, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 17.
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In Table XVII., Col. 2, is entered a typical analysis of the Bitterroot

granite, called by Lindgren a quartz monzonite. The chemical resemblance to

the British Columbia rock, and a corresponding similarity in macroscopic habit,

mineralogical composition (more plagioclase in the Bitterroot granite), struc-

ture, and dynamic history suggest the possibility that, in the future, the Eykert
granite may be found to be an offshoot of the vast BitteiToot batholitli.

Lindgren states that :

—

' The age cannot be determined with certainty on account of the absence

of fossils in the surrounding formations. In the southern part of the batho-

lith, near Hailey, on Wood river, it has been shown that the intrusion is

certainly post-Carboniferous. As it has been shown that the sedimentary
series on the South fork of the Clearwater, near Harpster, is very probably

Triassic, a post-Triassic age may, with the same degree of certainty, be
attributed to the great granitic batholith.'

Assuming that the Eykert and Bitterroot granite intrusions were contem-
poraneous, -we see some reason for referring the Eykert granite to the Jurassic

or to a yet later date. However, until further field-work is done in northern
Idaho, this correlation must be regarded as quite hypothetical. The Eykert
granite may, indeed, be of pre-Cambrian age, though, of course, younger than the

Priest Eiver terrane.

The fact that the Eykert granite is, on the whole, more schistose than the

Bitterroot granite is not an argument against their correlation, for it is highly

probable that the deformation of the Eykert granite" took place when that body
was under an exceptionally thick cover. This cover almost surely included the

entire thickness of the Summit series, so that this granite lay at a depth of sis

miles or more before its final shearing, with uplift, began. Under those condi-

tions the development of perfect crush-schistosity might be expected even in a

Jurassic batholith.

The thermal or contact metamorphism produced by the Eykert batholith

was studied only on its west side. There the efi'ects are noticeable for many
hundreds of feet from the contact. They consist chiefly in the development of

plentiful garnets and of much muscovite and biotite in the schists of the Priest

Eiver terrane. The micas form much larger foils than are usual in the schists

far from the contact. The metamorphic effects, thus, consist in recrystallization

without the formation of rare minerals.

Bayoxne Batholith and its Satellites.

North of Summit creek an area of some ten square miles in the ten-mile

Lelt is covered by intrusive basic granodiorite. This mass belongs to the
southern extremity of a large batholith which extends northward far down
Kootenay lake, and covers a total area of at least 350 square miles. The batho-

lith has the form of a rude ellipse about 20 miles long from north to south
and 16 miles in greatest nidth. The Bayonne gold mine is located well within
the granitic mass which may, for convenience, be distinguished as the Bayonne
batholith.

2.5a—vol. ii—19
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Witliiii the piirt of the batliolith covorei] by the toii-inile BouiKhiry map (the

only part iiivestifrated), the granodiorite is a notably homoKeneous rock of a

light-gray to i)inkish-jrray colour and a mcMlinni to fairly <'oarse grain. Tt is

essentially composed of quartz, niicropcrthitc. orthoclase, microcline, hornblende,

augite, and biotite. Crystals and aggregates of magnetite, well crystallized tita-

nite and apatite, a few small zircons, and rare idioniorphic crystals of allanite

are accessory constituents. Microjierthite is the dominant feldspar; it often has

the double lamellation of microcliue-micropcrthite. The orthoclase is probably

sodiferous. The soda-lime feldspar is of somewhat variable composition. Some
crystals (in Carlsbad-albite twins) have the extinction angles of andesine,

Abj An^; others are acid labradorite. ilany of them are zoned, with cores

of labradorite. Ab. An,, and outer rims of oligoclase, Ab, An,. The average

plagioclase has about the composition of basic andesine, Abj An,.

Next to the feldspars and quartz, hornblende Is the most important consti-

tuent. It forms idiomorphic crystals, bounded by planes at the 'extremities as

well as in the prismatic zone. The colour scheme is :

—

Parallel to a—Strong yellowish green.
" b—Deep olive green.
"

c—^Deep sea-green with bluish tinge.

The absorption is strong: b>c>a. In sections parallel to (010) the extinc-

tion is 16° 30': in sections parallel to (110). 20° 15'. These values show that

the optical angle is untisually small and near 50°.* The hornblende has proper-

ties somewhat similar to those of the variety ' philipstadite.'f

The biotite is deep brown with powerful pleoehroism; it is sensibly uniaxial.

The diopsidic augite is colourless to pale greenish in thin section and is not

noticeably pleochroic. It is quantitatively subordinate to the biotite but in all

the specimens collected must be ranked among the essentials.

The other constituents need no special note. Though the rock is unusually

strong and fresh, a little secondary kaolin and yellow epidote may occasionally

be seen.

The specitic gravity of the rock varies from 2-743 to 2-785; the average for

five fresh specimens is 2-757.

Mr. Connor has analyzed a typical specimen (No. 858) from the vicinity of

the Bayonne mine, with the following result:

—

• Cf R. A. Daly, Proc. Amer. Academv of Arts and Science, Vol. 34, 1S99, p. 311.

t Proc. Amer. Academy of Arts and Science, Vol. 34, 1899, p. 433.
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Anali/sis of basic granodiorite, Bayonne hatholith.

SiO,
TiO
Al.O,
FelO,
Feb
MnO
MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO
Na-O
K.6
H.O at nO=C.. .

H.0 above 110°C.
p:o,..

Sp.^r.

The calculated uorni is

:

Quartz.. ..

Orthoclase..
Albite
Anorthite. . .

Hyperstheno.
Diopside.. ..

Magnetite..
Ilmenite.. ..

-Apatite.. ..

Water

2-785

Mol.

60-27 1
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Basic segregations, in the form of deep sreoii to black ellipsoids from five

centimetres or less to ten or fifteen centimetres "in diameter, are quite common.
These small bodies are of two classes. In the one class the essential components
are hornblende, labradorite (Ab, Anj), biotite, and augite, named in the order

of decreasing abundance. A little quartz and orthoclase, with much crystallized

titanite, magnetite, and apatite are accessory. Microperthite and microcline

seem to be entirely absent. The specific gravity of a typical specimen is 2-924.

In the other class of segregations the colour is yet deeper and is explained by
a complete lack of feldspar. The essentials are hornblende, biotite, and augite,

also named in the order of decreasing importance. Quartz is accessory but is

considerably more abundant than in the first-mentioned class of segregations.

The other accessories are titanite, apatite, and specially abundant magnetite in

crystals and rounded grains. The specific gravity of a typical samiple is 3-214.

There can be little doubt that all these bodies are indigenous and that the

segregation of the material, if not its actual crystallization, took place in the

early stage of the magma's solidification.

The granodiorite is generally massive and uncrushed. Straining and
granulation through pressure were not observed in any of seven thin sections

cut from the specimens collected. Sometimes, though rarely, thin partings in

the granodiorite carry much biotite, which is arranged with its lustrous foils

lying in the planes of parting, as if there developed as a result of shearing in

the crystallized batholith. At the Bayonne mine the rock is sheeted and locally

sheared. On the whole, however, the batholith is notably free from evidences

of dynamic disturbances and appears never to have suffered the stresses incid-

ental to an important orogenic movement in the region.

As regards its influence on the intruded formations the Bayonne grano-*

diorite has typical batholithic relations. A glance at the map suiEces to con-

vince one that this huge mass is a cross-cutting body. Four of the thickest

members of the Summit series are sharply truncated by the main southern

contact. For distances ranging from one to two miles from that contact the

rocks of the Wolf, Monk, Irene Volcanic, and Irene Conglomerate formations

are greatly crushed, fractured, and metamorphosed by the energetic intrusion.

Farther to the eastward, for a distance of ten miles down the Dewdney trail,

the schists and interbedded quartzites of the Priest River terrane, though

likewise truncated, have been almost completely driven out of their regional

strike and a well developed scliistosity peripheral to the batholith has been

found in these recrystallized rocks. For the lower twelve miles the east-west

Summit creek canyon has been excavated along the strike of the schists, which

have been forced out of their originally meridional trends by the force of the

intrusion. Abundant apophyses of the batholith sometimes 300 or 400 yards

in width, cut these various invaded formations. The main contact is sinuous

but clean-cut. Inclusions of the invaded rocks are not common in the bath-

olithic mass as studied in the ten-mile belt.
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CONTACT METAMORPHlSil.

The recrystallization of the rocks of the Priest Eiver terrane through the

influence of the intruded magma, is most conspicuously shown along the

Dewduey trail. This trail threads the floor of the deep Summit creek canyon

as it rises from the 2.000-foot level near the Kootenay river to the 3,000-foot

level, about nine miles farther up Summit creek. The main contact of the

Sea \e\^e\

Miles

Vertical and Horizontal 5cQle

Figure 19. North-south section illustrating probable explanation of the great intensity

and extent of the contact nietainorphisni at Summit Creek. Aureole of

contact metamorphism shown by cross-lining. Folds shown in Priest

River Terrane purely diagrammatic.

batholith runs nearly parallel to trail and creek and at an average distance of

about 2,200 yards from both. The aureole of contact metamorphism is here

two to three miles wide. The metamorphic efiects seen along the trail are,

however, greater than they would be at the same distance from the exposed

igneous contact and on the same level as the nearest contact. The line of

contact runs generally from 2,000 to 3,200 feet higher than the trail at the

bottom of the canyon. The extraordinary intensity of the metamorphism

along the trail is, thus, in part explained by the depth to which Summit creek

has excavated its canyon in the sloping roof of the batholith. In other words,

the strength of the metamorphism suggests that the contact-surface of the

batholith is not vertical but dips under the creek bed; and that, on this south-

em extremity at least, the batholith has the section of a body enlarging down-

wardly. (Figure 19.)
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In these Priest River rocks the thermal metamorphism has not developed nt-w

types of minerals to any notable extent. The changes in the quartzitic beds con-

sist chiefly in their becoming micaceous, with the liberal generation of both

muscovite and biotite. The phyllites, metargillites, and quartz-sericitc schists,

interbedded -nith the quartzites, have been converted into coarse, glittering mica
schists, in which the individual mica-plates average scores of times the size of

the original micaceous elements in the equivalent bands farther south and not

thermally metamorphosed. These metamorphosed schists are regularly composed
of dominant quartz, muscovite, and biotite in variable proportion, giving mus-
covite-quartz schist, muscovite-biotite-quartz schist, and biotite schist. Grains
of plagioclase and orthoelase are accessory in variable amount. Here and there

prisms of tourmaline are developed in abundance. In general, the metamorphic
effects along the trail are of a nature leading to a higher crystallinity and
coarser granularity in the ancient sediments rather than to the generation of new
minerals. This effect is manifest for distances as great as three miles from tlie

main contact of the granite. Since the exomorphic collar was not thorouglily

studied in the part lying north of the Dewdney trail, it is possible that many
variations on the described simple scheme of metamorphism would be discovered

by one exploring the inner edge of the collar.

On the other hand, the mineralogical changes in the Summit series of rocks

are often very marked. This is the case even at long distances from the grano-
diorite contact.

One of the most remarkable instances is shown in the band of basal Irene

conglomerate. At the Dewdney trail, nearly two miles south of the batholithic

contact, this rock is exposed on a large scale. x\s usual it is intensely sheared,

with its quartzite, carbonate, and slate pebbles rolled out into flat lenses and

ribbons. The thermal 'metamorphic effects are most pronounced in the cement,

which is often abundant. In ledge and hand-specimen the cement is of a dark

green colour and of silky lustre, evidently due to abundant biotite and mus-

covite crystallized in minute individuals. In the less metamorphosed beds the

microscope shows that grains of quartz and carbonate are the other essential

constituents. There is considerable effervescence with cold dilute acid, showing

that the disseminated grains of carbonate are, in part, calcific. The numerous

pebbles of carbonate are true dolomite. Through their mashing the cement has

become mechanically impregnated with grains and small, granular aggregates of

dolomite. The calcite may be, in part at least, of secondary origin and, in any

case, IS subordinate to the magnesian carbonate. On the whole, the c<-im|v>sition

of these few, relatively unaffected bands of the conglomerate is like that des-

cribed for the standard sections of the Irene formation.

For hundreds of feet of thickness the cement has been very notably altered

through contact action. The chief effect consists in the extremely abundant

generation of dark green, actinolitic amphibole, forming long straight or curved

prisms. These oft«n shoot irregularly through the quartz-mica ground-mass or

form beautifully developed sheaves and rosettes, which are specially well exhibi-

ted on fractures parallel to the schistosity. The individual prisms run from 1

cm. or less to 3 or 4 cm. in length, with widths usually under 1 mm. The

amphibole has the optical properties of aetinolite.
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The study of several thin sections lias convinceil the writer that the aiiiphi-

bole has been generated at the expense of the dolomitic grains disseminated

through the cement, thus illustrating a familiar phase of the metamorphism of

carbonate-bearing rocks. When the carbonate was abundant in the cement, the

actinolite now forms as much as a third or a half of the rock. Considerable

epidote and basic plagioclase were also formed in some beds. Such metaraorphic

effects are noteworthy in view of the distance of these outcrops from the main
batholithic contact,—about 3,000 yards. A partial explanation of the metamor-

phic intensity is again to be found in the probable fact that the granodiorite

lies beneath these outcrops and at a distance of considerably less than 3,000

yards downward.

Two speciniens of the Irene lavas were collected at the Dewdney trail.

These seem to be typical of the lavas of the exomorphic zone where, as a rule,

they have been completely changed to fine-grained or medium-grained, highly

fissile hornblende schists. Green hornblende and quartz are the principal com-
ponenls; grains of carbonate, apparently dolomite, and a little basic plagio-

clase are present in lioth thin sections.

The phyllitic schists of the Monk formation have been signally metamor-

phosed by the batholithic intrusion. For a distance of a half mile or more
outward from the granite, these rocks have been converted into a schistose

hornfels composed of quartz, mnscovite, biotite, sillimanite. and red garnet,

along with much untwinned feldspar, apparently all orthoclase. The muscovite

foils either lie in the i>lane of sohistosity or 03cur with random, orientations

through the rock. In the latter case they are spangles measuring from 0-5

mm. to 1-5 mm. in diameter and are in phenocrystic relation to other consti-

tuents. The sillimanite has the usual development in needles which are often

aggregated in tufts or sheaves very conspicuous under the microscope. The
orthoclase grains show a tendency to aggregate along with some grains of

quartz in lenses 1 mm. to 2 mm. long, these lenses l.ving in the plane of

schistosity. The abundance of the orthoclase in some of the specimens sviggests

that its substance has been introduced from the magma, but this is not certain.

The garnet is pale reddish to nearly colourless in thin section and has the usual

habit of the mineral in contact-zones.

On the top of the 6,600-foot ridge whicli overlooks Summit creek on the

north and runs eastward directly from the peaks at the western head of the

creek, a thick series of ferruginous schists are exposed for a distance of a mile

measured along the ridge. These schists dip under the Wolf grit and overlie

the 200-foot bed of breccia-conglomerate at the top of tlie Irene volcanic forma-
tion. There is little doubt that these ferruginous schists are the much meta-
morphosed equivalents of the rocks of the Monk formation. Four type speci-

mens were collected at points about 1-5 miles from the contact of the Ba.yonue

granite. All of them have been microscopically examined and prove to belong

to the one species of staurolite-schist. The staurolites fomi subidiomorphic
crystals and anhedra of all sizes up to 15 mm. in length. In transmitted light

they are usually of a strong- yellow colour. As usual, quartz inclusions are
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very numerous, so that hundreds of niiiuite clear lenses or droplets of that

mineral are contained in a single crystal of the staurolite. The inclusions are

almost invariably arranged with their longer axes parallel to each other and,

at the ?ame time, parallel to the plane of si-liistosity of the rock. This orienta-

tion of the inclusions appears to indicate that they are residuals of the quartz

grains composing the schist before it was thermally metamorphosed; the stauro-

lite crystals grew quietly in the rock without causing mechanical disturbance

of the pre-existing, schistose structure. Sericitic muscovite, biotite, and quartz

form the matrix in which the abundant staurolite lies. The^e relations of the

staurolites to the ground mass find full analogy in the rocks illustrated in

figures 88 and 89 of Eosenbusch's Elcmente der Gesteinslehre, 1898, p. 498.

Abundant twinned crystals of disthene, which do not show inclusions of the-

ground-mass often accompany the staurolites.

Even from the foregoing brief account of the contact action of the Bayonne

batholith, it is clear that the exomorphio collar is unusually broad and that the

action was correspondingly powerful. To the future geologist who plans to

make a thorough study of the collar, interesting results may be promised.

The different beds which have been altered should be identified and followed,

so as to determine the whole gamut of changes involved in the metamorphism

of each, and to find the relation of these changes to distance from the grano-

diorite. This work would entail the expenditure of much more time than

could be devoted to the study during the Boundary belt survey. The mountains

are very rough; the work must, in any case, be time-consuming and arduous,.

but the result would amply repay the effort.

SATELLITIC STOCKS OX THE DHIDE.

Ou the main water-parting of the range and just south of the Dewdney

trail a granite stock, cutting the middle members of the upturned Summit

series, is well exposed. In ground-plan this body is an ellipse with a north-

south major axis of 2-5 miles and a width of one mile. One-half mile west of

this stock there occurs a small intrusive mass of the same granite which sends

a long dike-like tongue northeastward across the Dewdney trail, where the rock

is easily studied.

Petrography.—This granite is medium-grained, of a light pinkish-gray tint,

and is noticeably poor in dark-coloured constituents. Quartz, microperthite,

orthoclase, a little microcline, and considerable oligoclase. Ab, An,, with a

quite subordinate amount of biotite are the essentials: titanite, magnetite,

apatite, and zircon are sparingly present. Primary muscovite is accessory and

is often regularly intergrown with the biotite. Along the western contact of

the larger stock the muscovite becomes so important that the rock may be

called a two-mica granite; its structure in this contact zone tends to the panidio-

morphic. The average specific gravity of four fresh specimens of the granite

is 2-628.
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A typical specimen from this stock was studied quantitatively according

to the Eosi'wal method and the following- weight percentages of the different

constituents were found :

Quartz ^I«
Microperthite 31'3

Sodiferous orthoclase 15'9

Oligwlase 12-1

Biotite 3-8

Muscovite -9

Jlagnetite -9

Apatite and zircon -2

1000

Sp.gr 2-622

Silica nuist form about 75 per cent of the rock.

The larger stock is surrounded by an irregular fringe of strong apophysesj

some of which follow the trend of master joints in the invaded' quartzites and

grits. A finely exposed ."JO-foot dike (mapped) of porphyritic biotite-granite

cutting- the Wolf grit on the summit about 1,300 yards north of the Dewdney
trail, is probably an offshoot of the same magma. This dike runs east and

west with remarkable straightness and can be followed with the eye for nearly

two miles over the mountain slopes. It seems to lie in the prolongation of a

strong vertical thrust-fault which is marked on the map.

A great number of other dikes occur in an unusually broad shatter-zone

occurring on the eastern and southern sides of the larger stock, where the

rocks of the Monk and Wolf formations are tremendously shattered for dis-

tances varying from 0-6 mile to 1-5 miles. Figure 20 illustrates the general

form and relations of stock and shatter-zone, which on the southeast is actually

broader than the stock itself. It is apparent in the iigure that the bands of

the various invaded formations are not seriously disturbed from their regional

strike. The shattering has locally broken up each formation into a vast

number of fragments, but neither the Monk schist band, the Wolf grit band,

nor the Dewdney quartzite band has been driven, out of alignment with the

unshattered portions lying to north and south of the intrusions. The granite

of the main stock has evidently replaced an equal volume of the sediments.

There is no hint in the field-relations that the intrusion is of the laccolithic

or ' chonolithic ' order and thus due to a mere parting of the strata which per-

mitted of the ' hydrostatic ' injection into the opening so provided. The fact

that the granite was not intruded after the manner of a laccolith is further

demonstrated by the exceedingly strong contact metamorphism in the invaded

strata.

Contact Metamorphism.—This exomorphic action is signally illustrated

throughout the shatter-zone to the southeast of the stock. (Figures 20 and
21.) For square miles together the Monk phyllites have, in that zone, been
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converted into gTeenisli gray, niidiuni-grainiMl, lioi'nfelsy rocks of quite iliflFer-

ent habit and composition. (Plate 27, A.")

Muscovite in foils running from ."i mm. to 2 mm. or more in diameter is

so prominent a constituent of these altered rocks as to give them a highly

lustrous and glittering look, quite similar to the mica schists in the Bayonne
granite aureole. Biotite in foils from 0-05 mm. to 0-5 mm. in diameter is a

second essential mica in mo^t phases aiul quartz is invariably a third essential.

Along with these minerals, cordierite. cyanite, andalusite, and tourmaline

(Plate 31) are developed in varying amounts, giving the following principal

types of rock: m.u9eovite-oyanite-quartz vschist, cordierite-muscovite-biotite-

quartz schist, cordierite-andalusite-tournialine-muscovite-biotite-quartz schist.

Cordierite is cstiecially abundant and seldom fails from any of the thin sec-

tions. The optical properties of all these minerals are typical of them as des-

cribed in the standard text-books of jjetrography ; their detailed description

need not burden this report and is omitted. An e.xceptional, non-micaceous

hornfels, composed of green hornblende, quartz, epidote, and zoisite with a

little feldspar, probably represents a greatly metamorphosed dolomitic quart-

zite.

The gritty rocks of the Monk and Wolf formations have been but

little altered, tliough the once-argillaceous cement of the conglomerates in the

Dewdnej' formation has been completely recrystallized, with the generation of

much cordierite, sillimanite, muscovite, and biotite. Microperthite is present in

surprising amount an<} appears to have heen in part introduced from the

magma. This mineral also occurs in the rocks of the Bayonne batholith

aiireole. Its development in the phyllites at Ascutne.v mountain. Vermont,

where again it has been transferred from an alkaline magma, is another

example of t'le special ease with which this particular feldspathie substance

migrate; into contact aureoles.* Two specimens of the Dewdney quartzite

taken from a point about 300 feet from the granite are very rich in micro-

perthite, soda-orthoclase, and a feldspar which is almost certainly anortho-

clase. In this ca-e some fekfepathization by the mag-ma is probable but is not

so certain, since grains of microperthite occur in the unmetamorphosed quart-

zite.

On the other hand, the composition of the intrusive has been affected by

the incorporation of material from the walls. The granite of the larger stock

is abundantly charged with fragments of quartzite, schist, and conglomerate.

Tn many eases these show no direct evidenoe of having lost substance by solu-

tion in the magma but the included blocks of conglomerate afford conclusive

proofs that, even in the magmatic period immediately preceding solidification,

the magma was able to absorb such material.

*R. A. Daly, Bull. 209. U.S. Geol, Surrey, 1903, p. 34.
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Statute Miles

Figure 20.—Diagrammatic map of snnimit granite .stocks (large dots) with wide
am'eole of contact metamorpliism (smaller dot.s). The cross-cutting relation of
the stocks is illustrated.

MONK
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FiGCRE 21.—Section along line A-B of figure 20, on the same scale ; illustrating explanation

of great breadth of metamorphic aureole southeast of larger granite stock. Apophyaal
dikes in roof of stock not shown.
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On the main ridge-divide masses of conglomerate were found in a wide

apophysis at the southwest side of the larger stock. The magma has eaten

into the rock, dissolved out the cement in large amount, and has thus not

only thoroughly , impregnated the conglomerate with granitic material but has

quite separated many of the larger qiiartzite pebbles which, still rounded, are

now Cf mpletely enclosed in granite. The cement was evidently more soluble

in the magma than were the quartzite pebbles—-a conclusion to be expected

in view of the fact that the heterogeneous cement has a lower fusion-point

and, in relation to the acid granite, a lower solution-point of temperature than

the more highly silicious quartzite. This partial absorption of the conglomerate

must nave taken place when the magina was (because cooled down) sufficiently

viscous to allow of the sus:pension of the blocks and pebbles. At an earlier period,

when the cooling was less advanced, the quartzite pebblea themselves like the

main qvaitzitic and schistose formations could have been dissolved. For

reasons which will be stated in chapter XXVI., the absorption of foreign

material in this earlier and more potent condition of the magma should not

be directly demonstrable on the main contacts, but it is at least possible that

the nniscovite. which is concentrated in the endomorphic zone of the stocks, is

a magmatic derivative from the serieitic and feldspathic country-rock dis-

solved by the main body of magma in a late stage of its history.

Quaitz-diorite Apophyses.—On the 7,000-foot ridge a mile or more south-

cast of the larger stock, the sliiattering of the heavily metamorphosed schists

is well displayed. Hundreds of irregular dikes and tongues of granular rock

cut the schists in all directions. From one of these a typical specimen was
collected and has been studied microscopically.

Its mineralogical composition differs widely from that of the stock granite.

The dominant essential is andesine feldspar, near Ab, An,, occurring in

remarkably idioniorphic, twinned crystals averaging 1 mm. in diameter. Quartz,

which is always interstitial, is ne.xt in importance. Biotite in foils from 1

mm. to 4 mm. in diameter is an abundant essential. The accessories include

titanite, magnetite, apatite, zircon, and muscovite. The micas are often

regularly intergrown, with common basal plane. They show some tendency to

cluster in the rock and especially so where the muscovite is primary; the rock

is quite fresh. Xot a trace of alkaline feldspar was foimd, though the detec-

tion of any such would not be difficult in this case.

A quantitative estimate of the composition was made by the Rosiwal

method. A high degree of accuracy was impossible on account of the leaf-

shapes of the micas. Rough as it is. the estimate serves to show how widely

divergent the rock is from the staple granite of the stocks. The proportions

are as follows:

—
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Quartz 250
Andesine 600
Biotite 10-0

Muscovite 4-0

Magnetite •"

Other accessories -3

lOO-O

The calculated chemical composition (biotite assumed to have the average

composition of average biotite in California and Montana quartz-monzonites) is

approximately :—
SiOj 664
Alfi, 180
Fe.Oj 10
FeO l-fi

MgO 1-2

CaO 4-2

NajO 4-8

K,0 1-4

\\ater. etc 1-4

100-0

The specific gravity of the specimens is 2-687. The rock is a muscovite-bear-

ing quartz diorite.

Relation of the Stochs to the Bayonne Batholith.—The width of the shatter-

belt and of the metamorphic aureole about these intrusions is out of all propor-

tion to the visible size of the latter. Their explanation is simple if it be credited

that granite underlies, at no great depth, these belts of profound mechanical and
mineralogical changes or, in other words, that the altered schists belong to the

roof of an intrusive body much larger than the whole area of plutonic rock

actually exposed. Following this line of argument the writer believes that the

granite of the larger stock represents the crystallized product of the uppermost
part of a batholithic mass. Further, the evident similarity of the dominant salic

components of this stock granite with those of the Bayonne granite, as nell as

the matching of the biotitic and minor accessory constituents in the two cases,

leads to the hypothesis that the stocks are not only spatially but genetically

satellites of the Bayonne batholith. (Figure 22.) Like the latter, the stocks are

quite uncrushed and cut the upturned Summit series of sediments ; the exposed

stocks and the batholith are contemporaneous, so far as the field evidence can
decide.

If it be assumed that the stocks and the exposed batholiths are really con-

nected underground from a greater only partially unroofed, batholithic mass, an
important question arises. Erosion has removed from the Bayonne body several

thousand feet of granitic rock, measured vertically. We are thus in a position

to determine the density of the mass crystallized at points thousands of feet

below the roof of this part of the batholith. In the Summit stock we are able to

determine the density of the granite crystallized very near the roof of an offshoot

from the same batholith. The average specific gravities are, respectively, 2-757
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and 2-62S. These eonsiiierations suggest the possibility that this huge batholith,

including the Bayonne granodiorite, the Summit stock granites and, as we shall

see, the Lost Creek body, is stratified according to the law of density—biotite

granite above and granodiorite below. On this view, similar contrasts of

densities existed in the magmatic period and would find explanation in the

_} Miles

Horizontal and Vcrficol Scales.

Figure 22.—Diagrammatic section showing relation of the summit stocks of Nelson Range
to the Bayonne batholith.

differentiation of the magma through gravitative adjustment. On the other

hand, the smaller bodies may owe their lower density to their having been

specially acidified by the solution of the invaded quartzites; or, thirdly, the more
salic character of the satellitic stocks may be due to special concentration of

magmatic fluids in the smaller chamber.s, facilitating more extreme differentia-

tion in them than in the main Bayonne batholith. Probably all three causes

have operated.

LOST CREEK GK.4NITE BODY.

The peculiarly shaped mass of granite over which Lost creek flows is,

mineralogieally, themically, and genetically, akin to the granite of the Summit
stocks. The staple rock is alkaline, with microperthite and orthoclase as the

dominant feldspars. Oligoclase is the subordinate feldspar, biotite the only

femic essential
;
primary muscovite, magnetite, apatite, and zircon are the

accessories. In places the muscovite has the rank of a subordinate essential, so

that the rock varies from biotite granite to biotite-muscovite granite. The
average specific gravity is 1-QYl.

Along all observed contacts this granite, for a distance of several score of

feet inw ard, is aplitic and poor in mica. The apophyses are generally composed
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of the same aplitic phase. At certain points nun.erous blocks and shreddy frag-

ments of quartzite and schist were observed in the granite. These xenoliths,

especially the schists, have undergone much metamorphism, with the generation

of abundant andalusite in stout prisms, broad leaves of muscovite. and biotite in

aggr^ates which mottle the rock in striking fashion. Again large amounts of

microperthite are disseminated through the altered schist, as if iutroduced from

the magma.
The northern arm of the body has the form of a huge irregular dike or sill

which follows the strike of the invaded schists. The exposures do not favour

the decision as to whether or not the mass here follows planes of b^edding or

schistosity. The other and larger arm of the mass is clearly in cross-cutting

relations. The width of this band is doubtless the greater because of the excava-

tion of the deep canyon of Lost creek. If erosion should remove a few thousand

feet more of the sedimentary cover at the head of the creek, the Lost creek body

and the summit stocks would doubtless be found to form one continuous

batholithic mass.

A small intrusion of the Lost creek granite occurs on the divide between

Sheep and Lost creeks and 1-5 miles east of Salmon river. It cuts schists and

limestone probably of Carboniferous age, and the youngest bedrock forma-

tions with which this whole group of granites, including the Bayoune batholith

and its satellites, is known to make contact. The date of these intrusions will

be further discussed in a following summai-y.

BUNKER IIII-L STOCK.

Within the ten-mile belt an igneous body which appears to be the most wes-

terly satellite of theBayonne batholith is a stock covering about eighteen square

miles and lying almost wholly on the western side of the Salmon river. This

stock is composed of a medium to rather coarse, alkaline biotite-granite (specific

gravity, 2-610) which, in all essential respects, is identical with the granite

forming the small summit stocks and the Lost Creek body. The Bunker Hill

mine (now shut down) is situated in the metamoi-phic aureole of this stock and

it may, for convenience be referred to as the Bunker Hill granite stock.

Being generally more weathered, this granite has a more reddish tint than

the Lost creek and Summit granites. The stronger weathering effect may be

partly due to the fact that the Bunker Hill granite has been much more strained

and crushed than the more easterly bodies. A distinct schistosity has been

thus produced at many points in the stock. The gneissic structure is most

pronounced near the southeastern contact, at the confluence of Lost creek and

Salmon river. For a distance of 500 fe«t or more from the contact the granite

is specially basic and consists essentially of quartz, biotite, plagioclase

(labradorite Ab, An, to basic oligoclase, Ab, An,), with very subordinate ortho-

clase, and abundant muscovite foils. The plates of the white mica lie in the

planes of schistosity and are of metamorphic origin. This basic phase recalls

the muscovite-bearing quartz diorite which forms the many apophyses in the

shatter-zone about the summit stocks.
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This granite also lias thermally metamorphosed its countrj- rock, in this

case the Pcnd IVOroillc schist?. The metamorphie aureole is nowhere as wide
as those ahout the siin:n'.it stocks or the Bayonne batholith; it is thus probable

that the contact surface of tliis stock dips under the invaded rocks at higher

angles than those characteristic of the contacts in the eastern bodies. The
Bunker Hill aureole has not been systematically studied with the microscope.

Thin sections of two specimens collected, one at the southwestern contact, the

other at a point about 1,000 feet from the contact, both showed the abundant
generation of andalusite prisms in the characteristic micaceous hornfels. At
Bunker TTill mine the andalusite schist is enormously crumpled and is cut by
veins of gokl-boaring quartz. On one of the veins the mine shaft has been
sunk for free-milling ore.

S.ILitON EnER MOXZOSITE.

Halfway between Sheep creek and Lost creek, and a mile east of the Salmon
river, the Pend D'Oreille schist is cut by a small stock of plutonic rock, which,

in chemical and mineralogical composition, is unique among the known intru-

sives of the Selkirks within the ten-mile belt. The stock has the subcircular

ground plan of a typical granitic boss, measuring 700 yards in diameter. The
rock is relatively prone to disintegration and it has weathered freely into huge
houldery masses, whose forms have been produced by exfoliation and con-

centric weathering on joint blocks. By the energetic intrusion the schists round

about have been crumpled, hardened, and converted into hornfelsy, massive

rock. This contact aureole is a few hundred feet in width; it has not been

studied microscopically.

The igneous rock is dark greenish-gray and rather coarse-grained. It is

massive and quite uncrushed. w'ith the unaided eye. augite, biotite, and feld-

spar can be readily identified as the essential constituents. Tbe first named
mineral forms highly idiomorphic, stout prisms of varying lengths up to that

of 7 mm. or '8 mm. The biotit-e occurs in lustrous black, often idiomorphic

foils wliich may be 2 mm. or more in diameter but average about 0-6 mm.
Between these femic essentials the feldspar forms a kind of mesostasis, numer-

ous individuals aipproaehing 5 mm. in diameter. Many of the larger crystals

schillerize in vivid sky-blue colours which are specially brilliant when the rock

is wetted.

Under the microscope the augite shows the cleavages, the very pale green

almost colourless tint, double refraction, and extinction angles of a diopside.

One crystal in a thin section showed a narrow interrupted mantle of green

hornblende about the pyroxene. The biotite is sensibly uniaxial and has power-

ful absorption. The feldspar belongs to the alkaline and soda-lime groups,

which are represented in nearly equal proportions. The larger, schillerizing

individuals have the optical properties of soda-orthoclase and microperthite.

The same crystal often has the homogeneous structure of soda-orthoclase in

one part and the familiar microperthitic intergrowth irregularly developed
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in other parts; these two feldspar varieties are here clearly transitional into

each other. The extinction-angle of the soda-orthoclase is 10° W on (010"),

showing- a high cnitent of soda. Its ilouble refraction is markedly low. It is

possible that some of this homogeneous feldspar is anorthoclase, biit the extinc-

tion of flakes cleaved parallel to (001) was found, in three cases, to be parallel

and thus corresponding to the monoclinic isomorphic mixture. The schilleriz-

ing effect, like the chemical composition, relates this feldspar to the dominant
feldspar of Brog^er's original laun'ikito.

The alkaline feldspar often encloses poikilitically idiomorphic to suh-

idiomorphic plagioclafe, which occur* always in relatively small crystals,

averaging about 0-5 mm. in length. These are commonly twinned according

to the Carlsbad and albite laws and are often irregularly zoned. The average

plagioclase is labradorite, near Ab, An,. Moderate amounts of apatite and

magnetite are accessory, while very rare, intei-stitial grains of quartz are also

found. The structure is the hypidiomorphic.-graniilar. The order of crystalliza-

tion appears to be: apatite and magnetite; augite; biotite; plagioclase; soda-

orthoclase (and microperthite)
; quartz.

Mr. Connor's analysis of a fresh specimen (Xo. 671) gave the result:—

•

Analysis of Salmon River Monzonite.
M..1.

SiO, 50.66 -844
TiO. 1-32 -016
ALO 16.91 .166
Fe,Oa 1.71 .011
FeO 6-17 -086

ITnO .16 .002
MgO ooO -138

CaO 8-26 -147

SrO -08 -(mi - 1

BaO -23 -Oftl

Na,0 2-89 -047

K2O .. 4-45 -047

H,0 at 110°C -14

H.O above llO^C 1-06
P~0, .91 -006

100-45

Sp. gr 2.&43

The calculated norm is:

Orthoclase 26-13
Albite 16. 77
Nephelite 4.26
Anorthite 2O02
Diopside 13-32
Olivine. 11.19
Ilmenite 2-43
Magnetite 2-55
Apatite 1-86

Water 1-20

99-73

25a—vol. ii—20
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The mode (Rosiwal method) is approximatply

:

Alkaline feldspar (soda orthoclase) 22-6

Labiadorite
"'"

Augite 20-1

Biotite ^fl
Magnetite i'-

Apatite "^

Quartz "*

ioe-0

(Specific gravity calculated from iiiodp = 2-848, closely agreeing with observed

specific gravity).

According to the Norm classiticatiou the rock enters the sodipotassic sub-

raug, kentallenose, of the alkalicalcic rang, camptonase, in the salfemane

order, gallare; but it is also very close to the sodipotassic subrang, shoshonose,

of the alkalicalcic rang, andase, in the dosalane order, germanare. According

to the older classification the rock is evidently a typical (basic) augite-biotite

monzonite.

Lamprophyric Dikes and Sills.

In the Selkirk mountain system many of the formations older than the

Ros-iland voloanics are cut by lamprophyric dikes and thin sills which are

sometimes very abundant. Both sills and dikes are generally highly inclined,

approaching the vertical, and are bodies of quite moderate size; widths of either

dikes or sills are seldom as much as 20 feet and average only a few feet. The

larger number of these- differentiation products are minettes but there are also

representatives of the kersantites, eamptonites, and odinites. The dikes are

specially numerous in the Pend D'Oreille schists, quartzites, and limestones

where these rocks crop out in the canyon of the Pend D'Oreille river and on

the west side of the Columbia. Others cut the large masses of Pend D'Oreille

marble, the Wolf grit. Irene conglomerate, and doubtless other members of the

Summit series. Still others transect the different belts of rock in the Priest

River terrane.

The minettes, as the most abundant lamprophyres in the region, have

merited most attention. On account of their fine grain and degree of alter-

ation their diagnosis merely through microscopic study was not to be entirely

trusted. For that reason as well as on account of their intrinsic interest a

number of chemical analyses have been made of the minettes. With the help

of the analyses and rather numerous thin sections the conclusion was reached

that four different types of minette occur more or less abundantly in the

Boundary belt. The types are augite minette, mica minette (biotite the only

femic essential), augite-olivine minette, and hornblende-augite minette.

Porphyritic Mica Minette.—The type which for distinction may be called

mica minette was found in the form of a three dikes cutting the Pend D'Oreille

series near the railroad bridge over the Pend D'Oreille river. The dikes run
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from three to six feet in width and seem to be composed throughout of this one

type, though they are associated with dikes of augite minette. The mica
minette is a dark gray, fine-grained, highly micaceous rock usually showing^

phenocrysts of biotite up to 2 mm. or more in diameter. The ground-mass is

the common hypidiomorphic aggregate of biotite, orthoclase, with little

labradorite ; the accessories are apatite, titauite, and magnetite, with a little

interstitial quartz which may be secondary. The alteration products are the

same as in the augite minette, from which this rock differs mineralogieaUy

only in the fact that the pyroxene is here absent. The mica minette repre-

sented in all of the collected specimens is rather badly altered—so much so as

to discourage the idea of chemical analysis in their case—but there seems to

be little question that both augite and olivine were absent from this rock in its

original condition ; in any case they were present in but accessory amounts.

The specific gravity of a typical specimen was found to be S-TOO.

Augite Minette.—A large proportion of the lamprophyric intrusives belong-

to the species, augite minette. This rock was found in dikes in the Pend
D'Oreille group as exposed on both sides of the Columbia river and at many
points along the walls of the Pend D'Oreille canyon. The freshest specimen

collected was, however, taken from a 60-foot dike cutting' biotite-spangled and
garnetiferous mica schist in Belt F of the Priest River terrane on the summit
of the ridge two miles E.X.E. from the peak of Xorth Star mountain. The
dike is nearly vertical and strikes north and south.

The rock is dark greenish to slate-gray and is porphyritic, with conspicu-

ous, lustrous phenocrysts of brown biotite measuring 5 mm. or less across the

foils. In thin section, idiomorphic prisms of a nearly colourless, diopsidie

augite are seen to be yet more abundant phenocrysts than the mica. The
prisms range from 0-5 mm. to 1-5 mm. or more in length. The ground-mass-

is a fine-grained hypidiomorphic-granular aggregate of minute augite and
biotite crystals with abundant orthoclase. The last often encloses the femie-

minerals poikilitically. Apatite, magnetite, and a little quartz, which is inter-

tertal between the feldspars, are the primary accessories. The orthoclase is

somewhat kaolinized. while chlorite, epidote, and caleite have been secondarily-

developed, but, for a minette, this rock must be regarded as unusually fresh.

Mr. Connor"? analysis of the same specimen (No. 900) resulted as follows :

—

Analysis of augite minette.

Mol.

SiOj 53-32 -889

TiOj -90 Oil
AljO, 1M6 139
FejOj 215 -013

FeO ^ 508 071
MnO 10 001
MgO 7-90 -198

CaO 712 127
SrO 05

BaO 12 001

25a—vol. ii—20'.
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Anali/xis of aurjltr minelle—rontimicil.

Mol.

NaO 2-39 -039

K.0 4-80 .051
' H.O at no°C -26

H.O above 110°C 1-2+

PjO, -66 -005
i

100-25

Sp.gr 2-831

The calculated norm is :—

•

Orthoclase 28-3«

Albite 20-H
Anorthite 13-62
DiopsJae 14-18

Olivine 8-47

Hyperstheiie 7-48

Magnetite 3-02

Ilmenite 1-67

Apatite 1-55

Water 1-50

100-29

In the Norm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic subrang, n:on-

zonose, of the domalkalic rang, monzonase, in the dosalane order, germanare.

Horriblende-augite Mincile.—A somewhat allied type of niinette, dis-

tinguished, however, by a notable and essential proportion of hornblende among
the phenocrysts, occurs as a ten-foot dike outcropping on the ^\estern bank of

the Columbia river, a few hundred feet south of the Boundary line. Though
occurring just beyond the limit of the Selkirk system this dike may best be

described here. Its relations are shown in Figure 23. Huge dike-like masses of

an uncrushed, ifresh ibiotite-hornblende granite porphyry cut the intensely

crumpled Pend D'Oreille phyllites and one of the porphyry masses is itself cut by

the dike in question, which is ten feet wide and strikes N. 10° E. with a dip of

about 75° to the eastward. It truncates a seven-inch dike of augitc minette

cutting the phyllite, as shown in the figure.

The dike of hornblende-augite minette shows a very marked chilling along

both walls. Its main mass is composed of a dark greenish-gray to dark ash-

gray, fine-grained rock, macroscopically showing occasional phenocrystic foils of

biotite up to 2 mm. in diameter and many minute prisms of augite and green

hornblende varying from 0-5 mm. or less to 1 mm. in length. These three

femic minerals are embedded in a very fine-grained paste of doubtless sodiferous

orthoclase and oligoclase (in about equal proportions) accompanied by abundant

titanite, apatite, interstitial quartz, and a small amount of ilmenite as the acces-

eories. The rock is somewhat weathered, with ealeite. quartz, kaolin, chlorite,

and epidote as the secondar.v products. The hornblende and augite are present

in nearly equal amounts and each rivals the biotite in abundance. The specific

gravity of this phase is 2-740.
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'On account of its superior freshness the rock from the chilled zone (speci-

Tnen No. 493) was selected for chemical analysis. Mineralogically it resembles

the coarser phase except that hornblende is scarcely more than accessory and
that here minute biotite and augite crystals with the dominant alkaline feldspar

form the ground-mass. Its chemical analysis yielded Mr. Connor the following

;proportions :

—

Analysis of hornhlende-augite minette.

Mol.

•SiO. 53-68 -895

TiOj .90 -Oil

AUOj 16-89 -166

Fe,0, 1--28 -008

TeO 5-53 -076 -

-MnO -U -001

MgO 3-70 -09-2

•CaO 6-08 -109

SrO -10 -001

BaO -38 -003

Na,0 4-03 -065

K,o 1-32 -we
H,0 at nO^C -10

H,0 above 110°C 1-8.5

P,0, 1-05 -007

100-00

Sp.gr 2-723

The calculated norm is :

—

Orthoclase 25-58

Albite 32-49
Nephelite -85

Anorthite 15-29

Diopside 8-47

Olivine 9-29

Ilmenite 1-67

Magnetite 1-86

Apatite ., 2-17

Water 1-95

99-62

According to the Xorm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic sub-

rang, nionzonose, of the domalkalic rang, monzonase, in the dosalane order,

germanare. The analysis doubtless represents also the composition of the main,
unchilled part of the dike, in which hornblende is more abundant.

Olivine-augite Minette.—A fourth variety of the porphyritic minettes
forms a two-foot sill cutting the Wolf grit on the main summit of the Sel-

kirks, and one mile north of the Dewdney trail. It appears itself to be cut o£F

by the long east-west granite dike shown on the map as occurring at this

locality. The granite is perhaps contemporaneous with the Bayonne batholith

and it is thus possible that this minette injection antedates the batholithic

intrusion.
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The phenocrysts are pale green augite (up to 1-5 mm. in length), a few

biotite foils, up to 1 mm. in diameter, and abundant round masses of serpentine,

almost certainly derived from olivine. The latter measure 1 to 2 mm. in

diameter. The ground-mass is composed of a multitude of idiomorphic deep

brown biotites and a few microlites of orthoclase embedded in colourless glass.

The rock (specimen N<5. 836) is relatively fresh but chlorite and calcite are

secondary constituents, like the serpentine. It has the composition of an

olivine-augite minette, as shown Wy Mr. Connor's analysis:

—

Analysis of olivine-augite miixette.

SiOj
TiO,
AUO,
Fe,0,
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO
Na,0
K,6
H,0 at 110=C.. ..

HjO above nO°C.
PA
CO,

Mol.

48-33
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apatite are accessory. Quartz, kaolin, chlorite, niul especially c^ilcite are abund-

ant secondary products. Neither augite, hornblende, nor olivine could be found.

A peculiarity of this dike is the occurrence of numerous small spherical

aggregates of the plagioclase crystals, often mixed with quartz or calcite or

with both. Tbe^e aggregates apparently characterize the whole dike, from

wall to wall. The little balls, a millimetre or less in diameter, are wrapped

about witli mica foils, much as phenocrystic leueites, as they enlarged, have

often displaced small crystals of biotite in other types of rocks. The micro-

scopic evidence is not decisive in the present case, but seems to indicate that

the feldspar balls were formed during the crystallization of the rock and are

not due to amygdaloidal filling. An account of other ' Kugelkersantite ' may
he found on page 665, in the second volume of Kosenbusch's ^Mikroskopische

Physiographic der Massigen Gestoine (1907). Pirsson has described in detail

the 'variolitic' facies of a niinette occurring as dikes and thin sheets in the

Little Belt mountains of ilontana. From his description it is clear that we
have a very close structural parallel, in these Montana minettes, to the

kersantite just described. Before reading Pirsson's report the present writer

had independently come to the conclusion that the feldspathic ' varioles ' of the

kersantite are of primary origin. The fact that Pirsson had announced this

view in connection with the closely related lamprophyre, has given the writer

greater confidence in the truth of the explanation.*

The chemical analysis (specimen Xo. 066) by Mr. Connor resulted as

follows :

—

Analysis of hersantite.

SiO
TiO;
-11A
Fe.Os
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO
Na.O
KjO
H.O at nO'=C.. ..

H.O above nO°C.
P.O,.:
CO.

Mol.

47-42
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The calculateil norm is:

—

Orthoclase 24-46

AlbJte 15-20

Nephelite 3-69

Anorthite 18-90

Diopside 16-68

Olivine 5-97

Ilmenite 1-36

Magnetite 3-94

Apatite 1-24

Water and CO; 9-14

100-58

According to the Norm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic sub-

rang, shoshonose, of the alkalioalcic rang, andase, in the dosalane order, ger-

manare. Chemically it is nearer minette than a typical kersantite, but, by

the older classification, the character of the feldspar places the rock in the

Tcersantites.

Camptonite.—Only one occurrence of camptonite is known as a result

of field study in the Boundary belt across the Selkirks. This rock, which

microecopic study shows to conform well with the type camptonite, forms a

wide but very poorly exposed dike cutting the Fend D'Oreille phyllite on the

south side of the Pend D'Oreille river about 1,900 yards east of Waneta.

Odinite.—A half mile farther up the river and on the same bank, the phyl-

lite is cut by a six-inch dike of a rock which appears to represent another

occuneuce of typical odinite as described by Rosenbusoh in his last edition

of the Mikroskopische Physiographie der Maasigen Gesteine. This lamprophyre

is a dark greenish-gray, compact rock with conspicuous though small phenocrysts

of augite and others of labradorite. The microscope shows these to be embedded

in a microcrystalline ground-mass composed essentially of very many minute

prisms of hornblende, feldspar microlites, and less abundant granules of augite.

A detailed description of this one thin dike, though composed of a relatively

rare species of lamprophyre, is scarcely warranted in the present report. .

Aplitic and Acid Apophysal Dikes.

Practically all of the granitic bodies in the Selkirks where crossed by the

Boundary belt have sent tongues or apophyses into their respective country-

rocks. These dikes show the familiar variation from quartz-feldspar aplites

to the aschistic porphyries corresponding to the different types of plutonics.

Other sills and dikes occur at distances too great to be regarded as necessarily

apophyses from any visible stock or batholith, and in some cases it is not

possible to determine whether these detached acid eruptives represent distinct

periods of eruption. Xone of the bodies seems to demand special description.

One of the dikes is cut by augite minett-e and by the analyzed hornblende-

augite minette which occur on the western bank of the Columbia river about
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300 yards south of the Boundary slash. The acid dike is a typical biotite

granite porphyry. It is between 200 and 300 feet wide and is paralleled by other

^eat dikes of similar material outcropping at low water in the islets of the

river channel. They may be acid apophyses from the extensive Trail batholith

toward which they strike; they are, however, noted here because their relation

to the younger minettes is very clear. (See Figure 23.)

A white aplitic sill cutting the Pend D'Oreille phyllitic schist on the right

bank slope of the South Fork of the Salmon, about 2 -'5 miles S. 30° W. of the

summit of Lost mountain, may be mentioned on account of the unusual struc-

ture of the rock. It is slightly porphyritic with phenocrysts of quartz and

sodiferous orthoclase. The ground-mass is partly the common panidiomorphic

aggregate of quartz and alkaline feldspar (much sericitized) but contains

quite numerous, small spherulites of alkaline feldspar which is developed in

rosettes. A few grains of magnetite represent the only other constituent.

The relations of this sill to the other granitic rocks of the range are unknown.

Dike Phases of the Rossland and Beaver Mountaix Volcanics.

The formations older than the Rossland and Beaver Mountain lavas are,

naturially, cut by dikes which indicate vents for the. lavas or the fillings of

fissures connected with those vents. A few of these dikes have been found in

localities where erosion has stripped away the volcanic cover and some of them
have been microscopically examined. Among these, four types may be listed

but it should he understood that the list does not exhaust the different varieties

of the dikes genetically connected with the volcanics.

Just east of the large boss of Sheppard granite mapped on the Pend
lyOreille river, the schists are traversed by a fifty-foot, nearly vertical, north-

south dike of porphyritic monzonite. The phenocrysts are stout prisms of

augite up to 8 mm. in length. The essentials of the hj^pidiomorphie-granular

ground-mass are orthoclase, microperthite, lahradorite (Ab, AnJ, augite and
biotite; the essentials are magnetite, apatite, zircon and a little interstitial

quartz. The plagioclase crystals are characteristically clumped in the ortho-

clase mesostasis.

About three-quarters of a mile north of Old Fort Sheppard, where the

mountain-spur projects through the terrace sands and gravels to the Columbia
river, there are large outcrops of slaty and quartzitic rock which have been
mapped as part of the Pend D'Oreille group. The crumpled and mashed slate

is here cut by a 25-foot vertical dike of dark-gray hornblende-biotite monzonite
striking N. 8° E. (visible at low water). Some 300 yards south of the Boundary
slash on the same side of the river and at the water's edge, three dikes from
ten to thirty-five feet wide and of macroscopic appearance somewhat similar

to the monzonite were found to consist of homblende-augite gabbro. In this

type the feldspar is basic labradorite (Ab, Anj), and alkaline feldspar is entirely

.absent; a few foils of biotite are accessory.
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Finally, a three-foot, north-south, vertical dike of highly amygJaloidal
basalt, cutting the Pend D'Oreille phyllite about fifty yards west of the nioutli

of Twelve-mile creek, may be noted.

Relative Ages of the Eruptive Bodies.

The entire lack of paleontological evidence within the ten-mile belt makes
it impossible to form a full chronological column for the formations occurring
in this part of the Selkirks. It may be recalled that the Priest River terrane
unconfonnably underlies the great Summit series, with a part of which (the

Beehive formation) the Kitchener quartzite is believed to be equivalent. Tlie

Pend D'Oreille group overlies, with apparent conformity, the Summit series

and, as will be further indicated in the next chapter, unconformably underlies

the Rosslaiid and Beaver Mountain groups of sediments and volcanics. The
relative ages of the igneous rocks can be partly indicated through their relations

to these sedimentary groups as well as through their relations to each other.

The observed facts may be briefly summarized.

The intensely crushed Rykert granite batholith cuts the Priest River terrane,

including bodies of metamorphosed hornblende gabbro which themselves cut the

schists and quartzites of the terrane.' The uncrushed and very rarely sheared

Bayonne batholith cuts formations belonging to the Priest River terrane and
Summit series respectively. The satellitic stocks believed to be contemporaneous
with the Bayonne batholith cut the Pend D'Oreille group and one of them—the

Bunker Hill stock—seems to cut the older members of the Rossland volcanic

group. The Salmon river monzonite istock cuts the Pend D'Oreille schists

and liirestcne. The abnormal hornblende granite at Corn creek cuts the

Kitchener quartzite and is tentatively correlated with the Purcell sills. The
niinettes, kersantites, camptonites, and odinites cut the Pend D'Oreille schists

or limestones and probably also cut the Rossland volcanics, since similar

lampiophyres cut the Rossland monzonite stock which is almost certainly of

the same general age as many of the Rossland lava flows. The peculiar por-

phyritie olivine syenite cuts the Rossland volcanics; in the next chapter the

correlation of this syenite with the minettes will be indicated. The Sheppard
granite cuts the Trail granodiorite which itself cuts the older members of the

Rossland volcanics. Since a half dozen of the principal formations in these

Selkirk mountains are more directly associated with fossiliferous sediments in

the mountains across the Columbia river, the discussion of the final correlation

of the .Selkirk rocks will be postponed to the chapter dealing with the geology

of the Rossland mountains. At this point it will be sufficient to anticipate

that discussion by tabulating the Selkirk formations in their probable order

of age:

—
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Salmon River nionzonite stock \pnit.Fn,/-n,- fMinrenr ')

Bayonne batholith and its satellitic stocks
^I'ost-t.oum (Mwteac).

Sheppard granite stocks and dikes "i

Lamprophyres, minettes, kersantites, odinite and camptonite .... Xposi-Larmaie (Eocene?)-
Aplitic dikes

Trail granodiorite bathoUtli ;

Beaver Mountain group "|

Rossland volcanic group, with interbedded sediments (in part). . . \Mrsozoir. (Cretaccoxis ?)
Monzonite, gabbro. and basaltic dikes cutting Pend d'OreillegroupJ

UXCONFORMITV.

Rykert granite batliolith... Late Jurassic?

Pcnd d'Oreille grouii Carhoniferous ? (and older !).

Abnormal hornblende granite .sill cutting Kitchener quartzite at "|

Corn creek \ Middle Camhrian'i
Metaniorphosed gabbro sills and dikes cutting Priest River terrane J

Kitchener formation Middle Cambrian ?

Summit series Cambrian ami 'BeWan.'

U.VCONFORMITV.

Priest River Terrane . Pre-Cttmbrian and jyrc-Bcltian.
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CHAPTER XIII.

FORMATIONS OF THE ROSSLAND MOUNTAIN GROUP.

It will be recalled that, in the chapter on the nomenclature of the mountain

ranges, the Rossland mountain group where crossed by the ten-mile Boundary

Belt, is bounded on the east by the Selkirk Valley (Columbia river) and on the

west by the meridional valley occupied by Christina lake and the lower Kettle

river. On the east the formations of the Rossland mountain group in several

instances extend over into the Selkirk system. Of these the Fend D'Oreille

series has already been described, as well as a few of the dikes cutting that series

along the western bank of the Columbia river. The Trail batholith, Sheppard

granite, Rossland and Beaver Mountain volcanic groups, and small bodies of a

peculiar porphyritic olivine syenite are represented on both sides of the Columbia

and will be described in the present chapter. The western topographic limit of

the Rossland mountain group is also, within the limits of the Boundary belt, a

clean-cut and convenient line of division betv^een the geological formations of

the Rossland and Midway-Christina mountain groups. (See Maps No. 8 and 9.)

From the Columbia to Christina lake igneous-rock formations dominate
very greatly. Sedimentary rocks appear only in small patches, and are nearly

always much deformed and metamorphosed. Though there are good reasons for

believing that these rocks are chiefly if not altogether late Paleozoic or post-

Paleozoic in age, fossils are almost as rare as they are in the formations of the

Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal. The writer has been able to add but little to the

stratigraphie information secured by McConnell, Brock, and others who have
made studies in the region. However, the interpretation given the few scattered

facts in hand differs somewhat from that adopted by these observers.

The older sedimentary formations will be described first. They include,

besides the small area of the Pend D'Oreille slat<?s, phyllites, quartzite, and lime-

stone near the Columbia, a- small patch of okscurely fossiliferous limestone asso-

ciated with chert in Little Sheep creek valley: fossiliferous limestone occurring

with the older traps north of Rossland; an intensely deformed series of lime-

stones, quartzites, and schists sectioned by the railway line east of Christina

lake and named, for convenience, the Sutherland schistose complex; and a few
small outcrops of old-looking quartzite and argillitic rocks intimately associated

with the Rossland volcanics.

A very limited exposure of fossiliferous (plant-bearing) argillite, probably

of Mesozoic age, v>i\\ then be described. The youngest sedimentaries observed in

this part of the Boundary belt are conglomerates and sandstones which, again
from very imperfect fossil evidence, seem to be of early Tertiary or mid-Tertiary

age; these beds form four small patches at or near the Boundary line.

319
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The igneous formations to be troateJ include tlio^e whieh have been named
by ifcConnell and Brock the KorslaiKl and Beaver ^fountain volcanic groups;
and those which arc referred to by tho present writer as the Trail batholith; the

Sheppard grranite (stocks and dikes) ; the Coryell syenite batholith with its

satellitic dikes, and a satellitic chonolith of syenite porphyry: the Rossland
nionzonite; several bodies of a:abbroid and ultra-basic intrusive*; and certain

of the numerous dikes whieh liave certain special petropraphie interest.

At the time when the writer made his examination of tho Rossland moun-
tain group it was understood that the Geoloiiical Survey of Canada «as planning
a detailed study of the Rossland camp and its vicinity. Accordingly, very little

work was done in the region of the town and. in fact, no attempt was made to

plan an exhaustive report for the region between Sophie mountain and the

Columbia. Specimens of the rocks were collected, but many of the field rela-

tions could not be decided in the limited time which it seemed advisable to devote

to this part of the Boundary belt. Nearly all of McConnell's contacts, as pub-
lished in the Trail sheet, were followed up and verified. For the rest the present

chapter can claim to be no more than a report of progress on the geology of these

unusually complicated mountains.

Paleozoic Formations.

Carboniferous Beds in Little Sheep Creek Valley.—In the bottom flat of

Little Sheep creek valley, about 1,000 yards north of the Boundary line and
on the west side of the creek, there is a low hill of limestone surrounded on all

sides by alluvium. The limestone is of blue-gray to white colour and is much
breeciated and highly crystalline. It contains cherty and quartz lenses and true

quartz veins. The attitude of the bedding is obscure, observed strikes ranging

from N. 55° E. to N. 80° E., with an average northerly dip of about 60°.

The limestone contains numerous, poorly preserved crinoid stems which are

of some value as pointing to the probability that the limestone is of Paleozoic

age. Across the creek there are several large outcrops of cherty quartzite also

greatly deformed, with average strike, X. 35° E. and dip, 90°. That rock

extends 200 feet vertically up the steep eastern slope of the valley, where it is

unconformahly overlain by a coarse breccia (probably a volcanic explosion-

breccia) containing fragments of the same obscurely fossiliferous limestone

and chert as that just described. The breccia is part of the Rossland volcanic

formation, which has here an average strike, N-S. and dip, 35° E. From the

composition of the breccia and from the stratigraphie relations, the Rossland

volcanies as represented are clearly unconformable to the Paleozoic strata. The

latter seem, in fact, to be part of the foundation on whieh the volcanic mass was

spread.

During his mapping of the Trail sheet McConnell found in the similar

breccia outcropping on the opposite side of this valley, fragments of marble

bearing the fossil remains of a species of Lonsdalia and the marble was referred

by Dr. Whiteaves to the Carboniferous. It would seem simplest directly to
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•correlate the limestone in place -svith the limestone fragments in tho brecci;i

on each side of the valley, and the formation, includinir the limestone and

chert, is tentatively placed in the Carhoniferots s.vsteni.

Carboniferous Limestone in the Rosslatid Mining Camp.-^ln 1905 Brock

discovered in a limestone band interbedded with andesitic greenstone at the

O.K. mine, four miles north of the last mentioned locality, certain fossils which

have been referred to Carboniferous sijecies.

Sutherland Schistose Complex.—A group of metamorphic rocks, exposed

in the railway cuttings between Cascade and Coryell stations, were sectioned

during the season of 1902. Although nearl.y a week was spent on the section,

the results of the structural study were meagre. The oldest rocks of the section

consist of highly crystalline schists of sedimentary origin. With these arc

associated many irregular band.s of eiieissic. gabbrnid rocks and a/mphibolites.

and sheared hornblende porphyrites. all of which represent greatly altered basic

intrusives. The metamorphosed sedimentary rocks are now represented by

gametiferous schist, sericite schist or phyllite. biotitc-epidote schist, actinolite-

biotite schist and andalusite-biotite schist. Massive, often brecciated, greenish

quartzite and at least two large pods of white to light gray marble are inter-

bedded with the schists.

Structurall.v the complex is characterized by utter confusion. Xeither

bedding-planes nor planes of schistosity preserve a .steady attitude for more
than a few score or hundreds of feet together. The section is located in a zone

of maximum dislocation, a zone now followed b,v the deep trough of Christina

lake. The immen-se alteration of these formations is further due to the intru-

sion of numerous large bodies of acid and basic igneous rock, including various

gabbi'os and peridotites as well as the great Coryell syenite bat.holith.

No trace of a fossil was found in the sedimentaries and it is still impos-

sible to correlate them with known horizons. The quartzite and limestone

associated with the schists are, in general, similar to the quartzite and crinoidal

limestone of Little Sheep creek valley and to staple phases of the Pend
D'Oreille group. All of them are possibly of Carboniferous age. The gabbroid

and peridotitic masses cutting the schists are evidently of more recent dates:

some of them show neither crushing nor even appreciable straining under the

microscope. Three of these basic intrusive bodies will be briefly described

below; a microscopic description of the schists themselves is scarcely warranted

by any special petrographic interest they possess.

Summary.—In conclusion, it may be noted that some at least of these old-

looking metamorphosed sediments are almost certainly of Carboniferous age.

Others may be either pre-Carboniferous or else Triassic, if not as late as Jurassic.

For the present the writer follows the tradition of McConnell and Brock in

placing all of these formations in the Paleozoic. 'Wliatever the age of the sedi-

ments, some of them seem to be contemporaneous with thick, massive greenstones

and metamorphosed ash-beds of andesitic sort, and it is highly probable that the

25a—vol. ii—21
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greenstones occurring in the Peud U'Oreille sjroup (especially those near the

Columbia river) are of the same age. The quartzites and slaty rocks of the Pend
D'Oreille group are 'almost if not quite indistinguishable both in composition

and in degree of metamorphism from the quartzites and slates interbedded with

the greenstones of the T{o<«land mountains. The Pend D'Oreille marbles are

lithologically identical with the obscurely fossiliferous limestones just described.

As the best working hypothesis, therefore, the writer is inclined to believe that

the western slope of the Selkirk range and the eastern half of the Columbia
system are underlain by residuals of a very thick upper Paleozoic, probably

Carboniferous, series which represents the oldest sedimentary rocks of those parts

of the Boundary belt. It will be seen that the same series probably has similar

fundamental relations in the ^lidway and more westerly mountain groups.

Mesozoic Sediments at Little Sheep Creek.

At Monument 175 in Little Sheep creek valley, erosion has laid bare a con-

siderable thickness of stratified rocks which are evidently much younger than

the marbles and quartzites farther up the valley. The exposures are not good
but, since these younger rocUs are also obscurely fossiliferous, the field observa-

tions so far made may be detailed. At the Boundary monument the steep slope

of Malde mountain is seen to be largely underlain by black and red argillite,

enclosing thin beds of gray sandstone and of angular conglomerate, as well as a

number of layers of sandstone which is described in the field notes as hard

black quartzite. The quartzitc is sulphide-bearing. These beds are gi'eatly

deformed, the argillite specially showing frequent changes of strike and dip in

short distances both up the slope and along its foot. The more rigid sandstone

beds tend to have a fairly steady strike of N. 0°-10° E., with an average dip of

from 35° E. to 90°. The series, chiefly argillitic, continues eastward to a contour

about 600 feet above Little Sheep creek, and there it appears to dip under the

volcanic breccias of ilalde mountain. This general eastward dip appears to

characterize the series throughout its extent of 600 yards up the valley from the

Boundary slash. The exposures south of the line did not promise useful results

and the beds were not followed in that direction. The exposures are likewise

very poor on the west side of the creek, but the shale-sandstone series seems to

extend on the Sophie mountain slope at least 500 feet above the creek. The
argillite is there greatly crumpled, but probably strikes in the average direction.

N. 65° E., with dip high to the northwest.

The series seems thus to be at least 600 feet thick and to have the attitude

of a broken and mashed anticline plunging to the north, carrj-ing the sediments
beneath the Malde mountain and Sophie mountain breccias and lavas. The field

relations are, however, so obscure that this conception must be regarded as only

suggestive and by no means proved to be correct.

At the rock-bluffs along the railway track and on each side of the Boundary
slash, a number of very poorly preserved remains of plants were found in the

shales. These fossils were submitted to Professor D. P. Penhallow, who iden-

tified them ' as the rachises of a fern, in nil probability of Gleichenia (gilbert-
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thompsoni),' and tentatively correlates the beds with the lower Cretaceous

Gleichenia-heaimg strata on the Pasayteu river.* The only other information in

hand on this question of age is that based on the condition of the stratified series.

It is, apparently, too greatly deformed to be placed in a post-Eocene period,

while, on the other hand, the degree of metamorphism is too low to warrant our
referring the series to the Paleozoic. Either a Mesozoic or Eocene date would be
preferable to either of those alternatives. For the present, it seems best to

consider the beds broadly as of !Mesozoic age.

RossLAKD Volcanic Group.

GENERAL DESCRIFTIOK.

From the Salmon river to the Kettle river at Cascade, a distance of forty

miles, the ten-mile Boundary belt contains . an irregular though continuous

band of basic volcanic rocks. This band covers about 150 square miles of the

belt and is part of a volcanic area in the West Kootenay district of British

Columbia aggregating 500 square miles. West of the Columbia river the

volcanics are developed on the United States side of tlie Boundary but how
extensively is not known. (See Plate 32.)

The entire volcanic area is highly accidented by basic and acid plutonio

masses which, in general, are younger than the volcanics and cut them. Long-

continued erosion has revealed many of the dikes, stocks, and batholiths, so

that the mapped contact-lines of the effusive rocks are extremely sinuous.

Owing to severe orogenic stresses the lava flows, ash-beds and breccias usually

have high dips and complicated structures. Most of these rocks are altered by
crush-metamorphism and contact-metamorphism. They are often involved

most obscurely with the Paleozoic sediments just described and also with
younger strata which are generally unfossiliferous. The differentiation of the

lavas on the groiuid of geological age cannot as yet be carried out systematically.

It is certain that the volcanics were erupted in at least two different

X)eriods. The oldest lavas, ash-beds, and agglomerates seem to have been
extruded contemporaneously with the Carboniferous limestones, cherts, and
slaty rocks, and have since, through regional metamorphism, been converted

into massive and schistose gTcenstones which often keep their porphyritic

structure more or less plainly preserved. No chemical study has been made of

these older volcanics, and microscopic analysis is generally helpless in the
attempt to refer them to definite types of lava. From their general habit and
from the nature of the alteration and metamorphic products it appears probable
that the whole series of Carboniferous extrusives should be classed with the
common augite andesites and basalts. In his reconnaissance of the regior>

during the preparation of material for the Trail sheet, McConnell recognized

the Carboniferous age of these rocks and called the more massive, porphyritic

• D. P. Penhallow, Tranetictiong. Royal Society of Canada, ser. iii. Vol. 1, pp. 290
and 329. 1908.

2.^3—vol. ii—21i
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pliase ' augite poi-phyritc' One of the chief diffieultics in niuppinpr tlicse rooks

lies in the fact tJiat the distiiiet iind nmoh younspr augite hitites are extremely

di£Scult to distiniiiiish in the field from the older aufiite andesites. There are.

moreover, trne nugite ajulesites and basalts belonginfr to the yfuinger series

of lavas and the i)roblem of differentiatinjr thorn from the rarbonifcvous lavas

is in many cases not to be solved.

Since, therefore, most of the vulcanic belt has defied clear-cut division

on the map, the writer has followed McConnell and Brock in eolonring under

one legend, the ' Ecssland Volcanic (iroiip,' most of the volcanic formations

occurring in the Boundary belt between the Salmon rivrr :ind C'liristina lake.

IBetween the Columbia river and Christina lake the larger part of the volcanic

masses have been found to belong to the family of latites. although there are

some flows of true basalt and augite andcsite associated with them. In the

Beaver Mountain region there is a considerable area of relatively unaltered

lavas and tuifs which nowhere seem to have any latitic phase. Chiefly because

of their relativel.v fresh and recent appearance. Brock has already separated

this series of volcanics, and he has given the series the name, 'Beaver Moun-
tain Group.' The petrograi)liic distinction just noted further justifies our fol-

lowing Brock in his mapping, and this part of the whole volcanic area willbe

separately described, as well as separately mapped in the aecompanving sheet.

If, in the future, the Rossland volcanic group can be anal.vze<l with sufficient

accuracy to permit of its subdivision on the map, it would be appropriate to

reserve the name ' Rossland Volcanic Group ' for the latitic lavas and asso-

ciated pyroclastics. for these seem to be the dominant extrusives of the area.

I"ETUOGIi.\IMlV OF TIIK I,\V.\S .\NT> I'VHOILASTICS.

The writer has collected about on<' hundred specimens of the freshest and

most typical rocks of the volcanic belt and from them about eighty-five thin

sections were cut. It was not until these had been mieroscopicall.v examined
that the lithological diversit.v of the lavas became fullv apparent. Seven

varieties of latite, olivine basalt, olivine-free basalt, augite andesite, and

possibly picrite (correspomling to harzburgite among the plutonie rocks and

described among- the latter) have been recognized among the less altered lavas.

The most abundant types are probably the angite latite and biotite-augite

latite. These are respectively transitional into olivine-augite latite and biotite

latite. riornblende-biotite latite and hornblende (-augite) latite and a speciall.v

femic augite latite are of more local occurrence. The true basalts are far less

comimon than one would suspect in the field, since so many of the latites have

basaltic habit. True augite andesite is probably more ab\indant than the

basalts.

Aiif/ih Latite.—Massive lava belongin.g to this variety was foiuid at widely

spaced localities, among which are specially noted the area between Castle moun-
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tain (southeast slope) and Record mountaiii ridge, tlie divide between ^[alde

and Little Sheep creeks, and the bluifs on the \ve,-t side of the Columbia river

about four miles north of the line. The follow ina: brief description of a typical,

relatively unaltered phase relates to one of the younger flows occurring on the

unnamed conical peak west of the ilurphy creek-Gladstone trail and about two

miles north of Stony creek. The volcanic rocks are there exceptionally well

exposed above tree-line, where thick sheets of highly porphyritic latite alternate

with more basaltic sheets and with coarse agglomerates composed of these lavas.

The latite when fresh is a deep greenish-gray to almost black rock bearing

abundant phenocrysts of tabular plagioclase up to 3 mm. in greatest diameters

and of smaller, stout prisms of greenisli-black pyroxene.

Microscopic examination shows that the rock is uncrushed. the phenocrysts

being unstrained and almost perfectly unaltered. The plagioclase is the more
abundant. On (010) and in the zone of symmetrical extinctions for simul-

taneous Carlsbad-albite twins, individual crystals give extinction angles appro-

priate to the series from labradorite, Ab, An,, to bytownite, Ab, An.. Occasionally

one of these basic individuals is surrounded with a narrow- rim of orthoclase.

The average plagioclase phenocryst has about the composition of labradorite,

Ab, An^. The pyroxene is a common, non-pleochroic, pale greenish augite of

diopsidic habit.

The ground-mass has been somewhat altered, with the generation of uralite

in small needles, zoisite in rather rare graiudes. chlorite, abundant biotite, and
more sericitie mica in minute foils and shreds. Orthoclase was not certainly-

detected in the ground-mass, which was originally hyalopilitic. with plagioclase

microlites embedded in glass. Magnetite and apatite occur in the usual well-

formed crystals.

A specimen collected at this locality (No. 5-13) and answering to the fore-

going desci'iption has been analyzed by Mr. Connor, with result as follows.

(Table XIX., Col. 1.) :—

Tahle XIX.—AiiahiscK of auftlte latites, Ro.island district and Siena Nevada.

1.

SiO, oiM
TiO, .96

• AljOa 1810
Fe^Oj l.H
FeO 4-63
MnO .10

MgO 4.o«
CaO 5-85

SrO .15

BaO -21

Na.0 3-3S
K.0 5-«
H.O at 110°C .10

HjO above 110°C -50

P:Os .46

100.12

1 Sp.gr 2-745

la.
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Th<? calculated norm is :

—

Orthoclase 32.25
Albite 36-20
Nepbelite 1.42
Anorthite 17-79
Diopside 6-87
Olivine 10-18
Ilmenite 1.82
Magnetite 1.62
Apatite 1.24
Water .60

99-99

According to the Xorm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic sub-
rang, monzonose, of the domalkalic rang, monzouase, in the dosalane order,

germanare. The mineralogical and chemical composition and structure all

perfectly match the typical augite latite of Table mountain, California, as

originally described by Ransome.* The analysis of the more basic phase of the

Table mountain flow is entered in Col. 2 of the foregoing table.

From the fresh rock just described all transitions to profoundly altered

phases are represented in the area. The latite has often been trarLsformed into

a dark green, massive rock, still showing its porphyritic character by the presence
of broken and altered feldspar phenoerysts or of uralitic pseudomorphs after the

augite. For the rest the completely changed rock is, in thin section, seen to be
a confused mass of epidote, calcite. quartz, chalcedony, chlorite, biotite, uralitic

and actinolitic amphibole, zoisite, pyrite, etc., in ever varying proportion. Some-
times, though not often, an amygdaloidal structure is preserved. This is not so

much because it has been obliterated by metamorphism as because these lavas

were largely non-vesicular when first consolidated.

Augite-biotite Latiie.—Tliis type of massive lava is at least as important in

the area as the augite latite. As above noted, the two varieties grade into each
other, and the only noteworthy persistent difference is the absence or presence of

biotite among the original phenoerysts. Biotite also often occurs in minute,
shreddy foils in the ground-mass but it appears to be generally of secondary
origin. The phenocrystic biotite is of a deep, rich brown colour and has powerful
absorption; its optical angle is probably under 2°. The other phenoerysts, the

accessories, and the ground-mass have characters essentially identical with those

jof the augite latite.

No perfectly fresh specimen of the augite-biotite latite was secured. One of

the least altered ones, collected on the ridge joining Record and Sophie moun-
tains, at a point two miles north of the Dewdney trail (No. 456), has been

analyzed by ilr. Connor. It is a compact, deep greenish-gray rock with numerous
small phenoerysts of labradorite (averaging about Ab^AnJ, biotite, and urali-

tized augite. These minerals are embedded in an abundant, originally

hyalopilitic, greenish base. The latter is chiefly devitrified glass. Its advanced

• T. L. Ransome, American Journal of Soienoe, Ser. iv. Vol. 6, 1898, p. 359.
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alteration has led to the formation of kaolin, uralite, sericite, epidote, zoisite.

chlorite, carbonate, and a little quartz. Orthoclase «as apparently never indi-

vidualized.

Mr. Connor's analysis resulted as follows (Table XX., Col. 1) :

—

Table XX.—Anulyses of augite-biotite latite.

1.

SiO, 59-06

TiO, 1-08

ALOj 16-24

PelOa -43

FeO 4-88

MnO -20

MgO 3-51

CaO 5-59

SrO -12

BaO -11

Na.0 2-84

KjO 3-95

HjO at 110°C -21

HjO above llO'C -19

P.O, -21

CO, -70

FeS,
C

99-32

Sp.gr 2-796

In.
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Aui/iie-olivine Latlte.—This type has Ikhmi ideiititii'd at only two localities

ill the Boundary belt. On Record mountain ridge it is interbedded with the

chemically analyzed hiotite-augite latite; it also occurs on the top of the hroaiJ

ridge west of Malde ridge at a point about a mile and a half north of the

Boundary line. The specimens collected at these places are comparatively

fresh and are uncrushed.

Macroscopically, there is little to distinguish these rocks from the nmrc
common angit/c latite. The colour, grain, and general habit is the same. The
phenoerysts are augite, olivine, and labradorite (averaging Ah. An.). The
ground-mass may be cryptocrystalline. devitrified-glassy, or microcrystalliue,

.vith greater or less development of niicrolitic augite and labradorite. The
accessories and secondary products are the same as those in the augite liitite,

except that a little phenocrystic biotite is developed in the specimen from

Record mountain ridge.

That specimen (No. 4C5) has been analyzed by ^Ir. Connor. The micro-

scope showed that the augite is here somewhat uralitized and the olivine i)artl.v

serpentinized. while the plagioclase is ver.v fresh. The hyalopilitic base bears

microlites of labradorite, magnetite, apatite, and possibly orthoelase; most of

the ground-mass is, however, a glass which is turbid through the very abundant

generation of sericitic mica and other seeondar.v products. The specitic gravity

of three .specimens from this locality varies from 2 700 to 2-T.'>l; the higher

value is the more reliable since it refers to the freshest specimen.

From the chemical analysis it is clear that this latite vei-ges on augiti^

andesite.

Analyst's of atigilc-olivine latite.

Mol.

SiO, 58-67 -978

TiO, 1-00 -013

AI.O, 15-67 .15i

FeiO 2-85 -018

FeO. 3-28 -046

MnO -11 -001

MgO 3-86 -097

CaO 5-33 -095

SrO -OO -001

BaO -U -001

Na,0 4-77 -077

KjO 3-08 -033

H,0 at UO°C -02

H,0 above nO°C -54

PA •!« -ooi

99-54

Sp.gr 2-751

In the Norm classification the rock enters the dosodie subrang, akerose,

of the domalkalic rang, monzonase, in the dosalane order, gennanare. The
norm is as follows:

—
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Quartz 3-90

Orthoclase 18-35

Albite *0-35

Anorthite 12-23

Diopside 11-02

Hypersthene 6-78

Magnetite i-18

Ilmenite 1-98

Apatite -31

H,0 -56

99-66

Honihlende-augite Latite.—A fourth type was (.'ollected at the 3,100-foot

contour on the slope due east of Sayward railway station. It is a dark gray

rock with conspicuous, lustrous, black prisms of phenocrystic hornblende in a

gray-tinted ground-mass. The acicular hornblendes vary from 1 mm. to 4

mm. in length and are arranged in roughly fluidal fashion. They are accom-

panied by a subordinate number of idioniorphio augite prisms, also pheno-

crystic but first discovered in thin section. The ground-mass is a rather

confused, mierocrystalline aggTegate of the same bisilicates and feldspar. In

this case there can be no question that orthoclase forms a large proportion of

the ground-mass feldspar microlites, which for the rest are probably labradoritc

-ilagnetite, jiyrite, pyrrhotite. and a little titanite are accessory minerals; calcite,

chlorite, epidote, kaolin, and sericite are secondary products. This .sjx'cimen

(No. 557) is comparatively fresh. Its analysis, by \{r. ('onnor, resulted in the

form shown in Table XXI., Col. 1.

Table .Y.Y7.

—

Ariah/.tex of Jiomhlende-augite Intifc.

1. 2. 2a.

Mol.

SiO, 52-17 52-17 -870

TiO. .80 -80 -01»

AljO, 16-59 16-59 -163

FejOa 8-32 1-86 -012

FeO notdet. 3-74 052
MnO -11 .11 -001

MgO 3-87 3-87 -097

CaO 8-25 8-25 -147

SrO .05 -05

BaO .15 .15 -001

Na,0 3-91 3-91 -063

KsO 4-00 4-00 -043
H,0 at 110°C .13 -13
HjO above 1W°C 1.17 1-17

PsO, .24 -ai 001
COj -56 -56

S 1.37
FeSj and FejSs 2-31

101-69 99-91

Sp.gr 2-852

On account of the presence of pyrrhotite the ferrous oxide could not be
directly detei-mined. The proportion of this oxide was estimated, as shown in
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Col. 2. First, an amount of Tefi, representing sufficient Fe to satisfy the sulphur

present, was apportioned. The sulphides of iron were arbitrarily considered aa

half pyrite and half pyrrhotite. The remaining Fe.O, was calculated to repre-

.sent the FeO and Fe,0, of this rock by assuming that these oxides occur in the

average proportions which they have in other analyzed Rossland lavas (Nos. 456

and 543). The analysis, so recalculated, is entered in Col. 2; the corresponding

molecular proportions are shown in Col. 2a.

The norm was calculated from the values given in Cols. 2 and 2a, with result

as follows:

—

Orthoclase 23-91

Albite 23-06
Nephelite 5-4«

Anorthite 15-85

Diopside 19-71
Olivine 3-09

Ilmenite 1-52

Magnetite 2-78

Apatite -31

I'ynte and pyrrhotite 2-31

HjO and CO 1-86

99-89

According to the Norm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic sub-
rang, monzonose, of the domalkalie rang, monzonase, in the dosalane order,

germanare.

According to the older classification the rock is both miueralogically and
chemically a hornblende-augite latite. It was nowhere seen to be vesicular but,

on account of its persistent fine grain, it is believed to belong to a massive flow

rather than to an intrusive body.

A somewhat similar porphyritic rock, jjerhaps intrusive, crops out on the

Dewdney trail where it crosses the low ridge between Sophie mountain and
(the western) Sheep creek. Orthoclase is very abundant in the ground-mass of

this rock.

Hornhlende-hiotite Latite.—A fifth type of latite was collected on the moun-
tain spur running up from Bitter creek southeastward at a point four miles due
east of the railroad station at Cascade. The rock crops out at the 3,300-foot

contour as a massive, gray to greenish gray, porphyritic, non-vesicular trap, and
seems to extend uninterruptedly along the ridge to the 4,300-foot contour, where
it is interbedded with hard bands of fine basic ash. Continuing southeastward

to the Boundary line, the same lava is seen interbedded with coarse quartz con-

glomerate. This type of lava was not identified at any other locality.

The phenocrysts are brown biotite and green hornblende, the former pre-

dominating. The determinable feldspar, averaging labradorite, AK An„ is

confined to the ground-mass where it forms minute, tabular, twinned crystals in

grreat number. A green shreddy biotite of low absorptive power and evidently

of different composition from the phenocrystic mica, is extensively developed

among the plagioclase mierolites. This green biotite also forms complete pseudo-

morphs after the hornblende phenocrysts, so that it is doubtful that any of the

mica of the ground-mass is original. Orthoclase was not observed and it is
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practically impossible to determine the character of the original ground-mass, so

great has been the alteration of the rock. The other secondary products, as well

as the accessory minerals are like those in the augite-biotite latite, to -nhich the

hornblende-biotite latite must be chemically quite similar.

Biotite Latite.—A sixth type represents a lava which is macroscopically like

a mica andesite, but under the microscope shows features relating it to the latites

just described. In its present condition it is a greenish-gray rock of decidedly

lighter tint than the great majority of the Eossland lavas. Biotite and labra-

dorite (averaging about Ab, An,) are the only phenocrysts. The base was

probably once largely glass in which mierolites of labradorite and more irregular

ones of (probably) orthoclase were embedded. The ground-mass is now
abundantly charged with secondary sericitic mica and some quartz which is

doubtless also of secondary origin.

This rock has not been chemically analyzed but the analysis of a fresh speci-

men would correspond to many mica andesites which are rich in potash. In

view of the intimate association of this type with the undoubted, analyzed latites,

it seems best to regard the rock as a salic latite rather than a true andesite,

though it must be op the border-line between the two species.

Femic Augite Latite.—^Finally, an altered lava which seems to represent an

opposite pole in the difierentiation of the latitic magma, was found on the

eastern slope of the hog-back ridge in (the western) Sheep creek valley. A
second but more doubtful occurrence was lioted on the ridge between Boundary-

monument No. 170 and the Coryell batholith. The chief mineralogical differ-

ence between this type and the analyzed augite latite consists in a great

increase in the number of augite phenocrysts, a corresponding decrease in the

abundance of labradorite phenocrysts (which may entirely fail in the thin

section), and apparently a decrease in the relative amount of the ground-mass.

The accessory and secondary minerals are the same as those noted for the

augite latite; orthoclase was not observed in the ground-mass, which in all

the collected specimens has largely gone over to green biotite and sericitic mica.

Comparison with Sierra Nevada Latite and with Average Monzonite.—
Before noting the other types of lava in the Eossland group it will be instruc-

tive to review their classification in terms of the chemical constitution of the
original latites as defined by Ransome. In Table XXH., Col. 1, the average of

the Eossland latites is given, and in Col. 2 the average of six typical latites

from California. Col. 3 shows the average of all ten latites and Col. 4, the

average of the twelve monzonites recorded in Osann's compilation of chemical
analyses throughout the world. The last three averages have been reduced to

100 per cent. In making the average of the Eossland latites the augite latite

and augite-biotit« latite were considered as of equal weight and their average
was weighted as four against the average of the analyses of the homblende-
augite latite and olivine-augite latite which together were weighted as unity.

This weighting corresponds approximately to the relative volumetric impor-
tance of the different types in the Eossland district.
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2'able XXII.—Comparisons of latites and monzonile.

SiO„ •.

.

TiO;
A1,0,
Fe,0,
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
SiO
BaO
NajO
K,0
H,0-
H,0+
P=0,
CO,
KeS,, and Fe. S,

HuBsland latites.

56-52

1 00
16-9i;

110
4-51
14
401
5-98
13
16

.^36
4 46
11
48
•31

34
23

Sierra Nevada
type latites.

99-75

.58-70

1 00
16-75
;i-00

.V03
-06

2-50

502
02
19

3-51
4-58
30
82
46

Averafte of

1 and 2.

Average nf

world

-

inonzcnite.

100 00

57-85
102

16 76
244
3 48
09

3 09
5-53

05
-17

3 61
4- 12
23
74
38
14

.55 25
-60

16-53
3-03
4-37
-15

4 20
7-19

3-48

411

66

43

10000 10000

The close correspondence of the Rossland and Sierra Nevada averase.-*

shows an essential identity. of the magmas from which the respective lavas

crystallized; the justice of correlating the Eosstond rocks with the latites is

clearly demonstrated. That latite should, as pointed out by Ransome. be

considered as the extrusive form of monzonite is indicated in the comparison
of Cols. .3 and 4. The two are not strikingly divergent at any point, yet there

are differences which together fomi the exact analogue of the differcnii'

between the world's average syenite and trachyte, or tin- difference betwwn
the world's average granite and rhyolite, or, in fact, between the world's

averages of any of the principal plutonic types and its generally recognized

effusive equivalent. In all these cases (as proved by the writer through actual

calculation; see chapter XXIV.), the effusive rock is the more salie and some-

what more alkalic; mag-nesia, lime, and iron oxides are characteristically lower

in the surface lava than in the corresponding' plutonic. In all these

cases it would seem as if magmatic differentiation tends to be more

perfect when magma approaches and reaches the earth's Gurface, the

more salic pole naturally developing at the top of the volcanic vents where

it may be erupted as true surface lava. Without further disciissing this theore-

tical point wo may conclude that petrography will gain by accepting fully

Ransonie's highly useful conception of the latit^'s as forming a gToup as

important among lavas as the monz.onites are important aniong the plutonic

types.
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Augite Andesite.—^At two localities in the volcanic area, lavas belonging

to the common species, augite andesite, have been identified. This rock may
occur at many other points but it* macroscopic siniilarit.v to the augite latite

makes its discovery very uncertain. As already noted, tlie writer believes

that this type as well as the true basalts are subordinate to the latitcs in the

region covered by the Boundary survey map.

A specimen belonging to what seems to be a massive flow was collected

near the Coryell syenite contact on the ridge running northward from Monu-
ment 171. It will be observed that this ridige is just west of the body of

enstatita-olivine rock which is mapped as harzburgite but may represent a

picrite, i.e.. an extrusive form of the harzburgite magma. The augite andesite

has. notwithstanding its altered character, all the ear-marks of this species

of lava. The phenocrysts of augite and labradorite are embedded in a much
altered ground-mass in which microlites of those minerals can be detected as

the essentials. The alteration products arc uralite, chlorite, and quartz and
thus differ essentially from those which are so characteristic of the latites.

The evidence is quite clear that the ground-mass is not rich in potash.

True augite andesite was also found to compose most of the blocks in a

very coarse agglomerate capping the ridge lying between Monument 172 and

the confluence of Santa Rosa creek and (the western) Sheep creek. The larger

blocks are there from three to four feet in diameter. A few fragments in the

breccia are exceptional for this volcanic series in being of acid composition, a

biotite-quartz porphyry.

Basalts.—A typical olivine basalt was discovered on Mt. Tamarae, the

broad divide between Malde creek and Little Sheep creek. It seems to form
there a very thick and massive flow interbedded in specially voluminous basic

breccias. The phenocrysts are labradorite, augite. and olivine. The ground-

mass is the usual holocrystalline aggregate of augite and feldspar. The
feldspar is here much more altered than the femie minerals ; this is just the con-

trary of the rule with the latites, in which the feldspars are almost always not so

badly altered as the augite, hornblende, or olivine.

In the col on the trail southwest of Lake mountain an equally typical

olivine-free basalt forms at least two thick flows separated by a two-foot layer

-of basic tuff. The contact-planes show here a strike of !??. 10° E. and a dip of

75° to the westward; the series has evidently been greatly deformed at this

point. The distinction of this basalt from the augite latite is easily made, for

the fairly fresh ground-mass is the typical diabasic. A very similar rock,

though distinctly vesicular, was collected at the edge of the volcanic area on

the west side of Twelve-mile creek; it may, however, easily l>elong to the series

of lavas included in the Beaver Mountain group.

Flow of Liparitic Obsidian?—Throughout the whole area covered b,y the

Boundary belt in the Rossland mountains, acid lavas are extremely rare. Frag-

ments of biotite-quartz porphyry, probably a liparite of extrusive origin, are.

as we have seen, enclosed in th© coarse agglomerate at one point. The only other
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possible occurrence of acid lava obsen^ed by the writer was noted as a 30-foot

intercalation in the Cretaceous (0 argillite at the crossing of the Boundary
line and Little Sheep cre-ek. This is a white, aphanitic, massive rock showing
a fairly distinct banding which in the field was taken for bedding. The rock

weathers yellow to brown. Under the microscope the one thin section, made
from the rock showed no certain proof of the origin of the rock but the general
appearance was that of a devitrified, partially spherulitic obsidian. The very
small spherules seem to be poorly developed radial aggregates of quartz and
feldspar and their matrix is a very fine-grained gTanophyric intergrowth of the

same minerals. No other minerals iiave been certainly determined in .the thin

section. The banding may be a flow-structure.

Since its characters are obscure and largely negative the writer must
regard his reference of this rock to the acid obsidians as tentative.

Tuffs and Agglomerates.—Most of the area occupied in the Boundary belt

by the Rossland volcanic group is underlain by massive flows of the latites,

andesites, and basalts. A considerable tract, estimated as covering at least

fifteen square miles, is, however, underlain by a thick, more or less continuous
mass of coarse volcanic agglomerate. This pyroclastic composes the majority

of the outcrops between Lake mountain on the east and the top of Sophie
mountain on the west, besides extending for several miles along Record moun-
tain ridge, northward, from the Boundary line.

The constituent fragments are angular to subangular, ranging in size

from dust-particles to blocks four feet in diameter. The deposit is usually

without stratification but consist-s of a tumultuous, massive aggregation of

fragments which were evidently never sorted by water-action. Most of them
are composed of augite latite, biotite-augite latite, or, to a less extent, of basalt

and augito andesite. Besides these, abundant angular blocks of fossiliferous

white crystalline limestone occur in the breccia throughout the whole eastern

slope of Sophie mountain, and are likewise conspicuoiis in the breccia on the

eastern side of Little Sheep creek valley.

A basic agglomerate macroscopically similar to the Sophie mountain type

but lacking the limestone blocks, crops out three miles to the westward, between

the Boundary line and Santa Kosa creek. As already noted, microscopic

examination of the fragments showed them to he chiefly augite andesite, with

a notable proportion of blocks of dark coloured biotite-quartz porphyry.

These breccias bear numerous intercalations of the massive lava flows,

thin basic ash-beds and a few, thin beds of black, carbonaceous shale. In a

few localities the dip could be taken; in general it is high and ranges from
70° to 90°, showing that the whole group has been heavily mountain-built.

DuNiTES Cutting the Eossland Volcanics.

At various points the andesites encircling the Coryell batholith within

tie ten-mile belt are cut by dikes and irregular masses of dunite, now partly

serpentinized. The largest body occurs on Record mountain ridge, one mile
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orth of the Dewdney trail. It extends over the ridge downward into Little

Sheep creek valley. The fresher specimens show the presence of much olivine

and some undoubted chromite, but the rock has largely gone to serpentine, talc,

and magnetite.

A similar irregular mass occurs on the Red mountain railway west of

Eossland. A large dike of rather thoroughly serpentinized dunite cuts the

mdesitic greenstones south of Castle mountain summit, and a five-foot dike

of the same rock cuts the small stock of crushed granite immediately to the

southward.

Sinoe this rock is very apt to escape detection among the old volcanics,

it is fair to suppose that only a portion of the whole number of occurrences has

been discovered. The region has evidently been the scene of fairly numerous

intrusions of this very basic type. From the various local relations the dunite

has, in part at least, been injected at a relatively late date, possibly as late as

the Cretaceous or Tertiary, when it cut the breccias and traps of Kecord moun-

tain ridge.

Dunite on McEae Creek.

On ilcRae creek about three miles above its mouth, the section along the

railway crosses 350 yards of a massive, dark, greenish-gray homogeneous intru-

sive which proved, on microscopic examination, to be a dunite. It cuts biotite

wJiist and a tough, old-looking andesitic breccia. The body probably has the

pod form. The olivine occurs in a fairly fresh anhedra varying from 0-4 mm.
tc 2 mm. in greatest diameter. The alteration products are talc, tremolite,

magnetite, and a little carbonate, probably dolomite. No chromite could be

recognized in thin section. An analysis of a relatively fresh specimen (No.

•88) gave Mr. Connor the following result:

—

Analysis of McRae Cmeh dunite.

SiO, 41-36

TiO none
Al,d, 1-21

Fe,0, 9-18

FeO notdet.
MnO -10

MgO 42-90

CaO 1-34

SrO none
BaO none
Na,0 .04

K,0 -04

H.O at 110°C .16

H,0 above 110°C 1-94

PA .04

CO, 1-40

Cr,0,-. .. ^ -15

NiO .15

S -50

100-51

Sp.gr .. 3-160
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Tlic presence of sulphur interferes with the determiuatioii of tlie relative

proportions of the iron oxides in this rock. The analysis clearly corroborat*"^

the microscopic evidence that we lu'rc have a ccmnnon type of ilnnltc.

I'ciHlMIVHlTH' IlMiZIUIiCn I. (PllHITK?).

At the Dewdney trail south of the h<-ad-\vatcrs of Santa Rosa <-r<'ek. th<'

older andesitic ti"aps of the Rossland volcanic group enclo^se a mass coloured

on the map as harzburgite. It is a massive, deep green rock, bearing on

its surface abundant cleavage-faces of idionioriihie enstatite, which is embedded

in a compact base of olivine and its derivative, serpentine. !Mauy outeropt-

are characterized by spheroidal weathering, and the rock has assumed a strong

brown colour. Here and there it is sheared and thus locally convertetl into

nearly pure serpentine.

The enstatite phenocrysts measure 1 cm. or nior<> in len.gth by 1 to -J mm.
in diameter. Besides olivine the only other constituents are chromite and

magnetite; the latter may be entirely secondary from the altered olivine. The

enstatite is generally fresh but has yielded some secondary talcose material.

The olivine occurs in unusually small grains, which vary from 0.02 mm. to

'0-6 mm. in greatest diameter, with an average diameter of probably not more

than 01 mm. This fine texture of the olivine ground-mass suggests that the

mass did not crystallize under a heav.v cover. In the field the mass was taken

for a thick flow and it is quite possibl(> that it does represent the lava corre.s-

pond'ing to a peridotite. A second visit to the locality might solve this inter-

esting probleon of relations; meanwhile the rock may be called a harzburgite.

and is described among the intrusives.

Mr. Connor has analyzed the fresh s|)ecimen (No. 392) collected, with

I'esult as follows :

—

A7iah/sh of porphpnUr harzhitrijll.e (effii^ive.?).

Mol.

SiO, 42-99 -716

TiO tr

AlA Ml -Oil

Fe.O, 1-87 -012

Feb. 5-91 082

MnO -05

MrO 43-14 1-079

CaO -10 -002

SrO none
BaO none
Na-0 -29 -m
K,0 -13 -001

H„0 at 110°C -51

H:0 above 110°C 4-00 -222

PA •»*

NiO -15

100-29

Sp. Br 3-075
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The calculated norm i> :

—

Orthoclase -56

Albite 2-62

Anorthite '55

Corundum -31

Olivine 680S
Hypersthene 20-68

Magnetite 2-78

Water : 4-51

10(M)9

According to the Norm classification the rock enters the unnamed per-

magnesic subrang of the unnamed permiric section of the unnamed permirlic

rang, in the unnamed section of the perfemone order, maorare.

According to the older classification the rock is a porphyritic harzburgite.

if of intrusive origin—an enstatite harzburgite; or an enstatite picrite, if it be

a true lava which has crystallized on the surface of the earth.

Gabbros a>d Peridotites se.us Christina Lake.

The Sutherland schist-complex is cut by two large masses, (stocks or

chonoliths) of gabbroid rocks, each of which has a peridotitic facies. The
position and extent of these bodies is roughly indicated on the map.

The one mass, covering about 1-5 square miles, occurs at Fife railway

station and is mapped under the name, Fife gabbro. It is a deep green to

greenish-black, medium grained hornblende-augite gabbro, composed essentially

of bytownite and the two bisilicates. The structure is the hypidiomorphic-

granular. On one of its margins the gabbro passes into a tjrpical greenish-

black peridotite composed of dominant diopsidic to diallagic augite and the

green hornblende. Apatite and ilmenite are constant accessories. This mass
is often gneissic through crushing.

Two miles farther north on the railway the section crosses the southern

edge of the second of the two gabbro masses, which seems to have about the

same area; it is mapped under the name. Baker gabbro. It is composed of

biotite, diallage, and basic labradorite (^b. Am,) with usiial relations; titani-

ferous magnetite and apatite are accessory. This rock is quite fresh though
locally crushed and gneissie.

The Baker gabbro is cut by an irregular intrusion of very coarse biotit-e-

diallage-olivine peridotite. with accessory magnetite, apatite, and a very little

basic plagdoclase—a combination of minerals which shows a close genetic con-

nection with the gabbro. The peridotite is fresh, with a specific gravity

measured at 3-13-3, and shows little evidence of crushing. The abundant
biotites measure 1 em. or more in diameter; the diallage and olivine, from
0-5 mm. to 2 em.

KOSSLAKD MONZOXITE.

For the reason already noted the complex intrusive mass on which the city

of Rossland is situated was not studied in detail during the progress of the

25a—vol. ii—22
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Boundary siiiToy. The following description of tlie nionzonite is tnkon from a

manuscript writt-en by Dr. G. A. Young, one of the joint authors in the forth-

coming rejxirt on the mining geology of the l\ossland district. The writer is

very greatly indebted to Dr. Young for the favour of using this material in

advance of publication, as well as to Mr. R. W. Brock, who has generously

supplied the hitherto nnpubli.'hcd results of Mr. Connor's analysis of the-

monzonite. Quotation marks indicate the part of the present text supplied by
Dr. Young.

The nionzonite bod.y underlies about one-half of the total area of
the map sheet (accompanying the special report) and as already stated,

represents only the western portion of a roughly oval mass about five miles

long in an east and west direction and having a maxin\uni width of about

one and three-quarter miles. That part of the nionzonite mass lying inside-

of the area of the map has a very irregular boundary which, commencing
on the summit of Deer Park Ridge, first trends northeasterly and then
north, passing along the western side of Center Star gulch. The boundary
swings across this valley a short distance beyond the northern boundary
of the area and pursuing a very irregular course, follows along the top of

Monte Cristo mountain an-d thence diagonally down the southern face of

C. .md K. mountain, sending a tongue across the summit of the latter.

Beyond the eastern limits of the map sheet, the boundary of the nionzonite

curves around the east face of C. and K. mountain towards the great

body of Nelson granodiorite on the north, then turning back on iteelf,

extends eastward across the valley of Trail creek to the slopes of Lookout
mountain. The southern boundary of the monzonite from the greatest

eastern extension of the body, takes a general westerly course, entering

the area under discussion, along the side of Cherry ridge near the south-

eastern corner of the map sheet and with a bow to the north, strikes west-

ward to the top of Deer Park mountain near the southwestern corner of
the area.

' Within the mass thus outlined are several intrusive bodies of por-

phyritic monzonite and pulaskitc; as well as a few areas of the bedded
series and of the augite porphyrite. The greater part of the monzonitic

body is surrounded by the Carboniferous sediments and associated augite

porphyrite, the igneous mass cutting sharply across the general strike of

these formations. Towards its western end the monzonite is limited by

the considerable area of Nelson granodiorite found in the valley of Sheep
creek.

' The large area of monzonite with its ver.v irregular boundary, is

not occupied by a simple bod.y but by a number of varieties of rock having
certain characteristics in common but still presenting much diversity in

general appearance and composition. In colour they vary from nearly

black to light gray; in grain from very fine to coarse; and in structure

from granular to semi-perphyritic. Different types at times cut one
another and along the contacts, the younger varieties not infrequently are
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crowded with inclusions of the older ones, yet in other instances, types of

quite diverse appearance seem to pass gradually into one another. The
different varieties in some' cases occupj- large areas to the exclusion of

other tyiies, while in other places they appear as dike-like or quit-e

irreg'ular bodies within one another.
' It was not thought profitable to attempt to map separately the differ-

ent varieties of monzouite, especially as they are all believed to be closely

related in origin and composition and to have been nearly contemporane-

ous. As regards the relative ages of the different varieties it would seem

that, in general, the coarser types are younger than the finer and the more-

feldspathic and lighter coloured varieties are younger than, the darker.

' The coarsest type of monzonite afid the one most readily separated

in the field from the other varieties, occupies a large area stretching from-

the shaft of the Great Western mine to near the head-works of the LeEoi,

Smaller areas of a similar type are common on the south face of Monte
Cristo mountain and also along the southwestern border of the monzonite

body. This coarse type is usually of a dark colour and consists largely of

dark, nearly black prisms of pyroxene or secondary hornblende, flakes of

biotite, and a light coloured feldspar, that gives the appearance of lying

between the other constituents. In many instances the augite and horn-

blende form the bulk of the rock, occurring in both large and small, often-

ragged, prismatic forms frequently varying between one quarter and one
half an inch in length. The dark brown biotite, though never as plentiful

as the other dark silicates, is abundant and forms large irregular flakes.

The feldspars are usually white or slightly greenish in colour and appear

to lie between the prisms of augite and hornblende, though when seen in

thin sections they often have sharply rectangular outlines; they are chiefly

labradorite, with interstitial orthoclase in more subordinate amount.
' This type of monzouite frequently shows local variations along bands

where the feldspars sometimes almost dissappear, the rock then assumes a

greenish black colour and is composed nearly altogether of coarsely

crystalline hornblende and pyroxene with much biotite. Sometimes this

type seems to end abruptly against the surrounding varieties of more
normal monzonite, while at other times it presents transitional forms in

which the feldspars increase in amount while the dark coloured constitu-

ents decrease in both size and quantity; the remaining larger individuals

of pyroxene or hornblende may then give a porphyritic aspect to the rock.

Along the southern border of the monzonite body this type or a related

one, holds large poikilitic biotite flakes measuring a quarter of an inch or

more in diameter and there cuts and holds inclusions of a finer grained

variety of monzonite.
' The remaining varieties of monzonite present characters that often-

remain fairly constant over considerable areas and while examples from
different localities may appear quite dissimilar, yet they possess certain

features in common and it would be quite possible to select a series of
25a—vol. ii—22J
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specimens showing a gradation from an.v one type to any other. The
different kinds are^ on the whole, fine and even grained aggregates of

white feldspars and dark, nearly blaek pyroxene, liornblendes, and biotite

flakes. The various components usually are distributed unifomily so that

on moderately fresh surfaces, the rocks present the appearance of being
composed of a finely granular, white ground peppered with tiny dark
grains and larger but still small, prismatic individuals of the dark coloured

constituents. In both the finer and coarser grained varieties, the relative

amounts of the dark and light coloured components vary from place to

place, and where the augite or hornblende is exceedingly abundant, the

rack assumes a very dark grayish, almost black colour, especially noticeable
in the case of the finer grained varieties. On the other hand, with increas-

ing proportions of feldspars, the general colour becomes a lighter gray, a

colour more often shown by the coarser than the finer grained kinds.
' Though the rocks are predominantl.v of a fine and even grained type,

yet it often happens that the dark pyroxene or hornblende occur i>artly in

larger prismatic individuals scattered through the finer, uniform material

of the bulk of the rock. Very small scales of dark mica are \isually present

but as a rule in small proportions. Sometimes the minute, shining flakes

of this mineral become quite abundant and in some instances larger, ragged

individuals with diameters up to one half of an inch arc present and
enclose the other constituents as in a meshwork.

'When thin sections of the monzonite are viewed under the micro-

scope, the pyroxene is seen to be a pale green augite often fonning pris-

matic individuals seldom measuring more than an eighth of an inch in

length. The augite with secondary hornblende is always the chief, and

in some cases, virtually the only coloured constituent. At times it forms

a large proportion of the whole rock while in other cases, it is completely

overshadowed by th« feldspars. Brown biotite is usually present in the

form of small scales or larger, irregular poikilitic flakes. The feldspars arc

predominantly, sometimes altogether, of plagioclase varieties. The individ-

uals are generally lath-shaped and in many instances appear to be of the

composition of acid labradorite. An alkali feldspar is often present and

sometimes is quite abundant, either in irregular grains or in larger, plate-

like bodies enclosing the plagioclase laths. Some of the varieties of mon-
zonite contain much magnetite, others scarcely any, while small apatite

crystals are almost universal.

' The monzonite is older than, and is cut by, the porphyritic monzonite.

the Nelson granodiorite, the pulaskite, and by a large series of dykes. It

apparently also is invaded by the diorite porphyrite. The monzonite body,

though having a sinuous outline, seldom seems to send offshoots of any

size into the older Carboniferous sediments and associated porphyrites

which so largely surround it. At three localities only, possible exceptions

to this general rule were observed. Within the augite porphyrite near the

southern boundary of the area and just to the east of the westerly band of
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the sediments, there is a small and apparently isolated outcrop of rather

coarse mouzonite like that of the neighbouring main body. Two small

seemingly isolated masses at least partly surrounded by augite porphyrite.

occur within the city limits and along the line of the Great Northern rail-

road near the border of the large mouzonite area. Also, a tongue-like

extension of the monzonite is shown on the map as extending across the

summit of C. and K. mountain; this body is probably directly connected

with the main area.

' The border of the central mouzonite mass is concealed by drift along

the slopes of C. and K. mountain but towards the eastern margin of the

map, it may be seen to lie close to the contact of the augite porphyrite

and the area of porphyritic monzonite there exposed. From this position,,

proceeding eastward beyond the limits of the sheet, the line of contact

of the monzonite with the older formations, swings around to the north

on the slopes of C. and K. mountain, which drop rapidly to the east. On
this eastern face above the contact of the monzonite with the augite

porphyrite occupying the summit of the hill, are a number of tunnels

commencing in the porphyrite but whose dumps are composed largely of

monzonite. It would seem that the porphyritic volcanic of C. and K.
mountain is a comparatively shallow body occupying the upper portion

of the hill but underlain by monzonite which, proceeding westwards, gradu-

ally outcrops at successively higher levels along the south face of the ridge

and finally occurs in what appears as a dike-like extension across the top

of the hill. That is, the tojj of the body and a portion of the covering of

the monzonitic mass seems still to be preserved at this point. This idea

furnishes a reasonable explanation for the occurrence of the compara-

tively large area of the bedded series exposed in the northern part of the

city of Rossland within the monzonite and which probably represents a

roof-pendant. The same mode of origin may be true of the neighbouring

smaller, detached area of similar rocks and also of the two small outcrops

of augite porphyrite on the lower slopes of Monte Cristo, or they may
represent fragments torn from the formations once overlying or surround-

ing the monzonite.

'The larger part of the monzonite mass lies in the valley of Trail

creek while its greatest extension in a northerly direction are respectively

up the Center Star gulch and over the low country east of the slopes of

C. and K. moimtain. This possible connection between the distribution

of the monzonite and the lower lying portions of the country, may be

purely fortuitous but when considered in relation with the apparent capping

of the body on C. and K. mountain and the possible occurrence of roof-

pendants, it points to the conclusion that, within at least the area mapped,

the exposures of monzonite belong to a section near the upward limits of

the body. It is. nevertheless, possible that at some point or points, the

monzonite extended on upwards through the overlying Carboniferous and

probably later rocks and may have appeared at the surface as a volcano.
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' The area of the monzonite thus appears to represent the upper por-

tion of an igneous body in places still capped by its old rock roof or holdinp

detached portions of it. The mass is not honioorencous but is composed of

many varieties of what seem to be closely related types, the earliest of

which are generally the finest in grain and darkest of colour, while the

later are coarser, as if they had cooled more slowly and are more felds-

pathic, perhaps as the result of differentiation processes. In places the

intruding varieties have cut portions that apparently already had solidified,

since the boundaries are distinct and well defined; in other cases they

seem to have invaded masses still partly fluid, since no abrupt change then

separates tlie different kinds. Perhaps some of the finer masses represent

portions that had early solidified along the xipper bounding surfaces of

the igneous mass and afterwards sank into the lower, more central, still

ffuid portions.

' No direct evidence seemed to be offered in the field as to the methods

'by which the older sediments and augite porphyrite were removed to make

place for the monzonite ma3»; neither did there appear to be any indica-

tions of the absorption of material by the monzonite. Possibly the some-

what abrupt change in the strike of the strata respectively north and south

•of the axis of the igneous body may indicate some more profound

structural break pursuing a general e^st and west direction and which

guided the upward penetrating magma and gave rise to its elongate<l cross

section.
' The monzonite is undoubtedly younger than the Carboniferous sedi-

ments and associated augite porphyrite. The stnietural relations as shown

on the accompanying geological map, indicate that the igneous rock was

intruded after the major epoch of disturbances whereby the surrounding

rocks were tilted and folded. The date of the-se prominent earth move-

ments has already l)een discussed and the conchision reached that they

probably took place in Jurassic times. As a result of tlie line of reasoning

adopted, it follows that the monzonite was intruded in the Jurassic or a

later period. That the intrusion took place not later than Jurassic times

is indicated by the fact that the monzonite is cut by the Xelson grano-

diorite, it.=elf of Jurassic or early Cretaceous age. The deduction that the

monzonite body was formed in Jurassic times is strengthened somewhat

by the fact that within the great granite area to the north, the Nelson

granodiorite at times presents a monzonitic faeies. Possibly the Kossland

monzonite was closely connected in origin with the granodiorite and

appeared as a forerunner of it.'

Mr. Connor's analysis of a specimen of the granular monzonite. taken at

the LeEoi mine, resulted as follows:

—
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Analysis of Eossland monzonite.

sio
Tio;
AlA
Fe,03
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na-0
K,6
H.O at 110°C.. ..

H,0 abore 110°C.
PA
CO,
S
CuO

Mol.

54-49
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The monzouite merges insensibly into a coarser paridotite, made up of

dominant green hornblende, subordinate deep green biotite, and the same

accessories as in the feldspathic phase. The specific gravity of this biotitic

hornblendite varies (in two specimens) from 3-144 to 3-260.

Shonkinitic Type at Bitter Creek.

At the crossing of the Dowdney trail and Bitter creek a small, boss-like

intrusion of a peculiar, very basic rock cuts the Rossland volcanics. It is

coarse-grained, blackish green in colour, and of peridotitic habit. Though

friable under tlie hammer, it is very fresh and apparently quite uncrushed.

This rock was collected by an \intrained assistant in the camp, who was not

capable of mapping the body or of determining its relations to the surrounding

lavas of the Eossland group. Unfortunately no opportunity presented itself

whereby the writer could visit the locality, so that no statement can be made

concerning the essential facts of the field. Petrographically the rock has

interest as affording a type transitional between the monzonites and the

peridotites. A note concerning its composition will advertise the occurrence

and it is hoped that some other geologist will visit the locality and study this

rock-body more fully.

Under the microscope the essential constituents are seen to be green horn-

blende, diallagic augite, and biotite, all more or less perfectly idiomorphic.

along with subordinate amounts of sodiferous orthoclase, microperthite, and

basic andesine, Ab, An,. Apatite, titanite, magnetite, and a very little inter-

stitial quartz are the accessories. The specific gravity is 2-954. The structure

is the hypidiomorphic-granular.

By the Eosiwal method the mineral vnmposltion wa? found to be, by weight.

approximately :

—

Hornblende 56-7

Diallage • • 12-3

Biotite 8-7

Orthoclase 13-4

Andesine 7-2

Apatite -8

Magnetite -4

Quartz -5

100-0

The presence of alkaline feldspar in so femic a type is unusual. Chemi-

cally this rock must be rather similar to shonkinite.

Granite Stock East of Cascade.

A greatly metamorphosed mass of granite covers a small area on the

heights just east of the Kettle river at Cascade. The body is not well exposed

but it appears to form an elongated stock over a mile long and ahout 800 yards

wide. It cuts the older (probably Paleozoic) traps mapped under the colour

of the Eossland volcanic group, but the granite must be older than the Coryell

syenite or the younger lavas of the Rossland group. The granite is so
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thoroughly crushed and altered that its exact original nature cannot be dis-

covered from an examination either of the ledges studied in the field or of the

five specimens collected to represent tlie stock. Tihe microscope shows that the

rock was probably a common, medium-grained biotite granite. In its present

granulated and altered condition it offers little of |)efrographic novelty or

interest.

The rock is coarse-grained and now gncissic. The original essential

jninerals seem to have been orthoclase (now microcline), plagioclase (probably

oHgoclase), and biotite. The abundant secondary minerals are red garnet,

muscovite, epidote, and kaolin.

It is possible that this stock is a satellite of tlje gneissic batholith at and

west of Cascade.

Thail B.^THOLmi.

hefinition.—There are but few regions of the world where post-Arcliean

granites are exposed on such a grand scale as in the West Kootenay district of

British Columbia. Part of the district is included in the West Kootenay

reconnaissance sheet of tlie Canadian Geological Survey, a map covering about

6,500 square miles. More than two-thirds of this ai-ea is iinderlain by intru-

sive granites probably all of iiost-Carboniferous age. The whole group forms

a composite batholith, including various t.vpes and bodies called by Mr. Brock.

Nelson granite. Valhalla granite, Eossland alkali-granite, alkali-syenite, etc.*

The delimitation of these different bodies has been aeoomplished in part,

"but, from the nature of the surveys so far carried on, much work still remains

to be done before the composite batholith is fully mapped and its anatomy

understood. A leading difficulty in drawing boundary lines about the constitu-

ent intrusive bodies is found in the occurrence of many included masses of

crystalline schists and gneisses which may be in part of pre-Cambrian age

but to some extent are certainly metamorphosed post-Cambrian sediments or

else sheared phases of the intrusive granites themselves. Many large areas of

schistose rocks are thus not easy to classify. Among them is a group of

gneisses and schists occurring along the Columbia river from Sullivan creek

northward. They have been coloured as ArcJieau on the West Kootenay sheet,

although McConnell, who carried on the reconnaissance of this part of the

district, states that these foliated rocks are largely ' contemporary in age with

the main granite area of the district' i.e. the Nelson granite.** The proba-

bility is, therefore, that the great granite body surrounding the town of Trail

is a direct offshoot of the vast batholith forming the central part of the West

Kootenay district and that, in the area bordering the Columbia between Robson

and Sullivan creek, it has been crushed to the g-neissic condition. To that

portion of the composite batholith whieh forms a continuous mass with the

granite about Trail and belong-s to the one date of intrusion, the name ' Trail

batholith ' may be given.

• See West Kootenay sheet.
••Marginal note on map of part of Trail Creek Mining Division, Geol. Surv. of

Canada, Preliminary edition, 1897.
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Of the hundreds of square miles which may represent the total area of the

Trail batholith, only thirty-five are included in the ten-mile belt along the

International line; t.lie following: description of the Trail {rranit-e is founded

on studies made in this portion of the mas?.

Petragraphy.—The dominant phase is a medium-g-rained to somewhat
coarse-grained rock of pui-e gray colour. It is rich in the femic constituents,

dark green liorniblende, and hiotite, as well as in plagioclase, which, with the

likewise macroscopically visible quartz and orthoclase, com.plet:es the list of

essentials found in a typical tonalite or granodiorite. The rock, has, in general,

the unmistakable habit of a granodiorite. It generally shows evidences of

-strain aud, in places, is distinctly gneissic through pressure.

Under the microscope, the accessory minerals are seen to be the \isnal

magnetite, apatite, and titanite, with rare zircons. The orthoclase is often

replaced' by microcline; the plagioclase is often zoned and averages basic

andesine, near Ab^ An,. The characters of the minerals and the rock-structure

are those common in granodiorite and do not need special description. Epidote
is a common metamorphic product in the crushed phase of the batholith.

A typical fresli specimen (No. 509), collected in a railway cutting two
miles west of Trail, was analyzed by Mr. Connor with the following result :

—

Analysis of granodiorUc, Trail hatholUh.

Mol.

SiOi
TiO,
AlA
FeA
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO
Na,0
K.0
H,0 at 110°C.. ..

HjO atove 110°C.
PA

Sp. gr

'Calculated norm:-

6208
73

:6-61

1-53

3-72

•11

2-44

5-20

•03

•09

3-18

3-29

•16

1-00

•30

100-47

2-754

035

009

163
009

051

001

061

093

66i

052

035

002

Quartz. . .

.

Orthoclase.
Albite.. ..

Anorthite.

.

Diopside..
Magnetite..
Ilmenite..
Apatite.. ..

Water.. ..

10006
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The mode (Eosiwal method) is approximately:

—

Quartz 35-9

Andesine 28-1

Orthoclase and microcline 19-2

Biotite .. 13-4

Hornblende 12-3

Magnetite €
Apatite -3

Titanite -2

Zircon trace

100-0

In the Norm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic subraiig,

harzose, of the alkalicalcic rang, tonalase, in the dosalane order, austrare;

although the ratio of potash molecules to soda molecules is very close to the

limit separating harzose from tonalose. According to the older classification

the rock is a basic granodiorite.

The average specific gravity of four fresh specimens of the rock is 2-749.

The dominant granodioritic type often passes gr;idually into a more acid

biotite granite or hornblende granite in which the feldspar is chiefly orthoclase.

sometimes microperthitie. These types sometimes fomi streaks in the main
body but are chiefly developed in the numerous apophyses. They furnish a

transition to the very abundant aplitic dikes, also apophysal from the batholith.

Many of the larger apophyses illustrate the difterentiation of tvro quite different

rocks in the same fissure. The middle part of each of these dikes is composed
of granodiorite or hornblende-biotite gi-anite, while along each wall, a zone of

eplite, gradually passing into the more basic rock of the middle zone, is devel-

oped. The feldspars of the aplite are orthoclase and microperthite, with acces-

.^ory oligoclase-albite. Quartz and a little biotite are the remaining essentials.

The aplite zones make up one-quarter to one-half of these apophyses. Other

dikes are composed entirely of the aplite. Its composition and specific gravit.v

(2-592 for one fresh specimen) closely resemble those of the younger Rheppard
granite (spec. grav. 2-600—2-617).

Differentiation in Place.—At the batholithic contact where it crosses the

railway branch between Trail and Eosfland, there is a large body of relatively

acid granite which is regarded as genetically connected with the granodiorite.

The body measures about 400 yards in width. The contacts are hidden and it

is uncertain whether this more acid rock represents a contact-phase of the

batholith or a slightly later intrusion. The struetui-e of the smaller body is,

so far as known, throughout porphyritic and the balance of probability is in

favour of its being a late differentiate of the batholith and intruded into the

zone of contact of the granodiorite and the volcanies. The microscope shows
that the porphyritic rock is an alkaline biotite-hornblende granite. The pheno-

crysts are orthoclase (sometimes microperthitie), oligoclase, biotite. and horn-

blende. The ground-mass is typical granophyrc. A little magnetite and

apatite are accessory.



Plate 33.

fvVt- V^'*^' »

Two views of shatter-belt aljont the Trail batholith, Columbia Rix cr.

25a—vol. ii— p. 34S.
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The chief intei'est of this body lies in the fact that it bears very numerous
basic segregations which appear to be themselves diiJerentiates from the

magma from which the granite porphyry crystallized. The segregations are

round, about one foot in maximum diameter, and seemingly quite uniform in

composition. They are of a dark greenish-gray colour, fine-grained to compact.

and in the field have the apxsearance of fragments torn off the volcanic forma-

tion close by. This was, indeed, the tentative field interpretation, although

it was there recogni.'.ed that these small masses had also all the characteristics

of basic segregations. Microscopic study showed that the latter view is probably

the correct one. The rock is somewhat porphyritic. with much altered pheno-

crysts of orthoclase and some of an oligoclase. No femic phenocryst was to

be seen. The ground-mass is a mass of minute, idiomorphic green hornblende

prisms embedded in small, interstitial crystals of orthoclase, with which a

few soda-lime feldspars may be mixed. A little titanite, less magnetite, and

abundant apatite in very minute prisms are the accessories. Chlorite, epidote,

and kaolin are the chief secondary minerals. These segregations have, thus,

the composition and most of the structural features of typical vogesite. Their

rounded and embayed outlines suggest magmatic resorption. They seem

to represent a lamproph.vric derivative of the granodiorite and the almost

aplitic granite porphyry in which they lie would, on that view, correspond

to the other pole of the differentiation. More study needs to be given to this

case but it is worth while to point out this locality as an easily accessible and
perhaps fruitful one where magmatic differentiation in place ma.v he discussed.

Shatter-helt.—The Trail batholith illustrates on a great scale the mechani-
cal disturbances which are so charaeteristieall.y produced in country-rocks by
the intrusion of stocks and batholiths. The shatter-belt is not only unusually

broad but it is fi.nely displayed along the eastern side of the Columbia river.

(Plate 33 and map sheet No. 8.) This belt has been briefly described in the

American Journal of Science (Vol. 16, 1903, p, 123), and will be again referred

to in the following theoretical chapter (XXVI.) on the mechanics of igneous

intrusion.

So far as observed within the ten-mile belt, the exomorphic influence of

the Trail batholith is more strikingly evident in the form of mechanical disrup-

tion than in the way of recrystallizing the invaded rocks. One reason for this

is that it is practically impossible to distinguish the thermal effects of the
intrusion from those jwoduced by the heavy regional metamorphism which had
previously afl'eeted the traps. Tet it is probable that the strong schistosity

and the present composition of the hornblende-biotite gneisses and schists

(amphibolites) adjoining the granodiorite to the west of Sayward are, in largest

part, inheritances of the contact-metamorphism.

Near the Columbia river contact north of Sayward, the batholith is cut

by dikes of monzonite porphyry and of camptonite. On the railway west of

Trail it is cut by dikes nf hornblende-biotite gabbro.
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Conglomerate Formations.

Because of the extremely rare orourreiico of water-laid deposits in the

Rossland mountains, the discovery of fossilifcrous horizon-markers is, throngh-

out the mountain group, a field problem of si>eeial difficulty. For that reason

certain small patches of conglomerate with sandy and slialy intorbecLs, which

may yield useful fossils, have the particular interest of the geologist who
attempts to understand the structural tangle of this region. Four small and

quite detached areas of the conglomerate appear within the Boundary belt;

these will be described iu order from east to west.

Conglomerate at Lalce Mountain.—One mile southwest of Lake Mountain

summit, a patch of the conglomerate covering about a third of a square mile

has been mapped by McConnell and re-traversed by the writer. The rock is there

chiefly a coarse, massive conglomerate, dipping at an average angle of 20° to

the northeast and showing an apparent thickness of about 300 feet. The mass

is truncated by an erosion-surface, so that 300 feet is a minimum thickness at

the locality. At no point was the conglomerate found in actual contact with

the Rossland volcanics which surround it. There are two possibilities as to the

relation between the two formations; the conglomerate may overlie the vol-

canics, as postulated by McConnell, ot. secondly, it may represent a pre-volcanie

conglomerate fonning a knob which was first buried under the lavas and since

uncovered by their denudation. The choice between these alternatives is

not ensured by any known fact. The comparatively low dips suggest that the

first view is the correct one. At the same time, there are no lava-fragments

among the pebbles of the conglomerate, which ar« composed of gray and

greenish-gray quartzite, silicious grit, vein quartz, phyllite, and slate. A few

badly altered pebbles of a rock like granite are also present.

Practically all of the material observed in the pebbles could have been

derived from the Paleozoic and pre-Cambrian terranes now exposed in the

Selkirk range, twenty-five miles to the eastward; in the absence of any other

known source, that place of origin appears probable. The pebbles are of all

sizes, up to the diameter of one foot. They are of rounded, subaugular, and

angular shapes. In places the deposit approximates a true breccia in appear-

ance. The imperfect rounding, and, in addition, the generally tumultuous

aggregation of the pebbles suggest rapid deposition, as if by a rapid mountain

stream. Small irregular lenses of quartz-sandstone and grit form the only

breaks in the pebbly mass. Similar arenaceous material comxwses the cement

of the conglomerate, which is also quite highly ferruginous. One dike of basic

andesite or latite (character not d<>tenuined) and a large (mapped") apophysis

of the Sheppard granite cut the conglomerate.

Conglomerate at Sophie Mountain.—A second body of coarse conglomerate,

covering a square mile or more, crowns the summit of Sophie mountain at the

International line. In structure, size of pebbles, and composition this rock

resembles the conglomerate at Lake mountain very closely, but bore there are
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a few pebbles of the neighbouring- trap-roek as well as some of blackisli chert

and others of tine-grained granite, while the pebbles are more generally rounded

than at Lake mountain. The cement is arenaceous. The sandy lenses range

from six inches to two feet in thickness and are never continuous for any

great distance on tlie outcrop. One hundred yards northeast of the Boundary
monument a bed of sandy shale, containing poorly preserved dicotyledonous

leaves, was found. These obscure fossils were examined by Professor Pcnhallow

who reported as follows:

—

'The impression of a leaf is certainly a very poor one Jo found an

opinion upon, and the diificulty is complicated by the crossing impressions

of superimposed leaves. All I can do is to make a very wide guess. After

very careful examination and consideration, I am inclined to think the-

leaves are those of Vlmus speciosa, JS^ewb. If this determination is at all

correct, then the age is Tertiary and possibly Miocene; I do not think

it can be Cretaceous. Assuming this guess to be correct. I find the speci-

men to be quite in harmony with specimens in Mr. Lambe's collection

from Coal gully, since in both cases the species is the same and the matrix

has been similarly metamorphosed.'

At the Boundary monument the conglomerate dips northwest at an average

angle of 51°. Seven hundred yards to the northwest of the monument the dip

was again determined on sandy intercalations as 80° to the southeast. Along

the Velvet mine wagon-road the average dip is about 75° S.E. The attitude

of the bedding is, on account of the massiveiiess of the conglomerate, very

difficult to determine, but these readings suffice to show that the conglomerate

has been greatly disturbed. The exposures are not sufficiently continuous to

warrant a statement as to the thickness of the conglomerate; it is certainly

a heavy deposit, possibly a thousand or mjre feet thick. .Tust south of the

monument it is seen, at one point, to be apparently resting on the older Rossland

volcanics and in spite of the general lack of satisfactory contacts, this relation

can scarcely be doubted. At one horizon a 20-foot amygdaloidal sill (?) or

flow of augite-biotite latite is interbedded with the conglomerate.

At monument 174 the conglomerate is cut by several dikes of augite-

biotite monzonite porphyry in composition similar to the flow just mentioned

and to latite occurring on Kecord mountain ridge to the northward.

Conglomerate Area at Monument 172.—The third occurrence of conglo-

merate was found on the Boundary line at monument 172, a distance of five

miles west of the Sophie mountain monument. The stratified deposit forms
part of the roof of an irregular intrusion of syenite porphyry which will be

described on a later page. Erosion has greatly broken that roof so that the

conglomerate crops out now in the form of a number of detached blocks which
are apparently immersed in the porphyry. The largest block measures 250 feet

by 750 feet in ground-plan. About 200 feet of thickness is represented in this

heaviest mass of the conglomerate. The strike of the bedding is N, 30° W. ; the

dip, 28° X.E. The conglomerate is much breceiated in an east-west zone lOO
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feet wide, and the zone is impregnated witii small quartz veins. This fracturinp

of the conglomerate may have been contemporaneous with the intrusion of the

porphyry.

The conglomerate is not so coarse as that at Sophie mountain or Lake

mountain and carries more sandy layers. A second difference was seen in the

occurrence of a higher proportion of pehbles derived from the adjacent volcanics.

Here, too, there are pebbles of an cquigranidar biotitc granite. Quartz, quart-

zite, slate, and chert are the other staple materials of the pebbles.

Conf/loinerate Area at Monument 169.—Another five miles farther west, at

monument 160, the Boundary slash crosses a patch of coarse conglomerate,

covering about one-quarter of a square mile. This mass has been upturned,

with strike N. 80° W.. and an average northerly dip of 75°. The well-rounded

pebbles, ranging from two inches or less to ten inches in diameter, are chiefly

composed of altered porphyritic latite (or andesite?), most probably derived

from the Eossland lavas in the imn'.ediate vicinity. Compared to them the

quartzitic and slaty pebbles are quite subordinate, but lenses of dark-gray,

quartzitie sandstone, like many such lenses in the eastern areas of conglomerate,

are occasionally intercalated. At this locality contemporaneous latite flows

seem to be interbedded with the conglonierate.

Correlation and Origin.—These conglomerate areas have all been mapped

under the same colour, though it may well be that they are of different ages.

Proceeding from east to west the pebbles of the different occurrences are com-

posed more and more often of material which in the field is indistinguishable

from the adjacent Kosslaud lavas. At the same time the pebbles become more
rounded. The local character of the four areas, their alignment and the

similarity in the coipposition of the quartzitic, phyllitic, and slaty pebbles to the

rocks forming the Summit series and Priest Kiver terrane as well as the Pend
D'Oreille group of the Selkirks—these facts suggest the hypothesis that the con-

glomerate everywhere represents a heavy mass of river gravels, and that one or

more streams flowing westward from the site of the present axis of the Selkirk

range were responsible for the accumulations. The deposit of dicotyledonous

leaves in the coarse Sophie mountain conglomerate strongly indicates the fresh-

water origin of that mass at least. It is clear, however, that we have nothing

clear or decisive regarding the correlation of the conglomerate bodies with one

another or with the recognized systems of rocks. The high probability is that

they are all pre-Miocene and post-Jurassic.

Beaver Mouktain- Group.

General Description.—In 1898 Mr. E. W. Brock made a brief reconnaissailce

of the mountains situated between Boaver creek, and Salmon river .ind south

of the Nelson and Fort Sheppard railway. As a result of his work he has

mapped a portion of the volcanic rocks of the district as belonging to a special

division, the ' Beaver Mountain Volcanic Group.' A very brief description of

the group appears in the marginal Explanatory Notes on the West Kootenay
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Sheet of the Canadian Geological Survey (1004). It reads as follows:

—

' These rocks consist of beds of andesites, tuffs and ash-rock, which overlie the

surrounding Rossland volcanics. Their age . is not definitely known, they

appear to be comparatively recent. . . . The andesites of Record and Old

Glory mountains may be of the same age, though these have not been differen-

tiated from the Rossland volcanics on the map. The Beaver Mountain volcanic

rocks are occasionally mineralized to some extent.' Mr. Brock makes no men-
tion "f associated sedimentary rocks.

In 1902, the present writer, without the knowledge that Mr. Brock had tra-

versed these mountains, made an independent examination. Like Mr. Brock

he was struck with the relatively recent appearance of the lavas and pyroclastie

rocks about Beaver mountain and became convinced that they are considerably

younger t'lan many of those composing the tvpical Rossland group. This

repeated recognition of a possible subdivision of the volcanic complex is believed

to be quite justified, and Mr. Brock's nomenclature is adopted in the present

report. To future workers in the district it may be proposed that the name
' Beaver Mountain volcanic group ' be extended to all the lavas and pyroclastics

of the complex which are contemporaneous with those shown typically on and

in the vicinity of Beaver mountain. The area ascribed to the rocks of the

Rossland volcanic group, within the ten-mile belt, would thus in the future

be diminished as the various patches of the Beaver Mountain rocks are

separated. It will take several seasons of special work to bring about a satis-

factory delimitation of the younger and older members of the complex, even if

the dense forest cover and the almost infinitely involved structural difficulties

do not forever prevent this desired mapping.

The Beaver Mountain group is shown on the map as covering about

twenty square miles in the northern part of the ten-mile belt. It is to be

understood that the boundaries are very roughly drawn, for it is often impos-

sible to tell when one passes from the younger rocks either to the latitic masses

or to the older porphyrites and other volcanics of greenstone-like facies.

Sediments.—In this area two patches of water-laid elastics contemporaneous
with the volcanics, are mapped. A small outcrop of them also occurs on the

railway near the water-tank at Beaver. These strata may be called the Beaver
Mountain sediments. They consist of black to dark gray and brown thin-

bedded shales, and gray and greenish, thin-bedded to quite massive sandstones.

A massive conglomerate (granite, quartz, and slaty pebbles) crops out just

west of Champion station. The sandstones often graduate into typical, thick

masses of ash-beds and coarse agglomerates, alternating with vesicular flows

of basalt and augite andesite. The shales and sandstones bear fragments of

plant stems and leaves but no fossil of diagnostic value has been found. More
than 1,000 feet of the sediments are exposed in a section running from Cham-
pion station eastward into Beaver mountain. There the dips are always to the

south and vary from 12° to 32°, steepening as the mountain is ascended.

Toward the top of the stratified series heavy flows of porous andesite and much
25a—vol. ii—23
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thicker inafses of agplomerates are interlx'dded with the shales and sandstones.

The relations are similar to those of the Mesozoic shales and sandstones which

dip under the Sophie mountain-Maldc mountain hreccia at Little Sheep creek.

The characters of sediments, lavas, and pyroelastios are also suppestively like

those of the formations at that fossilifcrous locality. The aprglonieratos intor-

bedded with sandstones and shale in the more southern of the two sedimentary

areas, i.e, at the south end of the long Beaver Mountain ridge, carry a few
small fragments of white marble which is like that in the Sophie moimtain
agglomerate. There is thus some ground for referring the Beaver mountain
sediments and voloanics to the Mesozoic.

In none of the traverses made, either by Mr. Brock or by the writer, has

it proved possible to construct a trustworthy columnar section of these rocks.

The group is greatly disordered by faulting and by the intrusion of dikes and

sills. The greatest difficulty was, however, due to the lack of sufficiently con-

tinuous exposures. It is known only that the clastic rocks are of the notahle

thickness of over 1,000 feet and that they conformably underlie a great thick-

ness of lava and associated pyroclastic material. All these rocks have been

upturned and dip at all angles up to that of 90°. The strike is highly variable.

Volcanics.—So far as known, the lavas of the group belong only to the two

related species, augite andesite or oliyine-free basalt, and in largest part to the

former species. The agglomerates and ash-beds, which are exposed on a great

scale, are chiefly accumulations of the same basic lavas in pyroclastic condition,

but along with those fragments there occur variable amounts of black shale,

slate, and gray sandstone, with a little vitreous quartzite and white marble.

Petrographically, the andesite and basalt are indistinguishable from the same
types where these were observed in the area mapped as underlain by the

Rossland volcanic group. Notwithstanding the profound disturbance which the

Beaver ^fountain rocks have suffered, they are seldom or never schistose over

any considerable area. The metasomatic changes are rarely so great as to

obscure the true nature of the lavas, though the extreme freshness of the

Miocene lavas west of Midway was not observed in any thin section cut from
these rocks.

Sheppard Granite.

One of the youngest intrusives of the Selkirk and Columbia ranges is alka-

line biotite granite, which forms a small stock at the head of Sheppard creek,

there cutting the older traps of the Rossland volcanic group. This acid type

may, for convenient reference, be named the Sheppard granite. The same
granite composes a larger stock south of Lake mountain, a small lenticular mass
near the summit of that mountain; also a stock and some large, dike-like masses

on the lower Pend D'Oreille river, as shown on the maps. In all the bodies

the granite is generally quite uniform in character and the following descrip-

tion of the rock, where outcropping at the head of Sheppard creek, will suffice

for all of the occurrences.
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The granite is a pinkish, medium-to fine-grained, aplitic aggregate of quartz,

microperthite, orthoolase, and oligoolase, near Ab^ An,, and a very little,

generally chloritized biotite ; in the granite of the stock on the Pend D'Oreille,

biotite is replaced by diopsidic aiigite which is also hardly more than an acces-

sory. A little magnetite and well crystallized titanite, with a few minute zircons,

are always present. Apatite seems to fail. The structure is the eugranitic,

tending to the panidiomorphic.

The specific gravities of three fresh specimens vary from 2-600 to 2-617.

Chemical analysis of the granite by llr. Connor (specimen No. 500) gave the

following proportions :

—

Analysis of Sheppard (jranite.

SiO.
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Tertiary. The great resemblance of this granite to the aplitie type apophysal

from the Trail batholith suggests a genetic connection l^etween that batholith

and the stocks, as if the latter are satellites from the former, in the same fashion

as the Summit stocks, Lost Creek body, and Bunker Hill stock are satellitic

to the great Bayonne batholith. Yet it is possible that the Shcppard granite is

not closely associated in age with the Trail granodiorite. The two are genetically

connected perhaps only in the sense that the same underground conditions imder

which the aplite of the batholithic apophyses was developed, prevailed also at

the later date when a new reagmatic invasion affected the region. If this be

true, the Sheppard granite may have been a differentiate from a more basic

magma like the Trail granodiorite but younger than tliat batholith and not

exposed in the Boundary belt.

PORPHYUITIC AuGITE-OLIVIXE SyEMTE.

Just south of the point where the Crowsnest line of the Canadian Pacific

railway turns out of McRae creek valley and enters that of Christina lake, the

railway cuttings for some 600 feet cross a peculiar basic rock which deserves

special note. It is a stock-like body, intrusive into crystalline limestone and

schists of the Sutherland complex. To each side of the railway track the expo-

sures are poor and the exact ground-plan of the body could not be discovered in

the time available for its study. A larger ir.ass of the same rock occurs as an

intrusive mass, about a half mile in diameter, at the head of Fifteen-mile creek

north of the Pend D'Oreille river (see map). Erratic boulders of the

rock are to be found on the flat west of the Alice mine, north of Creston. and

clearly come from a third locality. The repeated discovery of this unusual rock

at widely separated points shows that its peculiar structure is not merely a local

accident but the persistent product in the crj'stallization of a definite magmatic

type.

The rock at the Christina lake locality is a fresh, dark gray to greenish or

bluish-gray, medium-grained to rather coarse-grained aggregate of augite,

olivine, biotite, plagioclase, and orthoclase: in this aggregate relatively enor-

mous phenocrystic foils of dark green biotite lie embedded at all angles. The
irregular surfaces of the mica-foils range in diameter from 1 em. to 3 cm. or

more, while their thickness is seldom over 1 mm. As the rock is fractured under

the hammer the broken surfaces are so generally bounded by the cleaved pheno-

crysts that the rock is decidedly facetted in a striking way.

Though the rock is almost perfectly fresh, the lustre of the large biotites is

rarely higher than the metallic ; the lustre is impoverished by a very marked
magmatic corrosion of the biotites which, in thin section, have an apparent

poikilitic structure in consequence. The more minute biotites of the ground-

mass have the usual high lustre of the micas. The optical angle of the pheno-

crystic mica is (2 E) about 15°
; that of the ground-mass mica is over twice as

large (2 E = about 35°). Both are highly pleocliroic in tones from dead-leaf

yellow to deep reddish-brown.
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The olivine of the ground-mass (up to 3 mm. in diameter) is abundant and

very fresh; it has a bottle-green colour in the hand-specimen and is colourless

in thin section. It is sometimes slightly serpentinized along cracks. The augite

is a diopside, occurring in stout prisms up to 2 mm. in length. The plagioclase

is labradorite between Ab, An,, and Abj An^. Orthoclase is plentiful and, like

the labradorite, is extremely fresh. The feldspars are much smaller than the

olivine or augite, the plagioclase averaging about 0-2 mm. in diameter, the

orthoclase about 0-4 mm. Titaniferous magnetite and apatite are fairly

abundant accessories. The order of crystallization appears to be: 1. The acces-

sories. 2. Olivine. 3. Augite. 4. Biotite of ground-mass and biotite phenocrysts.

5. Labradorite. 6. Orthoclase.

The rock of the Fifteen-mile creek mass is, in all essentials, like the one just

described, but its facetting is even more pronounced. The mica phenocrysts

range from 2 cm. to 5 cm. in diameter by 0.5 mm. to 1 mm. only, in thickness.

Curiovisly enough, the grain of the ground-mass is, in the specimens collected,

inversely proportional to the size of the mica phenocrysts. In the Fifteen-mile

creek body the phenocrysts are about double the size of those in the Christina

lake rock, while the diameters of the respective ground-mass feldspars average

about as one to two. That is, these feldspars in the rock with the larger mica
phenocrysts have an average volume only about one-eighth of the average volume
of the feldspars in the rock with the smaller phenocrysts.

The average specitie gravity of two specimens from Christina lake is 2-841;

the average for two specimens collected at the eastern locality is 2-S15.

Mr. Connor has analyzed a specimen (No. 354) from the Christina lake

body, with the following result (Col. 1, Table XXIV.) :—

Table XXIV.—Comparison of basic si/enite and average minette of region.

1. la. 2.

Mol.

SiOj 52-95

TiOj -70

AIA 14-00

FcjOs 2-57

FeO 5-55

MnO -13

MgO 7-29

CaO 6-93

SrO -11

BaO -32

Na^O 2-73

K,0 509
H.O at 11)°C -16

H,0 vli.xv llO^C -50

COj
PA -47

99-50 100-32

Sp.gr 2-872

-883
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Calculated norm:

—

Orthocla?* 3002
Albite 20-96

Anorthite lO-^t

Npphelite 1"13

Diopsidp 16'74

Olivine 12-45

Magnetite 3-71

Ilinenitc 136
Anatite 1-24

Water -66

9911

The mode (IJosiwal method) i-; approximately: —

Sodiferous orthoclase 451
Labradorite 10-6

AuRitp 24-5

Olivine 10-7

Biotite of grimnd-mass 1-7

Biotite of phenociycts 3-5

Magnetite 3-3

Apatite -4

100-0

According: to the Norm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic sub-

lang, monzonose, of the donialkalic rang, monzonase, in the dosalane order,

germanare. According to the older classification the rock is a porphyritic

biotite-bearing augite-olivine syenite of an unusual variety. Chemically it is

closely allied to olivine monzonite and, in many respects, to shonkinite. It

is almost identical with the average minette of this region. The average of the

three minette analyses noted in the last chapter is given in Col. 2 of Table

XXIV. From the comparison of Cols. 1 and 2 one is led to suspect that this

abnormal syenite really represents a minettic magma which, because of the large

size of each of the bodies in which it occurs, crystallized with its peculiar

structure. It may be true, however, that the remarkably fresh and quite

uncrushed olivine-syenite is geologically much younger than most of the minette

dikes of the Selkirks.

Coryell Syenite Batiiolith.

Between Record mountain ridge and Christina lake the greater part of the

ten-mile belt is covered by a batholith of syenitic rock which is generally quite

uncrushed and, like the Sheppard granite, is among the most recent of the

iiitrusives in the Columbia mountain system. The Coryell railway station is

situated near the northern contact ; the intrusive mass may he called the

Coryell batholith.

Though this batholith is marked in the West Kootenay reconnaissance

sheet with the same colour as the various stocks of the Sheppard granite, there
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are constant and important differences in composition between the stocks and

the batholith, so that their sharp distinction is necessary in a detailed survey

of the region.

Dominant Plmse.—Macroscopically, the dominant phase of the Coryell

batholith is a medium-to coarse-grained, occasionally somewhat porphyritic,

light reddish to brownish-pink rock of typical syenitie habit. It is usually fresh

and is generous to the collector of fine specimens. Greenish-black, lustrous

hornblende, and brilliant biotite are the visible femic constituents; they occur

scattered through the feldspars which are both striated and unstriated. In

thin section the principal feldspar is seen to be mieroperthite. associated with

much sodiferous orthoclase and subordinate plagioclose, averaging andesine,

Ab-. Auj. A few small idiomorphic crystals of diopsidic augite, a little inter-

stitial quartz, rare grains of allanite, and the usual apatite, titanite, and

(probably titaniferous) magnetite are accessory.

The structure is eugranitic; the order of crystallization is apparently:

—

Apatite, magnetite, titanite, augite. plagioclase, hornblende, biotite. alkaline

feldspars, and quartz; with some overlapping in the generation-periods of the

hornblende and plagioclase. The specific gravity of six fresh specimens ranges

from 2.648 to 2-729, with an average of 2-675.

This chief phase of the batholith has not been specially analyzed for the

present report, but the following analysis of a type specimen (collected at a

point north of Record mountain) has been made by Professor Dittrich for

Mr. Brock :

—

Analysts of Coryell syenite.

SiO, 62-59

TiOj 0-54

AlA 17-23
Fe,0, 151
FeO 2-02

MnO tr.

MgO 1-30

CaO 1-99
Na.0 5-50

K.0 6-74

PjO 0-11
HjO (direct) .30

CO, trace
CI trace
SO3 trace

99-83

Another typical specimen collected by the present writer on the 6,820-foot

summit about four miles north of the Boundary and thus well toward the

center of the batholith has been studied quantitatively according to the Rosiwal
method. The weight percentages of the constituents were found to be approxi-

mately as follows:

—
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Quartz 51
Sodiferous oithorlase and micioi'ertliite 51-2

AndeeiDo, Ab^An, 17-9

Hoinbltiule 20-2

AuRito 1-5

Magnetite 1'7

Titanite 1-6

Apatite ;'.i:d ziipon '8

1000

From these proportions the chemical composition of this specimen has been

roughly calcuhited. It is assumed that the hornblende has the same composition

as that of the hornblende in the ' quartz-monzonite ' of Mt. Hoffmann, Cal., and

that the alkaline feldspars are present in the ratio of two of orthoclase to one

of albite. The result is as follows:

—

SiOj • • 59-2

TiO, -7

Al.0 15 9

FftiO, 2-2

FeO 2-7

MgO 2-8

CaO t-9

Na,0 3-6

K.0 5-8

H,0 -i

VA -4

Remainder 1-i

1000

The soda is probably too low, yet the calculation seems to show that the

analysis made for Mr. Brock would correspond well with that of the typical

specimens collected during the Boundary survey.

The rock is evidently a typical hornblende-biotite pulaskite. Sometimes

the biotite is almost or entirely absent, though the composition suffers no other

essential change—giving an alkaline hornblende syenite. More rarely, the inter-

stitial quartz increases notably and the syenite has the composition and habit

of the more acid hornblende-biotite nordmarkite.

Basic Phase at Contact.—^The most notable change in composition is found

in a strong basification along the main contact. This was observed at the

southern contact along the Dewdney trail, on Record mountain and on the

western contact north of Sutherland creek, but the most signal illustration occurs

on the northwestern contact near Coryell. In the last locality the railway cut-

tings and the high bluffs to the south of the railway track display the basified

zone very finely. It is there at least a mile wide and much wider than on the

other sides of the batholith. The basic phase appears to merge gradually into

the normal pulaskite on the south. The rock is rather dark gray, coarse-grained,

and strikingly rich in the femic minerals, hornblende, diopside, and biotite,

named in order of decreasing abundance. Andesine, near Ab^ An,, is the pre-

vailing feldspar, and accompanies orthoclase and microperthite. The accessories
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here include apatite, magnetite, and abundant titanite. Quartz seems to fail

entirely. The order of crystallization is the same as in the dominant pulaskite.

A large fresh specimen (No. 517) has been analyzed by Mr. Connor with

the following result :

—

Analysis of hasic contact phase (monzonite), Coryell hatholith.

Mol.

SiOi
TiO
Al,a
Fe,0,
FeO
MnO
MkO
CaO
SrO
BaO
Na,0 :

K,0
H,0 at 110°C
H,0 above 110°C
P,0,

52-38
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Apophyses.—Finally, a more acid phase of the batholith is represented in

the numerous apophyses cutting: the Rossland volcanics all about the batholith.

These offshoots have the composition of an alkaline syenite poriJhyry, which is

very poor in the femic (phenocrystic) minerals, hornblende and biotite. The
plagioelase (basic oligoclase, near Ab. An3) is here quite subordinate to the

alkaline feldspars. The accessories are those of the monzonite but are in very

small amounts. Tlie specific gravity of a type specimen is only 2-601.

The apophyses are clearly not direct injections of the basified magma now
found in crystallized form just inside the main contact-line. They are differen-

tiates of the main mass of magma and are analogous to the familiar aplites given

off by granitic intrusive bodies. The differentiation was doubtless aided by the

sj^ecial abundance of magmatic fluids, which lowered the viscosity, so that these

feldspathic dikes have run out many thousands of feet from the main contact.

The strong mineralization often observed in the traps cut by these apophyses

may be connected with the act of expelling the fluids during the crystalliza-

tion of the porphyry.

Conta^ct Metamorphism.—The batholith has exerted notable mechanical and

thermal effects on its country-rocks. The traps of the Rossland volcanic group

have been converted into hornblende-quartz schist and hornblende-biotite-epidote

schist. These rocks, with their schistosity-planes directed peripheraUy about

the batholith, can be traced through a distinct exomorphic zone from three to

six hundred yards or more in width. In the old sediments of the Sutherland

complex, andalusite has been liberally developed, but it is not easy to say how
far the metamorphism of those rocks was due to regional processes, and is thus

of older date than the batholithic intrusion.

Syenite and Granite Porphyries S.\tellitic to the Coryell Batholith.

Along the southern border of the Coryell batholith a long area some two

square miles in extent has been mapped as underlain by syenite porphyry.

This body has every appearance of being simply a late differentiate of the

Coryell syenite, a mass which has been injected along the contact of the main
batholith with the volcanic i-ocks. The porphyry is younger than the coarse

syenite, since it encloses blocks of the latter and sends tongues into it. Yet

the mineral components of the two bodies are similar. The porphyry has

phenocrysts of augite, sometimes of brown hornblende, as well as of biotite,

alkaline feldspar, and a few soda-lime feldspars. The ground-mass is essentially

like that in the chonolithie rock about to be described; in fact, thef^e two rocks

are so alike in mineralogical and chemical constitution that the account of the

chonolithie rock, which has been chemically analyzed, will serve for both. The

principal difference between them consists in the fact that the larger body has

a coarser grain.

South and southeast of the batholith there are very numerous dikes and

one irregular intrusion (chonolithie in its relations) which respectively cut
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the Eossland volcauics and the Sophie Mountain conglomerate. These have

rather constant characters and for them also the description of the one, the

chonolithic rock, will suffice.

C/ionoUth.—Just north of the Boundary slash at Monument 169 a relatively

large tody of the porphyry cuts the Eossland volcanies and the overlying con-

glomprate which has been described on a previous page. The form of the body

• ••••••;
• ••••• ••
••••••••
• ••••••/
• ••••••'
• •••••/
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ohonolith uill be specially described, as it also represents the type of the

porphyry where exposed in the many dikes between Sophie mountain and the

water-divide eight miles to the westward.

At distances of fifty feet or more from a contact the porphyry of the chono-

lith is a rather light gray rock having abundant phenocrysts of soda-orthoclase,

aiidesine (near Ab^ An,), biotite, and augite, embedded in a fine-grained, feld-

spathic base. The feldspar phenocrysts are in thick-tabular Carlsbad twins and

are characteristically glassy, like sanidine; they have lengths varying from S

Tnm. to 15 mm. The lustrous, highly idiomorphic. black foils of biotite

measure from 1 mm. to 2 mm. in diameter; the likewise idiomorphic, diopsidic

augite stands out in stout prisms 2 mm. to 3 mm. in length. The
andesine phenocrysts are often surrounded by a thick shell of orthoclase, the

two feldspars then having common basal cleavage. The ground-mass is a fine-

grained hypidiomorphic-granular aggregate of orthoclase individuals, associated

with a little oligoclase and considerable interstitial quartz. The accessories,

titanite, titaniferous magnetite, and apatite, also form part of the ground-mass.

A fresh specimen (No. 409) of this phase has been chemically analyzed by Mr.

Connor with result as here noted:

—

Analysis of sj/eniie porphyry.

Mol.
SiO 60-51 1-008

TiO. , -60 -008

Ah>0:;
; 16-71 -164

Fe,0. 1-72 -Oil

FeO 3-3t -OJ*

MnO -10 -001

MkO 2-53 -063

CaO 3-62 064
SrO -12 -001

BaO -10 001
Na-0 4-6t -075

K,0 5-20 -055

H,0 at 110° C -03

H,0 above UO°C -27

PA -16 -001

99-65

Sp.gr 2-667

In the Xorm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic subrang, nionzo-

nose, of the domalkalic rang, monzonase, in the dosalane order, germanare. The
norm is as follows:

Quartz 2-40

Orthoclase 39-58

Albite 39-30

Anorthite 9-45

Hypersthene 6-81

Diopside 6-55

Magnetite 2.55

Ilmenite 1-21

Apatite --il

H,0 -30

99-46
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According- to the older classification the rock is a typical augite-biotite

syenite porphyry.

Nearer the contact of the ehonolith the porphyry assumes a much finer

grain and a deeper colour, namely, dark greenish-gray. The phenocrysts are

soda-orthoclase, plagioclase, and biotite. Augite is absent, both among the

phenoci-ysts and in the ground-mass. The phenocrystic plagioclase regularly

affords the extinction-angles of labradorite (Ah, An, to Ab, An,) and seems,

therefore, to be persistently more basic than the plagioclase of the augite-bear-

ing phase. The ground-mass, in everything but size of grain, seems to be like

the ground-mass of the analyzed rock. This augite-free phase is an alkaline

biotite syenite porphyry. Its specific gravity was measured and found to be

precisely the same as that of the augite-biotite syenite porphyry, namely, 2 -667.

Dikes.—Most of the porphyry dikes of the region carry augite among the

phenocrysts and, in mineralogical and chemical characters, are practically

identical with the analyzed phase of the ehonolith. A few dikes have horn-

blende in place of augite and a few others carry only biotite as femic pheno-

crysts. The dikes are exposed in great size and number on the west slope of

Sophie mountain and some of them are clearly connected with the mineraliza-

tion of the rocks whence the Velvet and Portland mines have drawn their ore-

supplies. (See R. W. Brook, Summary Report, Geol. Survey of Canada for

1900, page 75A). All these injected porphyries are at least as recent as the

Coryell batholith intrusion and may be contemporaneous with it.

A dozen or more syenite porphyry dikes, ranging from 8 to 20 feet

in width, cut the Sheppard granite stock south of Lake mountain. The

microscopic examination of one specimen has shown a strong resemblance to

the porphyry of the dikes and ehonolith west of Sophie mountain. So far as

such a fact may be used for correlation, it affords evidence that the syenite

porphyry displayed in the fringe of dikes south of the Coryell batholith and

perhaps the Coryell syenite itself are younger than the Sheppard grranite. This

view is corroborated by the fact that the Sheppard granite stock on the north

side of the Pend COreille river is cut by numerous dikes of a rock which

appears to be greatly altered porphyritic olivine-augite-biotite monzonite of

gabbroid habit, i.e., dikes which may possibly be correlated with a younger

member of the Rossland volcanic group. So far as known, the syenite por-

phyry dikes, though abundant and often well exposed, are never cut by gabbroid

or monzonitic rocks nor is the Coryell batholith cut by them.

The evidence is thus fairly good that these syenitic rocks are, next to the

granite porphyry, now to be noted, the youngest intrusives of the region.

A few dikes of gray biotite-gTanite porphyry cut the Rossland volcanics

and at two points, clearly cut dikes of the syenite porphyry. One of these two

localities is immediately northeast of the section through the ehonolith just

described, and it is probable that the syenite porphyry traversed by the granite

porphyry fonrs part of the ehonolith itself. This granite porphyry dike is

only five feet wide but bears orthoclase phenocrysts up to 2-5 cm. in length,
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along with smaller ones of quartz, biotite, and acid oligoclase, near Ab, An,.

The ground-mass is a microcrystalline granophyre of quartz and feldspar,

carrying a little aecessory apatite and magnetite.

A dike of about the same size and essentially of the same composition

(though with minute biotite in the ground-mass) cuts a thick sill-like dike

of syenite porphyry out^Topping just north of the Boundary line on the Velvet

Mine wagon-road. This dike follows a master-joint plane in the older por-

phyi-y. Two hundred yards farther north on the wagon-road a thicker intrusion

of the same granite porjihyry follows the bedding of the Sophie mountain con-

glomerate.

MissouRiTE Dike.

In the col between Record mountain and Granite mountain, west-north-

west of Eossland, the Coryell syenite is cut by a five-foot dike of rock, which in

composition is unique among all the specimens collected diiring the Boundary

survey. It is a dark brownish-green, fine-grained, somewhat porphyritic trap,

apparently corresponding mineralogioally and chemically to an olivine-free

missourite, bearing phenocrysts of p?eudoleucite. In the hand-specimen a few,

small, black crystals and innumerable glints of light from minute foils of mica

may be discerned. The pseudoleucite phenocrysts are conspicuous but do not

constitute more than five per cent of tlie rock by weight.

In thin section the pyroxene is seen to occur in highly idiomorphie prisms

from 1.5 mm. to 0.1 mm. or less in length. The pale greenisl colour of the

mineral, a lack of pleochroism, and a high angle of extinction indicate that it is

a common augite. The mica is a strongly pleochroic, brown biotite and is also

thoroughly idiomorphie. Abundant cubes of magnetite (probably titaniferous)

and many, relatively large prismatic crystals of apatite are accessory. All of

these minerals are embedded in a pale greenish to brownish matrix, largely

composed of the same material as that forming the phenocryst-like areas

referred to pseudoleucite.

The diagnosis of the jihenocrysts and of the related ground-mass of the

rock has offerod considerable difficulty. The phenocrysts, ranging from 1 mm.
to 3 mm. in diameter, have roundish, polygonal outlines of the order expected

froia idiomorphie leucite. They are habitually wrapped about with foils of

frefh, primary biotite, arranged tangentially about the round phenocrysts.

Notwithstanding the perfect freshness of augite and biotite, none of the

original substance of the large phenocrysts seems to remain. Each pheno-

crystic mass is chiefly made up of pale greenish-gray, sphenditic aggregates of

fibrous material showing aggregate polarization, with the black cross in parallel

polarized light. The spherules are not clean-cut but fade into each other

most irregularly. The long, hair-like elements of the spherulitic substance

are so thin that it is difficult to be sure of their proper colour or of their full

reaction to polarized light. The single clement is probably quite colourless.

It always shows negative optical character with respect to its length, and the

extinction angle of the crystallite i* never more than about 5°, corresponding
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to the range of extinctions in an orthoclase crystal elongated parallel to the a

axis. The birefringence is low and is like that of orthoclase in very thin

sections. In fact, it seems highly probable that most of the material which

has replaced the original phenoeryst.^,' is orthoclase. This conclusion is upheld

by the study of the chemical analysis of the rock.

The spherulitic substance is regularly mi-xed with a small amount of

obscurely granular material,, showing characters like those of hydronephelite,

and with other, similarly obscuie, pale greenish-gray substance in minuie leaf-

aggregates which have the optical properties of serpentine. A zeolite, like

stilbite or desmine, may also be present. All of these materials form a matrix

in which very small microlites of augite, biotite. magnetite, and apatite

—

inclusions in the original mineral—are embedded.

To the writer the best interpretation of these round bodies is that they

represent pseudomorphs after phenocrystic leucite; their optical resemblance

to the described pseudoleucites is certainly great. The alteration of the leucite

seems to have taken jalace as a kind of magmatie after-action, rather than as

the result of ordinary weathering, for the ferromagnesian minerals are ideally

fresh.

The ground-mass in which the large pseudoleucites and the other idiomor-

phic minerals lie, is generally quite like that of the pseudomorphs except that

there are no outlines even remotely suggesting the crystal form of leucite.

Neither here nor in the phenocrystic bodies is there any certainly isotropic

material, nor any structure which could have bten inherited from the twinning

bands of leucite. Xevertheless, the similarity of ground-mass and phenocryst

indicates that they were originally composed of the same material, chemically

if not mineralogically. The simplest assumption is that the ground-mass of

the rock was chiefly allotriomorphic leucite, which, like the leucite of the pheno-

crysts, was unstable during the cooling period following crystallization.

This view, cannot, with the material in hand, be proved, but it is strongly

upheld by the close chemical parallel between this rock and the typical missour-

ite described and named by Pirsson.§ In that species the constituent minerals

are apatite, iron ore, olivine, augite. biotite, leucite, and some zeolitic products.

The leucite is there unquestionably present and is interstitial. The obvious

differences between the Record mountain dike (as originally crystallized) and

the type missourite consist in the presence of about five per cent of phenocrystic

leucite and the absence of olivine in the British Columbia dike. The presence

of olivine in a rock of this kind is not a matter of principal importance, for,

as Pirsson has pointed out, biotite may be considered as the chemical equival-

ent of a mixture of leucite and olivine.

In Table XXV the result of ilr. Connor's analysis of the dike (specimen

;No. 541, Col. 1; molecular proportions in Col. la) and the analysis of the type

missourite from the Highwood mountains, Montana, (Col. 2), are given.

§ L. V. Pirsson, Bull. 237 IJ.S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 115.
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Table XXV.—Analyses pf missaurite.

1. la. 2.

Mol.
SiO, 42-31 .705 4606
TiO, 200 025 -73

A1,0, 11-40 -112 10-01

Fe,0, 4-07 -028 3-17

FeO 6-11 -085 5-61

Mi'.O -11 -001 tr.

MgO 11-31 -ass 14-74

CaO 11-02 -196 10-5.5

SrO -16 -002 -20

BaO -64 -004 -32

Na,0 -82 -013 1-31

K.0 3-69 -039 5-14

H".0 (at 110°C) 2-28 ....) ,,,
H,0 (above 110°C) 2-72 ....(

PjO 1-44 -010 -21

SO» -05

Cr.O, 05

CI.". -03

CO, tr -••

10013 99-57

Sp. gr 2-817

The ealeulated norm is :

—

Orthoclase 21-68

Nephelite 3-39

Anorthite \6SS

DiopsJde 24-57

Olivine 15.16

Magnetite 603
Ilmenite 3-80

Apatite 3-10

Water 5-00

99-41

In the Norm classification the rock enters the dopotassic subraiig,

absarokose, of the alkalicalcic rang, camptonase, in the salfemane order,

gallare.

The actual mineral composition of the dike (determined by the Rosiwal

method) and that of the type missourite agree with the chemical comparison

in indicating the place of the Record mountain dike in the missourites of the

prevailing classification.

Augite .

Biotite .

.

Leiioite .

.

Olivine.

.

Analcite.
Zeolites..

Iron Ore

Shonkin Stock,
Montana.

( by weight.

)

%
500
60

16
15
40
4

50

1000

Augite
Biotite. ... ...

Pseudoleucite, etc,

Magnetite
Apatite

Record
Mt. Dike.

( by weight. )

%

1000
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This dike may, thus, be described as a somewhat porphyritic, olivine-free

missourite. No otlier intrusion of this rock has as yet been found in the

Eossland region, but closer search may lead to the discovery of other bodies.

VARIOUS OTHER DIKES.

There are undoubtedly many thousands of dikes in the area covered by the

Boundary belt within the Rossland mountains, ilost of them are more or less

clearly apophyses of the stocks and batholiths of the region or else their more
aplitic derivatives. As such the tj^ies have already been briefly described.

The intrusion of certain of the dikes has been aceompauied, or closely followed,

by the formation of large mineral deposits. Many others have been observed

which are of importance in showing: the relative ages of the formations. From
a purely petrographic point of view, however, most of the dikes have few
features which make them worthy of special description.

The relation of the Beaver Mountain group to the Rossland latites may
possibly be indicated by the occurrence of a dike of nionzonitic porphyry

cutting the Beaver Mountain sediments at the 2,800-foot contour on the spur

running up eastward from Champion railway station. The dike (or sill?) is

about 100 feet wide and seems to strike due east and west. It is a fresh,

medium-grained, dark greenish-gray rock, porphyritic through the prom.inence

of large, lustrous biotites. The mass of the rock is a hj-pidioir.orphic-granular

aggregate of augite, hornblende, biotite, labradorite, and orthoclase, with
accessory ilmenite, apatite, and titanite. The specific gravity is S-SGT. The
habit of this rock is much like that of the chemically analyzed porphyritic

olivine syenite, though the plagioelase seems here to be relatively much more
abundant. The rock has been classified as a porphyritic hornblende-augite-biotite

monzonite with phenocrysts of biotite. It may be contemporaneous with the

Rossland m.onzonite. which in that case, would be younger than the Beaver
Mountain sediments. The tuffs associated with those sediments are cut by
diabasic dikes and by labradorite porphyrite dikes which are doubtless the

intrusive equivalents of some of the basaltic and andesitic flows in this volcanic

group. One of the labradorite porphyrite dikes, bearing phenocrysts of

labradorite in a diabasic ground-mass of augite and basic plagioelase. forms one
of the walls of an auriferous quartz-vein at the Princess mining claim.

The fern-bearing argillite at the Little Sheep creek locality is cut by a

thirty-foot, north-?outh. vertical dike of typical augite-biotite monzonite por-

phyry, which may fairly be regarded as apophysal from the large Rossland
stock of monzonite. Quite similar dikes cut the older members of the Rossland
volcanic group on the railway between Trail and Eossland. Dikes of horn-

blende-bearing augite-biotite monzonite porphyry cut the great intrusion-breccia

about the Trail batholith at the Columbia river.

Close beside the last-mentioned dike but without evident age relation

to it is a somewhat unusual rock occurring in the form of a two-foot dike

cutting the Trail granodiorite near its contact, and striking N. 15° W., with a

dip of 80° to the eastward. It is a dark gray-green rock, compact and diabasic

25a—vol. ii—24
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or trappean in look. Under the microscope it is S€en to be the exact analogue

to a common fine-grained diabase except that a brownish-green hornblende

replaw^s the usual aiisrite. The hornblende has been partly altered to a fibrous

condition, and has a pale greenish tint; but there is no evidence that augite

has ever been present in the rock. It was, of course, necessary to determine

whether the uralitic secondary product had been derived from pyroxene.

A careful study of the thin section has led to the conclusion that it rather

represents this clearly uncommon form of alteration from hornblende. In any

case, there can l>e no question that much original, green hornblende has in this

rock an intersertal relation to the other essential, labrndorite-bytownite. Text-

urall.v the rock bears the same relation to camptonite that diabase bears to

certain dike-gabbros in which the pyroxene crystallized before the feldspar.

South of Trail the granodiorite is cut by many trap dikes which, unfor-

tunately, have not been studied microscopically. Perhaps such a study would

declare with certainty the age relations of the batholith and the various mem-
bers of the Eossland volcanic group.

The Sutherland schist complex is cut by a number of dikes of hornblende-

biotite monzonite porphyry, which may be contemporaneous with the Eossland

latites and monzonite.

True lamprophyre dikes are rare along the traverses made by the writer.

The minettes cutting the Pend D'Oreille phyllites and slates near the Columbia

and the Boundary line have already been noted. In the immediate vicinity of

the Rossland mines miea-lamprophyres are verj- common and have been studied

by Young and Brock.

About one-quarter mile west of the forty-fourth mile-post on the railway

between Coryell and Cascade, a four-foot, porphyritic dike of camptonitic habit

cuts a second dike of gabbro which itself cuts a volcanic breccia belonging to

an old member of the Rossland volcanic group as mapped (though probably

pre-Cretaceous in age). The younger dike is composed of beautifully crystal-

lized, idiomorphie crystals of green hornblende, augite. and plagioclase,

embedded in a microerystalline, traehytic ground-mass of plagioclase and the

same femic minerals. Like the Coryell syenite the rock is very fresh and quite

uncrushed, and it may represent a rather acid camptonite which has been

derived from that batholith.

Summary of Structural Relations ix the Rossland Mountains.

According to their degree of deformation the stratified rocks of these

mountains may be classified in three divisions. The first, characterized by

highly complex crumpling and by mashing, includes the formations of pre-

Mesozoic age; all of them seem to be Paleozoic, as there is no suggestion any-

where of the occurrence of a pre-Cambrian terrane in the Rossland mountains.

The second division includes the flows, pyroclastics. and interbedded sediments

of the Rossland volcanic group, which have usually high dips but lack the

chaotic structure due to erogenic mashing. The third division covers only the

various patches of conglomerate and sandstone, mapped on Sophie mountain.

Lake mountain, etc.; the dips of these beds may be locallv high but on the
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average mucli lower than the dips of either of the other two rock-divisions. It

will be recalled that considerable areas, coloured on the map as ' Rossland

Volcanic Group,' are really underlain by the traps and greenstones of Paleozoic

age. The separation of these from the Mesozoic portion of the Rossland group

has so far proved impossible.

The unconformities demonstrated within the Boundary belt are two in

number. The one occurs between the Paleozoic complex and the Mesozoic

members of the Rossland volcanic group and associated sediments; the other,

between the coarse conarlomerates of Sophie mountain, etc., and the older mem-
bers of the Rossland volcanic group.

Excepting the minute crumples, folds are seldom decipherable in any part

of these mountains. The much broken anticline ( ?) at Little Sheep creek is, in

fact, the only element in the belt which shows the semblance of the arch-trough

structure characteristic of simpler ranges. Faults are certainly very numerous
but their mapping was out of the question in the time allowed for this part of

the Boundary section; an obvious difficulty in the way of making a useful map
of the faults is the general absence of horizon-markers. The primary import-

ance of the breaks and slips in the igneous rocks particularly to the economic

geology of the district is emphasized by Messrs. Brock, Young, and others.

The Velvet mine on the western slope of Sophie mountain is located on a zone

of master faulting, the dislocations occurring along a number of nearly vertical,

meridional faults. This zone of faults lias determined the location of (the

western) Sheep Creek valley. Another master fault or zone of faulting is

strongly suspected along the axis of the deep valley of Christina lake, whereby

the traps on the east have been brought into contact with the Cascade gneissic

batholitli; this hypothesis cannot as yet be proved.

The structural relations of the igneous bodies have already been discussed

in the respective descriptions of the formations. It will suffice here to note

the salient facts. The Trail and Coryell batholiths are typical cross-cutting

bodies, with the usual appearance of having replaced their country-rocks for

many thousands of feet of depth, in each case. The contact shatter-zone of

the Trail batholith is perhaps the finest, because the widest and also best

exposed, in the whole Boundary belt. The shatter-zone of the Coryell batholith

is not so conspicuous at any point, though this body likewise encloses blocks of

the invaded traps and schists. Igneous bodies which have been injected without

replacing country-rocks in the sense of assimilating them in some fashion, are

extremely numerous; they include the thousands of dikes, the volcanic neck

(?) at Rossland, as well as chonolithic masses, such as the one of syenite por-

phyry south of the Coryell batholith, the body of abnormal olivine syenite

near Christina lake, and the various bodies of dunite and other peridotites.

The whole region has evidently been under the powerful control of igneous

action, both volcanic and batholithic. The batholithic masses, including stocks,

are clearly related in their genesis to periods of intense mountain-building

which cannot be well dated from facts derived from this local study and must
be dated from analogies with outside regions. Using such additional informa-

25a—vol. ii—24i
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^lon tie writer is inclined to recognize three periods of strong mountain-build-

ing for these mountains; one, late Jurassic; a second, post-Laramie and pre-

Miocenc; the tiiird, late Miocene. Each period seems to have been immediately

"iollowed by batholithic intrusion. Apart from the Cretaceous and earlier

"vuleanisni, as well the important erosion-periods repristored in the unconform-

ities, the structures of the Rossland mo\intains are largely explained by the

grand events just enumerated. So far as recorded in the exposed rocks the

region appears to have been above sea since Carboniferous times, though at

any time discoveries may show the pr<>sence of Mesozoie or Tertiar.v marine

strata in the volcanic complex.* Meantime, it can be stated that this mountain

group owes its principal structures to the repeated orogenic crushing of a very

heavy volcanic pile and of its UKtamorpliosed Paleozoic foundation.

TiiiE Relations.

"With present knowledge, the chronicle of geological events in the Rossland

mountains can be only partially deciphered. The difficulties in the way of

completing a systematic survey of their history are the usual ones encountered

in the Boundary survey as, indeed, in most areas of complex mountains.

Imperfect exposures, the rarity of sedimentary formations and the eren more

notable scarcity of fossils form part of the difficulties, but the great variety and

obscure relations of the igneous rock-bodies, both extrusive and intrusive, are

responsible in special degree for the uncertainties still atlecting the geology of

these mountains, A tentative scheme of the geological events will be offered in

the present section. The grounds on which the scheme is based belong to three

classes: first, those which may be rated as observed facts; secondly, those which

are regarded as more or less strong probabilities; and, thirdly, those which are

to a large extent theoretical, embodying principles derived from other fields.

Observed Facts.—It is convenient to survey the known facts of relation in

-outline, as follows. Certain of the associated probabilities will be noted in

direct connection with these statements.

1. The crystalline limestone of Little Sheep creek valley and a bed of

calcareous quartzite at the O.K. mine west of Rossland are obscurely fossilifer-

ous. The limestone is crinoidal and is lithologically similar to that occurring as

fragments in the volcanic breccia of Sophie mountain. In those fragments

McConnell found fossil remains which have been regarded as probably of

Ciiiboiiiferous age. All these limestones are lithologically similar to the Fend

D'Oreille limestone across the Columbia river. The fossils discovered by Brock

in the O.K. mine quartzite are tentatively referred by Ami to the Car-

boniferous,

2. The much less metamorphosed Sophie mountain conglomerate, and the

argillite-sandstone series occurring at the crossing of Little Sheep creek and

the Boundary line are also fossiliferous'; in each case the remains are those of

•The more massive phases of the Rossland volcanic gronp resemble the Nicola

Triassic lavas on the South Thompson river.
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land-plants. Those found at the creek have been tentatively referred by Pen-

hallow to the Lower Cretaceous. For present purposes it seems safer to refer

these beds, more broadly, to the Mesozoic. Those occurring: in the conglomerate

are too poorly preserved to be of stratigraphic service. The relatively

unmetamorphosed Beaver Mountain sediments carry abundant, carbonaceous

plant-stems but no useful fo.-^sil has been discovered.

3. The volcanic breccias of ilalde and Sophie mountains overlie the

Carboniferous ( ?) sediments imconformabiy.

4. The Trail granodiorite batholitli cuts schists which are almost certainly

the equivalent of the Pend D'Oreille schists. It cuts the older lavas (andesites

and basalts) of the Rossland volcanic group and the ultra-basic monzonite and

hornblendite at the Cohnnbia river.

5. The Sheppard granite cuts the Trail granodiorite, the Pend D'Oreille

schists and the conglomerate on Lake mountain.

6. The Coryell syenite batholith cuts the youngest recognized members of

the Rossland volcanic group as well as the Sutherland schistose complex.

7. Numerous dikes of biotite-augite syenite porphyry cut the Rossland

volcanics, the Sophie mountain conglomerate and the conglomerate at Monu.-

rr.ent 169. A few dikes of this porphyry cut the Coryell syenite.

8. Dikes of biotite-granite porphyry cut the syenite porphyry just

mentioned.

9. The Coryell syenite is cut by at least one dike of missourite and by

narrow dikes of syenite-aplite.

10. The Sutherland schists are cut by at least one dike of imsheared

camptonite, which may be a lamprophyric derivative of the Coryell syenite.

11. The Sophie mountain conglon.erate is cut by dikes of monzonite

porphyry; others of the same kind of dikes cut the Beaver Mountain lavas.

12. The small stock of crushed biotite granite east of Cascade cuts the

greatly metamorphosed andesitic rocks or greenstones mapi>ed as part of the

Rossland volcanic group but probably of Paleozoic or. at least, pre-Cretaceou.s

date.

13. This biotite-granite stock is cut by dikes of dunite. Masses of dunite

tut the older andesitic lavas of the Rossland group.

14. The Fife and Baker gabbros and peridotites cut the old greenstones

just mentioned.

15. A small mass of biotite-olivine-diallage peridotite cuts tlie Baker
gabbro.

16. Dikes of the syenite porphyry mentioned under "7" cut the small body
of " harzburgite ' northwest of Monument 172.

17. Large dikes of biotite-granite porphyry (probably apophysal from the

Trail batholith) cut the Pend D'Oreille schists near the crossing of the Colum-
bia river and Boundary line; dikes of augite minette cut both schists and
granite porphyry. A dike of hornblende-angite minette cuts the dikes of augite

minette.

18. Many dikes of minette and some of kersantite cut the Pend D'Oreille

schists east of the Columbia river. According to Brock and Young, dikes of
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minette, kersantite, odinite, spessartite, and vogesite cut the monzonite and
'augite porphyrite' at Rofsland, wliore the niica-lamprophyres are of two ages,

separated by a period of ore-formation.

10. The Rossland monzonite cuts the older (andesitic) men-.bers of the
Rossland volcanic group. The monzonite is out by intrusives lithologically

identical with the Coryell syenite and by dikes of alkaline syenite porphyry
(probably equivalent to the biotite-angite syenite porphyry mentioned under
'7'). JlcConnell, Brock, and Young consider that the granite cutting the

Rossland monzonite is equivalent to the Trail ("Nelson" or "Older")
granodiorite.

20. The peculiar porphyritic (facetted) olivine syenite forms small irregu-

lar masses cutting the older members of the Rossland volcanic group and the

still older Sutherland schists.

21. Some evidence on age relations may be derived from the amount of

crushing and dynamic metamorphism suffered by each of the different forma-

tions. The observed facts may be here summarized.

The sedinientaries of the Rossland mountains are all strongly deformed;

in nearly all of the bodies high to vertical dips have been measured. The Peod
D'Oreille group of rocks, the Sutherland complex, and the fossiliferous lime-

stone-chert-quartzite series in Little Sheep creek valley are mashed and intensely

metamorphosed. The plant-bearing (Cretaceous?) argillites and sandstones

in Little Sleep creek valley are crumpled and faulted greatly but are not much
metamorphosed. The Sophie mountain conglomerate has been energetically

upturned but is not much metamorphosed at any observed point. The other

bodies of conglomerate show lower dips and an induration of about the same

order as those seen at Sophie mountain. The Beaver Mountain sediments show

dips rarely surpassing 50° and are not metamorphosed beyond the point of

decided induration.

The eruptives may be divided into three classes according to the amount

of crushing and metamorphism effected in each body, the evidences being con-

trolled by microscopic examinations.

The greenstones of the Pend D'Oreille and Rossland volcanic groups and

the biotite-granite stock east of Cascade have been intimately crushed and

largely recrystallized.

The second class, representing bodies which have been sheared only locally

and are little metamorphosed, includes many of the andesites and basalts of

the Rossland group; the Fife and Baker gabbros, the Rossland monzonite and

latites (rarely sheared) ; the Beaver Mountain volcanics (very rarely sheared) ;

the Trail batholith (often strained) ; the Sbeppard granite (very rarely sheared

or strained) ; some of the minettes and other lamprophyres.

The third class includes bodies which are not noticeably (in field or labor-

atory) crushed, strained, or metamorphosed dynamically. These are: the

Coryell syenite and the dikes cutting it (biotite-augite syenite porphyry,

biotite granite porphyry, apHte, missourite) ; many minettes and other lampro-

phyres; the porphyritic olivine syenite.
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Prohahle Relations.—The more detailed descriptions of the formations con-

tain statements of certain conclusions which can only be regarded as a fairly

strong balance of probability in each case. A short summary of these views

will be of use in approaching the final correlation. The evidences in their

favour will, for the most part, be found on earlier pages.

1. The fern-bearing Mesozoic argillites and sandstones of Little Sheep

valley overlie the Paleozoic (Carboniferous?) limestone-chert-quartzite series

iinconformably and are overlain, with apparent conformity, by the Malde
mountain-Sophie mountain breccia (Rossland group).

2. The conglomerates shown in the four mapped areas are equivalent in

age and are younger than some at least of the andesites and basalts of the

Kossland volcanic group, while perhaps slightly older than the latites.

.3. The nionzonite porphyry dikes cutting the Sophie mountain conglom-

erate, the Beaver Mountain sediments, and the Little Sheep creek (Cretaceous?)

sediments are of the same age as the Rossland monzonite.

4. The latites are genetically connected with the Rossland monzonite and

both are younger than the great mass of the Rossland andesite and basalt.

5. The gabbros, the dunites, and other peridotites between Rossland and
the Christina lake-Ivettle river valley are genetically connected with the

andesite-basalt (not greenstone) phase of the Rossland volcanic group.

6. The syenite-porphyry dikes cutting the Sheppard granite soutJi of Lake
mountain are the equivalents of the apophyses from the Coryell syenite

batholith.

7. It is assumed that the last great erogenic revolution which has affected

this region was that at the close of the Laramie. Vertical to very steep dips

are taken, therefore, to mean that the rocks so deformed are of pre-Eocene age.

All the sedimentary formations and, so far as known, all the lavas and pyro-

clastics of the ten-mile belt often show dips which are much higher than those

characterizing, for example, the Oligocene beds west of ilidway. Moderate
folding and faulting probably affected the Rossland mountains during or at

the close of the Miocene (as in the region west of Midway), but it has not

proved possible to distinguish the results of that deformation from those due
to the post-Laramie revolution. The Pend D'Oreille group and the other

(probably) Paleozoic sedimentaries of the region were doubtless more or less

deformed near the close of the Jurassic, when these rocks may have been

crumpled and mashed to a degree rivalling their present condition.

S. The tentative correlation is partly based on t!ie law that granitic (bath-

olithic) intrusion follows periods of more or less intense mountain-building

and seldom or never affects uudeformed strata. The uncrushed Coryell syenite

batholith and its satellites, lamprophyres, and aplites are referred to the post-

Eocene orogenic period. The older, partially sheared but not greatly crushed

Trail batholith, the majority of the lamprophyric intrusions of the region, and
the greatly crushed biotite-granite stock east of Cascade are referred to the

late Jurassic period of deformation and intrusion.
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Correlation.—Combining facts and probabilities, the following table of the

formations occurring in the Rossland mountains has been prepared. The
formations are named in groups which are not to be considered as strictly

contemporaneous but are to be interpreted in the light of the foregoing

statements. The table carries a heavy burden of hypothesis and every

chronological table for this district must carry the burden until the sedi-

mentary formations are more closely dated. The general sequence of the

formations is more certain than their correlation with the recognized geological

systems. The table is to be read and used only in the light of the many doubts

expressed or implied in the foregoing pages. On that basis the table is offered

as embotlying the stronger probabilities; so understood it may perhaps be of

service in suggesting future observations on these difficult terranes.

Uncrushed.

.

Deformed and
locally crushed*

Mashed and
metamur-
phosed.

( Biotite-grauite porphyry dikes
Biotlte-augite syenite porphyry dikey and chonolith.

.

Syrnile-aiflitt' dikes

Canii»tonite dikes
Missourite dike
Corj'ell syenite batholith

Porphyritic olivine syenite n.asses

.Some of tile mica-laniprophyres (?)

Sheppard granite stocks and dikes

Beaver Mountain group
.Conglomerate of Sophie mountain, Lake mountain, etc.

Trail granodiorite batholith

Granite stock east of Cascade.
Rossland monzonite ; shonkinitic rocks ; homblendite at

Columbia river

Latites of Rossland volcanic group
Dunites ; harzhurgite (effusive ?) ; Fife and Baker gab-

bros and i)eridotite

Much andesite and basalt of Rossland volcanic group,

with argillitic interbj-ds

Plant-bearing argillite at Little Sheep creek

Unconfosmitv.

(Greenstones and older andesitic rocks of area mapped as

underlain by Rossland volcanic group ; fossiliferous

-. limestone, chert and rpiartzite of Little Sheep crejk

I valley : (jhyllite, quartzite, limestone, etc., of Fend

V D'Oreille group ; Sutherland schist complex

Tertiary ( Miocene ? to

Hocene).

\Mesozoic.

Vi.
Uozoic (Carbon i-

erous at least in
part).
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CHAPTER XIV.

FORMATIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS BETWEEN CHRISTINA LAKE
AND MIDWAY (Middle part of Columbia Mountain System).

General Description.

As one crosses the Kettle river-Christina lake valley he immediately

encounters, in the Boundary belt, a new formation which does not appear in

the Rossland mountains. It consists in a thoroughly metamorphosed, highly

gneissic gTanite batholith, here named for convenience, the Cascade gneissic

batholith. The eastern limit of this body, marked as it is by the strong valley

occupied by lake and river, is also a natural dividing line between the rock

formations. The batholith belongs, in fact, to a complex of formations which

centre about the ' Boundary Creek mining district.' just as the formations

east of Christina lake centre about the Rossland mining camp. Within

the five-mile Boundary belt the formations occurring between the lake and the

mountain slopes just east of Midway are believed to be all of pre-Tertiavy age.

The Midway (volcanic) formation, described in the next chapter, seems to be

clearly referable to the Tertiary. It covers a relatively large area at and west

of the town. We may therefore appropriately place the western limit of the

area discussed in the present chapter, at the eastern limit of the Midway
formation. (See Maps No. 9 and 10.)

For the information hero published regarding this area the writer is very

largely indebted to the iirinted preliminary reports on the geology of the

Bounda-y Creek mining district, by R. W. Brock (Summary reports of the

Director of the Geological Sun-ey of Canada for 1901 and 1902). Mr. Brock
spent nearly all of two arduous seasons in a detailed geological study of the

Boundary belt (here about 1.3 miles broad) between Grand Forks and Midway.
It seemed therefore inadvisable for the present writer to attempt a thorough

survey of this stretch. He has. accordingly, simply made two rapid traverses

across the mountains between the towns mentioned, so as to attain a general

acquaintance with the rocks as described by Mr. Brock. In addition, the writer

has made closer studies of the rocks between Christina lake and Grand Forks

as well as of the Midway volcanics. It is quitie possible that most of the rocks

occurring between Grand Forks and Christina lake are much older than any
of the formations which are volumetrically important in the area described

by Mr. Brock. Partly for this reason as well as to preserve in some measure
the east to weft order of treatment which is being followed in this report, tlie

formations of the Chri-tina range will be first described. There will follow

an abstract of Mr. Brock's results which are here recorded as seems best to

377
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suit the purposes of the present, report. For convenience in discussion and in

comlation a fpw fpeeial names are given to the fomiational groups as defined

by Mr. Brock; tliis is done with th* co-operation of Mr. lirock himself.

The rocks in this part of the Boundary belt are, so far, entirely unfossili-

ferous and it is impos>ible to date the different formations with assurance.

The writer's experience during the Boundary survey, especially during the

mapping of the Rossland mountains and of those lying between Midway and

the Skagit river, has suggested certain correlations with the recognized geolo-

gical periods which are somewhat different from those made by Mr. Brock.

His chronoligieal table will be reproduced in order to show the differences of

conception; the table will at once be useful in illustrating the character of the

rocks encountered in the ' Boundary Creek District.'

Geological Formations of the ' Boundary Creek District ' (Broch).\

Pleistocene) C-il.acial and recent deposits.
("Injections of intrusive sheets, dykes and plutonic masses. Ore deposits,

rp .^ J
volcanic flows.

^ ' ^ j Tutfs, ash beds, volcanic conglomerates, sandstone and shales, with a

I, little lignite.

Turassic? Granodiorite.

r> 1 ... fSt'rpentine.
P*'«°™«=

I Or. en porphyrite.
rGreen porphyrite.

Tj , • , I Volcanic constlomerates, tuffs, ash beds, with arenaceous limestone,
faleozoic

j
Serpentme.

^Limestones, argillites, quartzite.
Crystalline schists? Gneisses and schists.

Within the five-mile Boundary belt the only rocks corresponding to the

Tertiary group listed by Mr. Brock belong to the Midway formation, which is

not considered in the present chapter. In the sheet accompanying this

report the 'Paleozoic?' volcanic? are mapped under the name ' Phoeni.K vol-

canic group '^ the 'Paleozoic?' argillites and quartzites are mapped under the

name ' At twood group'; the 'Crystalline schists?' are recognized as in part

made up of a schistose complex, mapped under the name ' Grand Forks group'

and for the rest (within the five-mile belt), made up of a highly gneissic

granite intrusive into the Grand Forks complex and mapped under the name
* Cascade gneis-^ic batholith.' At Grand Forks these crystalline rocks are cut

by a small intrusive stock, mapped under the name ' Smelter granite.' The
' Green porphyrites ' are here mapped with the same colour as the Phoenix

group, with which the porphyrites are genetically connected and from which

they are very hard to differentiate in the field.

Grand Forks Schists.

The dominant country-rocks of the Cascade granite—the Grand Forks

schists—include a series of schistose types, which have been completely or

§ Summary Report, Director of Geological Survey of Canada for 1902, p. 95.
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abnost completely recrystallized, so that their primary nature is often in doubt.

For the most part they seem to have been originally basic extrusives of andesitic

and basaltic character; in less degree, intrusive and dioritic or gabbroid, or sedi-

mentary, argillaceous rocks. These have been metamorphosed to ever-

varying phases of an:phibolite, fine-grained orthoclase-bearing hornblende schist,

hornblende-epidote-plagioclase schist, actinolite schist, and biotite-diorite gneiss.

Along with these, thick lenses or pods of white crystalline limestone are inter-

bedded. The limestone is, as yet, unfossiliferous but resembles the Carboni-

ferous limestone occurring about Rossland. It crops out on each side of the

Kettle river east of Grand Forks and is tentatively mapped as forming there

one large body. ilr. Brock also reports small lenses of limestone in the basic

schists of Observation mountain.

Concerning the complex Mr. Brock writes (in his report for 1902, page 96) :

' These rocks have a strong lithological resemblance to the Arehean rocks of

the Shuswap series, and are the oldest rocks found in the area covered by the

present map-sheet, but they may possibly be more highly metamorphosed argil

lites and limestones such as are found elsewhere in this district.' The present

writer has found no new facts with which to raise the doubt CTpressed in this

sentence, but provisionally and in the interests of greater simplicitv in the

geological interpretation of the region, takes the second of the alternative

views.

Cascade Gneissic Batholith.

General Description.—From Cascade to Grand Forks the five-mile belt is

chiefly underlain by a relatively old intrusive body of gneissic granite which

extends an unknown though but short distance to the • northward and an

unknown distance to the southward of the belt. Within the belt itself this

mass—the Cascade gneissic batholith—covers about forty square miles.

Its eastern contacts with the Rossland voleanics and with the Sutherland

schists are hidden, so that it is impossible to state, with full confidence, the

relation of the granite to these other two formational groups. However, as

already noted, the older traps of the Rossland group are cut by a small stock

of crushed gneissic granite on the southern flank of Castle mountain, two miles

east of Cascade. While the stock granite is greatly altered it seems originally

to have resembled the rock of the Cascade batholith in essential respects and
the correlation of the two, in a tentative way, seems permissible. The Suther-

land schists, as exposed along the railway east of Christina lake, are traversed

by dikes of crushed granite porphyry which may also be regarded as possibly

apophysal from the Cascade batholith. At the same time, there is no means of

determining whether the main contacts of the batholith with ttiese eastern schists

or traps are now intrusive contacts ; the present contacts may have been estab-

lished as a result of meridional faulting along the valley of Christina lake.

whereby the granite has been faulted up against the trap-schist complex.
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The western contact of the batholith is well exposed at several points in

the five-mile belt and it clearly illustrates many of the familiar phenomena

of batholithic intrusion with tho basic schists, gneis?es, and greenstones aboul

Grand Forks. One of the best and most accessible localities for observing this

relation occurs on the railway, four miles east of Grand Forks station.

The batholith has been so intensely crushed that it is generally gneissic in

high degree. So prominent is this structural feature that the whole mass has

been mapped, in the reconnaissance West Kootenay sheet of the Canadian Geo-

logical Sur%-ey, as belonging to a group of Archean crystalline schists. The

writer believes, however, that the batholith was intruded possibly, if not probably,

long after the Cambrian porio<l and that the gneissic structure was developed in

post-Paleozoic time.

So thorough has been the shearing and mashing of the granite that not a

single ledge of undeformed rock was recognized in the whole five-mile belt. In

places the granite appears fairly massive, but a careful examination of the out-

crop and especially the microscopic study of typical hand-specimens of this

phase, show that the constituent minerals have been strained, warped, granulated,

or recrystallized. The specimens which seem most nearly to approximate the

original granite are light gray, medium-grained, gneissic, though not banded,

aggregates of quartz, feldspar, and biotite, with a small, variable amount of

accessory apatite, magnetite, titanite, and rare zircon. The original rock was

thus most probably a biotite granite. It was a tj-pe differing from the most

common mica granite only in carr>-ing rather more plagioclase (andesine-labra-

dorite, near Ab, An,) than orthoclase. Quartz was present in large amount.

If hornblende or pyroxene were essential, such a rock would form a typical

granodiorite. The sisecific gravity of four specimens of the fairly massive

phase varied from 2 674 to 2-718 and averaged -2.689.

Nature and Origin of Banding.—Much of the batholitic mass has, however,

been metamorphosed into a well banded gneiss (Plate 34). The bands differ,

in mineralogical and chemical composition, not only from each other but

also from the rarer, more massive and less metamorphosed phase. Representa-

tive samples of the handed gneiss were taken at several localities and subjected

to microscopic examination. The bands are found everywhere to belong to

either one of two kinds, respectively light-coloured and dark-coloured. Except

for a few isolated grains of epidote and yet rarer garnets the bands are com-

posed of the same minerals that form a massive gneissic granite. The banding

i< here simply produced by the varying concentration of the mineral.

In the light-coloured and more acid bands the constituents are chiefly

quartz, orthoclase, and andesine-labradorite, with quite subordinate biotite and

only the barest traces of the accessories, apatite, magnetite, and titanite. The

last two almost entirely or quite fail to appear in the thin sections. By the

Eo-iwal method a rough estimate of the weight percentages was made for a

typical specimen collected on the railway track about two miles west of Cascade.

The proportions are as follows :

—



Plate 34.

Sheared Cascade granodiorite, showing banded siriicture. Two thirds natural size.

25a-v<.l. ii—p. 3M1.
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Quartz.. .. .,.
43-2

Orthoclase 37-8

Andcsine-labradorite 1*'7

Biotite 3-8

Apatite, etc "5

1000

The specific gravity of this band is 2-636.

A similar estimate of the weight percentages of the minerals in a typical

dark band gave a strongly contra>^te<l result :

—

Quartz 17-^

Orthoclase ""'

Acid labradorite, Ab.Aiij **•!

Biotite 22-5

Garnet 3-3

Magnetite 1'
Titanite ' •»

Apatite "*

1000

The specific gravity of this dark band is 2-980.

In the development of the banded structure there has evidently heen ai.

advanced segregation of the basic minerals, including the accessories in the

dark bands, with a corresponding concentration of the quartz and orthoclase

in the light bands. The specific gravities are directly related to these concen-

trations and differ, respectively, from the specific gravity of the more massive,

less altered phase of the batholith (2-689).

The dark bands are, on the average, much narrower than the light ones,

thicknesses of more than one or two inches being quite uncommon. Often

they are separated by rock which, although it is gneissic, has nearly the com-

position of the original unsheared granite. The distribution of the dark bands

is that which would characterize zones of shearing in such a batholithic mass,

and it is probable that this highly micaceous phase of the gneiss has been

produced through a leaching of the more basic material from the original

granite, followed by the recrystallization of that material in the zones or planes

cf shearing. This hypothesis will be more fully presented in connection with

the precisely similar phenomenon of banding in the sheared batholiths of the

Cascade range. The hypothesis merits attention since it implies the idea of

the efiiciency of lateral secretion on a colossal scale.

Over large areas the batholith is free from intrusive dikes. A few narrow
basic dikes were observed on the Canadian Pacific railway track. A thin section

of a specimen from one dike occurring near the western contact of the batholith,

showed evidence of profound alteration. The dike-rock is now a mass of chlorite,

pyrite, and plagioolase, and originally was probably of diabasic composition.

Smelter Gr.\nite Stock.

Immediatel.y northwest of Grand Forks the Cascade batholith and the

Grand Forks schists are cut by a boss or small roundish stock of a quite different
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granite. The stock covers about 1.5 square miles; its eastern contact runs

close to the smelter buildings, and for the purpose of distinction, the body may
be called the Smelter stock.

This granite is a light flesh-pink to pinkish-gray, fine-grained rock, generally

massive but sometimes showing a parallelism among the constituents. Quartz,

feldspar, lustrous black amphibole, and dark-green pyroxene are discernible

in the hand-specimen. Each of the last two is quite subordinate both in size

and number of individuals. Under the microscope the feldspar is seen to be

very largely orthoelase, with a very small, accessory amount of plagioclase

which is probably a highly acid oligoclase. Considerable titanite in ouhedra

and anhedra, and a little magnetite are the other accessories. The amphibole
is a pleochroic green hornblende; the pyroxene is a strongly coloured, green

monoclinic augite, apparently related in its optical properties to wgerite. Of
three microscopic preparations of the rock not one gave sections favourable

for discovering the absorption scheme or angle of extinction of either mineral.

Both the femic minerals, where not granulated by pressure, are greatly

corroded by the magma and always occur in a more or less scrappy condition.

The structure is the typical panidiomorphic-granular, but a secondary

gneissic structure due to crushing has often been superinduced.

The schistosity never approaches the perfection of that in the neighbour-

ing Cascade granite and banding was never observed. This aplitic hornblende-

pyroxene granite is, in age, almost certainly pre-Miocene and is probably post-

Triassic, but the evidence for a close dating of the intrusion is lacking.

The specific gravities of three fresh specimens vary from 2i 626 to 2.652,

averaging 2.645.

Attwood Series.

As already noted, this name is proposed for the assemblage of metamor-

phosed sedimentary rocks which together compose the oldest series exposed

within the ' Boundary Creek district ' proper, unless we except the Grand
Forks schists and the Cascade batholith. This new name is taken from that

of Altwocd n ountain vrhich is situated within the five-mile belt and is largely

composed of the rocks in question. These have been described by Mr. Brock

as follows (Report for 1902, p. 96) :—
' The limestones, argillites and quartzites, cut by serpentines, form a

series which closely resemble the Cache Ci-eek series (Carboniferous) of

the Kamloops district. They occur in areas of greater or less extent in

almost all parts of the district. They are always more or less metamor-

phosed; the limestone is generally white and crystalline, although occasion-

ally a core of black or drab limestone is to be seen; the argillites are or

were somewhat carbonaceoiis but are frequently altered. A hornblende

or mica schist found in the Long Lake region seems to l>e an alteration

form. Frequently both the limestone and argillites are altered by silicifi-

cation which, when complete, produces a quartzite-like rock. In the argil-
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lites, quartz films and bands are often found parallel to the fissility. Some
apparently true quartzites occur. The rocks also show the effects of

mechanical deformation. The limestone is in places brecciated. These

sedimentary rocks are among the oldest in the district. They are cut and
greatly disturbed by the later intrusions of eruptive rocks so that little

can now be determined regarding their thickness and original stratigra-

phieal relationships. They seldom form large continuous bands but

generally appear as islands of greater or less extent in the inti'usive rocks.

They probably form parts of a once extensive series of sediments which

covered southern British Columbia.'

In the sheet accompanying the present report the limestone of the

Attwood series is mapped with the same colour as that showing the position

of the limestone in the Grand Forks complex. The Attwood limestone is

believed to compose all the masses so coloured in the area west of the North
Fork of the Kettle river. It is possible that some of the more completely

altered greenstones of the belt represent contemporaneous basic lava flows

or ash-beds in the true sediments of this group, but on account of the initial

difficulty in the field, such greenstones have not been differentiated from the

younger volcanics (Phoenix group) on the map.
As to the age of this unquestionably very thick group of sediments nothing

is known with absolute certainty. The present writer is, however, strongly

of opinion that Mr. Brock is correct in regarding them as equivalent to the

fossiliferous (probably Carboniferous) series of argillitic, quartzitic, and lime-

stone rocks occurring in the Kossland mountains. Lithologically the two

groups are extremely alike; their distance apart geographically is but slight;

and their relations to the respectively associated volcanics and intrusive rocks

are strikingly similar. Hence the writer follows Mr. Brock in his tentative

correlation of the Attwood series with the Carboniferous system, though of

course, recognizing the possibility that some Triassic or even Jurassic sediments

may be included in the group as actually mapped.

Chlorite .\n"d Horxblexde Schists.

Mr. Brock has mapped small patches of chlorite and hornblende schists

and remarks in the legend that their origin is uncertain. Two of these patches

occur in the five-mile belt along the eastern contact of the Midway volcanic

formation. Mr. Brock's brief reports do not contain any additional information
concerning these metamorphic rocks. Thej' may be the equivalents of certain

phases of the Grand Forks schists and, like the latter, may be highly altered

masses of the older greenstones of the district.

Phcexix Volcanic Group.

The town of Phoenix is situated in the midst of a large though interrupted

area of basic volcanics, a series for which the name ' Phoenix group ' has been
proposed for the purposes of the present report. At the town itself there is a
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small mass of volcanic rock which has bcx-ii interpreted by Mr. Brock as a true

neck, which is much later in date than tlie main body of massive lava and
pyroclastic material round about. To tlie latter only is the proposed name to

be applied. Mr. Brock's description of the proup is best given in his own words

(Report for 1902, p. 97) :—

'The older pyroclastic rocks and porphyrites are widespread; in fact

they are the commonest rocks in the district.

' This series of rocks consists of preen tuffs and volcanic conglomerates

and breccias, fine ash and mud beds, flows of green porphyrite, and probably

some interbedded limestones and argillites. The tuffs, conglomerates and
breccias consist of a mixture of pebbles and boulders of porphyrite material

with a great many fragments (probably a large proportion) of the rocks

through which the volcanics burst. Pebbles and boulders of limestone,

argillites, jasper and chert are common. Such of serpentine and old granite

and old conglomerates are much rarer. In form the pebbles and boulders

are rounded, subangular, angular and of irregular and fantastic outline.

Sometimes they are somewhat sorted but often they are tumultuously

arranged (agglomeratic). Beds of mud, ash and tuff alternate rapidly with

coarse volcanic conglomerates and agglomerates. Sometimes the matrix

seems to be formed of porphyrite injected between the boulders. Lime-
stone, now crystalline, seems occasionally to have been interbanded with

them. It is often arenaceous, bands containing rounded sand grains and

pebbles alternating with pure limestone. The sand and pebbles are well

sorted and these arenaceous bands are sharply defined from the pure lime-

stoi;e. The matrix of these bands is white crystalline limestone. Argillites

are also interbanded to a limited extent, although it is not always possible

to distinguish the volcanic muds from such sedimentary material.

' The porphyrite seems to be a little later than most of the pyroclastic

rocks although some of it may be interbanded. Owing to the alteration in

these rocks through mountain-building processes and contact metamor-

phism, it is not possible to separate the porphyrites from the pyroclastic

rocks, on the map. The porphyrite is usually too highly altered to make
out its original character, but it seems to have been an augite-porphyrite

similar to that of the West Ivootenay district. In places it is agglomeratic.
' The great changes produced by moumtain-building processes and

later igneous intrusions, make it difficult or impossible to discover the

history of these rocks. The first part of this period of voleanism seemed

to have been one of heavy explosions with periods of sedimentation, and

to have been followed by a period of more quiet lava flows. The amount

of material extruded must have been very great.

' A very striking feature in these rocks is the way in which islands

or irregular masses of the older sedimentary rooks appear in them. In

part, these are included fragments, in part they may represent infolded

masses in truncated anticlines, or inequalities in the surface on which

this old volcanic series was deposited. Appressed anticlines and faults
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can be seen in them, but the grand features of their structural relationship

are lost through the effects of the later igneous intrusions. Some of the

limestone inclusions are to be explained as squeezed intercalated beds.

Under pressure, the limestone flows and from a thin bed a line of inclusion-

like lenses may be formed. This series of pyroclastic and volcanic rocks

seems to have been formed immediately after the sedimentary series, and

is therefore probably Palieozoic. In the Paliseozoic formations of the Kam-
loops district, also, green effusive rocks occur.

' As already remarked some of the serpentine appears to be of later

age than this series.'

The problem of correlation of the Phoenix volcanics with the standard

systems of rocks is practically the same as that found in the Eossland moun-
tains, where the Rossland volcanic group was placed by McConnell and Brock

in the Carboniferous. The view expressed in the last chapter, that the great

bulk of the Kossland volcanics is of Mesozoic age, is founded on arguments

which are in part of the same nature as those deducible from the facts recorded

by Mr. Brock for the Phoenix area. The present writer's very limited knowledge

of the belt between Grand Forks and Midway forbids his taking any definite

position different from that taken by Mr. Brock. Yet it seems possible that

the Phoenix group also is largely of !Mesozoic age and contemrwraneous with

the similar andesitio members of the Rossland group. Mr. Brock has not

reported any latitic phases here, such as are so abundant in the eastern district,

but their presence in limited quantities may be declared when chemical analysis

has been applied to the ' Boundary Creek district ' formation. In any case,

however, the resemblance of the Phoenix and Eossland groups lithologically and

the parallelism of their dynamic hii?tories are sufficiently patent to make their

direct correlation highly probable. The abundance and nature of limestone

and argiilitic fragments in the agglomerates of the Phoenix group suggest

that those sediments were thoroughly consolidated, if not metamorphosed before

the major eruptions took place. This leads one to suspect that the Phoenix

volcanics are really in distinct unconformity to the Attwood series, as the

Kossland volcanics are unconformable upon the Carboniferous rocks of Little

Sheep creek and upon the formations of the Pend D'Oreille group.

As a suggestion, rather than as a conclusion, the writer has therefore

correlated the Phoenix group with the Eossland group in its middle part and

thus holds the hypothesis that both belong to the Mesozoic. The question is,

however, in the writer's opinion, wide open.

Serpentine.

Many bodies of serpsntine have been mapped in the Boundary Creek

district Mr. Brock has given a short aceount of them in immediate connection

with the Attwood series of argillites, etc. He writes (Report for 1902, p. 96) :

—

' The serpentine occurs as bands and masses cutting these sedimentary

rocks. The intrusive nature of the serpentine is shown in the way in

25a—vol. ii—25
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which it cuts across the bedding of the older rocks and in the contact

nictanionihisni it produced. In places traces of the structure of the original

eruptive rock can be made out in the serpentine. In Central camp the

serpentine is occasionally somewhat fibrous, approaching asbestos. Near
the Koomoos-McCarren Creek divide it seems to pass into a soapstone or

talc. Often it is altered to a rusty aggregate of dolomite (and perhaps

other carbonates) and white quartz veins. It is doubtful if all the serpen-

tine in the district is of one age. Boulders of serpentine are found in the

green volcanic conglomerates which would indicate that some of it was
older than these pyroelastic rocks. On the other hand, some of it seems

to be intrusive in the green porphyrite -which is of a little later age than

these volcanic conglomerates.'

No detailed petrography of the serpentine has been published. The fact

that the majority of the perfectly analogous serpentine masses of the Rossland

district, and, as we shall see, of the Rock Creek district west of Midway, have

been derived from typical dunite, it appears that the ' Boundary Creek district

'

serpentines have also originated from intrusions of that rock type. The serpen-

tines of all three districts have been correlated and seem to be best regarded as

genetically associated with the great andesitic (porphyrite) extrusive masses of

the respective distric>s.

Granodiorite.

Finally, it remains to note the many small stocks and other intrusive

bodies of granodiorite, which is the youngest rock in the five-mile belt between

Grand Forks and ilidway except the Midway volcanic formation itself. Mr.

Brock's summary account of the rock may be given in full (Report for 1902,

pp. 98-99):—

' At various points throughout the whole district, bosses, irregular

masses and dykes of a light gray granitoid rock make their appearance. It

is a quartz-bearing biotite-hornblende rock, in places apparently granitic, in

others rather dioritic. It is probable that it will prove to be, generally,

a granodiorite. It sends out numerous dykes throughout the country,

especially in the southern portion of the district. These have usually a

porphyritic structure with a micro-granitic gronndmass. Some are granite

porphyries, biit a great number are quartz-diorite-porphyrites, as are also

some of the smaller bosses. On MeCarren creek, north side, are some basic

hornblende gabbro-porphyritic dykes which may belong to the same intru-

sion. In places these shade off into pure hornblende rocks.

' This granodiorite is evidently intrusive, cutting all the rocks above

mentioned. The mechanism of its intrusion is extremely interesting, for

it unquestionably forced its way up through the overlying rocks by digest-

ing them and rifting off fragments. This is proved by its contacts, both

along the sides and roofs of the masses. These are, except in the case of

the dykes, rarely sharply defined, but are irregular and suture-like. The
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intrusive holds inclusions of tlie surrounding rocks, and the surrounding

rocks are often filled with granitic material. The composition of the intru-

sion seems to be affected by the digested material of the rock into which it

has forced itself. It is also shown by the way in which the granodiorite

is exposed in small, more or less circular but irregularly bounded masses,

in different parts of the district, such as in Wellington camp and on Hardy
mountain. In many cases no definite boundary can be assigned to the

granitic mass. From the wa.y in which the rock makes its appearance

in all parts of the district, it is evident that the whole of it, at no great

depth, is underlain by this rock. This rock has some strong resemblance

to the Nelson granite of the Kootenay district, both in composition and

in its relationship to the surrounding rocks. The Nelson granite, which

has been carefully studied, is a sort of granite representative of the monzo-

nite group of rocks, intermediate between the alkali and the lime-soda

series of rocks, and about on the boundary line between granite and diorite.

Its composition* is as follows :

—

Analysis of granodiorUf-
IVr cent.

SiOj fifi.46

TiOj -27

AI,0, 15»1
Fe^Oa 1-68

FeO 1-83

MgO 1-11

CaO 3-43

Na,0 4-86

KjO 4-58

HjO -29

PA 08

99-93

—Analysis hy Dr. M. Dittrich, Heidelberg.

' The Boundary Creek rock will be found on analysis to contain a

greater i)ercentage of alkaline earths, but this may be due to the material

it has acquired from the rocks into which it has been intruded, and may
represent only a local peculiarity. As the Nelson granite occurs to the

north and east of this district and probably also to the west, the Boundarj-

Creek rock in all probability belongs to the same great intrusion. If so,

its age will be about Jurassic. This agi-ees with its stratigraphical position

in this district.'

OORRELATION.

There are a few certainties and many uncertainties regarding the relative

geological ages of the formations in the region considered in the present

chapter. It is known (1) that the Cascade batholith cuts the Grand Forks

* As represented in a specimen from the Kokanee mountains. West Kootenaj
(E. W. Brock).

25a—vol. ii—25
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schists; (2) that the Smelter granite stock cuts both those formations; (3) that

all three formations mentioned have been crushed and that the two older bodies
have been intensely metamorphosed during orogenie movements; (4) that th-3

heavy masses of agglomerates and tuffs of the Phoenix group contain many
fragments of the Attwood limestone and other sediments, apparently indicating

that the latter rocks were already well consolidated, if not somewhat metamor-
phosed, before the Phoenix agglomerates were formed; (5) that the Attwood
sedimentaries and, in apparently less degree, the Phoenix volcanics are intensely

crumpled and sheared; and (6) that the granodiorite of the region cuts both
those groups of rock and has been itself not seriously deformed since its con-

solidation from the magmatic condition.

It should be also noted that, in the northern part of the Boundary Creek

district and thus outside the five-mile Boundary belt, Mr. Brock has mapped
and described many small bosses, dikes, and sheets of porphyritic alkaline syenite

of the pulaskite type. This intrusive cuts all the other formations of the

district, including conglomerate, shale, and lignite-bearing sandstone with

associated volcanics, all of which Mr. Brock regards as almost certainly of

Tertiary, and perhaps of Oligocene, age. He points out the great similarity

of the pulaskite to that composing the Coryell batholith and other large bodies

of West Kootenay.

On the whole, therefore, it appears clear that the succession of rock-forma-

tions in the Rossland mountains and in the ' Boundary Creek district ' is

strikingly similar. This is, of course, not surprising, in view of the fact that

the two districts lie side by side. The point is specially stated again, since it

is chiefly this parallelism in the histories which has emboldened the writer to

draw up the following tentative scheme of correlation for the rocks between

Christina lake and Midway.

Correlation, Chrhlina Lake to Midway.

Glacial and Recent deposits Pleistocene.

Syenite and syenite porphyry (north of five mile belt) Miocene ?

Conglomerate, sandstone, shale, and lignite (north of five-mile belt) Oligocene.

Unoonfohmitt.

Serpentine, intrusive bodies

''*'"°''^f.^Ltics,f,ows7,and
"

\ckie.n, Meso.o,ef

Contemiioraneous intrusions of porphyrite
Smelter granite stock (aplitic satellite from Ca-scade batholith ?).

Granodiorite stocks, dikes, etc ^Jurassif.

Cascade gneis.sic batholith J
Attwood series (argillite, quartzite and limestone) Paleozoic, probablj/

Carboniferous.

Chlorite and hornblende schists .''

Grand Forks schists .'
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CHAPTER XV.

FORMATIONS OF THE FIVE-MILE BELT BETWEEN MIDWAY AND
OSOYOOS LAKE (MIDWAY MOUNTAINS AND ANARCHIST

MOUNTAIN-PLATEAU)

.

IXTRODUCTION.

A large body of the Midway volcanic formation covering the area about

Midway town forms a natural geological province by itself. These Tertiary

lavas and pyroclastics are piled upon an unconformable base of presumably

Paleozoic sediments, for which the name ' Anarchist series ' is proposed. The
older series is exposed on a large scale in the belt between the main Kettle

river and Osoyoos lake and outcrops at a few points within the Midway volcanic

area. The whole of this stretch, where the Boundary belt crosses the volcanic,

area and the extensive exposure of its foundation rocks, forms a convenient

geographical unit, the geology of which will be described in this chapter.— (See

Maps, Nos. 10, 11 and 12.)

Besides the two rock g^roups just mentioned a fossiliferous. Tertiary series

of rocks will be described under the name Kettle River formation. After

the sediments the igneous rocks, extrusive and intrusive, will, as usual, be

described in their respective order of age. Some intrusive phases of the lavas

will be considered before the corresponding extrusives. The largest exposed

intrusive body within this part of the belt (excepting the Osoyoos batholith,

which will be described in the next chapter) is named the 'Rock Creek chonolith.'

It is intrinsically of special importance and its petrography throws much light on

certain members of the Midway extrusive rocks.

Anarchist Series.

General Description.-—From a point near the confluence of Rock creek and

Johnston creek westward to the Osoyoos granite batholith—a distance of about

twenty miles—the Boundary belt is almost entirely underlain by a highly meta-

morphosed, chiefly sedimentary group of rocks. These compose the Anarchist-

mountain plateau (Plate 35) and may be called the 'Anarchist series.' The

name is literally not inappropriate, for these rocks cannot as yet be reduced to

stratigraphic order or structural system. The series is also represented in

detached areas between Johnston creek and Midway and unquestionably under-

lies the Kettle River formation and the Midway lavas. It is separated from

those Tertiary formations by a profound unconformity. West of Osoyoos lake

the Anarchist series is probably represented by a yet more extensively meta-
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morphosed group of rocks bounding the Osoyoos batholith on the west. In all,

some eighty square miles of the five-mile belt is known to be underlain by this

series.

Notwithstanding the considerable area covered by the series, a rather pro-

longed field and laboratory study of its constituent rocks has failed to produce

satisfactory details as to their succession or position in the geological time-

scale. One of the major difficulties in the field work was found in the excep-

tional continuity of the Glacial-drift cover which mantles the bed-rock to a

degree unequalled in the rest of the Boundary belt. An example of the rarity

of outcrops may be cited from the field notes of the season of 1904, during
wliieh a traverse of ten miles east and north of Sidney post-office led to the

discovery of only tiiree small outcrops. For this reason, although the country

is very accessible, the facts to be cited concerning the Anarchist series are

merely those of a geological reconnaissance.

The rocks of the series belong to four classes,—quartzite, phyllitic slates,

limestones, and greenstones. Where more metamorphosed these become, respec-

tively, micaceous quartzite, mica schist, marble, and amphibolite. The dominant

species are quartzite and phyUite, apparently in about equal proportion.

Greenstone is nest in importance, while the limestone is represented only in a

few local, pod-like masses generally from 200 to 100 feet or less in thickness.

The quartzite is a gray to green, very hard rock, commonly sheared so as

to simulate the associated, more argillaceous rock in its fissility. Under the

microscope the quartzite is quite normal, presenting the usual appearance of

recrystallized, interlocking quartz-grains with variable amounts of biotite,

sericite, and chlorite in minute foils. Pyrite is a common metamorphic acces-

sory. The rock is sometimes slightly calcareous and in a few thin beds passes

over into silicious limestone. Much more often it is greatly enriched in

micaceous elements which have evidently been derived from relatively abundant
argillaceous matter; reerystallization is so thorough that in none of the thin

sections examined was original argillaceous substance to be found.

The same is true of the old argillites proper. They are now holocrystalline,

though with the fine grain of true phyllite or of metargillite. Where the

metargillite crops out it is possible to determine the attitude of the true

bedding, but such fortune is exceptional and the only structural plane usually

to be discerned is the schistosity. The colour of the phyllite or metargillite

varies from dark gray to bluish-gray and greenish, with dark slate-gray as the

dominant tint. The essential minerals are the same as in the quartzite, simply

occurring here in different proportions. The dark colour of the rock is doubtless

chiefly due to the inclusion of carbonaceous matter in small amount. Like the

quartzites the phyllitic rocks are traversed by multitudes of quartz veinlets, and

at many points by huge veins of white quartz.

The limestone pods can never be followed far across-country ; they represent

beds that have been sheared into great fragments as the enclosing argillaceous

rock underwent its heavy mashing and dynamic metamorphism. The limestone

is generally massive, rather pure, aijd of a light bluish-gray colour; sometimes
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it is a white marble. From its instant and violent efiervescence with acid the

rock must be considered as low in mag-nesia. At a couple of localities it is

tinted a dark gray, as if by included carbonaceous matter. In one thin section

the polygonal structure of a coral-fragment was found, but, in spite of long

search, no useful fossil was detected at any point. The lack of organic remains

is amply accounted for by the wholesale recrystallization of the limestone, which

has generally lost all trace of bedding.

West of the Kettle river none of the limestone pods is known to be over

200 feet in thickness. On Deer Hill, three miles west of Midway, a more con-

siderable marble-like mass occurs, but it is cut off on all sides by igneous

rocks. Still larger bodies of what is probably the same limestone have been

mapped by ITr. Brock in the belt between Grand Forks and Midway.

The greenstone occurs in broken, massive to schistose bands throughout

the whole length of the Boundary belt from the Kettle river to the Osoyoos

batholith. Their structural relations are even more elusive than those of the

limestones. It is probable that both injected and effusive basic rocks are

represented but the latter are beJieved to be the more important in volume.

They form beds in phyllites and quartzites. Like the limestones the lavas can

seldom be traced far along the strike; they have evidently undergone the pro-

found faulting, stretching, and mashing which has affected the other members
of the series. The accompanying alteration has been so great that original

tuffaceous or vesicular phases have been almost entirely obliterated.

So far it has proved impossible to locate the top or bottom of any of the lava

flows, to correlate the different bands or to find the aggregate thickness of the

lavas. It appears certain only that the aggregate thickness represents many
hundreds of feet and possibly several thousand feet.

The greenstones are notably uniform in their present composition and

were probably as nearly uniform originally. The lavas must have been basic,

either basalt or basic andesite. Fourteen thin sections have been examined

under the microscope. In no case was original material present in any large

quantity. Both massive and schistose phases are composed in ever-varying

proportions of secondai-y, actinolitic amphibole; quartz; plagioclase of medium
basicity; epidote; calcite; clilorite; and magnetite. The rock-types thus include

massive greenstone, chloritic schist, epidotic schist, hornblende schist, and true

amphibolite. The constant recurrence of these banal characters and varieties

seems to show pretty clearly the common origin of the greenstone members
throughout the Midway mountains and Interior Plateaus as sampled along the

Boundary line

—

a. derivation from the same basic magmatic types whence have

come so largely the greenstones of the world.

Nature of the Metamorphism.—A prominent feature ot all the members of

the Anarchist series is their notable metamorphism. The cause of such recrys-

tallization is by most geologists found in ' dynamic metamorphism.' Of late

years Termier and others have raised the question whether this principle has

had an essential part in the production of the crystalline schists. In fact.
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Termier denies the efficiency of dynamic metamorphism, in the accepted mean-
ing of that term, in the development of these rocks. After forcibly presenting

his arguments for the case of the Aljis, Termier states his conviction that the

raineralogical changes suffered by the Alpine sediments are due only to thermal

metamorphism aided by magmatic emanations. One mu?t believe, however,

that he goes too far in holding that dynamic metamorphism ' does not exist.'§

The petrographic study of the Anarchist series seems to show facts that

do not substantiate his view. It will scarcely explain the striking uniformity

of the phyllites throughout the greater part of their area in the Boundary belt.

Their only serious variation from the normal occurs in a narrow contact zone

about the Osoyoos batholith. The batholithic magma has there produced

rehitively large-foiled museovite along with tourmaline and other familiar

contact products—all minerals which are regularly absent in the twenty-mile

belt from Osoyoos lake eastward. There is, indeed, a decided difference of

quality between the obvious contact metamorphism and that change which has

affected the main body of old argillite so drastically. The yet more ancient

argillites of the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal were completely recrystallized

by the action of their own fluids acting under conditions of dead weight and

deep burial. In that case igneous intrusions are extremely rare at the present

surface, and there is no indication that they have ever affected the Cambrian
rocks or in many cases come within several miles of them. If. then, static

metamorphism can cause the more or less perfect recrystallization of argillace-

ous rocks, it seems most reasonable to believe that similar rocks, also deeply

buried, charged with fluids and certainly heated during erogenic movements of

great intensity, would, in the process of time, crystallize so as to form phyllites

or mica schists.

A complete discussion of the problem would be out of place in this chapter,

but with this note the writer wishes to record his belief in the soundness of the

time-honoured conception of dynamic metamorphism.

Eocic Creek Plutonic Rocks.

Near the forks of Rock creek a small area of plutonic rocks occurs between

the Paleozoic sediments of the Anarchist series and the Tertiary lavas north of

the creek. The plutonics include granodiorite, basic diorite, and serpentinized

dunite. All of these cut the Paleozoics. The diorite is cut by the granodiorite

which has furnished arkose material to the Kettle River Oligocene formation.

Both granodiorite and diorite are therefore of pre-Oligocene age and are

probably post-Carboniferous. The dunite has been vigorously crushed and
sheared, indicating that it also dates from pre-Oligocene time.

Diorite.—The diorite is a dark green, medium-grained rock. It is greatly

altered, but the original essential constituents seem to be biotite, green

hornblende, and plagioclase of medium acidity. Magnetite, apatite, titanite,

§ CL P. Termier. Congr^s geologique Internationale, Compte Rendu, Ninth session,

Vienna. 1903. pp. 571-586.
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and interstitial quartz are the primary accessories. The rock may be classified

as a biotite-hornblende diorite.

Granodiorite.—The granodiorite sends apophyses into the diorite and at a

few points encloses blocks of it, so that their relative age is determined. The
granodiorite is rather coarse-grained and of a reddish-gray colour much lighter

than that of the diorite. The constituent feldspars include basic andesine near

Ab, Anj (dominant), with orthoclase and microperthite. The other essentials

are quartz, biotit€, and hornblende, each of which has optical characters like

those of the respective minerals in the older diorite. This rock too is notably

crushed and altered. Epidote, calcite, and kaolin are very abundant secondary

constituents.

Diorite and granodiorite disappear on the east under the Tertiary arkose

and lavas, so that the whole original extent of these plutonic bodies is not

known.
A larger area of somewhat crushed granodiorite is exposed on the slope

south of the confluence of Rock creek and Kettle river. In that area some
three square miles of the Boundary belt are underlain by the granodiorite which
seems to have the field relations of a typical stock or batholith. The body

extends for an unknown distance south of the Boundary line. It sends a con-

spicuous, wide apophysis northward to the Kettle river at the ' Riverside Hotel.'

This great dike cuts the Anarchist phyllites and seems to be continued beyond
the river by a strong dike of the same rock, cutting limestone and quartzite.

Petrographieally this granodiorite is practically identical with that cropping

out at the forks of Rock creek but has a basified contact-phase recalling the

quartz diorites.

Dunite.—Dunite, generally altered to serpentine, occurs at two different

localities in the valleys of Rock creek and Kettle river. One mile up the river

from their confluence several large outcrops of heavily slickensided serpentine

and talc, shown microscopically to have been derived from a pure olivine-

ehromite rock, were found. The structural relations and total area of this body
could not be accurately determined. On the west and southwest it is either

covered by Tertiary conglomerate or cut ofif by the chonolith of rhomb-
porphyry. On the east the serpentine disappears beneath the river gravels and'

it was not found in place beyond the river.

In the deep gorge of Rock creek, immediately below Baker creek, a some-
what less obscure occurrence of the dunite was discovered. In spite of the pro-

found crushing to which the dunite and its country-rocks have been subjected,

it seems clear that the dunite forms an intrusive dike at least 100 feet wide,

striking in a general northeast-southwest direction. A yet larger dike,

measuring 300 feet in width, crops out on the slope a half-mile west of the forks

of the creek. Both dikes cut the Anarchist phyllite and associated rocks. The
dunite is like that on the Kettle river, which is, therefore, probably also a great

dike and contemporaneous with the dikes on Rock creek.

The dike at the canyon has been studied with more care than the others

and has been subjected to chemical analysis. In general ths) roj'j ii riiMiira,
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compact, and of a greenish-black colour, mottled with abundant areas of

rather pale green talc. Olivine is the only visible primary essential and occurs

with its usual granular habit. Neither chromite nor picotite could be certainly

detected in any of three sections cut from the hand-specimens from this

locality. The analysis shows, however, the presence of a small amount of

chromic oxide. The secondary products are the usual ones, serpentine, talc,

tremolite, magnetite, and a carbonate which is probably dolomite. Small grains

of pyrite, doubtless introduced during the alteration of the rock, were also seen

in the hand-specimen.

Professor Dittrich's analysis of this typical, though partially hydrated and
otherwise altered, dunite (specimen No. 282) gave the following result:

—

Analysts of Boclc Creel- dunite.

SiO, 40.25
TiO, tr.

AlA MO
Fe,0, 4-61

Cr.O .15

FeO 3(M
MnO -U
MrO 37-91

CaO Mfi
Na^O 18

KjO -K
H,0 at 110°C -32

H,0 above 110°C 908
CO l-9.i

100-.'i2

Sp. gr 2-868

The hydration of this rock is evidently so pronounced that a calculation of

the proper norm is not directly possible. The place of the rock in the Norm
classification cannot, therefore, be stated.

Kettle Efver Formation.

General Description.—The map ilhistrates the fact that the Kettle Eiver

formation in its present distribution within the Boundary belt occurs

only in shreds and patches. It has been cut to pieces by faults and by dikes,

sills, and chonoliths of the various porphyries; it has been deeply buried

beneath the Midway lavas. Extensive erosion has in jnany places uncovered

the sediments but has also largely destroyed their continuity by penetrating

the entire formation and laying bare much of its Paleozoic iloor. In conse-

quence of all these events the Kettle River beds now form detached, slab-like

masses seldom more than a few hundred yards in Vidth. At least seventeen

isolated patches of the formation have been found between Midway and the

forks of Rock creek, a distance of fifteen miles in an air line. The formation

does not crop out farther west, but small patches of it are probably represented

in the northern part of the area mapped by Mr. Brock as the ' Boundary Creek

District.'
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No single section gives the whole thickness of the formation and all of the

different sections together do not afford a strict idea of the total thickness nor

of the exact strength of each member. Moreover, from the nature of the forma-

tion it is highly probable that none of the members originally held a given

thickness for many miles across country. A complete columnar section cannot,

therefore, as yet be constructed. All that is now possible is to state the general

succession of the beds and the minimum thickness of each member in its

thickest section, and thus to indicate a minimum thickness for the whole

formation where most completely developed.

The columnar section worked out on this basis may be described as follows:

Columnar section of Kettle River formation.

Top, conformable contact with overlying Midway lavas.

1,000+feet—Fossiliferons, gray, feldspathic sandstones with thin interbeds of shale.
9004- " Coarse conglomerate.
200+ " Coarse arkose-breccia (a local deposit).

2,100+
"

Base, unconformable contact with underlying Anarchist series and with pre-

Tertiary plutonic intrusives.

The basal arkose-breecia crops out only in one place, in the form of an

elongated area cresting the north wall of Eock creek canyon between the forks

and Johnston creek. It is composed of angular to subangular blocks of the

diorite and granodiorite on which the breccia lies, so that it is likely that few

or none of the blocks have travelled far from their parent Tertiary ledges.

The blocks are of variable size, many of them being four feet or more ia

diameter. Very few are rounded; it is not certain that any at all are water-

worn. The cement is simply the disintegrated, highly feldspathic material of

the granitic rocks. From its evidently local nature one would not expect the

breccia to form the base of the formation generally. In fact, that member is

wanting at the lower contacts where the formation rests on the Anarchist

quartzites and phyllites; such contacts were discovered at several points to the

south of the Kettle river and of Hock creek.

The conglomerate is well exposed in Eock creek canyon from one to two

miles upstream from its mouth, and again, on the summit immediately south

•>f the Riverside hotel. In the former locality it forms part of the roof of the

Eock creek chonolith of rhomb-porphyry. At the latter locality the conglom-

erate lies, with evident unconformity, on the Anarchist quartzites and green-

stones. In neither case nor at any other locality was the top of the conglom-

erate recognized; its uppermost beds have been eroded away or faulted out of

sight.

The rock is a well consolidated, gray to brownish mass of rounded X)ebbles

and boulders of all diameters up to three feet. These are almost always well

water-worn. In composition they reflect the formations ou which the conglom-

erate rests; gray quartzite, white and gray limestone, vein quartz, slate, phyllite,

greenstone, amphibolite. altered porphyrites, and granodiorite are all more or
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less abundantly represented among the pebbles. Most of them were manifestly

derived from the Anarchist series and have probably not been carried far by
the moving water. The cement is sandy and often somewhat calcareous. On
the hill south of the Riverside hotel the conglomerate is notably uniform, with
only a very few, small lenses of sandstone. In the canyon sections, beds of

both grit and sandstone, reaching three or four feet in thickness, interrupt the

coarser sediment. These finer-prained beds are characterized by sliver-like,

subangiilar fragments of black aigillite, from one-half to one inch in length.

Such fragments are identical in appearance with smaller ones occurring in the

thick sandstone member and serve as a kind of fossil in suggesting that sand-

stone and conglomerate belong to one conformable series of l)eds.

N.W. S.E.

\500ieet above 5eo Level

Feet

FltiUEE 25.—Section northeast of bridge over Kettle River, six miles above Midway.

Legend ;—Dot and-line, Kettle River sandstone. Blank, piUaskite porphyry sills. Solid
blat'k, rhomb porphyry.

At southeast end a comix)site sill of pulaskite porphyry and rhomb-porphyry ; at north-
west end data lacking, owing to land-slide.

Strata which seem to represent the base of the sandstone member are

seen to overlie conformably the conglomerate in the canyon section. About 100

feet of these beds are there exposed and in all respects are like the sandstones

ecxposed in the much thicker sections along the Kettle river and on Myer's creek.

In all cases the sandstones carry plant-stems and the thin interbeds of shale

are carbonaceous.

The best sections in the uppermost member include one on the Kettle

river wagon-road at its abrupt turn four miles west of Midway, and a second,

occurring just above the river alluvium two miles to the northward. The
former locality was long ago noted by Bauerman.§ It is illustrated in Figure

25.

The sandstone is generally of medium to fine grain and of c^slour rangiug
from whitish, through the dominant light gray, to light brown. Even to the

naked eye it normally appears highly feldspathic. A thin section of a typical

specimen was found to consist of angular to subangular fragments of quartz,

§H. Banerman, Report of ProRress, Qeol. Surv., Candida, for 1882-3-1. part B. p. 92.
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orthoclase, microcline, and abundant plagioclase (averaging labradorite)—all

enclosed in a light-coloured, argillaceous base. The sandstone has thus tlio

composition of a bedded arkose.

The argillite interbeds are thin-layered, often papery. The colours are

light to dark gray and blackish, the variation depending on the relative con-

tent of carbonaceous matter. The lighter coloured shales are rather highly

silicious and weather almost white.

A bed of coal is reported to have been found near the base of the sand-

stone in the canyon section but it was not accessible at the time of the writer's

Visit to the section. No reliable statement as to its thickness could be obtained

from the settlers, but it is doubtless thin; on account of the fact that the area

of the enclosing sandstone is very small, this coal could have little practical

importance unless it were of relatively great total thickness.

Reviewing the characteristics of the different members of the formation,

we are prepared to find that the fossils contained indicate a fresh-water origin

for this series of beds. Such is, in fact, the most probable view of the Kettle

River formation. Some horizons (the paper-shales particularly) suggest lacus-

trine sedimentation; others suggest fluviatile sedimentation. As the average

lake is an enlarged river-channel, so the larger rivers in flood are temporary

lakes. It is here very difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish in most of the

beds those which were laid down during river-floods from those laid down on
the floor of a permanent lake.

Geological Age.—The Kettle River beds are seldom entirely free from traces

of fossil plants and at a few horizons useful material was collected during the

seasons of 1902 and 1905. (Plate 36.) The different collections have been grouped
under the locality numbers 250 (where specimens were taken in both years), 271,

1001 and 1007. These localities are marked on the MS map. No animal remains
were found at any point, though special search was made for them at the many
ledges exposed. The plant remains wore sent to Professor D. P. Penhallow of

McGill University, who reported at length on the collection. His paper was
published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, 1908, and is

reprinted as Appendix B of the present report. The reader is recommended to

read this important study of the British Columbia fossil plants recently

collected; it will be found that the treatment of the Kettle River fossils is

specially full. Pour new species belonging to the genera Picea, Pinus, and
Ulmus are named and described. The present writer is under deep obligation

to Professor Penhallow for the special pains which he took with this

set of collections. His report is of immediate value in the present connection

since it contains a full discussion of the Kettle River flora as compared with

the floras of the Similkameen and other formations of the west. As a result

of his work Professor Penhallow concluded that the Kettle River beds should

be referred to the Oligocene and so they have been mapped in the accompany-

ing sheet. Their general correlation with the Tertiary formations of the

United States and Canada is also discussed in the paper by Professor Pen-

hallow.
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Midway Volcanic Group (m part).

General Bescrvption.—The town of Midway lies well within a large area of

basic volcanic rocks which extend along the Forty-ninth Parallel continiiously

from a point about three miles due east of the town to a point eight miles west

of it. On east and west alike the volcanies are bounded by the much older

Paleozoic sedimentary complex, so that the lavas may be said to lie in a great

syncline-like depression between the Paleozoic rocks of the Phoenix mining dis-

trict and the Paleozoics of Anarchist-mountain plateau. Mr. Brock has shown

that the Midway volcanies extend for at least fifteen miles to the northward of

the Boundary line in the longitude of Midway. It is not known how far they

extend to the southward.

The entire group of volcanies is believed to be of post-Cretaceous age.

At several points they rest with apparent conformity on the Oligocene Kettle

River sandstones and show no evidence of having undergone the intense crush-

ing and profound metamorphism which have affected the Paleozoic lavas in

their immediate vicinity. Though of such relatively recent date—late Oligocene

or post-Oligocene—the Midway lava formation is considerably faulted and tilted,

the older lavas having shared the disturbances that have affected the underly-

ing sandstones.

The upturning has in a measure facilitated the discovery of the stratigraphic

relations but it has been found that the exposures within the Boundary belt are

too imperfect to declare the whole stratigraphy. Nine different types of lava

and several horizons of agglonierate and tuff are represented. These rocks are

cut by basic dikes and sheets which have solidified into porphyritee not to be

easily distinguished from the compact phases of the extrusives. The structural

complexity has been heightened by the injection of many dikes, sheets, and
more irregular bodies of syenite porphyry. As a result of these various processes

the succession and relative volumes of the different lavas are only partly

determined.

The nine types of lava include olivine basalt, augite andesite, hornhlende-

augite andesite, biotite-augite andesite, homblende-augite-biotite andesite,

biotite andesite, trachyte, extrusive rhomb-porphyry, and an analcitic lava. The
first six species have normal characters and their description need not be

detailed; the last two species named are quite unusual types and will be described

at greater length.

Tuffaceous beds are not rare, though they are subordinate to the massive

flows. The pyroclastic phases seem to be most commonly associated with, and
composed of, the trachyte.

Petrography of 8uhalkaline Lavas.—The olivine hasalt occurs on the slopes

northwest of Midway and at various other points on the north side of the Kettle

river. A notable area of this rock is also found on the rolling plateau between
the river and Myer's creek canyon. The basalt has the usual deep gray-green to

blackish colour, with phenocrysts of augite, olivine, and, generally, basic labra-

dorite. The ground-mass shows the usual variation from the diabasic aggregate

of basic plagioclase and augite to the glassy paste cementing microlites of thoee
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minerals. The specific gravities of four compact, comparatively fresh specimens

vary from 2-66.3 to 2-759, thus roughly indicating the variable proportion of

glass in the rock. At times this lava is highly pcoriaceous; calcite and chlorite

usually fill the gas-pores.

Augite andesite is yet more abundant than the basalt. In many essential

respects excepting in the absence of pbenocrystic olivine and in the lower per-

centgge of the pyroxene and iron oxide, this andesite seems to be lithologically

similar to the basalt. One fresh compact specimen has the specific gravity,

2-733. Like the basalt and, in fact, like all the other Midway lavas, the ande-

site is not crushed or sheared but it is considerably altered as if by ordinary

weathering.

The hornhlende-hearing andesites were found at only one locality. The
top of the low mountain immediately to the northwest of the confluence of

Myer's creek and the river, is composed of a vesicular to compact andesite

which bears phenocryst-s of labradorite, hornblende, less abundant augite, and
sometimes biotite. The biotite-free phases seem to be the commonest in the

sections actually traversed. The sporadic apjaearance of the mica among the

j'henocrysts is a phenomenon not well understood but it was observed that, in

one thick flow finely exposed in the cliff overlooking the river, the compact
interior of the mass carried all three femic phenocrysts, while the vesicular

surface shell of the flow carried only hornblende and augite.

Macroscopically these two andesites are very similar, with a fairly light,

greenish-gray to brownish-gray colour except where the lustrous-black pheno-

crysts interrupt the general surface of the rock. In each case the ground-mass
is habitually hypoerystalline or else a microcrystalline aggregate of andesine,

hornblende, rare augite granules, and considerable primary quartz.

In the precipitous cliff just mentioned the hornblende-bearing andesites

are seen to overlie vesicular flows of hiotite-augite andesite. The vesicles of

these conformable flows are here and there arranged in rude layers which indi-

cate a probable local strike of the series of N. 30° E. and a dip of 10°-20° to

the northwestward.

The augite-biotite andesite is much darker coloured and clearly more basic

than the overlying flows. Labradorite is a never-failing phenocryst. The
biotite is sometimes more abundant than the augite biit the reverse relation

often holds. The ground-mass is generally glassy, with microlites of feldspar

and augite. Primary quartz seems to be quite absent. The specific gravity

of a non-vesicular, fresh specimen is 2-6.33, showing the presence of consider-

able glass. As usual with these lavas both phenocrysts and ground-mass are

often much altered. The gas-pores of the vesicular parts are filled with quartz,

calcite. or a yellow zeolite, probably delessite. In two thin sections of this

andesite the base was found to carry orthoclase in considerable amount. It

occurs in minute, allotriomorphic individuals which are intersertally arranged

with respect to the ground-mass microlites of andesine. The abundance of

orthoclase and the presence of biotite suggest a content of potash like that of

some latites.
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The augite-biotite andcsite occurs at various other ptoints both north and
south of the rivei^—on the slope southwest of Midway, on the hills eouth of

Mirer's creek, and on the slopes of the Kettle river valley opposite Rock creek.

Bioiite andesite was found at only two points, cropping out in the wall of

the box-canyon on Myer's creek three miles from the main river, and again in

the blocks of a volcanic agglomerate found on the left bank of the river three

miles north of the first locality. In both cases the rock is highly vesicular and
varies in colour from a dark greenish-gray to a more ashy hue. Dark brown
biotite and basic andesine form the phenocrysts. The ground-mass is chiefly

glass in which minute plagioclase microlites are embedded. Chemically this

rock may be equivalent to the augite-biotite andesite.

The hiotite-trachyte is extensively developed on the heights north of the

Kettle river and east of Rock Creek post-office. It also crops out in the box-

canyon of Myer's creek five miles above the confluence with the river. A some-

what doubtful and certainly local body of it was noted a few hundred yards

northeast of the bold cliff at the elbow of the Kettle river four miles west of

Midway. At all the localities the trachyte is notably uniform in field-habit

and in composition. Chemically it is unquestionably very similar to the

analyzed syenite porphyry to be noted as forming the great sills and dikes

northeast of the Kettle river bridge. One can scarcely doubt that the trachyte

and syenite porphyry belong to the same eruptive period.

The trachyte is a brownish-gray, commonly vesicular rock with conspicu-

ous phenocrysts of feldspar and biotite, though the latter mineral is not always

macroscopically visibje. In one thin section augite was seen to occur among
the phenocrysts. The feldspars range from one to three millimetres in diameter;

the biotites, from 0-5 mm. to 1-5 mm. in diameter of foils. In oajch case the

average and maximum sizes are much smaller than in the intrusive, syenite-

porphyry phase of the same magma. The phenocrystic feldspars were found

to be quite variable in composition. They may be made up of labradorite

wholly surrounded by thick shells of orthoclase or soda-orthoclase ; or of true

microperthite and soda-orthoclase without associated plagioclase; or of ortho-

clase and andesine occurring together but not intergrown. The biotite is deep

brown and intensely pleochroic.

The ground-mass is generally microcrystalline and is then composed of

minute feldspars of tabular form. These are almost invariably murky with

alteration-products, so that their determination is not easy. Most of them are

untwinned and are probably sndiferous orthoclase. A little interstitial quartz

is often visible. Magnetite and apatite are the well individualized accessories.

Some brownish glass is occasionally present; it is never abundant.

The rock is to be classed among the alkaline biotite-trachytcs, the effusive

form of a typical pulaskite.
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EocK Creek Chonolith.

STRUCTURAL RELATIONS.

Just above its confluence with Kettle river, Rock creek flows througli a

narrow steep-walled gorge in which excellent sections, not only of the Oligo-

cene sandstones and conglomerates but also of an intrusive jxjrphyry cutting

the sediments, may be studied. For nearly two miles the creek flows between

walls composed of the porphyry, or of the porphyry overlain by the sandstone-

conglomerate formation. A somewhat prolonged field study of this mass of

porphyry showed that it covers about five square miles within the five-mile

Boundary belt. It is the largest known body of this rock in the region.

At several points the porphyry splits the Tertiary elastics after the manner
of a thick sill or laccolith. At other points the intruded mass followed the con-

tact-surface of the unconformable Tertiary and Paleozoic rocks. At still other

points the intrusive contact cuts across Tertiary conglomerate and Paleozoic

quartzite or schist alike. For long distances the contact-line of the porphyry

is, as shown on the map, remarkably straight but is characterized by.

several rectangular bends. These elements of form in the contact-surface are

such as might be produced if the magTiia has entered an ojiening bounded by

two systems of faults or master joints cutting each otSer at right angles. The

intrusive is never equigranular and nowhere displays the characteristics of

a plutonic rock of the batholithic order. The steady persistence of the porphy-

ritic structiu-e even in ledges farthest removed from contacts is, on the other

hand, a good indication that the whole mass has been injected and does not

enlarge downwardly, like e; stock or batholith. The exceedingly irregular form

of the body and its relation to the invaded formations forbids our classifying

it among the laccoliths. It has, indeed, been taken as a type of the intrusive

bodies called ' chonoliths ' by the writer.*

The porphyry has two strongly contrasted phases. One of these character-

izes the principal part of the chonolith; the other is regularly found along

its walls and roof and is the product of rapid chilling on the contacts.

DOMINANT ROCK TYPE.

General Descriptwi.—The principal phase is a greenish-gray, nearly or

quite holocrystalline, fine-grained rock which is often so abundantly charged

with phenocrysts as to appear equigranular. The microscope shows, however,

that the porphyritic structure is always present. The phenocrysts always include

rhomb-shaped feldspar, and augite, which are generally accompanied by

biotite and a few small olivine crystals. In some cases biotite is a more
important phenocryst than augite. The feldspar rhombs vary from 2 mm. to

5 mm. in length; the augite prisms, from 1 mm. to 3 mm. in length; the biotite

foils, from. 1 mm. to 4 mm. in diameter. The olivines are seldom clearly visible

to the naked eye, partly because of their being serpentinized and partly because

•Chap. XXV.; also Jour. Geology, Vol. 13, 1905, p. 499.

25a—vol. ii—26
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of their small diameters of 1-5 mm. or less. The ground-mass is composed of

a fine-grained aggregate of alkaline feldspars and numerous microlites of

augite and biotite, along with some titanite, abundant accessory titaniferous

magnetite, and large prisms of apatite. In several of the thin sections nephe-

lite, occurring in small, stout, hexagonal prisms, enters the list of accessories,

but it has generally been altered to hydronephelite. Calcite and serpentine

are the principal accessory products, the former apparently resulting from the

alteration of the rhomb-feldspars, the latter from the alteration of olivine. A
variable amount of isotropic matter, almost certainly glass, forms a base within

the ground-mass.

Notwithstanding the development of the secondary products noted, the

rock must be regarded as fresh. It is strong and breaks with a sonorous,

phonolitic ring. The changes suffered by the olivine and rhomb-feldspars

are doubtless due to the action of imprisoned magmatic water, rather than to

ordinary weathering. The augite and biotite and the feldspars of the ground-

mass are, in the specimens collected, generally quite unaltered—a testimony to

the freshness of the rock.

The specific gravity of this phase varies from 2-647 to 2-751. The higher

value applies to a holocrystalline specimen rich in phenocrystic augite. The
lower values correspond to specimens with some glass in the ground-mass.

Rhotnli-feldspar.—The phenocrystic feldspar of this phase is more or less

opaque and generally of a brownish colour, through the inclusien of small

augite, magnetite, and apatite crystals and granules. Twinning is not visible

macroscopically. The bounding surfaces of the crystals are never smooth but

are affected by irregular shallow bays filled with the material of the ground-

mass. Yet the surfaces approximate closely in their positions and relations

to the crystal planes characteristic of the phenocrystic feldspar in the Nor-

wegian rhomb-porphyry, viz. (110), (110), (201). Both the basal and

clinopinacoidal cleavages are well developed. Individual phenocrysts cleaved

parallel to the base are roundish or rectangular; those cleaved parallel to (010)

have acute-rhombic outlines similar to those of the well-known anorthoclase

in the Norwegian porphyry and in the lavas of Kilimandjaro.

Under the microscope these feldspars are generally seen to be zoned; others

are unzoned and then have the same optical properties and chemical composition

as the cores of the zoned individuals. The core composes from 50 to 90 per

cent or more of each zoned crystal, averaging about 80 per cent of it.

In its general properties the core is somewhat allied to anorthoclase. The
double refraction is relatively low; the single refraction is somewhat greater

than that of orthoclase or that of the outer shell of the zoned individuals. Very
often the sections transverse to the zone of cleavages display the fine mesh so

characteristic of anorthoclase and due to the simultaneous development of

albite and pericline twinning. On cleavage plates parallel to the base the

extinction is nearly parallel to tne trace of the pinacoidal cleavage but it may
be as much as 1° from strict parallelism. Two sections nearly perpendicular to
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the acute bisectrix showed that the optical angle is relatively small (2V esti-

mated to be between 40° and 50°).

The first notable difference from true anorthoclase was discovered in sec-

tions nearly or quite parallel to (010). Such sections are abundant in the slides

and are readily recognized by their rhombic outlines. The obtuse positive

bisectrix emerges centrally in these sections. The extinction as determined in

sixteen zoned individuals, all cut nearly parallel to (010), varies from 2° to 14°.

In these cases equal illumination of core and outer shell occurred at angles

varying from 30° to 40° with respect to the trace of the basal cleavage. Using
this principle of equal illumination after the method invented by Michel-Levy,

it seems possible to orientate the directions of extinction on (010) ; they are

characteristically negative and read, on the average, about -10°. The core is

generally inclosed in a single thin shell with extinction on (010) varying from
+4° 30' to +12°, but there is often a yet thinner intermediate shell with an
extinction close to 0°. The outer shell is never twinned, is glass-clear, and has

the single and double refraction of orthoclase, or, in many cases, soda-orthoclase.

The intermediate shell is optically and, doubtless chemically, a feldspar transi-

tional between the core feldspar and the outermost orthoclase.

Though in other respects resembling anorthoclase the feldspar of the cores

shows the anomalous average extinction of -10° (maximum at -14°) on (010),

thus contrasting with the angles of + 6° 30' to +10° for anorthoclase. This
behaviour suggested that the mineral might contain a notable amount of the

barium feldspar (celsian) molecule which, in hyalophane, has the property of

developing negative angles of extinction; those angles increase in size as the

celsian constituent of hyalophane increases in amount. A quantity of cleavage

fragments of the rhomb-feldspars were accordingly broken out of the rock,

cleansed from adhering material of the ground-mass and submitted to Mr.
Connor for anal:[si8. The analysis resulted as follows :—

SiOj M-60
TiOj -60

AUG, 2217
FejO, 2-00

MrO 1-30

CaO 4-62

SrO -80

BaO 109
Na.0 4-46

K,0 5-58

HjO 2-50

99-72

The material was evidently impure, the microscope showing that augite and

titaniferous magnetite are the more important primary inclusions in the feld-

spar. On account of the presence of the minute but heavy inclusions, separa-

tion by heavy solutions is, in this case, a highly objectionable method. It

seemed better to use the hand-picked material and then calculate the feldspar's

composition after eliminating the oxides introduced into the analysis by the

inclusions. For this purpose the augite is regarded as having the composition

25a—vol. ii—26J
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of thiit ill aualcite basalt from Colorado,* the analysis of which gives essential

oxides in the following percentages: SiO., 49-26; Al^Os, 6-01; FCjO,, 3-31;

FeO, 4-23; MgO, 12-40; CaO, 21-79. The'iron oxide not entering into the

constitution of the aiigite is regarded as contained in the titaniferous magnetite.

The calcium of calcite is considered as derived from the feldspar; the corres-

ponding CO, is subtracted from the total.

Recalculating the analysis after these eliminations we have :

—

Per cent. Molecules.

SiO, o7-98 -966

AUDj 25-28 -248

CaO 2-74 -WS
SrO -93 -009

BaO 1-28 -008

Na,0 5-24 -084

KjO 6-55 -070

10000

The analysis shows that the feldspar is relatively rich in barium and stron-

tium oxides and seems to confirm the view that the peculiar optical properties

are to be correlated with the presence of those oxides.

The molecular proisortions in the ' purified ' feldspar correspond to the

following proportions among the four recognized feldspar molecules and a hypo-

thetical ' strontium feldspar ' molecule which is analogous to that of celsian.

Albite 42
Orthoolase 36
Anorthite 12

• Celsian 5
"Strontium feldspar" 5

100

It should be noted that, since a certain though small proportion of the outer

shells (composed of aj^pareutly pure orthoclase) of .^ome of the phenocryst frag-

ments are included in the analyzed sample, the proportion of the potash mole-

cule is somewhat higher than it would be found in the anomalous cores of the

phenocrysts. The core feldspar (making up, as estimated, about 80 per cent of

the average phenocryst) is clearly an imusual species, carrying, as it does, essen-

tial amounts of five different bases. It is perhaps best described as an abnormal

anorthoclase, rich in the barium-strontium feldspar molecules.

Other Constituents.—The phenocrystic pyroxene is greenish-black in the

hand-specimen and very pale green in thin section. It is not sensibly pleo-

chroic and has the optical characters of common auglte. It incloses magnetite

and apatite but is itself of earlier generation than the phenocrystic feldspar.

The biotite is apparently a common, highly ferruginous variety of mica, with

intense pleoehroism in colour-tints from pale to very deep leaf-brown. The

rather rare olivine phenocrysts are everywhere entirely altered to brownish-

yellow serpentine and dolomite but the shape and general habit of the

pseudomorphs leave little doubt as to the nature of the original mineral.

•Bull. 228, U.S. Geol. Suivey, p. 165 and Jour. Geology, V'ul. o, 1897, p. 684.
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The ground-mass feldspars never display rhombic outline and form either

thin tabular crystals or stouter individuals of rectangular sections. Many of

them are twinned on the albite law but the twinning lines are seldom clean-cut,

straight, and continuous through the crystal-section as in the case of the soda-

lime feldspars. Both anorthoclase (in these twinned individuals) and sodiferous

orthoelase seem to be represented. The difficulty of diagnosing the often very

minute microlites is great and there is no certainty that soda-lime feldspar may
not also occur. The microlites of augite and biotite react optically like the

corresponding phenocrystic minerals.

The glass in which all the crystalline constituents are embedded is colour-

less to pale brownish. It may be quite isotropic but, in most cases, there are

faint changes of colour as the slide is rotated between crossed nicols and under

the gypsum plate. This anisotropic behaviour is apparently attributable to

incipient zeolitization of the glass. It may be noted that, in the thirty or more

thin sections of this intrusive porphyry, not one shows outlines of analcite in

crystallized individuals. It will be seen that in a closely associated extrusive

lava, primary analcite forms one-third of the rock. In the porphyry of the

chonolith, however, the isotropic base is, seemingly, an entirely interstitial and

amorphous substance, a glass. If analcite is present in the base it must be

secondary and without crystal form.

Chemical Composition and Classificafion of the Rock.—Professor Dittrich

has chemically analyzed a specimen nearly representing this central phase of

the chonolith. The specimen was taken from a ledge on the northern brink

of Rock creek canyon, about 2,500 yards up-stream from the confluence with

Kettle river. The chonolith here contacts with two heavy masses of conglo-

merate which formed part of its roof. The specimen was collected at a

point 200 feet, measured perpendicularly, from- the conglomerate. Even at that

distance the ground-mass of the rock carries a considerable amount (perhaps 20

per cent by volume) of glass. The specific gravity of the analyzed specimen is

only 3-621. From the careful study of many thin sections, the writer has con-

cluded that the completely holocrystalline phase must give an almost identical

analysis. Professor Dittrich"s work shows the following proportions among the

oxides (specimen Xo. 1054) :

—

Anulysis of principal phase. Rock Creek chonolith.

Mol.

SiO 51-83 .864

TiO. -86 -on
Al.O, 18-25 -178

Fe,0, 4-36 -027

FeO 1-46 -020

MnO tr

MgO 3.28 -082

CaO 4.08 073

SrO -42 004

BaO -43 -003

Xa,0 4-68 076

K.0 5 "5 -061
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Analysis of principal phase. Rock Creek chonoUth.—Continued.

Mol.
H.O at llflOC .27

H,0 above nO°C 315 -175
P.O. .55 -OM
CO, .13 -010

99-70

Sp.gr 2-621

In many essential respects this rock is mineralogically and chemically like

the classic types described by Brogger, Roseubusch, and Backstrom.* For conven-

ience the average analysis of seven of those types is given in Col. 4, Table XXVI.
Column 5 shows the range of variation in the oxide proportions. The chemical

difference between the Norwegian and British Columbia rocks are largely

explained by the higher proportion of femic minerals in the latter. The large

amount of water liberated above 110° C. is almost certain to have come princi-

pally from the glassy base. Since the rock is so fresh it does not seem possible

that this water was introduced during weathering; it must, seemingly, be

regarded as of primary origin, though it has been responsible for, or, at least

co-operated in, the partial zeolitization of the glassy base. The British Col-

umbia rock rock is further notable for relatively high percentage of BaO and

SrO, two oxides which were not determined in the Norwegian specimens.

Table XXVI.—Analyses of rhomh-porphyries and related rocks.
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Cliemically the rock of the chonolith is most nearly matched by tlie ' basic

syenite ' and ' syenite-porphyry ' from the Highwood mountains, as described

by Pirsson.* The average of four analyses of the latter rocks is noted in Col.

6 of Table XXVi. Pirsson's list of the component minerals is : iron ore, apatite,

biotite, olivine, augite, orthoclase often surrounded with rims of soda-orthoclase,

and sometimes demonstrable nephelite. In the Highwood porphyry the feldspar

phenocrysts have tabular habit and do not form rhombs. Anorthoclase is not

described as occurring in any of the four analyzed tjrpes. The relatively high

barium and strontium oxides suggest that the alkali feldspars, as in the chono-

lith porphyry, are charged with the celsian molecule at least, but the orthoclase

is described as free from an appreciable admixture of the anorthite molecule.

In spite of the differences noted, the rock of the chonolith must be regarded

as remarkably similar to the uncommon basic syenite of the Montana occur-

rence. In the Norm classification, the two enter the same subrang, namely,
the sodipotassic borolanose, of the domalkalic rang, essexase, in the dosalane

order, norgare. The norm of the ehonolithie rock has been calculated as fol-

lows :

—

Orthoclase 33.9-2

Albite 2e.43

Anorthite 11-40

Nephelite 10-51

Diopside 6-32

Hypersthene 5-60

Magnetite 2-09

Hematite 2-88

Ilmenite 1-67

Apatite 1-at

Water 3-42

99-48

Mineralogically and structurally, however, the nearest relative to the

ehonolithie rock is the rhomb-porphyry described by Brogger and others, and
the rock may be referred to henceforth under that name. In the Norm classi-

fication the typical Norwegian rhomb-porphyry is referred by Washington to

laurvikose, the dosodic subrang of the perfelic, persalane order, canadare.

Brogger's ' nephelite rhomb-porphyry ' enters the dosodic subrang, viezzenose,

of the peralkalic rang, miaskase, in the lendofelic, persalane order, russare.

The three types thus represent three different subrangs in as many different

rangs, orders, and classes. The norm-chemical system of classification evi-

dently fails to bring out those similarities among the three types which must
impress the field-geologist in the highest degree. The older, more purely

mineralogical classification, laying emphasis on the dominance of the rare

feldspar, anorthoclase, in the at least equally rare rhombic form, obscures the

obvious differences in niagmatic relationships. Neither as borolanose nor as

rhomb-porphyry is the British Columbia rock ideally classified. That can only

be done when what may be called a mode-chemical system of classification is

* L. V. Pirsson, Bull. 237, U.S. Geol. Surv., pp. 89 ff. 1905.
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perfected. Meantime, in naming the rock rhomb-porphyry the need of the field

geologist is the better satisfied. It may thus bo flofincd as a basin rhomb-por-

phyry rich in augite and biotite; where vitrophyric, it is charged with much
original water resident in the more or less zeolitized glass.

CONTACT PHASE OF THE CHONOI.ITH.

For distances under fifty feet, measured perpendicularly from the contact,

the chonolithic rock has a field-habit notably unlike that of the phase just

described. This difference is due simply to chilling on roof or walls. Within

this chilled zone the rock is a dark bluish-gray or slaty-gray, very fine-grained

porphyry. The phenocrysts are again chiefly rhomb-feldspars which are here

quite glassy and less charged with inclusions and secondary calcite than the

feldspar of the central phase. They measure from 2 mm. or less, to 6 mm. in

length. With them, a few augite prisms up to 2 mm. or 3 mm. long, and

hexagonal biotite foils from 1 mm. to 2 mm. in diameter, may be seen in the

hand-specimen. At other localities biotite is not phenocrystic but is abundant

in the ground-mass.

A typical specimen of this phase will serve as a basis for its further des-

cription. It was collected at the same group of ledges from which the analyzed

specimen of the central phase was taken but at a point only ten feet from the

invaded conglomerate. Under the hammer the chilled phase breaks with a

sonorous, almost metallic ring which, of itself, indicates the signal freshness

of the rock at the average outcrop.

Under the microscope this type specimen of the chilled phase shows a few

small serpentinized olivines among the more conspicuous phenocrysts. The acces-

sories are the same as in the central phase with the exception that nephelite

was nowhere recognized in the thin section. The ground-mass is hyalopilitic

with many minute, acicular augites, thin biotite foils, and feldspar microlites.

embedded in a base which is almost certainly a true glass somewhat zeolitized.

This base, composing at least 40 per cent of the rock by volume, generally

polarizes with exceeding faintness, the anisotropic property being only appre-

ciated witli the g.vpsum plate. Just how far the anisotropy is due to devitrifi-

cation and how far, possibly, to the straining of the glass, cannot be declared.

In spite of close study, with high magnification, there is no certain clue as

to the nature of the devitrification product or products. That a large amount

of glass still remains is indicated by the low specific gravity of the specimen,

viz., 2-608. Other fresh hand-specimens have 'specific gravities of 2-56-1: and

2-645. The average specific gravity of this phase is about 2-600, and contrasts

with that of the central phase, which is about 2-740. Excepting the small

amount of serpentine derived from the olivines, here and there a minute point

of calcite, and the undetermined zeolite of the base, there are no noteworthy

secondary products visible in thin section. The rock is exceptionally fresh.

Professor Dittrieh's analysis of this specimen (No. 1053) gave the following

result :

—
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Analysis of chilled contact-phase, Boch Creeh chonolith.

Mol.

SiO. 52-43 -874

TiO. ^ -86 -Oil

ALd, 1918 -188

Fe,d, 3-51 -022

Fed 208 029

MnO tr

MgO 2-61 065

CaO 3-71 066

Srd -42 004

BaO -35 002

Na.0 4-85 078

K.d 5-9o 064

H,0 at 110°C -27

H,0 above 110°C 319 -178

P;d5 -42 003

Cd;. tr

99-83

Sp.gr 2-60S

The oxides are present in proportions essentially similar to those in the

central phase. The almost perfect freshness of this rock shows even more clearly

that the water, great in amount as it is, is an original constituent and is

derived chiefly from the base of the rock, a small part of it emanating from the

mica.

The norm of the chilled phase of the chonolith has been calculated as

follows :—
drthoclase 35-58

Albite 20-96

Anorthite 12-79

Nephelite 10-79

Hypers^thene 4-90

Diopside 3-46

Magnetite 4-18

Ilmenite 1-67

Hematite -. -64

Apatite -93

Water 3-46

99-36

The rock is borolanose in the Xorm classification ; a basic rhomb-porphyry

in the older classification.

Other Intrusions of Ehomb-porphyrt.

A smaller intrusive mass of the porphyi-y occurs on the slope south of the

Kettle river about two miles below Eock Creek post office. The exposures are

not extensive but the body is elongated and seems to have a dike-like form, at

least 1-5 miles long by 400 to 800 yards in width. It cuts the Paleozoic phyllites

and quartzites as well as a small patch of Tertiary sandstone at the southern end

of the body. The northern end cannot be seen, as it is covered by the Kettle

river gravels. On account of the imperfect exposure, the exact structural rela-
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tions were not determinable, but the mass appears to form a cross-cutting,

injected body and may fall in the chonolith class rather than in that of dikes or

sills.

A third large area of the porphyry crops out on the slope north of Kock
creek and west of the large chonolith. It is quite possible that this more westerly

mass really forms part of the chonolith and that the two are connected under-

ground. They are separated by Tertiary conglomerate overlying pre-Tertiary

granodiorite.

Petrographically, these porphyries are practically indistinguishable from the

porphyry of the large Rock Creek chonolith. Both the ' central ' and 'contact-

chilled ' phases are represented with typical characters.

The Tertiary sandstones of the wagon-road section four miles west of

Midway and those exposed east of the bridge two miles to the northward, are cut

by dikes and sills of the porphyry. In all these thinner bodies the porphyry has

the habit of the ' chilled ' phase of the chonolith above described. A small

amount of nephelite is almost always present ; it occurs in the ground-mass and

often forms small idiomorphic, phenocryst-like crystals. In no case, however,

does the nephelite rival the rh6mb-feldspar, the augite, or the biotite in abun-

dance. As a rule the ground-mass is not vitrophyric and in this respect the dike

and sill-rocks are more like the central phase of the Eock Creek chonolith.

Other dikes or sheets appear to cut the basalts on the heights north of the

Kettle river above the bridge. Still others cut the Anarchist schists at various

points between the Eock Creek chonolith and Osoyoos lake. The most westerly

occurrence discovered is that on the summit foiir miles east of Osoyoos lake and

1-5 miles north of the Boundary line. At that point the Anarchist phyllite-

amphibolite complex is cut by several north-south, nearly vertical dikes of the

porphyry, several of which approximate a hundred feet in width. These dikes

are twelve miles or more west of the Eock Creek chonolith and twenty miles west

of the most easterly dikes of the rhomb-porphyry within the Boundary belt. The
relatively wide distribution of this peculiar rock-type is paralleled in the classic

Norwegian district. Here as there, similar conditions of magmatic differentia-

tion and of crystallization seem to have prevailed over a large area. In neither

case, however, does it appear necessary to believe that the region was imderlain

by a continuous, deep couche of the magma respectively represented by the por-

phyry actually intruded. It is at least as probable that each of these porphyry

types is the product of splitting from one or more deep-seated masses of more
usual composition.

ExTRusn'E Phase of the Rhomb-porphyby.

Along its northern edge the normal porphyry of the Eock Creek chonolith

lies in contact with a highly vesicular and doubtless extrusive phase of the

same rock. The relation between the two is very obscure. In the field no
sharp line of demarcation, separating the phases, can be drawn. The same is

true of the contact between the lava and the intrusive body of i>orphyry west

of the large chonolith. It is possible that the phases merge into each other,
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so that the same magma which, has intrusive relations on the south, found free

vent to the surface at the northern extremity of the chonolith. This lava,

often highly vesicular, composes the heights along the northern limit of the

map on the west side of Kettle river and forms a 'continuous mass for nearly

four miles measured east and west. It is not known how far it extends north-

ward, outside the five-mile Boundary belt. No safe clue could be found as to

the dip or as to the total thickness of the lava; the latter must, however,

measure many hundreds of feet. It is always massive and without such part-

ings as would be expected if the mass were the result of many successive flows.

In any case the flows are thick and, apparently, are unaccompanied by pyro-

clastic materials.

Petrographically this lava closely resembles the chilled phase of the chono-

lith. The colour of the rock varies from slate-gray to the more common
brownish-gray; in the more vesicular lava the tint becomes lighter and more
distinctly brown, changes doubtless incidental to simple weathering in a porous

rock. The vesicles are of all sizes up to those 2 cm. or more in length. They

are regularly tilled with calcite, more rarely by isotropic silica, probably opal.

The lava is always porphyritic; the phenocrysts are rhomb-feldspar

(' anorthoelase ' like that in the phenocrysts of the chonoliths), augite, and

biotite, though, in some slides, the biotite is quite rare among the phenocrysts.

The ground-mass is mostly composed of the same minerals, along with ortho-

clase. All are in microlitic development and are embedded in an abundant

colourless to pale greenish or brownish glass. As in the intrusive phase the

feldspar of the ground-mass never shows rhombic sections. The accessories

are, here also, apatite, titaniferous magnetite, and probably titanite in minute

grains. The apatite occurs in unusually large prisms and is fairly abundant.

The glassy base is sometimes zeolitized and is then brownish and polarizes

faintly, as in the analyzed specimens of the chonolith. The glass is roughly

estimated to compose from 20 to 35 per cent or more of the whole volume.

These estimates agree with those which can be roughly made from the density*

of the rock. For this purpose three fresh specimens of the non-vesicular lava

were specially chosen and their specific gravities determined; the values are,

respectively, 2.597, 2-602 and 2-624. In this respect as in the mineralogical

composition and general habit, the similarity of the lava to the chilled phase

of the chonolith is very manifest. So patent is this resemblance that no

chemical analysis of the lava seemed necessary.

Analcitic Rhomb-porphyry (' shackanite ')

.

North of BocTc Greek.—^As one climbs northward from Eock creek canyon

up the mountain lying immediately east of the north fork of the creek and

about five miles north of the Boundary line, he first passes over Tertiary

conglomerate, then over the most westerly of the three large bodies of intrusive

rhomb-porphyry, and, near the 4,000-foot contour, reaches the edge of the great

lava mass which has just been described. The first summit of the mountain
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i? composed of that lava. At the col just north of that summit and for a half

mile farther north, the ridge is capped by a great mass of lava of a type related

to the one described but distinguished from it both chemically and mineralogi-

cally.

This second kind of lava is often highly vesicular, very massive, and of

the same range of dark colours and general habit as the first type. Though

very compact, it always bears small glassy phenocrysts of rhomb-feldspar and

a few augites visible to the unaided eye. In the field it was not suspected that

the second lava was to have any special interest not shared by the type above

described. As a consequence of this view, only two hand-specimens of this

lava were collected. The desired facts of field occurrence were likewise not

obtained in the measure in which they might have been if the writer had been

conscious of the unusual character of the rock. It is known only that it occurs

in one or more very thick flows and that the lava appears, from its topographic

position, to overlie the first, the more normal rhomb-porphyry lava, though the

two almost certainly belong to the same epoch of extrusion. Whether the two

types are separated by a sharply defined surface of contact is not known. This

rarer type seems to cover about a third of a square mile within the five-mile

Boundary belt and at least as much more beyond its northern limit. How
much additional area is covered by it is also unknown. It is thus clear that

a second visit to the mountain and a careful field-study are required before

a satisfactory account of this occurrence of lava can be given. All that is now
possible is to furnish a brief note on the character of the lava and thus suggest

to some future geologist one more point for study in this complicated and

interesting region.

The real character of this lavia, unique among all the formations occurring

in the whole transmontane section, was revealed only after its optical and

chemical analysis had been performed. Macroscopically, as already noted,

it is much like the rhomb-bearing lava to the south. The rock is usually very

fresh and breaks sonorously under the hammer. The colour is usually a very

dark slate-gray, tending to dark brown on weathered surfaces. The rhomb-

feldspar phenocrysts vary from 1 mm. to 3 mm. in length while the few augite

prisms are even shorter. Under the microscope a few small olivines, altered

to brownish-yellow serpentine or to carbonate, and exceedingly rare foils of

deep brown biotite are seen to form phenocrysts, but both of them are only

accessory constituents. The leading peculiarity of the rock is found in the

ground^mass, which is largely composed of minute but i)erfectly formed analcite

crystals in dodecahedral development. With these are associated many feldspar

microlites and the accessories, apatite, magnetite, a few grains of pyrite, and

probably titanite. All of these minerals are embedded in an abundant, trans-

parent, pale brownish glass which contains a few grains of secondary carbonate,

and may be somewhat zeolitized. With the exception of the alteration of the

olivine and glass, the rock seems to be practically as fresh as the day it first

solidified from fusion.
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To describe the plienocrysts and most of the constituents of the ground-

mass would be merely to repeat the description of the corresponding minerals in

the normal rhomb-porphyry. A principal difference between the two rocks is,

however^ found in the fact that here biotite is only a very rare accessory and
does not occur in the ground-mass. The phenocrystic ' anorthoclase ' retains all

its peculiarities ; the same mineral is the more abundant feldspar of the ground-

mass, the other being glass-clear (probably highly sodiferous) orthoclase, giving

the familiar rectangular sections as in many alkaline porphyries. Plugiodase

feldspar seems to be entirely absent from the rock.

FlGUliE 2().— Partly diagrammatic drawing from thin section of
ground-ma.ss of "shackanite" (neither phenocrysts nor the rare pyrox
ene granules of ground-mass shown). The roundish, often polygonal
crystals are analcite, with and without minute inclusions. The rec-

tangular, trapezohedral, and lath-shaped crystals are alkali feldspar.
Magnetite grains represented in actual proportion. All these crystals

lie in a matrix of brown glass and serpentine (dotted). Diameter of

circle, 1 mm.

The quite isotropic analcite forms sharply marked polygonal or round,

colourless crystals varying from 0-02 mm. to 0'2 mm. in diameter (Fig. 26).

Some of them seem to be quite devoid of inclusions but the majority are charged
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with minute prisms or grains of apatite, magnetite, pyroxene, and probably glass.

These inclusions have a tendency to concentric arrangement within, their host.

The extremely sharp definition and idiomorphism of the crystals and the all but

perfect freshness of the rock are, of themselves, sufficient proof of the primary

nature of the mineral. The well-known demonstrations of Lindgren, Pirsson

and others, as to the occurrence of analcite as a primary, magmatic product in

igneous rocks seem amply sufficient to show the possibility that the mineral with

these optical properties may be truly analcite. The convincing fact as to the

truth of this conclusion is furnished by the chemical analysis of one of the

specimens. The analysis was made by Professor Dittrich with all his accus-

tomed accuracy and thoroughness. The high percentage of combined water

indicates that the isotropic mineral is analcite, rather than a member of the

sodalite family. Moreover, Mr. Connor found, by test, that chlorine shows no

more than a mere trace.

A rough determination of weight percentages by the Eosiwal method gave

the following result :

—

Feldspar phenocrysts (' anorthoclase ') 10-5

Ausite phenocrysts 5o
Olivine phenocrysts 2-6

Analcite 29-2

Feldspar of ground-mass (' anorthoclase ' and sodiferous ortho-
clase)... 23-0

Glass 250
Magnetite 20
Apatite and titanite 20
Biotite -2

100-0

A principal error in this estimate may consist in the figures for glass and

analcite. These were distinguished in the thin section only where the crystal

form of the analcite was clearly seen; where the crystal form was not seen, the

colourless, isotropic, or nearly isotropic material was referred to glass. It is

probable, therefore, that the percentage for glass is too high and that for anal-

cite is too low in the foregoing table.

Professor Dittrich's analysis of a non-vesicular specimen (No. 1064) resulted

as follows:

—

Analysis of ' shackanite.'

MjI.

SiO, 52-24 -871

TiO -73 -009

Al.O, 19-28 -189

Fe;0. 4-31 -027

FeO M3 -015

MnO tr

MeO 1-85 -W*
CaO 4« -079

SrO -^ OW
BaO -36 -002

Na.0 6-34 -102

K,0 2-40 -026
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Analysis of ' shackanite
'—Continued.

Mol.

H,0 at llO-C -80

H.O abore 110=^C 4-63 -258

p;Os -59 004

CO, -35

99-89

Sp. gr 2-528

A second, non-vesicular specimen with more abundant augite had a specific

gravity of 2-637.

Two different norms were cakulated. For the one the combined water was,

as usual, neglected and all the soda was referred to albite and nephelite mole-

cules. The result is:

—

Orthodase 14-46

Albite 43-49

Anorthite 16-96

Nephelite 5-40

Hypersthene 3-50

Diop'side 2-37

Hematite 3-36

Magnetite 1-39

Ilmenite 1-37

Apatite 1-24

Water and CO. 5-78

99-32

A second norm was calculated on the assumption that the combined water

should not be neglected; in this case analcite is a standard mineral, taking the

place of nephelite as the lenad. This norm is essentially like the first except

that the albite is here 33-54 and the analcite replacing the nephelite is 16-72.

According to -the first calculation this rock enters the dosodic subrang,

akerose, of the domalkalic rang, monzonase, in the dosalane order, germanare

—

as defined in the Norm classification.

According to the second calculation the rock enters the dosodic subrang,

essexose, of the domalkalic rang, essexase, in the dosalane order, norgare.

In the older classification the rock may be called an analcitic rhomb-por-
phyry; if any systematist wishes a more compact, single-word name for this

new petrographic type, he could refer to it as ' shackanite.' This word is coined

from the name of the railway station (Shackan) at the southern foot of the

ridge which is crowned by the analcitic rock. Such naming would have the

advantage of avoiding the use of ' porphyry ' as a systematic designation for

another species of effusive lava. The writer would prefer to see the term 'porph-

yry' restricted, in technical petrography, to the porphyritic intrusive rocks.

Other Occii/rrences.—The analcitic rhomb-porphyry lava, generally vesicular,

also crops out liberally on the strong ridges north and northwest of the Kettle

River bridge, six miles above Midway. The upper part of each ridge, through
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an east-west distance of three miles, has excellent bed-rock exposures which
afford some indication of the mode of occurrence of the lava. On the mountain
due north of the bridge it is seen to form massive flows, each a hundred feet

or more in thickness. These are eonfonnably interbedded with several equally

heavy flows (100-200 feet thick) of a vesicular trachyte of quit* different habit

and composition. The two lavas vary in their power of resistance to weather-

ing; the great beds strike regularly N. 45° E. and dip at an average angle of
30° to the southeast. As a result the mountain is strongly ribbed with alternat-

ing scarps and back-slopes with crests of the corresponding ridges trending
N.E.—S.W. (See Plate 73, B.)

On a specially sharp, meridional, 3,100-foot ridge, situated 2-5 miles
farther west, the analeitic lava with tj-pical dliaracter was observed resting on
the Tertiary sandstone. At this point the strike is nearly due north and south;
the dip, 35° E. It is most probable that, between the two localities, the lavas

and sandstone are repeated in outcrop by a nmnber of strike-faults. The
sandstones are cut by large dikes of the rhomb-porphyry with the habit of the
chilled phase of the chonolith. These dikes were probably among the feeders
of the lava flows.

The analeitic porphyry is practically identical in character with that des-

cribed on the west side of the Kettle river. It is here somewhat more vesicular,

the flattened pores reaching an inch in greatest diameter. They are filled

chiefly with caleite but a very few carry a yellowish zeolite.

iNTRUsn^ EocKs CUTTING Kettle EnTR Strata.

All the nine types of the Tertiary lavas were necessarily erupted through

fissures or other vents in which the chemically corresponding '' hypabyssal

'

rocks have crystallized. Most of the lavas are, in fact, paralleled in the dike

and sill rocks which at many points within the Boundary belt cut the Tertiary

sediments and the Paleozoic formations.

Porphyrites.—It has been noted that most of the andesitic species are

closely similar in their chemical composition; their distinction as species is

chiefly based on mineralogical characters which are doubtless due in largest

part to differences of physical conditions during crystallization. Where the

same magmas were intrusive, temperature and some other conditions must
have been more uniform than were those prevailing during the solidification

of the surface lavas. This is a probable reason why few distinct types have

been found among the dikes or sills corresponding to the Midway andesitic

flows.

These types are two in number—hornblende porphyrite and augite-biotite

porphyrite. The former composes a poorly exposed sill cutting the Tertiary

shales and sandstones at the gulch which mouths a half mile northwest of the

Canadian Pacific railway ' T ' at Midway. This is a normal fine-grained porphy-
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rite bearing phenocrystic labradorite and dark-green hornblende, with a felds-

pathic base in which a little primary quartz may be discovered under the

microscope.

The augite-biotite porphyrite forms a number of great dikes and a large

chonolith-like mass cutting the Paleozoic limestone and quartzite on Deer

Hill. An apophysal sill from the largest body cuts the tilted Kettle River

sandstones at the western base of the hill. The same intrusive appears at

several other places in the Boundary belt but the exposures were often not full

enough to declare the structural relations of the bodies. In some cases it was

not possible to tell if the rock were really not a non-vesicular phase of the

surface lava. The Deer Hill dikes and chonolith ( ?) are mineralogically like

"the biotite-augite andesite of the flows, with the natural exception that the

porphyrite is more thoroughly cr;\stallized. The ground-mass is here bolocrys-

talline and generally carries a notable amount of free quartz along with the

feldspar, augite, and biotite microlites. The porphyrite of the apophysal sill

mentioned carries a little phenocrystic hornblende as well as the biotite and

augite.

No dikes corresponding to the effusive olivine basalt are known to occur

in the belt, though it is quite possible that some of the observed basalt is really

in dike relation. A 300-foot sill of fine-grained augite gabbro cuts the Ter-

tiary sandstone on the southern face of the conspicuous north-south ridge

three miles due east of the mouth of Eock creek. This gabbro is probably an

intrusive phase of the same magma which is represented in the vesicular

basaltic flows across the river. The rock has the mineralogical composition

of a typical, fine-grained diabase but has the hypidiomorphic-granular structure.

The pyroxene is common augite without the diallagic parting. A few serpen-

tinized grains of olivine appear in one thin section, suggesting a transition

to the olivine gabbros. A few sporadic flakes of biotite are accessory in the

same thin section. In the sill-rock generally the only essentials are augite and
labradorite.

Pulasl-ite Porphyry.—In the stretch of eight miles between Ingram creek

and the mouth of Rock creek the Tertiary sediments are cut by a large number
of thick sills and dikes of a pulaskite porphyry, which is in strong lithological

contrast to all the other igneous types of the region except the alkaline trachyte.

The porphyry is conspicuous in the field and, if the exposures were sufficient,

it could be mapped with relative ease. Most of the intrusions were found on the

north side of the Kettle river, but a few dikes of the porphyry cut the andesites

on the south side.

Jiist east of the bridge six miles above Midway the porphyry is specially

•developed, generally as sills in the fossiliferous Tertiary sandstone. These sills

vary from 100 feet or less to about 800 feet in thickness. Toward the top of the

broad hill east of the bridge and 1,000 feet above the river, the sandstones are

squarely truncated by an apparently continuous mass of the porphyry of which
-the siUs are offshoots. This larger mass has been injected into the sandstones

without any definite relation to bedding-planes and is perhaps best described as

25a—vol. ii—27
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a chonolith. The northern limit of tlic clionolith is so completely covered by

glacial drift and soil that there the relations of the body could not be deciphered.

On that side the relatively coarse-grained porphyry seems to pass under a thick

cover of its own effusive phase, the vesicular biotite trachyte. Yet it is quite

possible that the two rocks pass into each other gradually, or, thirdly, that they

have been faulted into contact. The difficulty of deciding between these

alternatives is curiously paralleled in the problem above noted in connection

with the rhomb-porphyry chonolith on Eock creek, where, again on the north

side, it makes contact with thick vesicular lavas of the same chemical

composition.

The pulaskite porphyry is very uniform in habit and composition. It

is a light pinkish-fawn rock, carrying abundant phenocrysts of pale, flesh-pink,,

thick-tabular feldspars which reach 1 cm. or more in diameter. A few biotites,

generally under 3 mm. in diameter iovm the only other phenocrysts. Under
the microscope the fawn-coloured ground-mass is seen to be essentially a typical

trachytic mass of tabular feldspars, with which a few small biotites and rare

prisms of green hornblende are associated. A little interstitial quartz and small

amounts of titanite, apatite, and magnetite are accessory. The ground-mass is

highly miarolitic with actual cavities between the feldspars. The resiultia?

porosity goes far to explain the low specific gravity obtained for the fresh

analyzed specimen, namely, 2-497.

The feldspars are all more or less cloudy with decomposition-products,

calcite and kaolin. The phenocrysts are chiefly soda-orthoclase with extinc-

tion on (010) of 12°-i-. This feldspar has a tendency to a perthitic struc-

ture. Carlsbad twins are common. A few andesines (Ab, An,), generally

surrounded with thick shells of soda-orthoclase, occur in some thick sections.

The feldspar of the ground-mass is generally twinned on the same Carlsbad law

and seems also to be chiefly soda-orthoclase. A little plagioelase may also be

there present, though none was certainly identified under the microscope.

Professor Dittrich has analyzed a typical specimen (No. 1010) from a sill

cutting the sandstones 400 yards northeast of the Kettle river bridge. The
result is as follows, (Table XXVH, Col. 1.):—
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Table XXVII.

Analysis of pulaskite porphyry and related rock.

4ia

SiO„
Tio;
A1,0,
Fe,03
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na„0
KoO
HjO, atllO'C
HjO, above 110«C..
PjO,
CO„

Sp. gr.

62

57
tr.

^
75
73
74
12
18
17
20

99-82

lo

Mol.

034
009
173
013
022

025
031
076
071

001

62 59
54
23
51
02

tr.

30
99
50
74

so-

il
tr.

99-83

2 497

The norm was calculated to be:—

•

Quartz.. ..

Orthoclase.
Albite.
Anorthite.. .

Hypersthene.
Diopside. . .

.

Magnetite.. .

Ilmenite. . .

.

Apatite
Water

4-38

39'46

39-82

7-23
2-30

•43

302
1-37

•31-

1-30

99-64

lu the Xorm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic subrang, pulas-
kose, of the domalkalic rang, pulaskase, of the persalane order, canadare. In
the older classification it is a typical pulaskite porphyry. Col. 2 of Table
XXVII shows the result of Professor Dittrich's analysis of the Coryell batholith

syenite (made for Mr. Brock: see page 359). The striking chemical resemblance
of the two rocks and their analogous positions as the youngest or nearly the
youngest intrusives of their respective districts, suggest that they are of
approximately contemporaneous origin. For what it is worth this argument
tends to substantiate the view stated on page 376 that the Coryell batholith is of
Tertiary and post-Oligocene date.

25a—vol. ii—27i
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Order of Eruption of the Midway Lavas.

A summary of the facts actually determined for the relations of the

various lavas of the Midway group may be given in a few words. All are clearly

younger than the older Kettle River Oligocene beds but it is quite possible that

the basalt and augite andesite, if not much of the biotite-bearing andesite, were

ccnteniporaneous with the younger sandstones. AU of the andesites and basalts,

«HP*reitly without exception, are diked by the trachyte or its equivalent, the

pulaskite porphyry. The relation of the trachyte to the extrusive rhom.b-

porphyry and the analeitic lava is not quite clear. In the section east of the

Kettle river bridge a dike of the rhomb-porphyry, as shown in Figure 25, cuts a

great sill of the pulaskite porphyry. At two other points the relation seems to

he reversed, though the field evidences are not there so compelling as in the

first mentioned case. The flows of trachyte, rhomb-porphyry, and analeitic lava

(shackanite) are closely associated and are in apparent alternation. All three

types seem to belong to one eruptive period which probably opened with the

«xtrusion of trachyte and closed with the analeitic rhomb-porphyry (shackanite).

The probable succession of the lavas is, then, as follows :

—

Lavas. Carrcspondimj intrushes
of region.

r Analeitic lava (shackanite). .
.

1 du „i u
TTomgest group. Extrusive rhomb-porphyi-y )

Rhomb-iK.rphyry.

I, Alkaline trachyte Pulaskite iwiphyry.

f Biotite andesite "\

>B*»e "-P i^^a'TJ^^Stite andesite ::::;;::;::::;::: Uugite-biotite i.. phynte

iHornblende-.augite andesite J

^«>^ / Augite andesite Augite porphyrite.
Videst group

\oiivine biisalt Augite gabbro.

The oldest and middle groups of the lavas are believed to be of Oligocene

«ge. The youngest group may conceivably belong to the late Oligocene but it is

more probable that these peculiar lavas together with the chonoliths, dikes, and

sills of rhomb-porphyry and pulaskite porphyry, were erupted during or just after

thedeformation of the Oligocene Kettle River beds. Similar deformation of older

Tertiary strata elsewhere in British Columbia and in Washington State has

Iieea credited to the close of the Miocene period. The rhomb-porphyries and the

trachyte are provisionally referred to that stage of geological history.

On this view the Midway volcanic group is a compound formation involving

products of two distinct volcanic epochs in this region.

Stbijctural Relations of the Columbia Mountain System west of

Christina Lake.

In its complexity the group of mountains discussed in this and the preced-

chapter is much like the Rossland mountain-group. The western group

however, an extra series of volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Tertiary age,

^iliich are almost certainly not represented at any point in the Rossland

iMoviiitains.
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The most heavily crumpled and metamorphosed sediments are those of ihe-

Attwood and Anarchist series, which appear to correspond directly with the

Pend D'Oreille and Sutherland schist series of the Eossland mountains. Hera
again the Paleozoics are so thorouglily mashed, kneaded, and welded that tm^-

little can be said as to the detailed structure of these rocks all the way from
Christina lake to Osoyoos lake.

Most of the volcanic rocks occurring in the ' Boundary Creek district ' are

much less deformed than the Paleozoics, though generally showing high dips..

The relations are so like those of the Eossland volcanies that the writer ia pro-

visionally assigning the Phcenix volcanic group also to the ilesozoic. The
mashing of the Paleozoics is assigned to the late-Jurassic orogenic revolution;

the sharp upturning of the Phoenix volcanies to the post-Laramie revolutioa.

As already pointed out, the Midway volcanic formation and the associated

Kettle River (Oligocene) sediments form a mass of rock which either fUls »
broad syncline prepared on an earlier Tertiary surface, or else represents a

down-faulted block of the Oligocene rocks which have thus subsided relatirely

to the Paleozoic terranes of Attwood mountain and Anarchist-mountain plateau.

The former relation seems the more probable. Post-Oligocene, probably late-

Miocene faulting and moderate uptilting have affected the Kettle Eiver and
Midway formations which, in contrast to the other two divisions of the rocks in,

the western part of the Columbia mountain system, show low dips.

At least two unconformities are registered in the relations shown in th&-

Boundary belt. The Kettle Eiver beds are in striking unconformity to the
underlying Paleozoics and the (probablj' Jurassic) plutonic bodies. Th*
relatively little sheared and altered basic volcanies of the ' Boundary Creek dis-

trict ' mapped as the Phoenix group, are believed to be unconformable upon the
crumpled Attwood series. A third unconformity may exist between the tilted

Oligocene Midway volcanies and the alkaline flows and breccias composed of

rhomb-porphyry, trachyte, and shaekanite.

The region where traversed by the Boundary belt, does not seem to show ».

single unbroken fold of any importance. The various strata are either masked
into an undecipherable complex or are faulted, with displacements which are:

registered best in the bedded rocks of the Tertiary formations. The many west-

ward-facing and northwestward-facing scarps on the lava beds forming &».
ridges north of the Kettle river between Ingram creek and Rock creek, are at
part to be exjilaiued by a number of faults. These separate long narrow Ucm^b^

which appear to be successively dowuthrown on the northwest. (See Plate TS>-

Figure B). The gravel and sand of the river bottom between the Kettfe
river bridge and Rock creek covers the trace of a strong east-west fault separatingr

the uptilted sandstones on the north from the more flat-lying basaltic lavas on-

the south of the river. Much of the dislocation so manifest to north and soutk

of Rock creek itself has been accomplished by sharp faulting which is thought

to be contemporaneous with the intrusion of the Rock Creek chonolith.

Though far less important here, batholithic intrusion has affected the
Paleozoic rocks in a way quite similar to that in which the oldest terrane of the-

Eossland mountains has been affected. In the Boundary Creek district the
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number of small stocks is so great that Mr. Brock believes that further erosion

would disclose a large, continuous batholith of granodiorite, of which the stocks

and associated dikes are roof features. (See page 387.)

The injected igneous bodies, i.e., those which have come into place by dis-

placing rather than by replacing the country-rocks, include a vast number of

dikes, as well as a few bodies which have been described as chonoliths. It is

also suspected that the poorly exposed pnlaskite porphyry east of Kettle river

bridge is chonolithic in its relations and that the dunites of this region may be

fairly classed with the chonoliths.

A fuller statement as to the structural relations among the many forma-

tions of the western Columbia system is to be found in the foregoing des-

criptions of the different rocks, in the section on correlation which closes this

chapter, and in Mr. Brock's reports. These relations are of intrinsic interest

but they are also important in throwing light on the later events of the neigh-

bouring mountain systems where strata of Oligocene age have not been

discovered.

Correlation.

Tn a general way the succession of geological events which are registered in

"Qie rocks of the five-mile belt between Midway and Osoyoos lake has been dis-

covered. A partial correlation of the formations may be made, though much
remains to be accomplished, especially in the analysis and proper dating of the

thick members which have been assembled under the name ' Anarchist series.'

This oldest group is almost certainly the same as that which crops out at inter-

vals between the Colimibia river and Midway, and, in the Eossland district,

bears obscure fossils referred to Carboniferous species. ThougTi the lithological

similarity of the Anarchist series to these Eossland rocks and, as we shall see,

to the very thick, fossiliferous, undoubtedly Carboniferous rocks found in the

Skagit range, may be an accidental and illusory resemblance, it seems best to

correlate the Anarchist series, or much of it at least, with the Carboniferous

rocks of western British Columbia.

The dunite (serpentine) bodies of this region are intensely sheared and

metamorphosed and hence seem to be much older than the dunites and other

peridotites of the Eossland mountains. Dawson has described many masses of

terpentine as being nearly or quite contemporaneous with the basic effusive

rocks of the Carboniferous Cache Creek series of western British Columbia. In

the present instance it is known that the dunite cuts the phyllites. of the Anar-

chist series and is never seen to cut the Eock Creek diorite or granodiorite;

further, it appears practically certain that the dunite is much older than the

Kettle Eiver beds. For the present the dunite may be tentatively correlated

with the probably Carboniferous greenstones of the Anarchist series. The Eock

Creek gabbro and diorite may have direct genetic connection with the dunite.

though in the field their associations are with the granodiorite. ,

The crushed and gneissic Osoyoos granodiorite is described in the nest

chapter, where evidence is given for referring it to the late Jurassic period. The

Sock Creek granodiorite is not so much sheared but it is distinctly strained and
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altered as if by strong erogenic pressures. Somewhat naturally, then, it may be

correlated with the Osoyoos batholith. It will be recalled that Mr. Brock

has provisionally referred the intrusion of the many granodiorite bodies of the

Boundary Creek district to the Jurassic.

The Kettle River beds are clearly unconformable upon the Rock Creek

granodiorite, diorite, and gabbro, and upon the phyllites, limestones, greenstones,

and quartzites of the Anarchist series. The discovery of relatively abundant

fossils in the Kettle River formation facilitates its final correlation as well as

that of the Midway volcanics with their corresponding intrusive phases.

These various fixed and tentative conclusions are stated in the following

table, which has its quota of essential doubts:

—

Phistocoie Glacial and Recent.

I'Midway volcanic group (in part)

:

... I Rhomb-ix)rphyries ; chonolitlis, sills, dikes, and effusive forms
ol'o^e^^c

-j (including "shackanite").

\ Trachyte and pulaskite porphyry ; flows, sills, and dikes.

/Midway volcanic group (in part)

;

I
Various mi
Basalt and

Kettle Riier fo

VXCONFORMITT

^,

.

I
Various mica-andesites and hornblendic andesites; porphyrite dikes.

Oltgocene i Basalt .and augite andesite.

(^Kettle River formation ; sandstone, conglomerate, shale, traces of lignite.

, • / , • , ( Rock Creek granodiorite ; Osoyoos granodiorite.
Jurassic {inlrustve) | jj^^^ ^reek gabhro and diorite.

r hnn't I
"> fDunite (serpentine).

tyaroonijcrovs
-^^ Anarchist series ; phyllite, quartzite, limestone, and greenstone.
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CHAPTER XVI.

FOEMATIONS OF THE -OKANAGAN RANGE XKB OF KRUGER
MOUNTAIN PLATEAU.

From the eastern slope of the wide valley occupied by Osoyoos lake to the-

Pasayten river, a distance of just sixty miles along the Boundary, the mountains
are composed of almost continuous plutonic rocks. (Maps No. 12 and 13). This

strip of generally rather rugged moimtains forms part of a huge hatholithic area

of heterogeneous rocks which will be adequately mapped only after many more
seasons of arduous field-work. The geological findings within such a belt as

now to be described would be much increased in value if they could be syste-

matically compared with field studies throughout the whole hatholithic province.

For many reasons such a complete survey is now impracticable. The present

chapter is thus a sort of a report of progress on the geolog.v of these crystalline

rocks of the northern Cascades. Nevertheless discoveries of prime importance

to the geology of the entire range have been made within even the limited area

of the five-mile belt. Certain of the broader conclusions there deduced may, it

is believed, be relied on, and will not need serious emendation as the exploration

cf the mountains continues. In the following pages there is offered another

class of considerations which are theoretical and need the facts of the field^

especially of the whole Cascade field, for their full discussion. In these matters-

particularly, a five-mile belt can not speak for the whole Okauagan range,

except as geological experience in that bait accords with verified geological

experience the world over.

General Description of the BathRlithic Area.

To simplify the following discussion it will be well to review the general

geographical relations among the diiferent geological units. To the same end it

is convenient to adopt a special name for each unit. The cross-section. Figure

27, shows the imits in their relative positions.

The most easterly component body occupies both slopes of Osoyoos Lake
valley; it is the southern part of a great hatholithic mass of granodiorite and
may be called the Osoyoos batholith. The most westerly unit extends from
Pasayten river to within a mile or so of Cathedral Peak. It is also a batholith

of granodiorite and seems to compose the cliffs of the conspicuous Mount
Remmel, five miles south of the Boundary. This mass may be called the

Remm el batholith. Immediately to the eastward of the Remmel a third large-

batholith, this time composed of a quite different rock, true biotite granite^

425
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underlies all of the belt as far as Horseshoe mountain, on the divide between the

Ashnola and main Similkameen rivers. This may be called the Cathedral batho-

lith—named after the fine monolithic mountain occurring within the limits of

the granite. The fourth principal unit lies between the Cathedral and Osoyoos

batholiths ; it is composed of a basic hornblende-biotite granite which is trenched

by the deep valley of the Similkame'3ii river, and an appropriate name for it is

Similkameen batholith. These four principal units make up five-sixths of the

iwhole area here described.

Complex of Palaeozoic scfii3ts

apd basic intrusives

...* + *- + + + + +-

* + ** + * V- + -f .-" ..-f >-..
'.^*- +*** + + -t i^ 't * + 'f"+"i-"V

. .'\f + + * + + + f + + + + ^ + + + f*'
'•f + f + + + + +•* + * I- * * -f f *,* +-

.^** + + f^*f¥-*V--ff + * + * +
'\^f- + t-t1- + 4-4-tT + ^***^ + *

•'••• '-"**' KRUGER alkaline'
\+ + + ii-t-*fJ.*t1 t * i i t

.J- t t f t t f t
Buuif .+

' ' "'^* iifttttltfl-*-*
'"-..* it*h^ttttttt

MILK'AMEEN
[

". / * * /f H * *"-'*

A T H L I T H ••• -l-. '/'*/** '

't V' r » *\* * '"^
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'

Figure 28.—Map showing relations of the Osoyoos, Similkameen, and Kruger igneous
bodies and the invaded Paleozoic formations. Scale 1 : 110,000.

The subordinate geological members (excluding dikes) within the batho-

lithic area are eight in number.

The largest of these consists of apparently-Paleozoic schists, quartzites,

greenstones, and other rocks forming the ends of two tongues that enter the belt

respectively from north and south (see Figure 28). These rocks occur on the

roughly tabular Kruger mountain. The two schist tongues adjoin the Osoyoos

batholith and nearly cut it off completely from direct contact with other plutonic

units in the belt.

Between the schists and the Similkameen batholith is a comparatively small

^rea of highly composite intrusives belonging to the malignite and nephelite-
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Fic;i;re 20.—Phinging contact surface Lietween tlie .Siiuilkaiii^iMi batliolitliand the
Chopaka roof-pendant. Contact shown in broken lines. Thj vertical distance
between the two ends of the contact line seen on the nearer ridge is I,(i00feet.
Dr.-.wn from a photograph ; looking east.

Figure 30.—Outcrop of the same intrusive contact surface shown in Figure 29. The
vertical distance between the two ends of the contact line as drawn is 1,100 feet. Granite
on the I ight ; quartzite and schist on tlie left. Drawn from a photograph ; looking west.
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syenite families (see Figure 28). These crop out on the western summits of the

Kruger-mountain plateau and may be referred to as the Kruger alkaline body.

The Similkair.een granite preserves what seem to be remnants of its once

complete roof (see Figure 31). Chopaka mountain is crowned with a large patch

of schist. This Chopaka schist is cut by a strong body of gabbro apparently

transitional into pure olivine rock—^the Chopaka basic intrusives. The whole

forms a huge irregular block of roof rock surrounded by the Similkameen
granite. Excellent exposures show that the contact surface between the granite

and the schist-gabbro mass dips beneath the invaded formations (Figures 29 and
30). The writer has little doubt that the relations indicated in the figures are

typical of the whole boundary of the older terrane and that the granite underlies

the visible block in every part. In a similar section more than a half mile in

length the granite can be seen actually underlying the schist occurring on Snowy
mountain.

ROOF-PENDANTS.

Each of these schist-blocks, once a downwardly projecting part of a roof in

stock or batholith, may be named a 'roof-pendant' or simply 'pendant.' It is

analogous to the pendant of Gothic architecture.

A brief digression on this conception may be permitted. Unusually fine

examples of roof-pendants are illustrated in the great slabs of bedded rocks

interrupting the areas occupied by the batholiths of the Sierra Xevada. One of

the most recent 4escription3 is published by ilessrs. Knopf and Thelen, follow-

ing the lead of Lawson in a study of Mineral King, California.* Other examples,

so well treated by Barrois, were found during the detailed geological survey of

Brittany.-j- In all these and many other cases, and yet more clearly than on
the Forty-ninth Parallel, the masses of country-rock (invaded formation) form
respectively parts of a once continuous roof. The often perfect preservation of

the regional strike in each of many examples very strongly suggests that these

slabs have not sunk independently in their respective magmas. Such partial

foundering would have almost inevitably caused some twisting of the block out

of its original orientation. Granite and block have come into present relations

because the magma, and not the block, was active. The point is of importance,

as it bears on the mechanism of intrusion in these instances. It is further

worthy of note that determination of roof-pendants and their distribution may
sometimes lead to the discovery of the approximate constructional form of

batholiths.

A small pendant, composed of amphibolitic and micaceous schists and of

quartzite, occurs on the north slope of Horseshoe mountain; another of similar

constitution flanks the summit of Snowy mountain.

In all three cases the pendants appear in the highest portions of the batho-

lith as now exposed in the belt ; yet each block projects downward, deep into the

heart of the granite mass.

•Bulletin, Department of Geology, University of California, Vol. 3, No. 15, 1904,
and Vol. 4. Xo. 12. 1905.

t C. Barrois: Annales, Society G^ologique du Nord, many volumes, especially Vol. 22,

1894. p. 181
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A long slab of gabbro, ranging with the Cathedral fork of Ashnola river, is^

similarly a roof-pendant of the Eemmel batholith; it may be called the Ashnola

gabbro (see Figure 32). A still larger pendant, composed of gabbros and peri-

dotites, lies in the Eemmel batholith just west of the main valley of the Ashnola.

On account of the extraordinary diversity of rocks and of rock structures in-

this pendant, it may be called the "Basic Complex' (see Figure 33).

Northeast of the complex is an elliptical stock of biotite granite, intrusive

into both the Eemmel granodiorite and the Basic Complex. The white, massive

outcrops of the granite are very conspicuous on the northern spurs of Park

mountain; the rock may be referred to as the Park granite (see Figure 33).

Within the five-mile belt these various rock bodies occupy areas shown in

the following table. The bodies are noted in order from east to west, beginning.

on the east:

—

Square miles.

Osoyoos batholith 50

Anarchist series in Krnger mountain 15

Kruger alkaline body 9
Similkameen batholith T5

Chopaka schist (Anarchist series^ 2

Chopaka basic intrusives li

Horseshoe schist (pendant; Anarchist series) 1

Snowy schist (pendant; .4narchist series) i •

Cathedral batholith 61

Remmel batholith 64

Ashnola gabbro (pendant) li

Basic Complex (pendant) ; 6i
Park granite stock 9

Total 296

The batholiths and the rocks of the Anarchist series extend far to the north

and to the south of the belt, so that the total area of each is much greater than

is shown in the table. The figures given for all the other bodies represent nearly

their respective total areas. Less than 7 per cent of the belt is underlaid by

rocks not clearly plutonic in origin, and of that 7 per cent perhaps half is green-

stone or other igneous rock. The 3 or 4 per cent of non-igneous rock is chiefly

quartzite and phyllite of the Anarchist series. The sedimentaries have been

completely cut asunder by the plutonics ; it is no'w possible to walk from one

end of the belt to the other, the whole distance of 60 miles, and not once set foot

on bed-rock which is other than of deep-seated, igneous origin (see Figure 27)..

UNITY OF THE COMPOSITE BATHOLITH.

Barring a few patches, the enormously thick pre-Paleozoic, Paleozoic, Meso-

zoic, and Tertiary sediments and schists represented in the Cordillera elsewhere

are wanting in this part of the Cascade system. With thicknesses running into-

tens of thousands of feet, they once unquestionably composed the Okanagan
range, and of them the ancestors of these Boundary mountains were built.

Erosion has removed some of the formations, attacking the earth's sedimentary

crust from above. There is every reason to believe that perhaps even more of'
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the old mountain substanc-e was removed during the successive batholithic

intrusions. Thus the sedimentary crust has also been attacked from beneath

;

its integrity has been destroyed through the displacing or replacing of sediments

by igneous magma. In bringing about this gigantic result all the batholiths

have acted together. Though they are of very different ages, their energies have

been devoted to a common work. Their effects are so integrated that in causing

the nearly complete disappearance of the ancient strata they have imitated on a

larger scale what occurs with any homogeneous batholith. From this point of

view the Boundary belt, stretching from the eastern contact of the Osoyoos

batholith to the western contact of the Remmel batholith, forms a small segment

of one composite batholith somewhat broader than the Okanagan range. To
emphasize this primary fact, the whole plutonic mass has been called ' The
Okanagan Composite Batholith.'

Sedijiextarv Rocks and Assocuted Basic Volcaxics.

Within the five-m.ile belt the only rocks of sedimentary origin are those

which, with much probability, may be regarded as part of the Anarchist series

already described. The largest area is found in Kruger-mountain plateau,

where the dominant types in the country-rock of the plutonic masses are cleaved,

micaceous quartzite and still more abundant sheared greenstone or amphibolite.

The description of these rocks would be largely a repetition of that given for

the Anarchist series as developed to the eastward of Osoyoos lake. The chief

differences consist in the lower proportion of true phyllite in Kruger mountain
and in the somewhat higher degree of crystallinity (metamorphism) shown in

the western mass. Furthermore, no limestone has been found in Kruger moun-
tain. These differences are, however, not of the kind to forbid direct correlation

of the two terranes. The proximity of the two and tlie very positive resemblances

of the rocks and associations on the two sides of the lake make the correlation

probable in high measure. The greenstone?, and amphibolitic rocks carry thin

interbeds of a once-argillaceous type, now phyllite, as well as thicker bands of

the dominant quartzite. One thin section seems to prove that part of the green-

stones are pyroclastic and basaltic or andesitic in original composition. These

igneous rocks are almost certainly contemporaneous with the silicious sedi-

ments. The quartzite was occasionally seen to be thinly banded and cherty,

recalling some of the normal types in Dawson's Cache Creek (Carboniferous)

series.

The quartzites of the Chopaka roof-pendant (inclosed in the Similkameen

batholith) have been examined microscopically. They show the usual characters

of a metamorphosed quartzite, being rich in shreds and minute foils of a green

biotitic mica : feldspar was not discoverable in either of two thin sections. The

amphibolites of the Horseshoe and Snowy pendants, like those of the Kruger-

moimtaiu mass, are of quite usual microscopic characters, indicating the deriva-

tion of these rocks from basic volcanics. Their full description would be

tedious and unnecessary.
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Tertlvry ( Rocks at Osoyoos Lake.

Ill passing, it may be noted that a coarse conglomerate untouformably over-

Ij'ing the Anarchist series of Kruger mountain was found on the western side

of OsoToos hike at a point about two miles south of the Boundary line. The
rounded, angular or subaugular pebbles are 'often large and bouldery. Thej
consist chiefly of gi-anite, gneissic granite, and quartz or quartzite. The cement

is feldspathic and arkose-like. This formation has been briefly described by

ITessrs. Smith and Calkins, who regard it as probably of Tertiary age.* The
relations are much like those of the Kettle River beds (Oligocene). This deposit

does not continue as far as the Boundary line and accordingly is not mapped in

the sheet. The bedding of the conglomerate is obscure but the probable

dip is about 70° in a northerly direction; the mass has been notably deformed.

PETROGRAPHY OF THE COilPOSITE.BATHOLITH.

Before proceeding to a detailed statement of the structure and history of

the composite batholith a brief petrographical description of its components will

be necessary, iluch of the usual petrographical detail has been omitted as not

bearing directly on the main problems.

The eruiitive rocks will be described as nearly as jjossible in the order of

their respective dates of intrusion.

RiCIITER iloi XTAIX HoRSBLENDITE.

The Anarchist series of greenstones is cut by at least one large body of an

altra-basic, gTeenish-black (when fresh), coarse-grained rock which outcrops

freely on the slopes of Richter mountain northwest of the Riehter ranch. The
microscope shows that this rock is composed of dark green hornblende (appar-

ently primary) and a diopsidic pyroxene which is nearly colourless in thin

section; the former mineral is generally in excess. Apatite, much titaniferous

magnetite, and some titanite are the accessories. No feldspar could be detected.

Uralite or uralitic, pale-coloured amphibole, quartz, zoisite, epidote, and chlorite

are secondary products. The pyroxene does not show the diallagic parting. The
rock may be classified as a pyroxene-rich liornblendite. The specific gravity of

the freshest of three specimens is 3-302. This rock body has been crushed and

its minerals are generally considerably altered. Its boundaries have not been

so clearly determined that it could be advised^' mapped. The best exposures

have, in fact, been found just north of the five-mile belt limit, on the top of the

mountain. The body seems to cover more than the half of a square mile at

least. .

CiioPAKA Basic Ixtrusives.

The basic and ultra-basic intrusives of the Chopaka roof-pendant have been

described by Smith and Calkins as uralitic gabbro, serpentines, and pyroxenites.

• G. O. Smith and F. C. Calkins, Bull. 235, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1904, p. 33.

25a—vol. ii—28
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Within the area covered by the Commission map (Figure 31), the present writer

has found no pyrosenite, but has referred all the massive intrusives of the

Chopaka pendant (excluding dikes) to two rock types and their metamorphic
derivatives.

Most of the rock within the area is feklspathic and seems to belong to a

fairly steady type—normal gabbro transitional to metagabbro. It is a dark

gray-green, medium-grained, hypidiomorphic-granular rock, originally composed
of essential labradorite (Ab, An,) and diallage and accessory apatite, with a

little magnetite. Crush metamorphism, supplemented by ordinary weathering,

has largely changed the diallage into actinolitic amphibole, both compact and
smaragditic. The specific gravity of the least altered rock is 2-959.
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Figure 32.—Map showing relations of the Cathedral and Renimel batboliths and the
Ashnola gabbro. The Younger Phase of the Cathedral granite is shown by stii)pling.

The remarkably straight contact line of the Cathedral granite lies sensibly jiarallef to the
gneissic banding in the Rtmmel batholith, Ea.stem Phase. Scale :—1 : 118,000.

That common rock type is associated with a large body of a dark greenish-

gray, fine-grained rock of which several specimens show the composition very
clearly. It was originally made up entirely of granular olivine without any
certain accessory constituent. No trace of chromite has been found. Serpen-

tine, talc, tremolite, and magnetite are present in most of the thin sections, but
apparently in aU cases as decomposition products of the olivine. The specific

gravity of the rock varies from 3-100 to 317-3. It is a dunite without chromite.

The field relation of the gabbro and olivine rock has not been determined.

They may belong to distinct intrusions or they may be due to diflterentiation
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within a single body. Though transitions seemed to appear in the actual out-

crops, the search for final evidence in these rocks, crushed and obscured as they

are, has so far proved unavailing. Analogous occurrences in other parts of the

Boundary belt suggest that the gabbro and olivine rock were intruded at different

dates.

AsHNOLA Gabbro.

Throughout .its five miles of length (Figure 32) the Ashnola gabbro body
is homogeneous in composition, but often varies abruptly in grain from medium
to quite coarse. The colour is uniformly a peculiar deep fawn, which is the
dominating tint of the feldspar. This colour is rather remarkable, as the rock
proves under the microscope to be quite fresh, with feldspars of glassy clear-

ness. The essential constituents are a green augite, often colourless in thin

section, brownish-green hornblende, brown biotite, and labradorite, Ab^ An,.
Abundant apatite, some magnetite (probably titaniferous), and a very little

interstitial quartz are the accessories. The structure in the original rock is the
hypidiomorphie-graniilar, though the augite is often, especially in the coarser

grained phases, poikilitic. Eegular intergrowths of the augite and hornblende
are common.

A fresh type specimen (No. 1403), taken near the contact with the Eemmel
granite about three hundred yards north of the Boundary line, has been analyzed

by Mr. Connor, with the following result :

—

Analysis of Ashnola gabbro.

Mol.

SiO, 47-76 -796

TiOj 2-20 -028
A1,0, 18-58 -182

Fe.A 2-19 -014
FeO 9-39 -131

MnO -29 -004

MrO 4-15 -104

CaO 9-39 -168

SrO -03

BaO -02

Na-0 3 61 -058

K,0 -47 -005

H,0 at 105°C -12

H,0 above 105°C -53

FA. -78 -006

99-51

Sp. RT 2-957

25a—vol. ii—28i
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The calculated nonr. is:

—

Orthoclasp 2:8
Albite 30-39

Anortliite ;W-08

HypeistliPiip 10-71

Diopside 6-56

Olivine fi-70

Ilmenite 4-2B

Magnetite 3-25

Apatite 1-86

Water -65

100-24

Tlie iiiode (liosiwal ii:etli<)d) is aijproximately :

—

Labradorite 57-5

Hornblende 21-8

Augite 12-U

Biotite 3-0

Magnetite 3-6

Apatite 1-6

Quartz -5

lOO-O

lu the ISonii classification the rock enters the presodic subrang, hessose, of

the docaleic rang, hessase, in the dosalane order, germanare. In the older classi-

fication it is an augite-liornblende-biotite gabbro. The specitio gravities of two

fresh specimens average 2-946.

Although the gabbro is older than the Renunel granodiorite and has shared

in the great dynamic metamorphism which, as we shall see, has profoundly

affected the more acid rock, there is far less crushing action n.anifest in the

gabbro than in the granodiorite. Gneissic structnres were indeed sometimes

seen in the ledges, but banding was never discovered, and the granulation is

seldom comparable to that of the Reinmel. It is, moreover, suspected that some
of the gneissic arrangement of minerals in the gabbro is due to fluidal align-

ment of its tabular feldspars in the original magmatic period. For some un-

known reason the gabbro has resisted crushing and shearing better than the

granodiorite.

Uasic Co.mple.x.

Petrographically and structurally, the Basic Complex is perhaps the most
steadily variable plutonic mass in the entire Boundary section from the Great

Plains to tbc Pacific. It covers an area stretching from Ashnola river westward

over Park llouutain ridge, a distance of five miles. The extreme north-and-

south diameter is about three miles, and the total area is nearly seven square

miles. The Remmel granodiorite once completely surrounded the Complex,
which, as above noted, is in pendant relation to the batholith. The pre-Renunel

extent of the Complex was greater than the area now exposed; how much of it

was destroyed during the Remmel intrusion it is impossible to say. The part

thus remnant was still further diniini-ihed during the intrusion of the Park
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granite, which now, as illustrated on full three miles of contact line, project*

strongly into tlie body of the Complex. A large block of the latter formation,
measuring about 400 yards in length by 200 yards in width, was found within
the Park granite mass itself; it may represent a roof-pendant in the stock, and
thus a small analogue to the larger basic body in its relation to the Eenmiel
batholith.

The Basic Complex is made up of a remarkable assemblage of basic i^lutonic

rocks of at least three different periods of intrusion. The oldest types are

coarse-grained. They include highly irregular bodies of hornblendite, which in

the field is often seen to be transitional into a labradorite-bearing hornblende-

augite peridotite; this in its turn merges into hornblende-augite gabbro. All of

these rocks are believed to be of contemporary origin. Their occurrence is so

sporadic that it is difficult to say how much of the whole basic area they really

cover—possibly one-quarter of it by rough estimate. These rocks are cut by
many large dikes and more irregular masses of hornblende-gabbro, augite-horn-

blende gabbro. and hornblende-biotite-quartz gabbro. Such types are of medium
to coarse grain. Their specific gi-avity varies from 2873 to 2-9S6.

As there is no discoverable system in the differentiation of the earliest

intrusive members, varying as they do most capriciously from ledge to ledge, so

there is no discoverable system in the trends or occurrence of the countless later

injections of the gabbros. The complication has been still further increased by

the intrusion of thousands of narrow and broader dikes of granite. Much of

the granite is apopliysal or aplitic from the Remmel batholith; some of it is

apophysal from the magma supplying the Park granite stock, while many dikes

of acid pegmatite locally traverse the whole mass. The complication was finally

made perfect through the enormous crushing which the Basic Complex under-

went, both during the intrusion of the granites and during the erogenic revolu-

tion when the Remmel grauodiorite itself was sheared into banded gneisses.

In the shearing of the Basic Complex its material was metamorphosed and,

in part, it migrated. The mode of n:igration is believed to be that which will be

briefly discussed in connection with the petrographic descriptions of the crushed

Osoyoos and Remmel batholiths. The metamorphism has developed many schis-

tose phases, among which hornblende-biotite-diorite gneiss (specific gravity,

2-766 to 2 803) and well foliated hornblendite are common.
As a result of this long and varied history, scarcely any two ledges within

the area of the Complex accord in composition. The constitution of what
appears to be the commonest phase of the Complex, the augite-hornblende gabbro,

and the peculiar fawn colour of its feldspar, furnish a probable correlation of

part of the whole mass with the Ashnola gabbro. There is no certainty of similar

correlation with the basic rocks of Mount Chopaka.

Nodule-bearing Peridotite Dike.—The Complex is cut by a remarkable forty-

foot dike which is excellently well exposed on the north slope of Park moun-
tain. The exact locality is found on the divide west of the Ashnola river, about

1,500 yards southeast of the Line monument and on the 7,i250-foot contour. The
dike is sensibly vertical and strikes east-southeast. Its wall-rocks are typical
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members of the Complex, coarse hornblende-peridotite and hornblende-gabbro,
cut by medium-grained gabbro. All of these rocks are more or less gneissic

but the 'like itscK is neither schistose nor otherwise visibly ailccted by dynamic
action.

The dike is highly conspicuous through the whole length of its outcrop.

The salient feature is the studding of its surface with hundreds of nodules

which form about 40 per cent of the rock. (Plate 37.) These nodules are

ellipsoidal or potato-shaped, measuring from 3 cm. to 6 cm. in diameter. They
resist destruction by weathering more effectively than their matrix, so that they

stand out prominently on the ledges.

The nodules are light-green, granular aggregates of interlocked olivine

crystals from 1 mm. to 10 mm. in diameter. Rarely, a small anhedron of pyrox-

ene, probably diallage, appears as an accessory, interstitial constituent of the

nodule. No other primary mineral except abundant minute microlites of

chromite or picotite, is present. The olivine is often surprisingly fresh -but

along cleavage cracks it has gone to serpentine, talc, magnetite, and tremolitic

amphibole. In other cases these secondary minerals compose most of the nodule.

The deep brown inclusions of spinel or chromite have the usual sharp crystal-

form and parallel arrangement in the individual grains of olivine.

The matrix is much darker-coloured than the nodules and is considerably

more altered. It was originally composed chiefly of a granular aggregate of

hypersthene, with which a green hornblende was associated. Now, however,

the matrix is mostly a felted mass of colourless amphibole. often assuming a

greenish tint like that of actinolite. Much magnetite, bastite, talc, and some
serpentine also occur in the felt. Limonite often stains the thin section. The
hypersthene has the usual colour, pleochroisni, and other properties and has a

great abundance of interpositions which, under the microscope, have the same
optical properties as the spinel-like microlites of the olivine. Minute granules

of what appears to be magnetite also occur in normal parallel arrangement in

the residual cores of the hj^persthene. The deep green hornblende seems without

question to be of primary origin and thus of origin and nature quite different

from those of the tremolitic amphibole.

Between the nodules and their matrix there is almost invariably a kely-

phitic shell of a colour yet lighter than that of the nodule. The shells vai^y in

thickness from a couple of millimetres or less to 15 mm. They are composed
chiefly of tremolite and magnetite, the amphibole prisms often radiating out-

ward from the nodule. Some talc and serpentine also appear in these ' reaction

rims.'

Plat« 37 shows the relations of nodule, reaction-shell, and matrix. The
kelyphitic phenomenon is well known to petrographers and needs no further

description. The peculiarity of the dike consists in the fact that it is a peri-

dotite crowded with large olivine nodules. So far as known to the writer no

similar dike has been described in petrographic literature. It may be noted

that the nodules preserve their average size throughout the cross-section of the

dike; the average is not affected by the proximity of the walls. In that respect

also the conditions of crystallization were unusual.



Platb 37.

Specimens of nodule-bearing peridotite from forty-foot dike cutting schistose rocks of Basic Com-
plex. The nodules are granular aggregates of olivine, regularly surrounded with kelyphitio
shells, as shown. Two-thirds natural size.

25a—vol. ii—p. 438.
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The dike-rock may be classed as a hornblende-bearing harzburgite. The
epecifie gravity of a large, relatively fresh specimen is 3-099.

Vesicular Andesite Dikes.—On the 7,718-foot summit north of Peeve Pass
a half-dozen andesite dikes, varying from a foot to six feet or more in width,

cut the Basic Complex. These dikes are nearly vertical and strike between N.
45° E. and N 90° E. All of them are more or less vesicular. The material of

the dikes seems to be uniform—a rather light gray, amygdaloidal lava, either

aphanitic or porphyritie, with phenoerysts of altered plagioclase (probably

labradorite) and of augite. The ground-mass is a felt of minute plagioclase

microlites, largely ehloritized augite granules, and abundant glass. The rock

is almost certainly an augite andesite and in any case must vary but little from
that common type. The amygdules are composed of calcite; like the phenoerysts

they are generally arranged parallel to the dike-walls. This arrangement is

probably a flow-structure and is not due to crush-icetamorphism. In fact, the

lava-like rock does not seem to have been appreciably squeezed at all.

The field evidence thus went to show that the andesite was intruded after

the wholesale shearing of the Complex had taken place. A vesicular dike of

olivine basalt cuts the Cathedral granite. It is probable that the andesite dikes

were injected very late in the history of the composite batholith. In both cases

the vesicularity of the dike-rocks suggests that they were intruded near the

surface; if so, they belong to the Recent period or to the latest Tertiary.

OsoYOOs Batholith.

That part of the Okanagan valley in which Osoyoos lake lies has been
largely excavated in a body of intrusive, granitic rock to which the name
' Osoyoos batholith ' has been given. The northern and southern limits of the

body were not determined but they are known to occur well outside the Boundary
belt. (Plate 38).

Origin-al Granodioritic Type.—The batholith has undergone such drastic

alteration through dynamic metamorphism that it is difficult to find ledges or

even hand-specimens of the original rock. Considerable sampling of the mass
within the five-mile belt has led the writer to conclude that, while the body was
of distinctly variable composition at the time of its crystallization from the

magma, yet that the staple or dominant rock was originally a rather typical,

medium- to coarse-grained granodiorite.

The colour is the familiar light gray "characteristic of monzonitea, grano-
diorites, and some other granular rocks rich in plagioclase. In the likewise

fresh though somewhat metamorphosed phases the rock assumes a light greenish-

gray tint due to the dissemination of metamorphic biotite or to the abundant
development of epidote. All phases weather light brownish-gray. The essential

constituents are deep green hornblende, brownish-green biotite, orthoclase,

quartz, and unzoned andesine, Ab. Anj. The accessory minerals are apatite,

zircon, magnetite, and titanite; none of these may be called abundant. Allanite

in rather large amount is accessory in the basified contact zone. Colourless

epidote is invariably present, but is regarded as of metamorphic origin. Where
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it becomes abundant the iron ore has partially or wholly disappeared; then

probably enterinjr into the eomposition of the epidote. Biotite is generally

dominant over liornldendo and plagioclase over orthoclase.

A fresh specimen nearly representing the original granodiorite was collected

at a point two miles north of the Boundary line and about two miles from the

eastern contact of the batholith. This specimen is rather coarse-grained and is

gneissic, though not so schistose as the average rock of the batholith in the

observed exposures. The essential and accessory minerals are those named in

the foregoing list: biotite is more abundant than hornblende and plagioclase

than orthoclase. This specimen (No. 29.5) was analyzed by Mr. Connor, with

the following result :

—

Anahisis of Osouoos o''<^»odiorite.

Mol.
SiO, 68-4.3 1110
TiO -20 ma
Al.d, 1.5-8» -Li-i

F&.0, 108 007

Feb 1-85 -025

MnO 10 -noi

MgO 146 036

CaO 108 -073

SrO 02

BaO 09 -001

Na,0 347 -056

K,0 2-51 .027

H,0 at 105°C 05

H3O above 10S°C -53

P,0, 07 001

(•9-72

Sp. gr.-. 2-708

The calculated norm is :

—

Quartz 26-82

Orthoclase 15-01

Albite 29-34

Anorthite 19-74

Hypersthene 5-61

Diopside -23

Magnetite 1-62

Ilmenite -46

Apatite -31

Water -58

The mode (Rosiwal method) is approximately

:

99-72

Quartz 37-0
Orthoclase 7-5

Andesine 33-1

Biotite 10-8

Hornblende 3-1

Epidote 8-0
Titanite -3

Apatite .1

Zircon '.

.

.1

1000
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In the Norm classification the rock enters the dosodic subrang, yellowstonose,

of the alkaliealcic rang, coloradase, in the persahme order, britannare.

During the nietamorphism which even this type specimen has suflfered. some

of its basic matter has probably been removed. The silica is thus believed to be

slightly higher than it would be in an analysis representing the original average

rock—perhaps by as much as four or five per cent higher. In the oliler classifi-

cation the rock is a granodiorite verging on quartz diorite.

Along the eastern contact of the batholith the average plagioclase is labra-

dorite. Ab, An,, and it so far replaces the orthoclase that the rock becomes a true

quartz diorite. In the hand-specimen this somewhat basified contact phase is

indistinguishable from the true granodiorite. The limits of the orthoclase-poor

zone were therefore not closely fixed in the field. It is probable that the zone is

not more than a few hundred yards in width, and that the original rock of the

batholith was, in the large, homogeneous. A second exceptional phasal variation

is founded on the disappearance of hornblende in rock that shows decided cata-

clastic structure, other constituents remaining the same as in the normal grano-

diorite. This phase—gneissie biotite granite rich in andesine—occurs sporadi-

cally in the heart of the batholith. -Possibly it is not of original composition,

the hornblende having been removed through metamorphic action.

Dynamic and Hydroihermal Metamoiphism of the Granodiorite.—Superim-

posed upon the original variations in the batholith are the much more striking

effects of intense orogenic strains. Even the most massive phases show, under

the microscojje, the varied phenomena of crushing stress—granulation, bending

of crystals, undulatory extinctions, and recrystallization. Because of the crusli-

ing, the average rock is no longer the original rock. The granodiorite has been

changed into several metamorphic types, of which three may be noted.

The commonest transformation is that into a hiotite-epidote-hornhlende

gneiss, with essential and accessory constituents like those in the original grano-

diorite, but in somewhat different proportions. The colour is light gray, with a

green cast on surfaces transverse to the sehistosity ;
parallel to the schistosity a

dominant and darker green colour is given by abundant fine-textured leaf aggre-

gates of biotite. These aggregates are not simply crushed and rotated original

mica foils, but, like the epidote, represent true recrystallization and the incipient

migration of material within the granulate<l plutonie rock. At the same time

much of the original hornblende, apatite, and magnetite have been removed.

A second metamorphic type is a yet more highly schistose hiotite-epidoie

gneiss often transitional into biotite schist. The essential constituents are

biotite, epidote, orthoclase, andesine, and quartz. The accessories include very

rarely apatite and magnetite, while titanite seems to have entirely disappeared

along with the hornblende. Orthoclase seems here to be more abundant than

plagioclase. The quartz and feldspars are intensely granulated and, with polar-

ized light, are full of strain shadows. The rock is more richly charged with

biotite than the hornblende-bearing gneiss.

The third metamorphic type occurs in immediate association with the gneiss

just described, being interbanded with it. It is a fine-grained, strongly schistose,.
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dark greenish gray hornhlende gneiss of hasic character. The essential minerals

are idiomorphic green hornblende and allotriomorphic feldspars in mosaic with

considerable interstitial quartz; the last is hardly more than accessory. The

feldspar is mostly imstriated and not easy of determination. Orthoclase seems

to be dominant, but, as shown by extinctions on (010), approaches soda-orthoclase

in composition. The plagiuclase is possibly andesine. Titanite, apatite, and

well crystallized magnetite are accessory in large amounts. The hornblende

prisms are often twinned parallel to (100). That crystailographic plane now
lies characteristically parallel to the plane of schistosity. Except for the soda

content of the orthoclase, the minerals all appear to have the same characters

as in the grnnodiorite.

This third phase occurs in zones of maximum shearing in the batholithic

mass. It is believed to represent a new secondary rock formed by the recrystal-

lization of the materials leached out of the other two metamorphic phases just

noted and out of the granodiorite as it was crushed. The recrystallization either

accompanied or followed the very closing stage of the orogenic crushing. This

fact is demonstrated by the entire absence of granulation or even undulatory

extinctions in the mineral components.

The probable history of the metamorphism may now be summarized. After

the complete solidification of the original granodiorite, very intense crushing

stresses affected the whole body. The straining and granulation of the minerals

exposed them to wholesale solution, whether in water and other fluids inclosed

in the rock or in fluids of exotic origin. This process of solution was hastened

by the rise of temperature incident to violent crushing. All the minerals must

have been affected, but it appears that the hornblende, biotite, magnetite, apatite

and titanite were most likely to be dissolved and so migrate with the fluids that

slowly work their way through the rock in its mechanical readjustments.*

Escape for the rcineral-laden fluids (perhaps chiefly water freed from combina-

tion in biotite or from solid solution in hornblende) was most ready in the zones

of maximum shear. Thither the fluids were drawn, and there some of the

dissolved material recrystallized so as to develop the darker coloured bands of

biotite-epidote gneiss, biotite schist, and hornblende gneiss.

Where the granulation was least the granodiorite retains nearly its original

composition, though epidote may be formed; the specific gravity averages 2-730.

Where the granulation was more pronounced, as in the first metamorphic type

described, much of the hornblende, titanite, magnetite, and apatite have been

leached out and abundant metamorphic biotite and epidote have formed ; the result

is a biotite-hornblende-epidote gneiss with a density less than that of the original

• This conclusion has in this instance been deduced from the study of thin-sections.

In Reneral it accords with the results of exi)eriment. Miiller has found that in car-

bonated water hornblende and apatite are much more soluble than either orthoclase
or oligoclase. Magnetite is less soluble than any of those minerals, but the relatively-

minute size of its crystals in granodiorite would allow of its complete solution and
migration before the eesential minerals had lost more than a fraction of their sub-
stance. It is also possible that magnetite would suffer especially rapid corrosive
attack from fluid in which the chlorine-bearing apatite has gone into solution. Cf. R.
Miiller in Tschermak's Miner, und Petrog. Mittheilnngen, 1877, p. 25.
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granodiorite because of the loss in heavy constituents (specific gravity, 2-692).

A further stage of granulation and energetic shearing led to the formation of

perfect schistosity in rock made up of the quartz-feldspar ruins of the original

rock, cemented by very abundant biotite and epidote—the biotite-epidote gneiss

(specific gravity, 3-783). The fissures and fluid-filled cavities developed in the

zones of maximum shear are now occupied by the strongly schistose hornblende

gneiss (specific gravity, 2.9-39) and similar products of complete solution,

migration, and subsequent complete recrystallization.

The granodiorite has thus become not only mechanically crushed, but to a

large extent rendered heterogeneous. It is now not only gneissic, but banded

in zones of new rock markedly varied in composition. The schistosity and

banding everywhere agree in attitude; the strike varies from N. 10° W. to N.
75° W., but over large areas, as indeed over the whole batholith east and

west of Osoyoos lake, averages N. 45° W. almost exactly. Neglecting minor

crumplings, the dip varied from 70° N.E. to 90°, averaging ' about 82° N.E.

This average attitude is close to that observed in the schists cut by the grano-

diorite, but represents an exceptional strike among the main structural axes of

the Cordillera. It may be noted that shearing is much more manifest on the

east side of Osoyoos lake than on the west side.

REMifEL Batholith.

From the Pasayten river to the western base of Cathedi-al Peak the larger

part of the Boundary belt is underlain by the Eemmel batholith. This granitic

body is like the Osoyoos batholith in exhibiting a well-developed gneissic and

banded structure, along with a great heterogeneity in chemical and mineralogical

composition. The causes of this variable constitution are here again two in

number. The one is original or magmatic; the other is secondary and due to

metamorphism. The metamorphic action has been most marked in a band

immediately adjoining the Cathedral batholith. This part, comprising one-

seventh of the total area in the Boundary belt, is called the Eastern phase. The
rest of the body as exposed in the belt is called the Western phase. Each phase

is variable in itseK but the two are contrasted by general characteristics which

persist throughout most of each area. At the Pasayten river the batholith is

unconformably overlain by the Lower Cretaceous Pasayten series of strata.

Western Phase.—The least metamorphosed part of the batholith is to be

fovmd in the Western phase. None of the collected specimens can, however, be

confidently regarded as illustrating the precise average of this phase or of the

batholith as a whole. The vsriter has, however, selected for analysis one fresh

specimen which approximates the probable average rock of the Western phase

as originally constituted. The specimen was taken from a ledge two miles south

of the Boundary line and 2,000 yards from the contact with the Ashnola

gabbro.

This rock has the look of a medium- to coarse-grained, slightly porphyritic,

gray granite. Lustrous black biotites in conspicuous, often quite idiomorphic
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foils reachiiif; 1 cm. or more in diameter, are the only phenocrysts. Otherwise

the structure of the rock, though somewhat obscured by crushing, seems origin-

ally to have been the normal eugranitic. A <leep brownish-green hornblende,

quartz, andcsine (averaging Ab, An,), and orthoelase are the other essential

constituents. Titanite, magnetite, and apatite are the accessories. E.xcept for

the often unusnall.v perfect idiomorjdiism of the biotite the rock has, thus, the

general habit of a common granodiorite.

Mr. Connor's analysis (specimen No. 140.5) afforded the following residt :

—

Analysis of Remmel hatholith, Wesfern phase.

Mol.

SiO fi3-30 10.55
TiO -50 -006

ALd, 17-64 -173

Fe,0 1-58 -010

FeO 308 043
MnO 47 -007

MrO 1-23 031
CaO .>03 089
SrO 3 none
BaO .05

Na-0 4-56 -074

K.0 1.16 013
HO at ia5°C -14

H,0 above 105°C -51

P,0., -27 -003

99-52

Sp. Ri- 2-721

The norm was calculated to be :

—

Quartz 18-24

Orthoelase 7-23

Albite 38-78

Anorthite 22-80

Corundum -40

Hypersthene 7-59

Masnetite 2-32

Ilmenite -79

Apatite -62

Water -65

99-42

The mode (Rosiwal method) is approximately:

—

Quartz 27-0

Orthoelase '.

.

7-3

Andesine 50-7
Biotite 5-7

Hornblende 4-3

Magnetite 3-8

Titanite -6

Apatite -5

Epidote and zircon -2

100-0
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In tlio Xorm ehissifieation the rock is the dosodic yellowstoiiose of the

alkalicalcie rang, coloradase, in the persalane order, britannare. According to

the older classification the rock enters the class of quartz-mica diorites but

verges on typical granodiorite.

Seven other specimens of the batholith as exposed to the westward of the

Ashnola gabbro were studied microscopically. They were found to include yet

more basic diorites and also types which belong to the biotite granites rich in

plagioelase. The specific gravities of the seven specimens range from 2-6-14 to

2-775, averaging 2-706.

AVTiere strong shear-zones occur in the Western phase they are occupied by

dark greenish-gray, fine-grained, fissile hornblende gneiss very rich in horn-

blende and similar to the metamorphic filling of shear zones in the Osoyoos

granodiorite. Between these narrow shear zones the more normal rock usually

shows mechanical granulation and fracture rather than extensive recry stall iza-

tion.

Roughly estimating the relative volume of each type, the writer has con-

cluded that the Western phase is, on the average, a granodiorite which is very

close to a quartz diorite. At the western side of the exposed batholith where it

disappears beneath Cretaceous sediments, the granitic rock is relatively un-

crushed, poor in orthoclase and rather abundantly charged with phenocrystic

biotite and with hornblende. Toward Park mountain the zones of intense

shearing become more and more numerous. The rock then loses its porphyritic

ai^pearance and tends to be a gneissic biotite granite, in which hornblende is

wanting and orthoclase has increased at the expense of the soda-lime feldspar.

Xear the long band of Ashnola gabbro the Westei-n phase carries bands of

crushed rock which is indistinguishable from the stajile rock of the Eastern

phase.

Eastern Phase.—East of the roof-pendant of Ashnola gabbro the batholith

€bows evidence of having undergone its maximum shearing and metamorphism.
It there consists of narrow bands of highly micaceous gneiss alternating with

parallel, nmch broader bands of less micaceous gneiss. These bands are generally

more acid than the typical rock of the Western phase,

A specimen fairly representing the avera£;'e of the Eastern phase was collect-

ed at a ledge 1-8 miles south of the Boundary line and in the middle of the
zone of the batholith composed of this phase (Figure 32). The rock is in macro-
scopic appearance a light gray, medium-grained, somewhat gneissic granite,

weathering light brown. Quartz, biotite, orthoclase, and plagioelase (probably

audesine, near Ab, AnJ are the essential components. Rare apatite, zircon,

and magnetite grains are the accessories. A few reddish garnets are occasion-

ally developed. There is seldom an.v indication of straining or crushing of the

minerals constituting the band whence the specimen was taken, llicrosconic

study leaves the impression that the material of this and similar bands has been
wholly recr.vstallized. The structure is now the h.vpidiomorphic-granular.

This specimen (Xo. 1398) was analyzed by 'Mr. Connor witli resvdt as

follows

:
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Analysis of Remmel halholith, Eastern phase.

Mol.

SiO, 70-91 M82
TiO, -20 003

AUO, 1618 -159

Fe,0, -51 -003

FeO.' 1-09 -015

MuO -Oi

MrO -37 -009

CaO 2-92 -052

BaO -10 -001"

Na,0 1-33 -021

K,0 5-53 -059

H,0 at 105°C -03 .....

H,0 above 105°C -12

P,0. ;U 001

99-44

Sp. gr 2-651-

The norm was calculated to be:

—

Quartz 34-68

Oithoclaec 32-80
Albite 11-00

Anorthite.' 14-73

Corundum 2-75

Hypersthene 2-09

Magnetite -70

Ilmenite -46

Apatite -31

Water -15

The mode (Rosiwal method) is roughly:

99-67

Quartz 34-3

OrthocIa«e 37-1

Andesine 25-5

Biotite 2-3

Magnetite -5

Apatite, zircon, and epidote -3

100-0

In the Norm classification this rock is transitional between the, as yet,

unnamed dopotassic subrang of the alkalicalcic rang, coloradase, in the per-

salane order, britannare, and the corresponding, likewise unnamed subrang of

the order, columbare. In the older classification the rock has the chemical and

mineralogical composition of a cominon biotite granite. It is, however, impro-

bable that this type is an original product of crystallization from the batholithic

magma.
The specific gravities of four fresh specimens of the less micaceous bands

of the Eastern phase vary from 2-644 to 2-654, averaging 2-651. These narrow

limits of variation agree with the microscopic study of the same specimens in

el'owing that the lighter bands are relatively uniform in composition.
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The darker bands have not been systematically examined with the micro-

geope but their field habit is that of common mica gneiss, often passing over

into feldspathic mica schist; they never seem to carry any hornblende. They

occupy probably no more than five per cent of the area covered by the Eastern

phase.

These zones were regarded in the field as located along planes of maximum
shearing. They accord very faithfully in attitude with a strike of X. 2° to 25°

W. and a dip nearly vertical, but sometimes T5° or more to the east-northeast

—

structural elements induced by regional orogenie movements in the Cordillera.

It is improbable that ^e banding represents peripheral schistosity about the

Cathedral batholith. The chief reason for excluding this view is that peripheral

schistosity is lacking in the great Similkameen batholith, which is also cut by

the Cathedral granite. It appears, on the other hand, that the Eemmel bath-

olith was already crushed and its banding produced before either the Simil-

kameen or Cathedral granite was intruded.

Interpretations of the Two PJuises.—Three interpretations of the two phase*

are conceivable. They may bs supposed to be distinct intrusions of two differ-

ent magmas; or, secondly, original local differentiation products in the one

batholith; or, thirdly, distinguished in their present compositions because of

the unequal dynamic metamorphism of a once homogeneous magma. Against

the first view is the fact that the two phases, where in contact, seem to pasa

insensibly into each other. In favour of the third view are several facts which

do not square with the second hypothesis, and the writer has tentatively come to-

the conclusion that the third hypothesis is the correct one. Among those facts

are the following:

1. The Eastern phase covers that part of the Remmel body which has

suffered the greatest arcount of dynamic stresses exhibited either in the Eemmel
or in any other of the larger components of the Okanagan composite batholith.

It has been seen that the less intense though still notable dynamic metamor-

phism of the Osoyoos granodiorite led to the special excretion of most or all

of the hornblende, apatite, magnetite, and titanite from that rock and the secre-

tion of those leached-out compounds in the free spaces of the shear zones. The
biotite was similarly segregated, but its mobility was found to be considerably

less than that of the hornblende. If the metamorphism had been yet more

energetic in the Osoyoos body, the more soluble compounds would have been

carried away completely and the whole would have crystallized in the form of

acid biotitic gneiss banded with especially micaceous schists in the zones of

maximum shear. Such appears to the writer to be the best explanation of the

Eastern phase of the Eemmel batholith.

2. The composition of the rock and the fact that, as* above mentioned, it

seems to have been thoroughly recrystallized into a strong, well knit, banded

gneiss without cataelastic structure agree with this view.

3. The conclusion is substantiated in the study of more moderate shearing

in the Western phase itself. There the strongly granulated and not reorystal-
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lized granoiliorite shows impoverishment in the more mobile hornblende and

accessories, which are segregated into intercalated recrystallized bands. Thus

liornblende-free, crushed rock indistinguishabk^ in composition from the rock

cii' the Eastern phase occurs sporadically in many local areas within the normal

crushed granodiorite of the Western phase.

In summary, then, the Kcnunel granoiliorite, gneissic biotite granite, biotite

gneiss, biotite-quartz diorite, and hornblende gneiss appear to belong to a single

batholithic intrusion. The mean of the two chemical analyses corresi>onds to

the analysis of a fairly typical granodiorite. In view of the greater volume of

the Western phase it appears that the average original rock of the whole, bath-

olith was a granodiorite quite close in its composition to a quartz-hornblende-

biotite diorite.

This mass has been dynamically and hydrothcrmally metamorphosed with

intense shearing in zones trending X. 20^ to 'i.')" W. Over most of the

batliolith so far investigated these zones of physical and chemical alteration

are not so well developed as to obscure the essential nature of the primary

mngnia (Western phase). The shearing and transformation are miich more pro-

found in a wide belt" elongated in the general structural direction N. 25° W.

Here the rocks are well banded biotite gneisses, the material of which is residual

after the deep seated, wholesale leaching of the more basic mineral matter from

the crushed granodiorite (Eastern phase).

KRitii'.u Ai.KALiNi; Body.

Genei<al Description.—All the way from the (!reat plains to the Pacific

waters nepheline rocks are extremely rare on the Forty-ninth Parallel. The

Boundary section is now so far completed that it can be stated that in the entire

section the Kruger body is the only idutonic mass bearing essential nepheline;

it is likewise the most alkaline plutonic mass.

One of its principal characteristics is great lithologieal variability. It

varies signally in grain, in structure, and above all in composition. (Plate 39).

All the varietal rock types carry essential feldspars of high alkalinity—micro-

perthite, microcline, soda-orthoclase, and orthoclase. Xephelite, biotite, olive-

green hornblende, a pyroxene of the a-gerite-augite series, and melanite complete

the general list of essentials. Titanite, titaniferous magnetite or ilmenite,

rutile. apatite, and acid andesine, Ab-, An, (the last entirely absent in most of

the rock phases), form the staple accessories, though any one or more of the

coloured silicates may be only accessory in certain phases. ihiscovite,

hydronephelite, kaolin, calcite, epidote, and chlorite are secondary, but on

account of the notable freshness of the rocks are believed to be due to crush-

metamorphism more than to weathering.

According to the relative proportions of the essential minerals, at least ten

different varieties of aUialine rock have been found in the body. These are:

—

Aiigite-neplielite malignite, Hornblende-ueplielite syenite,

Ausite-biotite-nephelitp nuilitiiiip. Biotite-melanite-nephelite sye-nite,

Augitf-ljiotite-melauite malignite, AugUe-biotite-nephelite sj-eiiite,

llurnbli-iuK'aiiyite malignite, I'oiljliyritic augite syenite,

Augite-iiephclite >yenite, I'm |ili\ ritic alkiiline biotite syenit?.



ri.ATK 30.

iiT-V^^i?*^

ir^-"^^^s.

Types from thr Kricer Alkaline Body.
A.—Porphyritic alkaline syenite ; one-half natural size.

B.—Xephelite syenite (.salic variety) ; two-thirds natural size.

C.—Malignite ; two-thirds natural size.

25a— vol. ii—p. 448.
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There is a question as to how far this list of varieties actually represents

the original magmatic variation within the body. The evidence is good that

the augite and hornblende and a part of the biotite, along with the feldspars and
nephelite, crystallized from the magma. It is not certain in the case of melanite

which, in the Ontario maliguite, as described by Lawson, appears to be a primary

essential.* Microscopic study shows that much of the melanite in the Kruger
rocks is of magmatic origin, but that perhaps much more of it has replaced

•the pyroxene during dynamic metamorphism. In such cases the pyroxene,

where still in part remaining, is very ragged, with granular aggregates of the

garnet occupying the irregular embayments in the attacked mineral. A further

stage consists in the complete replacement of the augite by the melanite

aggregates which are shot through with metamorphie biotite. These peculiar

reactions between the pyroxene and the other components of the rock are wide-

spread in both syenite and malignite.

All the phases so far studied in this natural museum of alkaline types can

be grouped in three classes^granular malignites, granular nephelite syenites,

and coarsely porphyritic alkaline syenites. Thf malignitic varieties are always

basic in look, dark greenish-gi-ay in colour, and medium to coarse in grain

(specific gravity, 2.757 to 2-967). 'The nephelite syenites are rather light

bluish-grey in tint, medium- to fine-grained, and break with the sonorous ring

characteristic of phonolite (specific gravity, 2-606 to 2-719). The third class of

rocks is much less important as to volume; they are always coarse in grain, of

gray colour, and charged with abundant tabular phenocrysts of micrdperthite

which range from 2 to 5 centimetres in length. These phenoci-ysts as well as

the alkaline feldspars of the coarse groundmass are usually twinned, following

the Carlsbad law—a characteristic very seldom observed in the malignites or

nephelite syenites. (Plate 39, A)
The nephelite syenites often send strong apophysal offshoots into the

malignites, but such tongues are highly irreg\ilar and intimately welded with
the adjacent basic rock as if the latter were still hot when the nephelite syenites

were intruded. Moreover, there are all stages of transition in a single broad
outcrop between typical malignite and more leucocratic rock indistinguishable

from the nephelite syenite of the apophyses. Similarly, even with tolerably good
exposures, no sharp contacts could be discovered between the coarse, porphyritic

syenites and the other phases. The porphyritic rocks almost invariably showed
strong and unmistakable flow structure, evidenced in the parallel arrangement
of undeformed phenocrysts; these generally lie parallel to the contact walls of

the body as a whole. The phasal variety of the Kruger body and the field

relations of the different types seem best explained on the hypothesis that the

phases are all nearly or quite contemporaneous—the product of rapid magmatic
differentiation accompanied by strong movements of the magma. These move-
ments continued into the viscous stage immediately preceding crystallization.

(Plate 39, A).

Three specimens representing as many principal types were submitted to

Professor Dittrich for analysis.

*A. C. Lawson, Bulletin, Dept. of Geologr, Universitv of California, vol. 1, 190.

2.5a—vol. ii—29
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Augite-hiotite Malignile.—The first specimen was colleoted at a lelge about

50 yards west of the contact with the older Kruger-mountain schists and 1,200

yards west of the small lake on the top of the mountain-plateau. This rock is

dark-coloured, medium to fairly coarse-grained, and of gabbroid habit. (See

Plate 39, Figure C). The essential minerals are augite, (with rare outer shells of

olive-green hornblende), hiotite, mieroperthite, microeline, nephelite, and prob-

ably soda orthoclase. Apatite, a little titaniferous magnetite or ilmenite, and
titanite are original accessories. Melnnite is also an abundant accessory but

in this case all of the garnet may have been derived from the pyroxene through
crush-metamorphism. A little hydronephelite and more abundant muscovite,

which seems to replace nephelite, are present as secondary products, but on the

whole the rock is to be described as fresh.

The order of crystallization among the original minerals is: apatite; iron

ore; titanite; augite; feldspars: nephelite. The order is unusual in that the

nephelite follows the. feldspars.

The chemical analysis of this specimen (No. 1100), by Professor Dittrich,

resulted as follows :

—

Analysis of malignite, Kruger alkaline hody.

Mol.

SiO~ 50-49 .8+2
TiO; .92 -Oil

AI.O, 15-83 -155

re,o, 6-11 -ass
FeO 3-(M, -042

MnO .11 .001

MgO 3-38 .084

CaO 7-99 -143

Na.0 3-12 -050

K,0 .- 6-86 -073

H.O at 110°C -29

H.O aboTP UO'^C 1-20

PjO. -42 -003

CO, .07

99-83
Sp.gr 2849

The calculated norm is:

—

Orthoclase 40-59
Albite 7-34

Nephelite 10-22
Anorthite 8-90
Diopside 18-14
Wollastoiiite 1-97

Madnetite 7.42
Ilmenite 1.67
Hematite .96

Apatite .?3

Water 1.49

99-63
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The mole (Rosiwal method) is approximately:

—

Microperthite 1

Microcline [ 36'3

Soda orthoclase )

Augite ; 36.5

Biotite 11-0

Melanite 9-5

Nephelite.. 5-1

Apatite l^O

Magnetite and titanite -3

100-0

In the ISTorm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic subrang, boro-

lanose, of the domalkalic rang, essexase, in the dosalane order, norgare.

According to the principles of the older classification the nearest relatives

to this rock are found in the malignites of Ontario, as described by Lawson
(see Table XXYIII, Cols. 5, 6 and 7). This Kruger mountain rock differs from

the Ontario types chiefly in the fact that here potash greatly predominates over

the soda. Though in this respect the rock is an extreme member of the group

named by Lawson, it is, apparently, best classified as an augite-biotite malignite.

Femic Nephelite Syenite.—The second analyzed specimen was collected near

the contact with the Kruger Mountain schists at a point about 1,000 yards

northwest of the locality where the first specimen was found. This second rock

is a bluish-gray, medium-grained, somewhat porphyritic type. The phenocrysts

lire tabular crystals of microperthite, reaching 1 cm. or more in length. Qualita-

lively the mineralogical composition is like that of the specimen just described.

Here, however, the femic constituents are decidedly less abundant, while the

feldspars and nephelite have notably increased. The order of crystallization

and the decomposition-products are, respectively, the same as in the first speci-

men. In the thin section of the second specimen it was observed that the garnet

and biotite interpenetrate so intimately as to suggest a primary origin for the

former, though decisive proof of that has not been found. Like the first speci-

men, this one has been somewhat crushed, so that a metamorphic origin of the

garnet is quite possible. The rock powder gelatinized strongly on heating with

f;cid, showing that nephelite is abundant. Optical tests seemed to show that

some free albite here accompanies the other feldspars.

Professor Dittrich's analysis (specimen No. 1110) gave:

—

Analysis of femic nephelite syenite, Kruger alkaline hody.

Mol.
SiO 52.53 -875

TiO -07 .001

ALd, ; 1905 -186

Fe.O, 4-77 -030

Feb 210 -029

MnO 13 -001

MrO 199 -050

BaO no -001

CaO 5-75 .103

: SrO -19 -002

25a—vol. ii—29i
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Analysis of femic nepheUte syenite, Ki'uger all'aline body—Continued.

Mol.
Na,0 ids -065

K.0 7-30 -078

H.O iU iioh: -IS

H.O iibovo nO^C 1-49

PjO -28 -002

CO,. -27

100'17

Sp. Ki- 2-719

From the microscopic study it is very probable tbat the titanic oxide is

notably liiglier than is shown in the foregoing table. Otherwise the chemical

analysis corresponds well with the optical analysis. Rough calculation has

shown that the garnet must be low in alumina and high in lime and iron, and

is thus, as already suggested by its colour, a true melanite. The appreciable

amounts of barium and strontium oxides suggest that some of the feldspar

mixtures may in complexity rival the phenocrysts of the Rock Creek rhomb-
porphyry. We have here one more illustration of the rule that these two oxides

tend to occur in relatively high proportion in the highly alkaline rocks.

The norm calculated from lhe analysis is:

—

Orthoclase «-37
Albite 11-00

Anorthite 11-95

Xepliplite 12-.W

Piopside 10-80

Wolla^toiiit? -70

Magnetite fi-73

Ilmenite .1.5

Hematite -16

Apatite -62

Water l-ftj

99-60

The mode (Rosiwal method) is .approximately:

—

Feldspar 63-9

Nephelite 15-1

Biotite.. .. 11-1

Melanite 8-8

Apatite .6

Titanite -5

lOO-O

In the Xorm classification this rock ruust be classified with the first speci-

men as borolanose. In the older classification it may be best named a biotite-

melanite-nephelite syenite, transitional to malignite.

Nepheli]te Syenite.—The third specimen was taken from a ledge 2,-300 yards
•due west of the southern end of the lake on the plateau and 1-5 miles north of
the Boundary line. It represents a specially large, relatively homogeneous mass
a mile long and -iOO yards wide, which crowns the 4,200-foot summit west of

the lakelet. This mass is made up of the leucoeratic phase of the alkaline body.

(Plate 39, B).
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Tlie rock is a light bluish-gray, rather fine-grained syenite, breaking with

a sonorous ring. In the hand-specimen it shows a weak parallel structure, pro-

bably due to flow in the late magmatic period, A few small hornblendes and
many small feldspars twinned on the Carlsbad law, are arranged parallel to the

planes of the flow-structure. Minute biotites can also be detected macroscopi-

cally.

Under the microscope the fairly abundant hornblende is seen to be a

strongly pleoehroic, olive-green variety of great absorptive power. The biotite is

scarcely more than accessory. Xephelite, orthoclase, microperthite, microcline,

and probably soda-orthoclase [extinction of 8° on (010)] are the light coloured

essentials. The list of accessories includes melanite, apatite, and titanite.

Iron oxides are absent or are present in but the barest traces.

The rock is very fresh, even the nephelite showing little alteration. In
this case the relations of the melanite point to its being a primar.y mineral.

The rock has been little, if at all, crushed since it crystallized. The garnet

is generally poikilitic, enclosing feldspar granules, and seems to have been the

last product of crystallization. A little anatase, probably derived from the

titanite. was observed.

The chemical analysis of this specimen (No.ll09) gave Professor Dittrich

the following result :

—

Analpsis of nephelite syenite. Erugcr alkaline tody.

Mol.

SiO, 55-11 -918

TiO, -48 -OOG

ALO, 21-28 -209

Fe.O, 2-64 -016

Feb.' 1-29 -018

MnO 08 -001

MffO -59 -015

CaO 2-82 050
Xa,0 6-24 -101

K,0 8-36 -OS*

H,0 at IWC 14
H,0 above llO^C -58

P,Os -27 -002

CO, 08

9996
Sp. gr 2 666

The calculated norm is :

—

Orthoclase 49-48

Albite 13-62

Anorthite 5-28

Nephelite -. 21-30

Diopside 3-23

Wollastonite 1-04

Magnetite 3-02

Ilmenite -91

Hematite -48

Apatite -62

Water -72

99-70
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lu the Norm classification tlie rock enters the sodipotassic subrang, beenie-

rose, of the peralkalic rang, miaskase, in the persalane order, russare. In the

older classification it is a hornblende (biotite) nephelite syenite. Partly on

account of the fine grain of this rock its actual mineralogical composition or

)node could not bo determined by the Rosiwal metluxl.

Summary.—Table XXVIII facilitates a rapid review of the chemical

variety of the Kruger alkaline body. Col. 4 shows the average of all three

analyses and is doubtless not far from the average for the whole body. This

average recalls the analysis of a typical leucite syenite and also that of the

borolanite described by Home and Teall.g In mineralogical composition, how-

ever, the average rock of the body would more closely approximate the malig-

nites of Ontario. It seems best, therefore, to consider the average rock of the

body as a malignite passing into I'leplielite syenite. Differentiation of the corres-

ponding magma has yielded true nephelite syenite of granitic structure; coarse

nugite and biotite syenites of porphyritic structure; and various types of

malignite, in which, however, the potash is in distinct excess over the soda. In

the latter respect the Kruger body i- in contrast with the average malignitic

type of Ontario.

Table XXVIH.
Analyses of malif/iiife'' end nephelite syenites.
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The average specific gravity of tliirteen fresh specimens of the Ki-uger body
is 2-750.

Metamorphism.—Few of the specimens collected are free from signs of
crushing. This has sometimes induced a decided gneissic structure, and almost
always the microscope shows fracture and granulation. The abumdant develop-

ment of metamorphic melanite and biotite and perhaps also the occasional pro-

duction of large poikilitic scapolites indicate some recrystallization through
dynamic metamorphism. The abundance of mierocline and the corresponding

subordinate character of the orthocla^e is another, yet more familar, relation

brought about through the crushing. The mechanical alteration of these rocks

is far from being as thorough as in the case of the Osoyoos batholith. This is a

principal reason for believing that the alkaline mass was intruded after the

Osoyoos granodiorite had been itself well crushed. No other definite field evidence

for or against that view has been discovered. However, the magmatic relationships

between the uncrusheJ Cathedral and Similkameen batholiths and the Kruger
body also suggest that all three belong to one eruptive epoch of seveTai stages

—

an epoch long subsequent to the intrusion of the Osoyoos and Eemmel batho-

liths. The Similkameen granite is clearly intrusive into the Kruger alkalines,

which may owe their strained and often granulated condition to the forceful

entrance of that immense and immediately adjoining body of granite (see

Figure 28).

SllIlLKAlIEEX BaTHOUTH.

General Character.—The staple rock of the Similkameen batholith (Plate

40) is a medium- to coarse-grained, light pinkish-gray soda granite. Its

essential constituents are hornblende, biotite, quartz, basic oligoclase (averaging

Ab; An,), and the alkaline feldspars, microperthite, mierocline, microcline-

microperthite, and orthoclase. The last named is characteristically rare; micro-

perthite is the most abundant of the alkaline feldspars. The accessories are

magnetite, apatite, and beautifully crystallized titanite. AUanite is a rare

accessory; epidote is occasionally present, but apparently is secondary. The
structure and order of crystallization are normal for granites, though .micro-

perthite is often in phenocrystic development.

A type specimen collected on the wagon-road following the west side of the

Similkameen river valley, at a point three miles north of the Boundary slash,

was studied microscopically and chemically.

A total analysis of this specimen (No. 1355) was made by Mr. Connor,
with result as follows :

—
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Analysis of dominant phase, Similkameen hathoUth.
Mol.

SiO 66-55 M09
TiO. -40 005

A1,0, 16-21 -159

Fe,0, 1-98 013

FeO. 1-80 035

MnO -12 -001

MrO 1-32 -033

CaO 3-86 -069

SrO -01

BaO -03

Xa,0 -lO" -066

K.6 2-84 -030

h;0 at 105°C 01

li,0 above lOo^C -at

r.Os -15 001

99-59

Sp. Ki- 2-693

The calculated norm is :

—

Quartz 21-78

Orthoclase 16-68

Albite 31-58

Anorthitc 17-51

Hypersthene 4-05

Diopside -64

Magnetite 3-02

Ilmenite.. -76

Apatite -31

Water.. -25

99-58

The mode (Rosiwal method) is approximately:

—

Quartz 220
Orthoclase and microcline 6-7

Microperthite 27-0

Oligoclaee 29-8

Biotite 5-5

Hornblende 4-2

Magnetite 1-8

Titauite 11
Epidote 1-1

Apatite -8

100-0

lu the Norm elassilication the rock enteres the dosodic subrang, yellow-

stonose, of the alkalicaleic rang, coloradase, in the persalane order, britannare.

lu the older classification it is a granodiorite, though the dominance of

microperthite and the relative acidity of the soda-lime feldspar allies the rock to

the alkaline granites.

For many square miles together the great central portion of the batholith

is composed of this rock-—a soda-rich biotite-hornblende granite or granodiorite

of an average specific gravity of 2-706.

At the head of Toude (or Toat) coulee the rock of a large area within the

batholith is generally porphyritic and distinctly finer grained than the staple
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granite, tlie specific gravity averaging 2-675. The plienocrysts are poikilitic

microperthites bearing many inclusions of the other constituents. lu the

specimens so far examined, orthoclase tends to dominate over microperthite.

Near the contacts with the normal equigranular rock, oligoclase replaces the

alkaline feldspars to a great extent; yet this phase is always poorer in both

hornblende and biotite than the normal phase, which is thus slightly the more
basic rock. The finer grained phase was seen at several places only a few feet

from the coarser; the contact is there sharp, but the absolute relation between

the two phases could not be determined. It is highly probable that both are of

nearly contemporaneous origin, the intrusion of the porphyritic phase having

followed that of the equigranular rock by a short interval, as if in consequence

of massive movements in one slightly heterogeneous, partially cooled magma.
The porphyritic phase often shades into the other so imperceptibly that a

separation of the two phases on the map is a matter of great difBculty, if not

of impossibility.

The material of the batholith is further varied by rather rare basic segrega-

tions. These have the composition of hornblende-biotite diorite, being made up
of the minerals of earlier generation in the host.

Basic Phase at Contact.—Much more important products of differentiation,

as shown by microscopic analysis, are illustrated in a wide zone of contact

basification. Here there occur several related types of alkaline or subalkaline

syenites. In specimens collected along the contact with the Kruger alkalines,

quartz nearly or altogether fails, biotite is absent, and abundant diopsidic augite

accompanies the essential hornblende. The feldspars are the same as in the

staple rock, with basic oligoclase, Ab, An,, yet more abundant than there. Zircon

is added to the list of accessories.

A specimen (No. 1107) of the basified shell showing this mineralogical

composition was collected at a point two miles north of the Boundary line and
about 200 yards from the contact with the Kruger alkaline body. It was
analyzed by Professor Dittrieh, with the following result

:

Analysis of hasic ronlart-phase, Similkameen hatholiih.

Mol.
SiO, 5406 -901

TiO, -80 010
AI.O, 18-75 -183

Fe.O, 4-64 -029

FeO 3-10 -043

MnO tr
MgO 2.75 -069

CaO 7-35 -131

Na.O 4-60 -074

K,0 3-00 -032

H,0 at llO^C -10

H,0 above nO°C -41

P,0, -55 004
COj -11

100-22

Sp. gr 2-819
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The calculated norm is:

—

Orthoclase 17-79

Albite 38-78

Anorthite 21-41

Diopside 8-92

Hyperstheiie 2-63

Olivine -io

Magnetite 6-73

Ilmenite 1-52

Apatite 1-24

- Water -51

99-98

The n:ode (Rosiwal method) is approximately:

—

Orthoclase 22-9

Microperthite 17-2

Oligoclase (AbjAn,) 23-4

Hornblende 22-8

Augite 9-0

Magnetite 1-8

Apatite 1-3

Titanite M
Zircon .1

Quartz Hi

lOO-O

In the Norm classification this rock enters the dosodic subrang, andose,

of the alkalicalcic rang, andase, in' the dosalane order, germanare.
According to the older classification it is an augite-hornblende soda

monzonite. The analysis closely resembles that of the typical rock from
Monzoni, except that the soda is strongly dominant over the potash. The specific

gravity of the basic shell varies from :2-8O0 to 2-819.

It is an open question as to how far this basic phase is due to absorption

of material from the adjacent malignite-syenite series and how far it is due to

magmatic difierentiation.

On the contact with the quartzites and schists of mount Chopaka tlie

basification is less pronounced; compared to the staple granite, this phase is

poor in quartz and rich in oligoclase-andesine and hornblende. It may be called

a hornblende-biotite soda-monzonite of a specific gravity of 2-712—2-748.

For a half mile or more northwest of the contact with a large body of schist

forming the Horseshoe pendant (Figure 31) the batholith exhibits a third basic

phase. There is an almost complete disappearance of alkaline feldspars, other

characters of the rock remaining essentially like those of the granite. This

phase is a hornblende-biotite-quartz diorite of a specific gravity of 2-736. Here
again there is doubt as to the exact cause of the basification. The Horseshoe

pendant is largely amphibolitic in composition, and it is possible that assimila-

tion of material from these schists is partly responsible for the development of

the quartz diorite.

Comparison with Kruger Alkaline Body.—The intimate field-association of

the Similkameen granodiorite with the Kruger alkaline body naturally suggests

the question whether the two masses are consanguineous. The chemical analyses
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do not fully or directly answer the question but tlie mineralogical features of

the respective rocks are alike in so many special ways that one must believe in

a genetic bond between the masses. On comparing many thin sections from
type-specimens of each mass the writer has found certain significant characters

in common, which are briefly noted in the following list :

—

a. An unusually beautiful polarization pattern in the essential mierocline-

microperthite feldspars; these minerals are of sensibly identical nature in the

two bodies.

b. In each mass the common recurrence of narrow shells of olive-gi'een

hornblende enclosing the pale green augite.

c. The essentially similar nature of the hornblende whether as rims or as

independent crystals within the two masses. It varies somewhat in depth of

tint but is always of this scheme

:

a=pale grayish green. b=olive-green.

c=olive-green.

The extinction on (010) is slightly variable but the measurements always

Tan between 14° and 22°, indicating in all probability a common variety of horn-

blende.

d. In each mass the recurrence of essential brown biotite with sensibly

constant optical properties.

e. The augite of the basified shell in the batholith is a variety closely

similar to if not identical with that characterizing the Kruger body.

We seem justified in concluding that, in spite of the strong chemical con-

trasts of the two masses, they have family traits suggesting that both belong

to one petrogenic cycle.

Dikes Cutting the Similkameen Batholith.—The coarser phase of the Simil-

kameen granite is cut, not only by the yoimger phase and by apophyses of the

Cathedral granite, but also by a few basic dikes. One of these dikes has been

examined with the microscope and found to be a medium-grained hornblende-

diorite porphyrite, with phenocrysts of hornblende and andesine in a granular

ground-mass of plagioclase and hornblende microlites and quartz.

The younger phase of the granite is cut by a few narrow dikes of black,

fresh-looking trap which is not porphyritic to the naked eye but, under the

microscope, shows phenocrysts of basic labradorite, Ab, An,, colourless augite,

and dark green hornblende. The rock is an augite-hornblende porphyrite

and all of these dikes are probably genetically connected with the porphyrite

cutting the coarser phase of the batholith.

Cathedral Batholith.

Older Phase.—-The youngest of the batholithic intrusives is petrographically

the simplest of all. Its material is singularly homogeneous, both mineralogicaliy

and texturally. The rock is a coarse-grained, light pinkish-gray biotite granite

of common macroscopic habit. The essential minerals are microperthite, quartz.
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oligoclase, Ab^ Aiij, orthoclase (often mieroeliiie). ami biotite; the accessories,

apatite and magnetite, witli rather rare titanite and zircon. The order of

in-ystallization is that normal for granites. Sometimes, and especially along con-

tact walls, the rock is porphyritic, with the microperthite developed in large idio-

niorphic and poikilitic phenocrysts, which, as described by Calkins, weather out

with a retention of the crystal form.

A type specimen (No. 1388) collected on the Commission trail near the top

of Baiiernian ridge, has been analyzed b.v ^fr. Connor, with result as follows:

—

Analysis of Cathedral granllr, Olthr phase.

Mol.

SiO 71.21 1187
Tidi 16 -002

AlA 15-38 -151

Fe,0, -25 001

Feb 1-4" 021

MnO 06 -001

MkO •. -33 .008

CaO 1-37 021

BaO 09 .001

Na,0 4-28 -069

K,0 4&5 -051

H5O at 105°C 02

H.O above 105°C -43

PA 05

99-95

Sp.gr 2-621

The calculated norm is :

—

Quartz 23-46

Orthoclase 28-36

Albite 38-16

Auorthite 6-95

Coninduin -61

Hypersthene 3-18

Magnetite -46

Ilmenite -30

Water -45

The mode (Rosiwal method) is appro.\imately :-

99.93

Quartz 35-7

Orthoclase 7-0

Microperthite 40-3

Oligoclase 11-0

Biotite 5-0

Magnetite and titaiii'e -7

Apatite -3

100-0
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In the Xorm classification the rock enters the sodipotassic subrang,

toscanose, of the domalkalic rang, toscanase, in the persalane order, britannare.

In the older classification it is a biotite granite rich in soda. The specific

gravities of three fresh specimens vary from 3-621 to 2-637, averaging 2-631.

A local varietal phase, bearing olive-green hornblende as a second essential,

was found in the contact zone, 400 yards or more in width, alongside the Simil-

kameen hornblende-biotite granite; here there may also be some slight enrich-

ment in oligoclase at the expense of the microperthite. Neither hornblende nor

biotite is abundant. The specific gravity of this phase is 2-644. The cause of

lhe basification must once more be left undecided; it may lie in assimilation, in

differentiation, or in both.

The ordinary basic segregation is notably rare in this batholith. A few,

with the composition of biotite-quartz diorite, were seen, but they seldom

exceeded a few inches in diameter.

Y»ungei- Pliase.—The coarse granite had been intruded, and apparently so

far cooled that joints had developed within its mass, when a second eruptive

efiort thrust a great wedge of nearly identical magma into the heart of the

batholith. This may be called the Younger phase of the Cathedral batholith. It

forms a large dike-like mass 3A miles long and averaging 400 yards in width;

its length runs about north 60 degrees west and lies parallel to a system of

master joint planes within the Older phase.

The Younger phase has the same general colour as the coarse granite, but

is finer-grained, more regularly porphyritic, and more acid. The microperthite

of the older granite is here largely replaced by orthoclase and microcline, both

sodiferous; at the same time the plagioclase is more acid, being oligoclase near

Ab, Ahj. The accessories are the same as in the coarse granite, but are much
rarer. Biotite also is here less abundant. The weight percentages are approx-

imately:

—

Quartz 38-8

Orthoclase and microcline 33-i

Oligoclase 17-6

Microperthite 5-8

Biotite 3-5

Magnetite -6

Apatite -3

100-0

The Younger phase approaches an aplitie relation to the Older. The con-

tacts between the two were seen at several points ; they are sharp, yet the two

rocks are closely welded together, and it seems probable that the coarser granite

was still hot when the younger granite was injected.

Relation to Similkameen Batholith.—The Cathedral granite is unquestion-

ably consanguineous with the Similkameen granodiorite. Apart from their

obviously close association both in the field relations and in the geological
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chronology, a near magmatic relationship I'ov the two hatholiths is indicated by
the essential similarities in the optical properties of the respective minerals.

These likenesses are observable in the quartz, microperthite, microcline, ortho-

ilase, biotite, and the accessories, as well as in the hornblende which, as we have
seen, is very rare in the Cathedral batholith.

It would be a matter of the highest importance if one could demonstrate

the cause of this blood-relationship between the two hatholiths. To say that

they are magmatic differentiates is only to restate tlie petrogenic problem. The
profitable questions are: What was differentiated in the two intrusive periods;

and, what was the actual differentiating process?

These questions cannot be answered with assurance. All that seems possible

now is to indicate the lines on which future investigation is needed. To do
even that would anticipate part of chapters XXVI. and XXVII. and the writer

will here offer only one conjecture as to the relation between the bodies. The
guess is based on the proved efficiency of density differences to exi^lain splitting

in a heterogeneous magma, like that which composed the iloyie sills: secondly,

on the view that a mediosilicic magma tends to separate into the antagonistic

gabbroid (basaltic) and granitic magmas, this separation taking place with

special rapidity just before solidification of the original magma could take

place.

Let us assume that part of the Similkameen granodiorite long remained
molten or was, by whatever means, partly remelted, and then gradually cooled.

It is conceivable that during the cooling the basic elements corresponding in

total composition to a gabbro, would settle down, leaving a persilicic residue in

the uppet part of the magma chamber. To develop the hypothesis still further

the basic differentiate is assumed to have the composition of the local Ashnola

gabbro. Finally, it is assumed that just one-fifth by weight of the remelted

granodiorite settles out, this particular proiwrtion being that which wotjld give a

residue with silica very nearly equal to that in the Cathedral granite. The^

residue has thus been calculated and found to be fairly close in composition to

the Cathedral granite in all the other essential oxides. The result of the cal-

culation is shown in Col. 3 of Table XXIX. Cols. 1, 2, and 4 respectively

state the analyses of the Ashnola gabbro, the Similkameen granodiorite, and the

Cathedral granite.



Plate 12.

' *

View of cirque heaJ-wall t:uuii.u,->, d of iiuisaivf C;itlit-dral

trranite. Scale given by man on tlie less jointed cliff.

Felsenmeer on Similkameen batholith, about .se^ en thousand feet above sea-

level, Okani^an Range.
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Table XXIX.

Showing chemical relaiion of Similkameen and Cathedral iatholiths.
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granite, is the other pole of tlie differentiation. The chief difficulty of discuss-

ing this view, as of all its competitors, lies in the limited nature of the data

from the structural geology of the range. Herein lies the importance of a com-

parison with the magmatic history of the Piircell sills and analogous injections

o.' which the structural relations are well understood. Such comparison will

be noted in the theoretical chapter XXVII.

Dikes Cutting the Cathedral Batholith.—Near the highest peak on Bauer-

man ridge the coarse Cathedral granite is cut by a small dike of typical olivine

basalt. The dike is exposed for si.xty feet, in which distance it varies in width
from four feet near the middle of the exposure to less than two feet at each

end. The basalt thus forms a lenticular mass, standing practically vertical.

The strike of the dike is N. 3.5° E. and in the same quadrant as the average

strike of the andesite dikes cutting the Basic Complex. The basalt is even

more vesicular than the andesite mentioned. The middle of the dike is abund-

antly charged with gas-pores one to three millimetres or more in diameter.

These are commonly elongated parallel to the walls of the dike. For five or ten

centimetres from each wall the pores are very rare and the rock is compact, as

ii by chilling. The basalt carries xenoliths of the adjacent granite and of large

quartz and feldspar crystal fragments also torn from the walls.

The microscope shows that the basalt is exceedingly fresh, jiot even the

olivine being essentially affected by weathering. In view of this freshness it is

noteworthy that the vesicles carry no trace of calcitic or other filling. It looks

as if they had never been filled with mineral matter. These facts together with

the vesicular cliaracter of the lava, suggest that the basalt was injected near the

surface and is therefore of later date than the unroofing of the batholith. In

any case it is the youngest eruptive known to occur within the Okanagan
composite batholith.

The phenocrysts are greenish augite and colourless olivine, both of which
•jre abundant. The ground-mass consists of bytownite laths and augite granules,

with a niesostasis of brown glass.

Two small, parallel, lamprophyric dikes of pod-like form and less than three

feet in maximum width, cut the Cathedral granite on the ridge 1,200 yards

northeast of Cathedral Peak. These dikes, in contrast with the basalt, are much
altered and it is difficult to diagnose them. The original constituents seem to

have been plagioclase, green hornblende, diopsidic augite, and possibl.v some
biotite. The grain is fine; the structure, p^iidiomorphic to eugranitic. The
rock ma,v be a greatly altered camptonite or else hornblende diabase.

Park Granite Stock.

The Park granite stock measures 4 miles in length by 2i miles in width
(Figure 3."?). This granite is coarse, unsqueezed, and in almost all resi)ects

resembles macroscopically the Older phase of the Cathedral batholith. of which
the Park granite seems to bo a satellite. T'nder the microscope the rock differs

from the coarser Cathedral granite chiefl.v in the entire replacement of micro-
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perthite by orthoelase; so that this granite is a normal biotite granite rather

than a soda granite. The greater homogeneity of the dominant feldspar may
explain the fact that the Park granite is somewhat more resistant to the weather

than the Older phase of the Cathedral batholith. A few prisms of dark green

hornblende are accessory in much the same proportion as in the Younger phase
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FiGCEE 33.—Map'showing rektions of the Remmfil batholith. Park granite, and Basic
Complex. Scale :—1 : 110,000.

of the Cathedral. With these exceptions, both essential and accessory constitu-

ents are, in individual properties and in relative amounts, practically identical

in the type specimens of stock and the Older phase of the batholith. The speoifie

gravity of the Park granite is 2-673.

A second, very small boss of the Park granite occurs within the mass of

the Eemmel batholith some 5 miles west-southwest of the Park granite stock.

This boss is circular in plan and measures not more than 250 yards in diameter.

25a—vol. ii—30
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GEOLOGICAL RELATIONS AXD GENERAL STRUCTURE.

The Okanagan mountains are among the most accessible in the whole trans-

Cordilleran section along the Forty-ninth Parallel. Even without a trail,

horses can be taken to almost any point in the 5-mile belt. Owing partly to

mere altitude, partly to the general climatic conditions, the summits are often

well above the timber line, while the mountain flanks are clad with the woods of

beautiful park lands. (Plates 40 and 41). Another special advantage in deter-

mining geological relations consists in the freshness of the rocks, which have
been heavily glaciated and have not been seriously injured by secular decay.

With a little searching, excellent and often remarkably perfect exposures of
every formation and of its more important contacts can usually be discovered.

Each of the principal field relations now to be noted has been determined not

from one contact alone, but through the accordant testimony of several favour-

able localities.

The oldest rocks within the batholithic area are the quartzites and schists of

Kruger mountain, with their associated basic intrusives ; and the roof pendants

of the Similkameen batholith (Figures 27, 28 and 29). Without doubt, these rocks

are of the same age as the similar types found in the Anarchist series. All of

these Paleozoic (probably in large part Carboniferous) formations had been

crushed and dynamically metamorphosed before the intrusion of the oldest

granitic component of the composite batholith (the Kemmel or Osoyoos grano-

diorite).

Analogies drawn from better known parts of the Cordillera suggest that the

basic intrusives of Chopaka mountain are of late Paleozoic (Carboniferous) age,

though, of course, younger than the schists and quartzites which they cut.

Since the rocks of the Basic Complex are crushed and metamorphosed in

as extraordinary degree as any of the above-mentioned formations, the complex

is regarded as a Paleozoic parallel to the Chopaka basic intrusives, though
perhaps not strictly contemj)oraneous with the latter. For a reason already

noted, the Ashnola gabbro is possibly to be correlated in age with the larger part

of the Basic Complex.

The mode of intrusion and therewith the structural relation of each of these

basic masses to its original country rock cannot be declared. In the case of two
of them—the Basic Complex and the Ashnola gabbro—not a fragment of the

invaded formation has been found. It is, however, improbable that any of these

bodies ever had batholithic dimensions. Their present isolated positions and

the analogy of other similar gabbro-peridotite bodies in the Cordillera suggest

that each of them was of relatively small size. The Chopaka body cross-cuts

the bedding of the quartzites and schists. It may be in ehonolithic relation to

these—that is, it may be an irregularly shaped mass magmatically injected into

the bedded rocks, but not, as with a true laccolith, following bedding planes.

The contacts are insufficiently shown to warrant any decision in the case. The
Ashnola gabbro may similarly be the residual part of an injected body. That

it was a comparatively small body is suggested by an apparent flow structure
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still preserved even iu the medium grained faeies of th6 gabbro. In a batho-

lithic rock of that texture, fluidal arrangement of the minerals is very rare.

The infinitely diverse composition and structure of the Basic Complex much
more clearly points to a non-batholithic origin. One imagines rather that the

lithological and structuTal complications are in this case such as might appear

at the deep-seated focus of an ancient volcanic area. The geological record has,

however, been too largely obscured or destroyed that any of these hypotheses

concerning the basic intrusives can be verified.

One fact is certain, that all of the bodies are older than the granites by
which they are surrounded. Their contacts with the granites are the sharpest

possible; gabbro or peridotite is pierced by many typical apophyses of granite

or granodiorite which has often shattered the basic rocks and isolated blocks

which now lie within the basic body. Here there is no question of the gabbros

being differentiation products from their respective granitic magmas, as so often

described in the granodiorite batholiths of California.* There remains, secondly,

the conclusion that these basic intrusives were probably not of batholithic size.

They show that some time before the real development of the Okanagan com-
posite batholith began, a basic, suberustal magma was erupted on a limited

scale—possibly in the form of stocks, possibly in the form of chonoliths.

Undoubted batholithic intrusion began with the irruption of • the gi-ano-

diorites. The familiar phenomena of such intrusion are exhibited along the

contacts of the Osoyoos batholith. For several hundred yards from the igneous

body the phyllites have been converted into typical, often garnetiferous, mica
schists. This collar of thermal or hydrothermal metamorphism woidd doubtless

be yet more conspicuous if at the time of intrusion the Paleozoic series had not

already been partly recrystall ized in the earlier dynamic metamorphism of the

region.

The Kemmel batholith is, as we have seen, composed of granodiorite similar

in original composition to the rock of the Osoyoos batholith. Fossiliferous

Lower Cretaceous arkose sandstones, grits, and conglomerates overlie the

Kemmel ujiconformably. The materials for these rocks were in part derived

from the secular weathering of the Remmel granodiorite, the weathering being

accompanied by rapid deposition of the debris in a local sea of transgression.

Arkose sandstones, which alone measure more than 10,000 feet in thickness,'

were thus deposited in a down-warped marine area just west of the Pasayten
river. To furnish such a volume of sediment, there would appear to have been
in the region, preferably to the eastward of the Pasayten, a much larger area of

granitic rocks than is now represented in the Rennuel and Osoyoos batholiths

combined. It is possible, indeed, that at that time these two batholiths were
part of one huge mass of granodiorite which largely occupied the site of what is

now the Okanagan composite batholith. Both Eemmel and Osoyoos grano-

diorites have suffered profound metamorphism, so similar in its effects in the

two rock masses that it may most simply be attributed to the same period of

erogenic disturbance. The systematic inirallelism of the shear zones in each

* See many of the Californian folios issued br the U.S. Geological Survey.
2.5a—vol. ii—30J
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batholith ancl >he fair accordance in trends of the zones occurring in both batho-

liths suggest iiat there has been but one such revolutionary disturbance since

the batholith were irrupted. If this be true, the period is identical with the

post-Lower ( retaceous epoch, when the Pasayten Lower Cretaceous was thor-

oughly foldel and crushed into its present greatly deformed condition in the

Hozomeen range.

The Oioyoos and Kemmel batholiths are thus probably contemporaneous;

probably both are post-Carboniferous and certainly pre-Cretaceous. It is best

to correlate them with similarly huge bodies of granodiorite determined as

Jurassic in California and southern British Columbia.

It shovdd be noted that, since the Eemmel granodiorite disappears nnder
. the cover of lower Cretaceous at the Pasayten, sixty miles is the minimum
width of the Okanagan composite batholith.

In the latter part of the Jurassic the granodiorite batholith was uncovered

by erosion, then downwarped to receive a vast load of quickly accumulated

sediments until more than 30,000 feet of the Pasayten Cretaceous beds were

deposited in the area between the Pasayten and Skagit rivers. As yet there is

BO means of knowing how far this filled geosynclinal extended to the eastward,

but it doubtless spread over most of the area now occupied by the Okanagan
mountain range.

The prolonged sedimentation was followed by an erogenic revolution that

must have rivalled the mighty changes of the Jurassic. The Cretaceous formation

was flexed into strong folds or broken into fault blocks in which the dips now
average more than 45° and frequently approach verticality. It was probably then

that the Jurassic granodiorites were sheared and crushed into banded gneisses

and gneissic granites essentially the same as the rocks now exposed in the

P.emmel and Osoyoos batholiths. No sediments known to be of later age than

the Lower Cretaceous have been found in this part of the Cascade system;

hence it is not easy to date this erogenic movement with certainty. Dawson has

already summarized the evidence going to show that many, perhaps all, parts

of the Canadian Cordillera were affected by severe erogenic stresses at the close

of the Laramie period.* It is probable that the stresses were even greater along

the Pacific coast than they were in the eastern zone, where the Rocky Mountain
system was built. To this post-Laramie, pre-Eocene epoch the shearing of the

granodiorites may be best referred.

We have seen that there are good reasons for considering the composite

EJuger alkaline body as younger than the granodiorites. It is clearly older than

the Similkameen granite, as proved by the discovery of fine apophyses of the

granite cutting the nephelite rocks. The Kruger body once extended some
distance farther west over an area now occupied by the granite. The former,

when first intruded, was an irregularly shaped mass without simple relation to

it? country rocks, the Paleozoic complex. The mode of intrusion was that of

either a stock or a chonolith. In the first case the body was subjacent and

enlarged downwardly; in the second case it was injected and its downward

• Q. M. Dawson, Bull. Geol. Soc. Am.. Vol. 12, 1901. p. 87.
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cross-section may have diminished. As with so many other instances, the

contacts are too meagerly exposed to fix the true alternative. The nephelite

sj'enite was in part injected into the nearly contemporaneous malignite. The
common lluidal structure of these rocks also points to a mode of wedge intrusion

more like that of dike or laccolith than like that of a stock. The Kroger body
may thus represent a composite chonolith, but the problem of its style of intru-

sion must remain open. The date of the intrusion was post-Laramie. The
alkaline magma may have been squeezed into the schists while mountain build-

ing progressed or after it had ceased. The crushing and incipient metamor-
phism of this body are on a scale more appropriate to the thrust resulting from
the irruption of the younger Similkameen granite than to the more powerful

squeezing effect of the post-Laramie mountain-building.

True batholithic irruption was resumed in the replacement of schists, nephe-
lite rocks, and possibly much of the granodiorite by the Similkameen batholith.

This great mass is uncrushed, never shows gneissie structure, and has never

been significantly deformed through erogenic movements.

The composite batholith received its last structural component when the
Cathedral granite finally cut its way through Eemmel granodiorite, Similka-
meen granite, remnant Paleozoic schists, and possibly through Cretaceous strata,

to take its place as one of the most imposing geological units in the Cascade
system. The field proofs are very clear that the Similkameen granite was solid

end virtually cold before this last granite ate its way through the roots of the

mountain range; in the manner shown, for example, in the large intrusive

tongues cutting the schist pendant north of Horseshoe mountain (Figure 31).

The contacts between the two batholiths are of knife-edge sharpness. The
younger granite, persisting in all essential characters even to the main contacts,

sends powerful apophyses into the older granite, exactly as if the two batholiths

were dated several geological periods apart. Both are of Tertiary age and bear
witness to the tremendous plutonic energies set free in a late epoch of Cor-
dilleran history. Quietly, but with steady, incalculable force, this youngest
magma worked its way upward and replaced the invaded rocks. During the

same time the sateUitic Park granite was Irrupted with the stock form and
relations.

Smith and Mendenhall have described a large batholith of granodiorite,

intrusive into Miocene argillites at Snoqualmie pass in the northern Cascades

rnd 100 miles southwest of Osoyoos lake.* This is one of the yoimgest batholiths

yet described in the world. The more basic phases of the Similkameen batholith

present similarities to the rock at Snoqualmie pass. It is thus possible that

the Similkameen granite was irrupted in late Miocene, or even in Pliocene,

time.

The Cathedral granite must be of still later date. In this connection the

work of Smith and Calkins is of special interest, for they have found that the

Snoqualmie granodiorite is intimately connected with a large body of biotite

•Bnll. Geol. Soc. Am.. Vol. U, 1900, p. 223; SnoquaJmie Folio, U.S. Geol. Survey.
1906, p. 9.
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frauite which answers very well in its description to the Cathedral granite.

They write:

—

' There is included in this formatiou [Snoqualmie batholith] . . a

mass of more siliceous biotite-granite. which forms Guye Peak, the spur

to the west of it. and part of Snoqualmie mountain. Its relation to the

granodiorite was not definitely determined, but it is supposed to be derived

from the same magma and nearly contemporaneous with it, since grano-

diorite and granite show the same relation to the adjacent sediments. . .

The biotite-granite, when examined in thin section, is found to contain a

large percentage of quartz, about an equal amotint of alkali feldspar, some-

what less oligoelase, and a little biotite, largel.v replaced by chlorite. The
alkali feldspar is microperthite, in contrast with the orthoelase of the

gTanodiorite, which is usually nnt notably perthitic. The accessories are

magnetite, titanite, zircon, and apatite.'^

This aceomit of the Snoqualmie batholith suffices to show that there has

been a close parallel in the magmatic history of that body and of the compound

mass represented by the Similkameen and Cathedral batholitlis. The parallel

greatly strengthens the belief that these batholiths at the International Boun-

clary are of late Xeocene age.

RESUME OF THE GEOLOGICAL, HISTORY.

The stages in the development of the tVirmations in the belt between Osoyoos

lake and the Pasayten river may now be summarized. We begin with the oldest

stage which is of importance in this particidar history.

1. Heavy sedimentation during the upper Pa'eozoic, possibly continued into

the Triassic. Contemporaneous vulcanisni and injection of dikes, sheets, and
larger chonolithic (?) masses of gabbro and iieridotitic magmas, the intrusives

perhaps dating from the close of this period. The sedimentation and vulcanisni

produced the rocks of the Anarchist series, tentatively regarded as mostly of

Carboniferous age. The intrusive bodies are repvesented in the Chopaka, Ash-

nola, Basic Complex, and Riehter mountain gabbros and ultra-basic rocks.

Pone differentiation within the intrusive masses.

2. In Mesozoic time, probabl.v during the Jurassic, intense deformation and
nietamorphism of most of the rocks so far mentioned. Strong mountain-
building.

3. During the somewhat later Jura.-^sic. batholithic irruption' of the Osoyoos
!'nd Eemmel granodiorites. Contact differentiation of quartz diorite in tlie

former, at least.

4. Rapid denudation of the granodiorite batholiths in the late Jurassic;

local subsidence of their eroded surface beneath the sea. there to be covered

with a thick blanket of Cretaceous sediments which are in part composed of

debris from the granodiorite itself.

• Pnoqualniie Folio, page 9-
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5. At tlie close of the Laramie iieriod, re\olutioiiary erogenic disturbance,

shearing and crushing the granodiorite^ and basic intrusivcs. In the former,

development of strong crush-foliation and banding with the formation of new
rock types, including biotite-epidote-hornbleude gneiss, biotite-epidote gneiss,

basic hornblende gneiss, biotite schist, hornblende schist, and recrystallized

biotite granite-gneisses; in the basic intrusives, development of metagabbro and
various basic (dioritic) gneisses and hornblendites. Simultaneous strong folding

of the Cretaceous strata.

C. Either accompanying or following the post-Laramie deformation, the

(chonolithic ?) intrusion of the Kruger alkaline body, which consists of nearly

synchronous masses of nephelite syenite and malignite. In these at least ten

different rock tj^pes, due in part to the splitting of an alkaline magma and in

part to later dynamic metamorphism, have been recognized.

7. In Tertiary time the batholithic irruption and complete crystallization

of the soda-rich Similkameen hornblende-biotite granite, its contact basification

forming soda-monzonites and quartz diorites.

8. In later Tertiai-y time the batholithic irruption of the Cathedral biotite

granite. Older phase, accompanied by the intrusion of the Park Granite stock,

immediately followed by the injection of the Cathedral granite, Yoimger phase,

within the body of the Older phase.

9. Eemoval by denudation of much of the cover over each intrusive body.

Complete destruction of the Cretaceous cover except at the Pasayten Kiver

overlap. Certain dikes of olivine basalt injected into the Cathedral and other

granites are apparently of Pleistocene age and represent the latest products

of eruptive activity in the Okanagan range. The vesicular-.andesite dikes cutting

the Basic Complex are probably as recent. The porphyrite dikes cutting the

Similkameen batholith are possibly contemporaneous with these basaltic and

andesitic injections. These dikes are quantitatively of little importance in the

development of the composite batholith itself.

SEQUENCE OF THE ERUPTIVE ROCKS.

The reference of the different batholithic members to definite geological

periods is tentative and still gives grounds for debate, but the relative order

in which the component bodies were intruded is largely, and so far finally,

determined. In very few other parts of the world are the conditions so favour-

able for tracing out the succession in time of an equal number of large-scale

intrusive bodies. It is therefore expedient to note the sequence of the eruptive

locks in the Okanagan batholith. The writer believes that a careful stud.y of

the sequence here and in similar batholithic provinces can yield valuable results

affecting the theory of granitic intrusion.

Of the available chemical analyses those which most typically represent the

original composition of the various component bodies have been noted in Table

XXX. In that table the analyses are arranued from left to right in the order
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of decreasing age for the corresponding rocks. It should be noted that analysis

No. 3 refers to a crushed and otherwise metamorphosed phase of the Osoyoos
batholith; through the leaching out of hornblende, iron oxides, etc., this analysis

probably shows higher silica than the original average rock wonld show. The
latter rock would have a silica percentage not far from that shown in the

Eemmel batholith, Col. 2.

Excepting the Kruger alkaline body there is a pretty definite law governing

the series, whereby it shows an increase of silica with decreasing age. This

law is yet more clearly appreciated when one considers, first, that the older phase

of the Similkameen batholith with 66-55 per cent of silica is immediately suc-

ceeded by the younger phase which must have from 67 to 70 per cent of silica;

and, secondly, that the Older phase of the Cathedral batholith with 71-21 per

cent of silica is succeeded by the Younger phase with about 76 per cent of silica.

Table XXX.—Analyses of memhers of Ohanagan composite "batholith.

siO., .

.

Tio; .

.

Al,03.
Fe.O,.
FeO ..

MnO .

.

MgO..
CaO...
SrO. ..

BaO...
Na.O..
K,0 ..

h:o-
H.0+.

CO,...

1
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the following silica percentages, arranged in order, from oldest to youngest :

—

63-30 and (68-43 -x); 66-55; 67 to TO; 71-21; 76 ±.
On the other hand, if we include the Kruger alkaline body, we have two

tandem series, one begun by the Chopaka and other old basic intrusives and the

later series begun by the basic-alkaline Kruger intrusive. These two series were
separated by millions of years, representing an interval in which the Osoyoos
and Eemmel batholiths were completely crystallized, crushed, eroded, and then

deeply buried beneath the Pasayten geosynclinal—all before the Kruger body
was intruded.* It thus seems highly probable that the Eemmel-Osoyoos grano-

diorite and Kruger alkaline body were not in direct genetic connection. Each
of the two series of intrusives was inaugurated by a definite revival of plutonic

energy and, in each case, the first magma to be injected was a basic magma. In
each case the subterranean heat sufficed to prepare huge, subjacent masses of

granodiorite. The granodiorite closed the first series so far as true batholithic

intrusion in this region was concerned. In the second series the conditions

favoured the still later generation of the alkaline Cathedral granite in its two
phases.

Corresponding to the succession of chemical types, the members of the

composite batholith illustrate a law of decreasing density with decreasing age.

This relation is shown in the following table (XXXL), in which the average
specific gravities of the respective fresh, holocrystalline rocks are noted. As
usual the readings were made at I'oom temperatures. Where possible many large

hand-specimens were employed in each determination. Again it is observed

that the average specific gravities fall into two regular series, the second being
initiated with the value for the Kruger alkaline body. Including only the

undoubtedly batholithic members, the sequence from the Osoyoos-Remmel to the

younger phase of the Cathedral granite is quite regular. From the known
behaviour of holocrystalline rocks as they are melted, it is practically certain

that the densities of the successively intruded magmas followed the same law
of gradual decrease.

• During this long interval the Lower Cretaceous Pasayten agglomerate of augite
andesite was erupted from local volcanoes on to the eroded surface of the Remmel
batholith. This formation will be described in the next chapter; its occurrence is of
interest in the present connection as showing that the two batholithic, granitic series
were separated in time by a period in which magma much poorer in silica afforded the
staple eruptive of the region. To the probably Tertiary Similkameen batholith the
Pasayten andesite eruptive bears a chronological relation which is analogous to that
of the late Paleozoic andesites (greenstones) of the Okanagan range and of the Anar-
chist plateau to the Eemmel-Osoyoos batholith. The eruption of the Pasayten agglo-
merate as well as of the Kruger alkaline body clearly shows the justice of regarding
the magmatic history of the Okanagan composite as divis.ible into two series, each
begun by eruptions of basic or relatively basic rock.
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The theoretical bearing of this double law underlying the evolution of the

Okanagan composite batholith will be discussed more fully in chapter XXVI.
jxt present it may only be pointed out that the proved facts regarding the

changes of acidity and density in the batholith are readily correlated with the

view that post-Cambrian granitic magmas are of secondary origin and have been

differentiated primarily through density stratification. On this view the basic

(gabbroid or basaltic) magma is the original carrier of the heat, and the granites

as a class have resulted from the interaction of the superheated basic magma
on acid gneisses, schists, and sediments or on pre-existing granitic terranes.

The Osoyoos-Remmel granodiorite is the product of the assimilation of acid

Paleozoic and pre-Paleozoic terranes by invading basic magma. The Similka-

raeen batholith is largely the product of the refusion of the Eemmel and Osoyoos

batholiths. The Cathedral granite is a later differentiate of the magma which

had partly crystallized as the Similkameen granite, or was a differentiate from

tlie Similkameen granite when partly remelted.

Among other purposes Table XXXI. will serve to show the correlation of

the different formations described in the present chapter, excepting that the

oldest of all, the Anarchist series (Carboniferous?), is not entered; nor is the

Tertiary ( ?) conglomerate at Osoyoos lake noted, for its relations are not

important to a treatment of the composite batholith.

The principal cause of differentiation has been sought in gravitative adjust-

ment, stratifying the magmatic couche according to the law of upwardly decreas-

ing- density (meaning, in general, increasing content of silica from below upward

in the magmatic strata). Some authors hold that large-scale differentiation

may develop hasified contact zones by the diffusion of basic materials to the sur-

faces of cooling-. In chapter XXVIL, an alternative and preferable explanation

of the thicker basic contact-shells is outlined, again with primary emphasis laid

on gravitative differentiation.

It has not proved possible to demonstrate a law of increase of density with

depth in the Similkameen granite. A series of fifteen fresh specimens of the

rock were collected at altitudes varying from 1,200 to 8,050 feet above sea, and

their specific gravities were carefully determined. The difference between the

densities of specimens taken near or at the two extremes of vertical distance was

found too small to allow of a definite conclusion, though the difference, small

as it is, favours the law of density stratification. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that the concentration of volatile matter, such as water vapour dissolved

in the magma but largely expelled during crjstallization, would possibly be

greatest at the roof. The specific gravities of the crystallized rocks may there-

fore not afford direct values for the total density stratification during the fluid

state of the magma. Then, too, the observed relative uniformity of the Simil-

kameen granite is a function of the scale of the subcrustal magma couche. It

was unquestionably very thick; strong density differences are probably not, on

any hypothesis, to be expected in a vertical section less than several miles in

depth.

The whole petrogenic cycle had already closed and the Cathedral batholith

was solidified when the dikes of vesicular basalt and andesite were injected into
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the Cathedral granite and the Basic Complex. These dikes represent essentially

the same common basic type which forms the Ashnola gabbro and other of the

oldest intrusives of the range. As the 'phitonic energies became exhausted in

the formation of the Cathedral granite, the original heat-carrier has alone

survived in the molten state and is capable of injection on the small, dike scale.

In this feature the history of the composite batholith is similar to that of many
other batholithic provinces, where the latest granite is diked by common basalt

or by its hypabyssal, chemical equivalent.

Finally, it will be noted that the conditions of crystallization underwent a

decided change during the long interval between the intrusion of the Osoyoos-

Eemmel granodiorite and the Kruger alkaline body. Magmatic stages la to Sb

inclusive, afforded non-alkaline rocks rich in hornblende and carrying plagio-

clase, either basic or of medium acidity, as the dominant feldspar. These bodies

may be regarded as belonging to one consanguineous series. Magmatic stages

A to 7 inclusive, afforded alkaline rocks bearing nephelite in the most basic

phases and microperthite (orthoclase in 6b and 7) as the dominant feldspar

throughout the series except in certain basified contact-zones. This group

belongs to a second consanguineous series. The youngest of all the intrusives,

the basalt and andesite dikes, belong to a third consanguineous series, closely

allied in mineralogical and chemical composition with the earlier members
of the first series. The first and third series each began with a magmatic type

which is chemically equivalent to the commonest of extrusive lavas (basalt).

The second series began with a basic magma which may have been a peculiar

differentiate of the same original basaltic couche or, as seems more probable,

of that couche locally modified and controlled in its differentiation by some

al-sovotioa of sedimentary terranes into which the Kruger body was injeote'l.

METHOD OF INTRUSION.

Tear by year the conviction has been growing ever stronger in the minds

of many able geologists that such a batholith as any one of those here described

has assumed its present size and position by actually replacing an equal or

approximately equal mass of the older, solid rock. The Okanagan composite

batholith repeatedly illustrates this truth. The writer is unable to conceive

that the huge Cathedral batholith, for example, could have been formed by any

process of simple injection, without leaving abundant traces of prodigious rend-

ing and general disorder in the granites alongside. We have seen, on the

contrary, that the Similkameen granite on the east is notably free from such

records of erogenic turmoil, while the shear zones of the Eemmel batholith on

the west most probably antedate the Cathedral granite intrusion. The very

scale of these great bodies is suggestive of bodily replacement; it is hard to

visualize an earth's crust which woiild so part as to permit of the laccolithic or
cbonolithic injection of a mass as great as a batholitli.

The problem will be discussed at length in chapter XXVI., in which the

many facts won from the study of the Boundary section will be correlated with

the essential facts of the field in otlier parts of the world.
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GENERAL, SUMMARY.

1. At the Forty-ninth Parallel of latitude the Okanagan mountains and a

part of the belt of the Interior Plateaus (the Interior Plateau of Dawson) have
been carved by erosion out of an assemblage of plutonic igneous rocks which, in

srite of the diverse lithological character of the rocks, shoiild be regarded as an
t-normous single member of the Cordilleran structure. This plutonic group is

named the Okanagan Composite Batholith. The details of its constitution are

given in a foregoing resume of its geological history.

2. This composite batholith was of slow development, beginning with small

intrusions in late Paleozoic (or possibly Triassic) time, increased by great batho-

lithic irruptions of granodiorite during the Jurassic, and completed by likewise

immense irruptions of alkaline hornblende-biotite granite and biotite granite

batholiths of Tertiary age, possibly as late as the Upper Miocene or the Pliocene.

The satellitic Tertiary stock of Castle Peak in the Hozomeen range (see next

chapter), is composed of normal granodiorite.

3.. The Ipcal intrusion of a small, composite body of malignites and nephe-

lite syenites; the regular basification along the batholith and stock contacts,

giving collars of monzonites and diorites; and the sporadic appearance of certain

peridotites (hornblendites and dunites) are probably aU incidents of magmatic
differentiation and do not directly represent the compositions of general sub-

crustal magmas.
4. The composite batholith offers striking testimony to the probable truth

of the assimilation-differentiation theory of granitic rocks.

5. The composite batholith includes two consanguineous series of intrusions.

The older one is non-alkaline; the younger, alkaline. They are separated in

t'me by the whole Cretaceous period, at least.

6. The two consanguineous series nevertheless appear to belong to one com-

pound petrogenic cycle. Throughout the cycle batholithic intrusion has followed

the usual law of decrease in magmatic density and increase of magmatic acidity

with the progress of time.

7. Exposures of contact surfaces in the Similkameen batholith illustrate

with remarkable clearness the downward enlargement of such bodies with depth.

8. The Similkameen granite bears three roof-pendants. Their distribution

suggests that the present erosion surface of this batholith west of the Similka-

meen river is not far from coinciding with the constructional, subterranean

surface of the batholith.

9. The Osoyoos and Renimel granodiorites have been extensively metamor-
phosed by orogenic crushing and its attendant processes. The metamorphism
was both dynamic and hydrothermal. The granodiorites have been locally,

though on a large scale, transformed into banded gneisses and schists. These
changes have been brought about thi-ough the hydrous solution and migration
of the original mineral substance of the granodiorites, especially the more basic

minerals. The dissolved material has been leached out from the granulated rock
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and has reerystallized in strong shear zones to which tlie solutions have slowly

travelled. The shearing and metamorphism probably began at a time when the

Eemmel batholith was buried beneath at least 30,000 feet of Cretaceous strata.

10. The intensity of this metamorphism and the development of the great

Tertiary batholiths agree with other facts to show that post-Jurassic mountain
building at the Forty-ninth Parallel was caused by much more powerful com-

pression than that which is shown in the broader Cordilleran zone passing

through California; there the Jurassic batholiths are relatively uncrushed and

Tertiary batholiths seem to be lacking.

11. The problems of the Okanagan composite batholith illustrate once

again, and on a large scale, the utmost dependence of a sound petrology iipon

structural geology. A suggested chief problem involves the relation of mountain-
building to the repeated development of large bodies of superheated magma
only a few miles beneath the surface of the mountain range. The fact of this

association is apparent; its explanation is not here attempted. (See Chaptois

XXIV to XXVIII).
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CHAPTER XVII.

FORMATIONS OF THE HOZOMEEN RANGE.

General Description.

As the section is carried westward across tlie Pasayten river, we eater a

new and more or less distinct geological province. One natural western limit

of this province occurs at Lightning creek, but it is convenient to describe in

the same connection the formations extending a few miles still farther west, so

as to group within this chapter the various facts known about the geology of

the Hozomeen range. At the Skagit river there is another abrupt change of

formations. The Hozomeen range at the Forty-ninth Parallel is, in fact, an

unusually well defined mountain group both in its topographic and its structural

relations. (Maps No. 14 and 15).

Within the limits of the Boundary belt the range is composed of a dominant

sedimentary group of rocks, here called the ' Pasayten series ' ; a more sub-

ordinate, older groui) of sediments and greenstones, here named the ' Hozomeen
series ' ; a volcanic member of the Pasayten series, here named the ' Pasayten

Volcanic formation'; two small stock-like bodies of 'Lightning Creek diorite,'

which cuts the Pasayten series; a larger, typical stock of 'Castle Peak grano-

diorite,' also cutting the Pasayten series; a chouolith of syenite porphyry, cut-

ting the Pasayten series and probably satellitic from the larger stock; and a

few sills and dikes of porphyrite, cutting the Pasayten series and perhaps satel-

litic from the Lightning Creek diorite. West of the Pasayteu river a small area

of the Remmel batholith enters the five-mile belt. This plutonic mass is the

local, unconformable basement of the great Pasayten series of rocks.

The geographical order of the formations as they are encountered in carry-

ing the section westward, will be roughly followed in the brief descriptions of

this chapter. The oldest rocks, those of the Hozomeen series, crop out only in

the ridge of Mount Hozomeen itself and will be considered last of all.

Pasayten Series.

Introduction.—From the Pasayten river to Lightning creek at the eastern

foot of Mount Hozomeen—a distance of twenty miles—the Boundary belt is

underlain by an extraordinarily thick group of sedimentary rocks, here and
there punctured by small bodies of intrusive igneous material. These sediments
form a large area which was traversed by Russell and by Smith and Calkins
during their respective reconnaissances in the state of Washington. During his

journey along the Boundary in the years 1859-61, Bauerman crossed an area of

stratified rocks which doubtless represents the northern continuation of the

479
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strata now to be described* G. M. Dawson made a traverse up the northeastern

headwater of the Skagit river and described the same body of rocks in greater

detail.f The area where crossed by Dawson is about fifteen miles north of the

Boundary line. Though he measured one section over 4,400 feet thick and,

from paleontological evidence, proved the 'newer Mesozoic' age of the series of

beds—later referring to them as Cretaceous—, Dawson did not give a special

name to the series. His brief description will be found to correspond quite

closely to the following account of the sediments. The present writer

adopts the name ' Pasayten series,' thus modifying somewhat the title given

to this great group by Smith and Calkins. The change from the original

name, ' Pasayten formation,' seems to make one more appropriate to an extremely

thick assemblage of strata which range in age from Lower to Upper Cretaceous.

Stratigraphy.—On the whole the Pasayten beds are tolerably well exposed,

so that the succession can be made out with fair accuracy. At the Forty-ninth

Parallel they compose a gigantic monocline with its base at the Pasayten river

and its uppermost beds forming the steep ridges north, south, and west of

Castle Peak. Across the strike the monocline measures at least si.\teen miles

in width. West of Castle Peak the youngest exposed member of the series, a

thick mass of argillite, is strongly folded and faulted, giving steep dips. The

lack of well marked horizons in this folded belt has rendered it as yet impossible

to state its exact structure. Consequently there is much uncertainty as to the

precise nature of the general columnar section in its upper part. At Lightning

creek the argillite is cut oil by a profound fault which brings it into sharp,

more or less vertical contact with the Paleozoic rocks of the Hozomeen series.

lit the Boundary section, therefore, the top of the Pasayten series is not visible

and the youngest exposed bed seems to be truncated by an erosion surface. No
other area of the series has been examined in detail and the columnar section

can be stated only in terms of observations made in the five-mile belt; such

observations are necessarily incomplete.

As the writer carried his traverses from the basal unconformity at the

Pasayten river westward, he became truly embarrassed by the colossal thickness

which characterized the successive members. The cumulative thickness in a

plainly conformable and comparatively young formation seemed almost incre-

dible. For this reason special care was exercised in the field to note any possible

hints of duplication of strata in the great monocline. It was found, however,

that such duplication could have taken place only to a quite limited extent. The

upper two-thirds of the series is charged with conspicuous horizon-markers;

these woiild inevitably be repeated visibly among the fine exposures of the rocky

ridges, if important duplication through normal faidting or other means had

taken place. With a conviction which increased greatly as the field work and

then the ofiice study progressed, the writer has concluded that the series must

• H. Bauerman, Report of ProRress, Geol. Survey of Canada, for 1882-3-4, Part B,

p 14

to. M. Dawson, Report of Progress, Geol. Surv. Canada, for 1877-«, Part B, p. 105.
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total at least 30,000 feet in thickness. This is a minimum estimate, for the

field sections as plotted show a total thickness of over 40,000 feet. The chief

uncertainty resides in the determinations for the top and bottom members.

As noted in the columnar section their respective strengths, namely, 3,000 and

10,000 feet, are estimated as the lowest possible minima. (Figure 34).

The whole succession is shown in the following table:

—

Columnar section. Pasayten series.

Meniber.
Thickness in\

feet.
Lithological Character.

L.

K.

J.
I.

H.

G.
F.

E.
D.
C.

B.

A.

'Top, erosion surface.

3,000 Gray to black argillite, bearing plant-stems and impressions of ammonite
' shells.

7,100 Gray and green feldspathic sandstones with interbeds of black argillite

and thin lenses of conglomerate ; fossil plants and animal remains.

1,400 Coarse conglomerate.
300 Black argillite.

3,500 Green feldt-pathic sandstone with rare argillitic interbeds; fossil plants

and shells about 200 feet from the top.

200 Fairly coarse conglomerate.
1,500 Gray and green, feldspathic sandstones.
100 Conglomerate.

1,100 ;Gray and green, feldspathic sandstone.
600 Red argillite and sandstone.

10,000 Very massive, medium-grained arkose sandstone ; fossil plants at about
900 feet from the top and also about 3,500 feet from the base.

1,400 jVolcanic agglomerate conformable to sandstone B.

30,200 :Base, unconformable contact with older Remmel batholith.

The volcanic aggloitierate was crossed in four difFerent traverses. Sufficient

information was obtained to indicate its relations to the neighbouring forma-

tions. The agglomerate forms a remarkably straight and clearly continuous

band of nearly even width, crossing the whole five-mile belt in a northwesterly

direction and thus parallel to the strike of the adjacent sandstone. Though the

breccia at every observed outcrop is quite devoid of bedding-planes, there can be

little doubt that it is everywhere conformably underlying the sandstone. It is

regarded as practically contemporaneous with the lowest beds of meinber B.

Within the Boundary belt the agglomerate rests on the eroded surface of the

Remmel batholith. The petrographic character of the agglomerate will be

described in a special section of this chapter.

For a distance from the agglomerate the granodiorite is thoroughly decolour-

ized and has the look of having undergone secular disintegration before the

breccia was deposited. The depth of this shell of ancient weathering was
measured near the Pasayten river and found to be about 400 feet. Such a depth

means that the pre-volcanic surface was characterized by low slopes on which
the rotted rock could lie and slowly increase at the expense of the fresh grano-

diorite beneath. The straightness of the line showing the contact between
25a—vol. ii—31
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agglomerate and granodiorite is a direct indication that the land surface was
flat when the volcanic activity began.

With the vulcanism or closely following it there was a strong down-warp-
ing of the region. Great changes of slope must have occurred, for the agglo-

merate is overlain directly by member B, a very thick sandstone essentially

made up of the decomposition-products of the granodiorite which were now
swept into the down-warp from an uprising area on the east. The resulting
accumulation of arkose and feldspathic sands was immense and of long dura-
tion.

Striking characteristics of memher B are its niassiveness and uniformity of
grain and substance. The massiveness is so great that even in large outcrops
representing strata fifty feet or more thick, it is often difficult to find the bed-
ding-plane at all. In such cases the writer was at first in doubt as to whether
the rock were re3lly detrital, so much did it simulate a decolourized granite.

Careful search, however, always showed the presence of true bedding which was
best displayed in thin partings of dark shale in the sandstone. These shales and
sometimes the sandstone itself were found to carry fossil plants ; no further

question was possible as to the nature of the whole formation. A few ripple-

marks were discovered in the upper beds of the member.

On both sides of the Boundary line the numerous readings of strike and
dip showed close accordance all across the sandstone through the six miles from
the Pasayten river to Chuchuwanten creek. The strike averaged about

N. 30° W. ; the dip, about 4S° S.W. The apparent thickness of memher B is at

least 15,000 feet. It is possible, however, that the strata have been in part

repeated by a northwest-southeast normal fault running along the valley just

east of Monument 81, and it has appeared safer to estimate the thickness from
the simple monoelinal element between that valley and the band of agglomerate

three miles to the eastward. Even this estimate gives 10,000 feet as the mini-

mum.
At the strong, canyon-like valley of Chuchuwanten creek there is such change

of dip (though almost no change in strike) that another normal fault with up-

throw on the northeast has been postulated and marked on the map. It

is possible that some of the youngest beds of memher B are represented only on
the southwest side of that fault but they are neglected in estimating the mini-

mum thickness of the member as given in the general columnar section.

The sandstone is normally a light-gray, medium to rather fine-grained rock

;

seldom showing the bedding-planes in the hand-specimen. It weathers gray to

brownish -gray, rarely whitish. Excepting for the rare and thin interbeds of

argillite already noted there are almost no variations from the monotonous
character of the sediment; no conglomerate was found in this member. The
sandstone is well consolidated and is often quite tough before the hammer. A
typical specimen was sliced and examined microscopically. As expected from
the macroscopic appearance the rock was found to be very rich in feldspar

fragments. A rough estimate of the weight percentages credits about 30 per

cent to quartz, 30 per cent to orthoclase, 35 per cent to plagioelase (andesine to

25a—vol. ii—31*
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labradorite) and 5 per cent to biotite, titanite, epidote, and limonite. All but

the epidote and limonite are of detrital origin. The feldspars are greatly kaolin-

ized and were doubtless nearly as much altered before the fragments found their

places in the bed. The biotite occurs in thin, ragged and crinkled flakes, quite

like those which may be seen in micaceous sands of the present day. The specific

gravity of the specimen is 2-G25.

The mineralogical composition of the sandstone is like that of the secularly

weathered shell of the Remmel grauodiorite below the agglomerate, member A.

In both cases hornblende fails to appear, as if it had been leached out completely

during the ancient weathering. Otherwise the important constituents of the

Eemmel batholith are all represented in the sandstone. There can remain no
doubt that the sandstone has resulted from the destruction of the batholith. It

is probable that the various sandstones overlying member B have had a like

origin, but, from the lack of microscopic analysis, the proof of this has not yet

been completed.

Member C is exposed in but a small area, occurring at the northern limit

of the Boundary belt on the eastern slope of the Chuchuwanten valley. Farther

south it is faulted out of sight by the Chuchuwanten fault. This member is the

most highly variegated portion of the Pasayten series. It consists of a group of

rapidly alternating red argillaceous sandstones and grits; gray, feldspathic, often

I>ebbly sandstone and grit; with red, gray and green conglomerate. The beds

range from an inch or less to twenty feet in thickness. The pebbles of the con-

glomerates are composed of hard, gray quartzite, chert, and hard, red and gray

slate. Some of the larger, always well rounded boulders are as much as two

feet in diameter.

These beds of C have variable attitudes; the rapid changes are probably

connected with the adjacent fault. A mile or more east of Chuchuwanten creek

the member dips rather steadily about 20 degrees to the norfh and visibly over-

lies member B. It is itself there overlain by 400 feet of member D, which on

the north gradually approaches a horizontal position and is terminated above by

an erosion-surface. The measurement of the thickness of member C, 600 feet,

was made at this locality.

Member D is lithologically like the great basal sandstone but tends to assume

> dominant green colour.

Member E is well exposed near the Boundary slash in a cliff overlooking

Chuchuwanten creek on its west side. The conglomerate is of medium coarse-

ness and seems to contain few pebbles not composed of gray quartzite or vein

quartz. It is overlain by member F, some 1,500 feet of green and gray felds-

pathic sandstone of rather dark tints but essentially like the sandstone below the

conglomerate E.

Member G is a 200-foot bed of conglomerate recalling E in its general

character but abundantly charged with pebbles of an andesitic nature—the only

known occurrence of such material in the conglomerates of the series.

Member H is not well exposed; so far as seen, it is a homogeneous, green,

feldspathic sandstone. The estimate of the thickness, 3,500 feet, though so
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great, is believed to be a minimum. This member is best seen on the trail up
Castle creek; there abundant, though not well preserved fossils, both shells and
plants, were found at a horizon about 200 feet below the top of the member.
These fossils will be described on succeeding pages.

The overlying black argillite member I, is, so far as known, unfossiliferous.

It very clearly overlies member E and underlies the conglomerate of member J.

On account of its coarseness and great thickness—1,400 feet

—

member J
is a very conspicuous element of the series. It was traced continuously from
the summit north of Castle creek to a point well south of the Boundary line.

Throughout that distance the conglomerate preserves a strike averaging about

X. 22° W., and a dip of from 60° to 65° to the west-southwest. This steady

behaviour of so prominent a member tended to make the structural study of the

formation west of the Chuchuwanten comparatively easy. Its occurrence only

once in the wide monocline has been a principal reason for believing that pro-

nounced duplication of strata by strike-faults has not taken place.

This conglomerate is usually coarse; the pebbles reach eighteen inches or

more in diameter. They are highly diverse in character. The list of diiferent

materials is long, including: gray, banded quartzite; blackish quartzite; hard,

black and gray argillite; gneissic and massive hornblende granite; white aplitic

granite; biotite granite; syenite porphyry; amphibolite; fine-grained diorite;

coarse hornblende gabbro; greenstone schist; sericite schist; aphanitic quartz

porphyry; and a breccia composed of white quartz fragments with jaspery

cement. This list shows that most of the staple pre-C'retaceous formations of

the region are represented. Among the granitic pebbles were a considerable

number having the composition of typical, fresh Remmel granodiorite or quartz

diorite in its Western phase. Both the hornblende and the large, lustrous-black

crystals of biotite in the Remmel are to be seen in these pebbles. The latter

must have been derived from fresh, little weathered ledges.

The cement of the conglomerate is a green feldspathic sand essentially like

the green sandstones overlying and underlying this great conglomerate member.
The cement yields rather readily to the weather, so that long talus-slopes of the

weathered-out pebbles fringe the many cliffs where the conglomerate crops out.

Towards the top the conglomerate grows finer-grained and merges into the

very thick sandstone memher K. This sandstone forms a continuous band cross-

ing the Boundary belt. The band is a little over two miles wide and the average

dip is about 45° to the west-southwest. The calculated thickness—7,100 feet^

—

is again enormous but it is a minimum. Three cross-sections of the wide band
were traversed. In none of them was there any sign of repetition of beds nor
any serious departure from the average strike and dip. The uniformity in the

width of the band is another indication of the absence of strong faulting within
the area covered by this member.

The sandstone of -ff is a hard, green to gray, brown-weathering, feldspathic

lock much like those in members D, F and H. It i? interrupted by numerous
beds of black to rusty argillite and argillaceous sandstone and is itself often

more argillaceous than the average sandstone of the older members. Thin lenses
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of fine-grained conglomerate also occur at intervals. One of these, about 2,000
feet below the top of the member, carries fossil shells. A few feet away from
(he' locality where the large shells were found, the sandstone encloses plant-
remains. From the eastern end of the Castle Peak stock of granodiorite to the
Lightning creek fault—a distance of nearly ten miles—the greater part of the

Boundary belt is underlain by the black argillite of member L. The strata

here show dips varying from 25° to 90°. As already noted it has not proved
feasible to work out the folds and faults with entire confidence; in consequence,

the thickness of the argillite is in doubt. It is known, however, that it must be
at least 3,000 feet and may, as estimated in the field, be more than 5,000 feet.

At its base it grades rapidly into the conformable sandstone member E.
Member L is a rather homogeneous, hard, black or dark-gray shale, in which

thin, green and gray sandstone beds are intercalated. The shale weathers gray
and brown in varying tints. At three horizons,—one found opposite the mouth
of Pass creek, another 700 yards south of the 7,860-foot summit overlooking the

creek, and the third on the ridge 1,000 yards east of Frosty Peak,—the shale

carries fossil plants and ammonite impressions.

Granitic intrusions have to some extent metamorphosed the argillite. The
metamorphic effect is apparently most pronounced about the Castle Peak stock,

though the effects are nowhere very striking. The shale inclusions in the stock

have been converted into hornfels of common type.

Fossils Collected.—It has been seen that the monotonous chain of failures

in the many efforts to discover fossil remains along the Forty-ninth Parallel

was seldom broken. The decided novelty of finding them at several horizons

within the Pasayten series was specially welcomed, as these discoveries bade fair

to clear up many points in the dynamic history of the eastern half of the

Cascade mountain system and incidentally to throw light on the history and
relations of unfossiliferous formations in the broad Columbia system as well.

Many of the correlations noted in preceding chapters have, in fact, been made
in the light of the analogies which may be traced between the structure and
stratigraphy of the more easterly ranges and the more closely determined struc-

ture and stratigraphy of the Hozomeen range.

The conditions of field work during the Boundary survey did not permit of

exhaustive collections at any point. As a guide to the future paleontological

study of the Pasayten series the exact localities of the different collections of

plant and animal remains will be noted. Each locality will be referred to by

the corresponding specimen number. In connection with each the stratigraphic

and paleontological details will be added.

No. 1J^8. At the 6,750-foot contour 400 yards southeast of the 6,920-foot

peak situated two miles north of the Boundary line and about three miles west

of the Pasayten river.

Stratigraphic position: about 3,500 feet above the base of member B. Sand-

stone withshaly interbeds.
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Fossils : plants only ; determined by Professor PenhaUow as

:

Gleichenia gilhert-ihompsoni Font.

Glyptostrobu^ sp.

Pinvs sp.

Salix sp.

Horizon: Cretaceous of Shasta series; see Appendix B.

No. IJfSO. At 4,200-foot contour, east side of Chuchuwanten creek canyon,

about 400 yards north of Boundary slash.

Stratigraphic position: about 900 feet below top of member B. Shale band.^

in sandstone.

Fossils : plants only ; determined by Prot'essur PenhaUow as

:

Ctadaphlebis skagitensis, n. sp.

Gleichenia sp.

Aspidium frederickshurgense. Font.

Xilsonia pasayteiisis, n. sp.

Cycadites mnjiga, Dn.
Populus cyclophylla. Heer.

Myrica serrata, n. sp.

Quercus fiexuojsa, Newb (?)

Quercus coriacea, Newb.
Sassafras creiaceum, Newb.
Dorsteni-a ( ?) sp.

Horizon: Professor PenhaUow writes:

' Reviewing this evidence, we observe that there are eleven species of

plants from locality 1430. Of these Dorstenia (?), which is of questionable

character, and Pinus (sic), which is chiefly represented by seeds and may
indicate any one of several horizons, need to be eliminated because not

specifically defined. This leaves nine well-defined species, of which three are

definitely Lower Cretaceous and six as definitely Upper Cretaceous.'

He concludes that this flora shows two well defined horizons within the

Shasta-Chico series. See Appendix B.

Nos. H32-SS-SJi. 4,700-foot contour, north side of Castle creek valley, four

miles down stream from crossing of that stream and the Boundary line; just

east of conspicuous band of thick conglomerate, member J.

Stratigraphic position : about 300 feet below top of member H.

Fossils : nlants. determined by Professor PenhaUow ; animals, determined

by Dr. T. W. Stanton.

Plants :
' The only specimen under number 1433 showed on one side,

two small fragments of leaves which, from their obviously parallel venation.

are to be regarded as belonging to some endogenous plant, the nature of

which could not be determined. On the opposite side of 1433 is a single

leaf of a pine.' See Appendix B.
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Animal remains:

1432:

Pecien operculifonnis Gabb.
Trigonia sp. Fragmentary imprint.
Eriphyla ? sp. Small casts.

Pleuromya f sp. Fragmentary imprint.

Bissoa ? sp. A small obscure gasteropod -witli the general

form and sculpture of this genus.

1434:

Serpula ? sp.

Pecten opercuUformis Gabb.
Trigonia sp. Eelated to T. oequicos^ta Gabb, and T. mjaud-en-

sis Whiteaves.

Eriphyla ? sp. Small casts.

Pleuromya papyracea Gabb.
Ancycloceras remondi Gabb. ? Fragment.
Ancycloceras ? sp.

Hamites ? sp.

Lytoceras batesi (Trask) ? Fragmentary small specimen.

Belemnites irnpressus Gabb. ?. Fragmentary imprint.

Horizon: Regarding the animal remains, Dr. Stanton writes:

' The two lots from Castle creek, numbered 1432 and 1434, evidently

belong to the same fauna. The horizon is clearly Cretaceous and apparently

within the limits of the Horsetown formation.'

Nos. 11,35-86. 7,000-foot contour, 350 yards east of 7,622-foot pealt five

miles nearly due east of Castle Peak.

Stratigraphic position: 2,300 feet below top of memler E.
Fossils: plants and (1435) one fossil marine shell.

Professor Penhallow found that the plant remains of 1436 consist,

apparently, of fragments of the rachises of ferns which remain indetermin-

able, although he is inclined to consider them as derived from the one
species Gleichenia gilbert-thompsoni, thus relating this horizon to that of

142S.

Dr. Stanton writes :
' The specimen numbered 1435, which according

to your section comes from a much higher horizon than 1432 and 1434, has
not been identified, but it is suggestive of Tertiary rather than Cretaceous.

It is a marine shell.' He described the shell thus:

' Lucina ? sp. A single large Lucinoid shell whose generic characters

have not been determined. Its size and external features suggest some of

the Tertiary and living shells that have been referred to Miltha and Pseu-
domiltha.'

Horizon: probably Cretaceous (Upper Cretaceous), since member L includes

at least one bed in which impressions or casts of ammonite shells were seen,

and there is little doubt that L truly overlies K.
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In order to make the relations of these fossiliferous horizons clearer, the

diagram of Figure 34 has been prepared.

Evidently much more work needs to be done on this great monocline, but

it seems already probable that miich if not all of the recognized Shasta-Chieo

series of California and Oregon is here represented. The southern geosynclinals

of this age rival the one of the Hozomeen range in the almost incredible amount

of sedimentation which is manifested.*

Pasayten Volcanic Formation.

This formation has already been referred to as member A of the Pasayten

series, occurring at the very base of the Cretaceous series. It occurs in only

one part of the Boundary belt, on the densely thicketed slopes of the Pasayten

river valley. The exposures are not numerous but those observed were found

3iear the bottom and top as well as in the middle of the formation. At nearly

all of the outcrops the mass is composed of typical andesitic breccia. One large

outcrop near the Boujidary slash showed a compact phase which may represent

a thick flow of somewhat vesicular andesite; this phase could not be followed

any notable distance through the brush. Elsewhere the breccia is clearly

dominant, so that it seems safe to describe the formation as essentially a breccia

of rather uniform composition.

The "breccia is extremely massive; at none of the outcrops was it possible

to find undoubted evidences of stratification. The estimated thickness—1,400

feet—has been deduced on the assumption that the breccia conformably under-

lies the sandstone of member B of the Pasayten series; this assumption seems

quite justified by the fact of parallelism between the outcropping bands of the

two members.

The volcanic mass consists very simply of angular blocks of porphyritic

andesite, cemented by a well consolidated ash. The blocks are of all sizes up

to those 12 to 15 inches in diameter. At one point the smaller fragments were

seen to be rounded as if water-worn. In general, however, evidences of sorting

or rounding by water-action were entirely absent. No other material than

andesite composes the fragments. The breccia was nowhere seen to be rendered

schistose through pressure.

The blocks of the agglomeratic mass are dark greenish or brownish-gray.

The phenocrysts of altered pyroxene and plagioclase and occasionally of fresher

hornblende were usually conspicuous in the blocks, especially the larger ones.

Under the microscope the feldspar phenocrysts proved to average labradorit«,

near Ab, An,. Some are zoned, with more basic labradorite in the cores and

basic oligoclase in the outer rims. The pyroxene seems to be a common green

augite; it is generally pretty thoroughly altered to uralite and chlorite. The
hornblende is a common green variety; it is not so abundant as the augite.

•See J. S. Diller and T. W. Stanton on 'The Shasta-Chico Series'; Bull. Geol.

Soc. America. Vol. 5, 1894, pp. 435-464.
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The ground-mass of the rock varies in structure from the mierocrj-stalline

to the devitrified-glassy. Microlites of basic andesine and of augite, with

grains of magnetite and apatite, are the determinable original minerals, but the

ground-mass is generally altered to the usual obscure mass of secondary chlorite,

calcite, etc.

In spite of the alteration it seems possible to recognize two original, closely

ii'lated types. One of these, the commoner, is normal augite andesite (specific

t;ravity, 2-673); the other is a hornblende-augitc andesite with dominant augite.

About six miles east of the Pasayten river and S.-'jOO yards south of the

Boimdary line the Remmel batholith is interrupted by a circular, pipe-like mass
cf volcanic agglomerate about 350 yards in diameter. This rock is quite similar

to that at the river, excepting that the breccia here is somewhat coarser, blocks

two feet in diameter being common, and, secondly, that, besides the lava-blocks,

it carries a large proportion of angular fragments of the Remmel granodiorite.

The lava of the blocks is often vesicular. It consists of altered andcsitos

iipparently belonging to the same two species as those above noted at the river.

There is much probability that the two masses of agglomerate are contemporane-
ous and genetically connected.

Two possibilities are open. The small, eastern body may be a part of the

once continuous volcanic cover locally down-faulted and thus preserved against

erosion at the higher level : or the smaller body may occupy one of the actual

vents through which the Pasaji:en andesites were ejected. The rounded ground-

plan of the eastern body, its greater coarseness of texture and the abundance
.if granitic blocks of evidently local derivation, all suggest that the second inter-

pretation is the correct one. If so, we have here a volcanic neck, a type of igne-

ous-rock body which is by no means common in the northern half of the

Cordillera.

LiGHTXLNG Creek Diorite.

On the divide between the south and main forks of Lightning creek and
thus from two to three miles west of the Castle Peak stock, the upturned
ai-giUites of the Pasayten formation are cut by two intrusive masses of diorite.

The map (No. 14) shows the ground-plan of these two bodies. Each is

elongated and both of them cross-cut the sedimentary rocks after the manner of

true stocks. The more easterly body is dike-like, being about seven times as

long as it is broad. The other body is nearly of the same length, 1-5 miles, but

is broader, with a maximum width of 0-6 mile. From the evident similarity of

their lithology and of their geological relations, it is reasonable to suppose that

the two bodies are connected underground. If so, they represent the partially

denuded top of a considerable stock with a roof of irregular form. The total

area of diorite as exposed is a little; more than a square mile.

Both bodies have been somewhat, though not greatly, squeezed and sheared,

so that the diorite generally has a gneissic structure. The secondary planes

strike on the average about X. 40° W. and their dip is about vertical. In con-

sequence of this dynamic action the diorite is notably more altered than is the
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uncrushed Castle Peak granodioi-ite. These facts suggested in the field that

tJie diorite intrusions are of older date than the Castle Peak stock. Micro-

scopic study has, however, shown much similarity between the diorite and the

basified contact shell of the larger stock, so that a nearly contemporaneous
origin of all three bodies seems possible. On this second hypothesis the erogenic

stress responsible for the shearing of the diorite might be regarded as having
been local and connected with the profound Lightning creek fault or with the

intrusion of the slightly younger Castle Peak granite; or the stress might be

considered as having been more wide-ranging and strong enough to shear the

smaller bodies but too feeble visibly to affect the much larger stock. No facts

were observed which would enforce a decision between these two hypotheses

though the former seems the more probable. It is known that all three bodies

are of post-Pasayten (post-Laramie) age and almost certainly of pre-Pliocene

age. If, as seems probable, the Castle Peak stock dates from the mid-Miocene,

the diorite is perhaps also best referred to the Miocene.

Petrographically the two diorite bodied are alike. Each shows a conspicu-

ous, basified contact-shell. Each shell is rich in femic constituents and averages,

for each body, about 100 feet in thickness. The great bulk of each body is a

hornblende diorite bearing accessory orthoclase. The rock is of a light gray

colour and of medium grain. The essential minerals are: zoned plagioclase,

avei'aging acid labradorite near Ab^ An,, and a highly idiomorphic, green horn-

blende. The accessories include a little apatite with titaniferous magnetite,

abundant titanite, and some interstitial quartz and orthoclase. Pyrite is

present but may be secondary, like the abundant calcite, chlorite, and Isaolin.

Biotite seems to be entirely wanting in this principal phase.

The structure is the normal eugranitic; under the microscope the minerals

are seen to be strained but, in all the thin sections examined, are surprisingly

free from granulation. The specific gravity of a tj^pe-specimen of this phase is
'

2-763.

The basic contact-shell is composed of a darker gray diorite with much
more hornblende than in the principal phase and with a moderate amount of brown

biotite among the essentials. The feldspar averages labradorite, Abj An,

;

orthoclase seems to be entirely absent. The accessory minerals are the same as

in the principal phase but are somewhat less abundant. Epidote and zoisite are

here added to the list of secondary materials. The structure is again the

eugranitic. The specific gravity of a type-specimen is 2-832. This phase is a

basic hornblende-biotite diorite.

Other Basic Intrusions Cutting the Pasaytex Formation.

At the Boundary slash near the divide, the younger Pasayten sandstones are

cut, at one horizon, by a prophyritic mass which follows the strike of the

beds and measures thirty-five feet or more in width. It may be a sill or a dike,

the outcrops not sufficing to fix the alternative. The rock is dark greenish-gray

and highly porphyritic, with abundant large, white phenocrysts of plagioclase
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and smaller ones of green hornblende. The ground-mass is feldspathic and

iiiicrocrystalline, bearing many microlites of the green hornblende. The feld-

spar is murky with alteration-products but seems to be an acid labradorite.

The rock may be classed as a basic hornblende porphyrite.

Three miles down-stream from the Boundary slash Castle creek crosses a

40-foot sill of basic rock clearly intrusive into the green Pasayten sandstone.

This sill is lithologically related to the dike (?) just described but is mor<>

basic (spec, gravity of a type-specimen, 2-950). The rock is dark-green, coarse-

grained and almost peridotitic in appearance. Macroscopically only one con-

stituent, hornblende, is clearly visible. Under the microscope this mineral is

seen to be extremely abundant, composing more than half of the rock by weight.

It occurs in thoroughly idiomorphic prismatic crystals measuring as much as

jO mm. or more in length. These phenocrysts are embedded in a fine-grained

matrix of soda-lime feldspar (probably labradorite) with which a little magne-
lite, apatite, and interstitial quartz are associated. The largest feldspar laths

are about 0-5 mm, long, and the average lath is much smaller.

The rock may be classified as a hornblende porphyrite but it is an anomal-

ous member of that species, carrying an extremely high percentage of horn-

blende. Chemically this porphyrite must be much like the peculiar gabbro of

the Moyie and other sills of the Purcell range.

Concerning the date or dates of these small porphyrite intrusions no more

can now be said than that they are both post-Lower Cretaceous. They may well

be specially basic derivatives of the magma represented in the Lightning Creek

diorite stocks.

Castle Peak Stock.

Its Special Importance.—A brief description of the Castle Peak stock was
given in the preliminary paper on the Okanagan composite batholith. The
outcrop of the body covers about ten square miles; it is the largest intrusive

mass exposed in the Hozomeen range where crossed by the Boundary belt. The
stock deserves special study and will be rather fully illustrated, for its contacts

are more perfectly displayed than are those of any other stock or of any

batholitbic mass in the entire Forty-ninth Parallel section. Erosion has bitten

deeply into the formations composing this part of the range. The upper slopes

of Castle Peak and of the neighbouring mountains are above tree-line. For a

double reason, therefore, the geologist can see relatively far down into the

depths where this granitic body was intruded. At various points around the

periphery of the stock the contact-surfaces can be followed downwards with the

eye for a thousand or more feet, measured vertically. It happens also that the

folded Cretaceous strata forming the country rock of the intrusive are so

arranged that the relations to the stock in plan are as plainly evident as the

relations in vertical sections. Since all these structural relations are of

primary importance to the theory of the intrusion and since the contact-

relations of stocks and batholiths are very seldom seen with equal clearness, the
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figures and text illustratinsr this stock in the preliminary paper will be fully

reproduced in the present chapter.

Finally, the stock merits attention as it throws light on the problem of the

age of the petrographically similar Similkameen batholith and therewith aids

in discovering the diiEcult geological chronology of the whole Okanagan com-

posite batholith.

Dominant PJnise.—The staple rock of the Castle Peak body is a fresh, light

gray, granitic type of medium grain. In the ledge the mass of dominant

quartz and feldspar is speckled with fairly abundant, lustrous-black hornblende

and biotite. Under the microscope the principal feldspar is seen to be

plagioclase, often zoned and averaging andesine, Ab, An,. Orthoclase, probably

sodiferous, is a less abundant essential. The hornblende is deep green and is

sensibly identical with that of the Similkameen granite. A few of the horn-

blende crystals contain small cores of augite or of felted uralite apparently

derived from augite. 2^0 free pyroxene is present, ilagnetite or ilmenite,

apatite and titanite are the accessories.

A typical fresh specimen (Xo. 1441), collected on the southwest spur of

Mt. Frosty, has been analyzed by Mr. Connor, with result shown in Table

XXXn, Col. 1.

Table XXXII.

Analyses of the Castle Peak and Similkameen granodiorites.

SiO
TiO.
ALd, ,

Fe.O.
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
SrO
BaO
Na,0
K,0
H.O at 105=C.. ..

H,0 above 105°C.
p;o,

Sp.gr

The calculated norm is:

—

Quartz.
Orthoclase.
Albite.
Anorthite.. .

Hypersthene.
Diopside. . .

.

Ilmenite.

.

Magnetite.
Water.. ..

1. Mol.
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The mode (Rosiwal method) i3 approximately:

—

Quartz 18-2

Orthocla.se 17'5

Andesine *l-7

Biotite 11-5

Hornblende 9-5

Magnetite -9

Titanite -3

A patite •*

1000

In tlie Norm classification the rock enters the dosodic subrang lassenose,

of the domalkalic rang, toscanase, in the persalane order, britannare. For con-

venience the analysis of the specimen representing the principal phase of the

Similkameen batholith is entered in Col. 2 of Table XXXII. It will be noted

that, although these two analyses are exceedingly alike and differ by not so

much as would two random specimens from either of the two bodies, yet,

according to the system of the Norm classification, the batholith rock must be

classified as yellowstonose in the allialicaleie rang, coloradase, and thus in a

quite different pigeon-hole from that assigned to the dominant phase of the

Castle Peak stock. One may seriously question the value of a classification

which obscures the fact that the two bodies are chemically almost identical.

The writer believes this fact to be of primary importance in the discussion

of their geological relations.

In the older classification this principal phase of the stock is a typical

granodiorite.

Basic Contact Phase.—The stock has a distinctly basified contact-shell,

from 200 to 500 yards wide along the existing outcrops. In this shell, quartz

is not visible or at least conspicuous, to the naked eye; orthoclase is only a

rather rare accessory. The plagioclase averages the basic andesine, Ab, An,.

Hornblende and biotite are present in higher proportion than in the principal

phase. In grain and structure the two phases are similar. The specific gravity

of the basic phase was found to be 2-811. This value agrees very closely with

the specific gravity of the contact phase of the Similkameen batholith. (2.819),

showing another indication of the direct genetic connection between the two
bodies. This basic phase of the stock has not been, analyzed, but it is clearly a

hornblende-biotite diorite rich in accessory quartz.

Structural Relations.—The area and ground plan of the stock are shown
in Figure 35.

The country rocks are the Cretaceous argillites and sandstones, so folded

and faulted as to present dips varying from 40° to 90°. Lines of strike and
characteristic dips are illustrated in the diagrammatic map.

It ;can be seen from the map that the stock is not in laccolithic relations

;

but only in the field, as one follows the wonderfully exposed contact line, does

one appreciate the fullness of the evidence that the plutonic mass is a cross-
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cutting body in j every sense. Even where the contact line locally coincides in

direction with the strike of the sediments, as at the eastern end of the stock,

the dipping strata are sharply truncated by the granodiorite (Figure 36).

Jdioreover, the granodiorite ,was not introduced by any system of cross-faults or

peripheral faults dislocating the sedimentary rocks. Owing to the special

attitudes of the latter, the strike end dip of the beds would be peculiarly

I'lGURE 35.—Map sho-iving relations of the Castle Peak stock to the deformed Pasayten
forniation. Strike and dip (in degrees) shown ; faults in broken lines.

Scale :—1 : 115,000.

sensitive to such dislocation. The; faulting actually displayed in the Cretaceous

beds is strike faulting and was completed before the granodiorite was intruded.

(Figure 35.) The igneous body is thus neither a bysmalith nor a' chonolith.

The magma entered the tilted sediments, quietly replacing cubic mile after

cubic mile until its energies failed and it froze in situ.

Not only so; the superb exposures seen at many points in the deep can-

yons trenching the granodiorite illustrate with quite spectacular effect the

downward enlargement of the intrusive body. At both ends and on both sides

of the granodiorite body the steep mountain cliffs exhibit the intrusive contact
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Figure 36.—Contact surface between the Castle Peak grano-
diorite and tilted Cretaceous sandstones and argillites. Section
in wall of glacial cirque at eastern end of the stock, the }X)int

marked " A " in Figure 35. Scale :—one inch to ISo feet

Figure 37.—Plunging contact surface between intiusive granodiorite of Castle Peak
stock and Cretaceous argillites and sandstones of Pasayten series. Drawn from photo-
graph, looking south. Contact shown by heavy line in middle of %iew. Granodiorite
on left ; sediments on right. The vertical distance between the two ends of the contact
line as drawn is 1,500 feet. Castle Peak on the left.
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surface through vertical depths of from 300 to 2,200 feet. In every case the

contact surface dips away from the granodiorite, plunging under sandstone or

argillite and truncating the beds. The angle of this dip varies from less than

20° to 80° or 85° (Figures 36 to 40). On the north side of the granodiorite a

Figure 38.—Plunging contact surface between intrusive granodiorite {on the right)

and Pasayten formation (on the left). Drawn from a photograph taken on the north

side of the Castle Peak stock, near the point " C ", Figure 35. View looking east. Con-
tact shown by heavy line in middle of view. Gi'anodiorite on right of the line, which
represents 1,700 feet of depth at nearer ridge. Contact also located in the background,
with broken line.

section of the domed roof of the magma chamber still remains (Figure 40). It

is noteworthy that a well developed system of rifts or master joints in the

granodiorite seems, with its low dip, to be arranged parallel to the north sloping

roof, as if due to the contraction of the igneous rock on losing heat upward by

conduction.

25a—vol. ii—32
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This fact of downward enlargement makes it still more surely impossible

to conceive that the granodiorite was injected into the sediments by filling a

cavity opened by erogenic energy. A visible section even 2,200 feet deep does

not prove the continuance of downward enlargement with depth ; yet there is no
logical reason to doubt that at least the steeper observed dips of the igneous

contact surface are but samples of its dips for several miles beneath the present

Figure 39.—Plunfring contact surface, Castle Peak stock, south side, near point "D",
Figure 35. View looking east. Granodiorite on left of line showing contact. The ver-

tical distance between the two ends of this line as drawn is 800 feet. The highest

summit is Castle Peak.

land surface. Moreover, if the granodiorite made its own way through the

stratified rocks and was not an injected body, passively yielding to ordinary

erogenic pressures, there must have been free communication between the now
visible upper part of the magma chamber and the hot interior of the earth.

Downward enlargement is not only proved in visible cliS sections; it is

demanded as a necessary condition of heat supply during spontaneous intrusion.
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The Castle Peak plutonic body thus appears to be a typical stock, an

intrusive mass (a) without a true floor, (h) downwardly broadening in cross-

section, and (f) intruded in the form of fluid magma, actively, though gradually,

replacing the sedimentary rocks with its oNvn substance. It is the most ideally

exposed stock, of which the writer has any record.

Mm
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Figure 40.—Intrusive contact between granodiorite and nearly vertical
Pasayten argillite. Sketched in the field, on the north side of the Castle Peak
stock, near point marked '*E'*in Figure 3.5. Granodiorite on the right. Figures
sliow elevations in feet and dips of contact surface.

Intrusion of Syenite Porphyhy.

At Monument 80 the Boundary slash crosses a small mass of hornblende-

biotite syenite porphyry. It is intrusive into the Pasayten sandstones. The
area of the body as exposed on the present erosion-surface is about one-half of

a square mile. The contacts are very poorly displayed and it was found
impracticable to determine the structural relation of the porphyry. In ground-

plan the body is elliptical, with its longer axis directed N.W.-S.E. This ele-

ment of form suggests that the underground relations are those of a true stock,

but the steady persistence of a strongly porphyritic structure at all points in

the body tends to show that it is an injected, rather than a subjacent mass. If

this second view is correct the body must be classed among the chonoliths

rather than among the laccoliths, for it cuts across the edges of the sandstone

beds along the whole length of the intrusive body.

25a—vol. ii—32J
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Petrography.—In the field the porphyry has great uniformity of colour,

texture and grain. It is a light-gray, fine-grained, strong rock, breaking with

a sonorous ring. Nowhere could evidences of crushing be discerned. The
phenoerysts are orthoclase, andesine, brown biotite, and green hornblende. Tlie

ground-mass is a microcrystaUine, granular aggregate of orthoclase, plagioclase,

and quartz, with accessory magnetite and apatite. The feldspars are generally

more or less altered. The hornblende is usually represented only by pseudo-

morphs of carbonate and chlorite. The biotite is much less thoroughly altered.

The specific gravities of the two freshest specimens collected are 2.623 and
2-617.

Chemically and mineralogically, though not structurally, this porphyry

is in many essential respects like the younger phase of the Similkameen

batholith. As the younger and older phases of the batholith are of common
magmatic origin and nearly of contemporaneous age, and since we have grounds

for correlating the older phase with the Castle Peak stock, it seems simplest to

regard the syenite porphyry as a satellite of the Castle Peak stock and both of

those bodies as satellites of the Similkameen batholith.

Correlation.—A tentative correlation of the Simillcameen batholith. Castle

Peak stock. Lightning creek diorite bodies, and syenite porphyry chonolith may
be expressed in the following form :

—

Okanogan range— Hozomeen range—
Similkameen batholith. Castle Peak stock.

Older phase. Principal phase.
Basic contact-shell. Basic contact-shell.

Younger phase. Syenite porphyry chonolith.

Hozomeen Series.

General Description.—The ridge culminating in the remarkable double

summit of Mt. Hozomeen is wholly composed of pre-Cretaeeous rocks to which

the name ' Hozomeen series ' may, for convenience, be given. These rocks extend

from the major fault at Lightning creek, to the alluvium of the Skagit river.

Another area of what appears to be the same series is mapped in the Skagit

range.

In both areas the rocks are enormously crushed, so much so that all efforts

to define the original succession or structures have so far failed. The difficulty

of discovering the relations of the series is enhanced by the fact that the eastern

or Hozomeen mass is cut oS on both sides by faults and the western area is cut

off on the west by an intrusive granite batholith, on the south by a master-

fault and on the east probably by another great fault. The eastern area was

studied at the close of the season of 1905 ; the western area during the season of

1906. On neither occasion did the plan of the Boundary survey permit of the

study of areas more than three or four miles distant from the Boundary slash.
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Either to north or to south of the Boundary belt the field-conditions may favour

the discovery of the essential geological features of the series; within the belt

they are distinctly unfavourable and the writer's results are largely negative.

The Hozomeen ridge is composed of a group of massive greenstones, cherty

quartzites, and rare intercalations of white to pale gray limestone. Of these the

greenstone is dominant wherever outcrops occur, and appears to make up the

nearly or quite inaccessible horn of Mt. Hozomeen as well as the higher though
accessible summit just to the north. The greenstone has everywhere been

crushed and altered, in both respects so profoundly that the writer was unable to

secure a single specimen which in character even approached the original

material. Minute jointing is extraordinarily developed, making it almost

impossible to trim a specimen to standard size or shape; usiuilly the very

freshest rock crumbled to small polygonal pieces under the hammer.
The rock has the normal dark gray-green colour and almost aphanitic,

massive character of greenstone. Occasionally it shows a brecciated structure

which simulates that of a pyroclastic, yet no distinct beds of agglomerate or

tufp could be discerned. Everywhere irregular, discontinuous and innumerable

planes of fracture, generally heavily slickened, cut the rock in all directions. At
one or two points suggestions of an original vesicular structure were

encountered but they were too obscure to make the effusive origin of the green-

stone perfectly clear. Nevertheless, the writer believes that this rock does

represent the altered equivalent of basaltic or basic-andesite flows of great

aggregate thickness.

Four typical specimens were examined under the microscope. They were

all found to be essentially made up of secondary material,—the usual mat of

uralite or actinolitic hornblende, epidote, chlorite, saussurite, omphacite, ealcite,

zoisite, and quartz, with here and there a granulated, altered plagioclase feldspar.

Original crystal forms have been obliterated in all four thin sections.

If all of the greenstone exposed in the Hozomeen ridge is of extrusive

origin, its total thickness must be great; 2,000 feet is a safe minimum.
The cherty quartzite is the next most important member of the series. If

its whole strength were known it might prove to have a greater thiclcness than

the greenstone. Some colour is lent to this idea by the discovery of other thick

sections of the quartzite as it is followed along the Skagit valley trail towards

Hope. In that stretch a large quantity of phyllite was found to be interbedded

with the quartzite. In the Boundary sections phyllitic phases were comparatively

rare; the silicious sediments there are pretty generally gray to greenish gray,

compact, cherty rocks. They are thin to thick-bedded, breaking often with

subconchoidal fracture. Like the greenstones they are heavily jointed, crushed

and veinleted with white quartz. Under the microscope the rock is seen to

have the common cryptocrystalline to microcrystalline structure of chert in

which minute grains of apparently clastic quartz are embedded.

The limestone beds intercalated in the greenstone were observed only on

the long spur running north-northeast from Mi. Hozomeen. Wherever seen, the

beds are never continuous for more than a few hundred feet but occur as pods or
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lenses from thirty to forty feet thick in the middle and tapering off to nothing at

each end. This form of limestone hody is that often assimied when the roek-

series in which it occurs has been subjected to powerful squeezing and rolling-

out. The carbonate acted as if it were plastic, thinning here, thickening there,

according as the lines of force were directed. The material pinched out at one
point became accumulated in pods elsewhere. The relations are thus parallel

to those found in the Pend D'Oreille series of the Selkirk range. It is little

wonder that the traces of bedding have here disappeared. The rock is now a

fine-grained, white to light bluish-gray marble, charged with concretions of

chert. These concretions are most irregularly distributed, giving no indication
of original bedding-planes. The pods are always xertical or nearly so and strike

rather faithfully in the direction N. 20° E.

Other masses of limestone may occur on the slope down to the Skagit
river but the thick brush of the slope prevented their discovery, though the out-

crops sufficed to show the predominance of the greenstone and quartzite all the
way to the river-flat.

It is not possible to state the relative ages of the different members with

confidence. From the analogy with the less disturbed and probably contempor-

aneous Chilliwack series on the west slope of the Skagit range (see next

chapter), it seems best to believe, as a working hypothesis, that the ITozomeen
greenstone and limestone are younger than the principal quartzite (phyllite)

gioup and overlie the latter conformably.

Correlation.—Since the series is so far quite unfossiliferous, the search for

its equivalents among the determined formations of the Cordillera is aided only

by the analogies of stratigraphic relations and of lithologieal resemblances. On
these grounds the provisional correlation of the series, at least in part, with the

Carboniferous Cache Creek series has been made. Rocks which are clearly much
like those at the Skagit river have been found by Smith and Calkins in their

reconnaissance of the Boundary belt and have similarly been tentatively

referred by them to the Cache Creek division. Their description may be quoted

at length :

—

' The supposed Cache Creek series, as represented in this district (upjier

Okanagan valley), comprises both sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Its lower

portion consists chiefly of clay slates and graywacke slates, usually of gray

or greenish colour, together with some moderately coarse metamorphic sand-

stones and fine conglomerates, but comprises no coarse conglomerates. Occa-

sionally the arenaceous portions of the series take on the character of fairly

pure quartzite. Material of this sort becomes especially abundant near

Mount Chopaka. In the upper portion of the series, as developed at Loomis,

there are at least two beds of light-gray limestone, whose areal distribution

is indicated roughly in the geologic map. Farther south, to the west and

northwest of Riverside, this rock plays a more important role. The western

wall of the coulee north of that place is a cliff perhaps 200 or 300 feet high
and composed mainly of limestone.
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' The upper part of the series comprises large volumes of volcanic

material, which it was not found practicable to separate, on the preliminary

map, from the slaty rocks. These old voleanics are for the most part extensively

developed on the southern end of Palmer Mountain, in the basin southeast

of that point, to the west of Blue Lake, and on the hill southwest of Palmer
Lake. Litliologically, they were roughly classified in the field as greenstones.

Li broad, distant views the dark brownish hues of the weathered surfaces

and their rugged erosion forms give them a resemblance to basaltic rocks.

In hand specimens their original character is found to be obscured by de-

composition, but the porphyritic texture is occasionally noted, as well as

amygdaloidal structure and brecciated structure suggestive of i^yrociastic

origin, ilicroscopic study of these rocks is productive of no very satisfac-

tory results, owing to the advanced decomposition which they have univer-

sally suffered, the original materials being almost always completely re-

placed. The character of the resulting secondary minerals, however, as well

as the textural features, confirms the field diagnosis of the rocks. They are

basic extrusives, probably for the most part basaltic, though perhaps includ-

ing some basic andesite. Pjrroclastics appear to be fully as abundant as the

massive lavas.

' The rocks tentatively referred to the Cache Creek series have suffered

various degrees of metamorphism. The sedimentary portions have in

general an indurated slaty character in the localities removed from granitic

intrusions. In the vicinity of the several intrusive granite contacts, how-
ever, much more advanced alteration has taken place, the slates being more
or less completely converted to mica-schist. Interesting changes have been

produced also in the basic eruptives by the granitic intrusions, the description

of which will be deferred to the chapter on petrography.
' The upper part of Jacks Mountain or Mount Nokomokeen, is carved

from a series which has the aspect of being much older than the Cretaceous
rocks farther east and may be equivalent to the supposed Cache Creek of

Okanagan Valley. It comprises both sedimentary and volcanic rocks.

' Most prominent of the sedimentaries are quartzites and bedded cherts.

The latter are generally of a light-gray or drab tint and are cut by innumer-
able veinlets of quartz. Their bedding is their most noteworthy feature.

They are built up of distinct laminae, about an inch in average thickness.

readily separable from one another. The similarity of their structure with

that of the red cherts of the Franciscan series in California is striking. As
in the supposed Carboniferous of Okanagan Valley, there are beds of lime-

stone (which are, however, rather thin and lenticular), and the

highest portions of the mountain reached was built up largely of altered vol-

canic rocks, among which amygdaloids were observed. Although obscured

greatly by alteration, the constitution and texture of these rocks as observed

imder the microscope indicate that these old lavas are basaltic

' Old schists, slates, cherts, and quartzites are also the principal country

rocks in the valley of the Skagit above Ruby Creek, as far north a=; .Tackass
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Point, but some 'greenstone' (basalt or basic andesite) also occurs. North
of Jackass Point the country rock is mainly granitic, though interrupted

by a belt of slate. The impression of the observer was that these sedimen-

tary and volcanic rocks were plainly older than the Cretaceous and might
in part be correlative with the Cache Creek series.'*

The results of Messrs. Smith and Calkins are seen to be essentially similar

to those of the present writer in his study of the Anarchist and Hozomeen
series. The discovery of Upper Carboniferous fossils in the very thick

sedimentary series cut by the Chilliwack river canyon, a series which corres-

ponds well lithologically with the Anarchist series and with some of the rocks
in Mt. Hozomeen, is further significant. (See chapter XVIH.) These sedi-

ments on the Chilliwack river are only about twenty-five miles west of Mt.
Hozomeen. It seems probable, therefore, that the Hozomeen series is to be

correlated with the Anarchist series, and both of them with Dawson's Cache
Creek series as weU as with the likewise fossiliferous Chilliwack Eiver series.

There is nothing, however, to prove that some part of the Hozomeen series,

if not a part of the rocks grouped under the name Anarchist series, is not of

Triassic or even early Jurassic age. Yet it should be noted that the fossiliferous

Triassic rocks 6f the lower Chilliwack valley are lithologically unlike any rocks

observed in the Hozomeen ridge or in the area of cherty rocks across the Skagit.

Finally, this matter of correlation can not be fully understood without reference

to Dawson's several descriptions of the original Cache Creek series; to his

papers the reader is referred for fuller information.f

STRUCTURAL. RELATIONS IN THE RANGE.

In the Hozomeen range, for the first time since leaving the summit of the

Selkirks 130 miles to the eastward, we enter a comparatively broad belt where

stratified rocks afford horizons which permit of the discovery of the usual

mountain structures, folds and faults. The structures are relatively simple

and are illustrated in the map and section.

The fundamental feature in the stratigraphy of the Hozomeen range is

the erosion unconformity at the base of the Pasayten series, where it rests on

the Eemmel batholith. Above that horizon all the members of the series seem

to be quite conformable. The only pre-Cretaceous sediments are those in the

Hozomeen series which are also clearly in unconformable relation to the Lower
Cretaceous beds.

As already noted the Cretaceous series forms a great monocline complicated

at its top by secondary crumples. The arch-and-trough structure is seen locally

on the heights east of Lightning creek. (See general profile-section on map sheet)

.

Elsewhere and thus generally throughout the range, faults are much more
important structural features than folds. Profound normal faulting took place

• G. O. Smith and F. C. Calkins, Bull. 235. U.S. Geol. Survey. 19M, p. 22.

t See specially G. M. Dawson, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 12, 1901, p. 70, where
further references.
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in the line of Lightning creek valley and, perhaps simultaneously, along the

trough excavated by the Skagit river. In each case the faulting was probably

normal, with throws as shown in the profile-section. Less important faults

are postulated and mapped at Chuchuwanten creek and in the axis of the anti-

cline traversed by the Castle Peak stock.

CORRELATION.

The fossiliferous character of the Pasayten series renders possible its

definite correlation with the Shasta-Chico series of California. On account of

the fact that the youngest members of the series are upturned to verticality

and otherwise show evidences of deformation much more intense than that

usually seen as a result of Tertiary erogenic movements in the Cordillera, it

seems in high degree probable that no Tertiary strata are represented in the

series. Impressions of ammonites have, in fact, been found well above the base of

member L. The upturning of the series is believed to have been largely com-

pleted during the post-Laramie orogenic revolution.

There is no question that the Hozonieen series is in unconformable relation

to the overlying Pasayten series. We have concluded .that the former series

probably represents the Carboniferous Cache Creek series of western British

Columbia.

The pyroelastic beds of the Pasayten volcanic formation bear no fossils but

the structural relation of this member to member B of the sedimentary series

suggests the advisability of dating the volcanic outburst in the Lower Cretaceous.

It is hardly likely that members A and B would show such apparent strict

conformity if the volcanics were of Triassic or Jurassic age and a Paleozoic

age is almost certainly excluded. If the Eemmel granodiorite is truly of late

Jurassic age, the Pasayten volcanics cannot be other than post-Jurassic ; among
other obvious reasons for this conclusion is the fact that the Pasayten agglo-

merate also occurs in pipe-like form within the Eemmel batholith in such

relations as to suggest strongly a true volcanic neck.

The intrusion of the Castle Peak stock has been assigned to the Miocene.

The argument for that reference is much the same as the one outlined for the

dating of the Similkameen batholith (page 469). The stock is certainly post-

Cretaceous. It shows no sign of such straining as would be expected if it had

undergone the squeezing incidental to the late Miocene mountain-building

which has so generally affected this part of the Cordillera. The lithological

similarity of this stock with the proved Miocene granodiorite of Snoquaknie

Pass is some further indication that the stock should be referred to a geological

date so relatively recent.

If the writer is correct in considering the syenite-porphyry chonolith as a

satellite from the Castle Peak stock, the chonolith should be dated the same,

namely, in the Miocene.

The Lightning Creek diorite and the apparently satellitic siUs and dikes

of porphyrite have been subjected to the correlation already briefly discussed.
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They may have been intruded during the Eocene, Oligoccne, or early Miocene,

preferably during the Miocene; in any case they seem to antedate the Castle

Peak stock.

The following table indicates the probable correlations for the Hozomeen
range :

—

Pleistocene (Jhvcial and Recent dejjosits.

Miocene ' S.V>>'t''-pun'hyry (-lionolith.

I Castle Peak s ranod iorito stock.

ifloceni
•- ^ Liglitnins Creek diorite stoeks.

i.
Porphyrite sills and dikes cutting Pasayten series.

Crctnceoiis (Sluistn-ChicoJ . . . Pasayten series, members 11 to L.

Cretaceous, near or at base of
Shasta group Pasayten volcanic formation, agglomerate beds and volcanic neck (?)

Unconformity.

Jurassic Remmel granodiorite bathfJith.

Carboniferous (Cache Creek) Hozomeen series, quartzite, chert, limestone and dominant greenstone.

SUMMARY OF GEOLOGICAL HISTORY.

The Hozomeen formation represents a part of the Paleozoic formation

which was intensely mashed and metamorphosed in Mesozoic, doubtless Jurassic,

time. That crustal revolution was immediately followed by the invasion

of the Eemmel batholith from below. Rapid erosion followed, during which tlie

cover of the batholith was partly removed. The region subsided just after the

erosion-surface had beeu deeply covered by tlie mantle of Pasayten pyroclastics.

The subsidence continued during the formation of a typical geosynclinal

depression. Keeping pace with the sinking, an enormous thickness of (partly

marine) Cretaceous strata was piled on the geosynclinal surface. This

great body of strata was deformed in post-Cretaceous time and, on account

of the intensity of the action, it seems best to attribute this upturning

to the well-established post-Lajamie, early Eocene erogenic revolution. The
penetration of the Cretaceous beds by porphyi-ite sills and dikes, by diorite

stock-like masses and by the Castle Peak stocks with its satellites, probably

all occurred in later Tertiary time, with the Miocene assumed as the best date

for the largest stock. The great faults about Mt. Hozomeen may date from the

early Eocene or from a later, pre-Pliocene time. Tlie possibility is thus recog-

nized that they may be somewhat younger than the folds in the upper strata

of the Pasayten series.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

FOEMATIONS OF THE SKAGIT MOUXTAIX EANGE.

General Statement.

From the Skagit river to the great gravel plain traversed hy the lower

Fraser river, the Boundary belt crosses a large number of distinct geological

formations which range in age from the Miocene to the Carboniferous, if not

to the pre-Cambrian. The oldest fossiliferous sediments so far discovered

date from the Upper Carboniferous; these belong to a thick group of rocks

(named the Chilliwack series) most of which are believed to be Carboniferous.

The as yet unfossiliferous Hozomeen series crops out in the area east of Chilli-

wack lake; these rocks are probably contemporaneous with certain phases of

the Chilliwack series. A very thick andesitic group forms the upper part of

the Chilliwack series as exposed near Tamihy creek and will bear the special

name, Chilliwack Volcanic formation. A peculiar intrusive, dike-like mass of

highly altered gabbroid rock, forming the western part of Vedder Mountain
ridge, may be called the Vedder greenstone. Triassic argillites showing great

thickness in the region east of Cultus lake have been grouped under the name,
Cultus formation. Southwest of Tamihy creek canyon a group of conglomer-
ates and green, massive sandstones, to which the name Tamihy series is given,

seems to represent the equivalent of the Pasayten series farther east. On Sumas
mountain, north of Huntingdon railway station, fossiliferous sandstones and

conglomerates, named the Huntingdon formation, seem to represent the Eocene
Puget group. It overlies unconformably a body of intrusive diorite cut by a

biotite granite, which will bear the respective names, Sumas diorite and Sumas
granite. These intrusives may be contemporaneous with a batholithic mass of

greatly sheared granite occurring on and near Custer ridge at the main divide

of the range; this body will be referred to as the Custer granite-gneiss. It

seems to cut the Hozomeen series and is provisionally assigned to a Jurassic

date of intrusion, but this truly old-looking rock may really represent a pre-

Cambrian terrane. The eastern slope of the range at the Boundary line forms
at area where, possibly in early Tertiary time, vigorous volcanic action built

a thick local accumulation of andesitic breccias, associated with flows and with

more acid lava; to the whole group the name, Skagit Volcanic formation,

may be given. The remaining, specially named bodies in the range are the

Slesse diorite and the Chilliwack granodiorite, both of which are in batholithic,

intrusive relation to the Chilliwack series. The former occurs on Slesse creek;

the latter forms the bed of ChiUiwack lake and spreads far out on all sides.

Both bodies are believed to be of mid-Tertiary age. (See Maps No. 15 and 16.)

507
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The invention of these many new formation names is intended to facilitate

correlation along the Boundary; it is hoped that they may be of service to

geologists who, in the future, need to correlate with any of the rock-groui)s

cropping out along the Forty-ninth Parallel.

STRATIFIED FORMATIONS.

HozoMEEN Series.

A group of rocks believed to belong to the Hozomeen series covers three

or more square miles of the Boundary belt north of Glacier Peak and just east

of the main divide of the Skagit range. The area presented no geological

features of special novelty and its description may be given in few words.

The cherty quartzite is here the prevailing rock, occurring generally in

thin, flaggy beds from one inch or less to three inches in thickness. PhyUitic

interbeds are commoner here than at Mt. Hozomeen. Near the Custer batho-

litli, the quartzites are micaceous and the once-argillaceous beds are now mica
schists. Occasional bands of probably conformable and extrusive greenston2s

are intercalated, but greenstone nowhere in this area assumes the importance

it has east of the Skagit river. No limestone was observed in the main area;

a patch of intensely metamorphosed schist and quartzite with included limestone

pods occurs on the ridge-summit north of Depot creek, where the older Custer

granite makes contact with the Chilliwaek granodiorite. This stratified mass
formed part of the roof of the older batholith and then a second time under-

went metamorphism as it was invaded by the Chilliwaek batholith. The lime-

stone will be described in the section dealing with the contact-aureole about

the latter intrusive.

At all the outcrops in the western areas the quartzite-phyllite series has

steep dips, ranging from 70° to 90°. In the larger area the beds are intensely

crumpled but the strike averages about N. 35° W, ; the dip is generally about
vertical. It is probable that several thousand feet of the sedimentary beds

alone are represented in this area but it has proved so far impossible to secure

either top or bottom for the series.

Chiluwack Series.

General Character and Disiribwtion.—^From the western limit of the Chilli-

waek granodiorite batholith to a point about two miles below the confluence of
Tamihy creek,—a distance of sixteen miles in an air-line— , the ChiUiwack river
flows over a great thickness of sedimentary rocks to which the name, Chilliwaek
series, has been given. These rocks cover the whole width of the Boundary
belt (as mapped) throughout most of the distance and extend far to north and
south of the belt. They were examined by Bauerman in his reconnaissance
of 1859, when he estimated the total thickness of the sediments exposed along
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the river as about 24,000 feet.* While he did not allow for duplication by
fault and fold, his belief that the series is very thick was certainly justified.

The Paleozoic section along the Chilliwack river is, indeed, one of the most
complete of all those so far recorded on the western slope of the Skagit range,

and besides the definitely Paleozoic strata of this section, there is another

important group of Mesozoic beds occurring along the Chilliwack river. To the

former group only, and particularly to the Carboniferous portion of it, the

name Chilliwack series is intended to apply. For the first half-dozen miles

westward of the Chilliwack batholith there are heavy masses of old-looking

sediments which are so far unfossiliferous and may in part belong to the pre-

Carboniferous terranes. From the mouth of Slesse creek to a point about ten

miles due westward, and from the river southward to the Boundary line, the

Chilliwack series is typically represented and is fossiUferous at so many points

that little doubt remains as to the Carboniferous age of practically all the

sediments occurring in these sixty square miles.

The eastern limit of the large area of Chilliwack sediments is, within the

Boundary belt mappsd, fixed by the intrusive contacts of the Slesse diorite

and the Chilliwack granodiorite. The western limit is exceedingly difficult

to place but is provisionally placed at the outcrop of an assumed master-fault

mapped as crossing the belt a few miles west of Tamihy creek. The northern

and southern limits of the sedimentary mass have not been determined.

From the fault just mentioned to another assumed fault rimning along

the axis of Cultus lake valley, the Mesozoic (probably Triassic) formation

separates the main body of the Chilliwack rocks from a smaller one which

forms much of the long ridge known as Vedder mountain. No fossils have

been found in this ridge but it seems most probable that its rocks form the

lower part of the ChiUiwaek series and may be, therefore, all of Carboniferous

age. On this view the intervening block of Mesozoic strata have been faulted

down into lateral contact with the Carboniferous Chilliwack series.

Fossiliferous limestones associated with some shale and with a heavy body
of contemporaneous andesite make contact with the Mesozoic formation along
a line running nearly parallel to, and just south of the Boundary line. The
former group represent a part of the Carboniferous series which has, apparently,

been here thrust up over the Triassic rocks. The thrust-plane dips south at

an unknown angle.

Finally, the Chilliwack series may be represented in some small areas of

poorly exposed quartzites and slaty rocks unconformably underlying the Eocene
( ?) beds on Sumas mountain.

Notwithstanding a very considerable amount of arduous climbing distri-

buted through part of each season in 1901 and 1906, not sufficient data are in

hand to afford a complete idea of the succession of rocks included in the Chilli-

wack series. The density of the vegetation in these mountains, unparalleled

as it is on the whole Boundary section elsewhere, will always stand in the way

• H. Banerman, Report of Progress, Geol. Surv. of Canada for 18^-3-4. Part B,
p. 32.
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of the full discovery of the facts needed for the stratigraphy of the series and
the structural geology of its rocks in these areas. It is to be understood that

the following statements should be subject to careful revision through future

field work.

Detailed Sections and the Fossiliferous Horizons.—Neither 1 ase nor top

has been found for the series. Partial sections have been roughly measured and
these will be described in brief form. On the basis of these as well as a multi-

tude of details, isolated facts entered in the field note-books, a provisional

columnar section embracing the rocks actually observed east of Cultus lake,

has been constructed.

Section I.

About one mile west-southwest of Monument 48. beds which are believed to

be the youngest exposed members of the Chilliwack series are unconformably
overlain by grits and conglomerates belonging to the Tamihy Cretaceous ( ?)

formation. From that point to the ridge of Church mountain two miles north

of the Boundary line the exposures are unusually good for this region and a

partial section of the series has there been made with some degree of confidence.

The order is as follows :—

-

Top, unconformable contact with Tamihy formation.

a. ,")0 (or more) feet.—Quartzitic s.indstone.
b. 20 " Dark Rray arRillite.
c. 50 " Light gray limestone, bearing fossils with numbers 1506, 1509-10.

d. 60 (estimated^ " Gray calcareous quartzite and dark gray, calcareous argillite.

e. 2,0O0-H " Andesitic flowg^ tufis and agglomerates.
/. 200 " Gray and brownish shale and sandstone; thin conglomerate

bands; crumbling, thin-bedded; highly fossiliferous. Col-

lection Nos. 1512, 1514.

g. 600 (estimated) " Light gray, generally crystalline limestone, with fossils, No.
1513.

2,980 feet.

Base conce«led.

For the determination of these as well as of the other collections made in

the Chilliwack rocks, the writer is indebted to the great kindness of Dr. George

n. Girty, and Dr. E. S. Bassler. The latter determined the bryozoa; the other

genera were determined by Dr. Girty. The results may be quoted from Dr.

Girty's letter, in terms of the collection numbers :

—

No. 1506. About 900 yards south of the Boundary slash and 1,500 yards

southwest of Monument 48.

Fossils: crinoidal fragments.

No. 1509. 100+ yards southwest of ]\Ionument 48.

Fossils

:

I

ZapliTcntis sp.

Campophyllvm sp.

Euomphalus sp.
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Nos. 1610-11. Same locality as 1509.

Fossils

:

Fucoidal markings.

No. 1512. On top of ridge 1,500 yards northwest of Monument 48.

Fossils

:

Plant fragments.

CUsiophijIium sp.

Crinoidal fragments.

Fenestdla sp.

Rhombopwa sp.

Ci/stodictija sp.

Prodii.ctus semireticulatiis Martin.

Prod.uctus aff. jahovlevi Tscliern.

Spirifer aff. cameratiis Morton.
Reticiilaria lineata Martin (?)

Spiriferina aff. campestris White.

Martinia ( ?) sp.

Seminula ( ?) sp.

Terebratuloid ( ?)

Mi/alina aif. M. sqitamosa Sowerby.

Aviculipecien sp.

Plenrophorus ( ?) sp.

Orthoceras (?) sp.

No. 1513. On same ridge as 1512, 1,000 yards farther nortli.

Fossils

:

Lipnsdaleia sp.

Campopliyllam ( ?) sp.

Crinoidal fragments.

Fistulipora sp.

No. ISlJi. About 1,200 yards west of summit of Chureh mountain : top of

ridge.

Fossils

:

Fenestella sp.

Pinnatopora sp.

Bhipidomella aff. neradensis Meek.
Chonetes sp.

Pro'ductus semireticulatus Martin.

Prodtictus aff. ivallacd Derby.

Productus aflf. jahovlevi Tschern.

Spirifer aff. cameraius Morton.

Spirifer aff. h/ra Kut.
Spirifer sp.

Reiicularia lineata Martin (?)

Martinia (
'() sp.
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Fossils

—

Continued.

SpiriferirM aff. hilUngsi Shumard.
Cliothyridina pectinifera Sow ( ?)

Hustedia aff. compressa Meek.
Hustedia aff. meekana Shumard.
Pugnax aff. udah Marcou.
Dielasma (?) sp.

Camarophoria sp.

Aviculipecten aff. coxaivus M. and W.
Parallelodon aff. tenwistriatus Meek and Worthen.
Parallelodon sp.

SangvAnoUtes sp.

Nicbticopsis sp.

Orthoceras sp.

Section II.

On the Commission trail running along the Boundary line eastward from

the Cultus lake valley and about 1,200 yards southwest of Monument 45, a

massive limestone with a fifty-foot interbed of dark gray shale was found to

carry fossils (No. 1500). The species were identified by Dr. Girty as:

—

Fiisulina elongata Shumard.
Rlwmhopora sp.

Productus (?) sp.

This limestone appears to correspond to member g of Section I. It dips

under the great volcanic member in apparent conformity. The exposures at this

point are too poor to make the section of very great value.

Section III.

One of the most useful sections in the series is one traversed, in 1901,

along the west slope of McGuire mountain where it steeply plunges to the bed

of Tamihy creek, 6,000 feet below its summit. This mountain is crowned by
a very ragged and broken syncline of massive limestone equivalent to that on
Church mountain across Tamihy creek and to member g of Section I, (Plate

42, A). An infold of the shale overlying the limestone seems to correspond to

the ehale of member / of that section, but the volcanic member seems to have

been here entirely destroyed by erosion. Below the massive limestone is a great

thickness of sediments which are fairly well exposed in the gulches leading

down to Tamihy creek. Measurements are very difficult to make on account of

frequent faults and crumples in the bed. An approximate idea of the succession

can be obtained from the following table:

—



a.

b.
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West of Thurston's ranch the criiioidnl liuicstono soonis to be repeated by

a strike-fault, the beds retaining their general northeasterly dips of from 20° to

60° or more. This attitude is fairly well preserved in the outcrops along the

river trail all the way to the mouth of Tamihy creek. The welter

of forest, brush, and moss, as well as a heavy mass of Glacial drift on the river-

valley floor, prevent any accurate conception of the nature of the beds crossed

in this seven-mile traverse down the river. It is probable that the rocks corres-

ponding to members e, f, g and '( of Section III. are represented in this section

or have been faulted out of it and that the very thick, phyllitic argillite seen

along the north bank of the river at and just above the confluence of Tamihy
creek with the river, is an older member of the series than any of those so far

mentioned. Nothing better than a guess as to the thickness of this member is

possible but 1,000 feet is apparently a very safe minimum.
The pillow-lava and agglomerate of Section IV. seem to represent the lower

part of the great volcanic member e, of Section I. The adjacent rocks match
the respective members of Section I. in a rough way; considering that contin-

uous exposures were not to be found at either locality, an exact correspondence

should not be expected.

General Columnar Section.—Combining the facts determined in these four

sections with the many scattered observations made elsewhere, the following

table may be made to express the writer's tentative conclusion as to the anatomy
of the Chilliwack series :

—

Top, erosion surface at plane of unconformity with the Tamihy (Cretaceous?)
formation.

1. 50 + feet.—Quartzitio sandstone.
2. 20 " Dark gray argillite.

3. 50 " Lisht gray limestone; fossils. Nog. 1506, 1509, 1510.

1. 60dr " Gray calcareous quartzite and argillite.

5. 2,000 + " Andesitic flows, tuSs, and agglomerates (pillow-lava probably in this
member where locally developed). This member may for conven-
ience be referred to as the Chilliwack Volcanic formation.

6. 200 " Gray and brownish shale and sandstone, with thin conglomerate
bands; shales crumbling and thin-bedded; highly fossiliferous.
Fossils Nos. 1,512 and 1,514.

7. 60iO-H " Light gray, massive, generally crystalline limestone, often crinoidal

;

with fossils No. 1513 (crinoidal fragments also represented in Nos.
69,70,71, 72,98.129).

8. 90 " Shale, sandstone and grit.

9. IIO-H " Massive light gray limestone, with large crinoid stems and fossils as
No. 104 (not collected here).

10. 300-1- " Dark gray and brown shales, with fossils. No. 104.

11. 100 " Massive, hard sandstone.
12. l,400^r " Hard sandstones and black and red shales with bands of grit and

thin beds of conglomerate: thickness very roughly estimated.
13. 800zt- " Hard, massive sandstone with gritty layers.

14. 1,000 + " Dark gray to black, often phyllitic argillite with quartzitic bands.

6,780-1- feet.

Base concealed.

Geological Age of the Series.—^^Vs already indicated, the lower members
of the Chilliwack series may belong to one or more systems older than that



Plate 44.

A. —Carboniferous limestone, summit of McGuire ilountain. Looking north.
B. -Rugged topography at the Boundary, east of Chilliwack Lake and north of Glacier

Peak. Mountains composed of Skagit volcanic formation. Looking southwest.C—Horn topography between Tamihy and Slesse creeks. Peaks composed of metamor-
phosed meuibers of the Chilliwack series. Looking southeast from McGuire
-Mountain.

D. — Horn topography on ridge between Slesse and Middle creeks.
Chilliwack gi-anodiorite. Looking east.

25a— vol. ii— p. 514.

Massive crags of
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one represented in the fossiliferous horizons. On that question there is at

present absolutely no light. It remains to note in Dr. Girty's general summary
of the status of the fossiliferous beds themselves. He writes :

—

' In the way of explanation I may state that, owing to the imperfect

knowledge of most of our western Carboniferous faunas and to the poor
state of preservation in which the fossils occurred, it was not possible to

make positive identifications in most cases.

' Faunally, I would be disposed to arrange these collections into several

groups. Lots 1512 and 1514 are closely related and represent, perhaps,

the only strongly marked fauna in the collection. Lot 1500 is also rather

diagnostic. Lot 104 is moderately extensive, but is not strongly character-

istic. It seems to differ considerably from either of the two faunas just •

mentioned. Of the remaining collections, which are faunally very limited,

two groups can possibly be made. One of these comprises such lots as

consist only of very abundant and very large crinoid stems (lots 69, 70,

71, 72, 129, 1506 and possibly 98), or crinoid stems and cup corals (lots

1498 and 151-3), or cup corals alone (lot 1509). The other group shows

only fucoidal markings (lots 1510 and 1511).
' The most natural geologic section with which to compare these

faunas is that of northern California. The sequence of the Carboniferous
formations there consists, in ascending order, of the Baird shales, the
McCloud limestone, and the Nosoni formation (formerly the McCloud
shales). The Baird shales have usually been regarded as of Lower Carboni-
ferous age and the ITcCloud and Nosoni as Upper Carboniferous. All three

liave extensive and characteristic faunas. There is nothing among your
collections which suggests the Baird or McCloud. The most stronglj'

characterized of your faunas (lots 1512, 1514, and 1500), however, have
much that is similar to the Xosoni. At present I am disposed to correlate

the two horizons. Lot 104 is less certain, but possibly belongs to the same
group. The lots furnishing only corals and crinoids differ widely from
1512 and 1514, but they might readil.y come from a specialized bed in the

same formation. Nothing positive can, however, be stated about them.

As to the three remaining lots, the data do not warrant suggesting any-

thing whatever. On the whole, from the little that I understand of the

stratigraphic relations and from the relationship manifested by the most
marked of your faunas with that of the Nosoni formation, I 'am disposed

to correlate all your beds in a general way with the latter. They may
contain measures younger or older than the Nosoni, but from the absence

of the well-marked Baird and McCloud facies it seems probable that none
of the horizons from which your collections came is as old as the McCloud.'

In conclusion, it may be stated that the great volcanic member, the Chilli-

wack Volcanic formation, which will be specially described, is of distinctly

Upper Carboniferous age. Just above and just below this member are con-

formable limestone beds containing samples of the fauna discussed by Dr.

25a—vol. ii—m
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Girty. The estimated thickness given iibove for the sediments of the series

—

0,780 feet—is the iiiininniiii thickness of the T'pper Carboniferous sediments in

this region.

CuLTUs Formation.

StMligrapIui miu! ;Stiruqlure.—In 1859 Bauerman recognized the strong

lithological contrasts between the rocks on the two sides of Cultus lake and
remarked that the distinctly more metamorphosed sedimentaries on the west

side looked geologically older than the shales and sandstones of the eastern

shore. The writer is inclined to share Bauerman's view and, as noted above,

tentatively maps the rocks of Cultiis ridge, as well as the large area of (fossili-

ferous) argillite to the southeast of that ridge as Triassic, while the beds

occurring in Vedder mountain are mapped as Carboniferous. The name, Cultus

formation, may be advantageously given to the younger group of strata. It

may be defined as the local series of sediments which belong to the same geologi-

cal s.ystem as the thick argillite bearing the Mesozoic fossils of lot Xo. 1502,

hereafter described.

The dominant rock of the formation is a dark gray to blackish argillite.

often bituminous in moderate degree. With it there are generally associated

thin or thick bands of gray or greenish-gray sandstone and grit, and, more
rarely, interbeds of fine conglomerate. The gritty beds are characteristically

charged, very often, with small angular fragments of black argillite. All the

coarser-grained types tend to be decidedly feldspathic, sometimes suggesting an

arkose. These rocks are invariably deformed, with dips running up to 70° or

80°, though those of 30° or 35° are the commonest. The strike is highly

variable in many places but the average direction is that parallel to the Cultus

Lake valley; the average dip of, say 30°, is to the southeast all across the area

where the formation is mapped. The argillites are very often heavily sliekened

by local faults but the formation as a whole cannot be described as much meta-

morphosed. Phyllitic phases, for example, were not discovered. This relative

lack of metamorphism was one of the criteria by which the formation was
separated from the argillaceous phases of the Chilliwack series. As Dawson
found in Vancouver island, the difficulty of distinguishing the Paleozoic and

Mesozoic beds is greatly enhanced by the fact that in both, argillaceous types

of great similarity in: their original composition are the dominant types.

Needless to say, the future worker in the geology of the lower Chilliwack ^alley

v/ill not take the accompanying map too seriously but will regard it as simply

the first rough approximation in mapping. Incidentally, the present writer

anticipates with great sympathy the struggle of such future worker with the

jungle beneath which the truth is here hidden.

Two great normal faults and a no less important over-thrust are entcreil

on the map as explaining the lateral relations of the block of Cultus sediments

with the surrounding Chilliwack formations. These suggestions will need

special scrutiny.
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The question of the thickness of Triassic beds actually exposed in the

Boundary belt cannot be fully answered. A safe minimum is 1,000 feet but

there is reason to believe that it is much greater. The great monocline of

Cultus ridge alone seems to carry between 6,000 and 7,000 feet of beds, chiefly

argillite with subordinate sandy layers. The possibility of duplication in this

section makes it advisable to place the minimum thickness at no more than

half the apparent thickness, say, 3.000 feet. The e.xposures both in this mono-

clinal section and elsewhere are too poor to permit of even an approximate

columnar section for the Triassic formation.

Fossils.—The only fossils found in the Cultus formation were discovered in

1906 at a point about 500 yards south of the Boundary and 900 yards west-south-

west of Monument 47. Here the staple black to dark-gi-ay argillite is very

homogeneous and carries few lenses of sandstone. Near the bottom of the 800-

foot section, where the Boundary Commission trail crosses the creek, the fos.sils

were discovered. Throughout the section the strike averages N. 65° E., and the

dip, 45° S.S.E. There is considerable evidence of local slippings, with some

brecciation and slickening of the argillite. The fossils are usually much dis-

torted; all of them were found in a thin band close to a plane of slipping.

The writer owes the determination of the fossils, so far as that was possible,

to the kindness of Dr. T. W. Stanton, of Washington. He writes:

—

'Lot No. 1502 contains:

Arnioti^es vancouverensis Whiteaves? Numerous, more or less dis-

torted specimens apparently belonging to this Species.

Aulacoceras ? sp. A single fragment of a belemnoid which resembles

A. carlottense Whiteaves.

The lot numbered 1502, consists almost entirely of ammonites which

seem to be identical with some described from the Triassic of Vancouver

and Queen Charlotte Islands. Like the original types with which they are

compared, they are not well enough preserved to show the septa and other

features that are needed for their accurate classification.'

Combining this paleontological evidence with a comparison of the lithology

of the Cultus formation and the Triassic rocks of Vancouver island, the writer

has come to the view that little doubt need be entertained as to the Triassic

?ge of the Cultus beds. Neither limestone nor contemporaneous volcanic

matter have been found in association with the Cultus argillites, but this

failure, by which we recognize an important difference from the Triassic sec-

tions of Dawson, can be readily explained on the view that these formations,

if present, are faulted out of sight in the Cultus lake region. It is, of course,

possible, though not probable, that these important members here apparently

missing, were never laid down in the Chilliwack region.
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Tamihy Series.

For about two miles from the Boundary line do\vn Tamihy creek, tho

southwestern slope of the deep valley is underlain by an important series of

rocks which have not been discovered with certainty at any other point in the

Boundary belt this side of the Skagit river. This group of rocks was first

seen in 1901 and given tlie provisional name, ' Green Quartzite Series.' It

was unfossiliferous but it was thought to be older than the Chilliwack series.*

During the season of 1906 much better exposures were found on the height.*

west of the creek and especially on the south side of the Boundary line. Tho
relations are such as to enforce the belief that this new series lies unconform-
ably upon the Carboniferous limestone, quartzite, and greenstone, and is very

probably younger than the Triassic Cultus formation as well. Instead of the
name chosen in 1901 the writer prefers to use the localizing name, Tamihy
aeries, for this younger group of sediments. It is not the intention to name
it as if it had been thoroughly analyzed and l)ecomo stratigraphically under-

stood; the name is chosen for convenience in the present report only, though
possibly it may be of service in the hands of the geologist whose duty it yfiW

be to investigate this important mass of strata.

The relation of the Tamihy series to the Carboniferous rocks was determined

with a fair degree of finality on the summit southwest of ilonumeut 48 of the

International line. At that point the quartzite noted as member 1 of the general

columnar section of the Chilliwack series, is overlain by a well exposed body
of strata, of which some 400 feet are clearly visible near tree-line. It is a

heterogeneous mass of gray conglomerate, black quartzitie sandstone, dark-gray

paper shales, gray grit, and green sandstones in rapid alternation. The pebbles

of the conglomerates include quartzite, vein ( ?) quartz, chert, and argillite, with

almost certainly a few of greenstone like that of the Chilliwack Volcanic forma-

tion in the immediate vicinity. The chert pebbles are apparently of the same
material as that so commonly found in the chert nodules of the underlying

limestone. A few obscure plant-remains were found in the sandstone. The atti-

tude of these bods is variable but the local dip averages about 30° to the south-

southwest.

What appears to be the same series of rocks was followed for a mile south
of the Boundary line as far as the top of a long ridge which runs eastward to

Tamihy creek. That ridge is composed of a thick, very massive group of

green and gray sandstones, grits and conglomerates like that just described,

with little or no argillite. The dominant sandstone is extremely thick-bedded,

so much so that it is rarely possible to obtain indications of strike ahd dip.

Where these could be read, as south of Monument 48, the dips were 25°-30° to

the southeast.

On that traverse, as along the Tamihy creek section, the minimum thick-

ness is estimated to be 2,500 feet, but there is an indefinite addition to be made
to this estimate when the area south of the Boundary line is investigated. No

* See Summtirj Report for 1901, page 51.
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hint of a top to the series was anywhere visible and the total thickness may be
several times 2,500 feet.

In the field the writer was much struck with the extreme similarity of the

dominant (highly feldspathic), characteristically green sandstone with tlie

sandstones which make up so much of the great Pasayten series farther east.

Messrs. Smith and Calkins also note a similarity between ' Mesozoic ' rocks

occurring at Austin Pass some twenty miles southeast of the locality now being

described, and the sandstones of the Pasayten.* In 189S Dr. Stanton reported

on some fossils collected by Mr. W. H. Fuller on Cowap creek which lies imme-
diately south of the Tamihy creek area. Dr. Stanton wrote:

—

' The fossils are evidently all from one horizon, which I believe to be

upper Jurassic, this opinion being based chiefly on the distinctly striated

form of Aucella, identified with .4. erringtoni (Gabb) of the California

upper Jurassic Mariposa beds. This species was collected at both localities.

The collection from Canyon (Cowap) creek includes also a fragmentai-y

Pleur'omya and the impression of a small belemnite.
' The collection from the divide between Canyon creek and the waters

of the Fraser river contains the Aucella erringtoni, a fragment of an

ammonite apparently belonging to the genus Slephanoceras, a smail slender

belenmite like that from the last-mentioned locality, and the phraginacone

of a large robust belemnite.'

t

It is possible that these fossils were collected from beds which belong in the

Tamihy series as here defined, or they may have been taken from beds more
directly associated with the Cidtus Triassie formation. Though the text and

map of the report of Messrs. Smith and Calkins imply that those authors regard

the green sandstones as of probably Jurassic age, their statement of the litho-

logical resemblance of the sandstone with that of the Pasayten series suggest

also that the Austin Pass rocks are really Cretaceous." The present writer is

inclined to take the view that the Tamihy series, as represented on the Forty-

ninth Parallel, should be referred to the Shasta division of the Cretaceous.

This tentative reference has naturally little value; it invites criticism as a

result of much additional field work in the region.

No other occurrences of the Tamihy series have been proved in the Boundary

belt, but in the floor of Cultus lake valley above the lake, and, again, on the top

of Pyramid ridge near the contact with the Chilliwack granodiorite batholith.

certain conglomeratic and sandy beds have strong similarity with certain phases

of the Tamihy series.

HUSTINGDOX F0R5[AT10N.

The southern end of Sumas mountain is imderlain by a cover of stratified

rocks which pretty clearly belong to a period much later than any other group

(rf consolidated sediments so far seen in the Boundary belt west of Osoyoos lake.

* G. 0. Smith and F. C. Calkins, Bull. 235, U.S. Geol. Surv., 190*. p. 27.

t From Bull. 235. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 27.
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Tn 1001 a brief exiiuiiiiation of these beds was made. The exposures are gener-

ally small and poor, so that a complete treatment of the series cannot be given.

It consists of heavy masses of medium-grained, gray-tinted conglomerate alter-

nating with sandstone and shale, the conglomerate being apparently most
abundant at the base of the group. Unlike the clastic rocks of the Tamiliy
series, these are friable to a notable extent. Thin and seemingly unworkable
beds of tolerable coal have been found in the upper part of the formation, and it

is reported that borings have declared the presence of a valuable bed of fire-clay

which was found beneath the ledges cropping out at the edge of the Frasor river

alluvium southeast of the main sedimentary area.

The conglomerates contain pebbles manifestly derived from the (Chilliwack

series ?) quartzite and from the Sumas granite, with both of wnich the sedi-

ments make unconformable contact. The sandstones are feldspathic and arkose-

Hke. The shales are sometimes carbonaceous, and at a point about 800 feet

above the prairie aud near the northern edge of the formation as mapped, Messrs.

D. G. Gray and M. McArdle, who were in charge of the boring operations, dis-

covered some fossil leaves in the shales.

The fossils were found in the vicinity of a thin coal-bed which is consider-

ably broken, and seems not to afford a body large enough for economical working.

The plant specimens were submitted to Mr. F. H. Knowlton, who reported that

the collection was of little diagnostic value. He writes that the material has

somewhat the appearance of species regularly found in the Laramie group, but

states that much weight should not be given to this impression won from the

study of the very poor material. Mr. Knowlton ventures on no specific names
for the fossil forms submitted to him.

The general relations of the deposit, its degree of induration, and the evi-

dence of the fossil jilants, slender as it is, suggest that the formation should be

equated with the Puget ^roup, and thus belongs in the Eocene. The dips are

not often to be read, but they seem to be always rather low, with 30° the observed

maximum and 5° to 12° common readings. The strike is highly variable. We
seem, therefore, to have here a relatively little disturbed cap of strata laid down
at a date distinctly later than that of the post-Laramie erogenic revolution,

which so signally deformed the Cretaceous rocks of this general region of the

Cordillera. The thickuess of the visible beds totals probably about 1,000 feet.

To this group of sediments the name, Huntingdon formation (from the name
of the neighbouring village), may be given. TJocks of apparently the san'.e

nature and age have been long known as coal-bearing in the Hamilton and lower

Xooksak Valley districts south of the Bovmdary line.
*

Xear the southern end of Wade's Trail over Sumas mountain a bench of

the Huntingdon conglomerate and sandstone is cut by thin sheets of a greatly

weathered porphyry, apparently a syenite porphyry. The relations are obscure;

the porphyry may occur as one or more sills, or as dikes. It is the only eruptive

rock known to cut the Eocene formation. The porphyry has not been examined
under the microscope.

• See G. 0. Smith and F. C. Calkins, op. cit., page 34.
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igneous rock formations.

Chilliwack Volcanic Formation.

On Tamihy creek about three miles below the Boundary-line crossing, a

large body of altered basic lava was discovered during the season of 1901. It

was followed southwestwardly to the top of a^very rugged ridge where the lava

was found in close association with strong beds of obscurely fossiliferous lime-

stone dipping under the lava. It was, however, not until the Commission trail

west of the creek was opened up that the writer was (in 1906) able to secure

definite evidence as to the age of the lava and as to its relation to the sedimen-

tarie.s. A few hundred yards south of Jlonument 48, the southern limit of the

lava was found. It there makes direct contact with a fifty-foot bed of fossili-

ferous limestone similar in habit to that at the lower contact of the lava. From
the fossils collected in the upper limestone Dr. Girty has concluded that this

limestone is certainly Paleozoic and in all probability upper Carboniferous in

age. The limestone at the base of the lava formation is likewise apparently

upper Carboniferous. Since the lava is conformably intercalated between the

two limestones, it must also be referred to the upper Carboniferous. From its

position in the limestone one may fairly conclude that the eruptions were

wholly or in part submarine.

Westward from Tamihy creek the band of old lavas was followed for a

distance of some ten miles. Throughout most of that stretch the northern con-

tact of the lava lies only a few hundred yards south of the Boundary slash. The
best exposures are on the ridge southwest of Tamihy creek. The formation may
be here called the ' Chilliwack volcanics.' The total thickness can be only roughly

estimated but it must be at least 2,000 feet.

The formation consists mainly of thick, massive flows, which are so welded

into one another and so altered as to make the individual flows very hard to

distinguish in the field. Among the flows a notable, though subordinate amount

of ash-bed material is intercalated. At no point, however, were the conditions

favourable for working out a detailed cohunnar section of the formation.

Although every effort was made to secure the freshest material for study,

it was found that all of the twenty type-specimens collected were greatly altered.

The exact petrographic nature of the different flows is therefore obscure. The
net result of the microscopic study of nearly all of the twenty specimens went

to show that two rock-species are represented—augite andesite and hornblende

andesite. The former is probably the more abundant.

The lavas are often amygdaloidal, with caleite generally fllling the pores.

Veiy often the andesites have been altered into t.\i5ical greenstones, or, where

the shearing has been particularly intense, into green schists. In a few speci-

mens, the augite has the relations and abundance observed in olivine-free basalts.

Olivine was not found in any thin section, but its absence may be due to the

profound alteration of the lavas. Some of the specimens carry quartz in the

ground-mass but it n'lny all be of secondary origin.
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At Tamihy creek about five miles from the Chilliwaek river, a 100-foot

bluflf of rhyolite was discovered. The density of the forest-cover in the vicinity

rendered it impossible to determine the relation of this rock to the Paleozoic

sediments or to the adjacent Chilliwaek andesites. The writer conjectures that

the rhyolite is a lava flow occurring at or near the base of the great andesitic

series and the rhyolite is tentatively included in the Chilliwaek Volcanic for-

mation. The rhyolite seems to be about 100 feet thick or even more but it

could not be followed far in any direction. No similar acid rock was found in

the sections of the formation farther west.

The rhyolite is peculiar in being coloured almost black by an abundant
material rather uniformly distributed through the ground-mass. This substance
is quite opaque, dead-black and amorphous and has a dust-like appearance in

the thin section. It is certainly not an iron-o.xide. The rock decolourizes

before the blow-pipe and it seems almost assured that the black dust is carbon.
The occurrence of this element in a rhyolitic lava is unusual and the writer

can find no record of its having been found in rhyolite or porph.vr.v elsewhere,

in anything like the abundance observed in this case at Tamihy creek.

Vedder Greenstone.

The northwestern slope of Vedder mountain ridge is underlain by an altered,

basic igneous rock which seems to be intrusi\'e into the Paleozoic argillites and
sandstones of the ridge. As exposed the body forms a remarkably long and
straight band, running from the head of the Chilliwaek river alluvial fan to the

International line sovith of Sumas lake. The body was not followed farther to

the southward. As shown on the map the known length of the mass is

more than ten miles. On the northwest, for most of its length it is covered by
alluvium, so that the exact shape and relations of the body cannot be deter-

mined.

At the point nearest to Sumas lake the igneous rock is bounded on the

northwest by a narrow belt of dark-gray argillite, cropping out at intervals for

about 700 yards along the wagon-road. Here the argillite seems to dip south-

eastward and thus under the intrusive rock, at an average angle of 65°, while at

the southeastern contact on the summit of the ridge, the dip of the argillite is

about 40° to the east-southeast. At this point, therefore, the intrusive appears

to have the relation of a great sill, injected into a bedding-plane of the sedi-

ments. The width of the outcropping igneous mass is about 1,000 yards.

Elsewhere in the ridge the dips and strikes of the strata, always highly

variable, show no such simple relation to the intrusive. The singular straight-

ness of the southeastern contact suggests that the body is a gigantic dike, and
this view is tentatively adopted. An intrusive character is inferred more from
the petrographic nature of the mass and from its position in the sedimentary

terrane than from the usual criteria of apophyses, inclusions, and contact-meta-

morphism. Owing to the dense brush and heavy mat of moss and humus, not a

single, actual contact was discovered.
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From end to end of the body the igneous rock is profoundly altered;

hence it is almost impossible to ascertain its precise original composition.

It is now chiefly a mass of secondary minerals, including serpentine, talc, epi-

dote, zoisite, kaolin, chlorite, and quartz. A pale green actinolitic amphibole

never fails among the essential constituents; it also is probably secondai-y. A
darker-tinted green hornblende is commonly present, and may represent a product

of original crystallization from the magma. With this hornblende an original

plagioclase, probably labradorite, is usually associated. The feldspar is always

altered in high degree. A little magnetite, pyrite, and apatite, and much titanite

are accessories.

The original rock was probably a basic diorite or a gabbro. It has been

greatly sheared and mashed and has degenerated into several secondary types.

The commonest of these is a massive greenstone bearing a fair amount of the

skeletal plagioclase and dark green hornblende which are regarded as primary

in origin. This rock is often intimately sheared and "slickened, but is scarcely

a true schist. Toward the International Boundary the mass becomes distinctly

gneissic, with the field-habit of a medium- to coarse-grained hornblende-diorite

gneiss; under the microscope, however, this type was seen to be a hornblende-

zoisite-quartz schist, the amphibole being of actinolitic appearance. In certain

zones of specially intense shearing the rock has been converted into a garneti-

ferous talc-quartz schist.

The amount of shearing and alteration undergone by this gabbroid intrusive

is of the same order as that seen in the Chilliwack volcanics, which have been

referred to the upper Carboniferous. It is possible that this great Vedder moun-

tain ' dike ' represents the intrusive phase of the same eruptions which gave rise

to the surface flows of the Chilliwack formation. In any case the greenstone is

certainly pre-Eocene and probably pre-Jurassie in age.*

Custer Granite-gxeiss.

On Custer ridge, which locally forms the main divide of the Skagit range,

tlie Boundaiy belt crosses a considerable mass of crushed and now banded, intni-^

sive granite. Its exposed area is known to be at least twenty square miles, but

it may be found to be much greater as the body is followed northward and south-

ward from the Boundary belt. The western limit of the banded granite so far

as mapped is fixed by the intrusive contact of the younger Chilliwack grano-

diorite. The eastern limit is fixed in part by a band of the Hozomeen sedi-

mentary series, into which the banded granite is intrusive ; in other part, by the

very thick blanket of Skagit volcanies, which are clearly younger than the

gneissic granite. From its occurrence on Custer ridge this batholithic body may
be called the Custer granite-gneiss.

• During the preliminary examlnatidn of this district, in 1901, the relations of
this schistose intrusive were not understood and the body was regarded as part of a
basal crystalline series. In the Summary Report for 1901 (page 51) this series was
Pfiven the provisional name ' Vedder Mountain gneisses.* The writer wishes to with-
draw this name which should obviously not be perpetuated in the literature.
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If the Ilozomeen series is of Carboniferous age, the Custer batholith must
have been intruded in late Carboniferous or post-Carboniferous time. The
general relations and metamorphosed condition of the batholith point to a pre-

Tertiary date of intrusion. The similarity in these respects to the Remmel and

Osoyoos batholiths has led the writer to place the date tentatively in the Jurassic,

thus making aU three batholiths essentially contemporaneous. It is obvious,

however, that such correlations among the older batholiths must be held with a

very open mind, for they are founded largely on simple conjectures as to the

ages of the metamorphic rocks cut by these batlioliths. Until fossils are actually

found in the Ilozomeen series there is nothing to compel the view that the

Custer batholith is of late Paleozoic age; it may, indeed, be an uplifted frag-

ment of an old pre-Cambrian terrane.

In the field the batholith has all the appearance of a typical pre-Cambrian

gneiss. It is seldom quite massive, and at no known point has it escaped more
or less powerful crushing 'and shearing. As a rule, the original rock has been

converted into a well-banded gneiss, verj- similar to that produced in the meta-

morphosed Cascade and Eemmel batholiths farther east.

Original Each Type.—The original rock seems to have been a grano-

diorite. Because of the intense metamorphism of the whole body, it is not

possible to distinguish the primary phases into which the batholithic magma
crystallized. Indeed, there are few places where the crushing and chemical

rearrangement of the mass were slight enough to leave remnants of the original

granite. One such locality was found at the liead of Depot creek and about one

mile north of the Boundary line. The rock there is crushed and somewhat

gneissic, but it is not banded. It is of a darkish gray colour and of medium
grain. Tlic hand-speeimen shows the presence of much hornblende, less biotite,

and little quartz. From the persistently white to gray tint of the dominant

feldspar one would suspect, from the macroscopic appearance, that one were

dealing with a plagioclase-rock.

That conclusion is corroborated by the study of thin sections. The essential

minerals, named in the order of decreasing abundance, are: plagioclase, varying

from basic andesine, near Ab, An^ to basic oligoclase near Ah. Auj; dark green

hornblende; orthoclase and microcline; quartz, and biotite. The usual acces-

sories, magnetite, apatite, and titanite, are present. The essential minerals all

show straining. The plagioclase laniellK are often bent or broken, and some of

the orthoclase has been converted, by pressure, into microcline. Nevertheless,

there is no doubt that the specimen just described represents a common phase,

and probably the dominant phase, of the original batholith. With this grano-

diorite type the materials making up the bands which form the staple rock of

the batholith at present, are in striking contrast.

Banded Structure.—As in the case of the Eemmel, Osoyoos, and Cascade

batholiths, the bands are here often of stratiform regularity. They may be

divided into two classes: one acid-aplitic, the other basic in composition.

The acid bands are light-gray to whitish or very pale pink in colour. The

grain varies from rather fine to quite coarsely pegmatitic. In the latter case it
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is sometimes not easy to distinguish such bands from the younger pegmatitic
dikes (off-shoots from the Chilliwaek batholitli?) cutting the banded granite.

In most eases, however, the pegmatitic habit of the light bands is apparently

due to some recrystallization of the original rock of the Custer batholith itself.

In thin section these light bands were seen to consist of dominant quartz,

microcline, and orthoclase, with subordinate oligoelase (generally untwinned or

poorly twinned), and biotite. A few, small, pink garnets, rare crystals of zircon

and apatite, and small anhedra of titanite are accessory. Both hornblende and
free iron oxide seem to be entirely absent. These bands have, thus, the composi-

tion of many acid, aplitic granites poor in biotite. The component minerals are

generally strained and the' cataclastic structure is usual. The specific gravities

of two fresh specimens of the light bands were, respectively, 2-655 and 2-641.

The dark bands are of three kinds, according to the character and propor-

tions of the constituents. The commonest kind is' a dark greenish-gray, foliated,

medium-grained, highly biotitic rock, composed of dominant plagioclase (basic

andesine), biotite and quartz, with rare orthoclase. A few grains of garnet,

some magnetite, and apatite are accessory. One specimen showed a specific

gravity of 2-732, but many bands, yet richer in biotite, would be heavier. Only
one thin section of this type—a biotite-diorite gneiss—was studied. It showed
neither granulation nor pronounced straining of the component minerals, and it

seems necessary to believe that the material of these dark bands was crystallized

in its present form during the metamorphism of the batholith and has not since

been subjected to extraordinary erogenic stress.

Dark bands of the second kind differ from those of the first in carrying

essential hornblende as well as biotite in large amount. No special study has

been made of these, but they doubtless have the same jirincipal features as the

biotite-diorite gneiss, excepting for the entrance of essential hornblende. Bands
of this class have the composition of basic hornblende-biotite diorite gneiss.

Basic bands without essential biotite are uncommon but were noted at

several points. In these green hornblende is the only important femic mineral.

Basic labradorite is the only other essential constituent. Much apatite, very

abundant, well crystallized titanite, and some pyrite are the observed accessories.

The specific gravity of a somewhat altered specimen is 2-888. Bands of this

third class seem to range in composition from amphibolite to hornbleude-diorite

gneiss. A few of them may possibly be sheared basic dikes cutting the batholith,

but the majority, like the other dark bands, must be regarded as forming meta-

morphic phases of the sheared batholithic rock.

The Custer batholith thus includes the following species of rocks:—

-

Original type: granodiorite.

Secondary, metamorphic types:

Biotite-aplite gneiss

;

Basic biotite-diorite gneiss;

Basic hornblende-biotite-diorite gneiss;

Basic hornblende-diorite gneiss;

Amphibolite.
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The explanation of the banding is liere the same as that offered for the
banding of the Osoyoos, Rercmel, and other batholiths farther east. The light

bands represent the intensely granulated diorite from which the hornblende,
biotitp, basic plagioclase. and accessories have been slowly leached during the
shearing of the batholith. The dark bands represent the shear-zones in which
the same basic materials were recrystallized. In many cases there has also been
some recrystallization of the light bands with tlie development of new quartz,

biotite, feldspar, and some garnets.

Somas Gkanite and Diorite.

Eather more than one-half of Sumas mountain is composed of plutonie

igneous rock. Nine square miles of the central and northeastern parts of the
mountain are underlain by a biotite granite which may be called, for conven-

ience, the Sumas granite. An area of about three square miles is underlain
by a plutonie breccia. This breccia consists of a vast multitude of blocks of a

dioritic rock cemented by the Sumas granite; the whole forms a peripheral

intrusion-breccia on a large scale. The diorite is evidently the older of these

two rocks and may be called the Sumas diorite.

On the north and east the plutonie masses disappear beneath the Fraser
valle.v alluvium. On the northwest the granite makes contact with a hard,

massive quartzite, into which it is intrusive. On the southwest the granite is

unconformably overlain by the nearly flat Eocene ( ?) beds.

Granite.—The granite is pre-Eocene in age. The date of inti\:.sion cannot
jet be more closely fixed with certainty. The rock is nowhere crushed in any
riotable way. It seems therefore doubtful that it was intruded before the great

orogenie revolution of the Jurassic and the date may be tentatively fi.xed as

later Jurassic, or (less probably) Cretaceous. The diorite of the intrusion-

breccia is also massive and unsheared and may belong to the same general

period of igneous action, though of course, being older than the granite.

The granite is a ligbt pinkish-gray, fine, to medium-grained rock, poor in

dark constituents. The composition and structure are both those characteristic

of mica granites. Quartz, orthoclase (sometimes slightly microperthitic), basic
andesine, averaging Ab, Ail, and biotite are the esseuiials. A pale green horn-

blende, magnetite, apatite, titanite, and rare zircor^ are accessory. In all of

the four specimens collected, the rock is seen to be considerably altered. The
alteration is so marked even on well glaciated ledges that one may possibly

refer it in largest part to the secidar weathering which preceded the deposition

of the Eocene beds. The feldspar is often much kaolinized and the biotite is

generally chloritized to some extent.

The freshest specimen (Xo. 201) has been analyzed by Professor Dittrich

with the following result:

—
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Analysis of Sumas granite.

SiO
TiO;
A1,0,
Fe^O,
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
BaO
Na„0
K,0
H,0 at 110°C.. ..

H,0 above na°C.
p;o.
CO,

Sp. gr.

The calculated norm is

:

Quartz
Orthoclase. . .

.

AlWte
Anorthite
Corundum.. ..

Hypersthene.. .

Magnetite.. ..

Ilmenite
Apatite
Water and COj,

100-27

2-651

Mol.

7i-a4 1
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affected in its composition by the introduction of material from the granite.

The metamorphic effects are analogous to those observed about the xenoliths in

the Moyie sills of the Purcell range.

In other xenoliths which show in their rounded outlines the corrosive effects

of the acid magma, a large number of peculiar round bodies have been developed.

These are of tlie size and shape of a small pea and, because of their special

hardness, they project above the general weathered surface of the xenolith.

Under the microscope eacli of these small bodies is seen to be comjiosed of

pure quartz, generall.v as a single crystal, but sometimes in the form of a coarse-

grained aggregate. The quartz nodules are perfeetl.v clear and bear no inclu-

sions of the dioritie material. Between the diorite matrix and the quartz there

is usually a narrow aureole of idiomorphic orthoclase and plagioclase crystals.

These project into the quartz much as similar crystals project into vugs and
miaroles of other rocks.

The origin of these silicious nodules is not clear. They can hardly be

regarded as filled amygdules of the ordinary type, but seem rather to represent

jihenocrystic growths in the xenolith after the latter had been softened by the

granite magma and been impregnated with silicious material from that source.

Skacit Volcanic Formation.

From the first summit west of the Skagit river to the summit of Custer

ridge (the main divide of the Skagit range), the Boundary line crosses a very
thick group of volcanic rocks which may be called the Skagit volcanic formation.

These rocks extend over at least twenty square miles in the belt and continue

unknown distances in the mountains to north and to south.

The volcanic rocks characteristically weather into jagged peaks, knife-edge

ridges, and forbidding precipices, forming the highest and most rugged moun-
tains in this part of the Skagit range. (Plate 44, B.") Glacier Peak and its

neighbours are, indeed, among the most inaccessible summits in the whole
Boundary belt west of the Flathead river. Small but numerous glaciers and

a succession of impassable breaks in the ridges render the stud.v of the volcanic

formation difficult even where outcrops are plentiful. Below tree-line it has so

far proved quite impossible to find a sufficient number of actual contacts or to

work out the succession of the many members of the group. The results of the

exploration are, therefore, far from being satisfactor.v. It is known that the

formation is exceedingly thick—apparentl,y at least 5,000 feet thick at the

Boundary line— but the writer has been baffled in the attempt to construct a

detailed and final columnar section. The great thickness of the volcanic

accumulation and the abundance and coarseness of the agglomerates suggest

that the major eruptions actually took place in the area of the Boundary belt.

It is quite possible that a vast cone of Mount Baker or Mount Eainier pro-

portions was situated over the present site of Glacier Peak.

The lower and greater part of the formation, probably 4,000 feet or more in

thickness, is composed of massive breccias and ash-beds, with one layer of coarse

conglomerate and with many interbedded flows of compact and vehicular lava.
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All of the purely volcanic constituents are andesitie. Conformably overlying

these rocks and underlain by other andesitic flows and breccias, comes a widely

extended layer of white to pale-gray traehytic or rhyolitic tuff, aggregating

perhaps 200 feet in thickness. The top of tlie whole gToup is' not exposed in the

Boundary belt and the series rercains incomplete.

The following table gives an extremely crude idea of the general relations

and thicknesses as estimated in the field :

—

Top, erosion-surfac*.

l.OOO^feet.—Andesite flows and breccias.

200± " Liparitic (?) tufi.

900m- " Andesite flows, ash and breccias.
100 " Conglomerate.

3,000^:; " Andesite breccias, flows and ash-beds.

5.200±feet.

Base, auconformable contact with Custer batholith and Hozomeen sediments.

The andesitic members are always very massive. It is seldom possible to

distinguish the contacts between diiferent flows, and even the contacts between

flow and breccia are generally obscure. The individual flows seem to be usually

very thick ; cliffy slopes as much as 300 or 400 feet high do not disclose undoubted

breaks in the massive lava.

The more basic material of the breccias, ash-beds, and flows has great uni-

formity of composition. Nine typical specimens were collected in different parts

of the area and at various horizons from near the base upward. Thin sections

of aU the specimens were studied. Though not crushed they are all more or less

altered. Without exception, the flows and lava-fragments of the agglomerates

seem to belong to the one common type, augite andesite. The phenocrysts are

regularly labradorite, averaging Abj An^, and augite. The latter is generally

uralitized pretty thoroughly. Neither primary hornblende nor olivine was
detected, though in some cases- the former may have accompanied the augite as

a subordinate phenocryst. The ground-mass is more altered than the pheno-

crysts and is a mass of chlorite, uralite, plagioclase microlites, and indetermin-

able material, perhaps derived from glass, which was apparently a very abundant,

staple constituent of the ground-mass.

The beds of agglomerate are usually thick, individual ones measuring more
than 200 feet in thickness. The blocks are of all sizes up to those a foot or

more in diameter. At many points angular fragments of cherty quartzite and
slate, identical in look with the dominant rocks of the Hozomeen series, were

found in the breccias. At one section in the deep valley northwest of Monument
68, and about 1,200 yards from the monument, there occurs a layer of breccia

whoUy or almost wholly made up of fragments of cherty quartzite and serpen-

tine; this bed is at least 75 feet thick. The fragments are angular, ranging

in size from sand-grains to blocks six inches or more in diameter. There can
be little doubt that these fragments were derived from the Hozomeen series.

The bed shows no sign of water-action; from its position in the midst of

manifest volcanic agglomerates, it may best be regarded as a special product

25a—vol. ii—34
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of gas-explosion which operated in this vicinity and blew out a large quantity

of the foundation rock. The matrix of this bed was not examined microscopi-

cally; it may be a fine andesitic ash.

Sometimes, though rarely, granitic and gneissic blocks appear in the staple

breccias; most of those observed seem to have been derived from the underlying

Custer batholith.

About one mile northwest of Monument 68 a bed of coarse conglomerate,

100 feet or more in thickness, interrupts the succession of breccias and flows.

The pebbles are very well rounded and were unquestionably long rolled bj' waves

or currents. They vary in size but few are over a foot in diameter.

They consist of altered andesite (dominant kind), quartzite, chert, slate, and,

rarely weathered granite.- The matrix is sandy. The bed dips about 16° to

the eastward and seems to be quite conformable to the yet more massive volcanic

members above and below.

Above the conglomerate the tuffaceoiis rocks carry several thin conformable

lenses of gray argillite, which also appear to have been laid down under water.

The acid tuff was seen at two localities. It crops out on the summit of the

rugged ridge 1-.5 miles south of Monument 6S and on a m:ich greater scale

upon the long ridge running eastward from Monument 69. This tuff covers

the latter ridge for one mile of its length and from its white colour is very

conspicuous in the landscape. The tuff is extremely jointed, so that it is

difficult to secure a hand-specimen of standard size. Some of the rock is vesi-

cular and it is possible that thin flows are represented in the middle part of

the 200-foot band. The whole composite mass overlies the andesites, dipping

at angles of from 10° to 15° to the north. On the higher ridge on the west the

acid tuff seems to be overlain by younger andesites roughly estimated to be

1,000 feet thick.

The acid tuff is nearly pure white to pale-gray when fresh, weathering white
to pale-yellow. Macroscopically it is quite aphanitic for the most part, with
only the rarest suggestion of a small feldspar phenocryst. The rock reminds one
of porcelain viewed on a broken edge. Under the microscope the phenoerysts

of the angular fragments are seen to be few in number and to have the proper-

ties of sanidine or orthoclase. The ground-mass is a cryptocrystalline aggregat*

of quartz and feldspar, with the character of a devitrified obsidian. The matrix
of the tuff is optically like the ground-mass of the fragments. The mass has

clearly the composition of an acid obsidian and is perhaps nearer trachyte

than rhyolite.

The age of the formation has not been determined by direct fossil evidence.

The lava-flows, ash-beds, breccias, and interbedded conglomerates are not
crushed. The dips are generally low, running from 5° to 30° as the observed

maximum. The breccias and conglomeratic beds contain many fragments and
pebbles of quartzite, slate, and granite which were without much doubt derived

from the eroded Hozomeen series and the Custer gneissic batholith. It seems
reasonably certain, therefore, that the vulcanism dates from a period much later

than the intrusion of the batholith and, a fortiori, than the folding of the Hozo-
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meen series of sediments. If the latter are of Carboniferous age and the granite is

Jurassic, the Skagit volcanics rest upon a late Jurassic or post-Jurassic erosion-

fcurface. The relation is somewhat similar to tliat between the volcanic breccia

at the base of the Pasayten formation and the underljdng, probably Jurassi*

Eemmel batholith.

There is sometbing, therefore, to be said for the hypothesis that the Skagit
volcanics are of Lower Cretaceous age and contemporaneous with the Pasayten
volcanics. If, however, the Custer batholith was intruded in the late Jurassic

and sheared and metamorphosed during the orogenic revolution at .the close of

the Laramie period, it would seem certain that the Skagit volcanics must belong

in the Tertiary. This follows from the fact that the volcanic rocks are com-
paratively little disturbed and are nowhere sheared in anything like the measure
shown in the Custer gneissic batholith. It would seem impossible that the

basement could be so profoundly affected while the thick cover should escape

the deformation. That the Skagit volcanic formation is not younger than the

Jfiocene is probably indicated by the fact that it is cut by a stock of quartz-

bearing monzonite, which shows evidence of being essentially contemporaneous

with the Castle Peak stock (late Miocene). At present the dating of the vol-

canics cannot be made any closer with definiteness. In the correlation tables

the writer will postulate an Oligocene date for them, thus equating the Skagit

andesite with the proved Oligocene andesite in the Midway district. The
Skagit andesite may, on the other hand, be Eocene or, possibly, Cretaceous.

Skagit Harzburgite.

On the ridge 2,500 yards north-northwest of Monument 67, at the 6,600-

foot contour, the Custer gneiss is cut by a large pod-like intrusion of coarse

peridotite. This mass is 150 feet or Kore in width and can be followed along

its longer, north-south axis about 900 feet. It appears to taper off toward each

end. It is probably an irregular dike injected into a schistosity-plane of the

gneiss. From wall to wall the peridotite is very coarse, showing olivines often

reaching 2 cm. in diameter and an abundant pyroxene of similar dimensions.

At the ledge the rock is seen to be somewhat altered, but it shows no sign of

crushing.

The general colour of the rock is a deep, almost blackish, green. Feldspar

is entirely lacking. In thin section the composition and structure are seen to

be that of a typical, partly altered harzburgite. The only primary minerals

are olivine and enstatite, both colourless in thin section. About fifty

per cent of the rock is made up of secondary minerals, including serpentine,

tremolite, iddingsite, talc, chlorite, much sulphide (probably pyrite), and con-

siderable limonite. Minute inclusions of picotite or chromite could be discerned

in the olivine. The iddingsite noted has most of the features described by

Lawson for the type material at Carmelo ba,y, but the optical angle is very small,

2V being well under 5°. The specific gravity of the rock described is 30S3.

The date of this intrusion is apparent only in relation to the period when
the Custer batholith was sheared; the shearing seems to have been completed

25a—vol. ii—MJ
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before the peridotite was injected. The proximity of the Skagit volcauics over-
lying the gneiss leads one to suspect that these basic rocks belong to the same
eruptive period, and that the harzburgite and andesites are genetically connected.
The relation is conceivably the same as that connecting the peridotites of the
ColinnI>ia range and Midway mountains with the basalts and andesites of those
regions.

SlESSE DiORlTE.

The walls of Middle creek canyon in its lower part are composed of diorite,

which extends over the divide past Slesse mountain to Slesse creek. The diorite

forms a stock-like mass covering about nine square miles on the Canadian side

of the line; it was not mapped to the southward, but it is known to extend
several miles into Washington. The diorite body once undoubtedly stretched

farther eastward, but it has there been replaced by the younger Chilliwack batho-

lith of granodiorite.

The diorite is very clearly intrusive into the slates on the west and north.

These argillites are highly altered, but, as they enclose lenses of crinoidal Car-

boniferous limestone, it seems most probable that the date of intrusion is post-

Carboniferous.

The diorite is not crushed or greatly strained except in the immediate
vicinity of the great Chilliwack batholith, where such effects might naturally be

expected. Elsewhere there are no evidences that the diorite has undergone the

severe pressures involved in the post-Cretaceous mountain-building of the

Cascade range; it is therefore probable, though not proved, that the diorite was
intruded in post-Laramie time.

The contacts of the body are so imperfectly exposed in this densely forested

area that its structural relations have not been fully worked out. The diorite

certainly cross-cuts the sedimentaries and has metamorphosed them in the

thorough way characteristic of most stocks. The intensity of the metaraorphism

is of a higher order than that usually observed about a laccolith or chonolith,

and it seems safer to regard the mass as a true stock or batholith, that is, a sub-

jacent, downwardly enlarging body.

The diorite is in places richly charged with large, slab-like inclusions of

crumpled black slate; these often attain lengths of 50 to 100 feet or more. A
large number of them, forming a veritable breccia on a great scale, may be seen

on both slopes of Middle creek canyon, especially at points about four miles

from' the confluence of the creek with the Chilliwack river.

Petragrapht/.—The diorite is a dark brownish to greenish gray, fresh rock

of normal habit. It appears to have a rather uniform oheniical composition.

The chief variations are those of grain. At its own intrusive contacts the stock

is fine-grained as if by chilling; elsewhere the grain is generally of medium
size. Wliere the diorite contacts with the younger granodiorite the grain is still

medium, but the more basic rock has been metamorphosed along a narrow zone.

Basic segregations were not observed in the diorite.

The list of essential minerals in the diorite includes acid labradorite, near
Abj An,, horublonde, and biotite, named in the order of decredsing abundance.
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The hornblende sometimes, though rarely, encloses small cores of nearly colour-

less augite; the latter mineral also occurs in small independent anhedra, but is

clearly only an accessory constituent. The other accessories are quartz, magme-
tite, pyrite, apatite, and titanite. The structure is the usual hypidiomorphic-

granular. The order of crystallization is not very clear, hut much of the plagio-

elase seems to antedate the biotite and hornblende.

A type specimen (Xo. 54). with the mineralogical composition just described,

was collected on Middle creek in the heart of the main mass. It has been
analyzed by Professor Dittrich. with the following result :

—

Analysis of Slesse dioriie.

Mol.
SiO, 58-9« -948

TiO, .81 .fllO

A1,0, 1817 178
Fe,Os 1-23 -008

FeO 5-88 -682

MnO -21 eoa
MgO .lae 109
CaO 6 51 .116

SrO -18 .002

Na-0 3-23 052
K.0 1-57 -m
H,0 at 110°C la

H.0 aboTe IIC^C -77

P,Os -10 901

CO, -68

100-16

Sp. gr 2-793

The calculated norm is :

—

Quartz 8-04

Orthoclase 9-45
Albite i 27-25
Anorthite 30-30
Hypersthene 19-08
Diopside 1.36
Magnetite 1-85
Ilmenite 1.52
Apatite .31

Water and CO, .98

100-14

The mode (Eosiwal method) is approximately:

—

Quartz 9.5
Labradorite 58.q
Hornblende 12.8
Biotite 12.5
AiiRite 4.3
Pyrite I.5
Magnetite .8

Apatite.. .5

Titanite and zircon .1

100-0
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In the Npi-m classification the rock enters the dosodic subrang, andose of
the alkahcalcic rang, andase, in the dosalane order, germanare; but is near the
corresponding subrang of the docalcie rang, hessase.

In the older classification the rock is a hornblende-biotite diorite. Miner-
alogically and chemically it is almost identical with a California diorite des-
cribed by Turner.* The specific gravities of six fresh specimens vary from
2r86 to 2-863, averaging 2-806.

The apophyses of the body are chemically similar but have the structure
ot hornblende-biotite diorite porphyrite.

Contact Metamorphism.—The Paleozoic sedimentaries cut by the diorite
have been decidedly metamorphosed. The effects were noticeable at all of the
observed contacts, but were specially studied on Pierce mountain which forms
part of the rugged divide running southward between Slesse and Middle creeks,
and again along the contacts on Middle creek. The belt of altered rock seems to
average at least 600 feet and may be 1,000 feet or more. (Plate 44, C).

Mineralogically the metamorphism shows nothing very unusual. Tlie
sandstones have been Converted into tough, vitreous quartzites. Some of the
argillites have been changed into dark greenish-gray hornfelses or schists,
richly charged with metamorphic biotite and sericite. Other argillaceous beds
liave been recrystallized, with the generation of abundant conlierife, thnt mineral
forming, as normally, large, interlocking individuals which are filled with
inclusions of quartz, biotite and magnetite. A few thin lenses of pale green,
Jelted tremolite and of more granular tremolite and epidote probably represent

completely altered beds of limestone; other limestone bands have been changed

to white marble. With the limestones much chalcedonie silica is often asso-

ciated.

The contact-belt is often traversed by small (luartz-veins, some of which

form fairly high grade, free-milling gold ore. The Pierce claim on Pierce

mountain is located on one of these veins, close to the main contact of the

diorite. Like all the others seen in the vicinity this vein is quite variable in

width, pinching out irregularly from its maximum width of a few feet. At
the time of the writer's visit to the claim, in 1901, not enough development work
had been done to show the amount or average value of the gold-bearing quartz.

A similar, though narrower vein, nine to twenty-one inches wide, cuts the diorite

at a point about YOG feet above Middle creek and 3,000 feet or more below the

main claim on Pierce mountain; the two veins may be connected, and both

were being opened up by Mr. Pierce in 1901. From the writer's experience the

veins occurring along this contact must be very high grade if they are to pay

fov their development; they are much too small and irregular to give hope of

profitable low-grade ore.

Chilliwack Granodiorite Batholith.

Some of the wildest and most rugged mountains in the Skagit range are

composed of a massive granodiorite which forms the largest intrusive area in

• See Bulletin 228, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904. p. 234.
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the Boundary belt west of the Kemmel bathoHth. The basin of Chilliwack lake

has been excavated in this rock, for which the name, Chilliwack granodiorite, has

been selected. The body has the size and field-relations of a t.vpical batholitb.

(Plates 44, D, 47, and 63, A).

On the Canadian side of the Boundary line the granodiorite underlies at

least 100 square miles of mountains. The formation stretches an unknown
distance to the northward of the Boundary belt and also continues a few miles

on the United States side.

A couple of miles nort^ of the Boundary line, and a like distance west of

the Skagit river, a small granitic stock, of composition probably similar to the

more salic phase of the Chilliwack batholitb, cuts the Hozomeen series. Owing
to bad weather and to other causes, the writer was unable to examine this

western slope of the Skagit valley. At his request, Mr. Charles Camsell, of the

Dominion Geological Survey, mapped the formations on this slope, and special

thanks are due him for this service. He discovered the small stock and has

referred its date of intrusion to the Tertiary. As yet the rock has not been

studied with the microscope.

The date of the intrusion of the main batholitb can be fixed within certain

limits. The granodiorite clearly cuts the greatly deformed sediments on the

long ridge northwest of the lake. In that region the strata are unfossiliferous

but appear to belong to the same group as the definitely Carboniferous beds west

of Middle creek canyon. The granodiorite cuts the Slesse diorite, forming a

wide belt of intrusion-breccia with the- latter where the main contact crosses

Middle creek. The diorite just as clearly cuts fossiliferous Carboniferous slates

and limestones. It follows that the granodiorite is of post-Carboniferous date.

At no point does it show evidence of crushing or of pronounced straining; as in

the case of the older diorite, there can be little doubt as to the relatively late

date of the intrusion. In field-habit, as in many essential microscopic details,

this granodiorite is like that of the post-Cretaceous Castle Peak stock. There
are, thus, some grounds for the belief that the Chilliwack granodiorite was, like

the granodiorite at Snoqualmie Pass to the southward," intruded at a date as

recent as the Miocene.

In the field the batholitb preserves great uniformity of colour, grain, and
massiveness. It was only after microscopic examination that its actual varia-

tion in composition became apparent. Three main phases were recognized from
the thin sections.

Petrography.—The most basic phase of the three is a quartz diorite rather

than a true granodiorite. It occurs along main contacts and also at points two
or more miles from any visible contact; so that it is apparently not the product
of simple contact-basification. A type-specimen was collected at the Boundary
line in the lower of the two cirques occurring in the mountains southwest of the

upper end of Chilliwack lake. This point is at least two miles from any lateral

contact and probably at least a mile from the original roof-contact. The rock

is exposed on a great scale on the steep, 4,0CK)-foot slope to the westward of the

•See page 469.
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lake and upper river. The walls of the tandem-cirques seem to be composed
throughout of the quartz-diorite phase.

The typical specimen is a light-gray, medium to moderately coarse-grained,

granitic rock poor in quartz and speckled with abundant, brilliant prisms of

hornblende and black foils of biotite. The microscope shows that the dominant
constituent is an unzoned plagioelase, averaging labradorite, Ab, An,. Ortho-

clase appears to be entirely lacking. The amphibole is a common hornblende

with an extinction of about 17° on (010) and colour scheme as follows :

—

a = pale yellowish green with olive tinge.

b = strong olive-green.

C = olive-green.

b > c> a.

The mica is a common brown biotite with the usual strong absorption. Quartz

is interstitial and in relatively small amount. Magnetite, apatite, and rare

zircon crystals are the accessories.

The order of crystallization is : the accessories ; then plagioelase, followed in

order by biotite, hornblende, and quartz. The structure is the eugranitic.

Professor Dittrich has analyzed this phase (specimen No. 7), with the

following result :

—

Analysis of quartz diorite, Chilliwack hatholith (phase 1).

Mol.

SiO 60-36 1006
TiO -70 -009

AUO, 17-23 -169

Fe,0, 1-93 -012

FeO 3-74 052
MnO -U -002

MgO 3-66 -093

CaO 6-07 -109

Na-0 3-58 -058

K,0 1-74 -018

H,0 at 110°C -06

H.O above 110°C -55

P,0, -11 -001

CO; ._ -08

99-95

Sp. gr 2-757

The calculated norm is :

—

Quartz 13 .')6

Orthoclase 10-01

Albite 30-39

Anorthite 25-85

Hvpersthene 12-16

Diopside 2-90

Magnetite 2-78

Ilmenite 1-37

Apatite -31

Water and CO, -69

100-02
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The mode (Rosiwal method) is approximately :

—

Quartz 19-1

Orthoclase 2-0

Labradorite 55'7

Hornblende ll-l

Biotit« 8-- 10-3

Magnetite 1-3

Apatite and zircon -5

1000

In the Norm classification the rock enters the dosodic subrang, tonalose,

of the alkalicalcic rang, tonalase, of the dosalane order, austrare. In the older

classification it is a tyi)ical quart^-biotite-hornblende diorite.

A rock which appears to be a second phase of the batholith, was collected

at the western wall of the canyon of Silver creek where it debouches on the

valley-flat one mile north-northwest of the lower end of Chilliwack lake. This

type is a fresh, light pinkish-gray granite with abundant quartz and biotite,

but with no hornblende. Orthoclase is an essential plainly visible as such to

the naked eye. The dominant feldspar is again plagioclase. It is often zoned,

the outer rims reaching the acidity of the mixture, Ab, An,. The average mix-

ture seems to be near Ab^ An,. The orthoclase is often somewhat microperthitic.

Magnetite, apatite, zircon, and a little titanite are the accessories.

Professor Dittrich's analysis of this phase (specimen No. 30) resulted as

follows :

—

Anahisis of soda granite, Chilliwack hatholith (phase 2).

Mol.

SiO, 71-41 1.190

TiO, -SI -OOt

AlA 14-38 -141

Fe.O, 1-33 -008

Feb 1-17 -016

MnO -(M

MgO M3 -028

CaO 2-51 -045

BaO -03

Na.0 4-12 -066

K,0 2-97 -032

H,0 at 110°C -09

HjO above 110°C -30

PjO. -13 -OOl

CO, -12

10007

Sp.gr 2-653
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The calculated norm is:

—

Quartz 2916
Orthoclase 17-79

Albite »t-58

Anorthite IIGS
Corundnm -lO

Hvpersthanc 3-33

Magnetite 1-86

Ilmenite '61

Apatite -31

Water and CO, -51

99-93

The mode (Eosiwal method) is approximately:

—

Quartz.. 341
Orthoclase and microperthite 25-7

Olisodase 30-2

Biotite 8-1

Magnetite 1-1

Titanite -i

Apatite -3

Zircon •!

100-0

In the Norm classification the rock enters the dosodic subrang, lassenose, of

the domalkalic rang, toscanase, in the persalane order, britannare. In the older

classification it is a biotite granite with dominant oligoclase—a soda granite.

So far as observed, this rock occurs only on the north side of Chilliwack

valley and north of the lake. It may conceivably represent a distinct intrusive

body, bearing the same relation to the hornblende-labradorite phase of the main
batholith as the Cathedral granite of the Okanagan range bears to the Similka-

meen granodiorite. Yet no sharp contact between the granite and diorite phases

was found, and the writer has concluded that both probably belong to the one

batholith. It is of some interest to note that the arithmetical mean of the two
analyses is almost the exact equivalent of the analysis of the average grano-

diorite in the Cordillera. The latter average appears in column 4 of the follow-

ing Table XXXIII, and represents nine analyses from California types, one

Oregon type, and two Washington types, all of these. being taken from Bulletin

No. 228 of the United States Geological Survey.
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Table XXXIII.—Analyses of grcmodiorites.
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ture is peculiar in being remarkably poikilitic. The larger individuals of each

essential mineral contain smaller individuals of each of the other essentials as

well as crj'stals of the accessories except quartz and orthoclase. Those two

minerals are as usual the youngest of all. A few of the hornblende crystals

contain small cores of colourless augite. The specific gravity of a typical nodule

of this kind is 2-791, which is near the average for the Slesse diorite (2-806).

The nodule evidently has the composition of a basic hornblende-biotite diorite.

Its special structure could be explained on the hypothesis that it is simply an

inclusion of the Slesse diorite which has been heated and largely recrystallized

in the younger granodiorite magma. Since, however, these nodules occur in

parts of the batholith far removed from the diorite contact, and since they show

perfect interlocking with their host, it seems at least equally probable that they

arc true basic segregations. If this second hypothesis could be proved we should

have one more illustration of the obvious consanguinity of the two batholiths.

The other kind of inclusion is of a much darker green-gray colour and is

also fine-grained. The essential components are a nearly colourless diopsidic

augite (very abundant), pale green hornblende, and labradorite, Ab^ An,. The

accessories are magnetite, apatite, titanite, a very little biotite and quartz, and,

possibly, a little orthoclase. The structure is the hypidiomorphic-granular, but

at various places in the thin section suggests the diabasic structure. The specific

gravity of a typical nodule of this class is 2-908. It has the composition of a

gabbro or of a basic augite-hornblende diorite.

Contact Metamorphism.—The thermal metamorphism of the Carboniferous

sediments on the divide between Slesse and Middle creeks is intense, and is

essentially like that noted as due to the intrusion of the Slesse diorite. A new

type of metamorphic product was found on the ridge north of Chilliwack river,

about four miles from the lake. This is a hornfels richly charged with pheno-

cryst-like prisms of andalusite, which are shot through a mat of green mica

and quartz—a rock clearly derived from a silicious argillite.

At the main contact of the granodiorite, on the ridge north of Depot creek,

a small patch of intensely metamorphosed limestone is cut by basic diorite dikes,

by the Custer gneiss-granite, as well as by the Chilliwack granodiorite. It is

probable that all three kinds of intrusive rock, especially the more acid ones,

have produced the observed recrystallization of the limestone. That rock has

the appearance of a typical pre-Cambrian crystalline limestone of Ontario or

Quebec. It is a white coarse-grained mass of calcite, bearing numerous scales

of graphite, epidote, and zoisite in rounded grains, cubes of pyrite and anhedra

of grossularite.

Intrusives cutting the Volcanics.

Besides the occasional andesitic and basaltic dikes which have evidently

originated in the same magma as the surface lavas, the Skagit formation is cut

by a small stock and by several wide dikes of quite different materials.* The

• One highly vesicular, basaltic dike cutting the intercalated conglomerate maj
be of distinctly later date than the Skagit volcanic formation.
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stock and most of ihese dikes have the composition and structure of a quartz-

bearing monzonite verging on granodiorite. One great dike has the iiroperties

of a typical hornblende-diorite porphyry.

Monzonite Stock.-—The stock is intrusive into the volcanics at their fault-

contact with the Hozomeen quartzites a short distance north of Monument 69.

This stock as exposed has an elliptical ground-plan, measuring about 1,200

yards in its greatest diameter and 800 yards along the minor axis. Like the

agglomerate it is devoid of any crush-schistosity and the intrusion appears to

have occurred later than the post-Laramie epoch of intense crushing. The
intrusion may have been genetically connected with the faulting by which the

volcanics were dropped down into their present lateral contact with the old

quartzites.

The material of the stock seems to be rather uniform, with the habit of a

fresh, light gray, medium-grained syenite. The essential constituents are, in

the order of decreasing importance : plagioclase, orthoclase, hornblende, quartz,

biotite, augite. The plagioclase is often zoned, with Ab, An, in the cores and

oligoclase in the outer shells; the average mixture is an andesine near Ab. An,.

The hornblende is green in about the same tones as those of the amphibole in

the Chilliwack granodiorite. The characters of the other essential minerals

and of the accessories are also the same as in that batholith. The structure i?

the eugranitic.

The rock clearly belongs among the quartz-bearing monzonites and chemi-

cally would show the composition also allied to that of a' basic granodiorite.

The Chilliwack batholith is only five miles distant and it is highly probable

that this monzonite stock is its satellite.

Dikes.—On the rugged, glacier-covered ridge south of Monument 68, the

Skagit volcanics are cut by two or more great, north-and-south dikes of mon-
zonite, similar to the staple material of the stock but relatively richer in

plagioclase and quartz and poorer in biotite. These dikes, which range from
100 to 300 feet or more in width, are doubtless giant apophyses from the magma-
chamber of which the Chilliwack batholith was a part.

A half-mile west of these dikes and running nearly parallel to them is a

third dike over 100 feet in width. It is composed of a dark gray to greenish-

gray, medium to fine-grained, somewhat porphyritie rock of different habit from
the monzonite. The phenocrysts are green hornblende which is often in parallel

intergrowth with augite; and basic labradorite. The ground-mass is a hypi-

diomorphie-granular aggregate of labradorite and interstitial .quartz. Magnetite,

apatite, and titanite are the accessories. Orthoclase seems to be absent. The
rock is somewhat altered and is charged with a considerable amount of uralite

evidently derived from augite. A small amount of chlorite may represent

original biotite, but none of this mineral was discovered in the thin section.

The rock is to be classed as a hornblende-diorite porphyrite.

The dike is uncrushed. It has the habit and nearly the composition of the

fi.ner-grained phases of the Slesse diorite. The similarity is so great that one
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may believe that the porphyrite is an off-shoot of the same mapma as the diorito.

That relation would be parallel to the one just postulated for the neighbourinj;

monzonite dikes and the Chilliwack granodiorite. In fact, it seems simplest

to suppose, first, that all four rock-types belong to one eruptive period, the
more basic intrusions antedating the acid intrusions bv only a short interval

of time; and, secondly, that all four rooks were differentiates from one great

magma-chamber.

DiKKS CLTTIXG THK Cmi.LUVACK BaTIIOIJTH.

Two different kinds of acid dikes cut the Chilliwack granodiorite. One of
these kinds seems to be merely a later expression of the same magma from which
most of the batholith itself was crystallized. Such dikes are not common and
were never found far from the main batholithic contacts. This fact suggests
that the batholithic magma first solidified along the contacts and that this early

formed shell was injected by dikes from the still molten interior of the mass.
Four of these dikes were observed on the ridge north of Depot creek. They are

all composed of light gray granodiorite porphyry, somewhat more acid than the
staple quartz-diorite of the contact-shell into which they have been intruded.

Acid dikes of the second kind also specially affect the borders of the batho-

lith but occur in the interior as well. They are not numerous and rarely attain

widths greater than four feet. They are light pinkish-gray to whitish, fine-

grained granites of- aplitic habit. The essential constituents are quartz, micro-

perthite, orthoclase, andesine (Ab^ An,), and biotite: titanite, magnetite and
apatite are accessory. The structure is the hypidiomorphic-granular. The rock
is an alkaline biotite granite, verging on biotite aplite. Its relation to the
granodiorite recalls the similar succession of granites—acid, alkaline and micro-
perthite-bearing biotite granite succeeding granodiorites—in the Okanagan and
Selkirk ranges, as so often in other granitic provinces of the Cordillera.

Two classes of basic dikes cut the granodiorite. So far as known, the one
class is represented only in one 10-foot, nearly vertical dike at about the 5,000-

foot contour on the southern slope of Pyramid mountain (the high conical peak
northwest of the outlet of Chilliwack lake). This rock is fine-grained, dark

greenish-gray, and of lainprophyrie habit. Under the microscope it is seen to

have the composition and structure of an acid camptonite.

The other kind of basic dikes has been recognized at several points, but

always in bodies of small size; no one of them is known to be wider than two
feet. Four of these dikes were found at a point on the same southern slope of

Pyramid mountain at about the 4,100-foot contour. A fifth was encountered in

the gulch running eastward from the southern end of Chilliwack lake and at a

point about 2,200 feet above the lake. All of the dikes are greatly altered and
their diagnosis is not easy. One of the thin sections showed, however, some
residual augite intersertally placed, in a web of basic plagioclase, the only other

primary essential. The quantities and relations of the minerals as well as their

alteration phenomena show pretty clearly that these dikes are normal diabase.
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The basic and acid dikes were nowhere found in contact. ' Judging from

analogy the diabase dikes would be regarded as younger than the camptonite or

than either of the acid kinds of dikes.

Acid Dikes cittixg the Chilliwack Series.

Apart from the somewhat numerous dikes which are plainly apophysal from
the Chilliwack granodiorite (granodiorite porphyry), there are relatively few

acid dikes cutting the Paleozoic sediments of the region. The Glacial drift of

the valley carries a considerable number of boulders of a porphyritic rock which,

judging from^ the distribution of the erratics, should be in place at several points

in the Chilliwack river basin between the lake and Tamihy creek. This rock

was actually found in place as a dike or sheet at the 2,400-foot contour on the

slope north of the confluence of Middle creek and the river. The exposure is

poor and neither the exact relation nor the thickness of the body could be

determined.

This dike-rock is of a light -gray colour, weathering a pale brown, with

conspicuous white phenoerysts of oligoclase standing out of the coloured matrix.

The phenoerysts measure from 0-5 cm. to 1-5 em. in length, ifuch smaller,

likewise idiomorphic crystals of quartz and orthoelase can also be seen with

the unaided eye. No ferromagnesian mineral could be found either in the

hand-specimen or in the thin section. The ground-mass is a finely granular

aggregate of qiiartz, orthoelase, and oligoclase. The rock is a granite porphyry
of aplitic composition; it is, however, a rock of very different habit from the

aplitic dikes cutting the Chilliwack granodiorite and there is no evidence that

the granite porphyry has any direct genetic connection with that or any other

of the visible batholiths of the region.

Basic Dikes axd Greenstones ix the Cmi-LnvACK Series.

At a few points the great argillite-sandstone series of the Chilliwack river

valley and the adjacent region is charged with small bodies of basic and ultra-

basic igneous material, all of which is probably intrusive. One of the bodies

has the form and relations of a much faulted dike about twenty feet in width;

it cuts the sediments close beside the diorite contact on Pierce mountain. The
dike has been squeezed and rolled out into a number of more or less perfectly

disconnected lenses. Its compact, dark greenish material proved, on microscopic

examination, to be a mass of serpentine, original olivine, and magnetite. The
rock was doubtless originally a dunite. At this locality considerable masses
of tremolite occur in the sediments and may in part at least have been derived

from the serpentine through the metamorphic action of the intrusive Slesse

diorite.

Close beside this dike of altered dunite, the crumpled argillites are inex-

h'ieably mixed with similarly mashed, dike-like bodies of amphibolite, which

is transitional in a few places into a fairly coarse-grained gabbro. In the

5abbro the bisilicate has all gone over to an amphibole of actinolitic habit.
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A mass of composition similar to that of the just mentioned gabbro occurs
as a sill or great dike, cutting the Paleozoic strata at the high cliff facing the

mouth of Middle creek on the north side of the Chilliwack river and about
2,000 feet above the river.

In general relations, chemical composition, and degree of metasomatic
alteration all of these smaller bodies are much like the Veddcr greenstone
and they may be tentatively correlated with it both in age and origin.

STRUCTURAL RELATIONS.

In structure and composition the Skagit range is, in many essential respec*,3,

analogous to the Columbia mountain system. Here, however, the Paleozoic

rocks are less intensely crumpled and metamorphosed.

The Skagit range is structurally divisible into two parts. From the Skagit

river to Middle creek it is chiefly composed of intrusive granites or allied rocks,

which occur in such large numbers and' so differing in age that we may fitl.v

call the whole plutonic group the Skagit composite batholith. The oldest

member of the batholith is unconformably overlain by the Skagit volcanic

group. A remnant of the Hozomeen formation appears as a second rock-bod.y

which is not part of the composite batholith but is a part of its country-rock

terrane.
. i I

West of the Slesse diorite the mountains are made of dominant sedimentary

rocks. The Paleozoics (Chilliwack series) are very thick, the suggested mini-

mum of about 6,800 feet of strata being, perhaps, much below the real thickness

of the rocks actually exposed. An unknown additional thickness of conformable

strata underlies those beds; thus no base is known to the Paleozoic (largely

Upper Carboniferous) sediments of the west slope. The heavy mass of basic

(andesitic) lavas and pyroclastics, named the Chilliwack Volcanic formation, is

plainly contemporaneous with the fossiliferous uppermost beds of the series.

The Triassic argillites and sandstones of the Cultus formation are not well

exposed, but they seem also to be of imposing thickness. It is not known whether

they are conformable with the Paleozoics, but an unconformity is suspected.

Very little of the terrane called the Tamihy series and tentatively equated with

the Pasayten series, occurs within the Boundary belt, and it has not been specially

studied. It is unconformable upon the Upiier Carboniferous and probably upon
the Cultus Triassic beds as well. The Eocene ( ?) Huntingdon formation forms

only a small patch on Sumas mountain ; it is unconformable upon the Paleozoic

quartzite and also upon the Sumas granite, provisionally assigned to the Upper
Jurassic.

Throughout the whole width of the range simple folds are extremely rare.

A much broken syncline, pitching gently eastward from the summit of McGuire
mountain, is one of the very few decipherable structures in the mountains of the

Boundary belt. The Chilliwack river, between Slesse and Tamihy creeks, seems

to be flowing on the axis of a broken anticline, the east-west axis of which

pitches eastward at a low angle. The southern limb of this arch is also the
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northern limb of tlie "McGuire mountain syneline. The east-west direetiou of

these axes may possibly be connected genetically with the east-west course of the

wide Fraser valley to the north.

Elsewhere the only observed structures in the stratified rocks are local

crumples, faults, and small thrusts. Of these, normal faults seem to be most
important in explaining the actual distribution of the rocks now exposed. As
noted long ago by Bauerman, the section up the Chilliwack river seems to be

that of a gigantic monocline, showing an almost incredible thickness of Paleo-

zoic rocks. This is probably a deceitful appearance. East of the nose of the

supposed anticlinal near Slesse creek a heavy, crinoidal limestone with moderate

northeasterly dip appears four times in the river section, besides appearing in

the northern limb of the anticline. The writer is inclined to regard this lime-

stone as representing the same horizon throughout; if so, it is best to suppose

that the repetition of the limestone, with the associated shales and sandstones,

is due to normal faulting. The faults are probably strike-faults, running in a

general northwesterly direction; the downthrow being on the southwest in each

of the four displacements postulated. It should be added that the exposures are

so poor that this partial explanation of the great thickness of beds outcropping

along the Chilliwack river is in high degree still hypothetical.

Somewhat more certain is the necessity of mapping the faults bounding

the Triassic Cultus formation on east and west. The one on the west seems

proved rather clearly; the other is not proved as to its actual location, but has

l>een entered on the map to explain in this case the relation of fossiliferous

Mesozoic and Paleozoic strata in lateral contact.

The faults limiting the Skagit volcanics on north and west as well as at the

Skagit river, have already been mentioned; little doubt is felt as to the exis-

tence of all three of these master displacements.

Nothing need be added to the descriptions of the structural relations of the

granitic bodies, as already given in the respective sections of the present chapter.

The cardinal fact of magmatic replacement of the huge Paleozoic geosynclinal

prism as well as the pre-Cambrian basement terrane by the Chilliwack batholith,

and also by the Custer batholith if it is of Jurassic date, seems to the writer

quite obvious in the field. The relations are precisely the same as those stated

for the vast Coast range batholith, described by Dawson, Lawson, and the geolo-

gists working in Alaska, except that the Chilliwack batholith is probably younger

than its great neighbour. Nearly all of these observers agree as to the fact of

the replacement for the Coast range batholith. The significance of their agree-

ment is great, for they have studied the world's greatest post-Cambrian batho-

lith invading one of the world's greatest geosynclinals.

CORRELATION.

The geological dating of the various formations observed in the Boundary
belt where it crosses the Skagit range, has already been discussed in connection
with the description of the more important voek-bodies. ;\tany doubts i-emain

as to the Qjcact order in which they should be arranged in the geological time-

:25a—vol. ii—35

i
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scale. However, as implied so often in the preceding chapters, tlie writer

believes that a tentative correlation made by the geologist who has actually

observed the rocks in the tield is better than no" correlation at all and in most
cases will give safer results than the correlations which would be made liy

systematists who have no personal knowledge of the ground. For the Skagit

range we have the advantage of knowing that there are certain definitely fossili-

ferous bands in the different stratified series; the cliances for .serious error arc

not nearly so great as in some of the eastern ranges. Among the more imiwr-
tant unsolved problems are those relating to the age of the Custer granite-gneiss,

of the older members of the Chilliwack series, of the Skagit volcanics and of

the Tamihy .series. If the Ilozomeen series is really Carboniferous the Custer

batholith is almost certainly of Mesozoic, and presumably late .) urassic. date.

But it is conceivable that the country-rocks of this batholith are all of much
older date and that this gneissic body may be a small fragment of the pre-

Cambrian terrane whence the materials of the Rocky ilnuntain geosyncjinal

prism were derived. With the exception of this one body it seems likely that

we have no other exposure of those ancient rocks west of the Priest River

terrane in the eastern Selkirks. Tempting as it seems to regard the granite-

gneiss as a part of the missing pre-Cambrian, the writer is inclined to dismiss

that hypothesis and to adhere to the correlation given in the foregoing text,

with which the table of preferred correlations should be read :

—

Correlation in the Skngit Range.

Plehtocene Recent and (ilacial (including the gravel plateau of the lower Fraser
river).

Miorene or Post-Miocene .^.Diabase dikes cutting the Chilliwack batholith.

^Camptonite dikes cutting the Chilliwack batholith.

Syeniteixirphyry dikes cuttinR the Chilliwack series.

,,.
;, I

Syenite-[X)rphyry (?) dikes (?) cutting the Huntingdon foruiatiim.
Mtocene Jjonzonite stock cutting the Skagit volcanics.

I Chilliwack granodiorite batholith.

ISlesse diorite stock (?)

{Skagit volcanic formation.
Skagit harzburgite intrusion.
Dunite dikes and gabbm dikes (in part) cutting Chilliwack series.

Eoeeiie Huntingdon formation ; unconformable on Chilliwack series, qiiartzite

and granite.

Unconformiti/.

Cretaceous Ci) Tamihy series.

Unconformitti.

{Sumas granite.

Sumas diorite.

Custer granite-gneiss (possibly pre-Cambrian).

Triassic Cultus formation.

Unconformiti).

„ ^ , , fVedder greenstone (altered gabbroid rock).
Upper Carhonifero,a ....[ chilliw.TSk Volcanic formation.

Upper Carboniferous (and i Chilliwack series.

older).. ( Hozomeen series.
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CHAPTER XIX.

CORRELATION IN THE WESTERN GEOSTNCLINAL BELT.

In followiug the section along the International Boundary we have

crossed the " grain ' of the Cordillera and, in consequence, have tended tn find the

maximum number of distinct formations in our path. On the other hand, the

narrowness of the belt which has been mapped affords a relatively small chance

for the discovery of fossiliferoiis or other Iiorizons which can be ii?ed for dirct

correlation of the formations with the standard systems. Correlation of the

rocks actually studied within the different motuitain ranges is, thus, a matter

of no little uncertainty. In face of that diificulty it will be well briefly to review

the principles on which the writer has ventured to make the correlations so far

stated. It need scarcely be stated that many of the assignments of the for-

mations in the eastern ranges to definite geological dates have been made in

the light of information won from the western ranges. Owing to the construc-

tion of the precedipg part of this report many of these considerations have not

been expressly stated; it has seemed better, for the sake of brevity, to concen-

trate such arguments in the following table of correlations with its accompany-

ing explanation.

Principles Used m Correlation.

The principles on which the correlation of the formations occurring in the

Boundary belt, has been based, include some which are obvious and commonly
used ; others are open to more or less debate.

1. Fixed horizons.—These include the Cultus formation (Triassic), the

Chilliwack series in large part at least (Upper Carboniferous), the Pasayten
series (Cretaceous, Shasta-Chico), the Kettle River formation (Oligocene),

the limestone-quartzite series at Rossland and Little Sheep Creek valley

(Carboniferous). The Huntingdon formation at the western end of the section

is fossiliferous and probably of Eocene (Puget group) age. The younger

argillite of Little Sheep Creek valley south of Rossland is fossiliferous and
doubtless Mesozoic.

2. Relation to the Eocky Mountain Geosi/ncUnal.—At the summit of the

Selkirks the Cambrian and conformable pre-Olenellus formations plunge under-

ground, never to reappear farther west. At least, no rocks which, with any
degree of plausibility, can be litlaologically correlated with the Summit series

have yet been seen at this latitude west of the Columbia river. The reason for

the failure of these formations in the west has been stated in chapter VIII. It

25a—vol. iii—36
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is clear that, if the zone of Cambrian and ' Belt terrane ' shore-lines was situated

in the vicinity of the Columbia river and a large region to the west thereof

furnished the clastic material for the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal, we must
not expect to find Cambrian or older marine sediments conformable with the

Cambrian in the mountains west of the river (Columbia system and probably
the Cascades).

3. Lithological similarities.—This principle has been the one most used.

The fossiliferous Huntingdon, Cultus, Pasayten, and Kettle River formations

have, respectively, only one occurrence in the Boundary belt; they cannot,

therefore, be used extensively in the direct discovery of horizons in the more
widely-spread rocks. The great majority of the latter, however, belong to a

number of heterogeneous series, from the Pend D'Oreille group of the Selkirks

to the Chilliwack series of the Skagit range. Each series, lithologically

variable in itself, has very close resemblance to each of the others. The series

at nearly the extreme east (Rossland district) carries Carboniferous fossils;

the series at the extreme west (Chilliwack district) likewise carries Carbonifer-

ous fossils. The correlation of only a few of these series is imperative ; for all of

them it is merely permissible until paleontological evidence is added to the

lithological evidence.

4. Correlation of the Forty-ninth Parallel formations among themselves,

aided hy comparison tvith standard, fossiliferous sections to north and sonth.—
The general correlation of the rocks occurring in the Western Geosynclinal Belt

will be discussed on later pages but it may here be noted that the continuance

of the Paleozoic belts along their strike brings them into areas where Carboni-

ferous fossils have been found in greater or less abundance and always in

terranes much like those represented in the Pend D'Oreille, Attwood, Anarchist,

and Chilliwack series. Examples are: the Cache Creek series of the Kamloops
district, the Slocan series of the Slocan distric*^, the Wood River series of

western Idaho, and the Calaveras series of California.

5. Correlation of the sedimentary rocks often suggested through the

accordant testimony of the relative dates of deformation, metamorphism, and
igneous intrusion.—a. The periods of severe, though not always general erogenic

movements which have been proved elsewhere in the Cordillera, are : the pre-

Cambrian, Upper Jurassic, early Eocene (post-Laramie), and the later Miocene.

It seems already highly probable that, with the possible exception

of erogenic events in the mid-Carboniferous and at a pre-Devonian, post-

Cambrian time, no other periods of strong general deformation will be proved
for the Western Geosynclinal Belt through future discoveries, at least so far

as concerns the post-Cambrian formations.

6. Extreme regional metamorphism in this belt, where not increased by
the contact-metamorphism of intrusive bodies, is a fairly general indication of

the pre-Cretaceous age of the rocks so altered. Wherever the Jurassic or Triassic

formations are associated with Carboniferous or other Paleozoic formations

within the Western Geosynclinal Belt, the Mesozoic beds are almost always less
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notably changed by regional metamorphism than are the adjacent Paleozoics.

The above-mentioned series, occurring in the Forty-ninth Parallel section and

here referred to the Paleozoic, show those degrees of regional raetamorphism which
characterize the Carboniferous terranes of Alaska, British Columbia, Idaho, and

California. At the same time it must not be forgotten that the Forty-ninth

Parallel section runs through a part of the Western Geosynclinal Belt of the

Cordillera where igneous intrusion has been specially effective. It is, therefore,

quite possible that both Triassic and Jurassic beds are included in one or morp
of the Pend D'Oreille, Attwood, Anarchist, or Hozomeen series. However, it is

probable that, in the areas mapped under the first three names, post-Jurassic

sediments do not occur.

c. With very few exceptions the law holds for the world that batholithic

(and stock) intrusion of granites and more mediosilicic plutonic rocks is

directly preceded by specially severe orogenic movements. Combining this prin-
ciple with that noted under a, it is often possible to obtain valuable indications

as to the age of the intrusive bodies so dominant on the Forty-ninth Parallel.

Such suggestions can sometimes throw light on the age of associated sediments.

Similarly with proper caution, one may use the degree of metamorphism
of igneous intrusive bodies as pointing with more or less probability to their

dates of intrusion. For example, the Castle Peak stock, cutting upturned
Upper Cretaceous strata, is certainly post-Cretaceous in age. It is not at all

crushed or sheared and seems, therefore, not to have suffered the squeezing
which this whole region underwent in the Miocene. (See Smith and Calkins,

Snoqualmie folio, U.S. Geological Survey, 1906). The intrusion of this stock is

therefore best referred to the later Miocene or Pliocene. As above noted this

correlation is confirmed on other grounds.

6. Lithological resemMances among igneous rocks.—This principle can
obviously be used only with great care, but when it is applied along with all the
ethers, it can give immediate and valuable results. Many tentative correlations

on this basis have been described in the body of the report.

7. Consanguinity among the igneous rocTcs an aid to correlation.—To a
student of petrology there is little difficulty in believing that probable correla-

tions can often be made among adjacent igneous bodies which show, in their

composition, that they have been formed by mutual differentiation. They may
differ slightly in age but, perhaps with few exceptions, by only a small fraction

of a geological period for each group of bodies so compared. At the end of that
relatively brief period the igneous complex is frozen, and in most cases the next
invasion of magma has different composition and runs through a somewhat
different cycle before it too crystallizes. Consanguineous bodies are likely,

therefore, to be nearly of the same geological age. Partly on this ground several

correlations have already been made; for example, the Slesse diorite and Chilli-

wack granodiorite; the Castle Peak granodiorite and the adjacent bodies of
syenite porphyry, the Similkameen and Cathedral batholiths; the Coryell

syenite batholith and the syenite-porphyry chonoliths, dikes, sheets, etc., of the
25a—56 •
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Rossland and Midway mountains; tlie Rossland latites and monzonite; :nid tlio

Bayonne granodiorite batholith. and tlio satellitic stocks of biotito pranitc to tlio

southwest.

CORRELATIOX AMONG FORMATIONS AT THE FoRTV-NINTII PaHAI.I.EI..

TJsing these various principles the writer has conatructed the following

table (XXXIV) of correlation for the formations traversed between tlie

Purcell Trench at Porthill and the Gulf of Georgia. It is seen that the argu-

ment for the general correlation is a dove-tailed combination which is stronger

than would be a classitication founded on a much smaller number of principles.

The writer believes it to be considerably stronger than would at first sight seem
possible in view of the very few fossiliferous horizons actually discovered on the

Forty-ninth Parallel. Much of the correlation would be impossible without the

aid of earlier work done in the regions to north and south of the Boundary line;

the cumulative evidence of such results together with the many facts detailed

in the preceding chapters, has prompted the constructive scheme shown in this

table.

In this anil the following correlation tables the formations in any compart-

ment are listed in order of age. where possible, but in many cases this could

not be accomplished.

A brief list of the more doubtful references stated in the table will be of

convenience, although a fuller account of the problem in each case must be

sought in the descriptions of the preceding chapters.

Further information is needed concerning the paleontology of the sediments

interbedded with the Beaver Mountain and Rossland volcanic groups. Direct

paleontological evidence is greatly needed for the correlation of the Pend
D'Oreille group as mapped east of the Columbia river, as also for the correlation

of the Attwood, Anarchist, and Hozomeen series. The lower beds of the

Chilliwack series are as yet quite unfossiliferous and, on account of the relatively

low degree of metamorphism of the Paleozoics in the region west of the Chilli-

wack batholith, there is reason to hope that fossils may be found in that

interesting part of the series. The apparently unconformable position of the

Tamihy series upon the Chilliwack (Upper Carboniferous) beds needs to be

confirmed by further study; the relation of the Tamihy series to the Cultus

(Triassic) formation should, if possible, be determined. Among the igneous

bodies, greatest doubts are felt as to the dates of the Kykert, Trail, Cascade,

Osoyoos, and Remmel batholiths. the Rossland and Beaver Mountain volcanics.

and the Skagit volcanic group. All of these bodies are speciall.v mentioned on

account of their qxiantitative importance as well as on account of their general

relations to the historical geology of the Cordillera. Full of errors as the table

may be. the writer is imijelled to publish it with the hope that it may be of

some aid to future workers in the geology of the region. Upon them will
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inevitably fall the burden of coiiftnictino; a time-scale to fit the many events

recorded in the huge complex of the Western Geosynelinal Belt; for those

geologists a general stratigraphic scheme, though it may contain many mistakes

of correlation, may be better than none at all. For convenience in printing, the

table is somewhat more hard-and-fast in its statements than are the partial

tables appended to the various chapters of description. All of them should be

checked, for the individual details, by the text of the corresponding chapters.
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COBHELATION* WITHIN THE WESTERN GeOSYXCI.INAL BeLT.

Eveu a superficial comparison of the older reports on the geology of

California, Nevada, Oregon, and southern British Columbia with the newer

results won in Alaska, Washington, Idaho, and British Columbia, as well as on

the Forty-ninth Parallel, suffices to show that the geological development has

been remarkably similar all along ^ broad coastal zone from northeastern

Alaska to southern California. This relative uniformity in the history of the

large and extremely complicated zone has long been recognized in a qualitative

way. More or less explicitly the idea has often been expressed in the

literature that this western zone stands in vital contrast to the somewhat wider

band of rocks extending from northern Alaska to Arizona and generalized in

the present report under the name ' Eastern Geosynelinal Belt.' The fact.*

obtained during the six seasons of field work on the Forty-ninth Parallel tend

to confirm these broader views of the earlier students of the Cordillera, and

it seems useful to note some of the principal correlations within the western

zone, here called the ' Western Geosynelinal Belt.'

The work of constructing the general correlation table (XXXV) has been

greatly facilitated by the recent publication of Brooks's ' Geography and Geology

of Alaska,'* Dawson's 'Geological Record of the Rocky Mountain Region in

Canada,'-)- the various folios published to date by the United States Geological

Survey on areas in Washington, Oregon, and California,^ and among the special

papers, a valuable one by Diller and Stanton on the Shasta-Chico Series.

§

The correlation may prove to be erroneous at certain points but the general

truth that formations older than the Upper Carboniferous seem to be extremely

rare in the Western Geosynelinal Belt, may be definitely stated. The apparent

rarity may, of course, be partly due to the hea\-;s' metamorphism which
characterizes the belt from one end to the other. On the other hand, it has

been proved that the Devonian and Silurian sediments where actually found, are

comparatively thin, and we have already seen that diiring the very long Cam-
brian-Beltian period of continuous sedimentation in the Eastern Geosyneli-

nal Belt the Western Belt must have been largely out of water and suffering

erosion. The oldest Paleozoic beds which play so important a role in the

Eastern Belt should not be expected in the Western e.xcepl. perhaps, in the form
of local transgression deposits. The same reasoning may in a measure be applied

to much of the Devonian period during which clastic materials, derived from

•Professional Taper No. 45. U.S. Geol. Suivev. 1906. bv A. H. Brooks.
tG. M. Dairson, Bnll. Geol. Soc. America, Vol 12. 190l. p. 57.

: Snoqualmie folio (G. 0. Smith and F. C. Calkine, 1906) ; Ellensburg and Mount
Stuart folios (G. O. Smith, 1903 and 1904) ; Tacoma folio (B. Willis, 1899) : Kosebiirg,
Coos Bav and Port Orford folios (.T. S. Diller, 1898, 1901 and 1903) ; Jackson fo'.io (H. W.
Turner, 1894); Smartsville folio (W. Lindgren and H. W. Turner, 1895); Lassen Peak
folio (.J. S. Diller, 1895); Pvramid Peak and Truckee folios (W. Lindgren, 1896 and
1897) ; Ponora folio (H. W. Turner and F. L. Kansome, 1897) : Downieville and Bidnell
Bar folios (H. W. Turner, 1897, 1898) ; Big Trees folio <H. W. Turner and F. L. Ran-
some, 1898) ; Colfax folio (W. Lindgren. 1900) ; Mother Lode District folio (F. L. Ran-
some, 1900); and R«lding folio (J. S. Diller, 1906).

§ J. S. Diller and T. W. Stanton, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 5, 1894, p. 436.
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the west (e.g. Ogden quartzite of Fortieth Parallel section) were laid down
in the Eastern Belt. If the Western Belt were generally submerged beneath

the sea during the Mississippian time, we should expect that few beds other than
limestone and volcanics would be laid down in that belt, unless we postulate the

contemporary existence of a large land-mass to furnish clastic material, neces-

sarily situated on the present site of the eastern Pacific. The notably few
suggestions as to the presence of pre-Cambrian terranes in the Western Geo-
synclinal Belt correspond to the difficulty of identifying them in a region which

bears few or no traces of Cambrian sedimentation and but few of Ordovician
Silurian, or Devonian sedimentation. At the same time, it is reasonably

certain that pre-Cambrian rocks have been so deeply buried under the Car-

boniferous and later sediments and so much replaced by intrusive, batholithic

material, that the areas of pre-Cambrian rocks can rarely be extensive in any
part of the Western Belt. Much of the granite and gneissic rock mapped as be-

longing to the (Arehean) Shuswap series of southern British Columbia, may be

really intrusive and post-Carboniferous in age. No other large area of rocks in

the Western Belt has been definitely referred to the pre-Cambrian.

The detailed discussion of these various correlations would itself fill a

considerable volume and must be omitted in the present report. For further

considerations the reader is referred to the works already noted.

As an aid to the understanding of the correlation from the viewpoint of

physical geology, the preceding table has been recast in the form of Table

XXXVT, in which the chief processes leading to the present composition and
structure of the Western Geosynclinal Belt at the seven standard sections, are

enumerated. A final summary is offered in the form of Table XXXVII, which
is a composite of the seven columns of the last-mentioned table.
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TABLE XXXVII.-PRINCIPAL EVENTS RECORDED IN THE WESTERN
GEOSYNCLINAL BELT AS A WHOLE.

Pleistocene '
. Local vulcanism.
Glaciation.

Pliocene Local vulcanism.
Fresli-water Sfdimentation.

Local nrogcnic movaneiU ; local unconformity.

Miocene Local batholithic intrusion.

Widetpiead vulcanism.
Freshwater sedimentation.
Local marine sedimentation.

Local orugenic movement ; local unconformity.

Oliyoccne Local vulcanism.
Fresh-water sedimentation.

Local Eocenk Gkostn- J
^""^

?'''V"'t'»''
^''^™''°'*''°°-

CLINALS Local vulcanism.
I. Coastal marine sedimentation.

General orogenic movements and widespread unconformity.

( Upper Cretaceous Local vulcanism.

!

Coastal and other marine sedimentation.
Local orogenic movements and local unconformity.

Lotoer Cretaceous Coastal and other local marine sedimentation.
Local vulcanisai.

Local batholithic intrusion (Upper Jurassic ?)

Widespread unconformity,

(Jurassic Widespread batholithic intrusion.

I Local vulcanism.

Widespread Jura-tkias .!

^°<=«' (widespread ?) marine sedimentation.

Geosynclin.\l. General orogenic moicments (late Jurassic).

Triassic Widespread marine sedin.entation (general ? ).

Relatively widespread vulcanism.

Probably widespread though not energetic crustal movements
and local unconformity.

( Penntylvanian General marine sedimentation.

j
Very widespread vulcanism (general ?).

I
General subsidence in Western Geosynclinal Belt ; simul-

General Carbonikebous
!

taneotis general uplift in Eastern Geosyncliml Belt

except in its southern third.

Mississippian Local marine sedimentation.
Local vulcanism.

Local crustal movements and unconformity.

( Devonian Local marine sedimentation.

Geosynclinal.

General Erosion in i Local vulcanism.
Western Belt, with i

Si/KCian Local marine sedimentation.
Formation of Rockt -] Local vulcanism.
Mountain Geostnoli- Ordovician Local marine sedimentation.
NAL.

I
Cambrian ? General erosion.

^Beltian ? General erosion in later part.
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General Features of the Western Qeosynclinal Belt.

The various tables illustrate fairly well the safer generalizations which

may now be made concerning the geological history of the Western Qeosynclinal

Belt.

1. The western one-third or two-fifths of the Cordillera forms a belt of great

rock-formations which together constitute a single geological province. These

formations are uniform in their very diversity as they are followed from south-

eastern Alaska, or indeed, from northwestern Alaska, to middle and southern

California.

2. It is equally clear that the Western Belt is in deep contrast with the

Eastern Belt and that in a large way the two are in reciprocal relations.

The area covered by the Western Belt has furnished most of the clastic material

in the principal geosyncHnal of the Eastern Belt; the Eastern Belt has furnished

most of the elastic material composing the principal geosynclinal of the Western

Belt.

3. The dominant sediments in the Western Belt seem undoubtedly to be

the Upper Carboniferous, the Triassic, and, in less degree, the Jurassic. The

Pennsylvanian beds seem to be absolutely continuous from southern California

to Alaska and to have unusual thicknesses in all the more complete sections

known. They and the locally underlying Mississippian as well as older beds

compose the broad, fundamental prism of sediments out of which the post-

Jurassic mountains were made. This whole older group of beds may be called

for convenience, the Carboniferous Geosynclinal.

The generally conformable Jurassic-Triassic series, totalling great thick-

nesses, especially in California, has been proved at a few points to be uncon-

formable upon the Pennsylvanian but the unconformity may not be very great.

The rocks of all three systems are most intricately involved with one another

and have shared in the paroxysmal movements of Jurassic and later time, as

if they had all belonged to one conformable group. While, therefore, we may
refer to the Jura-Trias beds ujider the name ' Jura-Trias Geosynclinal,' it will

be convenient to have a name for the entire series of Carboniferous (and older?),

Triassic, and Jurassic strata which have co-operated in the making of the larger

sedimentary complex of the Western Belt of the Cordillera. The complex may
be called the ' Main Pacific Geosynclinal.'

The enormously thick prisms of clastic deposits laid down in the Cretaceous

are distinctly local and are separated by first-class unconformities from Jura-

Trias-Carboniferous on the one hand, and Tertiary formations on the other.

All of these prisms may be called Cretaceous geosynclinals and each may be

given a geographical name, e.g., Pasajrten geosynclinal, Shasta geosynclinal,

Queen Charlotte geosynclinal, etc.

Similarly, the heavy Eocene deposits may be called the Puget geosynclinal,

Arago geosynclinal, etc.

The stratified deposits of the other periods are not recorded to have suffi-

cient thickness to warrant our recognizing true geosjTiclinals, i.e., bodies thick

25a—vol. iii—37J
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enough to control mountain-building and of dates other than Eocene, Cre-

taceous, and Carboniferous as now defined.

4. The Western Belt is a unit as regards the evidences of its behaviour

during mountain-building periods. The general erogenic periods include at

least the late Jurassic and the post-Laramie. In each case the degree of

deformation and metamorphism is comparable in all sections where detailed

studies have been made.

The more local, late Miocene, late Oligocene, mid-Cretaceous, and pre-

Triassic crustal movements were also respectively of the same order whether

recognized in Alaska, British Columbia, or the American States.

5. The western Belt is specially distinguished from the eastern Belt by the

extraordinary repetition, in the former belt, of heavy vulcanism in all thirteen

of the periods noted in the tables. Volcanic rocks are far from common in the

Eastern Belt and have everywhere but limited range.

6. Finally, the Western Belt is to be considered a geological unit also

because of the steady relation of bedded rocks and batholiths from end to end

of the long mountain-chain. The late Jurassic invasion of the roots of the

mountains was almost as general a phenomenon as the post-Jurassic uncon-

formity or the late Carboniferous sedimentation. The proved late Miocene

intrusion of batholiths is more local, but future studies will doubtless increase

the number of exposed granites which are referable to the Tertiary.

Batholithic intrusion is known in the Idaho portion of the Eastern Geosyn-

clinal Belt, and elsewhere has afforded bodies of huge size, but post-Cambrian

batholiths are comparatively rare in that belt. This contrast of the two belts

is partly to be related to the higher degree of erogenic crumpling, overthrust-

ing, and overfolding in the Western Belt as compared with the slighter disturb-

ances of the stronger rocks of the Eastern Belt. Yet the fact that, through

the entire width of the Cordillera, mountain-building has been controlled by

thrust from the Pacific basin is obviously of prime importance in this connec-

tion.

The comparison of the two great belts into which the Xorth American
Cordillera may be divided results in the view that the Cordilleran axes of geosyn-

clinal warpings and of erogenic foldings have remained largely parallel from
late pre-Cambrian time to the present. Obvious as may be the contrast of the

two belts in their respective complex histories, the interpretation of that con-

trast needs the steady attention of geologists for generations to come. It would

be out of place to attempt here a full discussion of the subject. It has been

touched upon rather to prepare the way for the following brief account of the

history of the Cordillera at the Forty-ninth Parallel. This legitimate field for

the present report could not be wisely entered without a preliminary survey

of the vast mountain-unit through which the International Boundary runs.

Since this has been the express purpose of the foregoing correlations, the.v

have not been treated in the full way their importance demands.
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CHAPTER XX.

SUMMARY OF GEOLOGICAL HISTOET AST) NOTE OX OROGEXIC
THEORY.

Geological History of the Cordillera at the Forty-mxth Parallel.

1. The earliest event recorded in the rocks exposed in the Boundary belt

is the important pre-Cambrian sedimentation leading to the formation of the

Priest River terrane. The exposures offer no hint as to the position of the

lands whence the clastic materials represented in this terrane were derived.

On account of the fine grain of the clastic rocks we are entitled to believe that

the lands were distant. The nature of the beds shows that the land mass or

masses were composed of granitic or gneissic rocks, that is, the usual abundant

types which carry much free quartz as well as alkaline feldspar. The
degeneration and erosion of either granite or gneiss would give just such*

deposits on the ancient sea-floor as would correspond to the heavy quartzites,

quartz schists, metargillite, and mica schists now exposed as the dominant
types in the terrane. The sedimentation was doubtless marine, as there

are thick dolomites interbedded with the silicious beds at many horizons. The
composition and genesis of the Priest River terrane have many analogies to

those of the Huronian formations of the Great Lakes district. Leading differ-

ences are, however, found in the apparent absence of contemporaneous volcanics,

true cherts, jaspilites, and iron-ore in the western area.

2. The Priest River rocks were thoroughly consolidated, probably mountain-
built and somewhat metamorphosed before pebbles were yielded to the Irene

conglomerate.

3. In the Eastern Geosynclinal Belt the period covering the deposition of

the Irene conglomerate and the Mississippian limestone inclusive, was occupied

in the formation of the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal, the principal lithological

feature of the Eastern Geosynclinal Belt. The clastic sediments forming this

huge unit were derived from a western land composed of the Priest River
terrane and of granitic or gneissic masses perhaps identical in age and compo-
sition with those whence the materials of the Priest River quartzites had been

formed through yet older weathering. Throughout this long period of more or

less continuous downwarping it is evident that the western shore-line of the geo-

synclinal area must have shifted considerably. The probabilities are, however,

that for most of the period, they were located in a comparatively narrow,

meridional zone. This zone seems to have been located near the longitude of

the Columbia river. To west of this zone there must have been a wide belt

of land stretching far to the north and south of the Forty-ninth Parallel. That
567
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land may have had a width approximating that of the Cordilleran division here
recognized as the Western Geosynclinal Belt.

The Kocky Jfountain Geosyncliue was doubtless limited, also on the east,

by definite shore-lines like those proved to have existed in the Belt mountains
not far' south of the International Boundary.

On both sides of the geosyneline there were specially important trans-

gressions of the sea during the Middle Cambrian (Flathead), and the Mississip-

pian periods. At those times the downwarped area was notably widened but

in neither case did it lose its character of a geosyneline with north-northwest

and south-southeast axis.

In the geosynclinal area contemporary vulcanism interrupted the deposition

of clastic or chemical sediments at several different periods. The first volcanic

activity broke out soon after the initiation of the downwarp, developing the Irene

Volcanic formation. Less important eruptions occurred during the deposition

of the Grinnell, Sheppard, and Kintla formations, while the singularly persistent

PurceU Lava was poured out at the close of the Siych stage. It is probable

that this last lava is contemporaneous with the thick sills of gabbro which

have been thrust into the bedding-planes of the quartzites in the Purcell moun-
tain system.

4. Up to this time we have no record except that of steady erosion for the

Western Cordilleran Belt east of the Gulf of Georgia. The great volume of

the Rocky Mountain Geosynclinal implies that the western land-area was steadily

or spasmodically rising during this deposition of clastic material on the east.

It is quite possible that diiring the Mississippian period, the already heavily

eroded land of the Western Belt was temporarily submerged and received a

marine sedimentary veneer; but of this we have no paleontological evidence

on or near the Forty-ninth Parallel.

It is also possible that some of the oldest greenstones of the Columbia
mountain system and of the Interior Plateaus region are of pre-Pennsylvanian

dates, representing vulcanism on the land-surface of the Western Belt.

5. At or near the close of the Mississippian period the Western Cordilleran

Belt was certainly submerged, and the Eastern Geosynclinal Belt was broadly

upwarped, without other general deformation of the Rocky Mountain Geo-

synclinal. The Main Pacific Geosyneline was thus initiated or else deepened,

so as to receive a great load of Pennsylvanian sediments. Fossiliferous beds

belonging to this period have been found at intervals in the Western Belt from the

Columbia river to Vancouver island. So far as they are clastic their materials

seem to have been derived from the newly emerged Eastern Belt. The ancient

relation of the two belts was thus reversed, except for local, temporary embay-

ments on the east. This movement was, apparently, felt from Alaska to northern

Utah at least; farther south, in the region of the Fortieth Parallel, the reversal

of relations was postponed to the close of the Pennsylvanian period. Other-

wise the Eastern and Western Belts have respectively behaved as units in the

momentous change. The larger part of the Eastern Belt was to remain as land

through the Permian, Triassic, and most of the Jurassic periods; and even in

the later periods to undergo only partial submergence.
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The new relation between the two Cordilleran belts was so similar to that

which obtained on the line of the Fortieth Parallel at the close of the Upper
Carboniferous period, that it is instructive to review King's statement, pub-
lished on pages 536-7 of the volume on Systematic Geology, Fortieth Parallel

Survey :

—

' After the close of this great conformable Palaeozoic deposition, wide-

spread mechanical disturbance occurred, by which the land-area west of

the Nevada Palaeozoic shore became depressed, while all the thickest part

of the Palffiozoic deposits from the Nevada shore eastward to and including

the Wahsateh, rose above the ocean and became a land-area. Between the

new continent and the old one which went down to the west, there was a

complete change of condition. The land became ocean; the ocean became
land. . . .

' Upon the western side of the new land-mass, the Archaean continent,

having gone down, made a new ocean-bottom, and upon this immediately

began to accumulate all the disintegration-products of the new land-mass

which the westward draining rivers and the ocean waves were able to

deliver. Throughout the Triassic and Jurassic periods the western ocean

was accumulating its enormously thick group of conformable sediments

upon the Arclwean floor, . . until, at the close of the Jurassic age, there

had accumulated in the western sea 20,000 feet . . of Triassic and

Jurassic material.'

6. During the Pennsylvanian period the Main Pacific Geosyncline was
the scene of heavy sedimentation with accompanying powerful vulcanism.

The rock exposures at the Forty-ninth Parallel do not suJ5ce to show clearly

the dynamic events leading to the Triassic, but from Dawson's work in Van-
couver island as well as on the mainland, it appears that there was local defor-

mation of the Pennsylvanian beds in that part of the Cordillera, followed by
erosion of the upturned strata, before these were buried beneath Triassic

deposits. It is likely that the same crustal movement affected the Forty-ninth

Parallel section; and, further, that it is to be correlated with the beginning of

the Sierra Nevada downwarp described, as above, by Eang. How long or how
extensive was this temporary return to land conditions in the Western Belt

cannot be declared. It is known, however, that the Triassic period saw, at the

Forty-ninth Parallel, a resumption of marine sedimentation on the Pacific side

of the belt. Argillites, sandstones, and limestones, together with great piles

of basic volcanic material were then laid upon the Pennsylvanian formations

in this region.

7. The rocky record is blank for most of the Jurassic period, probably
indicating that an upheaval of the Triassic sea-bottom had begiui, as an early

preparation for the late Jurassic revolution. This is the first general erogenic

revolution affecting the Western Cordilleran Belt since the Pre-Cambrian. It

was immediately followed by the intrusion of many large batholiths of grano-

diorite and allied rocks. Many of the larger batholiths between the Purcell

Trench and the open Pacific Ocean were intruded at this time.
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8. The Eastern Geosynclinal Belt was little affected by these great crustal

and subcrustal movements in the west. Its Paleozoic beds still lay widely flat,

with their surface probably but little above the sea through the whole of the

lower Mesozoic. The Jurassic revolution of the west had no more affected these

strong rocks than the Alleghany plateau region was affected by the force

which set the strata of Virginia and Pennsylvania writhing into sharp folds

at the close of the Paleozoic. At the very close of the Jurassic there was,

apparently, a slight submergence of the eastern edge of the Eastern Cordilleran

Pelt beneath the meilirerrunean waters of XoTth Anierie;i ; perliaps this slight

movement was an echo of the strife of force and matter along the Pacific.

9. Extremely rapid erosion of the new Jurassic mountains in the west

uncovered some of the granitic batholiths, thus removing thousands of cubic

miles of rock from these mountains. Some of the clastic material was, during

the Cretaceous (Shasta-Chico) period deposited in loeal geosynclines formed

on the Jurassic granites or on older formations. Local vulcanism initiated

the downwarp in at least the one case of the Pasayten Cretaceous geosyncline.

Besides the 1,400 feet of pyroclastics thus formed, some 29,000 feet of sand-

stone, conglomerate and shale were deposited in this one downwarp.

10. While the Pasayten, Queen Charlotte, and other of these local geosyn-

clinals were forming in the Western Belt, the Eastern Belt was similarly

affected by downwarps and the formation of sedimentary prisms of geosynclinal

thickness. The nearest demonstrated geosynclinal belonging to this period

is that in the Crowsnest district, but further study may show that the Creta-

ceous beds attained a thickness of over 6,000 feet at the Forty-ninth Parallel

itself.

Meanwhile the eastern half of the Western Cordilleran Belt and the western
half of the Eastern Cordilleran Belt formed a broad and fairly continuous area

of land; from it the geosynclinals to east and west were fed with detritus. The
central land-mass seems to have been locally the scene of heavy volcanic action,

typified by the younger basic effusives in the Rossland district. The reader will

remember, however, that the dating of this particular part of the Rossland
volcanic group is very uncertain ; perhaps it should be referred to the Jurassic

or even the Triassic.

11. When the larger Cretaceous geosynclinals reached critical depths, the
post-Laramie or ' Laramide ' revolution took place. The structural turmoil
of the already crumpled Paleozoic and Triassic rocks in the Western Geosyn-
clinal Belt was greatly enhanced. A deformation almost as intense was simul-
taneously produced in the Eastern Geosynclinal Belt. The gigantic overthrusts

and horizontal shifts, so marked in the Selkirk, Purcell, Clarke, and Lewis
ranges, were probably then caused, although Willis notes the alternative possi-

bility that the Lewis thrust dates from the mid-Tertiary. Much of the normal
faulting characteristic of the Purcell and other ranges is most likely to have
been produced in the late stage of the Laramide revolution.

12. So great an erogenic revolution, the only general occurrence of the

kind in the whole Cordillera in these latitudes since the pre-Cambrian, might be
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expected to have preceded batholithic intrusion. So far, however, no Eocene

granites have been demonstrated. With doubt the intrusion of the Kruger
alkaline body in Kruger mountain has been referred to that period.

13. The new, very strong topography produced by this Laramide upturn-

ing seems not to have permitted important sedimentation in the area of the

Boundary belt. A hundred miles to the south very thick prisms of fresh-water

beds were laid down in the State of Washington. The Tertiary formation of

Sumas mountain was probably part of the once continuous body of clastic

material carried into the Eocene geosynclinal of Puget Sound and the Gulf

of Georgia. This sedimentation was the reciprocal of extensive and profound

denudation in the Belt of Interior Plateaus. During the Eocene the Eastern

Geosynclinal Belt was, at the Forty-ninth Parallel, eroded apparently through

its whole width.

14. Judging by analogies from adjacent regions north and soiith, the Puget

Eocene geosynclinal area was, at the close of the Eocene proper, uplifted though

not strongly deformed.

15. The Oligocene continued the erosive work of the Eocene over most of

each of the great Cordilleran belts. West of Midway, some of the detritus was

trapped during the sway of the local vuleanism, with the production of a

notable fresh-water series of sandstones, argillites, and conglomerates (Kettle

River formation).

16. The early Miocene was also a time of general erosion all across the

Cordillera ; only very limited fresh-water deposits were made. On the Forty-

ninth Parallel the only one referable to this date is that flooring the fault-

trough at the North fork of the Flathead river.

IT. Toward the close of the Miocene, the Oligocene fresh-water beds at

Midway were moderately upturned and eruptions of rhomb-porphyry, ' shacka-

nite," trachyte, and pulaskite porphyry overwhelmed the older Midway lavas and

the Kettle Biver sediments. Probably at this time also the Eocene beds of

Sumas mountain far to the west were somewhat tilted and faulted; and the

more yielding Miocene clays and sandstone of the Flathead trough were strongly

deformed. It is possible that the Cretaceous rocks of the Pasayten district

were further disturbed, though we must ascribe their principal deformation to

the much more powerful crustal adjustments of the Laramide revolution.

IS. The Miocene deformation was closely followed by new extensive, batho-

lithic intrusions. These seem. to be registered in the great Similkameen and
Cathedral batholiths in the Okanagan range; the Castle Peak stock of the

Hozomeen range; the Coryell syenite batholith and its satellites of the Ross-

land mountains; and the large Bayonne batholith and its satellites of the

Selkirks. As abundantly indicated in the foregoing chapters, these correlations

are provisional only, and a date so recent for these great intrusive bodies is not

proved for any one of them. There can, however, be little doubt that all of

them are of post-Cretaceous age, following the Laramide revolution.

19. The strength of the Cordilferan topography was doubtless considerably

increased by these late Miocene movements. Since then, both of its geosyn-

clinal belts have suffered steady erosion by river and glacier. The Pliocene
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leaves no sedimentary record on or near the Forty-ninth Parallel except, it

may be, the Kennedy gravels described by Willis as a subaerial apron of ^avel
flung out on the plains from the eastern foot of the Lewis range. At the

Forty-ninth Parallel there are no known criteria whereby it can be shown that

this part of the Cordillera suflFered massive warping such as that supposed to

have affected the Cascades in Central Washington during the Pliocene.

20. One of the last important changes in the constitution of the region

adjoining the Boundary belt is the growth of Mt. Baker, a volcano perhaps

begun in the Pliocene and continuing its activity through the Pleistocene and
Recent periods.

21. Finally, it should be remarked that the later history of the Cordillera

is to be read largely and, for great areas almost solely, as a result of detailed

physiographic studies. These should be as far as possible quantitative and
must cover a much wider zone of the Cordillera than that surveyed along the

International Boundary. Therefore, in the latest, as in the earliest, and all

the middle chapters of the history here outlined, much remains to be done

before this part of the mountain-chain is genetically understood.

Observations bearing ox the Theory of ifouNTAiN Building.

The conditions affecting the origin of mountain ranges have long been

recognized as offering some of the toughest problems in geology. The diffi-

culties of the old contraction theory seem to be enhanced by the discovery

that a notable part of the earth's surface heat is due to radioactivity. Assump-

tions as to the earth's original temperatures, either in the thin surface shell or

crust or in the vast interior, can not now be made with the relative degree of

confidence felt by some writers before the radioactivity of nearly all accessible

rock-matter was demonstrated. Further complications have recently been

introduced by the launching of the planetesimal hypothesis, which has not been

developed sufficiently, so that the earth-shell bearing the maximum heat of com-

pression can be located or the thermal state of the earth during geological

time described. A stable orogenic theory founded on thermal contraction in-

volves also a suitable cosmogonic theory of the earth. It is safe to conclude that

it will be long before there can be unanimous opinion on the validity of the

contraction hypothesis of mountain-building. Other explanations are but frag-

mentary and they likewise suffer from our lack. of information as to the exact

thermal condition of the earth's interior.

The study of the Forty-ninth Parallel section has led to few novelties in

theoretical suggestions on this subject but it has found many new illustrations

of recognized orogenic principles. Among the significant facts are the

following.

—

1. At the Forty-ninth Parallel, as generally throughout tlie North Ameri-

can Cordillera, each period of orogenic folding has been preceded by heavy

sedimentation. Each of the principal folded tracts is located within a geosyn-

elinal belt.
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2. Oi'ogenic axes are generally parallel to the respective axes of the gene-

tically connected geosynclinal prisms.

3. Each geosynclinal prism bears contemporaneous lavas, usually basaltic

or andesitic. This rule is so persistent, in the Cordillera and elsewhere in the

world, that we may believe there is some genetic relation between the down-
warping and movements of the magmatie stratum beneath the earth's crust.

4. Granitic intrusion of the batholithic order, to observed levels, always

follows periods of the more intense erogenic movement. This implies that the

greatest abyssal injections of the earth's crust by magma are genetically asso-

ciated with the horizontal shearing of a superficial earth-shell which is much
thinner than the whole crust.

5. The topographic and structural effects of mountain-building at the

Forty-ninth Parallel are clearly related to the degree of lithifaction (static

metamorphism) imdergone by the geosynclinal sediments. A leading illustra-

tion is seen in the prevalence of overthrusts, horizontal shifts, and fault-blocks

in the strong Beltian-Cambrian terrane of the Eastern Belt, while close folding

and mashing are features of the less consolidated, though otherwise petro-

graphically similar rocks of post-Mississippian age in the Western Belt.

6. Yet, part of this contrast between the two belt's is to be referred to the

fact that orogenic pressure has been applied with greatest intensity on the

Pacific (ocean) side of the Cordillera.

Toward the close of field work on the Boundary section, the writer

attempted to relate these field conclusions to the prevailing contraction theory.

The result was to hazard a speculation on ' Abyssal Igneous Injection as a

Causal Condition and as an Eilect of Mountain-building.'* The original sum-

mary of that paper may here be quoted.

The assumptions on which the hypothesis have been based are the follow-

ing:

—

(a) A cooling earth superficially composed of a relatively thin crust over-

lying a fluid gabbro (basaltic) substratum of unknown thickness.

(b) The substratiun so much compressed by the weight of the crust as to

be probably able to float the crust.

(c) Through diiferential cooling contraction the development of a level

of no strain in the crust probably not much more than six miles below tlie

earth's surface.

(d) The accumulation of pressure in the shell of compression and the
simultaneous accumulation of cooling cracks and of some of the powerful
tension unrelieved in the shell below the level of zero strain.

(e) A steady or recurrent dislocation in the shell of tension permitting
of the forceful injection of the fluid substratum, to which even the viscous
layer of the shell acts as a relatively solid mass at the moment of dislocation.

This dislocation has been referred to the tidal torsion of the earth's crust, but
subequatorial torsion on the tetrahedral theory of the earth, or crustal deforma-

•E. A. Daly, Amer. Jour. Science, Vol. 22, 1906, p. 195.
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tion due to the piny of other cosmical forces or of forces induced by the hetero-

geneity of the crust, may similarly cause dislocation in the shell of tension.

The conclusions may be similarly summarized :

—

1. The abyssal injection involves condensation of the matter in the shell

of tension. Cracks are closed and much of the accumulated tension is relieved

by an enforced creep of matter away from the injected body. So long as the

body remains fluid the stretching; of this shell due to continued cooling of the

earth is accomplished by creep of matter in the same directions. The amount

of creep is at a maximum above the zone of injection and decreases to a

minimum at certain distances to ripht and left of the middle line of the zone.

2. This lateral creep induces a down-warp of the earth's surface imme-

diately overlying the zone of condensation. The resulting geosynclinal may

be the seat of prolonged sedimentation. If so. the weight of the sediment itself

tends to increase the lateral creep in the shell of tension and the down-warp

slowly deepens.

3. The shell of compression is already weakened at the angles of down-

warp; it is further weakened by the sedimentary blanket which, comparatively

little resistant itself, causes a softening of its basement through a rising of the

isogeotherms.* When the filling of the geosynclinal has sufficiently thickened,

the shell of compression, owing to its secular accumulation of stresses (which

are intensified by metasomatic changes in the shell), begins to collapse. Moun-

tainous forms and structures result.

4. The complete shearing apart of the shells of compression and tension

during the orogenic revolution releases the tensions still unrelieved in the

underlying shell. Abyssal injection on a large scale is thus initiated or con-

tinued in the shell of tension. The relief of compressive stresses in the act

of building the mountains first occasions the possibility of magmatic stoping and

thus of the extensive assimilation of gneisses, schists, and sediments by the

primary, basaltic magma. The differentiation of the compound magmas of

assimilation may explain the batholithic central granites of mountain ranges,

along with their satellitic stocks, injected bodies, and volcanic outflows.

5. The regional warpings of the earth's crust may be partly at least referred

to the varying strengths of abyssal injections from a fluid substratum.

6. The location and alignment of mountain ranges, the location and

elongation of geosynclinals. the final development of igneous batholiths and

satellitic injections, are all interdependent and related to special zones of

powerful abyssal injections from the substratum. These zones are. in the large,

located by cosmical stresses affecting the earth along special azimuthal lines.

7. Mountain building causes relief of compressive stresses in the superfi-

cial shell. The surface outflow of magma, either secondary or directly derived

from the substratum, may therefore be specially pronounced after an orogenic

revolution. In general, the theory of vulcanism is also fundamentally affected

by the doctrine of the shell of tensions which are not entirely relieved by the

compressive extension of that shell.

•Perhaps much of the heat thus locally conducted is of radioactive origin.
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The second part of postulate d is, perhaps, the most doubtful point iu the

speculation. Until more is known of the behaviour of silicate rocks at very

high pressures, it ,is impossible to say how much cooling tension is left unre-

lieved by ' compressive extension ' at the end of the period in which conditions

have been ripened for mountain-building. However this may be, we must

believe in abyssal injection as a fact. The concentration of igneous eruptions

in special belts on the earth is also an evident fact. The view that repeated

abyssal injections within such a belt must lead to a down-warping of the surface

is a reasonable deduction, if the earth is cooling.

The speculative element enters when a downwarp of geosynclinal propor-

tions is considered as an efFect of this magmatic movement within and beneath

the earth's crust. So far as it goes, the observation that vulcanism is always

or almost always contemporary with geosynclinal sedimentation, tends to

strengthen that belief. In each case the number of extrusions of lava at the

surface may be but a snfell fraction of the number of abyssal injections within

the limits of the geosynclinal belt. It is not an extravagant assmnption to hold

that the total volume of magma thus transferred into and through the crust may
be comparable to the volume of the sedimentary prism. In spite of all the diffi-

culties, the most satisfactory explanation for the origin and localization of the

great downwarps seems to be found in movements of rock-magma under cosmical

stresses. If this conclusion were proved, we should have gone far towards

solving the orogenic problem, for the mystery of a mountain-chain lies no more

in the folding of strata than in the development of the preliminary stratified

prism.

That strong mountain-building disturbs the equilibrium of the magmatic
substratum and initiates granitic intrusion is already sufficiently clear. In

the following theoretical chapters on igneous rocks, evidence will be found for

the belief that visible batholiths are the roof portions of huge basaltic injections

chemically modified by assimilation of the injected formations. That belief

rests on much more than mere speculation. The question arises as to whether

these large-scale injections have also been facilitated by the condensation of the

shell of tension. The answer given in the special paper is designedly speculative

and the postulated mechanics may be faulty, but its central theme is strong;

namely, that at its closing stage as well as in the formation of the preliminary

geosynclinal, an orogenic movement is closely associated with the intrusion of

magma into the earth's crust. The writer is inclined to the view that this

association is close because it is genetic; and that investigators in orogeny have

hitherto given too little attention to the relation of subcrustal, magmatic

readjustments to mountain-building.
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CHAPTER XXI.

GLACIATION OF THE COEDILLEEA AT THE EORTY-NINTH
PARALLEL.

Introduction.

While collecting the data on the problems of bed-rock geologj'

the writer attempted to note the leading observations which ^ould be made
on the Pleistocene glaciation of the Boundary belt. The results lack much in

completeness, but they have the value of corroborating the general views of Daw-
son and other pioneer geologists who have traversed this part of the mountain
chain. The study has further indicated how great a field is awaiting the

detailed attention of glacial experts. The results of the writer's reconnaissance

along the transmontane section will be summarized in the present chapter.

Meagre as they are in certain respects, they have been achieved only after

hundreds of more or less arduous climbs had been made; it is thought that

a quantitative statement of the principal facts may be of some service to the

students of the vast glaciated tract of the Cordillera.

A preliminary understanding of the principal conclusions concerning the

distribution of the Pleistocene ice-fields can be attained by a glance at the

diagrammatic section of Plate 49. It will be observed that the section shows

a high degree of symmetry. The middle part of the Cordillera, 300 miles in

width, was covered by a continuous ice-cap. To east and to west of this cap

the Rocky Mountain system and Cascade mountain system were respectively

covered by three sets of valley glaciers.

The eastern slope of the Clarke range shed ice-streams to the piedmont

sheet at the Great Plains. The western slope of that range and the eastern

slope of the MacDonald range shed valley glaciers to the main, south-flowing

trunk glacier in the Flathead valley. The eastern ice-shed of the central ice-cap

was located on the high ridges of the MacDonald range.

Similarly, the western slope of the Skagit range shed many valley glaciers

to the piedmont sheet of the Gulf of Georgia, while the eastern slope and the

Hozomeen range fed the local sheets which met and were drained away south-

ward, down the Skagit valley.

A few nunataks projected above the ice-cap. In general the erosion of

this colossal sheet tended to soften the contours of the overridden moun-
tains, rounding off the corners, much as the sharp peaks and angles of the

Greenland and Labrador coasts have been affected by the eastern ice-caps. In

the belts of valley-glaciers, on the other hand, glacial erosion has greatly

577
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sharpened the mountain summits and ridges. This latter effect has been due
chiefly to head-wall recession of the upper ends of the local glaciers. The
amphitheatres or cirques, which are related products, will receive some illustra-

tion, and certain points in the theory of their formation will be discussed. Other
cirques were developed in the area of the ice-cap, either about the projecting
iiimataks, or, and more generally, during the later time when the ice-cap, through

climatic wastage, had become broken up into local areas of snow-field and
valley glaciers.

Special attention was paid by the writer to the determination of the upper
limits of the ice-sheets in the different ranges. The familiar criteria were used,

and, for each glacial province, gave accordant results. The position and origin
of high-level erratics, the extent of glacial polishing and grooving, the directions

of striae on the higher peaks and ridge,—in general, the distinguishing of
regional from local glaciation, were the natural points to be observed in mapping
the limits of the ice-cap in altitude and in longitude. The errors in altitude
are in most cases believed not to exceed one hundred or two hundred feet. In
certain cases the striae did not give sure evidence as to the direction in which
the ice had moved. In such cases lunoid furrows could sometimes decide the

question, the direction of movement being always in the sense of the furrow's

convexity. It may be noted in passing that lunoid furrows are relatively rare

on the Cordilleran ledges as compared with the multitudes which may be seen

along the Labrador coast. The reason for this contrast in the two heavily

glaciated regions is not apparent.

The glacial deposits are as a rule of quite normal composition but rarely

show systematic types of form. A few such forms will, however, be noted in

describing the great master valley-;, which in Glacial times were occupied by

huge trunk glaciers eithe^ independent of, or inherited from, the central

ice-cap.

The curious relation of the Rocky Mountain piedmont glaciers to the

Keewatin ice-cap was not directly studied. For information relating thereto

the reader is referred to Dawson's glacial papers* and to Calhoun's more recent

paper on ' The Mountain Lobe of the Keewatin Ice Sheet 'f

In what follows it will be seen how closely the writer's results accord with

the general conclusions arrived at by Dawson.:}:

The central ice-cap broke up into several wide lobes at no great distances

south of the Forty-ninth Parallel. Within the Boundary belt no indication

that there was more than one Glacial epoch in the Pleistocene was found in any

one of the six field-seasons devoted to the section. All observed drift had the

same freshness as that laid down in the later Wisconsin epoch of eastern

glaciation.

• Especially that in the Report of Progress, Geol. Surv. of Canada. 1882-4, Pt. C,

p. 139.

tr. H. H. Calhoun. Prof. Paper, No. 50, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1906.

i See G. M. Dawson, Trans. Eoy. Soe., Canada, Vol. 9, 1891, p. 3.
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Clarke Kange.

During the Glacial period the Clarke range formed a strong

divide between two sets of local glaciers. The eastern set headed in a

multitude of cirques which were connected by a more or less continuous snow-

field covering the slopes just east of the present ' Great Divide.' Some of these

valley-glaciers descended to the wide trough now occupied by Waterton lake

where the various sheets coalesced with others from the Lewis range, to form
a broad north-flowing interment glacier. Other glaciers moved down the Clarke

range canyons directly to the Great Plains and there, with the wide Waterton
glacier, formed part of the eastern piedmont ice-sheet of the CordiUera.

The western set of local sheets in the Clarke range descended their high-

grade valleys and merged into the wide interment glacier which largely filled

the valley of the existing North Fork of the Flathead river. (Plates 50 and 12).

This great sheet may be shortly referred to as the North Flathead glacier.

The writer has made no special study of the areas occupied by the Water-
ton glacier and eastern piedmont glacier. It is of interest, therefore, to note
the conclusion of Calhoun that the Waterton, Belly River, and Lees Creek
glaciers were probably confluent in one large piedmont sheet.

The main or upper Waterton lake doubtless owes its origin to the activities

of the Waterton glacier. How far the basin is due to glacial excavation and

how far to moraiual damming cannot with certainty yet be declared. That the

pre-Glacial valley has been considerably widened and deepened through glacial

erosion is shown by the fact that Oil Creek ' hangs ' at least 200 feet above the

rock floor of Waterton lake. This break in the stream gradient is best explained

as due to the more rapid glacial erosion of the main valley-floor as compared

with the degradation of Oil Creek valley by its own, much smaller glacier.

The relation suggests that the main Waterton lake in large part occupies a true

rock-basin excavated by the powerful Waterton glacier.

The original Waterton lake has been divided into three unequal parts;

the middle and lower lakes have been separated from each other and from the

main lake by the growth of the post-Glacial deltas of Pass creek, eastward from
the Clarke range, and of Coal creek westward from the Lewis range.

The erosive power of the Pleistocene high-level valley glaciers of the Rocky
Mountains is wonderfully illustrated throughoiit the whole system from the

Missouri river to Yukon territory. Thousands of shallow pre-Glacial valleys

have been greatly deepened, their walls steepened, with the generation of

abundant U-shaped cross-sections. Thousands of the valley-heads have been

modified into typical cirques or amphitheatres, many of which are floored with

small rock-rimmed lakes or tarns, those ' gems of the mountains.' The finest

examples of these glacial effects occurring on and near the Forty-ninth Parallel

are to be found in the Clarke and Lewis ranges. Probably nowhere in North

America have cirques and glacial troughs been more tellingly mapped than
Ln the Chief Mountain quadrangle of the United States Geological Survey
Topographic Atlas. We owe this sheet to Matthes and Sargent, whose unusual
accuracy and rare artistic skill have portrayed the topography of some 800
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square miles. The quadrangle is bounded on the north by the Forty-ninth
Parallel and includes part of each mountain range. Considerably more than
one hundred cirques, about sixty mountain-tarns, and scores of typical, U-shaped
glacial troughs are shown in this one sheet. Tlie vast precipices, horns, and
knife-edge ridges which dominate the magnificent scenery of the Eockies are

faithfully represented. For all of these features there can be no question as to

glacial origin. The glacierlets of the present day are, on a small scale, con-

tinuing the work of the hundreds of heavy ice-sheets which like double batteries,

assailed the eastern and western slopes of each mountain range.

The drastic change in topographic quality iuJuced by the erosion of the

cirque glaciers is well illustrated in the photograpli of Plate .'Jl. This is a view

of an 8,100-foot sununit situated one mile northwest of the Boundary monument
at the Oreat Divide in the Clarke range. The smooth, domical slope covered

with a fine-textured felsenmeer of Kiiitla argillite represents a tjrpe of pre-

Glacial slope. The nearly vertical head-wall of the cirque represents the quarry-

ing of a small, north-flowing glacier. From the summit to the tarn at the

bottom of the cirque is a drop of 1,500 feet. At least two-thirds of that depth

is due to the erosion of one of the smallest of these Pleistocene valley glaciers.*

The ' over-steepening ' of slopes and the development of fiord-like profiles

are illustrated in Plates 7, 50 and 72, A. Where a pre-tjlacial ridge suffered

attack by glaciers on both slopes a razor-back forni was often produced. A
continuance of this double headrwall attack led to the isolation of sharp peaks

or horns, like ilt. Thompson and its neighbours (Plate 9).

Naiure and Extent of Glacial Erosion.—During the Boundary survey the

writer's opportunities for quantitative studies of these vanished glaciers were

limited. The studies act>u\lly made referred especially to the sheets which,

during the maximum of glaciation, occupied Starvation creek and Kintla creek

valleys. In each case the usual signs of direct ice-erosion were not found above

the 6,100-foot contour along the middle and lower part of the valley. In that

part, the Starvation glacier was about 1.000 feet thick, while the Kintla glacier

was about 2,000 feet thick. The bottom gradients for each trunk glacier were,

respectively, 100 feet and 50 feet to the mile. The surface gradients for the

trunks of the glaciers were of the same order but those for the high level

branches must have been much steeper, from 200 feet to 1,500 feet or more to

the mile. The thrusts exerted by these liigh-grade affluent streams must have

played an important part in developing erosive power in the trunk glaciers.

Yet more important than bottom or surface gradients in causing the pro-

digious erosion of the mountains, was the bergschrund or master crevasse

which, as usual with valley glaciers of all kinds, was kept open between ice and

rock. It is generally conceded by glacialists that the conditions for glacial

quarrying are most favourable in the depths of the bergschrund. Alternate

thawing and freezing in that crevasse loosens the rock which, block after block,

is carried away by the ice. Since the bergschrund is developed on the sides

• See similar photographs bv W. W. Attwood, published since this paragraph
was written. Prof. Paper No. 61. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1909, Plates 2 and 8.
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as well as the head of a mountain glacier, the valley walls are gradually

steepened, giving cross-profiles of the same quality as those in the yet more

spectacular amphitheatres up-stream. In other words, trough and fiord erosion

as well as cirque development are notably conditioned by the processes operating

in the bergschriind.

But it may be quite wrong to attribute the greater part of the erosion in the

average trough to plucking. The field studies of Reid, Hess, and others have

shown that glacial grinding, with the formation of rock-flour, is competent to

deepen a glacier-filled valley with relatively great rapidity. Reid concluded

that the average amount of fine sediment contained in the streams draining

Muir glacier corresponds to an annual loss of about three-fourths of an inch of

rock over the whole bed of that ice-sheet.* Analogous results have been obtained

from various studies of the small sheets in the European Alps.f Russell has

shown that the coarse morainal deposits formed by the Pleistocene valle.y

glaciers of the Sierra Nevada of California are truly insignificant when com-
pared with the amount of rock which must have been removed to shape the

man.v U-shaped troiighs mouthing in Mono valley.:}: He concludes that the

share of glaciers in this sculpturing work was small, but indicates the possibility

that ' other observers, it is true, might give a much higher estimate for the

amount of fine material deposited in distant parts of the lake, and conclude

that profound glaciation had o(?curred.' Such observations as those of Reid and
Hess suggest that this second view is the more probable one. The recentl.v

published, superb map of the Uinta mountains, together with Attwood's

accompanying' (ilacial monograph, shows the reality of Pleistocene glacial

erosion on a great scale in that range.§ The results of bergschrund erosion are

there strikingly similar to those observed in the Clarke and Lewis ranges (see

especially plates 2, 7, and 8 of the monograph). On the other hand, the moraines

at the piedmont slopes of the Uintas are much too small to match the volume
of rock which has clearly been removed from their troughs by glacial erosion.

The missing material must be sought' in the fine silts occurring in broad sheets

far outside the range.

In view of these and many other observations made by glacial experts the

writer has come to the conclusion that glacial scour or abrasion proper has been
largely, if not chiefiiy, responsible for the demonstrably great glacial erosion in

the low-gradient portions of the master Cordilleran valleys.

The conclusion in no wise conflicts with the obvious fact that the great ice-

caps such as the Pleistocene Labrador sheet, performed comparativel.v little

erosion of any kind. The controversy as to the efficiency of glacial erosion has

been prolonged partly because insufficient emphasis has been placed on one
thorough contrast between ice-caps and rnountain glaciers. The former has

outflow on all or nearly all radii; the latter have outflow in restricted channels.

The feeble excavating power of the larger and generally much thicker sheet is

* H. F. Reid, National Geographic Magazine, Vol. i, 1892, page 51.

t H. Hess, Die Gletscher, 1904, page 179.

X I. C. Eiissell, Eighth Annual Report, U.S. Geql. Survey, pt. 1. 1887. p. 349.

§ W. W. Attwoi d. Prof. Paper >!o. 61, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1909.
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a function of its necessarily low velocity of flow. The spectacular erosional
effects of the larger valley glaciers, in the deepening of rock basins, the truncation
of spurs, and the development of hanging valleys, are to be directly referred
to the necessarily much higher velocities of such local ice-sheets.

An example of this contrast may be taken from the Cordillera itself. The
vast central ice-cap of British Columbia, though of great average thickness,
had relatively small effect in modifying the pre-Glacial forms of mountain and
valley. On the other hand, the Chelan valley glacier of Washington, covering
in all about 550 square miles, has shaped one of the grandest mountain-troughs
in the world, deepening it and truncating the adjacent mountain spurs so as
to give a valley form like that of a Norwegian or Alaskan fiord. In the process
the rock-basin of Lake Chelan was sunk at least 300 feet beneath the present
level of the sea.* We must believe that the climatic conditions were here very
similar to those which bred the British Columbia ice-cap. The different power
of erosion is simply a matter of concentration of flow. The channel of outflow
at maximum glaciation was only about three miles in width at the Narrows
of Lake Chelan. The area of ice drained through this trough was that of a

circle about ninety miles in circumference. The width of the effluent Chelan
glacier at the Narrows corresponds to only twelve degrees of arc measured on
that circimiference. The outflow of the British Columbia ice-cap must have
been on the average much less than one-tenth as much concentrated. The
Labrador ice-cap at maximimi glaciation was free to move on nearly all radii,

so that, if its climatic conditions were like those of the Chelan field, the con-

centration of flow was nearly thirty times as great in the Chelan valley as the

flow at the average point near the edge of the Labrador ice-cap. Trouton's

experiments seem to demonstrate that abrasion or scour on bed-rock is directly

proportional to the velocity of the ice. f Hence we may believe that the Chelan
glacier on a flat or even a reversed bottom gradient, abraded its floor about thirty

times faster than the Labrador ice-cap scoured its larger area. If the Labradoi

ice-cap lowered its bed on the average fifty feet in solid rock, we can readily agree

that the powerful mountain glaciers showing concentration like that at Lake
Chelan, could in the same time lower their beds locally for thousands of feet in

The living rock.

To the present writer, therefore, it appears that there is no real ground

for controversy regarding the elBciency of glacial erosion. The principle of

concentration of ice flow in mountainous topography has been stated by several

writers who are engaged in the controversy. Perhaps because it is so obvious,

however, the principle has remained in the background. The purpose of the

foregoing note is to point out that the principle is at the essential core of the

problem. The glacial erosion actually proved in New York state or in the

Midland counties of England, meagre as that erosion has been, is one of the

evidences going to show that solid rock thousands of feet in depth has been

excavated from Norwegian, Alaska, and British Columbia valleys during the

Glacial period. In each case the work accomplished has been a function of the

• B. Willis, Prof. Paper No. 19, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1903, p. 58 and plate 8.

t F. T. Trouton, Proc. Eoy. Soc, Vol. 59, 1895. p. 25.
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velocity of the local ice. An inspection of Raid's map of Muir glacier shows
the exceeding importance of concentration of flow in explaining the wonderful

stream of rock-flour always pouring out from that ice-sheet. The lowering of

its bed by three-fourths inch per year is progressing at a rate amply sufficient

to account for fiord-excavation on the largest scale.

The prodigious erosion of the Front ranges necessarily involved the car-

riage of hundreds, if not thousands of cubic miles of rock-debris to lower

ground. On the east, the drift from the Clarke range was first transferred to

the piedmont ice-sheets and was then slowly spread over a wide belt on the

Great Plains, seldom attaining phenomenal thickness at any point. The
detritus carried down the western valleys entered the relatively restricted Flat-

head trough where even the great North Flathead glacier was incompetent to

handle all of the vast load of rock-matter. In consequence, the eastern side of

the Flathead trough is covered with many huge moraines which are winged out

from the spurs of the Clarke range. The glaciers which occupied the valleys

of Kishenehn, Starvation, and Kintla creeks built such moraines, from three

to four miles in length, and from 1,000 to 1,500 feet in height. Others of

similar dimensions were formed from the drift of glaciers occupying the valleys

of Bowman creek, Qfuartz creek, and Logging creek, south of the Line. Nearly
all of these great drift accumulations are mapped in the Kintla Lakes Quad-
rangle of the United States Geological Survey atlas.

At first the writer was sceptical as to the simple morainal origin of these

ridges, but a long search for bed-rock "outcrops, attended with entirely negative

results, and the general topographic relations of the ridges left little ground
for doubt that practically the whole of each ridge is composed of drift. Most
of this drift seems to have been, in each case, derived from the adjacent canyons.

Boulders of the Siyeh limestone and of the Purcell Lava formation—two
prominent constituents of the Clarke range—are very abundant in the drift.

In their lower parts, Kishenehn, Starvation, and Kintla creeks are flowing

through the troughs occupied by the corresponding glaciers in their latest

stages. These troughs are in fact, the little altered casts of the glaciers as

they debouched from the mountains into the Flathead valley. (Plate 52.) The
affluent glaciers with the intervening moraines were deflected down the main
valley by the southward-moving North Flathead glacier. The moraines are

thus systematically directed in southwest directions from the mountain spurs

(see Plates 12 and 52, and the Kintla Lakes Quadrangle sheet).

The North Flathead glacier at its maximum stage was from nine to twelve

miles in width, and at the Forty-ninth Parallel from 1,500 to 2,000 feet in

greatest depth. The highest point at which exotic boulders were found occurs

on the 5,100-foot contour on the west side of the valley. It is probable, how-
ever, that the glacier at one time covered the mountain slopes to the 5,500-foot

contour and perhaps as high as the 6,000-foot contour. The river is 4,000 feet

above sea at the Boundary Line.

On the western side of the valley there are no such systematic moraines

as those just described on the eastern side. The main glacier was able to

remove most of the debris fed to it by the glaciers affluent from the ifacDonald
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range. Those glaciers were not so long nor so eflScient in dereloping cirques

as the glaciers draining the Clarke range. The drift material carried to the

Xortli Flathead glacier from the western range was therefore very much less

abundant than that issuing from the eastern range. When the main glacier

tinall.v wiisted away the new relief of the Flatliead vallo.v was uns.vmuietric, so

that the constructional path of the river was located, as at present, on the

western side of the wide trough.

Galton-MacDoxald Moixtain Group.

The rugged topography of the Galton and MacDonald ranges has been
largely shaped by local cirqiie-glac-iers. There is plenty of evidence, however,

that at the time of maximum glaoiation these local sheets were confluent. From
the western ridge of the MacDonald range the flooded cirque-glaciers formed a

mass of ice continuous with that which then covered the Pureell range and the

ranges further west. The erosive effects of the ice-cap have been greatly

masked by those of the numerous local glaciers which persisted, long after the

surface of the general ice-flood had, by wasting, been lowered from its highest

levels. Somewhat prolonged search was therefore required before undoubted

evidence of the ujjper limit of the ice-cap could be obtained in these ranges. The
search was necessarily confined to the tops of the ridges dividing the cirques.

The most favourable locality discovered is that of the long meridional ridge

running south from the Boundary slash at 114° 4S' W. Long. On that ridge

at the 7,000-foot contour, distinct grooves and striae were found. These belonged

to two different sets, one trending S. 20° E.; the other S. 80°. W. In both

cases the ice movement was independent of the axes of the flanking cirques.

The whole ridge was overrun by ice which, at different times, flowed southward

and westward.

A study of the peaks and ridges reaching heights of 7,500 feet or more
showed that erratic material was not to be found above the 7.300-foot contour,

above which also the other familiar evidences of general glaciation were

absent. The writer has conchided that the 7,.300-foot contour marks quite closely

the average surface-level of the ice-cap in the Galton range and western part

of the MacDonald range.

Using the same criteria, it was observed that the ice-cap was limited by the

ridge orerlooking the Wigwam river on the east. East of that ridge the glacia-

tion seems to liave been entirely local, the many eirqnes draininir into the

great North Flathead glacier. The latter glacier seems, at its maximum, not

to have reached higher than the 6,000-foot contour. Its surface was, therefore,

some 1,800 feet lower than that of the ice-cap eight or ten miles distant. Down
this steep descent transverse ice streams, flowing out from the ice-cap, helped to

feed the North Flathead glacier.

The troughs of the transverse glaciers were later occupied by torrenti.-il water

derived from the greater ice-masses as these melted. Such an old spill-way is

represented in the box-canyon crossing the MacDonald range at the Boundary

line. The canyon is now almost dry, but its bed is abundantly supplied with

pot-holes and other evidences of heavy scouring by a rapid stream of water.
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Witliin the mountain s'l'oup the ice of niaxinium depth—2,800 feet—lay

over tlie Wigwam valley. The average dei^th of the ice-cap from the eastern

divide to Tobacco Plains was about 1,200 feet. The discharge of the ice was
in a general southward direction and was largely concentrated in the Wigwam
valley and in the Rocky Mountain Trench, though some of the ice flowed east-

ward into the North Flathead glacier before beginning its southward journey.

In the Galton-MacDonald mountains where crossed by the Boundary belt,

only twelve peaks projected, as nunataks, above the surface of the ice-cap and
the summit of the highest of these was not more than about 500 feet above the

ice. The total area of the nunataks must have been under three or four square

miles, or about three to four per cent of the area. In that area about twenty
glacial cirques have been mapped, along with a half dozen others mapped in the

MacDonald range, east of the lee Divide.

The western slope of the Galton range and the eastern slope of the McGil-
livray range delivered many high-level streams of ice to the Rocky Mountain
Trench where the ice-cap was of exceptional thickness. Observations in both

ranges showing that the continuous c&p enveloped all slopes below the present

7,300-foot contour, and the Kootenay river at the Boundary being at approxi-

mately the 2,300-foot contour, it follows that, at the time of raaximnm glacia-

tion, the cap was here about 5,000 feet thick. It is altogether likely that,

toward the close of the Pleistocene period, the trench was still occupied by south-

ward-moving ice, a majestic glacier twelve to fifteen miles in width and scores

oi' miles in length.

Distinct lateral moraines formed by the trench glacier were observed east

of Tobacco Plains at various elevations from 500 to 2,000 feet or more above

the valley floor. When these deposits were made the glacier must have had a

width of at least twelve miles. As shown by the deep groovings and by the

development of numerous rochcs moutonuees, the trench was the scene of intense

abrasion.

An indication of the notable excavating power of the ice moving down the

trench is perhaiis given in the fact that the branch valleys in some eases are

hanging hundreds of feet above the floor of the trench. As in the case of

Cameron Falls at Waterton lake, the probabilities are in favour of the view that

these discontinuities of stream gradient are due to more rapid excavation by

trunk glaciers as compared with branch glaciers. Such may be the origin of

the 500-foot cascade on Phillips creek where it tumbles into the trench. It

should, on the other hand, be noted that this cliff ma.y possibly be structurally

determined by the retreat of the underlying limestone eastward, down the dip

of the beds. (Plate 53, Fig. A.) Since the second explanation cannot be

entirely excluded, Phillips creek is not to be surely placed in the class of valleys

which ' hang ' because of diiferential glacial erosion.

All of the striae observed on the floor and side slopes of the trench are

directed southward and faithfully parallel to the axis of the valley. The trench

glacier completed the work begun during the existence of the ice-cap. The
geological work of the cap and that of the trench glacier conspired to produce

much of the existing relief of the vallev floor at Tobacco Plains. This relief
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IS practically unique in the whole Boundary section, recalling a type of morainal
landscape richly illustrated in Wisconsin, New York, Massachusetts, and else-

where. The glacial deposits flooring the trench are chiefly sandy till often

veneered with washed gravels and sands. The till has been subglacially moulded
into hills of drumloidal form, some of which have the characteristic, smooth
profiles of typical drumlins. (Plate 53, Fig. B.) A score of such lenticular

hills are mapped within the five-mile belt. Their longer axes are regularly

directed down the trench, a little east of south. The thickness of the drift

could not be determined, but it must in places amount to several hundred feet

and may average 200 feet or more.

Between the drumloidal hills are numerous pits or kettle-holes, some of

which are well over 100 feet in depth; a few hold small lakes. These depres-

sions seem to be of origin quite similar to those occurring in the drumlin
areas of the eastern United States and of Europe. Some appear to represent the

hollows once occupied by blocks of stagnant ice (true kettles). Others were
due to the inevitable inequalities of the subglacial deposition of drift.

Besides the till deposits, veneering kames and sandy plains of plainly

water-laid material were observed. Like the drumlins their surfaces have been
very little affected by post-Glacial erosion. Occasionally Glacial stream-

channels are incised in the drift. In one case the channel ends suddenly in a

large kettle-hole, the floor of which lies thirty feet below the bottom level of

the channel.

At the eastern edge of Tobacco Plains the drift deposits have been eroded

to a depth of from 200 to 300 feet, to form a flat-floored channel about 800
yards in width. This channel is said by the settlers to extend as far north as

the EUi river and, according to them, represents a former bed of that stream.

The channel fades out on the lower ground a few miles south of the Boundary
Line. Its origin was not finally worked out. Fairly large alluvial fans have

been built out on the floor of the channel, showing considerable antiquity; it

may have been excavated in late Glacial times.

PuKCELL Mountain System.

For the Purcell system the upper limit of the ice was rather definitely fixed

on the high ridge running south from the Boundary Line just east of the 118th

meridian. As in the Galton range the limit is practically at the 7,300-foot

contour. The highest summit bearing actually observed striaj is 7,100 feet im

elevation. The direction of average movement across the ridge-tops was S.S.W.

Strong deflections were, however, observed at many elevated points where local

topography controlled the directions of the ice-currents. In the lower levels

the ice was similarly controlled by bed-rock relief. At all times the flow was

southward along the depressions for the ice which filled the Rocky Mountain
Trench, the Tahk river valley, the Moyie river valley, and the Purcell Trench.

These great troughs naturally controlled the drainage of the ice flood.

The depth of the ice over the Yahk river valley must have been about

4,000 feet; over the Moyie, 4,500 to 4,600 feet; over the Purcell Trench, about
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5,500 feet. The average depth for the whole Purcell system at the Forty-ninth

Parallel was about 2.500 feet. At the summits of the Tahk and McGillivray

ranges, a few small nunataks projected a few hundred feet. Elsewhere the

whole mountain system, including ninety-nine per cent of the Boundary belt,

was completely smothered under the ice. This fact doubtless partly explains

the relative rarity of cirques in these mountains (about a dozen in the Boun-
dary belt). The relief was not sufficient to generate valley ice-sheets which
could endure long enough for the quarrying out of many amphitheatres. The
glacial erosion of the Purcells was tins chiefly accomplished under the all-

mantling ice-cap and not at the head-walls of local glaciers.

Five or six of the cirques observed in the Boundary belt have been opened
on the basset edges (those facing the direction of dip) of the strata. The head-

wall of each cirque has been driven into the mountain against those edges.

The relation shows vividly the contrast in the essential processes of normal

subaerial erosion when compared with the process of cirque development.

Throughout the Boundary belt drift deposits may at intervals be found

in the Purcells, but they are not so heavy as in the more westerly ranges. The
deposits are naturally irregular and do not declare themselves readily as belong-

ing to definite or recognized types. It was noted that the slopes on each side

of the Tahk river, up to a level about 200 feet above it, have been washed very

clean of gravels and other drift material. The explanation is sought in the

hypothesis that toward the close of the Glacial period, this valley was occupied

by a very large and powerful river which was fed by the rush of waters from
the melting ice-cap farther north. This temporary river must have been over

a mile wide and at least 200 feet deep in the middle part. Its point or points

of origin and its course outside the Boundary belt were not determined. We
have here a type of many such problems in the nature and effects of late-

Glacial drainage of the Cordillera, llany seasons of special field work aided by
extensive, accurate mapping, will be necessary before this chapter in geological

history can be written.

Between Porthill and McKim Cliff, a distance of four miles, the Purcell

Trench is floored with a thick mass of obscurely stratified clay, which contains
a few scattered di-ift boulders. The clay is of varying thiclmess and fills depres-

sions in the rock bench which outcrops at intervals through the same width of

the trench. Some patches of true boulder-clay and of washed gravels intervene

between the stratified clay and bed-rock. The gravels and boulder-clay have the
properties of the usual Glacial deposit^;. The massive stratified clay is fine-

textured and very homogeneous. It extends from Goat river six miles north
of the Boundary to some undetermined point south of Copeland, Idaho. As
shown on the map, the surface of the bench is not flat but varies from 2,000

feet or less to 2,300 feet in elevation.

From the fact that the properties of the clay are sensibly like those of the

Kootenay river delta which is to-day growing out into the lake below Creston,

the writer is inclined to the view that the stratified clay of the Porthill bench
was laid down in a temporary lake. If this be true the western half of the

trench between Creston, Porthill, and points farther south, must have been
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ice-filled. The main Purcell Trench glacier then occupied the site of the

present delta of the Kootenay and furnished the western shore of the postulated

temporary lake. The lacustrine clay now exposed in the Porthill bench may
in part have been derived from the debris washed out of the trench glacier, but

Tlie topographic relations suggest that the late-Glacial Goat river delivered

most of the clay to the temporary lake. East of Copeland the clay bench is

bounded on the east by a strong moraine which extends southward from the

mountain-spur separatincr the ifoyio river valley from the Purcell Trench.

This moraine is homologous to those winged-out from the Clarke range into

the Flathead valley and shows the place of meeting between the Purcell Trench
glacier and the Moyie glacier. The Porthill clay is a later deposit formed after

a pronounced slirinkage of the trench glacier, which had then retreated to the

western half of the trench. The bed of that diminished ice-sheet was, on the

final disappearance of the ice, filled with the waters of Kootenay lake. The
building of the Kootenay river delta from Porthill to Kootenay Landing, a

distance of twenty miles, is the work of post-Glacial time.

. Selkirk ^ouxt.\ix System.

The summit ridge of the Xelson range located a notable and abrupt change

in level of the ice-cap at its maximum strength. From Mt. Ripple eastward

this upper limit occurred near the present 7,300-foot contour. On the western

side of the divide the surface of the cap declined rapidly so as to reach little,

if any, higher than the 6,800-foot contour. At the Columbia it appears to have

been as low as the t>,500-foot contour. Since the mountains west of the high

ridge of the Nelson range were completely buried by the ice-cap. the latter

figures have not been based on direct observations. The values have been

obtained by interpolating on the flat curve joining observed points in the Xelsou

range and in the Eossland mountains. Notwithstanding this sharp change of

level for the ice-surface, it seems best to regard the ice-sheets on each slope of

the Nelson range as part of the one ice-cap. The summit ridge was simply

a long nimatak within the great sheet.

The observations on the stria? occurring on the ridges and peaks showed

that the general movement of the ice on the eastern slope of the Nelson range

was in the direction S. 30° E. On the western slope, as over the Bonnington

range, the ice moved, on the average, about S. 10° E.

Cirques are common along the belt of the Nelson range nunatak, but are

rare to the westward, where for a distance of forty miles all the peaks of the

ten-mile belt were covered by the ice. (Plate .54.) The generation of the

cirques has here, as usual in the Cordillera, caused the residual peaks and ridges

to show systematic slopes. The slopes facing southwest, south, and southeast

are, as a rule, much less steep than those facing northeast, north, and north-

west. The reason is obviously due to the varying strength of the glaciera as

they and their respective snow-fields thickened in the shadows of the northerly

slopes or thinned under the direct solar rays beating on more southerly slopes.

An illustration of the resulting asymuietry of the peaks is given in Plate 1!>.



Plate 54.

Tandem cirque-lakes near suminit of Nelson Range, seven miles north of Boundary line ;

looking northwest.
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The cap was 4,00») feet deep over the Sahiion river, and at least 5,200

feet deep over the Columbia river.

The evidences of greatly increasing abrasion and plucking power as the

depth of ice increased are very striking as one descends from the heights to

east or west of the Columbia river, down to the floor of the valley. Yet. volume

for volume, even this thick part of the ice-cap was vastly inferior in quarrying

efficiency to the relatively insignificant cirque-glaciers at the summits. The

average depth for the whole Selkirk system in the ten-mile belt was about 2,500

feet.

Drift deposits are not abundant on the eastern slope of the range. They

become thicker and more important as the Columbia river is approached. The

grinding up of the auriferous rock along the Pend D'Oreille, followed by the

washing of large quantities of the rock-flour and sand into and along that

valley, has led to the local concentration of gold-bearing gravels. (Plates 55

and 56.)

The well-known terrace sands and gravels of the Columbia valley were

accumulated during the slow retreat of the ice-cap and local glaciers. At the

Forty-ninth Parallel the surface of the main terrace is about 80 feet above

the river. (Plate 73, Fig. A.) Four other terraces occurring on the valley

slopes about five miles southwest of Waneta, were barometrically determined to

be 350, 400, 525, and 725 feet higher, but these are probably of quite local origin

and do not represent a corresponding amount of excavation by the Columbia

in the gravel-fiDing of its own valley.

COLl'MBIA MOLNTAIX SySTEM AND THE IxTERlOU PlATE.\CS.

From the Columiiia river to the Similkameeii river, a distance of 100 miles,

the mountains crossed by the Boundary are at only two places high enough

to show the maximiim height of the ice-cap. The one locality is Record

mountain ridge and its northern continuation toward Old Glory mountain.

Tlie other favourable locality is at Mt. St. Thomas and the ridge running south-

ward from it. The usual criteria for both ridges showed that the general cap

did not submerge any slopes higher than the present (j.GOO-foot contour. Obser-

vations made on Mt. Chopaka ji st west of the Similkameen river, showed that

'.he upper limit of the ice was there at about the 7,200-foot contour. The surface

of the cap thus slowly declined from the Okanagan range to the Columbia river

at an average rate of six feet to the mile.

The ice-cap was about 4,500 feet deep over Sheep creek valley, Christina

lake, and the Kettle river valley. The maximum thicknesses in the Boundary

belt, about 6,300 feet, were to be found over the Osoyoos lake and Similkameen
river valleys. The average thickness throughout the hundred miles was about

3,000 feet.

The average directions of ice-movement across summits were, for the Ross-

land, Christina, and Midway mountains, about S. 20° E. At several elevated

points in the plateau-like Anarchist and Kruger mountains, well-marked striae
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and grooves showed that the ice moved nearly due east, evidently flowing from
the high Okanagan range toward the lower ground of the Interior Plateaus.

In the middle of the 100-mile section R. W. Brock has made a study of the

glacial phenomena in the area of about 220 square miles included in the

Boundary Creek district. A brief statement of his results regarding the direc-

tion of ice flow may be quoted ; it corroborates the present writer's conclusions

regarding this area.

' The direction of the movement as shown by the striation on the

polished surfaces of the rocks, is influenced by the local topography, the

ice having a tendency to move in the direction of the principal valleys.

On the summits of ridges and mountains, it shows greater independence.

It varies from S. 15° W. to S. 41° E. An average of a great number of

readings gives S. 18° E. as the general direction of flowage.'*

The drift mantle in the Midway mountains and Belt of Interior Plateaus

is thicker and more continuous than in any other part of the whole transmon-

tane section. The erosion of the bed-rock is much less conspicuous than in the

ranges farther east or in the Cascade ranges. Well characterized roches mouton-
nees are not common. The bed-rock is often weathered more deeply than is the

rule in other parts of the bed of the ice-cap. The facts show that in this part of

the Cordillera, the ice-cap, thick as it was, performed relatively little erosion. Its

activities were largely spent in transporting and depositing the abundant drift

material won from the Interior Plateaus and that brought to the ice-cap by the

feeding glaciers whiclf drained the neve of the Cascade range. The explanation

of the feeble erosive power is to be found partly in the fact that the front of

the ice-cap during its maximum extension lay not far south of the Forty-ninth

Parallel; yet still more clearly in the fact that the average speed of ice-move-

ment must have been low in the whole ice-cap area. The character of the drift

is highly variable; it includes much boulder-clay, as well as washed drift.

As the general ice-cap wasted away, the uplands were uncovered and, during

a considerable time, the Okanagan, Similkameen, and probably other valleys

were occupied by local glaciers of great size. These were responsible for the

intense erosion of the valley bottoms and sides, which are therefore character-

ized by abundant polished and grooved ledges of fresh rock. The increase

in the erosive effects is very noticeable as one descends the 4,000 feet into the

Osoyoos lake trough.

The bed-rock sides of the trough are at many points covered with local

and discontinuous terraces composed of sand or of roughly stratified gravel.

The highest observed deposit of the kind was found at the 3,700-foot contour

on the east side of Osoyoos lake. Others at a dozen or more different levels

occur on both slopes. (For locality see Plate 63). These are almost without ques-

tion deposits of rock-debris which were washed into the valley and lodged between

the valley wall and the Okanagan glacier. As the ice-sheet diminished these

lateral terraces were formed at lower and lower levels. The resulting step-like

forms are not, therefore, stream-cut terraces but are little-altered constructional

•E. W. Brock, Ann. Rep., Canadian Geol. Survey, Vol. 15, 1902. pp. 94 and 96.
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reliefs formed in late Glacial time. Closely allied to these linear terracelets

are truncated fans which at various levels were washed from the principal branch

valleys into the trough and against the ice, the gravel-sand deposit in each

case backing up into the branch valley. A deltoid form was thus produced,

with the base of the delta marking the ice-wall which retained the detritus

on the side of the main valley. These high-level fans are themselves sometimes

terraced as if the ice-wall had lowered by successive stages.

The wide benches slowly rising from Osoyoos lake to the mountains on
either side where their surfaces are about 200 feet above the lake level, are

composed of sandy gravel. This forms a thick, late-Glacial deposit. It has been

washed by slowly moving water, which has often ' leached ' out the finer debris

and left a thin cover of gravel over a great part of each bench. The details

of form suggest that the washing was performed by the waves and currents

of the lake during its e.^pansion across the whole valley and during the slow

sinking of its level. Both climatic change and the down-cutting of the outlet

are responsible for the fall of the water. The maximum depth of the lake was

doubtless contemporaneous with the close of the Pleistocene period. Since then

the roughly graded valley-floor has been gullied by the small streams entering

the lake from east and west. Other channel-like depressions parallel to the valley

axis may represent the spill-ways of the waters derived from ice which, in late

Pleistocene time, was melting farther up the Okanagan valley.

An interesting effect of glaciation is to be found in the peculiar drainage

re-arrangements in the lower part of the Similkameen river. The river passes

the Boundary at Mt. Chopaka ridge, following a broad U-shaped trough which
continues southwardly to and beyond Loomis, Wash. Two miles north of

Palmer lake (see Chopaka Quadrangle of the United States Geological Survey

Atlas), the river abruptly leaves the trough and crosses Kruger Mountain
plateau in a deep canyon which also carries the branch of the Great Northern
railway on its low grade up the river. The forms of the valleys and the course

of the river have been affected by the activities of the late Pleistocene local

glaciers. An account of this and other important diversions of principal Cor-

dilleran rivers by Glacial activities is given in a remarkably suggestive, all too

brief, paper by Willis.*

Throughout the whole hundred-mile section, well-developed glacial cirques

are entirely wanting. The field evidence is clear that apart from the few large

valley glaciers already noted, there were very few local sheets to survive the

ice-cap as it finally disappeared from the mountains.

Okanagan Eaxge.

The western edge of the ice-cap at the Forty-ninth Parallel was situated

in the Okanagan range, from twenty-five to thirty-five miles west of the Simil-

kameen river. Many accordant observations showed that on the slopes of the

ridge bearing Cathedral Peak and Park mountain, the upper limit of the ice

• B. Willis, Bulletin 40, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1887. Cf . W. L. Dawson on ' Glacial

Phenomena in Okanagan County, Washington,' American Geologist, Vol. 22, 1898, p. 203.
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followed in general the T.SdO-foot contour, though, of course, the surfiicc rose

;uul fell with the varyiiifr conditions of topojrrapliy ;ind exposure of the neve.

The ten-mile strip of country between these mountains seems to have borne

a massive, continuous snowtield which shed ice to the westward as well as to

the eastward. Between the two mountains, the A.shnola valley at the Forty-

ninth Parallel carried a load of about 3,000 feet of ice. Below the 7,800-foot

contour the peaks and ri<lges to the east of Cathedral Peak were covered by

the ice. The cap wa^^ in part supplied by cinjue srlacier;; which headed among
the summit ridges. At ilt. Chopaka. twenty miles to the eastward, the surface

of the ice-cap followed the T.200-foot contour. From that mountain to

Cathedral Peak the .surface of the ice rose, on the average, some thirty feet

to the mile.

Above the upper limit of the ice the peaks are greatly disintegrated and
wide-spread felsenmeers are usually present. At those levels the granites were

sometimes seen to be deeply weathered, with the generation of many boulders

of secular decay. Below the ice-limit, the erosive effects of the ice-cap are

very striking, often rivalling in intensity those observed on the bed of the

Labrador ice-sheet. The efficiency of the ice-cap as an erosive agent in this

range is remarkable in view of the fact that the average depth of the ice was

little more than 1,000 feet, while we have seen that ice three times as thick

was incapable of performing much erosion on the lower mountains across the

Similkameen. The difference in erosive power is doubtless to be explained by

the steeper surface, bottom gradients, and frequent local concentration in llow

of the ice mantling the Okanagan range.

The strong topography naturally influenced local ice-currents in high

degree. It is highly probable that the ice-cap was succeeded by many cirque

glaciers, the erosive effects of which are superimposed on those of the older

ice-cap. Care was therefore taken to note the striations and furrowings engraved
on the higher divides where cirque glaciers could not have flowed. Such read-

ings were not numerous but they showed that the average direction of movement
for the ice-cap was about S. 30° E.

About twenty-five cirques or cirque-like gulches occur in the range where
crossed by the Boundary belt. These have been sunk in granitic rocks in which
the natural joint planes render glacial plucking specially easy. As usual tlie

attack of the cirque glaciers has often left the ridges asynmietric, with the

steeper slopes on the east, northeast and north.

West of Park mountain and Peeve Pass the great snowfield shed local,

often confluent, glaciers southwestward toward the Pasayten valley. Definite

proof that the direction of movement was thus different from that on the eastern

slope of the Okanagan range, was furnished at several points. One of the most
conclusive evidences was found in the fact that the 6,800-foot ridge southwest

of the ' Basic Complex ' on the Park moimtain divide, is rrbundantly spriidsled

with boulders of the rocks peculiar to the complex. These ba^ie boulders were
immediately seen to be erratic as they lay on the gray ledges of the Ronnnel
jiranite. From this ice divide westward the glaciation was not general; each

mountain-block was a local center of accumulation from which great valley
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glaciers streameJ away to merire with the still heavier trunk g-laciers moving'

along the Pasayten, Skagit, and other master valleys.

In some of the cirques of the range there occur ridges of coarse rock-

debris such as that illustrated in Plate 57. These ridges are from one to three

hundred yards or more in length and are best developed along the southwest and
south walls of northerly facing cirques. The axis of each ridge is generally

somewhat curved in ground-plan, with the concavity facing the concavity of

the cirque-wall. The height of the wall of angular rock fragments varies from
five feet or less to thirty feet or more. In each case most of the accumulation
of debris evidently took place at such times as the cirque was occupied by a

heavy bank of snow. This was drifted to specially great depths (fifty feet or

more) against the relatively shaded sides of the cirque. From the cliffs above

HEAD OF
CIRQUE

FiGVKE 41.— Di.igramniatic .section showing origin of a " winter-talus ridge '

the snowl-bank, frost rifted away masses of rock which fell upon the snowdrift,

to roll down its steep surface and lodge at its foot, and thus clear of the cirque

wall. This action has, in places, been continued long enough to form long and
quite remarkable piles of rock-fragments on the floors of the cirques. Since
these special accumvilations of debris are dependent on the formation of heavy
snow-banks and on specially rapid frost-action before the summer heat has

melted the snow in large measure, the wall-like piles may be called ' winter-

talus ridges' (Fig. 41). Other fine examples were observed in the glacial

amphitheatres of the Rocky ifountain ranges.

TIdZOJIKEN Eaxge.

The extensive ma.ssif culminating in Castle Peak was one of the

centres of ice-dispersal during the heavy glaeiation of the Hozomeen
range. Valley glaciers from 1,000 to 2,.50O feet deep moved out from the

central snowfield toward all four quarters of the compass. When the sheets
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were at their maximum thickness many of the high spurs were submerged.
Many erratics from the Castle Peak granite stock were observed at the 6,850-

foot contour on the ridges of the north, indicating a local streaming of the ice

toward the Belt of Interior Plateaus in British Columbia. Other erratics from
the same source are sprinkled over the Hozomeen ridge to at least the 6,200-foot

contour, showing again clearly that a heavy, broad stream of ice from Castle

Peak moved across the deep canyon of Lightning creek and became confluent

with the main glacier flowing down the Skagit valley. As the climatic con-

ditions changed, the ice-curreuts became more localized in the valleys, but the

erosive work, including the formation of cirques and the sharpening of the

ridges by head-wall recession, continued long after the maximum glaciation was
passed. As a result the Hozomeen range is one of the most rugged of those

crossed by the Forty-ninth Parallel.

We have seen that the upper Glacial limit of the ice-cap on the west side

of the Okanagan range was 500 or 600 feet lower than the upper limit in the

eastern half of that range. It is also quite clear in the field that the Hozomeen,
as well as the Skagit ranges were not covered by such continuous ice-caps as

were the ranges farther east. Yet we must not conclude that the precipitation

of snow was any less in the former ranges. The probabilities are rather in

favour of the view that the Hozomeen and Skagit ranges received a somewhat
higher annual proportion of snow than the Interior Plateaus, the Columbia
mountain system, or the Selkirk mountain system. The local character of

the glaciation in the Hozomeen range, as in the Skagit range, was rather due
to the fact that the pre-Glacial canyons were there deeper than those of the

eastern ranges, and the valley gradients were steeper. From the opening of the

Glacial period the outflow of ice toward the sea or toward the unglaciated tracts

must have been much faster in the western ranges. Their local glaciers, by
rapidly deepening the canyon, must have attained still greater ability to drain

the snow-fields and so lower the average level of the ice. East of the Okanagan
range, for 300 miles, the Cordillera was flooded in ice, the fairly even surface of

which was broken by a few nimataks, like islands in a vast lake. West of that

range a general flood was impossible, since the pre-Glacial topography offered

many deep channels along which the ice was, with relatively high speed,

drained away.

Of these effluent channels the Skagit valley was the master for the

Hozomeen range and for the eastern slope of the Skagit range. Through that

wide and deep trough an enormous stream of ice moved down, to swell the

piedmont sheet in Admiralty Inlet.

SKAorr Range.

Though the Skagit range did not bear a continuous ice-cap in the

Pleistocene period the effects of powerful glaciation are manifest

wherever the range has been explored. With the possible exception of the

Clarke range, no other part of the Cordillera on the Forty-ninth Parallel can
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rival the Skagit range for ruggedness. This property, especially as relates to

the steepness of slopes, the prevalence of knife-edges, ridges, and sharp horns,

is in part the result of prolonged erosion by Pleistocene local glaciers. The
descendants of those glaciers are represented by numerous small sheets occupy-

ing the northerly slopes of the higher massifs from Glacier Peak to Tamihy
mountain. In Glacial times the incomparably vaster rivers of ice must have

headed at about the same levels as the existing glacierlets, that is above the

7,000-foot contour. From those heads to the sealevel the average descent on
the west slope was from 200 to 400 feet to the mile. At the maximum
glaciation the master glaciers of that slope had depths from 4,000 to 5,000

feet. These colossal bodies moving on gradients of over 100 feet to the mile

were plainly competent to perform rapid geological work. There is little

wonder that the longest of the sheets occurring in the Boundary belt—the

'^hilliwack glacier—has produced a long, continuous U-shaped trough, fiord-like

lu its cross-section. Such is the character of the Chilliwack valley from the

head of the lake to the debouchure thirty miles below. The intensity of the

Glacial erosion is shown by the fact that the mountain spurs which in rhythmi-

cal alternation overlooked the pre-Glacial valley to right and left, have teen
truncated on a large scale (Plate 59). In evident fashion, though in less

degree, the effluent glaciers occupying the valleys of Depot, Silver, Middle,

Slesse, and Tamihy creeks, have similarly driven back the lateral spurs, greatly

steepened the valley walls, and reduced intervening ridges to razor-back profiles

for miles together. Above the ridges tower the pinnacles like Sleese mountain,

Tamihy mountain. Glacier Peak, and many others which lend their grandeur to

the panoramas visible from elevated stations. Just below the summits glacial

amphitheatres lend not inferior variety of relief to the rugged range. Tandem
cirques, sometimes holding picturesque lakelets in each, are here, as in the

Selkirk and Clarke ranges, not uncommon.
Chilliwack lake, oue of the most beautiful in the Cordillera, is held at its

level of about 2,000 feet above sea by a strong boulder moraine, which in a

smooth, graceful curve of 2,000 yards loops across the valley bottom. (Plates

58 and 60). As shown by soundings in the lake (265 feet deep, 300 yards off

shore from the middle of the moraine), the moraine seems to be at least 350

feet high. Owing to lack of sounding-line the maximum depth of the lake

was not determined. Two thousand yards below the delta at the upper end of

the lake, the depth in the middle was measured at 198 feet. The boulder

deposit is continuous for more than a mile down the valley, descending by two

remarkably regular steps about 150 feet in that distance. The boulders are of

all sizes up to those thirty feet long and fifteen feet thick, growing generally

smaller down the valley. Almost all of them are composed of the same granite

which surrounds and underlies the lake. The moraine was evidently formed

during a long halt in the recession of the Chilliwack glacier. At the outlet a

75-foot notch has been cut through the moraine. Thence the Chilliwack river,

on' a gradient of nearly 100 feet to the mile, rushes on its torrential way to the

Fraser flats.

25a—Tol. iii—39
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In the lower part of the Cliilliwack river valley, from the confluence of

Slesse creek to the head of tlie rocky defile where the river emerges from the

niouiitains, a thick deposit of (ilacial clay form? a hi^h bench on the noitli

side of the valley. The clitfed front of the bench opposite Tamihy creek is some
300 feet above tlie river. The snrface of the bench rise? gradually northward
another 350 feet to the rocky slopes of the mountain from 1-5 to 2 miles from
the river.

The clay is generally massive and without evident stratification. Striated

boulders of many different rock-species are fairly common in tlie mass. The
writer has concluded that some of the deposit is true boulder-clay. Most of

the material probably came down the Cliilliwack valley, but some of it may
have been carried over the ridge to the north by the huge glacier which moved
southwestwardly down the Fraser trough. Some of the more homogeneous
clay may have been laid down diiring a temporary (Glacial damming of tie lower

Chilliwack valley.

In post-Glacial time the river ha? cut its gorge through the clay and the

debris lias gone to form a part of the low grade alluvial fan spread out over

the Fraser fiat from Sumas lake to Chilliwack village. The radius of this fan

averages some- seven miles, the apex being about seventy-five feet above the

Fraser at average flood-level.

During the maximum glaeiation the Chilliwack and Fraser ice-sheets were

confluent at such elevations that they may be regarded as forming part of the

Pacific piedmont glacier. On the tops of the ridges south of Cultus lake,

erratic boulders of what appeared to be Chilliwack lake granodiorite were found

at elevations up to 4,700 feet. The long ridge between Cultus and Siimas lakes

(3,000 feet high), and also Sumas mountain were comi)letely submerged by

the Piedmont sheet. Over the Fraser flats the latter must have been at least

3,000 feet thick and it may have been, at one time, over 4,000 feet thick. The
thickness doubtless decreased considerably toward the sea where the main
piedmont sheet was moving southward down the Gulf of Georgia, to join the

Puget Sound piedmont at the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The Puget Sound
sheet, according to Willis, had ;i. luaxinium general thickness of alx)ut 2.500

feet.*

There remains to be noted a late-GhKial deposit of large size which is

now to be seen, in plateau-remnants, between Westminster and Point Roberts.

It consists of a great sheet of gravels and r?and which, apparentl.v, was washed

out from the Fraser valley and distributed over the floor of the Gulf of

Georgia. The general coarseness of the material betokens torrential currents,

suggesting that the streams issued from the Fraser glacier as its front long

Jtood near the present head of the river delta. The occurrence of steeply

dipping, typical beach-gravels within the mass now exposed well above sea-

level, shows that the land then stood lower than now (Plate til. Fig. B).

The deposit seems, thus, to be a coarse-grained delta, built during later

Pleistocene time by the waters rushing out of the master ice-sheet which occu-

• B Willis.' Tacoma Folio. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1899.
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pied tlie Fraser trough. On the disappearance of the ice the river has cut

away large tracts of the old delta, has built a clayey flood-plain over the erosion

surface, and is to-day pushing a new silty delta into the gulf. The old delta

is now represented b.y flat-toppetl remnants rising 200 feet or more above

sea. These extensive plateaus are bouuded by sea-eliifs, and by the steep scarps

cut by the Fraser as its channels swing powerfully across its present flood-plain.

(Plate 61).

Such are the conclusions to which the writer has come as a result of short

study of the gravel plateaus in 1901. Further field-work may, however, show
that their history has been, in some respects different; the problem is worthy
of special, more prolonaed study.

So far as the.v go. tlie ob.=ervations made during the six seasun-

of field work do not imply more than one period of glaciation. It does not

follow, of course, that there were not two or more distinct glaciations of the

boundary belt in Pleistocene time: the evidence on this point is as yet negative.

Jn a region of such strong topography we should hardly expect the deposits of

an earlier epoch to have been preserved if a later epoch of general glaciation had
intervened. The fresh condition of both rock ledges and drift deposits is so

.similar to that observed in the eastern region of Wisconsin glaciation that one

is forced to the belief that the Cordillera was ice-capped in that latest phase

of the Pleistocene.

The Forty-ninth Parallel section is specially instructive as showing the

enormously greater erosive efficiency of local valley glaciers as compared with

the efiiciency of a regional ice-cap. The ice-tongues of the Eocky Mountains
and of the Cascades have effected great changes in the forms of the mountains,

while much of the Cordilleran interior, though simultaneously covered by
ice of greater thickness, has suffered relatively little change in the pre-

Glacial topography. The difference of result is explained partly by the much
greater prevalence of bergschrund in the ranges affected by local glaciation;

and partly by the higher average velocity erf the master local glaciers as com-

pared with that of the ice-cap. The comparison is specially illuminating since

both ice-cap area and local glacier areas were characterized by essentially

similar climatic conditions. In both cases snow-fall and rate of ablation were

much the same in these different mountain belts. The relative feebleness of

the Cordilleran ice-cap in erosive effect is fairly matched by the relative feeble-

ness of the Labrador ice-cap on the plateau-like surface of eastern North

America. In contrast to both stand the Pleistocene glaciers which lay in the

Chilliwack and Chelan valleys, or those which occupied the Eocky Mountain and

Purcell trenches in late-Glacial time. All of these trough glaciers eroded the

living rock on a spectacular scale.

The details given regarding the thickness of glaciers, direction of flow,

character of drift deposits, etc., are substantially similar in quality to those on

which Dawson based his generalization regarding the Pleistocene glaciation

25a—vol. iii—394
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of British Columbia and Alberta. The more important new facts are sum-
marized in the diagi-ainiuatie section of Plate 4i>. Because of the limited

area covered by the Boundary survey almost no pertinent facts have been added

to the important theory of drainage modification in the Cordillera through

glaciation. Willis's acute discussion of this topic, though it coTers only a rela-

tively small part of the glaciated tract, is still the most important contribution

to this subject. A further study on the same line is only one of the many
repaying subjects for investigation by glacial experts in the Cordillera.
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Platk 62.

Photograph showing relatively rapid erosive effects of glacierlets with very small accumulators
(snowfields). Summit uf ridge between Middle and Slesse creeks, Skagit Range; looking
south.

Small glacier deepening cirque, about seven thousand feet above sea.

line, north of (ilacier Peak, Skagit Range.
On Boundary
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CHAPTER XXn.

PHYSIOGEAPHIC NOTES ON THE FORTY-NINTH PARALLEL
SECTION.

A general account of the physiography of the Cordillera in the Tieinity

of the International Boundary, even if it embraced merely the facts now in

hand, would alone occupy a stout volume. The present report would grow out

of its intended proportion if such additional matter should enter it. In the

present chapter it has seemed better to restrict the physiographic treatment
of the region to a brief discussion of some of the observations made in the lield,

together with an equally brief note on the general theory of the topographic

development in the Cordillera. Restricted in scope as this chapter is intended

to be, it does not cover, except in the most incidental way, the climatological

side of the physiography. The following notes relate essentially to the geo-

morphology, that is, to the genetic discussion of the land-forms encountered

in the traverse across the mountain chain.

Origin of the Master Valleys.

In the chapters dealing with the bed-rock geology we have seen that the

subdivision of the Cordillera on a purely topographic basis is to some extent

supported by the structural geology determined along the Forty-ninth Parallel.

This support consists in the fact that the topographic subdivision is partly a

genetic subdivision and perhaps so far a final one.

West of the eastern'faces of the Clarke and Lewis ranges, where the ragged
escarpments on the blocks overlying the great thrust-planes are slowly retreat-

ing, the first principal valley is that occupied by Waterton lake and Mineral
creek in Montana. As stated by Willis, this valley seems to be constructional

in the sense that it occupies the floor of the wide syneline forming the twin

Clarke and Lewis ranges.* The two ranges are separated by this valley.

The Clarke and MacDonald ranges are separated by the wide Flathead

valley which is a ' graben,' or trough bounded on both sides by normal faults.

Since the Kishenehn formation is, so far as known, rigorously confined to the

trough, the principal faulting is to be referred to early Miocene or pre-Miocene

time. Ever since, the graben seems to have existed as an actual topographic

depression, though some deformation of the fresh-water beds flooring the

trough has taken place in late Miocene or still later time. This latter fact has

led WiUis to suggest a Miocene or possibly Pliocene date for the principal

• B. WiUis, Bull. Geol. Soc, America, Vol. 13, 1902, page 347 and Plate 53.
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faulting.-|- His view, however, gives no explanation of the strictly local char-
acter of the Miocene beds. The observed defortnation of the clays can be

explained by the late Jfiocene lateral iiressure which' affected the Cordillera

ill this latitude.

The Rocky Mountain Trench and the Purcell Trench are likewise located

on zones of profound faulting; in each case the constructional profiles may
have been those of grabens as typical as that of the middle Rhine or that of

the Dead Sea. The dating of these faults cannot be made with assurance but

the resemblance of the present topographic relations of fault-planes and

retreating escarpments to the same relations at the Flathead suggests that in all

three instances, the faulting was post-Laraniie and iire-Miocene. In the two

trenches there is no evidence of their having been floored with Tertiary sedi-

ments. The absence of such sediments is most simply, though of course not

surely, explained by the hypothesis that the trenches have undergone erosion

ever since their formation. Each of them has been much widened and deepened

b.v erosiou; considering the hardness of the rocks it is not incredible that all

of late Miocene and post-Miocene time has been occupied with that task of

excavation.

We have seen that the Christina lake valle;v is probabl.v located on a meri-

dional fault of considerable, perhaps very great throw. The Pasayten valley

may be due to excavation along the outcrop of the relatively weak Pasayten

Volcanic formation, and, if so, ma.v possibly be classed among the subsequent

valleys developed by adjustments to soft belts of rock. The Skagit river valley

is located on a zone of strong faulting, which at the Fort.v-ninth Parallel sepa-

rates the Hozomeen range from the Skagit range.

On the other haiid, several of the master valle.vs in the section have no

direct explanation in the visible structures of the terranes over which the

respective rivers flow. The Columbia river in the Selkirk Valley has been
' superposed.' through a complex of volcanic and stratified rocks, upon the

Trail hatholith or upon the chaotic Pend D'Oreille schists lying nnconform-

iibly beneath the lavas and younger sediments of the Rossland group. This

part of the Columbia valley can. with much confidence, be referred to a post-

Laramie and pre-Glacial date; we have no facts compelling a closer dating

within that long period. Nor is it yet possible to choose between the hypothesis

that the river is here consequent on the relief initiated during the Laramide

orogenic revolution, and the hypothesis that it has been located by some subse-

i]uent adjustment to a soft belt in the roof of the Trail hatholith. A like problem

and a like uncertainty prevail in the case of the great Okanagan valley, a part of

which separates the Okanagan range from the Belt of Interior Plateaus. The

lower Fraser river valley, as well as the lower Chilliwack valley may be located

on the axes of east-west folds which here seem to be unusually common in the

Cordillera; the poor rock-exposures do not give data sufficient to establish this

view finally. The upper Chilliwack river has been superposed on the Chilli-

wack hatholith through a cover of folded Paleozoics.

t B. Willis, ibid., p. 344.
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Individual Mouxtaix-Eanges as Physiographic Provixces.

Corresponding to these genetic explanations of the master-vaUeys, so far as

they can now be made, the intervening mountain-ranges can be considered as

forming fairly definite structural units.

The Clarke-Lewis mountain group is made up of a locally warped and
broken synclinal block which is in overthrust relation to the Great Plains on

the east, and in what may be called ' horst ' relation to the block underneath
the Flathead valley. Following Suess, a " horst ' may be defined as a crustal

block which stands in relief because it is bounded by lateral normal faults.

Then, in order from east to west, we have the following physiographic

units which together make up most of the Cordillera at the Forty-ninth

Parallel

:

Bamics. Physiographic Proviiucs.

Tj, ,1 ,. ATn. .,»„;„ <,. . f The Front Ranee syncline.Rocky Mountain .-.ysteu,
. .

. ^^|,^ Galton-MacDonald horst.

Purcell Mountain System The Purcell horst.

Selkirk Mountain System The Selkirk monocline.

Columbia Mountain System.. . . [11''
Royland-PhoeiiiK volcanic cai,.

' (The Midway volcanic cap.

Belt of Interior Plateaus The Anarchist oW-muuntain plateau.

Okanagan Range. The Okanagan composite batholith.

rThe Pasayten monocline.
Hozomeen Range -! The Hozomeen horst (including merely the ridge of Mount Hozo-

V meen.)

{The Skagit volcanic cap.

The Skagit compo.«ite batholith (including the Custer, Chilliwack
ar.d Slesse plutonic bodies).

The Chilliwack province of folded Paleozoic sediments.
Tne Gulf of Georgia (Puget Sound) down-warp.

Vancouver Range The Vancouver complex.

Front Range Syncline.—The Clarke and Lewis ranges furnish the most
interesting scenerj' on the whole Cordillerau section ; in this respect their only
possible competitor is the Cascade range in the extreme west. Fortunately we
have the quality of the eastern ranges admirably portrayed in the ' Chief Moun-
tain Quadrangle ' sheet of the United States Geological Survey (topography

by F. E. Matthes and R. H. Sargent, 1900-1902). A part of each of the two
Front ranges is mapped within the quadrangle; the map may be profitably

consulted by one who wishes to appreciate the full individuality of these moun-
tains as compared with the ranges west of the Flathead.

The relief is considerable. Waterton lake is given as 4,186 feet above sea,

about the altitude of the Great Plains in this latitude. The Flathead is about
4,000 feet above sea. Cleveland mountain in the Lewis range and six miles
south of the International line, is given as 10,438 feet in height. Within the

Boundary belt itself two of the highest suimnits are !XIt. Thompson (9,926 feet)

and Starvation Peak (9..S00 feet). A total range of over 6,000 feet is regis-

tered in the vertical reli(4'; the mountain slopes generally run from 3,000 to

•5,000 feet in height.
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Much of the interest of the scenery is due to the architectural

effects, which in turn are controlled by the bedded structure of both ranges.

The constituent rocks belong to the most heterogeneous part of the Rocky
Mountain Geosynclinal ; strong and weak beds alternate very often through the

series and advanced erosion has brought out the familiar repetition of scarp

and talus. The dips of the strata are generally low, so that the appearance ol

coursed masonry in infinitely varied design characterizes these ranges. Most
of the summits are well above tree-line (7,200 to 7,500 feet), whereby the profiles

of the many retreating escarpments are kept sharper than they would be under

such a heavy forest-cap as that mantling the more westerly ranges. A yet more
powerful influence in fashioning the truly magnificent peaks, precipices and

savage, serrate ridges is the local glaciation which, as noted in the foregoing

chapter, has been so important in the Fronfranges. The development of the hun-

dreds of beautiful cirques has, however, been greatly aided by the heterogeneity

and the structure of the sedimentary rocks in which cirque and basin have been

excavated. It appears probable that the head-wall recession, with consequent

formation of the steepest cliffs in the region, has been specially hastened

through the natural blocking of the strata by joints and bedding-planes; such

structures must have aided the frost in quarrying along the schrund-lines of

the many local glaciers. The sharpening of the profiles through the work of

the Pleistocene cirque-glaciers is well illustrated in such views as that in Plate

9. Similar contrasts between the pre-Glacial topography and that directly

caused by head-wall recession are shown in the Wasatch, Uinta, and Big Horn
ranges of the United States.*

Notwithstanding the intensity of Glacial erosion in the Clarke-Lewi.s

mountain group, the major topographic features are, as usual in large ranges, of

pre-Glacial origin and have been caused by crustal movement and normal

stream erosion. The relatively simple structure of the mountain group

—

synclinal with minor arches and faults developed in both ranges—suggests a

comparatively simple origin for some of the streams and valleys. The Mineral

Creek-Watertou Eiver valley has already been described as apparently conse-

quent in origin, the stream flowing along the axis of the syncline. Akamina
creek, which is followed by the South Kootenay Pass trail, is located in the

bottom of a minor synclinal roll in the midst of the master syncline, and may
also be of direct consequent origin. Eishenehn and Starvation creeks are

examples of just such stream courses as we should expect to have been formed
on the eastern slope of the Flathead fault-trough, in consequence of that graben-

sinking. Many other roughly parallel creeks and canyons on this slope of the

Clarke range may likewise be classified as probably consequent in origin.

Kintla creek is located on a distinct fault which may have been the line of

an actual depression in the original deformation of the Lewis series of sedi-

ments; if so, this creek and its canyon are consequent. Yet we can hardly

exclude the possibility that the fault-zone has functioned as a natural weak

• S«e the recent monoRraph by W. W. Attwood on the Uinta and Wasatch
Mountains, Prof. Paper No. 61, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1909; especially Plates 4 and 8.
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place in the range, along which the Kintla canyon, as a subsequent feature,

has been slowly developed. The unnamed lake just east of the monument on the

Great Divide, together with the outflowing creek, occupies a short valley

which seems to have a consequent course down the northeastern slope

of the minor anticline at the summit. On the other hand, Cameron Falls

Brook (Oil creek) in its lower part (below the sharp elbow) is clearly located

in the heart of a similar, narrow anticlinal roU and has the relation of a sub-

sequent stream. Subsequent streams, that is, those which are adjusted to soft

rock-belts, seem, however, to be very rare both in the Boundary belt and in the

finely mapped areas covered by the Kintla Lakes and Chief Mountain quad-

rangles of the United States Geological Survey. True obsequent drainage is

necessarily limited in the same proportion.

The numerous lakes of the ranges are of Glacial or post-Glacial origin.

Lower Kintla lake has been formed by a dam of morainal material, though it

is possible that a true rock-basin also exists beneath its surface. Soundings

of over 300 feet are reported in this lake. Upper Kintla lake is partly or

altogether due to damming by a strong alluvial fan flung out across the canyon
from the south. Many other small lakes of the ranges are true rock-basins and,

as such, have been discussed briefly in the preceding chapter.

For a brief account of the relation of topography and structure in the

Lewis range, the reader is referred to Willis's often quoted paper of 1902.* He
points out that, as in the Clarke range, the main syncline is accidented by

at least one narrow anticlinal fold. He has followed this fold from Mt. Cleve-

land southward to Mt. Gould. The former peak is the highest in the range

and Willis shows that the greater heights are coincident with the axis

of this arch, implying a ' general relation of mountain belt to anticlinal zone.'

He writes further: 'In northern Lewis range and in Livingston [Clarke]

range greatest altitudes are in general related to anticlines.' It should be

observed, however, that the Mount Cleveland anticline and, as well, a

similarly narrow one at the summit monument in the Clarke range, are merely

local rolls in the floor of the master syncline, so that we may also hold that the

greater heights are related to a general synclinal axis.

Like the present writer, Willis was unable to find many examples of possible

stream adjustment in either of the two ranges, and there seems to be no doubt

that most of the streams in the region have really consequent courses. This

conclusion is of moment in view of the fact that each range is composed of

rocks of very considerable differences in strength. Such heterogeneity would
almost certainly involve much more adjustment of the streams to soft belts

than we actually discern, if the region had ever been reduced to the condition

of a peneplain. Yet this is the definite view reached by Willis as a result of

his studies during 1901. Its discussion may well be postponed until a short

description is given of the physiographic features of the Galton-MacDonald

mountain group, for Willis holds that that group was peneplained during the

same erosion cycle.

• B. Willie. Bull. Geol. Soc. America. Vol. 13, p. 346.
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Galfon-MacDonald Horsl.—Between the Flathead and Gateway-Kootenay
grabens we have fhe compound horst which may with advantage be considered

as a physiographic unit, though it is topographically divisible into the Gallon
and MacDonald mountain ranges.

The relief is not so great as in the Front ranges. On the east the local

baselevel is given by the Flathead river at about 4.00<) feet ; on the west, by

the Kootenay at about 2,300 feet. The highest summit of the ^lacDonald range

in the Boundary belt is 7,724 feet high. The highest summit of the Galtons

in the belt is 7,930 feet. ITost of the ridges in each range average about 7,000

feet in height. Comparatively few of them are above tree-line, which is at

elevations, var.ving locally with the nature and exposure of the slopes, of from

7,300 to 7,700 feet.

The quality of the topography is also contrasted with that of the Clarke

and Lewis ranges. Though the rock-formations belong to the same linrizon-^

as there, forming simply a more westerly phase of the Rocky Mountain Geosyii-

clinal, the beds are distinctly less heterogeneous and seldom show the cliff and

talus form even where the beds lie flat. The Purcell Lava is almost the onl.v

member which preserves the cliff-making property, though the massive Siyeh

formation tends to form specially steep slopes on its outcropping edges. The
mountains of each range make up a rather rugged assemblage of ridges crowned

by occasional low horns, but the true precipice is seldom seen. The reason foi

this is double; partly due to the softening effects of the general forest-cover,

partly to the relative weakness of the Pleistocene local glaciation as compared

with that across the Flathead. Steep as many of the ridge slopes are. they are

those of graded profiles in a maturely dissected mountain-range. The grading

was pre-Glacial and the associated veneer of creeping rock-waste was largel.v

removed during the general glaciation of these ranges.

Within the horst itseK the relief is clearly due for the most part to normal

stream erosion, acting on a number of fault-blocks. The explanation of the

topography is, therefore, at hand, as in the case of the Front ranges, if we can

arrive at final conclusions as to the origin of the streams and their valleys.

Again we are baffled in reaching that desirable end, and most suggestions are

subject to doubt until much further field-work has been accomplished. It

would, however, seem probable that the narrow Boundary belt offers an average

sample of the topograph.v for the whole mountain grouj) and its indications are

not without value. We have already seen that the Flathead and Kootenay are

respectively located on fault-troughs and may, therefore, be classed as conse-

quent rivers; as they run parallel to the Cordilleran axis we may further

describe tliem as longitudinal consequents. The Wigwam river seems to be

located on a master fault, though not ou a well-defined graben. Analogous

relations are observed among some of the branches of the Wigwam in the

Boundary belt. (See map.) Most of the other creeks and canyons of

the group have no discernible relation to rock structures like faults or folds:

the larger transverse streams appear to represent consequents draining the

compound horst to east and west on the constructional fault slopes, but they

have gnawed well back into the now well dissected fault-blocks. The lack of
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adjusted drainage may be partly explained by tbe relatively small differences

of strength in the bedded rocks, but one must suspect that it is also due to the

fact that time enouijh has not been given for a thorough searching out of soft

belts by head-water branches. The Carboniferous limestone seems to be dis-

tinctly softer than the neighbouring silieious rocks of the Galton series and

depressions are begun in the limestone.

QI'ESTKIN or A TKRTIARV PENKl'LAIX 1\ THE IXHKV MOIXTAIX SYSTini.

Willis's many-sided, _ interesting paper contains a clear statement as to the

view that the whole Rocky Mountain system from the Rocky Mountain Trench to

the Plains, was peneplained in mid-Tertiary time. If this be triie, any scientific

description of these ranges shoidd be phrased in terms of that fact, just as

description of the Appalachians is made at once more simple and more true by

assuming the Cretaceous peneplanation of that eastern mountain chain as an

event of primary importance. The virtue of the conception is great, for it

clarifies both the geological history and the topographic description of the

Appalachians in an unequalled manner.

T^nfortunatel.y, tlie present writer has been unable to accept the hypothesis

because of certain grave difiiculties which are not felt in the case of the

h>i5othesis of peneplanation in the Appalachians. A brief digression may fitly

be made to traverse the problem before proceeding with the notes on the

ph.vsiography of the Purcell system.

To present the case as outlined by Willis, it will be well to quote at some

length but the reader should consult the original paper in order to appreciate

the whole of the argument. On pages 344-.349 we read :

—

' Recognition of the tilted attitude of Cretaceous strata and of the

even surface extended across their edges is sufficient to demonstrate the

character of the Gi'eat Plains, at least in the belt adjacent to the Pront

ranges. The surface is one of planation, independent of structure, and,

marine planation being excluded on strong negative grounds, it may be

considered a peneplain. Several stages of erosion may be noted in the

relief of the Great plains, but the one here referred to is that which is

represented by the highest levels and which is the oldest. In the preceding

discussion of antecedents of the Lewis thrust [page 92 of this report] it

was named Blackfoot jieneplain and assigned to a pre-]\riocene cycle of

erosion
' The rise of the Lewis range above the Blackfoot plain is more than

is reasonably attributed to difference of hardness of rocks. Limestones

and quartzites could not have maintained such relative altitude so near a

lowland in which shale and sandstone were reduced to a plain. The later

forms sculptured in the Blackfoot plain are apparently represented by

equivalent features in the Front ranges. Wlien their correlation has been

worked out, remnants of a surface may be recognized as belonging to the

Blackfoot cycle in old age. They may be traced among high shoulders of

the peaks, which must then be considered monadnocks, or they may be
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the tops of peaks. In the latter case the surface may appear closely to

conform to the highest summits of the crests and to lie above the structural

valleys

' The Front ranges are distinguished from physiogi-aphic districts

adjacent to them by the dominant influence of structure on altitude des-

cribed in the preceding paragraphs. In strong contrast, the Great Plains

exhibit features of erosion entirely independent of structure. Galton
range, though as a mass bounded by structural limits, is within itself appar-

ently a simple uplifted block. Whatever minor flexures or faults may
exist near the 49th parallel they are not sufficiently pronounced to interrupt

the unity of the mountain mass. While the general altitude of 7,500 feet

is due to uplift, details of heights express effects of earlier or later

erosion only. In this respect Galton range is like the Plains and unlike

the Front ranges.

' On the Plains and over Galton range a peneplain was developed.

On the soft rocks of the Plains it was planed flat. On the harder rocks

of the Galton mass it was probably not so completely smoothed. Observa-

tions of 1901 were neither so extensive nor so precise as to distinguish mon-
adnocks from features of later carving, but the general relation of height

to an old lowland is as distinct as it is on the Schooley plain, in the High-

lands of the Hudson, New York. The peneplain on the Great Plains, the

Blackfoot plain, is neither incidental nor local. It is the result of a long

cycle of erosion, which affected a wide territory, and its representative

must occur in the nearby mountains among the oldest features, if not as

the oldest, unless it has been obliterated by later activities. A tentative

correlation of the Blackfoot plain with the peneplain over Galton range is

a reasonable inference from these facts. Nevertheless, in the intervening

Front ranges the observer seeks in vain for that general uniformity of

altitudes or that breadth of contour which might represent the Blackfoot

plain.

' The peculiarly bold sculpture of the Front ranges is explicable, off-

• hand, as an effect of great elevation, from which there resulted special

conditions of glaciation and erosion. It resembles the sculpture of the

Cascade range, Washington, as nearly as is consistent with diversity of

rock-tyises. But unlike the Cascades, whose summits inherit common alti-

tudes from a broad peneplain, the Front ranges exhibit no general upper

limit of heights common to many widely distributed peaks. Instead, they

present an extreme case of localized deformation, accentuated by intense

corrasion. Realizing this, one may still recognize the position of the oldest

topographic surface of the province near the summits of the ranges. It

is notable that each peak approaches in height those of its neighbours

which stand in similar structural positions—that is, along the strike. A
surface restored over the peaks, or over their wider shoulders, should repre-

sent that from which they are carved, plus or minus the effects of

warping and minus the effects of later erosion. Detailed observations of
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Structure will determine the former; studies of stratigraphy in relation to

sculpture will evaluate the amount by which erosion has reduced altitudes

relatively on the several rock types—argillite, limestone, quartzite and
diorite. The determinations may be checked on some surviving areas of

ancient relief. When existing profiles have been raised or lowered in

accordance with these values, there will result a surface, which, in the

writer's judgment, will closely correspond with the peneplain over Galton
range. The conclusion involves elements which the eye cannot rightly

estimate in the field and for which precise data are not at hand. For
this reason the writer is disinclined definitely to place the peneplain rela-

tively to the heights of the Front ranges; but, recognizing the insignificant

extent of summit areas, or of shoulders that might support modified monad-
nocks, he thinks it may be located on top of the highest peaks rather than
below them.'*

Combining the conceptions which are embodied in the quotation with
others contained in the body of Willis's paper, we may tabulate his hypothesis

as to the origin of the existing relief of the Front ranges, as fellows:—

•

1. The ' Algonlcian ' strata were reduced to a peneplain in early Creta-

ceous time. This old erosion surface subsided beneath the Benton sea, which
extended as far west as about the longitude of Waterton lake.

2. During Dakota and Benton time there was a very gentle and broad

upwarp of the Front ranges area, accompanied by sedimentation in a sea which
covered only the eastern part of the belt now occupied by the Lewis range.

3. At the close of the Laramie (presumably at the time of the general

Laramide revolution) there was a single upwarp of the ' Algonkian ' and over-

lying Cretaceous beds, forming an unsymmetric fold with steeper dip on the

east.

4. During the early Tertiary a long period of crustal repose during which

the upturned rocks were all more or less perfectly planed and the Blackfoot
erosion cycle completed. The peneplain was most perfect on the soft Cretaceous
rocks, but there was probably ' low, hilly, post-mature relief on the Algonkian
[Lewis series] rocks.'

5. In the mid-Tertiary the great Lewis overthrust took place, whereby the

greatly eroded ' Algonkian ' block of the Front ranges and the equally broad
mass of the Galton-MacDonald group were uplifted.

6. Apart from local normal faulting, the subsequent history of the region

has consisted in steady erosion, leading to mature mountain topography.

In passing, it may be noted that the evidence of the earlier Mesozoic pene-

plain on which the Dakota and later Cretaceous beds were deposited, is not

made clear. It would seem probable that during the Mesozoic, this part of the

Cordillera was never far above sealevel. Most of the Mississippian limestone

formation is still preserved in the Crowsnest district only fifty miles to the

northward on the strike of the range. To the southeast its equivalent is like-

wise preserved beneath the Cretaceous beds of the Belt mountains. We have

• B. Willis, Bull. Geol. Soc.. America, Vol. 13, 1902. pp. 344-349.
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seen that a great thickness of the Mississippian limestone persists in the fatilt-

bloeks of the MacBonald range just across the Fhithead. Nowhere in the

eastern part of the Cordillera north of Colorado is there evidence of notable

deformation of the Kooky Mountain (ieosynclinal between ilississippiau and

Laramie times. It seems likely, therefore, that a great thickness of the Missis-

sippian limestone was present in the MacDonald range area before the Laramide

or post-Laramic faulting dropped the large masses of the limestone into lateral

contact with the Altyn formation of the INfacDonald range. If this be granted,

it follows that little erosion had been aci'oniplished by erosion in this latitude

during the Ifesozoic. The Mesozoic erosion-cycle could not have very great

significance in the region.

Returning to the main theme, we may note that Willis's evidences for the

mid-Tertiary peneplanation are: (o) the truncation of the crumpled Cretaceous;

(b) the presence of accordant levels among the summits of the Galton-Mac-

Donald mountain group. Concerning the first point, it is not made certain

that the truncation of the Cretaceous was observed outside the area which may
reasonably be supposed to have been overridden by the overthrust block of the

Front ranges. This thrust, as shown at Chief mountain very clearly, has not

only crumpled the Cretaceous beds but has sheared them off sharply at the

plane of the Lewis thrust. In some measure the observed truncation elsewhere

may be attributed to this constructional process, for there is clear evidence

that the original eastern edge of the overthrust block lay several miles to the

eastward of the existing frontal escarpments of the Lewis and Clarke ranges.

Of course, erosion has modified the surface of scission thus exposed by the

retreat of the escarpments, but its base-levelling effect must here have been

vastly inferior to that which was demanded on the hard quartzites and silicious

dolomites of the Lewis series.

The argument from the accordance of summit levels cannot, in the writer's

opinion, be safely applied in any one of the four ranges now in discussion.

In no one of them is there any notable remnant plateau which can fairly be

said to prove general baselevelling in a former erosion cycle. The writer has

already published the grounds of his protest against using the accordance of

peaks and ridges as an evidence of two erosion cycles; a full abstract of that

publication will be given at the close of this chapter, to which the reader may

turn. In brief, the point is made that sub-equality of heights is to be expected

from the early stage in the history of every alpine mountain range.

Tlie evidences against the hypothesis of a mid-Tertiary peneplain on the

Front ranges seem to be powerful. First, the time allowed is not sufficient for

peneplanation or even past-mature development, followed by uplift and mature

dissection in a second cycle. All post-Cretaceous time has not been enough

to destroy the large monadnocks on the well-established Cretaceous peneplain

of the Appalachians, though their rocks are not sensibly stronger than those

of the Front ranges of the Cordillera. In most of the Appalachian belt a very

large percentage of all Tertiary time has sufficed to do no more than form

mature or submature topography through the dissection of the generally well

elevated Cretaceous peneplain. Yot the climatic and other erosion conditions
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are uut iKiw very different, ami probably have not been very different, in the

two mouutain-ehains throughout the Tertiary. It seems, therefore, hard to

believe that the exceptionally tough rocks of the Front ranges at the Forty-

uinth Parallel have been peneplained once and maturely dissected afterward-

sinee the close of the Laramie period.

Again, the general lack of stream adjustment in the entire section from

the Great Plains to the Flathead trough is a valid reason for rejecting the

two-cycle hypothesis. Difficult as it is to be sure in the case, it seems that

most of the drainage is of conseriuent origin. Contrast with this condition

that of the middle Appalachians, where subsequent drainage is probably dom?-

naut over all other kinds of drainage! In this region of two cycles there has

been time enough for head-waters to lengthen the streams by gnawing back

into the soft belts for even scores of miles. Yet the second important cycle is

still not past maturity. Well-developed subsequent drainage is the rt:le in

many parts of the Appalachians where the rocks are all hard in an absolute

sense, though differing relatively in power to resist erosion. In the Front

ranges of the Cordillera the rocks are all strong but he is bold wlio

would den.v that some are notably weaker than others and should thus ultimately

guide headward growth of streams in a two-cycle period of time. Failing such

iuanifest guidance along the strike of certain beds of the Lewis series, it must be

said that this well recogniEed criterion of multiple cycles (so justly emphasized

by Davis and others) does not favour the idea of a mid-Tertiary peneplain in

the Front ranges.

Finally, the one-cycle hj-pothesis, whereby only one major episode of

deformation (the Laramidej and one erosion-cycle (including all of Tertiary

time) are postulated, seems competent to explain the present topography.

The accordance of summit levels is here partly implied in the relativel.v

small degree of deformation other than uplift; for the rest, it is explicable on

the composite hypothesis discussed at the close of the chapter.

The bevelled surface of the Cretaceous may truly mean a widespread pene-

plain on the soft rocks of the Great Plains, but it by no means implies a pene-

plain on the much harder rocks of the Front ranges. The erosion of both

provinces has been chiefly occasioned by rivers and creeks issuing from the
mountains. In the mountains these streams have high gradients but small

volume; outside the mountains, tolerably swift currents and much greater

volume. It seems necessary to believe that on the plains these streams would,

through lateral corrasion. develop a peneplained surface with relative rapidity.

In the mountains the threads of water must develop such a surface from rocks

like those of the Lewis series, with immense slowness. Willis's argument that

it is unlikely that the peneplain formed on the Cretaceous of the plains should

not adjoin a rugged, scarijed mountain range of contemporaneous development
seems to be a very doubtful one, in view of the fact that the precisely similar

relation is seen in the case of the dissected Niagara escarpment overlooking

the Tertiary lowland of Xew York and Ontario. Similarly, the Catskill escarp-

ment overlooks the Tertiary lowland of the Hudson valley, and the crystalline

terranes on each side of the Connecticut valley dominate the peneplained
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Triassic sandstone of that valley. In these Appalachian cases we cannot doubt
that the upper facets are of Cretaceous date, the lower peneplains of relatively

late Tertiary date; that is, they have a great contrast of age, and one which is

significantly like that suggested by the writer for the flat erosion-surface of the

Great Plains and the adjacent blocks of the Front ranges. Furthermore the

eastern slope of each Front range is generally a retreating escarpment and, as

already noted, the retreat is to be measured by miles, perhaps by many miles

in some places. The structure of the region, with soft underlying hard at the

Lewis thrust, necessarily involves a steep retreating mountain-front so long

as the thrust-plane remains above baselevel. The case is again analogous to

the Catskill or Niagara escarpment except that in those cases the erosional

undermining is controlled by bedding and not by a flat plane of overthrust.

Again, the dissection of the Front range blocks is just of the order of

magnitude expected from the analogy of lithologically somewhat similar Appa-
lachian terranes, which have been maturely dissected in a well dated erosion

cycle occupying the larger part of Tertiary time.

Since the character of the drainage is apparently that to be expected on the

one-cycle hypothesis for the region, it seems that all the essential topographic

features are explained by that hypothesis. The writer believes that no proved

structural relation in the bed-rocks needs the two-cycle hypothesis for its

explanation. In conclusion, therefore, he would state his belief that the Front
ranges, as well as the Galton-MacDonald group, were uplifted in the one

episode of the Laramide erogenic revolution and have undergone steady erosion

ever since, this erosion reaching maturity and no later stage. It is possible

that a horizontal thrust has deformed the unconsolidated Miocene clays of the

Flathead trough, but there is no clear evidence that this movement affected the

great blocks to east and west in any essential way.

The argument has been dwelt upon not only because the physiographic

history is also the geological history of the Rocky Mountains proper, but also

because a similar history may be credited to the broad Purcell mountain system,

to the brief discussion of which we may turn.

Purcell Compound Horst.—The relief of the Purcell system is indicated by

the elevations of the local baselevels as compared with the highest summits.

The Kootenay river at Gateway is about 2,300 feet above sea, and at Porthill,

about 1,750 feet above sea. The highest peak in the Boundary belt between the

two crossings of the river is mapped as 7,518 feet in height.

This broad, compound horst is throughout composed of exceedingly strong

rocks, chiefly quartzites, though the thick sills of gabbro are perhaps somewhat

stronger than the quartzites, and the Purcell Lava is certainly stronger than

the associated metargillites. The lava makes strong scarps on the limbs of the

broad syncline of the McGillivray range and forms a strong ridge on the eastern

limb of the anticlinal fold just where the stratified series plunges under the

surface deposits of the Rocky Mountain Trench. Another hint at differential

hardness is found in the development of the steep escarpment facing the Moyio

iills, and it is possible that the steepness of the itcKim cliff is partly due to the
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thick intrusive sheet of gabbro toward the top of the clifE. As a rule, however,

the uniformity of the rocks in strength is almost as striking as it is in great

batholiths of granite and that strength is nearly of the same order of magni-

tude. Such variations in resistance to the weather as might have become mani-

fest in the topography if these rocks had been exposed to erosion under arid

conditions, are effectually obscured by the fact that the region has been for a

long period covered with a heavy forest-cap, which, as usual, blunts the angles

of relief whether in profile or ground-plan. For various reasons, therefore, this

mountain system nowhere approaches the scenic quality of the Front ranges.

The Purcell system is deeply canyoned but lacks the architectural effect of the

more easterly ranges. It will be recalled that the Front ranges are composed

of the much more heterogeneous rocks equivalent in age to the Purcell system

quartzites.

The structure is essentially that of a series of fault-blocks, the McGillivray

range alone showing true folds which themselves are broken by faults. The
different blocks have been diversely moved so that the dips run from 0° to 90°,

with an average of perhaps 40°. There is no evidence that the faulting belongs

to more than one episode of deformation; this may most simply be referred to

the Laramide revolution. It is very unlikely that any original fault-scarps

are represented in the topography, which has been chiefly determined
in details by profound erosion. The obvious difficulty of discovering the

form of the constructional surface of this great compound horst makes it

difficult to describe the stage of erosion represented by the usual terms of the

erosion-cycle; but the degree of relief is about that found in maturely dissected

plateaus or other physiographic units where the original form can be recon-

structed. With the qualification just made we may profitably speak of this

erosion, like that in the Front ranges, as mature.

The master streams of the region are located on fault-lines. Besides the

two wide trenches at Gateway and Porthill, we have the West Fork of the

Tahk river and the Moyie river located on either master faults or on zones of

faulting. The subordinate valleys are in some instances placed over similar

breaks. Among these may be mentioned the east-west valley mapped west of

the McGillivray range summit and south of the Boundary; two meridional

valleys occurring west of the West Fork of the Yahk ; and the meridional valley

immediately west of the Moyie river at the Boundary Line. As in the eastern

ranges these valleys seem to be located on the lines of depression instituted at

the time of faulting, but it cannot be said that they have not in some instances

been developed by slow headward growth of streams which lengthened most
readily along the relatively weak zones at the fault-planes. This subsequent
origin is, however, not probable for the larger rivers. The zones of possible

brecciation along the faults is almost certainly very narrow along most of the
faults in the mountain system, generally not more than a few feet or scores of

feet in width, if the outcrops are to be trusted. It seems therefore unlikely

that wide master valleys would have been developed by stream adjustment to

the fault-zones unless other and equally wide valleys had been simultaneously
25a—vol. iii—10
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formed through strenms adjusted to the softer, motargillitio members of the

sedimentary rocks. Subsequent streams of the latter class are strikinsrly rare

throughout the mountain system.

The drainage on the eastern slope of the iroGilHvra.v range has the look
of consequent streams such as would be initially develniiod <in the long eastern

limb of the broad anticline in that part of the section. Similarl.v, a consequent
origin is most plausibly attributed to the north-flowing creek draining the

north-pitching axis of the syncline just west of the McGillivra.y summit. The
main fork of the Yahk river is located in an anticlinal belt and it may repre-

sent a subsequent stream in this part of its eo\irse.

In summar.'v', it may be said that the existing drainage of the P\ircells has
the relations of a set of dominant consequent streams and that there is little

evidence of stream adjustment in this mountain system.

Each of the three constituent ranges shows the accordance of summit levels

in a veny notable way. In no case, however, is there any known remnant plateau

of an old, uplifted peneplain. The problem of explaining the accordance of

summit levels is the same as in the Galton range and, in fact, throughout the

majority of the ranges crossed by the Fort.y-ninth Parallel, we have the same
phenomenon. The problem's solution in terms of one erosion-cycle has already

been partly indicated and will be discussed more fully on later pages.

^I'lsni) BaniiP Monocline.—The relief of the Selkirks at the Forty-ninth

Parallel is given by the following figures. The local baselevels are the Kootenay
viver (at Porthill) with an altitude above sea of about 1,750 feet; and the

Salmon river, at about 2,000 feet above sea. The individual mountains have

elevations generally well under T,SOO feet, with Mt. Ripple (7,681 feet) as the

highest in the Boundary belt.

Again the quality of the topography is that of ' mature ' dissection in a

strongly mountain-built region. The structure is chiefly that of a huge mono-
cline of conformable strata, steeply upturned, with the exposure of a large area

of its foundation, the Priest River terrane. The local uncovering of large

batholiths of granitic rock adds an element new to our physiographic section

but henceforth to be considered at intervals all the way to the Pacific. The
generally very high dips together with the great thickness of the monocline

lead to the anticipation of decided differences of strength in the different

members; all of these may contrast in 'hardness' with the batholithic rocks

and with the Priest River terrane which is itself heterogeneous. Field work

justifies this view. All the rocks are strong in absolute measure, but there is

clear evidence of important differences of strength among the many rock-

formations. Among the more resistant members are the Eipple quartzite, the

Wolf grit, and the Bayonne granodiorite. The weaker rocks include the Pend
D'Oreille schists, the Irene conglomerate, and the many zones of metargillite

in the Summit series.

The bold and fretted ridges and peaks of the range afford the finest

scenery to be found in the Boundary section between the Clarke range and the

Hozomeen range. The explanation of its impressiveness lies partly in the
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Structure of the rocks and the nature of the erosion, but one cannot resist

the suggestion that it may also be conditioned by the inexampled amount of

erogenic uplift in this part of the trans-Cordilleran belt.

The drainage is chiefly transverse and directed into the Kootenay on the

one side and the Salmon-Pend D'Oreille system on the other. Boundary, Corn,

Simimit. Monk, Lost, and Sheep creeks flow in canyons which may reasonabl.v

be attributed to streams which initially drained the gTeat monocline—conse-

quent streams. ^Notwithstanding the great variety of strength in the

different rock formations, there is, here too, little evidence of adjusted drainage.

Upper Priest river, flowiiig along the contact of the relatively friable Irene-

conglomerate which is adjoined by the weak phyllites of the Priest River

terrane, may represent a short subsequent valley. The eoiirse of the Salmon

is not easily explicable but may be tentatively considered as locally determined

by the break of slope at the eastern foot of the high volcanic pile of Beaver

Mountain. The superposed drainage on the granites, including the extensive-

Bayonne batholith, is transverse and apparently for the most part on the-

sedimentary cover. The same relation is largely true of the drainage on the-

Priest Eiver terrane which has been so largely, stripped of the overlying Summit
series of rocks.

In general, therefore, the physiographic development of the Nelson range

is, to all appearance, parallel to that in the Purcell and Front range systems.

The evidence for more than one important erosion cycle since the post-

Laramie upturning is practically nil. Considering the enormous amount of

erosive work represented in the actual dissection of the monoclinal mass, it

would seem that all Tertiary time has been no more than sufficient for the one

erosion-cycle carried to the present stage of "' maturity.'

Bonniugton-RossHand Mountain Group.—This field of relatively old,

deformed volcanic rocks and of batholithic intrusives may be conveniently

treated as a physiographic unit. Its local baselevel is the Columbia at about

1..3.50 feet above sea; the mountains are generally under 6,000 feet, with one

notable peak, Old Glory mountain, reaching the height of 7,800 feet. With few

exceptions the whole' region is heavily forested.

This region may be described as sotaewhat past maturity of dissection.

Horns are extremely rare
;
graded slopes are the rule, with contours and profiles

generally well rounded. Nearly all of the Boundary belt has here been glaciated,

with the resulting smoothing of angles under the ice-cap both by erosion and,

in places, considerable deposition of a drift veneer. The ice-cap has, however,

done little to ailect the pre-Glacial, late-mature character of this torso landscape.

The summits are relatively low here not only because the rocks have wasted

somewhat more rapidly than in the more easterly ranges but more especially

because the rocks of the Eossland district were not lifted nearly so high as those

of the Xelson range at least.

The drainage history is largely undecipherable. The general arrange-

ment of the streams suggests, however, the hypothesis that the original form

of the thick Eossland volcanic pile controlled it in some measure, though con-

2.5a—vol. iii—iOi
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sequent drainage tlown the slopes of the orographic blocks of Laramide date

must have also been developed. Too little is known as to the bed-rock struc-

ture in the region to give certain clues on these questions. Western Sheep

creek and the Christina lake valley are apparently located on meridional faults

and may represent the erosion channels of consequent streams originally formed

on the down-thrown blocks near the fault planes. The western two-thirds of

the Coryell batholith is drained by streams in such courses as to suggest that

this part of the drainage system is a direct result of the greater ' hardness ' of

the batholithic mass as compared with tl:e country-rocks. That is, in this region

the drainage once existing on the batholithic cover has been locally replaced

by drainage which is centrifugal from the batholith because erosion has lowered

the softer rocks all about. Such streams are not consequent on the initial relief

of the batholithic cover but are consequent on the intrusion of the batholith, as

well as subsequent to the beginning of the erosion cycle affecting the cover.

To indicate the composite character of this kind of drainage the writer has

proposed the adjective, ' subconsequent.'* The Coryell area does not furnish a

very good case of subconsequent streams, in the sense that it is still difficult

to prove such origin for them; yet there can be little doubt that the batholithic

syenite is harder than the schist? and volcanics ruiind about. Tlie course of the

Columbia river at the Forty-ninth Parallel is an open problem. It is locally

superposed on the Trail graiiodiorite but almost nothing is known which gives a

detailed notion as to the origin of the valley in the batholithic roof.

Among the many physiographic details of these mountains only one will

be here mentioned—the well known system of terraces of the Columbia valley.

Simple as these gravel benches are in appearance, their complete history cannot

yet be written. Much field-work needs to be done on each side of the Boundary
and for hundreds of miles up and down the river, before the facts are sufficiently

accumulated. For the present the writer will attempt to do no more than

illustrate the most conspicuous terrace of sand and gravel where it occurs at

the Boundary line (Plate 73, Figure A).

Christina Range and Boundary Creek District.—From Christina lake to the

Kettle river valley at Midway, the relief and other physiographic features are

much like those of the Eossland mountains, and again the systematic portrayal

of these features, founded on genesis, has so far proved largely impracticable.

The writer has made comparatively little personal study of this region in the

field. The facts of relief are already well expressed for an unusual distance on

both sides of the Boundary line. The difficult topography of the Boundary
Creek District has been contoured with great fidelity by W. H. Boyd of the

Canadian Geological Survey, this map serving as the basis for Brock's geologi-

cal map of the district.! On the United States side we have the likewise

excellent sheets of the Republic and Osoyoos quadrangles of the United States

Geological Survey (1904). The topographic materials are, therefore, in hand for

• GeoloCT of Ascutney Mountain, Vermont, Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey, No. 209, 1903,

pajje n.
t Publication Xo. 828 of tli9 survey, 1905.
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an unusually thorough treatment of the physiography in this part of the

trans-Cordilleran belt. In his 1902 report Brock has given a short account of

the district, but the physiographic study involves additional field-work before

much can be written.*

Midway Volcanic District.—Excepting possibly the Anarchist plateau, the

relief in the region about Midway is the least in the whole Boundary belt. The
Kettle river at the town is about 1,900 feet above the sea and the moiuitains are

seldom over 4,000 feet high. We are, in fact, approaching the Belt of Interior

Plateaus. Between that belt and the more sharply accidented topography farther

east, the Midway district is a transitional province.

The local topography shows considerable variation in character as it is

followed through the areas of Paleozoic rocks, Tertiary volcanics, and Kettle

River sediments. The first and third terranes are areally of little importance;

the topography is that induced by erosion on a deformed mass of lava flows

and pyroclastics of highly variable resistance to the weather. Glacial erosion is

very subordinate in its effect of modifying the forms of the mountains, while

Glacial drift veneers the slopes with depths which, for so large an area, are

unmatched in the whole trans-Cordilleran section. The Boundary belt, from

Record mountain ridge near Rossland to the higher summits of the Okanagan
range was completely covered by the ice-cap of the Glacial period at the time

of the maximum extension of the cap. The Forty-ninth Parallel is near the

front of the slow, south-moving ice of that time; the reason is clear why the

drift cover is thick and also why both ice and drift have occasioned many
changes in the courses of the pre-Glacial lines of river flow. Some of these

changes have been referred to in the preceding chapter. An important result

of glaciation has thus been to obscure the physiographic history of the region

even more than it would have been if it cai-ried simply the record of events

from the time of the Jurassic orogeuic revolution to the dawn of the Glacial

period.

Since the older rocks of the region have undergone severe deformation in

the late Jurassic (if not at the close of the Pennsylvanian period), and in the

period of the Laramide revolution, and since these and the Oligocene sediments

and lavas of the Kettle River formation have suffered distinct deformation in a

post-Oligocene period, it is almost or quite impossible to relate the drainage

courses to constructional slopes. In this report no attempt is made to discuss

the rivers and creeks from the genetic point of view. The same remark must
be made concerning the streams now draining the plateaus on the west, where
the problem is essentially as difficult.

The physiographer's attention will in this district, as in the plateaus, be

attracted to details of land-forms and of erosional processes which, on account

of the unforested character of much of the region, are conspicuously illustrated.

A few of these cases may be mentioned.

The gravel and sand terraces of the Kettle river are in organic connection

with those of the Columbia into which the former river flows. As the master

• See E. W. Brock, Ann. Eep. Geol. Survey of Canada. Vol. 15. 1902. p. 93A.
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Stream has sunk its channel into its own drift-filled valley-floor, the branch
stream has been compelled to cut into the thick mass of washed detritus

deposited in the Kettle valley in the late Glacial time. In the same way the

affluents of the Kettle river, like Saw (or Baker) creek, have entrenched them-
selves in the local drift deposits. As is to be expected, the terraces so developed

are proportioned in height to the size of the corresponding streams, so that

the Kettle river benches are low when compared with those of the Columbia but
are much more strongly developed than those of its own branches.

The formation of the Kettle river terraces has clearly followed the proce-s

generalized by Davis from the field relations of the similar terraces along the

New England streams." This process ma.v be quickly understood from a stud.v

of Davis's papers on the subject. In this place let it suffice to say that the

pre-ervatioii of the terrace sands has been accomplished by the presence of
' defending ' rock-spurs which the degrading, though meandering stream

encounters at inten-als, as it penetrates the loose material of the late-Glacial

alluviation. The spurs inhibit the meandering- of the stream; the width of

tlie meander belt is thereby limited and the high-lying sands and gravels are

safe from the river's attack until the much tougher rock-spurs have been des-

troyed as the result of much more prolonged lateral corrasion than post-Glacial

time has yet allowed.

Several cases of truncated and eomnounded alluvial cones were observed in

the Boundary belt. One of these is illustrated in Plate 65.

In this region for the first time we find two tree-lines, as Russell and other

geologists have recorded in the dry country south of the Boundary. The upper
line is determined chiefly by cold and drought. The lower line is determined by
drought primarily. The forest is here, therefore, distributed only on intermediate

slopes in the case of the highest mountains, like lit. lIcKinney. Because of

tlie low altitudes of most of the mountains, however, the lower tree-line onl.v

is generall.v visible in the Midway district. The height of this line is much
more variable than even the normal upper tree-line. The exposure of the slope,

the texture of the soil and rock beneath and yet other conditions must obviously

affect the position of this tree-line at any locality.

Interior Plateaus.—The AnarthisT old-mountain plateau merits its

name although its general surface shows differences of elevation of as much as

1,300 feet. As a distinct unit with a culminating point of nearly 5,000 feet, it

stands above the Okanagau valle.v which is about 930 feet above sea at the

edge of Osoyoos lake. Practically the whole of the plateau is composed of greatly

crumpled Paleozoic sediments and interbedded greenstones, except where these

rocks are replaced by a part of the Osoyoos batholith.

Acros? the lake, and somewhat lower in altitude, is the Kruger-mountain
plateau, composed of the same Paleozoic rocks together with various bodies of

plutonic intrusives supposed to date all the way from the late Jurassic to the

Miocene. The deep valley of the Similkameeu separates the plateau from the

Okanagan range.

So far as the field evidence goes, there is no reason to think that either of

these massifs has been covered by sediments other than land-wash and Glacial

• W. M. Davis, American Journal of Science, Vol. H, 1902, p. 77.
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drift, since the upturning of the late .Jurassic. That is, we must recognize the

probability that erosion has been actively at work upon the folded Paleozoics

through all Cretaceous and Tertiary time. It is little wonder that the rocks show
the effect of profound erosion or that the relief is that of a topographic torso.

There has evidently been time enough for the completion of at least one full

erosion-cycle in this region if the earth's crust had stood still. An obvious

explanation of the plateau form of the massifs consists in the view that this

region has been baselevelled at least once and has since been uplifted some
4,000 feet or more, whereby the deep Okanagan and Similkameen valleys have

been entrenched beneath the old peneplained surface.

This is the hypothesis favoured by Dawson for the whole of what is here

called the Belt of Interior Plateaus. His general statement may be quoted:

—

' Chiefly because no deposits referable to the Eocene or earliest

Tertiary have been found in this part of the Cordillera, it is assumed with

probability that this was a time of denudation. It is further indicated

that it was a time of stability in elevation, by the fact that the prolonged

wearing down resulted, in the interior zone of the Cordillera, in the produc-

tion of a great peneplain, the baselevel of which shows that the area

affected stood 2,000 or .3,000 feet lower in relation to the sea than it now
does, and that for a very long time. If, however, the Paget beds of the
coast are correctly referred to the Eocene, it follows that the coast region

was at the same period only slightly lower than at present, and that the

movements in subsidence and elevation between this and the interior region

must have been differential in character and very unequal in amount.'*

Dawson then describes the episode of Oligoceue fresh-water sedimentation

in the belt, followed by slight orogenie disturbances. These criistal movements
are said not to have seriously injured the Eocene peneplain surface as a

primary element in the Cordilleran topography. They were followed by a

long continued period of volcanic action which covered much of the belt many
thousands of feet deep with basic lavas and pyroclastics. These Miocene
volcanics totalled 8,400 feet in thickness and another thousand feet of fresh-

water sediments were intercalated in the volcanic series.f Even these additions

to the belt are not credited with affecting the integrity of the ' Interior

Plateau " as a peneplain, though it was locally warped or faulted during the

late Miocene orogenie movement.

We may quote further:

—

' Following the close of, or at least a great reduction in volcanic

activity, in the early Pliocene, the interior zone of the Cordillera again

assumed a condition of stability for a considerable time, during which wide

and mature ' stream valleys were formed. The elevation of the Interior

plateau region of British Columbia must then have been about 2,000 feet

less than it is at present

•G. M. Dawson, Bull. Geo!. Soc. America, Vol. 12, 1901, p. 89.

fThese volcanics have recently been shown to be largely of Oligocene age.
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' In the later Pliocene a very marked reelevation of the Cordilleran

region evidently occurred, leading to the renewed activity of river erosion,

the cutting out of deep valleys and canyons, and the shaping of the surface

to a form much like that held by it at the present day. This elevation in

all probability affected the coast as well as the interior, and it would

appear that the rivers for a time extended their courses to the edge of the

continental plateau.'
*

Dawson's statement as given and his more detailed accounts in the govern-

ment reports on the belt show quite clearly that the accordance of levels among
the many flat-topped massifs of the belt cannot be directly connected with the

Eocene peneplanation. The same fact is at once apparent from an inspection of

the Kamloops and Shuswap sheets of the Canadian Geological Survey. In

those maps it is seen that a very large proportion of these typical areas of the

belt is underlain by the nearly or quite iiovi/ontal post-Eocene volcanics, and that

their structure alone amply esi^lains the ilatness of very many of the larger

plateaus. This relation of surface to structure is like that explaining the

flatness of the Columbia lava-field of the United States. Dawson's maps and

reports show that the Eocene eroded surface must now, over large areas, be far

below sealevel, while over other large areas the flat denudation-surface truncat-

ing the Triassic and Paleozoic terranes of the belt is more than 6,000 feet above

sea. We may, therefore, safely exclude the view that the present accordance

in the levels of the many plateaus in the belt is to be explained by pre-Miocene

baselevelling. There are, however, plenty of local areas in the belt, as at

Anarchist mountain, where the deformed Paleozoics are truncated by surfaces

so flat as fairly to be called peneplains or extremely old mountains. For the

enormous denudation there represented we have pre-Eocene time at our dis-

posal in making explanation.

It seems clear, therefore, that, genetically speaking, we cannot call this

part of the Cordillera, between the Coast range and the Columbia mountain
system, a single plateau, unless it can be shown, in opposition to Dawson, that

the accordance of simunit levels among the different massifs is due to post-

Miocene peneplanation. For this reason it is expedient to review the arguments

of Russell, Willis, and Smith, who agree in advocating a Pliocene pene-

planation in the Cascade range and on a gTeat scale similar to that just

suggested for the Belt of Interior Plateaus. The hypothesis of these United

States geologists should, however, be considered in the light .of the actual

topography of the Okanagan, Hozomeen, and Skagit ranges. The further

discussion of this matter of Tertiary peneplanation will, therefore.be po^tponel

until we have made a brief study of the remaining ranges crossed by the

Boundary belt.

Okanagan Ear.ge.—The local baselevels for the Okanagan range are found
in the Similkameen at about 1,200 feet above sea and the Pasayten river at about

3,900 above sea. These streams occupy the valleys which respectively delimit

• G. M. Dawson, ibid., p. 90.
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the range on the east and west sides. The higher summits in the Boundary

belt include Snowy mountain with an altitude of 8,507 feet and Cathedral

Peak with one of 8,610 feet. The range of the relief in a vertical sense is

therefore relatively gre^it.

The diversity of the relief is, however, all across the range, far less than

it is in the Selkirk range on the east or in the Hozomeen and Skagit ranges

on the west. Large areas of the Okanagan range are, in fact, plateau-like,

strongly rolling, with frequent dome-shaped mountains surmounting the general

surface by 1,000 feet or occasionally 2,000 feet. Snehumption creek has deeply

canyoned the great mass on the eastern side, evidently because its master

stream, the Similkameen, has been so successful in deepening its own gorge.

Yet only some eight miles up stream the Snehumption is flowing at an altitude

of 6,000 feet. For the nest twenty miles farther west in the Boundary belt,

the lowest points in the main vallej's, namely, the forks of the Ashnola river.

are respectively about 5,500, 4,900, 5,200. and 4,400 feet above sea. The next

ten miles of the belt, being drained directly into the main Pasayten river,

is naturally more deeply dissected. In all parts of the range the evidence is

clear either that this range has had a different geological history from the

greatly dissected Hozomeen range just across the Pasayten, or that the consti-

tuent rocks of the Okanagan range are much harder and have resisted erosion

much more effectively than have the rocks of the western range. To the

observer in the field both views are manifestly correct. Almost throughout,

the Okanagan range is composed of exceedingly strong, granitic rocks; though

the batholith is composite, its different members have about the same power

of resistance to the weather. This composite batholith is, indeed, the largest

terrane of nearly homogeneous rock-strength in the entire trans-Cordilleran

section ; the few small, schistose roof-pendants represent the only ' soft ' rocks

in the range as sampled in the Boundary belt. On the other hand, the Hozo-

meen range is heterogeneous in composition ; sediments, relatively weak as

compared with the granites, are there dominant and granitic rocks very sub-

ordinate. A priori it appears right to hold that this difference of hardness will

chiefly explain the different degrees of dissection in the two ranges, and that

there is no need to believe that the less dissected range has been lifted high

above baselevel at a time later than that during which the more dissected range

was raised.

Granting that conclusion, the leading question arises as to the cause of the

plateau-like quality of the Okanagan range. Is its relatively flat upper surface

the result of peneplanation close to baselevel, so that the deep valleys of the

Similkameen and Pasayten rivers have been excavated as a result of an uplift

of this Cordilleran block for 7,000 or more feet ? Or can we explain the present

topography in terms of one erosion-cycle, the flattish surface of the range

being a spontaneous and necessary result of erosion in that one cycle? This

second hypothesis may be coupled with the idea that minor changes of level

may have taken place during the one cycle; the essential and highly important

element wherein it differs from the first hypothesis consists in the fact that
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e\eii imperfect peneplanation close to baselevel is excluded by the second
hypothesis. ^Messrs. Smith and Calkins, who made a reconnaissance survey
of the range in connection with the work of the International Boundary Com-
mission, have preferred the first of thesi- two hypotheses, while the present

writer is practically forced to favour the second. To avoid repetition, the

discussion of the alternative will bo postponed until tlio two western ranges have
been considered, for Smith and Calkins have extended the two-cvcle hypothesis
to the entire Cascade, system, and it will be well briefly to review the facts

before entering further into the field of tlieory.

There are many minor physiographic subjects of interest in connection
with these beautiful mountains of the Okanagau range. The land-forms due
to glaeiatiou have been briefly treated in the last chapter. Certain physio-
graphic processes unusually well illustrated in this range will be considered in the

following general discussion of the erosion-cycles represented in the Cordillera.

As regards the drainage it may -here simply be said that, in this range, it is

nearly all superposed through the roofs of batholiths. On a previous page it

was noted that the Pasayten valley may be locally of subsequent nature, but

there is doubt even of that one ease, while elsewhere in the Boundary belt,

there is practically no hint of adjustment. This feature, in a terrane so wonder-
fully homogeneous in rock-strength, is, of course, no argument against the

two-cycle hiTJOthesis. It is mentioned here, specially to show that the evidence

as to the causes of the present stream-courses is extremely small. Beyond
recognizing the fact of superposition through the batholithic cover, we can

get almost no hint, within the Boundary belt, of this drainage history.

Hozomeen Range.—The main part of this range is composed of the great

monocline of Cretaceous sediments, west of which is the narrow horst of the

Hozomeen ridge. The local baselevels ara found at the Pasayten with altitude

of about 3,900 feet above sea and the Skagit at about 1,700 feet above the same
datum level. The higher summits like Castle Peak at 8.340 feet, and Mt.

Hozomeen at 8,020 feet above sealevel, are simply the culminating points on

unusually high, steep-sided ridges. The canyons of this maturely dissected

mountain-block range in depth from 2,000 feet to 3,500 feet or more. Glacial

erosion has done something to sharpen the topography which locally bears true

alpine horns, but the general cross-sections of the canyons are for the most

part rather tjijical of water-stream and waste-stream erosion.

A glance at the geological map shows the fact, already recorded in earlier

pages, that Lightning creek and the Skagit river locally follow the outcrops

of master-faults. Tlie same is true of the main fork of Chuchuwanten creek,

and the parallel valleys immediately to the eastward seem to be located on

another strike-fault. A few short, longitudinal branch-valleys draining into

Lightning creek have the look of adjusted streams which have followed specially

weak zones in the upturned Pasayten argillites. Most of the valleys in the

Boundary belt are, however, transverse to the strike of the stratified formations.

These valleys seem to represent the somewhat diminished successors of the

consequent streams which originally drained the wide monocline and the
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adjacent horst respectively. -Unless Lightning creek and the Skagit river are

subsequent streams—which appears doubtful—, there is little stream-mileage

in this part of the range which can be referred to the subsequent class. The
recent unroofing of the Castle Peak stock has brought Castle creek locally into

superposed relations. As erosion progresses it is practically certain that the

surrounding shales will be lowered much faster than the granodiorite, whereby,

in the end. Castle creek will probably lose its present head and the drainage

of the stock will become ' subconsequent.'

'

61-agit Bangr.—The peaks of the Skagit range rival in height those of the

Hozomeen range and the strength of the relief is yet greater, for the local

baselevel, the Fraser river, is almost at sealevel. Sleese mountain at 7,800 feet,

Glacier Peak at 9,000 feet, and many other ragged horns east and west of Chilli-

waek lake are ascended only after climbs of from 5,000 to 6,000 feet from Chilli-

waek lake or river.

The relief is again dme chiefly to erosion, acting on tl'.e differ-

ential uplifts of an extreuiel.v complex mountaiu-built mass. This mass

is heterogeneous, though its constituent rocks are generally strong in absolute

measure; the relatively weak rocks are concentrated in the lower part of the

western slope. Not a single constructional bed-rock slope is represented in the

range at the Boundary belt, unless possibl.v the north-facing slope of the Skagif

volcanic mass east of the divide is a fault-scarp of comparatively recent date.

Near the beginning of this chapter a suggestion is offered as to the diffi-

culty of explaining the course of the Chilliwack river. Cultus lake valley,

Tamihy creek, and the head-waters of the creek next on the west are located

on master-faults, and. with further field-work, it may be proved that other

drainage-lines have been similarly marked out by crustal breaks. How far the

actual valleys were initially determined by these faults and how far they have

been opened by headward growth of pre-GIacial streams which grew in length

with relative rapidity along the rock-zones weakened by the faulting, it is still

impossible to say. The genetic problem of the streams in this range is, in fact,

here as in' so many other of the ranges we have crossed, almost cOTnpletely

unsolved.

Some details concerning the important topographic features induced by the

local glaciation have been given in the previous chapter, to which reference

should be made for partial information regarding this phase of the physio-

graph.v. Other featr res will be discussed in the succeeding section, which will

deal in more general fashion with the Cascade mountain system as a whole.

Question of \ General Tertiary Peneplain in the Cascade Mount.uxs.

In the year 1900 Eussell published an account of a reconnaissance in

northern Washington, in which he announced the conclusion that the Cascade

mountain system represents a late Tertiary peneplain upwarped and maturely

dissected in late Pliocene and in Pleistocene time. He writes :

—

' As deivi ibei in an early portion of this paper, many peaks and ridges

in the central portion of the Cascade mountains rise to a general uniform
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height of about 7,500 feet. If the present valleys could be filled to the

level of the crests of the intervening ridges, the now excessively rugged

mountain range would be transformed into a broad plateau. The structure

of the rocks composing this plateau would find little, if any, expression in

the surface topography. Many of the stratified beds would expose their

edges and reveal the fact that they are the truncated bases of folds, and

in many instances would stand vertical. In other words, if we accept

the ' peneplain idea," as elaborated by Davis and others, the surface of the

plateau would be a plain such as is produced by base-level erosion. Briefly

stated, the Cascade mountains as we now know them seem to have been

carved from an upraised peneplain. This plain we term the Cascade

peneplain, and the plateau may be conveniently designated the Cascade

plateaii.

' Rising above tlie general level of the Cascade Plateau there are two

classes of peaks. First, volcanic mountains, of which Glacier Peak (near

the ISth Parallel of latitude) is the only known representative in the

region considered in this paper; and, second, granitic mountains, such as

the Wenache mountains and the lofty peaks about Lake Chelan. Tlie

volcanic mountains stand on the Cascade Plateau and were formed after

the period of base-leveling referred to above, and need not claim further

attention at this time. Some of the granite peaks have an elevation of

over 9,000 feet, and hence rise some 21,000 feet above the general level of

the Cascade Plateau. These are the mountains which, in my opinion, could

not have been in existence as topographic elevations at the time the main
drainage lines were established.

' Possibly the granitic mountains referred to are of the nature of

monadnocks, or remnants left standing on the Cascade peneplain. If this

is true, the river courses which cross them may be explained as an inheri-

tance from an earlier time of erosion which preceded the general base-

leveling.

It may also be suggested in this same connection that the Cascade

peneplain was developed above the present general summit elevation of the

large majority of peaks and ridges now remaining, and has been lowered

by erosion, leaving the more resistant rocks in the boldest relief. Under
this supposition the Cascade Plateau would now have a general surface

level of about 10,000 feet, having been raised from near sea level. In

favour of this hypothesis it is to be noted that the peaks and ridges of the

Cascade mountains are nearly all sharp. Xo recognizable flat-topped

remnants of the original plateau remain in the more elevated portion of

the region under review. As soon as a region has been so deeply dissected

by streams that the ridges are sharp-crested, any further erosion will tend

to a general lowering of their summits, and for a time they will continue

to maintain this knife-edge characteristic. For this reason the Cascade

Plateau, since being sculptured into a plexus of sharp-crested ridges, may
have suffered a general diminution in height, owing to the wasting away
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of the ridges in soft rocks, while the hard rocks, presumably in this case

the granites, retained more nearly their original elevation. It may be said

in this connection that field observations do indicate that the granitic

rocks of the Cascades are in general more resistant than the associated

schists, serpentines, slates, etr. Asain. the general level of the Cascade

Plateau as it exists at present corresponds, approximately, with the timber

line as determined by existing climatic conditions. As weathering is more
active above timber line than below it, we have, perhaps, additional reason

to assume that the Cascade peneplain, raised, as we have assumed, to a

position about 10,000 feet above the sea, has in general been lowered to the

horizon of the timber line, le'aving the more resistant granitic rocks in

relief. There are thus several arguments which it may be claimed terfd to

show that the surface of the Cascade Plateau was formerly higher than

it is now and that it has been lowered by erosion, but to me the evidenf>e

seems far from conclusive.
' Another tentative explanation of the greater prominence of the

granitic mountains over their neighbours of schist, etc., calls for local

upheavals since the Cascade peneplain was raised into a plateau and sub-

sequent to the initiation of the present master drainage lines. That is,

if we assume that the granitic cores of the mountains have been pushed

upward since the plateau was raised to its present general elevation of

about 7,500 feet, all of the observed facts bearing on the question under

discussion fall in line and find a mutual explanation.'

Eussell was inclined to consider the latter hypothesis as the more probable

one. After noting the evidences which are acknowledged not to be convincing,

he proceeds :

—

' Briefly stated, my conception of the origin of the larger topographic

features of the northern Cascades is that the region, having a complex
structure, was reduced by erosion to a condition of low relief and at a

later time than the folding of the Tertiary sediment and the outspreading

of the Columbia lava was broadly upraised about 7,500 feet in the axial

region. The courses of the larger streams were then established and the

plateau was deeply dissected. During this later cycle there have been
movements in the rocks which, as a part of their results, have raised

certain of the granitic areas above the general level of the plateau. . . .

' The date of the period of planation is shown approximately by the

fact that folded beds of Eocene age were truncated. The broad peneplain

must, therefore, have reached its greatest degree of perfection in late

Tertiary time, probably extending into the Pleistocene.
' After the time of long-continued erosion referred to above, when the

Cascade region in northern Washington was reduced to a peneplain, there

came a time of elevation, when the peneplain, or a very large portion of

it, was bodily raised some 7,500 feet at least, and thus became a plateau.

In a broad view of the region this Cascade Plateau may be considered as

of the nature of a broad, flat-topped anticline, or as Dana would probably

have called it, a geanticline.'
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Reasoning on this basis, Eussell concludes that most of the larger streams of

the Cascades, like the Skagit, Methow, Chelan, Yakima, etc., are of conseciuent

origin. ' Their courses were determined, in the main at least, by the surface

slopes of the Cascade peneplain.'*

Two years before Russell began his reconnaissance, Willis had come to very

similar conceptions of the later geological history of the Cascades. These
views were strengthened during several visits to tlie field between 1895 and

1900, inclusive. In collaboration with G. 0. Smith, Willis published ' Contri-

butions to the Geology of Washington,' in which the hypothesis of late Tertiary

peneplanation was considerably amplified. + .\gain somewhat liberal quotations

will be made, as this paper, like Russell's bears directly on the geology and

physiography of tJie Forty-ninth Parallel in the Cascade system :

—

' Among the services rendered the writer [Willis] by George Otis

Smith was that of well maintained scepticism in regard to recognition of
an ancient plain over the Cascades. He asked for demonstration, which
was difficult, since the suggestions of panoramic views failed to convince,

but during his field work of 1900 he himself supplied the evidence of an
old base-level plain on the hills of Yakima valley, as stated in the first part

of this paper.'

After giving an analysis of tlie topography in a large, typical area of the

Cascades, Willis writes:

—

' Enough has been said in the descriptions to indicate that several

stages of topographic development have been recognized. They are clearly

evident in such a profile as No. 1, PI. XIX., from the Entiat mountains
across Columbia canyon to Badger mountain. Beginning with the highest,

the peaks (5,700 to 5,800 feet) and the flat adjacent to them are considered

to be representatives of the oldest stage of which definite evidence remains.

They are correlated with Badger mountain, the Waterville plateau, surfaces

in the Chelan and possibly the Methow mountains, and the level from
which the high Cascades are sculptured. This oldest stage is therefore

that of the Cascade plateau, as named by Russell, but now called the

Methow stage. It is also identified by G. O. Smith. The characteristic

topographic type of the Methow stage was a plain, upon which residual

hills survived. Following Davis, it may be designated a peneplain, with

monadnocks.
' Within this plain were carved valleys which appear to have attained

nearly mature development. That of the Columbia in profile Xo. 1. PI.

XIX., appears to haye been 2,000 or 2,500 feet deep and seven or eight

miles wide. The smaller streams certainly developed shallower and narrower

valleys, but remnants of the Methow plain west of the Columbia were few

and limited. On account of its preservation in the basin of the Entiat,

this stage is named from that river. The characteristic topographic form

* T. C. Resell, Twentieth Annual Report, U. S. Geological Survey, Part 2, 1900,

pp. 110-144.

t B. Willis, Prof. Paper No. 19, U.S. GeoK Survey, pp. 4S and 68-70.
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oT the Entiat stage is mature. It occurs as a spur or divide below occasional

residuals of the Methow stage and above features of later stages.
• Within the relief of the Entiat stage there were cut deeper channels,

^ome of them canyons of impressive depth, many of them simply mountain
ravines. They constitute the most marked and ever^vwhere the most char-

acteristic features of the topography of the region. Any large stream
might be chosen as exhibiting the type, but probably none shows it in

various degrees better than the Twisp, which from its junction with the

Methow to its source in the Cascades lies in a canyon that varies from a
few hundred to 4,000 feet in depth, as can be seen on the Methow topo-

graphic atlas sheet. This stage is accordingly named Twisp. The char-

acteristic of the Twisp stage is a canyon, the tyjiical feature of topographic

youth, but the development progressed far toward maturity.
' The Twisp stage closed with accumulations of glacial ice, which

occupied the canyons and in many instances greatly modified them. . .

' It is somewhat difficiilt to place these several stages in geologic time.

On the evidence of fossil plants from the Ellensburg formation, the Methow
plain in the Takima district is post-Miocene. The data are fully presented

by G. O. Smith, and the unity of the feature throughout the Cascade
range is discussed by the writer under its proper head below. The very
long time required to accomplish ?uch extensive and uniform leveling

appears reasonably to occupy most of the Pliocene and to bring the date

of the next stage near the close of that epoch. . . .

' The following tabulation expresses the most reasonable estimates of

correlation for the several stages in geologic time :

—

rHTSIOGRAPHIC DEA"ELOPSreXT OF THE CASCADE RANGE.

Physio-
graphic
stage.
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The foregoing table, though somewhat abridged, is fuller than it need be

to show Willis's coiifeption of the events whieli are of importnnre in the present

connection. It will be observed that the relatively short period of time repre-

sented in the Pliocene and Pleistocene combined, is crowded with events to a

degree seldom if ever matched in a modern geological study of a complex

mountain system. No definite statement is given as to the strength of the

initial relief which was brought low in the Mcthow ]ieneplanation, but the

implication from the paper is that the relief at the middle or later part of the

Pliocene was considerable. Further, we may believe that Willis shares the view

stated by Smith in the companion paper of the same vohune, which reads as

follows :—

;

' The evidence of the reduction of a large area of folded Tertiary

rocks to form the Cascade (Methow stage) lowland appears conclusive.

The date of the development of this lowland is fairly well determined,

since folds involving late Miocene strata are truncated, while on the other

hand the subsequent history of a large part of the region has been so event-

ful that the production of the lowland surface could not reasonably have

been later than Pliocene. Previous to this Pliocene reduction, erosion does

not appear to have ever produced anything like a peneplain in the northern

Cascades, as far as its history has been determined. In view of the eventful

character of the whole of the Tertiary, it is plain that the period of reduc-

tion to base-level can not be considered as including any large part of

Tertiary time, as has been suggested by Russell. Uplifts or subsidences of

the extent that are known to have occurred during Eocene and Miocene

time in this area must be considered as inaugurating new topographic

cycles. Furthermore, the land surface that was flooded by the basalt flows

at the beginning of the Miocene possessed considerable relief. This pre-

Mioceue topography has been preserved in a large measure from later

erosion by the basalt, and where the capping is partially eroded away and
stream canyons are cut down into the underlying formations the contact

shows very conclusively the character of the old surface. Such a locality

is the valley of Taneum creek, where it is at once seen that the prebasalt

surface was such as to deserve to be termed rugged topography. It seems

necessary, therefore, to restrict the period of the development of the Cascade

lowland to the Pliocene.'*

Both Willis and Smith agree that the deformation of the Pliocene pene-

plain was not a simple uparching but a more complex uplift of the Cascade
range through the association of local upwarps and downwarps. In the down-
warps new river-courses were established, which are typified by those of the

Methow, Wenatchee, upper Skagit, and the Pasayten rivers. These and other

streams are thus supposed to be consequent on the late Pliocene warping of the

peneplain developed in earlier Pliocene time. The lower course of the Skagit

where it crosses the Skagit range, and the lower course of the Fraser where it

• G. O. Smith, Prof. Paoer. No. 19. U.S. Geol.. Survey. 1903. p. 28.
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crosses the Coast range of British Cohimbia, are considered by Smith as ante-

cedent to the late Pliocene uplift of the Cascade-Coast chain of mountains.*

The foregoing, rather liberal quotations from Eussell, Willis, and Smith,

show that these authors are in substantial agreement so far as the essentials

of the later geological history of the Cascades are concerned, except that Russell

refers much of the work of developing the Cascade peneplain lowland to the

Miocene, while the other two authors consider that a truly mountainous topo-

graphy characterized the region at the opening of the Pliocene. Besides its

interest for the physiographer this skilfully presented hypothesis has great

importance, if true, for the dynamic and historical geologist. This is not the

place for its full discussion but the present writer is impelled to sketch the

grounds for quite thorough-going disagreement with this h\'pothesis of the Cas-

cade mountain system.

In the first place, the evidences for the existence of any general peneplain

over the Cascades at any time in the history of the system seem extremely

weak. Mere truncation of folds has no positive importance in the problem,

for mountain-folds are effectually truncated when maturity is reached in a

first erosion-cycle. The mere accordance of summit levels among the peaks is

likewise to be expected at maturity of dissection in aruv range of alpine com-

plexity, as will be shown in a succeeding section of this chapter.

Rather extended stream adjustment to soft rock-belts must be expected in

a mountainous region which has reached maturity in a second cycle. This

well known criterion is scarcely more than mentioned in any of the three

papers quoted. The present writer believes, as a result of nearly three seasons'

study in and near the Cascade field, that such evidence as there is on this

point is against the idea of peneplanation in any part of Tertiary time.

Most stress is laid by Willis and Smith on the occurrence of flat-topped

areas of relatively large size within the distinctly folded zone of the Miocene
basalts.f There is no question that the anticlines of this district are truncated,

but there is no question that it is dangerous to extrapolate on the curve of the

profile in this small district out westward across the great Cascade range, in

which similar points d'appui for this bold hypothesis of Pliocene peneplanation

practically fail—-fail according to Willis's own statement in the first of the

foregoing quotations. There is no certainty that the local peneplain represented

on the truncated arches of the basaltic territory was not formed far above

sealevel or such a general baselevel as we must ascribe to the Cascade region

during Pliocene peneplanation of the whole range. The recent studies of

Passarge and Davis seem to prove the possibility of ' leveling without base-

leveling ' over large tracts of arid mountain-land. There is reason to think

that the belt east of the present high Cascades may have been dry and subject

ti- heavy wind-erosion for a comparatively long time. Under the control of the

wind in an arid or subarid district newly uplifted rock-folds would suffer

• G. O. Smith and B. Willis, op. cit., and G. O. Smith, Bull. 235, U.S. Geol. Survey,
I90+, p. 90.

t Prof. Paper Ko. 19, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 26; cf. first quotation from Willis.

2.5a—vol. iii—11
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specially rnpid attack.:j; Or, again, it is quite conceivable that a local Pliocene

If wland of denudation was produced in this belt of weak folding under more
normal climatic conditions. It is as easy to credit such an explanation for

these few truncated, plateau-like folds in the basalt as it is difficult to credit

a general peneplanation of the whole Cascade system and its later mature

dissection—all within the limits of the Pliocene.

Willis and Smith both show that remnants of the Methow peneplain are

extremely rare and always very small within the main Cascade range where
they have examined it. They speak of ' broad crests ' on a few summits which
are taken to be residuals. The present writer believes that practically all of

these can be explained as either in close organic relation to structural planes

like the flat roofs of batholiths, or that they can be explained by the principle

of the tree-line, as detailed in a following page. It may be noted that nearly

all of Willis's profile sections which seem to give such a striking idea of a

high-level plateau are drawn longitudinally through the ridges. Transverse

sections would more clearly illustrate the generally deep dissection of the same
region. The longitudinal profile does show sympathy with the profile of the

canyon-cutting stream alongside the ridge; it cannot of itself prove two erosion-

cycles. A set of transverse profiles would prove the- general absence of high-

level features which can with any certainty be classed as remnants of the old

supposed peneplain. In other words, these latter profiles would not show
' topographic shoulders,' to use another of Davis's expressive terms to indicate

the break in slope involved in any such two-cycle topographic systems as that

here postulated by Willis, Smith, and Eussell.

The most convincing argument against the hypothesis as stated by the two

first mentioned authors, who ascribe the Methow peneplanation and the Entiat

mature dissection entirely to the Pliocene, has already been given in principle

in connection with WiUis's hypothesis of a late Tertiary peneplanation of the

Front ranges. If the extremely tough rocks of the Cascade range have been

baselevelled since the iliocene, should we not expect the well determined

Cretaceous peneplain of the Appalachian chain to have been destroyed since

the early (or at least middle) Tertiary upwarping of that peneplain? Or
should we not expect all local and even regional monadnocks like the sugar-

loaf residuals of New England or like the White Mountains massif of Xew
Hampshire to have been long since destroyed? No reason is apparent why
the Cordilleran climate has ever favoured erosion in such colossal degree more

than erosion has been favoured by the Appalachian climate. In many thin.gs

the American West claims to be more speedy and powerful than the East, but

such difference in the power of erosion as this cannot be conceded. And it is

also true that the staple rocks of the Cascades are sensibly as resistant to the

weather as those in the eastern highlands. It is true -that in the states from

Maryland to Alabama wide belts of the Appalachian chain have been peneplained

in the Tertiary, but there the conditions were much more favourable to complete

reduction than they were in the CordiUera at the close of the Laramide revolu-

ICf. W. M. Davis, Journal of G«olo«ry, Vol. 13, 1905. p. 3S2.
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tion. During the Eocene deformation of the Cretaceous peneplain in the

southern Appalachians the uplift vras, on the average, considerably less than

2.000 feet in the broader belts baselevelled in Tertiary time. We must believe

that, in the Cordillera, the Laramide revolution developed very much higher

land which was partly reduced during the Eocene, Oligoeene, and early Miocene,

yet was again increased by local uplifts at the close of the Miocene. Smith
offers proofs that the topography at the close of the Miocene was strongly?

mountainous. It follows from the suggested hypothesis of two-cycle erosion in

the Pliocene that this great relief of the Cordillera was, in the earlier part oi

that period, reduced to such flatness that later upwarps and downwarps could

displace most of the rivers of the earlier cycle and force the development of a

whole system of new stream^ Hewing down the a.xes of the downwarps or drain-

ing the side slopes of those downwarps.

Hayes and Campbell point out a further special reason why the southern

Appalachians were locally peneplained during the Tertiary.

' Although crystalline rocks are generally regarded as offering great

resistance to erosion, they are, vmder baseleveling conditions, subject to

very deep decay and probably at the close of th^ Cretaceous cycle were

softened to a far greater depth than at the present time. As the elevation

succeeding the Ci-etaoeou? period of baseleveling was not great, the streams

quickly swept away this mantle of residual material down to baselevel.

Under such conditions the Tertiary peneplain was very perfectly developed

throughout the whole of the piedmont plain. The subsequent erosion of

this peneplain has been comparatively slight and in many parts, especially

in the vicinity of the James and Potomac rivers, it is almost perfectly

preserved.'*

On account of the much greater amount of uplift in the Cascades we can-

not credit a similar explanation for Tertiary baselevelling in that region.

Moreover, Hayes and Campbell have concluded that the principal upwarp-

ing of the Appalachian Cretaceous peneplain occurred at the beginning of the

Eocene and that the baselevelling, so far as it went, was completed at the dawn
of the Neocene. Similarly, Davis has dated the upwarp as ' early Tertiary.'t

That is to say, in the Appalachians, as already sufficiently emphasized, all Neo-

cene time has been engaged in the excavation of narrow valleys beneath the

Tertiary peneplain. All post-Eocene time has been very far from sufficient to

baselevel any large portion of the Appalachian uplift, initially low as it was

after the mid-Tertiary upwarp.

In conclusion, therefore, we may hold that the Appalachian chain gives ns

a measure of all Tertiary time in terms of erosion, and that, by this standard,

it seems impossible to accept the view of Smith and Willis as to Pliocene

peneplanation followed by the later Pliocene mature dissection of the Cascade

Hock.

• C. W. Hayes and M. R. Campbell, National Geographic Magazine, Vol, 6, 1894,

p. 86.

tW. M. Davis, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 2, 1891, p. 57S.

2.5a—vol. iii—41^
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The present writer believes that the same conclusion must be drawn after

an attentive comparison of the Cascade topography with that described in the

Klamath mountains of Oregon and northern California. Diller describes a

peneplain there locally developed on the relatively weak rocks of the upturned

Shasta-Chico series in the immediate vicinity of the sea or of the Sacramento

river which has long been near sealevel. It is possible, as Diller holds, that

this proved peneplain once extended over the harder rocks of the range as well

as over the Sierra Nevada, although Lindgren shows that the Sierra was not a

peneplain at the opening of the Auriferous Gravel period. We may quote

Diller's summary:

—

' The erosion necessary to develop the baselevel [peneplain in the

sense meant in the present report] out of the topography resulting from
the uplift at the close of the Shasta-Chico period must have occupied a long

interval of time, possibly beginning in the later part of the Cretaceous and
continuing through the Eocene and earlier portion of the Miocene, but as

the plain appears to have attained its maximum extent during the Miocene,

it may be referred to. as the Miocene baselevel."*

Thus, in a Cordilleran region which probably underwent erosion at about

as fast a rate as that characterizing Tertiary erosion at the Forty-ninth

Parallel, we have a Miocene peneplain still preserved on rocks (Cretaceous)

which are much weaker than the staple rocks of the Cascades. All the more
readily can we exclude the possibility of a well perfected Pliocene peneplain

in the northern range.

The foregoing argument applies also, with nearly all its force, against the

hypothesis of Russell that the Cascades were peneplained in post-Eocene time

from a condition of strong, mountainous relief in the late Eocene period. It

does not seem necessary to restate the argument for this case.

As an alternative hypothesis, therefore, the present writer offers the view

that all post-Laramie time has been occupied in the production of mature

mountain topography in the Cascades. The initial stage is taken to be that of

the new relief left as a result of the Laramide erogenic revolution. Local,

often severe deformations have, at a few intervals since (espeL-ially in the late

Miocene), complicated the history of the range which was hoisted up in that

revolution. There is, further, good reason to think that near the beginning of

the Pliocene there was some, rather general uplift of the system, still further

adding to the task of producing the deep canyons and wider valleys of these

mountains. Such crustal movements have formed episodes in a single period of

erosion in a district which has always been mountainous since the Laramide

revolution. Before the later, probably Pliocene, massive uplift to which many
of the deep, narrow canyons are due, the relief may have approximated late

maturity of form or locally even old age—a mountain-torso landscape—but

true peneplanation on a large scale within Tertiary time is expressly excluded

by this alternative hypothesis. Large-scale peneplanation of large parts of the

• J. S. Diller, 14th Ann. Rep. U.S. Geol. Survey, Part 2, 18»4, p. 420.
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Cordillera may have been completed during the Cretaceous, -when the

enormously thick Shasta-Chico beds were accumulated. The writer does, then,

favour the peneplain theory as applied for other times and places; but he fears

that the hypothesis of late Tertiary or mid-Tertiary peneplanation in the Cas-

cades ma^ obscure the essential facts of their post-Laramie geology.

Before discussing this favoured conception of the Cascades further, it is

well to review the correlative explanation of the accordance of summit levels

in high mountains. This is an important phase of the argument for one erosion

cycle and against two cycles in the Tertiary history of the Cascades, as, indeed,

for practically all of the traus-Cordilleran section at the Forty-ninth Parallel.

Development of Accobdaxce of Summit Levels is Alpine iTouxTAiN's.

In 1905 the writer published a paper on this subject with intent to empha-
size a ' composite ' explanation of sununit-level accordance as the normal pro-

duct of the forces which act on a complex mountain range up to the mature
stage of its first erosion cycle.* This explanation is opposed to that in terms

of two erosion-cycles involving the uplift of a peneplain. In the years which

have followed, the writer's additional field and laboratory studies have tended

to confirm belief in the ' composite,' one-cycle hypothesis. A digest of the pre-

liminary paper will here be given, together with some further illustration of

important points, taken from the region covered by the Fortor-ninth Parallel

survey.

In the present section the term ' alpine range ' is used to signify a range

possessing not only the rugged, peak-and-sierra form of the Swiss Alps, but, as

well, the internal structures incidental to intense crumpling, metamorphism, and
igneous intrusion as exemplified in the Swiss Alps.

The word ' accordance ' is used advisedly. ' Equality ' of heights is not

meant by those observers who have given the question the best attention.

For limited areas ' subequality ' of the summits is a fact, but over wider

stretches, and especially over the whole of a single range, even subequality fails,

and the accordance takes the form of sympathy among the peaks whose tops in

companies or in battalions rise or fall together in imaginary surfaces often far

removed from the spheroidal curve of the earth. In general, the imaginaiy

surface which will include the higher simimits of peaks and ridges in an alpine

range has the form of a low arch, highest in the interior of the range and

elongated in the direction of the main structural axis of the range. Subordinate,

but usual and systematic, complications in the form of this imaginary surface

are found in transverse crenulations which alternately depress and raise the

surface from its average out-sloping position on the margin of the great arch.

The axes of these transverse depressions are often suspiciously coincident with

existing drainage courses.

There is, then, at least one orderly element in the ' chaos ' or ' tumbling

sea ' of mountains visible from a dominating point in any one of a goodly

•R. A. Daly, Journal of Geology. Vol. 13, 1905. pp. 105-125.
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number of alpine ranges. The accordance of summit altitudes has been noted
in the Alps, in parts of the Caucasus, in the Pyrenees, in the Sierra Nevada of

California, in the Alaskan ranges, in the Canadian Selkirks and Coast range,

and in the American Cascade range. We have seen that Willis regards the

accordance of summit levels in the Galton-MacDonald mountain system as an
indication of an uplifted mid-Tertiary peneplain. An illustration of the phenom-
enon is given in Plates 52, 06, 6S, and 73 C. Views in other ranges travei^^ed hy

the Boundary belt are given in Plates 26, 28, and 45.

The fact of accordance is established, while the theories of explanation are

very various. That they need critical examination and sifting is clear, not only

for the sake of the important fact of accordance itself, but also for the reason

that these theories involve widely diverging views on great physiographic

revolutions. Geological history in long chapters is thereby as expressly implied

as it would be by the interpretation of purely stratigraphic evidences, illustrat-

ing over and over again the truth that both classes of evidences are required

in building up a complete history of the earth. Xot only do these theories

involve premises regarding great denudations, but, as well, a multitude of details

concerning river history and the evolution of individual mountain massifs.

There are likewise involved correlative views of the physiographic development

of the neighbouring regions, both on the large scale and in details. Geographic
description and nomenclature should be controlled by reference to the correct

theory or theories of land-form origins. Finally, large conclusions concerning

the origin of the force of mountain uplift must follow in the wake of certain

of the hypotheses already announced to explain the phenomenon of accordance

in summit levels. The attempt has even been made to connect the origin of

fractures and of mineral veins with the specialized kind of crustal movement
imagined for one explanation of this accordance.* There are thus abundant

reasons for coming to a wise decision as to the best explanation of the fact.

The hypotheses dealing with this sympathetic attitude of alpine summits
may be classified on the basis of the logical explanation of an organism,

(a) How far is the feature in question due to inheritance? (b) How far is it

due to spontaneous development in the present environment? A review of the

hypotheses shows, everywhere and naturally, emphasis placed on erosion, but

the writer believes that the possibilities of inheritance are only partially worked

out, and, again, that the methods of spontaneous development are not yet

brought into the proper balance for final discussion or decision on the question.

I. EXPL.^N.\TIOXS BY INHERIT.\>"CE.

1. Among the various explanations by inheritance we have, first, the

peneplain theory, which need not further be discussed in this place.

2. Hypothesis of original rough accordance of summit levels, due to isosta-

tic adjustment.—Basal to all of the alternative hypotheses is the inquiry as to

• A. C. Spencer.
19W. p. 35.

Transactions of the Amer. Institute of Mining Engineers, Oct.,
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the orig-inal form of the range at the geological moment when paroxysmal fold-

ing of its rocks was practically completed. It is seK-evident that the term
' original ' is here used arbitrarily, but the strain on language may be permitted

in thus conveniently naming and emphasizing a principal epoch in the early

history of the range.

At first sight one may be surprised to find this accordance of summit levels

among high mountains of complex structure. Surprise should be tempered,

however, by the consideration that the original relief was not even approximately

determined by constructional profiles deducible from existing structures.

It is, for example, highly improbable that the ' reconstruction ' of a great

alpine anticline through a study of its denuded roots can represent the original

height of its crest above sea-level. Nor is .it legitimate to conclude from the

great shortening of the transverse axis of the range by the enormous tangential

pressures that orogenic blocks of indefinite height could have been produced.

Overthrusting, upthrusting, folding, mashing, and igneous intrusion have often

occurred on such a scale, that were it not for other and inhibiting causes,

differential elevations perhaps forty or fifty thousand or more feet in relative

height might have resulted. No geologist believes that local blocks of such

height have entered into the construction of any terrestrial range. Erosion

during the absolutely slow, though relatively rapid, growth of the range has

often been appealed to as sufficient to explain the lack of such heights in even

the youngest alps of the world. But not sufBcient emphasis has been placed

on the quite different control of isostatic adjustment accompanying and follow-

ing the paroxysmal uplift of orogenic blocks. Single steep slopes of possibly

thirty thousand feet might, indeed, then exist if they were underlain by the

strongest granite, which likewise formed the underpinning of the whole adjoin-

ing district, that granite being throughout at the temperatures of ordinary rock-

crushing experiments. But such towering masses are highly improbable for

weaker rocks which would crush down under the supposed conditions, and
wholly impossible for mountain blocks overlying material as plastic as that

which composes the original basement of an alpine range. The strength of the

main mass of the range is diminished by the inevitable rise of subsurface

temperatures with crumpling and mashing. It is the rule with alpine ranges
that intrusions of hot magma on a huge scale either accompany or very soon
follow the chief paroxysms of folding. In either case, and not only over the

areas where denudation has exposed the intrusives, but also over much wider
areas about the downwardly expanding bases of the batholiths, the heat of the

intrusions still further increases the plasticity of the basement on which the

Tnountains are growing. The weakness of the imderpinning is further manifest
in the case of such ranges as the Cascades or the Coast range of British

Columbia, so largely formed of granitic magma injected in a fluid state during

or just after the last great period of plication in those ranges.

The conclusion seems unavoidable that the tendency of tangential force to

erect orogenic blocks projecting much higher' into the air than Mount Everest

itself is operative only up to a certain critical point. Beyond that point the
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increasing weight of the growing block and the increasing plasticity of its

basement call in another kind of movement due to the gravitative downcrush-
ing of the block. As a whole, or in fragments separated from each other by
normal faults, the block will assume a shape and position suitable to static

equilibrium for the whole range. The range might conceivably find that equili-

brium when the entire uplift has attained the form of an elongated arch

iccidented by already roughly accordant mountain summits. At any rate,

jubequality of height might characterize large areas.

This whole phase of gravitative adjustment forms a problem clearly

indeterminate in the present state of geological physics. Critical laboratory

experiments have yet to be devised, and careful, special field-work devoted to

the problem, before it can attain even an approximate solution. So far as it

goes, however, gravitative adjustment of the kind just described aids all the

other processes tending toward summit-level accordance.

In this connection we may note the prevalence of normal faults in the

Purcell mountain system, which is one of the most noteworthy of all the ranges

in showing summit-level accordance on a large scale. As stated in the chapter

on the stratigraphy and structure of the Purcells, most of these faults have
probably been developed as a result of crustal adjustments following the severe

upturning of the Laramide revolution.

3. Hypothesis of original rough accordance, due to differential erosion dur-

ing the period of alpine plication.—Co-operating with isostatic adjustment is the

effect of the special erosive attack on each rising block from the moment it once

begins to dominate its surroundings. On the average, the forces of weather and
waste are most destructive on the summits of this time, as they shall be through

all the subsequent histoiy of the range as an alpine relief. Denudation is in

some direct ratio to the height of uplift. Higher summits are thereby reduced,

while lower ones are still growing under the stress of mountain-building. How
far erosion thus checks the upward growth of the rising massifs probably cannot

be measured, but such differential destruction must develop still further the

rough summit-level accordance already in part established by isostatic adjustment.

The downcrushing of higher, heavier blocks with the simultaneous rise of

their lower, lighter neighbours, coupled with the likewise simultaneous, specially

rapid loss of substance on the higher summits, form a compound process leading

toward a single, relatively simple result. In both the architecture and the sculp-

ture of her alpine temple, Nature decrees that its new domes and minarets shall

not be indefinitely varied in height. Such accordance as they have among them-

selves will be preserved and accentuated as her chisels fashion new details on the

building. The accordance of the present time in any alpine range is in part

inherited from what, in this paper, has been called the ' original ' form of the

range. The original form meant a first approximation to the result ; the later,

spontaneous modification of that form means a second approximation to perfect

accordance.

In passing to an analysis of-erosion events following the epoch of folding, we
are, therefore, illustrating the cumulative force of both the hypotheses so far
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discussed as alternative with, and as against, the peneplain hypothesis for truly

alpine ranges. By the peneplain hyiiothesis, the accordance of summit-levels was

raost perfect in the initial stage of the physiographic cycle begun by the upwarp-

ing of the peneplain; by that hypothesis mature dissection of the range tends

to destroy something of the initial accordance. The alternative, composite

explanation, already in part outlined, involves the conclusion that the accordance

tc-nds to become more and more perfect as the stage of mature dissection of the

newly folded range is reached. The question remains whether the accordance

inherited from the forms original from the epoch of plication may be so much
.further developed by subsequent erosion in the physiographic cycle initiated bj'

that plication, as to give the amount of accordance actually observed in the

existing range.

n. SPOXT.\XEOUS DEVELOPMENT OF SUMMTT-LEVEL ACCORDANCE.

1. Spontaneous development by isostatic adjustment.—The last paroxysm of

crumple and upthrust in the young alpine range has occurred. Henceforth its

forms are to be determined chiefly by erosive processes—yet not altogether so.

Several authors have suggested that the levelling influence of gravity is not only

rar.nifest in the piecemeal carriage of rock fragments out to the piedmonts, or

finally to the sea; but that also the very accordance of sununit levels is in large

part related to gravitative adjustment on a large scale. Where, for any cause or

causes, denudation significantly lowers a localized area of the range faster than

neighbouring areas of the same altitude, the former area will tend to rise, the

surrounding region to sink, so as to reproduce conditions of equilibrium in the

range. This view entails belief once again in* the principle of isostasy. The
appeal to the principle in the present case is all the more worthy because of the

long continuance of the special plasticity belonging to the very slowly cooling

basement of a recently folded alpine range.

2. Metamorphism and igneous intrusion in relation to the degradation of

mountains.—It is a truism that the rocks of any alpine range vary enormously

in composition and structure. It is quite as true that their resistance to weather-

ing and wasting is far less variable.

Secondly, the original upper surface of the zone of intense metamorphism
is almost certainly much less uneven than the outer surface of the original

range.

Thirdly, many of the great intrusive bodies of alpine ranges had originally

themselves a demonstrably dome-like form with broad, flattish tops. If the writer

is correct in holding that the patches of Anarchist schists and other of the older

rocks occurring within the area of the Similkameen batholith are true roof-

pendants, it seems probable that the present erosion surface on this large mass
is not far from the position of the original roof of the batholith. The reader will

recall similar cases described or mapped in the Sierra Nevada and elsewhere.

The foregoirrg statement of a difiicult theme is brief, but it sufiices to suggest

the bearing of metamorphism and intrusion on the question of accordance. In
what has been defined as its original state, an alpine range was composed of a
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hard, comparatively homogeneous core covered with a relatively thin veneer of

already somewhat eroded, unmetamorphosed rock. The core is to be conceived
af, having an upper, limiting? surface, with the form of a long, flat arch bearing
subsidiary, low, broad, boss-like arches and domes. The erosion of the unmetamor-
phosed cover will g-o on apace. The erosion of the core, the main mass of the

range, will progress much more slowly. Erosion may thus sweep away wide
areas of the cover before the individual mountains between canyons sunk in the

core have suffered significant loss of height by denudation. In such areas

accordance of summit levels would henceforth be expected because of the original

flattish tops of the core, and because of the comparative homogeneity of the core-

rocks. For the same reasons, accordance among the summits of mountains cut

out of a granite batholith would be expected. Where, however, the granite is

distinctly harder than the surrounding metamorphics, there would not be simul-

tLneous accordance with the summit levels of the metamorphic mountains, except

for causes other than the two just described. As the composite explanation of

accordance is further outlined, it will be seen that such other causes may operate

effectively in some cases. Yet the common, special dominance of granite peaks

in a truly alpine range agrees as well with the composite explanation as it does

with their reference to the class of monadnocks on the peneplain theory.

'3. The inflvence of local glaciation on summit altitudes.—Hitherto no

detailed distinction has been necessary among the varied phases of erosion. It

may now be noted that the work of high-level glaciers, if long continued, tends

on the whole to produce summit-level accordance. In each glacier there are two

loci of maximum erosion ; one at the head of the glacier where the great

bergschrund separates the ice from the solid rock of the head-wall ; the other

beneath the central zone of the glacier itself some distance upstream from the

foot of the glacier. One result, noteworthy in the present connection, is to drive

the headwall of the growing cirque farther and farther into the mountain. In

the nature of the case, it will be the higher peaks which are most vigorously

attacked. From every side, it may be, comes'the attack on the massif which,

for any cause, specially projects above the general level of the range. Owing
to the rapidity of the ice-erosion, that summit must tend to fall and reach some-

thing like accordance with its formerly lower, unglaciated or but lightly glaciated

neighbours.

We liave seen that all across the Cordillera the highest peaks and ridges long

suffered specially powerful attack, as they alone stood high enough to wear the

fatal belts of bergschrund. During- the ice period, they were nuuataks nnd lost

substance like nunataks; the loftiest peaks losing most, the lower ones with less

linear extent of hergschnind. losing proportionately less. Peaks and ridges not

penetrating the general surface of the Cordilleran glacier lost nothing by special

schrund-line attack.*

• Compare the views of W. D. Johnson and G. K. Gilbert, as announced in the

Journal of Geology, Dec., 1904. The special glacial attack on the highest summit of

the Big Horn Range (Cloud Peak) is excellentlv illustrated in the well-known paper

by Matthes, Twenty-first Annual Report, U.S. Geol. Survey. Part II, 1899-1900, Plate

XXIII.
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It is certain that this differential erosion was long continued during the

Pleistocene period in each of the ranges where accordance of summit levels has

been discussed. Pleistocene glaciation certainly tended to bring the high Front

ranges of the Eockies into accordance with the lower Galton and Purcell ranges.

There is every reason to suppose that like conditions and like results would

characterize still earlier glaciations.

In summary, then, it may be said that partial explanation for summit-level

accordance is to be sought in a special, characteristic control of alpine climates.

In general, the climate of high levels is a glacial climate. In general, glacial

erosion is very great and the bulk of it is high-level erosion. In general, local

glaciers and glacial erosion are most abundant and long-lived about the highest

summits. One net result of glaciation is to cause the specially rapid wastage of

those summits and to produce rough accordance among the peaks.

4. The influence of the forest cap on summit altitudes.-r-Climate not only

breeds glaciers in the high levels of an alpine range; it normally determines a

more or less well-defined tree-line. The treeless zone is always more extensive in

area than the glacier-bearing zone, but the upper limit of trees is often not far

from coincident with the lower limit of the zone of cirque glaciers. It is logical

to find here a place for the theory that widespread accordance of summit levels

in an alpine range is related to the differential rate of erosion above and below

tree-line. The theory is so well known that it needs no special detailed state-

ment on the present occasion. Let it suffice to recall the principal reasons why
denudation is faster above tree-line than below, and once more note the inevitable

conclusion from that fact.

a. Disintegration of rock.—Both as an evidence of incomparably more rapid

frost attack above tree-line than below, and as a condition for more effective

attack by agents other than frost, the ' Felsenmeer ' is significant. Illustrations

of this rock-chaos so characteristic of hundreds of peaks in the Boundary belt

are shown in Plates 32, 4:2 B. TO, and 71 B.

b. Bemoval of roch-waste.—On the other hand, the streaming of weathered

material down the slopes is, other things being equal, probably several times

more rapid in the treeless zone than below it.

(1) The direct beat and wu.ih of the vain have practically negligible effect

on waste-removal below tree-line. The power of heavy rain washing the treeless

zone, either in the derived form of riUs or as a sheet flood, is manifest to anyone
who has experienced a good shower above tree-line.

(2) During the Boundary survey the writer has for the first time become
conscious of the importance of burrowing mammals in preparing loose rock-waste

for speedy transit to the valleys. In the western Cordillera field-mice, gophers,

moles, marmots, bears, and other species are each year doing an immense geologi-

cal work. There can be no exaggeration in saying that these burrowers annually

turn over hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of tons of soil or disintegrated

rock in either the Coast range or the Selkirk range of British Columbia. Such
work is of relatively little importance where mounds or fillings of snow tunnels

are protected by trees overhead. It is very different above tree-line, where even
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the weak veneer of turf is broken in the burrowing, and where the millions of

mounds or tunnel-easts are exposed to every agent of transportation.

(3) The transporting efficiency of wind in the treeless zone of lofty moun-
tains has, on the whole, been more emphasized by European observers than by
those of America. So far as this is the case, Europeans have come nearer to

the highland view than we have in this country. The summer quiet of alpine

summits of itself gives a most deceptive idea of the power of wind in the

heights. During the other seasons winds of almost hurricane violence are far

from uncommon, if we can generalize from the limited instrumental data so far

issued from high-lying observatories. We may believe that dust, sand, and fine

gravels are so rare above tree-line largely because of such winds. For obvious

reasons, sand-blasting there plays no such role as it does in the sculpturing of

rock-forms in lowland deserts ; but transportation by the wind is another influence

placing in strong contrast the conditions of erosion in the regions above and

below tree-line.

(4) Erosion and transport through avalanches are enacted in both the tree-

less and the forested zone. In the lower zone the destruction wrought by a great

avalanche may be great, but it is largely a ruin of tree-trunks. In the lower

zone the avalanche paths are tolerably well fixed from year to year, sparing much
the greatest part of the forested area. In the treeless zone, avalanches have
generally less momentum, but they are more numerous, less localized, and there-

fore more likely to find and sweep down loose rock debris. Above tree-line their

ruin is wholly rock-ruin. It seems safe to conclude that snow-slides are more
powerful agents of degradation above tree-line than below.

(5) The general streaming and cascading of rock-waste under the direct
' pull of gravity are evidently immensely more rapid in the treeless zone than

where the strong vegetation mat binds humus, soil and boulder to the bed-rock,

though it be without perfect, ultimate success. The fine-grained felsenmeers

of the more friable peaks in the Boundary belt were often found to be mobile

under very slight pressure, such as that of a man's foot. Many of the summits
are ornamented with terracelets of loose debris which tends to stream down the

slope but is held in front by bands of turf. Many of these small tongues of

rock-waste are moving on slopes as low as one or two degrees. Similar forms

in great abundance may be seen in the treeless parts of Labrador and Alaska,

and again often, on relatively flat slopes. Hundreds of the scallops, each covering

a few to many square yards may be counted on a single summit in the Front

ranges or in the Okanagan range—in all eases above tree-line. After six seasons

of work on the Boundary belt the writer feels convinced that the mere stream-

ing of waste in the treeless levels of the Cordillera is competent to produce toler-

ably wide and flat crests on the mountain ridges, though it is not clear that the

wind is not even more competent. Perhaps the finest illustrations of the com-

bined efiects of these two agencies are to be seen on the granite summits of the

Okanagan range, where miniature plateaus have often been developed above

tree-line. The writer suspects that the influence of the tree-line has, in fact,

been responsible for some of the ' peneplain remnants ' mapped by Willis and

Smith.
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Plate "0.

Coarse felsenmeer in massive grit of thu Wolf formation; summit of tl)e Selkirk
range, north of Dewdney trail ; about seven thousand feet above sea.





Platk 71

Looking south alonpr ridge between Middle and Slesse creeks, Skagit Range. View
illustrates glacial and frost attack on ledges above tree-line.

Southern slope of Mount Ripple, Selkirk Range, showing one of tlie must exteusive
felsenmeers m the Boundary belt. The absence of continuous forest-cap
permits rapid streaming of rock-waste.

25a—vol. iii—p. 638.
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(6) The debris from the treeless zone naturally helps to protect the bed-rock

of the forested zone ; the faster the wasting above, the slower is the bed-rock

destruction below. This exceedingly important argument needs no expansion.

(7) The chemical solution of rock is, to be sure, probably more rapid beneath

the forest-cap than it is above tree-line where the amount of vegetable acid

is at a minimum. This cause may, however, be believed to do little toward

counterbalancing the effect of the combined causes just enumerated. Erosion

ill alpine mountains takes place primarily by the removal of masses; in com-

parison, molecular transfer of rock material to the low grounds has but a very

minor control.

Conclusion.—A review of the conditions of general degradation shows

clearly its differential character above and below tree-line. Summits already

reduced to the tree-line are bound henceforth to be stubborn against further

erosion. Summits bearing a treeless zone are as clearly bound to continue

wasting rapidly so as to tend to approach accordance of summit levels with

their tree-covered neighbours. Since the glaciated zone of alpine mountains
is, in general, well within the treeless zone, the special degradation due to local

glaciers harmonizes with general erosion in the development of accordance.

The different mountain ranges of the Forty-ninth Parallel section all show
summit-level accordance and, in each ease, at an elevation closely similar to fliat

of the effective tree-line. The following table shows the observed position of

this line in the higher ranges.

Ci.arke ranpre..

G.iltcm range
I'urceli range . . .

.

Selkirk range. . .

.

Cijlumbia sy.stem.
( )kanagan range .

.

Hozoraeen range.

.

.Skagit range ... .
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' The activities of erosion do not appear to tend toward more imifonn
effects with greater altitude, on the contrary elevation emphasizes their

locally unequal intensities. Corrasion and transportation are effected Ixy

falling water, whose energy for a given mass is directly as the fall, and
consequently increases with height of land. Corrasion and transportation

are very narrowly localized in activity, and hold the same relation to

general degradation that a circular saw does to a planer. Their intense

application results in deep canyons, the extreme of height and depth.

Disintegrating influences, whether chemical or mechanical, may act equally

with equal opportunity, but they are controlled by conditions of exposure.

TJpon an uneven surface these are varied and they become more and more
diverse as inequalities of relief develop. The suggestion that frost and

thaw may with elevation gain in effectiveness more rapidly than corrasion

and so may limit the height to which peaks may attain in a growing range,

appears not to be sustained by study of mountains much higher than the

Cascades, nor by theoretical reasoning in regard to the work of freezing

water. Thus after careful consideration the writer has felt obliged to

abandon the hypothesis of development of a common high level among
mountain peaks.'*

Tie reply to this argument is implied in much that has preceded in the

present chapter. A chief objection to it consists in the fact that under the

arid conditions above tree-line we have in falling water only one, and perhaps

not the most important, cause of erosion. Waste-streaming, wind-action, snow-

creep, and avalanches must also be considered. It seems clear, therefore, that

Willis's argument is inconclusive; it does not support the two-cycle hypothesis

of the Cascade range topography.

Accordance Through Biver-spacivg and Gradation of Slopes.—A fifth

method for the spontaneous development of summit-level accordance remains

to be noted. The recent announcement and discussion of this explanation

make it superfluous to present here more than the briefest of the underlying

ideas.t

Professor Shaler in America and Professor Richter in Europe have inde-

pendently shown that, as mature dissection of a region under normal climatic

conditions is reached, rivers of the same class tend to become nearly equally

spaced. In perfect maturity the slopes of the interstream ridges are graded

from top to bottom. This gradation of the slopes draining into two adjacent,

nearly parallel streams flowing in the same direction, produces a comparatively

oven longitudinal profile of the intervening ridge. The even crest of the ridge

must be more or less sjmipathetic with the profiles of the streams below, and.

•B. Willis. Prof. Paper No. 19, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 74.

t Cf. E. S. Tarr, American Geologist, Vol. 21, 1898, p. 351; N.S. Shaler, Bull. Geol.

Soc. America, Vol. 10. 1899, p. 263; W. S. T. Smith, Bull. Department Geology, Uni-

versity cf California, Vol. 2, 1899, p. 155; E. Kichter, Zeitschrift des deutschen und
osterr'eichischeji Alpenvereins, Vol. 30, 1899, p. 18; W. M. Davis, American Geologist,

Vo!. 23, 1899, p. 207.
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down stream, slowly attain a lower and lower level. Local notches or cols may
be gnawed in the ridge, but all the summits must be roughly accordant, though,

of course, not uniform, in altitude. Other things being equal, the more mature
the dissection, the more perfect the summit-level accordance; but the principle

may be applied to alpine ranges. In those ranges the actual imperfect degree of

accordance may often match the imperfectly matured state of dissection.

SUMMARY.

The form of the preceding discussion has been analytical, but its main
point has been to emphasize the synthetic nature of the process of mountain
sculpture. Seven diiferent conditions of erosion u^ocA: ^oge^/ier to produce accord-

ance of summit levels in an ideal alpine range undergoing its first cycle of

physiographic development. Isostatic adjustment and simultaneous, differential

degradation of rising blocks tend to bring about rough accordance of summit
levels in the range as ' originally ' formed. Later differential erosion and conse-

quent further isostatic adjustment, the influence of metamorphism and intrusion,

the sculpture due to high-level glaeiation, the normal existence of a high-level

tree-line, and, finally, the compound process of river spacing and slope gradation

—all these may combine their effects and render more perfect the accordance of

levels inherited from the early, growing period of the range.

This composite explanation must, therefore, be considered very carefully

in discussing the origin of the present relief in an alpine range where there are

no remnant plateaus directly referable to a common, uplifted and dissected pene-

plain. Such accordance may give a comparatively even sky-line in views from
any dominating point, but the full force of the composite explanation is directed

.
against the reference of that even sky-line to the direct or inherited profile of a

peneplained surface.

General Conclusions on the Physiographic History of the Cordillera .\t the
Forty-ninth Parallel.

Mild deformation of Eocene, Oligoeene, and Miocene formations in contrast

with' strong deformation of Upper Cretaceous and older formations at many
points in the middle and northern parts of the Cordillera represents a combina-
tion of facts which clearly date the last general erogenic revolution at the close

of the Cretaceous period. The findings at the Forty-ninth Parallel in this matter
corroborate the conclusion of Dawson, McConnell, Dana, and others who have
devoted special attention to these mountains.

The topography resulting from the Laramide revolution was one of great
relief and of most intricate design.

The dominance of quartzites, hard schists, massive limestones and dolomites,
and granites in the Forty-ninth Parallel section explain the obvious fact that
the Cordillera is here a gigantic highland unit which is specially stubborn
against attack by erosive agencies.
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The work of reduciiia- tlie origin;)] cliain of early-Eoeiin' innuntains to the

present more subdued relief is of the same order as that accomplished by the
erosion which was active through the entire Tertiary period in the equally

resistant terranes of the Appalachians and of other mountain-chains. The
opening of Waterton lake valley, the Rocky Mountain and Purcell trenches, the

Selkirk Valley, and the Okanagan valley forms a series of tasks comparable to

those of opening the Great Valley, or the ITudson. Connecticut, or Berkshire

valleys of the east. The many narrower valleys of the Cordillera are analogues

of the young to mature Tertiary valleys cut in the Cretaceous peneplain of the

Appalachians.

Some individual canyons of the Cordillera are due to rearrangements of

drainage through glacial action or through river-capture, or through other

exceptional causes; but there is little doubt that there has been a general uplift

of the Cordillera in this latitude during the late Tertiary. The relief has con-

sequently been increased—perhaps by as much as that claimed by Dawson, 2,000

feet, for the Belt of Interior Plateaus.* Such uplift is an important incident

complicating but not radically changing the erosion conditions which already

existed before the elevation. Before it took place, we may believe that the moun-
tains all the way from the Gulf of Georgia to the Great Plains, ranged in height

from 3,000 to S,000 feet or more. This late Tertiary uplift invigorated the rivers

;

it did not begin a new erosion cycle at the close of a completed former cycle.

The view that the entire post-Laramie history belongs to one complex erosion-

cycle explains the apparent predominance of consequent drainage in all the

ranges here constituting the Cordillera. It also tends to explain the absence

of well-defined adjusted drainage which is so noticeable in the trans-Cordilleran

belt. Of course, we should not expect even a second erosion cycle to produce

in this mountain-chain the extraordinary amount of subsequent drainage which

characterizes the very heterogeneous terranes of Virginia and Pennsylvania. The
local Cordilleran rocks are too nearly uniform in ' hardness ' for that.

This outlined history has the advantage of not overloading the Tertiary

with what seem to be impossible feats of erosion. The vast denudation proved

in the soft rocks of the High Plateaus of the United States is a quite different

phenomenon from that postulated by the advocates of Tertiary peneplanation

in the exceedingly strong rocks of the ranges crossed by the Forty-ninth Parallel.

The Tertiary period was long; the question is, how long? The attentive study

of erosion will help in answering that question, but there must be a lithological

control over speculation and, above all, a careful comparison of records from

all parts of the world. The hypothesis of late Tertiary peneplanation at tlie

Forty-ninth Parallel section of the Cordillera cannot be reconciled with the

facts showing the speed of erosion in eastern America or in Europe, nor with the

physiographic histories which seem so firmly established in those large areas of

the earth's surface.

' G. M. D-.iwson, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 12, 1901, p. 90.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

FIEST CALCAEEOrS POSSILS AXD THE ORIGIX OF THE PRE-
SILUEIAN LIMESTONES.

ISTRODUCTORT ABSTRACT OF CHAPTER.

The writer has spent most of each of three field seasons in the study of the

Cambrian-Belt geosynelinal and, as ahundantly indicated in the previous chanters,

failed to tind calcareous fossils at any point, unless the doubtful forms referred

to Cryptozoon be of truly organic origin. Essentially the same experience was

met with by Peale, Weed, Pirsson, Walcott, Weller, Willis, Ransome, Calkins,

;MacDona!d, Lindgren, Dawson, ilcEvoy and others who have worked on these old

rocks. Where so many geologists and expert paleontologists have not succeeded

in this principal quest, it is clear that fossils of any kind are generallv very

much rarer than are those of younger Paleozoic formations in the Cordillera.

The cause of the failure of calcareous fossils is one of the leading paleon-

tological and geophysical problems in connection with the prism. The explanation

cannot be found in the supposition that the fossils were once present and have

been removed or have become unrecognizable through the metamorphism of the

strata. The static metamorphism actually undergone has not been of the kind

or degree which would involve the wholesale destruction of shells or skeletons.

On the other hand the rocks are strikingly free from evidences of dynamic

metamorphism except in certain limited areas of the Boundary belt. The rock-

exposures are generally large and favourable to the discovery of fossils if they

were really enclosed in the rocks. The organic remains found in the Greyson,

Altyn, Castle Mountain, and Bow Eiver formations, are almost entirely tests

or fragments of crustaceans, in which the material is largely chitin. Whatever

discoveries there may be in the future, it is certain that calcareous animal

remains are exceedingly rare in the Cambrian and Beltian rocks of the whole

Forty-ninth Parallel section. They are likewise very rare or quite absent in

the thick sedimentary mass of the Priest River terraue, in which the writ«r was

able to find not a single trace of organisms.

This unfossiliferous character of the different terranes is all the more note-

worthy because of the immense thicknesses of limestones represented. The
obvious fact that the limestones have not the characters of deposits due to the

accumulation of shells or to coral growth and thus to processes generally credited

with the formation of marine limestones, offers a second problem closely related

to the first. The writer has offered a hypothetical explanation of (1) the lack

of calcareous fossils in these Forty-ninth Parallel formations, and (2) the

general failure of fossils in tie pre-Cambrian and most Cambrian forma-

25a—vol. iii
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tions throughout the world. The liypothesis also accounts for the development of
the dolomites and limestones of pre-Silurian age. The explanation is necessarily

to some extent founded on speculation. The difficulty and importance of the

problems demand that even such speculative explanations should be retained

and elaborated before the final theor.v is adopted. For this reason the present

chapter contains a statement of the hypothesis in some detail.

The secretion of calcareous hard parts by marine organisms is supposed to

have been first made possible as a result of the increase of the land areas during
the late-lTuroniau orogeuic rovolution. (Sec two preliminary papers.)* That

enlargement of the continents caused a great increase in the annual supply of

river-borne salts to the ocean. The supply was specially increased by the upturn-

ing and erosion of the thick limestones which had been deposited on the sea floor

of earlier pre-Cambrian time. These limestones are regarded, on the hypothesis,

as precipitates of calcium and niasnesian carbonates, thrown down when the

river-borne salts diffused to the ancient sea bottom. The chief reagent for the

precipitation is considered to be the ammonium carbonate generated by the

decay of animal matter. It is further postulated that in pre-Cambrian time

the active scavenging system had not yet been evolved; that therefore the amount
of decaying animal matter on the pre-Cambrian sea floor was vastly greater than

the amount now allowed to decay on the bottom of the ocean. The smallness of

the annual supply of river-borne calcium salts, coupled with this specially rapid

precipitation of calcium carbonate, is supposed to have kept the pre-Huronian

ocean nearly limeless ; only the minute traces of calcium salts contained in the

river waters as the.v diffused to the sea bottom would be found in the ocean of

that time. At the bottom the water would be practically limeless.

The nearly limeless condition of the surface water was changed by the

extensive erogenic and eiwirogenic movements of late-Huronian time. In the

Cambrian period the animal species had begun to armour themselves with the

new material, henceforth present in the sea-water in suflicieut amount. The
primitive chitinous shell now became strengthened with phosphate and carbonate

of calcium, and in the Ordovician many species had adopted the armour or

skeleton of pure calcium carbonate. The Ordovician and Silurian rocks were

therefore the first to be charged with calcium carbonate shells and skeletons in

great numbers.

The l\vpothesis further states that not only a large part, if not all, of the

pre-Cambrian limestones and dolomites, but, as well, the limestones and dolo-

mites of the early Paleozoic formations, are chemical precipitates thrown down

by ammonium carbonate. This precipitation grew slower in proportion to the

development of the fishes and other efficient bottom scavengers. Wlien the

scavenging system became well e^itablished, calcium salts could, for the first time,

accumulate in the ocean water in excess of the needs of lime-secreting organisms.

Thereafter the marine limestones have been largely formed from the debris of

the hard parts of animals and plants.

•R. A. Daly, Amer. Jour. Sci. Vol. 23. 1907, p. 93; Bull. Geol. See. America, VoU
20, 1909, p. 153.
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The present chapter contains a discussion of various tests of the suggested

hypothesis. The^e include, first, the witness of laboratory experiments; secondly,

the testimony of the Black sea—a basin where modem limestone is being

deposited by the organic alkali because of the lack of a scavenging system over

most of the basin-floor; thirdly, the evidence based on the chemistry of the rivers

draining pre-Cambrian terranes; and, fourthly, the lithological evidence of pre-

Cambrian sedimentary deposits. In particular, the testimony of the microscope

to the chemical origin of thick Cambrian and pre-Cambrian limestones is out-

lined, and the systematic chemical variation of the limestones through geologi-

cal time is quantitatively discussed.

This chapter is chiefly a composite reprint of the preliminary papers. The
more complete presentation of the hypothesis may be of some value to those who
have to do with the paleontology or chemical geology of the pre-Silurian forma-

tions. For himself the writer has found more satisfaction in this explanation

of the dearth of fossils and in the correlative hypothesis of the dolomites, than

in any of the older views on these problems.

EXI'LAN.^TIOXS OF THE UnfOSSILIFEROUS CHARACTER OF I'BE-CaMBEIAN SEDIMENTS.

1. Hypothesis of the mefamorphic destruction of fossil remains.—The view

that shells or skeletons were actually once present in anything like the propor-

tions characteristic of Silurian or later marine sediments, and have since been

destroyed through either static or dynamic metamorphism, has proved as unsatis-

tory for these pre-Silurian American terranes as it has for pre-Silurian terranes

throughout the world. The opposed hj'pothesis that the hard parts of marine

animals were seldom entombed in pre-Cambrian strata is worthy of careful

examination. This latter hypothesis is multiple, since it may postulate

different causes for the lack of entombment. All postulates must, however,

recognize the fact that the mechanical conditions of burial and preservation

were all present. So far as chemical composition, detrital composition, rapidity

of deposition, etc., are concerned, the sediments of the Cordilleran province, as

of other pre-Cambrian formations, are ideal for perfect fossilization.

2. Brools hypothesis.—The admirable essay of W. K. Brooks in the Journal

of Geology (Vol. 2, 1894, p. 455), states one conceivable hypothesis. He suggests

that the photobathic zone of the sea, where it reached to the bottom, first became

inhabited just before Cambrian time. He considers it probable that all the

fundamental tyjjes of animals from protozoon to mollusc and arthropod, but all

as yet soft-bodied, had been evolved in the surface waters of the open sea, far

from land. At the close of pre-Paleozoic time the pelagic fauna first discovered

the advantages of life alongshore and the special advantages of life on the bot-

tom of the shallow coast-waters. Owing to the intense struggle for existence

within the shore zone, there was, in early Cambrian time, a rapid acceleration

of development which tended towards the relatively sudden evolution of hard

calcareous and chitinous structures, which functioned as means of protection,

-of offence, or of otherwise perfecting the animals for successful combat. The
25a—vol. iii—42i
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fossilization of marine animal types, therefore, first became possible in Cambrian
time simply because hard parts had then first become evolved.

A principal and perhaps fatal objection to Brooks's idea is that there is no

apparent reason fur the long postponement of the ' discovery of the sea-bottom.'

We can hardly doubt that, throughout the history of marine life, the shore zone

was as accc-sihle to jielagic laivac. etc., as it is now and that the stmre /one

afforded an advantageous habitat to marine organisms in pre-Cambrian time as

nt the present. Professor Brooks agrees with most other authorities that the

time occupied in the evolution of the soft-bodied but highly diversified pelagic

species must have been enormous. It is scarcely conceivable that, in the time

taken to evolve such, high types as cephalopods and trilohites. the shore zone

.should not have been long successfully colonized. Skeletal and shell structures

should, therefore, have been developed several geological ages before the epoch

of high specific differentiation illu-strated in the Cambrian. The conclusion seems

unavoidable that the sudden appearance of abundant fossils in certain Cambrian

beds is not due to a relativelv late colonization of the shore zone. Everyone must

recognize the value of the shore zone as stimulating the evolutionary process,

but the Brooks hypothesis breaks down because it grants an inexplicable post-

nonement of the shore-line's influence.

3. Suggested hypothesis.—A third h;s-pothesis may be based on most of the

fundamental postulates of biology involved in Brooks's conception. Among these

may he specially recalled : (a) the very slow evolution of higher animal types

from primordial, soft-bodied, simple types; (6) the supposition that the bulk of

marine animals and plants were, in pre-Cambrian time as now, pelagic and free-

swimming; (c) the further reasonable supposition that the pre-Cambrian sea was

thoroughly tenanted with animals. The point of departure of this third hypothe-

sis lies in the premise that, accepting these three postulates, it was impossible

during much of life's evolutionar.v period for animals to secrete limey structures

at all; for practical physiological purposes lime salts were non-existent in the

sea water for most of the pre-Cambrian life-period.

So far as known to the writer, this hyi^othesis as a whole has not been

stated in geological or biological literature. Macallum has suggested that

calcium salts were but sparingly present in the ' earlier Archaean seas,' and notes

the possibility that pre-Cambriau organisms could therefore not have acquired

tlie "lime-habit'; but he gives no explanation of the supposed small content of

lime in the sea-water.* Such explanation is the kernel of the hypothesis.

The writer's sincere thanks are due to Z^fr. E. A. A. Johnston of the Cana-
dian Geological Survey for much help in discussing the basal chemical reactions.

Pkecipitatiox of LiJiE S.\LTs Through the Decomposition of De.ad Org.ujisms.

It follows from the main biologicfil postulates of the hypothesis that, in the

earliest sea, the higher animal types, including the active hunters and scavengers,

were not yet evolved. An important corollary is that the carcasses of countless

• Tr.insactions, Canadian Institute, Vol. 7, 1903, p. 53G.
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animals living at the surface would, after death, fall to the sea floor, there

accumulate and decompose. The rate of decay is in some direct proportion to

the temperature. It is in the highest degree probable that the pre-Cambriaii

polar waters were much warmer than the polar waters are now. Since the bottom

temperatures of the whole ocean basin are iniluenced by polar temperatures, it

is fair to conclude that the bottom temperatures of the pre-Cambrian sea were

relatively high. Animal carcasses fallen to the sea floor would therefore not be

in cold storage but would undergo jiutrefaction. Both Alexander Agassiz* and

Murra.vf hold that putrefaction tal^es place even at the present low tempera-

tures of the sea bottom.

During putrefaction ammonium carbonate is given off in large volumes.

This powerful alkali has the property of rapidly converting the chloride and

sulphate of calcium into precipitated carbonate of calcium. The usual equations

for the reactions may be noted

:

CaS0,+(NH.),C03=CaC0.4-(iSm[,),S0,

CaCL +(NH,),C03=CaCO,+2]SrH.Cl

Both of these reactions are reversible,:}: so that new calcium carbonate introduced

by rivers into sea water after the original sulphate and chloride had been con-

verted, would be first changed to the sulphate or chloride and then finally pre-

cipitated. According to Murray, Irvine, and Woodhead the first reaction is that

according to which a marine animal secretes calcium carbonate shell or skeleton

from sea water; in this case the ammonium carbonate is generated in the decom-

position of effete products within the body of the animal.§ The chemical

process is thus fundamentally the same whether the calcium is abstracted from

ocean water through the building of calcareous ' hard parts ' or through the pre-

cipitation by decaying carcasses. Both actions are doubtless important at the

present time.

The precipitation probably occurs ehiefl.v in the bottom stratum of the sea

water though it would also proceed during the slow subsidence of decaying

carcasses of low density. Diffusion and the vertical interchange of water must

tend, in a long period, to remove all the calcium salts from the ocean. At length

there would remain in solution only a minute quantity of calcium salts brought

into the ocean by the short pre-Cambrian rivers and not yet diffused to the

bottom stratum.

Experiment shows that the pure magnesium salts of sea water from which

calcium salts have been eliminated are unavailable for the elaboration of car-

bonate shells and skeletons by organisms, although the organisms live and thrive

in such water. Granting 'that the essential protoplasmic requirements were,

in pre-Cambrian time, the same as now, experiments thus show the complete

• Personal communication.
t Report on thp Deep Sea Deposits, Challenger Expedition, 1891, p. 256.

t Like hydrochloric acid, most chlorides are practically completely dissociated in

dilute aqueous solutions. Analytical Chemistry, by F. P. Treadwell, trans, by VT. T.

Hall. New York, p. 249, 1905.

S Proc. Rov. Soc. Edinburgh. Vol. 16, 1889, p. 324, and Vol. 17, p. 79.
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possibility of abundant pre-Cambrian marine life in the form of soft-bodied,

iiigbly diversifiecl animal tyiscs.*

The Eozoic seon was, then, divided into two parts, a long period during
which the calcium salts inherited from the Azoic sea were being precipitated,

and a much longer period during which the steady evolution of animal types took

place in an almost limoloss sea.

DUKATION "F THK NEARLY LlJIELESS SeA.

The conditions suitable for the development of lime-secreting organisms
might have been established in three different ways.

Putrefaction on the sea floor has, among its other effects, the generation of

much sulphuretted hydrogen by the decomposition of sulphates. The bottom of

the Eozoic ocean may have thus been poisoned by the gas in a manner similar to

that observed in the world's largest perfect desert, the basin of the Black Sea.

The evolution of bottom scavengers or at least the colonization of the general

sea bottom, may have been long delayed. Nevertheless, it is possible that the

emanation of sulphuretted hydrogen from sea water in which calcium sulphate

was almost entirely removed (leaving magnesium sulphate and other sulphates

acted on by decaying animal matter as one source of the gas) grew less as time
went on, and that the sea-bottom water thereby became gradually sweetened and
fit for colonization. The scavenging system once established, it would now be

possible for river-borne calcium salts to accumulate in the sea.

Secondly, it is conceivable that the ancient animal type.« could elaborate

limey structures from even the minute quantity of calcium carbonate which
sea water can hold in solution, and that these animals did not then need the

sulphate or chloride of calcium for the secretion of calcareous structures. Cal-

cium carbonate could not reenter the essential composition of the ocean until the

acid radicals freed from the sulphate and chloride Cinherited from the Azoic

sea) were either destroyed as such or were satisfied by yet stronger bases than
lime. The sulphuric acid of the existing seas is being constantly converted into

insoluble iron sulphide and free sulphur. This reaction takes place best where

ferruginous muds are suspended in the water. It would have but limited effects

on the floor of the deep sea far from the pre-Cambriaji land. Nevertheless, the

whole water-body would, through diffusion and marine currents, be in time

affected by the reaction and the sulphuric acid radical of the Eozoic sea would

• At many points in this chapter there is need for a short term designating the

entire pre-Paleozoic son of life-history on the earth. We have no generally accepted

word with this meanin<-. The writer will, accordingly, revert to the term ' Efizoie,'

invented nearly forty years ago by Sir J. W. Dawson and later used by him practi-

cally to cover the period in question. The term is here employed, however, not in a

stratigraphic sense, implying a division of geological time of the same order as the
Paleozoic, Mesozoic, etc. It is conceivable that in the future this term may be finally

adopted, along with ' Proterozoic ' and perhaps other names, to represent one of

several ' zoic ' divisions of pre-Cambrian time. With this understanding it is hoped
that the proposed temporary use of the term 'Eozoic' will occasion no misapprehen-
sion. The pre-Eozoic seen of earth-history will be referred to as the ' Azoic'
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be slowly destroyed. How extensively the radical was replaced by the volcanic

emanation of sulphurous gases from the earth's interior cannot be demonstrated.

Yet more obscure are the reactions which might have led to the more
rermanent binding of the sulphuric acid and chlorine radicals to magnesium
introduced to the sea in the form of the carbonate by the rivers. The chlorine

radical freed from calcium chloride might have become in part gradually bound

to sodium.

The utmost efforts of chemists may be unable to determine fiJly the exact

reactions that take place in so complex a solution as sea water, but it seems fair

to grant the possibility of some such rearrangements among the ions of the Eozoic

sea water. Sodium and magnesiimi salts are the dominant salts in the sea to-day

and it is simplest to suppose that they have become so because of a slow evolution

of an ocean tending towards a maximum ionic stability. The sulphates are

to-day relatively subordinate because of the very extensive precipitation of

insoluble sulphides and carbonates, directly or indirectly through the chemical

influences of living or putrefying animals.

If, finally, the acid radicals became either destroyed as such or permanently

bound to bases more powerful than lime, the concentration in the sea water of

calcium carbonate introduced by rivers first became possible. Then and then

only might have been initiated the epoch in which an indefinitely continuous

series of lime-secreting animals could be evolved. The beginning of this epoch

might have been near the opening of the Cambrian period.

Or, thirdly, we may suppose—-and this seems to be the more probable

alternative—that a relatively sudden influx of river-borne calcium salts might
produce an excess of them in the sea-water solution over that amount which

hitherto was kept continuously precipitated by organic decay on tibe sea bottom.

In this case it is simplest to postulate that acid radicals were still free in some
measure to convert the river-borne carbonates into sulphates or chlorides. By
such reactions the calcium would appear in those salts which are now normally

used by lime-secreting animals; the animals would then have a much more
abundant source of calcium for the elaboration of hard parts than if the much
less soluble carbonate only were present.*

Effects of the Hlroxux Orogenic Revolutjox.

Toward the close of Eozoic time there occurred one of the world's greatest

mountain-building revolutions. Very extensive mountain-ranges were then

(at the beginning of the ' Eparchean Interval ') erected, and the continents

grew to large size. In a monograph summarizing some of Walcott's researches

on the Cambrian formations of North America, that author writes:
' The continent was well outlined at the beginning of Cambrian time;

and I strongly suspect, from the distribution of the Cambrian faunas upon
the Atlantic coast, that ridges and barriers of the Algonkian continent rose

above the sea, within the boundary of the continental plateau, that are now

• Cf. J. Murray and R. Irvine. Proc. Eoy. Soc, Edinburgh, Vol. 17, 1889, p. 98.
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buried beneath the waters of the Atlantic. On the east and west of the
continental area the pre-Cambrian land formed the mountain region; and
over the interior a plateau existed that at the beginning- of, or a little before,

Upper Cambrian time was muoh as it is to-day. Subsequent mountain-
building has added to the bordering mountain ranges, but I doubt if tlie

present ranges are as great as those of pre-Cambri.nn time that are now known
only by more or less of their truncated bases. The Interior Continental
area was outlined then and it has not changed materially since. Its

foundations were built in Algonkian time on the Archean basement, and
an immense period of continent growth and erosion elapsed before the first

sand of Cambrian time was settled in its bed above them.'f

Following the last world-wide, orogenic paroxysm of pre-Paleozoic time,

there was a long interval of more or less perfect baselevelling. In the proeej^s

thousands of cubic miles of rock were weathered and a large proportion of their

mass went, in solution, to the sea. At least three conditions were present to

favour a special enrichment of the sea water in soluble salts of calcium. Great
volumes of basic volcanic rocks were now for the first time exposed to weather-

ing, with the necessary evolution of lime salts; the thick limestones chemically

precipitated in Azoic ( ?) and earlier Eozoie periods were, now for the first time,

exposed to solution in rain water; and the areas of the lands and of drainage

basins, with all their assemblage of weathering heterogeneous rocks, were probably

greatly increased over their magnitudes in former times.

It is possible to obtain some idea of the quantitative influence of the first

two conditions. Hanamann's careful investigation of the Bohemian rivers has

clearly shown the important relation between the lithological nature of a terrane

and the content of calcium in the waters issuing from the terrane.:|: His results

are summarized in the following table in which the figures for each terrane

represent averages of several analyses :

—

Table XXXVIII. Calcium and lungnesium in Bohemian rivers

Wtitcrs from.

Granite
Phyllite
Mica schist

Basalt
Cretaceous (largely lime8tone>)

Calcium in fiarts

per million.

7 73
5 72
9 33
6«R4
33-38

Maitnesium i

parte per
m illion.

2 .33

2 41
3 76
19-76

31 36

Rittia of calcium to

magnesium.

3 32:1
2 37:1
2 4S:1
;V49 ;1

4- 2.5:1

tC. D. Walcott, 12th Ann. Eep. U.S. Geol. Survev, 1891, p. 562.

: Ref. in F. W. Clarke, Data of Geocheniistrv, Bull. 330, U.S. Geol. Survev, 1908,
p. 79; Cf. also A. L. Ewins, Amer. Jour. Science, Ser. iii. Vol. 39, 1885, p. 29.
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Since these various watei-s were working under similar climatic and other
' solutional conditions, the control of the terrane over the amounts of dissolved

calcium and magnesium, is manifest.

After a detailed study of the question Dubois estimates that on an average,

ceteris paribus, river^^ tlowing entirely over silicate rocks carry oulj- one-tenth as

much calcium carbonate as rivers flowing entirely over limestone and remarks

that even this fraction is almost certainly too large. According to his estimates

only one-thirtieth of the calcium carbonate annually entering the sea by the

rivers has been newly formed through the decomposition of silicates. The rest is

derived from the direct solution of limestone. He has further concluded that in

early Archean time the world's river-system probably carried not more than one-

eight as much of the carbonate to the ocean as the existing river-system

carries.

§

Merely from the quantitative studies of Hanamann and Dubois we may
hold, with much confidence, that the annual supply of calcium to the ocean

after the revolution was from two to five or more times that characteristic of

earlier Huronian and pre-Huronian time.

The revolution must have had another important effect—in decreasing the

sea-bottom area on which the precipitation of calcium carbonate took place. The
researches of the " Challenger ' and other oceanographic chemists show that at

depths greater than 3,000 fathoms little or no solid calcium carbonate can

remain on the sea floor. In fact, the tendency to the complete solution of this

salt is strong at all depths greater than 2,.500, if not 2,000 fathoms. This means
that the permanent removal of calcium carbonate from the present oceanic

solution through the decay of animal carcasses at the bottom seems to be possible

only in about one-half of the existing ocean basin—saor 70,000,000 square miles.

This area is partly neritic (depths less than 200 fathoms) and partly bathyal

(.depths between 200 fathoms and 2,000 fathoms). On account of the higher

temperatures and lower bottom pressures (pressure increasing the solubility of

the carbonate) of the shallower water, we should expect the rate of chemical

precipitation of calcium carbonate at the bottom to be concentrated in the neritic

(epicontinental) and shallower bathyal regions, a total area of about 35,000,000

square miles.

Let us assume that previous to the Huronian orogenic revolution the

whole area of the lands was 20,000,000 square miles, or about 20/55 of the present

area. On the view that the ocean has had a nearly constant volume from
Huronian times to the i^resent, it follows that tlie early Huronian sea was largely

epicontinental for an area of more than 35,000,000 square miles; so that the area

of rapid chemical precipitation of calcium carbonate was about twice as great

as the possible present area. Let us also assume that the Huronian revolu-

5 E. Dubois. Proc. Section of Sciences, Kon. Akad. van Wetenschappen, Amsterdam,
Vol. .3, 1901, pp. 119-126.
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tion increased the land area to 55,000,000 square miles, which is roughly the

present area of the lauds.*

The annual rate of the supply of calcium to the ocean was, on these

assumptions, increased from (55/20x2=) 5-5 to (55/20x5+=) 14 + times by the

late-Huronian crustal movements. But the sea-bottom area over which the

chemical precipitation of calcium carbonate was compelled was halved by those

movements. Thus the post-Huronian conditions favouring the possibility that

a part of the river-borne calcium could remain in solution in the ocean were
from (5-5x2=) 11 to (14x2=) 28 or more times more effective than the pre-

Huronian conditions.

Although little stress can be laid on any particular figure embodied in the

foregoing conclusions, this rough analysis serves to illustrate the strength of the

probability that the prodigious crustal movements of the late-lhironian am!
pre-Cambrian interval made a comparatively rapid and quite drastic change in

the chemical condition of the ocean.

An.\lyses of the Ottawa River.

The view that the supply of calcium to the ocean reached a maximmn rate

toward the close of pre-Cambrian time is based on some speculation. A^ipar-

ently more certain are the grounds for believing that the late pre-Cambrian ocean

could have received an annual calcimn supply which was only a small fraction

of the present annual supply. The belief may be founded on a comparison

between the analyses of rivers now draining large pre-Cambrian areas with the

analyses of rivers draining average terranes of the present continents.
~ Few rivers are more typical of the former class than the Ottawa above

Ottawa city. Its thousands of miles of trunk and branch channels are simk

in the largest pre-Cambrian area of the world, and it happens that most or all

of the recognized rock types of the pre-Cambrian formations are liberally repre-

sented in its drainage basin. Only very small and practically negligible masses

of younger rocks occur in the basin above the city of Ottawa.

At the request of the writer, Mr. F. T. Shutt, chemist to the Dominion
experimental farms, has very kindly made two analyses of the Ottawa water,

taken at the Chaudiere falls, which face the city. The first sample was collected

on March 12, 1907, at a time when the river was still ice-covered and reported

to be at the lowest stage known in fifty years. The second sample was collected

on July 16, 1907, during the summer high-water period. Its analysis is more

• Joly's well known estim&te of the age of the ocean as about 90,000,000 years seems
much too low for the needs of the ceolosists. His view that the sodium borne into
the ocean by the rivers during past time is nearly all represented in the present sea-

water is apparently one of the soundest in dynamic geology. The chief source of

doubt as to the vaiidity of his method of calculation consists in the obvious fact that
it is not yet possible to secure even an approximate idea as to the secular variation
of the land area in size. The age of the ocean would be greatly increased if account
be taken of a relatively small area throughout much of pre-Cambrian time. To the
present writer, Joly's estimate is of value in suggesting that the pre-Huronian land
area was in reality small.
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complete than that of the first sample. The two gave results shown in Columns

1 and 2 of Table XXXIX :—

Table XXXIX.

—

Analyses of Ottawa river.

Total solids at 98-100° centigrade.

Loss on ignition

Solids after ignition

Low water.

Parts per million.

SiO, . .

.

AUO,..
Fe^O:, .

MgO.
CaO. .

Na^O..
K„0...
SO,.. .

Mn,0^

.

P.O5
CI ...

66
03
63

52
38
34

3-87
12 07

not det.

not det.

3 70
not det.

not det.

not det.

High water.

Parts per miction.

07
74
33

06
52
70
77
18
14

67
51
86
43
50

Five sanitary analyses of the Ottawa river water have been made by Mr.

Shutt. The samples were taken on the following dates: December 22, 1887;

October 18, 1898 ; December 7, 1898 ; May 8, 1899 ; and August 22, 1905. Thesa

analyses gave respectively total solids at 53.0, 55.6, 42.4, 48.8, 62.4 parts per

minion, and solids after ignition (December 22, 1887, not determined), 34.0,

28.0, 22.8, 36.4 parts per million. The figures average 52.4 parts per million for

total solids and 30.3 parts per million for solids after ignition. It will be seen

that the variation in each of the two quantities from year to year and from

season to season is relatively small; hence we may conclude that the two 1907

analyses fairly represent the average nature of the Ottawa river water in modern

times.

The content of calcium and magnesium of the two stages of the river, and

their mean have been calculated to parts per million and the results entered in

Table XL., which also gives, for purposes of comparison, the calcium content of

other rivers as well as of the Ottawa river at Sainte Anne rapids below the solid

block of Paleozoic limestones lying between Ottawa and Montreal. The refer-

ences for the original publications of these latter analyses may be found on page

60 of Bulletin niimber 330 of the United States Geological Survey :

—
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Table XL.

—

Calcium and magnesium in various rivers.

River. TeiT.ine. Calcium.

Ottawn—
a. L'lw water.. .

.

Ij. High w.iter

c. Me.in of a and 6

d. S.iinte Anne .

.

Late pre-Cambrian

Average of four Swedish rivers

and Ottawa and Pigeon river.*.

Saint Lawrence at Ogdensburg

—

average of 6 monthly analyses.

Missis.sippi

—

a. \t Minneapolis — average of

23 analyses.
'.. Memphis—analyses of 17 com-

posites.

c Xew Orleans— average of 52
composites.

Danube—average of 23 analyses.

Rhone—average of 5 analyses. . .

.

Seine
Average of 19 rivers (Murray)*

—

.•\vetage of 44 rivers

Late pre-Cambrian and early
Paleozoic.

Late pre-Cambrian

Parti per
hi illion

.

S-98
5-84
7-41

9 92

6-88

L.'vte pre Cambri.in and Paleozoic! 3205

Late pre-Cambrian and early 41 18
Paleozoic.

Late pre-Cambrian and Paleozoic 34
' 38

chiefly.
i

Nearly average continental mass 33 90
of present tin\e.

; 43 89
I I

44-91
..• 73-99

I
ditto 33-85
ditto 37-77

Magne
slum.

Parti per
million.

2-35

1 07
2 01
202

1-52

7 21

!

15-34

13 7."i

8 65

-94

•22

60
75
03

Ratio of

Ca to .Mg

3 50 : 1

3 82:
3-69;
4-91:

4 52 : 1

4 41 : I

2 09 : 1

2 50:1

3 f!2:

1

4 42 :

7-22:
46 24 :

4-37
:

418:

• Sir John Murray : Scottish Geographical Magazine, Vol. 3, 1887, p. 65.

CoilP.XHISOX OF THE 0TT.\W.\ .VXD OTHER RiVERS.

The Ottawa carries past Otta-n-a city onl^ 23 per cent as much calcium per

volume as the Saint Lawrence river carries past Ogdensburg, and less than 20

per cent as much calcium per volume as the Mississippi carries past Minneapolis.

About one-third of the Saint Lawrence basin is occupied by the Great lakes, in

which area probably very little solution of calcium salts is taking place. Another

large part of the basin is occupied by the pre-Cambrian terranes where highly

calcareous rocks are relatively rare. The content of this river is therefore less

than it would be if the river basin were all occupied by the average rocks of the

whole continental area of the earth. The comparison of these three rivers is

specially instructive, since they are all working under essentially similar climatic

conditions, with nearly the same ratio of rainfall to rim-off. From the compari-

son it seems probable that, if the continents were all of their present size and

composed of rocks typical of the lands during the late pre-Cambrian, the rivers

would deliver to the sea annually not more than one-fifth as much calcium as is

carried by the existing rivers of the continents.

This conclusion becomes more convincing when the Ottawa water is com-

pared with the other rivers noted in Table XL.
In Clarke's admirable compilation of river analyses those referring to

rivers which drain pre-Cambrian terranes throughout their respective basins
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are five in number, including the Pigeon ri%-er of Minnesota and four rivers

in Sweden. The average content of calcium (and of magnesium) in these rivers,

together with the Ottawa at Ottawa city, is stated in the table. It will be seen

that the proportion of calcium is very close to that in the Ottawa alone. We
have, therefore, corroboration for the view that the Ottawa is a good world

type of rivers draining late pre-Cambrian terranes.

On the other hand, the Mississippi at Xew Orleans must be regarded as one

of the best tj"pes of rivers draining the average terranes of the present continents.

From Murray's average of nineteen rivers the present ^vriter has calculated the

proportions of calcium (and magnesium) and has also (using Clarke's compila-

tion) calculated the contents of these elements in forty-four of the largest rivers

of the globe. In this second computation the individual analyses were roughly

weighted according to the areas of the respective river basins. The result is

believed to give a truer idea of the average content of calcium in the world's

rivers than does Murray's estimate.

The results seem to show that the average world river, working on the

average terrane and under average climatic conditions, carries about the same

proportion of dissolved calcium as the average water of the Saint Lawrence at

Ogdensburg and the Mississippi above Minneapolis. The table indicates that

the influence of the terrane is dominant and the influence of climate subordinate,

ill their respective control over the content of calcium.

The Mississippi above Memphis drains rock formations which together make
fairly good equivalents of the average Mesozoic and Cenozoic land areas. So
far as the influence of the average world terranes is concerned, the Mesozoic

and Cenozoic rivers were enriched in calcium about as much as the existing

world rivers. The early Paleozoic rivers were, on the average, probably not

much richer in calcium than the late pre-Cambrian rivers. The control of the

Paleozoic terranes on the calcium content of the Ottawa itself is shown by the

contrast between the Ottawa city analyses and that at Sainte Anne near Mon-
treal. Even a few hundred square miles of Upper Cambrian and Ordovician

rocks (largelj- limestones) below Ottawa city makes the calcium content

materially rise.

Chemic.\l Contrast of PiiE-C.\MBRUx .\xd later Eher Systems.

In spite of the complexity of the whole problem, we may fairly conclude

that if, in the late pre-Cambrian time, the land areas were of their present size,

the ocean then received annually only a small proportion—^probably less than

one-fifth—of the calcium supplied each year by the present rivers. A contrast

of the same order must have existed between the calcium content of the late pre-

Cambrian rivers and the rivers characterizing most of Mesozoic and Cenozoic

time.

If the late pre-Canibrian lands had a total area but one-half as great as

the present total land area, the rivers may have carried annually to the sea less

than 10 per cent of the amount of calcium now carried to the sea by the world's

rivers.
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This estimate obviously involves the assumption that the pre-Cambrian

rate of chemical denudation was no more rapid than the present rate. Since

the rate is controlled (apart from the influence of the terrane) principally by the

abundance of the organic acids attacking the bedrock, we may well suppose that

the well vegetated Ottawa river basin is witnessing solution at as rapid a rate

as in late pre-Cambrian time. It might be considered that a tropical tempera-

ture during the pre-Cambrian would have caused specially rapid solution of the

rocks at that time. This view is, however, hardly supported by an inspection

of the data relating to existing tropical and extra-tropical rivers. Furthermore,

the recent glaciation of the Ottawa basin has caused the removal of secularly

weathered rock, so that the formations now exposed to erosion contain nearly

their original amount of soluble matter. For this reason the calcium content

of the existing river may be near its possible maximum for a region of average

rainfall.

Without further entering upon this confessedl.v obscure subject, we may
retain the foregoing estimate as indicating the order of magnitude in the con-

trast between the late pre-Cambrian and present suppl,v of calcium to the ocean

through weathering and river inflow.

Variations ix the Calcium Supply during .\xd after the pre-Cambrlvx.

Before the Huronian revolution the supply of river-borne calcium to

the ocean was almost certainly less than one-fifth as rapid as it is to-day, and it

may have been less than one-twentieth as rapid, while the amount of animal

matter completely decaying on the sea floor, and therewith the likelihood of the

precipitation of calcium salts, may have been, respectively, thousands of times

greater than they are now.

Immediately after the Huronian revolution and during the immensely

long period of baselevelling which followed it. the annual supply of calcium to

the ocean may have approached rivalry with the present annual supply. The
supply doubtless diminished somewhat as more and more of the Huronian and
pre-Huronian limestone and basaltic areas were lessened by erosion and as the

Laurentian granite batholiths were uncovered and exposed to solution ; but this

change must have been very slow, and it did not annul the critical effect of con-

tinental enlargement. During the long erosion cycle the ocean was, for the first

lime, specially enriched in river-borne calcium salts. •

First Calcareous Fossils.

This special influx of calcium salts may be conceived as keeping the surface

layers of the sea water sufiieiently supplied with calcium for the needs of lime-

secreting organisms, while the bottom layers lost their calcium content by preci-

pitation of the carbonate of calcium. Such contrast of surface and bottom water

would be due to the slowness of diffusion through a body of liquid so great as tlie

ocean. Under the conceived conditions the most favourable places for the

invention of calcareous hard parts would be, possibly, localized areas, such a-
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the open sea opposite the greater river deltas, or such as the epicontinental seas

more or less isolated during the orogenic revolution. The slow spread of the

scavenging system maj' already have had some effect in the late pre-rambrian.

thus increasing the chances that some calcium could remain in the oceanic

solution.

Since Lower Cambrian time the continents have in part undergone submer-

gence and emergence, but they have doubtless never resumed their small total

area characteristic of the pre-Huronian period. In any case we have obvious

proofs that the ocean has, since the Cambrian, contained enough calcium for the

needs of lime-secreting organisms, and the natural explanation is to be .found

in river inflow.

The invention of chitinous exoskeletons (which, themselves, in Cambrian

types, contain some lime carbonate or phosphate and were preserved for that

rea:^on) fiiruishos the link between the soft-bodied Eozoic animals and tke post-

Cambrian dominant species armoured with calcium carbonate. The Cambrian
brachiopod shells are often similarly chitinous and offer other illustrations of the

link between these two principal organic epochs.* The unique and permanent

change in the oceanic composition made possible the dominance of post-Cam-

brian molluscs, brachiopods, etc., and made also possible the preservation of

countless post-Cambrian fossils.

Following our main hypothesis, the chief animal fossils expected in Eozoic

rock are impressions of soft-bodied species, the tests of siliceous organisms, and
chitinous tests. The last will be expected in the higher beds of the series

and should owe their preservation to limey ingredients secreted by the animals

inhabiting the late Eozoic sea. Along with the chitinous fossils may be a few
calcareous shells or skeletons also evolved because of the late Eozoic enrichment

of the sea in river-borne lime salts. These are, in fact, the kinds of fossils

discovered in the pre-Cambrian rocks by Walcott, Barrois, Cayeux and others.

For obvious reasons fossils of all four classes must be few or else difficult to

discover in the roclis. The very presence of the impressions of medusse in rocks

as old as the Lower Cambrian strengthens the suspicion that the metamorphic
iiypothesis cannot explain the absence of calcareous shells or of their impressions

in many thousands of feet of equally little metamorphosed Eozoic sediments.

The impression of a shell is assuredly more likely to be preserved in mud or

sand than is the impression of a medusoid animal. It seems, on the other hand,

certain that the pre-Cambrian rocks of the North American Cordillera -never

at any time contained any considerable number of calcareous shells or skeletons.

The same conclusion applies in some measure to the Cambrian rocks of the

British Columbia-Montana section.

In iiassing, it may be remarked that one fundamental idea of the hypothesis,

namely, the variation of the amounts of calcium salts dissolved in .the ocean

in different geological periods, may possibly be of use in helping to explain the

rise, culmination, and extinction of certain faunal groups. For example, the

immense development of the ammonites both in numbers and in their unequalled

•J. D. Dana, Manual of Geology, p. 4S6, 1895.
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elaboration of shells, may be correlalcil with the special enriching of the ocean

in calcium salts (luring the Permian and following prc-Triassic time. lu that

long period the land area.-* were of extraordinary size and were largely covered

witli thick Paleozoic limestones exposed for the first time. The impoverishment

and final extinction of the ammonites may have been largely caused b.v the

partial exhaustion of the calcium content of the ocean during the long and

remarkably extensive submergence of the continental plateaus during the Cre-

taceous. To such geographical and chemical changes, the ammonites, most of

which were possibly pelagic species (all of them needed abundant supplies of

calcium salts), must have been peculiarly sensitive, while the coastal species,

being nearer the sources of calcium-suppl.v (the river-mouths), would be living

under more ecuiable conditions.

Tests of the Suggested Hypothesis.

The rearrangement in the chemical constituents of pre-Cambrian ocean

water through the decay of animal matter is the fundamental premise of the

hypothesis and it deserves special examination and illustration. The tests of

the premise are at least threefold: laboratorj' experiment, observations on exist-

ing seas, and the witness of pre-Cambrian deposits, particularly of the carbonates.

CIIHROHOHATIMC KM'ERlil ENTS.

Murray, Woodhead, and Irvine have made a number of valuable observa-

tions on the chemical modification of sea water exposed to tlie emanations of

putrefying animal matter and to the effete substances derived from living

animals.*

In one experiment four small crabs weighing 90-72 grams were placed in

sea water absolutely free from carbonate of lime. After twelve months the.v

produced an alkalinit.v in the water equal to the production of 45-06 grams of

calcium carbonate. This effect was due to the decomposition of calcium sul-

phate by the uric acid, urea, and other effete matter.

In a second experiment it was found that in seventeen days and at tempera-

tures ranging from sixty to eighty degrees Fahrenheit, the decomposition of

urine mi.xed with sea water had precipitated practically all the sulphate of lime

present. A similarly complete precipitation of all the sulphate in a solution of

pure water and calcium sulphate present in the proportion of average sea water,

was effected in eleven days by the decomposition of urine added to the solution.

In a fourth experiment, nine small crabs were placed in two liters of water,

where they died. Complete putrefaction set in and continued at temperatures

varying from seventy to eighty degrees Fahr. Analysis showed that all the

lime salts were precipitated in the form of the carbonate.

•Proc. Royal Society Edinburgh, Vol. 17, 1SS9, p. 79.
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Steiiimaiin has made important experiments which tend to corroborate

some of the main eouclusious of Murray and his colleagues. He added decaying

albumen to solutions of calcium chloride and found that calcium carbonate, in

the form of round, minute bodies like coceoliths, was precipitated. This result

raises the query whether many of the coceoliths described as occurring in deep-

sea sediments are not direct witnesses to an actual chemical precipitation of

calcium carbonate on a large scale over much of the sea floor.

Irvine and Woodhead have shown conclusively that marine animals, even
those normally secreting limey structures, will live and comparatively thrive in

sea water from which every trace of calcium carbonate has been eliminated.t

In one experiment they mixed sodium chloride, magnesium chloride, magnesium
sulphate, calcium sulphate, and potassium sulphate with pure water in about

the proportions of average sea water. In this artificial sea water (No. 1) they

placed a number of crabs. In their proper seasons the exoskeletons were shed

but were never rebuilt b.v the animals. Yet the crabs continued to feed and
live, long after the exfoliation had taken place.

In a second experiment -0903 per cent hy weight of calcium chloride was
added to Xo. 1 water, giving Xo. 2 water. In this the crabs lived and rebuilt

their exoskeletons. This new structure was composed of the carbonate and
phosphate of lime and chitinous matter in the proportions present in normal
shells. Other crabs similarly throve in a third water in which the calcium

chloride in average- sea-water proportion was substituted for the calcium sul-

phate of Xo. 1 water.

The proof is clear that the secretion of calcareous structures is by no means
dependent upon the presence of calcium carbonate in sea water.

In a fourth experiment sodium chloride and magnesium chloride were
dissolved in pure water in the proportions of average sea water. Crabs and
fish were found to thrive in this water, ' feeding greedily, but of course ecdysis

(elaboration of cast exoskeletons) in such water was impossible.' Ecdysis was,

however, carried out when calcium chloride was added to the solution.

The whole series of experiments cited indicate the possibility, first, that the

j,re-Cambrian ocean could hold but a minute quantity of lime salts in solution

unless those salts were being continually and largely fed into the sea and pre-

ferably fed at the surface, farthest from the bottom stratum of water charged
with the products of decaying animal matter; and, secondly, that abundant life

existed in water so nearly limeless.

OBSERVATIONS OS THE BL.\CK SEA.

The well known, remarkable studies of Andrussow and others on

the hydrography and deposits of the Black Sea show that we have

in a large existing basin a strong analogy to the imagined Eozoie

t R. Irvine and G. S. Woodhead, Proc. Koyal Society, Edinburgh, Vol. 16, 1889, p.
324.

25a—vol. iii—i3
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ocean.* A3 a result of a special series of geological events, this sea basin is

devoid of bottom scavengers over the greater part of its area. On the other hand,

the surface fauna has always been abundant. The bottom has therefore received

the fallen carcasses of the surface animals which, unceasingly, have putrefied

in the relatively high temperature of that sea floor. Two soluble products,

ammonium carbonate and sulphuretted hydrogen, have been generated in

enormous quantities at the bottom. The gas has poisoned the water from the

greatest depth (1,237 fathoms) to the level of about 100 fathoms from the

surface. Below the 100-fathom level no life is possible except that of a few
anaerobic bacteria, one of which has been studied and named as the primary

cause of putrefaction.

Corresponding to our hypothesis, it has been found that the bottom muds
of the Black Sea basin are rich in a powdery deposit of carbonate of calcium.

Far from shore, and thus in areas not so abundantly supplied with silts, the

carbonate occurs in thin white layers. In shallower water, from ' 300 to 717

fathoms,' the mud is black and the presence of the carbonate is masked b,v the

relative increase of mechanical deposit.

The black muds, and less conspicuously the deposits of the greater depths,

are strongly charged with disseminated iron sulphide. The mode of formation
of this sulphide is summarized by Murray and Irvine in the following equations

:

RSO. + 20 = 2C0, + RS
RS + 3C0. + H.0 = H.S + RCO.CO,
RS + RCdCO, + H,d = 2RC0, + H.S
Fe,0. + 3H^S = 2FeS + S + 3H,0

These reactions presuppose the absence of free oxygen. Andrussow points out,

not only the incompatibility of oxygen and free sulphuretted hydrogen, but also

states another cause of the poverty of the bottom waters in free oxygen. It is

in part due to the lack of normal vertical currents in the Black Sea; these are

impossible because of the peculiar density stratification of this basin.

The equations show that, in the presence of ferrusinous muds, free sulphur

is precipitated along with the sulphide of iron. It is thus easy to understand

the formation of the numerous nodules of iron pyrites found in the black muds.

In the main ocean near muddy shores the foregoing reactions also apply to a

part of the changes produced by putrefaction. The analogous case of the Black

Sea, therefore, proves the truth of the prevailing views as to the formation of

iron pyrites in marine sediments, and also the corollary of our hypothesis as

to the gradual destruction of the sulphuric acid radical in Eozoic sea water.

That all the lime salts have not been precipitated from the Black Sea water is,

of course, due to the large amount of Mediterranean water constantly renewing

the lime salts by way of the bottom current at the Bosphorus.

It seems clear that the Black Sea is carrying on a gigantic natural experi-

ment which strengthens belief in the main deductions so far made as to the

physical and biological conditions of the Eozoic sea. In one important respect

• Gaide des Excursions, Vllme Congres Gtologique Internationale, No. 29, 1897.
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(he analogy breaks down ; we shall see that, after all the lime salts are removed

from sea water, the ammonium carbonate has special power to attack the mag-

nesium salt^. This fact cannot, for the reason just stated, be illustrated in the

case of the Black Sea.

PRE-CAilBRIAX SEDOIEXTARY DEPOSITS.

A third test of the hypothesis consists in an examination of actual rock-

deposits in the pre-Cambrian.

Origin of Dolomite and of Other Magnesian Sediments.—It is an estab-

lished fact that dolomites and masnesian limestones, sandstones, anl argillites

are very common in pre-Cambrian rock series. Granting that Eozoie organisms

could not secrete magnesium carbonate shells or skeletons, it follows that the

magnesian content of these rocks must have had a chemical origin.

The magnesium carbonate was not thrown down simply because this little

soluble salt, as it was introduced by the pre-Cambrian rivers, saturated the sea

water. Then as now calcium carbonate was doubtless much in excess of magnesium
carbonate in river waters. We have seen that the acid radicals set free in the

persistent precipitation of calcium carbonate, would, during Eozoic time, prevent

the permanent solution of magnesium carbonate in any appreciable quantity.

On the other hand, we must conclude that the long-continued precipitation of

magnesium carbonate was effected by the action of a strongly alkaline carbonate.

We are thus naturally led to the discussion of the possible precipitation of

magnesium carbonate also by the ammonium carbonate emanating from decaying

animals.

The experiments on this subject are, at first sight, contradictory. Linck

has recently shown that when ammonium carbonate is added to sea water,

aragonite is precipitated but no magnesium carbonate was found by him in the

precipitate.* On the other hand, Pfaff, using an artificial sea water similar in

composition to average sea water, found that, after a certain interval of time a

part of the magnesium in the salts was thrown down as the basic carbonate while

there was an abundant prei^ipitation of calcium carbonate.^ PfafF's result

accords with the general experience of analytical chemists; hydrous magnesium
carbonate will be precipitated by the alkaline carbonate if time enough be

allowed.

The reactions for magnesium sulphate and chloride commonly assume the

following forms:—
4MgS0, -I- 4(NH.),C03 + H,0 = Mg,(C0.)3(0H), -i- CO, + 4(]SrH.),S0,

and

4MgCL + 4(NH.),C03 +RO = Mg,(C03),(0H), + CO, + 8NH,C1.

The presence of ammonium chloride tends to prevent the precipitation of the

carbonate from a solution of magnesium chloride; it is important, therefore, to

* G. Linck, Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, etc., Beilage Band, xvi, p. 502. 1903.

t F. W. Pfaff. Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, etc., Beil. Bd., Vol. ix, p. 504, 1894.

25a—vol. iii—43i
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note the fact tliat ammonium clilorido formed in tliis way at the sea bottom
diffuses away to upper strata of tlie ocean waters and wouM not interfere with

the final completion of the reaction.

Besides the element of time and the undoubted presence of an appreciable

amount of magnesium salts in the pre-Cambrian sea, another principal factor

must be considered. Hunt has shown that the precipitation of magnesiiim

carbonate from sea water by alkaline carbonates is facilitated if the calcium

salts be removed. Our hypothesis states that the latter were absent from the

bottom stratum through most of Eozoic time.

Again we may turn to the noteworthy experiments of Murray and Irvine

for a suggestion of the truth of the foregoing statements. Their table is here

reproduced (No. XLI). It shows the composition of the precipitate thrown

out of a mixture of sea water and urine after standing seven days, the urine

meanwhile decomposing and furnishing the alkaline carbonate:

—

T.\BLE XLI.

Water and or<;auic inattpr containiiifr ammonia <7-38p.r.) 31-81

Carbonate of lime 4-85

Phosphate of ma;;nesia and annnniiia 51-10

Phosphate of lime 12-24

100-00

Table XLII. shows the composition of the precipitate thrown out of the

mi.xture (after filtration from the precipitate which was thrown out in seven

days), standing other ten days:

—

Tabi.k XLTT.

Water and organic matter 20-2.5

Carbonate of lime 7.5-35

Carbonate of magnesia 1-03

Phosphate of magnesia 3-38

100-00

These tables* prove that the magnesium carbonate came down only after

much, perhaps nearloi- all. of the calcium was precipitated as carbonate. It should

also be observed that a considerable amount of the precipitating alkali, ammonia,
was removed from the mixture in the first jn-ecipitate.

Murray and Irvine have also investigated the composition of the water

filtered out of the mud dredged from the bottom in Granton Harbour and also

near the Forth Bridget The following table gives the resulting total analysis

of the salts of the average mud-water and also bears a column indicating the

analysis of average sea water :

—

•.I. Murray and E. Irvine, Proc. Rov. Soc. Edinburgh. Vol. 17. 1889. p. 104.

t Trans. Royal Society Edinburgh, Vol. 37, 1895, p. 490.
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calcium carbonate of the dolomites and of thi> pure calcium-limestones was,

for most of the Eozoic seon, introduced to the sea by the rivers. Notwithstanding
the slowness of the precipitation of magnesium carbonate at ordinary tempera-
tures, some excess of magnesium salts in solution in tliat sea might easily

permit the basic magnesium carbonate to be thrown down in very high proportion
when compared with the precipitate of the other carbonate. What determined
the actual composition of any one bed cannot be declared. Opposite the mouth
of a large river we might expect beds of practically pure calcium carbonate.

Far from shores the chemical deposit would be more magnesian. Gradual
changes in the rivers, in the marine currents, or in the configuration of the

coast-line would cause alternations in the composition of the precipitate, the

magnesium component rising or falling according to the highly variable circum-

stances. The beds would further be indefinitely varied according to the propor-

tion and kinds of mechanical detritus intermixed with carbonates. Eozoic

sediment may be fetid to-day because of the residual animal matter imprisoned

in such detritus and chemical precipitate.

When calcium salts, at or about the beginning of Cambrian time, came into

permanent excess in sea water (i.e., excess over the needs of lime-secreting

organisms), the precipitation of magnesium carbonate became more difficult,

but this change would be extremely slow. Even at the present day the pro-

portion of lime salts in sea water is low. The existing rivers are nearly the

greatest rivers the world has known, so far at least as drainage basins are con-

cerned. Those rivers flow through immense tracts of limestone and dolomitic

formations which evidently did not furnish carbonate to rivers of Paleozoic or

!Mesozoic age. It is clear that Paleozoic and llesozoic rivers mao? have sent even

less sulphate and carbonate of calcium into the sea than is now being poured

into it. We should, therefore, expect that, during the Paleozoic and Mesozoic

fpons, there was a less abundant precipitation of magnesium carbonate than

during the Eozoic, but a more abundant precipitation than at the present time.

Average Ratio of Calcium to Magnesium in the Limestones of the Different

Periods.—The writer has attempted to test these conclusions quantitatively.

For this purpose nearly 900 analyses of types of pre-Cambrian, Paleozoic, Cre-

taceous. Tertiary, an"! Quaternary-Recent limestones have been calculated, so as

to show the average ratio of calcium to magnesium throughout the series. The
analyses were taken from the government survey reports of Canada and the

United States; from Logan's 'Geology of Canada'; from the state survey

reports of Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania,

West Virginia, and Wisconsin ; from the reports of the Ontario Bureau of

Mines; from Firket's elaborate paper on the limestones of Belgium,* and from

the list of analyses supplied for this report.

The selection is far from being as complete as it might be made, but it

is believed that enough analyses are represented to give a fairly accurate idea

c¥ the variation of the ratio through geologic time. The number of pre-Cam-

•A. Firket: Annales Soci«e G^ologiqne de Belgique, Vol. 11, 1883, p. 221.
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brian and Cambrian limestones averaged is, in botli cases, low, but includes

nearly all that seemed to be available. The number of the Tertiary and later

limestones averaged is again low, but the labour of searching for additional

ones did not seem necessary, since it is well known that these later limestones

are usuallj- very low in magnesium. Lesley had already prepared a remarkable
series of analyses (230) which was intended to afford the average ratio for the

Ordovician limestones of Pennsylvania. This result could not, however, be
safely used, inasmuch as the whole series refers only to some 370 feet of beds

out of several thousand feet of the limestones locally developed, and at that

represents only a local phase of the Ordovician.f It has thus seemed better to

use the analyses derived from many Ordovician formations in Canada and the

United States, The ratio for the pre-Cambrian may be a little too high, for

the reason that thirty-three out of the sixty-one analyses selected were taken
from Miller's Bureau of Mines report on the limestones of Ontario, in which
there was some tendency to select limestones specially adapted to lime burning.
Excluding twelve analyses of specimens from limekiln quarries in Ontario, the

average ratio for the remaining pre-Cambrian rocks is 3.61 : 1.

The results of the compilation and calculation are given in Table XLIII :

—

Table XLiJLi,

—

Calcium and magnesium in limestones of the geological periods.

Period,

Prt-Cambrian.
a. From N. America except those in 6

h. From Ontario ( Miller)

c. Average of a and b

Cambrian (including 17 of the Shenandoah limestone).
Ordovician
Silurian

All pre-Devoniaii
Devonian
Carboniferous ,

Cretaceous
Tertiai'y

Quaternary and Recent

Total, 8G5.

1. 2.

Number
j

Ratio
of analyses of CaCOa
averaged, t to MgCOs.

28
33
61
30
93
208
392
106
238
77
26
26

1.64
4.92
2 93
2.9H
2 72
2^09
2.39
4.49
8.89
40.23
37 92
25.00

Ratio
of

Ca to Mff

2.30:
6.89
4.10:
4.14 I

3.81 :

2.93 I

3.55;
6.29 : 1

12.45 : 1
56.32 : 1
53.09 : 1

35.00 : 1

t J. P. Lesley: Final Report of Pennsylvania Survey, VoJ. 1, 1892, p. 327.
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It will be obscrvetl that the ratio of eak'iiim to nuifinpsiuni is fairly constant

for all the (392) pre-Devonian analyses, in which the average is 3.;?5 :
1.* The

ratio abruptly rises in the Devonian and increases rapidly in the Carboniferous.

Tlie Cretaceous show? an apparent maxinuini but it is quite possible that a larfrer

number of analyses of Tertiary and later formations would give average ratios

at least as high a* that of the Cretaceous.

t

The ratio for the pre-Canibrian limestones (;?.C)1 : 1 to 4.10:1), like that nf

ail the pre-Devoniau, is significantly close to the ratio of calcium to magnesimn
in the Ottawa river analyses made at the capital (low water stage, 3.82:1;

high water stage, 3.50:1; their average, 3.69:1). This comparison of itself

suggests that, during the pre-Devonian time, the river-borne magnesium and

calcium were wholly precipitated after diffusing to the sea bottom. In fact, the

correspondence must be regarded as giving powerful support to the hypothesis.

The abrupt eliange in passing from the Silurian to the Devonian may,

perhaps, be referred to the development of the fishes during the early Devonian.

This development doubtless began in relatively shallow water, and the flesh-

eating and scavenging fishes must have aided greatly in preventing the deea,y

of animal matter on the bottom of the extensive Devonian epicontinental seas.

During the Carboniferous and yet more wholesale Permian and post-Permian

emergence the fishes were driven out into deeper water, where they continued the

gradual colonization of the entire sea floor. So far as the fishes are concerned

that colonization may have been complete in Cretaceous time.J That, at any

* On account of the relatively small nmount of time which could be occupied in

compiling the data, the comparison of the linie#tone« has been largely confined (o

the North American formations. A more (lualitative study seems, however, to

show that there has been a parallel succ<»ssion of chemical types among the lime-

stones of the other continents. One specially interesting parallel may be noted.

The Great Dolomite of South Africa (jiart of the Potchefstroom series of the Trans-

vaal) reaches a maximum thickness of 5,000 feet and covers very large areas. It

is unfossiliferous, but is known to be of pre-Devouian age. In chemical composi-

tion, grain, structure, and' great thickness this huge (marine) deposit seems to he

very similar to the Siyeh limestone. The weathered outcrop has characteristically

a 'curiously wrinkled or corrugated surface, resembling an elephant's skin'; hence

the Dutch settlers have named the limestone ' Olifantsklip ' (elephant rock). Thi,s

corrugation is due to the more rapid .solution of the calcareous parts of the rock
as compared with the more magnesian parts, and is thus comparable to the rough-
ening of the weathering surface of the Siyeh molar-tooth limestone. The average
content of magnesia in the whole South African formation seems to be of the ,-^ame

order as that in the average pre-Devonian limivitone of North America. See the

'Geology of South .\frica ' by Y. H. Hatch and G. S. Corstorphine, London, liW.'j,

p. 311.

tCf C. R Van Hise. Treatise on Motamorphism. 1904. p. SOI. and Chamberlin and

Salisbury, Geology, Vol. 1, liKW, pp. 360, 4(H.

Jjrhis speculation regarding the migration of the fishes into bathybial and

aby.ssal depths is confessedlv Httle better tlian a guess, but it i,-= stated partly to

render the hypothesis somewhat nuire concrete and therefore more intelligible.

Meagre as are the relevant facts concerning the fishes, those Ix>aring on the Paleo-

zoic and Mesozoic historv of the bathybial and abyssal crustaceans, echinoderm;,

worms, and other scavenging species are almost nil. The profound mystery covei-

inst this subject does not. liowever, affeK't the general hypothesis favouring a nearly

limele.ss ocean in pre-Cambrian time; for it is next to certain that the more efficient

scavengers of the .•=«! Hoor. being all relatively liigli types, were not abundantly

develofTed in Cambrian and pre-Cambrian time.
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rate, it was complete probably several million years ago seems evident from the

chemistry of the present ocean. Aceordinar to Murray, the calcium snlphate

now dissolved in the ocean could be introduced by existing rivers in about

600,000 years. Since the sulphate is being rapidly decomposed by lime-secreting

organisms and converted into deposited carbonate, it is probable that much
more than 600,0(K) years have elapsed since the bathybial fishes and other scav-

engers colonized the general sea floor to depths of 2.500 fathoms. The test case

of the Black sea shows that the present content of calcium sulphate in ocean

water would be largely and rapidly diminished if the scavenging system were not

now at work in the ocean.

The ratio of calcium to magnesium in the Ottawa river, the best available

type of rivers draining the average pre-Cambrian terrane, is 3.69 : 1. The ratio

for the Saint Lawrence, which is not far from representing a type of the rivers

which might drain the average late Paleozoic terrane, is 4.44:1. The ratio for

the Mississippi at Memphis, similarly a fair tj^e of river draining the average

terranes of the Triassic, Jurassic, or Cretaceous, is 2.50:1. The ratio for the

^Mississippi at New Orleans, a chemical world type for the present time is3.0'2: 1.

The ratio for forty-four existing rivers is 4.18 : 1.* It appears, therefore, highly

probable that the ratio of calcium to magnesium for the world's entire river

system has been fairly constant from the pre-Cambrian to the present. We have

^een that this ratio is almost identical with that in the average pre-Devonian

limestone, but is much lower than the ratio for the Devonian and post-Devonian

limestones. Granting that the calcium and magnesium in sea water have been

introduced by the rivers, the sudden increase of the ratio Ca : Mg in the Devonian

limestones must mean that during the Devonian the magnesium began to accu-

mulate in the oceanic solution with special and unprecedented rapidity. On the

hypothesis that the ocean was nearly limeless in pre-Cambrian time and ver.y

low in lime during early Paleozoic time, it follows that only a minute amount of

magnesium could have remained in the oceanic solution during pre-Devonian

time.

Since the period of the general colonization of the sea-floor, the precipitation

of magnesium carbonate direct from sea water has been possible only under

special conditions, so that the more recent times have seen minimum formation

of magnesian deposits. The observations of Murray and Irvine on mud-waters

suggest that, at the present day. there ma.v be a slow addition of magnesium

carbonate to the deposits of pure calcium carbonate shells or skeletons. A fairly

pure calcareous ooze or shell-bank or a porous coral reef may be charged with

decaying animal matter. Within the myriad interstices of the deposit there is

sea water into which ammonium carbonate is being passed. This alkali preci-

pitates all the calcium salts in the quasi-imprisoned water. Thereafter will

follow a slow but steady precipitation of magnesium carbonate within the ooze

* So faT as this ratio ds concerned, a single analysis of a river may have high

ralue in the discussion, since Dubois has shomn that, no matter how much the

absolute amounts of solute in a river may vary throughout the year, the propor-

tions of the difierent salts remain nearly unchanged (E. Dubois, op. cit.. p. 48).
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or sand; if the amount of alkaline carbonate suflSces, the magnesium salt may
be added to the deposit in large amounts.

Whatever may be the exact chemistry of the process (perhaps mass-action in

cfiutrol) dolomitization of recently deposited calcareous matter does take place

beneath the sea floor. The detailed studies of the boring at the Funafuti atoll have

proved that fact beyond peradventure.* From the accounts of the different

writers of the Funafuti report one must conclude that the extensive dolomitiza-

tion in this case has been facilitated by the porous nature of the coral growth

and coral-shell debris; the porosity permitting of the circulation of sea water.

The impalpable, inorganic calcareous muds of the pre-Cambrian vcould evidently

not be porous. It seems, therefore, probable that the dolomitization took place

at the surface of the pre-Cambrian calcareous mud, the conditions there favour-

ing the formation of the double salt at or very near the contact of mud and

main water body. To-day the same chemical conditions seem to be found in the

oceanic areas only at some depth below the surface of coral reef or of calcareous

sands of direct organic origin.

There are yet other ways in which magnesium carbonate may be elaborated

from sea-water—throi^gh certain alga? and a few anin;als known to secrete

magnesium carbonate along with the dominant calcium carbonate of their hard

structures, or, finally, through the local evaporation of sea water. However,

the quantitative value of all these sources just mentioned may well be suspected

to be but subsidiary to a more general cause of dolomite formation. Most of

the world's magnesian limestones and dolomites seem to owe their origin neither

to the secretions of special organisms nor to evaporation. The special organisms

are too rare in one case; evaporation must be too local for the other case.

The scope of the present report does not permit of a critical discussion of

the many published theories concerning the dolomites. It may only be stated

that, if we accept the leaching hypothesis or the hypothesis that dolomite is the

result of metamorphic processes by which magnesium comes to replace calcium

in ordinary limestone, we meet with very grave difficulties, long ago stated

and never overcome. The rapid alternation of clean-cut beds of pure or nearly

pure calcium carbonate with other clean-cut beds of magnesian limestone or

dolomite is a fact hardly to be reconciled with these metamorphic theories. The
metamorphism is, by these theories, accomplished through the activities of cir-

culating underground waters; yet it seems impossible that such wholesale meta-

morphism could leave the original bedding so well marked. The alternation of

clean-cut beds as described is a prominent fact illustrated, for example, in the

pre-Cambrian formations of Montana and British Columbia. The facts of the

field speak rather for an original deposition of the two carbonates arranged in

very nearly their present relations.

It is scarcely necessary to dwell on the effect of burial on the chemical pre-

cipitate of basic magnesium carbonate. Pressure and a heightened temperature

have gradually driven out the water of crystallization. The simultaneous forma-

tion of the double carbonate, dolomite, might be expected where both carbonates

'The Atoll of Funafuti. Published by the Koyal Society of LondoQ, 1904.
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are present in large amount. The shrinkage consequent on the loss of water of

crystallization amply accounts for the cavernous structure often seen in dolo-

mites.

In conclusion, it appears that the hypothesis here proposed bears its third

principal test so far as the carbonates of calcium and magnesium are concerned.

It involves the precipitation of both carbonates from sea water through the decay

of animal matter. The magnesium carbonate should have been most abundantly

thrown down in pre-Cambrian time; its precipitation must have been lessened

through Paleozoic and Mesozoic time, and has reached its minimum since the

abysses of the ocean became abundantly tenanted with scavengers.

Origin of Certain Iron Ores, Cherts, and Jaspers.—In the preliminary paper

a brief statement was given as to the jwssible origin of the lake Superior iron

ores, cherts, and jaspers through precipitation from sea water by ammonium
carbonate derived from decaying animal matter (.American Journal of Science,

Feb., 1907, pp. 110-111). These subjects are not directly relevant in the present

connection and their discussion will not be attempted. Nevertheless, it may
be noted that the regular association of dolomite with the ores, jaspers, etc.,

tends to corroborate the proposed hypothesis for the dolomites.

Origin of the Petroleum and Natvral Gas Emanating from Pre-Camhrian

Sediments.—Finally, the hypothesis of an almost limeless ?ea during Eozoic

times correlates well with the undoubted fact that natural gas and petroleimi

are to-day issuing from pre-Cambrian strata. An excellent example of this

is seen in the field now being prospected in the Flathead valley of British Col-

umbia, at points situated far inside the eastern limit of the Rocky Mountains.

The entombment of the carcasses of soft-bodied animals is, it is true, partly

prevented by their bacterial decomposition, but doubtless not more so than by

the steady removal of carcasses from the sea bottom by scavengers. Murray has

shown that there is, in the deep-sea deposits of the present time, a considerable

percentage of organic (soft-bodied) matter. This fact is all the more striking

since there is evidence that the bottom muds are being worked over and over by

scavengers through whose bodies pass inorganic and organic matter together.

Before the general scavenging system for the sea floor was introduced we

should expect a still higher proportion of such organic matter to enter into

the composition of marine sediments. It is therefore not a matter of surprise

that sufficient organic (soft-bodied) matter was entrapped within Eozoic sedi-

ment to furnish, after subsequent distillation, the oil and gas actually seen

issuing from these old rocks. The greatest amount of entombment would be

expected after the marine animals had begun to cover themselves with shells

and skeletons (these structures retarding complete bacterial decay), and before

the scavenging system was well established; it may be partly for this reason

that the older Paleozoic formations are relatively so rich in petroleum and

natural gas. Nevertheless, these fluids may emanate from rocks in which ther*

is not a trace nf shell or skeleton—rocks as unfossiliferous as so many pre-

Cambrian formations.
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ninwT F.nDESCE ok the chemical precipitation- of the carboxate rocks ix the

PRIEST RIVER AND BELT-CAMBRIAN TERRANES.

Finally, we may turn t" luore direct evidences tliat the vast pre-Siliirian

limestone and dolomite deposits encountered in the Boundary belt, were origin-

ally chemical precipitates on the sea floor. This conclusion has been stated at

several points in the detailed description of the Watcrton. Altyn, Siyeli. Shep-

l)ard, and Creston (Eastern phase) formations, and it is <inly necessary to sum-

marize the facts.

One of the leading arguments is the argument by exclusion. Rome fourteen

thin sections of typical phases of these formations have been specially studied

under the microscope. The specimens were taken at localities ranging from

Waterton lake to the Yahk river, a distance of 120 miles, and at horizons

langing through 12,000 feet of the Lewis series and through about as great a

thickness in the Purcell series. In spite of such highly varied positions in the

sedimentary prism, the grain of the carbonate rocks, as shown in the thin

section and as implied in the never-varying compactness of the rock in the

field, is most extraordinarily uniform.

The constituent grains are either idiomorphie and rhombohedral or anhedral

and faintly interlocking. The former are ever.^-where of nearly constant average

diameter, ranging from 001 to 003 mm., with an average of 0-02 mm. The

anhedral grains range from 0005 mm. or less to 00:1 mm., averaging about

0-01.5 mm.
This fineness and uniformity of grain persists not only in the compact

Siyeh and Sheppard beds but also throughout the many beds of the Altyn, where

coarse quartz and feldspar sands and pebbles are abundantly distributed in the

carbonate base. Neither horizon nor distance from the old shore-line sensibl.v

atfeets the singularly monotonous grain. In view of these facts regarding the

the grain, in view of the rhombohedral forms of the one class of granules, and

in view of the fact that there is no known pre-Belt carbonate formation at all

adequate to furnish the material's for these tens of thousands of cubic miles of

inagnesian limestones, it seems impossible to credit them with a clastic origin.

On the other hand, all the above-mentioned facts and the character of the

bedding, which is often paper-thin and clean-cut as befits a precipitate, point

directly to a chemical origin.

The argument is further strengtliened by the fact that the much older Priest

River dolomites seem to have hail nearly the same grain and other general

characteristics of the limestones in the overlying prism.

Secondly, it is important to note that the average dian'.etei's of the carbonate

granules are of the same order as the average diameters of calcite and dolomite

crystals which are unquest ion abl.v due to chemical precipitation from sea water

or saline solutions at ordinary temperatures. CuUis has showni that the calcite

granules deposited from sea water in the cavities of the Funafuti corals have

average diameters of from 0.02 mm. to 0-03 mm.; also that the dolomite crystals

which have graduall\' replaced the aragonite and calcite of the coral deposits.
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are of similar size.* When solutions of calcium chloride and alkaline (sodium)

carbonate react at ordinary temperatures, crystals of calcium carbonate are

slowly formed, which reach the same dimensions.f The granules constituting'

the 'eggs' of the Belt-Cambrian oolites likewise average 0-01 mm. to 0-02 mm.
in diameter; the eggs are clearly chemical, inorganic growths.

Ill the few places where the Belt-Cambriau carbonate rocks at the Forty-

ninth Parallel were observed to have been dynamically metamorphosed, the grain

is coarsened.:]: Elsewhere and in general it is reasonable to suppose that we
have the original grain more or less perfectl.v preserved.

Granting a chemical origin for these carbonate rocks, the genetic problem

may be still further narrowed down by excluding the hypothesis of deposition

within closed basins or lagoons. The scale of operations was altogether too vast

to permit of our crediting the dolomites to the evaporation of sea water. Against

that view is, further, the fact that there is no representative of the other

inevitably expected evaporation deposits, like rock-salt, associated with the

dolomites.

The hypothesis that the precipitation here occurred through organic decay

en the open-sea floor is supported by the discovery of appreciable amounts of

carbonaceous matter still resident in the Siyeh and other old limestones in the

Boundary section.

But the choice between the various chemical h.vpotheses for the Belt-

Cambrian and Priest River limestones and dolomites is to be made not simply

on the basis of facts wholi.v derived from their -tudy, but rather by the correlation

of those facts with the great body of geological principles. The more those

principles are developed the more clear is it becoming that strict uniformi-

tarianism may err as vitally as the older doctrine of catastrophism. The pre-

Silurian carbonate rocks at the Forty-ninth Parallel are entirely different

physical and chemical types from the staple modern limestone. It seems,

therefore, wrong to confine explanation only to limestone-forming processes now
at work. Large-scale geological conditions and processes have had their evolution

since Azoic times as surely as plants and animals have been evolved.

•C. G. CuUis, The Atoll of Funafuti, London. 1904, p. 392; see text, figures and
Plate F.

t H. B. Stocks, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. .58, 190-2, p. M.
i In his study of Norwegian marbles, Vogt has found that the rock of finest grain

was made up of granules averaging 0.02 to 003 mm. in diameter. The grain varies
directly with the intensity of the regional metaraorphism suffered by the limestones
and dolomites. He divides the marbles into seven classes im this basis, the coarsest
marble showing average grains over -5 mm. in diameter. Vogt further (^.tates that
these dolomitic interbeds are masses which were chemically deposited on the sea floor.

From their association with conglomerates and quartzites he notes the implication
that these dolomites and limestones are shallow-water deposits. The Norwegian field

evidently offers a genetic problem which is similar to that att.iching to the Fortj'-ninth
Parallel section. It is therefore, gratifying to the present writer to find his con-
clusions so closely parallel to those of Vogt, whose paper was not discovered in the
literature until this chapter was oractically comijleted. See .T.H.L. Vogt. Zeitschrift
fiir Praktische Geologic, Jan. and Feb., 1898.
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Summary.

Premises.—The conclusions emphasized in this chapter are based on the

following premises :

—

1. The truth of the evolutionary hypothesis, especially as regards the geo-

logically late development of active hunters and scavengers on the general

sea floor;

2. The biologically deduced fact that the evolution of the main animal

types, including those secreting hard parts, was aecitmplished in tlio oce^an

;

3. The fact that animal types were already highly diversified in Cambrian

time;

4. The experimentally proved fact that representatives ef the main animal

types can live and thrive in sea water quite deprived of calcium salts;

5. The postulate that bacterial decomposition of animal remains occurred in

Eozoic time and has occurred in all subsequent time;

6. The experimentally proved fact that bacterial decomposition of animal

remains causes the emanation of ammonium carbonate among other products;

7. The experimentally proved fact that such ammonium carbonate can

precipitate from sea water all of its calcium salts in the form of the carbonate

and some of the magnesium salts as basic magnesium carbonate. (This pre-

cipitation is proved to be actually progressing on the floor of the Black Sea) ;

8. The experimentally proved fact that the precipitation of magnesium

carbonate is facilitated by the absence or low content of calcium salts dissolved

in sea water;

9. The probable fact that, in post-Middle Huronian (pre-Animikie) time,

the land areas and therefore the river systems were greatly increased in size

as a result of an erogenic revolution throughout the earth; much limestone then

first exposed to weathering;

10. The fact that a prolonged period of partial or complete basplevelling

followed the mountain-building period, implying a specially great addition of

dissolved, river-borne calcium and magnesium salts to the ocean water. This

addition of calcium salts is assumed to have made a fundamental change in the

conditions of marine life; the excess of calcium salts being so great as to permit

of the secretion of calcareous shells and skeletons for the first time:

11. The fact that the land areas have ever since retained sufiicient size and

abundance of limestone to furnish the sea with lime salts in excess of the

amount of those salts being precipitated by ammonium carbonate and being

deposited in the form of organic shells and skeletons on the sea floor.

12. The postulate that the chemical nature of the Ottawa, St. Lawrence,

Mississippi, Danube, Ehone, Seine, and other rivers can give a tolerable idea of

the necessary and drastic changes in calcium-content which must have

characterized the world's river-system as it existed in pre-Cambrian, Paleozoic

Mesozoic, and Tertiary times; a comparison of these rivers also showing tha

relative constancy of the ratio, Ca :Mg, in the average river-waters from the pre-

Cambrian to the present time.
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Conclusions.—1. The lime salts of the ocean, inherited from Azoic times,

were precipitated as calcium carbonate comparatively soon after the introduc-

tion of animal life into the sea.

2. During most of Eozoic time, i.e., pre-Cambrian time in which animal
life existed, the ocean was so nearly limeless that calcareous secretions by animals

were impossible.

3. Tests and skeletons of pure chitin were possible in Eozoic time, but were

not abundantly preserved until some carbonate or phosphate of lime was built

into those structures. The calcareo-chitinous tests of Cambrian and Ordovician

trilobites and shells of brachiopods represent a transition stage between the

Eozoic aeon of dominantly soft-bodied animals and the post-Cambrian a?on of

dominantly lime-secreting animals. The notable fossilization of brachiopods,

trilobites, molluscs, etc., was impossible until near the beginning of Cnmbrian

time. Indeed, the conditions for truly abundant fossilization of calcareous forms

were not established until after the Cambrian period. The striking rarity or

entire lack of organic remains in thick Cambrian sediments of British

Columbia, Alberta, Idaho, and Montana, and in many other parts of the world,

may be thus explained.

4. Eozoic limestones, dolomites, magnesian limestones, and calcareous and
magnesian deposits generally were chemically deposited through the medium of

organic ammonium carbonate. This alkali acted on the primeval calcium and
magnesium salts (of the ocean and on the calcium and magnesium salts) intro-

duced to the ocean by pre-Cambrian rivers. A similar origin is suggested for

the iron carbonate occurring in Eozoic sedimentary beds. It is also suggested

that possibly the silica of the cherts and jaspers characteristically associated

with these carbonates, were likewise thrown out of solution by ammonium car-

bonate of organic origin. The petroleum and natural gas emanations from
Eozoic sedimentary rocks receive explanation if the fundamental postulaie ol

abundant Eozoic marine life be accepted.

5. The hypothesis seems to explain the greater development of magnesian
rocks in the earlier geological formations, especially those belonging to the Eozoic

won. The hypothesis throws light on the formation of dolomitic rocks of all

ages.

6. The ratio of calcium to magnesium is nearly constant in the average
limestone of the pre-Cambrian. Cambrian, Ordovician. and Silurian terranes. The
ratio increases abruptly in the Devonian limestones, possibly because of the rapid

development of the fishes, which then began the more thorough scavenging of the

sea floor.

7. The colonization of the sea floor, at least to the depths where calcium

carbonate is not redissolved by pressure, was probably fairly complete in the

Cretaceous period.

8. Magnesium salts first began to be accumulated in the ocean water
probably during the early Devonian period.

9. It is suggested from the facts noted in this chapter that the magnesium
now contained in the sea in amount greater than a mere trace began to accumu-
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late not earlier tlian the Devonian period. The caleiinn ilid not begin to

accumulate in similar excess until the general scavenging system was established

in the " hafhybial " (not " abyssal ') regions of the ocean floor—perhaps as late as

the ('retaceous period. When we also bear in mind that the sodium and potassium

salts have been slowly accumulating from the pre-Cambrian to the present time,

we are prepared to i-each the rather probable conclusion that the pre-Cambrian

ocean really approximated a fresh-water (though faintly acid) condition. The
only escape from that conclusion seems to be offered in the view that a large

part of the existing ocean is made of nearly pure ' juvenile ' water emitted from
volcanic vents or from primary igneous rocks since the pre-Cambrian.

10. The hypothesis suggests that, in general, secular variations in the

oceanic composition ma.v be found to explain some features of biological history,

including certain accelerations and retardations in life development, especiall.v

as regards the elaboration of the hard parts of animals and the rise and fall

of lime-secreting organisms.

11. According to the hypothesis the outlines of developments may be tabula-

ted as follows :

—

Life.
Oceanic

Composition.

River influence on
Oce«nic

Compo-sition.

Carbonate
Deposits.

Azoic Period.

Earltt Eozoic Period.

Pelagic, soft-bodied, low Beginning of precipita-
types of animals and tion of Iime-s.alts.

plants.

Gradual evolution of Followed by a long,
higher types of animals, nearly linieless stage,

all soft-bodied.

Chief fossils — Silicious ;

impressions of soft-

bodied animals ; possi-

bly tests of pure chitin:

plants ?

Minimum ; land areas Calcium carbonate fol-

small; minimnai area lowed by mixed de-

of limestone exjxised; posits of calcium
to weathering carl>onate and mag-

nesium larbouate ;

iron carbonate.

Late Eozoic (Post-Midd/c Huronian) Period.

Relatively high types of
animals, soft-bodied.

Chief fossils — As in for-

mer period ; also, per-
haps, some calcareo-
chitinous.

Great and relatively ra-

pid increase of river-

borne carbonates of cal-

cium and magnesium.

Orogenic revolution ; Relative abundance (

f

land areas eplarged ; calcium carbonate
sjipcial increase of

areas of weathering
lim e s t o n e s

levelling.

base-

continued deposit of

magnesium and iron
carbonate.
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Life.
Oceanic

Composition.

River influence on
Oceanic

Composition.

Carbonate
Deposits.

Time Place oe the Great Unconformitt.*

Cambrian Period.

Diversified animal types ;;Lime salts sufficient for Land areas probably
beginning of lime secre-i lime secretion by an- diminished but still

tion.
I

imals.

f'hiff Fosf!^7s.— Calcareo-
chitinous and calcare-l

large in absolute mea-
sure.

Both chemically preci-

pitated and directly
organic calcium car-

bonate ; magnesiun\
carbonate in dimin-
ished proportion.

From Cambrian to Epoch of Colonization of General Sea floor.

Limey structures of an- [Same as last period,
imals fully developed.

Chief Fossils.

OU8.
Calcare-

Land areas, and areas
of weathering- lime-
stone, slowl}- though
not steadily increas-
ing.

Same as last period.

Period following Colonization of General Sea floor.

Same as last period. fxradual increase of cal- Land areas approach-
cium sulphate in solu- ing maximum extent.

Rivers drain maxi-
mum area of lime-
stone.

Directly organic cal-

cium carbonate dom-
inant ; niagnesium
carbonate at its min-
imum.

* It may be noted that in British Columbia there is local conformity between the Biltina bed
and the beds corresiwnding to the Oleneltas zone. This is, of course, an exceptional rel.ations
between Cambrian and pre-Cambrian rocks a.s exposed on the continental plateaus.

25a—vol. iii—44
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CHAPTER XXIV.

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF IGNEOUS KOOKS.

Classification of the Igneous Rocks.

In this report the prevailing classification of igneous rocks, as compiled and
elaborated by Rosenbusch, has been followed. Once again a prolonged study of

large igneous areas has proved the value of his division of eruptives into three

principal classes : the plutonic, the effusive, and the dike rocks. The distinction

is obviously fundamental to the geologist, for he must never lose sight of the

fact that the structural relations of igneous bodies indicate earth history as

truly as do the series of stratified rocks with their contained fossils.

Likewise the petrologist, who is primarily interested in the origin of rocks

and in the processes by which they have assumed their known compositions and
structures, should regard this time-honoured, threefold division as essential.

The general contrasts of texture and structure among the three classes are too

patent to need emphasis. A fact less conspicuous but certainly worthy of

distinct recognition in arranging a classification, is illustrated in the following

table of chemical averages. It is there seen that the leading effusive types are

steadily contrasted in a chemical way with the corresponding plutonics. The
iormer are slightly but distinctly richer in silica and alkalies, and poorer in

iron oxides, magnesia, and lime than the respective plutonic rocks. This relation

is not fortuitous but is almost certainly a result of some kind of magmatic
differentiation. A classification which obscures such principal indications of

origin must be ranked as imperfect.

Most of the ' diaschistic ' dike rocks have no direct equivalents among the

plutonics or the eSusives, and these chemical units are found nowhere else than
in dikes or, more rarely, in sheets or other small injected bodies. True it is that

the ' aschistic ' dikes are essentially like corresponding plutonic rocks in chemi-
cal composition, but the petrogenist must give much more weight to the
diaschistic division. Under^stood in this way, Rosenbusch's separation of the

dike rocks from the other two classes seems to be a prime necessity to the

investigator in the genesis of rocks.

Rosenbusch's principles of subdivision in each of the three great classes

fulfil the requirements of the field geologist. A quantitative estimate of the actual

mineralogical composition checked, ideally, by microscopic and chemical

analysis, is the only natural basis of classification for the man in the field.

According to the mode in which the minerals of rocks are assembled we have,

thus, what has been called a Mode classification. Variable as igneous rocks

may be, their modes represent a quite limited number of types, each of which
25a—vol. iii—44* 677
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becomes to the trained geologist as characteristic as the features of Caucasian
or Mongolian are to the ethnographer. liock. like man, has a ' habit ' of its

own and this is of first aid to the geologist who is mapping an igneous region.
A Mode classification seems also vital to the investigator in jietrogpny. If

rock magmas be only moderately suiserheated—the usual tondition in nature

—

tlie dissociation of the molecules, which on cooling will form honingeueous
crystals, is probably very slight. The actual minerals seen in a crystalline rock

are, therefore, so many direct indications of the nature of the magma before it

cr,\stallizcd. Since it is becoming more and more certain that the laws of solution

govern the phenomena of rock crystallization, it is legitimate, with proper safe-

guards, to reason from a rock's activil niineralogical constitution or ' mode,' to

the condition of the pre-existing magma. The origin and history of magma is

reall,v the core of petrogeny. The professed petrogcnist, no less than the field

geologist, should regard the ^fode classifivation as fundamental and. in a sense,

final.

A further reason for its retention is found in the fact that a soun<l petrogeny

must be based on an inductive study of the actual igneous terrenes of the world.

This study is now only possible through the maps and memoirs which, with a

very few exceptions, have been composed in terms of the prevailing classification.

Inasmuch as the field geologist must nuip areas according to the visible, niinera-

logical character of the rocks, the raw material for the comparative petrologist

must retain essentially the same character as it has now. It is of the highest

importance that the quantities (species) dealt with by geologist and petrogenist

should have a common deriominator. Wliere the two part company there is new
opportunity for unsound hypotheses concerning the origin of the rocks in

nature.

These are some of the reasons why the Xorm classification ot igneous

rocks seems bound to be a failure for petrogenist and geologist alike. Ilarker's

destructive criticism in the last chapter of his ' Natural History of Igneous
Eocks ' (1909) is hardly to be refuted. The nature of the highly artificial

system is doubtless familiar to the reader of the present report and need not be

described. While realizing the ineificacy of the system as a direct aid in the

problems of rock genesis, it has this residual advantage that the norm calculated

from a rock anal.vsis may be used as a guide to the nearest chemical equivalents

of that rock among modern types. For the purpose Washington's large compila-

tion of analyses, for which the norms, subrangs, etc., have been determined, is of

great service. * Largely for this reason the norms of the analyzed types

occurring in the Boundary belt have been calculated.

There is no apparent reason wl\v the Mode classification of the holocrystalline

rocks should not be made rather strictly iiunntitative. somewhat after the manner
of calculation b,v which the position of a rock is found in the Norm system.

Thanks to Rosiwal's well-known method the modes can be calculated for most of

these rocks. In a measure the same is true for porphyritic rocks with aphanitic

• H. S. Washington, ' Chemical Analyses of Igneous. Eocks published from 1884 to
1900,' Professional Paper, No. U. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1903.
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or glassy base. Since the holocrystalline rocks are overwhelmingly preponderant,
and since nearly all of the glassy and ultra-compact rocks are chemical equiva-

lents of respective holocrystalline types, it seems possible to make an essentially

complete and highly useful ildde olassitication of igneous rocks on a quantitative

basis. The existing Mode classification is only sub-quantitative and, in the

writer's opinion, would be strengthened by closer precision in its definitions. A
tentative experiment has shown that Eosenbusch's plutonic types can be usefully

defined in terms of limits in the quantities of the essential minerals, and that

without causing any marked changes in the names which Eosenbusch has
adopted. Leaving further demand to decide the advisability of such a restating

of the Mode classification, we may note the quantitative basis of the present

system as shown in the average chemical analyses of the now recognized types.

Average Compositions of Leading Types.

These averages have been calculated by the writer according to the method
described in a special paper, which also hints at some of the uses to which the

averages may be put.* More surely than single averages they illustrate the

esseptial chemical nature of the world types as actually encountered in the field.

The individuality and objective character of the t.^ses are as well shown as in

the mineralogieal composition of the corresponding rocks. The averages are

here entered in the succeeding table (XLIY), in order to facilitate comparison
with the many analyses made from the Boundary Survey collection.

In summary, the writer may state as his reasons for using the Mode classifica-

tion, not only that it is the prevailing one, nor simply because it is the best of

the available systems for the field geologist, but also because it is a real approxi-

mation to the natural classification for geologist and petrogenist. It takes

account of the actual mineral composition and of the chemical composition,

each of which is a fairly direct expression of magma and of magmatic history.

The Mode classification may be somewhat affected in form through the future

application of entectie principles, but the leading types of igneous rocks as now
usually recognized, will doubtless remain in the system.

* R. A. Daly, Proceedings American Academv of Arts and Sciences, Vol. 4-5, 1910,

p. 211.
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Table XLIV.—Showing the average compositions calculated for the Principal
Igneous-rock 'Types.

GROUP I.
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GROUP II.
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(iROUP IV.

683
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GROUP VI.

686
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SiOs .

.

TiOj .

AhO,
FejOs
FeO..
MnO
MgO.
C>»0 .

NajO.
KjO..
ao..
PsOe..

No. of Analyses.

Plctosics.

46

Gabbro,
excluding
Olivine
Gabbro
(Osann).

21

49

18

2
5

6
10
2

•50

84
00
80
•80

•12

62
•64

82
98
•60
•28

47

Olivine
(iabbro
(Osann).

49
17

73
•60

17
17
86
•48

16
•78

04
29

48

Norite
excluding
Olivine
Norite
(Osann
and

Walker).

49

Olivine
Norite
(Oaann).

50

18

10

38
04
27
73
•35

•20

•32

91
•18

•02

•26

•34

60

Anortho-
site(08ann

and
Washing-

ton).

12

CALCULATED AS WaTKB-FKEK.

SiOj.
TiOj.
AI2O3
FeoOj
FeO..
MnO.
MgO.
CaO
NaiO
KiO.
PjOi

50 31
85

18 30
2-85

5 89
•12

6 73
10 81
286
100
•28

46
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GROUP VIII.

687

SiO.. . -

TiOj..
AliO,.
Fe.O,.
FeO. .

.

MnO..
MgO .

CaO. .

.

NaiO.

.

KjO..
P:Os..
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GEOUP X.

689
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GROUP XI.
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GROUP XII.

391

Plutonics.

78 79

Alaskite
(Osann).

No. of Analyses.

Diorite of
Electric

Peak (Rosen-
' biisch).

' 10

SiOs .

TiO:..
AlsOj..
FeiDj
FeO .

MnO..
MgO .

CaO...
NasO..
K,0..
HiO ..

PjOs ..

4-
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GROUP XIV.

693

No. of Analyses.

Si02.

TiO,
AUO.
FeiO.
FeO .

,

MnO.
MrO.
CaO..
NasO.
K,0..
HtO..
PaO,.

Dike-rocks.

88

Granite-
ai)Hte (Osann

and
Washington).

89

Boston! te
(Rosenbusch

and
Washington).

15

00
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GROUP XV.
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Index to Table.

Absarokite
Akerite
Alaskite
Alnoite
Amphibole andesite
Andesite (all)

Anorthosite
Augite andesite
Augitite ,^. . .

.

Banakite
Basalt (all)

Basalt as named by authors—
Basalt of Hawaiian Islands
Basanite (all)

Bostonite
Camptonite
Dacite
Diabase
Diorite, including quartz diorite

Diorite. excluding quartz diorite

Diorite of Electric Peak
Dolerite
Dun te

Eleolite syenite
Essexite
Fergusite
Foyaite
Gabbro (all)

Gabbro, excluding olivine gabbro*
Granite of all periods
Granite younger than the Pre-Cambrian .

.

Granites (Pre-Cambrian, including 16 analy-
ses of Swedish types)

Granites (Pre-Cambrian, of Sweden)
Granite-aplite
Granodiorite
Grorudite
Harzburgite
Hornblende andesite
Hypersthene andesite
Ijolite

Keratophyre
Kersantite
Latite
Laurdalite
Laur\-jkite
Leucite absarokite « -

Leuc te basalt
Leucite basanite
Leucite phonolite
Leucite tephrite

85
U
78
98
36
33
50
34
62
83
10
41
82
66
S9
96
29
42
31
32
79

45
55
24
59
;i

21
39
46
4

;
Leucitite 74
Leucitophyre. . . 27

i Lherzolite 51

I

Limburgite 61

I

Liparite (all) 5
Liparite, as named by authors 6
Malignite 80
Melaphyre , 44
Melilite basalt - 87
Mica andesite '. 37
Minette 93
Mi^sourite 72
Monchiquite 97
Monzonite 19
Xephelite basalt 77
Xephelite basanite €9
Xephelite syenite 24
Xephelite tephrite 67
Xephelinite 76
Xordmarkite 9
Xorite (all) 38
Xorite, excluding olivine norite. 48
Olivine diabase 43
Olivine gabbro 47
Olivine norite 49
Peridotite (all) 57
Phonolite 25
Picrite 58
Pulaskite 10
Pyroxenite 56
Quartz diorite 30
Quartz keratophjTe 16
Quartz porphyry 8
Rhomb-porphyry 18
Rhyolite, as named by authors 7
Rhyolite of Yellowstone Park 81
Saxonite ... 54
Shonkinite . - . C4
Shoshonite 84
Solvsbergite... -. 91
Syenite (all) 13
."Syenite (alkaline)... 12
Tephrite (all)

.

Theralite
Tinguaite
Trachydolerite

.

Trachyte ...

Unite
Vogesite...
Websterite . .

.

Wehrlite...

65
63
92
6*
14
22
95
52
53
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Average Specific Gravities of Certain Types.

The average specific gravities of bolocrystalline types have been calculated,

with results shown in the following accessory table. Most of the determinations

were taken from Osann's book :

—

(jranite
Granodiorite
Syenite
Monzomte
Nephelite syenite
Diorite
Gabbro
Olivine Gabbro .

.

.\northosite
Peridotite
Essexite
Theralite
Malignite

Number
of specimens
averaged.

58
5
n
2
13
17
IH
4
l>

21
o

3
4

Avenage specific

gravity.

2 6(iO

2-740
2-773
2 805
2 600
2-861
2-933

2 948
2-715
3-176
2-862

2 917
2-884

Source op Maqmatic Heat.

Before a genetic classification of igneous-rock bodies can be worthily under-

taken, attention must be given to the problem of magmatic heat. Needless to

say, its full discussion is impossible in this report, but a summary statement of

the matter as understood by the writer will make clearer the following chapters.

The reader will recall various older attempts to account for volcanic heat;

some by exothermic chemical reactions underground; others by assuming a

sufficient concentration of the heat produced in the crushing of rock during the

folding of mountain chains. Such suggestions have certain value as partial

explanations, but have so far failed to account for the largest part of the heat

contained in extrusive and intrusive bodies. At present, most geologists are

inclined to believe in the very oldest of the scientific explanations, namely, that

magmatic heat is chiefly a residual of the primary heat in a cpoling planet.

According to the Laplacian statement of the nebular hypothesis, the eartb

was originally a small star, incandescent at its surface and centr:.lly very much
hotter than the hottest known lava. The crusting and continued cooling of

such a spheroid must give isothermal surfaces rather closely parallel to its o-wn

surface. On this liypothesis the depth at which ordinary rock-matter is hot

enough to be eruptible, because molten, is approximately the same all around the

globe, and for a vast period of time only a few miles, or tens of miles, below the

surface.

According to Chamberlin's statement of the planetesimal hypothesis, the

earth has been a dark body, cool enough to bear a water-ocean and living crea-
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tures, from a remote time when the planet's diameter was considerably less thau

at present. The continued accretion of planetesimals has since enlarged the

Earth. The compression of the interior of a planet constantly solid is supposed
to have generated heat sufficient to explain vulcanism and the observed thermal

gradient near the Earth's surface.

* As the conduction of heat through rock is exceedingly slow, the cen-

tral heat may be assumed to have continued to rise so long as the infall of

matter caused appreciable compression. In the same way, heat was gener-

ated progressively in the less central parts, and these parts als« received

the heat that passed out from beneath. It is assumed under this hypothesis

that the degree of interior compression stands in close relation to in-

terior density, for while there would probably be some segregation of

heavier matter toward the center and of lighter toward the surface by
means of volcanic action and internal rearrangement under stress differ-

ences, the interior density is regarded as due mainly to compression. The
distribution of internal pressure and density generally accepted is that of

Laplace, who assumed that the increase of the density varies as the square

root of the increase of the pressure. This law gives a distribution of

density that accords fairly well with the phenomena of precession of the

equinoxes, which require that the higher densities of the interior shall be

distributed in certain proportions between the center and the equatorial

protuberance whose attraction by the sun and moon causes precession. The
increases in pressure, density and temperature have been computed as

follows by Mr. A. C. Lunn, the average specific gravity of the earth being

taken at 5-6. the surface specific gravity at 2-8, and the specific heat at

.9

' The accretion hypothesis assumes that, during the growth of the earth,

large amounts of heat were carried by volcanic action from deeper horizons

to higher ones and to the surface, and that this still continues at a dimin-

ished rate. It assumes that whenever the interior heat raised any constituent

of the interior matter above its fusing-point under the local pressure, it

passed into the liquid state, and was forced outwards hy the stress differences

to which it was subjected, unless its specific gravity was sufficiently high

to counterbalance them. It is conceived that the more fusible portions

were liquefied first, and that in so doing they absorbed the necessary heat

of liquefaction and began to work their way outward, carrying their heat

into higher horizons and temporarily checking the development of more
intense stresses in the lower horizons. They thus served to keep the tem-

perature there below the fusion-point of the remaining more refractory

substances. Meanwhile the extruded portions were raising the temperatures

of the higher horizons into which they were intruded or through which
they were forced to pass.'*

•T. C. Chamberlin and E. D. Salisbury, "Geology," New York, 1906, Vol. 'l, pp
S61-567.
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On the Chamberliii liypothesis the isothermal surfaces within the earth are

roughly parallel to its own surface because of the progress of the central heat-

wave along all radii, but the temperature of molten lava at atmospheric pressure

(say, 1100° C.), is to be found, on the average, at a depth of about 400 miles.

The difficulty of understanding how magma can pass through so thick a shell

is not removed by Chamberlin's suggestion that liquid ' tongues ' of the more
fusible rocks are forced through the shell by the tidal kneading of the earth.

The differences in the so-called ' fusibility ' of the principal igneous rocks are

really not great, the ' fusion points ' for dry melts generally lying between 1000°

C. and 1150° {'. When water and other volatile fluxes enter the melts the

differences may be still less. As a matter of fact the acid, more difficultly melted

rhyolites are often directly associated with the easily melted basalt in the same
region and in the same petrogenic cycle. If differential ' fusibility ' controls

the eruption of mngma. the material of great depth must be something differ-

ent from the known mixtures of silicates in nature.

The geologist is mainly interested in the planetesircal hypothesis as it

bears on the condition of the earth since the time when it approached its present

size through accretion. When the planet has reached that size it is entirely

possible that the central heat has increased beyond the critical temperatures of

all known substances. This would in turn imply complete change in the djTia-

mics of the earth. The change of state in the core implies: (1) enormous gaseous

pressures; (2) the differentiation of the original miscellaneous materials into

a system of fluids which would be stable under the new conditions; with (3) an
inevitable transfer of hotter, because originally more centrally placed, material

to higher levels; (4) the consequent melting of the solid matter overlying this

new gaseous system; (5) the expected evolution of the more volatile matter at

temperatures high enough to further the melting of the solid overlying shell. In

fact, there is in Chamberlin's hypothesis no known reason why the whole planet

from surface to center should not become fluid in this relatively late stage in

its development. For the period including what is generally called geological

time there would, in this view, be no essential difference between the gas-nebula

and planetesimal-nebula hypotheses.

In any case the analogy of the sun and other stars, the yet closer analogy

of the ' semi-sun," Jupiter, and. indeed, the face of the moon, all suggest that

the earth was once wholly fluid in its surface shell at least. The plain evidences

of such present or former superficial fluidity in other members of the solar

system are not sufficiently regarded by any hypothesis which denies a similar

stage in the earth's history.

According to either of the two rival cosmogonies now holding attention,

magmatic heat may be chiefly explained as an inheritance from a primitive

condition of the earth when it was fluid at the surface. In either case a crust

was formed through loss of heat by radiation, with a magmatic stratum beneath.

The calculations of Kelvin and others show that the temperature of any volcano

is to be found at a relatively shallow average depth within the earth. Extra-

polation on the normal temperature gradient (3° C. rise per 100 metres of depth)
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gives a temperature of 1200° C. at the depth of 40 kilometres (25 miles). Since

both conductivity and diffusivity for heat are notably lowered by increase of

temperature, it is quite possible that the temperature gradient steepens with

depth. In that case a temperature of 1200° C. may reign at an average depth

of less than 40 kilometres.

On the other hand, it is clear that the temperature gradient is, in part, the

result of radioactivity in the rocks of the earth's crust, and that this subatomic

energy is one cause of magmatic heat. The relative importance of the primitive

heat and of that due to radioactivity is at present beyond even a guess. The
subject is full of difficulties and geologists must wait for the physicists to make
the balance true. Meanwhile, the analogy of the sun and the other planets

can be trusted to enforce the belief in primitive heat.

COMPOSmoX OF THE StBSTR:VTL'M—THE GENERAL E.VRTH-MAGMA.

In several papers the writer has expressed the opinion that the substratum,

which before injection is at least potentially fluid, and after injection is really

fluid, is of basaltic or gabbroid composition. The basaltic substratum is con-

ceived as the heat-bringer in all igneous activities since the later pre-Cambrian
periods. Since the time when the Keewatin greenstones were extruded, if not

from a still earlier period, the only primary magma has been the basaltic. All

other magmas are conceived to be either difi^erentiates from basalt; or, secondly,

direct products of the solution of the over-lying crust; or, thirdly, difierentiates

of those syntectic* products. The writer has found that these views are, in

part, as old as Bernhard Cotta's ' Geologische Fragen,' published in 1858, though

Cotta did not, and could not in his day, appreciate the importance of magmatic
differentiation.

Cotta's main idea, which has been independently reached by the present

writer through a study of eruptive fields and of the more modern geological

literature, is basal to the following considerations on the theory of igneous rocks.

The grounds for belief that basalt has been the universal magma since a pre-

Cambrian epoch should be briefly restated.

1. All of the first-class lava floods of the world, from the late pre-Cambrian
to the Pleistocene, are comiiosed of basalt remarkably uniform in chemical

character. These floods were erupted through fissures. The high fluidity of the

basalts, in the act of eruption, is shown by the great area covered by even the

thinner flows. Yet in most cases this evidently superheated lava has not dis-

solved any appreciable amount of the schists, gneisses, granites, or sediments

through which the fissures were opened. The basalt of fissure eruptions is not

a syntectic. We can on],v conclude that the lava channels within the generally

acid crust were always narrow and that the basalt was extruded rapidly. Such
is the ortliodox view. The superheat indicated by the extrusion and form of the

flows is an a priori ground for believing that these basalts are not the product

•"Syntectic" is Loewinson-Lessing's useful name for the mixture of rocks due to
their melting together, thus forming a mutual solution.
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of post-Archeau differentiation, since magmatic differentiation is very probably
an incident of cooling nearly to the solidification point.

Yet more telling is the argument that, if the basalt of the greater lava

floods is the product of a differentiation nearly contemporaneous with extrusion,

we should expect to find the other pole of the differentiation in immediate
association. This pole must be more acid than basalt, for no known earth-magma
can be fairly suggested which would, by splitting, give basalt as the acid pole.

The commoner peridotites are probably differentiates of basaltic magma and, in

any ease, cannot be regarded as the parent of basalts. If, then, basalt is the basic

pole of magmatic differentiation we should expect to find large effusions of the

contemporaneous, more acid differentiate in the greater lava fields of the globe.

The more acid differentiate should normally overlie the basalt in the magma
chamber, and must in most cases bo erupted through the opening fissures before

the basalt could reach the surface. The only escape from that conclusion is

to be found in the postulate that the acid differentiate had completely solidified

before the basalt was poured out. This postulate is plainly inconsistent with

geological experience in the smaller volcanic terranes, where both poles of mag-
matic differentiation are so regularly found in the extruded lavas. Yet in the

Columbia and Snake River lava fields of America, in the similarly vast field of

the Deecan, as in the ancient field covered by the Purcell Lava, there is no
acid differentiate to match the basic differentiate, basalt, of any of the fissure

eruptions. The simple and probable conclusion is that the basalt of all the vast

lava fields is pure, undifferentiated material from the earth's interior.

If so, it seems to follow that no different kind of fluid rock-matter overlies

the basalt of the substratum. If, for example, a primary liparitic magma overlies

it, the method of eruption of the pure basalt through the liparite to the earth's

surface would be, to say the least, inconceivable.

2. The association of chemical types at ' central eruptions ' (volcanic cones

and craters), is generally much more complex than that characteristic of the

greater lava plateaus. Two of the principal reasons for this are apparent. As
compared with the feeding sheets of lava in fissure eruptions, the lava columns of

cones stand longer in their vents. The vents of central eruptions are kept open
because of the emanation of gases from the feeding magma chamber. At the actual

opening the lava is sometimes seen to be superheated (e.g., at PTawaii,

Savaii, etc.) A moderate assimilation of the walls of the vent is to be

expected in the earlier stage of a volcano's history. S>Titectics may be

formed ; the primary magma may be subject to specially marked differentia-

tion through fluxing, or because of inoculation ; and the syntectic may be differ-

entiated. Among so many possibilities it is little wonder that the sequence of

eruptive types is a variable one. After a vent has long afforded passage to lava.

so as to build up a first-class cone, the volcano approaches its limit al height and

also the stage of extinction. Assimilation is then checked, the formerly enlarged

vent is narrowed by gradual freezing, and the final extrusions are composed of

primary magma or of its own differentiates. This appears to be the best explana-

tion of the general fact that the latest lavas of the largest volcanoes, like Etna

or Chimborazo, are basalts or pyroxene andesites. As noted below, there are
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reasons for believing that pyroxene andesite is a direct differentiate of basalt.

The greater central-eruptions, like fissure eruptions, seem, therefore, to indicate

basalt as the primary eruptible material tinder part, at least, of each continent

and ocean basin.

3. A tolerably wide study of geological maps and literature shows that basaltic

magma is the only one known to recur in all the larger petrographic provinces

of the world. That this magma is represented in intrusive diabase, porphyrite, or

gabbro, instead of lava flows is, of course, a matter of indifference. Basaltic

magma in one of these forms has given rock bodies in each of the alkaline

provinces, such as !i[adagasear. Kola, Bancroft area (Ontario), Montana,

Tasmania, Christiania Kegion. etc. Similarly, no large granitic terrane is free

from intrusion of this basic matter. Granite is the only possible rival to basaltic

magma with respect to universal occurrence; yet in the half of the earth's surface

covered by the majority of the oceanic islands, granitic or liparitic rocks are

unknown. On their thousand-mile zone of fissures the volcanoes of the Hawaiian
archipelago, including the greatest in the world, have been built up of essentially

basaltic material. Cross's ' biotite-trachyte ' of Hawaii may be regarded as an acid

phonolite and, like other alkaline rocks now known in the islands, may be

explained as a differentiate of the olivine-basalt type with which it occurs.

The same law of the steady accompaniment of persilicic (granitic) and

alkaline rocks by rocks of basaltic composition has apparently held through all

the recognized geological periods since Keewatin-Huronian times. The full

significance of this law of distribution cannot be attained until the origin of

granitic, alkaline, intermediate, and ultra-basic eruptives is understood. But we
may here note that the secular uniformity of the basaltic magma, irrespective of

its association with these widely divergent types, can be credited to magmatic
differentiation only through an entire disregard of the known laws of magmatic
solutions. Since it is also improbable that so constant a type as the basaltic

magma is due to assimilation of solid rocks in any other magma, known or

unknown, we are left with but the one alternative, that the basaltic magma is

primary and of general distribution beneath all the continents and seas. This,

too, has been the condition since the relatively late stage in the pre-Cambrian

when the Keewatin lavas were poured out on the earth's surface.

i. Most of the other magmatic tj-pes can be explained as secondary and due

to the solution of a primary acid earth-shell and of sedimentary rocks in the

primary basalt, the syntecties generally undergoing differentiation before the

visible rocks were crystallized. The discussion of this thesis forms a large part

of the following theoretical sections of the report. It is referred to here merely

to point the fact that the non-basaltic magmas of post-Cambrian time at least

occur in such volume and relations as are appropriate to the idea here discussed.

5. Pyroxene andesite, which in volume is probably only second to basalt

among the volcanic types, seems to be best regarded as a direct differentiate of

basalt. If so, the present argument, so far as derived from an estimate of

relative volumes, is strengthened.
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Punr.Mtv Ai in Shkli. ov tiik Earth.

The natural supposition that a once molten earth would have become strati-

tied through density has been made probable by the n:ore recent studies of

silicate melts and of natural magmas. Irrespective of pressure, the primitive

differentiation of earth-magma would give liquid layers of absolute density

int-reasing with depth. The increase might be gradual or it might occur in

relatively sharp changes froni layer to layer, each of which was immiscible with

its neighbour at the ruling ten'.peraturc. According to the second view each

layer would be expected to have a fairly uniform composition. If one of the layers

was basaltic, as implied in the preceding section, the overlying layers were lighter

and presumably more acid than basalt. We may now briefly examine the view

that the uppermost primary layer, or earth-shell, was granitic in composition.

Every worker in the pre-Cambriau sediments is struck with the pre-

dominance of quartz fragments. Granites or gneisses are certainly the principal

sources of such silieious material. When we reflect that the earliest known

sediments are thus quartzose; that the total thickness of the pre-Cambrian

quartzose sediments, as measured in eastern Canada, British Columbia, Finland,

and elsewhere, runs into tens of thousands of feet, vic may be sure that the lands

prevailing throughout most or all of recorded pre-Cambrian time were of grani-

tic (gneissic) composition. Such terranes are exposed ou an enormous scale in

a few parts of the earth and are fairly to be understood as forn:ing the greater

part of the present continental plateaus. The film of sedimentary rocks on these

plateaus averages so thin that no essential doubt can remain as to the general

character of the surface shell through which Paleozoic and later igneous

eruptions have taken place. A rough quantitative study of available maps shows

that this shell is, on the average, everywhere of granitic composition. Two lines

of evidence thus converge to the belief that from the earliest time recorded in

the pre-Cambrian sediments to the time of tlie great Cambrian overlap, the

surface rocks of the globe were dominantly granitic (or gneissic). Can we go

further and hold that the first stable shell formed on the cooling globe was of

similar granitic composition? Tlie speculative attempt to answer the question

has some value.

Button suggested that the visible granites, gneisses, syenites, etc., were

produced by the remelting of sediments derived from a general and primordial

basaltic shell, implying that the lands of most of pre-Cambrian time were

basaltic. He writes:
—'Chemical considerations of a cogent character lead up to

the inference that primordial magma ought to possess a constitution similar to

rocks of the basaltic group, though perhaps somewhat less ferruginous (?), and

that it should be nearly homogeneous.' And again:—'We know of no natural

processes capable of separating the more acid parts of such a magma except the

chemistry of the atmosphere acting at temperatures far below the melting-

points of the silicates. We have the results of that process in the quartzites,

granites, gneisses, and syenites among the silieious rocks; and the limestones and
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dolomites among the basic rocks; witli argillaceous rocks as the residuum of the

decomposition.'"

The idea that basalt, as a ' comprehensive or synthetic ' rock, might have

given the world's granites through weather-leaching and remelting of the leached-

out products can be tested quantitatively with a fair degree of confidence in the

result. The ratio of soda to potash, in the average basalt, is about 3-16 : 1-55.

The ratio in average granite is about 3-31: 4-10; and in the average pre-

Cambrian granite, about 3-26: 4-53. (See Columns 1 and i of Table XLIV).

Even if all the potash remained among the residual products of the weathering

of basalt, it would take nearly three weigRt units of basalt to make a weight unit

of granite, according to Button's principle. All the soda, or say three per cent of

two weight units of basalt, goes in solution to the sea. Many granite batholiths

are known to be at least two miles deep and are probably much deeper. It is safe

to postulate that 40,000.000 square miles of the earth's surface is underlain by

granite or by the average pre-Cambrian terrane, itself a granite in composition.

If we hold that their combined mass is of the minimum average depth of two miles,

it follows that at least 200,000,000 cubic miles of basalt, or enough to cover the

planet one mile deep, must have been weathered to -produce the whole granitic

mass. About two per cent, by weight, of the basalt is sodium carried in solution

to the ocean. This addition alone would charge the ocean with three times as

much sodium as it actually contains. Since nearly all the sodium which has ever

entered the ocean is still there in solution, the vast excess calculated shows,

without allowing for other sources of oceanic sodium, that the main assumption

cannot be true.

The only remaining interpretation of the acid basement complex of the con-

tinental plateaus recognizes in it the material of the earth's primary surface shell.

This shell has been denuded, metamorphosed, and largely remelted in the huge

batholithic invasions of the Laurentian type. Little or none of the visible pre-

Cambrian terrane directly represents the unmodified, original crust, but, in spite

of all its vicissitudes, the terrane seems to have retained the average chemical

composition of the primary acid shell.

Our speculation leads, thus, to the conception of an early separation of the

earth's outer magmatic layer into two shells ; the underlying one basaltic in com-

position, the overlying one granitic in composition. If these are the poles of a

gigantic process of magmatic differentiation, the original magma must have

been of some mediosilicic type. If it be arbitrarily assumed that the two poles

of this differentiation were formed in equal masses, the original magma must

have had a composition much like the average augite andesite or the average

diorite. The following table (XLV) shows the comparison of the mean of the

average pre-Cambrian granite and average basalt, with the average diorite and
average augite andesite; each average being computed from a large number of

analyses, and recalculated as water-free.

* C. E. Duttou. Report on the Geologv of the High Plateaus of Utah, Washington,
1S60. pp. 12J-125.
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Table XLV.—Comparison of average analyses; granite, hasalt, diorite, and
andesite.

Number of Analj'ses.

SiO
Tie.
AlsQj
FejO.
FeO..
MnO
MrO
CaO.
Na,0.
KsC.
P.06.

Average
pre-

Cambrian
granite.

47

10000

Average
basalt.

Mean
of land :

198

10000

•56
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Table XLVI.—Comparison of average analyses; granites and ground-mass of

augite andesite.
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enough to flow at low pressure, is everywhere present at moderate depths below
the earth's surface, we are in accord with the nearly unanimous opinion of
geologists. If the observed temperature gradient is specially steep because of
the concentration of radioactive matter in a thin surface shell, the thickness
of the crust may be as much as 100 miles or more. In any case, the depth of
the bottom of the crust is probably much groator than the (U'litli of any
exposed intrusive contact at the time of the intrusion of that body. The magma
must penetrate at least 15 or 20 miles of crust before it reaches such levels

as those registered in the known, actually seen, igneous bodies.

How this penetration of the lower and thicker part of the crust takes place
has always been a difficult pnoblem. The idea that the primary rock-magma
melts its way to the surface, or even to the levels of now visible intrusive con-
tacts, may be dismissed. The very great superlieat demanded can soarcely be

admitted for an earth-shell so close to the surface. The only alternative seems
to be the usual conception that the magma always traverses the lower and thicker
part of the earth's crust along mechanically opened fissures. To this process
the name ' abyssal injection ' may be given.* It is to be regarded as the prelude
to vulcanism, or to intrusion, whether of laccoliths, dikes, or batholiths.

For the shell of eruptible rock-matter we have the old, appropriate name
' substratum,' as employed by Fisher, Lowthian Green, and others. In most prob-

lems of igneous geology it is not necessary to decide on the qviestion as to the

rigidit.v of the substratum with resjieot to sufh cosmic forces as the earth tide-.

Since, however, the latent heat of crystalline silicate rocks is about one-fifth

of their total melting heat when just molten, the simplest supposition is that

the substratum is not crystallized. The transformation of a crystalline sub-

stratum into fluid magma at the lower openings of abyssal fissures is evidently

much more difiieult than the change of an isotropic, highly rigid liquid into a

readily eruptible, distinctly fluid magma. The many attacks on the hypothesis

of a liquid substratum have failed to disprove it, because there has been general

neglect of the view that, under great pressures, liquid rock, though very hot,

may rival crystalline rock in rigidity.

The idea of a fluid substratum has often been dismissed by authors because
of the observed independence of the vents during the simultaneous activity of
Kilauea and Mokuaweoweo (Mauna Loa), in Hawaii. It 'is held that, if the two
lava columns rise from a common liquid substratum, the level of the higher

column must, by simple hydrostatic action, be kept at the general level of the

lower. The actual equilibrium is kept with one column some 9,000 feet taller

than the other. Attempts have been made to explain this contrast in levels by
a difference in density of the two columns ; but there is nothing in the known
facts to uphold the suggestion. On the other hand, the field evidence in Hawaii
favours the belief in the present independence of the two vents. There is

something to be said for the hypothesis that the lava pit at Kilauea is the open-
ing in the roof of a large laccolith, which has been injected into the old la^uis

of ifauna Loa. The freezing of the dike feeders of the laccolith would isolate

* R. A. Daly, American Journal of Science, Vol. 32, 1906, p. 195.
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it, so that henceforth Kilauea and Mokuaweoweo are independent. A3 yet

this suggestion cannot be proved, but it has weight enough to indicate the need
of caution in drawing conclusions regarding the non-existence of a fluid sub-

stratum beneath the island of Hawaii. Similar care should be taken in discuss-

ing the independent levels of lava in Other pairs of volcanoes.

The conditions of abyssal injection have been partially discussed by the

writer in a special paper.* Its aim was to state the consequences of the doctrine

of the ' level of no strain ' in a cooling earth, as these bear on magmatic intru-

sion. Abyssal injection was explained as due to the peculiar state of the ' shell

of tension,' which because of its very nature permits of ready splitting by
intruded magma. While many facts seem to agree with the hypothesis, several

of its premises are unproved; so that now, as at the time of publication, the

idea is in the writer's mind largely a matter of pure speculation. The advantage
of such speculation is that it sharpens the scrutiny of the hypothetical premises.

These are the subject of observation and experiment, each of which must show
improved results as all alternative explanations are kept in mind during an
investigation. Meanwhile, explanation is not proof, and geologists must be
content, for a time, to regard abyssal injection as a fact, mysterious as it is

true. (See pages 572 to 575.)

Each abyssally injected body represents an ' intercrustal magma-basin.' In
general, the ' shell of compression ' will not readily allow of the passage of

magma to the earth's surface, so that the magma would often rise but little

above the ' level of zero strain.' The injected body retains physical connection
with the substratum and stands above it in vertical form, like a dike, though
the size may be batholithic in many cases. Such bodies are conceived to be the

proximate sources of the extrusive and intrusive rocks with which the field

geologist has to deal.

Origin of Volcanic Action.

Volcanic action may be defined as the working of the extrusive mechanism
which brings to the earth's surface rock-matter or free gas, initially at the
temperature of incandescence. The mechanism includes : the localization, open-
ing, and shaping of the vent; the persistence of a vent as an open channel
during seconds, days, years, or milleniums; the conditions for lava outfiow, for

gas and vapour outflow, and for the separation of gas or vapour from lava; the
conditions leading to the periodicity of eruption at central vents; and those

leading to chemical variation in the erupted magma. This section is intended
to sketch in very brief form a theory of volcanic action, founded on the principle
of abyssal injection. It is planned to develop the theory at greater length in
a separate publieation.f

According to the views expressed in modem test-books of geology, the
emission of incandescent matter at the earth's surface takes place either in the

• American Journal of Science, Vol. 22, 1906, p. 195.

t Issued, since forwarding the manuscript of this report, in Proc. Amer. Acad. Arta
and Sciences, Vol. 47, 1911. pp. 47-122.

25a—vol. iii—46
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form of fissure eruptions or in the form of central eruptions. The writer believes

that a third method should be entertained as a possibility, namely, by the partial

or complete foundering of batholithic roofs. The relation of each of these three

phases of volcanic action to abyssal injection may now be outlined.

Fissure Eruptions.—The regional lava floods, known to have emanated from
simple fissures in their underlying terranes, range in date from the pre-Cambrian
1o the present. As we have seen, they are, without exception, of basaltic com-
position. Such magma must be exotic, that is, it cannot be explained as due
to the refusion of material from the earth's acid or sedimentary shells. It is

the only lava (extrusive magma) to which a secondary origin cannot theoretically

be ascribed. But the very low original slopes of the flows (very often inclined

at much less than one degree from the horizontal plane) and their great lengths

show that the basalt of fissure eruptions is notably superheated. Such tempera-

ture is appropriate to assimilation of foreign rock. That the solution of pre-

Cambrian gneisses or of other rocks has not taken place in sensible amount
must have either of two meanings. It may mean that the various abyssal injec-

tions underlying the lava field are narrow, with widths to be measured in feet

or tens of feet, but not in many thousands of feet. Or failure to assimilate

may be due to special rapidity of injection, with simultaneous extrusion; for

solution of foreign rock must take considerable time. The observed average

size of the feeding channels (dikes) in the great lava fields of the western

United States, of northwestern Europe, of India, and other regions corresponds

with the former conclusion. The vast Icelandic flow of 1783 and the nature of

the individual flows in every pre-historic lava field show or at least suggest that

each extrusion has been rapid. The controlling condition for the lack of assimi-

lation is probably the narrowness of the abyssal injections, at least in the part

traversing the sedimentary and acid shells of the earth.

The fissures need not be planes of strong, or even discernible faulting.

For example, the Purcell Lava, covering many thousands of square miles, issued

quietly from many cracks in the Siyeh-Kitchener sea-bottom, and covered the

muds and sands with a continuous sheet of basalt, which evidently flowed on a

flat, practically unbroken surface. This eruption illustrates, in fact, the very

common association of flssure eruption with downwarps of the broad, gentle,

geosynclinal order. Whether the down-warping is the efiect of abyssal injection,

as suggested by the writer in a published paper,* or whether the abyssal injection

and surface outflow are the effect of down-warping, are important questions

which will not be discussed in this place.

The effusion of a basaltic flood is generally ascribed to the mere squeezing

out of the magma from beneath a cracked and sinking Earth-crust. Yet some
force may also be available from the expansion of the substratum material as it

rises to levels of greatly lessened pressure. This expansion is of two kinds

—

that of the lava regarded as gas-free, and that of the gases separated from it

in bubble form. If the expansional energy of the liquid proper is not all used

up in driving asunder the walls of the injected body, some of that great force

• R. A. Daly, American Journal of Science, Vol. 22. 1906, p. 195.
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is available for extrusion. As magma nears the surface, the separation of the

dissolved gas must still further increase the volimie and tend to cause outflow

at the surface. The relative importance of these three conditions for extrusion

is by no means apparent.

The fact that the great bulk of visible igneous rock is intrusive, and the

related fact that most of the larger Paleozoic and later injections have not

extended to the surface, suggest that the upper part of the Earth's crust has long

been comparatively difficult of penetration by abyssal magma. It seems fair to

hold that a leading cause of this relative impenetrability is the state of compression

in the outermost shell of the crust. The compressive stress is relieved by an

erogenic paroxysm. After each paroxysm tensions in the same shell are pro-

duced by the cooling of the rocks which have been heated by shearing. For a

double reason, therefore, fissure eruptions should be more numerous and of

greater volume in periods subsequent to strong mountain-building. This expec-

tation is fairly matched by the facts of geological history, as shown in the

accompanying table:

—

Locality.
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not fairly be called fissure eruption, though it might be accompanied by lava

floods emitted from fractures in the roof-rock surrounding the foundered area.

The level of the lava in the area of foundering would, in form, resemble a

plateau (fissure) eruption, but the lava would here be generally liparitic rather

than basaltic as in the majority of plateau eruptions. Moreover, the liparite

would form a continuous mass, merging downwards into granite, and thus

not a series of superposed distinct flows. According to the topography, the

lava of the foundered area might flood valleys outside that area. If the

hydrostatic adjustment were accomplished in stages, successive superposed flows

might be caused in the valleys.

Though the field evidences do not seem to favour this conception for most
exposed batholiths, it should bo retained as a possibility in some cases. In
general the problem has a peculiar difficulty. The evidence for local foundering

19 in special danger of being obliterated. The glassy or scoriaceous phase of the
' batholith ' will necessarily be eroded away before the granitic phase can be

exposed. The liparitic phase need extend to a depth of no more than a few
hundred feet, where it would rapidly merge into the holocryst'allino phase.

Therefore, comparatively little time would be required to remove the original

surface phase. The geologist, studying the erosion-surface, might have no
inkling that the ' batholith ' had not been completely covered by a roof of

country-rock. The former existence of a roof cannot be assumed simply because

a ' batholith ' has a holocrystalline structure.

The application of this deductive scheme of thought to actual examples

cannot be described in this chapter; it will be made in the special paper to be

published. The possibility that the unrivalled liparite plateau of the Yellow-

stone Park was formed in consequence of local foundering will there be discussed

in some detail. Other cases, in Massachusetts and elsewhere, will be used as

parallels.

Central Erwphons.—In many abyssal injections the magma does not

directly reach quite to the Earth's surface, though it may ultimately cause true

volcanic action in the form of ' central eruptions.'

Mere hydrostatic outflow of magma will not explain the persistence of

activity at a central vent; at Kilauea there is no overflowing, though its lava

lake is probably the most persistently active on the globe. Recurrent explosion

allowing an intermittent rise of new, hot magma in the vent is clearly unable

to supply heat fast enough; Kilauea is not explosive. Actual calculation of the

convective gradient shows how powerless thermal convection is to supply the

necessary heat at the surface. Yet continued activity means victory of the

lava column in a struggle with cold.

More promising is the conception that the heat of the underlying magma
chamber is transferred to the crater by another kind of convection, that due
to the generation of gas bubbles in the lava column. At the depth of a few
hundred feet, bubbles of individual mass corresponding to normal lava vesicles

must have very small volume. For that reason, as well as through the consider-

able increase of magmatic viscosity with pressure, such bubbles must rise very
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slowly. A special aggregate or swarm of them would therefore exert a strong

buoyant effect on the mass of magma in which they are entangled. The prin-

ciples of fluid dynamics show that the mass of specially vesiculated magma^
would rush up the conduit at comparatively high speed. Arrived at the surface,

it parts with much of its dilating gas, grows heavier, and sinks. Its place i»

taken by a later uprushing mass; the rhythmic action is more or less continuous.

Since a gas phase and a liquid phase are essential to the process, this powerful
method of circulation may be called 'two-phase convection.'

Again the writer must here omit detailed arguments on a subject which
seems to him of considerable importance. Suffice it only to remark, first, that

two-phase convection is visible throughout the activity of the lava lakes of

Hawaii and Savaii, and has been observed iu the lava of the craters at Vesuvius

and Etna. Secondly, the hypothesis seems to be well supported by actual calcu-

lation of its efficiency, as will be indicated in the special paper.

That paper will also sketch the arguments for the view that much of the

heat emanating at a central vent is not primary but is the product of chemical

leactions, chiefly among the gases, in the lava column. Herewith we have
partial explanation for the long lives of many volcanoes. Their vents are kept

open, partly because of the manufacture of heat in the conduit by exothermic

gaseous reactions; and partl.y through the conveetive transfer of heat by the

formation of a gas phase in the lava column. Since in both respects the presence

of magmatic gases is vital to the continuance of activity, this view of the essen-

tial nature of eruptivity at central vents may be called the 'gas-fluxing liypo-

thesis.'

Gas-fluxing explains the localization of the vent. In the parent abyssal

injection the gases rise and collect about points in the roof of the magma
chamber. The highest point in the roof will, in the end, attract the rising gas
most effectively. As the gas tension increases, the strength of the roof at the
point of special gas accumulation may be overcome and an explosion opens a

vent (a diatreme) to the Earth's surface. Or, if a fissure is opened above the

point of gas accumulation, it may be enlarged to vent size, first by outrushing
hot gas and then by two-phase convection.

In the process of time every central vent must become more or less perfectly

cylindrical—a solution form. In this respect, as well as in the small size of these
vents, even in the mightiest cones, the gas-fluxing hypothesis is supported by
the facts of nature.

Gas-fluxing also explains the periodicity of the activity at central vents.

A long period of activity tends to exhaust the supply of gas in the conduit and
immediately below it, that is, in the uppermost part of the magma chamber.^

Hence two-phase convection tends to slow down. The powerful radiation in the
crater finally causes the lava to freeze at the surface and a solid plug of greater

or less depth is formed. This plug must be removed before activity can be
resumed.

The removal of the plug is not due primarily to explosion. A volcano
may be dormant for scores of years, so that not even mild solfataric action

persists in the crater. In such a case the plug must be thick. On the average
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it is much stronger than the mass of tuffa surrounding it. Without a prelimi-

nary thinning of the plug \re should expect explosion to open a vent on the side

of the cone rather than at the old crater. In point of fact, the symmetry of

great cones like Etna, Fuji-yama, or Mayon, together with the known history

of many cones, shows that the greater activity is normally renewed at the

original vent.

This behaviour is intelligible if it be granted that magmatic gases continue
to rise from the depths and collect under the plug. The temperature of the

lava column slowly rises because of the exothermic chemical reactions and
because of the compression of the accumulating gas, which steadily increases

in tension until it reaches a certain maximum value. The plug is thereby

slowly melted at the bottom. After sufficient melting has occurred, the magma,
with its newly acquired tension, becomes capable of bursting the plug with one
or more major explosions. A new period of activity is initiated; it will last

until the special accumulation of gas at the top of the general magma chamber
is largely exhausted.

This rhythmic action is, of course, subject to the complicating influence of

the solution of foreign matter by the magma, in the conduit or in the feeding

chamber, or in both. The material absorbed may be volatile, e.g., vadose or

resurgent water, and will therefore increase the gas-tension in the vent. Whole-
eale evisceration of the volcanic pile may occur, so that a Somma cone becomes

a caldera floor, later to be surmounted by a Vesuvius cone.

In genejal, each central vent increases in explosiveness toward the end of

its life. Whether juvenile or resurgent, the gases have increasing difficulty

in escaping into the air. This means, of course, increase in the magmatic
viscosity, which is conditioned on several factors, the chief of which are tem-

perature and chemical constitution. As the temperature of the main magma
chamber falls (for several obvious reasons), the body passes through a stage

where differentiation of the magma is specially liable to take place. That mag^ma

may be either the primary basalt or a syntectic. In either case gravity causes

the more acid, and generally more alkaline, lighter pole of the differentiation

to rise to the surface, where already radiation of heat specially heightens the

viscosity. With increase of silica and alkalies at the top of the lava column and

decrease of the iron oxides, magnesia, and lime, the viscosity must there rise.

Finally, even in this brief section, some reference should be made to the

advisability of distinguishing two chief classes of central eruptions. So far, the

feeding magma chamber has been assumed to be a main abyssal injection. Yet
it is to be expected that vents may occasionally be opened in the roofs of lac-

coliths, thick sheets, and other satellitic injections, which have lost thermal

and hydrostatic connection with their own parent abyssal injections. For con-

venience, central vents which are fed directly from the main injections, may be

eaUed ' principal
'

; those fed from satellitic chambers may be called ' subordi-

nate.'

Living and extinct vents, probably belonging to the ' subordinate ' class will

be described in the forthcoming publication on the nature of volcanic action.

That paper will present grounds for the belief that Kilauea in Hawaii is a
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gas-fluxed hole in the roof of a still-fluid laccolith, while its neighbour, Mokua-
weoweo (the main vent of Mauna Loa) is a ' principal ' volcano. Branco has

concluded that the 127 volcanic ' embryos ' of Suabia were vents from a large

laccolithic mass of late Tertiary age. Similarly, many of the Scottish necks,

made famous by Geikie's monographs, seem to represent late-Paleozoic out-

bursts of gas from thick sheets (sills and flat laccoliths).

Some of the diiSculties of volcanic theory fall away as soon as the distinc-

tion between the two kinds of central vents is clearly made. It helps us to

understand : the short lives of many volcanoes ; the lack of lava flows at many
of them; the independent activity of neighbouring vents; the chemical dissimi-

larity of the lavas from neighbouring vents (each sateUitic chamber pursuing

its independent chemical evolution along the lines of assimilation and differ-

entiation) ; the quite common clustering of many small vents in a region which

shows no trace or but few traces of alignment among its volcanoes; and the

frequent evidence of surface deformation in such regions. The evidences from
the existence of ' subordinate ' volcanoes are largely indirect but they are

numerous, and, taken together, they form a combination of no mean strength.

Gathering all the threads of the argument just presented in skeleton outline,

we find them converging to one leading conclusion. The principle of abyssal

injection—intrusion of the substratum basalt along mechanically opened fissures

in the Earth's acid shell—seems to explain the essential facts of vulcanism.

The writer believes, in fact, that this fundamental postulate is as necessary to

sound theory in vulcanology as it is in purely plutonic geology.
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CHAPTER XXV,

CLASSIFICATION OF IGNEOUS INTRUSIVE BODIES.

Introduction.

In 1905 the writer published a paper on the classification of intrusive bodies,

a problem which had already been forced upon his attention during the Boun-

dary survey." Since that date some discussion of the subject has taken place,

especially by Harker, and certain new types may be added to the first classifica-

tion. In the present chapter the matter of the VMo paper is summarized, with

the inclusion of many of its paragraphs, and some additional considerations will

be offered.

Principles of Classification.

A review of the definitions given by the leading authorities on this subject

shows that each definition has been based on one or more primary features of

igneous intrusions, namely:

(a) The method of intrusion.

(6) The relation of the body to pre-intrusion structures in the invaded

formation.

(c) The form of the body.

(rf) The size of the body.

(e) The attitude of the body with reference to the horizontal plane.

For a given body the method of intrusion is the most important criterion

that could be used in classification. If it might be determined in every detail

just how the igneous mass reached its present position, the form of the body

and its relation to structural planes in the country-rock would therewith be

known. A genetic, and therefore natural, classification should thus be founded

on the method of intrusion. In the present state of geological science it is,

however, impossible to apply this fundamental principle throughout the estab-

lished list of intrusive bodies.

The greater number of recognized types are those of bodies of magma
which is exotic e.xeept for a small, variable proportion of it due to contact fusion.

In each of these cases the magma has come into its chamber through channels

which have fed the growing body from larger, deeper-lying, generally invisible

reservoirs. The chamber is due to a parting of the country-rock into which the

magma is injected. An injected body is thus one which is entirely inclosed

* Journal of Geology, Vol. 13, 1905, p. 485.
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•within the invaded formations, except along the relatively narrow openings to

the chamber where the latter has been in communication with the feeding

reservoir.

On the other hand, stocks, bosses, and batholiths never show a true floor.

They appear to communicate directly with their respective magma reservoirs.

Each of these bodies shows field relations suggesting that it is a part of its

magma reservoir. The communication with the magmatic interior of the earth

is not established by narrow openings, but by a huge, downwardly enlarging

opening through the country-roek. In relation to the invaded formations a stock,

boss, or batholith is intrusive, but is suhjacent rather than injected.

How a magma reservoir is enlarged by the volume represented in the

amount of intrusion signalized on the contacts of stock or batholith is a matter

permitting as yet of no absolute certainty. In separating intrusive bodies into

two primary divisions, one including all injected bodies, the other including

subjacent bodies, a classification will do good service in emphasizing the need

of further investigation into the mechanics of intrusion.

So far as the method of intrusion is concerned, therefore, stocks, bosses,

and batholiths belong to a primary division of intrusive bodies which may be

defined as not demonstrably due to injection. The principle is negative; it

leaves the method of intrusion unstated, but it brings into clear relief a principal

contrast subsisting between the greatest of intrusions, on the one hand, and
dikes, sheets, laccoliths, etc., on the other.

The other principles of classification—viz., (&), (c), (rf), and (e)—are

applied in the classification now to be presented in a manner sufficiently obvious

to need no discussion. Principle (e) is less fundamental than the others, except-

ing {d), and is recognized as appearing only occasionally in the scheme; the

major diameters of true laccoliths tend to horizontality ; the principal axis of a

bysmalith, neck, stock, boss, or batholitli is characteristically vertical.

It is obvious that transitional forms are to be expected among the related

types of the classification. These forms are not mentioned in the table, which

•would thus become overburdened. Magmatic difFerentiation within dikes, sills,

and stocks has often produced varietal types of these bodies, but the process has

occurred too irregularly to permit of its furnishing a convenient criterion for

the general classification.

Injected Bodie.s.

Dike.—Most geologists are agreed that dikes •in stratified formations are

bodies always cross-cutting the bedding planes. Many geologists agree that the

angle of dip is immaterial. All agree as to the criterion of form, namely, that

of a fissure-filling narrow in proportion to its length and bounded by parallel or

nearly parallel walls of country-rock.

When stratification and cleavage or schistosity are not coincident, such an

intrusive body is generally called a dike, even though it follows the planes of

cleavage or schistosity. This usage will be adopted in the classification to be

proposed.
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Multiple dikes are compound intrusions of dike form, due to successive

injections of homogeneous material on the same fissure.*

Composite dikes are compound intrusions of dike form, due to successive

injections of different materials into the same fissure.f Judd recog:nized a

second class of composite dikes as those ' in which a differentiation has gone on

in the material that has filled the dike." These may be distinguished as

' differentiated dikes.' The nomenclature given in the above definitions brings

out the analogy with 'multiple' and 'composite' sills and laccoliths—types

already well named and established.

A dike network is a reticulate group of dikes simiJtaneously injected. For

illustration see Bulletin No. 209, U. S. Geological Survey, 1903, section on

Plate 7.

In the preliminary paper on the classification of igneous masses a place

was accorded to ' intrusive veins ' and ' contemporaneous veins,' as defined in

Qeikie's Text-book of Geology. Later discussion with friends, particularly

Professors R. W. Brock and Joseph Barrell, has led the writer to exclude these

terms from the adopted classification. Messrs. Brock and Barrell agree that

it would be better to restrict the name ' vein ' to a mass of material crystallized

from passing solutions ; their point seems to be well taken.

Apophyses or tongues are dikes which, either directly or by inference from
field relations, can be traced to larger intrusive bodies as the source of magmatic
supply.

iNTRUsrvE SHEET.—This familiar expression has generally been defined as

equivalent in meaning to ' sill.' It may well be extended to cover the case of

an igneous layer injected on a plane of unconformity in stratified formations,

when the igneous layer is thus sensibly parallel to the bedding planes of one

of the stratified formations. This type, for lack of a better term, may be called

an interformational sheet. For illustration of such a sheet on a colossal scale,

see ' Map of Northern Nickel Range,' Sudbury District, Ontario, by A. P.

Coleman.

. A sill is a sheet of igneous material which has been injected into a sedimen-

tary series and has solidified there, so as to appear more or less regularly

intercalated between the strata. (A. Geikie).

A multiple sill is a compound intrusion of sill form and relations, and is

the result of successive injections of one kind of magma along a bedding plane

in a stratified formation.

A composite sill is a compound intrusion of sill form and relations, and is

the result of successive injections of more than one kind of magma along a

bedding plane in a stratified formation. (See Fig. 25, p. 396.)

Laccolith.—Those who have made actual researches among laccoliths, and

"have preserved the term ' laccolith ' with the original meaning of Gilbert's

• Geikie, Text-book of Geology, Vol. 2, p. 746. For illustrations, see Harker, Ter-
tiary Igneous Rocks of Skye, pp. 296-304; A. Geikie, Ancient Volcanoes, Vol. 2, p. 417.

t J. W. Jndd, Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, London, Vol. 49, 1893,

p. 536; A. Harker, Tertiary Igneous Rocks of Skye (' Memoirs of the Geological Sur-
rey of Great Britain,' 1904). p. 197.
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broader definition, are agreal on the followinji characteristics: (a) Whatever

the origin of the force involved, a laccolith is always injected, ib) A laccolith

is always in sill relation to the invaded, stratified, formation ; that is, the injec-

tion has, in the main, followed a bedding- plane; but, like sills, laccoliths often

locally break across the bedding, (r) A laccolith has the shape of a plano-convex

lens flattened in the plane of bedding of the invaded formation. The lens may
bo symmetric or asymmetric in profile: circular, oval, or irregular in ground

plan, (d) There are all transitions betwctni, sills and laccoliths.

For many illustrations of simple symmetric and asymmetric laccoliths, see

the writings of Gilbert, Cross, Weed and Pirsson, and Jaggar.

A multiple laccolith may be conceived, the name being formed on the

analogy of ' multiple dike ' and ' multiple sill.' It would difFer from a com-

pound laccolith only in the fact that the deformation of the strata, while again

similar in character to that produced during the intrusion of a simple laccolith,

has been due to distinctly successive injections of the same kind of magma.

This case has not yet been described as actually occurring in nature.

Harker* has noted the occurrence of ' composite laccoliths ' in the island of

Skye. Through the chemical contrasts of their successively injected parts, they

are distinguished from multiple laccoliths.

Weed and Pirssonf have described as a laccolith a great, lenticular mass of

porphyry injected along a svirface of unconformity, namely, that between pre-

Cambrian ciystalline schists and a sedimentary Cambrian formation. Such

a type is again aberrant from Gilbert's types, but should certainly be classed

among the laccoliths; the writer proposes the not altogether satisfactory name
' interformational laccolith' for this case. (Compare a similar section of an

occurrence in the Black Hills of South Dakota, published in the Annals of the

New York Academy of Science, Vol. 12, 1899, p. 212.)

PnAC'OLiTH.—Harker has recently proposed 'phacolito' as a new name for a

type among the ' concordant intrusions.' He writes :

—

' In the ideal case of a system of undulatory folds there is increased

pressure and compression in the middle limbs of the folds, but in the crests*

and troughs a relief of pressure and a certain tendency to opening of the

bedding-surfaces. A concurrent influx of molten magma will therefore

find its way along the crests and troughs of the wave-like folds. Intrusive

bodies corresponding more or less closely with this ideal case are common
in folded districts. Since some distinctive name seems to be needed, we
may call them pliacolitef^^ The name laccolith has often been extended to

include such bodies, but this is to confuse together two things radically

different. The intrusions now considered are not, like true laccoliths, the

cause of the attendant folding, but rather a consequence of it. The situa-

tion, habit, magnitude, and form of the phacolite are all determined by the

circumstances of the folding itself. In cross-section it has not the plano-

•A. Harker, Tertiary Igneous Rocks of Skye, 1904, p. 209.

t Journal of Geology, Vol. 4, 1896, p. 402.
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convex shape of the laccolith, but presents typically a meniscus, or some-

times a doubly convex form. Except where the folding has the character

of a dome, a phacolite does not show the nearly circular ground-plan of a

laccolith, but has a long diameter in the direction of the axes of folding.

As regards the mechanical conditions of its injection, the phacolite

resembles rather the small subsidiary intrusions which sometimes accom-

pany a laccolith, and are consequences of the sharp flexure caused by the

primary intrusion.'*

It may be noted that ' phacolith ' is a preferable spelling because it is of

the same form as the internationnlly spelled 'laccolith.' ' batholith,' etc., all of

which have come directly from the Greek, and should therefore have the ' lith

'

termination. Moreover, the word ' phacolite ' is already pre-empted by miner-

alogy as the name of a zeolite.

Some of the laccoliths as understood and described by Cross, Jaggar, and
others belong in the class of ' phacoliths.'

Bysmalith.—Allied to ' plugs ' in Eussell's sense is the Tjysmalith ' of

Iddings, described as an injected body filling a ' more or less circular cone or

cylinder of strata, having the form of a plug, which might be driven out at

the surface of the earth, or might terminate in a dome of strata resembling the

dome over a laccolith. The downward termination of the original type bysma-
lith (Mt. Holmes) is found in a hypothetical Archean floor on which the por-

phyry of the bysmalith rests. Such a body may be regarded as a laccolith which
lifted its cover along circumferential faults in the roof, rather than by the

mere flexing of its strata.f

Volcanic neck.—The solid-lava filling of a volcanic vent is evidently intru-

sive with reference to the formations traversed by the lava, whether those for-

mations are composed of non-volcanic rocks or of agglomerate or tuff which has

been pierced by thoroughly molten lava on its way to the surface.

Chonolith.—There remains for distinction a class of injected igneous
bodies which are not included in any of the above-mentioned categories. In the
dislocation of rock formations such as is brought about during mountain-'
building, actual or potential cavities are formed within the earth's crust.

These are commonly filled with igneous magma squeezed into the individual
cavity from below, from the side, or, it may be, from above. Dikes, sills, and
bodies of laccolithic form (though not strictly of the laccolithic mode of intru-

sion, as designated by Gilbert) may thus originate. Yet very often the

shape of the intruded mass is so irregular, and its relations to the invaded for-

mations so complicated, that the body cannot be classified in any of the divi-

sions so far named. Again, irregular injected bodies of a similarly indefinite

variety or form are due to the active crowding-aside and mashing of the coun-
try-rock which is forced asunder by the magma under pressure. Or. thirdly,

• A. Harker, The Natural History of the Igneous Rocks, New York, 1909, p. 77
t J. P. Iddings, Monograph 32, Part 2, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1S99, p. 16.
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such bodies may be due to a combination of the two primary causes—orogenic

stress opening cavities, and hydrostatic or other pressure emanating from the

magma itself and widening the cavities.

No generally accepted name has yet been proposed for such irregular

intrusions. ' Laccolith ' cannot be used, since that term denotes a definite form,

and also implies a special mode of intrusion different from that here conceived.

The writer has not been able to find a simple English word for the purpose,

and suggests a name formed from the Greek on the analogy of 'laccolith,'

' l>ysmalith,' and ' batholitli.' It is ' chonolith ' derived from )((oi'0'>, a mould
used in the easting of metal, and Xi6o<;, a stone. The magma of a ' chonolith

'

fills its chamber after the manner of a metal casting filling the mould. Like

a casting, the ' chonolith ' may have any shape.

A 'chonolith' may be thus defined: an igneous body (a) injected into

dislocated rock of any kind, stratified or not; (h) of shape and relations irre-

gular, in the sense that they are not those of a true dike, vein, sheet, laccolith,

bysmalith, or neck; and (c) composed of magma either passively squeezed into

a subterranean orogenic chamber or actively forcing apart the country-rocks.

The chamber of a ' chonolith ' may be enlarged to a subordinate degree

by contact fusion on the walls, or by magmatic ' stoping.'

Examples of ' chonoliths ' are described on pages 368, 401, 418, and 499,

and many bodies of this class have been mapped and sectioned in works dealing

with the western Cordillera of the United States.

It may be specially noted that this new term may be useful in suggesting

the probable nature of an injected body in the case where its whole form is

not certainly known. The context should then, of course, indicate that the

author using the term has in mind only a probability and is making, as it

were, simply a report of progress in the description of that particular body.

Ethmolitii.—The ethmolith (funnel-shaped stone) of Solomon is one of the

many conceivable species of chonoliths. He considers that the tonalite mass

of Adamello is an example. At the present erosion-surface the surrounding strata

dip towards the tonalite on every side and he concludes that they converge,

underground, so as to cut off the igneous body except for the narrow dike, or sill-

feeder of the injection. On the other hand the body is supposed to have

enlarged to its rather flat roof, the whole form simulating a funnel. If the

field diagnosis be correct, the tonalite is to be regarded as an injected mass,,

partly cross-cutting the strata and thus has chonolithic relations.*

Subjacent Bodies.

Boss.—A. Geikiet defines bosses as:

' Masses of intrusive rock which form at the surface rounded, craggy,

or variously shaped eminences, having a circular, elliptical or irregular

ground plan, and descending into the earth with vertical or steeply inclined

• Cf . W. Salomon, Sitzunrebericht* der koniglichen preussischeu Akadoinie der
Wisseneohaften, Phys.-Math. Classe, Vol. 14. 1903, p. 310.

t Ancient Volcanoes of Great Britain, Vol. I, 1897, p. 88.
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sides. Sometimes they are seen to have pushed the surrounding rocks aside.

In other places they seem to occupy the place of these rocks through which>

as it were, an opening has been punched for the reception of the intrusive

material. ... In true bosses, unlike sills or laccolites, we do not get

to any bottom on which the eruptive material rests.'

He makes ' stock ' and ' boss ' synonymous.
In English and German-speaking countries ' boss ' and ' stock ' are almost

invariably regarded as synonymous, but the latter term has much the greater

vogue. The general connotation of the word ' boss ' seems to warrant the restric-

tion of its meaning so as to include only those stocks which have circular or

subcircular ground plans on the surface of exposure. The word has been used

to denote intrusions of the sort up to all diameters from a few hundred feet

to several miles.

Bosses are ' simple ' when composed of material intruded in but one period

;

they are 'multiple' or 'composite' when composed of material intruded at

two or more distinct i)eriods of irruption. The distinction between the latter

types is similar to that between ' multiple ' and ' composite ' stocks.

Stock.—Prevailing usage has fixed the meaning of ' stock ' as essentially

equivalent to Geikie's definition of 'boss.' A stock is an intrusive body but is

not as clearly injected as is the case with a dike, sill, or laccolith. A stock

more or less conspicuously cuts across the structures of the invaded formations

;

its contacts are, in general, either vertical or highly inclined; its shape is irre-

gular and not determined by planes of bedding or other structures in the coun-

try-rocks. It has no visible floor.

Simple stocks are composed of material intruded in one period of irruption.

A multiple stock is composed of material demonstrably intruded in two or

more periods of irruption, the material having been derived from the same kind

of magma.
A composite stock is composed of materials demonstrably intruded in two

or more periods of irruption, the materials having been originally derived from

two or more kinds of magma.
Magmatic differentiation or other influences may render heterogeneous the

material composing a simple stock, or each member of either a multiple or a

composite stock.

Bathoijtii.—Suess has finally stated the definition of 'batholith' in terms of a

theory of intrusion which is at present in discussion. His definition may be freely

translated thus :
' A batholith is a stock-shaped or shield-shaped mass intruded

as the result of fusion of older formations (orig. Durchschmelzungsmasse)

.

On the removal of its rock-cover and on continued denudation, this mass either

holds its diameter or grows broader to unknown depths (orig. bis in die ewige

Teufe* The name was invented to describe those largest of all intrusions,

generally granitic, which are characteristically' found in great mountain ranges;

including, thus, ' central granites,' ' intrusive mountain-cores,' and ' Fuss-

• Sitznngsberichte der Wiener Akademie, Vol. 104, 1895, p. 52.
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granite.' The name has since been commonly used for bodies of intrusive rock

with the general characteristics of stocks, but of much larger size than is gener-

ally attributed to stocks or bosses. This latter use is, moreover, rarely associ-

ated directly with any particular theory of intrusion. There is pressing need

for such a term signifying these large bodies, and one that will not commit

the field worker to any theory of origins. The later use of the term ' batholith

'

is therefore to be commended, as it renders that term safe in actual field des-

criptions where these cannot he accompanied with certain proofs that the

Durchschmehung theory is there applicable. In the proposed classification of

intrusives the term 'batholith' will have the meaning just noted.

A simple latholith is one composed of material intruded in one period of

intrusion.

A multiple hatholith is one composed of material demonstrably intruded

in two or more periods of irruption, the material having been derived from the

6ame kind of magma.
A composite hatholith is one composed of materials demonstrably intruded

in two or more periods of irruption, the materials being originally derived from

two or more kinds of magma.
A multiple or composite batholith may tbus be in part made up of stocks.

Magmatic differentiation or other influences may render heterogeneous the

material composing a simple batholith ; or each member of a multiple or a

composite batholith.

No author has attempted to fix a lower limit to the areal dimensions of a

batholith. Since there is no certain distinction either in form or relations

between stocks and batholiths, an arbitrary limit may be set between the two on

the score of areal extent. In the 1905 paper it was proposed that the upi)er

limit in the size of stocks be placed at 200 square kilometres. A further study

of the literature has made it seem advisable, in order to conform to actual

usage, to make the limit no higher than 100 square kilometres. Any mass with

the stock relations, but of greater area than 100 square kilometres, is, accord-

ingly, a batholith.

Proposed Classification.

The following table gives the proposed classification, as slightly enlarged

^rom that in the 1905 paper :

—

A.—Injected masses.

I. Concordant injections (injected along bedding planes).

1. Intrusive sheets, homogeneous and differentiated.

(a) Sills.

(1) Simple.

(2) Multiple.

(3) Composite.

(Z>) Interformational sheets.
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2. Laccoliths, homogeneous and differentiated.

(1) Simple.

Symmetric.

Asymmetric.

(2) Mviltiple.

(3) Composite.

(4) Interformational.

3. Phacoliths.

II. Discordant injections (injected across bedding planes).

1. Dikes, homogeneous and differentiated.

(1) Simple.

(2) ihiltiple.

(3) Composite.

2. Apoph^s-ses or tongues.

3. Bysmaliths.

4. Necks.

5. Chonoliths.

Ethmoliths.

B.—Subjacent masses.

1. Stocks and bosses, homogeneous and differentiated.

(1) Simple.

(2) Multiple.

(3) Composite.

2. Batholiths, homogeneous and differentiated.

(1) Simple.

(2) Multiple.

(3) Composite.

The classification can lay no claim to completeness, but it suffices to point

to the real crux of the present situation in igneous geology. In spite of some
uncertainties regarding some types the modes of intrusion for the injected

masses are fairly Tvell understood. It is quite different with the vastly larger,

subjacent masses, from which many of the bodies of the first group have been

derived, and of which they are to be regarded as satellites. The problem of the

batholithic form and relations is, therefore, the difficult prelude to the complete

understanding of the injected bodies whether considered with respect to petro-

geny or to the dynamics of their injection. If the batholithic problem is solved

we shall have essential facts regarding the origin of magmas. For this reason

a somewhat detailed discussion of the methods of batholithic intrusion may well

anticipate the study of magmatic differentiation. The discussion will be based

on the idea of a primary acid earth-shell and a basaltic substratum. It will be

seen that a multitude of field and laboratory observations agree in supporting

this conception as well as the hyiwthesis of abyssal injection. The conclusion

will be reached that batholiths are the more or less chemically-modified tops

25a—vol. iii—47
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of abyseally injected bodies of basalt. The smaller injected masses of Group A
ill the classification are explained as, either direct offshoots from the abyssal

basaltic injections, or as satellites from the secondary magma developed in

batholithic chambers. In brief, batholiths appear to represent abyssally injected

bodies of such size and original temperature as to be capable of assimilating

large volumes of the primary acid shell and, on occasion, notable amounts of

the overlying sediments.
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CHAPTEE XXVI.

MECHANISM OF BATHQLITHIC INTRUSION.

The facts to be explained by a final theory of batholiths fall iuto

three classes : field relations, time relations, and chemical relations. At the

risk of repeating statements made in preceding chapters as well as many of

those published by other writers, a summary of the leading pertinent facta

may well anticipate the theoretical discussion. It will be understood that stocks

and bosses are regarded as only small batholiths or as parts of batholiths, and

in many cases will not be specially named.

FIELD RELATIONS.

There is general agreement that batholiths are to be found only in, or

on the immediate borders of, mountain-built regions. This rule is so general

that it may be called a law. Almost if not quite as general is the rule that

batholithic intrusion to observed levels in a mountain-range, follows the climax

of an erogenic paroxysm; though flow-structures and gneissic structure may be

induced in the batholith in the closing, weaker stage of the crustal movement.

The gneissic structure may be difficult to distinguish from that due to a later,

independent period of crushing. Abundant examples of the two rules are noted

in the summary geological histories of the Selkirk, Columbia, and Cascade-

ranges. The Rykert batholith is the only one on the Forty-ninth Parallel which

seems to have a well developed primary flow-structure.

No one has ever seen the bottom of stock or batholith. Owing to the-

limited amount of possible upheaval of the earth's crust above baselevel, erosion

has probably never been able to penetrate more than six miles into these masses-

and, in general, penetrates less than three miles. In each case, therefore, the

observer walks on a surface near the top of the body. Sometimes erosion has

not yet uncovered such granitic masses, whose presence is detected by the heavy

contact metamorphism so characteristic of batholiths. More often the roof i»

partly destroyed, leaving broad belts of metamorphosed roof rock about the

cupola-like intrusive, and roof-pendanta within it. A fine example of a partially

uncovered stock is that at the Dewdney trail on the summit of the Selkirks

(see page 299). Perhaps the majority of exposed batholiths have lost their roofs

so far that only small areas of the pendants remain, while the metamorphic

aureole has the narrowness appropriate to the wall of a batholith. Not even

one roof-pendant is known in the Coryell batholith of the Columbia range.

(See page 358 and map sheet.)

With deep erosion and destruction of the roof the molar (main) contact

has typically an elliptical ground plan, though it is often irregular. Disregard-

2.5a—vol. iii^7i 725
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ing the apophyses, the molar-contact line is usually a flowing one and does not

show sharp angles. Whether elliptical or irregular in ground plan, the longer

axes of batholiths characteristically run with the average local trends of the

respective mountain-axes developed in the erogenic period immediately preceding

the intrusions. The batholithic axes may have indefinite relations to axes of

earlier and later crustal deformation. In the Cordillera the alignment of the

Mesozoic and Tertiary batholiths parallel to the main axis of the chain is

evident in the geological maps of both Canada and the United States.

The downward enlargement of stocks and batholiths to the maximum depths

exposed by erosion has already been sufficiently emphasized and illustrated in

the description of the Cascade mountains (pages 428 and 494). Many additional

examples are figured in Lepsius' 'Geologic von Deutschland,' and in other works.

The lower limit for the area of exposed batholiths has been arbitrarily fixed

at 100 square kilometres, but in very man.v cases, stocks or bosses are with

considerable certainty to be regarded as merely cupola offshoots of large batho-

lithic masses, which by continued erosion might be exposed. Indeed, it may be

true that every stock and boss is but part of a batholith. The maximum size

of pre-Cambrian batholiths may be greater than that of any later one. The
batholith of the British Columbia-Alaska Coast range is probably the most
extensive of tiie known post-Cambrian intrusive masses. It is mapped as about
1.200 miles long and over 75 miles in average width. One must suspect that

this immense terrane is a composite of several, perhaps many, batholiths of

different ages.

That the molar contact of the average stock or batholith cuts across pre-

intrusion structures in the country-rock is another obvious fact. This cross-

cutting relation is found not only where strong gneisses, schists, and massive

rocks compose the country-rock, as at Mount Ascutney, Vermont ;* it is as clearly

shown where the Castle Peak stock truncates the soft shales of the Hozomeen
range (Page 495.) A multitude of such parallels proves that the shapes of stocks

and batholiths are not controlled essentially b,y variations in the strength of

the invaded formations; we have seen that laccoliths are just as regularly

located in zones of shales or other rocks more easily split than their respective

neighbours.

The cross-cutting relation of batholiths is sometimes masked, though never
annulled, by the development of peripheral schistosity or cleavage parallel to the

molar (main) contacts. The best illustration in the Boundary belt is found in

the southern contact of the Bayonne batholith, Selkirk range (See map sheet and
page 292). Other well known examples occur in the Sierra Xevada.f the Black

Hills,:^ and the Rainy Lake region of Ontario.§

As a rule, batholiths do not develop peripheral cleavage or schistosity in

marked degree nor cause important changes in the regional strike of the invaded

formations. The large scale, detailed maps of the European surveys are crowded

•E. A. Daly, Bulletin 209, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1903.

t H. W. Turner, 17th Ann. Eep. U.S. Geol. Survev, Pt. I, 1895-6, p. 555.

tC E. Van Hise, 16th Ann. Rep., U.S. Geol. Survey. Pt. 1, 1894-5. pp. 63" and 815.

§ A. C. Lawson, Ann. Rep., Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Canada, 1887, Part F, map.
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with illustrations of this fundamental fact. Barrois' maps of Britanny are

eloquent for all the cases. Numerous examples may be found in the Boundary

map sheets. (See also pages 292, 299, 302, 436-30, 465, and 495-99.)

It is a truism that batholiths generally have wider aureoles of contact

metamorphism than laccoliths, or than, other injected bodies. In apparently

all cases, as we have noted, the intensity of the metamorphism is greatest at the

roof, less at the wall, of both stocks and batholiths. The explanation is almost

surely found in the tendency of the volatile constituents of the magma to collect

at the roof. Since stocks are generally cupola-like masses at batholithic roofa

we can readily understand the fact that the aureoles of heavy metamorphism
about stocks may be wider than the wall-contact aureoles of even very large

batholiths. But it remains true that the degree of contact metamorphism
exhibited in batholithic aureoles is often much less than that often shown at

dikes and sheets, if account he taken of the volumes of magma involved.

This fact becomes understood by assuming that these injected bodies were>

at the time of intrusion, much hotter than the average batholithic magma was
when its visible molar contact was established. The mere fact that dike and
ilieet magma could penetrate miles along relatively narrow fissures in the earth's

crust speaks for some amount of superheat. The presence of quartz instead
of tridymite (inversion point about 800° C.) in the vast majority of batholiths
proves a very low temperature for their magmas as these crystallized at the
visible contacts. The low temperature at that stage is likewise proved by the
evidence of enormous viscosity in the magma during the crystallizing period.

Such viscosity must be assumed because of the suspension of foreign blocks
of rock which is much denser than the crystallized intrusive and, a fortiori,

than the magma that crystallized. The facts of the field thus lead the observer
directly to question the statement that the existing batholithic contacts were
established at the time of initial intrusion. If the batholiths are due simply to

injection, like dikes, sheets, and laccoliths, why should they be so greatly super-

cooled, while the much smaller bodies are as often superheated? The whole
matter becomes clear if it be assumed that the initial temperature of a batho-
lith was as high as that of its hottest satellite, and that during the long period
of cooling the magma of the main chamber incorporated masses of the country-
rock. In this way new contacts were established in succession, and the last one,

with a relatively narrow contact aureole, was established in the feeble, supercooled
condition of the magma just before solidification. This theoretical deductioiL

is so patent that it is ranked alongside of the ' facts ' of field relations.

Among the commonest phenomena associated with the contact zones of

plutonie. igneous rock bodies( bosses, stocks and batholitbs) is that of extensive

shattering and disruption of the invaded formations along the contacts. A
host of memoirs on exotic granite, syenite, diorite, gabbro, and other deep-seated

rock masses contain references to this particular phenomenon. It consists, in

its ideal development, of the appearance of two concentric belts of mixed rock
occurring between the homogeneous main body of igneous material and the

encircling country-rock unafi'ected by any serious mechanical disturbance due
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to the intrusion. Both belts lie parallel to the average line of contact between
the intrusive and the country-rock.

The belt more remote from the intrusive body is generally much the broader

of the two and consists of country-rock intersected by more or less numerous
apophyses from the main igneous mass.

The second belt is composed of igneous rock enclosing blocks of the country-

rock. As the apophyses, breaking the continuity of the invaded formation,

vary enormously in number within the outer belt, so the blocks,

breaking the continuity of the igneous body, show the greatest variation in

abundance. This belt of inclusions varies in width from a few feet to

two miles or more. The blocks, unless very close together and possessing

thoroughly massive structure themselves, usually show clear evidence of having

been shifted out of their former relative positions in the invaded formation, so

that their original orientation is completely lost. There are transitions to the

outer belt through the gradual increase in the number of blocks left undisturbed

from their original orientation; and there is, of course, no easily fixed boundary

between the belt of inclusions and the main intrusive body in which country-

rock inclusions are normally absent or very rare. The inner boundary of the

belt of inclusions is often difficult to determine in the case of stock or batholith

so exposed to view by denudation as to furnish a land surface close to the former

roof of the magma chamber.

Whatever be the causes of the disruption of blocks now found in the belt

of inclusions, those causes are directly connected with the intrusive body itself

and are thus not external. The belt is, for example, not due in the normal

case to the injection of magma into rock coarsely brecciated by regional dynamic

movements in the earth's crust. Movements of that sort tend generally to brec-

ciate rock along straight or open-curve lines and would not necessarily follow

the complex, sinuous, closed-curve line of contact such as belongs to a plutonio

body. There is certainly, on the other hand, a genetic relation between the belt

of inclusions and the replacement of the country-rock by great bodies of intruded

magma almost or quite free of foreign fragments. Many authors speak of the

inclusions as having been ' torn off ' or ' carried up ' by the ascending magma,

without, however, showing the possibility of such a process when correlated with

the apparently demonstrated liquidity of plutonic magmas.

Some of the blocks within the belt of inclusions have unquestionably been

floated out or sunk from the molar contact after those portions of the country-

rock have been completely surrounded by magma of the main body and of anas-

tomosing apophyses. But there are reasons for concluding that apophyses of

an abundance matching the countless inclusions of many internal contact-belts.

were not formed simply by reason of hydrostatic pressure forcing magma into

original cracks or fissures in the country-rock. The conditions reigning at the

contact imply the exhibition of a different source of energy—one which many

.geologists have incidentally credited with the shattering effect.*

• These and many following paragraphs are adapted from the writer's papers on

'The Mechanics of Igneous Intrusion,' American Jour. Science. Vols. 15 and 16, 19(B,

jind Vol. 26, 1908.
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McConnell long ago noted the remarkable shatter-belt bounding the Trail

batholith in the Columbia River valley. (See Sheet 8). Less conspicuous cases

occur in many other parts of the Boundary section. In eastern Massachusetts,

these belts sometimes cover so many square miles together that we must believe

that main batholithic masses lie beneath, at but moderate depths. The best

published example of a small granite batholith mapped with the distinct pur-

pose of illustrating a shatter-zone is doubtless that due to the labours of Coste

and White in the Madoc-Marmora Mining District of Ontario.t A reduced

copy of this map was published in Volume 16 of the American Journal of

Science (1903, page 118).

TIME RELATIONS.

The rule that batholithic and stock intrusions to observed levels

always follow the climax of erogenic movements is recognized by all geologists

who have had wide experience in the study of granites. This systematic time

relation seems to hold, with some possible exceptions, from the latest Tertiary

back to the date of the youngest pre-Cambrian granites cutting bedded rocks.

The rule may not apply to many of the pre-Cambrian batholiths, which seem

to have been under severe orogenic pressure during their actual intrusion.

Moreover, the greater number of mapped pre-Cambrian batholiths do not show

the same rigour of alignment parallel to distinct orogenic axes as that character-

izing the later batholiths. The early pre-Cambrian conditions of intrusion

may, therefore, have differed in certain essential ways from the ruling post-

Cambrian conditions.

CHEMICAL RELATIONS.

Most batholiths are granitic in composition. Some of the largest are com-
posed of granodiorite or quartz diorite. A few small batholiths are syenitic.

The huge anorthosite masses of eastern Canada, New York State, and Scandin-

avia may have true batholithic form and field relations, but this is not certain.

No large body of anorthosit« of date later than the Silurian is known, while

the majority are of pre-Cambrian dates. Stocks have much greater range of

composition, including the series from true diorite to aplitic granite, various

types of syenite, nephelite syenite, monzonite, etc.

It is noteworthy that no undoubted batholiths, which are chemically equiva-

lent to normal basalt, seem ever to have been mapped. That effusive magma
which occurs in the largest quantity, and with such wonderful uniformity of

chemical constitution, is not directly represented among the larger subjacent

bodies. Even small gabbro stocks are extremely rare, if, indeed, they exist.

Within the writer's knowledge, no large batholith is known in a petrogra-

phic province which does not carry dikes or other injected masses of basaltic

composition (diabase, porphyrite, gabbro, or basalt).

t Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. of Canada, Special sheet ; i mile to 1 inch, published
withont text. 1886.
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The homogeneity of the average batholith in its visible portion is worthy
of special note. The stress continually being laid on evidences of differentiation

(.basified contact-belts, segregations, etc.,) is in danger of obscuring this princi-

pal fact. The homogeneity of one of these large mas.ses, when viewed in true

scale, is comparable to that in aqueous salt-solutions in laboratory vessels; The
production of this even distribution of oxides must involve vast periods of time
and vast stores of heat to keep the magma fluid for the distribution.

In general a batholith is markedly different from its country-rocks in

chemical composition.

A long list of other chemical relations, which need to be explained by any
theory of batholithic intrusion, might here be drawn up. but. to save repetition,

their discussion will be transferred to the following theoretical sections on
magmatic assimilation and differentiation.

THEORIES OF BATHOLITHIC INTRUSION.

Having briefly reviewed the main facts to be explained, we may now proceed
to outline the various theories which have been proposed.

' LACcoLirnic ' HvpoTnEsis.

One school of geologists would extend the laccolithic idea to many, if not
most, granitic intrusions. Accordingly, the chambers filled with such igneous
masses are interpreted as the products of crustal displacement. The planes of

single great faults may, in this way, become the locus of the subterranean

eruption of magmas, wedging their way along by hydrostatic or other pressure.

The well-known ' failure to match ' of the heaved and thrown sides permits of

the existence of potential cavities filled with magma during the strong disloca-

tion. Encircling faults leading to the foundering of large blocks of the crust,

or to the upward thrust of others, are conceived as affording possible modes of

intrusion.* Or, finally, as illustrated in the well-known conclusions of Brogger
on the Christiania region, colossal masses of granite have been explained as

true, deep-seated laccoliths, parting heavy strata after the manner of the trachyte

of the Henry mountains.-|-

Yet it is clear from a survey of geological literature, that the field evidence

for such a view is but negative in the great majority of stocks and batholiths.

Most of them are not true laccoliths, since they characteristically occur in

regions of great structural complexity, where igneous contacts have none but the

most remote sympathy with the structural planes of any one bedded series.

Many are much too large and irregular in form to be explained as the result

of single faults or single zones of faulting; and the imagined intersecting faults

of the ' bysmalith ' or of the submerged graben-block have been generally sought

for in vain about those greatest of all granitic massifs. For the latter no other

• W. C. Brogger, Die Eruptivgesteine des Kristianiagebietes, Vol. 2, 1895, p. 148;
J. P. Iddings, U.S. Geol. Survey, Monograph, 32, Part 2, 1899, p. 16.

fW. C. Brogger, op. cit., p. 152.
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iuterpretation seems possible by the theory outlined. On the other hand, every

observer who has even a small acquaintance with crystalline terranes of the

sort, is now and again struck with the evidences that the granitic magmas
represented in his field of study are far from being passive in the hands of the

eruptive Titan. Their general defiance of structure and composition in the

invaded formations, the irregular ground-plans, and the huge finger-like pro-

jections sent into the country-rocks, which are undisturbed either in dip or

strike, are among the familiar phenomena indicating that such magmas actively,

aggressively ' made their way in the world ' by the irregular removal of the
invaded formations. The latter look as if they had been, as it were, corroded

on a huge scale.

The ' laccolithic ' hypothesis finds no support in the facts already learned

concerning the greater intrusive bodies of the Boundary belt. It is, for example,

virtually inconceivable that the Okanagau composite batholith could have been
developed in its present size and relations by mere injection. If the older rocks

parted successively, to admit the huge uuis.-es of the Osoyoos, Similkauioeu, and
Cathedral masses, the traces of these scissions must be left, yet none has been
discovered. How any one of them could, like a laccolith or like some chonoliths,

enter its chamber by lifting its roof without somewhere breaking through to the

earth's surface, is a puzzle, to say tlie least.

Those who so lightly apply this hypothesis have usually neglected to prove,
or even discuss, the nature of the structure which, for batholiths, is the equiva-
lent of a weak zone in the Henry Mountains. The typical laccolith was
intruded in stratified rock and in an easily-split zone of shale. \Vliat

is the analogous (sub-horizontal) crustal structure wliich, on this hypothesis,

must be antecedent to the injection of the greater bodies ? The granites charaeter-

i.otically appear in the complexly folded terranes which are exceptionally strong.

Many large granitic masses, like the Cathedral batholith, (see page 459 and map),
have broken through more or less massive plutonics. The laccolithic hypothesis

implies the abundant recurrence of a relatively flat plane of weakness a fraction

of a mile, or a few miles, below the surface of the mountain ranges. Wliy it

should occur there, or how developed, has never been suggested.

This hypothesis is powerless to explain the field relations of the Castle Peak
slock, the stocks of the Selkirk range in the Boundary belt, or many others of

the smaller granitic bodies in the belt. These are small enough to admit of

rather complete diagnosis, yet in no case is there any ground for the explana-

tion by pure injection. Large or small, batholiths or stocks, the granitic bodies

along the Forty-ninth Parallel must be otherwise understood.

'Marginal Assimil.^tion ' Hypothesis.

The insufficiency of the pure-Injection hypothesis has caused a M/coud

school of geologists to emphasize a hypothesis of slow caustic action by magmas
that have advanced into the overlying earth-crust by their own energetic solvent

action on the walls and roofs. Additional evidence for the truth of this con-
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lention is sought in the facts of the internal contacts, at which magmas are

sometimes seen to be modified by the incorporation of the country-rock. This

second view doubtless appeals the more strongly to the majority of those

geologists who have actually to do with granitic bodies in the field. In fact, the

impression has prevailed among some of them that the ' laccolithic theory ' is as

widely held as it is because of its apparent necessity in the prevailing theory of

rock difFerentiation. Yet it must be considered as conclusively proved for the

great majority of stocks and batholiths investigated, that analysis has not yet

shown that the second or ' assimilation ' theory really meets its own crucial test,

the chemical and mineralogical blood-relationship between the average intrusive

rock and its country-rock along their mutual contact. Currents within the

magma would, of course, tend to remove and diffuse products of assimilation

from molar contacts; but it is extremely doubtful that they could so completely

mask the expected results of the process as is over and over again illustrated in

nature. No single fact concerning granite, for example, is more striking than

its astonishing homogeneity in contact with argillite, limestone, crystalline

schist, or basic igneous formation—a homogeneity that persists, too, from contact

to center of the eruptive. In the very common case where the assimilated

product is more acid than the original magma, it would tend to rise through

the latter, slowly diffusing in the journey. The upper part of the magma basin

should, for that reason, become filled with mixed magma more silicious than

the original. Heterogeneity, even stronger vertically than horizontally, would

be expected in a diorite or gabbro magma cutting crystalline schists, or in a

granite magma cutting heavy beds of sandstone or quartzite. True thermal
convection currents must, under these conditions, be greatly weakened by the

strong differences in density of the original magma and the magma diluted, so

to speak, by more silicious material. In the absence, then, of the only kind

cf current likely to be set up in the process of cooling and mere caustic solution

.on molar contacts, the diffusion of the diluted magma would take place only with

extreme slowness.f Yet, up to the present time, this consequence of con-

siderable vertical heterogeneity under the stated conditions has not been demon-
strated in nature. The recorded field discoveries point, on the contrary, to a

distinct failure of the known facts to match the deduction from the theory. The
few proved instances of endomorphic changes of magmas by assimilation (e.g.,

the granite of the Pyrenees described by Lacroix) serve, by their conspicuous

and exceptional nature, to show that granitic magmas, if they have ' made their

own way ' at all, have usually done so in some manner different from merely

assimilating the invaded formations on molar contacts.

A main feature of the explanation by marginal assimilation is the immense

superheat demanded in the magma. If the solution of invaded formations is

directly performed by the liquid rock, the available superheat must be speedily

exhausted in supplying the latent heat represented in the solution, to say noth-

ing of the loss by conduction through the earth's crust. The latent heat, accord-

ing to Vogt and others, is at least 20 per cent of the total melting heat in

t Cf. G. F. Becker, Amer. Jour. Sci., Vol. 3, p. 30. 1897.
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"fluid lava. There is no reason to believe that exothermic reactions are of any
moment under the conditions. Since, as we have seen, vertical currents are

soon inhibited, the continuance of solution at the roof waits on conduction.

Unless we postulate a degree of superheat utterly without parallel in the hottest

volcanoes, such as at Kilauea, at Mauna Loa, and at Matavanu, Savaii, the

extensive solution implied by this hypothesis is impossible.

The favorite conception of the French geologists, that the necessary solution

of the roof rocks has been due to the influence of juvenile gases (agents

tnineralhatears), rather than to direct solution in liquid magma, is likewise

difficult to accept. Because the specific heat of a gas at low pressures is extremely

small as compared with that of rock-matter, we perceive that a quite incredible

amount of gas is necessary to liquefy thousands of feet of roof rock by blow-

piping, or by its mutual solution with the gas. There is no general physical

cause for a return of gas to the depths after it has done its solvent work. It

must collect at the batholithic roof either free or dissolved in the syntectic

magma. In either case its tension must increase and when the accumulation
approaches the limit implied in the hypothesis, the gas pressure must rise far

beyond that which the earth's crust could endure. The fact is that volcanic

action is not always, nor even generally, the result of batholithic intrusion.

We know that the implied crustal catastrophes, indefinitely greater than Kraka-

toan explosions, have not occurred in post-Cambrian time at leiist. Juvenile

.gases may bore the holes at volcanic vents and they have doubtless aided some-
what in the underground solution of rock ; but it seems impossible to believe

that they are the leading agents in fashioning batholithic chambers, even for the

moderate depths exposed by erosion.

The old idea that batholiths are simply geosynclinal sediments which

have been fused by the rise of the isogeotherms, has been recently revived by
Hang.* Space is lacking for the full discussion of this speculation, nor at this

day is it necessary to lay the ghost again. A few remarks will suffice to show its

inapplicability to the batholiths on the Forty-ninth Parallel.

The Rocky Mountain geosynclinal is one of the thickest on record. Crustal

movements have exposed its lower beds at many points; yet they are not fused.

The same is true of the basal beds of the Cretaceous geosynclinal of the

Hozomeen range and California, each nearly 30,000 feet thick. On the other

hand, many batholiths have appeared in deformed geosynclinals of much less

thickness. Examples are seen in the Coryell batholith and that which has so

many satellites in the Boundary Creek district of the Columbia range.

Again, the speculation may be dismissed because of its manifest failure to

provide the necessary heat supply. The lowering of the ' fusion-point ' of

average sediments by admixture of the ' agents mineralisateurs ' can hardly be

supposed to give a magmatic temperature below 500°C for a batholith. Yet no
known geosynclinal is thick enough to have assumed this temperature in its

lower beds through the rise of the isogeotherms. Haug does not, therefore,

essentially improve the speculation by an appeal to the rather mystical ' agents

• E. Haug, Traits de G^ologie, tome 1, Paris, 1907, p. 188.
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mineralisateurs." Moreover, every batliolith occurring in the Forty-ninth
Parallel section is clearly exotic with respect to the surrounding formations.
This exotic relation applies not only to satellitic offshoots but also to the main
bodies exposed. In this respect, as in many others not here mentioned, the
combined influence of mineralizing agents and of the basal warming of geo-
synclinals cannot account for the granitic masses of the Boundary belt.

Hypothesis of ifAGM.^Tic Stopixg.

Summary.—The general statement of this hypothesis may be conveniently

quoted from the third of the writer's papers on the ' Mechanics of Igneous
Intrusion.'*

1. Each acid, batholithic magma has reached its present position in the

earth's crust largely through the successive engulfment of suites of blocks broken

out of the roof and walls of the batholith.

2. The blocks (xenoliths) are completely immersed in the magma, partly

through the confluence of apophyses which have been injected on joints and
other planes of weakness in the country-rock; more often the blocks represent

the effect of shattering, due to the obviously unequal heating of the solid rock at

magmatic contacts.

3. The sunken blocks must be dissolved in the depths of the original fluid,

magmatic body, with the formation of a syntectie, secondary magma.
4. The visible rock of each granite batholith or stock has resulted from the

differentiation of a syntectie magma.
In applying the hypothesis to the explanation of actual field occurrences

other general considerations seem necessary. Stoping and abyssal assimilation

en the batholithic scale are begun by the primary basaltic magma. This magma
carries the heat required for the double action.f The source of the magma is to

be found in the general basaltic substratum beneath the earth's solid crust.

These subsidiary elements of the problem here to be discussed have been

described in the first intrusion paper and, more fully, in the later communication

on ' Abyssal Igneous Injection.':}: No one of these additional conceptions is

essential to the idea of stoping per se. All of them may prove incorrect without

invalidating the stoping hypothesis in its main feature. Combining them and

the idea of stoping, the wi-iter has constructed a general working hypothesis for

the origin of the igneous rocks. It seems, therefore, expedient in the present

chapter to discuss the problem in its larger aspect.

Believing that assimilation li.v magmatic action of some kind is responsible

for practically all the chambers occupied by those intrusives with which he i,

more or less intimately acquainted, the writer has sought for field evidence as to

• American Journal of Science, Vol. 26, 1908, p. 19.

t Again it m.iy be noted that the question whether the substratum is actually or
only potentially fluid is not vital in this connection. The observed rigidity of the

planet may be due, not to its being a trne solid, but to the direct influence of gravity,

which binds the earth-shells so effectively that bodily tides are almost wholly prevented.

In any case rigidity and solidity are not synonymous terms.

: Amer. Jour. Science, Vol. 22. 1906, p. 195.
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wliether any other sort of assimilation is possible than that by caustic or solveut

action of a magma on its roof and walls. Such information is found in the

fame internal contact-belt where the general failure to prove solutional absorp-

tion of the country-rock has been so often reported. Within that belt it is the

rule to find often very numerous blocks of the invaded rocks. These have usually

the following characteristics: varying size; angular or subangular outlines

against the eruptive rock, which is essentially unmodified even close to the con-

tact with each block; sharp contacts with the eruptive, in which the blocks are

completely immersed; a normally high crystallinity and increased density as a

result of contact metamorphism. Very often they show that they have moved
but short distances from the niches they once occupied in wall or roof. The

molar contact is similarly sharp. It may preserve, with exceeding definiteness,

the sharp corners left when the blocks were rifted ofl. Passing inwards, it is an

equally normal thing to find the foreiga inclusions to become rapidly rarer,

until, in the heart of the eruptive area, one may go hundreds of yards or even

several miles without discovering any such inclusions. If there are hundreds of

them in a given part of the contact belt at the present surface (evidently a

chance section exposed by erosion), the natural inference that there are thousands

or millions of others enclosed in the eruptive below the level of the visible

contact, is clearly permissible. Another legion of them has been destroyed

along with their matrix in that part of the igneous body removed by denudation.

It is manifest, further, that the riftiug of the blocks has so far enlarged the

chamber occupied by the eruptive. That is, the walls are, on the average, farther

apart because of the rifting. The question arises as to whether the chamber

may owe a large part of its present size to a long continuation of the self-

same process, with a simultaneous removal from the visible chamber of the

blocks formerly rifted off. The affirmative answer to this question is the kernel

of the hypothesis to be proposed.

Strangely enough, the explanation of the presence of foreign blocks within

igneous bodies along the molar contacts and the equally conspicuous rarity of

such fragments toward the centres of the bodies, has only quite recently been

undertaken. How blocks still close to their former homes in the country rock

could be suspended in the magma until crystallization of the latter was complete,

and whether the normal effect of their complete immersion would be to permit

of their floating upwards or sinking downwards in the magma, are questions of

prime importance to the ensuing hypothesis. The attempt has been niad^ to

answer them by correlating experimental and other data acquired for petrological

science within recent years. We may, for the i)resent. assume the generally

accepted liquidity of normal plutonic magmas.

^[agnuitic. Shattering by Differential Thermal Expansimi.—A clear state-

ment of magmatic shattering has been given b.v Crosby in his monograph on

the Blue Hills Complex.*

It is manifestly impossible to determine the exact rise of temperature which

will occur in a formation at the contact with an invading magma. Both ele-

• Occasional Papers, Boston Soc. Kat. Hist., Vol. 4, 1900, p. 315.
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nienls, the pre-eruption temperature of the country-rock and the temperature of

tho mag-ma itself, are partly indeterminate. If the former be regulated by the

normal law of the vertical distribution of the isogeotherms, that temperature
will be about 200° 0. at a depth of four miles below the earth's surface

—

a rather liberally estimated average depth for the upper limit of a granitic

magma chamber. If we assume that the temperature of an intruding

magma is approximately that at which the rock resulting from its crystallization

becomes thinly molten under plutonic pressures (an assumption apparently
juslitiiible Irom the known properties of lavas and notwithstanding the presence

of mineralizing agents), there should occur by conduction at the molar contact,,

a rise of temperature in the invaded formation, of something like 1000° C.
That would mean a cubic expansion in the solid rock of between 2-5 per cent

and 3-0 per cent, corresponding to a linear expansion of about 0-9 per cent.

The force required to prevent that degree of expansion is equal to the amount
of pressure required to compress the rock by the same amount. The coefficient

of compressibility for ordinary crystalline and well-cemented sedimentary rock
is not far from that of glass, viz.: about 0-0000025 per atmosphere of pressure.

The pressure of more than 10,000 atmospheres, or about 75 tons to the square

inch, would be required to prevent the expansion of rock raised 1000° 0. in-

temperature.* However great the expansion transverse to the plane of the molar

contact ma,y be, a large proportion of the force of expansion must pass into the

form of compressive strain, developing lines of force in the plane of the contact.

The integrity of the rock must be destroyed, for its crushing strength would
hardly average as much as 20 tons to the square inch. Tho action would be

complicated and intensified by the variable values of heat-conduction in the-

invaded formation which is always more or less heterogeneous.

It has been objected that rocks are good conductors of heat and that, there-

fore, strong temperature differences with resulting rending strains are not to

be expected in the shell of country-rock immediately surrounding a batholithic
magma. The following table of coefficients of thermal conductivity seems,

however, to show, on the contrary, that rock-matter is far from being ranked'
as a good conductor. The table has been made by compiling the values noted

in the Landolt-Bornst/ein's Physikaliseh-chemische Tabellen (1905 edition) and
in Winkelmann's Handbuch der Physik. The values for the rocks are of thfr

order expected in view of the familiar proofs of the extremely slow cooling of
lava flows.

t

•Through a mistake in placing a decimal point the pressure was greatly over-
stated in the second paper on the ' Mechanics of Igneons Intrusion.'

t The steepness of the possible temperature gradient in the wall rock is shown
by the fact that, a few days after lava ceases flowing, one can walk on its crust,^
although the lava just below is at red heat (700°-950°C.) or is yet hotter. For many
hours or for several days the gradient at the surface may equal or surpass 500° C.
per foot.

In the manufacture of calcium-carbide a mixture of limestone and coke is sub-
mitted to the action of a powerful electric arc. At the end of a furnace run (about
fourteen hours in the plant at Ottawa, Canada) the flow of heat is nearly steady and th&
temperature gradient in the furnace is about 3000°C. per foot.
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Silver, about l-OOOO
Copper, about •94«0

Lead -0836

Quartz -0158

Marble -00817

Granite -00757 - -00975

Gneiss 000578 - -00817

Sandstone -Otmi --00814
Basalt -00673

Syenite -O0t42

Glass -00108 --00227
Water, about -00130

Paper -00031

Flannel -00023

Silk -00022

Cork -00013

Feathers -0000574

Weber has found that Jc for gneiss at 0° C. is 0-000578 and at 100° C.

0-000416, showing a very great lowering with increase of temperature.* In fact,

through the interval 0° - 100° C, fc seems to vary about inversely as the absolute

temperature.! It is not impossible that the conductivity of rock at 1,100° C.

approaches that of water, famous as a poor conductor. Thorough
'
experimenta-

tion on this subject is urgently needed.

In the present connection the thermal diffusivity (k) of rock, rather than

its conductivity, is of first importance. If s = specific heat and d = density, we

have
k

For rock at room temperature (20° C.) Kelvin assumed 400 as the value of k when

the unit of length is a foot, the unit of time a year, and the unit of temperature

one degree Fahrenheit. This value is close to that which represents the average

of the determinations made for different rocks at room temperatures, during the

j'ears since Kelvin wrote his famous essay.:j:

If K be assumed as 400 at all temperatures up to 1300° C, it is possible

to calculate the temperature gradient in the wall-rock of a molten batholith at

the end of specified periods of time. For practical purposes the surface of contact

may be regarded as infinite; let it further be considered as plane. Under these

conditions the following Fourier equation furnishes the datum for calculating

the temperature at a point x feet from the contact at the end of t years, if the

magma is kept stirred by currents.§ In the equation b - the temperature of the

• Forbes and Hall have proved analogous relations for iron and for mag:nesium
oxide; cf. J. D. Forbes, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, Vol. 24, 1867, p. 105, and E. H.
Hall and others, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sciences, Vol. 42, 1907, p. 597.

t Cf. P. G. Tait, Recent Advances in Physical Science, 2nd ed., London, 1876, p. 270,

t Trans. Roy, Soc. Edinburgh, 1862.

§ Cf. W. E. Byerly's Elementary Treatise on Fourier's Series, Boston, 1893, p. 86.
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magma; c = the temperature of the wall-rock assumed as initially uniform; and
w = the required temperature. We have:

X

, a-

For values ot . _- which are less than 2-6 the value of the integral can be

readily found from the table of the probability integral which appears in
standard text-books on the Method of Least Squares. For the higher values of

X

a ,
— t^e value of the integral can, in many cases, be computed by developing

it into a series. Kelvin's value for k is peculiarly favourable for such computa-
tion and the corresponding units have been used by the writer in the calculations.

Let 6 = 2200° F. (about 1200° C.) ; = 400° F. (about 200° C); < = 1, 4, 16,

and 100 years ; and let x have the different values shown in the left-hand column
of the following table (XLVLI). The corresponding temperatures are shown in

the other columns.

Table XLVII.—Showing values of u when «= 400 and

X
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follows that thermal difiusivity in rock decreases with rising temperature even
faster than the conductivity decreases. For rock heated to 1000° or 1200° C. k

may not be more than 100 in the Kelvin system of units.

It seems safe to assume, first, that the diffusivity of the gradually heated

wall-rock may vary from 275 or less to 100 or 150; secondly, that the average
diffusivity of an 80-foot shell heated during the first year by adjacent molten
magma, will be no greater than 200. If k be regarded as averaging 200 for all

periods greater than one year, the four columns showing values of u in tlu'

table will serve if t is, respectively, 2, 8, 32, and 200 years.

As a result of somewhat rigorous calculation, then, it appears certain that
the heating of wall rock by plutonic mapma must progress with great slowness

and that the resulting temperature gradient in the shell adjoining the molten
magma must be steep for many years after the original establishment of the
contact.*

Further Lees has proved that rocks have highly variable coeiBcients of

conductivity, some species possessing coefiicients twice as high as those of other
species.! It is also well known that bedded or schistose rocks conduct heat

along and across their structure-planes at quite different rates. Where, there-

fore, the wall rocks about a batholithic mass are heterogeneous, the heat conduc-

tion is variable and exiiaiisional stres^e? must ensue.

Part of the stress-energy set free might be added to that of injection and
expended in the minute crumpling of relatively plastic bedded country-rock.
Another portion is conceivably expended in irregular and perhaps very complete
shattering of the rock, which by that action is relieved from the strains by
sadden rending and fracturing rather than by any form of rock flow. Still a
third portion of the energy might become potentialized as in Rupert's drops,
Bologna glasses, or certain slickensided rock surfaces,:}: and only finally expressed

as a shatter-force after sudden faulting or other shock in the country-rock had
precipitated the destruction, repeating on a large scale the destruction of a

Rupert's drop.

Experiments and certain observations made in rock-quarries throw

light on one of the more important and simpler methods by which disruption of

the country-rock may take place. A short statement of the facts derived from
each kind of study will be found in the writer's second paper on the ' Mechanics

of Igneous Intrusion' (Amer. Jour, of Science Vol. 16, 190.3, p. 114.)

Every city conflagration leaves manifold evidences of the shattering effects

of the one-sided heating up of a rock mass—in columns, sills, and cornices of

granite and sandstone. Telling illustrations have recently been published by

• By nrfng the same Fcyurier equation it is not difficult to show that the loss of
thermal energy which a magma snSers by conduction into the country-rock is rela-

tively small, even after the lapse of two or three hundred thousand years. The long
duration of the magmatic period in a slightly superheated plutonic mass of large size

becomes easily understood.

t H. Lees. Phil. Trans., Vol. 183 A, 1892, p. 481.

I A. A. Julien, Jour. Franklin Inst.. Vol. 147, 1899, p. 382.

25a—vol. iii—48
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Ilumiibrey.* He subjected panels composed of different dressed stones to rapidly

find steadily increasing furnnce-beat. After periods of but ten to forty minutes
many of tbe stones spalled to depths of one to two incbes. and all the blocks
were badly cracked. Queuciiing witli cold water or with draught^ of cold air

naturally increased both tbe spalling and cracking. Tbe experiments show
that quenching by water or cold air is not tbe necessary condition for the yet
more remarkable spalling of stone in city fires.

It may be noted that the shattering of crystals and rock-fragments, when
immersed in silicate melts, has often been observed.! The strains are, in such

eases, necessarily of a lower order than those developed on the wall of a batho-
lith where, therefore, shatterina; is even more certiiinlv brouglit alxiut. (See
Plate 33).

Finall.v, the disruptive power of volatile matter contained in tbe wall-rock

heated by batholithic magma, sho'.:ld be considered. This power may be very

great.

In view of all the facts there seems to be a sheer necessity for believing in

contact-shattering through differential heating and expansion in the thin shell

of a country-rock which encloses a large body of molten magma. The evidence

for the shattering is often exceedingly full and clear in tbe fiehl. The broad

or narrow belts of xenolitbs so often found just inside the main contacts of

batbolitbs are very bard to explain if those batholitbs are due to laccolitbic

ii'jection. Tbe blocks are characteristically angular; they are generally not

oiranged with their longer axes parallel, as if they bad been pulled off from the

volls by the friction of the moving magma. On the laccolitbic theory one
would expect many of tbe xenolitbs to form elongated smears in the granite
rock. This is indeed occasionally seen but most exceptionally; as a rule the

xenolitbs have just that irregularit.y of form and arrangement which tbe.v should
bive if they had been shattered off by tbe hot magma just before its final con-

solidation. Throughout its long, earlier history the magma must, in every case,

have had a much more effective shattering power.

Eelative Densities of Magma and Xenolith.—In bis tirst intrusion-paper,

the writer published the results of his attempt to calculate the possible specific

gravities of the chief types of molten magmas under plutonic conditions. The
calculations were based on Barus's well-known fusion experiments on diabase.

The specimen investigated had a specific gravity of 3-0178; when fused to a

glass and cooled to 20° C, a specific gravity of 2-717. He further states that

the glass:J: showed an expansion of 3-9 per cent in 'melting' and, as glass,

expanded 0000025 in volume for a temperature rise of 1° C. through the interval

0^-1000° C. and 0-000047 in volume for 1° C. through the interval 1100°-

1500°. The 'melting' expansion (solidification-contraction) and the varying

rate of expansion (or contraction) above and below 1000° C. seem to show that

• R. L. Humphrev, ' The Fire-resistive Properties of various Building Materials.'

Bull. 370, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1909. See especiallv page 69 and plate 31.

tCf. C. Doelter and E. Hussak. Neues .Talirb. fiir 5Iin. etc., 1884, p. 18; A. Becker,
Zeitschr. d. d. geol. Ges., Vol. 33, 1881, p. 62.

X
' Throughout this paper the molten rock solidifies into an obsidian.' C. Barus in

Bull. 103. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1893, p. 26.
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some crystallization of the melt took place durinij the experiment. Such
crystallization was inevitable under the conditions of the experiment, iu which

the cooling- lasted several hours. Barus's cui'ves do not, therefore, show directly

the volume changes suffered by pure diabase glass in passing from the molten

isotropic state to the rigid inotropic state at room temperature. Excluding the

'solidification' contraction, the glass loses but 3-5 per cent of its volume in

passing from the molten state at 1400° C. to room temperature; the loss of

volume through the same temperature interval was calculated in the first paper

as about 8 per cent. Barus found that the net decrease in specific gravity in

passing from rock at 20° C. to glass at 20° C. was 10 per cent. For his diabase

specimen, therefore, tlie decrease of specific gravity in passing Irom 20° C. to

molten condition at 1200° C. is possibly only about 13 per cent, instead of about

16 per cent, as noted in the first paper.

Quite recently J. A. Douglas has made a number of very careful measure-

ments of the densities of typical igneous rocks and of their respective glasses,

all specific gravities being taken at room temperatures. Douglas's method

is reliable and his results accordant. For gabbro he found the decrease of specific

gravity, in passing from rock to glass, to be 5 07 per cent. Delesse had found

the decrease to be 11-46 per cent, as the average of measurements of two speci-

mens from different localities. Barus's determination. 10 per cent, is interme-

diate between the two.

It seems probable, therefore, that a decrease of 6 per cent in specific gravity

(lock to glass at 20° C.) is close to the minimum for the average gabbroid

rock, and it is possible that Barus's 10 per cent decrease is too high for average

g.Tbbro. For present purposes it is safer to use the minimum value of 6 per

cent.

Among the most reliable of the older determinations are those due to

Delesse and Cossa. These are noted as follows (Table XLVIII.).

For purposes of comparison the analogous results of the Carnegie Geophy-

sical Laboratory experiments with minerals are given in tabular form (Table

XLIX.) :—

25a—vol. iii^SJ
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TABLE XLVIII.

Specific ffravitiex of rocks and iiUtsscs.

Authority. Rock tyi>e.

Delesse

Cossa .

.

Cossa .

.

Delesse

Delesse

Delesse

Granile

.

Si>ec. grav.

of rock.

Sijenite

Quariz diorile

.

Dinritc.

Gabbros

.

Oneiss.

.

2-730

2 623
2 1184

2 ('.80

2 751
2 700
2 i;60

2B43
2 710
2 6B7

2 '.121

2 79!t

2 85S
3100
2-898

2 821

Spec (trav.

of glass.

•4M)
360
423
427
4!)0

•447

425
478
430
403
G7!)

G08
684
664
641
025

Net decrease
in density.

10 26%
1003
9-72

9 44
9-27
9-37

8 84
24

10 33
9 90
8 29
682
609
14 06
8-87

6 95

TABLE XLIX.

Specific gravities of crtjatuh atid iihisses.

Artificial anortliitc

M albite

Purified natural quartz
Artificial orthorhombic aniphibole

M II pyroxene .

II monoclini J pyroxene. ..

.

,, diopside
Average of all seven

Si»c. grav. , Spec. grav. Decrease
of crystal.

;
of glass.

,

in iensity.

2-7G5
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Summarizing all the results we have:

—

Table L.

Decrease in density (rock to glass at SO" C).

Diabase of Bams 10-00%

Gabbro of Douglas 5-07

Arerage gabbro of Delesse 11-57

Average diorite of Delesse 7-07

Average diorite of Douglas 5-65

Quartz diorite of Cosoa 9-90

Syenite of Cossa l«-33

Syenite of Douglas 6-02

Tonalite of Douglas 6-87

Average granite of Douglas 8-78

Average granite of Delesse S'16

Gneiss of Delesse 6-95

Average of all above , 8-85

Average of seven minerals (Carnegie Geophysical Laboratory) .. 10-6

We may conclude that the acid rocks certainly expand more than the basic

ones in passing to the glassy state at room temperature. It is probable, though

not certain, that the expansion of the more acid glasses with heating is not

much more rapid that that of the basic glasses. In any case, we shall, in the

following argument, make no mistake in principle if we assume that all the

leading types of crystalline rocks expand at least as much as gabbro (or diabase)

when molten at the high temperature of 1300° C.

Reade in a large number of determinations found that rock expands, on the

average, at sensibly the same rate as that found by Barns for diabase, namely,

about 0-000025 volume per degree Centigrade.* Using this figure, allowing for

the various rates of decrease in density for the different rocks in passing into

the glassy condition, and assuming that each glass expands, with heating, at the

same rate as Barus's diabase, we have the data of Table LI. :

—

TABLE LI.

Sijc^i^c gravities of rocks and melts.

Specific gravity of crystalline

rock at

Specific gravity of same rock when
molten at

20°C.

Gabbro and diorite .

Quartz-diorite
tonalite ....

Syenite .

and

Granite and gneiss.

r 2

1
2-

-! 3

1

3-

I 3-
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Keadc's coefficient? enable us to calculate the approximate changes in specific

gravity undergone by blocks of stratified and schistose rocks (common country-

rocks about batholiths), as these rocks (arbitrarily regarded as still solid)

assume the temperature of very hot magma (at 1300° C.) in which they are

immei'scd (Table LIT.):-

—

TABLE LI I.
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roborated by tbe proved similarity of silicates and carbon compounds, in (o)

the linear relation of expansion to increment of temperature in the solid form
of each substance, in (6) the linear relation of expansion to increment of tem-
perature in the liquid form of each substance, and in (c) the sudden leap in

voiumetrie increment in the act of melting- ;it any tempernture.
Barus further indicates that solid naphthalene is comparable in compres-

sibility with the liquid form of the same substance.* His fusion curves show
that, for the same increase of pressure, liquid naphthalene gains in specific

gravity about twice as fast as solid naphthalene. The compressibility of a

fused silicate rock is perhaps, then, twice that of the same rock when solid.

Eut his diabase fusion curve demonstrates that the thermal expansibility of

the liquid rock is about 1-9 times as great as that of the solid rock. Thus a

block of cold, solid gabbro immersed in a deep-seated molten magma of the same
chemical composition, would be less condensed by the pressure than the molten
rock, but the effect on relative densities would be partly' compensated by any
superheating of the magma. Moreover, the compressibility of glass and of

crystalline silicates is known to be very low. The compression suffered by glass,

for example, is about 0000026 of its volume for 1 atm. The weight of even

10,000 metres of rock with an average density of 2-75 would cause a density

increase of much less than one per cent in glass. It is therefore probable that

the difference of density between magma and immersed block would not be

affecte 1 through pressure, at the great depth of 10 kilometres, by as much as

1 per cent of the density of either one.

Sinling of ilie Shattered Blocks.—It appears from Table LI. and LII. that

nearly all xenoliths must sink in any molten granite or syenite; most xenoHths

must sink in molten quartz-diorite, tonalite or acid gabbro. Many xenoliths

might float on basic gabbro but the heavier schists and gneisses must sink in

even very dense gabbro magmas at 1300° C.

Giving, then, the highest permissible values to the specific gravities of mag-
mas, it is still true that blocks, such as are shattered from the wall or roof of

a batholith, must sink when immersed in most magmas at atmospheric pressure.

It has been objected to the stoping hjiDothesis that the viscosity of granitic

magmas is too great to allow of the sinking of blocks even much denser than

those niagrmas. This objection has, however, never been sustained by definite

experimental or field proofs. The xenoliths visible along batholithic contacts

have assuredly not sunk far from their former positions in wall or roof and the

reason for this must be sought in the high viscosity of the magma. High
viscosity is an essential attribute of a nearly frozen magma. The phenomena of

fractional crystallization and of magmatic differentiation unquestionably show

that each plutonic magma must pass through a long period of mobility. The
most viscous of granitic magmas, the rhyolitic, issues at the earth's surface

with such fluidity that the rhyolite often covers many square miles with a single

thin sheet. The absolute viscosity of the Yellowstone Park rhyolites must have

•Amer. -Jour. Science, Vol. 42, 1891, p. 140.
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been of a low order when many of these persistent flows were erupted. Nothing
can seeui more probable than that the relatively small fall in temperature,
represented in the passage of a thinly molten magma to a toughl^ viscous con-

dition, has actually taken place in plutonic bodies. Doelter has shown experi-

mentally that that decline in temperature under surface conditions may be
from 1240° C. to 1150° C. for granite, from 1070° to 1010° C. for phonolite,

and from 1060° to 992° C. for basalt. The presence of water and other mineral-

izers in granitic magmas must adi! ti> their moliility. as hold by many writers

including Brogger, whose general argument for liquidity seems irrefutable.*

Even granting that the kinetic viscosity of a plutonic magma is thousands

of times that of water, it could not support xenoliths more dense than itself.

In a few days or weeks stones will sink through, and corks will rise through,

a mass of pitch, the viscosity of which is more than a million of millions of

times that of water.f Ladenburg has lately shown that smaU steel spheres will,

in a few minutes, sink through twenty centimetres of Venetian turpentine, a sub-

stance 100,000 times as viscous as water.:): Ladenburg's experiments have veri-

fied the generally accepted equation expressing the rate of sinking of a sphere

in a strongly viscous fluid:

2 gr'(d-d')

9 V

where x = the velocity of the sphere when the motion is steady ; g = the accelera-

tion of gravity ; d = the density of the sphere ; d' - the density of the fluid ; r

= the radius of the sphere; and r = the viscosity of the fluid.§. The equation

shows that the velocity of sinking varies directly as the square of the radius of

the sphere. This fact may be correlated with the observation so often to be

made on granite contacts, that large xenoliths are rare. This apparently means
that at the end of the shatter-period, the viscosity is truly so high as to allow of

the smaller blocks being trapped at high levels in the freezing magma, while

the large blocks, with greater velocity, 'shall have sunk into the depths.

Doelter estimates that the pressure of from 7,500 to 11,000 metres of rocks

increases magmatic viscosity no more than 20 to 30 per cent.** If the increment

be an^Tvhere near this value we may be certain that the viscosity of superheated,

plutonic magma is relatively low. G. F. Becker has calculated that the viscosity

of a Hawaiian basaltic flow, not one of the most fluid, was, at eruption, about

fifty times that of water. The more fluid rhyolite flows may have viscosity a

thousand times greater than that of water. The corresponding viscosities of

the same magmas when ten kilometres underground may, then, be possibly no

more than a few thousand times that of water at the earth's surface. One must

• W. C. Brogger, Die Eruptivgesteine des Kristianagebietes, Vol. 3. 1898, p. 336.

tJamin et Bouty, Cours de Physique, tome I, 2e fascicule, Paris, 1888, p. 135; cf.

Daniell's Text-book of the Principles of Physics, 2d. ed., London, 1885, p. 211.

t Annalen der Physik, Vol. 22, 1907, p. 287.

§ Poynting and Thomson, Text-book of Physics, Properties of Matter. London,
1902, p. 222.

•* C. Doelter, Physikalisch-chemische Mineralogie, Leipzig. 1905, p. 110.
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conclude that a xenolith, even very slightly denser than such a plutonie mas;ma,

will sink into it. Since such magmas necessarily cool with extreme slowness,

there is evidently good ground for believing that an enormous amount of solid

rock could be engulfed before practical rigidity is established. The average

xenolith must sink in a less dense magma with the viscosity of pitch—yet how

much more rapidly in magma possessing the low viscosity which is postulated

in any of the ruling theories of plutonic-rock genesis

!

Rise of Magma through Sloping.—We may legitimately imagine that a

shell of country-rock, say 100 feet thick, is thus stoped out of the roof of a

batholithic chamber. The rock at the new molar contact must undergo similar

one-sided heating and the stoping process is continued. By the summation

of these relatively small effects the upper level of the magma would be raised,

so long as the original supply of heat held out, unless the roof were finally

punctured and engulfed. If the heat supply did not suffice to produce such a

catastrophe, the form of the batholithic chamber would be that of a downwardly

enlarging compartment within the invaded formation, though a pipe-like

chamber could also be produced.

Stoping will vary in rapidity with the size of the blocks rifted. The

average block near visible contacts is most probably smaller than the average

block rifted during the much longer period of high fluidity in the magma.

But the development of the magmatic chamber is, after all. not so important

for petrogenic theory as is the fate of the engulfed blocks. Nearly all of these

must certainly be dissolved as long as the great mass of maaina remains

fluid. Such abyssal assimilation means the wholesale formation of new, secon-

dary magma. This topic will be treated in a following section.

Tesfimonij of Laccoliths.—In view of the extreme improbability that one

can often, if ever, expect to find the pressure-solid, or otherwise determined floor

of a deep-seated magma basin, it is of interest to question the few known

laccoliths with visible floors for information as to the efiiciency of stoping. Of

course, the conditions for rifting and for the submergence of blocks from the

roof, are much less favourable in the rapidly intruded magma of a typical

laccolith than they would be in a deeper-seated magma in direct communication

with the ' ewige Teufe.' Some notable degree of viscosity seems necessarily

assumed as characteristic of laccolith magmas. The proved laccoliths are all

small and are surrounded on every side, except at the narrow conduit, by cold

rocks, so that chilling must be much more rapid than under plutonie conditions.

Nevertheless, the attempt has been made to find, in the published descriptions

of type laccoliths, any statement for or against the probability of a limited

amount of rifting and stoping. In such small igneous bodies, it wouJd be

unlikely that total digestion would destroy blocks fallen from the roof. They

might, therefore, be looked for on the floors. So far, the writer has discovered

no evidence on the point in any of the monographs. The reasons are not far

tc seek. Very few floors of laccoliths are actually exposed. It is probable, too,

that in many instances an observer would have difficulty in distinguishing blocks
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torn out of the floor from tliose sunk tliither from the roof. Gilbert,* Jagr)?ar,f

and others describe fragments at levels above the floor, but do not directly raise

the question as to hovf they were held suspended within the magma. In the

laccoliths of the Henry mountains, the imusually low densities of the invaded
sandstones and shales are such as to warrant the belief that fragments of these

rocks really floated in the maxima.

Jaggar has described larf;e blocks of Cambrian strata as immersed in the

laceolithic porphyries of the Black Hills and explains them as due to ' excessive

doming.' Yet it is conceivable that they may owe their present positions to

high magmatie viscosity, the magma freezing as they were in the act of slowly

floating upwards from the floor or sinking from the roof of the laccolith.

So far, then, laccoliths have given cliicHy negative evidence in the test of the

stoping hypothesis for plutonic magmas, and, perhaps in the nature of the case,

they can never be of great value in iletorniining the truth of the hypothesis.:);

ProhJem of the Cover.—The stoping hypothesis presents an obvious prin-

cipal diflieulty; it refers to the apparent danger of the foundering of the roofs

covering the larger batholiths. Under plutonic conditions (at depths of from

one to five or six miles) the average molten granite would have a specific gravity

no higher than 2-10. The average rock of its roof has a specific gravity of

about 2-70. If, then, through erogenic movement, a large mass of the roof-rock

became once wholly immersed in the granite, it would not only founder itself

but through subsequent buckling the whole roof might collapse and founder

in sections. Doubtless such a catastrophe has seldom happened in the case of

any Paleozoic or later batholithic intrusion. This difficulty has been emphasized

by Barrell, who justly gave it a prominent place in his monograph.

§

The present writer cannot claim to have solved this problem, but he does

not find it to form a fatal objection to the hypothesis. In the first place, it

seems clear that all the other hypotheses of granitic intrusion are facing the

same dilemma. All of them expressly or tacitly postulate some degree of fluidity

in each granitic mass as it either replaces or displaces its country-rocks. We
have seen that, though the viscosity of such a magma may be several hundred

times that of water, the roof-.seetions, once immersed, must sink in the magma.
All petrologists who believe in magmatie or other diflferentiation as operative

in batholiths must face the common difficulty.

SeeondV, the writer has shown reasons for believing that the earth's crust

at present rests on a continuous couche of basaltic (gabbroid) magma, either

quite fluid or ready to become fluid wheii injected into the crust. If the average

specific gravity of the crust is 2-75 (a probable value), it would as a whole be

quite able to float on the basaltic ccuclic. which, under the great pressure, would

probably have a specific gravity over 2-80. Imperfect as the numerical data

• G. K. Gilbert, Geology of the Henry Mountains, 1877, p. 66.

tT. A. Jaggar, U.S. Geol. Survey, 21st Aiinuiil Report, Tart 3, 1901, p. 211.

t Do the "muscovado" blocks on the floor of the Dulnth gabbro "laccolith" of

Minnesota in part represent sunken fragments of its roofr

§ J. Barrell, Prof. Paper, No. 57, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1907. p. 172.
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are, we seem justified in concluding- that the earth's crust is now, as a whole,

in stable flotation.*

It may have been entirely ditferent in pre-Keewatin (earliest Archean time,

when the superficial, acid couche of the primitive earth began to solidify. Then
foundering may have taken place, as Kelvin imagined, and the early formed
crusts could have sunk half a score of miles or more until they met the denser

couche below. Possibly some of the eomplexit.y of the pre-Cambrian formation

may bo referable to this unstable condition of the earl.v crust. Already in

Keewatin times the acid shell was solidified and was then penetrated by basaltic

injections which reached the surface, forming the hea-^-y masses of greenstones

belonging to that period. Since then the crust has remained essentially coherent,

and through it the primary basalt has, at many times and places, been erupted.

It is, however, quite i^ossible that the lack of system among the axes of the

Laureutian batholiths and the abundance of those batholiths are both explained

by the thinness and weakness of the crust in post-Keewatin and pre-Cambrian
time.

For Paleozoic and later batholiths there is a well-defined law that they

have penetrated the crust only on the sites of folded geosyuclinals, and that the

larger batholithie axes are usvially arranged parallel to the respective geosyn-

clinal and mountain-range axes.

In other words, the intrusion history of the globe may be conceived as

divisible into three epochs: the first being that in which the outer primary

shell was becoming stable through successive solidificatioiis and fonnderiugs.

the second being the post-Keewatin (Laurentian) epoch of very general inter-

action between the fluid basaltic substratum and acid crust, without extensive

founderings but with development of many large, irregularly occurring batho-

liths; the third, a period of the localization of batholiths in certain mountain-
built belts, where alone there seems, in this third period, to have occurred the

injection of molten magma in masses of batholithie size—rarely, if ever, accom-

panied by wholesale foundering.

t

Again, granting the hypothesis that a visible post-Arehean batholith is the

acidified, upper portiou of a basaltic body originally injected to a level less than

about six or eisht miles from the earth's surface (perhaps the level of no
strain), it is not diftieult to see that extensive foundering may be impossible.

Only after some differentiation or acidification of the primary magma would

any part of it become less dense than the average roof-rock. Xenoliths of the

heavier gneisses and' schists would, however, sink. When dissolved in the pri-

niar.v magma their material—added to that dissolved along the main contact

—

would lower the density and inaugurate the stage of general stoijing. Only

• For a further discussion of this point see Amer. Jour. Science, Vol. 22, 1906, p.
201.

t Is it certain that the rhyolite plateau of the Yellowstone Park is not the site of

partial foundering? The vastness of the formation suggests, in any ease, that the
youngest of the American batholiths lies but little below the surface in the Park. The
geyser heat is probably derived from this still cooling batholith. Since this report
was sent to Ottawa for publication, the writer has issued a fuller statement of this
suggestion (Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sciences, Vol. 4", 1911, p. 60).
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when the resulting syntectic magma has been formed in large amount is there
any danger of roof-foundering. But it is evident that, in the process of dissolv-

insc the engulfed blocks, the magma is losing heat. In the normal post-Canil)rian

bathoHth the magma, because of exhaustion of the heat supply, seems to have
been arrested in its upward course at iive>rage distances of a few thousand feet

from the earth's surface. The syntectic magma, less dense than the roof-rock,

is thus necessarily of limited depth. That depth represents the thickness of the
couche which endangers the stability of the roof. If, now, we imagine the
buckling of the roof with the complete immersion and sinking of certain parts
of it, the foundering must be limited by the width of the injected body (seldom
over thirty miles) and by the thickness of the acid couche (perhaps eight miles
or less). Extensive floods of rhyolite and allied rocks may have issued at the

surface in consequence of partial foundering (faidting), but great crustal

catastrophes involving large areas would not be expected.

Finally, it should be noted that post-Archean granitic intrusions have
regularly followed periods of prolonged erogenic crushing, during which
accumulated tangential stresses are effectually relieved. As the magmas work
their way up into the folded terranes there is relatively little chance for the
buckling of the roof. Until it is buckled and immersed in the magma it cannot
sink. Now the heat of the magma, though it shatters the roof-rock at the

immediate contact of solid and fluid, must tend to expand the roof, tighten it,

prevent normal faulting and so strengthen the roof. The cover of the batho-

Hth is thereby kept in an exceptionally rigid condition. Its strength is, initially,

that of a domed shell spanning diameters not very many times the thickness of

the shell. The strength is increased, as with the groined roofs and arches of

Gothic architecture, by the presence of roof-pendants ; and by thermal expansion,

the whole is strongly knit together. Immersion and foundering of roof-sections

may, therefore, have been seldom possible in the case of post-Archean batholith

or stock.

In spite of the highly theoretical nature of some of the foregoing argument,
it appears to the writer to carry weight enough to warrant our regarding the

difiiculty in question as not destructive of the stoping hypothesis. The problem
needs further study in connection with this and all other conceptions of granitic

intrusion.

Supply of the Necessary Heat; Magtnatic Superheat and its Causes.—
Whether the observed average temperature gradient within the earth's crust is to

be explained as due to original heat (inherited from an early epoch in the devel-

opment of the earth either from a gaseous or planetesimal nebula), or whether

the gradient is due to the evolution of heat with the break-up of radium and
other radio-active substances, are general questions not immediately affecting

the stoping hypothesis. We need go no further back in the thermal problem
than to secure an estimate of the minimum temperature of the primary magma
when abyssally injected and thus prepared for stoping and assimilation. This

estimate is evidently not easy to make. A rough idea of the probable tempera-

ture may be obtained by deductively considering the temperature gradient or.
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secondly, by assuming that the initial temperature of the abyssally injected

basalt is not far from that of the hottest basaltic lava known in volcanoes.

The first method is only applicable on certain assumptions as to the thermal

and material constitution of the basaltic substratum. It is first of all assumed

that the substratum, thoush a true basalt for many miles of depth, is

faintly stratified according to density differences. The chemical contrast

between successive shells of the substratum may be extremely slight and yet

sufficient to prevent convection currents, even though the bottom shell of the

substratum is several hundreds of degrees hotter than the uppermost shell. A
rise in temperature of four hundred degrees involves an expansion of only about

one per cent in volume. An underlying couche of basalt at 1600° C. would,

therefore, if its specific gravity at 1200° C. were 2-93, not convectively displace

an overlying couche of magma at 1200° C. and with a specific gravity of 2-90.

Such faint density stratification, if assumed, goes far to explain the general

stability of the earth's crust and so far is in accord with the facts of post-

Archean geology. This conception also involves the possibility that the observed

temperature gradient continues without important change, deep into the sub-

stratum. It is here also assumed that ths gradient, 3° G. for 100 metres of

descent, applies to the crust and to the upper part of the substratum at least.

It must be notetl, however, that the gradient may very considerably steepen in

the depths, because of the fact that the thermal conductivity and diffusivity of

rock both decrease in large ratio with increase of temperature. The amount of

steepening of the gradient is unknown, but our ignorance on this point is

unessential to the principle of the following argument, in which the normal

gTadient is assumed throughout.

Thirdly, it is assumed that, under normal conditions, the substratum shell

immediately below the solid crust is not superheated but is at the melting point

of basalt at that depth. The accepted temperature gradient gives, at the depth

of 38 kilometres, a temperature of 1140° C. Vogt has calculated that the

pressure at this level raises the melting point about 50° C. Since basalt at

atmospheric pressure is all molten at about 1140° C, we may conclude that

the bottom of. the crust, in accordance with the assumptions, averages about 40

kilometres below the present surface. If the earth is cooling down, the crust

was evidently somewhat thinner during Tertiary and pre-Tertiary batholithic

intrusion.

If, now, a broad geosynclinal prism of sediments, 10,000 metres thick in the

middle, is laid down on the site of a future mountain range, the isogeotherms

must rise. The uppermost layer of the substratum, where most deeply buried,

will thus tend to assume a temperature of nearly 300° C. above normal. If the

sedimentary prism be folded and overthrust as in the usual large-scale orogenie

disturbance, the substratum below the mountain range may be still more effect-

ively blanketed, with a further rise of the isogeotherms. Quickened erosion

may, however, largely offset this thickening by the mountain-building process,

and it would b& unsafe to postulate a total rise of temperature of more than

300° C. in the substratum of the area. Part of this superheat is lost by con-
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duetion into the crust, the lower basic part of which may be thus melted. An
unknown but possibly considerable fraction of the total superhfeat may remain
in the original substratum, aud this amount of superheat would characterize

the basalt when rapidly injected into the crust.

If, as generally believed, the earth's acid shell is specially radioactive, its

evolving heat must tend to be retained beneath a geosynclinal blanket and local

superheat in the substratum developed. Perhaps this is the principal cause for

the enormous excess of thermal energy in batholithic magmas.

Another source of superheat is found in the conversion into heat of the

mechanical energy necessary for injecting a viscous melt into an opening

cavity.

These sources of superheat would alone furnish enough thermal energy to

raise the injected basaltic magma from 1140° C. to some temperature short of

1500° C. or 1600° C.

The piliug up of 10.000 metres of lava over a large area would have an

analogous superheating effect on the substratum. This conclusion enables us to

give some explanation of the fact that the lavas of Kilauea and Mauna Loa
seem to be the hottest known in any volcanic vent. The vast Hawaiian lava

plateau has, apparently, been built up by the comparatively rapid efiusion of

basaltic flows from Pacific depths averaging 0,000 metres to heights above sea of

about 4,000 metres. The unique lava fountains of Mokuaweoweo, while showing
obvious evidence of considerable superfusion, are described as glowing with
' white heat.'* If a correct description, this implies a temperature of 1300° C.

or possibly 1400° C.f Such temperature must be a minimum for the sub-

Ptnitum which feeds these vents, where there is continuous loss of heat in the

convectively stirred lava.

Speculative argument and limited observations in nature agree, then, in

fixing some such temperature as 1300° C. as a minimum for the basaltic mass

injected into the crust-rock below a great mountain range. A batholithic body

of this magma is thrust into rocks which have already been abnorniall.v heated

in the crush of mountain-building.

Capftciiji of Superheater!. Plutonic Marima for Melting and Dissolving
Xenolifhs.—Basalt must have a thermal capacity much like that of diabase at the

same temperature. Barus's experiments show that the average specific heat of

diabase for the interval 1300-1140° C. is •350.:|: The heat-energy contained in

the substratiun, if it be superheated 160° C. above it-; melting point (1140° C), is

in excess of that contained in the substratum just above its melting point by
(160 X -350=) 55 + gram-calories.

* J. D. Dana, Characteristics of Volcanoes; New York, 1891, p. 200.

t L«CliateIier and Boudouard's High Temperature Measurements; New Tork, 1904,

p. 246.

:C. Barus. Bull. 103, U.S. Geol. Survey. 1893, p. 53. For the interval 100-20°C.,
the mean specific heat is about -185. There is, in fact, a steady incre.ise in the mean
value as the temperature of any silicate or silicate mixture rises. This fact goes far
to explain the prolonged liciuidity of assimilating magm.ii;. Cf. J. H. L. Vogt in
Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabets Skrifter, math, naturv. Klasse, 1904, No. 1. p. 40.
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This surplus heat enersry is nvaihihle for the fusion and assimilation of

country-rock. There are grood reasons for believing that the average wall-rock

of granite batholiths has the composition and erystalliuity of a granitoid gneiss.

For purposes of calculation this will be assumed to be the fact. The average

temperature of the wall-rock before an abyssal intrusion may be conservatively

estimated from the normal temperature gradient to be 200° C. In order to raise

the gneiss to the temperature of 1200°, where it is just molten, about 410 calories

(assuming latent heat at 90 calories—a value estimated by Vogt for the silicates)

per gram must be supplied from an outside source. If all the superheat of the

55
basalt were available for melting (not dissolving) gneiss, —j-jr- of mass-unit of

gneiss would be melted by mass-unit of the superheated basalt; or about 7-5

mass-units of the basalt would melt a mass-unit of wall-rock.

Such simple melting would, however, not occur. There are plenty of field

and laboratory proofs that molten basalt, even slightly superheated, will dissolve

fiagmeuts of gneiss and allied rocks. The mutual solution of two contrasted

silica'.c mixtures takes place at a certain temperature which is lower than the

nulring point of either one. The simple contact of two such materials suffices

to cause their mutual solution at that lower temperature.* This fundamental

law of physical chemistry has been experimentally demonstrated for silicates by

Vogt and by Doelter and his pupils, although the last mentioned authors have,

perhaps, not sufficiently regarded the fact that it takes considerable time for the

mutual solution to take plaee.1-

Petrasch has experimentally showji that, when two parts of limburgite and

one part of granite are mixed and heated, they melt together at 950° C. and

the solution remains fluid down to 850° CX Predazzo granite softens at 1150°C.

and the limburgite at 995° C.§ In this ease, there is a lowering of 200°-.300°

below the melting point of granite and -15°-145° C. below that of limburgite.

It seems highly probable, thus, that gneiss-xenolith and basalt would form

a solution op synteetic film which is molten at a temperature at least 100° C.

below the fusion-point of basalt at the average depth of ten kilometres or less

below the earth's surface. At those depths basalt melts at about 1150° C; the

synteetic would be molten at or below 1050° C. If the synteetic film were con-

tinuously removed during the sinking of the block or by the currents inevitably

set up during stoping, nearly all of the superheat of the basalt might be used

in dissolving the gneiss. The total melting-heat of gneiss, if molten at 1050° C,

•Cf. 0. Lehmann, Wiedemann \» Annalen der Physik, Vol. U, 1885, p. 17.

t See J. H. L. Vogt. Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabets Skrifter math.-natnrv.

Kla«?e, 1904. No. 1, p. 191; and Tscherm. Min. u. Pctrogr. Mitth., Vol. 24, 1906, p. 473.

t K. Petrasch, Neues Jahrb. fiir Min., etc., Beil. Bd. 17, 1903, p. 508. Petrasch

mixed the powders of one part of granite (softens at about 1150°C.) with two parts of

hornblende andesite (softens probably about 1050°C.) and found the mixture to become

molten at 900°C., proving again an important lowering of the melting-point below that

of either rock. Basic rock thus, acts as a flux for granite (or gneiss) to an extent

comparable with that proved by Petrasch and others for lithium chloride, calcium

fluoride ammonium chloride, and sodium tungstate.

§C. Doelter. Tscherm. Min. u. Petrogr. Mitth., Vol. 20, 1901, p. 210.
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would be about 400 calories. The heat energy required for the solution of one
gram of the gneiss which has an original temperature of 200° C. is (400-40=)

360 calories. The heat enerjry driven off by one gram of basalt in coolinar from
1300° to 1050° C. is about (250 x .340=) 85 calories. One gram or mass-unit

of gneiss would, then, be dissolved by ( —^ = ) 4-3 grams or mass-units ofCw-)
the primary basalt, provided all the thermal energy were used for solution.

These various calculations are obviously very crude. They take no account

of conduction of heat away from the batholithic mass, nor any account of

possible exothermic or endothermic chemical reactions between basalt and wall

rock; nor any account of the influence of water, chlorides, etc., derived from any
geosynclinal rocks which are assimilated.* These substances held in the mag-
matic solution tend to lower the solidification point of the syntectic. The result

of the calculation would also be affected if we assume that the heavier xenoliths

would sink to levels where the temperatures are above 1300° C. Finally, the

result would be different if we postulate that the invaded formations, through the

crushing incident to orogenic movement before the intrusion, had been heated

above 200° C. Without here entering on the discussion of these further com-

plications, we may conclude that probably from four to six volumes of the

superheated primary basalt would furnish the heat-energy necessary for the

solution of one volume of wall-rock.

If this rough estimate is even approximately correct, we have some idea of

the actual assimilating power of plutonic magma which has been superheated

a couple of hundred degrees. We al.so see a definite reason for the fact that posf-

Archean granites have seldom, if ever, sloped their wa.v to the earth'.a

surface. The crust has been too thick, the expenditure of heat energy in form-

ing the syntectic magma too great, that the process could operate to its extreme

and so endanger the stability of the roofs of most of these batholiths.

Objection Founded on Earify of Evidences of Assimilation at Observed Wall-
rochs.—One of the most commonly expressed objections to any theory of the

replacement of invaded formations by batholithic magmas consists in emphasiz-
ing the obvious fact that the average xenolith and average wall-rock of batholiths

do not show direct evidence of melting or of solution in the granitic magma.
This objection has been answered by the writer in several publieations+ and

also by Andrews in most vivid fashion.J The point has, however, been restated

by several authorities without any adequate discussion of the subject. No one
can deny that, when the magma is all but frozen, it is incapable of assimilating

• AceordinK to the stoping hypothesis almost all of the heat conducted into the
shells of country-rock successively stoped away during the magmatic period, is not
lost, but is available for the abyssal assimilation of the engulfed blocks. In view of
the slowness with which the mixtures of powdered silicates melt, it is probable that
notable exothermic reactions do not take place. The possibility of endothermic re-
actions seems to be a more open question.

t Amer. Jour. Science, Vol. 15, 1963, p. 281 ; Bull. Geol. Soc. America, Vol. 17, 1906,

p. S72.

IE. C. Andrews, Records, Geol. Surv. of N. S. Wales, Vol. 8, Pt. 1. 1905, p. 126.
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xenolith or wall-rock on any large scale. The practical question is as to the

magma's efficiency during the long antecedent period of its history. It is true

that bed-ridden centenarians did not build the pyramid of Cheops; it does not

follow that men did not build it.

If it be assumed that the quartz of granite has crystallized at or below

800° C. * it follows that complete rigidity is not established in a granite batholith

until it has cooled to at least 800° C. Down to about that temperature limit

(of undercooling), therefore, magmatic stoping is still possible. The lowest

limit of active assimilation cannot well be much below 1000° C, while the tem-

perature required to melt the average xenolith is about 1200° C. As the viscosity

of granitic magmas increases greatly below 1200° C, diffusion and convection

must become rapidly inadequate to remove syntactic films at main contacts, so

that the molecular lowering of the fusion-point will be confined, within the

interval 120O°-'S00° C, chiefly to the sunken blocks. It follows, first, that in the

very long period of time occupied in the cooling of a plutonic mass from 1200° C.

to S00° G., there will be little or no melting or solution of wall rock; secondly,

that many shells of roof-rock, perhaps aggregating thousands of feet in thickness,

may be stoped away during that same period of time. In other words, because

the shatter-period is longer than the period of active assimilation at the roof, it

is an essential feature of the stoping hypothesis that neither visible xenolith nor

main wall of a granite batholith should normally show a collar of assimilation.

So far from being a difficulty, the fact that this is generally true is a distinct

argument in favour of the stoping hypothesis.

Abys-sal Assimilation.—In the first paper on the stoping hypothesis the

writer stated grounds on which one must believe in the complete solution of

engulfed xonoliths. One has only to imagine a block of gneiss, say ten metres

in diameter, sinking through a column of superheated basalt twenty or thirty

kilometres deep, to become convinced of the ultimate fate of that block. If

the somewhat cooled lavas described by Lacroix.f von John,:}: Dannenberg,§

Sandberger** and others could dissolve rock-inclusions in the notable way des-

cribed by those authors, we must credit a vast solutional efficiency to plutonic

magma when it attacks similar blocks in great depth. The lava has a few

hours or days in which to do its work; the abyssal magma has centuries if not

a large part of a geological period I

It must be remembered that geosynclinal sediments are rocks unusually

rich in water, chlorides, sulphur trioxide, etc.; all substances aiding solution in

the primary magma and in the secondary (syntectic) magma itself. It is

probably also owing to these fluids in large part that granitic magmas have

crystallized at comparatively low temperatures.

The conception of stoping with abyssal assimilation has many more points

• Cf. A. L. Day and E. S. Shepherd, Jour. Amer. Chem. See, Vol. 28, 1906. p. 1099.

t Les Enclaves des Roches Volcaniques Macon, 1893.

t Jahrb, d. k. k. Eeichsanstalt, Vienna, Vol. 52. 1902, p. 141.

§ Tscherm, Min. n. Petrogr. Mitth., Vol. 14, 1895, p. 17.

•* Sitzungsber. K. Bair. Akad. Wiss., 1872, p. 172.

25a—vol. iii—49
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ill its favour tliaii can be cited for pure marginal assimilation. A few of the

special giounds for preferring the newer to the older h.^^lothesis may be noted.

First, marginal assimilation is largely effective only in the earliest part of

the magma's history, when it is absolutely and relatively very hot. There is

thus an early time-limit fixed for the gigantic work of dissolving the thousands

of cubic kilometres actually replaced in the intrusion of a large batholith.

Secondly, the assimilation, on the older view, takes place primarily on
main contacts and along a relatively limited amount of surface. For example,

a cube of wall-rock (uie kilometre in diameter can i.itfer only about l,(Mli>,(Hi<)

square metres of surface at a time to the dissolving magma. If that same
cube were shattered into cubes 10 metres on the side and then engulfed, the

magma would carry on the work of solution on 600.000,000 square metres of

surface.

Thirdly, the average crust-rock being allied chemically to gneiss, is more
soluble in basic magma than in acid. On the stoping hypothesis, solution of the

senolith generally occurs in the lower, basic part of the magmatic chamber;
on the older view, it is granitic magma which must do most of the work of

solution. For even if the originally injected magma is a basalt, the products of

its assimilating activity, being more acid and less dense than itself, must
remain at the batholithic roof and rapidly assume the chemical composition of

mean mountain-rock. It follows that the primary magma must be enormously
more superheated than is required on the stoping hvpothesis or than seems easy

of explanation, in view of the difficulty of understanding how plutonic magma,
which is capable of intrusion, can become superheated more than two or three

hundred degrees Centigrade.

Fourthly, the stoping hypothesis has the special advantage of providing a

mechanism of thorough agitation within a batholith. Strong stirring of the mass
is induced by the sinking of xenoliths and by the necessary rising of the

magma locally acidified by their solution. This agitation can explain the

laarvelous homogeneity in each large batholith. It helps greatly to explain

the manifest evidences of magmatic differentiation within batholiths—splittings

and segregations that cannot be due to the slow process of molecular diffusion

or to mere thermal convection. The whole process of stoping and the rising of

syntectic magma tends to equalize the temperatures in the batholithic chamber
and thereby we can understand tlie even grain and rapid, nearly simultaneous

crystallization of a batholith tliroughout its visible depth.

Fifthly, the engulfment of blocks of geosynclinal sediments enriches all

parts of the batholiths with water, chlorides, etc., which so greatly aid solution;

while, on the older view, these agents are confined to the uppermost part of the

chamber.

Sixthly, as already noted, the cleansing of syntectic films from contact of

solid and liquid is much the more rapid and perfect according to the stoping

hypothesis, thus providing and renewing conditions for molecular lowering of

the fusion-point along contacts.

In short, the newer view has the advantage of not only better explaining
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the facts of the field but it is incomparably more economical of the heat postula-

ted for the work of batholithie replacement than is the theory of pure marginal
assimilation. Melting and marginal assimilation of country-rock takes place in

the initial, superheated condition of a basaltic injection but must be regarded

as alwao."s subordinate in replacement efficiency to stoping and abyssal assimila-

tion.

Existence of Btisic Siocls and Batholiths.—Finally, the fact that some large

bodies of plutonic rocks are basic has been advanced as an objection against the

idea of stoping.* This fact early impressed itself on the present writer and led

to his reviewing- the geological literature to determine, if possible, the number,
distribution, and age of these bodies. It was found that most of those which

appear to have batholithie development on a large scale are of pre-Cambviau
age and are chiefly anorthosite intrusions. In the American Journal of Science,

vol. 20. 1905, p. 216, the guarded suggestion was made that the anorthosites of

Canada and the Adirondack mountains are so basic because of the absorption

of crystalline limestones. On maturer consideration this suggestion seems

inadequate and a more general explanation must be sought.

Adams describes the great anorthosite mass of Morin, Quebec, as genetically

associated with an adjacent gabbro body of batholithie size.f The one is either

a differentiate from the other or both are expressions of a common basic magma.
The latter 'seems the more probable relation. In fact, both bodie^s appear to

represent the crystallized products of a magma allied to, if not identical with,

tlie primary basaltic magma which has been the .source of the heat in post-

Archean batholithie intrusions.

The conditions of intrusion for these ' upper Laurentian ' masses seem to

have differed from those tj^pically represented in the post-Cambrian batholiths.

The latter have been developed under heavy geosynclinal covers which have entailed

considerable superheat in the basaltic substratum. It is not impossible that

the ' upper Laurentian ' basic magmas, already cooled nearly to the solidification-

point, were injected into the then thinner crust, or warped up with it, during

erustal disturbance. Lacking superheat these magmas lacked assimilating

power and, consequently, did not become acidified.

In favour of the conception that these magmas were near the solidification-

point at the time of their intrusion, is the fact that the anorthosites often show
primary banding and are most extraordinarily granulated, as if by dynamic force

which acted on the congealing mass near the close of the intrusion-period. Con-

cerning the granulation Adams writes:

—

' There are no lines of shearing with accompanying chemical changes,

but a breaking up of the constituents throughout the whole mass, though

in some places this has progressed much further than in others, unaccom-

panied by any alteration of augite or hypersthene to hornblende, or of plagio-

clase to saussurite; these minerals though prone to such alteration under

*W. Cross in Science. Vol. 25, 1907. p. 620.

t F. D. Adams, Canadian Record of Science, ISM-S.

L'.ia—vol. iii—49i
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pressure remaining quite unaltered, suffering merely a granulation with

the arrangement of the granulated material in parallel strings. This pro-

cess can be observed in all its stages, and there is reason to believe that it

has been brought about by pressure acting on rocks when they were deeply

buried and very hot. The anorthosite areas, of which there are about a

dozen of great extent with many of smaller size, are distributed along the

south and southeastern edge of the main Archean protaxis from Labrador

to Lake Champlain, occupying in this way a position similar to that of

volcanoes along the edge of our present continent.'*

Gushing and Kemp have published somewhat detailed accoimts of the

anorthosit* forming a post-Greuville and pre-Canibrian body aad its satellites

in New York State.t The mass covers about 3,000 square kilometres

in area. Oushing's petrographical descriptions show many points of agree-

ment with Adam's description of the still larger Canadian bodies. The
anorthosite generally crystallized with exceptionally coarse grain and a porphy-

ritic structure. Intense granulation is here again the rule, and from Oushing's

published data, it seems probable that the granulation followed hard after the

act of intrusion. The characteristics and field relations of the anorthosite are

such as to suggest that they have resulted from abyssal injections of magma
which was not superheated. A limited amount of stoping is possible in such

a magma but extensive assimilation of country-rock is not possible for that

magma.
Kemp has suggested that the New York anorthosite has, through fractional

crystallization and the settlement of the basic minerals of early g>eneration,

been derived from a normal gabbro.j: This idea may possibly explain the exist-

ence of the more pyroxenic phase regularly occurring inside the body.

The contact rock is either gabbro or anorthosite-gabbro. It may represent the

original magma but little affected by the settlement of the crystals of iron-ore,

pyroxene and olivine. lu the more slowly cooled interior of the mass their

settlement could take place on a large scale.§ In the Canadian bodies this

differentiation by fractional crystallization may have occurred just before the

huge masses were injected into the crust.

Finally, the masses of anorthosite may represent enormous laccoliths, like

the Duluth gabbro as interpreted by Van Hise and Leith ; therewith lacking

most of the assimilative power of the bottomless bntholiths. It is also not

•P. D. Adams. Jonr. of Gebl., Vol. 1, p. 334, 1893.

tH. P. Cushinfr, 18th Report of the State Geologist, Albany. 1900, p. lOl; New-
York State Museum Bulletin No. 9.5. 1905, p. 305. and Bull. 115, 1907, p. 471. J. F.
Kemp. 19th Ann. Report, U.S. Geol. Surv. Pt 3, 1899, p. 409

t Op. cit., p. 417.

§ As noted in a later section (na<re 772), the same conception is adequate to
explain many internal basic contact-phases occurring in acid stocks and batholiths.
This explanation is evidently opposed in principle to the prevailing view that the
basic contact-shells are due either to diffusion of basic molecules toward cooling sur-
faces, or to the combined influence of fractional crystallization and convection cur-
rents in the macma. Neither of these hypotheses seems acceptable in the case of the
anorthosite-Rabbro batholiths, and the writer has come to question their validity as
6nal explanations for some other types of intrusive bodies.
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impossible that these anorthosite bodies are the sites of crustal foundering which

occurred before much assimilation had been accomplislied.

The problem of the anorthosites is clearly as yet one for speculation rather

than one capable of final solution. It seems proper to believe, however, that,

since all or nearly all of the known anorthosite and gabbroid batholiths are of

pre-Cambrian age, they owe their origin to special pre-Cambrian conditions.

The stoping hypothesis as a whole expressly relates only to conditions which

have characterized orogenic belts in post-Archean time.

The gabbros of Paleozoic or later age represent bodies either too small or
of too low temperature to carry on extensive stoping before their magmas
became rigid. Diorite stocks and batholiths, according to the hypothesis, repre-

sent undifferentiated or but partially differentiated synteetic magma—of com-

position intermediate between rhyolite or granite and basalt.

These various considerations incline the writer to the view that the exist-

ence of a few large basic intrusions, cutting acid rocks, is not necessarily a

fact fatal to the stoping hypothesis. Each of the cases needs special study, for

they may shed much light on the difficult plutonie problem.

Differentiation of the Synteetic Magma.—In order to trace further the

history of the engulfed xenoliths several principal conditions must be recognized.

If the invading magma is superheated,^so as to have the temperature of 1300°

C, a block of heavy gneiss (sp. gr. at 20° C, 2-85) will speedily be heated to and
above its own melting-point. While some of it is dissolved, much of it is

converted into a molten globule of essentially pure gneiss. From Table LI.

wo ?ee that the specific gravity of the globule would be alout 2-40, while

that of the surrounding primary magma would average about 2-72. This

difference of density means that the globule must rise through the primary

magma with a speed even greater than that with which the solid rock (specific

gravity about 2-75) formerly sank.* As it rises the globule would wholly or

partly mix with the primary magma. If wholly mixed the primary magma
rapidly becomes a synteetic magma, approaching a diorite in composition.

The molecular, synteetic film which is formed by solution along the surfaces

of the block must, theoretically, contain about equal parts of primary magma and

senolith material. If the former he basalt and the latter a granitoid gneiss, the

film must have a dioritic composition. All three kinds of secondary magma

—

molten globules of gneiss, globule material dissolved in primary magma as the

globule rises, and the material formed in the molecular, sjmteetic film—must

be considerably less dense than the primary basalt and rise towsfrd the top of

the batholith chamber. A net result of abyssal assimilation is a compound,

secondary magma either dioritic or more acid than diorite.

This reasoning is deductive but it can in some measure be checked by actual

observations. Lacroix describes blocks of gneiss up to a cubic metre in size,

which have been immersed in molten basalt. By the heat of the lava the blocks

—— . 1^

• The same reasoning applies to xenoliths of normal g^neiss immersed in acidified

gabbro or diorite magma.
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have been ' entirely transformed ' into porous glass* Von John has described
other examples of the same transformation. Tn chapter X. the present writer
has correlated a considerable number of instances where the gravitative strati-

fication has certainly been produced in thick intrusive sheets.

A number of observers have come to the conclusion that the very act of
the assimilation of acid material by basalt predisposes the magma to magmatic
splitting. The fidlest statement of this view is given by Loewinson-Lessing, in

his remarkable ' Studien iiber die Eruptivgesteine.'+ There api>ears to be. as it

were, a steady ' antagonism ' bctw(H'n the ferromatrnesian and acid-alkaline

elements in magmas. This primordial tendency toward imniiscibility may well

e.xplain the dominant acidity and alkalinity of the pre-Cambrian terranes in

overy continent. From the earliest times the pranito-vliyolite maf;iiui has tended

to separate from the basaltic wherever the viscosity has been sufficiently low
for such splitting. For similar reasons it appears that the syntectic magma
of post-Archean bathoHths only reaches a stable condition when it assumes the

nneient relation. In the average case the fluidity has been high enough for the

splitting. In some cases, however, it was so low that the undifferentiated

syntectic has crystallized as diorite and allied rocks.

When the syntectic has differentiated, the process must be primarily con-

trolled by density, so that the acid, generally granitic, product rises to the top

of the chamber. There it may become locally further differentiated through

fractional crystallization or other relatively subordinate process.

Without discussing the causes of differentiation in more detail it suffices

tc point out, in summary, tliat magmatic stoping involves the placing of gravity

at the head of the list of forces which produce the actual diversity among igneous

rocks. In this the stoping hypothesis is believed to match the facts observed

in experimental, industrial and geological studies of silicate melts.

Origin of Oranite: the Petrogenic Cycle.—The stoping hypothesis involves

a more or less definite corollar.v relating to the genesis of granite as the staple

visible material of post-Archean batholiths. Erosion has nowhere penetrated

more than a few thousand feet in any of these batholiths. Con^ilerin-.: the

scale of operations, it follows that practically all post-Archean batholithic rock

is of secondary origin. The field relations show that the granite often replaces

much geosynclinal sediment. Thick as many geosyncliual prisms are, however,

it seems clear that another large, probably the larger, part of the replaced rock

is the pre-Cambrian crystalline terrane (averaging granitoid gneiss in chemi-

cal composition) which underlies geosynclinal areas, as it apparently underlies

.ill the continental areas. The similarity of granites throughout the world may,

indeed, be partly explained by the uniformity of the earth's primordial, acid

shell and by the relative imiformit.v in average chemical composition of the

greater geosynclinal prisms.

A speculation as to the acid shell is noted on pages 702 to 705. It views the

shell as possiblj^ an anchi-eutectic derivative of an intermediate (andesitic)

•Les Enclaves des Roches Volcaniques, p. 563-5; Macon, 1892.

t Compte Rendu, Consre^ g^ol. interiiat. VII'' se'ssion, St. Petei-sburg, 1899, p. 375.
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riiagma which enveloped the metallic core of the earth before a true crust was
formed. If modern augite andesite is a differentiate from basalt we can similarly

regard the possibility that, under certain conditions, bodies of liparitic or

granitic magma are the extreme differentiates from the basalt of the substra-

tum. The association of andesite with pitchstone and quartz felsite of the com-
posite dikes of Arran is one of many occurrences significant in this connection.*

The field relations of the average batholith are such, however, as to compel

belief in assimilation on a large scale. We seemed forced to believe that the

differentiation of syntectics, rather than the differentiation of primary basalt,

has produced the greater masses of post-Archean granite. The chemical resem-

blance of the average acid pole of this splitting to the primary acid earth-shellf

is understood if, in both eases, the anchi-eutectic, granite, separates by liqua-

tion and rises. Where sediments only are assimilated, the secondary granite

may be of abnormal composition; this is the case with the granite of the Moyie
sills.

The longer an abyssally injected and assimilating body holds its fluidity,

the more perfect should be the gravitative difi'erentiation. During this active

stage lateral fissures or laccolithic spaces may be filled with offshoots of the
slowly changing magma. In general these satellitic injections should succeed
each other in the order of increasing acidity. In a fully represented petrogenic

cycle at a batholithic area, then, the oldest intrusion should be a rock of gab-
broid (basaltic) composition and the youngest an acid granite (chemically a

rhyolite or quartz i^orphyry). Between these two an indefinite number of inter-

mediate rock-types varying according to their degree and kind of differentiation

from the syntectic—itself continuously varying in composition—might be repre-

sented in dikes or other satellitic forms. This further deduction from our

hypothesis seems to be fairly matched by the observed order of igneous intrusions

about the world's batholiths.

Again, successive batholithic intrusions in the same area should show the

same law of increasing acidity with decreasing age. If, for example, a crystal-

lized granodiorite batholith be itself attacked by a later abyssal intrusive and
in large part stoped away and remelted, the secondary magma collecting at the

roof of the later batholith should be more acid than the granodiorite. This

would be expected because the mere act of remelting entails further gravitative

differentiation. Each time that a silicate mass passes through the optimum
temperature for magmatic splitting—probably an interval of one or two hundred

degrees above its melting point*—the separation of its acid-alkaline and ferro-

magnesian elements by gravity is further perfected. Morozewicz has given a

telling experimental demonstration of the process. He melted two pounds of

granite and left the superheated melt in a hot part of an active glass-furnace

for five days. It was then cooled to a glass. At the end of the time he found

* J. W. Judd, Quart. Jour. Geol. See, Vol. 49, 1893, p. 536.

t See Cols. 1, 2, and 3, in Table XLIV.
X F. Loewinson-Lessing, Studien uber die Eruptivgesteine, p. 380.
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that the lower part of the melt carried 59-20 per cent of silica, the upper part

73-65 per cent; the original granite showed 68-9 per cent.*

It is, however, to be expected, on the stoping hypothesis, that the primary
basaltic magma may close an entire petrogenic cycle, since the latest phase of

a batholith, after crystallizing, may be fissured and injected with a small volume

of the substratum. The common occurrence of diabase or porphyrite dikes in

granite may be thus explained.

Eruptive Sequence.-—The various eruptive sequences observed in the

Boundary section all seem to accord with this general deduction from the stop-

ing hypothesis. The longest series is that in the Okanagan igneous complex,

where the order of eruption for the batholiths is clearly that of decreasing*

specific gravity of the rocks. (See page -171). Seven other sequences are here

tabulated; in each case the eruptives are named in order, beginning with the

youngest.

Skagit Range.

(a) Sumas granite.

Sumas diorite.

(b) Chilliwack granodiorite.

Sleese diorite.

(c) Acid monzonite.

Skagit volcanics, chiefly basic andesite.

Columbia Eange.

(a) Rock Creek granodiorite.

Rock Creek gabbro and diorite.

(b) Smelter granite.

Cascade granodiorite.

(c) Syenite-porphyry cbonolith and dikes, cutting more basic Coryell

syenite.

Rossland monzonite and latites.

Fife and Baker gabbros.

(d) Sheppard granite.

Trail granodiorite.

Basic intrusives and older Rossland (basic) lavas.

The discussion of the meaning of any eruptive sequence must be based on
a more or less definite idea as to what constitutes a petrogenic cycle. Certain

it is that much confusion has resulted from the common reference of all the

eruptives in a given region to one cycle. This view is one product of the pure-

differentiation theory, which excludes any essential amount of assimilation in

the formation of rock magmas. The hypothesis of assimilation hy a primary

basaltic magma involves the possibility of several or many petrogenic cycles in a

province. Each cycle opens with an abyssal injection of pure basalt. According

• J. Morozewicz. Tschermak's Min. und Petrog. Mitt., Vol. 18, 1898, p. 232. Cf.

C. Doelter, Petrogenesis, Braunschweig, 1906, p. 79.
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lo the size and superheat of this hody it will develop syntactic ma^ma and, in the

end, freeze up. The next cycle opens with a new injection of basaltic magma.
To discern the first and last products of a cycle among the actual forma-

tions of a province is evidently a difficult matter. In general, if two eruptive

masses are separated in time by several geological periods it is unsafe to regard
them as of one cycle. In compiling the foregoing illustrative list, therefore,

only those bodies, which by their evident consanguinity and by their relatively

close relation in age, have been considered.

Furthermore, the list does not include the host of complementary dikes
often associated with batholiths and stocks. These are best regarded as pure-
ditTercntiation products and afford no direct test of the general theory.
Even the sequence of the larger bodies noted in the list generally proves only a
successive differentiation in depth. The point here made is that the law of the
differentiation is the same as that necessitated by the stoping hypothesis
(gravitative differentiation of syntectics, increasing with time). So far, these

actual sequences all corroborate the hypothesis. In those cases, however, where
a younger batholith or stock replaces an older batholith, the splitting of the
syntectic foimed by this assimilation may be expected normally to produce a
rock in the j'ounger body which is less dense (generally higher in silica and
alkalies) than the older body. Such is the case with the Cathedral-Similkameen
combination, the Smelter-Cascade combination, and the granite-diorite group
of Sumas Mountain. The principle is further illustrated by many other
provinces, as in the diorite-syenite-granite sequence at Ascutney Mountain,
Vermont.* In fact, no eruptive sequence known to the writer, in any part of the
world, is of a nature opposed to the view that assimilation by primary basalt,

coupled with the principle of magmatic differentiation, is an essential con-
dition for the origin of magmas and of igneous rocks.

Origin of Magmatic Water and Gases.—Finally, the stoping hypothesis

implies that, since post-Archean batholiths have generally replaced large volumes
of sediments, the volatile matter which is normally trapped within a geosynclinal

pr'sni should form an important part of the secondary magma.
An approximate idea of the amount of volatile matter in the average

argillite,t sandstone and limestone of the world is readily obtained. For this

purpose we may use Clarke's composite analyses of 843 limestones, of 624 sand-

stones, of 27 Mesozoic and Cenozoic shales and of 51 Paleozoic shales, together

with 3S analyses of various argillites from different parts of the United States.:):

From these analyses the writer has determined, for the argillites, the average

amount of water below 110° C. (H,0-). water above 110° C (H,0+), carbon

dioxide, carbon (and carbonaceous matter), and sulphur (in SO^). These
averages represent, respectively, 116, 116, 106, 78, and 78 typical specimens of

argillite from as many localities. The averages for sandstone and limestone

• Bull. 209, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1903.

t The term ' argillite ' here includes hoth shales and slates.

: F. W. Clarke, Bull. No. 228, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1904, p. 20.
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liave been taken directly from Clarke's work and all three sets are noted in the

following table:

An inspection of the table makes it clear that the total of the ' combined

water,' carbon dioxide, carbon and carbonaceous matter, sulphur and chlorine in

the stratified rocks exposed in any geosynclinal prism must represent at least six

Table LIII.—Volatile matter in sediments.

8i3 G24 116

limestoues saiidetones argillites

H.O- -26% -29% 1-25%

H:0+ -Ta* 1-41 3-71

CO; 3803 2M 2-45

C (including carbonaceous matter) ? ? -81

S 11 03 -25

CI -01 trace trace

Total 3914 4-37 8-47

• Includes organic matter.

per cent of the whole mass. It is highly probable that this minimum amount

of volatile matter has similarly characterized such a series ever since the period

in which the series was deposited.

No petrographer needs to be reminded that none of the commoner types of

igneous rock contains anything like six per cent of original volatile matter.

Nevertheless it is instructive to survey the facts actually visible in quantitative

analyses of the igneous rocks. Water is the only volatile substance determined

in igneous-rock analyses often enough to afford nearly reliable world-averages.

From Osann"s compilation tlie writer has deduced the aver ge of 11,0 - and

HjO -I- for each of the following groujis : 48 granites, 47 diorites, 12 gabbros, 24

basalts, 5 augite andesites and 11 rhyolites (Table LIV).

Table LIV.

—

Water in igneous rochs.

H,0— H.O-I-

Granite -17% -64%
Diorite -19 1-20

Gabbro ^(i 1-35

Basalt -73 103
Augite andeoite -M) 1-48

Rhyolite -30 1-23

Clarke's averages for the volatile substances occurring in igneous rocks

which have been analyzed according to approved methods are

:

H,0— 40%
H.O-I- 1-445

CO. -52

S.." -11

CI -07

F .02

Much of the combined water, probably all of the hygroscopic water, and
some of the carbon dioxide of these analyzed igneous rocks are due to alteration
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<ir to absorption at the earth's surface. Allowing for that fact, it seems probable

that none of the more widely distributed igneous rocks carries much more than

one per cent of its own weight in volatile matter directly derived from the

earth's interior.

It follows that an enormous amount of water, carbon dioxide and carbon

and sulphur compounds may be given off each time that geosynclinal sediments

have been assimilated by molten and then crystallized magma. From each cubic

mile of assimilated sediments about six per cent by weight of liquids and
gases must be dissolved in tlie syuteetie magma and, as crystallization in-oceeds,

a large part of this fluid must be expelled.

In less important degree we may expect that the remelting or solution of an
igneous rock by an intrusive magma should cause the evolution of some of the

fluid matter which had been, as it were, frozen into the solid rock. Lincoln has

aptly called such fluids ' repressed emanations.'* Gautier's and Brun's experi-

ments show that many and probably all igneous rocks give off gases on being

higUy heated.f Keheating after cooling causes the renewed emanation of gases.

Volatile matter trapped in crystallized secondary granite may thus be driven off,

if that granite be dissolved in a younger molten magma with subsequent

crystallization of the syntectic.

The stoping hypothesis in its broadest statement demands, therefore, that

post-Archean, batholithic granites, s;yenite3, and diorites should be accompanied
by special evidences of fluid emanations.

These fluids were deposited and buried in the strata. The.v have been

resurrected in their activity. They have ' risen again,' both literally and
figuratively; the.y may be called' resurgent ' enumations. The 'repressed'

emanations of secondary igneous rocks may similarly be liberated by the distill-

ing action of younger magma; as these fluids become revivified in their geologi-*

cal activities they may be regarded as forming a second kind of ' resurgent

'

emanations. All ' resurgent ' emanations are of secondary origin and, therefore,

stand in contrast to ' juvenile ' emanations, namely, those which, for the first

time, have issued from the earth's interior and become geologically active on or

near the surface. Magmatic emanations are, apparently, divisible into two

great classes, both of which should be recognized in complete discussions of

ore-deposits.

That the stoping hypothesis stands this further test seems to the writer

entirely clear. The prevalence of quartz veins and pegmatites in the walls and

roofs of actual granitic, syenitic, and dioritic stocks and batholiths, and the

intensity of the contact metamorphism produced by the intrusions of, and

especially the emanations from, these rocks are facts as familiar as the com-

parative rarity of quartz veins and pegmatites about gabbroid masses and the

comparative feebleness of the contact metamorphism produced by gabbros. The

* F. C. Lincoln, Economic Geology, Vol. 2, 1907, p. 268.

t A. Brun, Archives des Sciences Phys. et nat. Geneva, May and June, 1905 and
November, 1906; A. Gautier, Annales des Mines (6), Vol. 9, p. 316, 1906, and Econ.
Geol., Vol. 1, 1906, p. 688.
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abundant water found in obsidian and rhyolite is, in this view, largely or

v.holly of secondary origin. Volcanic gase= ma,v similarly be largely ' resurgent

'

rather than ' juvenile.' In no case, however, would one class of emanations be

represented to the exclusion of the other. For post-Archean granites the emana-

tions are dominantly ' resurgent
'

; for gabbros the emanations are largely or

dominantly ' juvenile.'

General Bemaikg on the •'^ioping Hypothesis.—The principal field-relation

on which the foregoing discussion hangs is the ' replacement ' of country-rock

by magma in the intrusicn of stock or batholith. Slow digestion and solution on

main contacts has caused the replacement to a limited degree, but the facts of

nature seem to enforce belief in the more rapid and more important mechanical

replacement through magmatic stoping.

The suggestion that batholithic magmas work their way up by stoping is

by no means new, and it is significant that, without any known exception, all

the authors advancing it have done so quite independently and as the result of

considerable field experience. Part of the idea was put forward by Kjerulf in

letter though not in spirit as early as 1^79.* In lS9-i, GoodchilJ wrote:— " Once
the rocks [the deeper-seated rocks] are reduced to the molten condition they

tend to eat their way upward and in any direction of least resistance—the

place of the material dowing upwards being at first taken chiefly by the colder

iiiasses of rock, which sink within the magma as fast as they are quarried from
the sides of the vent.'t In 1S96, Lawson mentioned the idea of the sinking of

blocks as a partial explanation of replacement. The statement was made in a

review and has been quoted in full in the present writer's first paper on the

mechanics of igneous intrusion (p. 2S3).

A detailed study of the phenomenon as exhibited in the Elkhom district,

Montana, was made by Barrell during the year 1900. His paper was withheld
from publication. From the manuscript he later published the following

summary :—

•

' The contact [of the Elkhom granite] is in its larger proportion a

broken and irregular surface slanting beneath a sedimentary cover, and it

is probable that at no great depth the granite underlies the greater part of

the district. If the granite merely broke through and involved the original

rocks of the area it now occupies, their entire absence from it as inclusions

is remarkable; if they had been carried away by fresh accessions from below

they should be found as inclusions in certain localities preserved from
erosion. On the supposition that they have sunk as fast as freed, the ab-

sence of inclusions may be readily explained. If, on the other hand, the

batholith were an intrusive mass of limited thickness, its bottom should

somewhere be exposed with the heaps of roof blocks resting upon it. As a

matter of fact, no indications of a bottom have been observed anywhere

within this batholithic area, and, although the evidence is negative in char-

• T. Kjerulf, Udsigt over det srdlige Norses Geologi, Christiania, 1879.

t J. G. Goodchild, Geol. Magazine, 1894, p. 22.
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acter, it must be taken as, confirming to a certain degree tlie hypothesis that

practically there is no bottom.
' According to these views, the few small inclusions close to the margin

are those last detached and prevented from sinking by the increasing vis-

cosity of the cooling liquid. A block once well away from its original posi-

tion-would not be held stationary, since the greater heat and liquidity at

short distances from the borders would permit a freer fall.'*

Barrel! was finally allowed to publish his masterly monograph on the

Marysville stock, in which paper he shows, with unrivaled completeness, the

pertinent actual field relations which can be seen in a small body of this kind.f

He discusses the alternative hypotheses of batholithic intrusion and arrives at

results which are practically identical with the views of the present writer. He
did not consider the necessary consequence of stoping, namely, abyssal

assimilation.

The present writer's statement of the hypothesis was published in the

American Journal of Science for 1903 and in Bulletin 209 of the United States

Oeological Survey the same year. A supplementary paper was published in the

American Journal of Science in 1908. Since 1903. Andrews in Australia,

Barlow and Coleman in Ontario, Ball in Colorado (Georgetown Quadrangle),

•Calkins in Idaho, (Coeur d'Alene District), and others working in Canada and

the United States have found the stoping hypothesis helpful in explaining

field-relations.

But the stoping-s.'i'nteetic hyijothesis cannot account for the rise of magma
through the whole of the twenty miles of earth-crust, whieh is the minimum
vertical distance between the substratum and the visible batholithic roofs.

Granting that the outer shell of the earth, one or two hundred miles in

thickness, is in approximate thermal equilibrium, the heat supply of the sub-

stratum is incompetent for such a prodigious work. The great basaltic floods

which have flowed out from fissures evidently did not reach the surface by

assimilating the acid shell overhead. That, notwithstanding their patent super-

heat, they assimilated but minimal amounts of this shell shows that they issued

rapidly, through narrow fissures in the acid shell. This old principle of abyssal

injection has long been recognised, but has seldom been phrased in terms of a

primary basaltic substratum. K, now, we imagine abyssal injections of the

same nature as those underlying basaltic lava fields but much larger (wider),

the phenomena of stoping and assimilation necessarily ensue. Some molar-

contact assimilation must also take place, but for the reasons above detailed,

should not rival abyssal assimilation in the preparation of secondary magma.

The combined processes of abyssal injection and assimilation must prndnee

bottomless magma chambers. This deduction is abundantly supported by all the

known facts about granitic rocks, and the separation of subjacent bodies in the

<!lassification of intrusive formations seems to be genetic and, therefore,

demanded.

•J. Barrel!, Professional Paper No. 57, U.S. Geological Survey, 1907, p. 170.

t J. Birrell, Prof. Paper, No. 57, U.S. Qeol. Survey, 1907.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

MAGMATIC DIFFERENTIATION.

Preliminar}/ Note.—We have now arrived at the eonception that the post-

Keewatin magmas have been of two kinds; the primary basaltic and the

secondary s.vnteetie. This idea rests on a much firmer basis than does the

speculation that the primary acid and basaltic shells were the products of the

differentiation of an intermediate (andesitic) magma early in the earth's

h.istory. The speculation is not important for the theory of the visible igneous

rock bodies, which are almost entirely of post-Keewatin age. There remains

the enquiry as to the extent to which differentiation has been responsible for

ihe chemical diversity of eruptive rocks other than those solidified directly

from primary basalt or from the synteetic magmas.

The subject of differentiation has prompted many papers and books from

hundreds of geologists, who have established the reality of the process be.vond

peradventure. They have also proved its complexity. Fortunately there have

appeared, during the preparation of the present chapter, two convenient

n'sumes of the subjeft, one by Ilarker. the other by Iddings.*

By the time these pages are printed both of these works will be thoroughly

familiar to every serious worker in the petrology and geology of eruptive

masses. In each ease the work is so complete on this side of petrogeuesis

that there is no need for a discussion of differentiation in the present report.

It may be noted in passing that neither author gives an adequate treatment of

the synteetic theory which, in some respects, has been best outlined by Loewin-

son-Lessing in his " Studien iiber die Eruptivgesteine.'t

In view of the accessibility of these and other discussions of differentiation,

the main generally accepted principles will here be stated without detail.

1. Eelation to Crystalliz.\tiox.—The course of differentiation is, in gen-

eral, parallel to the order of crystallization in the parent magma. This law has

been discerned inductively and has become fundamental in petrology, since it

agrees with the recently elaborated principles of physical chemistry. As a rule

the ferromagnesian and cafemic (ealcii;m-iron-magnesium) constituents separate

out as crystals before the salic constituents, which remain for a time as mother-

liquor. In fact, the formation of every crop of magnetite, titanite, augite, or

olivine crystals means a new magma chemically different from the one preceding.

•A. Harker, The Xatural History of the Igneous Rocks, New York, 1909; J. P.
Iddings, Igneous Rocks, New York, 1909.

tCompte Rendu Congres G^ol. Interiiat. VlJe Session, St. Petersburg, 1899, p. 375.
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2. Limited ^fisciBiLiTv.—Ostwald ipoints out tluit the minilicr of liquids

miscible only within definite limits is much greater than is the number of

those which mix in all proportions.* Since magmas are solutions it is a priori

wise to consider their possible differentiation through the principle of limited

misL'ihility at certain temperatures. Though Vogt has held that this principle

does not, in general, apply to silicate mixtures, one of his latest publications

contains the statement that, while separation of minerals follows the eutectic

law, the ' minernl in excess' se'-arates out wliile still in the liquid phase.t He
further holds that magmatic differentiation is chiefly the result of just this

kind of separation. Unless the writer misapprehends his meaning, Vogt has

come to recognise limited niiscibility as a general law for silicate solutions so

soon as these approach the consolidation point of temperature. Ostwald and
Richards believe that crystals develop from a transitory liquid phase in the case

of substances which melt at temperature* not far from the temperature of

crystallization.:}:

From Duroeher's time to the present many investigators have agreed in

favour of limited miscibility of components in molten magmas. In view of the

great difficulties surrounding experiments with molten silicates, including the

granting of sufficient duration to an experiment, he is a bold physical chemist

who denies the possibility of the separation of liquid components through the

entrance of immiscibility at certain temperatures (and pressures). Without
pursuing this theme in chemical dynamics it suffices to point out that the actual

rocks in nature show unequivocall.v that seoaration by limited miscibility, a

true magmatic splitting, has taken place, often on a great scale. This is true of

silicate magmas splitting from silicate magmas as it is true of sulphidic or

metallic melts separating from silicate magmas.
Most basic segregations and probably all orbicular granites, diorites, and

gabbros are direct evidences of the emulsion stage, which precedes the separation

of inmiiseible liquids with fall of temperature. The common banding of

nephelite syenites, the banding of certain gabbros, the phenomena of some
differentiated dikes (Entmischte Giinge), are other illustrations of this splitting

in liquid magmas. Tlie constitution of the iioyie sills or of the Sudbury sheet i>

inexplicable except on the assumption of immiscibility of granitic (micropeg-

matitie) and basaltic (gabbroid or noritic) magma under certain conditions.

(.See chapter X). B;irkstr'>iii's point that there is a lack of intermediate

rocks in the liparite-basalt field of Iceland has great significance in this con-

nection. § Finally, the evidence of silicate melts in glass factories is conclusive

as to the main principle.

No one will, of course, deny that silicate melts are miscible in all proportions

at high enough temperatures. The question is as to whether the average

magma tends to assume the emulsion state within, say, one or two hundred

• W. Ostwald, Solutions, 1891, p. .39.

tJ. H. L. Vogt, Videnskabs-Selskabete Skrifter, I. Math.-Naturv. Klasse, No. 19,

Christiania, 1908, pp. 6. 16. and 102.

tT. W. Richards. Philosophical Magazine, 1901, p. 500.

§ H. Backstrom, Jour. Geol., Vol. 1, 1S95, p. 773.
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degrees of its ' solidification point.' Harker's objection tliat differentiated rocks

are seldom sharply separated hy distinct surfaces of contact is not a strong one.

In the first place, the separation between such silicate differentiates is in many
cases remarkably sharp, especially when we consider the scale of operations in

magmatic chambers. Secondly, we could hardly expect the separation to be as

perfect between these viscous and highly complex magmatic fractions as is, for

example, the separation between phenol and water. In summary, it may be
stated that a host of field and laboratory observations favour the application of

the liquation (limited miscibility) principle to natural silicate magmas; and
that not a single fact is known to the writer which conflicts with that assump-
tion. The efforts of physical chemists should be spent, not on denying its

validil^y, but in defining the conditions under which the liquation so often

demonstrable in nature has taken place.

3. Gravitative Differentution.—Gravity is one of the controlling forces in

separating crystals from their mother-liquors. Illustrations of this truth are

given in the writer's paper on the ' Origin of Augite Andesite and Eelated
Ultra-basic Rocks.'* A striking example has since been reported from the New
Jersey diabase, by Lewis. t The sinking of crystals is expected to have its

maximum differentiating effect within volcanic vents, where the agitation of the

magma tends to prevent undercooling and to promote crystallization while the

magma retains relatively low viscosity. These conditions are 011163/ due to the

upward passage of gases in volcanic vents, which in this respect are contrasted

with dikes, sheets, and laccoliths. The steady or intermittent working of two-

phase convection within the lava at surface vents is, as we have seen (page 711),

competent to keep the column long within the temperature interval of crystal-

lization. The writer believes, therefore, that Darwin's theory of fractional

crystallization under the control of gravity, is a permanent acquisition to the

petrology of effusive rocks.

It is generally agreed, however, that differentiation is, as a rule, a splitting

into liquid fractions. For example, it is impossible to believe that the drastic

differentiation in the Moyie sills or in the Sudbury sheet (see chapter X.) can

be due to the settling of solid crystals.

In volcanic vent or intrusive body gravity must tend to separate the

liquated fractions. The lighter always rising to the top of the magma chamber,

the geologist will rarely be permitted to see the rock representing the basic,

heavier differentiate in subjacent bodies. He may find it in the form of dikes

cutting the overlying, more rapidly soliditied differentiate.

The relative importance of fractional crystallization and liqviation can be

estimated only after the physical chemistry of magmas becomes better under-

stood. Meanwhile, we may use the expression ' gravitative differentiation,'

as a name for the chief process in magmatic separation, without therewith

implying whether fractional crystallization or liquation is the more active m a

given case.

•Jour. Geology, Vol. 16, 1908, p. 411.

t J. V. Lewis. Ann. Rep. State Geologist of New Jersey for 1907 (190S), p. 129.

25a—vol. iii—50
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Origin of Basic Contact-shells.—The writer believes that the principle of

gravitative differentiation is destined to supplant more and more the principle of

diffusion in petrogenic theory. That, for example, basic contact-shells in intru-

sive bodies are due to the diffusion of ferro-magnesian and cafemic constituents

toward the contact surface (Ludwig-Soret principle), is generally not the best

explanation, is illustrated in the often quoted case of Square Butte, Montana*

Pirsson now explains the alkaline (sodalite) syenite of the. core of this laccolith

as derived from a basic magma by a combination of crystallization, convection

currents, and settling-out. Calculation shows that the original magma had a

composition like that of the leucite basalt which occurs as lava flows in the

legion. Shonkinite forming the lower, thicker part of the laccolith is the com-

plementary product of the differentiation. The present writer is rather inclined

to the view that, in this case, the two complementary masses separated in the

liquid phase, rather than that the shonkinite represents sunken phenocrystic

material. Ready calculation shows that, within a still liquid laccolithic mass,

the possible differences of density induced by contact cooling are extremely

minute. The true convection-currents must therefore be very feeble; and the

period of their activity must be short.

The view that this differentiation has been due to a kind of liquation,

accompanied by a gravitative separation of the heavier and lighter fractions,

does not involve such an unfavourable condition. The process may be summar-

ized as follows: A leucite-basalt magma was injected in a liquid state. On all

sides of the laccolith it froze quickly, giving a basic contact-shell. The interior

part, much longer fluid, was cooled until it reached the temperature of liquation

(just above the point of solidification), and the splitting took place. This

hypothesis implies that the basic rock at the roof had the composition of a

leucite basalt. But the roof and this upper basic layer have both been com-

pletely eroded away so that it is not possible to test the truth of the inference.

The Shonkin Sag laccolith shows the same kind of differentiation.f In this

ease the roof and upper basic shell are still preserved. Pirsson describes the

vertical section at the middle of the laccolith as follows :

—

Thickness in feet,

o. Leucite-basalt porphyry 5

b. Dense shonkinite « .. 5

c. Shonkinite 5-6

d. Transition reek 3

e. Syenite 25-30

/. Transition rock 15

0. Shonkinite 60-75

h. Leucite-basalt porphyry 15

Total 140

The syenite forms only about one-nineteenth of the laccolith. The small

difference chemically between shonkinite and leucite basalt would make it

• L. V. Pirsson. Bull. 237, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 53 and 189.

tL. V. Pirsson, ibid., p. 47 ff.
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difficult to prove that the ' shonkinite ' shells of h and c is not really a granular

continuation of the porphyritic shell a. All three shells may represent the

original magma, which in the center has differentiated, giving shells d, e, f and

g. The analyses of 6 and c have not heen published.

¥. Y

FiGCBE 42.— Illustrating two methods by which basic contact-shells in a stock [a and h) or a dike
(c and d) might be formed. Arrows show directions of movement of salic (S) and femic (F)
constituents during differentiation. ,^ , .,

Diagrams a and c represent the prevailing conception of contact-basification, that is
through diffusion of more basic material to cooling surface.

Diagrams h and d illustrate the hypothesis that the basic contact-shell represents magma
which was chilled at the molar contact and was not so thoroughly differentiated into salic and
femic poles as the middle part of the mass.

In a and 6 the heavy black line represents the basic contact-shell : in h it is broken at ihe
roof, to suggest the probable effect of resiu-gent gases in furthering differentiation.

Whatever be the exact method of the differentiation, the high probability

of gravitative control is shown by Pirsson's ably assembled facts. Further, as

his monograph shows, this conception gives the key to the origin of many other

igneous bodies in .the Highwood mountains.

25a—vol. iii—504
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Using the experiments of Goiiy and Cliaperon as a basis, Walker has offered

a similar explanation of basic contact-shells in intrusive masses.* Substituting

for the Gouy and Chaperon's principle the principle of liquation (or limited

miscibility within a certain range of magmatic temperature), the present writer

finds Walker's explanation applicable to the vast majority of basic contact-shells

in the larger injected and subjacent bodies.

Each of these shells may, then, be regarded as that part of the magma
in which marginal cooling checked gravitative differentiation, while the more
slowly cooled magma occupying the great central part of the magma chamber
underwent a more thorough separation of the salic and femic constituents.

Examples have been noted in the Osoyoos batholith (page 441), the Similkameen
batholith (page 457), and the Castle Peak stock (page 494). Contact ' basification

'

has often been observed in large vertical dikes, where the combined influence

of contact chilling and gravitative differentiation may again be the explanation.

The strong clieniieal contrast between wall phase and middle phase and the

structure of many dikes suggest, however, that the differentiation has been

facilitated by special concentration of gases in the interior part of each dike.

In such cases the volatile matter doubtless increased the fluidity and hastened

the magmatic splitting.

The accompanying diagrams (Figure 42) will make the conception clearer.

Chemical Contrast of Plutonic and Corresponding Effusive Type.—To gravi-

tative differentiation we may ascribe the steady chemical differences between
plutonic rocks and the corresponding effusives. The latter must come from the

highest levels of magma columns. They are, accordingly, somewhat richer in

silica and alkalies, and poorer in iron oxides, lime, and magnesia than their

respective deep-seated equivalents. This important fact is illustrated in Table

LV. The chemical contrast between the respective pairs of rocks can hardly

be explained as the result of mere diffusion on the Soret principle or any other.

Diffusion undoubtedly controls the growth of crystals but only rarely can it be

credited with the segregation of special magmas on the scale of igneous-rock

bodies.

•T. L. Walker, Amer. Jour. Science. Vol. 6, 1898, p. 410.
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TABLE LV.

Showing the average chemical compositions of the more important phitonic and effusive roeks.

The corresponding types arc arranged in pairs.
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Expulsion of Residual Magma.—Harker has suggested a third way in which

gravity may affect differentiation.* He writes :

—

' Anj differentiation which depends on the sinking of crystals under
gravity belongs necessarily to a somewhat early stage of crystallization,

when the bulk of the magma was still in a liquid condition. At a later stage,

when the crystals formed are so numerous or so large as to touch and support

one another, the condition may be likened to that of a sponge full of water;

and it is easy to picture a partial separation being effected by the straining

off or squeezing out of the residual fluid magma from the portion already

crystallized. That such a process does in fact take place is amply proved

by the phenomena of pegmatites, which represent the final residual magma
of plutonic intrusions.'

The squeezing out is regarded as specially noteworthy if the freezing magma
is subject to pressure from movements of the earth's crust.

4. Effect of Solution of Foreigx Rock.—The fourth of the primary laws

affecting differentiation has been stated with unusual force by Loewinson-Lessing.+

He holds that in many instances magmatic differentiation is induced by the absorp-

tion of foreign rock. This exotic material may bring about liquation in the

original magma which, as a whole, may have suffered little chemical change by

the assimilation. Here, as in many otuer points, Loewinson-Lessing's summary
of petrogenic theory shows keenness, profundity, and breadth of riew, which

are seldom rivalled in other general works on igneous rocks.

• A. Harker, Natural History of the Igneous Rocks, 1909, pp. 323-27.

t P. Loewinson-Lessing, Compte Rendu, Seventh Session, Congres g6ol. intersat.,

1899, p. 380. etc.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

GENERAL THEORY OF THE IGNEOUS ROCKS AND ITS
APPLICATION.

Condensed Statement of a General Theory.

It is convenient to sxuninarlze the leading conclusions of the foregoing

chapters, as to the origin of the rocks erupted during and since the Keewatin

division of pre-Cambrian time.

Igneous bodies are intruded in two different ways: by displacement of tho

country-rock ; and by its replacement.

Displacement takes place with two kinds of injection: abyssal and sateUitic.

Abyssal injection is the prelude of all igneous action of Keewatin and later

date. Dikes, sheets, laccoliths, chonoliths, etc., are satellitic injections from

abyssally injected bodies.

Replacement takes place in two ways : by marginal assimilation and by stop-

ing with abyssal assimilation. In both cases the amount of replacement of

country-rock is conditioned by the size of the body and is at a maximum for the

greater abyssal injections which preserve direct thermal communication with the

basaltic substratum. Marginal assimilation is almost entirely confined to the

early, more or less superheated stage of the invading body. Stoping with abyssal

assimilation, both in notable degree, must continue much longer, or until the

magma at the molar contact is very highly viscous. For this and other reasons it

seems that stoping is a much more effective agent in replacement than is marginal

assimilation. If the magma be superheated the two kinds of replacement must

co-operate. Batholiths and stocks generally represent the upper parts of abyssaUy

injected bodies where their magmas have assimilated the invaded formations.

The pre-Devonian (generally pre-Cambrian) anorthosites may possibly represent

abyssal injections, which were initially too cool to assimilate any considerable

amount of the intruded granites, gneisses, etc. Replacement in moderate degree

has been carried on by thick sheets of magma, but, in general, bodies satellitic

from the abyssal injections are too small to hare assimilated large volumes of

country-rock.

Vulcanism is initiated in two ways: by the mechanical opening of fissures,

or by gaseous perforations of the roofs of intruded bodies. The largest lava

fields have been formed above abyssal injections which reached from the level

of the primary substratum to the earth's surface; in these cases the fissures

permitting abyssal injection were continuous with fissures opening at the sur-

face, and the lava is generally basaltic. Smaller fissure-eruptions may occur

where the roofs of satellitic intrusions are cracked and the lava may be of many
777
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different chemical compositions. If the roof of a batholith is fissured some
time after its abyssal injection has taken place, floods of liparitic (rhyolitic)

lava result. The possibility is recognized that certain areas on the earth may
have been the scenes of the foundering of batholithic roofs. Such foundering
must have been more likely to occur in the earlier pre-Cambriau time. It has

not often occurred in post-Arcliean time, iirohably because the available

heat in abyssal injections of this period has been too small to thin, and thus
weaken, batholithic roofs sufficiently.

Lavas which reach the surface through the perforation of roofs by blow-

piping gases (either juvenile or resurgent) are again of great variety of com-
position. Because of the conditions special lo these ' central eruptions ' at the

earth's surface, the petrographic variety of rock types is here greater than it is

in fissure eruptions or in intruded bodies. The cause of this contrast is chiefly

found in the larger chance for niagmatic differentiation in the main vents of

central er\iptions.

Genetic Classification of Magmas.

The magmas from which the igneous rocks have crystallized may be gene-

tically classified as in the following list, which gives under each head a num-
ber of examples or rocks corresponding to the magma types.

1. Primary hasaltic magma (primary in the sense that it has persisted in the

molten or potentially molten state since the time of the oldest pre-

Cambrian greenstones).

Representative rocks: basaltic lava, gabbro. diabase, some basic porpliy-

rites, etc.

2. Primary granitic magma of flic earth's acid crust.

Representative rocks: Perhaps none crystallized directly from this pre-

Iveewatin magma; indirectl.v represented in the acid granites of the

pre-Cambrian batholiths.

3 Direct magmatic differentiates of primary basalt.

Representative rods: augite andesite, certain peridotitcs. anorthosite.

4. Syntectic magmas.
A. Syntectics chiefly composed of primarv basalt and primarv acid earth-

shell.

Representative rocks: diorites, certain porpliyrltes. etc.

B. Syntectics chiefly composed of primary basalt and sediments.

Representative rods: some hybrid types.

C. Syntectics composed of primary basalt and essential amounts of both

acid shell and sediments.

Representative rods: some hybrid types.

5. Magmatic differentiates of syntectics of Glass A.

Representative roclcs: most granites; many aplites and lamprophyres.
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6. Magmalic differentiates of syntectics of Class B.

Representative rocks : abnormal granites (Mojie sills, Sudbury sheet,

etc.); most nepkelite and leucite rocks; some corundum-bearing

types; essexite, etc.

7. Magmatic differentiates of syntectics of Class 0.

Bepresentative rods: granodiorite, dacite, some syenites, etc.

8. Hyirid magmas formed hy mixtures of tivo or more of the above-mentioned

nine types. ( ?)

Representative rocks : ( ?)

9 Transition magmas marling incomplete differentiation.

Representative rocks: 'intermediate' rocks of Moyie sills, Pigeon Point

intrusive, Sudbury sheet, etc. : transition types in differentiated

dikes, laccoliths, etc.

Application" of the Theory" to the Forty-sdcth P.^rallel Rocks.

Introduction.—The assembling of old and new features in the general theory

has been the product of the years of active field work on the Boundary section.

It represents an attempt to find explanation for a multitude of uew facts ob-

tained during ten field seasons. At many points the reader has seen that this

theory has already been tested for such bodies as the Okanagan composite

batholith, the Purcell sills, the Bayonne batholith, and the stocks of the Selkirk

range. Needless to say, the theory has not been brought to the present shape

without abundant reference to igneous fields elsewhere. Xeither the personal

observations in the field, nor those described by other writers, have discovered

tacts which are irreconcilable with this general theory. Its strength is obviously

due to its being a synthesis of many ideas from the leaders of petrological

thought for the last two generations. The writer's principal contribution to

it has been the negative one of showing a stumbling-block which has stood in

the way of advance in theory. The leaders in modern petrology, for the most

part, have denied the efficiency of magmatic assimilation because they have

generally failed to find hybrid rocks at molar and xenolith contacts. The

explanation of this patent fact is found in the stoping hypothesis. That hypo-

thesis demands that hybrid rocks or direct evidence of assimilation shall normally

fail at visible batholithic contacts. In making this failure an objection to the

stoping hj-pothesis several wi-iters have shown that they did not understand it

fully. If stoping be accepted, abyssal assimilation on the large scale must be

accepted, and mere differentiation of original magmas should no longer hold its

entirely dominating place in petrogenic theory.

The explanation of facts which are intended to be covered by a theory do

not suffice to prove that theory. It should do that as a matter of course. To

be final it should take care of all new facts as they are discovered, and it should

be prophetic of new findings in natwe. The writer does not hold that the

outlined theory has been sufficiently tested to be regarded as final. On the

other hand, its ability to explain the hundreds of igneous bodies which occur
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in the Boundary section, as well as the thousands of other igneous bodies which
he has studied elsewhere, either in the field or in the literature, gives the theory

euch cumulative sanction that it has been called a theory rather than a working
hypothesis. The writer is emboldened to do this because the whole combination

of principles is an eclectic summary of what appear to be the soundest views

of petrologists in general.

Hence, in applying the theory to the Forty-ninth Parallel rocks, only a

relatively small part of the proof of its validity is stated. The following para-

graphs are thus meant for illustration and review rather than for demonstration.

A multitude of field relations remain to be discovered before this, or any other

eruptive area can prove the theory. Its exact application to many of the

Boundary formations must await the results of future researches.

Evidence of a Primary Acid Earth-shell.—The postulate of a primary acid

shell is supported by the petrographic analysis of the Priest Eiver terrane and

of the Eocky Mountain geosynclinal, the one pre-Cambrian entirely, the other

partly pre-Cambrian. The Priest Eiver terrane is, on the average, highly sili-

cious and it is probable that a minimum thickness of 6,000 feet of pure quartz

is represented in the portion exposed within the Boundary belt. It will be

remembered that neither bottom nor top of the Priest Eiver series is exposed.

The clastic beds of the Eocky Mountain geosynclinal represent from 10,000

to 20,000 feet of quartzose material, in which probably 10,000 feet of pure quartz

are locally represented. Evidently a pre-Cambrian granitic or gneissic land

of great extent must have furnished these sediments. Perhaps the Shuswap
fceries of Dawson represents the now exposed equivalent of that ancient terrane.

The large areas of the pre-Cambrian demonstrated in the Cordillera, in

eastern Canada, and elsewhere, are just such terranes, highly batholithic, which
would furnish debris like that in the Priest Eiver terrane and the Eocky Moun-
tain geosynclinal elastics. Lawson and others hare shown that visible pre-

Cambrian batholiths were intruded and do not directly represent the original

earth's crust, but calculation shows that the material of these batholiths was
primary in the sense that it was not derived from quartzless rock through the

leaching action of weathering (see page 702).

We conclude, therefore, that the lands whence the old quartzose sediments

of the Boundary section were derived must have been either part of the original

granitic crust or, more probably, the more or less remelted and recrystallized

equivalent of that crust. The argument is enormously strengthened by the facts

which are known concerning the pre-Cambrian sediments of eastern Canada,

southern Appalachians, Sweden, Finland, China, Australia, etc.

Evidence of a Basaltic Substratum.—Among the evidences for the existence

of a primary basaltic substratum we have noted: first, the fact that almost all

the greater fissure-eruptions of the world are basaltic in composition; secondly,

that basalt is the magma most persistently represented in igneous rock provinces

;

thirdly, the recurrence of eruptions of basaltic magma from the Keewatin time

to the present, and; fourthly, that there is evidence of the direct derivation of
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voluminous andesites from basalt by difFerentiation within volcanic vents, tbus

increasing the known area where basaltic magma has been erupted.

1. Only one large field of fissure eruption is certainly represented in the

Boundary belt, namely, that of the probably-Cambrian Purcell Lava. Though
this rock is everywhere profoundly altered, its composition, throughout thousands

of square miles, is basaltic, with a tendency in places to the (augite) andesitic.

A very thin and quite local flow of liparitic lava is closely associated with the

basaltic type at one point in the Purcell range. It is possibly the result of

assimilation of acid rocks by the basalt, but its existence in no wise affects the

statement that this fissure-eruption is essentially uniform and basaltic in com-

position. Nearly all of Paleozoic time, all of Mesozoic time, and much of Ter-

tiary time elapsed before the vast Columbia lava-field was completed a short

distance south of the Boundary Line. In that later and greater flood the lava

varies from common olivine basalt to the more andesitic facies represented in

the porphyritic, olivine-free phase of the Purcell Lava.* Calkins has pointed

out the resemblance between this ancient porphyritic lava and an equally

lemarkable Miocene lava in Washington. The constancy of the type through

80 long a period is thus shown in details of structure as well as in the manner
of its extrusion.

2. Basaltic magma is the only one known to have crystallized as visible

bodies in each of the ranges between the Great Plains and the Pacific. With
two exceptions, either the Purcell Lava or its approximate chemical equivalent,

gabbro (rarely passing into diorite), form the only igneous masses seen where

the Boundary belt crosses the Lewis, Clarke, Galton, MacDonald, McGillivray,

Yahk and Moyie ranges. The first exception referred to is the Uparite flow just

mentioned. The other is the secondary granite of the Moyie sills. West of the

PurceU Trench great abyssal injections (batholiths and stocks) first appear in the

Boundary section, and it is west of the Purcell Trench that strong petrographic

variety appears. The primary basalt never failed to be erupted in any of the

ranges west of the trench, but many of its abyssal injections were so large as to

furnish heat sufficient for much assimilation with consequent differentiation of

non-basaltic rock bodies.

3. The many reappearances of basaltic magma as lavas or as injected masses

is illustrated in the following chronological table, which embodies a partial

list of the basic volcanic formations recognized by Dawson, G. O. Smith, and

others, in regions close to the Forty-ninth Parallel.

• See F. C. Calkins, Enll. 384, U.S. Geol. Survey. 1909, p. 51.
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So great is tlie probability of this hypothesis that we may fairly regard

the recurrences of augite andesite as so many recurrences of originally basaltic

magma. The corresponding large addition to the number and size of the bodies

which represent eruptions of basaltic magma, both in the Forty-ninth Parallel

region and throughout the world, greatly limits the total volume of erupted

magma which has not been either basaltic or granitic (or granodioritic") in

composition. Perhaps less than one per cent of the world's eruptive magmatic

bodies, reckoned as to their probable volumes, have had chemical compositions

different from granitic, granodioritie, or basaltic magmas. In any ease it is only

a very small proportional volume of igneous rocks which need explanation as

other than crystallized primary basalt, direct differentiates of primary basalt, or

granitic differentiates.

Syntectics.—Since the primary acid shell is not exposed, the theory demands

that besides primary basalt and its own differentiates all the other igneous rocks

of the Boundary section are solidified syntectics or solidified derivatives of

syntectics. This most difficult side of the theory's application has been approached

at many points in the foregoing chapters. In the present summary only the

more noteworthy considerations need again be mentioned.

There is an obvious preliminary step to be taken before a full discussion

of assimilation is possible. For each magmatic bod.v we should, ideally, know
the composition of its country-rock on all contacts, roof, walls, and bottom—if

there is a bottom. For stocks and batholiths we have little or no direct informa-

tion concerning the nature of the walls for miles below the deepest valley which

erosion has carved in the intrusive. If the roof is still largely preserved, the

walls are effectively concealed. If erosion has removed the roof entirely, it may
be impossible to know exactly of what rocks it consisted. Since stoping takes

place on both walls and roof, the knowledge of the petrographic nature of both

is essential to an understanding of the product of abyssal assimilation. In each

case, the geologist can see only the uppermost part of a batholith, and, in

general, he is compelled to regard his field observations as confined nearly to

one level in that part. Only indirectly, therefore, can he get ideas as to the

form and size of the body and as to the character of the total contact-surface

on which stoping and marginal assimilation have held sway.

One of the principal data for the petrogenic discussion is thus often

impossible of full attainment. It can only be found, even qualitatively, after a

thorough field study of the invaded formation. Largely for lack of such

observations a multitude of petrographic papers are almost useless to the student

of petrogeny. Yet more serious is the error of many petrogeuists who have

decided on the magmatic happenings in batholiths and stocks simply from the

chemical relations at visible contacts. This fundamental mistake has been

made in the name of ' the scientific method,' which forbids ' specidation ' and

leaves the earth's interior ' to the poets,' but it is beginning to show its true

character as a tradition which has done much to retard the advance of petrogenj

for a seneration.
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Granting at once that we can secure only partial information as to the
chemical nature of a batholith's country-rocks, it is still possible to believe that
the known facts suffice to show extensive assimilation. The same considerations
apply to those satellitie injections which are large enough and initially hot
enough to be capable of some assimilation. In some cases the contacts of

these injections are so exposed as to show all the important country-rocks; but
then the igneous bodies must always be small affairs when compared to a first-

class batholith.

The Granites.—Only two batholiths of true granite occur in the Boundary
belt—the Rykert of the Selkirk range and the Cathedral of the Okanagan
range.

The Rykert batholith makes visible intrusive contact only with the rocks of

the Priest Eiver terrane. From the field relations it seems probable that the

contact at the roof was made with the same terrane. Beneath the terrane, which
is the oldest exposed in the Boundary belt, is probably the usual acid pre-

Cambrian complex. The assimilation of either the average Priest Eiver rock

or the postulated underlying formation by a great abyssal injection would, after

gravitative differentiation, give an acid, granitic mass at the roof.

The Cathedral granite has replaced the Similkameen and Eemmel
granodiorites. The remelting of these might, by the theory, permit of a new
differentiation whereby the salic elements collect at and near the batholithic

roof in greater purity than was the case with the older magmatic chambers.

The consanguinity of the Cathedral and Similkameen can only be explained on
the view that such separation of the always ' antagonistic ' salic and femic con-

stituents did take place in the Cathedral magma chamber. This is, of course,

no proof of the assimilation theory in the case. The theory is forced on us by
the field evidence of replacement, and the generation of a younger, acid-alkaline

granite is an incident of a very advanced differentiation of the syntectic.

The other true granites—the Sheppard granite in the Eossland and Benning-

ton mountain groups, the Bunker Hill granite, the Lost Creek granite and
summit stocks of the Selkirks, the stock just east of Cascade, the Smelter granite

at Grand Forks, and the Sumas granite at the Fraser river—are all cupola-like

stocks probably satellitie to granodiorite batholiths. The more salic character

of the stocks is again the result of more advanced differentiation, which was,

perhaps, facilitated specially by the concentration of juvenile and resurgent

gases in the cupolas. Nevertheless, the fact of replacement by these stocks is

as indubitable as the replacement by the main batholiths.

The abnormal granites of the Moyie and Com Creek sills have already been

explained at length as due to assimilation of quartzose sediments by hornblende

gabbro. (See pages 2.38 and 283).

The Granodiorites.—The granodiorite bodies are both larger and more
numerous than those composed of true granites. The list includes the Bayonne,

Trail, Cascade, Osoyoos, Similkameen, Eemmel, and Chilliwack batholiths;

many stocks in the Columbia mountain system, and the Castle Peak stock of
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the Hozomeen range. The whole series represents one narrow belt through the

wonderful chain of granodiorite bodies which extends, with many breaks, from
Patagonia to Western Alaska. Though batholiths of this chemical type are

known in other continents, the home of the type and its greatest development
is in the Cordilleras of the two Americas. The intrusive mechanism of the

bodies is the same as that of the true granitic. The rather steady chemical

contrast to the latter offers a petrogenic problem of special interest.

Several possibilities are open. These granodiorites may represent a less

perfect differentiation of the same kind of syntectic as that from which the
average post-Archean granite has been differentiated. Or, secondly, the average
syntectics may be conceived as different in the two cases. Many true granites
are known which have replaced little else than formations of granitic composi-
tion. In apparently all cases the typical granodiorite batholiths have been
developed in folded geosynelinals carrying heavy masses of argillaceous rock,

or in other terranes lower in silica than true granite. This is true of all the

bodies in the foregoing list, as reference to the maps will show. It seems
to be true of all the granodiorite batholiths of the Cordillera, as, for example,
those of the Sierra Nevada, where huge volumes of Paleozoic and Mesozoic
slates have been so evidently replaced. The assimilation of great volumes of
argillite must affect the syntectics profoundly, and it is worth while to hold, as a

good working hypothesis, that the granodiorite type is the product of a syste-

matic differentiation of a syntectic which was formed not only of primary basalt

and the pre-Cambrian granitic terrane but, also to an essential amount, of

sediments, chiefly argillaceous.

The Diorites and Acid Andesites.—Four diorite bodies in the Boundary belt

have merited special names; the Rock Creek, Lightning Creek, Slesse, and
Sumas bodies (pages 392, 490, 532 and 527). All of these are small. The grano-

diorites often pass into quartz diorite, both at the Forty-ninth Parallel and
throughout the Cordillera. The Boundary section illustrates also the world-

wide association of diorite and true granite. A partial list of these associations

may recall illustrations :

—

Dioritic Rocks. Associated Granites and Granodiorites.

Quartz diorite contact phase of Trail Trail granodiorite, granitic facies;
batholith. Sheppard alkaline granite.

Eock Creek diorite. Rock Creek granodiorite.
Quartz diorite contact phase of Oso- Granodiorite and granite (original

yoos batholith. phase?) of Osoyoos batholith.
Lightning Creek diorite. Castle Peak granodiorite.
Slesse diorite. Chilliwack granodiorite, granite.
Snmas diorite. Sumas granite.

The general theory regards some dioritic rock as the typical crystallized

syntectic formed by the assimilation of granite (generally pre-Cambrian) rock

in primary basalt. That syntectic has generally been differentiated so as to afford

new, secondary granites which, like the original material assimilated, are ' anchi-

eutectics.' The failure of differentiation in the case of the diorites may be
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explained in at least two ways. The dioritic peripheral phases of many sub-

jaeent bodies seem to be best accounted for on the view. that molar-contact
chilling tends to" increase viscosity beyond the point where magmatic splitting

can take place (See page 772). Man.v diorite bodies, often slightly older than

associated granites, are clearly satellitic injections, such as dikes, sheets, chono-

liths. etc. Since these are all relatively small and quickly cooled bodies, it is

readily understood that they will preserve the syntectic-composition.

The diorites associated with granodiorites are subject to the same reasoning

except that possibly they share with granodiorites certain chemical features due
to the assimilation of basic sediments, or basic volcanic material, in addition

to granitic rock. The known variability in the diorite family suffices to cover

these complex syntectics as well as those formed of i^rimary basalt and the

earth's acid shell.

In the third place, the possibility is reeognised that some rocks, fairly called

diorites, may themselves be differentiates from special syntectics, or from the

primary basaltic magma. Such types seem to be rare.

Most of the acid andesites are effusive equivalents of diorites and, on the

theory, are to be regarded as similar syntectics, which, however, are generally

somewhat differentiated. That the syntectics are here more differentiated is

explained by the often favourable conditions for splitting in volcanic vents

(pages 700 and 712). The dioritic magma gives granitic magma through splitting;

andesitic magma gives liparitic (rhyolitic) magma through splitting. We can
thus understand the common association of liparite and andesites in volcanic

regions. The theory holds that some liparites may be extreme differentiates of

the more basic augite-andesite magma, but typical post-Archean augite andesite

is to be considered not as a syntectic but as a polar differentiate of basaltic

magma.
This, in brief, is the writer's interpretation of the andesites occurring in

th? Irere, Beaver Mountain, Rossland, Pha?nix, Midway, Pasayten, Skagit, and
Chilliwaci< volcanic -groups.

The Complementary Bikvs and i<hrets, and ihe Pegmatites.—The general

theory includes the prevailing conception that these bodies are directly due to

differentiation. They fall into groups according to their derivation from
primary basaltic magma, from syntectics, or from differentiates of the basalt or

the syntectics. The exact processes of the splitting are still largely mysterious.

It seems probable that the differentiation is gravitative; the aplitic poles rising,

the lamprophyric poles sinking in residual portions of magma. Since none of

these bodies is ever large when compared to the parent batholiths, stocks, etc.,

and since the dikes regularly close batholithic periods, it is fair to conceive

that the splitting magma was greatl.v reduced in volume from the size indicated

in the batholith.

The necessary concentration of juvenile and resurgent fluids in the liquid

magma remaining after most of a batholith has crystallized, may be the con-

trolling condition. These volatile materials must lower the viscosity of the

magma th\is left in pockets or sheets within the frozen rock. In the specially
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fluid (though it be relatively cool) residual magma, extreme differentiation

might take place, giving, for example, alaskite in the one pole, minette in the
other, as the latest phases of granitic differentiation. On this view the com-
plementary bodies must always be relatively small though they may be very
numerous.

Their injection into the frozen portion of the batholith, or into its country-
rocks, is often a mere hydrostatic process, perhaps aided by the expansive force

and fluxing power of the gases, which are specially abundant in residual

magmas. Harker's suggestion that the aplites are squeezed out is a valuable

one. (See page 776). The pegmatites are of coarser grain than the aplites

probably because the magmatic gases have been yet more concentrated in the

pegmatite-filled fissures than in the fissures carrying the finer-grained com-
plementary dikes.

The geology of the Forty-ninth Parallel seems to favour this hypothesis.

A full display of complementary dikes is not often seen in the section. Most
of those exposed are found in the Selkirk and Columbia ranges, where they are

very abundant. The difficulty of discussing their origin is great because this

region has been invaded by such different magmas as granodiorite, alkaline

syenite, and monzonite. It is, therefore, often impossible to say which batholithic

type has produced a given dike. In general, here as elsewhere, the minettes

and kersantites seem to have been chiefly derived from granitic and granodioritic

masses. Vogesite in one case at least, like the rare odinite, has been derived

frcan granodiorite. (See page 348). Camptouite is usually associated with

large alkaline intrusives, and the rule may apply in the Boundary section also,

though the occurrences are too few to justify a more decisive conclusion. It

has been noted that the peculiar ' olivine syenite ' of the Selkirk and Columbia
ranges possibly represents a miuettie magma, which has crystallized with special

coarseness because of the unusual size of the injections (see page 35S).

The more acid complementary dikes are common and of the same charac-

ttr in the Boundary section that they have elsewhere. At several localities the

alaskitic dikes are associated with stocks and other large intrusions of

essentially similar composition. Examples are seen in the bodies of the Sheppard
granite, which is chemically like the true aplites emanating from the Trail

granodiorite. This suggests that the differentiation in batholithic cupolas is on

the same principle as that postulated for complementary dikes.

The Ahnormal Gabhros.—This division of the Forty-ninth Parallel rocks

includes the staple types of the Purcell sills and dikes, and of the Basic Complex
in the Okanagan range.

The argument of Chapter X. has been made without an)' necessary reference

to the origin of the very peculiar gabbro of the Purcell injections. Its com-

position before it reached the visible chamber in the sedimentary series, offers a

problem much more diflicult than that of the granite layer in a lloyie sill. The
chemical and mineralogioal analyses shown on page 224 are typical of the many
occurrences of the rock except where it has been plainly acidified by solution

of quartzite. The chemical analysis is again stated in the following table, which

25a—vol. iii—51
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with the writer's general theory. The theory is evidently opposed to Eosenbuseh's
Kern hypothesis, or any other which postulates (post-Keewatin) primary magmai
other than the basaltic. The writer is elsewhere presenting the evidence for

the belief that the alkaline rocks are all more or less differentiated syntectics.*

Their alkalies are regarded as having been derived from primary basalt; less

often from masses of the earth's acid shell, which has been assimilated by
primary basalt; or, in still less degree, from assimilated sediments. The princi-

pal cause for the special concentration of alkalies is found in <Jie assimilation of

limestones and dolomites, or other calcareous sediments. The solution of a few
other types of rock may produce the same effect. Or, finally, it is conceivable

that the addition of foreign gases to the magmatic solution may give the proper

conditions for the concentration of alkalies in limited masses of rock.

This conclusion was first reached after an inductive study of the field

association of nephelite syenite. It was found that, with very few exceptions,

nephelite syenite and its effusive equivalent, phonolite, only occurred where sub-

alkaline magma had cut important limestone or dolomite formations. In
general, the original subalkaline magma was of basaltic composition. This is

conceived to have been fluxed by the solution of the carbonate. The new lime

or magnesia must fix silica to the extent of several times the weight of either

base. The molecule thus formed is normally a pyroxene, which, with the like-

wise early-formed magnetite, olivine, etc., will tend to settle out of the magma.
It is not essential to determine whether gravity acts before or after the actual

crystallization of ferric, ferromagnesian, and cafemic components. The residual

magma is necessarily higher in alkalies than the primary basalt. The fixing of

silica by the new lime and magnesia means a desilication of the rest of the

magma, and nephelite or leucite forms instead of feldspar. Since little alumina

enters into the sunken components, this oxide may be in excess, and corundum
will ultimately crystallize in the residual magma. Meanwhile, the carbon dioxide

set free from the dissolved carbonate tends to rise through the magma. It may
possibly carry with it soda and potash in combination as the alkaline carbonates.

These familiar fluxes could rapidly enrich the upper part of a lava column with

either or both alkalies and thus furnish a leucite basalt, a leucitite, or a

nephelinite, from which the ferromagnesian and cafemic constituents of nor-

mal basalt have not had time to settle out. If the separation becomes perfect

a phonolite or leucocratic nephelite syenite is the salic pole, while limburgites

form the femic poles.

The hypothesis cannot be fully presented in this report but perhaps enough
has been stated to show its nature. It explains the remarkably common asso-

ciation of alkaline rocks with calcareous and magnesian sediments; the desilica-

tion of primary magma, as indicated by the presence of nephelite and leucite

in many alkaline types; the common supersaturation of alkaline magmas with

alimiina, resulting in the crystallization of corimdum; the common occurrence

of primary caleite, cancrinite, melanite, melilite, scapolite, woUastonite and

• Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer.. Vol. 21, 1910, pp. 87-118.

25a—vol. iii-—51J
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diopsidic pyroxene in alkaline rocks; and the regular association of alkaline

types with rocks of basaltic composition. The general conclusion is that all

alkaline rocks are of secondary origin; their existence goes to strengthen belief

in a primary basaltic substratum.

For the Boundary belt there are special difficulties in the way of applying

tests to the hypothesis. The chief difficultly is the lack of sufficient exposure of

the formations cut hy the various alkaline bodies. This is, of course, no ante-

cedent objection to the main principle, which remains as a good working hypo-

thesis even if the field evidence at the Forty-ninth Parallel were nil. The follow-

ing short review of field relations refers specially to the role played by limestone

absorption in subalkaline magma, but it is to be understood that other sediments,

or even basic crystalline rocks, may play a similar part. As pointed out in the

general paper on this subject a relatively small proportion of dissolved carbonate

may have great effect in the redistribution of chemical elements in a magma.
The most easterly of the alkaline terranes is the assemblage of latites and

inonzonitic intrusions at and near Rossland. These are intimately associated

with basalts, augite andesites, and gabbros. The country-rocks include phyllite,

greenstones, and serpentines, besides larsre boilies of Carboniferous limestone

referred to the Pend D'OreiUe group. That the limestone contacted with the

magma at the Eossland vent or vents, is shown by its abundance in the frag-

ments of the agglomerates on Sophie mountain and Sheep Creek valley. The

Salmon River monzonite stock is partially surrounded by the very thick Pend

D'OreiUe limestone, though the two rocks do not show visible contacts.

There are few known bodies of typical syenite as large as the Coryell batho-

lith, which is more than 100 square miles (about 225 square kilometres) in area.

The general theory assumes that this batholithic mass is a differentiate from a

large-scale syntectic. It must have lower silica than the average batholith—

a

granite—because of the enormous volume of basic volcanics. serpentines, argil-

lite, and limestones, which the magma has so evidently replaced. Compared t

-

granite the Coryell mass is somewhat desilicated. This desilication and the

high alkalies are explained on the hypothesis now considered. The satellitic

syenite porphyry is clearly a late salic differentiate from the main body.

The rhomb-porphyries and the shackanite of the Midway district are differ-

entiates from one or more magmatic chambers not exposed. Their country-rocks

are very seldom visible but in part at least have the same lithological character

as those of the Eossland district. Heavy masses of limestone crop out at the

few places where the Midway volcanics have been eroded off the Paleozoic

formations.

The country-rocks of the Kruger alkaline body are also poorly exposed.

On the west side they have been assimilated by the younger Similkameen batho-

lith. On the east a small area remains, between the Kruger body and the

Osoyoos granodiorite. South of the Boundary line the country-rock area

broadens out, there showing an average lithological character identical with that

of the Anarchist series.* This series, composed of argillite (phyllite), quartzite.

•Cf. G. O. Smith and F. C. Calkins. Bull. 235, U.S. Geol. Surv.. 1904. p. 22 and

Plate I.
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and thick limestones, was invaded by the Kruger body. Whether or not the

older ultra-basic intrusives, cutting the Anarchist series near Kruger mountain
and visibly coutacting with the alkaline body, were also significant factors in

it? genesis cannot be decided. There is clearly a chance that the heavy limestones

in the Anarchist series were more important. The separation of the malignitic

and foyaitic facies of the Kruger body is best explained as a differentiation in

place.

In general, therefore, it may be said that the alkaline magmas of the Forty-

ninth Parallel section all originated in regions of heavy sedimentation, and
that thick limestones occur in the stratitied series cut by the alkaline bodies.

All these associations are new illustrations of a very general rule applying to

the known occurrences of alkaline rocks. The rule is quite independent of any

petrogenie theory. Its explanation through the synteetic-difFerentiatiou theory,

whereby a genetic connection is found between the relatively rare alkaline rocks

and the vastly more abundant subalkaline rocks, seems to be worthy of special

attention.
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APPENDIX A.

TABLE OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES.
The caption of each column bears the collection number of the specimen

analyzed.

Numbers 295, 354, 392, 409. 456, 465, 493, 500, 509, 517, 528, 541, 543, 557,

666, 671, 836, 858, 900, 962, 1135, 1355, 1388, 1398, 1403, 1405, 1441, and the

feldspar were analyzed by Mr. M. F. Connor, of the Canadian Department of

Mines. He analyzed also No. 34, a specimen collected during the survey of

the Eossland mining camp by Messrs. R. W. Brock and G. A. Young.
Numbers 7, 30, 54, 201, 282, 886, 1010, 1053, 1054, 1064, 1100, 1107, 1109,

1110, 1125, 1134, 1137, 1138, 1140, 1143, 1153, 1164, 1179, 1202, 1221, 1250,

1270, 1301, 1306, 1320, 1322, 1326, and 1338 were analyzed by Professor M.
Dittrich of Heidelberg, Germany.
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APPENDIX B.

A EEPOET ON FOSSIL PLANTS FROM THE INTEENATIONAL
BOUNDARY SURVEY FOR 1902-05, COLLECTED BY

DR. R. A. DALY*

By D. P. Penhallow, D.Sc, F.G.S.A.

In the spring of 1903 I received from Dr. R. A. Daly, of the Department of

the Interior, a small collection of plants from the region of the International

Boundary in British Columbia, as derived from a rapid reconnaissance (in 1902).

This material was reported upon tentatively in May of the same year, and
though much of it was of such an imperfect nature as to render final conclu-

sions impossible, it was nevertheless of a very suggestive character, and it not
only yielded some new species, but it permitted of provisional conclusions as

to the ages of the several deposits represented.

In the autumn of 1905, Dr. Daly forwarded to me a larger collection, embrac-
ing material of a much more definite character, and derived not only from the

same, but from other localities in the same general region. This material was
found to confirm many of the provisional conclusions derived from the previous

collection; to add several new species to our knowledge of the flora of that

section, and to afford very definite information as to the age of the deposits.

It is thus found to be desirable to combine these two collections in the present

report. As aU the specimens were designated by numbers representative of

special localities, these numbers may be used in the present instance for con-

venience of reference; but the individual specimens of each group will also be

further designated by the use of subordinate letters or numbers which will be

found upon the label of each specimen described, and in this way the identity

may be fully established, and reference to the type facilitated.

General Description of the Material and its Source.

No. 250 of 1903 and 1905.+—The two collections under this number represent

identical localities. Dr. Daly states that they were obtained from a shallow

gulch east of a bridge over Kettle river, six miles up the stream from the town
of Midway. ' The formation is a series of gray sandstone layers ; this is one

of the isolated patches of so-called Tertiary noted by Dawson in his description

of the interior of British Columbia,' and on the map of the Geological Survey

• Bead before the Royal Society of Canada, May 15, 1907, and printed in it8 Trans-
actions, Section IV, 1907, pp. 287-334.

t The collection made in 1902 was forwarded to Professor Penhallow in 1903 and is

here referred to as the "1903" collection.
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it is marked as of Miocene age. ' It is cut by basaltic and andesitic dikes, and
is overlain by flows and tuffs of the same eruptive material. The general dip

is 35 degrees to the southeast, but in the lower part of the gulch it rises to 75

degrees in the same direction. The whole group of sandstones and lavas has

been faulted and folded.'

The specimens from the first collection embraced various fragments of leaves

in a very imperfect state of preservation, from which no very definite conclusions

could be drawn. There were also two specimens of calcified wood which were

found to be new. In 1905, the collections were found to include fragments of

fruit, leaves and stems of limited value; but they were chiefly remarkable for

the large number of calcified fragments of wood, most of which showed a fine

state of preservation. Two of these proved to be identical with previously

recognized species, while two were entirely new.

Numbers 1001 and 1007 of the 1905 collection are reported by Dr. Daly

as having been collected on the Kettle river, a few miles north of the Inter-

national Boundary, and from a locality near to No. 250. In all three of these

cases the general formation and the character of the specimens show clearly

that they are of the same age.

Number 271 of the 1903 collection represents the north side of the canon

wall of Rock Creek, an affluent of the Kettle river, about six miles west of

No. 250, and, therefore, within an area usually designated as Miocene; and
according to Dr. Daly, the rocks are undoubtedly of the same age as those of

No. 250. They consist of gray sandstones, freestones and light and dark gray,

papery shales. The dip is 20 degrees due north. These beds overlie a coarse

conglomerate which is associated with coarse arkose overlying its parent rock,

a coarse granite. They are cut by basic dikes and by a laccolith-like mass of

porphyry. The very few specimens obtained from this locality are all undoubt-

edly of rather recent age, and in their general character they tend to confirm

the relations otherwise indicated as existing between them and Nos. 250, 1001

and 1007. The state of preservation is nevertheless very poor, and they give

rery little reliable information as to the precise nature of the species.

Previous collections from British Columbia have shown the existence there

of Tertiary plants, and in particular. Sir William Dawson described a number
of specimens from the Similkameen valley which he assigned to the Upper
Eocene (10). As the locality is in somewhat close proximity (about sixty miles

west) to the one under discussion, it is possible that they are of the same horizon,

and they must therefore be considered together in future discussions.

Number 1433 of the 1905 collections embraces a number of fragments of

leaves and stems of an undeterminable character, and while they fall within the

same general region as 1430-1436, and are presumably of the same age, they

offer no reliable evidence to this effect.

Number 1430 of the 1905 collection is by far the most important numerically,

as well as with respect to the number of recognizable species. These specimens

not only include previously described species, but they also present several new
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ones, and on the whole, they constitute the keynote for the four related
localities.

Numbers 1428, 1430. 1433 and 1436 of the 1905 collections were taken from
a large area of what has always been regarded as Lower Cretaceous, occurring
at the Boundary (49th parallel) Line, at a point between the Pasayten and
Skagit rivers, within an area which is indicated on the Geological map as Cre-
taceous. ' There seem to be at least 28,000 feet of this series altogether, and
it. appears to correlate with the Shasta-Chico Series.' An important aspect of
Nos. 1428 and 1430 is to be found in their relative ages as well as to whether
they are really Cretaceous. In this connection Dr. Daly observes that 'the
beds bounding them dip under ammonite-bearing beds of Cretaceous age, but it

is possible that they are younger and have been faulted down into that attitude.'

1428 is a locality of exceptional interest, since it has yielded some of the
most perfectly preserved specimens of the entire collection, and it embraces at

least one new species of fern which has great value as an index of geological

age. There are also a number of poorly preserved forms which, by comparison
with determinable ones, may be correlated with certain doubtful forms observed

in the collection of 1903, with respect to which the provisional conclusions for-

merly reached are now fully confirmed.

1436 also represents fragments of stems or leaves of a very doubtful charac-
ter, but again, by comparison, it is possible to correlate them with recognized
species.

Number 471 of the 1903 collection " conies from a series of black, shaly

beds, associated with sandy strata, dipping 35 degrees due east on the eastern
slope of Sheep Creek valley just southeast of Rossland. The fossils came out of

bands immediately above the Red Mountain railroad track. The whole series

seems to be made up of assorted (water-laid) ash beds and tuffaceous deposits.

These are overlain by coarse agglomerates, which compose much of the great

volcanic group of rocks surrounding Rossland, and in which the copper-gold
ores are largely found.'

Locality 471 is about one hundred and twenty miles east of 1428 and 1436,
being near Rossland, while the latter are on the summit of the Cascade moun-
tains. The specimens from 471 consist entirely of a number of pyritized frag-

ments of leaves which show little evidence that can be utilized for purposes
of identification. The locality is an entirely isolated one, but by close compari-
son of the specimens with those from the more western localities, it is possible

to draw the conclusion that there is essential identity with specimens from
1428, and that 1428, 1430, 1433, 1436 and 471 are all of the same age, questions

of the precise horizon within these limits to be determined in the following

discussion.

A review of all the material embraced in the two collections, shows that it

falls into two well defined periods—Cretaceous and Tertiary, and it is most
gratifying to find in this connection that the tentative conclusions based upon
the very imperfect material of the 1903 collection have been fully sustained

by our later studies.
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DESCEIPTIOy OF THE SPECIMENS

TERTIARY.
2 & la.

-^^jT PiCEA COLUMBIENSIS, n. sp.

This plant is represented by two parts—fragments of stems and cones.

(250)
The cone —^ is represented by a single, but beautifully preserved cast

(Plate I), from which the following characters may be drawn:

—

Cone narrowly ovate or conical, 2-3 x 5 cm.; the scales 0-6 s l-l em. the margins
conspicnonsly but iinely dentate.

The fragments of stem are obviously from the terminal portions of branches

of some coniferous trees, and from the character of the leaf scars, they are to be

referred to the genus Picea. While these branches are not connected with the

cones in any way, nor do they even occur in the same blocks of matrix, never-

theless they are from the same beds, and in the absence of any other representa-

tive of the genus, it is probably justifiable to conclude that they are of the same
species and will be so considered.

The plant here represented has no living relative with which it may be

compared, but the general aspect and structure of the cone would seem to place

it without doubt, among the red spruces to the cones of which it bears a strong

resemblance with respect to general form and the character of the scales, though
the dentate margins of the latter at first suggest aflBnity with P. nigra.

Among the fossil representatives of this genus, all the recognized species

are of Tertiary age and very few in number. The majority are known through

their wood and have been derived from the Pleistocene, but KnowltoD (33) has

described a species from Kukak Bay, Alaska, under the name of P. harrimani.

This is the only North .American species which has so far been recognized

through its cones only, and an inspection of the figures given shows it to be

of a totally difierent type, approximating, according to Dr. Knowlton, to the

existing Alaska spruce—^P. sitchensis. The age of this tree is given as Upper
Eocene.

250 1007 ^ -.

-n— , oi i-^rr of 1905. Cypeeacites haydexh, Lesq.
lb. A .3 b, 4, ob.

This species is one of those problematical forms, concerning which it seems

extremely difficult to obtain sufficiently comprehensive data to admit of a fully

reliable diagnosis which will establish its character beyond doubt. All the

specimens so far figured, represent fragments only, and so poorly preserved as

to make adequate description impossible. So far as may be judged from the

figures given at various times, as well as the material which has passed through

my hands, the leaf seems to have been a somewhat delicate one, in consequence

of which the essential characters have been but poorly preserved. That it was a

monocotyledon of some sort is quite e.vident, but it will not be possible to place

it more exactly until more perfect material is found, and the name commonly
25a—vol. iii—52
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assigned on the basis of Lesquereux's original determination must be viewed as

wholly provisional.

As presented to us in the present polleetions, this plant appears from two
different localities, although representing the same geological horizon—250
and 1007. The specimens show the plant in somewhat different conditions of
preservation, but with a certain constancy of characters which permit of coordina-

tion. They are always more or less distinctly rugose, sometimes also with trans-

verse wrinkles. They sometimes appear without any evidence of venation, while
in other instances they show a pronounced indication of a strong, central nerve
or midrib. The.y are among the forms which are entirely new to the region

under consideration, but they are recognized components of the Green River

Group of Randolph's County, Colorado (42).

The specimens now in hand are fra.aments S-0 cm. long ana "-G cm. wide;

much altered by decay, but showing imperfectly, a rather fine, parallel venation

and marked evidences of a strong, central midrib which, however, is not

infrequently wanting in the narrower specimens. There is also, frequently, a

strong transverse wrinkling due to longitudinal displacement.

Our specimens present a somewhat strong, resemblance to the somewhat
recently described Anomalophyllites bridgetonensis of Hollick, from the Yellow

Gravels of Miocene age at Bridgeton, N.J. (32). This is a problematical form
which Dr. Hollick has referred to Anomalophyllites as probably representing its

nearest affinity, but it is difficult for me to make any precise distinction between

it and Cyperacites according to the accepted definition of that genus. As a

provisional reference, perhaps it is of little consequence which genus is given

the preference. Our material seems to differ from Hollick's A. bridgetonensis

in being much narrower, and in having a much shorter and more slender petiole,

differences which are specific rather than generic, while they may also, possibly,

represent accidental differences in imperfectly preserved material.

250 271

2, 5, 11 . it 1,2, (

.

A number of poorly preserved fragments of leaves, the exceedingly frag-

mentary condition and imperfect structural markings of which make specific

reference of doubtful value. But provisionally, at least, it would seem that

they must be assigned to Cyperacites.

250—- of 1905.
o

The specimens included ujider this number are exceedingly problematical.

I'hey represent fragments of endogenous leaves which are not complete either as

to their length or breadth, base or apex. It is, therefore, impossible to reach

final conclusions respecting them. They show, however, a parallel venation, a

regular plication ( or series of rounded ridges distant at rather regular

intervals of 4 mm. No other structural details are recognizable. Precisely the

250.

same plant appeared in the collection of 1903 under the number p-^ The
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external appearance of these remains at once suggests the structure of Calamites

radiatus of Heer, but there are two very substantial objections to considering

the existence of such a relationship, because (1) it has not been possible to

determine the presence of the characteristic joints of that species, although

certain lines of fracture due to longitudinal compression, have sugg;ested to

some observers to whose attention they were directed, their identity with such
joints; and (2) Calamites radiatus is a Carboniferous type, with which it would
be impossible to correlate our present specimens, which are unquestionably of

more recent origin. There is, likewise, no point of comparison with Heer's-

(Jaulinites, which is of Mesozoic age, nor with any of the various species of

Sabal, which have been described as occurring in the Cretaceous and Tertiary.

Fnder these circumstances, it seems altogether probable that the various ridges

are not original features of the organ, but that they have been produced by
certain conditions of preservation, and that their regular occurrence at stated

intervals is only an expression of the location of the principal nerves or veins.

On the basis of this interpretation we must conclude that these fragments
cannot be definitely separated from those representing Cyperacites haydenii,

with which they must therefore be regarded as identical. This conclusion also

271
gains strength from the circumstance that specimens r-;;—s present intermediate

1, 2, 3

forms of such a character as to readily show how the one passes into the other

by varying conditions of preservation.

250 271 250
of 1903 and —r— ( = —=- of the previous report incorrectly given).

4, 10 3 ' 3

Cyperacites, sp.

Various fragments of an endogenous leaf, which it has been customary to

refer to the genus Cyperacites without any specific designation, because the

details of form and structure are usually so altered as to make identification

impossible. No. 4, nevertheless, shows the details of the venation much more
perfectly than is commonly the case. The whole fragment is 1.5 cm. broad
and 8.2 cm. long. The very prominent and parallel venation is found to show
about 9 veins to the cm., but this is only approximate, since it is found that

owing to a collapse of the general structure, some veins are much nearer than
others. Their normal interval would seem to be about 1 mm. In specimens

-;r

—

-, , precisely the same forms recur, and they must be held to fall under
3a. it ba

the same generic designation.

Eemains of this character are of very common occurrence throughout the

Tertiary, and Dawson (5) has even recorded under this name, a specimen
which he describes as ' A slender, grass-like stem with linear, finely striate

leaves, alternately disposed and not proceeding from enlarged joints.' In his

account of the Flora of the John Day Basin in Oregon, the horizon of which is

regarded as Upper Miocene, Knowlton (34) records the occurrence of a stem
25a—vol. iii—52J
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showing parallel venation, the whole specimen corresponding in all its details to

271
that which has been described from the 1903 collection under number -77- .

'>50 271
^^-— of 1903 (= -=— as previously reported under wrong number).

These specimens embrace, in addition to fragments of Cyperacites haydenii,

as already discussed, one fragment of a Cyperacites of unknown species, which
250

must be referred provisionally to the group embraced in -, etc. In addition
4, 1()

there are a large number of fragments of seeds and leaves of an undeterminable

character, but which may belong here.

250-— of 1903. Undetehminable.
o

Two fragments of small stems or leaves, a few cm. long by a few mm. wide.

There is no evidence whatever of structure, and it is impossible to satisfactorily

correlate them with any known forms.

250 , ^-5- of 1903. Fern stipes.

A single specimen, representing a portion of a branching stem which

exhibits no detailed structural features, but has all the external aspects of a

portion of a fern stipe bearing the basal portion of the rachis of one of the

pinnse. As such, the specimen has no stratigraphical value, since the species or

271
genus cannot be determined ; but it is highly probable that it is identical with -t

of the same collection, which represents fragments of stems only two or three

centimetres long, mingled with fragments of leaves.

250
of 1905. Betula, sp.

c

Under this number are included isolated specimens about 1 cm. long by

0-5 cm. wide, evidently the remains of a fruit of some sort. A careful inspection

shows it to be made up of a series of closely packed scales which make it an

cblong cone closely comparable with the cone of Betula, to which it is provi-

sionally referred.

250 „
of 1903. PlNUS COLUMBUNA, n. sp.

a, b
Among the collections of 1903 were two fragments of calcified wood, both

of which represent the same species. The larger specimen was a fragment of

a good sized but flattened branch, measuring about 10 em. in length, 9 cm. in

breadth and 2-8 cm. in thickness. The structure was well preserved and admitted

of determination without much difficulty, although decay and alteration by

crushing had obliterated and destroyed some of the structural features. There

was no difficulty in recognizing the wood as representative of a hard pine, but
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it was impossible to identify it with any previously recognized fossil type, or

with any existing species, although it is of interest to find that it is a hard pine

of the general type of P. glabra, to which it somewhat closely approximates, but

from which it. differs materially in the structure of the medullary ray. In the

collections of 1905, from the same locality, precisely the same wood was once

250
more brought under my notice, being recognized under the designation —— •

J

This more recent material, however, has been found to be in a much better state

of preservation, conditions of decay not having progressed so far as in the previous

case, and it therefore served to complete the diagnosis with respect to several

important characters which were either wholly wanting in the previous material,

or imperfectly presented.

There is no record of the wood of Pinus having been found in the same
horizon in North America, though Knowlton has described two species from the

Laramie of the Yellowstone National Park, under the names of Pityoxylon

aldersoni and P. amethystinum (35). Between these and the present specimens,

however, there are no points of resemblance. The diagnosis for the present

species is as follows:

—

PlNUS COLUMBIANA, n. sp.

Plates in and IV.

Transverse—Growth rings variabls though generally very broad in the large stems.
Spring wood usually predominant, the transition to the summer wood
gradual, but in the narrow rings more or less abrupt and sometimes
conspicuously so; the tracheids large, thick-walled and often con-
spicuously so, definitely rounded, often radially oval, chiefly uniform,
more or less equal, in regular radial rows. Summer wood con-
spicuous, dense and often thin. The structure as a whole is that of
a rather dense wood of medium hardness. Medullary rays prominent,
not very numerous, resinous and distant upwards of 9 or more rarely
15 rows of tracheids. Resin passages conspicuous, rather large and
scattering throughout the growth ring, the parenchyma cells large,
thin-walled and in two rows, or forming large, irregular tracts up-
wards of 6-9 tracheids wide ; resinous ; thyloses not obvious.

Radial.—Medullary rays resinous; the tracheids rather numerous, marginal and
interspersed, not obviously predominant, very variable and often as
high as or higher than long, sparingly dentate*; the parenchyma cells
all of one kind and rather thin-walled, straight and equal to about 4

wood tracheids, the upper and lower walls strongly pitted, the terminal
walls straight or diagonal and apparently not pitted, the lateral walls
with simple, round or lenticTilar pits of medium size, 2-4, chiefly 2 per
tracheid. Bordered pits on the tangential walls of the summer
tracheids small and not numerous, those on the radial walls rather
large, round, or oval in one compact row, and generally numerous.

Tangential.—Fusiform rays rather numerous, short, the broad central tract with
thin-walled parenchyma chiefly broken out; the unequal terminals com-
posed of broad, oval cells chiefly in one row. Ordinary rays low to
medium, uniseriate, not materially contracted by the interspersed
tracheids; the parenchyma cells somewhat unequal and variable from
oblong (in the summer wood) to broad and oval or round (in the
sprini; wood).

• Possibly due to conditions of decay.
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In the collections of 1905, under number -—-^ , there were two impressions
od.

of cones which obviously represent a species of pine (PI. IT.)- They are entirely

free from associated foliage or other portions of the tree by means of which they

might be more fully determined and correlated with known species. Although
somewhat distorted by displacement of their matrix, their essential characters

are fairly' well preserved and may be described as follows:

—

Cones narrowly ovate or oblong ovate; the scales upwards of 1-1 cm. broad and
3 mm. thick at the upper ends, strongly and transversely keeled and terminatini; in

depressed, round or transversely elongated umbos without (?) prickles.

From the above description it is quite clear that the cones represent a

hard pine, and upon careful comparison with the excellent figures and descrip-

tions given by Sargent (55). it becomes apparent that they are nio=t direc-tlv

comparable with P. glabra among existing species.

Although the two localities for the stem and cones are not identical, they

represent the same horizon, and probably the same deposits, so that in view of

the essential relationship established above, it is probably justifiable to consider

that both cones and wood represent the same species. This view is strengthened

bv the fact that independent determinations brought the two to substantially the

the same species.

250

a, b, c, d,

f, h, i, k, 1, CUPRESSOXYLON MACEOCA&POIDES, Penh.
m, of 190:i.

In 1904 I described a new wood, found among the undescribed specimens in

the Peter Eedpath Museum, under the name of Cupressosylon macrocarpoides

(47), because of its striking resemblance to the existing Cupressiis maorocarpa,

with which it is possible it should be fully identified under the same name, but

of which it is to be regarded as the ancestral form in any event. These woods
were all recorded as from the Cretaceous formation near Medicine Hat, Alberta,

the precise locality being Twenty-Mile creek.

In the 1905 collection from the Kettle river, large numbers of specimens

representative of this tree were again met with, and in the main, they are much
better preserved. That this genus has already been recognized as an element

of both the Cretaceous and Tertiary floras, has been shown on former occasions,

and especially by the occurrence of C. dawsoni, Penh., in the Eocene of the

Great Valley and Porcupine Creek groups, as well as in the Cretaceous of the

South Saskatchewan, near Medicine Hat (47). This extended geological range

is quite in harmony with the idea that the genus as a whole is an old one, and

that the present species is ancestral to, if not in all respects identical with the

existing C. macrocarpa.
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250 ^^=-. Ulmus protoracemosa, n. sp.

Plates IV-VI.

This plant is represented by a single specimen of calcified wood, the structure

of which is fairly well preserved, chiefly with respect to the transverse section.

In the longitudinal sections the structure is so altered that many of the essential

details cannot be determined, and the final diagnosis must be deferred until

such time as more ample and more perfectly preserved material renders it possible

to draw it accurately. The provisional diagnosis nevertheless shows this wood
to be that of an elm. While the wood of this genus is not known in horizons

earlier than the Pleistocene, in which formation both U. americana and U.
racemosa are well recognized types, the present material affords the first definite

knowledge of the woody structure of a genus in formations where its leaves

have been known for some time. Among existing species this wood is probably

most nearly comparable with U. racemosa—a species which exhibits great struc-

tural variation along lines essentially parallel with those shown in the present

case. From the details of structure available, it is perhaps not unsafe to assert

that the resemblance is so close as to justify regarding the fossil as the prototype

of that species, and it is therefore named with reference to this fact. The diag-

nosis so far as obtained is as follows :

—

Ulmus protoracemosa, n. sp.

Transverse.—Growth rings very variable and with no obvious distinction of spring
and summer wood; in stems of rapid growth very broad and showinij
a gradation of vessels and wood parenchyma; in stems of slow growth
very narrow and more variable. Structure rather dense in the
greater portion of the ring; the wood cells medium, rather thick-
walled. Vessels of the spring wood medium, not very large, radially
oval or oblong and often so disposed as to be radially 2 seriate but
without thyloses; forming about i-i the thickness of the ring and
abruptly replaced by small vessels and wood parenchyma forming
email to medium tracts which are more or less distant and constantly
diminishing in size outwardly, sometimes forming diagonal or even
tangential series, the contained vessels often lying in radial series of
2-4. Medullary rays poorly defined but rather numerous and several
cells wide.

Radial.—Medullary ray cells all of one kind, straight, rather thin-walled with no
recognizable markings. Vessels short and broad, the radial walls
with multiseriate and chiefly hexagonal, bordered pits.

Tangential.—Eays numerous, low and broad, upwards of 4 cells wide and never
nniseriate. Vessels as in the radial section.

250-— of 1905. Ulmus protoamericana, n. sp.

Plate VII.

2.50
The specimens designated as —- represent another species of Ulmus in a

G
very perfect state of preservation which permits of drawing a diagnosis with

completeness. Whatever doubts may attach to the preceding species with respect
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to its relation to existing forms, there seems to be little or no room for denying
the relation of the present material to the existing American elm, of which it

is undoubtedly the ancestral form. The most prominent respect in which it

differs appears to be in the rather broad zone of vessels in the spring wood,
and the somewhat different form presented by the distribution of the wood
parenchyma in the summer wood. Both of these features are of a variable

character in the white elm and quite conformable to what is found in the fossil.

That both U. americana and U. racemosa should be represented in the same
formation by equivalent forms, is in no way surprising when we recall their

constant association in the Pleistocene and also in existing floras. There is

therefore no reason why the prototypes of these familiar species should not be

similarly associated in the early Tertiary. The diagnosis of this species is as

follows :

—

Ulmus protoamericaxa, n. sp.

Transverse.—Growth rings variable, often very narrow, with no obvious distinc-
tion between spring and summer wood except through the location of
the large vessels. Wood cells at first rather large and rather thin-
walled, soon reduced and passing somewhat gradually into small, thick-
walled cells at the outer limits of the growth ring, very variable and
unequal throughout, rarely disposed in radial rows, the structure dense.
Vessels at first large and prominent, often with round or oval, trans-
verlsely or more generally radially 2-3 seriate: forming a zone i to i
the thickness of the growth ring and abruptly followed b.T smaller vessels
with wood parenchyma which form tracts of variable extent, radially or
transversely extended, or more or less coalescent so as to form diagonal
tracts or tangential zones of indefinite extent; the parenchyma elements
within such tracts often consijicuously resinous. Medullary rays pro-
minent, numerous, upwards of i cells wide, sparingly resinous.

Radial.—Ray cells all of one kind, low and more or less contracted at the ends;
the upper and lower walls thin and not pitted; the terminal walls
sometimes thick and strongly pitted; the lateral walls without obvious
pits. Vessels of the spring wood broad and short, li to 2 times longer
than bro'id, the radial walls with multi&eriate, hexagonal pits with
large, transversely oblong pores; the smaller vessels fibrous, but with
similar construction, the pits often reduced to a single row; thyloses
of the large vessels often strongly developed, but more or less strictly
localized.

Tangential.—Eays numerous, medium, upwards of 4 cells wide; the small, rounded-
hexagonal cells forming a dense structure. Vessels as in the radial
section.

2.50— of 1903. Ulmus columbuna, n. sp.
c

Plate Vm.
Among the woods represented in the collections of 1903, was a specimen

believed to be a new species of Rhamnacinium, and provisionally referred to that
2.")0

genus under the number— . A more critical examination proves it to be an
c

elm of a type not readily assignable to any known species. Its diagnosis is as

follows :

—
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Transverse—Growth rings rather broad and well defined. Tracheids not very
thick-walled, gradually passing into a thin and poorly defined limiting
zone upwards of 8 tracheids thick. Medullary rays numerous, 1-4 cells

wide, resinous, distant chiefly one but sometimes three rows of vessels.

Vessels oval or round, more or less in radial rows, radially 1-5 seriate

or sometimes tangentially 2 seriate; the larger vessels occupying a zone
of variable width in the spring wood and often preceded by a series of

smaller vessels, more or less abruptly diminishing and becoming more
scattering toward the summer wood where they form more or less scat-

tering groups or finally become merged with the wood parenchyma. Wood
parenchyma very variable and often apparently wanting, but when pro-

minent surrounding groups of vessels or forming isolated and commonly
tangentially disposed tracts of variable size near the outer limits of the
growth ring.

Radial.—Vessels short and commonly broad, the hexagonal, multiseriate pits with
transversely slit-like pores. Medullary rays numerous and medium to

rather high, the cells all of one kind though often much shortened; the
upper and lower walls rather thin, or in the short cells thick and
much pitted ; the lateral walls multiporous when contiguous to vessels.

Vessels of the medullary sheath spiral and scalariform, the adjacent
parenchyma filled with starch. Wood parenchyma cells about eight
times longer than broad.

Tangential.—Rays of two kinds ; the uniseriate rays low, inconspicuous, not numerous

;

the multiseriate rays numerous, resinous, lenticular, upwards of 5 cells

wide, the terminals not prolonged, the cells all of one kind and chiefly

thin-walled.

1007
;

—

^r- lof 1905. Exogenous wood. Undeterminable.
1, 2a

This number represents two fragments of wood a few centimetres square.

One is a separate fragment, carbonized throughout and evidently a piece of

exogenous wood. The other fragment, still adherent to the original matrix, is

about 2-3 mm. thick, fully carbonized, and showing both growth rings and
medullary rays. The material is too friable and too fully carbonized to make
sections possible.

—-:: of 1905. Phraqmites, sp.

Two fragmentary specimens of very imperfect leaves which cannot be

referred to anything more definite than Phragmites.

1007 ,
-p:— of 1905. POTAMOGETON, sp.
ie

Among the small fragments embedded in the general matrix of specimens
from locality 1007, there were noticed several small, oval bodies, evidently of a

composite character and very suggestive of the fruit of a Carex or one of the

Naiadaceie. Upon critical examination the conclusion was reached that they
belonged to the latter family, of which Potamogeton was found to be the genus
presenting the most favourable basis for comparison. From that point of view
they were found to compare closely with such species as P. mysticus, P. confer-

voides, P. obtnsifolius, P. vaseyi, or P. diversifolius, being most directly related

in point of size, form and variations with P. obtusifolius. The entire absence
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of foliage makes it impossible to correlate it any more definitely with existing

species, and it is therefore unwise at present to assign any specific name.
A review of the American history of this genus shows that on the whole,

it has heretofore been recognized chiefly with respect to the Pleistocene forma-
tion, in which Penhallow (48, 49), ami Dawson (6,75) have recorded a number
of species represented by their foliage. Knowlton (25) has similarly recorded

the genus as occurring in the glacial deposits of West Virginia, but in all of

these cases the plants found may be directly correlated with existing species.

Lesquereux (42, 142, pi. xxiii., f. 5— 6) has recorded the existence of Potamoge-
ton in the Green River group at Florissant, Colorado, where two species are

recognized: the one, P. verticillatus, Lesq., being known by its leaves only; the

other, P. geniculatu's, Al. Br., being known through both fruit and leaves. There

is, therefore, no substantial reason for questioning the character of the fruits

as described in the present instance.

—-— of 1905. Ulmus, sp.
o

An undeterminable species of elm, represented by a fragment of a leaf,

showing nothing but venation, and probably referable to one of the woods of

the same genus described.

—^ of 1905. Betula, sp.

This specimen embraces three fruit bodies, two of which are but imperfectly

represented, while the third shows a perfect, oval form, 4x8 mm., with well

defined scales. It is a small cone, representing the fruit of Betula, possibly

250
the same as -;— . On the same slab are various fragments of stems, more or

Ic

less carbonized. These are several centimetres long and upwards of more than a

centimetre in width. Their character cannot be determined, but they apparently

represent small branches of some woody exogen, possibly of Betula itself.

—^j— of 1905. Taxodium distichum.

The only representative of this genus is to be foiind in a portion of the

male inflorescence, about 4-7 cm. long. The central axis is rather stout and it

bears several well-defined inflorescences, together with one or two which are

detached. These latter show the characteristic features of the male flowers of

Taxodium, as already recognized by Knowlton (34), iu specimens derived from

the ilascall Beds of the John Day Basin (U. Ifioeene) of Oregon.

OEETACEOVS.

Leaves of Endogens.

The only specimen under number 1433 showed on one side, two small frag-

ments of leaves which, from their obviously parallel venation, are to be regarded
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as belonging to some endogenous plant, the nature of which eoiild not be deter-

mined.

Pixus, sp.

On the opposite side of 1433 ,i? a single leaf of a pine. The same leaves

1428 ^ 1428
, ,

again appear m specimen . In —there is a seed (Fig. 1) which appears
5 3

/

\

\

\

Klii. 1. Pirnis sp. A seed, probably of a piuf. 4.

to be that of a pine, though the impression is not a very good one, and it may
belong to the same species as the leaves just referred to.

1428 ^ „ ,
. GlEICHEXU GILBERT-THOilPSOXI, i Ont.

Plate IX.

Among the collections of 1905 there were a large number of fragments of

various sizes, from locality 1428, representing the bipinnate frond of a fern.

In a few instances these were so large and complete as to permit of a ready

recognition of all the essential characteristics. The description obtained from

these latter is as follows:

—

Frond tivioe pinnate; the rachis upwards of 7 mm. broad; pinnse 1-3 cm. distant

and widely spreading at angles of 76°-90°, the latter apparently the result of displace-

ment, upwards of more than 10 cm. in length; the rachis 0-5 mm. broad and very
slender, linear, 11 mm. broad at the base and above the middle gradually tapering
toward the apex which is not shown; in the longest, 6 mm. broad at a distance of 10

cm. from the base. Pinnules crowded but not strictly contiguous, distinct, attached
by the full width of the broad base; not decurrent; 5 mm. long and 2-5 mm. wide;
oblong, abruptly rounded at the broad apex cr more rarely triangular and obtuse as

the result of dryins before burial; at first horizontal or at an angle of 89°, gradually
ascending and toward the apex becoming 65°; terminal pinnules not represented in any
of the specimens ; venation simple with free and submarginal terminations ; sori not
represented.

This plant belongs to the genus Pecopteris, which Brongniart established

in 1828. To it he assigned a large number of related species ranging from the
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Carboniferous to the Permian, while more recently it has come to include species

from the Mesozoic and even from the early Tertiary. It is therefore foimd
that through a well definetl series of related specific types, the genus, which is

recognized as a very old one, is directly connected with existing types to be
found iu the Gleieheniaceie, and particularly in the genus Gleichenia, as already

shown by Potonie, who nevertheless retains Brongniart's original name
(54. 53). Tlie former practice of adopting one name for fossils and anotlir-r

for recent forms when the two are recognized to have generic identity does not

rest upon a sound basis, nor is it conducive to that nomenclatural simplification

which is a great desideratum at the present time. It rather tends to perpetuate

and emphasize the ancient idea of the radical difference between extinct and
existing types, instead of directing attention toward a progressive development
of related forms. There is, therefore, no real reason why the genus Pecopteris

should not be known in the future as Gleichenia, to which the various species

in reality belong, and our future practice will conform to this view, in accordance

with that already instituted by Heer in 1S75, (35: III., p. 44. pi. iv., v., vi.. vii.),

who relegates to that genus all species of the type represented by the present

specimen.

In endeavoring to institute comparison with other specimens from nearly

related horizons, it appears that no representative of this plant is to be found
in the collections of the Peter Eedpath Museum, where the most recent horizon

in which any Pecopteris appears is the Upper Cretaceous. A specimen to which

no specific name has been assigned, was collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson, from

the Upper Cretaceous of Baynes Sotmd, B.C. This may possibly be the same

as a s[}ecies which Sir William Dawson recognized (8) in the material collected

by Mr. James Richardson, from Hornby Island, B.C., in 1872, and which he

regarded as closely approaching P. phillipsi of the English Oolite, but to which

he gave no name on account of the absence of venation.

Dawson (5) has sliown that Pecopteris browniana, Dunker, occurs in the

Kootanie Series, and, as originally noted by Newberry (44), it also occurs at

Great Falls, Montana; but since this species has now been definitely transferred

to the genus Cyathites, it is excluded from further consideration. Of the thirteen

species of Pecopteris enumerated by Knowlton (37), all except one may be

readily excluded from the present case by reason of their marked differences

in the character of the foliage.

Upon comparison with the European forms recorded by Brongniart (4L
a very striking resemblance is observed to exist between our present specimens

and P. arborescens. This latter is characterized by having ' Pinna, 1 cm. long

Bnd 6 mm. broad at the base, at first linear but then gradually and uniformly

tapering toward the apex from above the middle; pinnules, 3 mm. x 1-5 mm.'

While a careful comparison of the two specimens shows a remarkable resem-

blance, it is to be noted that the one now under special consideration is much
the larger, a feature which constitutes the chief and most essential difference.

Furthermore, P. arborescens is a Carboniferous type from St. Etienne, and

1 am not aware that it has been definitely observed in any later formation.
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While, therefore, it is not altogether possible to establish specific identity between

the two, there is little reason to doubt that G. gilbert-thompsoni is the modern
representative of P. arborescens.

Directing comparisons to Tertiary forms, it is found that the genus is but
sparingly represented in that age. Pecopteris torellii of Heer, is an element of

the Eocene flora of TJnga island (42), while it is also common to the iliooene

of the island of Saghalien (21), but as this plant can no longer be regarded as

one of the Gleicheniace*. but rather, as Lesquereux points out, a true Osmunds,
it must be excluded from further discussion in this connection.

Perhaps the nearest representative of this type is to be found in Gleichenia

zippei, Heer, from the Kome beds of Greenland (35: p. 44, pi. iv., v., vi.. vii.).

While there is a general resemblance which unquestionably brings the two
into generic relation, there are important differences in the length and shape

of the pinnules which definitely establish a specific difference.

We are thus brought to a comparison with the geologically most recent

of all known species—^P. sepulta, Newb. This plant was described by Newberry
in 1SS2 (45) as having been obtained from the Eocene of Green river, Wyoming.
No figure is given, but the description shows the pinnules to be confluent, united

by one-third of their length, slightly curved upward and flabellate on the upper

side.

It is thus clear that P. sepulta is not even remotely related to the one under
discussion, and from the evidence collected, the latter must be regarded as

altogether a new one, for which a definite name is demanded. But since the

above was written, a copy of Ward's latest contribution to our knowledge of the

Mesozoic flora has come to hand (57:616), and in this way my attention was at

once drawn to a description and figures of Gleichenia gilbert-thompsoni, as

originally described by Fontaine, as being at least closely similar to the Skagit

river specimen. Unfortunately, Ward gives no detailed description of this speci-

men, a fault which equally applies to most of the other specimens dealt with,

and one is obliged to rely wholly upon the figure which, fortunately, is most
excellent and apparently of normal scale. Careful measurements of the figure

give the following diagnosis :—

-

Frond twice pinnate: pinnse 1—1-2 cm. distant and inserted at angles of
55°—60°, more than 6-5 cm. long and linear within that limit, 11 mm. broad.

Pinnules crowded, more or less contiguous but wholly distinct, attached by the

full width of the broad base; not decurrent; 6 mm. long and 3.5 mm. wide;

oblong-linear and abruptly rounded at the broad apex; inserted at angles ranging

from 67°—90°, with intermediate variations resulting from displacement; only

the central midrib shown.

A comparison of this diagnosis with that for the Pasayten river specimen

will at once show that the only essential difference between the two lies in the

size of the pinnules— a difference which may well belong to different parts of

the same frond. It is thus possible to conclude that our specimen is identical

with Fontaine's species.
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1428 . . , ,. ,

In the collection of 1905, number — comprises a number of linear frag-

ments devoid of structure or surface markings, though sometimes giving evidence

of the presence of vascular bundles in the interior, and rarely showing a some-

what carbonized surface. They are always associated with fronds of Gleichenia

gilbert-thompsoni, and there is every reason for regarding them as fragments

of the stipes of that species. It is also found upon comparison, that they are

identical with similar fragments contained in the collections of 1903 and desig-

471 . In the preliminary report upon that material, these specimens
nated as, ,

1-13

were referred to as ' representing portions from the rachis of a fern,' but owing

to lack of sufficient evidence, regarded as ' essentially of no value for stratigra-

phical purposes.' Close comparison with the remains of C. gilbert-thompsoni,

not only confirms this conclusion, but enables us to draw the further inference

that the^y are probably parts of the same plant.

Specimens 1436 of the 1905 collections, show a single instance of short

fragments which are also to be referred in a similar way to some fern of which

they are parts of the rachis, and the conclusion is justified that they are identical

142"S
with 471 of 1903, and of the 1905 collections.

1430 _,
Gleicheni.4, sp.

2

A single specimen, under number 1430, shows a fragment of a bipinnate

fern frond, which is unquestionably a Gleichenia, conforming to the following

description :

—

Pinnse alternate, 5 mm. broad, linear and distant 5 mm. and approximate or

slightly overlapping, more than 4-5 cm. long, the apex unknown, uniformly inserted

upon the rachis at an angle of 82°; pinnules alternate, ovate, unequal and crowded

with the margins somewhat overlapping, the apex round-obtuse, the broad base dis-

tinctly rounded, the midrib usually at an angle of 55° with the rachis of the pinna.

The very imperfectly preserved form of this specimen, and the fact that only

one fragment is available, makes the present determination open to some ques-

tion, and under these circumstances it does not seem expedient to supply a

specific name. So far as it is possible to reach a final conclusion, this plant

appears to approximate closely to the European Pecopteris sulziana of Brong-

niart (4: pi. 105, f. 4*), which differs from it in the shorter and more rounded

pinnules attached throughout the full extent of the very broad base, their equal

form and an angle of 75°. They resemble one another with respect to the

intervals between the pinnse (5 mm.) and in the proximate, slightly overlapping

pinnules. It is therefore possible that P. sulziana is. the ancestral form of the

one now under consideration.
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1430

IF""
Cladophlebis skagitensis, n. sp.

This species is represented by several fragments of fronds,

the largest of which is 5-5 cm. long and 15 cm. broad in its

complete state, but none of the fragments are altogether satisfactory

for purposes of description. The following description has been
obtained :

—

Pinnules distinct, somewhat falcate, 6 mm. broad at the base and
7 mm. long, inserted on a rachis 1-5 mm. broad, the apes acute.

During the past year I have had occasion to recognize several

species of Cladophlebis from the Kootanie of the Crowsnest Coal

Fields at Michel Station, and from the Lower Cretaceous of the

Nordenskiold river, but the present specimen is not comparable

with any of them (1). In 1893 Sir William Dawson recorded a

fern from the Upper Cretaceous of Vancouver island, under the

name of Cladophlebis Columbiana, but there is no groimd for com-
parison here, for the reason that the plant so named can hardly

be regarded aa a Cladophlebis at all, and upon this point Sir Wil-

liam Dawson himself expressed doubt (12). A verj- close resemblance is to be

noted between this plant and Fontaine's C. virginiensis (19). The chief, and
perhaps the only difference, is the one of size, and it may be that they should

be regarded as identical, but for the present it seems better to adopt a provisional

name for the British Columbia specimen, which is, therefore, called C. skagi-

tensis.

Fig. 2.

Cladophlebis
skagitensis,

n. sp. X 1/1.

1430

7,8

Number
1430

ASPIDIUM FREDERICKSBURGENSE, Font.

embraces nimierous fragments of a bi-pinnate frond, showing

only a portion of the termination of the pinna in each case. The form of the

pinnules varies somewhat greatly and presents numerous gradations between

the two extremes precisly as in Fontaine's Aspidiiim fredericksburgense, which
this plant undoubtedly is. This species, originally described by Fontaine from
the Potomac Formation at Fredericksburg, Virginia (19), has since then been

recognized by Dawson (5) in the early Cretaceous at Anthracite, B.C. It will

be readily recognized that so strongly defined a Lower Cretaceous type as this is,

must have special value in determining the horizon in which it may be found.
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1430

^^^

Nn.SO.MA PASAYTEXSIS, n. sp.

"^1^

Fu;. 3. Nilsoiiia pasaytensis, n. sp. •< 1/1.

Number —':— embraces two small specimens, each of wliich represents a

single pinnule of a compound leaf, attached to a strong rachis. Each pinnule

is approximately triangular in outline, with a broad base and a somewhat narrow

though obtuse apex. The margin is entire and the whole organ is transversed

by prominent and parallel nerves about 1.5-2 per mm., which extend

from the base to the apex. This species is quite distinct from anything hitherto

described from Canadian localities, although Dawson (9) published a new species

from the Fpper Cretaceous of Baynes Sound, Vancouver island, but from the

published figures which show a larger plant with a very different form of pinnule,

there would seem to be no connection between the two.

In Ward's most recent contribution to the Mesozoic flora of North
America, he publishes a description and figures of a species of Nilsonia from

Thompson creek, Douglas County, Oregon. This he identifies with N. nip-

ponensis, which \'okoyama had previously described from Japan, and which

Ward thinks may be also comparable with various Jurassic species from Siberia,

which Heer has described imder the names of Peterophyllum and Anomozamites

(57: p. 94. pi. xvii, f. S-10). On comparinar our specimen with those figured by
Ward, a very striking resemblance is to be noted with respect to individual

pinnules, but it is to be observed that within the limits of the same leaf, the

pinnules show a somewhat wide variation of such a nature that taken indivi-

dually, several species might be made from the parts of one leaf. It is, there-

fore, quite possible that our specimens are really representative of N, nip-

ponensis, but as such a conclusion is not wholly justified by the nature of the

material now in hand, it is thought that a separate name to be employed

tentatively, woiild be altogether more appropriate, and it has, therefore, been

named with respect to the locality from which it was derived.

1430 ^ _
, Cycadites unjiga, Dn.

Under number are included several fragments of pinnate leaves with

strong and rigid, linear and conspicuously nerved pinnte giren off from the main
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rachis at angles of 65° to 70°. The angles thus indicated deviate somewhat from
those given by Dawson (9) in his description of Cyeadites unjiga, but iu this

species, as in C. confertus, Murr., from the Jurassic of India, it is obvious that
the angles of the pinnae cannot be relied upon for diagnostic purposes, because
of the positions assumed as the result of displacement. A careful comparison
with the original text shows that if the angles are to be relied upon, the des-

criptive text is to be taken as erroneous and should be recast. Both Dawson's
specimens and those now under consideration, are closely comparable with C.

pungens, Lesq. (43), from the Dakota Group, and it is altogether probable that

future comparisons upon the basis of more complete material, wiU show them to

be identical.

471
In the 1903 collections, several ispecimens represented by t!he numbers-

Glyptosteobus kurop^eus ? (Brongn.), Heer.

14b, 1.5a, 16

show pyritized fragments of leares occasionally with a strong midrib, were
originally determined as representing the pinme of a Cycad. This they no doubt

are, and it may now be assumed that they represent the same species as of the

1905 collections.

1428

One specimen only, showing a small fragment of a leafy branch.

1428
. Sales perplexa, Knowl. (?).

A single specimen representing the lower three-fourths of a leaf, appears to

be identical with Knowlton's Salix perplexa (34). The chief difficulty in this

comparison is to be found in the fact that this species was derived from the Mas-

call Beds of the John Day Basin at Van Home's Eanch, and it is therefore of

Miocene age, being known in no other horizon. This reference must therefore

be taken with reservation.

1430 -a -cr
. PopuiiUS CYCL0PHYLL.4, Heer.

n

One leaf only, represented by a very imperfect and badly crumpled frag-

ment, which makes definite identification very difficult. If correctly determined,

the present specimen finds its representative in the Dakota Group of Nebraska,

etc., (46).

25a—vol. iii—53
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1430

11

l-^

Fio. 4.

Myrica
serrata,

n. sp. X 1/1.

1430

6

.MM!1(A SKUHATA, n. ~|i.

This genus is represented by two fragments of leaves of the

i;i'iUTnlizo(l t.V)i(> im'si'iiti'J hy M. toi'i'oyi. ].e-<q. (56: pi. xl., f. 4).

but much smaller, more sharply and regularly dentate, and thus

more nearly approaching M. scottii of Lesquereux, as figured by
Knowlton, from the Laramie of the Yellowstone National Park
(34: pi. Ixxxiv, f. (i), tixuigli it cim liMrdly lie said to cuufdriii a-

well to Lesquereux' original description and figure based upon
specimen^ from the Oreen River Gronii at Florissant. Colorado

(12; p. 147, pi. xxxii, f. 17-lS). Tt has thus been considered desir-

alilc to designate it hv a ilistiuctivc name.

Qlf.kcus FLKxros.s, Newo. (0-

Several poorly preserved fragments of leaves, appear to be identical with

Newberry's Querpus flexuosa (46: p. 74. xix, f. 4-1)). from the Cretaceous of

the Puget Sound group at Chuckanutz, Washington.

1430
Qlehcis frtRiACEA, ITewb.

This number embraces several small leaves nearly entire; fragments show-

ing the entire margin, form and characteristic venation of Quercus coriacea

:

also one specimen with three nearly complete leaves in situ. These all agree

fully with Newberry's figures and descriptions (46: p. 73, pi. xix, f, 1-:.) of the

species which are originally obtained from the Puget Sound Group at Chu-

ckanutz, Washington.

1430

4, 10
S.\I<!<AK1!AS CUKTAl KIM, Xowl

This species is represented by two fragments of leaves, the one showing the

characteristic venation, the other showing the divergence of the principal veins

at the base of the blade. This siiecies has been described by Newberry (46) as

a recognized element of the flora of the Dakota Group.

471

71-32"
Endooknols i.eavks.

Pyritized leaves of various widths upwards of 1^ mm., apparently represent-

ing some endogenous plant.
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1430
Flil IT (IK AN EM)(:KN ?

Fig. 5. L)orstenia? sp.

1430
Number —

^
— represents a single specimen of unrecognizable character, but

1 o

apparently a broad fruit which answers to the following description :

—

Peduncle 1 mm. broad and 8 mm. long, bearing at its upper end a broad, four-sided
disc 12 mm. at the base, € mm. wide at the summit and 8 mm. high, without structural
markings of any kind except a finely granulated surface strongly suggestive of the
presence of small seeds or akenes. While the observed form may have been derived
from crushing, the entire aspect of the specimen, together with the granulated sur-
face, strongly suggests a fruit of the type of Dorstenia.

If the suggestion thus indicated may be relied upon, it would harmonize

with the very general occurrence of representatives of the Urticacese in Creta-

ceous formations, such as nuius, Ficus, etc. The specimen raight be referred

provisionally to Dorstenia.

U28
TjNDETERSirN-.^BLE.

Several specimens under number
1428

show fragments of dichotomously

branching remains which cannot be satisfactorily correlated with any known
species. They strongly suggest a variety of well-known forms, including

Hymenopteris, Czekanowskia, Baieropsis, Potamogeton and Xaias, with none of

\\-hich a satisfactory relation can be established; and upon carefid consideration

25a—^vol. iii—53J
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and comparison, the conclusion has been reached that they represent the larger
veins of exogenous leaves, possibly of the type of Platanus, which have become
skeletonized and broken up, thus leaving the peculiar fragments observed. This
ccnclueion will satisfactorily meet all requirements.

Summary and General Conclusion.

In summarizing the foregoing results it is hoped to answer more or less

completely, several questions which have been raised as to the age of the deposits

in which the fossils occur. The precise nature of these problems ma.y be best

understood by quoting from the original letters of transmittal and information,

to the effect that ' Nos. 1428, 1430, 1433 and 1436 were collected from a large

area of what has always been known as Lower Cretaceous, occurring at the

Boundary (49th Parallel) Line between the Pasayten and Skagit rivers. There
seems to be at least 28,000 feet of this series altogether, and it appears to

correlate with the Shasta-Chico Series. 1 am particularly anxious to know
whether 1428 is older than 1430 in its facies, and still more to know whether
both are reaHy Cretaceous.' And later, in answer to questions as to the relative

positions of 1428—1436 of the 1905 collection, and 47] of the 1903 collection,

the reply was that ' The locality of No. 471 is about one hundred and twenty

.
miles east of that of 1428—1436 ; the former near to Eossland, the latter on the

summit of the Cascade mountains. The age of the Rossland voleanics and of

the ash beds or sediments in which these obscure 471 specimens occur, is not at

all understood, and I was hoping for some indication as to whether these rocks

are even later than Palaeozoic. The two occurrences are completely separate in

geological and geographical relations, but there is no good reason why both

should not be Cretaceous.'

In discussing the regional distribution of the various collections, the,y may
be divided conveniently for geological purposes, into two groups. Within the

first are embraced Nos. 250, 1001, 1007, and 271. Specimens were taken from
locality i250 on two separatp oceasinus, i.e., in 1902, and again in 1905. In 1905
also, collections were made from localities 1001 and 1007, both of which are on
the Kettle river and near to No. 250; while locality 371 of the 1903 collection

was on an affluent of the Kettle river. The proximity of these various collections

enables us to consider them essentially identical, and the plants derived from
them will be treated as of one flora.

In this connection it will be worth while to recall previous determinations

of plants from the Red Deer river, from the Similkameen valley, from Quilchena

and from Coutlee. All of these floras will have to be compared with one another

and with that of the Skagit river [Pasayten river] ; in consequence it should be

kept in mind that, with the exception of the first, all of these localities fall within

the limits of the Kamloops sheet, within which area Dr. George Dawson has

shown that the Tertiary formation shows ' two well marked horizons of stratified

deposits.' and with respect to the causes giving rise to them, ' it is probable that

the Similkameen beds maj^ correspond in time with one or other of these
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horizons, and their appearance and mode of occurrence accords best with the

hypothesis that of these two they represent the lower or Coldwater horizon, but
for the present this correlation stands merely as a probable conjecture.'

(16: p. 75B0
An enumeration of the various types of plants found in the localities indica-

ted by the above numbers, gives the following:

—

'

Taxodium distichum Leafy branch.

Cupressoxylon maerocarpoides Wood.
Picea columhiensis Wood.
Cyperacites haydenii

Cyperacites, sp

Phragmites, sp

Betula, sp Fruit.

Ulmus protoracemosa Wood.
Ulmus protoamericana Wood.
Ulmus Columbiana Wood.
Ulmus, sp Leaf.

Potamogeton, sp Fruit and leaves.

Fern stipes

Exogenous wood
Undeterminable fragments of leaves

Pinus Columbiana Wood.

This flora represents a remarkable preponderance of woods, several of which
are entirely new, and in such cases previous knowledge cannot be utilized as

an indication of the horizon they represent. There are, nevertheless, certain

well defined forms of known value, and these will serve as a means of determin-

ing the horizon in connection with the general facies of the entire flora. From
the list, we may nevertlieless exclude the fern stipes, the exogenous wood and
the undeterminable leaves as throwing no light whatever upon the problems
before us.

The genus Picea, although somewhat sparingly known in the fossil state,

is. nevertheless, found to be distributed through a rather wide range of horizons.

It is a well recognized and rather abundant element of the Pleistocene flora,

in which several existing species are represented by both wood and leaves (48),

Similarly also, Knowlton (38: p. 215) has shown that existing species are still

undergoing deposition wherever local glaciation is in progress. Picea quilchen-

ensis, Penh., has been recognized somewhat recently in the Oligocene of the

Quilchena basin, British r'nlmiibia (1), but as the plant is represented solely

by its leaves, it is impossible to determine its precise relation to other fossil

forms, although the character of the foliage offers a suggestion that it may be
related to the existing P. breweriana or P. sitchensis. More recently. Berry

(3) has determined the extension of the genus into the Upper Cretaceous forma-
tion of New Jersey. In the Cliffwood clays he has found beautifully preserved

eenes which he regards as representing a species comparable with the existing

P. excelsa.
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Til 11I04 Knowlton recorded the occurrence of a Picea in the Upper Eocene

deposits at Kiikak bay. Alaska, (33). This plant, which he de'iirnates as P.

harrimani, is represented by its cofies only, hut these ai-e in a fine state of

preservation and permit of the inference that it most nearly resembles P.

sitchensis among existing species.

The present evidence shows our knowledge of Picea in the fossil state to

be based upon the wood chiefl.v, though to some extent upon the cones as repre-

senting three si>ecies within the limits of the United States and Alaska, but

as these latter are in no way related species, they furnish no very precise basis

for conclusions respecting the geological age of the horizon from which P.

columbiensis has been derived. While our present limited knowledge of the

genus leads us to believe that it should be looked for in the early Cretaceous at

least, its present aspect is definitely Tertiary and chiefly Eocene.

Cupressoxylon was first recognized by Penhallow (47^ in the C'retacoous

formation of Medicine Hat, where the wood was found in abundance. Its more

recent apix^arance in the dellOsit^; of the Kettle river, where it is also found in the

form of wood, gives somewhat conclusive evidence of the wider range of distri-

bution of some of our existing species. This is wholly in accord with the general

geological history of the genus, since it is found that under whatever specific

name it may be recorded, it ranges from the Lower Cretaceous to the Eocene,

a distribution which is not essentially afltected by the fact that at least some of

the species now assigned to the provisional genus Cupressinoxylon. may more

properly belong to Sequoia. At the same time, since C. macrocarpoides occurs

in a well recognized Cretaceous deposit, as well as in those of the Kettle river,

it is clear that it cannot be held to be representative in any exclusive sense,

CI any particular age, and all we can say of it at the present time is, that it

ranges from the Upper Cretaceous upward.

The genus Taxodium is a very cosmopolitan one, having a very wide range

in geological time. Indeed, it may be said to exhibit an almost unbroken con-

tinuity of occurrence from the Kootanie and Potomac formations, through the

Cretaceous to the Miocene Tertiary, and evento more recent deposits, where it

connects directly with the existing species of Bald Cypress. The history of

Taxodium distichum mioeeuum as origiuall.v defined by Heer, but as now com-

monly designated by the name Taxodium distichum, affords simply an instruc-

tive illustration of the relation of special types to particular horizons, a relation

made all the more instructive because of the generally associated Taxodium

occidentale and G1^^5tostrobus europanis. T. occidentale is a species of murli

more restricted distribution, but it is a well defined Tertiary type.

Lesquereux (42: p. 223), Newberry (46: V- 22), and Dawson (10: p. Til),

have all shown Taxodium distichum to be a constituent of both the iliocene

and Eocene Floras; while the more recent determination* of Penhallow (1: pp.

7 and '8) have proved it to be a component of the Oligocene at Quilehena and

Coutlee, British Columbia, and those of Knowlton (34: p. 27), that it is ;i

feature of the Upper Miocene of the John Day Basin, Oregon, It is neverthe-

less true, as shown b.v Penhallow, that this species is also a well recognized
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feature of the Paskapoo series of tlie Red Deer river (1: pp. 9 and 51. p. •")!).

as well as of the Lignite Tertiary of the Porcupine Creek and Great Valley

group in the western portions of Canada (52: p. 36). Eecognizing the force of

the generalization of Sir William Dawson (14: iv., 73) to the effect that the

Miocene of Greenland, Spitzbergen and Alaska, as formerly regarded by Heer,

is in reality identical with the Fort Union of the United States, a view more
recently stated and adopted by Knowlton (38: p. 2iO) and now universally

admitted, it now becomes possible to recognize the fact that the numerous

instances of the occurrence of this tree in Spitzbergen (22: p. 57), Grinnell

Land (24: p. 23). Siberia (25: n. 33), Saghalien (13: p. 22). Alaska (39: p. 378

and 51: p. 214), as well as in Greenland itself (23: p. 60; 26: p. 9; 28: p. 463,

and 29: p. 89), give unquestionable proof of its wide spread and abundant occur-

rence throughout the Eocene of America as well as of Europe. While, therefore,

it is a form essentially typical of both the Eocene and Miocene, its greater

abundance in the former implies a vigor of development which it appears to

have lost in more recent times, although this does not of necessity permit

us to conclude that its presence in a given horizon is more indicative of the

one age than the other, a relation which must be finally established by collateral

evidence.

Pinus Columbiana does not, in itself, afford decisive evidence as to the

nature of the horizon from which it comes, but a review of the distribution

of the genus Pinus as now known may serve to suggest a reasonable conclusion.

The genu;^ Pinur. a> given by Knowlton (37), embraces nineteen species,

most of which are defined specifically, ranging from the Dakota group through

the Cretaceous and Tertiary to the Pleistocene, where they become identified

with existing species. But to these we may add six species of Pityoxylon. some

of which are of LTpper Cretaceous age, but most of which are Tertiary forms

most largely represented in the Eocene. More recently, Knowlton (35) has

also recognized the occurrence of the wood of Pityoxylon aldersoni and P. ame-

thystinum in the Upper Miocene of the Yellowstone National Park, while on

the other hand a recent publication by Ward has brought to light Pinus leei.

Font, (57: p. .570), from the older Potomac Formation of Virginia, a case

which parallels that recorded by Heer of P. crameri, Heer, from the Kome beds

of Greenland. While some of the species of Pinus thus referred to are recog-

nizable through their wood structure, many others are known only through their

foliage, and, although these latter are designated by distinctive names, it is not

altogether certain that they are specifically distinct or that they are different from

species represented by other remains with which it is at present impossible to

identify them. A very large number of known species are represented wholly

by seeds, and this is particularly true of the numerous species which Heer

describes from the Eocene of Greenland and other Polar regions (22: Vols.

, L-VII.). Inasmuch as such seeds are representative of the fruit, they may
be directly connected with the cones, which are the chief means of recognizing

several species. Fontaine's Pinus leei from the Older Potomac of Virginia, as

described by Ward (57: p. 570), is thus distinguished, but it is to be observed
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that such remains become far more abundant and characteristic in the Tertiary,

where thejy are not infrequently preserved in a very perfect manner. This is

eminently true of P. baileyi, Gard., and P. plutonis, Gard., as recorded by
Starkie Gardner from the Palady beds of Ireland; or P. macluri, Heer, as

recorded by Heer (22; p. vii.), from the Eocene of Greenland. The same is

likewise true of several species which Knowlton records from the Laramie of the

Yellowstone National Park (35), and of P. ilorissanti, Lesq., v,-hich Lesquereux

described from the Green River group (42: ii. 138). Some of these cones show
decided relations to existing species, which is also true of P. Columbiana, but
the latter cannot be compared with any of the other fossil cones now known, and
it therefore stands wholly by itself.

The general weight of evidence brought forward by the above analysis,

would seem to indicate that while the genus Pinus may extend into the Creta-

ceous, it is essentially a Tertiary type, the chief aspects of which are Eocene,

rnd it is to this horizon that P. Columbiana probably belongs.

The genus Ulmus possesses peculiar significance in the present instance,

not only because there are three well defined new species represented by their

wood and one undefined species represented by a fragment of a leaf, but also

because the genus as at present known, bears a definite relation to geological

age. Ulmophyllum is a well recognized Cretaceous type which is chiefly found

iu the Potomac Formation, although it is also known to the Upper Cretaceous

of Vancouver islnnd (5) ; but T'lniites and T'lmiis are confined to the Tert':iry

where they range from the Eocene to the Pleistocene, and become identified

with existing species. An inspection of present records shows that out of nine-

teen Tertiary species, twelve are of Eocene age, while only seven are of Eocene

and Miocene age, and that out of these latter only five are strictly Miocene.

From this we maj' draw the inference that the genus Ulmus is essentially an

Eocene type, and our four species from the Kettle river may also be interpreted

in that sense.

The poorly defined species of Betula from the Kettle river afford veiy little,

if anything, in the way of a reliable basis for age determinations. While the

genus Betulites is a well defined Cretaceous one, being especially characteristic

of the Dakota group, we nevertheless also find Betula beatriciana, Lesq., in the

same horizon (42: p. 36), while B. perantiqua, Dn., occurs in the Upper Cre-

taceous of Baynes sound (9), and yet another not specifically defined is met with

in the Upper Cretaceous of Vancouver island (8). Knowlton enumerates (37)

not less than nineteen, while Ward (56) gives seven Tertiary species out of a

total of fifteen. As, furthermore, eighteen out of these twenty-six species are

distinctly Eocene, it may be concluded that in the absence of definite evidence

to the contrary, any large representation of the genus would give to the flora,

faeies of a distinctly Eocene character.

Cyperacites haydenii, Lesq., which occurs in the Kettle River flora, and

which was originally described from the Green River group (42: p. liO), serves

tc definitely indicate the probable age of the flora now under discussion. This
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conclusion is emphasized by the fact that the somewhat large number of species

originally described by Heer (26: 46, 52). from Greenland and Spitzbergen.

are all of Eocene age. Of these latter, Cyperacites paucinervis, Heer., is also

found in the Eocene of Vancouver island (13: iv. 144). In the enumeration

of the fossil flora of the Yellowstone Xational Park, Knowlton (35: p. 779)

shows that of the four species known there, three are definitely referable to the

Fort Union group, while only one is referred to the Miocene. Finally, Ward
(56: p. 464) indicates similar relations when in his synopsis of the Laramie
group, he enimierates four species, all of which he shows to be exclusively of

Eocene age. From this summary it becomes obvious that Cyperacites is essen-

tially and typically an Eocene genus, the chief aspect of which is Lower Eocene.

The only exception to this which has come under my notice, is the case of an
undescribed species recorded by Sir William Dawson in his description of

specimens from the Kootanie group at Anthracite, B.C., (5: p. 91), but this

reference is a doubtful one, as the species does not correspond with the usually

accepted characters of the genus, or with those of the existing genus Cyperus,

?nd I therefore exclude it from further consideration in this connection.

The reference to Potamogeton in the present instance is based altogether

upon the fruit, but there seems little reason to question the correctness of this

conclusion. Knowlton records seven species of Potamogeton (37), five of which
are from the later Tertiary, but two are from the Eocene. Ward (56) shows
that there are fifteen species of Potamogeton in the Eocene Flora, two of which
are also common to the Senonian; while Heer defines no less than nine species

from the Tertiary of Europe (31: I., p. 102; II., p. SS; III., p. 170), and five

from the Eocene of Greenland (29: I, and 23, VII), Spitzbergen (27: 10 and
22), and Siberia (24), from which it world appear that as we now know it,

this genus is essentially distinctive of the Eocene age.

Phragmites is a form of plant remains which is nowhere clearly defined,

though in a general way it may be recognized without much doubt. Precisely
what it embraces with respect to either genus or species, it would be impossible
to say at present, though in a general way it may be said to embrace fragments
of broad leaves, more rarely fragments of stems or even of rhizomes of ilono-
cotyledonous plants. The fragments of leaves are not always separable with
certainty from other Monocotyledonous leaves with similar characteristics,

while the stem fragments are clearly difierentiated from Cyperacites. The
rhizomes are usually sufficiently weU characterized to be recognized with cer-

tainty. There is no correlation between these various forms relegated to a

common genus, but when recognizable their characters are sufficiently definite

to permit of using them for stratigraphical purposes. An examination
of the North American distribution of the genus shows a somewhat wide

range. Thus, P. cretaceus, Lesq., represented by both leaves and
rhizomes, is a constituent of the flora of the Dakota group (42 : p. 34, and

43: p. 37). Dawson has reported the leaf of P. cordaiformis, Dn., from the

Upper Cretaceous of Vancouver island (9: p. 26). Newberry reports fragments
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of leaves of an undefined species from the Cretaceous (46: p. 27. pi. xxii.. f. 5).

and Ward, iu his Synopsis of the Laramie Flora enumerates four species as

belonging to the Laraniio proper, with two from the Senouian (56: pi. xxxii.)

On the other hand, J.o^iquereux reports one species from the Tertiary (42: i'.

1-11), and Knowlton (35: p. 779) reports P. latissima from the Fort rniim irroiip.

Reference to IFcer's well-known works (29. 26. 24. 23. and 31 : p. 161) shows fovir

species confined to the Eocene of Europe and Greenland, of which P. oeningensis,

A. Btr., is hy far the most frequently represented. This suminary shows nine

Cretaceous localities against six Tertiary, and as these latter are all Eocene,

it is clear that while Phragmites is common to the Upper Cretaceous and Lower
P-ocene, it is more typical of the former than the latter.

Reviewing the facts thus dealt with, we can only conclude that the flora

of the Kettle river is certainly not Cretaceous, and that in its general facies

it is Eocene rather than Miocene. This conclusion, however, necessarily raises

an important question as to the particular age of floras previously determined

and provisionally referred to the Miorene (51: iv.. (is and 52: iv.. ")(i. etc.), and

especially with reference to a critical comparison with the Similkameen flora as

already determined by Sir William Dawson (10: iv.. 7.")). This author appears

not to have been able to determine the age of tlie Similkameen beds to his own
satisfaction, since, although he frequently makes comparisons with the Lower

Miocene, to which his conclusions most strongly point, he nevertheless refers

to some species as having distinct afiinity with the Upper Laramie or Eocene,

and to the Oligocene in particular, and in his concluding paragraph he says

that ' It may be further afiirmed that the Similkameen flora is closely allied

to those described by Lesquereux as the Green River and Florissant floras, and

which he regards as Oligocene or Upper Eocene. It is to be hoped that ere

long the discoverj- of mammalian remains may throw further light on the precise

age of the Tertiary lake basins of British Columbia" (1, c. iv.. flO-01).

In order to clearly bring out the questions at issue, and establish the correla-

tion of the various Eocene floras, I have reduced to tabular form all such floras

as have been studied by me, and have shown the occurrence of the same species

as determined by other observers. Wliile, therefore, this table aims primarily

to establish the relations of the Eocene floras, it will also show their contact

with the Miocene and extension into the Cretaceous, including, however, only

such species as are actual components of the various Eocene floras now under

discussion.

The particular floras, the age of which is at present a matter of discussion,

are Coal Gully at Coutlee, B.C., the Horse-Fly river at Cariboo, the Kettle

river deposits at Midway, the Quilchena beds which are closely associated with

those at Coutlee, and the Similkameen beds in the valley of the same name.

As a basis of reference and comparison, the age of certain floras is well known

or at least accepted. They are the Red Deer of the Paskapoo Series and essen-

tially Fort Union group, the Union group of the Yellowstone National Park

and elsewhere in the United States and Canada, and the Lignite Tertiary of the
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Porcupine creek and Great valley, all of which are Lower Eocene. To this we
may add the Eocene of the IN'orth Polar regions, the floras of which are Fort

Union, as alreadv shown. On the other hand, the Green River group furnishes

a correct index of tlie Upper Eocene or Oligocene floras. ' From these fixed

data it may be possible to establish the proper correlation of the unknown
horizons.
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The Miocene age of the Similkameen beds has been adopted b.y Ami (2:

iv., 220), who includes them in the Cordilleran Region, basing his opinion upon
the determinations of plants by Sir William Dawson, and of insects by Scudder

(1: p. 7). On the other hand, Dr. G. M. Da-wson, in adopting the view that

the Similkameen beds arc Oliaoceno or later Eocene (16: pp. 75-76 B), bases

his opinion upon the results obtained by Scudder, according to which sixteen

out of nineteen species of Tertiary Hemiptera were from the Similkameen beds

—all but one being new—and in their general facies of the Oligocene type,

although the general fauna showed definite relations with the Middle Miocene;
while Cope recognized the remains of Amyzon in the Similkameen beds which
were, therefore, regarded by him as equivalent to the Amyzon beds of Oregon,
and hence of Oligocene age. Dr. Dawson further observes that ' It is probable

that the Similkameen beds may . . . represent the Coldwater horizon, but

for the present this correlation stands merely as a probable I'onjei'tuve " (I.e.).

According to this hypothesis, the Coldwater horizon is within the Oligocene

formation, and this conclusion is in exact accordance with the results of our

present studies. Reference to the accompanying table will show that out of

thirty species from the Similkameen beds, only ten, or 33 per cent, are Lower
Eocene, thus leaving two-thirds as distinctly Upper Eocene and with Miocene
affinities. From these considerations it wotdd seem altogether probable that

we must hereafter regard the Similkameen beds as Oligocene, and to the same
category must no doubt be referred the various deposits at Midway on the Kettle

river, where, out of seven identical species, three are distinctly allied to the

Similkameen, and one to the Green River group, thus giving 57 per cent of

Upper Eocene types. With respect to the plants from the Horse-Fly river at

Cariboo, it should be pointed out that the number of species is small, and that

they do not afford a fair opportunity for final judgment, but within the limits

of twelve species four are definitely Upper Eocene, six are as definitely Lower
Eocene and two are common to both horizons, while four species establish a

strong contact with the Cretaceous ; but as Taxodium distichum is a very cosmo-

politan species of wide range, it cannot be said to have leading weight in a

question of this kind, more especially as its chief aspect is Eocene. Alnites

grandifolium is common to the entire Eocene, being found in the Red Deer River

group as well as in the Similkameen. so that it affords no conclusive evidence

as to the relative age of the beds in which it occurs. Whether Alnites and

Taxodium be excluded or not, the general facies of the Horse-Fly river plants

inclines much more to the Similkameen group than to the Fort Union or the

Red Deer river, and our opinion is that they distinctly belong to the Oligocene.

The specimens from Coutlee, B.C., are but three in number, and they are

altogether too inadequate to base an opinion upon. One species—Taxodiiun

distichum—may indicate anything from Lower Eocene to Miocene. Ficus,

lepresented by an undescribed species, may also indicate any horizon within

tlie Eocene. The only genus of value in this respect is Ulmus, which suggests

Upper rather than Lower Eocene, and it is thus quite possible that the Coal

Gully deposits may be of Oligocene age, as suggested by Dr. Ami (1: p. 8).
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With respect to the Quilchena flora, there are six species in the Similkameen,

one in the Green Eiver group and one in the Kettle river, and if we accept the

Horse-Fly Eiver and Coal Gully heds as Oligocene, then five more species must
be added, thus making a representation of thirteen species in the Upper Eocene.

Against this we have three species in the Fort Union, one in the Porcupine

creek and six in the Eed Deer river, making ten species of Lower Eocene type,

while there is a very strong Sliocene contact through Ulmus and Planera

oblongifolia. From these facts the argument would seem to be that the facies

are decidedly Oligocene rather than Middle or Lower Eocene.

The second group of localities embraces the numbers 1428, 1430, 1433 and
1436 of the 1905 collections, and 471 of the 1903 coUeetions. The plants found
to he represented are as follows :

—

Pinus sp.
Gleichenia gilbert-thompsom.
Gleichenia sp.
Cladophlebis skagitensis.
Aspidium frederieksburgenso.
Nilsouia brevipinna.
Cycadites unjiga.
Glypiostrobus europanis.

Saiix perplexa?
Populus cvclopbylla.
Myrica serrata.
Quercus flexuosa.
Quercus coriacea.
Sassafras cretaceum.
Leaves of exogens.
Leaves of endogens.
Fruit of Exogen (Dorstenia?).
Undeterminable.

Of this list, if we eliminate the doubtful reference to Salix perplexa, we
find only thirteen species which may he depended upon, hut among these are

some which aiiord a very definite indication of age. Inasmuch, however, as

locality 471 is somewhat widely separated from the others, and as a special

question arises in connection with 1428, it will be necessary to deal with three

sub-groups, i.e., 471, 142S and localities 1430, 1433, 1436. A consideration of

previously described floras which may bear some relation to the present, is also

essential. They are represented by the Crowsnest Coal basin at Michel station,

B.C., the JTordenskiold river in the Yukon territory ; the Vancouver and Queen

Charlotte islands. Eeducing the various floras which may be so compared, to

a tabular form, it will be found that the specimens with which we are at present

most directly concerned, establish contact with other floras at only nine points,

and with respect to only six special groups. None of them can be directly

correlated with the Cretaceous at Michel station, the Nordenskiold river, Van-

couver or the Queen Charlotte islands. This arises from the fact that in all

of these floras the species presented are to a very large extent new, so that there

is no overlapping, and they are in the majority of cases extensions of the pre-

viously known floras. This is pre-eminently true of Vancouver island.

25a—vol, iii—5^
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Nilsonia pasaytensis stands by itself as a species, but reference to the general

distribution of the genus shows that although it may be recognized in the Upper
Cretaceous, as recorded by Dawson (9 : iv., 24), its range is rather through the

Lower Mesozoic. Thus, Ward (57: p. 90 ei seq.) enumerates four Cretaceous
species, of which one is from the Kootanie and three from the Shasta series,

and six species of Jurassic age, a distribution in exact aceord with the limits

assigned by Zeiller (59: p. 238), who speaks of its tolerable abundance in the

Rhsetic, whence it passes through the Jurassic to the Lower Cretaceous. The
general evidence of distribution, therefore, is toward greater abundance in the
Middle Mesozoic rather than toward its close, and in this sense the present
species would afiord very strong evidence of a Lower Cretaceous horizon.

Furthermore, in comparing this species with those previously described by
Fontaine and others, there is seen to be a somewhat remarkable correspondence

with N. nipponensis, Yokoyama, as iigured by Ward (57: pi. xvii., f. 8-10),

which tends to strengthen the idea that this is at least an early Cretaceous type.

Aspidium fredericksburgense. Font., is an exceedingly well characterized

plant, and there can be little doubt that the same species occurs in the flora of the

Pasayten river district. It was originally described by Fontaine (19: p. 94, pi.

xi. and xii.), from the Potomac formation at Fredericksburg, Virginia, where
it is said to be one of the most common ferns.

Reviewing this evidence, we observe that there are eleven species of plants

from locality 1430. Of these Dorstenia ( ?), which is of questionable character,

and Pinua, which is chiefly represented by seeds and may indicate any one of

several horizons, need to be eliminated because not specifically defined. This
leaves nine weU-defined species, of which three are definitely Lower Cretaceous
and six as definitely Upper Cretaceous. These differences, however, are fully in

accord with the correlations already established by Dawson (9: iv., 19), and by

Diller and Stanton (17: p. 476; and 18: p. 435, etc.), and we may conclude that

at least that portion of the flora from the Skagit river which is embraced in

locality 1430, is of Shasta-Chico age, and that it shows two well defined horizons

within that series.

Directing attention to locality 1428, about which a specific question was
raised with respect to its age relatively to that of 1430, it is possible to give a

very definite answer. This locality has furnished four specimens of plants

only. Of these one species of Salix presents nothing in the nature of reliable

evidence, and it shows no contact with the other localities. Pinus is represented

by fragments of leaves and seeds which also appear in locality 1433, which is

presumably of the same age. Glyptostrobus, bearing a certain resemblance to G.
europsBus, appears only in this locality, and it may or may not be comparable
with G. graciUimus, Lesq., which Dawson has described from the Niobrara
horizon of British Columbia (9: iv. 21). But it may be recalled that Dawson
(9: iv., 25) directs attention to a species of Glyptostrobus from the Upper
Cretaceous of Vancouver island, which he refers to as comparable with G.

europseus in form and size, but too obscure for certain determination. Further-

more, Knowlton (37) enumerates nine species of Glyptostrobus, of which five are

Cretaceous, chiefly from the Kootanie and Potomac series, while one of these, G.
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greenlandicus, Herr, is also found in the Kome beds of Greenland (21: p. 76).

Our present specimen, therefore, is of generic value only, and its presence

might support any Cretaceous horizon. Under these circumstances our knowledge

of the actual age of 1428 must be based wholly upon the evidence afforded by

Qleichenia gilbert-thompsoni. This plant was originally obtained from the

Lower Cretaceous of the Shasta series, at Pettyjohn's Ranch, Tehama County,

California, in 1882, by the one after whom it was subsequently named by

Fontaine. Heretofore it has not been correlated with any particular horizon,

for^ as Ward observes, * all that can be said of it is that its age might be either

Lower or Upper Cretaceous' (57: p. 23.3). Nevertheless, its present occurrence

, in the Skagit river district definitely confirms its character as a Lower Cretace-

ous type, and at the same time it enables us to definitely correlate the deposits

in which it was found, with those to which Aspidium fredericksburgense belongs.

It may thus be confidently asserted that locality 1428 is of the Shasta series.

This conclusion gains somewhat in force through the circumstances that locality

1436 shows the remains of fern stipes which have been found to be those of

Gleichenia, presumably of G. gilbert-thompsoni.

Locality 471 is wholly represented by highly altered specimens which have

been identified as the rachises of a fern, in all probability of Gleichenia. If this

deduction, which is based upon very scanty and poorly preserved material, in

which specific characters are not at all recognizable, should ultimately prove

correct, we have once more a means of establishing a general correlation between

the somewhat isolated Cretaceous areas of British Columbia. A tentative con-

clusion with respect to 471 would be that it represents an isolated Cretaceous

island which, in the general elevation of the central ridge, was cut off from the

lateral areas and subjected to more or less profound alteration as the character

of the rock and plant remains suggests.

While writing these conclusions, a very interesting fact bearing uppn the

general correlation of the Cretaceous beds has been brought to my notice by Dr.

A. W. G. Wilson, of McGill University, who asked me to determine a specimen

o? fern collected during the past summer. The specimen was a portion of a

large slab, which it was impossible to transport from its original location. It

was obtained from the Crowsnest Coal Basin, about thirty miles north of

Michel Station, B.C., and it therefore belongs to the same deposits as previously

reported upon by me. It, however, adds in most important ways to our knowledge

of the very scanty flora hitherto obtained from these beds, since it proved to be

a specimen of Aspidium dunkeri, Schimp., which has hitherto been known as an

element of the Potomac flora, in which series it constitutes one of the best

known and most widely distributed forms (19: p. 101). On this basis it is now

possible to correlate the Crowsnest Coal Basin with the Shasta, series, and the

same may also be said of the deposits on the NorJeuskiold river, from which a

limited flora has been, obtained and studied.
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262, 264.

Dolomite, abnormal 53
.origin of 55, 62. 64, 76, 644-675

Dorstenia 487,821
Douglas, J. A 741

Dowling, D. B 86,90
Drainage, origin of 599fi.

re-arrangemcnts 591.598
Drumlins 586

Dubois, E 651, 667
Duluth gabbro, origin of 2o5, 758
Dunite 334. 335. 393, 434, 543
Dutton, C. E 702

Eastern Geosynelinal Belt 6, 19-5, 205, 567, 570
Eozoic seon 649
Eriphyla '. 488
Erosion, glacial 579

, in Chelan valley 582——
, in Mono valley 581

Eruptions, order of 316. 376, 3S8, 420, 423, 471, 762

Essexose 415
Ethmolith 720

Euomphalus 510
Extrusive rocks of:

—

Bennington range 323,352
Clarke range 70, 79, 81, 213
Galton range 212
Hozomeen range 481,489
Midway mountains 37S, .3S3, 391, 398, 410ff.

Okanagan range 433

Purcell system 207
Kossland mountains 323,376
Selkirk system 144,323
Skagit range 521,528

Favosites 112,116
Fenestella 511,513
Ficus proteoides 84

Finlav. G. 1 216

Firket, A 664

Fisher, 706

Fissure eruptions 708,777
Fistulipora 511

Flathead sandstone 178,189
Flathead volley, origin of 117,599
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Fossils :

—

Paoe.

Beltian (Alt>ii formation) 65
Belton, Montaim 183
Cretaceous. (Pa-ay ten series) 485S., SOOfl.

Dearborn river, Montana ISl
Devonian 111,115
Mesozcic, Rossland mountains 322
Mississippian 113
Missoula, Montana 184
Mount Bosworth 185
Mount Stephen 185
Nyack Creek, Montana '. 183
Oligocene (Kettle River formation) 397
Siyeh formation ISl

Tertiary (Huntingdon formation) 520

(Kishenehn formation) 87
Triassic (Cultus formation).. . 517
Wigwam formatipn - 103

Fossils, first calcareous 643ff.

Foundering of batholithic roofs 709, 771
Fraser delta. Pleistocene 596
Front Range syncline 601

Funafuti atoll 663

Gabbro 212, 214, 218, 337, 434, 435, 523, 543

.abnormal 2i4, 233

Galton-MacDonald horst. 601

Gallon range " 30

, stratigraphy and structure of '.. 97,117
series 47,97

columnar section of 97

Gas, natural, and petroleum 91

Gas-fluxing 711

Gateway formation 107,136

.columnar section of 107-108

Gautier, A 765

Geikie, A 713,720
Geosynclinal, use of term 48

, origin of 574

Gibbs. G 5

Gilbert, G. K 636, 717

Girty, G. H 3, 111, 510, 512, 515, 521

Glacial strife 588,589,593
Gleichenia 487,816

gilbert-thompsoni 322,487,813
Glyptostrobus 487.819
Gold range 23,37
Goodchild, J. G 766

Grain of dolomite and limestone.. ..53, 58, 60, 61. 62, 74, 76. 78, 98, 127. 134, 146, 262, 670

Grain of quartzite 67, 70, 123, 127, 129, 155, 157, 167

Grand Forks group 378
Granite 284, 296, 302, 303, 345, 348, 354, 380, 445, 44«, 456, 459, 461, 465, 475, 537, 542

, abnormal 228, 232, 283, 784

, origin of 255, 766
Granite porphvrv 315, 349, 362. 365, 543

Granodiorite 347, 386, 392, 439, 445, 456, 524, 539
, origin of 785

of Cordillera, average composition of 538

Gravels, auriferous 589

Gravitative differentiation 247,25.3, 302. 462. 475. 771, 782
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Great Basin geosyncline 200

Green, W. L. . .

." 706

Greenstone 391,501,523-
Grinnell formation 69

, columnar section of 70

H
Hague, A 200,204
Hamites 488

Hammersteiu, Baron von 199

Hanging valleys 579, 583
Harker, A 67S, 718, 769, 771, 776, 787

Harzburgite 336, 439, 531

Harzose 291, 34S

Hatch, F. H 666

Haug, E 733

Hayes, C. W 629
Hefty formation 99

Hess, H 581

Hessose 436

Himalayas, comparison of Cordillera with 17

Hornblendite 344,433
Home, J 451

Hozomeen range 41

, formations of 479
•

—

, geological history of 506

, structure of 504

series 479, 500, 507, 508

, correlation of 502

Humphrev, R. L 740

Hunt, T. S 662

Huntingdon formation 507,519
Huronian revolution, efiects of 649

Hustcdia 512,513
Hybrid rock 244

I
Ice-cap, Cordilleran 576, 588, 590, 592, 594
Iddings, J. P 719, 769
Inoceramus labiatas 85
Interior Plateau 24
International Boundary Commission, first.. 5
Intrusion, batholithic, mode of 476,725
Intrusives, Christina range '. 3798.

, Clarke range 214
, Hozomeen range 490B.
, Lewis range 216
, McGillivray range 212

. Midway mountains 385 386, 391, 392, 401, 416

, Okanagan range 4332.
, Priest Eiver terrane 282
, Purcell mountains 221

, Rossland mountains 334fi., 354fi.

, Selkirk mountains 281
, Skagit range ' 522fl.

.
, correlated with Purcell Lava 218

Irene conglomerate 141

, metamorphism cf 142
, origin of 143

— volcanic formation 144
•

, columnar section of 145
, metamorphism of 144

Irvine, R 647,658
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J
Paok.

Jaggar, T. A 270, 718, 748
Johnson, W. D 636
Joly, J 652
Judd, J. W 761
Julien, A. A 739
Jurassic orogemc revolution 569
Jura-Trias geosynclinal 565

K
Karnes 586
Kaniksu range 9,37
Kelvin, Lord 698, "49
Kemp, J. F 758
Kennedy gravels SS
Kentallenose 306
Kersantite 312
Kettle River formation 394, 571, 800fl.

_
•

-, columnar section of 395
river, section at 396

Kilauea 706
Kindle, E. M 11]
King, Clarence 19, 44, 200, 203, 271, 569
King, W. F 2
King Edward peak, section at 67
Kintla formation SI

, columnar section of 82
Kishenehn formation 86
Kitchener formation 128,257

, compared to Siyeh formation 134
, comparison of two phases of 133

Kjerulf, T 766
Knopf, A 429
Knowlton, F. H 520
Kruger alkaline body 429, 448, 790

mountain, formations of 425

L
Lacroix, A 732, 755, 759
Ladenburg, R 746
Lake, late-glacial 587

Lamprophyres 306,370
Lane, A. C 240

Lang, A. G 2
Laramide erogenic revolution 570
Laramie formation *^5

Lassenose 494, o3S

Latite 324-332, 351, 790

Lawson, A. C 429, 726, 766

Leach. W. TV 5

Lees, H 739

Leith, C. K 758

LeRoy, 0. E 5

Lesley, J. P 665

Level of no strain 573, 707

Lewis, J. V 771

Lewis overthrnst 90,92,93,607
range, named 28
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Lewis series *"> ^9i 55

, Columnar section of *9

Lightning Creek diorite 479,490

limestones, origin of 643H.

Limnsea 87

Linck, G eei

Lincoln, F. C '65

Lindgren. AV M. 171, 181, 275, 288, 555, 630

Ijiparite S33

Liquation 771

Liquidamba integrifolius ^^

^ obtusilobatum 84

Lithostrotion 116,117

Livingston range -7

Livingstone range 27

Loch Borolan laccolith, differentiation in _ 251

Loewinson-Lessing, L 699, '60, 776

Lolo series 199

Lone Star formation J5S

Lonsdaleia 511

Loop mountaini? 33

Lower Okanagan Valley 27

Lucina +§8

Lugar sill, Scotland, magmatic difierentiation in 251

Lunatia 85

Lunoid furrows 578

Lytoceras batcsi *88

M
MacDonald, D. F 32, 171, 181, 271

JIacDonald formation 101

range _ 30
, stratigraphy and structure of 97,117

McArthur, J. J 2

McConnell, R. G 5, 90, 171. 174, 177, 178, 183, 197, 198, 199, 204, 275, 320, 321, 323.

324, 346, 350. 374, 641, 729.

McEvoy. J 5. 86, 190, 197, 198

McGee, W. J 65

McGillivray range 9,34
McKim cliff.. 122, 124, 139

Mactra emmonsi 85

Magmas, genetic classification of 778

Magmatic differentiation 348, 769 (See gravitative differentiation.)

Magnetite layer 157

Magnolia boulayana 84

Main Pacific geosyuclinal 565, -569

Malignite 448,450

Marine transgressions 568

Martinia - 511

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 3

Matthes, F. E 579,601

Melania 85

Menophylhim 116.117

Mesozoic sediments of Rossland mountains 322.802

Metamorphism, efficiency of dynamic 391

of igneous rocks 282. 285, 437, 441, 447, 449. 455

•, static 68,83. 100,102,108,110, 131,135, 152,153, 172

Metargillite, definition of 69

Microperthite in Rocky Mountain geosvnclinal 59. 61, 64, 83, 99. 100, 103, 108. 109,

no, 123, 129, 1.32, 144, 149, 153, 165, 258.
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Page
Midway mountaics 9,33

, formations of 389
volcanic group 398
volcanic province 7

Miller, W. G 665
Minette 306-312,370
Miocene batholiths 469

-deformation 571
Mississippian limestone 113,114
Missourite 366
Mode classification of igneous rocks 677
Molar-tooth structure (of limestone) 73, 74, 163, 177, 66li

Monk formation 147

, columnar section of 143
Monocline of Hozomeen range 504

of Selkirk range 165, 279
on Oil creek (Cameron Falls brook) 50, 51, 56, 57

Monzonit« 315, 337, 344, 458, 5», 790

porphyry 349,351,369,370
Monzonose 308, 310, 326, 330, 343, 358, 361, 361
Moraine lake 595
Morozewicz, J 761

Mount Baker 572

Siyeh 183

Wilson 90
Moyie formation 135

glacier 588

river valley, origin of 138,611

sills 221,226,761,770,781
^, gabbro of 233

, granite of 228, 232
, intermediate rock of 232—— , origin of acid phases of 238, 242, 761

, section through 237

Miiller, R 442

Murray, J 647, 654, 658, 667

Myalina 511

Myrica serrata 487, S20

N
Naticopsis 512

Neck, volcanic 490, 505

Nelmes, F 2

Nelson range 9, 35— —
, structure of 277

Nephelite syenit« 448, 451, 452

Nilsonia pasaytensis 487,818
Nisconlith series, correlation with 191, 193, 194, 271

Noble, L. F 251

Nordmarkite 360

Norm classification, value of 494,678

North Flathead glacier 579,583
Nunataks 587,588

Nyack creek, Montana, section 183

Ocean, age of the .. 652

Odinite 314,787
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Okanagan composite batholith , 432ff

mouutams. 41

— range, formations of *i;j^

.geological history of *70

, structure of *°^

Oligooene vulcanism »
"1"

Oolite 59, G4, U7, 671

Orogenic movements, periods of 372,549

Orogeny related to batholitbio intrusion *78

Orthoceras 113,511,512

Osann, A ""*

Osoyoos batholith -1^. -139, 7/1

Ostrea congesta |5
glabra °"

Ostwald, W "0
Ottawa river, analyses of M-
Ovcrthrust ^®' ^iS

, rotated '-"^

P
Pacific mountain system 21

Palliser, J 30, 31. 32, 33

Parallelodon 512

Park granite 431,464

Pasayten geosjnclinal 565,570

monocline 60'

—series *79

, columnar section of _ 481

, correlation of 505, 800ff.

valley, origin of •_ • • *00
volcanic formation 479, 481, 489

Peale, A. C 8S, 179, 180, 185, 188, 270

Pecten operculiformis 488

Pend D'Oreille group 271——
, correlation of 275

marbles 272

mountains __9

schists 272

Peneplanation. in E^jcky Mountains 605

~, in Belt of Interior Plateaus.. .< 617

, in Cascade Mountains 621

Penhallow, D. P.. .. : 2. 3, 322, 351. 397. 487, 488. 800-840

Pentremites 513

Peridotite ' 3^^
. nodular (dike) ^^ 437

, origin of 778, 782

Petrasch, K •• "53

Pctrogenic cycles 471, 477, 760

Pfaff, F. W 661

Phaoolith 718

Phillips formation _ 108

Phrenix volcanic group 3 1 8, 383

Phragmites ^
811

Phyllites rhomboideus °4

Physa 87

Picea cohimbiensis 80.3

Pierite ._ '37

Piedmont glaciers 578,596

Pillow lava ?''•"*
Pinnatopora 511,513
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Pinus 4S7, 813
Columbiana 806

Pirsson, L. V 251, 313, 367, i07, 71S, 7?2
Planetesimal hypothesis, discussion of 696
Planorbis S7
Plateau, origin of Okanagan • 619
Platycrinus 513
Pleuromya papyracea 488
Pleurophorus 5H
Pleurotomaria 112
Polypora '.

.

513
Populus cyclophylla 4S7, 819
Porphyiite 369, 4I6, 459, 492, 541
Potamogeton 8U
Pre-Waterton beds 55
Priest range 9, 37

River terrane 6, 258-271, 567
, age of 259
, correlation of 270
, thicknesses in 268

Principal volcanoes 712
Prionotropis So
Producta cora 116
Productella subaculeata Ill

Productus 116,511— semireticulatus 511,513
Prowersose 311

Publications by author, relative to geology of the boundary 3
Puget geosynclinal ".

060, 571
-group 520

Pugnax 512
pugnus Ill

Pulaskite 360
porphyry 417,571

Pulaskose 419
Purcell horst 601,610

Lava, Clarke range 213
, columnar sections of 210,219
, Galtou range 212
.horizon-marker 162
, Lewis range 216
, McGillivray range 207
-, vents of 208, 220, 781

Mountain system, named 30-33
, stratigraphy and structure of 119, 137

range 23, 31, 33
series 47,119

, columnar section of 120
sills 221

, dominant rock of 222,787
, variations in 225

Trench 26
, origin of 139, 267, 277, 279, 600

Trench glacier 588
Pyrito crystals 137

Q
Quart/ pebbles, opalescent 150, 151, 176
Quartzite, origin of 124

Queen Charlotte geosynclinal 565,570
Quercus coriacea 487,820

flesuosa 487.820
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Page.

Eansome, F. L 1, 171, 181, 204, 326, 555

Keid, H. F 581, 583

Kemmel batholith 425,443—
, interpretation of its two phases 1^7

Eeplaoement of country-roclis by batholiths • 476, 495^ 545_, 777

Resurgent emanatioES 247, 765, 7iS

Eeticularia lineata 311

Ehipidomella 511

Ehomb-feldspar 402,412

, analysis of ^03

Ehombopora 511

Ehomb-porphyry, intrnsire 406, 409, 790

, extrusiye 410,571,790

Ehyolite 211. 219. 522, 530

Eichter, E •
640

Mountain hornblendite ^33

Riesenose 527

Eipple formation 155

Eipplc-marks 67, 70, 72, 78, 82, 100, 101, 103, 104, 108, 109, 123, 129, 136, 154, 155, 157,

163, 165, 175.

Eissoa *8S

Eock Creek chouolith *01£f.

Rockv Mountain geosvnclinal 6, 47, 158, 190, 195, 204, 567

axis of 196

base of... 279

correlation in 161

lithological variation in 166

metamorphism of 171

. •

, origin of sediments of 124, 196, 198

. , specific gravity of 172

, sub-prisms in 170,171
— •

, upper Paleozoic portion of 203

system 23, 41

-Trench 26,198

, origin of 117, 118, 137, 600

Eoof-pendants 429,477

Roosville formation 109

Rosenbusch, H 313, 314, 406, 677, 788

Rossland monzonite 344,790

mountains 9,40
, formations of 319

, structure of 370

volcanic group 323

volcanic province 7

Russell, I. C 20, 44, 479, 581, 621fi.

Eykert granite 284, 725, 784

Salix 487,819

Salmon Eiver monzonite 304,790

Salt-crystal casts 83, 108, 163

Sanguinolites 512

Sans Poil mountains 9,39

Sargent, R. H 579,601

Sassafras cretaceum 487,820

Satellitic injection 777

Scaphites ventricosus _ 85

Scavenging system of the ocean 644-675, 666
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Page.
SchistositT, origin of 152

, peripheral 267,292
Schizophoria striatula Ill
Schofield, S. J 139, 226, 241, 250
Secondary origin of granite 475
Segregations in magma 3i9, 437, 539
Selkirk monocline 601

mountain system 22,3-1— , stratigraphy of 141-159,257-280
series, correlation ivith 191,194
Valley 26,600

Sehvyu, A. K. C 32,44
Seminula 511
Serpentine 385
Serpula 488
Shackanite (analcitic rhomb-porphyry) 411, 415, 671, 790
Shaler, N. S .• 640
Shand, S. J 251

Shasta geosynclinal 565
Shasta-Chico series 489
Shatter-belt, magmatic 297, 299, 349, 728, 735
Sheppard formation 77

, columnar section of 77

?ranite 354,784,787
Shifts, horizontal 279,570
Shonkin Sag, Montana, magmatic difierenliation at 251, 772
Shonkinitic type 345
Shore-lines, zone of 1965., 567
Shoshonose 314,327
Shuswap series 194
Shutt, F. T 652
Sill, composite 396

, rhomb-porphyry 410
Sills associated with Purcell Lava 2148.

, Hozomeen range 492
, Kettle river 410—

-, Moyie 221fi., 761, 770, 781
, Purcell 221ff.

, significance of thick 255
, Skagit 522

Similkameen batholith 427, 455, 571, 772
, compared with Krnger alkaline body 45S

Siyeh formation, Clarke and Lewis ranges 71

, columnar section of 72
formation, Galton series 104

, columnar section of 104
limestone, identical with Blackfoot 183

Skagit valley, origin of 600,620
~ composite batholith 7,544,601

harzburgite 531
range 41

, correlation in 545
, formations of 507
, structure of 544

volcanic formation 507,528
age cf 531

Slesse diorite 507, 532
•

, analysis of 533

Slocan mountains 35

Smelter granite 378, 381

Smith, G. 1, 5, 41, 433, 469, 479, 502, 519. 555. 620. 6245., 781
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Smith, W. S. T 270, 6i0

Snoqualmie granodiorite 469,535
Spangled schists 266

Specific gravities, average 696

of rock melts 7402.
Spencer, A. C 21

Sphaerium 87

Spirifer cameratus 511

disjunctus HI
englemani 112,115
leidyi 116

utahensis 112

whitneyi Ill

.Spiriferina 511,512,513
Spokane Hills section 188

Square Butte, Montana, magmatic differentiation at 251,772
Stanton, T. W 3. 87, 487, 488, 489, 517, 555

Steinmann, G 64,659

Stenopora 116

Stocks, H. B 671

Stoping, magmatic 734fi., 777

Stream adjustment 609

Structure of:

—

Clarke range 47, S9

Columbia mountain system 420

Galton-ilacDonald mountain system 117

Hozomeen range 504

Nelson range 277

Okanagan range 466

Purcell mountain system 137

Eosslaud mountains 370

Skagit range 544

Subconsequent drainage 614

Subordinate volcanoes 712

Substratum, basaltic 573. 699, 706, 713, 780

Suess, E 721

Sumas diorite 507,527
—, analysis of 533

granite 507,526,784
analysis of^ .•. . . 527

Summit series 47,141
-, columnar section of 141

Sun-cracks 67, 70, 72, 78, 82, 98, 100, 101, 103, 104, lOS, 109, 123, 129. 136, 157, 163

Superheat, magmatic 750

Sutherland schists 321

Syenite 356, 358, 448, 787

porphyry 362,364,499,520
Syntectic magmas 699, 734, 778, 783

Syringopora 116,117

Tamihy series ; 507,518
Tandem cirques 595

Tarr, R. S 640

Taxodium distichum 812

Teall, J. J. H 454

Tehamose 230
Tellina 85

Terebratuloid 511

Termier, P 392
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Pace.

Terraces 5S9. 590, 6U, 615
Tobacco Plains 98

Tonalose 537
Torso, mountain 630

Toscanose 287, 461

Trachyte 400, 530, 571

Trail batholith 346, 729, 787

Tree-line, discussions of 616,637
Trematospira. . .• Ill

Trench, definition of 26

Triassic in Skagit range 507,516
Trigonia 4SS

Trouton, F. T 582
Truncated alluvial cones 616

Turner, H. W 534, 555, 726

Turritella S5

Two-phase convection 711

Tyrrell, G. W 251

U
Clmus cohimbiana 810

protoamericana 809

protoracemosa S09

speciosa 351

Unconformities in :

—

Hozomeen range 443, 480, 504

Midway mountains 421

Kossland mountains 371

Selkirk range 142,279

Skagit range 546

Unconformity postulated above the Belt terrane 1S6

between llississippian and BeJtian 114

V
Valhalla mountains 35

Valvata 87

Vancouver range 41

Van Hise, C.R 666,726

Vedder greenstone 507,522

Vesicular dikes.. . 439,464

Vogesite 349, 787

Vogt, J. H. L 671, 753. 770

Vulcanism, theory of 574, 707, 777

W
"Walcott. CD 3, 65. 171, 176, 177. 179, ISO, ISl, 183, 184, 185, 186, 188, 189. 190, 200,

203, 204, 649, 657.

Walker, T. L 774

Warren, C. H 54

Waterton formation 50

glacier 579
. lake 50

Weed, W. H. .'!.".."..".."'.!'.".' .'.'
.V

.'.' .'. '.'. '.'. '.'.'.'.".'.'".."..".
.86, 187, 2b4i"25I, 71S

Weeks, F. B 200

West Kootenay batholithic province 7

Western geosynclinal belt 6, 196, 547, 555, 556
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Wheeler, A. 26.15
WhiteaTes, J. F 320

Whitney, J. D 19,45
Wigwam formation 103

valley, origin of 118

Willis, B 1, 5, 27, 28, 30, 49, 57, 66, 69, 71, 72, 73, 77, 81, 82, 83, 84, 88, 89. 90. 91.

92, 93, 94, 97, 114, 171. 180. 216, 555, 570. 5S2, 591, 596, 599. 603ff., 624ft.. 639.

Wilson range 30

Winter-talus ridge 593

Wolf formation 150

Wood. H 184

Woodhead. G. S 647.658

Xenoliths in Purcell sills 243

Yaak range 33

Yahk rirer valley, origin of 138,111
quartzite, name withdrawn 135

Yakinikak Limestone 114

Yellowstone plateau, origin of 749

YeUowstonose 441. 445, 456

Young, G. A 5.338

Zaphrentis 116.510

Zirkel, F 223

25a—vol. iii—57
















